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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

enclosed bays and e~tuaHes for all
F. Derivation of Criteria
purposes and programs under the Clean
1. Section 304(al Criteria Guidance Process
Water Act.
2. Aquatic Life Criteria
40 CFR Part 131
a. Freshwater Acute Selenium Criterion
EFFEC1WE DATE: This rule shall be
b. Dissolved Me~als Criteria
[FRL-65~7-9]
effective May 18, 2000.
c. Application of Me~als Cr~te~ria
ADORESSE$: The administrative record
RIN 2040-AC44
d. Saltwater Copper Criteria
for today’s final rule is available for
e. Chronic Averegin8 Period
Water Quality Standards;
public inspection at the U.S. -f. Hardness
Establishment of Numeric Criteria for
Environmental Protection Agency,
3. Human Health Criteria
Priority Toxic Pollutants for the State
Region 9, Water Division, 75 Hawthorne
a. 2,3,7,8-TCDD (Dioxin) Criteria
of California
Street, San Francisco, California 94105,
b..~’senic Criteria
between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 4:30
c. Meccury Criteria
AGenCY: Environmental Protection
p.m. For access to the administrative
d. Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) Criteria
Agency.
record, call Diane E. Fleck, P.E., Esq. at e. Excluded Section 304{a} Human Health
/tcrlo~: Final rule.
Criteria
415 744-1984 for an appointment. A
Cancer Risk Level
reasonable fee will be charged for
G.f. Description
of Final Rule
SUt~t~IV: This Final rule promulgates:
photocopies.
numeric aquatic life cdterla for 23
1. Scope
priority toxic pollutants; numeric
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:.
2. EPA Criteria for Priority Toxic Pollutants
human health c~teda for 57 priority
Diane E. Fleck, P.E., Esq. or Philip
3. Implementation
toxic pollutants; and a compliance
Woods, U.S. Environmental Protection
4. Wet Weather Flows
schedule provision which authorizes
$. Schedules of Compllance
Agency, Region 9, Water Division, 75
the State to issue schedules of
6. Changes from Proposed Rule
Hawthorne Street, San Francisco,
H. Economic An=,lysis
compliance for newor revised National
California 94105, 415-744-1984 or 4151. Costs
Pollutant Discharge Rlimination System 744-1997, respectively.
2. Benefits
permit limits based on the federal
SUPPLB~N’rARY INFORMATION: This
l. Executive Order 12866, Regulatory
criteria when certain conditions are met. preamble is organized according to the
Planning and Review
EPA is promulgating this rule based
following outline:
I.
Unfunded
Mandates Reform Act of 1995
on the Administrator’s determination
A. Potentially Affected Entities
K. Regulatory Flexibility Act
that numeric criteria are necessary in
8. Inb’oduction and Overview
L Paperwork Reduction Act
the State of California to protect human
1. Introduction
M. Endangered Species Act
2.
Overview
health and the environment. The Clean
N. Con~’essional Review Act
c. statutory and Regulatory Background
Water Act requires States to adopt
O. Executive Order 13084, Consultation and
D. California Water Quality Standards
numeric water quality criteria for
Coordination With Indian Tribal
Actions
Governments
priority toxic pollutants for which EPA
1. California Regional Water Quality Control
has issued criteria guidance, the
P. National Technology Transfer and
Bo~rd Basin Plans, and the Inland
Advancement Act
presence or discharge of which could"
Surface Waters Plan (ISWP) and the
reasonably be expected to interfere with
Enclosed Bays and Estum’ies Plan {EBEP} Q. Executive Order 13132 on Federalism
R. Executive Order 13045 on Protection of
maintaining designated uses.
of April 1991
Children From Environmental Health
2.
EPA’s
Review
of
California
Water
Quality
EPA is promulgating this rule to fill
Risks and Safety Risks
a gap in California water quality
Standards for Priority Toxic Pollutants in
the ISWP and EBEP, and the National
standards that was created in 1994
A. Potentially Affected Entities
Toxice Rule
when a State court overturned the
3. Status of Implementation of CWA Section
Citizens concerned with water quality
State’s water quality control plane
303(c)(2}(B)
in California may be interested in this
which contained water quality criteria
4. State-Adopted, Site-Specific Criteria for
rulemaking. Entities discharging
for priority toxic pollutants. Thus, the
PHority Toxic Pollutants
State of California has been without
s. Stats-Adopted Sit~-Specific Criteria Under pollutants to waters of the United States
in Ca]ifomla could be affected by this
numeric water quality criteria for many
EPA Review
rulemaktng since water quality criteria
b. State-Adopted Site-Specific Criteria With
priority toxic pollutants as required by
are used by the State in developing
EPA Approval
the Clean Water Act. necessitating this
National Pollutant Discharge
E. Rationale and Approach For Developing
action by EPA. These Federal criteria
the Final Rule
Elimination System (NPDES) permit
are legally applicable in the State of
1. Legal Basis
limits. Categories and entities that
California for inland surface waters,
z. Approach for Developing this Rule
ultimately may be affected include:
Cs;~’;~’T

Examples of potentially affected entree

...............................................................
Induslries discharging pollutanls to sudace wa~em in California or to publidy-owrm~ Irea~menl
Munid4)ati~,es ......................................................Publicly-owned treatment works discharging ~,_~,_~nts to surface waters in CaMomia
l

This table is not intended to be
exhaustive, but rather provides a guide
for readers regarding entities likely to be
affected by this action. This table lists
the types of entities that EPA is now
aware could potentially be affected by
this action. Other types of entities not

listed in the table could also be affected, particular entity, consult the persons
To determine whether your facility
listed in the preceding ~ Ftmmm~
might be affected by this action, you
INI~tM~’rlON :~3~TAcr section.
should carefully examine the
applicability criteria in § 131.38(c). If
you have questions regarding the
applicability of this action to a
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B. Introduction and Overview
to as the "proposed CTR"); Water
criteria
in
this
final
rule
will
1. Lqtroduction
Quality Standards; Establishment of
supplement the water quality criteria
¯
Numeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
promulgated for California in the NTR,
This section introduces the topics ¯
Pollutants, 57 FR 60848, December 22, as amended. In 1991, ETA approved a
which are addressed in the preamble
and provides a brief overview of EPA’s 1992 (referred to as the "National Toxics number of water quality criteria
Rule" or "NTR"); and the NTR as
basis and rationale for promulgating
(discussed in section D}, for the State of
amended by Administrative Stay of
California. Since ETA had approved
Federal criteria for the State of
Federal
Water
Quality
Criteria
for
these criteria, it was not necessary to
California. Section C briefly describes
Metals and Interim Final Rule, Water
include them in the 1992 NTR for these
the evolution of the efforts to control
Quality Standards; Establishment of
criteria. However, the ETA-approved
toxic pollutants; these efforts include
Numeric
Criteria for Priority Toxic
criteria were subsequently invalidated
the changes enacted in the 1987 L--~VA
Po]lutanta; States’ Compliance-in State litigation. Thus, this final rule
Amendments, which are the basis for
Revision of Metals Criteria, 60 FR
contains criteria to fill the gap created
this rule. Section D summarizes
22228, May 4, 1995 (referred to as the
by the State litigation.
California’s efforts since 1987 to
"National Toxics Rule [NTR], as
This final rule does not change or
implement the requirements of CWA
The NTR, as amended, is
supersede any criteria previously
section 303(c)(2)(B) and describes EPA’s amended").
codified at 40 CFR 131.36. A copy of the promulgated for the State of California
procedure and actions for determining
proposed CTR and its preamble, and the in the NTR, as amended. Criteria which
whether California has fully
hnplemanted CWA section 303(c)(2)(B). NTR, as amended, and its preambles are ETA promulgated for C, alifomia in the
contained in the administrative record
N’TR, as amended, are footnoted in the
Section E provides the rationale and
for
this rulemaking,
final table at 131.38Co)(1), so that
approach for developing this final rule,
ETA is making this final rule effective readers may see the criteria promulgated
including a discussion of EPA’s legal
upon publication. Under the
in the NTR, as amended, for California
basis for this final rule. Section F
Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. and the criteria promulgated through
describes the development of the
553(d)(3), agencies must generally
this rulemaking for California in the
criteria included in this rule. Section G publish
a n~]e no more than 30 days
same table. This final rule is not
summarizes the provisions of the final
prior to the effective date of the rule
intended to apply to waters within
rule and discusses implementation
except as otherwise provided for by the Indian Country. ETA recognizes that
issues. Sections H, I, ], K, L, M, N, O,
Agency for good cause. The purpose of
there are possibly waters located wholly
P, and Q briefly address the
the 3e-day waiting period is to give
or partly in Indian Country that are
requirements of,Executive Order 12866, affected
parties a reasonable time to
included in the State’s basin plans. EPA
the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of
their behavior before the final
will work with the State and Tribes to
1995, the Regulatory Flexibility Act, the adjust
rule takes effect. See Omnipoint Corp. v. identify any such waters and determine
Paperwork Reduction Act, the
F.C.C., 78 F.3d 620, 630-631 (D.C. Cir. whether further action to protect water
Endangered Species Act, the
1996); Riverbend Farms, Inc. v.
quality in Indian Country is necessary.
Congressional Review Act, Executive
Madit~an, 958 F.2d 1479, 1485 (gth Cir,
This rule is important for several
Order 13084, Consultation and
1992).
environmental, programmatic and legal
Coordination with Indian Tribal
In this instance, EPA finds good cause reasons. Control of toxic pollutants in
Governments, the National Technology to make the final rule effective upon
surface waters is necessary to achieve
Transfer and Advancement Act, and
" publication. In order to find good cause, the CWA’s goals and objectives. Many of
Executive Order 13132, Federalism,
an Agency needs to find that the 3e-day
California’s monitored river miles, lake
rest, actively,
period would be: (1) Impracticable, (2) acres, and estuarine waters have
The proposal for this rulemaking was unnecessary, or (3} contrary to the
elevated levels of toxic pollutants.
published in the Federal Register on
public interest. Here EPA is relying on Recent studies on California water
August 5, 1997. Changes from the
the second reason to support its finding
bodies indicate that elevated levels of
proposal are generally addressed in the
of
good cause. EPA also notes that the
toxic pollutants exist in fish tissue
body of this preamble and specifically
State has requestedEPA to make the
which result in fishing advisories or
addressed in the response to comments
rule immediately effective,
bans. These toxic pollutants can be
document included in the
ETA finds that in this instance,
attributed to, among other sources,
administrative record for this
waiting 30 days to make the rule
industrial and municipal discharges.
ru]emaking. EPA responded to all
effective is unnecessary. As explained
Water quality standards for toxic
comments on the proposed rule,
in further detail elsewhere in this
pollutants are important to State and
including comments received after the
this rule is not self
EPA efforts to address water quality
September 26, 1997, deadline. Although preamble,
implementing;
rather
it
establishes
problems. Clearly established water
ETA is under no legal obligation to
ambient conditions that the State of
quality goals enhance the effectiveness
respond to late comments, ETA made a California
will implement in future
of many of the State’s and ETA’s water
policy decision m respond to all
permit proceedings. These permit
programs including permitting, coastal
comments,
will, by regulation, take
water quality improvement, fish tissue
Since detailed information concerning proceedings
longer
than
30
days
to
complete.
This
quality
protection, nonpoint source
many of the topics in this preamble was means that although the rule is
controls, drinking water quality
published previously in the Fedm’al
effective, no discharger’s
protection, and ecological protection.
Register in preambles for this and other immediately
conduct
would
be
altered
under
the
rule
Numeric criteria for toxic pollutants
rulemakinga, references are frequently
in less than 30 days, and therefore the
allow the State and ETA to evaluate the
made to those preambles. Those
30-day period is unnecessary,
adequacy of existing and potential
ru]emakings include: Water Quality
control measures to protect aquatic
2. Overview
Standards; Establishment of Numeric
ecosystems and human health. Numeric
Criteria for Priority Toxic Pollutants for
This final rule establishes ambient
criteria also provide a more precise
the State of California; Proposed Rule,
water quality criteria for priority toxic basis for deriving water quality-based
62 FR 42159, August 5, 1997 (referred pollutants in the State of California. The effluent limitations (WQBELs) in
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National Pollutant Discharge
quality criteria for the State of
Elimination System (NPDES} permits California. See 62 FR 42160-42163. EFAthe designated uses in each of the Basin
Plans, created a set of water quality
and wasteload allocations for total
is including that discussion in the
standards for waters within the State of
maximum daily loads (TMDLs) to
record for the final rule. Commenter~
California.
control toxic pollutant discharges,
questioned EPA’s authority to
Specific~ly, the two plans established
Congress recognized these issues when
promulgate certain aspects of the
water quality criteria or objectives for all
it enacted section 303(c)(2)(B} to the - proposal. EPA is responding to those
fresh waters, bays and estuaries in the
CWA.
in the appropriate sections of State. The plans contained water quality
While California recognizes the need comments
this preamble, and in the response to
criteria for some priority toxic
for applicable water quality standards
comments
document included in the
pollutants, provisions relating to whole
for toxic pollutants, its adoption efforts
administrative record for this
effluent toxicity, implementation
have been stymied by a vadety of
rulemaking.
Where
appropriate,
EPA’s
procedures for point and nonpoint
factors. The Administrator has decided
sources, and authorizing compliance
to exercise her CWA authorities to move responses expand upon the discussion
of statutory and regulatory authority
schedule provisions. The plans also
forward the toxic control program,
found in the proposal,
included specialprovisions affecting
consistent with the CWA and with the
State of California’s water quality
D. California Water Quality Standards waters dominatedby reclaimed water
(labeled as Category {a} waters}, and
standards program.
Actions
waters dominated by agricultural
Today’s action will also help restore
I. California Regional Water Quality
drainage and constructed agrictLltural
equity among the States. The CWA is
Control Boon] Basin Plans, and the
drains (labeled as Category Co] and (c)
designed to ensure all waters are
Inland Surface Waters Plan (ISWP) and waters, respectively).
sufficiently clean to protect public
the Enclosed Boys end Estuaries Plan
health and/or the environment. The
2. EFA ’s Review of California Water
(EBEP) of April 1991
CWA allows some flexibility and
Quality Standards for Priority Toxic
differences among States in their
The State of California regulates water Pollutants in tile ISWP and EBEP, ond
adopted and approved water quality
quality thzough its State Water
the Natiox~a] Toxics Rule
standards, but it should be implemented Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and
The EPA Administrator has delegated
in a manner that ensures a level playing through nine Regional Water Quality
the
responsibility and authority for
field among States. Although California Control Boards (RWQCBs). Each of the review
and approval or disapproval of
has made important progress toward
nine RWQCBs represents a different
all new or revised State water quality
satisfying CWA requirements, it has not geographic area; area boundaries are
standards to the EPA Regional
satisfied CWA section 303(c)(2)(B) by
generally sdong watershed boundaries.
Administrators (see 40 CFR 131.21).
adopting numeric water quality criteria Each RW(~ maintains a Basin Plan
Thus, State actions undm" CWA section
for toxic pollutants. This section was
which contains the designated uses of
303(c)(2)(B) are submitted to the
added to the CWA by Congress in 1987. the water bodies within it~ respective
appropriate EPA Regional Administrator
Prior to today, the State of California
geographic area within California. These for review and approval.
had been the only State in the Nation for designated uses (or "beneficial uses"
In mid-April 1991, the SWRCB
which CWA section 303(c)(2)(B} had
under State law) together with legallysubmitted
to EPA for review and
remained substantially unimplemented adopted criteria (or "objectives" under
approval the two storewide water
after EPA’s promulgation of the NTR in State law), comprise water quality
quality control plans, the ISWP and the
December of 1992. Section 303(c)(4) of standards for the water bodies within
EBEP. On November 6, 1991, EPA
the CWA authorizes the EPA
each of the Basin areas. Each of the nine Region 9 formally concluded its review
Administrator to promulgate standards
RW(~-’Bs undergoes a triennial basin
of the SWRCB’s plans. EPA approved
where necessary to meet the
planning review process, in compliance the narrative water quality criterion and
requirements of the Act. The
with CWA section 303. The SWRCB
the toxicity criterion in each of the
Administrator determined that this rule provides assistance to the RWQCBs.
plans. EPA also approved the numeric
was s necessary and important
. Most of the Basin Plans contain
water quality criteria contained in both
component for the implementation of
conventional pollutant objectives such
plans,
findin8 them to be consistent
CWA section 303(c)(2)(B) in CaLifornia. as dissolved oxygen. None o/~ the Basin
with
the
requirements of section
EPA acknowledges that the State of
Plans contains a comprehensive list of
of the CWA and with EPA’s
CaLifornia is workin8 to satisfy CWA priority toxic pollutant criteria to satisfy 303(c)(2)(B)
national
criteria
guidance published
section 303(c)(2)(B). When the State
L-’~A section 303(c)(2)(B}. The nine
pursuant
to
section
304(a) of the C1NA.
formally adopts, and EPA approves,
RWQCBs and the SWRCB had intended
EPA noted the lack of criteria for
criteria consistent with statutory
that the priority toxic pollutant criteria
pollutants, and found that,
requirements, as envisioned by Congress contained in the three S~L--’B storewide some
because of the omissions, the plans did
in the CWA, EPA intends to stay this
plans, the Inland Surface Waters Plan
fully satisfy CWA section
rule. ]f within the applicable time h’ame (ISWP), the Enclosed Bays and Estuaries not
303(c)(2)(B}.
plans did not contain
for judicial review, the States’ standards Plan (EBEP), and the Ocean Plan, apply criteria for all The
listed pollutants for
are challenged, EPA will withdraw this to all basins and satisfy CWA section
which EPA had published national
rule after such judicial review is
303(c)(2)(B).
criteria guidance. The ISWP contained
complete and the State standards are
On April 11, 1991, the SWRCB human health criteria for only 65
sustained,
adopted two statewide water quality
pollutants, and the EBEP contained
centre! plans, the ISWP and the EBEP.
C. Statutory and Rqulatury
human health criteria for only 61
These statewide plans contained
pollutants for which EPA hadiesued
Backsround
narrative and numeric water quality
section 304(s) guidance criteria. Both
The preamble to the August 5, 1997,
criteria for toxic pollutants, in part to
the ISWP and EBEP contained aquatic
proposed rule provided s general
satisfy C’¢VA section 303(c)(2)(B}. The
life criteria for all pollutants except
discussion of EPA’s statutory and
water quality criteria contained in the
and chromium 1~ (freshwater
regulatory authority to promulgste water S~/VRCB statewide plans, together with cyanide
only) for which EPA his CWA section
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304(a) criteria guidance. The SWRCB’s Quality Standards; Establishment of
2,4-dinflrotoluene
administrative record stated that all
Numeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
1,2-diphenylhydrazine
priority pollutants with EPA criteria
Pollutants; States’ Compliance-hexachlorobutadiene
guidance were likely to be present in
hexachlorocyclopentadiene
Revision of Mets]s Critaria; 60 FR
C~ifornia waters. However, the
22228, 22229, May 4, 1995 [the NTR, ashexachloroethane
isophorone
SWRCB’s record contained insufficient amended]). The stay was in response to
nitrohanzene
information to support s finding that the a lawsuit against EPA challenging,
n-ni~’osodimethylaraine
excluded pollutants were not reasonably among other issues, metals criteria
n-nitrosodiphanylamins
expected to interfere with designated
expressed as tots] recoverable ..
Other pollutant criteria were
uses
of the waters
of the State.
A partial Settlement
Although
EPA approved
the storewide concentrations.
promulgated in the NTR, as amended,
Agreement
required
EPA
to
stay
specific
selenium objective in the ISWP and
for specific water bodies, but not all
metals criteria in the NTR. EPA then
EBEP, EPA disapproved the objective
inland surface waters and enclosed bays
promulgated
certain
metals
criteria
in
for the San Francisco Bay and Delta,~
and estuaries.
the dissolved form through the use of
becau~,e there was clear evidence that
conversion
factors.
These
factors
are
3. Status of Implementation of CWA
the objective would not protect the
listed
in
the
NTR,
as
amended.
A
Section 303(c)(2)(B)
designated fish and wildlife uses (the
scientific discussion of these criteria is
California Department of Health
Shortly after the SWRCB adopted the
found in a subsequent section of this
Services had issued waterfowl
]SWP
and EBEP, several dischargers
consumption advisories due to selenium preamble,
filed suit against the State alleging that
Since
certain
criteria
have
already
concentrations, and scientific studies
it had not adopted the two plans in
been promulgated for specific water
had documented selenium toxicity to
compliance with State law. The
bodies in the State of California in the
fish and wildlife). ETA restated its
plaintiffs in a consolidated case
NTR,
as
amended,
they
are
not
within
commitment to object to National
included: the County of Sacramento,
scope of today’s final rule. However, Sacramento
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System the
County Water Agency;
for
clarity
in
reading
a
comprehensive
(’NPDES) permits issued for San
Sacramento
Regional County Sanitation
rule for the State of California, these
Francisco Bay that contained effluent
District; the City of Sacramento; the City
criteria
are
incorporated
into
40
CFR
]imit~ based on an objective greater than 131.38(d)(2). Footnotes to the Table in
of Sunnyvale; the City of San lose; the
5 parts per billion (ppb) (four day
City
of Stockton; and Simpson Paper
40 CFR 131.38[b)(1) and 40 CFR
average) and 20 ppb (1 hour average),
Company.
131.38(d)(3)
clarify
which
criteria
(and
the freshwater criteria. EPA reaffirmed for which specific water bodies) were
The dischargers alleged that the State
its disapproval of Califomias’ sitehad
not adopted the ISWP and EBEP in
promulgated by the NTR, as amended,
specific selenium objective for portions and
compliance with the California
are
therefore
excluded
from
this
of the San ~oaquin River, Salt Slough,
Administrative Procedures Act (Gay
rule. The appropriate (freshwater
and Mud Slough. EPA also disapproved final
Code.
Section 11340, et seq.), the
or saltwater) aquatic life criteria which California
of the categorical deferrals and
Environmental
Qus]ity
Act
were
promulgated
in
the
NTR,
as
(Pub.
Re
Code,
Section 21000,
et seq.),
exemptions. These disapprovals
amended, for all inland surface waters
included the disapproval of the State’s
and the Porter-Cologne Act 0/Vat. Code,
and encJosed bays and estuaries
deferral of water quality objectives to
Section 13200, et seq.). The allegation
include:
chromium
III
and
cyanide.
The
effluent dominated streams (Category a)
that the State did not sufficiently
appropriate [water and organism or
and to streams dominated by
consider economics when adopting
organism
only)
human
health
criteria
agricultural drainage (Category b), and
quality objectives, as allegedly
which were promulgated in the NTR, as water
the disapproval of the exemption of
required
by Section 13241 of the Porter
amended, for all inland surface waters
water quality objectives to constructed
Cologne Act, was an important issue in
and
encJosed
bays
and
estuaries
agricultural drains (Category c). EPA
the litigation.
include:
found the definitions of the categories
In October of 1993, the Superior Court
imprecise and overly broad which could antimony
of California, County of Sacramento,
have led to an incorrect interpretation,
thallium
issued a tentative decision in favor of
asbestos
Since EPA had disapproves portions
the dischargers. In March of 1994, the
=crolein
of each of the California statawide plans
Court issued a substantively similar
a~yionitrile
which were necessary to satisfy CWA
final decision in favor of the
~rbon tear, chloride
section 303(c)(2)(B),,c_ertain disapproved chlorobenzene
dischargers. Final judgments from the
aspects of California s water quality
1,2-dichloroethane
Court in ~uly of 1994 ordered the
standards were included in EFA’s
1,1-dichloroethyl~
SV~RCB to rescind the ISWP and EBEP.
promulgation of the National Toxice
1,3-dichloropropylm
On September 22, 1994, the SWRCB
sthylhanzene
Rule (hrTR) (40 CFR 131.36, 57 FR
formally rescinded the two statewide
1 ,l,2,2-tetrachloromhsne
60848). EPA promulgated specific
water quality control plans. The State is
tetr~ch|oroethylen~
criteria for certain water bodies in
currently in the process of readopting
1 ,l,2-trichloroethane
CaLifornia.
trtchloroethylene
water quality control plans for inland
The NTR was amended, effective
vinyl chloride
surface waters, enclosed bays and
April 14, 1995, to stay certain metals
2,4-dichiorophenoi
estuaries.
criteria which had been promulgator" as :~-methyl-4.S-dinitrophenol
CWA section 303(c)(2)(B) was fully
total recoverable. Effective April 15,
2,4-dinitrophenoi
implemented
in the State of California
benzidine
1995, EPA promulgator interim fins]
from
December
of 1992, when the NTR
bis(Z~hlorovthyi)ether
metals criteria as dissolved
was promulgated, until September of
bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
concentrations for those metals which 3,3-dichlorobenzidine
1994, when the SWRL-’B was required to
had been stayed (Administrative Stay of diethyl phthalate
rescind the ISWP and EBET. The
Federal Water Quality Criteria for
dimethyi phthalate
provisions for California in EPA’s NTR
Metals and Interim Final Rule, Water
all-n-butyl phthalate
together with the approved portions of
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California’s ISWP and EBEP
the U.S. Department of Commerce,
California (RWQCB for the Central
implemented the requirements of CWA National Marine Fisheries Service, on
Valley Region). EPA’s determination on
section 303(c)(2)(B). However, since
EPA’s tentative approval/disapproval
these site-specific criteria is contained
September of 1994, when thb SWRCB
actions on the RWQCB Basin Plans. In
in a letter dated April 13, 1990.
rescinded the ]SWP and EBEP, the
this situation, the more stringent of the
Specifically, EPA approved for the
requirements of section 303(c)(2)(B)
two criteria (the State-adopted siteSan ~oaquin River, mouth of Merced
have not been fully implemented in
specific criteria in the RWQCB Basin
River to Vernalis, an aquatic life
California.
Plans, or the Federal criteria in this final selenium criterion of 12 pg/] (maximum
The scope of today’s rule is to rerule), would be used for water ~lua]ity
with the understandin8 that the
establish criteria for the remaining
programs including the calculation of
instantaneous
maximum concentration
priority toxic pollutants to meet the
water quality-based effluent criteria in
may not exceed the objective more than
requirements of section 303(c)(2)(B) of National Pollutant Discharge
the CWA. Pursuant to section 303(c)(4), Elimination System (NPDES) permits, once every three years). Today’s final
rule does not affect this Federallythe Administrator has determined that it
approved, State-adopted site-specific
is necessary to include in today’s action b. State-Adopted Site-Specific Criteria
With EPA Approval
acute criterion, and it remains in effect
criteria for priority toxic pollutants,
for
the San ~oaqu.in River, mouth of
which are not covered by the NTR, as
In several cases, the EPA Regional
amended, or. by the State through EPAAdministrator. has already reviewed and Merced River to Vemalis. Therefore, an
acute criterion for selenium in the San
approved site-specific criteria, for
apprqved State-adopted site-specific
~oaquin River, mouth of Merced River to
waters of the United States in the State
criteria within the State of California.
Vernalis is not necessary to protect the
of California.
Several of these cases are discussed in
designated use and thus is not included
4. State-Adopted, Site-Specific Criteria this section. All of the EPA approval
in this final rule.
letters
referenced
in
today’s
preamble
.[or Priority Toxic Pollutants
By letter dated April 13, 1990, EPA
are contained in the administrative
The State has the discretion to
also approved for the San ~oaquin River,
record for today’s rule.
develop site-specific criteria when
Sacramento River: EPA has approved mouth of Merced River to Vernalis, a
appropriate e.g., when statewide criteria site-specific acute criteria for copper,
State-adopted site-specific aquatic life
appear over-or under-protective of
selenium criterion of 5 tt8/] (monthly
cadmium and zinc in the Sacramento
d~signsted uses. Periodically, the State
River, upstream of Hamilton City, in the mean); however, EPA disapproved a
through its RWQCBs will adopt siteCentral Valley Region (RWQCB for the State-adopted site-specific selenium
specific criteria for priority toxic
criterion of 8 ~tg/l (monthly mean--Central Valley Region) of the State of
pollutants within respective Basin
critical year only) for these waters.
California. EPA approved these siteP]ans. These criteria are intended to be
specific criteria by letter dated August 7, Subsequently, EPA promulgated a
effective throughout the Basin or
1985. Specifically, EPA approved for the chronic selenium criterion of 5 ~g/] (4
throughout a designated water body.
day average) for waters of the San
Sacramento River (and tributaries)
Under California law, these criteria
above Hamilton City, a copper criterion ~oaquin River from the mouth of the
must be publicly reviewed and
of 5.6 ~tg/] (maximum), a zinc criterion Merced River to Vernalis in the NTR.
approved by the RWQCB, the SWRCB, of 16 I~g/l (maximum) and a cadmium This chronic criterion applies to all
and the State’s Office of Administrative criterion of 0.22 I, tgfl (maximum), all in water quality programs concerning the
Law (OAL). Once this adoption process the dissolved form using a hardness of
San ~oaquin River, mouth of Merced
is complete, the criteria become State
40 mg/l as CaCO3. (These criteria were River to Vernalls. Today’s final r~e
law.
actually adopted by the State and
does not affect the FederallyThese criteria must be submitted to
approved by EPA as equations which
promulgated chronic selenium criterion
the ETA Regional Administrator for
vary with hardness.) These "maximum" of 5 ttg/] (4 day average) set forth in the
review and approval under CWA
critesia-correspond to acute criteria in
NTR. This previously Federallysection 303. These criteria are usually
today’s final rule. Therefore, Federal
promulgated criterion remains in effect
submitted to ETA as part era RWQCB
acute criteria for copper, cadmium, and for the San ~oaquin River, mouth of
Basin Plan Amendment, after the
zinc for the Sacramento River (and
Merced River to Vernalis.
Amendment has been adopted under
tributaries) above Hamilton City are not
Grassland Water District, San L~is
the State’s process and has become State necessary to protect the designated uses
Notional Wildlife Rej~uge, and Los
law.
and are not included in the final rule.
State Wildlife Rej~ge: ETA approved for
However, the EPA Administrator is
the Grassland Water District, San Luis
a. State-Adopted Site-Specific Criteria
makin8 a finding that it is necessary to
National Wildlife Refuge, and Los Bance
Under ETA Review
include chronic criteria for copper,
State Wildlife Refuge, a State-adopted
The State of California has recendy
cadmium and zinc for the Sacramento
aquatic life selenium
reviewed and updated all of its RWQCB River (and tributaries} above Hamilton site-specific
criterion of 2 ~ (monthly mean} by
Basin Plans. All of the Basin Plans have City, as part of the statewide criteria
letter dated April 13, 1990. This
completed the State review and
promulgeted in today’s final rule.
FederMly-approved, State-adopted siteadoption process and have been
. Son [ooquin River: The selenium
specific chronic criterion remains in
submitted to ETA for review and
criteria in this ride are not applicable to effect for the Grassland Water District,
approval. Some of the Basin Plans
portions of the San ~oaquin River, in the San Luis National Wildlife Refuge and
contain site-specific criteria. In these
Central Valley Region, because selenium Los Banes State Wild]He Refuge.
cases, the State-adopted site-specific
criteria have been either previously
Therefore it is not necessary to include
criteria are used for water quality
approved by EPA or previously
in today’s final rule, a chronic criterion
programs,
promulgated by ETA as pert of the NTR. for selenium for the Grassland Water
EPA has not yet concluded
EPA approved and disapproved StateDistrict, San Luis Nation&l Wildlife
consultation under the Endangered
adopted site-specific selenium criteria
and Los Banes State Wildlife
Specias Act with the U.S. Department of in portions of the San loaquin River, in Refuge
Refuge, and thus, it is not included in
Interior, Fish and Wildlife Sewice, and the Central Valley Region of the State of this final r~le.
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SonofFrancisco
Regions!
Board
Basin and/or designated uses and failure to
language of the provision, the statutory
Plan
1986: EPA
approved
several
adopt needed criteria. Thus, today’s
framework and purpose of section 303,
priority toxic pollutant objectives (CWA action is not unique,
and the legislative histo~. In adding
criteria) that were contained in the1986
The CWA in section 303(c)(4)
section 303(c)(2)(8) to the CWA,
San Francisco Regional Board Basin
provides two bases for promulgation of
Congress understood the existing
Plan, as amended by SWRCB Resolution Federal water quality standards. The
requirements in section 303(c){1) for
Numbers 87-49, 87-82 and 87-92, by first basis, in paragraph (A), applies
States to conduct triennial reviews of
letters dated September 2, 1987 and
when a State submits new or revised
their water quality standards and submit
December 24, 1987. This Basin Plan, the standards that EPA determines are not
the results of those reviews to EPA and
SWRCB Resolutions, and the EPA
consistent with the applicable
in section 303(c](4){B} forpromulgation.
approval letters are contained in the
requirements of the CWA. If, after EPA’s CWA section 303(c) includes numerous
administrative record for this
disapproval, the State does not amend
deadlines and section 303(c)(4) directs
rulemaking. It is not necessary to
its rules so as to be consistent with the
the Administrator to act "promptly"
include these criteria for priority to)dc
CWA, EPA is to promptly propose
where the Administrator determines
pollutants that are contained in the San
appropriate Federal water quality
that a revised or new standard is
Francisco Regional Board’s 1986 Basin standards for that State. The second
necessary to meet the requirements of
Plan as emended, and approved by EPA. basis for an EPA action is in paragraph
the Act. Congress, by linking section
Priority pollutants in this situation are
{B), which provides that EPA shall
footnoted in the matrix at 131.38(b)(1) promptly initiate promulgation "* * * 303{c)(2}(B) to the section 303(c){1)
three-year review period, gave States a
with footnote "b." Where gaps exist in
in any case where the Administrator
last chance to correct this deficiency on
the State adoption and EPA approval of determines that a revised or new
their own. The legislative history of the
priority toxic pollutant objectives, the
standard is necessary to meet the
provision demonstrates that chief
criteria.in today’s. _ rule, aDo]v__ ..
requirements of this Act." EPA is using Senate sponsors, including Senators
EPA zs esszgning ’human health,
section 303(c)(4)(B) as the legal basis for Stafford, Chaffee and others wanted the
water and organism consumption"
today’s final rule.
provision to eliminate State and EPA
criteria to waters with the States’
As discussed in the preamble to the
and force quick action. Thus, to
municipal or "MUN" beneficial use
NTR, the Administrator’s determination delays
interpret CWA section 303(c}(2}(B) and
designation in the Basin Plan. Also,
under CWA section 303(c)(4) that
(c)(4) to require such a cumbersome
some pollutants regulated through the
criteria are necessary to meet the
pollutant specific effort on each stream
Basin Plan have different averaging
requirements of the Act could be
segment would essentially render
periods, e.g., one hour as compared withsupported in several ways. Consistent
the rule’S "short-term." However, where with EPA’s approach in the NTR, EPA section 303(c)(2)(BI meaningless. The
provision and its legislative background
classes of chemicals, such as
interprets section 303(c)(2)(B) of the
indicate that the Administrator’s
polynucleer aromatic hydrocarbons, or
CWA to allow EPA to act where the
determination to invoke section
PAHs, and phenols, are regulated
State has not succeeded in establishing
303(c){4}{Bl
authority can be met by the
through the Basin Plan,, but not specific numeric water quality standards for
Administrator making a generic finding
chemicals within the category, specific toxic pollutants. This inaction can be
of inaction by the State without the
chemicals within the category are
the basis for the Administrator’s
need to develop pollutant specific data
regulated by today’s rule.
determination under section 303(c}{4}
for individual stream segments. Finally,
that new or revised criteria are
E. Rationals and Approach for
the reference in section 303(c}{2}{B} to
necessary to ensure designated uses are
Developing the Final Rule
section 304{a} criteria suggests that
protected,
This section explains EPA’s legal
section 304{a} criteria serve as default
EPA does not believe that it is
criteria; that once EPA has issued them,
basis for today’s final rule, and
necessary to support the criteria in
States were to adopt numeric criteria for
discusses EPA’s general approach for
today’s rule on a pollutant-specific,
those pollutants based on the 304(a)
developing the specific requirements for water body-by-water-body basis. For
criteria,
unless they had other
the State of California.
EPA to undertake an effort to conduct
scientifically defensible criteria. EPA
research
and
studies
of
each
stream
I. Legal Basis
also notes that this rule follows the
segment or water body across the State
approach EPA took national]y in
CWA section 303(c) specifies that
of California to demonstrate that for
adoption of water quality standards is
the NTR for States that
each toxic pollutant for which EPA has promulgating
failed
to
comply
with CWA section
primarily the responsibility of the
issued CWA section 304(a) criteria
303(c){2){B).
57
FR 60848, December 22,
States. However, CWA section 303(c)
guidance there is a "discharge at’
EPA incorporates the discussion
also describes a role for the Federal
presence" of that pollutant which could 1992.
in the NTR preamble as part of this
government to oversee State actions to
reasonably "be expecled to interfere
rulemakin
ensure compliance with CWA
8 record.
with" the designated use would impose
This determination is supported by
requirements. If EPA’s review of the
an enormous administrative burden and information in the rulemakin record
States’ standards finds flaws or
8
would be contrary to the statutory
showing the discharge or presence of
omissions, then the CWA authorizes
directive for swift action manifested by priority toxic pollutants throughout the
EPA to correct the deficiencies {see
the 1987 addition of section 303(c)(2)(B) State. While this data is not necessarily
CWA section 303{c){4)). This water
to the CWA. Moreover, because these
complete, it constitutes a strong record
quality standards promulgation
criteria am ambient criteria that define supporting the need for numeric criteria
authority has been used by EPA to issue attainment of the designated uses, their
for priority toxic pollutants with section
final rules on several separate occasions, application to all water bodies will
304{a) criteria guidance where the State
including the NTR, as amended, which result in additional controls on
does not have numeric criteria.
promulgated criteria similar to those
dischargers only where necessary to
Today’s final rule would not impose
included here for a number of States.
protect the designated uses.
any undue or inappropriate burden on
These actions have addressed both
EPA’s interpretation of section
the State of California or its dischargers.
insufficiently protective State criteria
303{c){2){B) is supported by the
It merely puts in place numeric criteria
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for toxic pollutants that are already used
in other States in implementing CWA
programs. Under this ru]emaking, the
State of California retains the ability to
adopt alternative water quality criteria
simply by completing its criteria
adoption process. Upon EPA approval
of those criteria, EPA will initiate action
to stay the Federally’promulgated
criteria and subsequently withdraw
them.
2. Approach for Developing This Rule

Uses" to the "Water Quality Criteria
current section 304(a) criteria guidance
Documents; Availability" (45 FR 79341, (63 FR 68335, December 10, 1998).
November 28, 1980) as amended by the There, EPA articulated its policy,
"Summary of Revisions tO Guidelines
reiterated here, that the existing criteria
for Deriving Numerical National Water guidance represent the Agency’s best
Quality Criteria for the PrntectJon of
assessment until such time as EPA’s reAquatic Organisms and Their Uses" (50 evaluation of a criteria guidance value
FR 30792, July 29, 1985). (Note:
for a particular chemical is complete.
Throughout the remainder of this
The reason for this is that both EPA’s
preamble, this reference is described as human health criteria guidance and
the 1985 Guidelines. Any page number aquatic life criteria guidance are
references are to the actual guidance
developed taking into account
document, not the notice of availability numerous variables. For example, for
In summary,
EPA developed
the rule in the Federal Register. A copy of the
human health criteria guidance, EPA
criteria
promulgated
in today’s ~inal
1985 Guidelines is available through the evaluates many diverse toxicity studies,
as follows. Where EPA promulgated
criteria for California in the NTR, EPA National Technical Information Service whose results feed into a reference dose
(PB85-227049), is in the administrative or cancer potency estimate that, along
has not acted to amend the criteria in
record for this rule, and is abstracted in with a number of exposure factors and
the NTR. Where criteria for California
Appendix A of Quality Criteria for
determination of risk level, results in a
were not included in the NTR, EPA
Water, 1988.} EPA has also included in guidance criterion. For aquatic life, EPA
used section 304(a) National criteria
the administrative record of this rule the evaluates many diverse aquatic toxicity
guidance documents as a starting point
for the criteria promulgated in this rule. human health methodology as described studies to determine chronic and acute
in "Appendix C--Guidelines and
toxicity taking into account how other
EPA then determined whether new
Methodology Used in the Preparation of factors (such as pH, temperature or
information since the development of
Health Effects Assessment Chapters of
hardness) affect toxicity. EPA also, to
the national criteria guidance
the Consent Decree Water Criteria
documents warranted any changes. New Documents" (45 FR 79347, November the extent possible, addresses
bioaccumulation or bioconcentration.
information came primarily from two
EPA then uses this toxicity information
sources. For human health criteria, new 28, 1980). (Note: Throughout the
remainder of this preamble, this
along with exposure information to
or revised risk reference doses and
reference
is
described
as
the
Human
determine the guidance criterion.
cancer potency factors on EPA’s
Health Guidelines or the 1980
Importantly, EPA subjects such
Integrated Risk Information System
evaluation
Guidelines.}
EPA
also
recommends
that
(IRIS} as of October 1996 form the basis the following be reviewed: "Appendix comment. to peer review and/or public
for criteria values (see also 63 FR
For these reasons, EPA generally does
to Comments on
68354}. For aquatic life criteria, updated D---Response
not make a change to the 304(a} criteria
Guidelines for Deriving Water Quality
data sets resulting in revised criteria
guidance based on a partial picture of
Criteria for the Protection of Aquatic
maximum concentrations (CMCs) and
the evolving science. This makes sense,
Life
and
Its
Uses,"
(45
FR
79357,
criteria continuous concentrations
because to address one piece of new
November
28,
1980};
"Appendix
F,--(CCCa} formed the basis for differences Responses to Public Comments on the
data without looking at all relevant data
from the national criteria guidance
is less efficient and results in regulatory
Human
Health
Effects
Methodology
for
documents. Both of these types of
impacts that may go beck and forth,
Deriving
Ambient
Water
Quality
changes are discussed in more detail in
when in the end, the criteria guidance
Criteria"
(45
FR
79368,
November
28,
the following sections. This revised
value does not change that much.
1980);
and
"Appendix
BmResponse
to
information was used to develop the
Certain new changes, however, do
on Guidelines for Deriving
water quality criteria promulgated here Comments
warrant change in criteria guidance,
Numerical
National
Water
Quality
for the State of California.
such as s change in a value in EPA’s
Criteria for the Protection of Aquatic
Integrated Risk Information System
F. Derivation of Criteria
Organisms and Their Uses" (50 FR
30793, July 29, 1985). EPA placed into (IRIS) because it represents the Agency
1. Section 304(0) Criteria Guidance
consensus about human health impacts.
the
administrative record for this
Process
rulemaking the most current individual These changes are sufficiently examined
across the Agency such that EPA
Under CWA
section 304(a),
ETA has
criteria guidance for the priority toxic
developed
methodologies
and specific
believes they can be incorporated into
pollutants included in today’s rule.
criteria guidance to protect aquatic life
(Nois:. All references to appendices are EPA’s water quality criteria guidance.
ETA has followed this approach in the
and human health. These methodologies to the associated Federal Register
CIR. Included in the administrative
are intended to provide protection for
publication.)
record for today’s rule is a document
all surfaca waters on a national basis.
EPA received many comments related entitled
"Status of Clean Water Act
Th,e,.methodologies have been subject to to the issue of what criteria should
punnc review, as have the individual
Section 304(a) Criteria" which further
apply in the CTR if the CWA section
explains ETA’a policy on managin8
criteria guidance documenls.
304(a} criteria guidance is undergoing
change to criteria guidance.
Additionally, the methodologies have
re-evaluation, or if new data are
been reviewed by EPA’a Science
2.
Aquatic l.Jfe Criteria
developed that may affect a
Advisory Board (gAB} of external
recommended criterion. As science is
Aquatic life criteria may be expressed
experts,
always evolving, EPA is faced with the in numeric or narrative form. ETA’s
EPA has included in the record of this challenge of promulgating criteria that
1985 Guidelines describe an objective,
rule the aquatic life methodology as
the best science and sound
internally consistent and appropriate
described in "Appendix B--Guidelines reflect
science, ETA addressed this challenge
way of deriving chemical-specific,
for Derivin8 Water Quality Criteria for
in some detail in its Federal Register
numeric water quality criteria for the
the Protection of Aquatic Life and Its
notice that contained the Agency’s
protection of the presence of, as well as
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the uses of, both fresh and salt water
tested be actually present in the water
life criteria for mercury. In
aquatic organisms,
SPA s apphcation of its guldehnes aquatic
today’s final rule, EPA has reserved the
An aquatic llfe criterion derived using body.
to develop the criteria matrix in this
mercury criteria for freshwater and
EPA’s CWA section 304(a).method
rule is judged by the Agency to be
saltwater aquatic llfe, but is
"might be thought of as an estimate of
appropriate for all waters of the United promulgating human health criteria for
.the highest concentration of a substance
States.
(U.S.), and to all ecosystems
mercury for all surface waters in
m water which does not present a
{1985
Guidelines,
page 4) including
In some instances, the
significant risk to the aquatic organisms those waters of the U.S.
and ecosystems California.
in the water and their uses." {45 FR
human
health
mercury criteria included
the State of California.
in
today’s
final
ruJe may not protect
79341.) EPA’s gtfidelines are designed to inFresh
water and salt water {i’nc]uding some aquatic species
or threatened or
derive criteria that protect aquatii:
both estuarine and marine waters) have endangered species. In such instances,
communities. EPA’s 1985 Guidelines
different chemical compositions, and
more stringent mercury limits may be
attempt to provide a reasonable and
freshwater and saltwater species often
adequate amount of protection with.
determined a.~d implemented through
do not inhabit the same water. To
use of the State’s narrative criterion. The
onJy a small possibility of anbstantial
provide additional accuracy, criteria are reasons
overprotection or underprotection. As
for reserving the mercury
developed
for
fresh
water
and
for
salt
aquatic
life numbers are explained in
discussed in detail below, there are
water,
several individual factors which may
further
detail
For this rule, EPA updated freshwater Species Act. in Section L, Endangered
make the criteria somewhat
aquatic life criteria contained in CWA
overprotective or underprotectlve. The
section 304{a) criteria guidance first
a. Freshwater Acute Selenium Criterion
approach EPA is using is believed to be published in the early 1980’s and later
EPA proposed a different freshwater
as we]] balanced as possible, given the
modified in the NVR, as amended, for
acute aquatic life criterion for selenium
state of the science,
the following ten pollutants: arsenic,
for this rule than was promulgated in
Numerical aquatic life criteria derived cadmium,
chromium (VI}, copper,
the NTR, as amended. ETA’s proposed
using EPA’s 1985 Guidelines are
dieldrin, endrin, ]indane (gamma BHC}, action was consistent with EPA’s
expressed as short-term and long-term
nickel, pentach]oropheno], and zinc.
proposed selenium criterion maximum
averages, rather than one number, in
The updates used as the basis for this
order that the criterion more accurately rule are explained in a technical support concentration for the Water Quality
Guidance for the Great Lakes System (61
reflect toxico]ogic~] and practice]
document entitled, 1995 Updates: Water FR 58444, November 14, 1996}. This
realities. The combination of a criterion Quality Criteria Documents for the
proposal took into account data showing
maximum concentration (CMC)o a short- Protection of Aquatic Life in Ambient
that se]enium’s two most prevalent
term concentration ]imit, and a criterion Woter (U.S. EPA--820-B-96-001,
oxidation states, selenite and se]enate,
continuous concentration (CCC), a four- September 1996), available in the
present differing potentials for aquatic
day average concentration limit, are
administrative record to this
toxicity, as we]] as new date which
designed to provide protection of
tiffs document presents the indicated that various forms of selenium
aquatic life and its uses from acute and rn]emaking;
derivation of each of the final CMC~ and are additive. Additivity increases the
chronic toxicity to animals and plants,
CCCs and the toxicity studies from
toxicity of mixtures of different forms of
without bein8 as restrictive as a onewhich the updated freshwater criteria
the pollutant. The proposed approach
number criterion would have to be
for the ten pollutants were derived,
produces a different selenium acute
{1985 Guidelines, pages 4 & 5). The
The polych]orinated bipheny]s (PCB) criterion concentration, or CMC,
terms CIVIC and CCC are the formal
criteria in the criteria matrix for this
depending upon the relative proportions
names for the two (acute and chronic}
rule differs from that in the NTR, as
of selenite, selenate, and other forms of
values of a criterion for a pollutant;
amended; for this rule, the criteria are
selenium
that are present.
however, this document will also use
expressed as the sum of seven aroclors,
The preamble to the August 5, 1997,
the informal synonyms acute criterion
while for the NTR, as amended, the
proposed rule provided a lengthy
and
chronic
criterion,
are expressed for each of seven
discussion of this proposed criterion for
The
two-number
criteria are intended criteria
aroclors.
The
aquatic
life
criteria
for
the State of California. See 62 FR
to identify average pollutant
PCBs in the CTR are based on the
42160--42208. EPA incorporates that
concentrations which wig produce
criteria contained in the 1980 criteria
discussion here as part of this
water quality generally suited to
guidance document for PCBs which is
ru]emakin8 record. In 1996, a similar
maintenance of aquatic life and
included in the administrative record
discussion was included in the
designated uses while restricting the
for this rule. This criteria document
proposed rule for the Great Lakes
duration of excursions over the average
explains the derivation of aquatic life
System. Commenters questioned several
so that total exposures will not cause
criteria based on total PL"Ba. For more
aspects of the Great Lakes proposal. SPA
unacceptable adverse effects. Merely
information see the Response to
is continuing to respond to those
specifying an average value over a time Comments document for this rule.
comments, and to follow up with
period may be insufficient unless the
Today’s chronic aquatic life criteria for
time period is short, because excursions PCBs are based on a final residue value additional literature review and toxicity
testing. In addition, the U.S. FWS and
higher than the average may kill or
(FRV). In EPA’s guidelines for deriving U.S. NMFS (collectively, the Sewices)
cause substantial damage in short
aquatic life criteria, an FRV-based
are concerned that 13"PA’s proposed
periods.
is intended to prevent
criterion may not be sufficiently
A minimum data set of eight specified criterion
concentrations of pollutants in
protective of certain threatened and
families is recommended for criteria
commercially or recreationally
endangered species in California.
development (detaL]s are given in the
important aquatic species from affecting Because the Services believe there is a
1985 Guidelines, page 22}. The eight
the marketability of those species or
lack of data to show for certain that the
specific families are intended to be
affecting the wildlife that consume
proposed criterion would not affect
representative of s wide spectrum of
aquatic life.
threatened and endangered species, the
aquatic life. For this reason it is not
The proposed CTR included an
Services prefer that SPA further
necessary that the specific organisms
updated freshwater and saltwater
investigate the protectiveness of the
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criterion before finalizing the proposed
criterion. Therefore, EPA is not
promulgating a final acute freshwater
selenium criterion at this time.

discussion here as part of this
additional particulate metal could
ru/emaking record. Many commentate
dissolve in the receiving water causing
strongly supported the Agency’s policy
the criteria to be exceeded. Expressing
on dissolved metals aquatic life criteria, criteria as dissolved metal requires
A few commenters expressed an
b. Dissolved Metals Criteria
translation between different metal
opinion that the metals policy inky not
forms in the calculation of the permit
In December of 1992, in the NTR, EPA provide criteria that are adequately
limit
so that a tots] recoverable permit
promulgated water quality criteria for
protective of aquatic or other species,
limit can be established that will
sevend States that had failed to meet the
Responses to those comments ~re
achieve water quality standards. Thus, it
requirements of CWA section
contained in a memo to the CTR record
is important that permitting authorities
303(c)(2)(B). Included among the water entitled "Discussion of the Use of
and other authorities have the ability to
quality criteria promulgated were
Dissolved Metali in the CTR" (February translate between dissolved metal in
numeric criteria for the protection of
1, 2000, Jeanette Wi]tse) and EPA’s
ambient waters and total recoverable
aquatic life for 11 metals: arsenic, "
response to comments document which
metal in effluenh
cadmium, chromium (IH), chromium
are both contained in the administrative
EPA has completed guidance on the
{VI), copper, lead, mercury, nickel,
record for the final rule.
use of translators to convert from
selenium, silver and zinc. Criteria for
Calculation o/Aquatic Life Dissolved
dissolved metals criteria to total
two metals applied to the State of
Metals Criteria: Metals criteria values
recoverable permit limits. The
California: chromium III and selenium, for aquatic life in today’s rule in the
document, The Metals Translator:
The Agency received extensive public
matrix at 131.38(b)(’1) are shown as
Guidance for Colculotin8 a Total
comment during the development of the
dissolved metal. These criteria have
Recoverable Permit LimitFrom a
NTR regarding the most appropriate
been calculated in one of two ways. For
Dissolved Criterion (EPA 823-B---96approach for expressing the aquatic life
freshwater metals criteria that are
007, June 1996}, is included in the
metals criteria. The principal issue was
hardness-dependent, the metals criteria
administrative record for today’s rule.
the correlation between metals that are
value is calculated separately for each
This technical guidance examines how
measured and metals that are
to develop a metals translator which is
bioavailable and toxic to aquatic life. It hardness using the table at 40 CFR
131.38Co}{2}. {The hardness-dependent
defined as the fraction of total
is now the Agency’s policy that the use
freshwater values presented in the
recoverable metal in the downstream
of dissolved metal to set and measure
matrix at 40 CFR 131.38(b)(1} have been water that is dissolved, i.e., the
compliance with aquatic life water
calculated using a hardness of 100 m8/ dissolved metal concentration divided
quality standards is the recommended
] as CaCO3 for illustrative purposes "
by the total recoverable metal
approach, because dissolved metal more only.) The hardness-dependent criteria
concentration. A translator may take one
closely approximates the bioavai]able
are then multiplied by the appropriate
of three forms: (1) It may be assumed to
fraction of the metal in the water
conversion factors in the table at 40 CFR be equivalent to the criteria guidance
column than does total recoverable
131.38(bl(2). Saltwater and freshwater
conversion factors; (2) it may be
metal,
metals criteria that are not hardnessdeveloped direcdy as the ratio of
Since EPA’s previous aquatic life
dissolved to total recoverable metal; and
criteria guidance had been expressed as dependent are calculated by taking the
total recoverable criteria values (from
{3} it may be developed through the use
total recoverable metal, to express the
of a partition coefficient that is
criteria as dissolved, conversion factors EPA°s national section 304(a} criteria
guidance, as updated and described in
functionally related to the number of
were developed to account for the
metal binding sites on the adso~oent in
possible presence of particulate metal in section F.2.a.) before rounding, and
multiplying them by the appropriate
the water column (e.g., concentrations
the laboratory toxicity tests used to
conversion factors. The final dissolved
of total suspended solids or TSS). This
develop the total recoverable criteria,
metals criteria values, as they appear in
guidance document discusses these
EPA included a set of recommended
the matrix at 40 CFR 131.38(b)(1), are
three forms of translators, as well as
freshwater conversion factors with its
rounded to two significant figures,
field study designs, data generation and
Metals Policy (see Office of Water Policy
Translators for Dissolved to Total
analysis, and site-specific study plans to
and Technical Guidance on
Recoverable Metals LJ’mits: EPA’s
generate site-specific translators.
Interpretation and Implementation of
National Pollutant Discharge
California Regional Water Quality
Aquatic Life Metals Criteria, Mart.ha G.
Elimination System (NPDES)
Control Boards may usa any of these
Prothro, Acting Assistant Administrator
regulations require that limits for metals methods in developing water qualityfor Water, October 1, 1993). Based on
in permits be stated as tote] r~:overable
based permit limits to meet water
additional laboratory evaluations that
in most cases (see 4@ ~ 122.45(c))
quality standards based on dissolved
simulated the original toxicity tests,
except when an e~eat |uideline
metals criteria. EPA encourages the
EPA refined the procedures used to
specifies the limitatio-, in another form
State to adopt a statewide policy on the
develop freshwater conversion factors
of the metal, the approved analytical
use of translators so that the most
for aquatic life criteria. These new
methods measure only dissolved metal, appropriate method or methods are used
conversion factors were made available or the permit writer expresses a metal’s
consistently within Ca]i/ornia.
for public review and comment in the
limit in another form (e.g., dissolved,
amendments to the NTR on May 4,
specific valence, or total} when required c. Application of Metals Criteria
1995, at 60 FR 22229. They are also
to carry out provisions of the CWA. This
In salacLing an approach for
contained in today’s rule at 40 CI:’R
is because the chemical condiUons in
implementing the metals criteria, the
131.38(b)(2).
ambient waters frequently differ .
principal issue is the correlation
The preamble to the August 5, 1997,
substantially from those in the effluent
between metals that are measured and
proposed rule provided a more detailed and these differences result in changes
metals that are biologicJd]y available
discussion of EPA’s metals policy
in the partitioning between dissolved
and toxic. In order to assure that the
concerning the aquatic life water quality and absorbed forms of the metal This
metals criteria are appropriate for the
criteria for the State of California. See 62 means that if effluent limits were
chemical conditions under which they
FR 42160.-42208. EPA incorporates that expressed in the dissolved form,
are applied, EPA is providing for the
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adjuatment of the criteria through
application of the "water-effect ratio"
procedure. EPA notes that performing
the testing to use a site-specific watereffect ratio is optional on the part of the
State.
In the NTR, as amended, EPA
identified the water-effect ratio (WER}
procedure as a method for optional sitespecific criteria development for certain
metals. The WER approach compares
bioavai]abi]ity and toxicity of a speciftc
pollutant in receiving waters and in
laboratory waters. A WER is an
appropriate measure of the toxicity of a
material obtained in a site water divided
by the same measure of the toxicity of
the same material obtained
simultaneously in a laboratory dilution
water,
On February 22, 1994, ETA issued
Interim Guidance on the Determination
and Use of the Water-Effect Ratios for
Meta]~ (EPA 823-B-94-O01) now
incorporated into the updated Second
Edition of the Water Quality Standards
Handbook, Appendix L. A copy of the
Handbook is contained in the
administrative record for today’s rule. In
accordance with the WER guidance and
where application of the WER is
deemed appropriate, ETA strongly
encourages the application of the WER
on a watershed or water body basis as
part of a water qmdity criteria in
California as opposed to the application

The Interim Guidance on
Determi~lotion and Use of Water-Effect
Ratios for Metals explains the
relationship between ~ for
dissolved criteria and WERe for total
recoverable criteria. Dissolved
measurements are to be used in the sitespecific toxicity testing underlying the
~ for dissolved criteria. Because
WERe for dissolved criteria generally are
little affected by elevated particulate
concentrations, EPA expects those
WETs to be somewhat less than WERe
for total recoverable criteria in such
situations. Neverthaless, after the sitespecific ratio of dissolved to total metal
has been taken into account, EPA
expects a permit limit derived using s
WER for a dissolved criterion to be
similar to the permit limit that would he
derived from the WER for the
corresponding total recoverable
criterion,
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(TSD, Appendix D-l). As aquatic
organisms do not generally experience
steady exposure, but rather fluctuating
exposures to pollutants, and because

aqu.atic organisms can generally tolerate
higher concentrations of pollutants over
a shorter periods of time, EPA expects
that the concentration of a pollutant can
exceed the CCC without cousin8 an
unacceptable effect if (a) the magnitude
and duration of exceedences are
appropriately Limited and (b) there
compensating periods of time during
which th~ concentration is below the
CCC. This is done by specifying a
duration of an "averaging period" over
which the average concentration should
not exceed the CCC more often than
specified by the frequency (TSD,
Appendix D-l).
EPA is promulgating a 4-day
averaging period for chronic criteria,
which means that measured or
predicted ambient pollutant
d. Saltwater Copper Criteria
concentrations should be averaged over
The saltwater copper criteria for
a 4-day pedod to determine attainment
aquatic life in today’s rule are 4.8 ~g/]
of chronic criteria. The State may apply
(CMC) and 3.1 ~8/] (CCC) in the
to EPA for approval of an alternative
dissolved form. These criteria reflect
averaging period. To do so, the State
new data including data collected from must submit to EPA the basis for such
studies for the New York/New Jersey
alternative averaging period.
Harbor and the San Francisco Bay
The most important consideration for
indicating a need to revise the former
settin~
an appropriate averaging period
copper 304(a) criteria guidance
is thelength of time that sensitive
document to reflect a change in the
organisms can tolerate exposure to a
saltwater CMC and CCC aquatic life
pollutant at levels exceeding a criterion
values. These data also reflect a
without showing adverse effects on
comprehensive literature search
survival, growth, or reproduction. ETA
thr°ugh°n a discharger.by-dischargerindividual NPDES permits.basis
resulting in added toxicity test data for
This approach is technically sound and
believes that the chronic averaging
seven new species to the database for
an efficient use of resources. However,
period must be shorter than the duration
discharger specific WERe for individual the saltwater copper criteria. EPA
of the chronic tests on which the CCC
believes these new data have national
NTDES permit limits are possible and
is based, since, in some cases, effects are
implications and the national criteria
elicited before exposure of the entire
potentially efficient where the N’PDES
guidance now contains a CIVIC of 4.8~g/ duration. Most of the toxicity tests used
discharger is the only point source
1 dissolved and a CCC of 3.1 pg/]
to establish the chronic criteria are
discharger to a specific water body.
conducted using steady exposure to
The rule requires a default WER value dissolved. In the amendments to the
NTR, ETA noticed the availability of
toxicants for a least 28 days (TSD, page
of 1.0 which wi]] be assumed, if no site-date to support these changes to the
specific WER is determined. To use a
35). Some chronic testa, however, are
NTR, and solicited comments, The data
much shorter than this (TSD. Appendix
WER other than the default of I.o, the
can be found in the draft document
ruie requires that the ~ must be
D-2). ETA selected the 4-day averaging
enUded, Ambient Water Quality
period based on the shortest dureUon in
determined as set forth in ETA’s ~
CriteHo-..Copper, Addendum 1995. This
which chronic test effects are someUmes
guidance or by another scientiftca]]y
document is available from the Office of observed for certain species and
defensible method that has been
Water Resource Center and is available toxicants. In addition, EPA believes that
adopted by the State as part of its water
the results of some chronic testa are due
quality standards program and approved for review in the administrative record
for today’s rule.
to an acute effect on a sensitive life stage
by ETA.
that occurs some time during the teet,
The WER is a more comprehensive
e. Chronic¯ Averaging Period
rather than being caused by Ions-term
mechanism for addressing
In estab]ishing water quality criteria,
stress or ]ong-term accumulation of the
bioavai]ability issues than simply
EPA generally recommends an
test material in the organisms.
expressing the criteria in terms of
"averaging period" which reflects the
Additional discussion of the rationale
dissolved metal. Consequently,
duration of exposure reqtfired to elicit
for the 4-day aversgin8 period is
expressing the criteria in terms of
effects in individual organisms (TSD,
dissolved metal, as done in today’s rule Appendix D-2). The criteria continuous contained in Appendix D of the TSD.
Balancing all of the above factors and
for California, does not completely
concentration; or CCC, is intended to be data, EPA believes that the 4-day
eliminate the utility of the WER. This is the highest concentration that could be
particularly true for copper, a metal that maintained indefinitely in a water body averaging period falls within the
scientifically reasonable range of values
¯ forms reduced-toxicity complexes with
without causing an unacceptable effect
for choice of the averaging period, and
dissolved organic matter,
on the aquatic community or its uses
is an appropriatelength of time of
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pollutant exposure to ensure protection
of sensitive organisms,
EPA established a 4-day averaging
period in the NTR. In settlement of
litigation on the NTR, EPA stated that it
was "in.the midst of conducting,
sponsonng, or planning research related
to the basis for and application oF’
water quality criteria and mentioned the
issue of averaging period. See Partial
Settlement Agreement in American
Forest and Paper Ass’n, Inc. et el. v.
U.S. EPA (Consolidated Case No. 930694 (RMU), D.D.C.). EPA is reevaluating issues raised about averaging
perio~ and will, if appropriate, revise
the 1985 Guidelines.
EPA received public comment
relevant to the averaging period during
the comment period for the 1995
Amendments to the NTR {60 FR 22228,
May 4, 1995), although these public
comments did not address the chronic
averaging period separately from the
allowable excursion frequency and the
design flow. Comments recommended
that EPA use the 30Q5 design flow for
chronic criteria,
While EPA is undertaking analysis of
the chronic design conditions as part of
the revisions to the 1986 Guidelines,
EPA has not yet completed this work.
Until this work is complete, for the
reasons set forth in the TSD, EPA
continues to believe that the 4-day
chronic averaging peridd represents a
reasonable, defensible value for this
parameter.
EPA added language to the final rule
which will enable the State to adopt
alternative averaging periods and
frequencies and associated design flows
where appropriate. The State may apply
to EPA for approval of alternative
averaging periods and frequencies and
related design flows; the State must
submit the bases for any changes. Before
approving any change, EPA will. publish
for public comment, a notice proposin8
the changes,
f. Hardness
Freshwater aquatic life criteria for
certain metals are expressed as a
function of hardness because hardness
and/or water quality chsrscteristice that
are usually correlated with hardness can
reduce or increase the mxicities of some
metals. Hardness is used as s surrogate
for a number of water quality
characteristics which affect the toxicity
of metals in a variety of ways. Increasing
hardness has the effect of decreasing the
toxicity of metals. Water quality criteria
to protect aquatic life may be calculated
at different concentrations of hardnesses
measured in milligrams per liter (roB/l)
as calcium carbonate (CaCO~).

Section 131.38~o)(2) of the final ru~e
using-the actual hardness with the use
presents the hardness-dependent
of the water-effect ratio (1.0 unless
equations for freshwater metals criteria,
otherwise specified by the permitting
For example, using the equation for
authority) when the hardness is greater
zinc, the total recoverable CMCs at a
than 400 m8/l as CaCO~. A few
hardness of 10, 50, 100 or 200 mg/l as
commenters did not want the waterCaCO~ are 17, 67, 120 and 220
effect ratio to be mandatory in
micrograms per liter {ttg/]), respectively, calculating hardness, and other
Thus, the specific value in the table in
commenters had concerns about being
the regulatory text is for illustrative
. responsible for deriving an appropriate
purposes only. Most of the data used to
water-effect ratio. Overall, the
develop these hardness equations for
commenters were in favor of using the
deriving aquatic life criteria for metals
actual hardness when calculating
were in the range of 25 mg/] to 400 rag/ hardness-dependent freshwater metals
] as CaCO~, and the formulas are
criteria for hardness between 0-400 rag/
therefore most accurate in this range.
] as CaCO~. EPA took those comments
The majority of surface waters
into account in promulgating today’s
nationwide and in California have a
rule.
hardness of less than 400 mg/l as
A hardness equation is most accurate
CaCO~.
when the relationships between
In the past, EPA generally
hardness and the other important
recommended that 25 mg/l as CaCO~ be inorganic constituents, notably
used as a default hardness value in
alkalinity and pH, are nearly identical
deriving freshwater aquatic life criteria in all of the dilution waters used in the
for metals when the ambient (or actual} toxicity tests and in the surface waters
hardness value is below 25 mg/] as
to which the equation is to be applied.
CaCO~. However, use of the approach
If an effluent raises hardness but not
results in criteria that may not be fully
alkalinity and/or pH, using the hardness
protective. Therefore, for waters with a of the downstream water might provide
hardness of less than 25 mg/l as COCO3, a lower level of protection than
criteria should be calculated using the
intended by the 1985 guidelines. If it
actual ambient hardness of the surface
appears that an effluent causes hardness
water,
to be inconsistent with alkalinity and/or
In the past, EPA generally
pH, the intended level of protection will
recommended that if the hardness was
usually be maintained or exceeded if
over 400 rag/l, two options were
either {1) data are available to
available: (1} Calculate the criterion
demonstrate that alkalinity and/or pH
using a default WEIR of 1.O and usin8 a
do not affect the toxicity of the metal,
hardness of 400 mg/l in the hardness
or (2} the hardness used in the hardness
equation; or (2} calculate the criterion
equation is the hardness of upstream
using a WER and the actual ambient
water that does not contain the effluent.
hardness of the surface water in the
The level of protection intended by the
equation. Use of the second option is
1985 guidelines can also be provided by
expected to result in the level of
using the WER procedure.
protection intended in the 1985
In some cases, capping hardness at
Guidelines whereas use of the first
400 ms/] might result in a level of
option is thought to result in an even
protection that is higher than that
more protective aquatic life criterion. At intended by the 1985 guidelines, but
high hardness there is an indication that any such increase in the level of
hardness and related inorganic water
protection can be overcome by use of
quality characteristics do not have as
the WER procedu~. For metals whose
much of an effect on toxicity of metals
criteria are expressed as hardness
as they do at lower hardnesses. Related
equations, use of the WER procedure
water quality characteristics do not
will generally be intended to account for
correlate se well at higher hardnesses as effects of such water quality
they do at lower hardnesses. Therefore,
characteristics as total organic carbon on
if hardness is over 400 mg/l as CaCO~,
the toxicities of metals. The WER
a hardness of 400 mg/] as CaCO~ should procedure is equally useful for
be used with a default WER of 1.O;
accountin8 for any deviation from a
alternatively, the WEIR and actual
hardness equation in a site water.
hardness of the surface water may be
3. Fluman Heolth Criterio
used.
EPA requested comments in the NTR
EPA’s CWA section 304(a) human
amendments on the use of actual
heslth criteria guidance provides
ambient hardness for calculating criteria criteria recommendstinns to minimize
when the hardness is below 25 m8/] as
adverse httman effects due to substances
CaCO~, and when hardness is greater
in ambient water. EPA’s CWA section
than 400 ra8/l as CaCO~. Most of the
304(a) criteria guidance for human
comments received were in favor of
health are based on two types of
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toxicological endpoints: (1)
of time to more realistic low doses over consumption as an exposure factor
carcinogenicity and (2) systemic toxicity a lifetime exposure period by use of
(i..a., all other adverse effects other than linear extrapolation models. The cancer requires the quantification of pollutant
residues in the edible portions of the
cancer). Thus, there are two procedures slope factor, ql*, is EPA’s estimate, of
.
for assessing these health effects: one for carcinogenic potency and is intended to in~.e.sted species.
~ioconcentration factors {BCTs) are
carcinogens and one for nonbe a conservative upper bound estimate used
to relate pollutant residues in
carcinogens.
(e.g. 95 % upper bound confidence
aquatic organisms to the pollutant
If there are no data on how a chemical limit),
concentration in ambient waters. BCFs
agent causes cancer, EPA’s existinR
For non-carcinogens, ETA uses the
are quantified by various procedures
human health guidelines assume t~at
reference dose (RID) as the dosedepending on the lipid solubility of the
.c.arcinogeaicity is a "non-threshold
response parameter in calcu|ating P~3
pollutant. For lipid soluble pollutants,
phenomenon," that is, there are no
criteria. For non-carcinogens, era]
the average BCF is calculated from the
"safe" or "no-effect levels" because
assessments (hereinafter simply "RIDs") weighted average percent lipide in the
even extremely small doses are assumed are
developed based on pollutant
edible portions of fish and shellfish,
to cause a finite increase in the
concentrations that cause threshold
which is about 3%; or it is calculated
incidence of the effect (i.e., cancer),
effects. The RID is an estimate (with
from theoretical considerations using
Therefore, EPA’s water quality criteria . uncertainty spanning perhaps an order
the octanol/water partition coefficient.
guidance for carcinogens are presented
of magnitude) of a daily exposure to the For non-lipid soluble compounds, the
as pollutant concentrations
human population (including sensitive
BCF is determined empirically. The
corresponding to increases in the risk of subgroups) that is likely to be without
assumed water consumption is taken
developing cancer. See Human Health
appreciable risk of deleterious effects
from the National Academy of Sciences
Guidelines at 45 FR 79347.
durin~ s lifetime. See Human Health
publication Drinkia8 Water and Health
With existing criteria, pal]urania that Guidelines.
The RID was formerly
(1977). (Referenced in the Human
do not manifest any apparent
" referred to as an "Acceptable Daily
Health Guidelines.) This value is
carcinogenic effect in animal studies
or ADL The RID is useful as a
appropriate as it includes a margin of
(i.e., systemic toxicants), ETA assumes Intake"
point for gauging the potential safety so that the general population is
that the pollutant has a threshold below reference
effect of other doses. Doses that are less
protected. See also ETA’s discussion of
which no effect will be observed. This
the RID are not likely to be
the 2.0 liters/day assumption at 61 FR
assumption is based on the premise that than
associated with any health risks, and are 65183 {Dec. 11, 1996). The 6.5 grams per
a physiological mechanism exists
therefore less likely to be of regulatory
day contaminated irish and shellfish
within living organisms to avoid or
concern. As the frequency of exposures
consumption value was equivalent to
overcome the adverse effect of the
exceeding the RID increases andes the
the average per-capita consumption rate
pollutant below the threshold
size air the excess increases, the
of all (contaminated and nonconcentration,
probabi}ity iucraases that adverse effect
contaminated) freshwater and estuarine
Note: Recent changes in the Agency’s
may be observed in a human
fish and shellfish for the U.S.
cancer guidelines addressing these
population. See Human Health
assumptions are described in the Draft Water population. Nonetheless, a clear
conclusion cannot be categorically
Guidelines.
Health,Quality 63CriteriaFR 43756.Methodol°gY:August
drawn that all doses
14.Human1998.
below the RfD are
EPA assumes in calculating water
"acceptable" and that all doses in
quality criteria that the exposed
The human
health risks
a substance
excess of the RID are "unacceptable." In individual is an average adult with body
cannot
be determined
withofany
degree
extrapolating non-carcinogen animal
weight of 70 kilograms. ETA assumes
of confidence unless dose-response
data to humans to derive an RID,
6.5 grams per day of contaminated fish
relationships are quantified. Therefore, test
EPA divides either a No Observedand shellfish consumption and 2.0 liters
a dose-response assessment is required
Adverse
Level (NOAEL), Lowest per day of contaminated drinking water
before a criterion can be calculated. The ObservedEffect
Adverse Effect Level ~LOAEL}, consumption for a 70 kilogram person
dose-response assessment determines
or other benchmark dose observed in
in calculating the criteria. Regarding
the quantitative relationships between
animal studies by an "uncertainty
issues concerning criteria development
the amount of expnsure to a substance
factor" which is based on professional
and differences in dose per kilogram of
and the onset of toxic injury or disease, judgment of toxicologists and typically
body
weight, RIDs are always derived
Data for determining dose-response
ranges from 10 to 10,000.
based on the most sensitive health effect
relationships are typically derived from
For CWA section 304{a) human health endpoint. Therefore, when that basis is
animal studies, or less frequently, from criteria development. EPA typically
due to a chronic or lifetime health
epidemiological studies in exposed
considers only exposures to a pollutant
effect, the exposure parameters assume
populations,
that occur through the ingestion of
the exposed individual to be the average
The dose-response information
water and contaminated fish and
needed for carcinogens is an estimate of shellfish. Thus, the criteria are based on adult, as indicated above.
In the absence of this final rule, there
the carcinogenic potency of the
an assessment of risks related to the
may
be articular risks to children. EPA
compound. Carcinogenic potency is
surface
water
exposure
route
only
where
believesPthat
children are protected by
defined here as a general term for a
designated uses are drinking water and
the
human
health
criteria contained in
chemical’s human cancer-causing
fish and shellfish consumption,
this
final
rule.
Children
are protected
potential. This term is often used
The assumed exposure pathways in
against
other
less
sensitive
adverse
loosely to refer to the more specific
calculating the criteria are the
health endpointa due to the
carcinogenic or cancer slope factor
consumption of 2 liters per day of water conservative way that the KfDs are
which is defined as an estimate of
at the criteria concentration and the
derived. An RID is a public health
carcinogenic potency derived from
consumption of 6.5 grams per day of
protective endpoint. It is an amount of
animal studies or epidemiological data fish and shellfish cbntaminated at a
a chemical that can be consumed on a
of human exposure. It is based on
level equal to the criteria concentration daily basis for a lifetime without
extrapolation from test exposures of
but multiplied by a ’~bioconcentretion
expecting an adverse effect. R/De are
high doses over relatively, short periods
factor." The use of fish and ~shellfish
based on sensitive health endpoints and
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are calculated to be protective for
calculation. IRIS reflects EPA~s most
criteria, but for which, in 1991,
sensitive human sub-populations
current consensus on the toxicological
sufficient information existed. Since
including children. If the basis of the
assessment for a chemical. In
these criteria did not undergo the public
RID was due to an acute or shorter-term developing the criteria in today’s rule,
review and comment in a manner
developmental effect, EPA uses
the IRIS values as of October 1996 were similar to the other water quality criteria
exposure parameters other than those
used together with currently accepted
presented in the NTR (for which
indicated above. Specifically, EPA uses exposure parameters for
¯
sufficient information was available in
parameters most representative of the
bioconcentratlon, fish andshellfish and 1980 to develop a criterion, as presented
popu]ation of concern (e.g., the health
water consumption, and body Weight.
in the 1980 criteria guidance
criteria for nitrates based on infant
The
IRIS cover sheet for each pollutant
documents), they were not proposed for
exposure parameters). For carcinogens, criteria
included in today’s rule is
adoption into the water quality criteria,
the risk assessments are upper bound
contained
in
the
administrative
record,
but were presented to serve as notice for
one in a million (10-~) lifetime risk
For the human health criteria
inclusion in future State triennial
numbers. The risk to children is not ~
included in today’s rule, EPA used the
reviews. Today’s rule promulgates
likely to exceed these upper bounds
Health Guidelines on which
criteria for these nine pollutants:
estimates and may be zero at low doses, Human
recommendations from the
The exposure assumptions for drinking criteria
appropriate CWA section 304(a) criteria copper
1, 2-dichloropropane
water and fish protect children because guidance
document were based. (These
1.2-trans-dichloroethylene
they are conservative for infants and
documents are also placed in the
2,4-dimethylphenol
children. EPA assumes 2 liters of
administrative
record
for
today’s
rule.)
acvnaphthene
untreated surface water and 6.5 grams of
Where EPA has changed any parameters 2-chloronaphthaiene
freshwater and estuarine fish are
in IRIS used in criteria derivation since N-nitrosodi-n-propylamine
consumed each day. EPA believes the
2-chlorophenol
issuance of the criteria guidance
adult fish consumption assumption is
butylbenzene phthalate
document,
EPA
recalculated
the
criteria
conservative for children because
All the criteria are based on IRIS with the latest IRIS
children generally consume marine fish recommendation
values---either an R.fD or ql"--which
information.
Thus,
there
are
differences
not freshwater and estuarine,
were listed on IRIS as of November
between the original 1980 criteria
EPA has a process to develop a
1991, the date of the proposed NTR.
guidance
document
recommendations,
scientific consensus on oral reference
These values have not changed since the
and
those
in
this
rule,
but
this
rule
dose assessments and carcinoeenicity
final NTR was published in December of
assessments (’hereinafter simply cancer presents EPA’s most current CWA
1992. The rule’s Administrative Record
section
304(a)
criteria
recommendation.
slope factors or slope factors or ql "s).
Matrix
in the administrative record of
The
basis
(ql
*
or
KID)
and
BCF
for
each
Through this process, EPA develops a
today’s rule contains the specific RiDs,
pollutant criterion in today’s rule is
consensus of Agency opinion which is
ql *s, and BCFs used in calculating
contained in the rule’s Administrative
then used throughout EPA in risk
these criteria.
Record
Matrix which
is included
management decision-making. EPA
administrative
record/or
the rule.inInthe
Proposed Changes to the Haman
maintains an electronic data base whh:h
Health
Criteria Methodology: EPA
addition,
all
recalculated
human
health
contains the official Agency consensus
recently proposed revisions to the 1980
numbers
are
denoted
by
an
"a"
in
the
for oral RID assessments and
water quality criteria derivation
criteria matrix in 40 CTR 131.38Co)(1) ofambient
carcinogenicity assessments which is
guidelines {the Human Health
the
rule.
The
pollutants
for
which
a
known as the Integrated Risk
Guidelines). See Draft Water Quality
Information System (IRIS}. It is available revised human health criterion has been Criteria Methodology: Human Health,
calculated since the December 1992
for use by the public on the National
63
FR 43756,
August 14,
1998; see also
Draft
Water Quality
Criteria
Institutes of Health’s National Library of NTR inc]ude:
mercury
Medicine’s TOXN~-’F system, and
Methodalo~,: Human Health, U.S. EPA
dichlorobromomethane
through diskettes from the National
Office of Water, EPA 822-Z-98-O01.
1.2-dichloropropane
Technical Information Service (NTIS). 1.2-trans-dichloroethy]ene
The EPA revisions consist of five
(NTIS access number is PB 90-591330.} ~,4-dimethylphenol
documents: Draft Water Quality Criteria
Section 304(a)(1} of the CWA requires acenaphthene
Methodalogy:
Human Health, EPA 822EPA
to
benm(a)anthracene
¯, periodically
its c~iteria
Z-98-001; Ambient Water Quality
gtuaance
to reflectrevise
the latest
scientific
benzo(a)pyrene
Criteria Derivation Methodology Human
knowledge: "(A) On the kind and extent benzo(b)flouranthene
Health, Technical Support Document,
of all identifiable effects on health and
benzo(k)floursnthene
Final Draft, EPA-822-B-98-OO5; and
welfare ¯ ¯ *; (B) on the concentration 2-chio~onaphthalene
three Ambient Water Quality Criteria for
chrysene
and dispersal of pollutants, or their
the
Protection of Human Health,
dibenzo(a,h)anthrac~a
byproducts, through biological,
Drafts--one each ~or Acrylonitrile, 1,3indeno(1,:2,3-cd)pyrene
physical, and chemical processes; and
N-nitro~odi-n-propylamine
Dich]oropropene (1,3-DCP), and
(C) on the effects of pollutants on the
alpha-endosulftn
Hexachlorobutadiene (HCBD),
biological community diversity,
beta-endmulfan
respectively, EPA-~22-R--98-O06. -005,
productivity, and stability, including
endosulfan sulfate
and -004. All five documents am
information on the factors affecting .
2-chlomphenol
containedin the administrative record
eutrophication rates of organic and
butylbenzyl phthsiate
for today’s rule.
polychlorinaled
biphenyls.
inorganic sedimentation for varying
The proposed methodology revisions
types of receiving waters." In
In November Of 1991, the proposed
reflect significant scientific advances
developing up-to-date water quality
NTR presented critefla for several
that have occurred durin8 the past
criteria for the protection of human
pollutants in parentheses. These were
nineteen
years in such key areas as
health, ETA uses the most recent IRIS
pollutants for which, in 1980,
cancer and noncancer risk assessments,
values (RfDs and ql"s) as the
insufficient information existed to
exposure assessments and
toxicological basis in the criterion
develop human health water quality
bioaccumulation. For specific details on
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these propoaed changes and others,
administrative record for today’s rule.
1990 (AR NL-16); EPA Memorandum,
please refer to the Federal Register
Although EPA has not used this fish
"State Policies, Water Quality
notice
or thebeEPA
document,
consumption value here because this
Standards, and Permit Limitations
It should
noted
that some of the
information has not yet been finalized, Related
to 2,3’,7,8-TCDD in Surface
proposed changes may result in
the State may use any appropriate
Water," from the Assistant
significant numeric change~ in the
state-specific fish and shellfish
Administrator for Water to Regional
ambient water quality criteria. However, higher
consumption rates in its readoption of
Water Management Division Directors,
EPA will continue to rely on.existing
criteria in its storewide plans,
dated January 5, 1990 (AR VA-68).
criteria as the basis for regulatory and
a. 2,3,7,8-TCDD (Dioxinl Criteria
These documents are available in the
non-regulatory decisions, until EPA
record for today’s rule.
revises and rbissues a 304(a} criteria
In today’s action, EPA is promulgating administrative
In 1991, EPA’s Administrator
guidance using the revised final human human health water quality criteria for
announced another scientific
health criteria methodology. The
2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo.p.dioxin
reassessment of the risks of exposure to
existing criteria are still viewed as
("dioxin") at the same levels as
dioxin (see Memorandum from
scientifically acceptable by EPA. The
promulgated in the NTR, as amended.
Administrator William K. Reilly to Erich
intention of the proposed methodology
These criteria are derived from EPA’a
W. Bretthauer, Assistant Administrator
revisions is to present the latest
1984 CWA section 304(a} criteria
for Research and Development and E.
scientific advancements in the areas of guidance document for dioxin.
Donald Elliott, Genera] Counsel, entitled
risk and exposure assessment in order to
For National Pollutant Discharge
Follow.Up to Briefing on
incrementally improve the already
Elimination System (NPDES} purposes, Dioxin:
Scientific
Developments, April 8, 1991,
sound toxicologioa] and exposure bases EPA supports the regulation of other
included in the administrative record
for these criteria. As EPA’s current
dioxin and dioxin-like compounds
human health criteria are the product of through the use of toxicity equivMencies for today’s rule). At that time, the
Administrator made clear that while the
many years worth of development and
or TEQs in NPDES permits (see
reassessment was underway, EPA
pear review, it is reasonable to asstLme discussion below). For California
would continue to regulate dioxin in
that revisiting all existing criteria, and waters, if the discharge of dioxin or
accordance with existing Agency policy.
incorporating peer review into such
dioxin-]ike compounds has reasonable
Thereafter, the Agency proceeded to
review, could require comparable
potential to cause or contribute to a
regulate dioxin in a number of
amounts of time.and resources. Given
violation of a narrative criterion,
environmental programs, including
these circumstances, EPA proposed a
numeric water quality-based effluent
standards under the Safe Drinking
process for’revisiting these criteria as
limits for dioxin or dioxin-like
Water Act and the CWA.
part of theoverall revisions to the
compounds should be included in
The Administrator’s promulgation of
methodology for deriving human health NPDES permits and should be
the dioxin human health criteria in the
criteria. This process is discussed in the expressed using a TEQ scheme.
1992 NTR affirmed the Agency’s
Implementation Section of the Notice of
EPA has bean evaluating the health
decision that the ongoin8 reassessment
Drop Revisions to the Methodology for
threat posed by dioxin nearly
should not defer or delay regulating this
Deriving Ambient Water ~2uolity Criteria continuously for over two decades,
contaminant, and further, that
for the Protection o/Human Health (see Fol]owing issuance of tile 1984 criteria potent
the risk assessment in the 1984 criteria
63 FR 43771-43776, August 14, 1998). guidance document, evaluating the
guidance document for dioxin
The State of California in its Ocean
health effects of dioxin and
Plan, adopted in 1990 and approved by recommending human health criteria for continued to be scientifically defensible.
Until the reessessment process was
EPA in 1991, established numeric water dioxin, EPA prepared draft
quality criteria using an average fish and reassessments reviewing new scientific completed, the Agency could not "say
with any certainty what the degree or
shellfish consumption rate of 23"grams
information relating to dioxin in 1985 directions of any changes in the risk
per day. This value is based on an
and 1988. EPA’s Science Advisory
earlier California Department of Health Board (SAg), reviewing the 1988 draft estimates might be" (87 FR 60863-64).
The basis t-or the dioxin criteria as
Services estimate. The State is cui’rently reassessment, concluded that while the
well as the decision to include the
in the process of readopting its water
risk assessment approach used in 1984
dioxin criteria in the 1992 NTR pending
quality control plans for inland surface
criteria guidance document had
the results of the reessessment were
waters, enclosed bays, and estuaries,
inadequacies, a better alternative was
challenged. See American Forest end
The State intends to consider
unavailable (see SAB’a Dioxin Panel
Paper Ass’n, Inc. et el. v. U.S. EPA
information on fish and shellfish
Review of Document~ item the Office or (Consolidated Case No. 93-0694
consumption rates evaluated and
Research and Development reiotin to
D.D.C.}. By order dated September
summarized in a report prepared by the the Risk and Expmu~w A~e~ment8 of
1996, the Court upheld EPA’s decision.
State’s Pesticide and Environmental
2,3,7,8-TCDD {EPA-SAB-E~-90--003, EPA’s brief and the Court’s decision are
Toxicology Section of the Office of
November 28, 1989} included in the
included in the administrative record
Environmental Health Hazard
administrative record for today’s rule}, for today’s r~le.
Assessment of the California
Between 1988 and 1990, EPA issued
EPA has undertaken significant effort
Environmental Protection Agency. The numerous reports and guidances
toward
completion of the dioxin
report, entitled, Chemicals in Fish
relating to the control of dioxin
reasseasment.
On September 13, 1994,
Report No. 1: Consumption offish and
discharges from pulp and paper mills.
EPA released for public review and
Shellfish in California and.the United
See e.&, EPA Memorandum, "Strategy
comment a draft reassessment of
States, was published in final draft form for the Regulation of Discharges of
toxicity and exposure to dioxin. See
in luly of 1997, and released to the
PHDDs & PHDFs from Pulp and Paper
Health Assessment Document for
public on September 16, 1997. The
Mills to the Waters of the United
2,3,7,8-Tetrochlorobenzo-p.Dioxin
report is currently undergoing final
States," from Assistant Administrator
(TCDD) and Related Compounds, U.S.
evaluation, and is expected to published for Water to Regional Water
EPA, 1994. EPA is currently addressing
in final form in the near future. This
Management Division Directors and
comments made by the public and the
final draft report is contained in the
NPDES State Directors, dated May 21,
SAB and anticipates that the final
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revised reassessment will.go to the SAg scheme for dioxins and furans tO
effects by the National Research Council
in the near future. With today’s rule, the include toxicity from dioxin-like
{NRC} arm of the National Academy of
Agency reaff’Lrms that, notwithstandir~g
compounds {Ahlborg et el., 1994). "
Sciences. EPA received the NRC report
the on-going risk reassessmdnt, EPA
However, no changes were made to the
in March of 1999. EPA scienUsts
intends to continue to regulate dioxin to TEFs for dioxins and fumns. In 1998,
reviewed the report, which
avoid further harm to public health, and the WHO m-evaluated and revised the
recommended that EPA lower the Safe
the basis for the dioxin criteria, both in
previously established TEFs for dioxins Drinking Water Act arsenic maximum
terms of the cancer potency and the
{De}, furens (Fs} and dioxin-like
contaminant level (MCL} as soon as
exposure estimates, remains
compounds {Vanden Bars, 1999). The
possible {The arsenic MCL is currently
scientifically defensible. The fact that
nomenclature for this TEF scheme is
50 rig/l:} The bladder cancer analysis in
EPA is reassessing the risk of dioxin,
TEQDFP-WHO98, where TEQ
the NRC report will provide part of the
virtually a continuous process to
represents the 2,3,7,8-TCDD Toxic
basis for the risk assessment of a
evaluate new scientific information, .
Equivalence of the mixture, and the
proposed revised arsenic MCL in the
does not mean that the current risk
subscript DFP indicates that dioxins
near future. After promulgating a
assessment is "wrong". It continues to
{De} furans (Fs} and dioxin-like
revised MCL for drinking water, the
be EPA’s position that until the risk
compounds {P} are included in the TEF Agency plans to revise the CWA 304{a}
assessment for dioxin is revised, EPA
scheme. The subscript 98 following
human health criteria for arsenic in
supports and will continue to use the
WHO displays the year changes were
order to harmonize the two standards.
existing risk assessment for the
made to the TEF scheme.
Today’s
rule defers promulgating
regulation of dioxin in the environment.
ETA intends to use the 1998 V~-~O
arsenic criteria baaed on the Agency’s
Accordingly, EPA today promulgates
TEF scheme in the near future. At this
previou-~ risk assessment of skin cancer.
dioxin criteria based on the 1984 criteria point however, EPA will.support the
In
the meanti!me, permitting authorities
guidance document for dioxin and
use of either the 1989 interim
in
California’should
rely on existing
promulgated in the NTR in 1992.
procedures or the i998 WHO TEF
narrative water quality criteria to
Toxicity Equivalency: The State of
scheme but encourages the use of the
establish effluent limitations as
California, in its 1991 water quality
1998 WHO TEF scheme in State
for arsenic. California ha~
control plans, adopted human health
programs. EPA expects California to use necessary
previously expressed its science and
cri.’teria for dioxin and dioxin-like
a TEF scheme in implementing the.
policy position by establishing a
compounds based on the concept of
2.3,7,8-TCDD water quality criteria
criterion
level of 5 ttg/l for arsenic.
toxicity equivalency {TEQ) using
contained in today’s rule. The TEQ and
toxicity equivalency factors {TEFs}. EPA TEF approach provide a methodology
Permittin8 authorities may, among other
considerations, consider that value
Region 9 reviewed and approved the
for setting NPDES water quality~based
when evaluaUng and interpreUng
State’s use of the TEQ concept and TEFs permit limits that are protective of
in setting the State’s human health
human health for dioxin and dioxin-like narrative water quality criteria.
water quality criteria for dioxin and
compounds,
c. Mercury Criteria
dioxin-like compounds.
Several commentate requested ETA to
The human health criteria
In 1987, ETA ~orma]ly embraced the promulgate criteria for other forms of
promulgated hers use the latest RfD in
TEQ concept as an interim procedure to dioxin, in addition to 2,3,7,8-TCDD.
EPA’s Integrated Risk Information
estimate the risks associated with
EPA’s draft roasSessment for dioxin
System (IRIS} and the weighted average
exposures to 210 chlorinated dibenzo-p- examines toxicity based on the TEQ
practical bioconcentration factor (PBCF)
dioxin and chlorinated dibenzofuran
concept and I-TEFs/89. When EPA
from the 1980 section 304(s} criteria
(CDD/CDF) congeners, including
completes the dioxin reassessment, the
guidance document for mercury. ETA
2,3,7,8-TCDD. This procedure uses a set Agency intends to adopt revised 304(a)
considered the approach used in the
of derived TEFs to convert the
water quality criteria guidance based on Great
Lakes Water Quality Guidance
concentration of any CDD/CDF congener the reassessment for dioxin. If "
{"Guidance"} incorporating
into an equivalent concentration of
necessary, EPA will then act to amend
2,3,7,8-TCDD. In 1989, ETA updated its the NTR and CTR to reflect the revised Bioaccumulation Factors ~AFs), but
rejected this approsch for reasons
TEFs based on an examination of
304(a) water quality criteria guidance,
outlined below. The equation used here
relevant scientific evidence and a
to derive an ambient water quality
recognition of the value of international b. Arsenic Criteria
criterion for mercury from exposure to
consistency. This updated information
ETA is not promulgating human
organisms and water is:
can he found in EPA’s 1989 Update to
health criteria for arsenic in today’s "
the Interim Procedures for Rgtimoting
rule. EPA recognizes that it promulgated
RfD x BW
Risks Associated with Exposures to
human health water quality criteria for
HHC ffi "
Mixtures of Chlorinated Dibenzo-parsenic for a number of States in 1992,
WC + (FC x PBCF)
dioxins and -dibenzofurans (CDDs and in the NTR, based on ETA’s 1980.
Where:
CDFs) (EPA/625/3-g9/016, March
section 304(a) criteria guidance for
RID = Reference’Dose
1989). EPA had been active in an
arsenic established, in part, from IRIS
BW = Body Weight
international effort aimed at adopting a
values current at that time. However, e WC = Water Consumption
common set of TEFs (International
number of issues and uncertainties
FC = Total Fish and Shellfish
TEFs/89 or I-TEFs/89}, to facilitate
existed at the time of the CTR proposal
Consumption i~er Day
information exchange on environmental concerning the health effects of arsenic. PBCF = Practical Bmconcentration
contamination of CDD/CDF. This
These issues and uncertainties were"
Factor (weighted average)
document reflects EPA’e support of an
summarized in "Issues Related to
For mercury, the most current RID
internationally consistent set of TEFs,
Health Risk of Arsenic" which is
from IRIS is I x 10~ mg/kg/day. The RfD
the I-TEFs/89. EPA uses ]-TEFs/89 in
contained in the administrative record
used a benchmark dose as an estimate
many of its regulatory programs,
for today’s rule. During the period of
of a No Observed Adverse Effect Level
In 1994, the World Health
this rulemaking action, EPA
(NOAEL). The benchmark dose was
Organization (WHO) revised the TEF
commissioned a study of arsenic health calculated by applying a Weibel model
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for extra risk to all neurological effects population, in particular the wide
observed in 81 Iraqi children exposed in variation in biological half-life of
surfaces. In the context of setting
utero as reported in Marsh, st. el. (1987). methylmercury and the variation that is exposure ,n’iteria it is generally
Matermfl hair mercury was the measure observed in the ration of hair mercury
understood that the terms "BCF" and
of exposure. Extra risk refers to an
to mercury in the blood. In addition the "steady-state BCF" are synonymous. A
adjustment for background incidence of uncertainty factor accounts for lack of a steady;state condition occurs when the
a given health effecL Specifically, the
organism is exposed for a sufficient
two-generation reproductive study and
extra risk is the added incidence of
length of time that the ratio does not
the lack of data on long term effects of
observing an effect above the
childhood mercury exposures.-The
RfD change substantially.
background rate relative to the
thus calculated is 1 x 10-~ mg/kg body The BCFs that were used herein are
proportion of the population of interest weight/day or 0.1 I~g/kg/day. The body
the "Practical Bioconcentration Factors
that is not expected to exhibit such as
weight used in the equation for the
{PBCFs)" that were derived in 1980:
effect. The resulting estimate was the
mercury criteria, as discussed in the
5500 for fresh water, 3765 for estuarine
lower 95% statistical bound on the 10% Human Health Guidelines, is a mean
coastal
and 9000 for open
extra risk; this was 11 ppm mercury in adult human body weight of 70 kg.The oceans. waters,
See pages C,-100-1 of Ambient
maternal hair. This dose in hair was
drinking water consumption rate, as
Water Quality Criteria for Mercury (F.,PA
converted to an equivalent ingested
discussed in the Human H~dth
440/5-60-058) for a complete
amount by applying a model based on
Guidelines, is 2.0 liters per day.
discussion on the PBCF. Because of the
data from human studies; the resulting
The bioconcentration factor or BCF is way they were derived, these PBCFs
benchmark dose was I x 10-5 rag/ks
defined as the ratio of chemical
take into account uptake from food as
body weight/day. The RfD was
concentration in the organism to that in well as uptake from water. A weighted
calculated by dividing the benchmark
surrounding water. Bioconcentration
average PBCF was calculated to take
dose by a composite uncertainty factor
occurs through uptake and retention of
into account the average consumption
of 1o. The uncertainty factor was. used
a substance from water only. through
from the three waters using the
to account for variability in the human
gill membranes or other external body
following equation:
Weighted Average Practical BCF = ~.(FCx PBCF) (0-00172)(5500)+(0.00478)(3765)+(0.0122)(9000) 137.3
~ (FC)
0.COl 72 +0.00478 +0.0122
0.0187 = 7342.6
Given the large value for the weighted
multiplying a laboratory-measured BCF criteria for human health; however, the
average PBCF, the contribution of
by a food chain multiplier, and (4)
BAF methodology that will be used is
drinking water to total daily intake is
predicted BAFs derived by multiplying currently under evaluation as part of
negligible so that assumptions
a BCF calculated from the log Kow by
EPA’s revisions to its National Human
concerning the chemical form of
a food-chain multiplier. The final Great Health
Methodology (see section F.3
mercury in drinking water become le~s Lakes Guidance developed BAFs for
above). ETA applied a similar
important. The human health mercury
trophic levels three and four fish of the
methodology in its Mercury Study
criteria promulgated for this rule are
Lakes Basin. Respectively, the
Report to Congress {MSRC) to derive a
based on the latest RiD as listed in IRIS Great
BAFs for mercury for trnphic level 3 and BAF for methylmercury. The MSRC is
and a weighted PBCF from the 1980
4 fish were: 27,900 and 140,000.
through NTIS {EPA-452/R§ 304{a} criteria guidance document for
The BAF promulgated in the GLI was available
97-O031.
Although a BAF was derived
mercury,
developed specifically for the Great
in the MSRC, EPA does not intend to
On March 23, 1995 (60 FR 15366),
Lakes System. It is uncertain whether
use this BAF for National application.
ETA promulgated the Great Lakes Water the BAFs of 27,900 and 140,000 are
~-~PA
is engaged in a separate effort to
QuMity Guidance ("Guidance"}. The
appropriate for use in California at this incorporate
additional mercury
Guidance incorporated bioaccumu]ation time; therefore, today’s final rule does
bioaccumu]ation data that was not
factors (’BAFs) in the derivation of
use the GLI BAF in establishing
considered in the MSRC, and to assess
criteria to protect human health because not
human
health criteria for mercury in
uncertainties with using a National BAF
it is believed that BAFs are a better
California. The magnitude of the BAF
approach for mercury. Once the
predictor than BCFs of the
for mercury in a given system depends
proposed revised human health
concentration of a chemical within fish on how much of the total mercury is
methodology, including the BAF
tissue since BAFs include consideration present in the methylated form.
component, is finalized, EPA will revise
of the uptake of contaminants from all
Methylation rates vary widely from one its 304(a} criteria for mercury to reflect
routes of exposure. A bioaccumulation
body to another for reasons that
changes in the underlying methodology,
factor is defined as the ratio {in L/kg} of water
are not fully understood. Lacking the
recommendations contained in the
a substance°s concentration in tissue to
data, it is difficult to determine if the
the concentration in the ambient water, BAF used in the GLI represents the true MSRC, and recommendations in a
National Academy of Science report on
in situations where both the organism
potential for mercury to bioaccumu]ate human health assessment of
and its food am exposed and the ratio
California surface waters. The true,
methylmercury. When EPA changes its
does not change substantially over ti~e. in
average BAF for California could be
304(a) criteria recommendation for
The final Great Lakes Guidance
higher or lower. For more information mercury, States and Tribes will be
establishes a ltierarohy of four methods
see EPA’s Response to Comments
expected to review their water quality
for deriving BAFs for non-polar organic document in the administrative record
standards for mercttry end make any
chemicals: (1) Field-measured BAFs; {2) for this rule (specifically comments
revisions necessary to ensure their
predicted BAFs derived using a fieldCTR-.-O02--O07Co) and CTR-O16-O07). standards are scientifically defensible.
measured biota-sediment accumulation
EPA is developing a national BAF for
New information may become
factor; {3) predicted BAFs derived by
mercury as part of revibions to its304{a} available regarding the bioaccumulation
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of mercury in certain water bodies in
only) to develop a range of
Where:
California. EPA supports the use of this mixtures
cancer potency factors, then uses
RF = Risk Factor = 1 x 10-~
information to develop site:specific
information on environmental processes BW = Body Weight = 70 kg
criteria for mercury. Further, if a
to provide guidance on choosing an
ql* = Cancer slope factor = 2 per mg/
California water body is impaired due to appropriate potency factor for
kg.day
.
mercury fish tissue or sediment
representative classes of environmental
WC = Water Consmnption = 2 l/day
contamination, loadings of mercury
mixtures and different pathways. The
FC = Fish and Shellfish Consumption =
could contribute to or exacerbate the
reassessment provides that, depending
0.0065 kg/day
impairmenL Therefore, one option
on the specific application, either
BCF = Bioconcentration Factor = 31,200
regulatory authorities should consider is central estimates or upper bounds can
to include water quality-based effluent
the HHC (ttg/l) = 0.00017 ~g/1 (rounded
be appropriate. Central esti_m,~tes
limits (WQBELs) in permits based on
to two significant digits).
describe a typical individual s risk,
mass for discharges to the impaired
Following is the calculation of the
while upper bounds provide assurance
water body. Such WQBELs must be
human health criterion for organism
{i.e., 95% confidence} that this risk is
derived from and comply with
only consumption:
not likely to be underestimated if the
applicable State.water quality standards underlying model is correct. Central
{including both numeric and narrative
estimates are used for comparing or
HHC = RF x BW X (I,000 ~.g/mg)
criteria) and assure that the discharge
ranking environmental hazards, while
q I * x FC x BCF
does not cause or contribute to a
upper bounds provide information
Where:
violation of water quality standards,
about the precision of the comparison or RF = Risk Factor = 1 x 10
ranking. In the ~’eassessment, the use of
d. Polychlorinated Biphenyls {PCBs)
BW = Body Weight = 70 kg
the upper bound values were found to
Criteria
ql*
= Cance~ slope factor = 2 per rag/
increase cancer potency dstimates by
The NTR, as amended, calculated
kg-day
two
or
three-fold
over
those
using
.
human health criteria for PCBs using a
FC
=
Total Fish and Shellfish
central tendency. Upper bounds are
cancer potency factor of 7.7 per mg/kgConsumption per Day = 0.0065 kg/
useful
for
estimating
risks
or
setting
day from the Agency’s IRIS. This cancer exposure-related standards to protect
day
potency factor was derived from the
BCF
=
Bioconcentration Factor = 31,200
public health, and are used by EPA in
Norback and Weltman {I 965} study
the HHC {~g/]) = 0.00017 ttg/l {rounded
quantitative
cancer
risk
assessment,
which looked at rats that were fed
to two significant digits}.
Thus, the cancer potency of PCB
Aroclor 1260. The study used the
The criteria are both equal to 0.00017
mixtures
is
determined
usiug
a
tiered
]inearized multistage model with a
~g/l and apply to total PCBs. See PCBs:
approach
based
on
enviroumental
default cross-species scaling factor
Cancer Dose Response Assessment and
exposure routes with upper-bound
{body weight ratio to the ~/~ power),
Application
to Environmental Mixtures
potency
factors
(using
a
body
weight
Although it is known that PCB mixtures
ratio to the z/,, power) ranging from 0.07 (EPA/600/9-96-O01F). For a discussion
vary greatly as to their potency in
of the body weight, water conbumption,
{lowest risk and persistence) to 2 {high
producing biological effects, for
and fish and shellfish consumption
risk
and
persistence)
per
mg/kg-day
for
purposes of its carcinogenidity
factors, see the Human Health
average
lifetime
exposures
to
PCBs.
It
is
assessment, EPA considered Aroc]or
Guidelines.
For a discussion of the BCF,
noteworthy
that
bioaccumulated
PCBs
1260 to be representative of all PCB
see the 304(a}.criteria guidance
appear
to
be
more
toxic
than
mixtures. The Agency did not pool data
commercial PCBs and appear to be more document for PCBs (included in the
from all available congener studies or
administrative record for today’s ru]el.
persistent in the body. For exposure
generate a geometric mean from these
through
the
food
chain,
risks
can
be
e. Excluded Section 304(a} Human
studies, since the Norback and Weltman
study was judged by EPA as acceptable, higher than other exposures.
Health Criteria
EPA issued the final reassessment
and not of marginal quality, in design or
As is the case in the NTR, as
conduct as compared with other studies, report on September 27, 1996, and
amended, today’s rule does not
updated IRIS to include the
Thereafter, the Institute for Evaluating
promulgate criteria for certain priority
on October 1, 1996. EPA
Health Risks (IEHR, 1991} reviewed the reassessment
pollutants’ for which CWA section
updated
the
human
health
critsrt.s
for
pathological slides from the Norback
304(e) criteria guidance exists because
and Waltman study, and concluded that PCBs in the National Toxics Rule on
those criteriawere not based on toxicity
September
27,
1999.
For
today’s
rule,
some of the malignant liver tumors
to humans or. aquatic organisms. The
EPA
derived
the
human
health
criteria
should have been interpreted as
basis for those ps~icular criteria is
for
PCBs
using,
a
cancer
potency
factor
nonmalignant lesions, and that the
organoleptic effects (e.&~ taste and odor)
cancer potency factor should be 5.1 per of 2 per mg/kg-day, an upper bound
which would make water and edible
mg/kg-day as compared with EPA’s 7.7 potency factor reflecting high risk and
aquatic life" unpalatable but not toxic.
persistence.
This
decision
is
based
on
per mg/kg-day.
Because the basis for this rule is to
recent
multimedia
studies
indicating
The Agency’s peer-reviewed
protect the public health and aquatic
that the major pathway of exposure to
reassessment of the cancer potency of
life from
toxicity
consistent with the
as PCBs
PCBs published in a final report, PCBs:persistent toxic substances
" such
language
and intent
in CWA
section
Cancer Dose-Response Assessment and is via dietary exposure (i.e.,
303(~(2)(B), EPA is promulgating
¯ 4pplicotions to Environmental Mixtures contaminated fish and shellfish
criteria only for those priority toxic
consumption),
(EPA/600/P-96/OOIF), adopts a different
pollutants
whose criteria
Following
is
the
calculation
of
the
approach that distinguishes among PCB
rec’ommendations are based on toxicity.
human health criterion {HHC) for
mixtunm by using information on
The CWA section 304(aJ human health
environmental processes. (The report is organism and. water consumption:
criteria based on organoleptic effects for
included in the administrative record of
zinc and 3-methyl-4-chlorophenol are
RF
x
BW
x
(1,000
~xg/mg)
today’s rule.) The report considers all
HHC ffi
excluded for tkis reason. Sea the 1992
cancer studies (which used commercial
q I * x [WC + (F x BCF)] NTR discussion at 57 FIR 60864.
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Subpopulations within a State may
level of 10-s for the general population
EPA’s CWA section 304{a) criteria
exist, such as recreational and
would n.ot_ be sufficient to protect the
subsistence anglers, who as a result of
guidance documents for priority toxic
most highly exposed population in
greater exposure to a contaminant are at California at a 10-4 risk level. On the
pollutants that are based on
greater risk than the standard ?0
carcinogenicity present concentrations
other hand, even the most highly
kilogram person eating 6.5 grams per
for upper bound risk levels of 1 excess
exposed subpopulations cited in the
cancer case per 100,000 people {10-s), day of fish and shellfish and drinking
California study do not have
2.0 liters per day of drinking water with consumption ratas approaching 100
per 1,000,000 people {10-*}, and par
10,000,000 people {10-v}. However, the pollutant levels meeting the water
times the 8.5 g/day rates used in the
criteria documents do not recommend a quality criteria. EPA acknowledges that CTR. The use of the 10-~ risk level to
at any given risk level for the general
particular risk level as EP& policy,
protect average level consumers does
population, those segments of the
not subject these subpopu]ations to risk
As part of the proposed rule, EPA
requested and received comment owthe population that are more highly exposed levels as high as 10-4.
face a higher relative risk. For example,
EPA believes its decision to establish
adoption of a 10 -~ risk level for
if fish are contaminated at a level
a 10- ~ risk level for the CTR is also
carcinogenic pollutants. The effect of a
permitted by criteria derived on the
consistent with EPA’s policy in the NTR
10- s risk level would have been to
basis of a risk level of 10-*, individuals to select the risk level that reflect the
increase (i.e., make less stringent)
consuming up to 10 times the assumed policies or preferences of CWA
carcinogenic pollutant criteria values
fish consumption rate would still be
programs in the affectedStates.
(noted in the matrix by footnote c) that
are not already promulgated in the NTR, protected at a 10- ~ risk level. Similarly, California adopted standards for priority
toxic pollutants for its ocean waters in
by one order of magnitude. For example, individuals consuming 100 times the
1990 using a 10-~ risk level to protect
the organism-only criterion for gamma genera] popu]ati0n rate would be
protected at a 10-4 risk level. EPA,
human health (California Ocean Plan,
BHC (pollutant number 105 in the
that derivation of
1990). In April 1991, and again in
matrix) is 0.013ttg/]; the criterion based therefore, believes
-~ risk level is a
criteria
at
the
10
November 1992, California adopted
on a 10-s risk level would have been
reasonable risk management decision
standards for its inland surface waters
0.13 ~tg/]. EPA received several
protective of designated uses under the
and enclosed bays and estuaries in its
comments that indicated a preference
CWA.
While outside the scope of this
Inland Surface Waters Plan (ISWP) and
for a higher (10-4 and 10--~1 risk level
rule, EPA notes that States and Tribes,
its Enclosed Bays and Estuaries Plan
for effluent dependent waters or other
however, have the discretion to adopt
(EBEP) using a 10-~ risk level To be
types of special circumstances.
water quality criteria that result in a
consistent with the State’s water quality
In today’s rule, EPA is promulgating
higher risk level (e.g., 10-sl. EPA
standards, EPA used a 10-* risk level
criteria that protect the general
to approve such criteria if the
for Californi~ in the NTR at 57 FR
population at an incremental cancer risk expects
State or Tribe has identified the most
60867. The State has continued using a
loyal of one in a million (10-,~) for all
10-’~ risk level to protect human health
highly
exposed
subpopu]ation
within
priority toxic po]lutant, s regulated as
for its standards that were not
the
State
or
Tribe,
demonstrates
the
carcinogens, consistent with the criteria chosen risk level is adequately
withdrawn with the ISWP and EBEP.
promulgated in the NTR for the State of protective of the most highly exposed
The most recent expression of risk level
California. Standards adopted by the
preference is contained in the Draft
subpopulation,
and
has
completed
all
State contained in the Enclosed Bays
Functional Equivalent Document,
necessary public participation.
and Estuaries Plan (EBEP), and the
This demonstration has not happened Amendment of the Water Quality
Inland Surface Waters Plan (]SWP),
Control Plan for Ocean Waters of
partially approved by EPA on November in California. Further, the information California, October1998, where the
that
is
available
on
highly
exposed
6, 1991, and the Ocean Plan approved
State recommended maintaining a
subpopu]ations in California supports
by EPA on ]une 28, 1990, contained a
consistent risk level of 10-* for the
the
need
to
protect
the
general
~
risk level of 10- for most carcinogens,
* level. California human health standards that it was
population
at
the
10The State has historically protected at a has cited the Santa Monica Bay Seafood proposing to revise.
10- * risk level for carcinogenic
EPA received several comments
Consumption Study as providing the
pollutants,
requesting s 10-s risk level based on the
best available data set for estimating
risk level chosen for the Great Lakes
EPA, in its recent human health
consumption of sport fish and she]Irish
Water Quality Guidance (the Guidance).
methodology revisions, proposed
in California for both marine or
There
are several differences between
acceptable lifetime cancer risk for the
sources (Chemicals in Fish
the
guidelines
for the derivation of
general population in the range of 10- ~ freshwater;
Report No. 1: Consumption of Fish and human health criteria
to lo-~. EPA also proposed that States
contained in the
She]Irish in California and the United
Guidance
and
the
California
Toxice Rule
and Tribes ensure the most highly
States, Final Draft Report, ~uly 1997).
(CTR)
that
make
a
10-s
risk
factor
exposed popuJations do not exceed a
Consumption rates of sport fish and
appropriate for the Guidance, but not for
10-4 risk ]eve]. However, EPA’s draft
she]]fisher 21g/day, 50 g/day, 107 g/
the CTR. These differences result in
methodology revisions also stated that it day, and 161 g/day for the median,
criteria developed using the 10-~ risk
will derive 304(a) criteria at a 10- ~ risk mean, 901h, and 95th percentile rates,
factor in the Guidance being at ]east as
level, which the Agency believes
respectively, were determined/Tom this stringent
as criteria derived under the
reflects the appropriate risk for the
Additional consumption of
CTR using a 10-* risk factor. The
general population and which applies a study.
commercial species in the range of
relevant aspects of the Guidance
risk management policy which ensures approximately 8 to 42 8/day would
protection for all exposed population
further increase these values. Clearly the include:
¯ Use offish consumption rates that
groups. (Draft Water Quality Criteria
consumption rates for the most highly are considerably higher than fish
Methodology: Human Health, EPA 822- exposed subpopu]ation within the State
consumption rates for the CTR.
Z-98--001, August 1998, Appendix I], exceeds 10 times the 6.5 g/day rates
¯ Use ofbioaccumulation factors
page 72).
used in the CTR. Therefore, use of a risk rather than bioconcentration factors in
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estimating exposure, considerably
increasing the dose of carcinogens to
sensitive subgroups.
¯ Consideration of additi~,ity of
effects of mixtures for both carcinogenic
and noncarcinogenic pollutants,
This combination of factors increase
the calculated carcinogenic risk
substantially under the Guidance {the
combination would generally be more
than one order of magnitude), making a
lower overall risk factor acceptable. The
Guidance risk factor provides, in fact,
criteria with at least the s~rne level of
protection against carcinogens as
criteria derived with a higher risk factor
using the CTR. A lower risk factor for
the CTR would not be appropriate
absent concomitant changes in the
derivation procedures that provide
equivalent risk protection,
G. Deecription of Final Rule
1. Scope

EPA has not developed both aquatic
dependent. The equation is the actual
life and human health CWA section
criterion and is included as a footnote.
304{a} criterion guidance for all of the
The value shown in the matrix is for a
priority toxic pollutants. The matrix in pH of 7.8. Several of the freshwater
40 CFR 131.38(’b) contains human
aquatic life criteria am incorporated into
health criteria in Column D for 92
the matrix in the format used in the
priority toxic pollutants which are
1980 criteria methodology which uses a
divided into Column I: criteria for water final acute value instead of a continuous
consumption {i.e., 2.0 liters per’day) and maximum concentration. This
aquatic organism consumption {i.e., 6.5
distinction is noted in footnote g of the
grams per day of aquatic organisms};
table.
and Column 2: criteria for aquatic
The final rule at 40 CFR 131.38(c}
organism consumption only. The term
establishes the applicability of the
aquatic organism includes fish and
criteria to the State of California. 40 CFR
shellfish such as shrimp, clams, oysters 131.38{d} is described later in Section F,
and mussels. One reason the total
of this preamble. EPA has included in
number of priority toxic pollutants with this rule provisions necessary to
criteria today differs from the total
implement numeric criteria in a way
that maintains the level of protection
number of priority toxic pollutants
contained in earlier published CWA
intended. These provisions are included
section 304{a} criteria guidance is
in 40 CI:’R 131.38{c) of today’s rule. For
because EPA has developed and is
example, in order to do steady state
promulgating chromium criteria for two waste load allocation analyses, most
valence states with respect to aquatic
States have low flow values for streams
life criteria. Thus, although chromium is and rivers which establish flow rates for
Paragraph
(a) instates
40 CFR
a single priority toxic pollutant, there
various purposes. These low flow values
entitled
"Scope,"
that 131.38,
this rule is
am two criteria for chromium for
become design flows for sizing
a promulgation of criteria for priority
aquatic life protection. See pollutant 5
treatment plants and developing water
toxic pollutants in the State of
in
today’s
rule
at
40
CFR
131.38(’b}.
quality-based
effluent limits and/or
California for inland surface waters,
Another reason is that EPA is
TMDLs. Historically, these design flows
enclosed bays, and estuaries. Paragraph
were selected for the purposes of waste
{a) in 40 CFR 131.38 also states that this premu]gating human health criteria for load
allocation analyses which focused
nine
priority
pollutants
for
which
rule contains an authorizing compliance
health-based national criteria have been on instream dissolved oxygen
schedule provision,
concentrations, and protection of aquatic
calculated based on information
2. EPA Criteria for Priority Toxic
life. With the publication of the 1985
obtained
from
EPA’s
IRIS
database
(EPA
Pollutants
provided notice of these nine criteria in TSD, EPA introduced hydrologically
EPA’s criteria for CaJi~ornia are
and biologically based analyses for the
the NTR for inclusion in future State
presented in tabular form at 40 CFR
protection of aquatic li~e and human
triennial
reviews.
See
57
FR
60848,
131.38. For ease of presentation, the
health. (These concepts have been
60890).
table that appears combines water
expanded
subeequentJy
in EPA’s
The
matrix.contains
aquatic
life
Technical
Guidance Manual
for
quality criteria promu]gatad in the NTR, criteria for 23 priority pollutants. These
as amended, that are outside the scope
Performing Wosteload Aflocations, Book
divided into freshwater criteria
of this rulemaking, with the criteria that are
6, Design Conditions, U.S. EPA, 1986.
(Column
B)
and
saltwater
criteria
are within the scope of today’s rule.
These
analyses are included in
(Column C}. These columns are further Appendix
This is intended to help readers
D of the revised TSD. The
divided
into
acute
and
chronic
criteria,
determine applicable water qua/ity
discussion here is greatly simplified and
The
aquatic
life
criteria
are
considered
criteria for the State of California. The by EPA to be protective when applied
is provided to support EPA’s decision to
table contains footnotes for clarification, under the conditions described in the
promulgate design flows for instream
Paragraph (b) in 40 CFR 131.38
section 304(a) criteria documents and in flows and thereby maintain the
presents a matrix of the applicable EPA the TSD. For example, water body uses adequacy of the criteria for priority toxic
pollutants.} EPA recommended either of
aquatic life and/or human health criteria should be protected if the critm’ia are
two
methods for ca]ctdating acceptable
for priority toxic po]]utanta in
not exceeded, on eye.go, m~ce every
low
flows,
the traditional hydrologic
California. Section 303(c)(2}(B} of the
three year period. It Ibmdd be noted
CWA addresses only pollutants listed as that the criteria mlodmum
method.developed by the U.S.
"toxic" pursuant to section 307(a) of the concentrations (the ~:uls criteria) are
Geological Survey or a biological based
method developed by EPA. Other
CWA for which EPA has developed
short-term concentrations and that the
methods
formay
evaluating
the instream
section 304(a) criteria guidance. As
criteria continuous concentrations (the flow
record
be’available;
use of
discussed earlier in this pr~mble, the
chronic criteria) are four-day averages. It these methods may result in TMDL~
section 307(a) list of toxice contains 65
also be noted that for certain
and/or water quality-based effluent
compounds and families of compounds, should
metals, the actual criteria are equations limitations which adequately protect
which potentially include thousands of which are included as footnotes to the
human health and/or aquatic life. The
specific compounds. Of these, the
matrix. The toxicity of these metals is
results of either of these two methods,
Agency identified a list of 126 "priority water hardness dependent and may be
or an equally protective alternative
toxic pollutants" to implement the CWA adjusted. The values shown in the table
method, may be used.
(see 40 CFR 131.36(b)). Reference in this are illustrative only, based on a
The State of California may adopt
rule to priority toxic pollutants, toxic
hardness expressed as calcium
specific design flows for streams and
.pollutants, or toxics refers to the 126
carbonate of 100 m~/l. Finally, the
rivers to protect desi~xmted uses against
priority toxic pollutants,
criterion for pentachloropheno] is pH the effects of toxics. EPA believes it is
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~mportant to specify design flows in
today’s rule so that, in the absence of
state design flows, the criteria
promulgated today would be
implemented appropriately. The TSD
also recommends the use of three
dynamic models to perform wasteload
allocations. Dynamic wasteload models
do not generally use specLf’ic steady
state design flows but accomplish the
same effect by factoring in the
probability of occurrence of stream
flows based on the historical flow
record.
The low flows ~pecified in the rule
explicitly contain duration and
frequency of occurrence which
represent certain probabiliUes of
occurrence. Likewise, the criteria for
priority toxic pollutants are defined
with duraUon and frequency
components. Dynamic modeling
techniques exp]iciLly predict the effects
of variahi]ity in receiving water, effluent
flow, and pollution variaUon. Dynamic
modeling techniques, as described in
the TSD, allow for ca]culaUng waste]earl
allocaUons that meet the criteria for
l~riority toxic pollutants without usin8 a
single, worst-case concentration based
on a critical condition. Either dynamic
modeling or steady state modeling can
be used to implement the criteria
promulgated today. For simplicity, only
steady state conditions ~re discussed
here..Clear]y, if the criteria were
implemented using design flows that are
too high, the rssu]tin8 toxic controls
would not be adequate, because the
resulting ambient concentrations would
exceed EPA’s criteria,
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EPA’s computerized method (DFLOW Guidelines, page 21. As the methods
model);
improve, limits based on the actual
7 Q 10 is the lowest average 7
criteria necessary to protect aquatic life
consecutive day low flow with an
and human health become measurable.
average recurrence frequency of once The Agency does not believe it is
in 10 years determined
appropriate to promulgate criteria that
hydrologically;
are not sufficiently prot~g:tive. EPA
4 B 3 is biologically based and indicates discusses this issue further in its
an allowable exceedencas for 4
Response to Comment Document for
consecutive days once every 3 years,
today’s final rule.
It is determined by EPA’s
EPA does believe, however, that the
computerized method (DFLOW
use of analytical detection limits are
model);
appropriate for assessing compliance
with National Pollutant Discharge
EPA is requiring that the harmonic
Elimination System {NPDES) permit
mean flow be applied with human
health criteria. The harmonic mean is a limits. This view of the role of detection
limits was first arUculated in guidance
standard calculated staUstical value,
for trans]aUng dioxin criteria into
EPA’s model for human health effects
assumes that such effects occur because NPDES permit limits. See "Strategy for
the Regulation of Discharges of PHDDs
of a long-term exposure to low
and PHDFs from Pulp and Paper Mills
concenh-aUon of a toxic pollutant, for.
to Waters of the U.S." Memorandum
example, two liters of water per day for
from the Assistant Administrator for
seventy years. To estimate the
Water to the Regional Water
concentrations of the toxic pollutant in
Management Division Directors, May
those two liters per day by withdrawal
from streams with a high daily varlaUon 21, 1990. This guidance presented a
model for addressin[~ toxic pollutants
in flow, EPA believes the harmonic
which have criteria less than current
mean flow is the correct statistic to use
detection limits. EPA, in more recent
in computing such design flows rather
guidance, recommends the use of the
than other averaging techniques. (For a
"minimum ]eve]" or M’L for reporting
description of harmonic meaus see
sample resu]ta to assess’compliance
"Design Stream Flows Based on
withcalled
WQBELs
page 111).level,"
The M~,,
Harmonic Means," Lewis A. Rossman, also
the (TSD
"quantification
is
Jr. of Hydraulics Engineering, Vo]. "116,
the ]eve] at which the entire analytical
No. 7, July, 1990.}
system gives recognizable mass spectra
All waters (including lakes, estuaries,
and acceptable calibration points, i.e.,
and marine waters), whether or not
the point at which the method can
suitable for such hydrologic
reliably quantify the amount of ¯
calculations, are subject to the criteria
pollutant in the sample. States can use
promulgated today. Such criteria will
their own procedures to average and
need to be attained at the end of the
otherwise account for monitoring data,
In the case of aquatic life, assuming
discharge pipe, unless the State
e.g., quantifying result~ below the lVl~.
exceedences occur more frequently than
authorizes a mixin8 zone. Where the
These results can then be used to assess
once in three years on the average,
State plans to authorize a mixing zone,
compliance with WQBEI~. (See 40 CFR
exceedences would result in diminished
~e criteria would apply at the locations
part 132, Appendix F, Procedure 8.B.}
vitality of stream ecosystems
allowed by the mixing zone. For
This approach is applicable to priority
characterized by the loss of desired
example, the chronic criteria (CCC)
toxic pollutants with criteria less than
species. Numeric water quality criteria
would apply at the defined boundary of
current detection limits. EPA’s guidance
should apply at all flows that are equal
the chronic mixing zone. Discussion of explains that standard analytical
to or greater than flows specified below, and guidance on these factors are
methods may be used for purposes of
The low flow values are:
included in the revised TSD in Chapter
assessing compliance with permit
4.
limits, but not for purposes of
Type of crllede
Design Ilow
EPA is aware that the criteria
establishing water quality c~teria or
promulgated today for some of the
Acute Aquatic Life
permit limits. Under the CWA,
[ 1 Q 10 or 1 B 3
priodty
toxic
pollutants
are
at
,
(CMC).
analytical methods are appropriately
concentrations less than EPA’s current
Chronk: Aquatic I.Jfe J 7 Q 10 or 4 B 3
used in connection with NPDES permit
analytical detection limits. Analytical
i
limit compliance assessmenta. Because
.
(CCC).
detection
limits
have
never
been
an
~urnan Heallh ...........
of the function of water quality criteria,
/ hamxmic mean llow
acceptable basis for setting water quality EPA has not considered the sensitivity
criteria since they are not related to
Where:
of analytical methods in derivin8 the
actual environmental impacts. The
criteria promulgated today.
1 Q 10 is the lowest one day flow with
environmental impact of a pollutant is
EPA has promulgated 40 CFR
an average recurrence frequency of
based on a scientific determination, not 131.38(c)(3) to determine when
once in 10 years determined
a measuring technique which is subject freshwater or saltwater aquatic life
hydrologically;
to change. Setting the criteria at levels
criteria apply. This provision
1 B 3 is biologically based and indicates that reflect adequate protection tends to
incorporates a time parameter to better
an allowable exceedence of once
be a forcing mechanism to improve
define the critical condition. The
every 3 years. It is determined by
analytical detection methods. See 1985
structure of the paragraph is to establish

j
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applicable rules and to allow for sitean occurrence of when the average
Paper Ass’n, Inc. et el. v. U.S. EPA
specific exceptions where the rules are as
concentration over the duration of the (Consolidated Case No. 93-0694 (RMU)
not consistent with actual field
averaging period is above the CCC or the D.D.C. To that end, EPA is reevaluating
conditions. Because a distinct
CMC. As ecological communities are
issues raised about allowable frequency
separation generally does not exist
naturally subjected to a series of
as part of its work in revising the 1985
between freshwater and saltwater
stresses, the allowable frequency of
Guidelines.
aquatic communities, EPA is
pollutant stress may be set at a value
EPA recognizes that additional data
establishing the following: (I) The
that does not significantly increase the
concerning.(a)
the probable f~requency of
freshwater criteria apply at salinities of
frequency or severity of all stresses
lethal events for an assemblage of taxa
I part per thousand and below at
combined. See also TSD, Appendix D.
covering a range of sensitivities to
locations where this occurs 95% or
In addition, providing an allowable
pollutants, {b} the probable frequency of
more of the time; {2} saltwater criteria
frequency for exceeding the criterion~
sublethal effects for such taxa, {c} the
apply at salinities of 10 parts per
recognizes that it is not generally
differing effects of lethal and sublethal
thousand and above at locations where
possible to assure that criteria are never events in reducing populations of such
this occurs 95% more of the time; and
exceeded. {TSD, page 36.)
taxa, and {d} the time needed to replace
(3) at salinities between 1 and 10 parts
Based on the available data, today’s
organisms lost as a result of toxicity,
per thousand the more stringent of the
rule requires that the acute criterion for may lead to further refinement of the
two apply unless EPA approves the
a pollutant be exceeded no more than
allowable frequency value. EPA has not
application of the freshwater or
once in three years on the average. EPA yet completed this work. Until this work
saltwater criteria based on an
is also requiring that the chronic
is complete, ETA believes that where
appropriate biological assessment. The criterion for a pollutant be exceeded no EPA
promulgates criteria, the three year
percentiles included here were selected more than once in three years on the
frequency represents a value
to minimize the chance of overlap, that average. EPA acknowledges that States allowable
in
the
reasonable
range for this
is, one site meeting both criteria,
may develop allowable frequencies that
Determination of these percentiles can differ from these allowable frequencies, parameter.
be done by any reasonable means such so Ion as they are scientifically
3. Implementation
8
as interpolation between points with
supportable, but believes that these
Once the applicable designated uses
measured data or by the application of allowable frequencies are protective of and
water quality criteria for a water
calibrated and verified mathematical
the designated uses where EPA is
body
are determined, under the
models (or hydraulic models). It is not
promulgating criteria.
National Pollutant Discharge
EPA’s intent to require actual data
The use of-aquatic life criteria for
Elimination System {NPDES} program
collection at particular locations,
developing water quality-based effluent discharges to the water body must be
In the brackish water transition zones limits in permits requires the permitting
and the permitting
of estuaries with varying salinities, there official to use an appropriate waste]earl characterized
authority
must
determine the need for
generally will be a mix of freshwater
allocation mode]. (TSD. Appeudix D-6.) permit limits. If a discharge causes, has
and saltwater species. Generally,
As discussed above, there are ~enerally
the reasonable potential to cause, or
therefore, it is reasonable for the more
two methods for determining design
contributes to an excursion of a numeric
stringent of the freshwater or saltwater
flows, the hydrologically-based method or narrative water quality criteria, the
criteria to apply. In evaluating
and the biologically-based method,
permitting authority must develop
appropriate data supporting the
The biologically-based method
permit limits as necessary to meet water
alternative set of criteria, ETA will focus directly uses the averaging periods and
quality standards. These permit limits
on the species composition as its
frequencies specified in the aquatic life are water quality-based e~uent
preferred method. This assignment of
criteria for determining design flows,
limitations or WQBELs. The terms
criteria for fresh, brackish and salt
{TSD, Appendix. D--8.} Because the
"cause," "reasonable potential to
waters was developed in consultation
biologically-based method calculates the cause," and "contribute to" are the
with ETA’s research laboratories at
design flow directly from the duration
terms in the NPDES regulations for
Duluth, Minnesota and Narragansett,
and allowable frequency, it most
under which water qualityRhode Island- The Agency believes such accurately provides the allowed number conditions
based permit limits are required. See 40
an approach is consistent with field
of excursions. The hydrologically based C~R 122.44(d){1).
experience,
method applies the CMC at a design
Since the publication of the proposed
Paragraph (d) in 40 CFR 131.38 lists flow equal to or equivalent to the IQ10 CTR,
the State of C, alLfomia adopted
the designated water and use
design flow (i.e., the lowest one-day
procedures
which detail how water
classifications for which the criteria
flow with an average recurrence
quality
criteria
will be implemented
apply. The criteria are applied to the
frequency of once in ten years), and
through NTDES permits, waste
beneficial use designations adopted by
applies the CCC at the ?Qlo design flow discharge requirements, and other
the State of California; ETA has not
(i.e., the lowest average seven
regulatory approaches. These
promulgated any new use classifications consecutive day flow with a recurrence procedures
entitled, Policy for
in this nile.
fre~q~ency of once in ten years).
Implementation
of Toxics Standards for
Exceedences Frequency: In a water
EPA established a three year
fniond Surface Waters, Enclosed Bays,
quality criterion for aquatic life, ETA
allowable frequency in the NTR. In
recommends an allowable frequency for settlement of the litigation on the NTR, and Estuaries of C~lifornia were
adopted on March 2, 2000. Once these
excursions of the criteria. See 1985
ETA stated that it was in the midst of
procedures am submitted for review
Guidelines, pages 11-13. This allowable conducting, sponsoring, or planning
under CWA section 303(c), ETA will
frequency provides an appropriate
research aimed at addressing scientific
review them as they relate to water
period of Lime during which the aquatic issues related to the basis for and
quality standards, and approve or
commmdty can recover from the effect
application of water quality criteria and disapprove them.
of an excursion and then function
mentioned the issue of allowable
Several commenters understood the
normally for a period of time before the frequency. See Partial Settlement
language in the preamble to the
next excursion. An excursion is defined Agreement in American Forest and
proposed r~tle regarding implementation
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to mean that site-specific criteria,
controls to reduce pollutants to the
5. Schedules of Compliance
variances, and other actions would be
maximum extent practicable or MEP
prohibited or severely limited by the
A compliance schedule refers to an
standard in section 402{p}{3}{B}.
CTR. Site-specific criteria, variances and
enforceable sequence of interim
Reading the two related sections
other actions modifying criteria are
requirements in a permit leading to
together, the Court concluded that
neither prohibited nor limited by the
section 402(p){3)(B}{iii} does not require ultimate compliance with water qualityCTR. The State, if it so chooses, still can "strict compliance" by municipal storm based effluent limitations or WQBELs in
make these changes to its water quality
accordance with the CWA. The
sewer discharges according to section
standards, subject to EPA approval.
authorizing compliance schedule
301Co}{I}{C). At the same time,.however,
However, with this Federal rule in
provision authodz,~s, but do~s not
the Court found that the language in
effect, the State cannot implement any
require, the permit issuing authority in
CWA section 402{p}{3}{B}{iii} which
modifications that are less stringent
the State of California to include such
states that permits for discharges from
than the CTR without an amendment to
compliance schedules in permits under
municipal
storm
sewers
shall
require
the CTR to reflect these modifications.
appropriate circumstances. The State of
"such other provisions as the
EPA will make every effort to
California is authorized to administer
Administrator
of
the
state
determines
expeditiously accommodate Federal
the National Pollutant Discharge
appropriate for the control of such
rulemakin8 of appropriate modifications
Elimination System (NPDES} program
pollutants"
provides
EPA
with
to California’s water quality standards,
and may exercise its discretion when
discretion to incorporate provisions
In the preamble to the proposed CTR,
deciding ira compliance schedule is
and here today, EPA is emphasizing that lending to ultimate compliance with
justified because of the technical or
water
quality
standards,
these efforts to amend the CTR on a
financial {or other} infoasibility of
case-by-case basis will generally
EPA believes that compliance with
immediate compliance. An authorizing
increase the time before a modification water quality standards through the use compliance schedule provision is
can be implemented,
of Best Management Practices {BMPs} is included in today’s rule because of the
appropriate.
EPA articulated its position
potential for existing dischargers to have
~. Wet WeatherFIows
on the use of BMPs in storm water
new or more stringent effluent
EPA has for a ]onEtime maintained
permits in the policy memorandum
]imitations for which immediate
that CWA section 301 ~o}(1}{C} applies to
entiLled, "Interim Permitting Approach
compliance would not be possible or
NPDES permits for discharges from
for Water Quality-Based F.Jfluent
practlcab]e.
municipal separate storm sewer
Limitations ]n Storm Water Permits"
New and Existing Dischor~ers: The
systems. Recently, the U.S. Court of
which was signed by the Assistant
prevision a]lows compliance schedules
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit upheld
only for an "existing discharger" which
Administrator for Water, Robert
NPDES permits issued by EPA for five
Perciasepe on August 1, 1996 {61 FR
is defined as any discharger which is
Arizona municipal separate storm sewer
43761, August 9, 1996). A copy of this
not a "new California discharger." A
systems and addressed this issue
memorandum is contained in the
"new California discharger" includes
specifically. Defenders of Wildlife, et el.
administrative record for today’s rule.
"any building, structure, facility, or
v. Browner, No. 98-71080 (9th Cir.,
The policy affi rms the use of BMPs as
installation from which there is, or may
October 1999}. The Court held that the
a means to attain water quality
be, a ’discharge of pollutants’, the
CWA does not require "strict
standards in municipal storm water
construction of which commences after
compliance" with State water quality
permits, and embraces BMPs as an
the effective date of this regulation.’"
standards for municipal storm sewer
These definitions are modeled after the
interim permitting approach.
permits under section 301~o)(1){C), but
existing 40 CFR 122.2 definitions for
The
interim
permitting
approach
uses
that at the same time, the CWA does
parallel terms, but with a cut-off date
Bk, fPs in first-round storm water
give EPA discretion to incorporate
modified to reflect this rule. Only "new
permits, and expanded or better-tailored
appropriate water quality-based effluent
California dischargers" are required to
BMPs
in
subsequent
permits,
where
]imitations under another provision,
comply immediately upon
necessary, to provide for the attainment
CWA section 402(p)(3)(B)(iii).
commencement of discharge with
of water quality standards. In cases
The Court basedits decision on the
effluent limitations derived from the
where
adequate
information
exists
to
structure of section 402(p){3), which
criteria in this rule. For "existing
contains distinct language for discharges develop more specific conditions or
dischargers" whose permits are reissued
of industrial storm water and municipal limitations to meet water quality
or modified to contain new or more
storm water. In section 402(p}(3)(A),
standards, these conditions or
stringent limitations based upon certain
Congress requires that "dischargers
limitations are to be incorporated into
water quality requirements, the permit
storm
water
permits,
as
necessary
and
associated with industrial activity shall
could allow up to five years, or up to the
meet all applicable provisions of
appropriate.
length of a permit, to comply with such
[section 402] and section [301]." 33
This interim permitting approach,
limitations. The provision applies to
U.S.C. section 1342{p)(3}{A}. The Court
howeyer, only applies to EPA. EPA
new or more stringent effluent
noted, therefore, that by incorporation,
encourages the State to adopt a similar
limitations based on the criteria in this
industrial storm water discharges need
policy for municipal storm water
EPA rule.
to achieve "any more stringent
permits. Thisinterim permitting
EPA has included "increasing
limitation, including those necessary to approach provides time; where
dischargers" within the category of
meet water quality standards * * *"
necessary, to more fully assess the range "existing dischargers" since "increa~in
The Court explained that industrial
g
of issues and possible options for the
dischargers" are existing facilities with
storm water discharges "must comp]y
control of storm water discharges for the a change--an increaes--in their
strictly with State water quality
protection of water quality. More
discharge. Such facilities may include
standards" but that Congress chose not
information on this issue is included in those with seasonal variations.
to include a similar prov~sion for
the response to comment document in
"Increasing dischargers" will already
municipal storm sewer disqharges,
response to specific storm water issues
have treatment systems in place for their
including instead a requirement for
raisedby commenters,
current discharge, thu~, they have less
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opportunity than a new discharger does
results, and adopt and implement new
the record for the permit. Find
to design and build a new trdatment
or revised water quality-based effluent
compliance dates must occur within
system which will meet new water
limitations, EPA believes that five years five years ~rom the date of permit
quality-based requirements for their
is sufficient time within which to
changed discharge. Allowing existing - complete this process. See the preamble issuance, reissuance, or modification,
unless additional or less time is
facilities with an increasing discharge a to the proposed rule.
provided for by law.
compliance schedule will avoid placing
Under this rule, where a schedule of
EPA would prefer that the State adopt
the discharger at a competitive
compliance exceeds one year, interim
an
authorizing compliance schedule
disadvantage vis-a-vis other existing
requirements are to be specified and
provision but recognizes that the State
dischargers who are eligible for
interim progress reports are to be
may not be able to complete this action
compliance schedules,
at least annually to the permit for some time after promulgation of the
Today’s rule does not prohibit the use submitted
authority, in at least one-year
CTR. Thus, SPA has chosen to
of a short-term "shake down period" for issuing
time intervals,
promulgate the rule with a sunset
new California dischargers as is
The
rule
allows
all
compliance
provision which states that the
provided for new souzces or new
schedules to extend up to a maximum
authorizing compliance schedule
dischargers in 40 CFR 122.29(d)(4).
duration of five years, which is the
These regulations require that the owner maximum term of any NPDES permit. provision will cease or bunset on May
18, 2005. However, if the State Board
or operator of (I) a new source; (2) a
See 40 CFR 122.46. The discharger’s
adopts, and EPA approves, a statewide
new discharger (as defined in 40 CFR
opportunity to obtain a compliance
authorizing compliance schedule
122.2) which commenced discharge
schedule occurs when the existing
provision significantly prior to May 18,
after August 13, 1979; or (3) a
permit for that discharge is issued, .
2005, EPA will act to stay the
recommencing discharger shall install
reissued or modified to contain more
authorizing compliance schedule
and implement all pollution control
stringent limits based on the water
provision in today’s rule. Additionally,
equipment to meet the conditions of the quality criteria i,~ today’s z~ule. Such
if a Regional Board adopts, and the State
permit before discharging. The facility
compliance schedules, however, cannot Board adopts and ETA approves, a
must also meet all permit conditions in be extended to any indefinite point of
Regional Board authorizing compliance
the shortest feasible, time {not to exceed time in the future because the
schedule provision, EPA will act to stay
90 days). This shake-down period is not compliance schedule provision in this
today’s provision for the appropriate or
a compliance schedule. This approach
rule will sunset on May 18, 2005. The corresponding
geographic region in
may be used to address violations which sunset applies to the authorizing
California. P~t that time, the State
may. occur during a new facility’s start- provision in today’s rule {40 CFR
Board’s or Regional Board’s authorizing
up, especially where permit limits are
131.38{e)), not to individual schedules compliance schedule provision will
water quality-based and biological
of compliance included in specific
govern the ability of the State regulatory
treatment is involved.
NPDES permits. Delays in reissuing
entity to allow a discharger to include
The burden of proof to show the
expired permits (including those which a compliance schedule in a dischargar’s
necessity of a compliaq, ce schedule is on continue in effect under applicable NPDES permit.
the discharger, and the discharger must
NPDES regulations) cannot indefinite!y
Antibacksliding: EPA wishes to
request approval ~rom the permit
extend the period of time during which address the potential concern over
issuing authority for a schedule of
a compliance schedule is in effect. This antibacksliding where revised permit
compliance. The discharger should
would occur where the permit authority limits based on new information are the
submit a description of the minimum
includes the single maximum five-year result of the completion of additional
required actions or evaluations that
compliance schedule in a permit that is studies. The Agency’s intarpretation of
must be Undertaken in order to comply reissued just before the compliance
the CWA is that the antibacksliding
with the new or more restrictive
schedule provision sunsets (having been requirements of section 402(o) of the
discharge limits. Dates of completion for previously issued without WQBELS
CWA do not apply to revisions to
the required actions or evaluations
using the rule’s criteria on the eve of the effluent limitations made before the
should be included, and the proposed
effective date of this rule). Instead, the
scheduled date of compliance for those
schedule should reflect the shortest
effect of the sunset provision is to limit limitations.
practicable time to complete all
the longest time period for compliance
State Compliance Schedule
minimum required actions,
to ten years after the effective date of
Provisions: EPA supports the State in
Duration of Compliance Schedules:
this rule.
adopting a statewide provision
Today’s rule provides that compliance
EPA recognizes that where a permit is independent of or ss part of the effort to
schedules may provide for up to five
modified during the permit term, and
readopt statewide water quality control
years to meet new or more stringent
the permittee needs lhe full five years to plans, or in adoptin individual basineffluent ]/mitations in those limited
8
comply, the five-year schedule may
circumstances where the permittee can extend beyond the term of the modified wide compliance schedule provisions
demonstrate to the permit authority that permit. In such cases, the rule allOWS for through its nine Regions] Water Quality
Control Boards (RWQCBs}. The State
an extended schedule is warranted,
the modified permit to contain ¯
and RWQCBs have broad discretion to
EPA’s regulations at 122.47 require
compliance schedule with an interim
adopt a provision, including discretion
compliance with standards as soon as
limit by the end of the permit term.
on reasonable lengths of time for fins]
possible. This means that permit
When the permit is reissued, the permit compliance with WQBEI~. EPA
authorities should not allow compliance authority may extend the compliance
recognizes that practical time ~remes
schedules where the permittee fails to
schedule in the next permit, provided
within .which to set interim go&Is may
demonstrate their necessity. This
that, taking into account the amount of
be necessary to achieve meaningful,
provision should not be considered a
time allowed under the previous permit, long-term improvements in water
default compliance schedule duration
the entire compliance schedule
quality in California.
for existing facilities,
contained in the permit shah not exceed
At this time, two RWQCBe have
In instances where dischargers wish
five years. Final permit limits and
adopted an authorizing compliance
to conduct toxicological studies, analyze compliance dates will be included in
schedule provision as an amendment to
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their respective Basin Plans dunng the
Boards’
triennial
reviewprocess.
The Basinlast
Plans
have been
adopted by
the State and have come to ETA for
approval. Thus, the Basin Plans’
provisions are effective for the
respective Basins. If and when ETA
approves of either Regional Basin Plan,
EPA will expeditiously act to amend the
CTR, staying its compliance schedule
provision, for the appropriate
geographic region.
6. Chonges From Proposed Rule

31705.

"---------information in establishing the final
estuaries, andimplementation policies,
MCLG, pending further review by the
will establish water quality standards.
.
Science Advisory Board. EPA has nbw
Until the State implements these water
’.
conc]ude~ that any further actions on
quality
standards, them will be no effect
water quality criteria should take into
of this rule on any entity. The State will
account the
data and
analysis
as is
reviewed
by new
the gAB.
This
decision
’ ]ement these criteria by ensuring
~aPt NPDES permits result in discharges
consistent with a recent federal court
that will meet these criteria. In so doing,
decision vacating the MCLG for.
the State will hare considerable "
chloroform (Chlorine Chemistry Council discretion.
v. EPA, No. 98-1627 (DC Cir., Mar.
EPA has analyzed the indirect
31,2000}}, EPA intends to reassess the
potential costs and benefits of this rule.
human health 304(a) criteria
In order to estimate the indirect costs
recommendation for chloroform. For
and benefits of the rule, an appropriate
A
few
changes
were
made
in
the
final
rule from the proposal both as a result
these reasons, EPA has decided to
baseline mubt be established. The
reserve a decision on numeric criteria
of the Agency’s consideration of issues
baseline is the starting point for
for chloroform in the CTR and not
raised in public comments and
measuring incmmanta] costs and
promulgate water quality criteria as
benefits of a regulation. The baseline is
Endangered Species Act consultation
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service proppsed. Permitting authorities in
established by assessing what would
California should continue to rely on
occur in the absence of the regulation.
0~A’S) and U.S. National Marine
existing narrative criteria to establish
At present, State Basin Plans contain a
Fisheries Service (NMFS). The
effluent limitations as necessary for
narrative water quality criterion stating
important changes include: reserving
chloroform,
that all waters shall be maintained free
the mercury aquatic life criteria;
The sunset provision for the
of toxic substances in concentrations
reserving the selenium freshwater acute authorizing
compliance schedule
that produce detrimental physiological
aquatic life criterion; reserving the
provision has bean added to ease the
responses in human, plant, animal, or
chloroform human health criteria; and
transition from a Federal provision to
aquatic life. EPA’s regulation at 40 CFR
adding a sunset provision to the
the State’s provision that was adopted
122.44(d)(1)(vi} requiras that where a
authorizing compliance schedule
in March 2000 as part of its’ new
discharge causes or has the reasonable
provision. EPA also clarified that the
statewide
implementation
plan.
The
potential to cause an excursion above a
CTR will not replace priority toxic
sunset provision is discussed in morn
narrative criterion within a State water
pollutant criteria which were adopted
detail in Section G.5 of today’s
by the San Francisco Regional Water
quality standard, the permitting
preamble.
The
CTR
matrix
at
40
CFR
Quality Control Board in its 1986 Basin 131.38(b)(1l makes it explicit that the authority must establish effluent limits
but may determine limits using a
Plan, adopted by the State Board, and
rule does not supplant priority toxic
number of options. These options
approved by EPA; specifyin8 the
pollutant crileria which were adopted
include establishing "effluent limits on
harmonic mean for human health
the San Francisco Regional Water
a case-by-case basis, using EPA’s water
criteria for non-carcinogens and adding by
Control Board in its 1986 Basin quality criteria published under section
a provision which explicitly allows the Quality
Plan,
adopted
by
the
State
Board,
and
304(a) of the CWA, supplemented where
State to adopt and implement an
by EPA. This change is
necessary by other relevant
alternative averaging period, frequency, approved
discussed more fully in Section D.4. of information"
(40 CFR
and design flow for a criterion after
today’s preamble. EPA modified the
122.44(d)(1)(vi)(B)).
Thus, to the extent
op,~,ortunity for public comment,
The first two changes, the reservation design flow for implementing human
that the State is imp]emanting its
health
criteria
for
non-carcinogens
from
narrativecriteria by applying the CWA
of mercury criteria and selenium
a 30Q5 to a harmonic mean. Human
section 304(a) criteria, this rule does not
criterion, are discussed in more detail
health criteria for non-carcinogens are
below in Section L., The Endangered
any incremental costs because
based on an RfD, which is an acceptable impose
the criteria in this rule are identical to
Species Act (ESA). The selenium
exposure over a lifetime. ETA
the CWA section 304(a) criteria.
criterion is also discussed in more detail daily
matched the criteria for protection over Alternatively,
above in Section E., Derivation of
to the extent that the State
a
human
lifetime
with
the
longest
is implementin8 its narrative criteria on
Criteria, in subsection 2.b., Freshwater stream flow averaging period, i.e., the
a "case-by-case basis" using "other
Acute Selenium Criterion. EPA has also
harmonic mean. I.~stly, the CTR now
relevant information" in its permits this
decided to reserve a decision on
contains ]angus~ whir.h is intended to
rule may impose incremental indirect
numeric criteria for chloroform and
make it easier for tl~ $~ts to adopt and costs because the criteria in these
therefore not promulgate chloroform
implement an a]tem~iv~ averaging
permits may not be based on CWA
criteria in the final rule. As part of a
period,
frequency and minted design
304(a) criteria. Both of these approaches
large-scale regulation promulgated in
to establishing effluent limits are in full
December 1998 under the Safe Drinking flow, for situations where the default
parameters are inappropriate. This
compliance with the CWA.
Water Act, EPA published a healthlanguage is found at 40 CFR
Because a specific basis for effluent
based goal for chloroform (the
131.38(c)(2)(iv).
limits
in all existing permits in
maximum contaminant level g~al or
.
California is not known, it is not
MCLG) of zero, see 63 FR 69390, Dec. H. Economic Analysis
possible to determine a precise estimat~
16, 1998. ETA provided new data and
This final rule establishes ambient
of the indirect costs of this rule. The
analyses concerning chloroform for
water quality criteria which, by
incremental costs of the rule may be as
public review and comment, including themselves, do not directly impose
a different, mode of action approach for economic impacts (see section K). These low as zero, or as high as $61 million.
The high estimate of costs is based on
estimating the cancer risk, 63 FR 15674, criteria’combined with the Statethe possibility that most of the effluent
March 31, 1998, but did not roach a
adopted designated uses for.inland
limits
now in effect am not based on
conclusion on how to use that new
surface waters, enclosed bays and
304(a) criteria. ETA evaluated these
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indirect costs using two different
industrial users discharge wastewater to costs of compliance. Using a decision
approaches. The first approach uses
those POTWs. In the EA for the
matrix or flow chart, costs were
existing discharge data and makes
proposed CTR, EPA used a three-phased
developed for twodifferent scenarios-assumptions about future State NPDES
process to select a sample of facilities to a "low-end" cost scenario and a "highpermit limits. Actual discharge levels
represent California dischargers
end" cost scenario--to account for a
are usually lower than the level set by
potentially affected by the State’s
range of regulatory flexibility available
current NPDES permit limits. This
imp]em’entation of permit limits based
to the State when implementing permit
approach, representing the low-end
on the criteria contained in this rule.
limits based on the water quality
scenario, also assumes that some of the
The first phase consisted of choosing
criteria. The assumptions for baseline
discretionary mechanisms that would
three case study areas for which data
feedings also vary over the two
enhance flexibility (e.8., site specific
was thought to exist. The three case
scenarios. The low-end scenario
criteria, mixing zones) would be granted studies with a total of 5 facilities
generally assumed that facilities were
by the State. The second approach uses
included: the South San Francisco Bay
discharging at the maximum effluent
a sample of existing permit limits and
(the San Jose/Santa Clara Water
concentrations taken from actual
assumes that dischargers are actually
Pollution Control Plant and Sunnyvale
monitoring data, while the high-end
discharging at the levels contained in
Water Pollution Contr0] Plant); the
scenario generally assumed that
their permits and makes assumptions
Sacramento River (the Sacramento
facilities were discharging at their
about limits statewide that would be
Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant);
current effluent limits. The decision
required under the rule. This approach,
and the Santa Ana River (the City of
matrix specified assumptions used for
representing the high-end scenario, also Riverside Water Quality Control Plant
selection of control options, such as
assumes that none of the discretionary
and the City of Colton Municipal
optimization of existing treatment
mechanisms that would enhance
Wastewater Treatment Facility). The
processes and operations, in-plant
flexibility {e.8, site specific criteria,
second phase consisted of selecting five pollutant minimization and prevention,
mixing zones) would be granted by the
additional major industrial dischargers and and-of-pipe treatment.
State. These two approaches recognize
to complement the case-study POTWs.
The annualized potential costs that
that the State has significant flexibility
The third phase involved selecting 10 direct and indirect dischargers may
and discretion in how it chooses to
additional facilities to improve the basis incur as a resultof State implementation
im.plement standards within the NPDES for extrapolating the costs of the
of permit limits based on water quality
permit program, the EA by neceesit’y
selected sample facilities to the entire
standards using today’s criteria are
includes many assumptions about how
population of potentially affected
estimated to be between $33.5 million
the State will implement the water
dischargers. The additional 10 facilities and $61 million. ETA believes that the
quality standards. These assumptions
were selected such that the group
costs incurred as a restflt of State
are based on a combination of EPA
examined: (1) Was divided between
implementation of these permit limits
guidance and current permit conditions major POTWs and major industrial
will approach the low-end of the cost
for the facilities examined in this
discharger categories in proportion to
range. Costs are unlikely to reach the
analysis. To account for the uncertainty
the numbers of facilities in the State; (2) high-end of the range because State
of EPA’s implementation assumptions,
gave greater proportionate
authorities are likely to choose
this analysis estimates a wide range of
representation to major facilities than
implementation options that provide
costs and benefits. By completing the
minor facilities based on a presumption some degree of flexibility or relief to
EA, EPA intends to inform the public
that the majority of compliance costs
point source dischargers. Furthermore,
about how entities might be potentially
would be incurred by major facilities;
cost estimates for both scenarios, but
affected by State implementation of
(3) gave a proportionate representation
especially for the high-end scenario,
water quality standards in the NPDES
to each of four principal conventional
may be overstated because the analysis
permit program. The costs and benefits
treatment processes typically used by
tended to use consdrvative assumptions
sections that follow summarize the
facilities in specified industries in
in calcu]atin8 these permit limits and in
methodology and results of the analysis. California; and (4) was representative of
establishin8 baseline loadtngs. The
the
proportionate
facilities
located
baseline loadings for the high-end were
1. Costs
within the different California Regional based on current effluent limits rather
EPA assessed the potential
Water Quality Control Boards. Within
than actual pollutant discharge data.
compliance costs that facilities may
these constraints, facilities were
Most facilities discharge pollutants in
incur to meet permit limits based on the selected at random to complete the
conconu-arlons well below current
criteria in today’s rule. The analysis
sample,
effluent limits. In addition, both the
focused on direct compliance coats such
In the EA for today’s final rule, EPA
high-end and low-end cost estimates in
as capital costs and operation and
primarily used the same sample as the
the EA may be slightly overstated since
maintenance costs (O&M} for end-ofEA for the proposed rule with some
potential coats incurred to reduce
pipe pollution control, indirect source
modifications. EPA increased the
chloroform discharges were included in
controls, pol]utlon prevention,
number of minor POTWs and minor
these estimates. EPA made a decision to
monitoring, end costa of pursning
industrial facilities in the sample. EPA
reserve the chloroform human.health
alternative methods of compliance,
randomly selected four new minor
criteria after the EA was completed.
The population of facilities with
POTW facilities and five new minor
Under the low-end cost scenario,
NTDES permits that discharge into .
industrial facilities to add to the sample,
California’s ehc]esed bays, estuaries and The number of sample facilities selected major industrial facilities and POTWs
would incur about 27 percent of the
inland surface waters includes 184
in each area under the jurisdiction of a
potential costs, indirect dischargers
major dischargers and 1,057 minor
Regional Water Quality Control Board
would incur about 70 percent of the
dischargers. Of the 184 major facilities, was roughly proportional to the
pomntlal costs, while minor dischargers
ublicly125
owned treatment works universe of facilities in each ares.
would incur about 3 percent. Of the
(POTW and 56 are industrial facilities.
For those facilities that were projected major direct dischargers, POTWs wotdd
Approximately 2,144 indirect
to exceed permit limits based on the
incur the largest share of projected costs
dischargers designated as significant
criteria, EPA estimated’the incremental ({]7 percent). However, distributed
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among 128 major POTWs in the State,
year, or 15 to 50 percent of the toxicthe process entailed estimating the
the average cost per plant would be
weighted baseline ]oadings for the high- portion
of total ]oadings originating
$6!,000 per year. Chemical and
and
low-end
scenarios,
respectively,
from point sources. Third, the "
petroleum industries would incur the
cost-effectiveness of the scenarios
percentage reduction in loadings
highest cost of the industrial ~tegories The
would range from $22 (high-end
(5.6 percent of the annual costs, with an scenario) to $31 (’low-end scenario} per expected due to implementation of
today’s criteria was estimated and then
annual average of $25,200 per plant},
pound-equivalent,
mu]tip|ied by the share of point source
About 57 percent of the low-end costs
]oadings to calculate the portion of
2. Benefits
would be associated with pollution
¯
"
benefits that could be attributed to
prevention activities, while nearly 38
The bene£its analysis is intended
to
implementation of water quality
percent would be associated with
provide insight into both the types and
standards based on today’s criteria.
pursuing altemativ~ methods of
potential magnitude of the economic
To~al monetized annual benefits were
compliance under the regulations,
benefits expected as a result of
estimated
in the range of $6.9 to $74.7
Under the high-end cost scenario,
implementation of water quality
major industrial facilities and POTWs
million. By category, annual benefits
standards based on today’s criteria. To
would incur about 94 percent of the
the extent feasible, empirical estimates would be $1.3 to $4.6 million for
potential costs, indirect dischargers
avoided cancer risk, $2.2 to $15.2
of the potential magnitude of the
would incur about 17 percent of the
million for recreational angling, and
benefits were developed and then
$3.4 to $54.9 million for passive use
potential costs, while minor dischargers compared to the estimated costs of
would incur about 5 percent. Among the implementing water quality standards
benefits.
major, direct dischargers, two categories based on today’s criteria.
There are numerous categories of
would incur the majority of’potential
To perform a benefits analysis, the potential or likely benefits that have
costs--major POTWs (82 percent),
types or categories of benefits that apply been omitted from the quantified and
Chemical/Petroleum Products (9
need (o be defined. EPA relied on a
monetized benefit estimates. In terms of
percent). The average annual per plant
potential magnitudes of benefit, the
of benefits categories that typically
cost for different industry categories
following are ]ikely to be significant
apply to changes in the water resource
would ranges from zero to $324,000.
environment. Benefits were categorized contributors to the underestimation of
The two highest average cost categories
the monetized values presented above:
as either use benefits or passive
would be major POTWs ($324,000 per (nonuse} benefits depending on whether
¯ Improvements in water-related (inyear) and Chemical/Petroleum Products or not they involve direct use o~, or
stream and near stream} recreation apart
($221,264 per year). The shift in
contact with, the resource. The most
from fishing. The omission of potential
proportion of potential costs between
prominent use benefit categories are
motorized and nonmotorized boating,
direct and indirect dischargers is due to those related to recreational fishing,
swimming, picnicking, and related inthe assumption that more direct
boating, and swimming. Anolher use
stream and stream-side recreational
dischargers would use end-of-pipe
benefit category of significance is
activities from the benefits estimates
treatment under the high-end scenario,
human health risk reduction. Human
could contribute to an appreciable
Thus, a smaller proportion of indirect
health risk redvctions can be realized
underestimation of total benefits. Such
dischargers would be impacted under
through actions that reduce human
recreational activities have been shown
the high-end scenario, since some
exposure to contaminants such as
in empirical research to be highly
municipalities are projected to add end- exposure through the consumption of
valued, and even modest changes in
of-pipe treatment which would reduce fish containing elevated levels of
participation and or user values could
the need for centrals from indirect
pollutants. Passive use benefits are
lead to sizable benefits statewide. Some
discharges. Over 91 percent of the
those improvements in environmental
of these activities can be closely
annual costs are for waste minimization quality that are valued by individuals
associated with water quality attributes
and treatment optimization costs. Waste apart from any use of the resource in
(notably, swimming}. Other recreational
minimization would represent nearly
question,
activities may be less directly related to
84% of the total annual costs. Capital
Benefits estimates were derived in
the water quality improvements, but
this study using an approach in which
and ,operation as~d maintenance costs
might nonetheless increase due to their
woulamake up less than 9 percent of
benefits of discrete ]arBe-scale changes
association with fishing, swimming, or
annual costs,
in water quality beyond present day
other activities in which the
Cost-Effectiveness: Cost-effectiveness conditions were estimated wherever
participants might engage.
is estimated in terms of the cost of
feasible. A share of those benefits was
¯ Improvements in consumptive and
reducing the loadings of toxic pollutants then apportioned to implementation of nonconsumptive land-bas.ed recrea~on,
from point sources. The costwater quality standards based on today’s such as hunting and wildlife
effectiveness is derived by dividing the. criteria. The apportionment estimate
observation. Improvements in aquatic
projected annum costs of implementing was based on a three-stage process:
habitats may lead (v~a food chain and
permit limits based on water quality
FirsL EPA assessed current total
related ecologic benefit mechanisms) to
standards using today’s criteria by the
]oadings from all sources that are
healthier, larger, and more diverse
toxicity-weighted pounds (poundcontributing to the toxic.s-related water populations of avian and terrestrial
equivalents) of pollutants removed,
quality problems observed in the State.
species, such as waterfowl, eagles, and
Pound-equivalents are calculated by
This defines the overall magnitude of
otters. Improvements in the populations
multiplying pounds of each pollutant
loadings. Second, the share of total
for these species could manifest as
removed by the toxic weight (based on
]oadings that am attributable to sources
improved hunting and wildlife viewing
the toxicity of copper) for that pollutant, that would be controlled through
opportunities, which might in turn
¯ Based on this analysis, State
implementation of water qua]fly
increase participation and user day
implementation of permit limits based standards based on today’s criteria was
values ~or such activities. Although the
on today’s criteria would be responsible estimated. Since this analysis was
of the benefits analysis has not
for the reduction of about 1.i million to designed to ~ocus only on those controls scope
allowed a quantitative assessment of
2.7 million toxic pound-equivalents per imposed on point sources, this stage of
these values at either pre- or post-rule
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conditions, it is conceivable that these
subject to Office of Management and
governments, it must have developed
benefits could be appreciable.
Budget {OM~} review and the
under section 203 of the UMRA a small
¯ Improvements in human health
requirements of the ExecuUve Qrder.
government Agency plan. The plan
resulting from reduction of non-cancer
The Order defines "significant
must provide for notifying potentially
risk. EPA estimated that implementation
regulatory action" as one that is likely
affected small governments, enabling
of water quality standards based on the
to result in a rule that may:
officials of the affected Small
criteria would result in a reduction of
{I} Have an annual effect on the
governments to have meaningful and
mercury concentrations in fish tissue
economy of $100 million or more or
timely input in the development of
and, thus, a reduction in the hazard
advei-se]y affect in a material way.the
regulatory proposals with significant
from consumption’of mercury
economy, a sector of the economy,
Federal intergovernmental mandates,
contaminated fish. However, EPA was
productivity, competition, jobs, the
and EPA informing, educating, and
unable to monetize benefits due to
environment, public health or safety, or
advising small governments on
reduced non-cancer health effects.
State, local, or tribal governments or
compliance with the regulatory
¯ Human health benefits for saltwater
¯
communities;
requirements.
anglers outside of San Francisco Bay
{2) Create a serious inconsistency or
Today’s rule contains no Federal
were not estimated. The number of
otherwise interfere with an action taken mandates {under the regulatory
saltwater anglers outside of San
or.planned by another Agency;
provisions of Title II of the Unfunded
Francisco Bay is estimated to be 673,000
[3) Materially alter the"budgetary
{based on Huppert, 1989, and U.S. FWS, impact of entitlements, grants, user fees, Mandates Reform Act {UM’RA}} for
State, local, or tribal governments or the
1993). The omission of other saltwater
or loan programs or the rights and
private sector. Today’s rule imposes no
anglers may cause human health
obligations of recipients thereof; or
enforceable duty on any State, local or
benefits to be underestimated. In
(4~ Raise novel ]’egal or policy issues
Tribal governments or the private sector;
addition, benefit estimates in the EA
arising out of legal mandates, the
rather, the CTR promulgates ambient
may be slightly overstated since
President’s priorities, or the principles
water
quality criteria which, when
potential benefits from reductions in
set forth in the Executive Order.
combined with State-adopted uses, will
chloroform discharges were included in
It has been determined that this rule
create water quality standards for those
these estimates. EPA made a decision to is not a "significant regulatory action"
water bodies with adopted uses. The
reserve the chloroform human health
under the terms 6f Executive Order
State will then use these resulting water
criteria after the EA was completed.
12866 and is therefore not subject to
quality standards in implementing its
EPA received a number of comments
OMB review.
existing water quality control programs.
which requested the Agency use the
J. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act oi"
Thus,.today’s rule is not subject to the
cost-benefit analysis in the EA as a
1995
requirements of sections 202 and 205 of
factor in setting water quality criteria.
the UMR~.
EPA does not use the EA as a basis in
Title II of the Unfunded Mandates
EPA has determined that this rule
determining protective waterquality
Reform Act of 1995 (UMRA), Public
criteria. EPA’s current regulations at 40 Law 104-4, establishes requirements for contains no regulatory requirements that
CFR 131.11 state that the criteria must
Federal agencies to assess the effects of might significantly or uniquely affect
small governments. This rule establishes
be based on sound scientific rationale
their regulatory actions on.State, local,
ambient water quality criteria which, by
and must protectthe designated use.
and tribal governments and the private
themselves
do not directly impact any
From the outset of the water quality
sector. Under section 202 of the UMRA,
entity. The State will implement these
standards program, EPA has explained
EPA generally must prepare a written
criteria by ensuring that N’PDES permits
that while economic factors may be
statement, including a cost-benefit
result in discharges that will meet these
considered in designating uses, they
analysis, for proposed and final rules
criteria. In so doing, the State wi]] have
may not be used to justify criteria that
with "Federal mandates" that may
considerable,
discretion. Until the State
are not protective of those uses. 44 FR
result in expenditures to State, local,
25223-226, April 30, 1979. See e.g.
and tribal governments, in the aggregate, implements these water quality
standards, there wi]] be no effect of this
l~ississippi Commission on Natural
or to the private sector, of $100 million
rule on anyentity. Thus, today’s rule is
Resources v. Cost/e~ 625 F. 2d 1269,
or more in any one year. Before
not subject to the requirements of
1277 {Sth Cir. 1980l. EPA reiterated this promulgating any regulation for which a
section 203 ~)f
interpretation of the CW,~ and its
written statement is needed, section 205
implementing regulations in discussing
of the UMP~ generally requires EPA to
K. Regulator~ F]exibillt~ Act
section 304(a) recommended criteria
identify and consider a reasonsb]e
The Regulatory Flexibility Act
guidance statin8 that "they are based
number of regulatory alternatives and
generally requires Federal agencies to
solely on data and scientific judgments
adopt the least costly, most costprepare a regulatory flexibility analysis
on the relationship between pollutant
effective or least burdensome alternative of aq.y rule subject to notice and
concentrations and environmental and
that achieves the objectives of the rule.
comment ru]emaking requirements
human health effects and do not reflect
The provisions of section 205 do no~
under the Administrative Procedure Act
consideration of economic impacts or
apply when they are inconsistent with
or any other statute unless the Agency
the technological feasibility of meeting applicable law. Moreover, section 205
certifies that the rule win not have a
the chemical concentrations in ambient shows an Agency to adopt an
significant economic impact of a
water." 63 FR 36742 and 36762, July 7,
alternative other than the ]east costly,
substantial number of small entities.
1996.
most cost-effective or least burdensome
Small entities include small businesses.
alternative if the Administrator
small organizations, and srnal]
L ExecuU~e Order 12888, Regulate,7
publishes with the final ride an
governmental jurisdictions. For
Plannin~ and Review
explanation why that alternative was
purposes of assessing the impacts of
Under Executive Order 12866 (58 FR
not adopted. Before EPA establishes any
today’s ride on small entities, small
51735, October 4, 1993), the Agency
regulatory requirements that may
entity is defined as: (1) A small business
must determine whether the regulatory
significantly or uniquely affect small
according to RFA default definitions for
action is "significant" and therefore
governments, incl.uding tribal
small buslnease~ {based on SBA size
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standards); (2) a small governmental
a result of EPA’s action here, the Stats
As part of the consultation process,
jurisdiction that is a government of a
of California will need to ensure that
EPA
submitted to the Services a
city, county, town, school district or
Biological Evaluation for their review in
special district with a population of ]ass permits it issues include limits as
necessary to meet the water quality
October of 1997. This evaluation found
than 50,000; and (3) a small
standards established by the criteria in
that the proposed CTR was not likely to
organization that is any not-for-profit
today’s rule. In so doing, the State will
jeopardize the continued existence of
enterprise which is independently
have a number of discretionary choices any Federally listed species or result in
owned and operated andis not
associated with permit writing. While
the destruction or adverse modification
dominant in its field.
California’s implementation of.today’s
of designated critical habitat. In April of
After considering the economic
rule may ultimately result in some new
1998, the Services sent EPA a dra~
impacts of today’s final rule on small
Biological Opinion which tentatively
entities, I certify that this action will not or revised permit conditions for some
dischargers, including small entities,
found that EPA’s proposed rule would
have a significant economic impact on
EPA’s action today does not impose any jeopardize the continued existence of
a substantial number of small entities,
of these as yet unknown requirements
several Federally listed species and
This final rule will not impose any
on
small entities,
resu]! in the destruction or have adverse
re~[,u|rementa on small entities.
The RFA requires analysis of the
effect on designated critical habitat.
under the CWA water quality
economic impact 0f a rule only on the
After lengthy discussions with the
standards program, States must adopt
small entities subject to the rule’s
Services, EPA agreed to several changes
water quality standards for their waters
requirements. Courts have consistently
in the final rule and the Services in turn
that must be submitted to EPA for
held that the RFA imposes no obligation issued a final Biolugical Opinion
approval. If the Agency disapproves a
on an Agency to prepare a small entity
finding that EPA’s action would not
State standard and the State does not
analysis of the effect of a rule on entities likely jeopardize the continued
adopt appropriate revisions to address
not regulated by the rule. Motor ~.
existence of any Federally listed species
EPA’s disapproval, EPA must ’
Equip. Mrfrs. ,4ss’n v. Nichols, 142 F.3d or result in the destruction or adverse
promulgate standards consistent with
449, 467 & n.18 {D.C. Cir. 1998}(quoting modification of designated critical ¯
the statutory requirements. EPA has
United States Dist~bution Companies v.’ habitat. EPA’s Biological Evaluation and
authority to promulgate criteria or
the Services’ final Biological Opinion
FE/~C, 88 F.3d 1105, 1170 {D.C. Cir.
standards in any case where the
are contained in the administrative
Administrator determines that a revised 19961; see also American Trucking
or new standard is necessary to meet the Association, Inc. v. EP,4. 175 F.3d 1027 record for today’s rule.
In order to ensure the continued
requirements of the Act. These State
{D~C. Cir. 1999). This final rule will
have a direct effect only on the State of protection of Federally listed threatened
standards (or EPA-promulgated
and endangered species and to protect
standards} are implemented through
California which is not a small entity
their critical habitat, EPA agreed to
various water quality control programs under the RFA. Thus, individual
including the National Pollutant
dischargers, including small entities, are reserve the aquatic life criteria for
mercury and the acute freshwater
Discharge Elimination System {NPDES} not directly subject to the requirements
aquatic life criterion for selenium. The
program that limits discharges to
of the rule. Moreover, because of
navigable waters except in compliande California’s discretion in implementing Services believe that EPA’s proposed
criteria are not sufficiently protective of
with an EPA permit or permit issued
these standards, EPA cannot assess the
under an approved State NPDES
extent to which the promulgation of this Federally listed species and should not
be promulgated. ETA agreed that it
program. The CWA requires that all
rule may subsequently affect any
would reevaluate these criteria in light
NPDES permits must include any limits dischargers, including small entities,
of the Services concerns before
on discharges that are necessary to meet Consequently, certification under
promulgating them for the State of
State water quality standards,
section 605(b) is appropriate. State of
Thus, under the CWA, EPA’s
California. Other commitments made by
Michigan, et el. v. U.S. Env4ronmental
EPA are described in a letter to the
promulgation of water quality criteria or Protection Agency, No. 98-1497 {D.C.
Services dated December 16, 1999; this
standards astab]ishas standards that the
Cir. Mar. 3, 2000}, slip op. at 41-42.
letter is contained in the administrative
State, in turn, implements through the
L. Paperwork Reduction Act
record for today’s rule.
NPDES permit process. The State has
considerable discretion in deciding how
This action requires no new or
N. Congressional Review Act
to meet the water quality standards and additional information collection,
The Congressional Review Act, 5
in developing discharge ]Irnits as
reporting, or racord keeping subject to
U.S.C. 801 et seq., as added by the Small
needed to meet the standards. In
the Paperwork Reduction Act. 44 U.S.C. Business Regulatory Enforcement
circumstances where there is more than 3501 et seq.
Fairness Act of 1996, generally provides
one discharger to a water body that is
that before a rule may take effect, the
M. Endangered Sp~ciee Act
subject to water quality standards or
Agency promulgating the rule must
criteria, a Sta~e also has discretion in
Pursuant to section 7(a) of the
submit a rule report, which includes a
deciding on the appropriate limits for
Endangered Species Act (ESA), ETA has copy of the rule, to each House of the
the different discharge~s. While the
Consulted with the U.S. Fish and
Congress and to the Comptroller General
State’s implementation of federallyWi]diife Service and the U.S. National of the United States. ETA will submit a
promulgated water quality criteria or.
Marin~ Fisheries Service (collectively,
report containing this rule and other
standards may result indirectly in new
the Services) concerning EPA’s
required information to the U.S. Senate,
or ravised discharge limits for small
ru]emaking action for the State of
the U.S. House of Representatives, and
entities, the criteria or standards
California. EPA initiated informal
the
Comptroller General of the United
themselves do not apply to any
consultation in early 1994, and
Stales
prior topublication of the rule in
disch_arger, including small entities,
completed formal consultation in April the Federal Raglster. A major rule
Today’s rule, as explained above, does 2000. As a result of the consultation,
cannot take effect until 60 days after it
not itself establish any requirements
EPA modified some of the provisions in is published in the Federal R~ister.
that are applicable to small entities. As the final rule.
This rule is not a major rule as defined
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by 5 U.S.C. 804(2}. This rule will be
effective Ma)~ 18, 2000.
O. Executive Order 13084, Consultation
and Coordination With Indian Tribal
Governments

not to use available and applicable
with previous regulatory guidance that
voluntary consensus standards,
the Agency has issued to implement
This final rule does not involve
CWA does
section
this
technical standards. Therefore, EPA did rule
not 303(c}{2}{B).
preclude the Further,
State ~rom
not consider the use of any voluntary
adopting water quality standards that
consensus standards,
meet the requirements of the CWA.
Under
Executive
Order that
13084,
EPA Q. Executive Order 13132 on
Thus, the requirement~ of section 6 of
may
not issue
a regulation
is not
the Executive Order do not apply to this
required by statute, that significantly or Federalism
rule.
uniquely affects the communities of
Executive Order 13132, entitled
Although section 6 of Executive Order
Indian tribal governments, and that
"Federalism" (64 FR 43255, August 10,
13132 does not apply to this rule, EPA
imposes substantial direct compliance
1999), requires EPA to develop an
did consult with State and local
costs on those communities, unless the
accountable process to ensure
Federal government provides the funds
"meaningful and timely input by State government representatives in
and local officials in the development of developing this rule. EPA and .the State
necessary to pay the direct compliance
costs incurred by the tribal
regulatory policies that have federalism reached an agreement that to best utilize
its respective resources, EPA would
governments, or EPA consults with
implications." "Policies that have
promulgate water quality criteria and
those governments. If EPA complies by federalism implications" is defined in
the State would concurrently work on a
the Executive Order to include
consulting. Executive Order 13084
plan to implement the criteria. Since the
requires EPA to provide to the Office of regulations that have "substantial direct
Management and Budget,in a separately effects on the States, on the relationship proposal of this rule, ETA has kept State
officials fully informed of changes to the
identified section of the preamble to the between the national government and
proposal. EPA has continued to invite
rule, a description of the extent of EPA’s the States, or on the distribution of
comment from the State on these
power and responsibilities among the
prior consultation with representatives
changes. EPA believes that the final CTR
various levels of government."
of affected tribal governments, a
incorporates comments from State
Under section 8 of Executive Order
summary of the nature of their concerns,
13132,
EPA
may
not
issue
a
regulation
officials
and staff.
and a statement supporting the need to
that has federalism implications, that
issue the regulation. In addition,
R.
Exm:utive
Order 13045 on Protection
Executive Order 13084 requires EPA to imposes substantial direct compliance
of
Children
Frem
Environmental Health
develop an effecti~,e process permitting costs, and that is not required by statute, Risks and Safety Risks
unless
the
Federal
government
provides
elected officials and other
the funds necessary to pay the direct
Executive Order 13045: "Protection of
representatives of Indian tribal
compliance costs incurred by State and
Children from EnvironmentalHealth
governments "to provide meaningful
and timely input in the development of local governments, or EPA consults with Risks and Safety Risks" {62 FR 19885,
State and localofficials early in the
April 23, 1997) applies to any rule that:
regulatory policies on matters that
process of developing the proposed
(1) Is determinedto be "economically
significantly or uniquely affect their
regulation. EPA also may not issue a
significant" as defined under Executive
communities."
regulation that has federalism
Order 12866, and {2} concerns an
Today’s rule does not significantly Or implications and that preempts State
environmental health or safety risk that
uniquely affect the communities of
law, unless the Agency consults with
EPA has reason to believe may have a
Indian tribal goi’ernments nor does it
State and local officials early in the
disproportionate effect on children. If
impose substantial direct compliance
process of developing the proposed
the reguia(ory ection meets both criteria,
cots on them. Today’s rule will only
regulation,
the Agency must evaluate the
address priority toxic pollutant water
This
final
rule
does
not
have
environmental
health or safety effects of
quality criteria for the State of California federalism implications. It will. not have the planned rule
on children, and
and does not apply to waters in Indian
substantial direct effects on the States,.
explain
why
the
planned
regulation is
country. Accordingly, the requirements on the relationship between the national preferable to other potentially
effective
of section 3(b}.of Executive Order 13084 government and the States, or on the
and reasonably feasible alternatives
do not apply to this rule.
distribution of power and
considered.by the Agency;
responsibilities among the various
P. National Technology Transfer and
While this fins] rule is not subject to
levels of government, as specified, in
Advancement A~
the Executive Order because it is not
:
Executive Order 13132. T~ze rule does economically’ siBniflcant as defmed in
Section 12(’d) of the National
not affect the nature o~ thm re}ationship
Executive Order 12866,we nonetheless
Technology Transfer and Advancement between
ETA and Stem [~nerally, for
Act of 1995 ("NTTAA"), Public Law No. the rule only applies m water bodies in have reason to believe that the
envirnnmez~ta] health or safety risk
104--113, section 12(d) (15 U.S.C. 272 California. Further, the rule will not
addressed by this action may have a
note) directs EPA to u~e voluntary
substantially affect tim relationship of
disproportionate affect or/children. As
consensus standards in its regulatory
ETA and the State of California, or the
a matter of EPA policy, we therefore
activities unless to do so would be
distribution of power or responsibilities have assessed the environmental health
inconsistent with applicable law or
between EPA and the State. The rule
or safety effects of ambient water qua].ity
otherwise impractical..Voluntary
does not alter the State’s authority to
criteria on children. The results of this
consensus standards are technical
issue NPDES permits or the State’s
standards (e.8., materials specifications, considerable discretion in implementing assessment are contained in section F.3.,
Human Health Criteria.
test methods, sampling procedures, and these criteria. The rule simply
"
business practices} that are developed or implements Clean Water Act section
List of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 131
adopted by voluntary consensus
303(c)(2)(B) rm:luiring numeric ambient Environmental protection, Indians-standards bodies. The NTTAA directs
water quality criteria for which ETA has lands, .Intergovemment~ relations,
ETA to provide Congress, through OMB, issued section 304(a) recommended
Reporting and recordkeaping
explanations when the Agency decides
criteria in a manner that is consistent
requirements, Water pollution control.
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C~ro| Browner,
Administrator.
For the reasons set out in the
preamble, part 131 of chapter I of title
40 of the Code of Federal Regulations is
a~ended as follows:
PART I$1--WATER QUALITY
STANDARDS
I. The authority citation for part 131
continues to read as follows:

Au~ori/~: 33 U.S.C,. 1251 st seq.

31711

waters and enclosed bays and estuaries.
This section also contains a compliance
schedule provision.
2. Section 131.38 is added to subpart
(b){1} Criteria for Priority Toxic
D to read as follows:
Pollutants in the State of California as
§ 151,1~ E~tabltshment of Numed© Criteria described in the fol]owin8 table:
for Priority Toxk: Pollutants for tim State of mu.mQ coo~ ~
Callfomla.
{a} Scope. This section promulgates
criteria for priority toxic pollutants in
the State of California for inland suJrface
Subpart D---[Amended]
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A

# Compound

B
Freshwater

CAS
Number

Criterion
Maximum

Conc.°
B1
1. Antimony

7440360

2. Arsenic b

7440382

3. Be~41ium

7440417

4. Cadmium b

7440439

340 i,m,w

4.3 e,i,m,w.x

C
Saltwater

Cdtedon
Continuous

Conc. *
B2

150 i,m,w

2.2 e,i,m,w

D
Human
(10~ dsk for carcinogens)
For consumption o~.

Criter~:)n
Maximum

Criterion
Continuous

Conc. ’

Co~ ’

C1

C2

69 i,m

42 i.m

’

Watt" &
Organisms

Organisms
Ollly

0,0/L)
D1

D2

14 a,$

4300 a,t

n

n

n

n

n

n
n

36 i,m

9.3 i,m

5a. Ctltomium (111)

16065831

550 e,l,m,o

100 e,l,m,o

5b. Chromium (VI)b

18540299

16 I,m,w

11 i,m,w

1100 I.m

50 i,m

n

6. Cof~per *

7440508

13 e,i,m,w,x

9.0 e,i,m,w

4.8 i,m

3.1 i,m

1300

7. Lead"

7439921

2.5 e,i,m

210 I,m

8.1 I,m

n

8. Mercury ~

7439976

[Reserved

[Reserved]

[Reserved]

[Reserved]

0.050 a

9. Nicks4 ¯

0.051 a

7440020

470 e,i,m,w

52 e,i,m,w

74 i,m

8.2 I,m

10. Selenium ~

810 a

4600 a

7782492

[Reserved] p

5.0 q

290 i,m

71 i,m

11. Silver ~

n

n

7440224

3.4 e,i,m

12. Thallium

7440280

1.7 a,$

13. Zinc ¯

6.3 a,!

7440666

120
e,i,m,w,x

120 e,i,m.w

90 i,m

81 i.m

57125

22 o

5.2 o

1r

1r

14. Cyanide b

65 e,l,m

n

1.9 I,m

)

700 a

220,000 a,j

15. Asbestos

1332214

7,000,000
fibers/L k,s

16. 2,3,7,8-TCDD (Dioxin)

1746016

0.000000013
c

0.000000014
c

17. A~olein

107028

320 $

780 t

18. Ac~4onitrile

107131

0.059 a,c,s

0.66 a,c,t

19. Oenz~ne

71432

1.2 e,c

71

20. Bromofotm

’ 75252

4.3 a,c

360 a,c

21. Cad~on Tetmclllodd~

56235

0.25 i,c,$

4.4 a,c,t

22. Chlorot)enzene

108907

680 e,s

21,000 aj,t

23. Chlorodibromomethane

124481

0,401 a,c

34 a,c

24. Clllon:~t~larm

75003
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A

B

C

D
Fms~wate¢

Saltw~l~

Human

(1~ ~ ~ ~~)
F~ ~s~ ~
# ~T~

~
Nu~r

~ted~
~x~um

~c. ’
B1
1. ~y

~’
B2

~t~
~x~m

C~ ~
C1

Cdt~
~n~

Wa~ &
O~

~c. ’

7~

3. ~

O~

~)

C2

D1

7~03~

~ 2. ~ic *

D2

14 a.s
~0 i,m,w

1~ t,m.w

69 i,m

7~39

~. ~T~;Um (111)

1~1

~. ~um ~1)¯

18~0~

6. ~r *

7~0~

7. Le~~

743~21
743~76

~ a.I

36 i,m

7~17

.,
4. ~mlum ~

8. M~r~ ~

Cdted~
~s

R
4.3 e.i,m,w~

2~ e,i.m.w

~ e,l,m,o

1~ e.l,m.o

42 i,m

9.3 i,m

16 I,m,w

11 I,m,w

11~ i,m

~ i,m

13 e.i.m.w,x

9.0 e.i,m.w

4.8 l,m

3.1 i.m

65 e,i,m

2.5 e,i.m

210 I,m

8.1 i.m

[R~e~e~

[Re~e~

~ese~

~m~

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

0.0~ a

0.051 a

9. Ni~ ~

7~20

470 e,i,m,w

52 e.i,m.w

74 i,m

8.2 i,m

10. Se~nlum ~

610 a

4~ a

i~492

~e~we~ p

5.0 (

2~ I,m

11. SlUr ~

71 i,m

n

n

7~0~4

12. ~lllum

7~02~

13. ~nc *

7~6

14. Cy~e *

57125

15. ~s;~

1332214

16. 2,3,7.~TCDO (~oxin)

174~16

3.4 e,i.m

1.9
1.7 a,s

120
e,i.m,w.x

120 e,i.m,w

~ i,m

22 o

5.2 o

1r

6.3

81
1r

7~ a

2~.~ a.j

7,~,~
~ k,a
0.~13

0.~14
c

17. A~

107028

18. A~i~

107131

19. ~r~

714~

~. B~

7~52

21. ~ Te~

~35

~. ~;~e~

1~7

23. ~~~

12~81

24. ~~

7~3

~. 2~~ E~r

~s

7~

0.059 a,c,s

0.~ a,c,t

1.2 a,c

71 a.c

4.3 a,c

~ a,c

0.25 a,c,I

4.4 a.c.t

~ a,s

21,~ aJ,t

0.401 a,c

~ a.c

1107~
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26. Chloroform

67663

27. D;~,;,~,-~, ~, ~,~,T,~ th a ne

75274

28. 1.1J~’,,~’-,,;,~-~je th a n e

75343

29. 1,2-Dich:c.,-~.~ane

[R _-~_~-ved

" 317~3

[Resecve~|

0.56 a,c

46 a,¢

107062

0.38 a,c,s

30. 1,1-Dichlor-,.~,ylene

75354

0.057 a,c,s

3.2 a,c,t

31. 1,2-Dict~loropropane

78875

0.52 a

39 a

10 a.$

1,700 a,t

3,100 a,s

29,000 a,t

48 a

4,000 a

n

n

4.7 a,c

10600 a,c

0.17 a,c,s

11 a,c,t

0.8 c,s

8.85 c,t

6,800 a

200,000 a

700 a

140,000 a

32. 1,3-Dl~,,l~,-opropylene

542756

33. Ethy~benzene

100414

34. Methyl Bromide

74839

35. M~yf Chloride

74873

36. Methylene Chloride

75092

37. 1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroe~ane

79345

38. Tetrachloroethylene

127184

39. Toluene

108883

40. 1,2-Trans-I~chloroethylefle

156605

99 a.,t

41. 1,1,1-Tdchloroethane

71556

n

n

42. 1,1,2-Trichlo~oethane

79005

0.60 a,c,$

42 a,c,t

43. Tdchloroelhylene

79016

2.7 c.s

81 cot

44. Vinyl Chtodde

75014

2 c,s

525 c,t

45. 2-Chtorof)heno~

95578

120 a

400

48. 2,4-D~chlotophenol

120832

93 a,$

790 a,t

47. 2,4-DtmethylpherKfl

105679

540 a

2,300 a

48. 2-Me~yl-4,6-Dinitrophenol

534521

13.4 s

765 t

49. 2,4-Dinib’opheno~

51285

70 a,s

14,000 a.t

50. 2-Nitro~heno~

88755

51.4-Nflmphenot

100027

n ~¯ a,c

8.2 a,cJ

108952

21,000 a

4,600,000
aj,t

55. 2,4,6-Tdchlorophenol

88062

2.1 a,¢

56. Acenap~hene

83329

!~_~0_ ¯

52. 3-Me~y~4-Chloropheeol

59507

53. Penlachlorof)henol

87865

54. Phe~o~

56. Anthracene

120127

19 f,w

15 f,w

13

7.9

9,600 a

.

6.5
2,700 a
110.000 a
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59. BenzJdine
_50. 8~-~a)A~b"u’acene
81. Benzo(a)Py;-~-~

92875
56553
50328

62. Benzo(b)Fk~,-,~-,~r,~

205992

63. 8enzo(ght~,-itene

191242

64. Benzo(k)Fluoranthe~e

2~7089

85. BIs (2-Ch,;~,~,~thoxy)Me ~h a ne

111911

66. 81s(2-Chlocr.~ ~,~)E bhe¢

111444

57. Bis (2-Chlc~:~s~:)y~)Et~e~

39638329

86. Bis(2-Eb~y’;~ex-yt)Phb’~alate

117817

69. 4-1~yl Phenyl Eb’~e~"

101553

70. Buty~benzyl Phlha~ate

8568]’

71. 2-Chk~,~aphthalene

91587

72. 4-Ch#o,-~.,~;-,eny/Pheny~ E~er 7005723
73. Chrysene
74. Dibenzo(a,h)Anth~cene

218019
53703

~75. 1.2 Dichk)cobenzene
76. 1,3 Dichlorobertzene

541731

77. 1,4 Dichlorobenzene

106467

-

95501

0.00012 a,¢,s

0.00054 a,c~l

0.--n~4~.. a,c

0.(MS

0.0064 a,c

0.049 a,

0.0044 a,c

0.049

0. _~.. a,c

0.049

0.031 a,c,s
1,400 a

1.4 a,c,t
170,000

1.8 a,c,s

5.9 a,c,t

3,000 a

5,200 a

1,700 a

4,300 a

0.0044 a,c

0.049 a,c

0.0044 a,c

0.049 a,c

2,700 a

17,000 a

400

2,600

400

2,600

78. 3,3’-Ok:hlcx~=et~ldine

91641

0.04 a,c,s

0.077 a.c,t

79. Diethy~ Ph~halate

64662

23,(XX) a,s

120,goO a,!

80. Dimet~y~ Ph~haiate

131113

313,000 s

2,900,000 t

81. Oi-n-Bu~ Pt~halate

84742

2,700 a,s

12.000 a,t

0.11 c,s

9.1

82. 2,4-Oinitrololuene

121142

83. 2,6-Otni!mtoluene

606202

64 O~-n-G~ Phmmte

117840

85. 1.2-OIpheny~hy~mzlne

122~7

86. Ftuomn~ene

2064~0

87. F]uorene
88. Hexachkxobe~ene

86737
118741

89. Hexac~k:x’ot~tacliene

87863

go. Hexac~l(x~"ydo~entadiene

77474

91. Hexac~io~ethane

67721

0.040 a.~.s
~a

0.54 a.~.l
370 a

1,300 a

14,000 a

0.00075 a,c

0.00077

0.44 a,c,s

50

240 a,s

17,000

1.9 a,c,s

8.9 a.c.!
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’ 31.71~

8.4 c,s

600

17 a,s

1 ,g¢x) a J!!

0.00069 a;_e~S

8.1 a,c,l

94. Naphthalene

91203

95. ~,~,~-,zene

98953

95. N-Nitr~o~tmelhytamine

62759
621647

0.005 a

1.4

5.0 a,c,$

16 a,c,!

97. N-Ntl~ll-n-Pmpylamine
98. N-Nilrosodiphenytamine

66306

99. Phenanthrene

65018

100. Py~ene

129000

g60a

101. 1,2,4-Tdc~hloroOenzene

120821

102. Aklrin

309002

103. alp~a-BHC

319646

0~-t~-39 a,c

104. beta-BHC

319657

0.014 a,¢

105. gamma-BHC

58899

3g

1.3 I1

0.95 w

0.00013 a,

0.16 g

319868

107. Chlo~lane

57749

2.4 g

0.0043 g

0.09 g

" 0.004 g

108. 4,4’.DDT

50293

1.1 g

0.001 g

0.13 g

0.001 g

109. 4,4’-DDE

72559

110. 4/I’-DDD

72548

113. bela-EndosuIfan
114. Endosuifan Sulfate
115. Endrtn
116. Enclrln ~ycle
117. Heplac~lor
118. Heptacttior Epoxk:le

0.046
0.063

0.--n0057 a,c

0.1X1059 a,c

0.--nO0~--9 a,

0.0305g a,c

O.--n~’~9- a,c

0. _0~05__9 a,c

0.--nOO~J3- a,¢

0~__n0064_ a,c

0.24 w

0.056 w

0.71 g

0.0019 g

0.00014 a,c

0.00014 a,c

959988

0.22 g

0.056 g

0.034 g

0.0087 g

110 a

240 a

33213659

0.22 g

0.056 g

0.034 g

0.0087 g

110 a

240 a

110 a

240 a

0.086 w

0.036 w

0.76 a

0.81 aJ

0.76 a

0.81

1031078
72208

0.037 g

0o__n~2_3 g

7421934
76448
1034573

0.52 g

0.0038 g

0.053 g

0o003~ g

0.0(X~I a,

O--~__91

0.52g

0.0038 g

0.053 g

0.00,.~ g

0.00010 a,¢

0.00011 a,c

0.03 u

0.00017 c,v

0.00017

0.03073 a,c

0.00075

0.014 u

~ (Pc~)

To~al Number of ~ ~

0.013 a,c

60571

11~.125. P~yd~xtnaled
126. Toxaphene

0.00014 a,c

0.019 c

106. delta-BHC

112. atpha-Endosulfan

11,000 a

8001352

0.73

0.0002

0.21

22

21

22

0.0002

20

92
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Footnotes to Table in Parargraph Co)(1):
s. Criteria revised to reflect the Agency ql°
or RiD, as contained in the Integrated Risk
Information System (IRIS) as of October I,
1996, The fish tissue bioconcanh’ation factor
(BCF} from the 1980 documents was retained
in each case.
b. Criteria apply to California waters except
for those waters subject to objectives in
Tables I/I-2A and III-2B of the San Francisco
Regional Water (~uality Control Board’s
(SFRWC~CB) 1986 Basin Plan, that were
adopted by the SFRWC~CB and the State
Water Resources Control Board, approved by
EPA, and which continue to apply,
c. Criteria are based on carcinogenicity of
10 (-6} risk.
d. Criteria May.laura Concentration (CMC)
equals the highest concentration of a
pollutant to which aquatic life can be
exposed for a short period of time without
deleterious effects. Criteria Continuous
Concentration (CCC) equals the highest
concentration era pollutant to which aquatic
life can be exposed for an extended period
of time (4 days) without deleterious effects,
uS/t, equals micrograms per liter,
e. Freshwater aquatic life criteria for metals
ar~ expressed as a f~mction of total hardness
(ms/L) in the water body. The equations ere
provided in matrix at paragraph (’0)(2) of this
section. Values displayed above in the matrix
correspond to a total hardness of 100 mg/I.
f. Freshwater aquatic life criteria for
pentachlorophenol are expressed as a
function of pH, and are calculated as follows:
Values displayed above in the matrix
correspond to a pH of 7.8. CMC =
exp(1.0OS(pH) - 4.869). ~ =
exp(1.00S(pH) - 5.134).
g. This criterion is based on 304(a) aquatic
life criterion issued in 1980, and was issued
in one of the following documents: Aldrin/
Dieldrin (EPA 440/5-80-O19), Chlordane
(~PA 440/5.-80--027). DDT (EPA 44015-80038), Endosulfan (EPA 440/5-80.-046),
Endrin (EPA 440/5-80-047), Heptachlor
(440/5-80--052}, Hexachlorocyclohexane
(EPA 44015-80-054), Silver (EPA 440/5-60071}. The Minimum Data Requirements and
derivation procedures were different in the
1980 Guidelines than in the 1985 Guidelines.
For example, a "CMC" derived using the
1980 Guidelines was deiced to be used as
an instantaneous maximum. If assessment is
to be done using an averaging period, the
values given should be divided by 2 to obtain
a value that is more comparable to s CMC
derived using the 1985 Guidelines.
h. These totals simply sum the criteria in
each column. For aquatic life, ther~ are 23
priority toxic pollutants with some type of
freshwater or saltwater, acute or chronic
criteria. For human health, there are 92 "
priority toxic pollutants with either "water .,.
organism" or "organism only" ~iteria. Note
that these totals count chromium as one
pollutant even though EPA has developed
criteria based on two valence states. In the
matrix. EPA has assigned numbers 5s and 5b
to the criteria for chromium to reflect the fact
that the list of 126 priority pollutants
includes only s single listing for chromium.
i. Criteria for these metals are expressed as
a function of the water-effect ratio, WER, as
defined in paragraph (c) of this section. CMC

= column B1 or CI value x WER; CCC =
State Wildlife Re~ge; therefore, this criterion
column B2 or C2 value x WER.
does not apply to these waters.
j. No criterion for protection of human
r. These criteria were promulgated for
health from consumption of acluatic
specific waters in California in the NTR. The
organisms (excluding water} was presented
specific waters to which the NTR criteria
in the 1960 criteria document or in the 1986
apply include: Waters of the State defined as
(~uality Criteria for Water. Nevertheless,
bays or estuaries including the San Francisco
sufficient information was presented in the
Bay upstream to and including Suisun Bay
1980 document to allow s calculation of a
and the Sacramento-San Joequin Delta. This
criterion, even though the results of such s
section does not apply instead of the NTR for
calculation were not shown in the document, these criteria.
k. The CWA 304(a} criterion for asbestos is ~ s. These criteria were promulgated for
the MCL.
specific waters in California in the NTR. The
1. [Reserved]
specific waters to which the NTR criteria
m. These freshwater and saltwater criteria
apply include: Waters of the Sacramento-San
for metals are expressed in terms of the
Joaquin Delta and waters of the State defined
dissolved fraction of the metal in the water
column. Criterion valUeS were calculated by as inland ( i.e.. all sorface waters of the State
using EPA’s Clean Water Act 304(a) guidance not bays or estuaries or ocean) that include
a MUN use designation. This section does
values (described in the total recoverable
not apply instead of the NTR for these
fraction] and then applying the conversion
criteria.
factos’s in § 131.36~}(1) and (2).
t. These criteria were promulgated for
n. EPA is not promulgating human health
specific waters in California in the NTR. The
criteria for these contaminants. However,
specific waters to which the NTR criteria
permit authorities should address these
contaminants in NPDES permit actions using apply include: Waters of the State defined as
bays and estuaries including San Francisco
the State’s existing narrative criteria for
Bay upstream to and including Suisun Bay
toxics.
and the Sacramento-San ]oequin Delta; and
o. These criteria were promulgated for
waters of the State defined as inland (i.e., all
specific waters in Califoroia in the National
surface waters of the State not bays or
Toxios Rule ("NTR"). at § 131.36. The
estuaries or ocean) without a MUN use
specific waters to which the NTR criteria
apply include: Waters of the State defined as designation. This section does not apply
instead of the NTR for these criteria.
bays or estuaries and waters of the State
u, PC_,Bs are a class of chemicals which
defined as inland, i.e.. all surface waters of
include arocinrs 1242, 1254, 1221, 1232,
the State not ocean waters. These waters
1248, 1260, and 1016, CAS numbers
specifically include the San Francisco Bay
53469219, 11097691, 11104282, 11141165,
upstream to and including Suisun Bay and
12672296. 11096625, and 12674112,
the Sacramento-San Joequin Delta. This
respectively. The aquatic life criteria apply to
section does not apply instead of the NTR for
the sum of this set of seven aroclors.
this criterion,
v. This criterion applies to total PCBs, e.g.,
p. A criterion of 20 us/1 was promulgated
the sum of all congener or isomer or homolog
for specific waters in California in the NTR
and was promulgated in the total recoverable or eroclor analyses.
w. This criterion has been recalculated
form. The specific waters to which the NTR
pursuant to the 1995 Updates: Water (~uality
criterion applies include: Waters of the San
Francisco Bay upstream to and including
Criteria Documents for the Protection of
Suisun Bay and the Sacramento-San Joaquin Aquatic Life in Ambient Water, Office of
Delta: and waters of Salt Slough, Mud Slough Water, EPA-820-B-98-001, September 1996.
(north} and the San Joaquin River, Sack Dam See also Great Lakes Water Quality initiative
Criteria Documents for the Protection of
to the mouth of the Merced River. This
section does not apply instead of the NTR for Aquatic Life in Ambient Water, Office of
this criterion. The Stats of California adopted Water, EPA-~O.-B-95-O04, March 1995.
x. The State of Califoroia has adopted and
and EPA approved a site specific critarion for
the San Joequin River. mouth of Mercer to
EPA has approved site specific criteria for the
Vernalis: therefore, this section does not
Sacramento River (and tributaries) above
apply to these waters.
Hamilton City: therefore, these criteria do not
q. This criterion is expressed in the total
apply to these waters.
recoverable form. This criterion was
promulgated for specific wsters in California General Notes to Table in Paragraph {b){1}
in the NTR and was promulgated in the total
1. The table in this paragraph (b}(l) lists all
recoverable form. The specific waters to
of EPA’s priority toxic pollutants whether or
not criteria guidance are available. Blank
which the NTR criterion applies include:
spaces indicate the absence of national
Waters of the San Francisco Bay upstream to
and including Suisun Bay and the
section 304(a) criteria guidance. Because of
Sacramento-San Jnaquin Delta: and waters of variations in chemical nomenclature systems,
Salt Slough. Mud Slough (north) and the San this listing of toxic pollutants does not
duplicate the listing in Appendix A to 40
]oequin Pricer, S~w.k Dam to Vernalis. This
CFR Part 423-126 Priority Pollutants- EPA
criterion does not apply instead of the NTR
for these waters. This criterion applies to
has added the Chemical Abstracts Service
additional waters of the United States in the
(CAS) registry numbers, which provide a
State of California pursuant to 40 CFR
unique identification for each chemical.
2. The following chemicals have
131.38{c). The State of California adopted
and EPA approved a site-specific criterion for organoleptic-based criteria recommendations
the Grassland Water District, S~tn Luis
that are not included on this chart: zinc, 3National Wildlife Refuge, and the Los Banes methyi-4-chlorophenol.
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3. Freshwater and saltwater aquatic life
of Criteriathis section.apply a~ specified in pengraph (c)(3)
(2) Factors for Ca]cu]aUng.Meta]s
Criteria. Fine] CMC and CCC values

should be rounded to two significant
figures.
(i) CMC = WER x (Acute Conversion
Factor) x (exp{m,~[ln
(hardness)]+hA })

Metal

m~

b^

" .................................
Silver ................
............................................................
;’;nc ..........................................................................................................
~4oi~ to Table 1: The term "exp" represents the base e exponential function.

(it) CCC -. WEB x (Acute Conversion
Factor) x (exp(m~ln
(hardness)]+bc})
(iii) Table 1 to paragraph (b)(2} of this
secUon:

mc

Cadmium
Copper
" ...................................
i ...........
Chromium (111) ........... .....................................................
Lead .........................................................................................................

317i7

bc

1.128
0.9422
0.8190
1.273
0.8460
1.72
0.8473

- 3.6867
- 1.700
3,688
- 1.460
2,255
- 6.52
0.884

0.7852
0.8545
0.8190
1 ~.73
0.8460

- 2.715
- 1.702
1.561
- 4,705
0.0584

0.8473

0.884

CF for saltwater
acule cdleda

CF, for saltwate~ chronic
crflerta

(iv) Table 2 to paragraph (b)(2) of this section:
Conversion factot (CF) for
freshwater acute
criteria
Antimony ................................................................................................
(d)
Arsenic ...................................................................................................
1.000
Bed/Ilium ..............
Metal

=.ium ................ ii....iii i ......

(°)
.0.94,

Chromium (VI) .......................................................................................
Copper ...................................................................................................
Lead ............................................................................

0.982
0.960
~0.791

ii .........................................................
Ch, iu., (I,) ............... iiiii..iiii
iii iii’iiii........................
...... iii ........
ii ................

CF for freshwater chronic
crileria

o.316

(~)
1.000

(~)
1,000

(~)
1.000

0.983
0.~3

0.2
0.~3
0.9~1

o.6~o
0.962
0.960
’~0.791

0.951
..iiii ............................................................................................................
Nick~ .....................................................................................................
0.99~
0.997
0.990
0.990
S~-n~um ...............................................
(~)
0.~6
0.996
Silver ......................................................................................................
0.~5
if)
0.~
(")
Ths~um .................................................................................................
........................................................................................................
0.978
0.986
0.946
0.946
Footnotes to Table 2 of Paragraph IbX2):
"
¯ Conversion Faclom for chronic manne.cdteda are not currently available, Conversion Factors for acute madne criteria have been used for
both acute and chronic madne criteria.
b~’
.Con.v_emion
Factom
for thesecan
pollutants
in freshwater
depender;t.
CFs
are basedinon
a hardnese
of 100
rag/1
calcium caronate
(~aCO]). 01her
hardnesa
be used;
CFs shouldare
behan:lness
recalculated
using the
equation~
table
3 to am ra
b 2 of
thisas
section.
p g ph { )( )
( Bioaccumuletlve compound and inappropriate to adjusl to percent dissolved,
’~ EPA has not published an aquatic life c~erion value.
Note to Table Z of Paragraph (b)(Z}: The
term "Conversion Factor" represents the
recommended conversion factor for
convextin8 a metal criterion expressed as the
total rm:overable fraction in the water column
to a criterion expressed as the dissolved

fraction in the water column. See "Offic~ of
Water Policy and Technical Guidance on
Interpretation and Implementation of Aquatic
Life Metals Criteria", October 1. 1993. by
Martha G. Prothro. Acting Assistant
Adminis~ator for Water available from Water

Resource Center, USEPA, Mailcode RCA100,
M Street SW, Washington, D~, 20460 and the
note to § 131.36(b)(1).
"
(v) Table 3 to paragraph (b)(2) of this
section:

e..,~iu~ .............................. ~=1.1~F/2..-[~ Iha~sal) 10.~1~611 .................. C~ Lea~ ..................................... CF=I.~O~ I~r~sall(0.1’~71211 ..................... C~- 1.10~672--1~ l~’a~iRo.041~l|
1.~i~-11~ Ih~,~i110.1~"7121|
(c) Applicability. (1) The criteria in
paragraph (’D) of this sect;on apply to the
State’s designated uses cited in
paragraph (d} of this section and apply
concurrently with any criteria adopted
by the State, except when State
regulations contain criteria which are
more stringent for a particular parameter
and use, or except as provided in
footnotes p, q, and x to the table in
parasraph (b)(1) of this section,
(2) The criteria established in this
section are subject to the State’s genera]

rules of applicability in ~he same way
and to the same extent as are other
Federally-adopted and State-adopted
numeric toxic= criteria when applied to
the same use classifications including
mixing zones, and low flow values
below which numeric standards can be
exceeded in flowing fresh waters.
(i) For e]] waters with mixing z~ne
regulations or implementation
procedures, the criteria apply at the
appropriate )ocations within or at the
boundary of the mixing zones;

otherwise the criteria apply throughout
the water body includin8 at the point of
discharge into the water body.
(ii} The State she]] not use a low flow
value below which numeric standards
can be exceeded that is less stringent
than the flows in Table 4 to paragraph
(c)(2) of this section for streams and
rivers.
(iii) Table 4 to paragraph (c)(2) of this
section:.
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Crflerla

l~mlgn flow

(ii) For waters in which the salinity is ratio is generally computed as ¯ specific
equal
to or greater than 10 parts per
pollutant’s acute or chronic toxicity
Aquatic IJfe Acute
1 Q 10 o~ 1 B 3
thousand 95% or more of the time, the value measured in water from the site
Crffeda (CMC).
applicable
criteria
are
the
saltwater
Aqualic Life Chro~Ic 7 Q 10 or 4 B 3
covered by the standard, divided by the
criteria in Column C except for
Criteda (CCC).
respective acute or chronic toxicity
Human Heallh CdHa~monic Mean Flow selenium in the San Franc~sco Bay
value in laboratory dilution water. To
estuary where the applicable criteria are use a water effect ratio other than the
teria,
the freshwater criteria in Column B
default of 1, the WER must be
Not~ te Table 4 ofPar~raph (c)(Z): 1. CMC (refer to footnotes p and q to the table
determined as set forth in Interim
(Criteria Maximum Concentration) is the
in paragraph (b)(1) of this section); and
Guidance on Determination and Use of
wate~ quality criteria to protec~ against acute
(iii) For waters in which the salinity
Water
Effect Ratios, U.S. EPA Office of
effects in aquatic life and is the highest
is between I and 10 parts per thousand
Water, EPA-823-B-94-001. February
instrenm concentration ofa priority toxic
as defined in paragraphs (c)(3)(i) and (ii) 1994, or alternatively, other
pollutant consisting of a short-term average
of this section, the applicable criteria
scientifically defensible methods
not to be axceoded more than once every
are the more stringent of the freshwater adopted by the State as part of its water
three years on the average.
or saltwater criteria. However, the
quality standards program and approved
(Continuous
Criteria
Concentration)
is 2.
theCCC
water
quality criteria
to protect
against Regional Administrator may approve
by EPA. For calculation of criteria using
the use of the alternative freshwater or
chronic effects in aquatic life and is the
site-specific values for both the
highest in slxeam concentration of a priority saltwater criteria H scientifically
hardness and the water effect ratio, the
toxic pollutant consisting of a 4-day average defensible information and data
hardness used in the equations in
not to be exceeded more than once every
demonstrate that on a site-specific basis paragraph (b)(2} of this section must be
thee years on the average,
the biology of the water body is
determined as required in paragraph
3.1 Q 10 is the lowest one day flow with dominated by freshwater aquatic life
(c){4){ii} of this section. Water hardness
an average recurrence frequency of once in
and that freshwater criteria are more
must be calculated from the measured
10 years determined hydrologically,
appropriate; or conversely, the biology
calcium and magnesium ions present,
4.1 B 3 is biologically based and indicates of
the water body is dominated by
and the ratio of calcium to magnesium
an allowable exceedanca of once every 3
saltwater.aquatic life and that saltwater should be approximately the same in
years. It is determined by EPA’s
criteria are more appropriate. Before
computerized method {DFLOW model],
standard laboratory toxicity testing
5.7 Q 10 is the lowest average 7
approving any change, EPA will publish water as in the site water.
consecutive’ day low flow with an average
for public comment a document
(d)(1) Except as specified in paragraph
recurrence frequency of once in to years
proposing the change.
(d}(3} of this section, all waters assigned
determined hydrologically.
(4) Appllcotion of metals criteria. (i)
any aquatic life or human health use
6.4 B 3 is biologically based and indicates For purposes of calcu]atin freshwater
classifications in the Water Quality
8
an allowable exceedence for 4 consecutive
aquatic life criteria for metals from the Control Plans for the various Basins of
days once every 3 years. It is determined by
equations in paragraph (bi(2} of this
the State ("Basin Plans") adopted by the
EPA’s computerized method {DFLOW
section, for waters with a hardness of
California State Water Resources
model).
400 mg/] or less as calcium carbonate,
Control Board ("SWRCB"), except for
(iv) If the State does not have such a
the actual ambient hardness of the
ocean waters covered by the Water
low flow value below which numeric
surface water shall be used in those
Control Plan for Ocean Waters
standards do not apply, then the criteria equations. For waters with a hardness of Quality
of
California
("Ocean Plan"} adopted by
included in paragraph (d} of this section over 400 m8/] as calcium carbonate, a
the SWRCB with resolution Number 90apply at all flows,
hardness of 400 rag/1 as calcium
27 on March 22, 1990, are subject to the
(v) If the CMC short-term averaging
carbonate shall be used with a default
criteria in paragraph (d)(2) of this
period, the CCC four-day averaging
Water-Effect Ratio OVERI of 1, or the
section, without exception. These
period, or once in three-year frequency
actual hardness oF the ambient surface
criteria apply to waters identified in the
is inappropriate for a criterion or the
water shall be used with a WER. The
Basin Plans. More particularly, these
site to which a.cdterion applies, the
same provisions apply for calculating
criteria apply to waters identified in the
State may apply to EPA for approval of the metals criteria for the comparisons
Basin Plan chapters designating
an alternative averaging period,
provided for in paragraph (c}(3)(iii) of beneficial uses for waters within the
frequency, and related design flow. The this section,
region. Although the State has adopted
State must submit to EPA the bases for
(ii) The hardness values used shall be several use designations for each of
any alternative averaging period,
consistent with the deign discharge
these waters, for purposes of this action,
frequency, and related design fiow.
conditions established in paragraph
the specific standards to be applied in
Before approving, any change, EPA will (c)(2} of this section for design flows
paragraph {d}(2} of this section are based
publish for public comment, a
and mixing zones,
on the presence in all waters of some
document proposing the change.
(iii} The criteria for metals
aquatic life deeignation and the
(3} The freshwater and saltwater
(compounds #1--#13 in the table in
presence or absence of the MUN use
aquatic life criteria in the matrix in
paragraph (b){l} of this section) are
designation (municipal and domestic
paragraph (b)(1} of this section apply as expressed as dissolved except where
supp]yJ. (See Basin Plans for more
follows:
otherwise noted. For purposes of
detailed use definitions.)
(i) For waters in which the salinity is calcu]atin aquatic life criteria for
8
(2) The criteria from the table in
equal to or less than 1 part per thousand metals from
the equations in footnote i
paragraph
(b)(l~ of this section apply to
95% or more of the time, the applicable to the table in paragraph (b)(l) of this
the water and use classifications defined
criteria are the freshwater criteria in
section and the equations in paragraph
in paragraph (d)(1} of this section as
Column B;
(b}{2) of this section, the water effect
follows:
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Water and use classification

Applicable criteria
(i) All in!~nd waters of the United States or enclosed bays
and estuaries that are waters of the United States that in-{A} Columns B1 and B2--all pollutants
{B) Columns C1 and C2--aLI pollutants
clude a MUN use designation.
(C) Column Dl~--all pollutants
(ii) All inland waters of the.United States or enclosed bays
(A} Columns B1 and B2--all pollutants
and estuaries that are waters of the United States that do
{B} Columns C1 and C2--all pollutants
not include a MUN use designation.
{C) Co]um’n D2 .-.]] pollutants
(3} Nothing in this section is intended
(3) Where an e~sting discharger
which ~xcaeds five years from the date
to apply instead of specific criteria,
reasonably believes that it will be
including specific criteria for the San
of
permit issuance, reissuance, or
to promptly comply with a
Francisco Bay estuary, promulgated for infeasible
modification,
is sooner.
or more restrictive WQBEL based Where shorterwhichever
California in the National Toxics Rule at new
schedules of compliance
on
the
water
quality
criteria
set
forth
in
§ 131.36.
are prescribed or schedules of
(4} The human health criteria shall be this section, the discharger may request compliance are prohibited by law, those
applied at the State-adopted 10 (- 6} approval from the permit issuing
authority for a schedule of compliance. provisions shall govern.
risk level.
{7) If a schedule of compliance
(4) A compliance schedule shall
(5) Nothing in this section applies to
require compliance with WQBELs based exceeds the term of a permit, interim
waters located in Indian Country.
on water quality criteria set forth in
permit limits effective dur~n8 the permit
{e)~chedules ofcomplionce. (1} It is
presumed that.new and existing point parasraph Co) of this section as soon es shall be included in the permit and
source dischargers will promptly
addressed in the permit’s fact sheet or
possible, taking into account the
comply with any new or more
dischargers’ technical ability to achieve statement of basis. The administrative
restrictive water quality-based effluent compliance with such WQBEL.
record for the permit shall reflect final
limitations ("WQBELs") based on the
(5) If the schedule of compliance
permit limits and final compliance
water quality criteria set forth in this
exceeds one year from the date of permitdates. Final compliance dates for final
section,
permit Limits, which do not occur
issuance, reissuance or modification,
(2} When a permit issued on or after the schedule shall set forth interim
during the term of the permit, must
May 18, 2000 to a new discharger
requirements and dates for their
occur within five years from the date of
contains a WQBEL based on water
achievement. The dates of completion issuance, reissuance or modification of
quality criteria set forth in paragraph {b)between each requirement may not
the permit which initiates the
of this section, the permittee shall
exceed one year. If the time necessary compliance schedule. Where shorter
comply with such WQBEL upon the
for completion of any requirement is
of compliance are prescribed
commencement of the discharge. A new more then one year and is not readily schedules
or schedules of compliance are
discharger is defined as any building0
divisible into stages for completion, the prohibited by law, those provisions
structure, facility, or insta]Iation from permit shall require, at a minimum,
which there is or may be a "discharge specified dates for annual submission of shall govern.
of pollutants" {as defined in 40 CFR
(8) The provisions in this paragraph
progress reports on the status of interim
122.2) to the State of Califorrda’s irdand requirements.
(e}, Schedules of compliance, shall
surface waters or enclosed bays and
expire on May 18, 2005.
(6) In no event shall the permit
estuaries, the construction of which
issuing authority approve a schedule of [FR Dec. 00-11106 Filed 5-17-00~, 8:45 am]
commences after May 18, 2000.
compliance for a point source discharge mu.~m co~e ~
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PART I-- BACKGROUND
I. Historical
Congress enacted the Clean Water Act (CWA) to "restore and

maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation’s
waters" through reduction and eventual elimination of the discharge of
pollutants into those waters. The CWA prohibits the discharge of pollutants
from a point source, except in compliance with a National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit.
Water suppliers may have numerous releases of potable water from
their storage and distribution systems to surface waters and surface water
drainage courses. These releases include but are not limited to: pressure
relief valves; system maintenance activities (e.g., cement lining); well
development and maintenance activities; fire hydrant flow testing; and
flushing and dewatering of pipelines, reservoirs, tanks, vaults, sumps and
wells.
The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (DWP) is required
to either prohibit, or control by NPDES permit, the contribution of
pollutants to surface waters or the storm drain system. The Federal
regulations allow authorized states to issue either "general" NPDES permits
(which lump numerous similar discharges under a single permit) or
"individual" NPDES permits (permits issued on a site-by-site, activity-by
activity basis) to regulate discharges of pollutants to Waters of the United
States. Failure to comply with these requirements may result in a fine of up
to $25,000 per day of violation and possible imprisonment.
II. Introduction

In 1990, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) adopted
regulations for permitting stormwater and non-stormwater discharges to
surface water and storm drain conveyances. The State Water Resources
Control Board (SWRCB) and the respective regional boards, as well as local
cities and counties, have been aggressively managing these discharges.
Over the past several years, significant changes have occurred in the
regulations governing the direct, short term and intermittent discharges of
drinking water supplies to Waters of the State. Based on the nature of water
supplier discharges, a general permit was initially sought to legalize these
discharges.
Last revised 6/29/01
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In 1994, the State of California began drafting a general permit that
would allow utilities and water suppliers to discharge water system
discharges and power system substructure discharges legally under the State
Porter-Cologne Act. In February 1996, the SWRCB decided it was unable
to adopt the draft general permit because of a conflict of interest on the part
of
some State
Board members
were
water
suppliers.
When
thiswater
permitting
avenueclosed
order
to also
legally
discharge
water
from
’ and inwho
system activities to the storm drain, the Wastewater Quality Compliance
Group (WQG) sought coverage of these activities under the Los Angeles
Regional Water Quality Control Board’s (RWQCB) Municipal Countywide
Stormwater Permit (Muni Permit).
The Muni Permit (effective July 1996) provides for the legal
discharge of water system releases to the storm drain, provided the
American Water Works Association (AWWA) Pollution Prevention Plan
(PPP) document is used. For all intents and purposes, such a document does
not exist. However, the regulatory intent is none the less very clear, and it
requires the application of Best Management Practices (BMPs) for
preventing stormwater pollution. Thus, in accordance with the Muni Permit
provisions, this document is the PPP for DWP and contains the BMPs
which will be implemented when discharging potable water from water
supply activities to surface waters of the State
This PPP is intended to cover all new or existing discharges from
water system facilities to the storm drain. This PPP is also intended to cover
short-term, intermittent discharges to surface waters or conveyances that in
turn discharge to surface waters. Regulation of these discharges under the
Muni Permit reduces the administrative burdens otherwise associated with
processing and overseeing thousands of individual permit applications. The
specific discharges addressed in this document are described in Table I.
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1.

Discharge Process
Cement Lining

2.

Main Flushing

3.

Main/Service Pipeline
Installation/Replacement
Reservoir Dewatering/
Tank Dewatering

4.

5.

’

6.
7.
8.
9.

Table 1
Water Supply Discharges
Activities
Flushing, Disinfection

Flushing

Probable Pollutants of Concern
Sediment, Chlorine, Algae

Sediment, Rust Particles, Chlorine
Algae
Sediment, Chlorine, Algae

Leak Testing, Disinfecting,
Flushing
Tank Draining/Cleaning,
Sediment, Chlorine, Algae, Metals
Maintenance, Cyclic Blowoff
Testing, Emerl~enc), Drawdown
l~ump Station/Chlorination Station
Relief Valves, Pump
Sediment, Chlorine, Algae
/ Regulator Station Discharges Packing/Sealing Water, Emergency
Pump Cooling Water
Groundwater Well Development/ Sampling, Developing, Testing,
Sediment, Chlorine, Algae,
Maintenance/WQ Sampling
Flushing, Drilling
PCE,TCE, Nitrate
System Pressure Protection
Relief Valves
Sediment, Chlorine, Algae
Main and Service Leaks, Leak
System Failures, Hydrant
Sediment, Chlorine, Algae
Repair and Hydrant Knockoffs
Knock-Offs
Service/Lateral Replacements
Flushing
Sediment, Chlorine, Algae

10 Substructure/Vault Dewatering

Pumping

Sediment, Chlorine, Algae
I

l.ast revised 6/29/01

III. Pollution Prevention Plan
Pollution Prevention Plans (PPP) are prepared by the regulated
community and are required to contain the procedures or practices which
each company will institute to reduce or eliminate, to the maximum extent
practicable, the discharge of pollutants to the Waters of the State. This PPP,
when properly implemented, is intended to reduce or prevent the discharge
of pollutants through the development and implementation of BMPs which
constitute compliance with Best Available Technology (BAT) and Best
Conventional Control Technology (BCT) and, in most cases, will achieve
compliance with water quality standards
The objective of this PPP is twofold: (i) to help identify the sources
of pollution that affect the quality of the discharges; and (2) to identify
BMPs which will reduce or eliminate pollutants in the discharges. This
approach provides the flexibility necessary to establish multiple BMPs for
different types of water system activities and pollutant sources in lieu of
"end of pipe" controls or treatment. As this PPP covers vastly different
types of facilities/activities, the SWRCB recognizes that there is no single
best way of developing or organizing a PPP. This PPP attempts to
adequately identify and assess all potential sources of pollutants and
describe and assess the appropriate BMPs necessary to reduce or eliminate
pollutants. In implementing these BMPs, DWP will strive to achieve
environmental results in the most cost-effective manner.
The following BMPs constitute the DWP’s PPP for handling water
supply discharges in order to ensure that a minimum of regulated
contaminants are discharged to the storm drain system, and that DWP’s
discharges comply with the criteria in the Muni Permit.
Administrative, contracting and inspection procedures will be
implemented to achieve the BMPs contained in this document. The
procedures will target those activities with the potential to generate
significant pollutant loads and focus on source minimization, education,
good housekeeping, good waste management and good site planning.
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IV.

PPP Applicability - Conditions, Limitations, or Restrictions

The Muni Permit stipulates that allowed discharges shall not cause or
contribute to a violation of an applicable water quality standard. Therefore,
as a condition of coverage under the Muni Permit, the discharges in Table I
shall not cause or contribute to a violation of a water quality standard.
Facilities or activities covered by individual NPDES permits and facilities
which do not discharge into Waters of the United States are not covered by
this PPP. Discharges associated with auto washing, auto maintenance,
groundwater cleanup activities or construction activities are also not
covered by this PPP.
The applicable sections of the PPP shall be applied whenever there is
discharge unless BMP implementation is technically infeasible, in which
case the WQG (213) 367-0279 should be contacted in advance of
commencing the job. To the extent possible, these BMPs will be employed
during emergency operations, including taking all reasonable steps to
minimize or prevent any discharge that has a reasonable likelihood of
adversely affecting human health or the environment.
It is also recognized that some discharges may have unusual
conditions which require additional treatment or control, and that these
situations are best handled on a case-by-case basis in concert with the
Regional Board. Discharges that are suspected of having the potential to
impact the quality of the State’s water after the implementation of the
identified BMPs shall be held in impervious containers and handled in an
appropriate legal manner. Discharges with acute or chronic toxicity,
chemicals or organic constituents, bacteria, herbicides, pesticides, oil and
grease, radioactivity, salinity or elevated temperature that may adversely
affect the quality and beneficial uses of the State’s receiving waters are not
allowed to be discharged under the Muni Permit and therefore are not
covered by this PPP.
Discharges under the Muni Permit are subject to periodic review and
revision by the RWQCB. The regulating agency may conduct infrequent
unannounced inspections to verify that the PPP is being followed and that it
is effective at preventing contaminants from entering the storm drain
system. Specifically, the regulating agency is allowed to:
l. enter the premises or job site where a regulated activity is located
or conducted, or where records pertaining to this activity are kept;
Last revised 6/29/01
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2. gain access and copy any records pertaining to this activity;
3. inspect any facility, equipment, or practices pertaining to a
regulated activity;
4. halt any discharge if the RWQCB Executive Officer so orders; and
5. photograph, sample, or monitor for the purpose of assuring
compliance with existing regulations.
In addition, relevant sections of the PPP shall:

1. be made available to the RWQCB upon request;
2. be amended whenever there is a change in construction, operation
or maintenance, when such amendment is necessary to ensure
compliance with BAT/BCT and receiving water limits; and
3. be available at the activity site by the time the activity begins.

Last revised 6/29/01
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PART II - BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPs)
I

General Guidelines

This section is designed to describe those Best Management Practices
(BMPs) that can be applied to all activities described in Table I. Specific
BMPs for each activity are discussed in the sections that follow. However,
there are some practices which are generic and applicable to all types of
discharges. These generic activities are discussed below.
Before discharging potable water from a water supply activity, the
expected flow path should be quickly surveyed for the presence of such
contaminants as motor fluid leaks or spills, fecal matter, dirt, or debris. If
items such as these are found, they should be removed from the path by
sweeping, or if necessary, the flows can be redirected around the
contaminants. If the impact area (where the water first contacts the ground)
or the surrounding area is unpaved or easily eroded, the flow path should be
either redirected to a paved or non-erodible area or mechanisms to dissipate
the water’s energy should be considered.
Control practices that, to the extent feasible, will prevent an increase
in sediment load in the discharge should be used. One or more sediment
controls should be implemented for all significant discharges. Whenever
possible, direct the discharge flow such that the water has the opportunity to
pond or otherwise percolate into the soil rather than flow via gutters, storm
drains, flood control channels, rivers, creeks, or streams. Whenever
possible, projects shall be scheduled during the dry season or when not
expecting rain, in order to minimize the exposure of maintenance activities
to storm water.
Another source of discharge pollutants could come from the leaking
vehicles and equipment used at the job site. All vehicles should be
inspected prior to leaving DWP’s equipment yard, and leaking vehicles or
equipment should not be dispatched to the job site. Vehicles and equipment
found to be leaking during the job should be reported and the
vehicle/equipment repaired as soon as possible upon returning to the yard.
For jobs which occur over several days and the equipment is to remain at
the job site, fueling, maintenance, or vehicle/equipment washing at the job
site should be avoided whenever feasible. Vehicles and equipment stored at
job sites should either be stored on impermeable surfaces or drip pans and
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absorbent material should be placed under the stored equipment that is
prone to leaks and drips.
There shall be no intentional release of petroleum products into
streams or onto the soil. The site foreman is to ensure containment, prompt
cleanup, and proper transportation of all petroleum waste to approved
offsite areas tbr subsequent disposal in accordance with applicable
regulations. If a s!gnificant spill occurs, the site foreman shall contact the
Environmental Hotline at (213) 792-4989. In order to minimize risk, the
use of hazardous materials will be minimized and employees will be trained
in proper material use.
In project areas exposed to storm water, all fuels, chemicals, fuel and
chemical wastes, animal waste, garbage, batteries, and other materials which
have potentially adverse impacts on water quality are to be removed and
lawfully disposed of from the project site. Hazardous material spills and
leaks should be cleaned up with materials appropriate for the types of
chemicals used on the job site such as brooms, gloves, shovels, dustpans,
adsorbent for liquid spills, etc.
These BMPs are generic in nature and they may need to be tailored to
the unique specifics of each job, location, topography, etc. in order to be
effective. Some specific considerations may include: proximity of the job to
the nearest storm drain or watercourse; and the presence of a busy
intersection vs. undeveloped property; the slope the water travels down.
Many of the BMPs are applicable to all.types of activities, while some of
them require preplanning and are applicable only to scheduled activities.
Our approach is to conduct a pre-job evaluation of on-site conditions
whenever practicable. This type of evaluation may also minimize the
amount of area disturbed and the duration of the disturbance. Part of the
evaluation process is to conduct a job site review to determine the
anticipated flow path of the discharge and the relevant and appropriate
BMPs for the job based on the site characteristics.
Prior to implementing any scheduled discharge activity, survey the
project site and identify:
i. the entire affected area;
2. the location of buildings and paved areas;
3. the location of major activity areas;
4. drainage areas and the direction of runoff flows;
5. the discharge points from the job; and
6. points of entrance into the storm drain.
Last revised 6/29/01
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A key aspect to the implementation of this PPP is to ensure that all
appropriate employees have knowledge and access to the BMPs described
herein. An initial step towards this goal is to identify all appropriate
employees who should receive training. Environmental awareness training
for maintenance crews and subcontractors should be based on the following
four objectives:
¯ promote a clear understanding of the problem, including activities
with the potential to pollute storm water;
¯ identify the BMPs applicable or appropriate to the job;
¯ promote employee/subcontractor ownership of the problems and
solutions;
integrate employee/subcontractor feedback into training and BMP
implementation.
Integrating employee/subcontractor training into existing programs will
make the training process more streamlined.
Contractors who perform work for DWP will be responsible for
implementing the BMPs outlined in this document.
Since the BMPs might be different depending on conditions (e.g.,
rainy days vs. dry days, summer vs. winter, etc.), employees should be
trained with step-by-step guidance in the selection of appropriate BMPs.
After the training sessions, provide employees with handouts, manuals or
other documentation that can be used later as reference information.
Safety concerns should also be incorporated into the training
programs. BMPs should be established for unexpected accidents and a
safety program should be initiated which includes first aid, accident
prevention and emergency response. The safety program should emphasize
that public health and safety must be the highest priority when conducting
emergency response activities.
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II BMPs for Cement Mortar Lining

Background
Unlined cast iron and steel water mains are subject to tuberculation.
Cleaning and lining such mains with cement mortar improves their
performance, extends their life, and delays their replacement (which is a
more disruptive activity).
Procedure:
A 6-foot by 8-foot section of the street is cut out (Hole A), and a hole
is dug down to about 1 foot below the main line. The rubble and dirt is
transported by truck to the contractor’s yard. A 6-foot section of the pipe is
removed. Any residual water is pumped out from the hole into the street.
About 300 feet away another 6-foot by 8-foot hole is dug (Hole B) and the
process is repeated.
A cable is pulled within the main line from Hole A to Hole B. A
scraping device is then attached to a cable and moved from Hole A to Hole
B. Successively thicker scrapers are added until they can be heard scraping
against the metal pipe (that is, when all of the deposits, namely iron oxides,
have been scraped off the pipe). A cement mortar application device is then
inserted in Hole B and pulled through the pipe while cement mortar is
pumped to it from Hole A. A smoothing device is then inserted in Hole B
and pulled through to Hole A to smooth out the cement that was applied to
the pipe. The cut sections of the pipe are replaced with new pipe.
The debris scraped from the pipe is removed from Hole A and Hole B
with a backhoe and sent to an appropriate disposal facility. The holes are
backfilled with slurry and are paved over. The line is then superchlorinated
before it is returned to service.
All the service meters running along side of the newly lined main are
replaced and new curb valves installed. If the service line from the main to
the meter is galvanized, a new copper line is installed.

Potential Pollutants
The potential pollutants generated during this activity are
tuberculation debris, soil, cement, chlorine, algae and oil and grease. The
cement is generated when the mortar is handled and used to line the pipes,
while rubble and sediment is generated when water comes into contact with
the material in the excavation. The oil and grease may be generated by the
construction equipment or vehicles. Chlorine is potentially generated when
Last revised 6/29/01
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the line is initially opened up and the potable water drains out and also
during the superchlorination process.
BMPs
Residue from the saw-cutting process should be contained and
removed from the pavement. In some instances, a wet "shop-vac" can be
used to vacuum up the water associated with the saw cutting. Drip pans or
absorbent materials should be placed under saw-cutting equipment when not
in use. Trenching and backfilling procedures shall be followed which
minimize the contamination of storm water by sediment and debris.
Prior to excavation, berms will be deployed downstream of the
excavation as a precautionary measure in the event that buried watercontaining substructures are inadvertently hit causing an unexpected release
of water to the street. During the excavation of the holes, the least possible
amount of material shall be excavated from the hole. In order to minimize
the amount of sediment escaping to the storm drain, the pavement
surrounding the hole shall be swept up after excavation at the end of each
day. The excavated material shall be hauled offsite and disposed of
appropriately. If rainfall is expected, all unfilled trenches shall be covered
overnight to minimize the amount of rainfall that might potentially enter the
trench. Whenever possible, work shall be performed during the dry season
or when heavy rain is not anticipated.
While pumping the residual water out of the trench to the street, the
hose inlet shall be underlain with coarse rock and have a screen on the inlet
to reduce the amount of small pebbles and sediment being pumped out.
Burlap sacks will be placed over the hose outlet to reduce the discharge of
sediment. Where feasible, the pump discharge rate will be moderated to
minimize the potential to stir up sediment in the excavation. Drainage
controls, such as sediment traps, will be used where necessary. These
drainage controls would be temporary set- ups intended to impede the water
sufficiently for the sediment to settle out. Sediment retained behind the
traps shall be removed promptly. Lastly, geotextile fabric will be secured
over the storm drain inlet to minimize the discharge of sediment and debris
to the storm drain system.
If sediment/debris removal from the hole is required during the
course of the job, minimize the release of material to the street.
Furthermore, the material which does land on the street should be
minimized from entering the storm drain by sweeping the job site at the end
of each day.
Last revised 6129/01
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No cement washwater shall be discharged to the stormdrain. The
washing of ~rucks, equipment, or tools in contact with the cement is
prohibited unless the washwater is discharged into the excavation hole and
remains there.
In general, the reduction of residual chlorine by organic debris and
other reducing agents in the gutter and storm drain, as well as the
volatilization and dissipation of chlorine which will occl~r before the
discharge reaches the receiving waters should lead to chlorine levels being
acceptably low. The superchlorinated water shall be dechlorinated to a
residual chlorine level of approximately 0.3 ppm prior to the discharge
reaching the storm drain.
The backfill should be composed of cement slurry. This process will
allow future work done at this site to be performed in the dried slurry, which
will not produce a muddy water discharge to the storm drain, and which will
reduce the overall discharge of sediment into the storm drain.
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III

BMPs for Main Flushing

Background
Existing water mains are periodically flushed to remove sediment and
biofilm that can harbor microbiological organisms. The presence of these
organisms can cause a violation of state and federal drinking water
regulations, while other organisms produce chemicals that can cause
drinking water violations. Periodic flushiv~g of water mains also improves
the aesthetic properties of the water (e.g., appearance, taste, and odor).
Newly installed or repaired mains are flushed prior to and after being
disinfected.
Procedure
Water Quality Inspectors manage two water main flushing programs,
the Dead-end Flushing Program and the System-wide Flushing Program.
The Dead-end Flushing Program is conducted by a Water Distribution
flushing crew who open blow-off valves and flush across system divides at
all dead-end water mains in the City. The System-wide Flushing Program is
conducted by two Water Distribution flushing crews who systematically
close gate valves and discharge water from fire hydrants in order to flush
every water main in the City. For both programs, the mains are flushed
anywhere from 10 minutes to approximately 2 hours depending on the
amount of sediment in the line. The crews observe the discharge path to
identify and correct any problems such as flooding. Discharging of water
ceases when the water being discharged is visually clear of color, turbidity,
and sediment.
Potential Pollutants
The potential pollutants generated during this activity are sediment
(sand, dirt, pebbles) rust, algae, and chlorine. The sediment, rust and algae
are generated when the hydrant valve is opened and the water discharged.
The chlorine originates from the residual chlorine levels in the drinking
water within the distribution system as required for public health by the
Department of Health Services.
BMPs
Prior to initiating the flush, the discharge path shall be inspected and,
if practicable, any potential pollutants (e.g., litter) in the path shall be
removed. Wherever possible, hydrants shall be chosen that discharge to a
Last revised 6/29/01
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storm drain without crossing major thoroughfares. This will minimize the
contribution of pollutants due to automobile traffic.
All valves and hydrants to be used in the cleaning operation shall be
inspected to ensure that a tight shutdown is possible in case any potential
pollutants are discovered during discharge.
The potable water discharged from water system activities has
residual chlorine levels ranging from 0.2 to 4 parts per million (ppm).
However, the reduction of chlorine by organic debris and other reducing
agents found in the gutter and storm drain, as well as the volatilizing of
chlorine due to turbulence encountered by the discharge before it reaches
the receiving waters, should lead to the levels of chlorine being acceptably
low prior to the discharge reaching the receiving waters of the state.
To optimize the settling of suspended material flushed from the water
distribution lines, temporary sediment traps (e.g., sand bag barriers) will be
strategically placed upstream of all affected nearby storm drain inlets.
Geotextile fabric will be secured over the entrance to all affected nearby
storm drain inlet structures. Clear water shall continue to be discharged until
it appears that the majority of the debris has been removed from the
drainage path and is trapped behind the sediment dams. Alternatively, the
drainage path shall be cleaned at the conclusion oft he flushing job until the
majority of sediment along the drainage path has been removed. The debris
retained behind the sediment traps will be removed and properly handled so
as to minimize the introduction of pollutants to the storm drain.
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IV BMPs for Main/Service Pipeline Installation/Replacement
Background
The pipes used to distribute water age over time and occasionally
need to be replaced to reduce the risk of leakage or breakage and to improve
water quality. New installations of pipelines are done by both DW-P and
contractors, with contractors typically installing water mains and services
for new developments (e.g., contractors typically install the 6" and 8" mains
for new housing tracts).
DWP replaces mains that are leaky or have become too small to
supply the necessary, water for a given area. Most mains have diameters that
range from 6 to 30 inches. DWP replaces any existing galvanized steel or
lead services with 1 inch copper.
Trunklines are mains that are used to transport water over large
distances without any branching off to serve distribution. Trunklines tend
to be larger than other mains, ranging from 24 to 100 inches. Because of
specialized equipment and mobilization required, contractors usually install
trunklines with diameters of 60 or greater inches.
Procedure
Design engineers determine the size of the pipe to be installed and its
location. The engineers then compile a construction work package (CWP).
The district superintendent receives the CWP and assigns it to a crew
supervisor. The supervisor reviews the CWP, goes to the site, lays out the
job and orders marking for the underground utilities. He then orders the
saw cutting for the trenches.
A main line crew is mobilized to the site with a backhoe and digs out
the street where the saw cutting took place. The excavated soil is dumped
into a dump truck which hauls off the material to be disposed of properly.
In the case of replacement pipe, the new pipe is placed adjacent to the old
pipe which is left undisturbed. The old pipe’s valves are closed and the
crew cuts through the pipe in order to connect the new pipe with the
existing line. Water between the closed valve and the cut will run into the
trench. If necessary, water is pumped out from trench to the gutter. Mud,
which interferes with the replacement work, is lifted out by backhoe into a
dump truck.
Before connecting the new pipe, it is disinfected with
superchlorinated water, which is dechlorinated while being released to the
street. The trench is backfilled with sand slurry and the street paved.
Last revised 6/29/01
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Potential Pollutants
The potential pollutants generated during this activity are sediment,
chlorine, and debris. The sediment is generated when water comes into
contact with the material in the hole. Sediment is also generated from saw
cutting, trench excavation and backhoe mud removal. The chlorine is
generated during the superchlorination process. The debris is generated
with the removal of the pavement from the street.
BMPs
Residue from the saw cutting process should be contained and
removed from the pavement. In some instances, a wet "shop-vac" can be
used to vacuum up the water associated with the saw cutting. Drip pans or
absorbent materials should be placed under saw cutting equipment when not
in use. Trenching and backfilling procedures which minimize the
contamination of storm water by sediment and debris shall be followed.
Prior to excavation, berms will be deployed downstream of the
excavation as a precautionary measure in the event that buried watercontaining substructures are inadvertently hit causing an unexpected release
of water to the street. Whenever possible, the minimum amount of
excavation necessary to perform the work should be done. In order to
reduce the amount of sediment which can be potentially deposited onto the
street and thus ultimately reach the storm drain, the pavement surrounding
the hole shall be swept up after excavation at the end of each day. The
excavated material shall be hauled off site and disposed of appropriately. If
the material is transported to a yard prior to its disposal at a landfill, it shall
be covered at the yard for protection against erosion from potential rainfall.
If rainfall is expected, all unfilled trenches shall be covered overnight to
minimize the amount of rainfall that might potentially enter the trench.
Whenever possible, the work shall be performed during the dry season or
when heavy rain is not anticipated.
The inlet of hoses used to pump residual water out of the trench shall
be underlain with coarse rock and shall be fitted with screens to reduce the
amount of sediment and debris being pumped out. Burlap sacks will be
placed over the hose outlet to reduce the discharge of sediment. Where
feasible, the pump discharge rate will be moderated to minimize the
potential to stir up sediment in the excavation. Temporary sediment traps
which promote sedimentation behind the trap, can be constructed of
sandbag barriers. Sediment traps will be used on all discharges that have
the potential to introduce substantial amounts of sediments into the storm
Last revised 6/29/01
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drain. In all cases where the soil is expected to contain hazardous materials
(e.g., the soil emits petroleum or solvent odors), sediment traps shall be
used. Sediment shall be promptly removed from the sediment traps. Lastly,
geotextile fabric will be secured over the storm drain inlet to minimize the
discharge of sediment and debris to the storm drain system.
In general, the reduction of residual chlorine by organic debris and
other reducing agents in the gutter and storm drain, and the volatilization
and dissipation of chlorine which will occur before the discharge reaches
the receiving waters should lead to chlorine levels being acceptably low.
The superchlorinated water shall be dechlorinated to a residual chlorine
level of 0.3 ppm prior to the discharge reaching the storm drain.
Any galvanized steel or lead service pipelines encountered during
main pipeline installations will be replaced with 1 inch copper line, since
copper pipelines are less likely to retain sediment, thereby making a pipeline
leak or rupture less likely.
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V

BMPs for Reservoir/Tank Dewatering

Backaround
Tanks accumulate sediment that is contained in the water. To remove
sediment, the tanks are occasionally drained. Tanks are drained more
frequently than reservoirs, so the BMPs in this section will apply primarily
to tank discharges, Approximately 20 tanks per year are drained.
DWP has reservoirs ranging from 3.3 acre-feet to 33,767 acre-feet.
Dewatering for reservoirs over 1,000 acre-feet occurs very infrequently.
Reservoirs are typically dewatered for improvement or construction reasons;
some examples include lining the bottom!sides of the reservoir, improving
the piping on the inlet/outlet of the reservoir, or dam improvements.
Typically about two reservoirs per year are emptied for maintenance.
Procedure for Tank and Small Reservoir (<1000AF) Dewatering
Prior to dewatering a tank, the water in the tank is "drunk down."
That is, the majority of tank’s water is emptied into the distribution system
and the tank is not refilled. This minimizes the amount of water being
discharged.
The water is then discharged from the tank or small reservoir. Once
the water is removed from the tank or small reservoir, the majority of the
sediment is manually removed. The tank/small reservoir interior is then
hosed down and discharged.
Procedure for Reservoir (> l O00AF) Dewaterin g
Prior to dewatering a reservoir, the water in the reservoir is "drunk
down" to a minimal operating level. That is, as much of the reservoir’s
water as possible is emptied into the distribution system and the reservoir is
not refilled. This minimizes the amount of water that is being discharged to
the storm drain.
The water is then discharged from the reservoir. Once the water is
removed from the reservoir, the majority of the sediment is removed from
the reservoir bottom. For larger reservoirs, heavy equipment is used for
sediment removal. The sediment is transported to an approved landfill.
Once the sediment is removed, reservoir maintenance activities, such
as dam improvements, piping improvements and reservoir lining, can be
performed.
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Potential Pollutants
The potential pollutants generated during this activity are sediment,
debris, and chlorine. These pollutants originate from the drinking water that
is brought into the tank or reservoir. Sediment is also generated from the
rese~’oir maintenance activities performed. Oil and grease may be
generated by the construction equipment or vehicles.

BMPs
The frequency of tank cleaning will be increased to once every 4
years so as to minimize the amount of accumulated sediment, if any, per
cleaning event. Drinking the tank/reservoir down will minimize the amount
of water being discharged. The residual water will be discharged at a rate
that will minimize the potential for erosion to the surrounding environment.
Draining the tanks/reservoirs in a slow, controlled manner will minimize the
sediment leaving the tank/reservoir and will also allow more sedimentation
to occur in the discharge stream, thus minimizing the amount of sediment
reaching .the storm drain.
Manually removing the majority of sediment from the tank/reservoir
bottom minimizes the amount of sediment being discharged to the storm
drain.
When tanks/reservoirs are in rural settings, water will be discharged
via natural water courses to hillsides or other soil surfaces (i.e., not
pavement or concrete) when possible. This will allow the water not to be
"wasted" and to percolate into the ground without being discharged into the
storm drain system. The residual water will be discharged at a rate that will
allow the water to percolate into the ground with only minimal erosion to
the environment.
Temporary sediment traps, which promote sedimentation behind the
trap, will be constructed of sandbag barriers. Sediment traps will be used on
all discharges that have the potential to introduce substantial amounts of
sediments into the storm drain. The storm drainage structures shall be
protected from entering sediment by promoting sedimentation upstream of
the inlet and securing geotextile fabric over the inlet. Sediment traps shall
be designed and used to minimize the amount sediment that reaches the
storm drain. The sediment shall be promptly removed from the drainage
path or from behind the sediment traps.
In general, the reduction of residual chlorine by organic debris and
other reducing agents in the gutter and storm drain, and the volatilization
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and dissipation of chlorine which will occur before the discharge reaches
the receiving waters should lead to chlorine levels being acceptably low.
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VI BMPs for Pump Station/Regulator Station Discharges
Background
DWP has over 1 I0 different pressure zones in the City. Pump
stations and regulator stations are the primary means of modifying pressure
from zone to zone. Some pump station or regulator station equipment may
leak water, and some of this potable water may potentially enter the storm
drain.
The primary purpose of the pumping station is to pump water from
one pressure zone (alternatively, hydraulic grade) to a higher pressure zone.
Water is taken from a trunk line, water tank, or a distribution main.
The purpose of a regulator station is to supply water from a higher
hydraulic grade zone to a lower hydraulic grade zone.
Procedures
Small amounts of water from the pump and valve leaks at pumping
stations are discharged from time to time into the storm drain. Water from
relief valves at regulator stations unexpectedly discharge into the storm
drain in order to protect the lower hydraulic grade zone.
Potential Pollutants
The potential pollutant generated during this activity is chlorine.
Since the water is of potable quality, the amount of chlorine present is
minimal. This chlorine is dissipated via volatilization during its exposure to
the atmosphere.

BMPs
The valves isolating the high-pressure area shall be closed so that the
discharge will release the minimum amount of water necessary to test or
maintain the relief valve. This practice, which is controlled automatically,
keeps the pipes from having a failure or rupture; should that happen, water,
mud, rocks and all sorts of sediment would flow uncontrollably into the
storm drain.
The stations shall be frequently maintained to minimize the need for
relief valves to operate and to also minimize the amount of drips from leaky
equipment.
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VII

BMPs for Groundwater Well Development/Well Maintenance

Back~.round
Wells are important sources of water supply to the City. About
15 percent of the City’s water is obtained from over 100 active and standby
wells. This percentage can vary from year to year and during different
seasons depending on quantity of source surface water and economics.
During emergencies, such as severe drought or natural disasters (i.e.
earthquake), groundwater makes up a large percent of the City’s water
supply. In addition, having wells on standby status gives greater flexibility
in groundwater operations and adds to the available water supply.
The Department redevelops/rehabilitates groundwater wells because
the well’s production decreases. Specifically, the well perforations where
the groundwater comes in through the soil matrix tend to clog up over time,
decreasing the amount of water available to pump out of the well. The
rehabilitation of the wells, which are usually 20 inches in diameter,
decreases the draw down and maintains the groundwater production close to
original design.
Procedure
Initially, the pump and motor are pulled up from the well where they
usually reside about 300 to 400 feet down. This equipment is sent offsite
for inspection and overhaul. A camera is lowered into the well to videolog
the status of the well.
If necessary, mechanical measures are then employed to improve
efficiency of the well. The well casing is cleaned to remove scaling from
the inside of the well. A bailer with a one-way valve is then lowered into
the well to bring out any sediment from the bottom and any debris floating
on top of the well. As needed, a test pump is lowered into the well and
surging is performed to backwash the perforations. The well is then testpumped at a rate of between 2500 and 4000 gallons per minute for 8 to 40
hours, depending on the state of the well, to redevelop and test the capacity
of the well. Usually the first 15 to 30 minutes of the discharge, and the first
few minutes after surging, contain the majority of the turbidity.
If necessary, a camera is again lowered into the well to re-videolog
the status of the well. The rebuilt or new pumps and motors are then
reinstalled in the well.
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Potential Pollutants
The potential pollutants generated during this activity, are
groundwater contaminants (if any), suspended solids and an oil sheen from
pump motors. Potential groundwater contaminants include PCE, TCE and
nitrates. These pollutants are generated as a result of a property owner’s
improper handling of industrial products which result in subsurface
contamination impacting the groundwater. Private sewage disposal facilities
that are now mostly abandoned, as well as the historic use of crop fertilizers,
have contributed elevated levels of nitrate to the basin groundwater.
Some of the pumps, which may be lubricated with food grade oil,
may potentially contribute an oil sheen to the surface of the water within the
well.
BMPs
A bailer is used to remove sediment and debris from the well. If the
well produces more than one cubic yard of sediment or debris, the material
is contained, hauled away, and either recycled or disposed of properly.
Water from the long-term well testing (testpumping) is directed from
the well head to the gutter via extended piping to minimize any surface
erosion which might otherwise occur over the ground surface.
The submersible motors will be cooled with food grade oil. Any
leakage from the motor will float to the top and will not be discharged, since
the motors are usually submerged about 100’ from the surface of the well.
If oil-filled motors that are removed from the well have a potential to
leak, they will have drip pans placed under them to prevent drips of oil from
contaminating the area.
Temporary sediment traps which promote sedimentation behind the
trap, will be constructed of sand bag barriers. Sediment traps will be used
on all discharges that have the potential to introduce substantial amounts of
sediments into the storm drain. Sediment traps may be placed along the
discharge path or in front of the storm drain inlet. The sediment shall be
promptly removed from the drainage path or from behind the sediment traps.
Lastly, geotextile fabric will be secured over the storm drain inlet to
minimize the discharge of sediment and debris to the storm drain system.
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VIII BMPs for Main/Service Leaks, Leak Repair and Fire Hydrant
Knock-offs
Background
All leaks and fire hydrant knock-offs are unanticipated occurrences,
and are theretbre very difficult to mitigate. Additionally, only large or
catastrophic leaks,, which occur infrequently, have the potential to produce
significant pollutant discharges.
Most leaks occur in service pipelines and flow out onto the street and
into a storm drain. Blowouts are pipeline failures that are so large that they
cause at least $10,000 worth of damage to the street.
With respect to fire hydrants, in order to prevent unnecessary injury
to motorists, DWP uses hollow bolts in its hydrants so as to break away
during impact. At the request of the Fire Department, DWP uses wet barrel
hydrants which are always charged with pressure from a main. As a result,
when a knock-offoccurs, a water gusher will occur. These usually range
from 5- to 20-feet high, but they could gush as high as 100 feet. The testing
of hydrants is performed by the Fire Department and therefore the
development and implementation of any applicable BMPs associated with
hydrant testing will be under their jurisdiction. Accordingly, this document
does not address hydrant testing.
Procedure for Leaks and Leak Repair
Once the source of the leak is isolated, the crew supervisor orders saw
cutting into the asphalt surrounding the leak. The field crew comes out with
a backhoe and digs out the street where the saw cutting took place. The
asphalt, concrete or asphalt/concrete combination comprising the topmost
covering of the pipe is removed using a backhoe and loaded into a dump
truck. The soil covering the pipe is also removed and put into a dump truck.
These dump trucks either dispose of the material immediately at a landfill or
stockpile it covered at a facility yard for a few days until enough soil and
debris are accumulated for larger deliveries to the landfill.
The crew may repair the leak by either plugging the leak, placing a
sleeve around the failed pipeline portion, or replacing the failed line with
new pipe. Mud which forms in the trench and which needs to be removed in
order to complete the job, is lifted via backhoe into a dump truck and is
disposed of properly.
The trenches are then backfilled with a sand slurry and the street is
paved.
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Procedure for Hydrant Knock-offs
Once DWP is notified of a knock-off, a field crew is dispatched to
turn offthe valves to the hydrant as soon as possible.

Potential Pollutants
The potential pollutants generated during this activity are sediment,
chlorine and debris. Sediment and debris are generated from catastrophic
ruptures and from excavations during leak repair. Fire hydrant knock-offs
may cause debris which is already present in the street to enter the storm
drain. Chlorine may be present in the discharge from the residual levels in
the drinking water as mandated by law.
BMPs for Leaks or Leak Repair
Reported leaks shall be responded to as quickly as possible in order to
minimize the amount of water lost and the effects of that water on the
surrounding areas.
Residue from the saw-cutting process should be contained and
removed from the pavement. In some instances, a wet "shop-vac" can be
used to vacuum up the water associated with the saw cutting. Drip pans or
absorbent materials should be placed under saw-cutting equipment when not
in use. Trenching and backfilling procedures shall be followed which
minimizes the contamination of storm water by sediment and debris.
Prior to excavation, berms will be deployed downstream of the
excavation as a precautionary measure in the event that buried watercontaining substructures are inadvertently hit causing an unexpected release
of water to the street. Whenever possible, the minimum amount of
excavation necessary to perform the work should be done. This reduces the
amount of sediment, rocks, etc. which can be potentially deposited onto the
street and thus enter the storm drain. In order to further reduce the amount
of sediment which can reach the storm drain, the pavement surrounding the
hole shall be swept up after excavation at the end of each day. The
excavated material shall be hauled off site and disposed of appropriately. If
the material is transported to a yard prior to its disposal at a landfill, it shall
be covered at the yard as protection against erosion from potential rainfall.
If rainfall is expected, all unfilled trenches shall be covered overnight to
minimize the amount of rainfall that might potentially enter the trench.
The inlet of hoses used to pump residual water out of the trench, if
necessary, shall be underlain with coarse rock and shall be fitted with
screens to reduce the amount of sediment and debris being pumped out.
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Burlap sacks will be placed over the hose outlet to reduce the discharge of
sediment. Where feasible, the pump discharge rate will be moderated to
minimize the potential to stir up sediment in the excavation. Temporary
sediment traps which promote sedimentation behind the trap, will be
constructed of sandbag barriers or other equally effective devices. Sediment
traps will be used on all discharges that have the potential to introduce
substantial amounts of sediments into the storm drain. In all cases where
the soil is expected to contain hazardous materials (e.go, the soil emits
petroleum or solvent odors), sediment traps shall be used. Sediment shall be
promptly removed from behind the sediment traps. Lastly, geotextile fabric
will be secured over the storm drain inlet to minimize the discharge of
sediment and debris to the storm drain system.
In general, the reduction of residual chlorine by organic debris and
other reducing agents in the gutter and storm drain, the volatilization and
dissipation of chlorine which will occur before the discharge reaches the
receiving waters should lead to chlorine levels being acceptably low.
BMPs for Hydrant Knock-Offs
The most effective BMP DWP employs is to turn offthe valves
supplying water to the hydrant as soon as it is notified of the knock-off.
DWP also ensures that Fire Department personnel have been trained in
turning off the valves to the hydrant so that they may do so if they are
notified.
Hydrants are usually situated on a street comer, near the curb. Storm
drains are also usually located near a street comer, so hydrant knock-offs
frequently flow directly into the storm drain, without collecting a large
amount of debris and pollutants from the street.

General
BMPs will be instituted as warranted and as conditions permit for
hydrant knock-offs, blow outs, and catastrophic ruptures. However, DWP’s
first responsibility is to respond to restoring essential public services,
ensuring public health and safety and minimizing damage to public and
private property.
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IX

BMPs for Underground Substructure Dewatering (Using
Sensory-Screening Techniques)

Backzround
DWP addresses two categories of underground structures in this
chapter: service boxes and vaults. Service boxes have dimensions of 4-feet
by 5-feet or less, are prefabricated of a fiberglass compound and have no
bottom. The great majority of underground structures are domestic service
meter boxes with dimensions of 12 inches by 18 inches.
These underground structures can fill with water due to groundwater
intrusion, storm water runoff, a leak from pipes within the structure, or
runoff from some domestic activity (e.g., irrigation).
DWP conducted a four-month study of water infiltrated power system
structures in an attempt to develop a reliable yet easy-to-use field
administered "sensory screening technique". This study led to the
development of the Sensory Checklist Method (SCM). While the pilot
study focused on Energy System applications, it has also been applied to the
Water Service Organization’s (WSO) contaminated commercial water meter
vaults and can be applied to the larger WSO vaults and sub;tructures.
The pilot study involved the inspecting of over one hundred
underground water-filled substructures using the SCM. Water which passed
the SCM, and presumed dischargable, was subject to parallel laboratory
water quality analysis. Vaults passing the SCM were then compared with
the lab test results to check for consistency and reliability. The results of
the study validated the use of the SCM as a dependable, reliable, and easy to
use means of detecting the presence of gross pollutants.
The SCM was found to be so effective for the presence of gross
pollutants that, in fact, the only class of contaminants regularly present in
trace amounts in the sample water which could not be detected by the
sensory method were pesticides and herbicides. The presence of pesticides
and herbicides cannot be attributed to DWP operations (i.e., DWP did not
add the pollutant), but rather is the result of"run on" into DWP
substructures from stormwater infiltration.
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Procedure
An SCM Checklist is completed for any partial or full discharge of
vault/substructure water to the street/storm drain system. A copy of the
SCM and an overview of the checklist follows.

CHECK 1 - Is the water cloudy, discolored and/or have an unusual odor?
This first check identifies substructure conditions that would require
it to be contained and formally tested by a chemistry laboratory to determine
the proper handling procedures. These conditions include but are not
limited to cloudiness, discoloration and odors (sewage, chemicals, solvents,
gasoline, etc.).
CHECK 2 - While monitoring the discharge being pumped, is there an
occurrence of oil, tar, soil, cloudy discharge and/or unusual odors?
Monitor the discharge while pumping and enter the required
information when appropriate (date pumped, amount pumped, and where it
was pumped to [alley, street, etc.]). If any contaminants are detected during
discharge, immediately stop pumping. Return to CHECK I to reassess the
situation. If it is subsequently determined that containment is necessary, an
SCM Checklist must still be completed and the line labeled "Storm Drain
Discharge Stopped" must be marked. Give a detailed description of the
condition that prompted the stopping of the discharge.
Completed SCM Checklists should be kept on file by the discharging
facility for one year. After one year, they must be forwarded to the
Wastewater Quality Compliance Group in Room 1213 for permanent record
keeping.
BMPs
The primary BMP we employ is the SCM. DWP’s four-month study,
referenced above, revealed that hazardous chemicals, solvents, oil, grease,
tar, sewage, etc. found in the vault/substructure waters could be easily
detected in a sensory manner by inspecting the substructure and the water
for the following signs:
¯ Strong chemical odor for - solvents, gasoline, diesel, etc.;
¯ Rainbow sheens or layers tbr - oil;
¯ Floating, suspended, and/or sinking materials for - debris, tar, etc.;
¯ Sulfurous (rotten egg) odor for - decaying matter, sewage, etc.;
¯ Color or discoloration for - sediment, minerals, heavy metals, etc.
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SCI~I ChecklisI:

coo~ ~c3..~_~

.~,lust be Ccmplet.ed for Every Discharge to the S*,.,’eet.’Stormdrain System

DATE

VAULT LOCATION ¯

TIME ¯

VAULT SIZE

Rr_ur_~l RAIN ’ Yes___ No __

ESTIt,,1ATED WATER DEPTH ¯
CHECK 1. Conditions Requiring Containment of VaultWater
i. Is ihe vault water cloudy, discolored, andlor has an unusual odor 9 No Yes
NO. Go, on to CHECK 2.
"
-- -YES. The vault water must be pumped to containmenl for formal chemisb"y laboratory tes~n~
to de!ermine proper handlinc.
-

CHECK 2. Oil, Tar, andlor Soil
2. Is there any oil, tar or soil particles ?
No Yes
NO. Go on to CHECK 3.
YES. Ca,q the water be pumped without dis’,urbing the I,
po lu~an~s such thai they are not
discharged to the street ?
NO. The vault water must be pumped to containment for formal chemis~ laboratory
testing to determine proper handling.
YES. Go on to CHECK 3. If needed, the remaining contaminanls must be pumped to
c,.n,,~mmen~ for format laboratory testing to determine proper handling.
CHECK 3. Pumping Clean Water / Monitoring the Discharge (Form must be completed)
3. While monitoring the discharge begin pumping the vault water to the st.reet/stormdrain system. Fill
in on’,y the informa~o,q directly below (date, amount, and destination). If any or" the following conditions
~ppear during discha:ge, immediatel,,, stop pumping. Return to CHECK 1 to reassess the situation. If it
i~ determined Ihat containment is necessary, mark "Storm Drain Oischarae Stopped" and describe the
condkJon that prompted the stopping oi’ the discharge and [he new condi,~on of the vauk water itself.
Date pumped

Amour, t (gal)

Discharge destination (alley, etc.)

STOP IF : Oil, Tar, Soil, Cloudy Discharge, and/or Unusual Odors Occur
~ Storm Drain Discharge Stopped
Oescribe condkJons ¯

The information provided is [rue and correct to the best of my knowledge.
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GENERAL/
FEDERAL

DEFINITION

319

Nonpoint source grant program under Clean Water Act

BMP

Best Management Practices

CAFO

Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations

CREP

Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program

CRP

Conservation Reserve Program

CSO

Combined sewer overflow

CZARA

Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990

EQIP
ESA
HP

Environmental Quality Incentives Program
Endangered Species Act
Forestry Incentive Program

MOA

Memorandum of Agreement

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

MS4

Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System

NGO

Non- Governmental Organization

NMFS
NPDES

National Marine Fisheries Service
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

NRCS

USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service

SIP

Stewardship Incentive Program for forestry

T!vlDL

Total Maximum Daily Load

US EPA/EPA

United States Environmental Protection Agency

USDA

United States Department of Agriculture

USGS

United States Geologic Survey

WHIP

W’~ldlffe Habitat Incentives Program

WQIP

Water Quality Incentive Program

WRP

Wetland Reserve Program
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STATE OF
GEORGIA

DEFINITION

DCA

Georgia Department of Community Affairs

DNR
EPD

Georgia Department of Natural Resources
Gi~orgia Environmental Protection Division

GFC
LAS
RCAScD
SWCC
SWCD

Georgia Forestry Commission
Land Application Systems
Resource Conservation and Development Program
Georgia Soil and Water Conservation Commission
Soil and Water Conservation District

STATE OF 1VI_AINE

DEFINITION

CEO
DAFRR
DEP
DMR
DOT
FAME
L&WRC
LEA
LMF
LURC

Code Enforcement Officer
Department of Agriculture, Food, and Rural Resources
Maine Department of Environmental Protection
Maine Department of Marine Resources
Maine Department of Transportation
Finance Authority of Maine
Land and Water Resources Council
Lakes Environmental Association

MFS

Maine Forest Service

NRPA

Natural Resources Protection Act

PWD

Porthnd Water District

SPO

State Planning Office

SWCD

Soil and Water Conservation District

VI.MP

Volunteer Lake Monitoring Program

Land for Maine’s Future
Land Use Reguhtion Commission
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STATE OF
MARYLAND

DEFINITION

DNR

Maryland Department of Natural Resources

MACS

Marfland Agricultural Water Quality Cost Share Program

MDA

Marfland Department of Agriculture

MDE

Maryland Department of the Environment

SRF

Water Quality State Revolving Fund

STATE OF OHIO

DEFINITION

DNR

Ohio Department of Natural Resources

HB 88

Ohio’s cost share program, created by House Bill 88.

OEPA

Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

SWCD

Soil and Water Conservation District

STATE OF

DEFINITION

OREGON
BPA

Bormevi]h Power Administration

DLCD

Department of Land Conservation and Development

GWEB

Governor’s Watershed Enforcement Board

IMST

Independent Multidisciplinary Scientific Team

LAC

Local Advisory Committee

ODA

Oregon Department of Agriculture

ODF

Oregon Department of Forestry

DEQ

Oregon Depamment of Environmental Quality

OWEB

Oregon Watershed Enforcement Board

SB 1010

Agricultuial Water Quality Act, created bySenate Bill 1010

SWCD

Soil and Water Comervation District

WQMP

Agricultural Water Quality Management Plan
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STATE OF TEXAS "

DEFINITION

503

Texas cost share incentive program created bySenate Bill 503

DOPA

Dairy Outreach Program Area

EAPP

Edwards Aquifier Protection Program

ETJ

Extraterritorial Jurisdiction

NOV

Notice of Viohtion

PAP

Pollution Abatement Plan

RIO
SWCD

Regionally Initiated Order
Soil and Water Conservation District

TNRCC

Texas Natural Resources Conservation Commission

TPDES

Texas Pollutant Discharge Elimimtion System
Texas Soll and Water Conservation Board

TSSWCB

STATE OF
VIRGINIA

DEFINITION

AMTA

Agricultural Market Transition Act

CBLAD

Oaesapeake Bay Local Assistance Department

CBPA

Chesapeake BayPreservation Area

CFO

Conservation Farm Option

DCR

Department of Conservation and Recreation

DEQ

Vkgirtia Department of Environmental Quality

SWCB

V’~ginia Soil and Water Conservation Board

SWCD

Soil and Water Conservation District

VDACS

Virginia Department of Agncultu~ and Consumer Services
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DEFINITIONS

WISCONSIN
DATCP

Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection

DILI-IR

Department of Industry, Labor, and Human Relations

DNR

Wisconsin Deparrcnent of Natural Resources

LCC

County Land Conservation Commission

NOD

Notice of Discharge

AFO

Animal Feeding Operation

DLC

County Department of Land Comervation

UDC

Uniform Dwelling Code
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Introduction
Pollution of our nation’s waters is a continuing problem despite hearty thirty years of
regulatory’attention and funding. The largest remaining obstacle is "nonpoint source" water
pollution. The federal Clean Water Act’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit program regulates discharges of pollutants from "point sources," which include
wastewater discharges from pipes, outlets, and other discrete conveyances, and stormwater discharges
from industrial facilities, municipal sewer systems, and construction sites of five acres or more (one
acre or more under recent regulations). But the NPDES program does not address nonpoint source
water pollution from farms, forests, and other lands. Runoff from these lands carries sediment,
nutrients, bacteria, metals, pesticides, organic compounds and other forms of pollution into the
mtion’s rivers, lakes, estuaries, and wetlands.
The primary federal and state responses have been to provide financial and technical
assistance and to encourage voluntary actiom. Traditional nonpoint control methods include
planning, technical assistance, promotion of voluntary best management practices (BMPs), funding of
cost-share mechanisms, and public funding of stream buffers. But these assistance-oriented
approaches have not succeeded in preventing pollution of the nation’s rivers and streams.
Paying landowners not to pollute, providing free technical advice, and relying on voluntary
adherence to BMPs has proven to be an incomplete strategy in many cases. Gradually, states are
turning to enforceable mechanisms - including discharge prohibitions, direct enforcement of water
quality standards, pollution abatement orders, required operating practices, nuisance and
misdemeanor prosecutiom, and civil and administrative penalties - to supplement other approaches.
While enforceable mechanisms are not the primary instnar~nt used to address nonpoint source
pollution in any state, they are increasingly used to complement the other mechanisms.
This study examines representative experiences in eight states. It is intended to assess how
enforceable mechanisms are used in practice. The study builds on several prior studies bythe
Environmental Law Institute (ELI) and avaihble at www.eli.org. In 1997, ELI published a detailed
analysis of enforceable state laws that were being used, or could be used, to address nonpoint source
pollution. That report, E rfcrtmdde State Mat,xumm for the Com~ ~f No’g~ S oume Wazer Pdltai~
identified the types of enforceable mechanisms available to the states and described their legal
advantages and limitatiom. In late 1998, ELI published a compamon state-by-state compendium of
the enforceable h ws -AlrranacofE~State Lain to Cam ~ N ~ Source Water P d2ution. In
1999, ELI also published a rehted look at state programs affecting livestock operatiom, including
those that can assist in making water pollution controls more effective - LcxutingL izestcffe: How Water
The need for states to take further action to control nonpoint sources has been prompted by
highly visible fish kills, endangered species listing of salmon runs in the Northwest, unacceptable
fecal coliform levels in drinking water supplies, manure spills, nutrient pollution of major es~afies
and lakes, and pollution effects on beaches and water~mnts. Concerns from point source dischargers
that other polluters share some pollution prevention obligafiom are beginning to have some effect.
Federal hws are also helping to drive the trend. Under section 6217 of the 1990 Coastal Zone Act
Reauthorization Amendments (CZARA), over half the states are developing and begimaing to
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implement enforceable mechanisms in their coastal zones in order to remain eligible for continued
grant funding. And all states will need to develop Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) to clean up
their impaired waters identified under section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act. As theydo so, many
will need to use enforceable mechanisms to achieve more effective control over the nonpoint source
discharges that comprise a significant source of the impairments.
The current challenges are deciding how to integrate enforceable mechanisms into the broad
menu of assistance-oriented approaches, determining when enforcement is appropriate, and
structuring a system that can act effectively when enforcement is invok,~d.

Methodology
This study uses a case study method to look at application of the tools identified in the
AlmmacofE~StateLam. ELI examined the operation of nonpoint source control programs
in the context of specific watersheds - including programs operated by state, local, and federal
environmental, agriculture, forestry, natural resources, soil and water conservation, and land use
agencies. The study
!
!

examines how these programs work, and what tools they use to achieve results;
identifies how and where the enforceable mechanisms interact with the cost-share,
voluntary, and tectmical assistance methods that comprise the primazy approaches in
these watersheds; and
describes tools that can be adopted or adapted for use in other states.

The case studies include all of the pieces of the p,w.~.ie that now constitute nonpoint source controls
in each watershed -- ranging from federal agricultural funding, to EPA funding, to state

environmental programs, forestry programs, and agriculture programs, to local government
programs, and soil and water conservation district programs.
We selected eight states for study:. Georgia, Maine, Maayhnd, Ohio, Oregon, Texas, V’aginh,
and WLsconsin. Neither a cross section nor a collection of leading programs, the states were selected

primarily to study particular enforceable mechanisms identified in the prior studies. A watershed
approach was used to assess the operation of state nonpoint source programs. In several states we
included more than one watershed in the study in order to examine different tools or different
pollution problems. Although states were selected in order to studyparficular mechanisms, the
research examined all of the enforceable and assistance-oriented policytools relevant to the
watersheds studied.

Georgia was selected because of its apparent authority to regulate nonpoint pollution sources
under the state’s water pollution hw, and because of its river corridor protection hw kmposing
enforceable obligations on local jurisdictions. Maine was selected to examine its array of land use
Laws relevant to nonpoint source pollution. Maryland was selected because of its new mandatory
nutrient management planning law and its enforcement programs addressing discharges from
agriculture, development, and forest harvest sites. Ohio was selected became of its authority to issue
state-level nonpoint source abatement orders to farming and forest operations. Oregon offered the
opportunity to examine integration of land use and watershed planning, an agricultural abatement
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order linked to watershed planning, and a comprehensive forest practices act. Texas was selected in
order to examine its programs authorizing local regulatory controls, and specifically special controls
in the Edwards Aquifer area. Virginia’s forest and agriculture nonpoint source abatement ordem
were the basis for its selection. Wisconsin was selected because of its integration of enforceable,
technical assistance, and cost share mechanisms through the state’s long-standing priority watershed
program.
This study focuses on program delivery and implementation rather thar~ on water qt~lity
outcomes. One of the incidental findings - worthy of its own future analysis - is how little
monitoring data exist to assess the effect of any nonpoint source programs on water quality. Indeed,
even where water quality data exist for a particular place and time - demonstrating nutrient
impairment, for example - there is rarely comparable data from an earlier and later time that can
show trends. Thus, program effectiveness is expressed in this study in terms of compliance with
standards, norms, or BMPs, that are believed to protect water quality.
ELI conducted the research by collecting and examining laws, regulations, manuals, policies,
and reports, and by conducting numerous interviews. Draft chapters were prepared and circulated
for comment, then revised.
Each state chapter begins with a brief summary. This is followed by descriptions of the
watershed(s) studied, the enforceable mechanisms available, and the assistance-oriented nonpoint
source programs available in the watershed. Each chapter then discusses how these various tools and
resources have been applied - or not applied - in the study watersheds. A brief conclusion to each
chapter highlights issues, impediments, and opportunities resulting from each state’s approach.

Putting the Pieces Together:. Nonpoim Source
Enforceable Mechanisms in Context
The eight case studies offer lessons for state and federal officials, policy makers, and others
interested in improving nonpoint source pollution programs. Among these are the following:
1.

Enforcement is a!ready a small part o£ the strategic mix to
con~ol nonpoint sources.

Each state, even though leading with other strategies, has recoume to enforcement tools for
some nonpoint source problems. Some results simplycarmot be accomplished byother means. For
example, enforceable standards are widelyused in addressing land clearing and grading activities not

subi
,ct to DES rmwater p ang. States h ve f.o d, a er pollu on occ
to ta~e actaon, or relying wholly on voluntary standards, ~s an ineffective strategy. Similarly, for
timber harvesting - where the land disturbance is temporary and the logger often is not readily
available for post-harvest correction of problems - standards and enforceable mechanisms can be
used to prevent pollution problems. Enforcement phys a critical role in agricultural pollution
control as well. For agricultural animal operations falling below the numerical thresholds for
NPDES permitting as concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs), many states have found that
regulation and enforcement is needed to promote construction of necessary facilities and adherence
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to management plans. This is the case both because control costs may be fairly high for such
operations (thus inhibiting voluntary compliance even where cost shares are available), and because
the impacts that occur axe significant as most livestock operations are sked near water. Finally, for
forms of nonpoint source pollution, there is always some set of actors that will not respond to other
means (not even 100 percem funding). For these actors, enforcement is an essential back-stop to
other strategies.
2.

Enforcement authority can be I) linked to operating requirements or
standards, and 2) integrated ruth a watetshed plan.

Enforceable nonpoint source mechanisms fall generally into two categories. One category
provides an after-the-fact remedy. This category includes sanctions associated with violating a
general prohibition on the discharge of pollution to the waters of the state, enforceable water quality
standards, and authority to order the abatement of a nonpoint activity. The other categoryprescribes
enforceable operating standards intended to prevent nonpoint pollution. Such mechanisms include
construction requirements for the containment of manures, requirements for the fding of forest
harvest plans, prohibitions on certain activities witkfin 50 feet of streams, site erosion control
requirements, and many other measures.
The study states have both of these types. State mechanisms that provide onlyan after-thefact remedy without significant influence on operating approaches or inspection and monitoring
appear to be less effective. For example, Ohio is able to invo~ its nonpoint source abatement order
authority only after pollution occurs. Virginia recently amended its formerly complaint-driven
silvicultural nonpoint abatement order law in order to gain greater information and accountability
from operations prior to any discharge occuring. In contrast, Maryland’s agricultural enforcement
programs are linked to on-farm water quality management planning and to nutrient management
planning. Oregon links enforcement of agricultura] practices to water quality management planning.
Some states link all of their nonpoint source efforts to watershed assessment and plarming.
This improves accountabilityfor outcomes, while it enhances delivery of cost sham and technical
assistance. It also des enforcement more closely to water quality objectives. Of the eight study states,
Wrsconsin and Oregon have the most detailed and comprehensive watershed phnning associated
with their nonpoint source controls. Maine is increasing its reliance on this kind of approach. While
EPA’s ~ 319 nonpoint source grant program has recently required watershed assessments in order for
states to share in the additional funding available under that
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program, a number of states have used this approach for some time - applying it to other cost-shares,

technical assistance, and enforceable mechanisms.
3.

Cost-share mechanisms continue to play a substantial role, particularly for

agricultural sources.

All of the states us~ cost-share and technical assistance as a primary approach to nonpoint
source water pollution controls on agricultural lands. Federal funds often provide the bulk of cost-

shares, but several of the study states - including W~sconsin, Maryland, and Virginia - have made
significant state-funded cost-shares available. Several states have also enacted property and income
tax breaks to encourage agricukura] planning and imtallation of pollution control practices. Cost
shares can play an important role in assuring compliance with regulatory programs. For example,

Maryhnd has supported its new mandatory nutrient phrming hw’s implementation with additional
loan and cost-share funding. W~sconsin integrates costs shares with enforcemem bylinking
eligibility for some cost shares to an operator’s prompt response to an enforceable mechanism- such
as the notice of discharge for animal operations. Ohio takes the opposite approach by prohibiting
the issuance of an enforcement order that requires instalhtion of a cost sharable practice unless cost
share funding is actually provided.
Integration of technical assistance and cost share with enforcement has been difficult in some
respects. Many agricukumlly, oriented agencies do not want to be associated with enforcement. The
case studies show that even states with the most fully developed enforceable mecharfisms generally
seek to assure that in addressing agriculture and forestry, the enforcement function is assigned to a
separate entity from the cost-share and technical assistance function.
4.

Geograpl~’cally-tatgeted enforceable ptotections are sigaiticant features of
state nonpoint programs.

Although many state programs emphasize BMPs and rely on "no discharge of pollution" or
abatement order provisions to address viohtions wherever they may occur, there is a clear trend
toward geographically focused protections. For example, Georgia’s unique river corridor protection
program is intended to focus particular regulatory attention on these areas. Maine’s Natmal
Resources Protection Act and Mandatory Shoreland Zoning Act provide special protections for areas
vulnerable to nonpoint source pollution. So do the Chesapeake Bay protection acts of ~d and
Virginia, and the Edwards Aquifer protection program in Texas. WLsconsin’s use of a priority
watershed program - and designation of critical sites within these watersheds - reflects another way
to focus both cost share and reguhtory efforts.
5.

Eaforcement procedures are more effective when simple to
use and prompt in ~eir effect

Because in the nonpoint source universe enforcement generally comes oaly after all other
approaches have failed, it is important that the enforceable mechanisms be straightforward and
effective as early as possible. The track record of the states in this area is mixed. Ohio’s abatement
orders often restart the negotiatiom that led to the request for enforcement bythe soil and water
conservation district. W’Lsconsin’s state-level agricultural pollution abatement orders also can result
in a long waiting period. Prompt approaches include measures that can be locally taken. This can
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include enforcement by county and local officials and enforcement by other state offichJs using local
magistrates (as with Okio’s wilcLLife o~icers). Local governments play a significant role in nonpoint
source regulation in a number o~ states - primarily in the field o~ erosion and sediment control ~rom
nonagricultural activities, but also including agriculture and silviculture in several states.
Local programs seem to require a great deal of state support, funding, and technical
assistance, but when fully s~ffed seem to offer some advantages in effectiveness and visibility.
Maryland, Wrsconsin, and Maine have integrated nonpoint concerns into a vast array of laws, many of
which involve local government. Georgia has some interesting locally-enforceable mechanisms,
including the river corridor protection law, but its implementation experience is too recent to assess
the effectiveness of this program generally. Texas’s Edwards Aquifer program provides another
example of a targeted regulatory regime with local enforcement that seems to operate well.

Enforceable Mechanisms Are HereTo Stay
States are adopting enforceable mechanisms to supplemem more traditional approaches. The
case studies show that states often take some time to adopt and then use these mechanisms, but that
once in use the enforceable mechanisms are supplemented or strengthened.
Maryland and W~sconsin appear to have the most fully integrated systems of nonpoint source
controls. Both combine substantial cost-share funding with the realistic option to use enforceable
mechanisms. Of the two, W~sconsin seems to have devoted greater effort to planing and targeting,
Mm~d to the development of an array of enforceable programs.
Nonpoint source enforcement is not a great unknown. Nor is it a mere spectre of the much
debated TMDL process. The experiences of the states examined in this study offer substantial
guidance about ways to structure enforcement, to develop programs, and to integrate traditional
approaches with enforcement.
Nonpoint source pollution is perhaps our biggest water qualitypmblem, and k remains one
of our greatest problems of environmental governance. It ~ continue to be a problem until we
address nonpoint source pollution with the same seriousness with which we addressed industrial and
sewage discharges begirming in 1972. The solution will require a shared state and national
commitment to solve the problem - demonstrated by.
!
!
!

accountability for results in improving water quality,
adequate state and federal funding, and
enforcement.

Many of the pieces of this p~e are already on the table. Some states have even assembled
parts of the picture. It is time to finish the job.
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GEORGIA

Georgia Case Study
Summary ....
This study examines the mechanisms used to manage and control nonpoint source pollution
in the Coosa River watershed in northwestern Georgia.~ The study specifically examines the
relationship between enforcement approaches and voluntary, technical assistance, and cost share
approaches as used in the watershed. Georgia primarily uses voluntary and technical assistance
programs that emphasize best management practices for nonpoint source pollution management especially in agriculture and forestry. Although the need to maintain certain water quality standards
can be used to enforce against agricultural and forestry nonpoint source runoff, in practice this
enforcement mechanism seldom is used. Georgia does have an innovative mechanism for requiting
localities to include environmental criteria in their comprehensive plans and local ordinances,
inc.l.uding fiver corridor p~tection criteria. Georgia also requires localities to implement erosion and
sedamentataon control reqmrements on land development activities, and especially localities in high
growth areas are developing innovative enforcement programs to manage this type of nonpoint
source pollution. The state is strengthening its permitting prograrm for stormwater, concentrated
arfimal feeding operations, and land application systems.

The Coosa River Watershed
The Coosa watershed in the northwest comer of Georgia is a mixture of rural and rapidly
suburbanJzing lands. Its streams are impacted by runoff from farms, forestry’operations, and small
surface mining sites. However, the southern counties of the region and the areas around
municipalities are seeing an increase in subdivision development. Such development is leading to
increased erosion and sedimentation runoff from construction, as well as urban runoff and sewer
overflow problems. In general, the Coosa watershed is still faidypristine, however threats exist from
a variety of nonpoint sources and certain stream segments are impaired. Impaired streams in the
Coosa watershed are primarily impacted by nonpoint source and urban runoff, fecal coliform being
the most common contaminant.2
Named among the ten most endangered rivers in the United States in 1999, bythe
consercation group American Rivers, the Coosa River Basin in Georgia and Alabama flows through
many wild and natural areas and supports a wide range of biodiversity? The Coosa watershed,
encompassing approximately 4,700 square miles, includes most of the counties in the Northwest
comer of Georgia? Several major rivers run through the watershed, including the Conasauga River,
the Coosawattee River, the Oostanaula River, the Etowah River, and the Coosa River?
The Coosa region is a priority watershed for agricultural nonpoint source management.
Approximately 6 of its rivers and streams exhibk water quality impainnents due to agricultural
nonpoint source pollution, while 16 have a high potential of water qualityproblems.6 Most of the
farms in the region are still small family farms, but there is a recent increase in concentrated animal
feeding operations. The watershed includes 2.4 million acres of forested land of which 11% is owned
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bythe forestry industry while the rest are held bylandowners. Nonpoint source pollution from
forestry accounts for a relatively small percentage of the overall vcater quality impairment. Major
pollution risks involve sediment from roads and skid trills, soil distmaoance during site preparation,
and streamside cutting.
Georgia Environmental Protection Division (EPD) studies have concluded that, statewide,
sediment is the most severe pollutant from nonpoint sources.7 The proximity to suburban Atlanta
affects both water quality and water quantity in the Coosa watershed. Increased comtruction from
new housing developments contributes to sedimentation in the southeastern localities of the
Finally, surface mining is a $1.7 billion industry in Georgia. Mining in Georgia is
concentrated primarily in stone, clays, and other construction and industrial materials. The Coosa
watershed has a mixture of surface mining operations, some of which require NPDES permits, such
as quarries, and some of which require surface mining permits, such as pk operatiom and borrow
pits for clay, fill dirt, gravel, etc. Almost everycountyin the watershed has some type of surface
mining? There are approximately24 quarries, 18 borrow pits, 12 dredgers, and 10 pits (primarily for
clay) permitted in the region.

Enforceable Mechanisms
Of the Georgia nonpoint source enforceable mechanisms, the following were reviewed
because of their relevance to the Coosa watershed.
~zaterqualitystandards. TheGeorgiaWaterQu,ffttyControlActreqtfiresthatthe
water quality standards for Georgia not be viohted and provides civil and criminal enforcement
sanctions for water quality viohfions.9 As implememed, it does not establish a permitting process for
nonpohat discharges, although the Act apparently would allow EPD to do so.1° The Act is used
primarily in forestry and agricultural nonpoint source discharge cases where there is a serious
viohtion of water quality standards and the agency responsible for best management practices (BMP)
implementation and technical assistance cannot secure compliance or implementation of BMPs. In
these cases, the responsible agency may turn the case over to Georgia Department of Natural
Resources’ Environmental Protection Division (EPD) for enforcement.
| Laad ch’sturbance permitting. The state Erosion and Sedimentation Act establishes
a permitting process for land-disturbing activities such as cleating, grading, excavating, or filling of
hnd.n To receive a permit, an applicant must submit an erosion and sediment control plan that
outlines specific BMPs for implementation. This Act also directs local governments to enact erosion
and sedimentation ordinances for review bythe EPD. Once an ordinance has been found comistent
with state hw, EPD grants the local govemmem authority to issue and enforce permits for landdisturbing activities. In areas where a local government has not been certified, the EPD is
responsible for permitting, inspection, and enforcement under the Act. However, in much
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of the state, local governments have adopted erosion and sedimentation ordinances and have been
given the attthority to issue and enforce permits for land-disturbing activities.12
! Sutfxce mining permitting. The Geor~a Surface Mining Act requires a permit
from EPD for surface mining operations.13 The Act applies to surface mining activities statewide.
Surface mining is defined as any activity or process for the removal of minerals, ores, or other solid
matter)( Tunnels, shafts, ~d dimension stone quarries are not considered to be surface mining.
Minerals include sand, clay, stone, gravel, phosphate, and other rocks ~ ore of commercial value
found in natural deposits on or in the earth. The Act covers dredging of sand as well as other surface
~ activities. EPD has the authority to enforce violations of the permit, including water quality
and discharge violations.~s
!

Land app!ica tion system s permitting. Under the Water Quality Control Act,

Georgia requires a general permit for all land application systems (L/KS), including agricultural
systems for spreading animal waste, municipal systems for spreading treated wastewater, and
industrial systems for spreading treated wastewater.16 A general permit can be issued for all facilities
within a specific geographic area or to a specific category of LAS facilities. EPD may also require
specific facilities to obtain an individual I.AS permit. LAS permits are no-discharge permits and refer
back to the accepted best management practices for Land application of animal waste, human waste,
or industrial waste, inchding a requirement for a treatment, storage, operation, and management plan
that is incorporated by reference into the permit.
! Rivet corridor protection. Under state hw, protection of river corridors and other
critical natural resources is to be accomplished through comprehensive planning at the local level.
Localities in Georgia are required to develop comprehemive plans if theywish to receive and
maintain the status of Uqualified local government" in order to participate in certain state financial
assistance programs.:~ These plans must contain the minimum environmental criteria set out byEPD
to protect large rivers from the impacts of human activities on land immediately adjacent to the
river.~8 Each local government with a protected river in its jurisdiction is directed to adopt a river
corridor protection plan which meets minimum planning standards established bythe Department of
Natural Resources.19 Further, the river corridor protection standards must be incorporated into a

local or0inance.

! Total Maximum D~ily Loads. Under section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act states
must list impaired waters and provide that information to UBEPA. Further, states must develop total
maximum daily loads for certain pollutants for the impaired waters identified in the section 303(d)
report. The state must then ensure that the TMDLs a~ met bypoint and nonpoint sources alike. In
Georgia, a 1997 consent decree after litigation hitiat~ in part in the Coosa watershed bythe Coosa
River Basin Initiative, started the TMDL identification and implementation process in the state. The
draft Georgia 2000 list of waters under section 303(d) was submitted March 2, 2000 to USEPA.2°
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Assistance-Oriented Nonpoint Source Programs
This section describes a number of the technical assistance, cost-share and voluntary
programs t.hat address nonpoint source water pollution in the Coosa watershed. It is not an
exhaustive List, but provides a brief description of programs that have i_n_fluenced activities and water
qualityin the watershed. ~
Agricultural Incentives to Protect Sensitive Lands. Incentive pmgranm offer a

co
tion of re.nt payme.nts an _ cost-s ,,sis ce cove g SO 100 percent of the of the
specmc comervauon pracuces or restorauon activities. Incentives to skfft agriculnuul production

from sensitive lands and to restore them to more natural conditiom mainly are provided through
four federal programs, the Comervation Reserve Enhancement Program, the Wetlands Reserve
Program, the Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP), and Section 319 financing under
the federal Clean Water Act. In the Coosa watershed, EQIP and Section 319 funding are the two
most common programs used to manage nonpoint source pollution. The Wetlands Rese~e Program
and the Comervation Reserve Program are less commonlyused, partly because eligible land is not as
abundant as in other parts of Georgia and paxtly due to rising land values making landowners
reluctant to enter into long term comervation agreements.
! Forestry Best Management Pmcrices. Forestryis subject to the Georgia Water
Quality Control Act, but exempt from erosion and sedimentation control permit programs, provided
that best management practices are used. Education and training focus on proper installation and
maintenance of BMPs to minimize or eliminate nonpoint source pollution from forestry activities.
! Watershed Assessments. Georgia has a relatively recent policy that any locality
asking for an environmental permit from the state that facilitates growth and development, such as a
wastewater permit or a water withdrawal permit must conduct a watershed assessment before
receiving the permit.21 There are 30 assessments currently taking place around Georgia.
! Adopt-A-Stream and Citizen Monitozing. Georgia Adopt-A-Stream is a volunteer
network of citizem and local governments that monitor water qmlity and conduct water body
enhancement activities. Volunteers in the Georgia Adopt-A-Stream program and in other citizen
programs monitor and record water quality providing valuable information to help citizens, the state,
and localities understand both point and nonpoint pollution discharge sources, types, and quantities.

Discussion and Analysis
River Corridor Protection and Local Comprehensive Phnning
Georgia establishes corridors along selected rivers as critical natural resource areas. The
Conasauga, Oostanaula, Etowah and Coosa Rivers of the Coosa watershed are all state-designated
protected river corridors. State hw requires the Department of Natural Resources to develop
minimum standards for the "protection of the natural resources, environment, and vital areas of the
state, including, but not limited to, the protection of mountains, the protection of river corridors, the
protection of watersheds of streams and reservoirs which are to be used for public water supply, for
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the protection of the purity of ground water, and for the protection of wetlands, which minimum
standards and procedures shall be used bylocal governments in developing" comprehensive plato.22
The minimum standards for watershed protection include buffer areas along streams and
reservoirs, land development densities, and land use activities33 Standards for protection of fiver
corridors include natural vegetative buffer areas for a distance of 100 feet on both sides as measured
stonng, or disposing hazardous waste or hazardous materials, as well as solid waste landfills are
prohibked within the buffer. Construction of single family dwellings with a two acre minimum lot
size which comply with local zoning is exempt from the river corridor protection requirements.~S
The statute gives local government the authority to exempt agriculture and silviculture consistent
with BMPs from river corridor protection plans, but k does not require that agriculture and forestry
be exempt36 The regulations, in contrast, treat agriculture and forestry as acceptable uses provided
they do not impah- the long term functions of the protected river or the river corfidor.2z It is not
clear how EPD, DCA, and localities have dealt with this incomistency.
In addition, at the discretion of local governments, mining and quarx3dng activities may also
be exempted from fiver corridor protection requirements, according to both the statute and the
regulations3s Finally, local governments may exempt wildlife and fisheries management acthdfies and
wastewater treatment.

In 1990, when comprehensive plans were first required, the Georgia Department of
Community Affairs (DCA) asked local governments to address how theywould handle fiver
protection both in the comprehensive plan and in a 5-year short-term work-plan. DCA required that
local governments also develop ordinances, but did not yet erdorce this requirement.
As most governments complete their first 5-year short term review, DCA is requiting
ordinances for all of the environmental criteria under the Comprehemive Planning Act. Localities
that do not pass ordinances according to the time schedule set out byDCA will loose their qualified
local government status until the ordinances and other planning requirements are in place. A loss of
the qualified local government status means that a locality is no longer eligible for state
environmental permits, state grants, and state loans.
All but four of the localities in the Coosa River Watershed contain fiver corridors for which
ordinances must be developed.29 Cherokee, Floyd, Gordon, and Forsyth Counties and the City of
Rome recently have adopted river corridor protection ordinances. The other localities that require
the ordinances have due dates in the year 2000 or beyond. All local governments in the Coosa River
Watershed have had qualified local government status. Recently the qualified local govemment status
for a few localities in the Coosa watershed was put on hold pending review of fiver corridor and
wetlands protection ordinances that were submitted a~ter their deadline had passed.
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The river corridor ordinances t3~ically follow the model ordinance developed byEPD, with a
few exceptions. For example, the City of Rome widened the required buffer for tributaries specifically
identified in the ordinance to 40 feet.3° Localities tend to combine enforcement of the river corridor
protection ordinances with erosion and sediment control inspections for new construction. For
example, in the City of Rome when a developer asks for a zoning ve~ication prior to receiving a
building permit, he or she also receives verification of the buffer requirements. The Building
Inspector must enforce the buffer during the inspection process. To date, no enforcement actions
have taken phce in this area under this ordinance in Rome.

Construction Activities: Erosion and Sedimentation Control
Certain activities under the Erosion and Sedimentation Act are unconditionally exempt from
permitting requirements; these include: surface mining, granite quarrying, home gardening and
landscaping, agncu!ucad ardfonstry operatic, and any other project carried out under the technical
supervision of the Natural Resources Conservation Service. Other activities are partially exempt,
meaning they do not need to obtain a permit prior to land disturbance, but BMPs must be followed.
Such activities include: construction of single-family residences, construction or maintenance of roads
by state or local governments, and land-disturbing activities conducted bypublic utilities.
Under state hw, activities on sites of one and one-tenth acres or less are exempt from both
permitting and BMP requirements unless such activities occur within 200 feet of lakes or perennial
streanF. ,.in which case landowners must prevent sediment from moving beyond the property
boundaries. Local governments with delegated authority for erosion and sediment control can,
however, elect not to exempt activities on small sites from permitting or BMP requirements.
Local governments, with oversight bythe EPD and the area Soil and Water Conservation
District (SWCD) are primarily responsible for implementing the Erosion and Sedimentation Act.
The Erosion and Sedimentation Control Act directs local governments to enact erosion and
sedimentation ordinances. These ordinances are reviewed by EPD and, if consistent with state hw,
the local government is granted the authority to issue permits for land-disturbing activities. In much
of the state, local governments have adopted erosion and sedimentation ordinances and have been
given the authority to issue and enforce permits for land-disturbing activities?~
The state Soil and Water Comervafion Commission (SWCC) has instituted program
oversight to help municipalities to implement the erosion and sediment control requirements. In
cases where a locality consistently does not implement the program, the SWCC can ask EPD to take
back the issuing authority. This has happened Or been th-,’eatened in several cases in the Coosa River
Basin Watershed - as is described in the description of the revised Cherokee County program below.
Reports of suspected viohtions of the Erosion and Sedimentation Control Act are made to
the body that issued the permit. Except in localities with strong inspection programs, the complaints
typically come from citizens. In cases with a local issuing authority, if the violation continues, the
complaint is then referred to the SWCC The SWCC typically will write a letter to the issuing
authority asking it to solve the viohtion. In the Coosa watershed region (Region 1), the SWCC
received over 1000 complaints in 1999. Approximately half were successfully handled with a phone
czll or a letter to put the locality on notice. Of the remaining complaints, approximately 1 in 4 needed
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a site visk from the SWCD before theywere remedied. Approximately 10% are ongoing problems
that need stricter enforcement measures. If the situation remains unresolved after the appropriate
SWCD has exhausted site visits, letters, and action bythe locality, the complaint is then referred to
EPD for enforcement.
Enforcemem, by EPD or the issuing authorities, comists of admiaistrative orders,
injunctions, and civil penalties. Civil penalties for non-certified counties and municipalities are
authorized up to $2,500 per day. Permit revocation, suspension, modification, and bond forfeiture
constitute additional enforcement sanctions.
In addition to erosion and sediment control, Georgia also has a NPDES permit program
regulating discharge of stormwater from construction activities. )ks of 1997, the program was
undergoing judicial review and implementation had been halted pending the results of that review.
According to a February 2000 settlement of cases challenging the stormwater NPDES permit system,
EPD will issue new stormwater permits for construction sites of 5 acres or more sometime in
summer 200~.32
Erosion aad Sediment Control in Claerokee County -- As a metro-Atlanta locality,
(3herokee County is one of the fastest growing areas in the nation. The constant development and
construction poses an enormous erosion and sediment control challenge to the county. In 1997,
Cherokee Countywas put on warning bythe EPD that ff k did not do a better job as an issuing
authority under the Erosion and Sediment Control Act, the program would be taken away and
assumed byEPD. At the time, Cherokee County had an erosion and sediment control ordinance
based on the model ordinance prepared for localities by the SWCC However, there was verylittle
implementation of the ordinance. Cherokee County hired new impectors and developed a teamwork
approach to enforcement of the erosion and sediment control provisions, that included housing all
erosion and sediment control permitting in a single department. With the backing of elected officials,
they restarted their program with a zero tolerance policy for non-compliance.
Currently, in Cherokee County, developers submit a plan in order to be granted a permit to
clear, allowing trees to be cut and erosion control devices to be put in phce?3 The area is then
.inspected, ~r .which ~e developer can receive a land disturbance permit. Once the projects start,
inspectors p by regularly, as much as several times a week, depending on the nature of the project.
To build a house, the builder must apply for an erosion control permit in order to cut trees and
install the erosion control devices. Once the site is inspected, the builder can receive the erosion
control permit. Onlywith the erosion control permit can the builder receive a building permit from
the Building Impections Department.
Cherokee County counts on cooperation with its County Mamhall and Magistrate to
implement the zero tolerance enforcement policy. Inspectors can and regularly do issue stop work
orders in the field as soon as they spot a viohtion. These stop work orders last until the viohtion is
fixed, sometimes a day, sometimes a week or longer. One recent stop work order lasted a y~ar. If
impectors find a problem that is actively impacting a waterway, they ask the County Marshall to issue
a field citation. The developer must then go in front of the County Magistrate. Under this zero
tolerance policy, compliance rates in the county are rising.
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Agricultural Pollution
Education, technical assistance, and financial incentives are the primary mechanisms used to
prevent agricultural nonpoint source pollution. Agficultusal programs emphasize the use of best
management practices (BMPs) to minimize or eliminate erosion, sedimentation, and runoff of other
~llutants.
Georgia
has WatEr
developed
recommendedBMPs
a wide inrange
of agricultural
e Georgia
Soil and
Conservation
Commissionfor(SwcQ,
conjunction
with theactivities.
40 Soil and
Water Conservation Districts (SWCD) and with other cooperating agencies, such as the U.S. Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), conducts a statewide education and technical assistance
program to promote the adoption of BMPs.
Agricultural operations fall under the Georgia Water Quality Control Act which sets water
quality standards that maynot be viohted by agricultural runoff. Enforcement actions are rarelyif
ever brought for nonpoint source pollution from activities that do not need anytype of peanit. Only
land application systems and concentrated feeding operations need permits in Georgia under the
Water Quality Control Act regulations.
All agricultural operations are exempt from the Erosion and Sedimentation Control Act, and
may be exempt from the River Corridor Protection Act provided the activities are consistent with

BMPso
In general, the SWCC and the NRCS believe that enforcement techniques do not work well
with farmers, finding that family farms respond best to assistance, voluntary programs and training.
However, the growing number of concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs) and other large
scale hog and chicken farms is causing the state agencies to think about permitting and enforcement
techniques for these types of farming operations.
Concentrated Am’real Feeding Operations (CAFOa) - The DNR Board recently
promulgated rules on permits for swine feeding operations with over 300 animal units?4 New rules
coveting dairy and poultry are expected in late 2000. The rules allow no discharge from the swine
feeding operatiom into surface waters of the state. ByOctober 31, 2001, the owner or operator of an
existing swine operation is required to submit a comprehensive nutrient management plan to EPD.
The owner or operator o.f a new operation must have the plan in place before receiving the permit.
Any failure to comply with any condition of the regulations will be deemed a violation of the Water
Quality Control Act and maybe punishable in accordance with the penalties provided for in the Act.
Prior to these rules, EPD had a memorandum of understancling (MOU) with the NRCS and
the SWCC about best management practices for ~ application systems (LAS) on concentrated
animal feeding operations. The MOUwas fhst developed in 1981 and revised in 1991. Under the
MOU, EPD issued new large CAFOs (over 1000 animal units for swine, dairy, and poukry) with land
application system permits. There were only 13 permitted CAFOs statewide. The MOUis still in
place for those facilities not covered bythe new regulations (dairyand poultry), although its
implementation is currently on hold pending new reguladom that are expected later in 2000
concerning dairy and poultry. The SWCC has seen an increased interest among CAFOs in improving
their pollution prevention systems: the SWCC reports an increase in calls from CAFOs requesting
assistance with best management practices since the new regulations .were proposed.
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Agricultural land application systems require permits. Violations by farmers axe handled by
SWCC in the first instance to try’to bring the system into compliance. If there is a fish kill or public
health hazard associated with the viohtion then EPD will consider enforcement actions. EPD issues
approximately 2- 3 consent orders a year concerning agricultural land application system viohfions.
A review of the EPD published enforcement orders found that no EPD enforcement orders had
been proposed or finalized between 1998 and early 2000 in any of the localities of the Coosa
watershed for violations of agricultural LAS permits.
Resource Conservation and Development Program (RC&D) - Most of the Coosa
watershed is covered by tb_e Resource Comervation and Development Program of USDA.
Jurisdictions have banded together to form "Council Areas" that then identify the most important
resource issues, set priorities, develop projects, and look for funding. Funding under Section 319 of
the federal Clean Water Act is commonly used in the RC&D program and the projects carried out
are often water quality demonstration projects. Water quality demomtration projects are a common
component of the education and technical assistance program. Assistance with implementation of
total resource management systems or of specific BMPs is provided in identified priority project
areas. Assistance can include, for example, funding to agricultural producers for water related BMPs.

se,erat
mo,runcts
ns a,ancltionstate,
proie
lemented ugh cost-sha .g prog.=s with comb tion of
local, and producer matching funds. The Coosa watershed is divided into

three Council areas that would impact the basin. The Cbestatee - Chattahoochee RC&D program
covers the area around Lake Iaxtier and the Upper Coosa watershed. The Limestone Valley RCARD
progra covers most of the Northwest to the Alabama line. The Rolling Ifftlls RC&D program picks
up west of the metro-Atlanta area.
Envirormaenral Quality Incentisres Program (EQIP) P~iotity Areas- The federal EQIP
program focuses on priority areas where agricultural improvements will help meet water quality
objectives and where financial assistance is available from state or local governments. EQIP will
offer five to 10-year contracts providing incentive payments and cost-sharing for selected
conservation practices, including grassed waterways, filter strips, buffer strips, and others. The
SWCC encourages fencing out of streams to keep animals from watering directly in streams by
providing financial assistance to build alternative watering locations. The Coosa watershed includes
two EQIP priority areas: Armuchee Ca’eek in Floyd, Walker and Ghatooga Counties and the
Conasauga River. Under EQIP a local workgmup sets consevcation priorities for the area that are
funded in part through EQIP and in part through other programs such as Section 319 funding. The
types of practices that are typically priorities in the Coosa watershed concern livestock waste,
alternative water supplies, and grazing practices.
Forestry Water Quality Programs
In 1978, EPD designated the Georgia Forestry Commission (GFQ as the lead agencyin
coordinating the forest water qualitypordon of the overall state program?s The ForestryNonpoint
Source Pollution Technical Task Force developed recommendations that forestry activities be carried
out in accordance with volunta_qr best managemem practices.36
Because soil chasacteristics and slope vary greatly across the state, BMPs have been tailored to
each of Georgia’s four regions. The Coosa watershed falls in both the Piedmont and the Mountains
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regions. Individual BlVIPs have been developed for eight groups of forestry’activities: stream.side
management zones, stream crossings, access roads and their construction, timber harvesting, site
preparation, reforestation, forest protection (prescribed burning, fire lines, and chemical fire
retardants), and chemical treatments. BMPs include recommended activities as well as practices to be
avoided. The Georgia Forestry Commission issued revised BlVIPs for commercial forestry, specifying
new widths for streamside management zones, a refined list of stream.side scheduled recommended
activities within those zones, and other BMPs in January 1999.3z

Since 1991, the GFC has carried out BMP compliance surveys in each river basin. The surveys
identify any pmblerm with implementation of best management practices. The compliance surveys
function as a compliance audit. The GFC acts on findings of non-compliance by notifying the
landowner and working with them to bring the forestry operation into compliance. In the Coosa
River Basin, the 1992 compliance survey found that most of the forestry’operations were in
compliance. For example, in the Coosawattee River Basin where 3 sites involving 260 acres of
f.orestry operations were evaluated, 72% of mad miles, 96% of harvested acres, and 98% of prepared
s~tes were in compliance. In the Etowah River Basin where 10 sites involving 1161 acres of forestry
operations were evaluated, 89% of mad miles, 95% of harvested acres, 69% of prepared sites, and
100% of regenerated areas were in compliance. GFC carries out the compliance surveys every two

In addition to helping the GFC identify problems, the compliance survey is used to target
educational needs in the forestry commurfity. GFC has carried out 3 or 4 workshops since 1995 in the
Coosa River Basin. In general they have found that sites on US. Forest Service land are almost
always in compliance, industrial forestry operations are generally in compliance, while private
landowners are less often in compliance. For example, in the Etowah River Basin, as discussed
above, on private lands compliance for roads was 72% while on forest industrylands, compliance for
roads was 93%.
¯ . . C_~..mplamts about actual or potential water quality impacts from commercial forestry
actav~u.es first are referred to the GFC, Complaints from citizens are common, particularly in the
counues with growing populations where landowners are living closer to forestry operatiom than in
prior years. After notifying the forest owner, the GFC district coordinator makes a field inspection
to determine if BMPs were followed, if there is a potential for water quality problems and who was
responsible for the activity (eg., site preparation or timber harvesting). If problems exist, the GFC
will work with the responsible parties until the problem is corrected or until k
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determines that the issue cannot be resolved. GFC estimates that it has a 90% success rate in
obtaining compliance through working with the responsible parties.
In situations where the GFC cannot gain satisfactory compliance, the case is turned over to
EPD for action under the Georgia Water Quality Control Act?8 For example, in Lumpkin County, a
case was turned over to EPD for enforcement where the developer was trying to use the forestry
exemption from the Erosibn and Sedimentation Control Act to cut timber without a penmit in order
to sell the land for development. Under the Georgia Water Quality Control Act, if during logging
the water quality standards in streams are exceeded and best management practices are not in phce,
EPD maybring enforcement actions. EPD actions include issuing a warning to the responsible party
o[flan.dow~,
unde. Faking
waterorquality
investigations
to document
re erring tlae er,
complaint
to USEPA
iriitiating
enforcement
action asnonpoint
providedsource
bythe impacts,
Georgia Water
Quality Control Act. Typically, enforcement action will be taken by EPD where there is a
demonstrable viohtion of water quality standards and the responsible parry has a history of causing
chronic water quality problems. There have been a few cases, including in the Coosa River Basin,
where EPD assessed civil penalties.

Surface Mining Runoff Control
There is some surface mining in the Coosa River Basin Watershed, primarily stone or granite
quarries and extraction of fill materials. An application for a surface mining permit must be
accompanied by a mining land use plan consistent with the land use in the area of the mine. The plan
also must specify activities for control of erosion and sedimentation and disposal of refuse, as well as
provisions for reclamation of the affected land. The mine operator is responsible for completion of
the plan. In addition to the land use plan, surface mining operators must file a surety bond with
EPD for land reclamation activities. EPD surface mining permits incorporate best management
practices for protecting water quality. Ske operation, objectives of the land use plan, and estimated
cost factors for completion of the mining land use plan are subject to review and evaluation by EPD
at least every five years. Following the review, bonding amounts will be adjusted as needed to ensure
adequate funding for ske reclamation.
In practice, EPD Land Protection Branch will take actions under both the Surface Mining
Act and the Water Quality Control Act to enforce permits and to remedyviohtions of water quality
standards. The Branch typically uses the Surface Mining Act with its lesser fines of $1,000 per
viohtion and $500 for each day of viohfion thereafter for minor or one-time violations,39 and uses
the Water Quality Control Act with its higher penalties for major or continuing violations. EPD
enforcement typically starts with one to two n6tices of violation, a coment order if the problem is
not fixed, and an admip.istrative order if the viohtion is severe or if the consent order does not
achieve compliance. EPD can also request penalty hearings connected to the administrative order.4°
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New Water Q~ality E nfo~cement Policy
As of 1998, EPD has become more vigilant about bringing enforcement actiom in the case of
violations of the Water Quality Control Act for certain areas, including the Coosa River watershed:1
These enforcement actions are primarily brought in urban areas against viohtions of NPDES permits
and sanitary sewer overflows. In practice, the Georgia Water Quality Control Act is rarely used to
e .r.r.rfforce agaimt nonpoint ssurce pollution. According to the published EPD enforcement orders, as
oI 1998, onlytwo eaforcement orders were brought in the Coosa watershed for nonpoint source
viohtions of the Water Quality Control Act. These were both in Forsyth County and incl-ded an
unauthorized discharge from a hog farm in September 1998 and an unpermitted land disturbing
activity violation by a developer in January 1999.42 The bulk of the enforcement orders in the Coosa
watershed were for viohtiom of NPDES permits and for sewer system overflows. There was one
enforcement order concerrfing violation of a LAS permit.
In late 1997, the Georgia Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Board in reaction to
several high profile water quality’problems in high growth areas, asked EPD to identify areas of the
state where the water systems were under stress. At the time there were a significant number of
sanitary sewer overflows due to high growth in the metro-Atlanta region straining the existing sewer
systems. EPD identified the Coosa River Basin, the Chattahochee River Basin, the Tallapoosa River
Basin, and the 14 county metro-Athnta region. The DNR Board asked EPD to come up with a
strategy for addressing and resolving the water quality problems in these areas. Based on EPD’s
report, the DNR Board issued a resolution that any violation of the Georgia Water Quality Control
Act, especially in the metro-Atlanta region, would be addressed by immediate enforcement action.43
Although this theoretically covers both point and nonpoint source viohtions, it is primarily intended
to address permit viohtions (NPDES, LAS, pretreatment, and CSOs) and sanitary sewer overflows.
The resolution is silent about enforcement of viohtions of water quality standards. In addition,
inspection and surveillance is required to be increased in the designated areas. Tiffs "zero tolerance"
policy is also seen as an added incentives for localities and others to invest in compliance.
Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs)
As the process for determining TMDLs continues in Georgia, ensuring compliance with
utant load a]l.oca.tions on. the part .of nonp.oint sources on impaired waters will most likely require
some type 9t e.~orceab~ mechanism be m’~p.lemented. However, the TMDL process in Georgia
not yet reac~d a stage where TMDLs are being enforced. Under the current implementation
schedule, the EPD will provide public notice of TMDI~ for the Coosa watershed by June 30, 2003:4

~

Watershed Assessments
Under a new Georgia policy, anylocality asking for an environmental permit from the state
that facilitates growth and development, such as a wastewater permit or a water withdrawal permit
must conduct a watershed assessment before receiving the permit.4s There are 30 assessments
currently taking phce around Georgia, creating an additional pool of information about nonpoint
sources of water pollution.
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Under the watershed assessment guidelines, the permit applicant must identifTthe point and
nonpoint sources of water pollution, carry out predictive modeling and land use scenarios based on
future growth, and propose solutions to address current and future water quality problems.46 The
watershed assessment must be carried out for the entire service area covered bythe local authority.
The assessment includes the gathering of existing information about a watershed and its point and
nonpoipx pollution sources. This information is-then used to evaluate current and predicted future
water q.uality problems and to recommend short and long term solutions, including a list of
correcuve actions. The local government can use this information to develop a watershed protection
plan, parts of which will be incorporated into an NPDES discharge permit or other enforceable

program
In the Coosa watershed, the Regional Development Councils, the City of Rome, various

other localities, and EPD have undertaken a regional watershed assessment. The City of Rome
initiated this approach when theywere considering applying for a wastewater treatment facility
expansion permit. Although they will only apply for the permit in another 2 or 3 )~ars, the City
decided to initiate a watershed assessment that would meet the watershed assessment policy and go
beyond it by undertaking an assessment of a much larger area than required ha the policy. The hope
is that a regional assessment will avoid each wastewater and dfinldng water service area conducting
small assessments in an uncoordinated fashion and that the assessment will provide the localities with
new information concerning sources, types, and quantities of point and nonpoint source pollution.
Georgia Adopt-A-Stream and Citizen Water Monitoring
At the state-level, the Georgia Adopt-A-Stream program is coordinated through the
En.v~,nmen.tal Protection Division’s Non-Point Source Program, which provides technical advice
and trrtormatton. In addition, there are five Regional Training Centers located at colleges and
umversities throughout the state. Cutrendy, there are 225 Adopt-A-Stream groups in Georgia, with
two in the Coosa Basin (City of Rome and Conasauga). In addition, through the Coosa River Basin
Initiative and Alabama Waterwatch, citizem get test kits and monitor water quality on a monthly
basis. This data is sent to Alabama Waterwatch which compiles the information for the whole Basin.
Currendy USEPA accepts Alabama Waterwatch data and Georgia EPD accepts Adopt-A-Stream
data, but the two programs are coordinating their protocols and training practices in the hope that all
the monitoring data will be accepted by both EPA and EPD.

Conclusiom
Georgia has a variety of nonpoint source control programs operating in the Coosa watershed,
including cost-share, technical assistance, voluntary, and enforceable programs. The
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At the same time, the review of the Coosa watershed shows that while Georgia has worked to
have best management practices in phce for management of nonpoint source pollution from
agricultural and forestry operations, k is very difficult to bring enforcement actions in these areas.
The oulyenforcement "hook" is the Water Quality Control Act. Although fish kills and overt
viohtions of water quality standards could be used in theoryto enforce against nonpoint source
pollution from agriculture and forestry operations, in practice, EPD has recorded only one
enforcement order between 1998 and early 2000 for the Coosa watershed for agriculture and none for
forestry operations. In addition, with very different agencies responsible for techrfical assistance and
enforcement, coordination of these efforts can be very difficult.
The use of enforceable mecharfisms has increased slightly over the past, although the primary
nonpoint source control mechanisms are still technical assistance, cost-share and voluntary programs .
In most cases, regulatory programs seemed understaffed with few financial resources at their disposal.
Technical assistance programs are well-established for farmers and foresters, although those
programs also seemed understaffed. Cost-share programs rely almost exclusively on federal funds,
with few apparent state financial assistance programs.
.. G~.farms
orgia and
se.e forestry
.ms to divide
the traditional
areas
of nonpoint
pollution management,
such
as famaly
operauons,
from newer
sources,
such assource
land development
and
concentrated animal feeding operations. In the traditional areas of nonpoint source pollution
management, the .sta~ and the localities depend almost exclusively on traditional nonpoint source
management mecharfisms, such as best management practices and one-on-one resolution of
compliance problems for family farms and forestry operations. When dealing with newer sources,
such as erosion and runoff from spraw~ng development, sanitary sewer overflows, and concentrated
animal feeding operations, permitting and the use of enforceable mechanisms are becoming more
common. The state government also is pushing localities to protect their local water resources, using
the carrot of maintaining "qualified local government" status to encourage the development of
environmental ordinances, such as river corridor protection ordinances or threatening to assume
authority for local programs such as erosion and sedimentation control.
The Georgia programs maintain a sharp distinction between entities providing assistance in
coming into compliance (the soil and water conservation districts and the forestry commision), and
enforcers (the EPD and the localities). This leads to complexity in coordination. It is understandable
that the organizations with teclmical assistance as their primaryfimction have a harder time referring
their constituents to EPD or the localities for enforcement actions. Enforcement has been more
likely where the entity providing technical assistance is also the enforcer, such as erosion and
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sedimentation control from land development, although even here state oversight has been
important.
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approval" and use of BMPs under the circumstances described in the statute, but do not require a
permit unless the Director of the Environmental Protection Division (EPD) "has issued one to the
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Maine Case Study
Summary
In controlling nonpoint source pollution Maine relies on a combination of enforceable
mechanisms and technical and financial assistance programs.1 The Maine Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) is the lead agency for both enforceable and voluntary nonpoint
source pollution control mechanisms. Although Maine gives priority to educational and technical
assistance efforts in promoting compliance, k does have authority under several statutes to institute
formal enforcement proceedings. Under the Natural Resources Protection Act, the Mandatory
Shoreland Zorfing Act, the Ske Location of Development Law, the Stonnwater Management Law,
the Erosion and Sedimentation Control Law and a general discharge prohibition under the
Protection and Improvement of Waters Act, DEP has enforceable authority to address a wide range
of nonpoint source problems, including those resulting from developmem, forestry, and agricultural
activities. In enforcing these laws, DEP officials follow a policy of progressive compliance,
attempting first to educate, then obtain voluntary compliance, then pursuing administrative consent
orders, f~ling a civil case in district court and ultimately referring the case to the Attorney General’s.
Office. Most cases are resolved early in the progressive compliance process without advancing to
more formal enforcement measures.
One of the unique aspects of Maine’s nonpoint source efforts is the important role played by
municipalities in setting, promoting compliance with, and enforcing nonpoint source laws. Under
the Mandatory Shoreland Zoning Act, municipalities are required to adopt a local ordinance
comistent with and no less stringent than the state standards. The Growth Management Law allows
municipalities to adopt growth management programs, which may include drafting local ordinances
to implement the program. Several communities have, for example, drafted their own phosphorous
control ordinances. The Subdivision Law also requires that communities consider nonpoint source
pollution prevention in reviewing subdivisions for approval and when adopting any subdivision
regulations. Local code enforcement officers (CEOs) certified bythe state and appointed bythe local
planning board implement and enforce these ordinances, with the state retaining oversight authority.
Maine has created a number of innovative institutional mechanisms that support the

development and implementation of enforceable authorities as well as traditional forms of technical
and financial assistance. For instance, municipalities may form watershed districts to protect and
restore water quality. Watershed districts are authorized to undertake research, develop and
implement plans, and implement municipal ordinances that protect water quality.2 To date, only one

watershed district has been formed under these provisions. Another mechanism the state has
recently created to strengthen its enforcement presence is the position of lakes enforcement and
compliance officer. This official is responsible for pro-actively’seeking out potential nonpoint source
violations in targeted watersheds. The targeted watersheds include priority lakes and other local
water bodies. If a violation is found, the officer follows the same progressive compliance strategy as
other DEP officials. Another unique institutional mechanism that supports enforcement in Maine is
the Rule 80k certification program that trains and authorizes local code enforcement officers and
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DEP staff who are not hwyers to bring cases in district court. By reducing the backlog of cases to be
processed bythe Attorney General that must be heard in district court, this mechanism has increased
the likelihood of enforcement in the eyes of the regulated community.
Maine also has several sectoral laws that provide additional enforceable mechanisms to
address nonpoint source pollution. The recently amended Forestry Practices Act now requites
separation areas for clearctits, and harvest plans must describe actiom that will be taken to protect
riparian zones and minimize erosion into water bodies. Statewide timber harvesting standards for
riparian areas are currently being proposed which would transfer authority to Maine Forest Service

(MFS) from DEP and the Land Use Regulation Commission? The Department of Agriculture,
Food, and Rural Resources (DAFRR) also has a number of enforceable tools under the Right to
Fan-n Law, the Cull Potato Law and the Action Against Improper Manure Handling. DAFRR
consider its authority to revoke protection against enforcement of local nuisance hws under the
Right to Farm Law one of its most effective enforcement tools. The Right-to-Farm hw protects
farmers from enforcement of these hws if they are in compliance with best management practices;
when this protection is revoked the farmer may be subject to enforcement under nuisance provisions.

In addition to the wide array of enforceable mechanisms, Maine has a number of nonenforceable mechanisms to address nonpoint source pollution, including cost sharing, technical
assistance, and land conservation programs. DEP administers the state’s Nonpoint Source Program,
which coordinates the nonpoint source activities of all state agencies, designates priority rivers and
Lakes, and funds grants for nonpoint source and watershed mangement projects. The funding for
grants under the program comes from the federal 319 program and a state bond initiative. Grants for
nonpoint source prolects are also available through other federal programs, primarily EQIP.
Local lake and river associations phy a role in nonpoint source programs in Maine. These
associations address the concerns of a specific waterbody. In the Sebago Lake watershed, the Lakes
Environmental Association (LEA) is one of few regional lake associations in the state that is working
on more than one lake. GeneraLly the associations conduct outreach on BMPs and will refer
landowners to technical assistance and cost share programs such as the Soil and Water Conservation
Districts (SWCD). Representatives of the groups may on occassion also accompany DEP and local
CEOs on enforcement activities.

Sebago Lake Watershed
In order to obtain a better understanding of the role of the enforceable mechanisms in
Maine’s overall strategy to address nonpoint source pollution, and particularly the coordination and
interplay between enforcement and voluntary efforts, this report examined these issues in the context
of the Sebago Lake watershed. This watershed was selected because a diversity of
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governmental and non-governmental actors are involved in nonpoint source control in the area using
a wide range of tools.
The Sebago Lake watershed is the largest of five subwatersheds that make up the Casco Bay
Watem. hed, occupying_ 640 square miles of the 985 square miles of the Casco Bay watershed. It is also
the primary source of water used by the Portland Water District. The Portland Water District is a
quasi-municipality that pr6vides water and wastewater services to Portland and surrounding
communities? Sebago Lake covers approximately 100 square miles and supplies one-third of the
state’s water. The water from Sebago L,~ke is piped to 180,000 consumers in the greater Portland
area. The watershed is considered pristine; water quality is high enough that the district received a
waiver from drinking water filtration requirements. The lake is one of the state’s priority lakes for
nonpoint source efforts due to the potential for high population growth in the area, use for water
supply, outstanding clarity of the lake, high use of the lake, and outstanding fishery resources.S
Approximately 10 percent of the state’s population lives in the watershed. The lakes are used
for recreation and are the site of many seasonal cottages. Land in the watershed is 90 percent
sted..Until spring 1999, a pulp and paper mill operated in the area and most of the pulp that was
ested m the watershed was used at the mill. It is unclear whether this b.arvesting will continue
now that the pulp mill closed, but there continues to be lumber harvesting for board. Agricultural
operations are scattered throughout the watershed.

~,

The Sebago Lake watershed falls within the organized portion of the state. In the
unorganized portion of the state the Land Use Regulation Commission (LURQ regulates many of
the sources of nonpoint source pollution.

Enforceable Mechanisms
The following section provides an introdu’ction to the errforceable mechanisms studied in

detail in this report. The mechanisms were selected from the universe of mechanisms described in
the A lmm~ because of their relevance to the Sebago Lake watershed, their importance to the Maine
program, or their innovative nature.

! Protection ~nel Improvement ot’lV~rets Act. Maine’s Protection and Improvement
of Waters Act prohibits any person from direcdy or indirecdy discharging or causing to be
discharged any pollutant without first obtaining a license.7 This prohibition (~413) includes nonpoint
source discharges. The term~discharge" encompasses "any spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring,
emptying, dumping, disposing or other addition of any pollutant to water of the State." The term
"pollutant" is broadly defined and includes "rock, sand, din and industrial, municipal, domestic,
commercial or agricultural wastes of any kind." Erosion from agricultural activities maybe exempt ff
an erosion and sedimentation control plan or conservation plan has been certified for the land and
the agricultural activities are in compliance with the plan or federal and state funds are not available

for implementation.
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Whenever there is a soil discharge, DEP usually cites this authority in addition to the other
statutory violations cited. Although there have been some instances of this provision being relied
upon to negotiate consent agreements or to take a violator to court, this prohibition normally serves
as a threat to bring a violator into compliance.
Mandatory Shoreland Zoning Ac~ The Mandatory Shoreland Zoning

protects areas within 250 f~et of the normal highwater line of any great pond, river or saltwater body,
within 250 feet of a coastal wetland or the upland edge of a freshwater wetland, and within 75 feet of
the highwater line of a stream ff the stream is the outward stream of a great pond or below the

confluence of two perennial streams shown on a USGS topographic map. The law requires setbacks,
lknits on timber harvesting, and vegetation buffers between buildings and shorelands.9
Municipalities are required to adopt a local ordinance consistent with and no less stringent than the
state standards. Alternatively, the state mayimpose these reqttirements. A local CEO and the local
planning board are responsible for implementing and enforcing the ordinance. If the town fails to
act, the state mayenforce against the town ancL/or the violator]° To encourage municipal
enforcement, which can be expensive, there is a state fund to reimburse towns for their enforcement
costs, which is currendy uafunded.

! Natural Resources Protection Act. The Natural Resources Protection Act
(NRPA) prohibits certain development activities without a permit if the activity will take place in, on,
or over any protected mtural resource or will result in material or soil being washed into coastal and
freshwater bodies and wethnds?1 Examples of activities that maybe regulated byNRPA include
construction and renovation projects, culvert construction, and wetland fill Permit standards
address erosion and sedimentation control, protection of wildlife habitat, and water quality. Routine
projects may qualify for a "permit by rule" with standard setback and erosion control requirements.
Eighty, five percent of all NRPA development permits are issued under permit-by-rule provisions.
Permit-b)~mle standards have been devebped for 13 activities. Activities affecting wetlands or
intended to alter wetlands require more detailed individual permits. Various activities, including
farming activities and forest management, are exempt from permitting requirements provided other
reguhtory requirements are met. NRPA is normally enforced byDEP, but DEP may delegate
enforcement authority to qualified municipal CEOs as well.
NRPA is admirfistered bythe DEP Bureau of Land and Water Quality, Division of Land
Resource ReguLation. The Division has staff in all four regional offices. In most of the offices, all of
the staff do compliance impections; only the enforcement staff, however, resolve viohtions.
! Sire Location of Development Law. The Site Location of Development Law
regulates Large scale development by requiring a perrn~ from DEP prior to construction, operation,
sale or leaseY There are two permit triggers: 1) development creating more than three acres of
impervious cover (buildings or building parts dating prior to 1975 are exempt from the pemaitting
requirement); and 2) developmentof a residential subdivision involving more than 30 acres or 15
lots.13 Development in the unorganized areas of the state subject to the jurisdiction of the Maine
Land Use ReguLation Commission is exempt from regulation under this hw as are developments
protected under certain other regulatory programs.
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.Sto.rmvcaterManagementLa~r. The 1996 Stormvcater Management Law requires a
permit in two sm~attons. In watersheds designated as "most at risk," a permit is required if there will
be 20,0~ square feet of new impervious area or five acres of open, disturbed area. In watersheds
"not at risk," a permit is required i~ there is one acre of new impervious area or five acres of
disturbed area.14 Stormwater standards address both water quality and water quantity. Water quality
standards include standards for phosphorous and suspended solids, and apply only in watersheds
considered at risk. The law does not apply within the unorgarfized areas of the state. Certain forest
management and farming activities, as well as single family home construction and federallypermitted industrial facilities are exempt from the law. Department of Transportation (DOT)
construction projects are exempt Lf they are constructed pursuant to the stormwater quality and
quantity standards set forth in the Memorandum of Agreement between DOT and DEP.
Erosion and Secfi’mentation Control Law. Pursuant to this law unreasonable
erosion of soil and sedimentation from comtruction activities beyund the project site or into a
protected natural resource must be prevented..5 Activities in the unorganized portion of the state as
well as certain forestry" management and agricultural activities are exempt from this requirement.
This law was enacted in 1996 and became effective July 1, 1997. No civil or criminal
enforcement of these provision was allowed prior to July 1,1998 if a good faith effort to complywas
demonstrated. In a 1998 repofi to the state legislature, DEP recommended that the Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Law be made retroactive so k would applyto chronic, historical erosion
control problems. The legislature acted on DEP’s recommendation to require anyperson who owns
property that is subject to erosion as a result of f’~ng, displacing, or exposing soil prior to July 1,
1997 to take measures to prevent unreasonable erosion of soil or sediment into a protected natural
resource. This requirement applies as of July 1, 2005 to propem/in watersheds most at risk and as of
July 1, 2010 to other property.16
Comprehensive Platming and Land Use Regulation Acg and Subdivision
Law. The Comprehensive Planning and Land Use Regulation Act (also known as the Growth

Management Law) allows municipalities to adopt local growth management programs. These include
comprehensive plans and implementation programs.~z The towns also have home rule authofityto
take these actions,is Although towns are not required to develop a plan or implement a program,
there are financial incentives (discussed below) to do so. The majority of the nearly 500 cities and
towns in Maine have a comprehensive plan, although not all of the plans have been implemented.

The Subdivision Law provides another legal framework for towns to implement growth
~ement plans. Towns must consider several criteria relating to nortpoint source pollution

control when reviewing a subdivision for approval and when adopting any subdivision regulations.
The proposed subdivision must not result in undue water or air pollution.19 If the proposed

subdivision is within the watershed of any pond or lake or within 250 feet of any wetland, great pond
or river, it must not adversely affect the quality of that body of water or unreasonably a~fect the

shoreline of that body of water?° Also, the long-term cumulative effects of the proposed subdivision
must not unreasonably increase a great pond’s phosphorous concentration during the construction

phase and life of the proposed subdivision.2~ The State Planning Office (SPO) provides model
ordinances and guidelines for subdivision ordinances and grants for developing them. Most towns
currently have subdivision ordinances on the books.
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Thetrains
localand
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enforcement
of the Growth
~ement Law
and Subdivision
Law. SPO
certifies
codeall
officers
on administering
and enforcing
the MandatoryShoreland
Zoning Act, the Growth Management Law and the Subdivision Law. They also provide training on
the Stormwater Management Law.
Forese Practices Act. During 1999 changes were made to the Forest Practices Act
and rules that provide for enforcement activities rehted to non-point source pollution. Under the old
version of the hw, the Commissioner of Forestry’was authorized to promulgate rules establishing
forest practices for clearcuts and forest harvests to ensure adequate regeneration, and set performance
standards for clearcuts including standards to minimize soil erosion and protect water quality.22
Management plans conforming to these standards were required for clear-cuts of 50 acres more.
Landowners were required to give notice of harvesting operations. None of these requirements or
the initial regulations implementing them provided a significant opportunity for formal enforcement.
The requirement that the landowner provide notice prior to commencing operations was simply a
notice requirement, not a permitting requirement which could be reviewed. The initial regulations
for the management plans did not have substantive performance standards linked to nonpoint source
po~uu~on or wa.ter quality. The clearcut standards were not developed to address nonpoint source
pouutaon. Under the old hw, harvest plans were not reviewed in advance or kept on file.
Under the new harvest plan23 requirements for clearcuts greater than 20 acres, there are 13
minimum elements required, including an assessment of the soil erosion potential of the harvest area
and a description of the actions that will be taken to protect riparian zones and minimize erosion
into water bodies.24 For clearcuts of 20 - 75 acres, the plans must be developed and made available
for inspection. For clearcuts over 75 acres, the plans must be reviewed and approved. The Forest
Policy and Management Division Field Team Leaders or their field staff will review the plans for
sufficiency.
Although not specifically aimed at addressing nonpoint source pollution, Maine’s Forest
Practices Act also requires that there be a separation zone between clearcut areas if the harvesting
activities result in a clearcut larger than five acres. In this case, regeneration standards must be met as
well.25

¯

. Agricultural Requirements (Right to Farm Lave. Cull Potato Live, Minute

to. F _a£m La.

vrotec on n . ce s ts a com Ues

~u’s. mowever, the ~ommass,oner o[ the Department of Agnculture, Food, and Rural Resources
(DAFRR) is required to investigate all complaints involving farms. If the source of the problem is
found to be a nuisance caused by failure to use BMPs, the Commissioner shall determine the changes
needed in the farm to comply with BMPs and prescribe site-specific BMPs for the operation.26
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The Cull Potato Law prohibits cull potato piles between june 10 and October 1 each year and
requires immediate and proper disposal of any cull potatoes generated during that time period.2z The
rules establish standards for disposal during the prohibited periods byvarious methods. Viohtions
of tiffs hw may be identified during inspections or through complaints made from farmers or DEP
to DAFRR.
In 1998 the legish~ure enacted a Action Against Improper Manure Handling Law (or the
Manure Law) which requires farms with more than 50 animal units or that receive 100 or more tons
of manure a year to implement a certified nutrient management plan.2s New farms with more than
300 animal units must hold a livestock operations permit issued byDAFFIL Beginning December 1,
1999, manure spreading is prohibited between December 1 and March 15. Failure to develop or
implement a nutrient management plan or to complywith a permit are offemes punishable by civil
forfeiture of up to $1,000 plus $250 per day; winter spreading of manure is punishable by civil
forfeiture of up to $1,000 for every daythat spreading occurs.

Assistance-Oriented Nonpoint Source Programs
Nonpoint Source Program
In 1991 Maine created its Nonpoint Source Program.29 The Maine Departrnent of

Environmental Protection (DEP) is the lead agencyfor the program. DEP is charged with

cooperating with DAFFR, Department of Conservation (Maine Forest Service), Department of
Transportation, Department of Human Services (Division of Health Engineering), Department of
Marine Resources, and the State PLanning Office to ensure a coordinated approach to nonpoint
source pollution control for agriculture, forestry, transportation, and development. DEP also
coordinates with other state, federal and local governmental agencies, non-governmental
organizations, and citizens.
The program promotes the use of "best management practice guidelines" (BMPs) to address
nonpoint source pollution. Four state agencies (DAFFtL Maine Forest Service, Transportation and
DEP) are charged with developing and implementing best management practice guidelines to prevent
water pollution from nine types of activities: agriculture, forestry, development, resource extraction,
transportation facilities and support, chemical use and storage, solid waste disposal, marine
industries, and hy~lmlogic modification.
In 1997 the comprehemive watershed protection program was established.3° The Maine Land
& Water Resources Council (L&WRQ works with other state agencies to develop and implement
nonpoint source strategies, conduct scienti/ic research and water quality surveys, implement
regulatory and nonregulatory approaches, coordinate with other governmental and non-governmental
organizations, and establish priorities for directing resources. DEP and the State Phnning Office
(SPO) co-chair the Maine Watershed Management Committee which implements this program. The
committee developed the ~Nonpoint Source Priority Watershed List" to be used by federa!, state and
local authorities in directing resources. Under Maine’s nonpoint source grant program, projects that
aim to protect or restore waters on the priority
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watershed list are given priority. Other state and federal agencies also direct discretionary resources
towards activities to improve waters on the list.
The Division of Watershed Management administers the nonpoint source program and relies
on vol.untary cooperation. They help prepare nonpoint source watershed surveys, identify specific
nonpomt problems of concern and develop voluntaryprojects to address these problems.
Nonpoint Source Grants Program/319 Funding
Maine’s Nonpoint Source Grants Program, administered byDEP, provides financial
assistance to help public entities, including state agencies, Soll and Water Conservation Districts
(SWCDs), regional planning councils, watershed districts, municipalities and nonprofit organizations,
conduct projects to reduce or prevent nonpoint source pollution.31 Maine solicits propos~ for
projects annually. Four types of projects may be submitted for consideration: a watershed survey
prolect; a nonpoint source implementation project; development of a watershed mana~ment plan; or
implementation of a watershed management plan. Priority is given to projects that benefk nonpoint
source priofitywatersheds. DEP program staff serve as technical advisors to the projects. In 1999,
30 project were funded. There are currently over 100 active projects, including several in the Sebago
Lake watershed.

The Nonpoint Source Grants Program is financially supported bythe state bond funds for
plarming or implementing a "watershed management plan" and U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency 319 funds.32 In 1999, $500,000 of state bond funds went to the Nonpoint Source Grants
Program. Approximately 50 percent of the 319 funds received bythe State since 1992 have been used
for Nonpoint Source Program Grants.
Nonpoint Source Training and Resource Center
The Nonpoint Source Training and Resource Center managed by DEP provides publications,
videos and r.raining on stormwater management and erosion control, and coordinates the Voluntary
Contractor Certification Program, which provides education and certification to contractors engaged
in earth moving activities.33 Certification entitles the contractor to reduce the mandatory waiting
period for permit-by-rule projects. Certification may be revoked in the event of a formal
enforcement action against the contractor. The Center also serves as a clearinghouse for nonpoint
source and BMP information.
Volunteer Lake Monitoring Program
Maine supports one of the nation’s oldest and largest citizen-based environmental monitoring
program, known as the Volunteer Lake Monitoring Program (VLMP). VI.aMP is an independent
non-profit corporation with close links to DEP. Volunteer efforts provide a substantial amount of
data on lake water quality. In 1999, volunteers made 4,450 visits to 400 lake basins in Maine to
monitor for clarity through Secchi disk readings and in some cases to measure for dissolved oxygen.
To ensure that volunteer data is of high quality, DEP has developed quality assurance standards for
volunteers, and all volunteers must be certified at least everytwo y~am (everyy~ar for those
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monitoring dissolved oxygen). The data gathered by volunteers is used by Main state agencies,
including DEP, Department of Conservation, and SPO, as well as lake associations and educational
institutions. The data is used byDEP specifically for its phosphorous review programs, to determine
the lakes at risk for the stormwater protection program, and identifying priority watersheds. The
program is supported by319 funding.
USDMNRCS/SWCD Programs

Soil and Water Conservation Districts are the primary providers of nonpoint source related
technical training programs sponsored by USDA, DEP, DAFRR, and MFS. Resource specialists
conduct watershed and BMP demomtration projects which include technical assistance, education
and outreach, BMP installation and demonstration, and workshops for targeted audiences. NRCS
and the SWCDs provide cost share assistance for BMPs through the EQIP program. The Nonpoint
Source Priority Watershed List is pa~ of the criteria for EQIP cost-share funds for landowners
adopting comervafion measures to benefit water resources. Maine receives approximately $1 to $2
milh’on in EQIP funding annuallyto provide cost-shares to landowners, and funding is primarily
used for animal waste management and erosion control purposes.

Land for Maine’s Future
The Land for Maine’s Future (UMF) program seeks to acquire lands of state significance
which "make a substantial and lasting contribution towards assuring all of Maine citizens, present
and future, the traditional Maine heritage of public access to Maine’s land and v;-ater resources or
continued quality and avaihbility of natural resources important to the interests and continued
heritage of Maine people."34 The program is pfimat@ funded though a $35 million state bond
authorized byvoter referendum in 1987.3s A I.MF affinity credit card which features two local
natural scenes has provided apprqximated $40,000 in revenue for the program from royalties to date.
In addition to these sources, the program receives some Farm Bill funding for acquiring farm
development rights and money from the Land and Water Conservation Fund and Forest Legacy
Program when k is available. The Land and Water Conservation Fund provides funding to federal,
state, and local governments for acquisition of private lands for conservation and recreation
purposes. The Forest Legacy Program supports acquisition of conservation easements on forest
lands by state and federal governments.
To select land for acquisition, the program uses a scoring system to ensure that the purchase
will provide protection of undeveloped land and preservation of ecological integrity of riparian,
wetland, comml, and other systems. The program will only purchase natural, unbuilt lands. The
LMF Board receives proposals for acquisitions which are ranked by a subcommittee of the board
according to scoring criteria. The. criteria address the prevention of deterioration of natural resource
systems. The top ten percent are then considered by the full Board, which comiders criteria like
geographic distribution and other more intangible qualifies. The top choices are appraised, and the
designated negotiator deals with the seller. Once the seller has agreed to the appraisal value, the
acquisition is subject to a public vote bythe Board.
The program requires that agricultural land be managed under a conservation plan that meets
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NRCS standards for erosion control and nutrient management. Management plans are also required
for non-agricultural lands that receive access-improvement funds for trail development, parking lot
construction, and boat launch facilities (or other public access features). The managing agencycan
receive up to five percent of the appraisal value in access improvement funds. The program is not
regulatory so must rely on the managing agencies to ensure that the properties are maintained in a
way that will not cause damage to ecosystems.
One site enrolled in the HVlF program is located in the case study watershed. On Sebago
Lake, the Department of Conservation holds an easement on a 35 acre tract of lakefront land.36 The
land has 980 feet of high quality sand beach and 35 acres of white pine and hardwood forests. It was
identified as one of the eight outstanding beaches in Maine’s organized towns in an inventory
prepared for the Maine Critical Areas Program. The town of Raymond manages the property as a

park with a day-use area for swimming and picnicking.
State Revolving Loan Fund
Maine also offers nutrient management loans which can be used for building storage and
handling facilities for manure and milk morn wastes, including equipmem that is used solely for this
purpose. The loans are available through the Finance Authority of Maine (FAME) and have an
effective interest rate of 2% for up to 20 years.37 The program offers low interest loans of up to
$350,000 for insta[htion of manure storage facilities to assist facilities in complying with the Nutrient
Management Law and other DAFRR rules. CAFOs may not be eligible for loans under this
program.
Forestry Programs

For forestry stewardship and best management practices, funding is available from the
Stewardship Incentive Program (SIP) and Forestrylncentive Program (FIP). SIP funding comes
fthTm .tl].e US Forest Se.rvice, and is p..rovided to landowners with forest management needs through
e Maine Forest Service. The funding can be used to develop recreational trails or improve wildlife
habitat. HP funding through USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service has not been as
significant. However, a large ice storm in 1998 devastated area forests and special ~Ice Tree money"
was available to repair and improve forests. Some EQIP moneyis used for erosion controls on
forest harvests.
The state of Maine also has a tree growth prl~lllll which provides a tax break for forest land
under a management plan. The elements of the management plan vary based on the goals for the
land (£e, preservation v. timber harvest) but usually address erosion concerns and identify state
sensitive areas, including shoreland zones?~
Watershed Districts

Murficipalities are authorized to form watershed districts "to protect, restore and maintain
the natural functions and values," of wetlands, rivers, great ponds, bays, and estuaries.3’ A watershed
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district is authorized to conduct research on water quality in the district; implement natural resource
protection, management, and restoration plans; work with municipal officials and state agencies to
encourage enforcement or enactment of ordinances or laws that will improve or protect water quality
in the district; and enter into agreements with municipalities to administer municipal land use
ordinances.4° The Cobbossee Watershed District is the only district in the state formed under these
provisions.

Discussion and Analysis
This section discusses the implementation and enforcement of the mechanisms described
above and describes the relationship between these mechanisms and traditional cost-share and
technical assistance programs. Examples drawn from the Sebago Lake watershed are provided when
appropriate; however, innovative statewide enforcement practices are also described. Maine’s land
use and developmem provisions are discussed first, with a focus on DEP and local CEO roles in
enforcement and technical assistance. Regulation and technical assistance for forestry and agriculture
are discussed more briefly.
Land Use and Development
¯ .. M,~ny_ of .Maine’s mechanisms to control nonpoint source pollution are directed at land use
acravaues, both dunng and subsequent to developmem. Many laws specifically target development
actm’fies, for imtance the Site Location of Development Law and NRPA, the Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Law, the Stormwater Management Law, the Mandatory Shoreland Zoning
Act, and local subdivision and growth control regulatiom. These hws employ permit mechanisms,
BMPs, performance standards, and critical area protection provisions. Additionally, the Protection
anA Improvement of Waters Act does not specifically address development but serves more generally
as a backup to protect water quality through genera! discharge prohibitiom. These laws applynot
only to construction activities, but also to activities conducted bylandowners on their properties.
For instance, in some areas of Maine landowners commonlyviohte shoreland zoning provisiom by
removing trees within 75 feet of the shoreline to create a view of the lake. Another common
landowner viohtion of land use laws occurs when landowners add sand to their Lake front beaches.
In addition to emuring compliance with the array of rehted hws, both DEP and the local CEOs, the
principal enforcement entities, provide technical assistance to landowners in complying with these
hws. In the Sebago Lake watershed, hws regulating land development and use are the most
commonly invoked of the hws regulating nonpoint source pollution due to the limited extent of
agricultmal and forestry operations in the area.
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DEP Role Generafly

As the lead agency in Maine for nonpoint source pollution concerns, DEP plays a maior role
in enforcement of related laws, pfimarilyin the area of land use and development. The Water
Resource Regulation Division and Land Resource Regulation Division of DEP have primary

enforcement responsibility for the Protection and Improvement of Waters Act., Site Location of
Development Law, Stormwater Management Act, Erosion and Sedimentation Control Law, and
NRPA.
The Water Resource Regulation Division of DEP is primarily responsible for enforcement of
point source pollution viohfions, but a small part of the enforcement efforts rehte to nonpoint
source pollution. Nonpoint source enforcement is generally triggered by complaints from citizens or
lake associations. The four regional DEP offices handle the complaints. When a complaint is
received in the regional office the depamnent first determines if the complaint has merit. Next DEP
will conduct a site investigation, although the timing of the inspection is based on the severity of the
problem. For example, DEP will respond immediately to a severe viohtion. If there is not a
potentially severe impact, DEP may schedule the inspection with other trips to the area or after
priority complaints are addressed.
If a problem is documented DEP discusses the necessary corrective action with the propetzy
owner. DEP sometimes accompanies representatives of voluntary programs to visit a ske. DEP’s
presence provides a glimpse of the threat of enforcement ff viohtors do not voluntarily comply.
DEP staff report that they usually have onlyto write a letter to the violator to obtain compliance.
For severe viohtions or uncooperative viohtors, DEP will propose an administrative settlement.
DEP must clear the proposed settlement with the Attomey General’s office before presenting it to
the viohtor. The Board of Environmental Protection gives final approval to all settlements.
DEP staff also have the authofityto go to District Court. Most people will settle after these
cases are filed. The last option is to refer the case to the Attomey General’s office who will file an
enforcement action in Superior Court. Cases referred usually involve developers and medium sized
commercial operations, not homeowners. Follow-up inspections are done as needed.
Another example of DEP’s enforcement approach is that of the Land Resources Regulation
Division’s enforcement activities under NRPA. DEP’s first priority when aperrrit violation is
discovered is to request the viohtor to correct the problem. If the problem is not corrected, DEP
will send the permit holder a notice of viohtion. For significant viohtions (even in some cases where
the parry’is being cooperative), there are three erfforcement mechanisms that DEP can use. DEP can
file a civil case in District Court (only a few have been filed); it can refer the case to the Attomey
General’s office (only a few have been referred); or k can enter into an administrative consent
agreement, the most common mechanism used. Most viohtions are resolved voluntarily, and if there
have been no prior problems, usually no penalty is imposed. Voluntarily resolved cases are recorded
to track repeat violations. In addition to enforcing this hw, DEP will refer people to other programs
for technical assistance if there are complicated requirements.
DEP will coordinate its efforts with the Depana’nent of Marine Resources (DMR). DMR
monitors shellfish for pollution and can close shellfish beds. It conducts shoreland surveys and gives
DEP information on pollution sources. However, DMR generally calls the local plumbing inspector
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before calling DEP in response to a problem believed to originate from overboard discharge systems.
The departments conduct joint sanitary surveys to identify malfunctioning septic systems. In one
situation in Vhalhaverz, an island where there is no sewage treatment plant, DEP and DMR
discovered numerous illegal discharges. DEP and DMR looked at the entire watershed for each cove
including houses on and behind the shore. In bringing these illegal discharges under control they
were able to open a substantial acreage for she~ish harvesting.
In response to a recommendation of the Great Ponds Task Force, the Maine legishture
recendy created a new full-time position for enforcement and compliance on lakes. The initial goal
for the enforcement position was to boost compliance with state and local hws by improving CEO
capacity. This position is currendyheld byan individual based in the Southern Maine Regional
Office. He focuses his attention exclusively on a few ponds and watersheds that are identified in
coordination with the Division of Watershed Management. The selection process fkst involves
identifying several priority watersheds to be covered. Several "non-priority list" great ponds within
the geographical area of the identified priority watersheds are also selected for at-tendon. DEP hopes
to be proactive at these lakes to prevent them from becoming a priority watershed. As described
above, there are other field and enforcement officials in the office that have primary responsibility for
responding to citizen complaints and answering compLiance questions.
The lakes enforcement and compliance official goes out on his own initiative, not only in
response to complaints, to patrol by boat, car and foot looking for viohtions of land use hws
including NRPA, the Site Location of Development hw, the Erosion and Sedimentation Control
Law, and the Stormwater Management Law. The focus on a few lakes allows local people to see an
increase in DEP presence. This situation is in contrast to traditional enforcement work which has
almost exclusively responded to complaints. The large geographical scope of problems and limited
resources have prevented DEP from using the proacdve inspection and enforcement strategy of the
lakes official statewide. The official also devotes comiderable time to education and outreach,
advising govemment officials and the public on howto use BMPs He works very closely with
CEOs, serving as a liaison between towns and DEP shoreland zoning staff. He focuses on small
towns where limited resources mayprevent the CEO from being aware of the htest information
from DEP. In these towns, the CEO maywork onlypart time or mayhck expertise on specific
iSSueS.

Sometimes requirements under NRPA, the Site Location of Development Law, and the
MandatoryShoreland Zoning Act prohibitions overlap. The officer will address problems jointly
with the CEO in this case since the CEO has responsibility for enforcing sorne of these laws. Both
wi!1 agree on the action a violator should take and the deadline for compliance, and will jointly notify
violator of the violation.

DEP provides financial support to local projects through its Nonpoint Source Program.
DEP has funded these types of projects in the Sebago Lake watershed through the Nonpoint Source
Program and 319 funds. In 1999, the Portland Water District received approximately $100,000 in 319
and state matching funds to encourage the use of BMPs with demonstration projects in
subwatersheds around Sebago Lake. Certain DEP units also provide technical and engineering
assistance in dea!ing with nonpoint source pollution concerns from land development and land use
activities. DEP also provides funding to small communities to build individual septic or small
cluster sepfics where there is no municipal treatment.41
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The Portland Water District falls within the jurisdiction of the Southern Region of DEP. In
thJs area, DEP actively enforces NRPA, the Site Location of Development Law, and the Protection
and Improvement of Waters Act. The Erosion and Sedimentation Control Law maybe used if water
is directly affected. NRPA and the Protection and Improvement of Waters Act address erosion and
sediment control concerns as well. DEP also inspects for compliance with the stormwater program.
In the entire Southern Region last year, 234 complaints were rece’~ved and 224 complaints
resolved. Not all of these complaints were rehted to nonpoint source problems. Fifteen were
resolved through formal penalties, one through a judicial proceeding, and 106 cases were resolved
voluntarily. In 98 cases no violation was identified. Four cases were referred to other agencies. One
case involving a minor discharge from a gravel pk was referred to the Attorney General’s office,
mostly because of ownership issues of the site and not because of the nature of the viohtion.
DEP regional offices inspect facilities permitted under NRPA. Of the facilities pern~’ffed
under "permit by rule" in the Southern Region in 1998, 40 percent were inspected in 1999. Permit
by rule" facilities are only inspected for two years after permit issuance, usually after construction to
ensure that the site is stabilized. Sites issued individual permits under NRPA and under the Site
Location of Development are also inspected by the licensing staff. One hundred percent were
inspected in 1999. The liceming staff will refer violations to enforcement staff.
The Southern Region works with other agencies, including the SWCDs, local CEOs, the
LEA, and the Portland Water District?2 DEP receives complaints from LEA and makes site visits
with them. Generally, other agencies do not refer comphinu to DEP.
Loc,1 Code Enforcement
Local code enforcement officers are employed by municipalities to enforce the Mandatow
Shoreland Zoning Act; the Growth Management Act; and plumbing, subsurface waste water and
building standard codes.4s Municipalities may also employ plumbing inspectors to inspect plumbing
and other construction projects.(( Plumbing inspectors approve permits for interior plumbing and
subsurface waste disposal; some towns maytask a CEO with these duties.4s All CEOs and plumbing
inspectors must be certified by the State Planning Office in their areas of responsibility.4s Separate
certifications are required for areas such as planning, plumbing, electrical, shorehnd and 80k
enforcement functions. In some cases, certification is required for subspeclalities (ag, indoor and
outdoor plumbing). Recertification is required every five years.
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Septic tank problems are a nonpoint source concern that DEP has regulated since the 1970s.
Today, DEP serves as a backstop to local enforcement efforts and in response to a problem, DEP
will generally call the town plumbing inspector or code enforcement officer. The municipallyappointed plumbing inspectors have the authority to act more immediately than DEP in response to
.plumbing or septic problems if there is a direct discharge that can be observed. If the plumbing
inspector doesn’t have the political support or isn’t aggressive enough, DEP may act directly.
Local CEOs may be trained and certified to bring enforcement actions in district court. The
District Court sets aside one day a month for hearing these cases. Maine officials describe this
provision as a "velvet harem&’ in promothag compliance. In the past people thought they could stall
cases in the court system became cases might take years to be scheduled. Became the district court
sets aside a day to hear these cases, k is more likely that a case against a viohtor will be heard quickly.
Since viohtors are aware that their cases may be heard quickly under these provisiom, they are more
likely to cooperate at an earlier point in the compliance process.
In the Sebago Lake watershed, the local code enforcement officers conduct enforcement
activities although most nonpoint source-rehted viohtiom are resolved without resorting to formal
enforcement. In one town, the local CEO has not had to go beyond informing a viohtor of a
problem in order to achieve compliance. Property owners around the lakes generally want to protect
their investments by keeping the lake clean. The local code enforcement officers from five towns
(C.asco, Raymond, Bridgton, Naples and Harrison) coordinate with LEA and the Portland Water
District to coordinate strategies and exchange information. Information concerning viohfiom is
commonly received from neighbors who are acutely aware of the restrictiom on development and
other activities. This reduces the need to conduct inspections to monitor for compliance. When a
complaint is received, the local CEO will check to see if there is a permit on file for the activity and
will investigate the complaint initially byphone. If needed, a ske investigation will also be conducted.
The local CEOs also rely heavily on education as an important tool for promoting
compliance. The target audience for their outreach is broad; for instance, the CEOs conduct road
shows for real estate brokers so brokers can educate new owners about nonpoint source reguhtiom.
CEOs often advise the public on restfictiom and prohibited activities under the Mandatory
Shoreland Zoning Act and NRPA.
The local CEOs will on occasion work jointly or turn a case over to the state to handle
enforcement and work cooperatively with them. One major case in the hte 1980s involved a
subdivision with a 72 unit complex which ultimately was shut down. The subdivision was built on a
wet, low property back from the shore. The engineering cakuhtiom and comtruction techniques for
stormwater retention during floods and storms did not ~rk correctly, and while the project was
under common the dams broke and a large sedirmnt plume went into the water. LEA joined the
CEO and state against the developer. The local CEO issued a stop work order which gave the state
and LEA time to bring other orders and actiom. The developer eventually ended the project.
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G~wtla M~n~g¢ment Law Implementation
Local CEOs are responsible {or enforcing municipal ordinances adopted pursuant to the

Comprehensive Flaming and Land Use Act (or the Growth Management Law). For 13 ~ars, SPO
through the Growth Management Program has provided grants to towns to develop and implement
comprehensive local growth management plans as well as technical assistance. When a town requests
a grant, it agrees to develop the plan in accordance with the state goals and guidelines outlined in the
Growth Management Law. SPO has seven staff who work with towns on developing comprehemive
plans. Several guidelines for the comprehensive plans address nonpoint source pollution. One
guideline directs that plans should ~Pmtect, maintain and, when warranted, improve the water
quality of each water body.., and ensure that the water quality will be protected from long-term and

cumulative increases in phosphorous from development in great pond watersheds."(z SPO grants for
implementing the plan include funding for drafting a phosphorus control ordinance. SPO and the
eleven regional planning councils provide technical assistance to draft the ordinances. DEP also
provides technical assistance in developing ordinances. For example, DEP developed a phosphorus

control manual in the earlyyears of the program that serves as a specific guide for drafting
phosphorus control ordinances as well as local implementation of the Site Location of Development
Law and Stormwater Management Law.

The financial incentive for implementing the plan is that ~certified programs" get preference
for certain state funding programs including Land for Maine’s Future, community development block
grants and other community development programs. SPO reviews plans to determine if they are
com.~ts, ten.t with the Growth Manage...r~nt Law. Other state agencies review the plans in the
cermlcauon process. SPO also certifies town growth management programs based on a review of the
plans and the implementation strategies. Implementation strategies include ordinance drafting and
plans for capital improvements like sewer and fire protection. ~Certified programs" become eligible
for preferential funding, but SPO also encourages funding preference for aspects of certified plans.
Sl~oreland Zoning Implementation
DEP provides an oversight role in local enforcement of shoreland zoning laws. Three DEP
~.taff.members provide.technical assistance, to municipalities and help them enforce the Shoreland
orang Program (one m Bangor and two m Augusta). DEP staff review local ordinances and make
recommendations to the Commissioner of DEP who is responsible for approving all ordinances and
amendments. The staff conduct general oversight of enforcement by municipalities. If towns
continually fail to enforce their shoreland zoning ordinance, the state can take action against the
town. In the last 13 yeats, however, onlythree towns have been taken to court. DEP attempts to
resolve problems with towns before resorting to prosecution.
Some towns have gone beyond the minimum state standards in their local ordinances. For
example, some have developed legishtion on control of phosphorus in their local shoreland zoning
ordinance or in separate legislation (/5, China, Manchester). Some towns have greater setbacks than
required by the state (greater than 100 ft. v. 75 ft.). However, misunderstandings in measurement of
the high water line have caused a problem in the application of the more stringent standards in at
least one case. Another modification to the state standards implemented bytowns in the Sebago
Lake watershed is setting minimum lake frontage standards for high density development to prevent
funnel lots and clustered homing on the shore. Most towns adopt the state minimum standards in
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their ordinances.
The federal Coastal Zone Management Program provides substantial funding for the staff
and day-to-day operation of DEP’s Shoreland Zoning Program. There has been no funding to date
from agricultural programs or 319 grants.
There are some concerns about the ability of local municipalities to administer the program,
particularly in the area of enforcement. Specific concerns include: the capacity of local administration,
the influence of local politics and lkmited resources. Also, some municipalities do not have a local
CEO or onlyhave one that works part-time or is uncertified. Towns are concerned, on the other
hand, about the lack of state funding to cover a CEO’s time spent in state training programs as well
as the possibility of having to pay for training courses in the future.
Portland Water District
The Portland Water District also plays a significant role in controlling nonpoint source
pollution both through enforcement and voluntary programs. The PWD has authority to inspect all
septic systems within 200 feet of the high water mark of Sebago Lake pumuant to the private and
special hw adopted in 1912. This law requires that notice in writing be provided to PWD prior to
any construction in this lakeside zone.4s The notification must include the method for disposing of
waste and drainage, which maythen be inspected bythe trustees of PWD. The law also provides for
the state board of health to make orders or regulatiom to protect Sebago Lake or any of its
tributaries. Today PWD inspectors patrol only Sebago Lake. PWD may require the implementation
of erosion control measures. The town CEOs who enforce this requirement under NRPA depend
on PWD to identify problems around Sebago Lake. If people do not complywith their
recommendations, the PWD refers the matter to the local CEO for formal enforcement, and then to
DEP.
There is a 3,0~ foot no trespassing zone around the two water intakes in Lake Sebago. No
body contact with the water is allowed within two miles of the intakes. One PWD inspector stays at
the boat launch area to enforce the no body contact rule by ensuring that boats are launched by
pe.ople .weari~... boo~. The.re is .a.n..other inspector who patrols the area by boat to ensure there is no
swimming, sailboarding, or jet skiing. Only boats with more than seven inches of freeboard are
allowed in this zone.

In wintertime, the District has on staff a source protection coordinator, an impector, an
educator and two Americorps volunteers. In suam~rfn~, they add five positions, including two
inspectors who provide information to property owners and look for failing septic systems.
As the water supplier, the Portland Water District also conducts outreach to homeowners
and others on ways they can maintain good water quality in the watershed. In addition to inspection
and enforcment activities, PWD conducts outreach activities at schools and camps, helping to
identify problems and the BMPs to solve them. Theywill make small grants to schools and camps
for low cost BMP projects such as building paths to the lake and planting vegetation. The District
has received a Section 319 grant to work at Kettle Cove, a residential area with nonpoint source
erosion problems. Work under this grant is directed at nonpoint source problems from camp roads.
The District conducted a watershed surveyto identifT problems, and installed BMPs. They
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monitored the condition of the cove before the project began and will monkor after implementation
of the BMPs.
Lakes En vitonm en t~l Aasocia tion

The Lakes Environmental Association (LEA) assists with compliance and technical assistance
activities in the area of thePortland Water District. The Lakes Environmental Association is a
nongovernmental regional lake association. LEA works on 37 lakes. Its direct service area includes
the towns of Bridgton, Naples, Harrison, Denmark, and Sweden, as well as the rim of Sebago Lake.
Indirectly, LEA works throughout the Portland region. The organization is 60 percent rr~mbersupported, and members include local residents and businesses. Additional funding comes from
federal grants, endowment, the Portland Water District, and miscellaneous grants. LEA conducts
educational programs in schools and the community and conducts water quality monitoring in all 37
lakes.

Six years ago LEA developed the Clean Lake Check Up program, which has since been

adopted by the Portland Water District. The program involves visiting properties to provide an
analysis of what the landowner can do to reduce pollutants entering the lake. Sometimes the visit will

be at the request of the local CEO or through a referral from DEP; most visits are at the request of
the landowner. Sometimes the visk will identi~serious concerns and the code officer will also work
with the landowner. LEA conducts 30 to 40 of these check ups annually. LEA also assists with full
NRPA permitting or permitting-by-rule.
LEA formerly appeared before town planning boards and provided comments on
applications for subdivision. For the past five or ten years, developers have been consulting with
LEA during the planning stage so that LEA has input while the application is developed and no
longer needs to provide comments in front of the boards. LEA has also drafted some local
ordinances, either on request or on its own initiative. LEA draiCted a phosphorous control
amendment to the townwide zoning ordinance for the town of Sweden. Using DEP’s phosphorous
control manual, LEA developed a matrix which requires a buffer with a variable width based on the
land area disturbed during development. LEA is considering developing a phosphorous standard for
the I-raghhnd Lake watershed based on triggers dependent on water quality.

LEA has received two 319 grants. One grant three yearn ago provided funding for 19
demonstration sites in the ~d Lake watershed in conjunction with the SWCD and DEP. LEA
also conducted a surveyof the watershed during a heavy rain and identified the ~Big Nine" spots
with the worst stormwater problems. The office uses a GIS Hotspots model to predict where
problems may be fouinA. PWD has adopted the Hotspots model as well as the Clean Lake Check Up
program for its own use. The two organizations work together and try to leverage their resources.
For instance, LEA works with the Portland Water District on the Crooked River Initiative. The
Crooked River is a major tributary’to Sebago Lake. Long Lake and the Crooked
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River come together at the locks to provide 80 percent of the flow to Sebago Lake. The initiative
develops conservation easements on land near the river.

Under forest harvest reguhtions, landowners are required to give notice to the Maine Forest
Service (MFS) before beginning activities. Statewide, 5,000 - 7,000 no~icafions of harvest are
received annually. MFS conducts regular inspections of forest harvest sites. Each ranger is assigned
a unit. When a notice of intent to harvest is sent to the state, the information is sent to the unit
officer. Impectiom are based on priorities, such as operations in a salmon area, or an area where
there is a sensitive feature (~g an eagle’s nest) or where there have been past viohtions. MFS
responds immediately to any complaints. MFS randomly selects sites for in-depth BMP monitoring
to ensure that BMPs are properly applied. There are approximately 75 unit managers statewide.
There is no state financial assistance for the preparation of harvest plans. Large landowners usually
have foresters on staff and small landowners (under 100 acres) are exempt from the requirements.
There are only nine field staff at MFS who have training to help in the preparation of harvest plans.
Full forest management plans are still voluntary.
MFS has developed voluntary Best Management Practices for reducing erosion and
sedimentation9 Since discharges are generallyprohibked, the BMPs focus on eliminating
"discharge" through ske appropriate measures. There ~ two vehicles to disseminate information
and provide training on BMPs. The nine field foresters conduct training with the certified logging
professional program (a private course). Another mechanism is the Sustainable Forestry Initiative, an
indusuyprogram in which MFS personnel serve as trainers. MFS disseminates information on BMPs
by speaking at NRCS and SWCD workshops. MFS also conducts some landowner and logging site
visits.
MFS has a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with DEP to coordinate enforcement. The
MOA allows MFS field staff to identify and investigate water qualityviohtions and to work out a
solution; if no solution is achieved, they are required to tuna the case over to DEP or the local code
enforcement officer. In most cases, if a water qualityviohtion is found, an enforcemem action would
be brought under the water quality hws rather than the clearcut hws and reguhdons. There has
been some initial enforcement activity under forest harvest phn provisions. In one case the operator
did not leave an adequate separation zone between the clear cuts and the plan did not reflect on-theground practice. This represented a viohtion of the Forest Practices Act. The viohtor received a
letter of warning and then corrected the problem. Since a letter of warning was sent, a further
viohtion would be treated as a second viohtion for penalty purposes. Viohtion of these provisions
results in a civil penalty,s°
DEP and LURC also have reguLations addressing nonpoint source pollution from forestry
activities and are currently comidered the primary agencies for dealing with these problems. In order
to harmonize the regulatiom in the organized and unorganized areas of Maine, statewide timber
harvesting standards for riparian areas have been proposed,st Theyare based on current LURC and
DEP shorehnd zoning rules. These standards would be administered and enforced byMFS.
Forestry activities in riparian zones would be exempt from regulation under LURC, the NRPA and
Shoreland Zorfing statutes if conducted in accordance with the new statewide standards.
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There is little forest harvest activity in the Sebago Lake watershed. Forestry activities are
monitored byPWD by air twice a year to make sure buffers and BMPs are maintained.

Agriculture
AgricuRutal Compliance O/~cer
Them is one Agricultural Compliance Officer for the entire state of Maine who works on
compliance and enforcement activities for the Right to Farm Law, the Cull Potato Law, and the
Manure Law. Enforcement activity under the ~Right to Farm Law" is completely complaint driven;
the state does not conduct regular inspections to identify compliance problems. About 75 percent of
the complaints are made to DAFRR and 25 percent to DEP; all complaints are then forwarded to the
Agricultural Compliance Officer. Once received, the officer investigates the site. If there is a
problem, the officer recommends changes or BMPs to address the problem. Normally, the farmer
has 30 days to begin making the changes. Other agencies may be brought in to identify and design
appropriate BMPs. The Agricultural Compliance Officer will also visk the complaining party to
explain the problem, and what changes have been recommended, although in some cases them are no
changes recommended because the activity does not violate the hw.
Regular follow-up inspections are conducted bythe Agricultural Compliance Officer after
~ereCo,
are a.given.
the re.q.uest.ed changes
have
not beenGeneral
made, ~s complaint
rre~ .mrr~n,d~a~
to wv.~- tt it.ti,o.ns.
revolves
waterIfqualityv~ohfion
or to the
Attorney
office if kwill be
involves a nuisance. For example, in the case of a manure pile too close to a stream, the case would
be referred to DEP to test the stream for a water qualityviohtion. If a violation were found, the
Agricultural Compliance Officer would work with DEP to develop the case. To date, no court cases
have resulted from nuisance complaints referred to the Attorney General’s office; most cases have
been resolved with a letter from the Attorney General’s office to the violator.
Another enforcement option is to revoke protection of the Right to Farm Law. Ordinarily if
a farmer complies with BMPs, the farmer cannot be sued for creating a nuisance. Potential
revocation of this protection has proven to be the most effective enforcement tool
Violations of the Cull Potato Law are identified during inspections by the Agricultural
Compliance Officer as well as through complaints from the public. When a viohfions is identified,
the Agricultural Compliance Officer first tries to solve the problem voluntarily. If immediate action
is not taken in a reasonable period (12 hours to 10 days dt~miing on problem), the case is turned
over to the Attorney General’s office. Only the Attorm, y General can obtain fines. The Agricultural
Compliance Officer also has the authority to have th~ state hire a contractor to remove the problem
and then recuperate costs through the Attorney General’s office. Under this law, there has been only
one case where fines have been sought bythe
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Attorney General. Only a few cases have gone to the Attorney General’s office and most are resolved
early in the process.
The Agricultural Compliance Officer usually handles between 100 -150 complaints a year.
During calendar year 1998, 99 complaints were received (three rehted to noise problems, 21 for water
quzdity problems, and 75 related to insect, odor, carcass and potato cull pile problems). Of these
cases, the majority (92) were resolved b)~voluntarycompliance. Three were resolved byMOUs
between the department heads and the viohtor. One case was referred to the Attorney General’s
Office. In another case involving a farmer who refused to move a manure pile in a ditch, the
Agricultural Compliance Officer pulled the protection of the Right to Farm Law, allowing the town
to proceed with enforcement. Two cases are still active, with the officer working on developing
BMPs.

The Agricultural Compliance Officer relies on NRCS and the SWCD to provide assistance in
identifying and designing appropriate BMPs. He also uses the Extension Service at the University of
Maine and occasionally a hydmgeologist from DEP and the state soil scientist. A farmer may apply
for EQIP moneyto fund the implementation of BMPs. Section 319 funding is available for projects
that will protect salmon habitat.
The Agricultural Compliance Officer also enforces the new Manure Law. Legal mechanisms
in existence prior to the adoption of this law were ineffective in dealing with nonpoint source
pollution from manure handling because k was difficult to identify a water qualityviolafion during
the spring reek. Enforcemem of this law begins in the winter of 2000. It is not expected to phya
major role in the Sebago lake watershed, but in other areas of the state this hw may generate some
enforcement actions. Generally, the local CEO will refer people to other govemment agencies for

help.

In the Sebago Lake watershed, there are scattered agricultural operations and these laws are
infrequently invoked. The statewide Agricultural Compliance officer has not handled many problems
in the Sebago Lake watershed. DEP is involved with some agricultural problems in the area. In
most cases, DEP will only become involved if the Agricultural Compliance Officer determines that
there is a water quality problem and that the farmer is not willing to implement BMPs. In one
example near Waterford a pig farmer was expanding his herd and had runoff problems. The pigs
were in the wetland near a stream. Because the farmer cooperated with DEP and SWCD the state
did not resort to formal enforcement. If the violator had not cooperated, DEP reports that k would
have initiated a formal enforcement action even if the violation was not severe.
Soil and Wirer Conserrition Districts /NR CS
Although Soil and Water Conservation Districts and NRCS are primarily agricultural
agencies, in areas of Maine the staff will provide technical assistance to anyone with erosion
problems, regardless of the source. Lake associations often refer people to NRCS and the local
SWCD for assistance with non-agriculturally rehted problems, such as camp roads. DEP and
DAFRR will also refer people to NRCS. Most often, DEP refers farmers to the SWCD if they are
eligible for cost-share or technical assistance. The SWCD may suggest that a farmer contact DEP for
technical assistance, but will not inform DEP if they suspect a farmer is violating a hw. The local
SWCD and NRCS staff distance themselves from enforcement efforts generally. NRCS notifies
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landowners ~ they observe a situation where the landowner may need to obtain a permit, and ensures
that any plans they develop abide by the regulations. In the coume of planning, i~ any activity is

proposed that might cause a violation of state hw, NRC$ will suggest that the landowner check with
the town to ensure the activityis in compliance with the law. In cases where it is clear that a permit
is needed, NRCS will tell the landowner to get a permit. NRCS will not normally notify the town
that an activity that might violate local ordinances is ongoing.

No state funding is currently provided for cost st~re assistance. The state does provide lowinterest loans for manure storage equipment through the state’s financing entity.
There have been significant nonpoint efforts by NRCS and the SWCDs in the Sebago Lake
watershed since the early 1990s. In 1991 the Casco Bay Regional Water Quality project was funded
by NRCS to support management practices for nonpoint source treatment in the watershed. This
program was rehted to the Casco Bay Estuary Project, a ten year program involving a five year

plarming period and five year implementation period. The current focus is on-the-ground
implementation of nonp.oint manage.merit practices. As part of the project several area SWCDs
developed a comprehenswe land use mventoryfor the Casco Baywatershed. The watershed received
an EQIP grant in 1996. EQIP is the primary program used for land treatment activities in the
watershed. There are currenflyeight EQIP contracts in the Portland Water District. The most
requested practice is waste management systems, but EQIP can also fund erosion controls,
agricultural chemical handling facilities, and riparian and stream bank protection. Earlyin the 1990’s
the Portland Water District organization worked with NRCS on a 319 project to protect drinking
water quality through reduction in nonpoint source pollution. NRCS was involved in bringing
together various organizations to combat erosion problems at the intake pipes for the water supply
system, and coordinated the installation of 1000 feet of erosion controls.

Conclusions
A variety of enforceable mechanisms to control nonpoint source pollution are available to
state and local officials in Maine. Because of limited forestry and agricultural operations in the
Sebago Lake watershed, enforceable mechanisms are more often used to control pollution from land
development or land use activities than from agricultmul sources. Statewide, the preponderance of
enforceable mechanisms also address nonpoint source pollution from development, although the use
of enforceable mechanisms is growing in the agricultural and forestry areas. In the watershed and
throughout the state, Maine uses a variety of tools to address nonpoint source pollution from land
use and development activities, including planning and zoning provisions, permit-based schemes
requiring control of sedimentation, critical area protection, and prohibitions on discharges of
sediment to water during construction activities.
Most often, formal enforcement provisions serve as threats or deterrents. DEP, as well as
local CEOs enforcing municipal ordinances, follows a progressive compliance policy’that seeks
voluntary cooperation prior to the use of penalties or more formal enforcement approaches.
Voluntary program stiff tend to draw a distinction between their roles and the role of enforcement
staff. DEP enforcement staff report that they rarely have to develop a consent agreement to bring
landowners into compliance; a letter info~ the landowner of the viohtion is gerierally a sufficient
incentive to elick compliance. Local CEOs may also bring a case in District Court under special
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procedures or enforce hws using standard enforcement procedures. I-Iowever, they report that they
generally do not need to resort to these procedures to obtain compliance. Even though the District
Court enforcement procedure provides CEOs with the opportunity and basic skills to bring a case in
court, some hesitate to go up agaLnst a formally trained lawyer. Nevertheless, by increasing the
likelihood of enforcement, the procedure serves as a "velvet hammer" for obtaining compliance.
Some attribute the ease with which compliance may be obtained to the ethics of state
residents. SPO conducted a surveyor Maine home buyers which showed a strong ethic for resource
protection. In the Sebago Lake watershed, lakeside residents are very aware of the restrictions on
activity near the lakes and report viohtions to municipal and state enforcers.
However, some associated with enforcement activity in Maine report that the limited number
of cases referred to formal enforcement proceedings reflects DEP’s preference for voluntary
measures to respond to problems. Others state that lh’nited formal enforcement is the result of
imufficient enforcement staff and reduced attention to viohtions. Some repor~ wimessing
substantial viohtions with minimal or no DEP enforcement. Where hws are enforced by
municipalities with DEP oversight (e~ shoreland zoning), limited DEP enforcement activity of other
hws sends a mixed message to the towns regaMing the need to rigorouslyprosecute viohtiom of the
hws. In particular, people note that the compliance situation is worse in rural areas of the state in
terms of both DEP and CEO enforcement. It was noted that a visk from DEP enforcement staff
makes a difference in these areas by demomtrating that DEP cares about compliance with the hw.
Towns in Maine may enact more stringent ordinances than state hws require. In the Portland
Water District, towns have worked with the Lakes Environmental Association to develop
phosphorous control ordinances that are not required by state law. The ability of towns to enact a
variety of more stringent hws provides for the possibility of enhanced water quality protection.
However, the effectiveness of the municipal hw often depends more on the quality of town
administration and enforcement than the quality of the rules. The local code enforcement officer,
often a part-time employee, bears heavy responsibility in the decen~d scheme. Limited town
support for CEO enforcement or poor enforcement bythe CEO may create a weak link in nonpoint
source pollution control process. Training and certification programs for CEOs are considered by
some to be crucial to the success of local efforts, and there is some concern that the state may
decrease its support for these activities. For instance, the state does not always provide full funding
for CEO training; the state pays for the course but not for the time the instructor spends at the
course. There has recently been some discussion that the state will start charging for classes.
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Maryland Case Study
Summary
This study examines the rehfionsb.ip between enforceable mechanisms for the control of
nonpoint source water pollution, and the voluntary, technical assistance, and cost share approaches
used in a Maryland watershed, the MonocacyRiver watershed. Maryland uses a great many programs
and planning mechanisms to address nonpoint source water pollution, and k provides substantial
cost sham funding from state sources as well as from federal programs. The state also has a full suite
of enforceable mechanisms. In the agricultural sector these are used primarily to move producers
into planning, cost share, and technical assistance programs and to provide a backup approach where
these assistance-based mechanisms are not implemented bythe discharger. Among the key
enforceable mechanisms for agriculture are a back-up "no discharge" provision to deal with
significant problems, a soil and sediment discharge provision with exemptions for agricultural
operations operatkng under approved plans, and a mandatory enforceable nutriem planning program.
For non-agricultural sources, including land development activities and forest harvests, Maryland
relies on county enforcemem of a state sediment control hw. Maryhnd also has a forest conservation
law, administered bythe counties, which requires retention of forests and buffers in connection with
development activities.

Monocacy River Watershed
The MonocacyRiver watershed is a subbasin of the Potomac River1. The 899 square mile
watershed is mostlyin Maryland, although part of the headwaters lies within Peunsylvania.2 In
Maryland, the watershed lies mostly within Frederick County and Carroll County, north of
Washington, DC and northwest of Baltimore. The Monocacywas designated a state Scenic River in
1974.3 It is part of the Upper Potomac watershed for purposes of Maryland’s tributary strategy under
the Chesapeake BayAgreement, which is aimed at reducing nutrients entering the Bay. The watershed
includes substantial agriculture, comprising about 3,500 farms within these two counties. Dairy and
other livestock operations are significant. Both counties are also undergoing rapid suburban
development.
The Monocacy watershed and its subwatersheds have been the focus of a number of targeted
projects to address nonpoint source water pollution from agriculture, including sediment, nitrogen,
and phosphorous, among other pollutants. The state’s required assessment under ~ 303(d) of the
federal Clean Water Act lists nutrients and suspended sediment as impairments from non-point and
natural sources? Maryland’s Unified Watershed Assessment for 1998 classifies the Monocacy as both
Category 1 (waters needing restoration) and Category 3 (waters needing protection).
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E nforceable Mechanisms Studied
Of the Maryiand nonpoint source enforceable mechanisms described in the A lrtm~s the
following were reviewed in detail because of their relevance in the Monocacywatershed.

No discha.rg~ Maryland’s water pollution control hw contains a broad prohibition
against discharges of any pollutant to the waters of the state. "Except as provided in this subtide
[regarding permits]6 and Subtide 4 of Tide 4 of this article [relating to soil and sediment discharges]
and the rules and regulatiom adopted under those subtides, a person may not discharge any pollutant
into the waters of this State."7 The term "discharge" is defined as "(1) The addition, introduction,
leaking, spilling, or emitting of a pollutant into the waters of ~ State; or (2) The phcing of a
pollutant in a location where the pollutant is likelyto pollute, s This broad prohibition is enforced
.by. the .Maryland Department of the Environment (MDE), which may use administrative orders,
mjuncuom, and civil penalties of up to $10,000 per day (judicially) or $1,000 per day
(administratively), or criminal prosecution? The discharge prohibition is referred to byMDE
generally as its Tide 9 authority.
Soil or sediment discharges. ~_d also has a hw prohibiting the discharge of
soil or sediment into the waters of the state exa~vt as authorized under a discharge permit or when
discharged from land managed under an agficulnirA soil conservation and water quality plan
approved by.the local so.il co,,ns..e.rvation district. This pmvisiort, referred to as 4-413, provides that
ap .art fm..m tlaes..e exce.ptlom, ht ts unlawful for anyperson to add, introduce, leak, spi!1, or otherwise
eratt sod or sediment into waters of the State or to phce soil or sediment in a condition or location
where it is likely to be washed into waters of the State by runoff of precipitation or by any other
flowing waters."~° MDE enforces the soil or sedimem provisions by corrective action ordern or
injunction.12 Civil permlties are authorized up to $25,000 per day (judicially) or $10,000 per day
(administratively), and criminal sanctions up to $50,000 and/or one year imprisonment.~3 A person
engaged in agricultural Land management practices zai/x~ an approved soil comervation and water
qualityphn is covered bythe hw, but is not liable for penalties if the person complies with MDE’s
correcttve action order)4 Conversely, if a person has an approved soil conservation and water quality
plan, and viohtes that plan and a dischaxge of soil or sedimem results, the MDE mayenforce under
its Tide 9 authority described above.
Maryland’s Water Qua/dry Improvement Act This hw, passed in 1998, requires
farmers that use commercial fertilizers to prepare nitrogen and phosphorous nutrient management
plans byDecember 31, 2001 and to implement them byDecember 31, 2002.~s Farmers that use
manure or sewage sludges must simiha’lyprepare a nitrogen management plan and implement it by
the same dates. Famaers using manure or sludges must prepare phosphorous management plans by
July 1, 2004, and implement them by July 1, 2005. The plans must be prepared by state-certified
nutrient management comultants. The requirements apply to all agricultural operatiom with an
annual income of at least $2,500, and livestock operations with 8 or more animal units.
Eaforcement will be the respomibility of the Maryland Department of Agriculture (MDP0.
Farmers who fail to develop a plan may be fined up to $250; those who fail to implement a plan by
the required dates will receive a warning for a first offense and an administrative penaky of up to
$100 for each subsequent viohtion, not to exceed $2,000 per year)6 Persom applying coma~rcial
fertilizer for hire to nonagricultural property of three or more acres or to state property
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inconsistendywith University of Maryland Cooperative Extension recommendations will be subject
to a penalty of up to $1,000 for a first viohdon, and up to $2,000 for subsequent violations, but not
to exceed a total of $10,000.lz
Grading and land clearing permits. TI~ enforceable permitting program for the
control of non-agricultural sediment and erosion is administered byMDE or bycounty and

municipal governments to which the program has been delegated. It applies to forestry activities as
well as land clearing and development exceeding 5,0~ square feet, but not to "agricultural land
management practices, construction of agricultural structures, or, except in Calvert County, to
construction of single-family residences or their accessory buildings that distm6 an area of less than
one-half acre and occur on lots of two acres or more."is "A grading or building permit may not be
issued until the developer (1) submits a grading and sediment control plan approved by the
appropriate soil conservation district, and (2) certifies that all land clearing, construction, and
development will be done under the plan."19 "A person may not begin or perform any comtruction
unless the person: (i) Obtains an approved sediment control plan; (h) Implements the measures
contained in the approved sediment control plan; (ih’) Conducts the construction as specified in the
sequence of construction contained in the approved sediment control plan; (iv) Maintains the
provisions of the approved sediment control plan; and (v) Implements any sediment control measures
reasonably necessary to control sediment runoff."2° Enforcement includes stop work orders,
corrective action orders, and injunctiom; administrative penalties of up to $1,000 per violation (not
exceeding $20,000 for any action), judicial civil penalties of double the cost of installation and
maintenance of erosion and sediment controls and permanent restoration of the land; and
misdemeanor fines of up to $5,000 and/or one year imprisonment.21
Forest conservation tequitemenm The state also has an enforceable forest
conservation program rehted to land development. "A unit of local government having planning and
zoning authority shall develop a local forest conservation program, consistent with the intent,
requirements and standards of this subtitle."22 "Before the approval of the final subdivision plan, or
the issuance of the grading or sediment control permit bythe State or local authority, the applicant
shall have an approved forest conservation plan."2~ The forest conservation subtitle applies "to any
public or private subdivision plan or application for a grading or sediment control permit on areas
40,000 square feet or greater." It does not apply to construction of highways, to forest cutting in areas
governed bythe Chesapeake Bay Critical Area Protection Law (which have their own protective
provisions), or to agricultural activity that does not result in a change in land use.24 Enforcement
includes a penalty of 30 cents per square foot of the area found to be in noncompliance,2s plan
revocation,~6 a stop work order bythe state or local authority, injunctive relief, and civil pemlty of up
to $1,000 per day.aT
These enforceable mecharfisms are relevant to nonpoint sources in the Monocacywatershed.
Their interaction with Maryland’s various nonpoint source voluntary and technical assistance and
cost share programs is discussed following the brief description of the htter programs in the
watershed.
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~d’s (~e~e Bay CnticaIA n~ La’wis not malyzed in this case study, despite its
importance statewide to nonpoint source pollution control. It applies to activities within 1000 feet of
the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries influenced bythe tide, a definition that does not include the
Monocacywatershed. In general, the hw limits the creation of impervious surface within the critical
area, requires forest buffer retention, and requires that agricultural activities employ best
management practices .28

Assistance-Oriented Nonpoint Source Programs
This section describes a number of the major programs that address nonpoint source water
pollution in the Monocacy watershed. It is not an exhaustive list, but provides a brief description of
programs that have influenced activities and water quality in the watershed.

Rural Clean Water Project - Double Pipe Creek Watershed
This project, in a subwatershed of the Monocacyin Carroll County, was funded under a U.S.
Department of Agriculture nationwide pilot program in the 1980s to address agricultural water
pollution concerns in small watersheds. The project ran from 1980 to 1990, and provided over $3.5
rnilh’on in cost share assistance to farmers in the 120,000 acre Double Pipe Creek watershed. Dairy
farmers were the main participants, although some beef operations and wheat farmers also
participated. Each of the over 100 participating farms signed a contract, developed a conservation
plan, and implemented best rra~ement practices (BMPs) The program provided up to $50,000 in
cost share assistance per farmer, paying three-quarters of the cost for installation of BMPs. The
contracts required farmers to return the cost share funds if BMPs were noi maintained.
The Monocacy River Watershed Water Quality Demonstration Project
The MonocacyProject was funded by USDA from 1989-1998 as a project to "accelerate the
wi_’_des.pread, voluntary adoption of land treatment and management practices that provide a cost
effective means of reducing agfichemical and nutrient loadings to surface and ground water
resources."29 Primary staffing for the project was provided byMaryland Cooperative Extension,
although funds were also allocated to the participating soil conservation districts. For much of the
project, the emphasis was on encouraging adoption and implementation of voluntary nutrient
management plans and integrated pest managernem in tht~ subwatersheds of the Monocacy- the
Piney/Alloway (in Carroll County), and the Linga~r~ C_a~k and Israel Creek (in Frederick County).
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Voluntary Nu~iem Management Planning

The nutrient management program in Maryland has been a voluntary’program until the
recent enactment of the Water Quality Improvement Act, which makes it mandatory in future years.
Carried out by MaryLand Cooperative Extension, voluntary nutrient management plato achieved
widespread adoption by farmers in the Monocacy watershed. Such nutrient plarming has also been
required in order to participate in federal or state cost share programs. Extension staff perform tests
on the fields and develop a customized plan for the farm which specifies what levels and amounts of
fertilizers and manures can be applied consistent with good agronomic practice.

In addition to nutrient plan services provided byExtension free of charge, farmers may also
develop a nutrient management plan by consulting a state-certified nutrient management comultant,
often an employee or comultant to a fertilizer company. Maryland developed the private nutrient
consultant certification program in 1993, and has certified well over 450 consultants, of whom about
70-110 are activelyprepafing plans. Planners must take a state examination to achieve certification,
and the Maryland Department of Agriculture (MDA) reviews a sample of plans from time to time to
verify that certified private planners are correctly carrying out their function. Statewide, Extension
staff have written 8700 nutrient management plans since 1989, and private consultants over 2600
plans since 1993. Over 1.1 million acres of Maryland farmland have been covered bynutrient
management plato, including updates.~°
Soil Comervation and Water Quality Plans
Soil comervation districts work with farmers to develop soil comervation and water quality
plato. Soil conservation district staff develop plans for installation of BMPs, assist with design and
cost estimates and applications for cost-share assistance, and provide assistance with imtallation of
practices as well as advice on maintenance. Over half the farmers in the watershed have soil
com.e.rvati.’on and water quality plans in place. These plans are voluntary, but are required for
pamclpataon in various cost share programs under federal and state laws. They also provide some
protection against enforcement byMDE under section 4-413 of the state’s water pollution control
law. Provisiom in the 1996 federal Farm Bill require farmers on highly erodible lands to adopt and
implement soil and water conservation plato in order to receive federal benefits. These Farm Bill
provisiom have increased the phrming workload in the Monocacywatershed.
Property Tax Credit for Conservation Phn and
Nutrient Management Plan
Maryland has enacted legislation authorizing counties to offer up to a 50 percent tax credit
agaimt property taxes due on agricultural land that is subject to and compliant with a current soil
comervation and water quality plan approved by the county soil comervation district, and a nutrient
management plan (where eligible)?t Neither Frederick nor Carroll County has adopted this credit.
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Maryland Agricultural Water Quality Cost Share Program (MACS)
The MACS program was created bythe Maryland General Assemblyin 1984 as pare of the
Chesapeake Bay Agricultural Irfitiative. It provides funding for most of Maryland’s agricultural water

quality programs, including funding for BMPs under various programs. MACS now provides costshare assistance for the installation of 29 different agricultural BMPs. The amount of assistance
available varies for each management practice, but funding is available up to 87.5% of the total cost?2
MAC cost-share has a lifetime limit per farm while under the same ownership of $75,000, scheduled
to increase to $100,000. USDA Farm Services Agency funds maybe combined with MACS funds to
maximize cost share assistance.

Soil comervation districts provide the farmer with assistance in selecting the appropriate
management practices and developing cost estimates used in applying for cost share money. MACS
funding is substantial. Statewide, MACS has funded about 12,000 projects with over $48 million in
assistance over its 15 year history. Annual funding in recent years has been over $4 million.
However, fiscal year 1999 appropriations for MACS are in excess of $8.9 milh’on (not including
federal funds). In fiscal year 1998, MACS provided cost share assistance for 121 projects in Carroll
County and 86 in Frederick County." MACS usually only funds construction of practices, but not
maintenance activities. However, at times funding is available for special practices, such as the cover
crop program, which was made available in the Monocacywatezshed for the fkst time in 1998. The
cover crop program, which prevents erosion and retains nutrients that would otherwise be washed
into the waterways, funds the planting of cover crops in the fall, and then kill-off of the crop in
March.
Environmental Quality Incentives Program (E QIP)
EQIP is another of the federal Farm Bill programs. In Maryland, EQIP serves primarily as
an additional source of funding beyond MACS cost shares. It provides up to $10,000 in cost share
funding per farmer. Until 1998 EQIP moneyin Matyhnd was allocated in such a waythat the
western counties of Maryland all had to compete for funding in the same pool, but this has changed.
Carroll and Frederick Soil Comervation Districts each received just under $100,000 in EQIP funds
in 1998. Carroll’s funds were targeted for use in the Little Pipe Creek watershed.

Comervation Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP)
This addition to the federal Conservation Reserve Program, available in Maryland, is targeted
at areas that will provide water quality benefits. It pays farmers to take riparian lands, highly erodible
lands, or wetlands out of production forup to 15 years, and provides incentive bonuses to install
comervation practices such as forested or vegetative buffers, to retire highly erodible land within
1000 feet of a waterway, or restore wethnds?4 Eligible lands include cropland that has been planted
to an agricultural commodity for two of the last five years, or marginal pastureland suitable for use as
a riparian forest buffer. In April 1999 the program, which operates throughout the state, had
enrolled 563 acres in Carroll County and 890 acres in Frederick County, mosflyin the Monocacy
watershed.
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CRISP has been popular in the watershed. CREP is more attractive to landowners than to
many of the active farmers in the watershed, many of whom rent much of the land on which they
farm. CREP has also raised some concems among farmers about making land unavailable for
agriculture as well as concerns with having land out of production adjacent to productive land such
that deer or ]’ohnson grass might become a problem for the remaining land in production.
319 Program
The federal grant funds provided under Section 319 of the Clean Water Act for control of
nonpoint source water pollution have been used for a variety of projects in the watershed, including a
number of projects under the MonocacyProject. Statewide, Maryland usually has $1.4 million in 319
money each year, but will have $2.6 milh’on in 1999 and 2000. These funds are in addition to the
Chesapeake Bay implementation grant. In the Monocacy, ~ 319 funds have supported technical
assistance for animal waste management practices and erosion controls, monitoring projects to
determine the effectiveness of agricultural and forestry best management practices, development of
water, quality modeling programs, and homeowner education on residential best managemem
pracuces.
Agricultural Land Preservation Program and Maryland Rural Legacy Program
Maryland’s Agricultural Land Preservation Program is aimed at acquiring permanent
easements on agricultm’al land to keep it in agriculture. Since 1985, a condition of the easements has
been that the owner must develop a soil conservation and water quality plan, outlining best
management practices to be installed and maintained on the property. The plan includes a schedule
of implementation and is included as a condition in the easement. In 1998, Carroll County had
preserved the most acreage in the state under this program, over 25,000 acres.
The Rural Legacy Program provides funding for 12 areas around the state. Carroll County
recently received $2.5 million as part of this program, which will be used in the watershed to create
an agricultural buffer around the town of New Windsor. The program will promote CRISP, the
Maryland Agricultural Land Preservation Program, and also provide for easements on nonagficuluaral lands such as environmentally sensitive lands and wooded property.

Discussion and Analysis
Agricultural Pollution Generally
The Maryland approach to agricultural sources of nonpoint source pollution is primarily
through technical assistance, cost-share, and voluntary programs administered through the soil
conservation districts. This is backed by e~orcement by MDE for unlawful discharges that are not
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remedied by farmers when they are put on notice and offered assistance bythe soil conservation
districts.
MDE’s field office acts on agricultural nonpoint source pollution largely in response to
citizen complaints, or staff may act on personal observation of a pollution problem. Complaints may
be made directlyto MDE at its field office orat headquarters. Citizens who complain to a soil
conservation district may be referred to the MDE. Under MDE policy, citizen complaints are acted
upon within three days. IvlDE’s normal approach upon receipt of a complaint is to contact the local
soil conservation district to determine whether the operation has a soil conservation and water
quality plan or is working on one with the district. MDE also invites the soil conservation district to
conduct a joint inspection of the operation. If there is an existing plan, the district staff will often go
with MDE to visit the ske. If not - as is more typical in complaint cases - the district usually declines
the invitation. Both MDE and soil conservation district staff noted that the districts do not want to
be associated by farmers in the first instance with enforcement-oriented activity, believing that this
may make their provision of technical assistance and farmer acceptance of voluntary programs more
difficult.
An MDE staff member visits the site and determines whether a discharge or potential
discharge situation is occurring. The MDE staffer then produces a Field Investigative Report on a
computer-generated form and leaves a copywith the farm operator. If there is a viohtion, the MDE
staff member will advise the operator to contact the soil comervation district for assistance.
Typically, the MDE will wait a few weeks and then contact the district to determine whether the
farmer has sought assistance. If the farmer has not, the MDE visits the farm again. More serious
situations may result in issuance of a Site Complaint, whose issuance requires approval from MDE
management. (There are 4 regional compliance divisions in the state). The Site Complaint, while
more serious in form, has no additional legal significance, however, unless k is accompanied byan
order. An order can only be issued ff pre-authotized by an assistant state attomeygeneral advising
the MDE.
If an observed viohtion is for soil and sediment under 4-413, the violator is directed to get a
soil and water conservation plan from the soil conservation district. If the viohtor obtains a plan and
thereafter does not viohte k, then there is no sanction for the original viohtion. MDE did not
identify any imtances in the Monocacy watershed of an enforcement action arising after preparation
of a plan under these circumstances. However, one Frederick County farmer outside the Monocacy
watershed was advised to contact the soil conservation district to develop a plan and to Lrnplement it,
after he mass-graded his fields and disturbed a stream_ The district prepared the plan, but the farmer

then failed to maintain the practices specified in the plan. Subsequent MDE enforcement activity
resulted in a settlement in which the farmer took com-ctive action and paid a fine of $750.
The assistant attomey general responsible for advising MDE did not recall any sediment
pollution cases prosecuted in court bythe attorney general’s office against agricultural operations.
The approach of direcrZ, ag such viohtors into the planning process with soil comervation districts
has apparendy resolved all of the known violations short of formal enforcement.
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Most agricultural water pollution in the state, as well as in the Monocacywatershed, involves
manure discharges and!or animals in the stream. The MDE can take enforcement for these
violations directly under the Tide 9 "no discharge" prohibition, and is not required to offer the
discharger an initial opporrurdtyto correct the problem without penaky-as under 4-413. Ordinarily,
however, the MDE official uses a similar approach - advising the farmer to get in touch with the soil
conservation district to develop and implement a plan to correct the problem. Carroll County Soil
Conservation District offidials note that one farm in the county is currendy under a site complaint
rehted to discharges of bamy-axd and dairy’wash water to a wetland and sta-earm While this is a
viohtion, the MDE has not pressed the enforcement action to a formal order (with administrative
review, penalties, and other consequences) because the soil conservation district still needs to do the
design work to support the remedy and the cost shares necessary to solve the problem. Thus,
although provision of cost share money is not a legal prerequisite to enforcement action in Maryland,
nevertheless, the MDE exercises its enforcement discretion in cases where the problem is expected to
be solved. Frederick County Soil Conservation District officials note a similar case in wb.ich a tenant
dairy farmer received a field inspection report from MDE advising him to contact the district to
resolve a nonpoint source pollution problem and a related problem with a pipe discharging milking
parlor waste water. The district perceives some difficulty in solving the problem in the near term as
the operator is near retirement, the remedywill require substantial capital investment (including cost
share) and the landowner may not want to invest in expensive engineered solutiom; the current hope
is to develop some sort of management plan. Each of these cases shows that enforcement is intended
to serve what remains a largely technical assistance and cost-sham oriented approach.
The Frederick County Soil Conservation District currently is working with ongoing projects
involving 200-400 farmers; fewer than a dozen of these are relationships initiated by MDE
referrals/complaints. Projects can take from 2-6 y~ars to develop and implement. In Carroll County,
the Soil Conservation District works with about 1000 farmers annually but fewer than ten of the
projects are related to MDE involvement. The office tries to resolve problems within six months,
but practices may take between 1 to 3 y~ars to install Cost share funds play a role in the adoption of
practices. Federal funding is currently limited, but state MACS funding is by far the largest source of
cost sham money.
The soil conservation districts also noted that they do not use the specter of potential MDE
enforcement as a "selling point" when seeking to promote the voluntary adoption of practices or
participation in agricultural cost share programs - even for animal waste situations (where costs are
much higher and enforcement consequences more likely). Their experience shows that a farmer has
to have a strong desire to participate and to integrate the recommended practices and constructed
facilities into the farm operation i~ they are to haw any chance of long term maintenance or
operation. Imposed solutions, in their view, often lack this level of commitment and fail after a few
y~ars. This also explains, in part, the districts’ desire to be the provider of solutions in an
enforcement context, rather than to appear as a co-enforcer (e.g., declining joint site visits with MDE
in most instances).
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Nutrient Planning and Water Quality Improvement Act

Implementation
Mmyland has received national attention for its Water Quality Improvement Act adopted in
1998 in response to the Pfiesterkz problem in certain tributaries of the Chesapeake Bay. The Act
imposed mandatory nutrient management planning requirements statewide. This mandatory
program follows )ears of pi’omotion of voluntary nutrient management phnning.
However, the new hw’s approach does not simply make mandatory what was previously
voluntary. The law makes substantive changes in the required content of plans, thus requiting new
plans and plans that address animal operations more holistically. The hw also raises issues of
administration. In practice, the law divides respomibilityfor nutrient management planning and
regulation among at least four entities - the Maryland Department of Agriculture, Maryland
Cooperative Extension, the local soil comervation districts, and the Maryland Department of the
Environment.
I-~storically, nutrient management planning was the respomibility of Maryland Cooperative
Extemion, while soil comervation and water quality planning was the respomibility of the soil
conservation districts. As described previously, soil conservation districts provide broad plarming
services for farmers and serve as the gatewayfor cost-shares and other programs. Within the soil
conservation and water quality plans, the districts schedule specific ~pracfices" to meet the needs
identified. Nutrient management is one of the component "practices" of the soil comervation and
water quality plan, but the nutrient management plan was prepared by Extension (or a private
certified comultant) rather than by the district stall.
Soil comervation and water quality plans also contained a "waste management system"
practice. The district prepares a waste management plan, which addresses management of animal
waste and runoff in the area of the barn and barnyard, but does not address the application of such
materials to fields (which is the subject of nutrient management planning). A farmer with a waste
management plan must also have a nutriem management plan because k is a component practice of
the overall soil conservation and water quality plan.
Alternatively, a fanuer could have Extension or a certified private consukant prepare a standalone nutrient management plan, without engaging with the soil conservation district in preparation
of a soil conservation and water quality plan.
The new Water Qualitylmprovement Act requires rmrdatwy preparation of nutrient
management plans. But these plans take in elements that were previously not part of nutrient
management planning in Maryland. The plans required by the new law require consideration of rates
of runoff and pollution from the land, and measures for ~ement and containment of manures.
But the previous nutrient management plans prepared by Extension only determined agronomically
appropriate rates of application of manures and fertilizem on the land; they did not address runoff
rates or manure storage and management issues. Moreover, the handling and storage of %xcess"
manure not applied to the fields must also he addressed under the mandatory program, a change
from the prior system where this was an issue handled only in the waste management plan prepared
bythe soil conservation district. Thus, the new mandatory plans involve features not part of the
voluntary plans. Some soil comervafion district staff are concerned that Extemion nutriem planners
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will not be equipped to handle the new demands of the mandatory program - either became of lack
of experience with waste management practices, or urifamiliafity with fan-~ conservation and water
quality issues on a holistic basis. Others are confident that the gap can be closed and needs addressed
~OeOpera~vel.y.." The. Maryland De.pamuent of Agriculture expects Extension nutrient planners to
ecome ~amiliar with these requirements, and/or to refer the farmer to soil conservation district st~f
for detailed planning and construction of waste management suuctural practices. Under any scenario,
soil conservation districts Will need to work more closely with Extension by providing soil loss and
runoff data to aid in the development of the new nutrient management plans and by assuring that the

waste management element has been prepared.
The new program is likely to mean that a substantial number of animal operations in the
Monocacywatershed will need to upgrade their existing waste management system plans in order to
come into full compliance. Soil conservation district staff estimate that up to eighty percent of
existing dairy farms in Frederick County are likelyto need new or revised waste management plans in
conjunction with the new nutrient management plans. In anticipation of these costs, the state
recendy announced a new loan program to help cover the portion of farmers’ expenses not covered
bythe 87.5 % cost shares available under MACS. This Maryland AgriculturaL/Nonpoint Source
Loan Program uses Water Quality State Revolving Fund (SRF) monies administered bythe MDE to
make low interest bans. The farmer works with the soil conservation district to develop the
necessary practices; the district certifies the need to prevent nonpoint source pollution, and the
farmer then seeks a loan from a commercial bank. If the application is approved by the bank, the
bank applies to the MDE for a ~linked deposit" of SRF monies. The bank disburses the loan?s
Cost shares are also available to assist with the p~. The MACS program is providing up
to a 50 percent cost share 0irnited to $3 per acre) for the preparation of nutrient management plans
by certified private nutrient consultants.36 Extension nutrient planners will continue to provide their
plarming services free of charge.
Enforcement of the new law will be the responsibility of the MaryLand Depammnt of
Agriculture (MDA), rather than MDE. The soll conservation districts, Cooperative Extension staff,
and private nutrient planners will also not have enforcement responsibilities under the Water Quality
Improvement Act. The MDA has hired six inspectors statewide in anticipation of implementing the
enforcement program. In addition, in anticipation of increased planning and cost share workloads in
the soil conservation districts, the state has funded 15 new positions last year and will add 33 this year
statewide. Four of these will be in Frederick, five in Carroll. (The net increase in district staffs will
be somewhat smaller, owing to downsizing in recent years. For example, the Carroll County Soil
Conservation District’s five new staff will represent a net gain of two became of three previous
unfilled positions).
Although MDA will be responsible for enforcement of the Water Quality Improvement Act,
MDE will retain the ability to me its Tide 9 authority where there is an unlawful discharge of
pollutants. Became MDE has a history as an enforcement agency, and became the penalties are so
much higher under its Tide 9 authority than under the Water Quality Improvement Act administered
by MDA, there is great concern among the agricultural community about sharing of information
among the agencies. Under existing practice, a nutrient management plan is kept bythe farmer and
the preparer. The soil conservation and water quality plan (with its waste management component) is
kept bythe farmer and the district. Under the new program, MDA will receive only a summary of
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the new nutrient management plan, not a copy of the plan itself. In 1999, the Maryland legishture
amended existing hw to provide that information from soil conservation and water quality’plans
could be shared with MDE ~for enforcement under 4-413" (soil or sediment) and further providing
that the MDA can share information with IV[DE "to support the development of a compliance or
enforcement case for purposes of addressing an ~isting uuter qua/itypmb/or!’ (viz. Title 9) but only
pursuant to procedures to be established between the two departments and the state soil conservation
committee.37 These authorizations and limitations were the subject of substantial negotiations in the
legishture. MDE and MDA are currently"negotiating" over how their respective enforcement
duties will be carried out under the Water Quality Improvement Act.
Soil conservation districts and Extension staff also have concem with being associated with
an "enforceable" program. They suggest that MDA will need to take the heat of doing inspection
and enforcement if the two assistance-oriented orgarfizations are to be effective in gaining
cooperation of farmers in developing and implementing the plans.
The new enforceable program clearly represents a step forward in water quality protection. It
will undoubtedly improve both nutrient and waste management planning for those Monocacy
watershed farms that already have plans, and will bring in those famxs that do not. However, the
program is highly dependent on the provision of sufficient staff and the investment of substantial
cost share funds, and its division of functions may complicate implementation.
Land Development Regulation
Nonpoint source pollution from land development activities is addressed by a number of
regulatory hws. Here, the approach is not voluntary, but mandatory.
State law requires a sediment control plan for land disturbances over 5,000 square feet other
than agriculture. The plan must be reviewed and approved by the soil conservation district before
the county may issue grading permits. Frederick and Carroll Counties have taken delegation of the
sediment control program. The Cityof Frederick has not, so MDE enforces the district-approved
sediment control plans within the citylimits.
Land disturbances over 20,000 square feet in Can-oll County (or 15,000 square feet in
Frederick county) require a full sediment control and grading permit. The county receives a copy of
the plan at the same time as the soil conservation district, but will not issue a permit until the plan
has been approved by the district. In Frederick Gty, the MDE receives a copy of the approved plan.
La.nA disturbances between 5,000 and 20,000/15,000 square feet are subject to minor permits with
standard conditions for sediment control. Sediment control plans for minor permits are not
individually reviewed bythe soll conservation district.
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Bonds are required to assure compliance with the plan for disturbances greater than 20,000
square feet. Carroll County requires dedication of a 100 foot water resource protectiorl easement
along streams. Frederick County does not, but under its zoning ordinance simply prohibits or limits
.develo.pments within variously defined "floodplain" widths, and within 50 feet of unmapped
lnterrrattent streams. Frederick County also has an inconsistently enforced provision in its zoning
hws requiting that intermittent streams be protected with native vegetation/grasses.
County inspectors (or MDE in the city of Frederick) eaforce the sediment control hw.
County inspectors ordinarilyvisk skes biweekly and also after precipitation events. If the county
inspector identgfies a viohtion, the impector issues a field report identi~g the viohtion and
.specifying the number of days to correct it. If the violation is not corrected in this time period, the
inspector mayissue a notice of viohtion or site complaint, again specifying a time for compliance.
Failure to comply may lead to a stop work order. If a viohtion is significant, such as actual discharge
of sediment offsite, a stop work order may be issued on the fimt inspection. In Carroll Countyin
1998, 3,204 inspections were performed, resulting in 19 stop work orders and 7 notices of viohtion.
In each case these were resolved without assessment of a fine or commencement of a court case.38 In
Frederick County there were 13 stop work orders and 49 notices of viohtion issued between July
1998 and July 1999. There were also 3 citations issued with fines totaling $750 in the same period.
MDE .ir~. pectors do n.ot observe the identical inspection frequency, but priofitize the workload based
on anuclpated potential for pollutaon; MDE enforcement is typically by administrative civil penalty.
The Maryland Forest Conservation Law also has requirements that apply to development that
affects 40,000 square feet or more of land. The state hw sets forth standards which are implemented
through county ordinances, which must be at least as stfa-igent as the state hw. These ordinances
provide that the developer must conduct a forest stand delineation which is reviewed bythe county,
and then must submit a forest conservation plan. The plan must provide for forest retention and
reforestation, and in cervain cases for afforestation of previously non-forested areas. Developments
in agricultural and resource areas or zoned for medium residential density that have less than 20% of
the net tract area in forest cover must be afforested up to 20%; and conmmrcial or industrial
properties and high density residential areas with less than 15% must afforest up to 15%. In order to
assure that forested areas remain in forest to some extent, areas that are deforested by the
development activity must be reforested. Reforestation is required at a ratio of 1:1 (one acre
reforested for each acre deforested) in Carroll County;, and on a sliding scale (from 1/4:1 to 2:1) in
Frederick County. The sliding scale in Frederick County, which follows the state law mode[, depends
on a number of factom. If the forest cover removed by the development activity resuks in a residual
forest area above a specified numerical threshold, reforestation is required onlyat the 1/4:1 ratio
(with a 1 for 1 credit for each acre retained above the th~shold). If the amount of forest cover
removed results in a residual forest cover below the th~shold, reforestation at the ratio of 1/4:1 is
required for acres deforested down to the threshold and at 2:1 for acres deforested below the
threshold.

In both counties, the developer must post a bond to assure performCLnce of the forest
conservation plan. In Caa~ll County the bond is $5,000 per acre to be forested; in Frederick it is
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either $0.10 per square foot or, for larger sites, an amount equal to the market rate fort.he required
forest plantings plus a 15% contingency-.
Forested or reforested land covered by the forest conservation plan must be placed under
easement conveyed to the county. The easement requires that the land remain permanently in forest.
In Carroll County developers may use offsite forest mitigation banking; the county does not allow
"fee in lieu" mitigation. Frederick County allows offsite banking as well; the county ordinance makes
agricultural streams the number one priority for off-site reforestation or forest banking. Such
"banks" are subject to the same review, bonding, and easement requirements as for approval of onsite
forest conservation activities.

The Carroll County Forest Conservation Ordinance requires creation and retention of a 50
forest s.tream b..uffer. (county subdivision ordinances require 100 feet, and the Forest
nservataon ~ce may soon be changed to require 100 feet. The county normally seeks a 100
foot forest buffer despite the current 50 foot provision in the ordinance). Frederick County forest
stream buffers under the ordinance are 50 feet or floodplains.

~_~

Forest conservation enforcement in Carroll County includes conducting an inith! inspection
to emure that the planting has taken phce as specified in the plan, then following up a/ter 12 months.
At that time, i~ 75% of the trees planted have survived, the developer receives 50% of the bond back.
The final inspection is after 26 months. If 75% of the originally planted trees still survive, the
developer receives the remaining 50% of the bond. A similar approach is used in Frederick County.
Frederick County depends on citizen complaints to identify individual landowners who may
be conducting activities that are subject to the Forest Conservation Act without filing the
appropriate plans. This generally only happens with private landholders since the review process for
development ensures that commercial developers follow the requirements. There have been 2 or 3
viohtions in the county that the landowner rectified.
Forest Harvest Operatiom
Forest harvesting operations disturbing more than 5,000 square feet are also subject to
enforceable mechanisms under the grading and clearing hw. Like land development operations, these
harvest operations prepare a sediment control plan for soil conservation district review and approval,
and must obtain a permit from the county. As noted, operations disturbing between 5,000 and
15,000/20,000 square feet will obtain the standaaxl (or minor) grading permit; larger operations need
major permits. While bonds are required for major gra~ penTfits involving development, they ~
not required in either Frederick or Carroll County for forest harvests.
The MDE and the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) have established a "compliance
agreement for the standard erosion and sediment control plan for forest harvest operatiom." This
provides the requirements including Best Management Practices (BMPs) and stream buffers needed
for sedimentation control?9 For harvests affecting streams, the approved sediment control plan is
required to include a forest stream buffer management plan for the "stmamside management zone."
The buffers are a minimum of 50 feet at zero percent grade, with an.additional 4 feet of width for
everypercent above zero. The plan must provide for the post-harvest basal area within the buffer
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being at least 60 percent of the pre-harvest basal area. No landings are allowed in the buffer, and
haul roads in the buffer are allowed only if preexisting and stable, or ff they merelyc~ss the buffer
hterally. Research in the Monocacy watershed funded by 319 money has shown that use of best
management practices for forest harvests avoids significant impacts to water quality.
Enforcement is bythe county sediment control inspectors. Stop work orders and rehted
enforcement on logging operatiom occurs in both counties. The last civil ckation for a grading
viohtion in Carroll Countythat resulted in a fine was about 7-8 years ago, involving a timber harvest
that occurred without the required plan and approval. It was cited because the harvest involved
stream crossings and wetlands.
Maryland has a separate state hw authorizing regulation of some forest harvest practices on

private lands.4° The law requires notice to the local district forestry boarcl (in each lVhrfland County)

for commercial harvests affecting more than three acres of forest land, and is implemented mosdy in
the Oaesapeake Bay critical area.41 However, in Frederick County, the county government has
adopted zoning ordinance provisions that require the board to review timber harvests occurring in
the county’s "conservation areas." This provides an additional level of scrutinyto assure the
retention of stream buffers.

Conclusiom
Maryland has many programs operating in the Monocacy watershed, including cost-share,

technical assistance, voluntary, and erfforceable programs. The substantial impression left by review

of these efforts is their sheer magninate - in dollars, staffing, and duration. With respect to
agricultural sources of nonpoint pollution, Maryland’s approach centers on the delivery of services by
the soil conservation districts, but enforcement is the respomibLlity of the MDE. With respect to the
new mandatory nutriem management program, responsibilities will be divided further, with MDA
having initial enforcement responsibility, backed byMDE enforcement if water pollution occurs.
Thus, the enforcement tools are plainly intended to be used to support traditional planning, cost
share, and technical assistance approaches.
Many of the technical assistance and voluntary programs in the watershed have come and
gone, often with substantial participation rates and results, but with Little formal coordination at the
state level. Although Maryland does have all of its waters divided into basim under its tributary
strategy’, the multi-stakeholder tributary teams seem to be chiefly engaged in public outreach and
promotion of water pollution control and prevention techaiques rather than in watershed goalsettang or development of projects. Similarly, unified watershed assessment has provided a means for
the state to target its 319 money, but the 319 funding (while substantial) is small in comparison with
the MACs and USDA funding that has come to the state and into the watershed.
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For land development and nonpoint source pollution from forest harvests, enforceable
mechanisms adopted bythe counties under state legishtion are the central approaches in Maryland.
These seem to be working in coordinated fashion. Indeed, the centering of approval and
enforcement in county governments appears to assure better understanding of requirements and
controls over activities. The involvement of the soil conservation districts in review and approval of
plans ~o helps to assure coordination of agriculture and non-agriculture expertise in the watershed.
The Maryland programs maintain a sharp distinction between entities providing assistance in
coming into compliance (the soil conservation districts and the cost-share programs they serve as
gateways), and enforcers (the MDE, county governments, and now the MDA). While this can lead to
complexity in coordination, k also apparently alleviates concerns of land holders who can then seek
compliance assistance from familiar entities without concerns over a potential conflicting role as
enforcers.
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Ohio Case Study
Summary
In a&iressing nonpoint source water pollution from agriculture and silviculture, Ohio relies
pfimarilyon its 88 county soll and water comervation districts,t While these districts chiefly use
voluntary measures and technical assistance, they have the power to require filing of operations and
manage.ment plan~, to ~ .agricultural or silvicultural pollution.If pl~ ~ not prepared or carried
out to abate ongoing pollutaon, enforcement can be requested from the c[fief of the Depam’nent of
Natural Resources’ Soil and Water Conservation Division to ensure raq.at the necessary measures are
put in place. These administrative "chief’s orders" are enforceable, and can also lead to judicial
enforcement. Ohio’s law requires the state to provide cost share funds as a condition for the validity
of chief’s orders that require the installation of anypracdces eligible for cost-shares. Enforcememdriven cost shares rise to the top of the ~t for state eligibility. Fairly limited funding, capped at
$15,000, is available for such enforcement-based cost shams, however. Very few chief’s orders are
requested by the districts or issued by the DNR, and use of this mechanism takes significant time.
Ohio’s state wildlife officers can also address nonpoint source pollution, seeking misdemeanor fines,
court orders, and restitution for nonpoint source pollution that results in fish kills. They also may

seek enforcement when litter and other materials are found in streams.

Ohi.o EPA phys a limited role in enforcement in the nonpoint context. The state’s general
water polluuon law administered by OEPA does not cover agricultural, silvicultural, or nonagricultural nonpoint pollution otherwise subject to DNR or county authority. OEPA’s involvement

occurs primarily when a discharge can be defined as a point source or when a water pollution
situation is not covered by these other laws.

Watersheds
Two rural watersheds (in eastern and western Ohio) were examined in order to assess the use
of enforceable mechanisms, and their relatiomhip to cost-share and technical assistance approaches
to nonpoint source discharges.
Stillwater River Watershed
The Stillwater River Watershed in western Ohio drains an area of 673 square miles.
Comprising most of the land area of Darke County and flowing southeastward through western
Miami County and northwestem Montgomery County, the Stillwater watershed is a part of the Great
Miami River drainage basin. The Stillwater River flows into the Great Miami River at Dayton. The
Stillwater River and Greenville Creek (its tributary) were designated State Scenic Rivers bythe Ohio
legislature in 1975. The watershed is predominandy agricultura]; and the largest town in the
watershed is Greenville, with a population of 12,850.2
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The headwaters of the watershed, and 70 percent of its total area, lle in Darke County, on the
Indiana border. Of the 400,000 acres in Darke County, approximately 325,000 acres are agricultural.
The countyis one of the most agficulturallyproductive in the state, regularly ranking among the top
three counties for production of corn, soybeans, and wheat. In addition to crop production, almost
two-thirds of agricultural revenue in 1997 was derived from livestock farms. The county has over
200,000 animal units and approximately 10 million animals, more than anyother countyin the Miami
Valley region. While the number of livestock operations has decreased steacliiy since the 1940s, the
number of animals has increased. Poultry and hog numbers have increased, while beef and dairy
cattle have declined in number. Chickens now comprise almost half of the total number of animal
units, and more than 90 percent of the animals.3 Most of the stream miles in the watershed are
classified as warmwater habitat or exceptional warmwater habitat for water quality purposes.
However, almost 60 percent of the stream miles assessed in 1996 were not attaining or were only
partially attaining water quality use standa_,xls. Causes of impairment included livestock
pastures/feedlots, row-crop agriculture, and on-lot wastewater systems, as well as some industrial and
municipal point sources?
Belmont County
Belmont County lies in eastern Ohio, and is bordered on the east by the Ohio River. Its
terrain is rugged and steep. The major stream systems, ~ from west to east into the Ohio
River, are associated with McMahon Creek and Captina Creek. Most of the streams are designated
warmwater habitat? Primaryland uses in Belmont County include forestry, agriculture, and mining.
The countyis the second highest in the state for annual soil losses, and contains the fourth largest
amount of highly erodible soil and the third highest number of total stream miles. Forty percent of
the county is forested. Forest harvests are increasing in the county as the demand for high quality
hardwood increases. Most forest land is privately owned, and logging operations are generally
arranged through contracts between logging companies and landowners. Approximately 45 percent
of the countyis agricultural land, with slightly more land devoted to pastures than cropland. More
than half of the cropland is enrolled in cost-shares for conservation practices. Water quality
impain’nents are primarily nonpoint in origin.

Enforceable Mechanisms Studied
~Chief’s Orders" for Agriculture and Silviculture

Ohio law directs Ohio DNR’s Division of Soil and Water Conservation, with the approval of
the Soil and Water Conservation Commission, to adopt rules establishing "technically feasible and
economically reasonable standards to achieve a level of management and conservation practices in
farming or silvicultural operations that will a/me wind or water erosion of the soil or ~ the
degradation of the waters of the state by animal waste or by soil sediment including substances
attached thereto.’’6 The keyconcept is that these standards come into playwhere abatement of
pollution is needed; absent pollution, operators are not subject to any of these standards except on a
voluntary basis.
This law does not ~restrict the excrernent of domestic or farm animals defecated on land
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outside a concentrated animal feeding operation or runoff therefrom into the waters of the state."7
The definitiom are important. "Concentrated animal feeding operation" is not defined by numerical

animal unit thresholds as under the federal Chan Water Act. Instead, the term is defined as
including "animal feedlot and animal waste mar~ement facilities and land application areas for
managing and disposal of animal waste."s An ~animal feedlot" is defined as a feeding or holding area
"where grass or other suitable vegetative cover is not maintained," while an ~ar~mal waste
management facility" meam "any area or facilities used for the collection, storage, handling or
t~a.tment of arfimal w~.. re29 Tl~..us., the hw provides authority for the DNR to set standards to
address manure spreading, handling, collection, and application practices, and other forms of animal
waste such as wash waters; but it does not address animal waste excreted in pastures.
DNR regulations provide that to abate pollution from animal waste collection, storage, or
treatment facilities, the operator shall ~design, construct, operate, and maintain" such facilities to
prevent discharge, and must follow the standards in the ~Field Office Techrfical Guide." ~0 The
operator must prevent seepage from animal waste management facilities, and "if pollution of waters
of the state occms from an existing facility, corrective measures shall be taken.TM Pollution from
land application of animal waste, flooding, waste waters, and related activities must be prevented.12
DNR sediment regulations under this hw also require control of sheet and rill erosion, wind
erosion, and concentrated channel erosion." Farmers ~responsible for agricultural pollution" must
apply and maintain "Field Office Technical Guide" measures and install practices in accordance with
an approved operation and management plan.:4 Soil and water comervafion districts are required to
review and approve ~operations and mat~agement plans.~5 Such plans must "contain
implementation schedules and operational procedures for a level of management and pollution
abatement practices which will abate the degradation of the waters of the state by animal waste and
by soil sediment including attached pollutants." ~6 The sediment regulations further provide that there
shall be no earth disturbing practices (including tillage) immediately adjacent to waters of the state
"except for those practices constructed or implemented in accordance with generally accepted
agricultural, silvicultural and engineering practices."17 The sediment regulations also require
silviculture operators to apply Best Management Practices, and provide that such operators ~may"
file operations and management plans with soil and water conservation districts.~s
The Division of Soil and Water Conservation is required to "estabLish procedures
"19 The procedures rely on the
for...enforcemem of rules for agricultural pollution abatemem.
abatement measures admirfistered by Ohio’s 88 soil and water conservation districts (one in each
county),~° but are backed by authofityfor the chief of the Division at the state level to issue
enforcement orders.
Typically, citizen complaints about agricultural or silvicultural pollution are investigated by
the conservation district. After the district invites the violator to comply, provides any assistance,
and gives a volumary period to correct the problem,n the district may refer the matter to the
Division of Soil and Water Conservation for a ~chief’s order."n State law created the chief’s
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order for animal waste pollution in 1978. In 1991, "chief’s order" authority was extended to include

pollution from discharges of sediment.
After conducting an adjudicatory heating, the Division chief may order an agricultural or
silv!cultural operation to comply with the standards, and operate in accordance with an operation and
maintenance plan.23 However, the chief rruy r~ issue an order that requires the recipient to
implement an agricultural pollution abatement practice eligible for cost sharing unless public funds
are actually made available to cover not less than 75 percent of the required cost (not exceeding
$15,000/person/yr).24 Cost shares are available onlyto owners and operators that develop and have
approved bythe soil and water conservation district a current operation and management plan for
their ~ operation.2s
Chief’s orders are appealable to the court of common pleas.26 The orders are also judicially
erfforceable.27 Violation of an order is a misdemeanor punishable by imprisonment up to 6 months,
fine of up to $1,000 per day, and restitution.2s Also the state may recover any expenditures it made
from the "agricultural pollution abatement fund" to protect public health.29 In addition, the Division
may seek a court order against a discharger at anytime if the violation "causes pollution of the waters
of the state and constitutes a danger to public health.’’3° For discharges of animal waste that cause
pollution of the waters of the state and require immediate action to protect the public health, the
chief may issue an emergency order effective immediately, and the Division may enter on the lands to
abate the problem if the person responsible does not comply?1
Land Clearing and Development Erosion and Sediment Programs
State hw also empowers the Division of Soil and Water Conservation, subject to approval of
the Ohio Soil and Water Conservation Commission, to adopt rules for "technically feasible and
economically reasonable standards to achieve a level of management and conservation practices that
will ahar wind or water erosion of the soil or a/nnr the degradation of the waters of the state by soil
sediment in conjunction with land grading, excavating, filling, or other soil disturbing activities on
hnd used or being developed for n0n~rm commercitl, industrial, residential, or other nonfarm
purposes."32 Municipalities and counties maydevelop their own programs. The Division ‘‘may
recommend" criteria and procedures for "approwal of urban sediment pollution abatement plans and
issuance of permits" prior to the disturbance of five or more acres. Although areas less than five
acres do not need plans or permits, they are not exempt from the "other [substantive] provisiom of
this chapter and rules adopted under thercl."33 Areas of any size require use of conservation practices
including sediment trapping, stabilization of denuded areas, and stream crossing work; and no
dumping of material is authorized into waters or in such proximity that materizl may slough, slip, or
erode into the waters unless specifically authorized.34 Developments of five or more acres must
develop an "erosion and sediment control plan" which must be approved bythe state or local
approving agency, and must institute stormwater controls.3s
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The soil and water conservation districts and the Division do not have enforcement
respomibilities under this program, and "chief’s orders" are not available. Instead, local municipal or
county ordinances provide the e~orcement.
Concurrent with these responsibilities, the Ohio EPA has permitting and enforcement
responsibility for the federal Clean Water Act industrial and urban Phase I stormwater program,
which applies to land development activities including land cleating for development in excess of five
acres. Enforcement is by the municipalities or counties, or the Ohio EPA. The Ohio EPA has also
entered into agreements with 17 soil and water conservation districts (not including the counties
comprising the watersheds examined in this case study). These mostly urban counties do local
education on erosion control at comtruction sites, review notices of intent to construct, and some
conduct inspections.
Other Nonpoint Source Authority
Apart from the above provisions, enforceable mechanisms for nonpoint sources are limited in
Ohio.
Enforcement by Ohio EPA under the state’s ~terpd!uti~/a’wdoes not applyto most
nonpoint sources?6 The state water pollution law states that "No pemon shall cause pollution or
phce or cause to be placed any sewage, industrial waste, or other wastes in a location where they
cause pollution of any waters of the state, and anysuch action is hereby declared to be a public
nuisance"3z But the hw expressly exempts from this prohibition "[a]pplication of materials to land
for agricultural purposes or runoff of such materials from such application or pollution by animal
waste or soil sediment including attached substances, resulting from farming, silvicultural, or
eanhmoving activities regulated byChapter 307 or 1515 of the Revised Code.’’38 The referenced laws
are those discussed above under which Ohio counties regulate earthrnoving associated with
development, and under which Ohio’s soil and water comervadon districts and DNR address
agricultural discharges of sediment and animal waste. The general prohibition also exempts
excrement of domestic and farm animals and runoff therefrom)9
Onlywhen an animal operation has a controlled, direct discharge of wastewater or has 1,000
animal units or more, is k required to have a discharge permit or "permit to install" issued bythe
Ohio EPA .~0 Similarly, onlywhere earthmoving falls under the federal stormwater permitting
program or is unregulated by county ordinances does k fall within the Ohio EPA’s enforcement
purview. Where the prohibition does apply, enforcement includes administrative orders, injunctions,
and civil penalties of up to $10,000 per day?I
Ohio also has several nuisanmt)Fe rrislm-amor provisions that can be used to address some
kinds of water pollution that mayinclude nonpoint sources. For example, "No person shalL...corrupt
or render unwholesome or impure, a watercourse, stream, or water."42 This is a third degree
misdemeanor, with a penaltyof no more than 60 days and/or $500; the court may also impose
restitution for any property damage.~ Similarly, "No person, regardless of intent, shall deposk litter
or cause litter to be deposited_in or on waters of the state.""* "Litter" means "garbage, trash, waste,
rubbish, ashes, cans, bottles, wire, paper, cartons, boxes, automobile parts, furniture, glass, or
anything else of an unsighdyor unsanitarynature."4s This is also a third degree misdemeanor. And
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the court may, in lieu of or in addition to any penalty, require such person to "remove litter from any
public or private property, or in or on waters of the state?6 These misdemeanor provisions are
enforceable by any sheriff, police officer, constable, wildlife officer, conservancy district officer or any
other law enforcement officer?7
Ohio’s m/d!~ !awcontains a similar provision: "No person shall place or dispose of in any
manner, any garbage, waste, peelings of vegetables or fruits, rubbish, ashes, cans, bottles, wire, paper,
cartons, boxes, parts of automobiles, wagons, furniture, glass, oil, or anything else of an unsightly or
unsanitary nature...in any ditch stream, river, lake, pond, or other water course...or upon the bank
thereof where the same is liable to be washed into the water either by ordinary flow or floods."48
However, this provision does not apply to substances placed in accordance with a permit under the
water pollution control provision referenced above "or exempted by such section." Thus it exempts
runoff of waste or sediment from agriculture, silviculture, and earthmoving where othemrise
regulated, and exempts animal manure generally. The wildlife hw prohibition is enforced in local
courts as a misdemeanor by wildlife officers or local hw enforcement officials.49 The first offense is
punishable by no more than 60 days and/or $500 fine; subsequent offenses by no more than 6
months and/or $1,000 fine.s° The court may also impose restitution for all or part of any property
damage.

Assistance-Oriented Nonpoint Source Programs
This section describes the primary assistance-oriented state, federal, and local programs used
in Darke and Belmont Counties to address nonpoint source pollution.
The Stillwater River Watershed Protection Project
The Srdliwater River Watershed Project is a locally initiated watershed project. Working with
numerous local partners, the project is administered through the Darke and Miami County Soil and
Water Conservation Districts. The project’s mission is ~to protect and enhance the ground ~A
surface water resource base through voluntary land use practices that are both practical and
economical."sl The project began in the hte 1980’s but received its first formal funding in the form
of a Section 319 grant in 1993. Additional funding from the project has originated in many of the
programs described in this section. The project has r~ceived over $1.5 million from U.S. EPA 319
funding, from state cost share (HB 88) funding, and from the USDA water quality incentive program
(WQIP). In addition, reduced interest loans totaling al~out $1 million have been issued in the
watershed under the Linked Deposit Program.s’ Each of these programs is described in more detail
below. The $2.5 million in funding expended or loaned for cost share and incentive practices funded
work by216 landowners, many of whom received funding from multiple sources,s3
The project continues to use a series of inventories to assess the potential for addressing

nonpomt source pollution from a variety of sources. Each of 28 subwatersheds in the Stiilwater was
evaluated on the number of stream miles, the size of the subwatershed, the percent of the
subwatershed that is I-[ghly Erodible Land, the number of animal units, the tons of manure
produced per acre per y~ar, and the number of on-site septic systems. On the basis of these
evaluations, each subwatershed was ranked to identify the areas with the most likely pollution
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potential. The project then targets funding to the highest ranked areas,s4 One-third of the project’s

funding (including loans through the Linked Deposit program) has been targeted at the number-one
ranked subwatershed, Swamp Czeek.ss Practices funded include no-till, manure holding structures,

erosion control, filter strips, and demonstrations of innovative best management practices.
Participation in most programs requires that farmers develop an operation and management plan for
Livestock facilities, and a conservation plan for all cropland. The Darke and Miami County SWCDs
develop these plans with fimding from their general allocations.
The project is overseen bya 15 member]’oint Board of Supervisors, who him staff to work
on the project out of the Darke CountySWCD office. The Board is assisted bya full-time project
coordinator hired with 319 funding.

Ohio Cost Share Program ("HB 88")
Ohio’s cost share program, commonly referred to as ~HB 88," provides funding to individual

landowners to i:r~..lernen~t practices to abate nonpoint source pollution from agricultural and
silvicultural acuvmes. The program is administered by DNR’s Division of Soil and Water
Conservation and provides cost-sharing up to 75 percent of the cost of a practice, with a limit of
$15,000 per year. The general assembly allocated $1.3 million in 1999 for this program. Locally, the
program is administered by the soil and water conservation districts. Funds are allocated first to
resolving complaints, in accordance with Ohio’s agricultural pollution abatement hws that require
cost share assistance to be provided for the installation of management practices to resolve
complaints. An in "dMdual requesting cost share assistance must have a soil and water conservation
plan in order to receive funding, as well as an operation and management plan if the funding is to be
used for an animal waste management facility. DNR also provides small grants to soil and water
conservation districts through this program for watershed projects; this source of funding is reserved
to provide the required local match for EPA’s 319 funding,s6
In the Stillwater River watershed, HB 88 funding of $50,000 was provided in 1994-96 to help
20 farmers with no-till practices, manure holding structures, soil testing, and manure testing. A
second grant of $15,000 was recently issued under the nonpoint source grant program for nonpoint
source pollution prevention practices in the watershed,s7
In Belmont County, HB 88 funding has been used primarily for animal waste management.
The county has provided between $30,000 and $40,000 to farmers for animal waste ~emem
systems. The program does not generally provide cost-share assistance for the imtallation of
silviculture BMPs, regarding these practices as a cost of doing business.
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Water Pollution Control Fund Linked Deposit Program
Ohio’s Linked Deposit program, administered by Ohio EPA, is a mechanism for the state to
provide loans for water pollution abatement activities through commercial lending institutions at
below market interest rates. The program was created in 1993, and has since provided $3.5 milh’on in
loans to farmers in six participating Ohio watersheds, including the Stillwater, but not including any
in Belmont County. Each participating watershed is required to develop (or amend) a watershed
management plan, identifying the pollution sources in the watershed, the proposed solutiom to
pollution problems, the areas which will be prioritized for assistance, the sources of funding, and a

schedule for implementing the plan. The plans are generally developed collaboratively by local water
quality and agricultural agencies, and must be approved by Ohio EPA.
Individual landowners work with the soil and water conservation district to develop their
applications for loans through this program. Each landowner must develop a soil and water
conservation plan, and the landowner must present a Certificate of Qualification issued bythe district
to the local participating bank in order to receive a loan. The bank evaluates the candidate using its
own lending criteria. If the bank chooses to issue a loan, Ohio EPA and the Ohio Water
Development Authority then deposk funds equal to the face value of the loan through a certificate of
deposk with a term equal to the term of the loan. The bank issues the certificate of deposk at a
reduced interest rate, and is required to pass along the interest savings to the landowner in the form
of a reduced loan interest rate. The bank services the loan according to its normal procedures?8
The Stillwater River Watershed has participated in the program since 1995, and has generated
about $1 milh’on in approved loans. A total of $5.4 milh’on in loan authority has been approved for
this watershed to finance a variety of pollution control practices, including livestock waste handling
systems, manure handling equipment, no-till planters and drills, conservation tillage equipment, and
erosion and runoff control practices."
Streambanking
Ohio’s Streambanking program is funded by bonds issued under the state’s Natureworks
bond program. It is intended to establish and conserve forested stream buffem. DNR provides
grants to soil and water conservation districts working in cooperation with local park districts or
nonprofit land trusts for the purchase of easements or fee-dde interests in land. In order to
participate, the district and its parmers must develop a Riparian Area Protection Plan that includes
an inventory of areas in need of improvement or protection, identification of tools to protect areas,
and short and long term goals for the watershed. The district must hold the easements or fee
ownerships acquired under this program for at least 15 years, and monitor easements annually?°
The Miami County soll and water conservation district spearheaded the Streambanking effort
in the Stillwater River Watershed, in partnership with the Ivgmmi County Park District. The program
has purchased seven easements since 1995, protecting 104 acres. Of the acreage enrolled, 84 acres
were forested and 20 were cropland. Two of the acquisitions were fee-simple purchases of potential
developme, n.t sites, near or adjoining parcels owned byDNR. These parcels totaled almost 7 acres.
The remaining 97 acres are easements on privately ovcned lands. The total cost of all easements has
been close to $150,000.
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Belmont County does not participate in the Streambanking program because of the county’s
topography. The narrow stream gullies make stream buffers a lower priority for most landowners,
and cropping rarely extends near streams.
Natureworks Watershed Management Program
A state program funded bythe same bond issue as the Streambanking program, the
Watershed Management program provides up to $250,003 to watershed projects for cost sharing
management practices. By supplementing on-going federal cost share programs, the program
.provides anywhere from 50 to 100 percent of the cost for materials and installation of water quality
maprovement practices. Funded practices include stream fencing for livestock exclusion, riparian
buffers, streambar~k stabilization, stream habitat restoration, and animal waste practices. All practices
funded under this program must be maintained a minimum of 15 years.61 The Stillwater Watershed
Project has received $250,0~0 from this program- Funding has been used to install erosion control
measures, construct animal waste storage facilities, and improve wetlands and wildlife habitat.62

Ohio’s 319 Program
Ohio EPA administers the state’s 319 program, federal nonpoint source funding available
from U.S. EPA under the Clean Water Act. Ohio has received around $3 million annually in 319
money, but received $6 rnilh’on with the incremental federal funding available in 1999. The federal
program requires a 40 percent state match for all funds granted.
The Stillwater River Watershed Project has received three grants through the 319 program
totaling approximately $550,000 since 1993. The initial grant, received in 1993, comtituted the first
funding for the project, and provided funds to test innovative management practices, help purchase
manure handling equipment, construct streambank stabilize measures, and hire a project coordinator.
Further gmts have similarly provided funding for BMP installation and a project coordinator33
Belmont County and 3 adjacent counties receive 319 funding for a project on their Stillwater
Creek watershed (unrelated to the Miami-Darke County Srillwater River watershed) which crosses
four counties. The grant of $209,000 provides funding for tree planting on reclaimed strip mines,
pasture management practices, and livestock watering systems.
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USDA E nvironmenrml Qu~l~ Incenfiv~ Program

The Water Quality Incentive Program (WQIP) was replaced bythe Environmental Quality
Incentive Program (EQIP) in the 1996 Farm Bill. These cost share programs ate designed to reduce
agricultural nonpoint source pollution problems in small watersheds. The Stillwater Watershed
Project received over $500,000 in two grants over a six year period from this program. The funding
was directed to projects in two subwatersheds for no-till practices, well-testing, and ICM plans.
Belmont County has also received some funding from EQIP. In 1999, Belmont County also
received $300,000 in emergency funding from USDA and state sources due to drought conditions.
The funding was provided for livestock watering systems and the purchase of hay.
USDA Conservation Reserve Program
The Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) is administered bythe USDA Farm Services
Agency. Under CRP, agricultural landowners can apply to enroll their highly erodible and
environmentally sensitive lands. In return, landowners must enter into 10-15-year contracts with
USDA, under which they agree to convert highly erodible cropland or other environmentally
sensitive acreage to vegetative cover, native grasses, wildlife plantings, trees, filterstrips, or riparian
buffers.6~ Landowners participating in CRP can receive up to 50 percent of the costs of establishing
the approved practices. Landowners may also be reimbursed for up to 25 percent of the cost of
restoring wetlands.6s There are 4100 acres in Darke County em’olled in CRP.
Forestry Practices Information
Ohio does not have a specific cost-share program for forest harvest operations. Belmont
County addresses forestry issues through information and outreach to loggers and h_nAowners. The
soil and water conservation district has held two outreach programs for landowners on forestry
requi.-’ements and BMPs. One hundred and twentytwo landowners attended these workshops. The
soil and water conservation district created a timber packet for landowners with information on best
management practices (BMPs), a sample contract, a list of certified loggers, and a sample O&M plan
that it will send upon request. There is a full time forester on staff in the district, but requests for
assistance exceed availability. Generally, the requests for assistance are from private landowners who
are interested in improving or created forested areas on their land. Ohio recognizes a voluntary
program for certification of loggers. To become certified, loggers must atter~A a one daytmining
course on BMPs and pass an exam. However, there is no requirement that loggers become certified
or that Landowners use certified loggers. The soil and water conservation district has held a logger
certification training course.
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Discussion and Analysis
Agriculture and Silviculture
Chief’s orders play a minor role in Ohio’s agriculture and silviculture nonpoint source
controls. Traditional cost-.share, education, and ~ecknical assistance mecharfisms are the heart of the
pmgrarrL
DNR’s Soil and Water Conservation Division surveys the state’s 88 soil and water
conservation districts every 3 years to determine how they are responding to complaints. Statewide
statistics compiled bythe Division in 1997 show that urban stormwater was the leading source of
formal and informal complaints, followed by construction runoff, animal waste, rural flooding, and
silviculture impacts. The districts receive only about 200 complaints per year statewide from the
public about agriculture and silviculture pollution. Of thef0rmd pollution complaints received by
the districts concerning agriculture and forestry statewide in 1996, 121 concerned animal waste, 23
cropland erosion, and 44 silviculture erosion. Of the formal complaints fielded bythe districts
concerning agriculture or silviculture, onlyabout 2-5 each year lead to district requests for chief’s
orders, and even fewer of these result in the issuance of chief’s orders.
The Belmont County soil and water conservation district has requested issuance of chief’s
orders with respect to sediment pollution from logging operations. In 1998, the district requested 3
chief’s orders, 2 of which were for logging-related pollution. In both of the logging cases, operators
had damaged the areas logged and left the sites. The district contacted the operators numerous times
regarding the viohtions, and sent certified letters as required by hw. When the operators did not
respond to the district, it forwarded the complaints to the chief. Although orders were drafted, they
were not yet issued when the operators agreed (at the encouragement of the local forestry association)
to install required practices, including mulch, seeding, and waterbars. The administrative and chief’s
order request process took between twelve to fifteen months, and the on-site remedy occurred long
after the completion of the logging operations.
Because of concern with the timeliness and effectiveness of chief’s orders in encouraging
operators to avoid pollution (since it is an after-the-fact abatement mechanism rather than a
provision for sound logging practices), the Belmont County soil and water conservation district’s
board of supervisors passed a motion seeking to have the county require a permit for logging in
order to gain closer control over logging practices. Such a permit would have required logger
adherence to BMPs and following an operations and maintenance plan as a condition of being

allowed to operate in the county. (Ohio’s agricultural pollution abatement hw provides that forestry

operators ~may~’ file an operations and maintenance plan with the soil and water conservation
district.66 The districts therefore accept these plans only if volunteered; they cannot require them).
The county permit system proposed by the district board was opposed by DNR and by the logging
industry, and is no longer under active discussion. DNR increased its education and informational
outreach for loggers; and formal complaints related to pollution caused by silvicutural activities
decreased in Belmont County. The district reports that k received no complaints .rehted to
silviculture in 1999.
The Darke County soil and water conservation district has had among the highest number of
citizen complaints about animal operations. Most of these have rehted to odors rather than to water
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pollution. Th~s district has never requested a chief’s order. Pollution related complaints have
been resolved ~’fformally, frequently including the prov~ion of cost-sh,~ money as pa~ of the
remedy. The existence of the Stillwater River Watershed Protection Project has, in effect, provided a

well-funded infrastructure for technical assistance and cost shares that has forestalled the use of
eaforcement tools.
Financial assistance for producers needing to address livestock pollution problems statewide
in Ohio has come from a variety of sources: 38 percent received state funds, 38 percent received
USDA program funds, 14 percent required no assistance, 6 percent received ~ 319 funds, 3 percent
received NatureWorks funds, and 1 percent received other funding assistance.6z Soil and water
conservation districts identified the p~practices needed to correct livestock pollution as storage
facilih’ties, facility management, runoff control, and nutrient utilization practices. Statewide statistics
show that about 2/3 of the agricultural cost share funds administered bythe Division of Soil and
Water Conservation in recent years have been allocated to addressing complaints (about $647,000 in
fisc£ year 1998, for example)?s Requiring cost-shares as a condition for enforcement has been
criticized as "paying the polluter."
Ohio has had only 3 chief’s orders that couldn’t be resolved at the Division level in the last 10
years and that had to be forwarded to the Attomey General for enforcement in court. Referrals to the
Attomey General are a last resort for the Division, both because th_e process is perceived to be timeconsuming and because the Attorney General bills the Division for time spent on Division matters.
Two of the three cases referred for judicial enforcemem subsequently settled, while the third did not
but is still expected to settle (culminating a 4-5 year process since the original complaint).
The Ohio system is geared to voluntary compliance at every step, so k is not a speedy process.
Both state and local officials noted that the process is unwieldy and slow, and enforcement comes
into effect only in the most prolonged of cases. The soil and water conservation districts wish the
enforcement process were quicker after they request a chief’s order, largely because they seldom refer
any cases for chief’s orders until they have themselves exhausted every opportunity for informal
resolution.
The DNR’s Division of Wildlife plays a role in nonpoint source enforcement when there is a
fish kill directly attributable to activities on the land. There is a wildlife officer in each county. For a
fimt offense, Wildlife generally refers the situation to the soil and water conservation district ~f less
than $50 in fish are involved in the kill. If a claim of more than $50 is involved, then the Division of
Wildlife seeks restitution from the discharger itself - sending a bill for fish and for investigative costs,
and offering settlement. If there is no settlement, then the Division seeks a criminal fine and payment
of restitution. For repeated offenses, the Division of Wildlife proceeds criminally. Under the stream
litter and nuisance provisions, the potential sanctions are up to $500 and/or 60 days in jail (fine up to
$3,000 ~f a corporate violator). Soil and water conservation district staff report that wildlife officers
are hesitant to enforce against agricultural or silvicultural pollution because there is some uncertainty
as to whether natural substances such as sediment (or tree tops) would be considered stream litter by
local judges.
Urban Stormwater/Nortfarm Program
The Division of Soil and Water Comervation developed standards for urban runoff, bu~ has
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no enforcement authority’in this area. Ohio EPA has authority to issue enforcement orders. Ohio
EPA has Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) with 17 soil and water conservation districts on
stonnwater. These mostly urban counties do local education on erosion comrol at construction sites,
and review notices of intent to construct. Some also conduct inspections. Local governments also
have regulatory and enforcement authority.

Conclusions
Ohio DNR’s chief’s orders present a unique state-based mechanism to address agricultural or
silvicultural nonpoint source pollution when soil and water conservation districts cannot resolve
matters voluntarily. However, the process depends heavily on voluntary and cost-share programs,
requires provision of cost-shares where cost-shamble practices are needed, and takes a great deal of
time. The wildlife officer enforcement option is useful in the case of fish kills traceable to particular
activities and has been used. Ohio EPA has little enforcement authority with respect to nonpoint
source water pollution.
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1. In addition to the documentary sources cited, the following in&viduals were interviewed by
telephone in connection with this case study: Larry Antosch, Ol’fio EPA; Jim Bennett, District
Conservationist, Darke County SWCD; Tammie Brown, Division of Soil and Water Conservation,
DNR; David Hanselmann, Assistant Chief, Division of Soil and Water, DNR; Gall Hesse, 319
Coordinator, Ohio EPA; Karen McAlister, District Comervationist, Miami County SWCD; Bob
Monserrat, Division of Environmental and Financial Assistance, Ohio EPA; Bob Phelps, Ohio EPA;
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Division of Soil and Water Conservation, DNR. Comments were also provided by George Kleevic,
Belmom County SWCD.
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Ib~ See http’Y/chagfin.epa.state.oh.us/watershed/attdm/useOTkltm.
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Ohio Rev. Star. ~ 1511.02CE)(1).
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Ohio Rev. Star. ~ 1511.02.
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Ohio Admin. Code ~ 1501:15-5-01(B)(13).
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Ohio Admin. Code ~ 1501:15-5-01(B)(4), (6).
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13.
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14.

Ohio Admin. Code ~ 1501:15-5-08.

15.

Ohio Adrnin. Code ~ 1501:15-5-15.
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17.
18.

Ohio .A.dmin. Code ~ 1501:15-5-01(B)(26).
Ohio Admin. Code ~ 1501:15-5-11.
Ohio Admin. Code ~ 1501:15-5-12.

19.
Ohio Rev. Star. ~ 1511.020S)(4).
20.
Ohio Rev. Star. ~ 1515.08(L),(R),(S),(’I) provide for soil and water conservation districts to
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21.
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22.
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24.
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29.
30.

Ohio Admin. Code $1501:15-5-13(A)(2)(e).

Ohio Rev. Star. ~ 1511.08.
Ohio Rev. Star. ~ 1511.07(B).
Ohio Rev. Star. ~ 1511.99; Ohio Admin. Code ~ 1501:15-5-16(A)(2).
Ohio Rev. Star. ~ 1511.071.
Ohio Rev. Star. [ 1511.07(A)(2).
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39.
Ohio Rev. Stat. ~ 6111.04(D).
40.
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41.
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42.
Ohio Rev. Stat. ~ 3767.13(Q.
43.
Ohio Rev. Stat. ~ 3767.13, 2929.21(E).
44.
Ohio Rev. Star. ~ 3767.32(A).
45.
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46.
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47.
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48.
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49.
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50.
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51.
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October 1995.
52. "Over $1,500,000 Raised for the Stillwater Watershed Project," Sti/!muer Wamm/xdPm/’~
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53. Id.
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55.
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56.
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57.
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59.
lbid See also Stillwater River Project (mission statement and fact sheet).
60.
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Vance, Lawrence G. Memorandum to Soil and Water Conservation Districts, March 18, 1997.
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62.
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U.S. Department of Agriculture: Washington, DC
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67.
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Oregon Case Study
Summary
This study surveys enforceable legal mechanisms for nonpoint source pollution control in
Oregon, together with a variety of voluntary and assistance-oriented approaches, as illustrated by
pracuce in two watersheds, the Tualatin River Basin and the Grande Ronde River Basin.’ The three
mechanisms studied include: (1) watershed-level ~ement planning under SB 1010, Oregon’s
Agricultural Water Quality Act; (2) enforceable best management practices under the Oregon Forest
Practices Act and its accompanying rules; and 0) implementation of water-related planning goals
through Oregon’s statewide comprehemive land-use planning hw, which is unique in the nation.
Each of these mechanisms has become a keyelement of Oregon’s attempts to meet not only
state water-quality goals and federal TMDL requirements, but also the habitat concerns raised by
recent Endangered Species Act listings of several salmonid species. In this context, there has been

much discussion in each of the affected sectors as to whether the existing state-hw mechanisms can
be made adequate to implement federal mandates, or whether more stringent regulation will be
needed in the future. In agriculture, debate centers on currem policy approaches that favor
stakeholder participation aml voluntary compliance versus expanded use of SB 1010’s rehtively
untested enforcement and penalty sections; in forestry, where water quality provisions have been
enforced for some time, on the adequacy of existing management practices for emuring continued
protection of salmon habitat; and in the urban sector, on the application of generally-worded
statewide planning goals to local water quality issues, and their transhtion into enforceable local
OlXtina!’lCeS.

C_~. upled .with b.o_th, new and or~. oing programs to encourage voluntary control of nonpoint
sources, these erdorceable legal mechartisms also are at the core of overarching initiatives by the
Govemotas Office and the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality to integrate water-related
issues statewide. A common aspect of both the voluntary and enforceable mechanisms is theix
emphasis on planning and mar~gement at the watershed level. The two watersheds studied served as
models for the approaches now being undertaken, and highlight the path that is being followed in
other watersheds throughout the state.

Tualatin and Grande Ronde Watersheds
The Tualati, nRi.terBasm, just southwest of the Portland metropolitan area, is about 80
miles long and a tributary of the Wtllamette River. Its drainage basin is approximately 43 miles long
and 29 miles wide, and covers an area of 712 square miles.2 Over half of the watershed is forested,
one-third is agricultural, and fifteen percent (70,000 acres) is urban,~ including the Portland
metropolitan area communities of T~gard, Beaverton, and I-’fillsbom as well as the cities of Tuahtin,
Sherwuod, and Forest Grove? It is one of the fastest-growing areas in the state, with forecasts of
400,000 additional people living in the Metro region (which includes the Tualatin Basin) over the
next twenty years,s The river is the major source of drinldng and irrigation water in its valley, but the
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Oregon DEQ has designated it and its tributaries as "Water Quality Limited."6 "Tualatin" derives

from an Indian word meaning "slow and Lazy" - an accurate description of the river’s meandering
course. For this reason, shading and temperature issues are prominent in the basin, alongside more
traditional concerns about discharges and runoff.
The Tualatin basin was chosen for study because k combines agricultural, forest, and urban
issues, and thus is affected by each of the enforceable mechanisms examined. In addition, due to a
long history of litigation over water quality issues, the basin was among the fimt to fully develop and
adopt various federal and state programs for water quality management and nonpoint source
pollution control. It has the oldest TMDL in the state, and also was the first to adopt an agricultural
water quality management plan under Oregon hw. The basin’s early adoption of these mechanisms
means that they have recently become eligible for active enforcement action, including errforcement
against nonpoint sources.
! The study also briefly examined the Grande Rorde Ri’wr Basra in Northeastern Oregon.
This basin, which is centered on the city of La Grande, encompasses the Blue Mountain region,
covers more than 5,000 square miles, and includes 280 streams and rivers that contain 2,900 miles of
fisheries: Land ownership in the basin is approximately 65% public land and 35% private land: In
Eastern Oregon, nonpoint source issues are concentrated in the agriculngal sector, and center on
ranching, gr-,tzing, and irrigation practices and their effect on water quality and stream temperature. A
chief concern is the declining population of Snake River spring chinook salmon, which is listed under
the Endangered Species Act? The basin was chosen for study because it is frequently cited as an
example of a strong voluntary effort -- the Grande Ronde Model Watershed Program, described in
detail below -- that predated and provided a solid foundation for more recent planning and
regulatory mechanisms in the agricultural sector.

Enforceable Mechanisms Studied
Of the Oregon nonpoint source enforceable mechanisms described in the Alwur~*° the

following were reviewed in detail because of their particular relevance to ongoing statewide efforts to
control nonpoint source pollution, as illustrated bythe Tuahtin and Grande Ronde watersheds.

Agricultural l~gater Quah’ty Act (SB I010). Tiffs 1993 law, still commonly referred
to by its bill number, authorized the Oregon Departmem of Agriculture (ODA) to designate areas to
be governed by a water quality management plan and to adopt rules that require hndowners in the
affected area to perform those acuons necessary to carry out the plan.11In general, once a plan "rs
implemented, all activities, including pesticide use, imgation, and grazing, within the affected area of
the plan must be conducted "in full compliance with the plan and rules implementing the plan and
with all rules and standards of the [’Environmenta] Quality Commission] rehting to water pollution
conl~rol ....
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In 1995, SB 1010 was supplemented and strengthened bySB 502, which required ODA to

develop and implement programs and rules ~that directly regulate farming practices that are for the
purpose of protecting water quality" and that are applicable both to exclusive farm use zones under
the state plarming law and to other lands where agricultural practices are taking phce.13 ODA has
interpreted this mandate as giving k exclusive authority to regulate agricultural activities that affect
water quality.14 The water quality management plans themselves are developed through a public
process in in~vidual wate~heds, with priority given to impaired watersheds listed under ~ 303(d) of
the Oean Water Act. ODA has enacted administrative rules to ensure consistency and uniformity
the plamfing process throughout the state,is
ODA is authorized to determine compliance with the management plans through entry and
impection, but must give a notice of viohtion and an opportunity for compliance prior to assessing a
civil penalty. Penalties can be up to $2,500 for the first viohtion and up to $10,000 for a second
viohtion,is In addition, viohfions of the plans and/or administrative rules are subject to all remedies
and sanctions available to the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEO..) or

Environmental Quality Commission?7

! Oregon Forest Practices Act; Under the Oregon Forest Practices Act, the Oregon
Board of Forestry must establish best management practices (BMPs) ~to insure that to the maximum
extent practicable nonpoint source discharges of pollutants resukhag from forest operations on
forestlands do not impair the achievement and maintenance of water quality standards."~s Forest
operators are required to complywith these BMPs, unless theycan demonstrate that alternative
practices will yield better results.19 If forest operators are in good-faith compliance with the BMPs,
then their operations are given a safe harbor from enforcement, and considered not to be in violation
of anywater quality standards.2° BMPs can be subjected to review pursuant to a petition alleging that
existing forestry operations conducted in accordance with them are nonetheless contributing to
violatiom of water quality standards. Upon receiving such a petition, the Forestry Board must either
revise the BMPs within two years or dismiss the petition;2~ if k fails to issue revisions or dismiss the
petition within the specified time, then water quality standards may be enforced directly against forest
OperatOrs.22

¯ Aside from requiting BMPs, the Act also contains specific requirements governing forestry
operauom. Forest operators must give written notice of all operatiom to the State Forester, and
interested parties may subscribe to receive notification of all proposed operations. Similarly, when
operators give notice of chemical applications, the State Forester must notify persons within 10 miles
of the application, if those persons have requested such notice and hold downstream surface water
rights.2~ The Board of Forestry also has authority to require a written plan for operatiom conducted
within 100 feet of a stream used by fish or for domestic use, or within 300 feet of an area that
contains threatened or endangered species, sensitive bird nesting or roosting sites, or significant
The State Forester enforces all of these requirements through inspection, citations, and
issuance and service of administrative orders, such as26cease and desist or reparation orders.2s No
penalties may be imposed unless a citation is issued. The Act provides for general criminal and civil
penalties,~7 including potential civil sanctions of up to $5,000 per viohdon.~
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Statewide comprel~ensive land-use planning. Oregon has a comprehemive
statewide land-use planning law that in part provides for the protection in local comprehemive plans
of a variety of environmentally sensitive areas, including flood plains, esmarine areas, wetlands, lakes,
coastal, areas, and wilderness and scenic areas.29 The Department of Land Conservation and
Development (DLCD) also has authority to designate ~areas of critical state concern" as part of the
plarming process.3°
The law is implemented through a series of statewide plarming goals, including goals that can
be applied to cover nonpoint sources. These goals must be complied with in the development of city
and county land use plans and implementing regulations, which govern community growth and
development. Of particular relevance are Goal 5, which rehtes to natural resource protection; Goal 6,
which covers .the quality of air, water, and land resources; Goal 7, which protects floodplains and
other areas subject to natural disasters and hazards; and Goals 3 and 4, which govern agricultural
lands and forest lands, respectively. The plans were submitted to DLCD for initial review and
"acknowledgment"; once acknowledged bythe Department, the plan, rather than the goals, is the
controlling legal authority. However, the plans also are subject to periodic review, especially as the
plarming goals change and evolve.
Local governments then enforce these requirements through their police power. In the ~areas
of critical state concern," the Commission, as well as the county governing bodies, has investigative
and heating authority for alleged violations, and injunctive relief also is available;3~ however, the
Commission has not 5~t exercised its authority to designate these areas. Remedies for noncompliance
of a local plan with the statewide goals include withholding state grant money to local governments,
as well as legal and equitable remedies32
These three enforceable mechanisms were chosen for their relevance to nonpoint sources in
the Tuahtin, Grande Ronde, and other keywatersheds not examined in this study. The interaction
among these state-level enforceable mechanisms, between these mechanisms and federal pollution
control hw, and between these mechanisms and Oregon’s voluntary, technical assistance, and costshare nonpoint source pollution programs is complex. Statewide coordination of many of these
programs LS occurring under the "Oregon Plan," a recent initiative spomored bythe Governor’s
Office. The Oregon Plan and several of the new and traditional assistance-oriented mechanisms for
nonpoint source control are discussed in the next section.

Voluntary and Assistance-Oriented Nonpoint Source Programs
The Oregon Plan for Salmon and Watersheds/Watershed Councils
The Oregon Plan for Salmon ~ Watersheds is the umbrella for a number of rehted
activities aimed at improving watei- quality, including nonpoint source control. Developed and
administered bythe Governor’s Office in 1997 in response to declining fish populations and
proposed listings of salmonids under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), and affiraz, d by executive
order in 1999, the Oregon Plan establishes three main priorities: (1) achieve ~m~nt of water quality
standards through federal and state hw and technical assistance thl’ough the Healthy Streams
Partnership"; (2) restoration of native fish populations; and 0) watershed assessment and restoration,

hrge /through enco f md ng creation of local watershed counc s in each bas;-. The
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Oregon Plan’s emphasis on basin-level improvements is meant to represent a "phce-based" approach
to meeting water quality goals.
Central to the Oregon Plan is the distinction between watershed restoration activities, which
seek to undo past harm, and planning and regulatory mechanisms that address ongoing pollution.
Restoration activities are the prkmry focus of the watershed councils, and are coordinated at the state
level through the Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board (OWEB, formerly the Governor’s
Watershed Enhancement Board or GWEB). Since July 1997, OWEB has awarded almost 568 grants
totalling $39 million to assist with implementation of watershed restoration projects. OWEB’s work
has included not only grants and other support to the watemhed councils, but also projects such as
the development of a watershed assessment manual for the councils’ use. The Board also has phyed a
role in facilitating coordination among state agencies on water policy.
The watershed council concept emerged from the ~Watershed Health Program," a two-year
trial program that appropriated ten milh’on dollam between 1993 and 1995 to help create watershed
councils in each of two trial basins -- the South Coast and the Grande Ronde -- and worked to
integrate state-funded programs and Section 319 efforts in those basins. When this program ended,

the remaining activities were incorporated into GWEB. With new funding through the Oregon Plan,
90 watershed councils have now been established statewide. DEQ works with and participates on the
watershed councils, largely through training on data collection and sampling, and the other state
natural resource agencies also phya major role.
The Oregon Plan also incorporates the Healthy Streams Partnership, a 1997 initiative to
forestall additional regulation by developing a series of agreed-upon principles for integrating Clean
Water Act and TMDL requirements with aquatic systems preservation and fish habitat needs. The
Partnership consists of a stakeholder process supported bythe state’s commitment to carryout

certain regulatory objectives, such as SB 1010 implementation and TMDL development, and to
increase agency staffing. The goals of the Pan.nership include investing in state water resources under
existing legal authorities; developing TMDLs for all 92 sub-basins; and developing a stakeholder
focus that emphasizes collaborative processes.
In 1997, a total of $30 million was appropriated for implementation of the various aspects of
the Oregon Plan, $20 rrfilh’on of which was earmarked for cost-share grants through OWEB. Sources

of these funds included timber tax revenue ($13 million), a surcharge on salmon fishing licemes ($1
million), contributions from the concrete industry ($1 million), and monies from the state’s general
fund ($5 milh’on). In 1998, a ballot initiative passed a constitutional amendment that dedicates 15% of
state lottery funds to ongoing support of these initiatives. The amendment is in phce for fhCteen years,
and is expected to yield $30-40 million every two ~am. These allocations allowed the creation at both
the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality and the Oregon Department of Agriculture of 19
new staff positions specifically devoted to water quality issues and to working with the watershed
councils.

While the political financiaL, and human resources invested in the Oregon Plan have been
substantial, some NGO representatives charged that the Governor’s Office "significantly oversells
the role and efficacy of watershed councils" as a primary solution, favoring them over regulatory
approaches. According to these critics, the council process is slow, taking years to draft a restoration
workplan for the Tualatin Basin, much less to address regulatory issues. Further, they claimed, the
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Like other watershed councils throughout the state, the Tualatin River Watershed Council is
not itself an enforcement agency, instead making recommendations to policymakers?* It consists of
twenty members who represent key interests in the watershed (citizens, agriculture, business and
industry, environmental groups, forestry, education, local governments, chambem of commerce, and
water and sewer providers), and attempts to reach its decisions by consensus#s In 1996, the Council
was officially recognized by the Washington County Board of Commissioners, applied for and
received an operating grant from the GWEB, and hired a full-time coordinator?6 In January 1999,
the Council adopted the Tualatin River Watershed Action Plan -- ~a long-term vision on how to
improve water quality, improve fish and wildlife habitat, minimize soil erosion, minimize flooding,
and increase recreational opportunities within the Tualatin River Watershed" that strives to integrate
existing plans and efforts within the watershed.37
The Council views the Action Plan as a technical review that helps set its priorities and define
in concrete terms the necessary conditions for emuring the heakh of the Tualatin watershed. In
addition to this core work, the Council responds to immediate challenges, such as watershed health
emergencies and new issues, as they arise. The members interviewed fek that the effo~ is working
well so far, although some noted that the possibility of stricter ESA mandates could present a
challenge for the cooperative process. Council representatives have been effective in dealing with
their comtituencies on smaller problems -- for example, a 1996 flood that caused mudslicles on forest
land -- but the Council hasn’t yet tackled anything as controversial or as comprehensive as the ESA.
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Model Watershed Program
The Grande Ronde Model Watershed Program w-as estab~hed in 1992, one of three such
programs crea~d in Oregon, Idaho and Washix~on byte Nort_hwest Power Planning Council. ~n
the Grande Ronde, the Union County and Wallowa County Commissions had foreseen the kmminent
ESA listing of spring chinook salmon and "determined that a grass-roots, locally-based effort
working to coordinate exfisting local, state and federal programs could effectively maint,~a, enhance,
and restore [the] watershed."38 The Grande Ronde Program was one of the original models for
watershed councils statewide, and continues to act as the watershed council for the Grande Ronde
basin. It works closelywith the local (Union County and Wallowa County) Soil and Water
Comervadon Districts, which help implement some of the Program’s initiatives.
The Program received initial funding from the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) and
the Bureau of Reclamation, followed by five million dollam from the Watershed Health Program.
The BPA has continued to provide funding for administration of the Program, as much as 65-70% of
its annual budget. The Program also receives funds or in-kind support from the Bureau of
Reclamation, Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board, Natural Resource Conservation Service, and
the Union County and Wallowa County SWCDs.
The restoration projects have included small modifications with immediate results, such as
upgrading irrigation diversions to allow fish passage; channel restoration, which already has led to
significant temperature reduction; and projects, such as fencing and livestock exclusion, vegetation
and shading, that are expected to have longer-term results. About 100 projects were undertaken in
1994-95. Since then, between thirty and forty additional projects have been proposed each year,
approximately thirty of which get funded -- a total of 260 to date. Funding decisiom are made bythe
Program’s Board with the assistance of a technical committee, composed of ten representatives from
relevant agencies, that reviews all project proposals and recommends funding priorities to the Board.

In addition, OWEB has its own process for reviewing and funding restoration projects, and last year
at least fifteen or twenty of these were in the Grande Ronde basin.
The Program maintains a database that keeps track of all restoration projects dating back ten
years, and serves as a clearinghouse for that data. Each funded project over a certain size has a
monitoring component that requires monitoring for five years, and this data also is made available. In
addition, there is a basin-wide water quality monitoring program that is administered through the
Union County SWCD, and established to coordinate the activities of the many agencies that were
conducting monitoring. The monitoring program’s goal is to gather baseline data on temperature,
nutrients, sedimentation, and so forth, and to track long-term changes in water quality.
Federal Farm Bill Programs
The various U.S. Deparanent of Agriculture programs for nonpoint source pollution control
ate administered through the Oregon offices of the Natural Resource Conservation Service, which is
headquartered in Portland. The Serdce’s mandate is to provide landowners and local Soil and Water
Conservation Districts with technical assistance for carrying out L~SDA programs. In addidon to its
regular activities, as part of the Oregon Plan the Service has signed an MOU with the Govemor’s
Office, the EPA Region X office, and NMFS to assist with comultation on ESA issues affecting
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private lands. NRCS has around 30 field offices in Oregon and 135 staff positions, of which at least
two-thirds are in the field.

The Oregon Department of Agriculture coordinates with NRCS to leverage the available
funding. The two agencies have formed the "Conservation Parmership," a consortium of agency
represematives from ODA, NRCS, the local SWCDs, and the Oregon Association of SWCDs, which
meets monthly or bi-monthly to work through issues of common interest. In practice, most
impleme.~ltation activity occurs through the local Soil and Water Conservation Districts, where the
real integration happens -- the SWCDs are the direct recipients of both USDA/NRCS and ODA
In 1999, USDA programs active in Oregon included: the Environmental Quality Incentives
Program (EQIP), which was described as "the heart and soul" of the Farm Bill programs, with $3.9
million allocated for cost-share assistance in FY 99; the Wetland Reserve Program (WRP), with $1.5
million allocated; the Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program (WHIP), largely focused on threatened
and endangered species issues, which had $0.5 milh’on allocated for FY 99 but is unfunded for FY
2000; and the P.L. 556 small watershed program, which has provided "a few milh’on dollar" in
targeted plarmiug assistance to address local-level concerns such as watershed plan development and
implementation.
Program funding is targeted primarily at identified pdofity areas within the state. Since
Oregon organizes its efforts on a watershed basis, the NRCS has followed suit, creating basin
workgroups and local workgoups within the basins that are composed of representatives from NRCS,
the local SWCDs and other relevant parties. These workgroups identify resource issues needing
attention, set priorities, and make funding recommendations to the State Technical Committee. This
approach has been fairly successful; thus far, the greatest limiting factor has not been funding per se,
but rather the low availability of technical assistance to implement activities once they are funded.
Recent (FY 98) priority areas for EQIP funding have included the John Day/Umatilla Basin
($742,000), Snake River Basin ($492,000), North Coast Basin ($442,500), Deschutes/Hood Basin
($709,500), Southwest Basin ($481,000), Lower Wdhrnette Basin ($537,000), Central Coast/Upper
Wfllamette Basin ($328,000), and the I-ragh Desert Basin ($384,000). However, the Service attempts to
fund at least the top priority project in every basin, in order to maintain its presence across the state.
In these and other projects statewide, there is a current focus on three issues: salmon habitat,
promotion of healthy watersheds, and the Mid-Columbia Plateau.
The NRCS also has a historyof providing technical assistance and funding to the Tualatin
Basin, dating back to the 1980s. The Tuahtin was designated as a "hydxologic unit area," an
experimental ground for watershed modeling and testing theories. In addition, the Service has
worked on the social aspects of agricultural issues in the basin, including sponsoring focus groups to
get the local communities involved and to help them recognize water quality problems.
In addition to the programs described above, Oregon has developed a program under the
USDA’s Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) and Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program
(CREP). Approved in late 1998, the Oregon CREP will be funded at approximately $250 m~lion
dollars over 15 years, with 80% coming from the federal government. The program, which is
designed to assist in restoration of habitat for salmon and trout listed under the ESA, will restore
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freshwater riparian habitat along 4,000 miles of streams throughout the state. Agricultural
landowners are eligible to enter into 10- to 15-year contracts to plant long-term vegetative cover and
exclude livestock in exchange for cost-share and technical assistance. Program goals include: reducing
temperature to natural ambient conditions; reducing sediment and nutrient pollution from
agricultural lands adjacent to streams by more than 50 percent; stabilizing stream banks along critical
salmon and trout streams; and restoring stream hydraulic and geomorphic conditions. The state will
conduct monitoring throughout the project to evaluate and record progress in achieving these goals.
Section 319 Program

According to the Oregon DEQ, ~grant funds available through Section 319 of the Water
Qua~,ty Act of 1987 are a critical element in turning Oregon’s NPS control program into water
quality protection realities in watersheds throughout the state."39 Section 319 funding totalled $8.7

million dollars between 1991 and 1998, with a budget of $1.35 million in both 1997 and 19987o
According to DEQ, funding originally tended toward a large number of smaller projects, peaking in
1994 when EPA approved 32 projects averaging $44,400 each. Starting in 1995, this trend was

reversed, ~emphasizing fewer, bigger, and longer projects in order to address needs for whole
watershed eahancement, to sustain this effort over enough time to effect significant improvements,
and to avoid the growing administrative burden on DEQ resulting from having 50 to 60 projects
active simukaneously."~1

The Department has worked to prioritize and applyits Section 319 funding in the basins
where TMDLs are needed, because them is more knowledge about water quality concerns in those
basins and therefore a greater degree of certainty that money spent will be used directly to meet or
achieve water quality stanclards. In channelling Section 319 funding, DEQ works closely with the
local watershed councils. Similarly, Section 319 funds also have provided some support for the local
advisory councils and development of water quality management plans under SB 1010, and have been
applied to water-quality-related revisiom of the Oregon Forest Practices Act.
In the Tualatin Basin, the Section 319 program has funded projects designed to "increase
local involvement and stewardship in nonpoint source pollution control projects and contribute to
environmental education and water quality monitoring.".2 These include the Dair~McKay
~logic Unit Area Project, which studies the link between agricultural BMPs and water quality;,
and the Student Watershed Research Project, which encourages middle- and high-school students to
monitor water quality data throughout the Tualatin and add k to a regional watershed database..3

Discussion and Analysis
Agricultural Water Quality Management Plans (WQMPs)
In 1993, the Oregon Legishture passed Senate Bill 1010 (SB 1010), which directs the Oregon
Depammnt. of Agriculture to work with the state’s agricultura! community on non-point source
water pollution control. Under the legishtion, ODA is authorized to develop and implement
watershed-based water quality management plans (WQMPs) that identify measures landowners can
use to prevent and control water pollution. ODA must initiate the planning process once water
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quality concerns have been identified in a watershed and a management plan becomes required by any
state or federal hw. In practice, EPA’s Section 303(d) list of water-qualitpimpaired watersheds is the
strongest driver for watershed planning.
Combined with Senate Bill 502, which further called upon ODA to develop and implement
programs and rules that regulate faxming practices for the purpose of water-qualitypmtection, this
legishtion gives ODA exclusive responsibility for regulating agricult~aral practices that affect water
quality. The Department’s authofityextends to anyland being used for agricultural purposes,
regardless of its designation under the state land-use planning hw or local zoning hws. Although the
Department prefers to emphasize technical assistance and other non-regulatory approaches for
nonpoint source control, SB 1010 provides enforcement authority when voluntary measures prove
insufficient for emuring compliance with the WQMPs and rules.
,, _O.DA
has established
four-year time
frame time
for WQMP
development
basins.
paraaet,
the Oregon
DEQ has aestablished
a ten-year
frame for
its issuanceinofimpaired
Clean Water
ActIn
TMDLs that will cover many of the same basins and applyto manyof the same non-point sources. As

a result, the WQMPs already in place have in part served as "early action plans," which contain
enforceable conditions intended to minimize nonpoint pollution, even before specific TMDL
numbers have been calculated and allocated among the various point and nonpoint sources within
the basin. ODA acknowledges that its four-year timetable is ambitious, but notes that k has roughly
been able to adhere to this schedule, allowing for some initial dehys in starting up the process. While
only a few final plans are in phce at the time of this study, many more are in draft form, and a

number of final plans will be issued over the next six months to one year.
To ensure consistency and uniformity in plans throughout the state, ODA has adopted rules
governing the process for plan development and enforcement.~ Although ODA retains the ultimate
decision-making authority, these rules call for public consultation with ad hoc local advisory

committees (LACs) composed of various stakeholder representatives from the basin. Local advisory
committees are distinct from the watershed councils promoted under the Oregon Plan, but there is
considerable overlap between the two, and k is generally fek that inclusion of watershed council
members on the local advisory committees helps to promote coherence and collaboration.

As developed through this stakeholder process, the WQMPs establish both general goals for
the basin (for example, reduction of sediment loading) and performance standards designed to
encourage or discourage certain activities consistent with these goals. In crafting the plans and their
accompanying rules, ODA’s goal is to leave flexibility for landowners to achieve performance
standards through the practices theydeem most appropriate for their operations. These can include
adoption of specific BMPs. AlCter being developed by the LAC and reviewed by ODA, the rules are
issued through a formal rulemaking process, and thus go through an additional round of notice and
comment before becoming final. Theythen are given to the appropriate local management agency-usually the county soil and water conservation district or districts -- for implementation. In many
cases, a year or more may ehpse from the time a local advisory council is appointed until the
rulemaking process is finalized.
The Tualatin River Basin is noteworthy for having adopted Oregon’s first agricutural water
quality management plan, in April 1996; k also has the state’s first TMDLs, for phosphorus and
ammorfia, which were issued in 1988 and approved byEPA in the early 1990s. Significantly, there is a
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history of controversy and litigation that played a role in attaining these milestones, including citizen
suits that established the "[MDL process and subsequent hwsuits to enforce TMDLs. In effect, the
existing nonpoint source control measures in the basin stemmed from point source concerns during
the 1980% when local environmental groups went to court over pollution from thirty municipal
wastewater treatment facilities. In 1986, the Northwest Environmental Defense Center filed a hwsuit
against Oregon DEQ and U.S. EPA for failing to set effluent discharge limits withir.~ 180 days, as
required bythe federal Clean Water Act -- the first successful suit in the nation to require
enforcement of the total maximum daily load provision of the Act.4s
This case was resolved in part by a consent decree that divided the area into forest,
agriculture, and urban districts, assigning load allocations for each, and assigning responsibility for
meeting the allocations to different local management agencies. For forestry, the designated agency is
the Oregon Depan_ment of Forestry;, for agriculture, the Oregon Department of Agriculture, which
can delegate its authority to the local Soil and Water Conservation Districts; for urban, the Unified
Sewerage Agency (a regional agency that covers twelve cities), Clackamas, Multnomah, and
Washington Counties, and the cities of Portland, Lake Oswego, and West Linn. In short, the consent
decree mandated a cooperative, cross-sectoral planning process well before the enactment of SB 1010.
Indeed, the substance of what became SB 1010 was pioneered bythe Washington CountySoil
and Water Conservation District, which helped implement the judge’s decision for the agricultural
sector. The SWCD developed an approach through a public procedure that involved all stakeholders
and attempted to foster agreement on the importance of water qualiryprotection. This approach was
directly incorporated into the legishfion, and paved the way for further development of the Tualatin
WQMP after the legishtion was enacted in 1993.
Once SB 1010 was passed, a local advisory committee was formed to develop a draft plan and
rules for the Tualatin basin and submit them to ODA. Participants included a number of local
farmers, representatives of environmental groups, and various local government agencies. The
committee also employed a 15-person technical committee composed of volunteer experts from the
NRCS, university extension services, and several state goveran~nt agencies. Operating through
discussion, negotiation, and consensus, the advisory committee spent nearly a year working with
ODA to draft the water quality management plan and the proposed implementing rules. Once the
plan was drafted, ODA drafted administrative rules, which were subject to notice and comment
before being finalized in April 1996.
Opiniom were mixed on the level and efficacy of stakeholder involvement in the Tuahtm
planning process. In general, regulators argue that the composition of the local advisory council is
critical to its efficacy; for the rules to carry weight with the landowners, they need to be put forth by
credible representatives of the different user groups. Similarly, most participants from the agricultural
community appear to feel that the combination of stakeholder representation on the local advisory
committee and expert assistance from the technical advisory committee were instrumental in making
the process work in the Tualatin. More recently, however, the process has provoked resistance from
farmers in other basins?6
Further, some representatives of local conservation groups view the heavy emphasis on
stakeholder input and consensus as an obstacle to the development of effective, enforceable plans.
These sources cited the extensive outreach effort required to raise awareness of the importance of
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wetland and riparian areas in the first place, and to convince fazmers that their practices can have
negative impacts on these resources. They further argued that even after the agricultural community
had been brought to the table, it exhibited an exclusive preference for voluntary, education-based
approaches over regulatory’mechanisms, and a "total opposition" to comidering anynew taxes or
fees to cover the cost of implementing even these measures.
The resulting Tualatin WQMP essentially constitutes a basin-wide resource assessment, which
identifies performance standards required of all landowners, other resource concerns, endangered
species issues, current faro-ring practices and fertilizer use. I= prinmy objective is to address water
qualityviolations, issues raised by other laws such as the Endangered Species Act, and fish and
wildlife concerns as they affect water quality. The Washington County SWCD implements the plan
by prescribing best management practices that address erosion control, temperature, and so forth.
There was a grace period of two yearn for public notice and education about the rules and the
consequences of violating them, in accordance with SB 1020, a companion bill that requires that the
public be adequately informed about the new rules before they become the object of proactive
erfforcement.
.I.n the Grande l~onde River Basin, the SB 1010 WQMP recendywas completed. There, the
loc~ advisory committee included a number of local ranchers and farmers, the county extension
ser~..ces, Union County government, the Department of Public Works, and Union County and
Wallowa County SWCDs, and produced a plan that has now been enacted into regulatiom.
On a roughly parallel track the TMDL process for the Grande Ronde basin is nearing
completion for parameters of temperature, nutrients, dissolved oxygen, pI-I, and sediment -- most of
these resulting from nonpoint source dischazges. For this reason, the Grande Ronde TMDLs drew
upon and incorporated much of the irfformation generated during the SB 1010 process, even though
@e .TMDL process includes sectors besides agriculture. Stakeholders represented on the TMDL
planning committee included the SWCDs, Union County, the La Grande city government, transit
and public works agencies, the forestry sector, and private companies such as
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Boise Cascade. The committee was divided into subcommittees that dealt with specific sources such
as agriculture, foresu’y, urban runoff, etc.
Relationship Between WQMPs and the TMDL Process
The situation in th~ Grande Ronde basin illustrates the complex interrelationship between
the SB 1010 WQMP process and the ongoing development of TMDLs under the federal Clean Water
Act. Oregon DEQ is currently more than two years into its ten-year schedule to complete all TMDLs
statewide. A lot of the work to date has been driven by Clean Water Act citizen suits, decisions, and
settlements, as well as ongoing concerns about ESA salmon species listings that have brought habitat
issues such as sedimentation and temperature to the forefront. (Indeed, as this study was being
draked, the Sierra Club announced that k was filing suit to compel DEQ to finish TMDLs for all
Oregon waters within 180 days.)
The Department has adopted a sub-basin approach, noting that there is incomplete
information on water qualityin many areas and that k therefore makes most sense to focus more
widely rather than on isohted stream segments. By covering an entire sub-basin, both point and
nonpoint source concerns can be identified, and point source control and nonpoint source control
can be more tighdy integrated.
For these reasons, and because of the broader coordination goals under the Oregon Plan,
DEQ has decided to include implementation plans as part of ks TMDL load allocations. These plans
are the point at which the various erfforceable elements of state law (SB 1010, the Forest Practices
Act, and the statewide plarming hw) intersect with one another and with the federal TMDL process.
DEQ has entered into separate memoranda of agreement with ODA and the Oregon Department of

Foresw (ODI , spec y each agency’s role in TMDr p ess, and issued on the

elements necessary’in an SB 1010 plan if it also is to serve as a TMDL for nonpoint sources?z In
addition, the Governor’s Office has been working through the Healthy Streams Partnership to better
integrate WQMPs and other state efforts into the TMDL process.
Statewide, there has been some debate over the appropriate timing for development of an SB
1010 plan vis-;l-vis TMDL development for the same basin. As noted, ODA is currently on a fouryear timetable for completion of all WQMPs, and although the agencyis uncertain whether it will
meet this goal, it is likely that most plans will be in place before all the TMDLs are completed. As one
regulator explained, this discrepancy results in a ~chicken-and-egg" problem: it is difficult to craft a
definitive SB 1010 plan without knowing load alkxations for the agricultural sector, but k is itlso
difficult to calculate and implement realistic load alkxations without mechanisms such as the SB
1010 rules and performance standards in place. As a resuk, some sources thought ODA should
postpone WQMP development until TMDLs have b~n developed, in order to generate plans that ate
directly driven bynumefical standards; others believe it is appropriate for 1010 plan development to
get underway before TMDLs are issued.
Most regulators found merit in the early stakeholder involvement afforded bythe SB 1010
planffmg process, arguing that it provides a valuable opportunity to get the agricultural community
into the mindset of revising its practices. ODA in particular contends that the lead time is important
for introducing new ideas and for facilitating a climate of good ste~o’ardship in advance of federal
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mandates. By issuing plans on a shorter tLmetable, ODA seeks to set initial performance standards for
landowners, and to add elements to these plans as needed to meet the TMDL allocations. The
Department claims that k is attempting to reach a middle ground of "goal-oriented" measures rather
than purely prescriptive practices. It acknowledges that k has yet to fully convince EPA that its
approach will work, but argues that k resonates better with its constituents than prescriptive
measures would. In short, ODA doesn’t want debate about numerical endpoints to stall the
possibility of immediate progress, and k hopes to avoid resistance to a second round of potentially
more stringent planning and regulation by anticipating and educating parties about it through the
current plarming process.
Nevertheless, there remains some concem within the agricultural community about the
interaction of the SB 1010 process, the TMDL process, and the perennial specter of Endangered
Species Act requirements. According to one source, some farmers wonder why they’re doing so much
work now if the federal government is simply going to come along and add another hyer of
regulation. Landowners feel that they can live with what they know now, even if it requires some
additional work, but "they’re scared to death about what’s coming down the pike." One reaction is
that DEQ and EPA will need to interact better with people in the field to consider the efficacyof the
requirements and the process used, rather than just assign load allocations: "The people writing the
[TMDL] rules need to sk down with real live people."
In the Tuahtin Basin, TMDL concerns are already being incorporated into the second round
of the SB 1010 process, which has reconvened the local advisory’committee to review and amend the
existing WQMP. Interviewees fek that this was an appropriate juncture for using the local advisory
comrmttee process to integrate the two programs, though they expressed some concern about the
time required to get new membem of the advisory committee up to speed. In the Grande Ronde
Basin, the TMDL process used a lot of information generated during the just-completed SB 1010
process, and the TMDL implementation plan specifically identifies the WQMP as a mechanism for
meeting load allocadom. Interviewees there fek that early development of the WQMP had offered
localities a stronger voice in TMDL development and let farmers "get a jumpstart" on updating their
practices.

Enforceability of WQMPs
By design, WQMPs tend to embody a "graduated suite" of enforceable mechanisms that grow
progressively more severe if viohtions are not corrected. To begin with, the plans typically allow for a
phase-in period of at least two years, during which time notice of the requirements is given, but they
ate not proactively enforced. During this period and subsequently, the local SWCD is at the from
line of compliance efforts. The SWCDs work with landowners to correct anyproblems, and will give
the landowner a certain amount of time to come into compliance. If this approach does not work, the
SWCD can correspond with landowners and notifythem of the availability of technical assistance,
and will continue to work with the landowner to reach agreement on a resolution of the problem. If
this effort fails, the District then may turn the case over to ODA for enforcement. In the Tuahtin,
SWCD officials have resolved more than 300 cases through voluntary compliance since the rules
became final in 199678
Similarly, ODA’s policy is that enforcement action "is pursued onlywhen reasonable
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attempts at voluntary solutions have failed."49 The Department may initiate an investigation when it
receives a written complaint of a ~ohtion of WQMP implementing rules, or its staff is referred to or
direcdy observes conditions that vaolate the rules,s° If noncompliance is verified, the agency can
employ its own spectrum of enforcement actiom, including issuance of a warning, issuance of a
citation with an order to correct the viohtion, and generation of a compliance plan with prescribed
measures and dates for implementing them and correcting the viohtion. If a landowner does not
complywith these mechanisms, the Department mayassess civil penalties of $50 to $2,500 for a first
viohtion and $100 to $10,000 for repeat viohtions, based on the history of viohtions and the gravity
of the viohtion’s impacts on human health and the environment. Abatement actions also are
available.
Given its long histor~ the Tuahtin WQMP was the first plan in the state to become ripe for
enforcement action starting in early 1998. Since the plan became enforceable, the Washington County
SWCD has received at least sixty complaints requiring investigation, onlythree of which it referred

oo comp

te.r quaaty actvLsory letters warning ot~ potential problems. Ultimately, however, each of these
sltuataons was remedied without resorting to penalties.
The Washington County SWCD expressed some initial frustration with the ODA’s handling
of the e.nforcement referrals, noting that in each case, the SWCD had established a long history of
attempting to work with the landowner prior to the referral, and was more than ready for
enforcement to begin. Instead, in the SWCD’s view, ODA occasionally had a tendencyto retrace the
SWCD’s steps in attempting to persuade the landowner to make improvements, rather than bringing
regulatory mechanisms immediately to bear.
The Washington County SWCD also noted the complementary nature of enforceable and
voluntary mechanisms, and the significant amount of voluntary action that is taken in the shadow of a
credible enforcement threat. Once a few notices had been issued, the SWCD experienced an influx of
other people interested in adopting voluntary measures and taking advantage of technical assistance
programs. In one month alone, 35 people came forward wanting to write a voluntary management
plan for their land, which created a backlog because the SWCD lacked sufficient staff to
accommodate everyone at once. While this situation is atypical, the SWCD believes that interest in
voluntary actions will continue to ebb and flow with enforcement, and that the next high-profile
enforcement action will cause a similar influx of volunteers.
In sum, the Washington County SWCD believes that enforcement is needed to deal with the
small percentage (~three to five percent") of people who are genuine bad actors. In the District’s
experience, problem cases tend to stem from absentee landowners or new residents who have just
moved to the area. In contrast, theyview long-time landowners and small commercial farmers as
generally more sympathetic to the concept of good stewardship, and able to be convinced to work
within the emerging planning and regulatory processes.
Similar attitudes toward enforcement were noted in the Grande Ronde Basin, though the
grace period means that them has not y~t been a test of enforceability of the new WQMP. There,
voluntary actions bythe agricultural sector have been spurred by enforcement action taken bythe
DEQ on water quality, the Oregon Water Resources Department on water quantity-- water rights
being a major issue in arid Eastern Oregon -- and the Division of State Lands on fill and removal
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permits. The threat of what might happen in the future, particuhrlywith respect to water rights, has
.be.e.n .a big motivator for restoration and other voluntary activities: "people would rather take the
m.tt~uve now."

In general, it was fek that attitudes in the Grande Ronde area have improved substantially
over recent )ears, with more people talking about water quality. The large proportion (65-70%) of
federal land holdings in the area have simplified the process, as the U.S. Forest Service and Bureau of
Land Management have been cooperative. For private landowners, the SWCDs are the focal point, as
the majority of their work is on private agricultural or ranch land. Perhaps the most important factor
is the local land ethic -- most private landowners are individuals and families, not companies, so they
care about aesthetics as well as property values. As in the Tualatin, the locals believe that the only
genuine bad actors tend to be recent arrivals or absentee landowners.

Forest Operatiom
Enacted in 1971 and significantly revised in 1986 and 1991, the Oregon Forest Practices Acts~
is administered bythe Oregon Department of Forestry. The Act applies on anynon-federal land
where a commercial forest operation is being carried out, regardless of how the land is zoned and
even inside urban growth boundaries. However, the Act is primarily targeted at ongoing harvest
operations, and is not ideally suited for addressing one-time operations such as cleating an urban lot
and selling off the timber. For this reason, local governments also have the ability to develop forest
ordinances within urban growth boundaries, in which case ODF usually defers to their authority.
Under the Act, the Oregon Board of Foresty has adopted forest practice rules containing best
management practices for forestry,s2 The BMPs serve as a safe harbor from the state water qualitylaw
and other pollution control statutes; if operators comply with the BMPs, they are also deemed to be
in compliance with pollution control hws.s~ In recent years, the Act, rules, and BMPs have
increasingly focused on water quality issues. In September 1994, the rules were specifically amended
to increase streamside protection -- according to the Department, ~the most comprehemive riparian
protection rules ever enacted on non-federal land in Oregon."s4 The new n.ties focused on
maintaining trees and vegetation along streams, developing woody debris to create stream structure
for fish habitat, and maintaining adequate fish passage along the length of a stream,ss Among other
requirements, they mandate that all fish-bearing streams have a riparian management area of between
50 and 100 feet, including a twenty-foot no-harvest buffer zone on either side.s6
The Act requites forest operators to notify ODF of pending operations, and the Depanamnt
receives 18,000-20,000 such notifications annually. There are 54 Forest Practices Foresters who review
notifications and written plans, priofitize oversight based on potential risks to natural resources, and
issue approvals. A number of operations are then chosen for inspection. ODF is currently in the
process of doing a statistical analysis of compliance rates.
Based on the notifications and inspections, ODF issues 200-400 citations per year, some for
procedural viohtions (e.g., failure to notify or to obtain an approval), and others for actual damage to
forest resources. For the past 10 years, ODF has focused its efforts on civil penalty mechanisms;
while criminal penalties are available, k has proven difficult to get criminal courts to pay attention to
water violations as opposed to violent crimes. In assessing civil penalties, ODF uses a formula to
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ensure consistency. The formula is spelled out in the administrative rules, and takes into account such
factors as the level of damage to natural resources and the operator’s previous history of violations.
The Department has found this procedure to be an effective deterrent, but slow-- any citation can be
appealed and receive a full administrative hearing, and 20-30% of viohtors elect to go this route. As a
result, there is a backlog in assessing and collecting penalties, and the agency is constandy lacking
adequate staff and budget resources.
ODF maintains a civil penalties database that is capable of generating statistics on penalties

issued and breaking out substantive violations from purely procedural violations. According to that
database, in 1997 there were 41 cases of penalties assessed for violatiom of water-quality-related rules,
including one instance of criminal penalties for illegal instream operation of machinery. Civil
penalties assessed totalled nearly $41,000, for an average of approximately $1,000 per viohtion, and
the highest penalty assessed for a single violation was $3,400. Assessed penalties frequendy were
reduced, suspended, or mitigated due to new facts or subsequem cooperation by the violator.
The Department cited one significant case in Clatsop County in Northwestern Oregon as
crucial to its enforcement efforts. There, an operator with a history of violations was cited $30,000 in
civil penalties for multiple violations. As a result of this case, ODF received new legal authority to
bar forest operators with outstanding penalties or non-compliant conditions from conducting forest
operations altogether, a useful gain: "We have stretched out the continuum of enforcement tools we
have available to us."
Given the well-established enforcement structure, most current attention has centered not on
enforceability of the existing forest practice rules, but on their adequacy for protecting water quality.
In addition to the Forest Practice Act’s own provisiom for periodic review of the BMPs, the Oregon
Plan has been a major driver for various other review rmcharfisms. In 1997, as par~ of a
memorandum of agreement between the State and the National Marine Fisheries Service that was
intended to forestall ESA listing of coho salmon, the Governor agreed to set up a forestry advisory
committee to assess current practices. The committee was established, but its work came to a halt in
mi_d- 1998, when a federal court ruled that NMFS was required to make the listing.
In January 1999, the Governor’s Executive Order 99-01 reaffimaing the Oregon Plan spelled
out additional requirements for salmon habitat protection. It required the Board of Forestry to
reappoint a Forest Practices Advisory Committee to finish the task of considering the ~equacy of
regulatory and non-regulatory forestry practices, and to provide the Board with policy
recommendations, including possible changes in regulafiom. There has been some carry-over in
membership from the original forestry advisory committee, though the current Committee is not as
narrowly focused on ESA issues. The Committee’s recommendations are expected in 2000.
In parallel, the state legislature has established an "Independent Mulricli~ciplinary Science

Team" 02~IST) that is charged with looking at all aspects of the salmon issue in Oregon and making
recommendatiom through a series of reports. In September 1999, the IMST issued its assessment of
the forest practice rules, concluding that "the current rules for riparian protection, large wood
management, sedimentation, and fish passage are not adequate to [p]reserve depressed stocks of wild
salmonids."sT While the IMST report makes several recommendafiom for improvements within the
existing policy framework, it also argues for more sweeping changes, such as incorporation of the
Oregon Plan and Executive Order 99-01 into the Oregon Forest Practices Act and/or tbe Board of
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Forstr~s policies and adoption of a ~landscape-scale approach" that goes beyond ske-specific
measures to comider cumulative watershed impacts,s8 These recommendations were presented to the
Forestry Practices Advisory Committee; ODF believes that the IMST’s findings largelypamllel
recommendations that are already on the table in the Advisory Committee’s deliberations.

Relationship Between Oregon Forest Practices Act and the TMDL Process
Beyond the safe harbor provision of the Act, any potential overhp between ODF and DEQ
jurisdiction (especially in developing TMDLs) is handled by a memorandum of understanding
between the two agencies, which determines what kind of action will be taken in certain kinds of
situations. In basins where the two agencies agree that water quality impairment is not attributable to
stry, the existing forest practice rules are deemed to be the compliance mechanism for forest
ds, and ODF generally does not participate in the TMDL or WQMP process. In basins where a
legacy of forest practices has contributed to water quality impairment but the agencies agree that the
current BMPs are adequate for ongoing protection, the forest practice rules are deemed to be the
compliance mechanism, and ODF will participate in the plarming process "as necessary." In basim
where the agencies disagree about whether the current BMPs are adequate, the forest practice rules
serve as the interim compliance mechanism, but ODF must design a specific monitoring program as
part of the basin plan; if the monitoring indicates that changes are needed, the agencies then will
work together to develop further watershed-specific rules. Likewise, if both agencies agree that
current BMPs are inadequate for a basin, they also must collaborate on watershed-specific rules,s9

~nT

Similarly, coordination between ODF and other agencies such as ODA varies depending on
the basin in question. For the most part, ODF and ODA operate independently from one another,
each agency having its own MOU with DEQ. To the extent that the TMDL process is shaped by
specific landscapes, DEQ tends to work with each agency independently. The Governor’s Office has
been encouraging ODA, ODF, and DEQ to coordinate their efforts, and the agencies have met at
the policy level several times in the past year. The agencies acknowledge the need to cultivate closer
relations in the future, particularly in basins characterized by mixed forest and agricultural practices,
such as construction of dual-use roads or grazing on forest land.
More generally, where nonpoint source pollution is concerned, there is a certain amount of
finger-pointing between the forestry and agricultural sectors, on the part of both the agencies and the
regulated community. The forestry industry cites its history of scrutiny and regulation under the
Forest Practices Act, and argues that, whatever reforms may still be needed, k should not bear the
brunt of the blame for the salmon crisis. Some ix-lpihtors agt~e, noting that forestry has presented an
easytaxget for regulation because k has a smaller constituency of readily identifiable operators, as
opposed to agriculture, which has multiple constituencies that are more reluctant to acknowledge
their role in nonpoint source pollution. Even environmental NGOs, long-time critics of Oregon’s
forest industry, conceded that some progress has been made through the Forest Practices Act, and
lamented that comparable headway has not yet been made with agriculture.
Responses from agriculture sources sometimes appear to confirm this assessment: in the
Grande Ronde, a heavily agricultural basin, a survey conducted bythe Union County SWCD showed
that "most residents comider watershed health as an issue concerning logging and forestry....and
many did not link their own actions to watershed health problems."~° However, regulators argued
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that in fairness, the agricukure sector has had ten to fifteen fewer y~ars than the forestry sector to
~ ab.o.ut.nonpoint ~sues, and .pointed to the progress currently being made under SB 1010. They
oeaeve ~t ~s impo~v~int for the agncukural community to adopt respousibility for controlling its own
pollution, and huded the steady, if "incrementalist," approach being taken by ODA to bring its own
coustituency on board. Further, they pointed out that some of the same overnight mechanisms used
in the forestry sector, such as a statewide advisory committee, maysoon be applied to agriculture; the

IMST is planning to do a comparable analysis of the rehfiouship between agricultural practices and
the goals of the Oregon Plan.
Statewide Comprehensive Land-Use Planning
Oregon’s statewide compreheusive land-use plarming program supports nonpoint source
pollution control by providing a framework in which local jurisdictious can implement enforceable
mechanisms rehted to development and specifically targeted at nonpoint sources. Passed in 1973, the
hw requires municipal, count., and regional governments to develop local land-use plans and to
comply with 19 statewide planning goals. Plans are updated on an ongoing basis through a process
known as ~pefiodic review."
According to DLCD officials, the statewide planning process provides authofityto enact
local ordinances governing land uses that affect watershed functious and aquatic habitat under several
of the existing statewide goals. These include Goal 5 (natural resource protection, including riparian
and wetlands resources), Goal 6 (protection of air, water, and land resources), and Goal 7 (natural
hazards and floodplain protection). Some also argued that similar results could be achieved through
the creative application of Goal 11 (public facilities, including stormwater control), Goal 14
(urbanization and "smart growth"), Goal 15 (the Wtllamette River Greenway), Goal 16 (estuarine
reso .u~ces), and Goal 17 (coastal shorelands). Ortly some of the planning goals have been
implemented through administrative rules.
Gld 5 covers "natural resources" in their broadest sense; provisious under this goal that are
relevant to nonpoint source pollution include protection of riparian areas and wetlands. Goal 5 has
been codified in rules that require local jurisdictious to adopt programs that complywith the goal
when they revise their compreheusive plans.61 Goal 5 requires localities to inventory certain specified
natural resources to determine their ~significance" and to protect significant resources. Importantly,
the riparian rule provides a safe harbor whereby communities can opt out of the inventory
requirement simply by designating a 50-foot protective buffer zone along all streams as %ignificant."
The purpose of Gad 6 is "[t]o maintain and improve the quality of the air, water, and land
resources of the state." This goal does not have administrative rules, and in practice typically results
in the inclusion in local plans of a statement that all land-use decisions will comply with federal and
state environmental hws. I,-bwever, DLCD officials point out that little attention has been paid to
the goal since k was adopted in 1974-75, when point sources were perceived as the major cause of
water pollution. For this mason, they believe that the potential for Goal 6 to be applied to nonpoint
sources has not been fiflly analyzed. For example, the goal states that discharges may not exceed the
car!y~ capacity of receiving water bodies, and a recent decision of the Land Use Board of Appeals
applied tlm provision to prevent a local government from amending its plan to allow future
development near an impaired water body.6~ Since that decision was not limited to point sources, k
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could easily extend to planning decisions that affect nonpoint sources.
However, the planning hw’s interaction with major categories of nonpoint source pollution is
unclear. While Cod 3 and God 4 aim at the conservation of agricultural lands and forest lands,
respectively, they do not expressly allow for land-use regulation for the purpose of protecting water
quality within areas designated for those uses. Indeed, there is a statutory provision that gives the
forest practice rules precedence over land-use rules, and SB 1010 similarly appears to preempt
jurisdiction over agricultural practices. DLCD feels the TMDL process ultimately will become the
superstructure for integrating these concerns, including the land-use planning goals, but notes that
this coordination hasn’t y~t happened.
Similarly, Department sources believe that there is room for more thorough integration of
local land-use planning into the basin-level initiatives taking place under the Oregon Plan and the
watershed councils. They expressed admiration for the work of the watershed councils, but note that
they are focused on restoration and are careful to avoid regulatory responsibility. The intersection
between watershed planning and local comprehensive planning is ill-defined, and there could be more
interaction between the two. In part, this is for political reasons -- local officials are not ~t paling
sufficient attention to the Oregon Plan, except for a forward-looking few who already have some
sense of what the ESA mandates may soon require. Until local planners get authority and resources
from local administrations and citycouncils, they will be unable to address these issues in a
comprehensive fashion.
In an attempt to raise awareness and to provide regulatory tools at the local level, DLCD
presently is drafidng a model water quality code for small cities (population 10,000 or less). Essentially
a technical assistance document rather than an enforceable mechanism, the model code contains
detailed provisions that cities could voluntarily adopt, enact and enforce locally. The Department
hopes that growing concern over TMDL load allocations and ESA liability will be the drivers for the
code’s adoption, and k includes model load allocations on a sliding scale. The draft is expected to be
completed in early 2000.
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water q ty~ssu~s. ~nere, the combmauon of a history of water pollution issues, some uniquely"
powerful regional government agencies, and the political sensibilities of the Portland metropolitan
area has resulted in a number of ongoing planning and regulatory" efforts. Both state and local
government officials, as well as NGOs within the basin, cited these as relevant to nonpoint source
control and an essential component of addressing ESA and TMDL concerns.
The metropolitan Portland area has a regional plarming organization known as "Metro" that
.h,~n. dles comprehemive land-use planning for the entire region, which covers three counties and 24
clues and includes part of the Tualatin Basin.63 More tha~ a simple council of govemments, Metro is
the only-directly-elected regional government in the countay;, k was created by referendum and
governs directly in its region. By law, once Metro adopts a policy at the regional level, its constituent
local governments must amend their comprehensive land-use plans to comply. ~ Metro has the
legal authority" to compel localities’ compliance, enforcement more typically is through fiscal
measures, such as withholding regional transportation funding from the non-complying jurisdiction.
In 1993-94, Metro began work on "l~gion 2040," a growth concept for the Portland
metropolitan region, predicated on holding the urban growth boundary steady and protecting the
natural resources within k. In short, Metro projected growth trends and needs, removed 16,000 acres
from the "buildable lands" category within the growth boundary, and concluded that there was no
need to move the boundary (though k recently has been extended by 5,000 acres, amid much
controversy). The original 16,000 acres removed included all floodplains, wetlands, stream corridors,
and slopes above 25% grade. In addition to this regulatory move, Metro inaugurated an ~Urban
Green Spaces Program" to acquire streamside habitat land, a non-regulatory, acquisition-based
approach.
More recently, Metro adopted Title 3, a set of regulations on floodplain and water quality
management in urban riparian areas that is designed to implement statewide planning Goals 6 and 7.
Title 3 has three main focuses: k mandates region-wide erosion controls for all new developments,
regardless of size; requires every local government to adopt vegetative corridors for stream segments
within their jurisdiction; and improves rmnagement of the 100-y~ar floodplain. The regulations
include a model local ordinance that has already been adopted and become enforceable in many of
Metro’s constituent communities; the formal deadline for compliance was December 1999.
Both regulators and NGOs agreed that the next large challenge for the urban portion of the

be co.n l of storm ter scha es and reduction of er ous s aces. Xn

ealmg ~tla stormwater rssues, Metro can draw upon the Unified Sewerage Agency (USA), a regional
service district that covers the urban areas of Washington County, as well as portions of Mulmomah
and C]ackamm Counties and the Gty of Portland. USA was formed about 30 )~am ago to deal with
the sanitary waste problem in the watershed, and its initial mandate was limited to sanitary waste.
In the late 1980s, following the TMDL suit filed bythe Northwest Environmental Defense
Center, USA was given authofityto deal with stormwater, and k now holds the Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer System (MS4) permit for twelve cities. Stormwater is handled primarily via
intergovemmental agreements among these cities, which have agreed to have USA set minimum
standards (for example, erosion control and buffer widths) for surface water quality control, and to
take responsibility for implementing the standards. USA retains a degree of oversight capability
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because the cities are required to obtain USA’s consent before issuing any new site permit for
connection to sew’age and storrnvcater systems.
In addition, through its Surface Water Management Program, USA also has its own
regulatory authority. For example, the Agency handles erosion control permits for construction sites
up to five acres, and also has an erosion control program that go~s down to the single family home.
Under the htter program, there is a two-tier enforcement structure. The fimt step is to notify
violators of anyproblem and to request correction within 24 hours; the next step is to stop work
until.the situation is corrected. The hook for compliance is the requirement that USA sign off on
building permits, although problems arise with developers who modify plans after USA signs off.
The Agency is currently trying to identify enforceable mechanisms to control this type of situation.
Metro has asked USA to assist with implementation of Goal 6 water quality standards
thi’ough Title 3; cities also have asked USA to help them meet the requirements, since Title 3 is
modeled in part on USA’s model municipal ordinance package that requires certain buffer widths.
According to the Agency, it is willing to help, but concemed about trying to simultaneously manage
water quality and land use. Its primary responsibility under the MS4 permit is water quality control.
In protecting water quality through land use, however, the agency risks falling subject to takings
claims, and has therefore been reluctant to make any final decisions on land use.
Some local NGOs were critical of the USA’s role in managing stormwater discharges,
claiming that the MS4 permit fails to incorporate specific load a!locations, instead referencing only
BMPs, and that the effect of USA’s role has been to shield the individual municipalities from Clean
Water Act liability. At the time of this study, Tualatin Riverkeepers and Northwest Environmental
Defense Center had filed a notice of intent to sue EPA and Oregon DEQ to correct this situation.

Conclusions
Oregon has a broad arrayof both assistance-oriented and enforceable mechanisms aimed at
improving watershed health and reducing nonpoint source pollution. The steadily growing concern
over TMDL requirements and ESA listings of salmonid species has led to increased attention being
paid to these issues. It also has led to the need to integrate the State’s numerous water quality
programs. The main initiative for habitat restoration, the Oregon Plan, relies primarily on cost-share
and technical assistance and voluntary activities through local watershed councils. The main
regulatory effort, development of TMDLs with enforceable implementation plans at the watershed
level, builds upon and attempts to coordinate existing state-hw processes for the agricultural,
forestry, and urban sectors, among others. In turn, these state mechanisms may need to be ratcheted
up to meet potentially stringent federal standards, given the current preference for encouraging
voluntary’compliance with SB 1010, the criticisms of the adequacyof the current forest practice rules,
and the difficulty of ensuring local compliance with statewide phnning goals.
There is ample evidence of the efficacy of deploying voluntary and cost-sham programs
alongside enforceable mechanisms. However, there may also be some tension between the two, or at
least the danger of sending mixed signals, particularly if both are administered bythe same agency. In
this regard, the example set by ODA will be crucial, as k continues to evolve from its historical role
of provider of tecimical assistance to that of implementer and ultimate enforcer of the SB 1010 plans.
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The SWCDs appear well-situated to continue to provide technical assistance and cooperative
oversight of voluntary activities, in addition to serving as ODA’s eartywaming system for
enforcement issues. However, they also indicated a need for more decisive action once an
enforcement referral to the Department is made. Oregon’s brief experience thus far suggests that
while stakeholder participation and voluntary compliance are worthy goals, they must be backed by a
credible threat of enforcement against genuine bad actors. It remains an open question whether
.O. DA will be able to overcome the political resistance from its own constituency and be successful,
~u-st, in meeting its ambitious timetable for development of the WQMPs; and second, in enforcing
their provisiom once they are established.
Other questions relate to the integration of the WQMPs, forest practice hales, and land-use
planning into the TMDL process. As discussed, Oregon DEQ has devised agreements with both
ODA and ODF that govern its relatiomhip with each of those agencies. But equally important is the
relationship between ODA and ODF, especially in watersheds that have both famaing and forest
uses, and the two agencies expressed a desire to cooperate more closely with one another in such
watersheds. But each department inevitably reflects its constituency, and finger-pointing between the
agriculture and forest sectors could come to hinder their cooperation, on phnning and regulatory
goals. Ultimately, the task of coordination could fall to the Governor s Office, which is attempting to
encourage dialogue among all state agencies.
Less well-defined is the actual or potential connection between WQMPs and TMDL
implementation on the one hand, and state and local land-use planning on the other. There is
significant overlap between the objectives of the water-quality statutes and the planning law, though
they are administered in very different ways. Since both WQMPs and TMDLs are being developed
through separate planning-oriented processes at the basin level, k may make sense to explore more
direct integration of local land-use planning into watershed planning.
Indeed, a key advantage of Oregon’s statutory framework and currem policy decisions is that
all the major legal mechanisms -- the TMDL process, agricultural water quality management plans,
forest practice rules, and land-use planning -- are not only being authorized and coordinated at the
state level, but also are targeted at, and delegated down to, the watershed or local levels. This
thorough adoption of a basin-by-basin approach, which is also reflected in the voluntary activities
under the Oregon Plan, provides a sound hydrological basis for water quality improvements, and
facilitates coordination among the relevant agencies and regulated communities. Equally important, k
allows for meaningful stakeholder participation and decision-making at the local level.
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E NDNOTE S
1. In addition to the sources cited, the following in~viduals were interviewed by telephone: Jeff
ALlen, Executive Director, Oregon Environmental Council; Ann Beier, State Floodplain Program
Manager, Oregon Departme. rlt of Land Conservation and Development; Ken Bierly, Program
Manager, Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board; RosemazyFttrfey, National Marine Fisheries
Service; Don Greiner, Director of Field Operations, Natural Resources Conservation Service;
Stephanie Ha[lock, Office of the Governor;, 1Wike Houck, Audubon Society, Portland; John Jackson,
Planning Director, Unified Sewerage Agency; Lyle Kuchenbecker, Executive Director, Grande Ronde
Model Watershed Program; Sue Marshall, Public Policy Director, Tualatin Riverkeepers; John
McDonald, Chair, Washington County Soil and Water Conservation District; SandyMiddleton, Civil
Penalty Specialist, Forest Practices Program, Oregon Department of Forestry;, David Morman, Policy
Unit Manager, Forest Practices Program, Oregon Department of Forestry;, Dick Pedersen, Manager,
Standards and Assessments Section, Water Quality Division, Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality;, Amanda Punton, Coastal Specialist, Oregon Depamnent of Land Comervation and
Development; Jeffrey Weber, Salmon Plan Coordinator, Oregon Department of Land Conservation
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Summary
_I.n. ad .dressing nonpomt s.ource water pollution from agriculture, Texas relies prirmrily on the
Texas Soil and Water Comervauon Board (TSSWCB) which administers the water quality
management plan certification program cooperatively with the Soil and Water Conservation
Districts.I Any facilltythat is not required to obtain a permit from the Texas Natural Resources
Conservation Commission (TNRCQ may develop a certified water quality mamgement phn. The
plans are volumary, although if water pollution is occurring, the TSSWCB may request that the
dis_charger obtain a plan. In most cases, operators will obtain a plan rather than risk regulation or
eaforcement by TNRCC Facilities that have a plan may be eligible for cost-share assistance, capped
at $10,000 over the lifetime of the operation. These funds are available to a limited degree across the
state, but most are specifically targeted at priofitywatersheds identified byTSSWCB. Failure to
complywith the plan may result in repayment of any cost-share assistance and animal feeding
operataons may be required to obtah a permit from TNRCC The TSSWCB investigates viohtions
of the plan and any hw or rule rehting to agricultural pollution in cooperation with the local Soil
and Water Conservation District and, if necessary, develops a corrective action plan. If the violator
fails to take corrective action the complaint is referred to TNRCC for enforcement. Although
authorized by hw Texas has yet to develop a certified water quality management program for
silvicultural activities.
Development and earth-moving activities are regulated in the Edwards Aquifer region of the
state primarily through the Edwards Aquifer Protection Program (EAPP). Any construction-related
or post:com, truction activity that has the potential for polluting the Edwards Aquifer ard~
amnaz~ sur)’ace stman~ may not proceed until the required plans, including a water pollution
abatement plan (PAP) have been approved by TNRCC The PAP must describe temporary and
permanent best rnanagement practices for preventing pollution of surface water, groundwater, and
stormwater. TNRCC reviews and approves the EAPP permits and conducts enforcement.
Development activities may also be regulated on the local level through programs authorized
by various state hws that allow a municipality to protect for watersheds, to develop a water pollution
control and abatement program, and to enter into cooperative agreements with TNRCC to impect
public waters to determine whether water quality meets state water quality standards and to check
compliance with permitting requirements. Austin, for example, has enacted several ordinances over

the years regulating development through permit mechanisms, starting with an ordinance regulating
development activity near creeks in the Lake Austin and Lake Travis areas and then moving to a
comprehensive watershed ordinance for the entke city. A particular stringent ordinance was passed
for the Barton Springs watershed. Austin also has a stormwater program and an Emergency Spills
and Pollution Complaint Response Project. The City canies out inspections and fon, ml enforcement
and also provides technical assistance and outreach activities to implement these programs.

Watersheds
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One urban (Edwards Aquifer) and one rural (North Bosque River) watershed in Texas were
examined in order to assess the use of enforceable mechanisms and their relationship to cost share
and technical assistance approaches.

Edwards Aquifer
The Edwards Aquifer is one of the most valuable water resources in the central Texas area.
This aquifer provides water for municipal, industrial, and agricultural uses, and serves as the principal
source of water for a number of cities, including San Antonio and Austin. In 1975, the San Antonio
portion of the Edwards Aquifer was the first in the countryto be designated a Sole Source Aquifer
byEPA under the Safe Drinking Water Act, and the Austin portion received the same designation in
1988. The designation is reserved for aquifers that provide 50 percent or more of the drinking water
for an area where there are no reasonable alternative drinking water sources.2
The aquifer lies in an underground hyer of porous limestone that is 400 to 600 feet thick.
The aquifer runs in an arch from an area west of San Antonio to north of Austin. The aquifer can be
divided into three parts: the contributing zone, or drainage area; the recharge zone; and the artesian
area. The contributing zone is found in Texas I-r-AI Country and is about 4400 square miles. The a_,’ea
receives about 30 inches of rainfall per year which drains through streams and the water table into the
Edvcard Aquifer in the recharge zone. The recharge zone is an area where highly faulted and

fractured Edwards limestones outcrop at the land surface, allowing large quantities of water to flow
into the aquifer. About 85 percent of recharge occurs when rivers and creeks cross the recharge
zone. The artesian zone, unlike the recharge zone, is confined between two impermeable rock
formatiom. Artesian wells and natural springs exist where water can be pushed through wells or
faults to the surface.~ The aquifer is unusual due to its rapid acceptance of recharging waters, large
yields in springs and wells, and rehtively rapid groundwater movement.4
The area over the Edwards Aquifer has been subject to increasing development in recent
years. Since 1970 the population of the greater Austin area has approximately tripled. The increased
urban development has resulted in increased water quality problems due to urban runoff from
streets, industries, and hwns?
Barton Springs is the main discharge point for the Barton Springs segment of the Edwards
Aquifer. N’mety percent of all water that discharges from this segment of the aquifer emerges at
Barton Springs. Water discharged at Barton Springs has been channeled and dammed since the early
twentieth centuryto form a naturally fed pool knoaas as Barton Spfirgs Pool. Recentlythe spring,
pool, and ancillary springs were identified as the only surface habitat of the Barton Springs
salamander, which was listed under the Endangered Species Act in 1977. The majorityof pollutants
that enter the Barton Springs segment of the Ed~,’ards Aquifer must exit the aquifer through
salamander habitat. The primary threats to the Barton Springs salamander are
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degradation of the quality and quantity of water that feeds Barton Springs due to urban expansion
over the Barton Springs watershed.6
North Bosque River
The North Bosque fiver flows 97 miles through north-central Texas. The river runs through
Erath County, Hamilton County, Bosque County and McLennan County where k joins the Middle
and South Bosque Rivers and flows into Lake Waco on the edge of the city of Waco. The terrain is
generallyflat with a clay and sandy loam soil. The watershed is in one of the p~ dairy producing
areas in Texas. Erath County alone contains over 200 dairies, and the Upper North Bosque
watershed has over 38,000 cowsz. The watershed has been targeted bythe state for TMDL
development before April 2000, and the Texas Institute for Applied Environmental Research at
Tarleton State University has conducted modeling activities and convened stakeholder committees as
part of the TMDL development process. Representatives of local governments, the Soil and Water
Conservation Districts, and local dairy fanmrs are among the members of the stakeholder committee
that will determine the TMDL. The primary sources of impairment in the watershed are nonpoint
sources which have lead to high fecal coliform and nutrient levels in the watersheds. Manure
spreading from the growing number of dairies may be one of the major causes of the water quality
problems in this watershed.

Enforceable Mechanisms
Of the Texas nonpoint source enforceable mechanisms described in the A/rrurac,~ the
following were reviewed in detail because of their relevance in the Edwards Aquifer or North Bosque
River Watershed.

General disc/~arge proMbidon. The state Water Code provides that, except as
authorized, no person may "discharge sewage, municipal waste, recreational waste, agricultural waste,
or industrial waste into or adjacent to anywater in the state," discharge other waste which in itse~ or
in conjtmction with any other discharge or activity causes pollution of any water of the state, or
commit anyother act which causes pollution of anywater of the state1°. Exempted from this
prohibition are: discharges authorized bypermit, discharges in compliance with a certified water
quality management plan as provided under the state agriculture code (discussed in greater detail
below), and activities under the jurisdiction of the Parks and Wildlife Departmem, the General Land
Office (coastal management) or the Railroad Commission of Texas. The Texas Natural Resources
Conservation Commission (TNRCL-) enforces these provisions.
Enforcement of the water code, or any other rule, permit, or order issued pursuant to k, is
through administrative penalties up to $10,000 per day, civil penalties of between $50 and $10,000,
and injunctions,n TNRCC uses these provisions to enforce against viohtions of both agricultural
and development rehted permits.
Water quality management plan cettiEcadon program. The state Soil and Water
Conservation Board is the lead agency for the abatement of agricultural and silvicultural nonpoint
source pollution)2 The Board is required to plan, implement and manage programs and practices for
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abating such pollution, and other state agencies with respomibilities in this area must coordinate
their actions with the Board. In areas identified as having agricultural nonpoint source water quality
problems (or in coastal zone areas), the Board is required to establish a water quality management
plan certification program. The program is adm~stered through the soil and water conservation
districts. Participating farmers develop individual water quality managemem plans for agricultural
hnds, including animal feeding operations not otherwise permitted under the NPDES program. The
state board adopts r,,les for these plans in compliance with state water quality standards)~
All complaints concerning a violation of a water quality management plan or a violation of a
law or rule relating to agricultural or silvicultural nonpoint source pollution are referred to the state
Board. The Board investigates the complaint in cooperation with the local Soil and Water
Conservation District and, if necessary, develops a corrective action plan. If the violator refuses to
take corrective action, the Board refers the complaint to TNRCC
Animal fee&’~g operations. Texas was delegated authority to issue federal NPDES
permits to CAFOs in September 1998. All facilities confining more than 1000 animal units (700
mature dairy catde) for at least a 45 dayperiod annually must obtain a TPDES permit,i* However,
smaller facilities in the Dairy Outreach Program Area, which includes Erath, Bosque, Hamilton,
Comanche, Johnson, Hopkins, Wood and Rains counties, must also obtain a TPDES permit if they
confine more than 300 animal units (or 200 mature dairy cattle) for the same time periodis. A facility
which qualifies for and obtains a certified water quality management plan as described above is not
comidered a CAFO and is not subject to permit requirements unless k is referred to TNR(3C f6i"
enforcement purposes.~6 The TPDES permit requires the operator to develop a pollution prevention
plan that addresses water and air pollution as well as the land application of wastes and wastewaterY
! Edwards Aquifer Protection Rules. Development activities over the Edwards
Aquifer, one of the largest sources of drinking water for Austin and San Antonio, are regulated
under the Edwards Aquifer protection program. The authority for this program is found in the
Water Code, which states that "discharges of pollutants, disposal of wastes, or other activities subject
to regulation by state agencies be conducted in a manner that will maintain present uses and not
impair potential uses of groundwater."18 The Edwards Aquifer protection rules govern activities in
the recharge and comributing zones of the aquifer. The rules require that developers obtain a letter
of approval before beginning comtruction activity and require that developers implement both
temporary and permanent BMPs during and after construction.

Protection o£Streams and Watershed by Home-Rule Municipality. Texas’s
local government code includes provisions allowing a home-rule municipality to prohibit the
pollution of streams, drains, and tributaries that "may constitute the source of the water supply of
any municipality," including the power to police the water bodies.19 The law more broadly states that
a home-rule municipality may provide protection for and police any watersheds. A municipality may
exercise both provisions inside or outside the municipality’s boundaries3° The citywater pollution
control program embodied in the city of Austin’s Land Development Code,
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described in detail in the Discussion and Analysis section, is based on the authority granted to homerule municipalities in the local government code.
City WaterPolludon Con~rola~dAloatementProgra~ Acitymayestablish a
water pollution control and abatement program. If the watershed water quality assessment reports or
other assessments identiky water pollution attributable to non-permitted sources in a city that has a
population of 10,000 or msre, TNRCC, after providing the city an opportunity to correct the
problem and after a public hearing, may require the city to establish a water pollution control and
abatement program.21 A city’s water pollution control and abatement program includes the entire
city and may include areas within its extraterritorial jurisdiction. The hw lists a number of program
components, including "the development and execution of reasonable and realistic plans for
comrolling and abating pollution or potential pollution resulting from generalized discharges of
waste which are not traceable to a specific source, such as storm sewer discharges and urban runoff
from rainwater."22 The water pollution control and abatement program must be submitted to
TNRCC for review and approval.23 The City of Austin also uses the authority provided under this
law to establish ks city water pollution control program, described in detail below, and submitted the
programs developed under these provisions to TNRCC for review following approval by the City
Board.

! LocMgovernmentau~odty. State law provides local governments with the
authority to inspect public water to determine whether water quality meets state water quality
standards, unpermitted discharges to water are occurring, and permitted discharges are in compliance
with permit reql.lirements.24 TNRCC may, by cooperative agreement, assign anypowers or functiom
normally held by TNRCC to a local government if necessary’for the local government to perform
water quality management, inspection, and enforcement functions.:S Local governments have the
same power as TNRCC to enter public and private propertywithin their territorial jurisdiction to
inspect and investig.ate water quality concerns. The results of any inspection made bylocal
government must g~ven to TNRCC if requested.26 The City of Austin administers municipal storm
sewer discharge pollution prevention programs and emergency spills and pollution complaint
response programs under the authority of these provisions.
City of Ausdn Water Pollution Control Program. The City of Austin established
its water pollution control program under the authority of Local Government Code 401.002 and
Water Code 26.177. The law states that municipalities with a population over 10,000 "may" develop
a water pollution control and abatement program through municipal ordinance. Development
activities are regulated throughout the city and its extratemtorial jurisdiction (E TJ) area as described
in the Land Development Code, volume two of the city’s ordinances. Generally, developers must
implement erosion and water quality controls and protect critical environmental features on property
during and following development.2z The Comprehensive Watershed Ordinance, passed in 1986, was
the first ordinance to regulate development throughout Austin and the ETJ. This ordinances
establish~ critical water quality zones, ~. ~tory setbacks, and impervious cover restrictiom. In
1.9.92 the clty adopted one of the more stnngent provisions in the Land Development Code, the
cmzen-initiated Save Our Springs Initiative, which also limits impervious cover in developments,
increases the distance permitted between development and water bodies, and elkninates increased
loading of suspended solids, phosphorous, nitrogen, and other contaminants,zs These regulations
apply to the Barton Creek, Barton Springs, and Barton Springs aquifer area. Unlike other ordinances,
there are no variances or exemptions permitted from these standards.
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A provision of state hw requires, that permits for development be evaluated only on the basis
of the regulations in effect at the time that the original permit was first approved~9. Under this law,
prelkninaryplans including subdivision phts, site plans, and other development permits on land
covered by a preliminary subdivision permit are considered to be a single permit. This may allow
certain development activities in the City of Austin to be "grandfathered" under older provisions of
the land development code.

Assistance-Oriented Nonpoint Source Programs
Senate Bill 503 Cost Share and Technical Assistance
The Texas State Soil and Water Conservation Board (TSSWCB or Board) administers the
503 program, the state’s cost share incentive program established as part of Senate Bill 503. Funds
from the incentive program are available to a limited degree across the state, but most are specifically
targeted at priority watersheds identified by the Board. Priority watersheds are based on lists
developed bythe state under Clean Water Act Section 319(a), and include primarily watersheds
impacted by agricukural activities. The North Bosque is included among the priority areas. Each
priority watershed is allocated funding annually by TSSWCB. Funding for cost share assistance is
provided through the Soil and Water Conservation District (SWCD) offices in the priority
watersheds. In addition to funding provided to the pfioritywatersheds, funds are set aside for the
purpose of addressing animal feedlot operations in anywatershed in the state.
To be eligible for cost share assistance, an individual must develop a certified water quality
management plan with the assistance of the local SWCD and TSSWCB’s regional staff. For animal
feedlot operations, any facility not required to obtain a TNRCC permit is eligible to develop a water
quality management plan. All other agricultural operations may also develop a plan on a voluntary
basis. PLans are approved byNRCS field office staff and agreed to bythe SWCD. To receive cost
share assistance for a specific practice, the practice must be included in the certified plan. The
TSSWCB regional office responsible for the North Bosque has approved approximately 500 plans
since the 503 program went into effect in 1994.
Local SWCD’s have some htitude in admi.,xistering the cost share program. State hw sets the
maximum portion of a project’s cost that can be funded by cost sham at 75 percent,3° but the SWCD
may set a lower rote. The SWCD also determines which practices k will fund through the 503
program21 The ~etime limit for cost share is $10,000 per operation throughout the state, although
this does not fund 75 percent of the cost of most waste management systems for animal feedlot
operations. In prioritywatersheds, requests for cost sha~ assistance can be approved bySWO3s
without referral to TSSWCB. In other areas of the state, operators of animal feeding operations
must submit requests to the Board who will award funding on a fkst come, fimt served basis.
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EQIP
EQIP is the most active of the Farm Bill programs in both the North Bosque river watershed
and the Edwards Aquifer. The state has received over $10 rnilh’on a year in funding for the past three

years. The NRCS State Technical Committee selects priority areas around the state from proposals
from regional NRCS staff and other agencies. In-1999, 25 priority areas received funding while 25
percent of the state’s total allocation was reserved for applicants outside of the priority areas. The
North Bosque and Edwards Aquifer are the state’s top two priority regiom for EQIP. The Edwards
Aquifer region has been a priority area for four years. Most contracts are in Medina and Uvalde
counties, and focus on water quantity issues such as improving the efficiency of irrigation. The
Bosque River region has been a priority area for three years, and contracts are primarily focused on
water quality concerns. Funding has been used for waste management systems and nutrient
rrmmgement planning for cropland. In all areas of the state, funding is limited by law to 75 percent
of the cost of the practice with a maximum of $50,000 for a five year contract. Grants are evaluated
in each priority area for cost-effectiveness, and about 20 percent of applicatiom are funded each year.
Applications originating outside priority areas are evaluated against other non-priority area
applications statewide, but are grouped into four resource concerns so that problems that may be
more costlyto address, such as animal waste management, are evaluated against similar proposals.
319 in Texas

TSSWCB’s 319 program for agricultural and silvicultural nonpoint source pollution targets
its funding to priority areas identified on the state 303(d) list of impaired waters. Efforts under this
program are intended to complement the state’s TMDL development process. The program receives
approximately $2.3 million in funding annually. By Memorandum of Undemtanding,32 TNRCC and
TSSWCB have divided responsibility for implementing the provisions of the EPA Clean Water Act
319 programs. TNRGC is responsible for programs relating to non-agricultural nonpoint source
pollution, while TSSWCB is responsible for managing programs addressing agricultural and
silvicultural nonpoint source pollution.

Discussion and Analysis
Agricultural Pollution Generally
The TSSWCB and the TNRGC have entered into a rmmorandum of understanding that
governs the procedure for coordinating jurisdictional authority, program responsibility and
procedural mechanisms for nonpoint source pollution programs.
The 503 program allows any facility that is not required to obtain a permit from TNRCC to
participate in the program and develop a certified water quality management plan. (See discussion
below on when a facility is required to have a permit). The certified plans contain all of the elements
that would be required under a TNRCC TPDES permit. They encompass the whole operating unit
and all natural resources. For example, even if the landowner comes in only for assistance on animal
waste management practices, the plan will also address other problems, such as erosion, that are
present on the property. Them are approximately 3,000 plans for nonpoint source sites around the
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state, including small animal feeding lots.
The North Bosque River watershed is under jurisdiction of the regional office of the Board
in Dublin. This office covers a number of major daky areas in Central Texas, including Erath,
Commanche, Bosque, Hamikon and ]’ohnson counties. Since 1995, this office has prepared certified
water quality management plans. In Erath Countythe majorityof dairies are permitted because of
their large size. Although the number of dairies in the area has dropped by 50 percent in the last 4
years (from 212 to 151), the dahTproduction of the region has remained the same.
.The TSSWCB is responsible for investigating complaints and monitoring compliance of all
animal feeding operations with a certified water quality management plan or other Board rules. The
Board is also responsible for maintainkg an electronic database to track and document the
proceedings of the plans and corrective actions. If the Board receives a complaint and deten’rfines
that TNRCC has jurisdiction over the facility (see discussion below), k must refer the case to
TNRCC within five working days of the investigation. The Board also automatically refers to
TNRCC any complaint involving ‘‘an immediate impact to aquatic life"3~ or any complaint involving
a documented violation of a plan that requires immediate action because it is affecting human health
and safety or will cause serious impact on the environment.
The first step taken by the Board in the case of a complaint is to check whether a facility has
a plan and if so, whether the facilityis complying with the plan. If a compliance problem exists, a
"viohtion letter" will be sent, citing the facility as in viohtion of Section 26.121 of the Texas Water
Code. The letter will direct the viohtor either to obtain a plan or to implement a corrective action
plan. Corrective actions could include steps necessary to implement the plan or other steps necessary
to come into compliance. A facility without a plan may not necessarily be required to obtain a plan;
the corrective action maybe limited to those steps necessaryto come into compliance. Although
compliance with the plan techrfically exempts a partyfrom enforcement of the "no discharge"
prohibition, k is unlikely that an agricultural operation would be in compliance with the plan in the
event of a discharge causing a public health or wildlife hazard.
In the event that the facility is not under a plan, the operator is given 45 days to apply for one
and have the plan approved at a monthly meeting of the Board. The Board follows up after 45 days
to see if the operator has applied for the plan. Once the plan is approved, the operator must present
evidence of an effort to begin implementation of the plan within 90 days. This allows time for the
agencies providing tecknical assistance, the SWCD and NRCS, to work with the individual If the
violator does not obtain a plan or come into compliance with the existing plan within the time frame
established bythe Board and the SWCD, the plan will be nullified and the case will be referred to
TNRCC for enforcement.
In one example of a complaint handled bythe Board, a small hog feeding operation (150
hogs) allowed waste to go into a ditch and then flow into a water source. A letter was sent bythe
Board requiring the viohtor to applyfor a plan in 45 days and implement the plan. Since the Board
meets every 30 days, the viohtor was basically being given two opportunities to get a plan. The
viohtor did not prepare a plan and the case was referred to TNRCC for enforcement. Usuallythe
TSSWCB does not hear back from TNRCC about cases unless TNRCC determines that the viohtor
is now fully willing to remedy the problem and that a certified water quality management plan would
be the appropriate next course of action.
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There is one TSSWCB staff person statewide in charge of investigating complaints. The
regional TSSWCB offices do not investigate complaints. However, the regional offices conduct

status reviews of plan implementation (described below). From the start of FY94 to date, the Board
has received 127 complaints, mostly involving animal feeding operations. There have been no
complaints received concerrfing silviculture operations. Fifty-one of those complaints involved dairy
operations. The majority (92) of these complaints have been referred by other agencies, while the
remainder (35) came from the general public. Most of the complaints under Board jurisdiction rehte
to problems in suburban areas. Thirt~eight cases were resolved by requiring a water quality
management plan, twenty required other corrective action and ten were referred to TNRCC for
action. Of these ten referrals, two cases involved operations of permitted facilities or facilities that
should have been permitted so TNRCC jurisdiction was automatic. The other eight were referred
because they had failed to comply with the water quality management plan program.
Each year ten percent of the certified water quality mamgement plans get a status review.
These are conducted by the regional TSSWCB offices. When a status review of a certified plan
reveals that the implementation of the plan is not on schedule, TSSWCB works with the operator to
correct the problem. The inspector will generally notify the operator of any problems identified. If
the problem threatens public health, k will be treated as a priority and the impector will return to the
site to ensure that k is addressed quickly. More often, the problems are less severe such as the
operator being unable to meet the implementation schedule. In this case, the regional TSSWCB staff
and the SWCD will amend the schedule in the plan and follow up to ensure that the plan is
implemented according to the new schedule.
If the operator continually fails to implement the plan on schedule, TSSWCB will eventually
void the contract, requiting repayment of cost shares or the return of any equipment purchased, and
the plan will be canceled. In the DOPA, TNRCC is aware of all the dairies and the status of any
plans. As soon as a plan is cancelled TNRCC can regulate the facility, which mayinclude putting the
facility’on its impection list and requiring the facilityto obtain a permit. However, given the cost
share limit of $10,~0, there are very few actions bythe Attorney General to retrieve the contract
funds. The funds are usually retrieved on the local level without cou~ action.
In the North Bosque River watershed TSSWCB has conducted three 319 program projects,
working closely with TNRCC The projects have studied innovative best management practices to
control phosphorous and assessed the contributions of various sources of nonpoint source pollution
to the watershed.
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Although authorized,by law, TSSWCB has yet to develop a water quality marmgement

certification program for silvicultural operations. Nonpoint source pollution problems in this area
are addressed through voluntary best management practices.
TNRCC Role

TNRCC takes the lead in regulating and enforcing management of livestock and poultry
waste from concentrated animal feeding operations. CAFOs over a certain size are required to
obtain a permit from TNRCC. For example, dairy operatiom with 700 or more mature dairy cattle
are required to obtain a permit. In the dairy’outreach program areas (Erath, Bosque, Hamilton,
Comanche, Johnson, Hopkins, Woods and Rains), permits are required for for facilities with at least
200 hundred mature dairy cattle. TNRCC also has general discretion to require an animal feeding
operation of any size to acquire a permit in certain cases where water qualityis threatened.
Enforcement actions against animal feeding operations are primarily handled bythe 16
regional TNRCC offices. Each office has one staff person to handle enforcement. The regional
offices may refer cases to the main office by a Regionally Initiated Order (RIO). Examples of cases
that may be referred include those with recalcitrant, repeat or egregious viohtors.
When a TNRCC regional office receives a complaint, an inspector will be sent to investigate.
The StephenviLle TNRCC office (which handles the North Bosque River watershed) receives most
complaints directly and usually responds within a few hours. TNRCC also conducts regular
impections of animal feeding operations under its jurisdiction. All facilities with more than 200 dairy
cattle in the dairy outreach program are inspected annua!ly. Facilities that have had their water
quality management plan cancelled will also be put on TNRCC’s inspection list. During the period
September 1, 1998 to August 31, 1999, the TNRCC Stephenville office conducted 265 scheduled
compliance inspections and 66 complaint inspections, issued 123 notices of viohtion and referred 23
cases for enforcement.
If a minor violation is found, the inspector can issue a written notice of violation (NOV).
The notice will include a deadline for correcting the problem. If the violator corrects the problem
within the specified time, the enforcement proceeding ends. A verbal NOV may be issued if (~ no
emissions or discharges occurred, (h’) no documented oral notice or NOV was issued to the operator
in the last year, and (’,;,) the violation can be and is corrected within 14 days.
More serious viohtions are subject to formal enforcement proceedings. Two types of orders
are used depending on the severity of the viohti0n: "1660 orders" and "findings orders." The
former are issued for less serious violations, u1660 orders" are no-contest orders that allow for a
deferral or reduction of the penalty if the viohtor complies with the order. ~Findings orders"
.including findings of fact and conclusions of hw. Each time a findings order is issued, the penalty
increases.
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In one recent case involving a permitted animal feeding operation in the North Bosque

~Dr~rshed, .T~R .C~. received a co .mp. laint that the facility was discharging onto a neighbor’s property.
a month earlier, TNRCC had issued an order to the same facilky for an unauthorized discharge.
The facility had five prior NOVs on record. TNRCC is now developing an order for the facility.
TNRCC is also considering referral of the case to the Attorney General’s office. This office has the
authority to institute a civil action or seek a temporary injunction against the violator. Enforcement
through the AG’s office ~o opens the possibilityfor imposing jail time for future viohdons.
In another case a small dairy operation was given a "1660" order for a fimt-time discharge
violation. The order required the facilityto get a Subchapter B permit and to paya fine of $3,125.
When the facility committed a second discharge viohdon, a findings order with a stiffer penalty of

$4,875 was issued.
Land Development Requirements

Nonpoint source pollution from development activities in the Edwards Aquifer region is
primarily addressed through a number of regulations at the state and local level that use permitting
requirements to impose development restrictions and require the use of best management practices.
These regulatory programs are then backed by enforcement mechanisms and technical assistance.
Development activities in various portions of the Edwards Aquifer have been regulated since
1970 when the Texas Water Quality Board issued a board order designed to protect the quality of
water entering the Edwards Aquifer recharge zone.34 Recently the rules were extended to cover the
contributing zone to the recharge area. CoLlectively, the regulatiom and associated approvals and
programs are referred to as the Edwards Aquifer Protection Program (EAPP).
The Ed~u’ds Aquifer regulations prohibk anyperson from commencing any consmg~onrehted or post-construction activity that has the potential for polluting the Edwards Aquifer and
~ crrmaz~ surface strau~ until the required plans, including a water pollution abatement
plan, have been approved by TNRCC3s Specific plans are also requited for the rehabilitation or
construction of sewage collection systems, underground storage tank systems, and aboveground
storage tank systems. Activities exempt from tb_is approval process include agricultural activities
(other than feedlots/concentrated animal feeding operations regulated under Claapter 321), oil and
gas operations, routine maintenance, and comtruction of a single family residence on a lot no larger
than five acres. The Edwards Aquifer Protection Rules also prohibit new feedlot/concentrated
animal feeding operations regulated under Chapter 321 on the recharge zone.36
The program requirements and their implementation in the contributing zone are similar to
those of the recharge zone. The primary difference is in the activities that ate regulated; only
activities disturbing more than five acres are included. The plans required are very similar to the
Phase I storm water plans required by EPA for construction sites and in some cases TNRCC has
allowed the submission of the storm water poLlution plan in lieu of the water pollution abatement
plan. The BMPs required for post-construction activity are the same as those required in the
recharge zone, and inspections are handled in the same way.
The information that must be submitted in the water pollution abatement plan includes the
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site location, a geologic assessment, a description of the proposed activities, the expected volume and
characteristics of wastewater to be produced, any activities or processes which may be a potential
source of contamination, and temporary and permanent best management practices for preventing
pollution of surface water, groundwater and stormwater?7
The plan is submitted to the appropriate TNRCC regional office (in either Austin or San
Antonio) where the staff review the plan for administrative completeness. St~ conduct a site
inspection to verify that the irrformation submitted in the plan is accurate and perform a technico1
review of the proposed permanent and temporaryBMPs. Most of the time the plan requires little
modification before the approval is issued.
TNRCC’s Austin and San Antonio Regional Offices provide both formal and informal
technical assistance to promote compliance with the requirements of the Edwards Aquifer Protection

Program. Inforrnal assistance is the predominant mecharfism for providing technical assistance to the
engi~, eering, consulting, and development community that is subject to the land development
reqtarements. The Austin regional office receives over 3000 telephone inquiries each year seeking
assrstance with the requirements of the program. Inspectors rotate through telephone dutywhere
they respond to these calls. The San Antonio regional office reports similarly that k relies on
telephone contacts to provide the majority of the technical assistance. The San Antonio office will
~o contact site owners to let them know about the requirements of the program. The Austin
regional office will more formally hold workshops for various associations to discuss the
requirements of the program; a recent workshop involved the I-r_tghway Contractors Association.
TNRCC provides two guidance documents on the requirements of the program, and TNRCC’s small
business assistance program is assessing ways to assist small businesses in complying with the
program.
Once the application meets the requirements, TNRCC issues an approval letter. The
approval letter maycontain special conditions for approval. Some examples of special conditions are
plugging of abandoned wells or installing mitigation practices such as buffers around a sensitive
feature (a zone of easyirrfiltration to the aquifer). The applicant must also provide written notice of
the intent to commence construction to the appropriate regional office no later than 48 hours in
advance.~8 At this time, it will be determined if the applicant is eligible for an extemion of an
approved plan. If any sensitive feature is discovered during construction, all regulated activities must
cease until the methods proposed to protect the sensitive feature and the Edwards Aquifer from
potentially adverse impacts to water quality have been reviewed and approved. When the approval
letter has been issued and constn~on has begun, TNRO2 does a follow up inspection during and
after construction to ensure that BMPs are being implemented and maintained. The staff reviews
from 20 to 30 percent of existing projects.
Over the lifetime of the program there have been 2,500 plans created for development
projects. The Austin and San Antonio offices receive about 500 to 600 plans each year.
The letter of approval and a notation that the property is located over the aquifer are
recorded in the deed for the parcel?9 The requirement to maintain the BMPs on the site nms with
land. The plans are good as approved for two years in the recharge zone and five years in the
contributing zone. Projects in the recharge zone must be 10% completed within the first t-v¢o years
and 50% completed within the first 10 years.
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Developers who are not in compliance with their plans are identified randomly by TNRCC
staff through the inspection process. Most enforcement of EAPP is carried out by TNRGC regional
staff in Austin and San Antonio. When an inspector identifies a site that is not maintaining BMPs as
requited bytheir approval letter, or not employing the proper controls, the inspector issues a notice
of viohtion (NOV). The NOV has a due date for compliance. If the developer misses the due date,
the inspector can initiate formal enforcement.
Sites that are identified as not having a letter of approval are immediately subject to formal
enforcement. TNRCC issues an administrative order. The ma,,dmum penaky they can issue under
Texas water qualitylaws is $10,000 per viohtion per day, but this penalty is reduced by a number of
specific factors. The average penalty assessed against a site that is operating without a letter of
approval is $2,000. The penalty provisions also call for a 20 percent deferral if this is a first time
viohdon.
Through the third quarter of this year, the Austin regional office (W’tIliamson, Travis, and
Hays Counties) monitored 76 sites for compliance by conducting a follow-up inspection. Of those,
20 were issued an NOV, and four were referred to formal enforcement. The four sites referred to
formal erfforcem_ent may have been operating without an approval letter or violating their plan in
other ways.
The most common viohtions are the failure to submit a water pollution abatement plan or to
get approval in advance of construction. One recent case brought by the Austin regional office
involved a viohtor who had failed to identify and notify the regional office of a semitive feature, in
this case, a cave. The original complaint was made to the City of Austin who referred the case to
TNRCC which sent out its inspectors. The penalty imposed was $2,000 in accordance with the
penakypolicy. The viohtor received a 20 percent deferral and was allowed to conduct a
supplemental environmental project (providing kits to test water to the school system for use in fifth
grade science classes). There are usually no hearings in connection with EAPP cases because the
proposed agreements are usually based on standard policies, but a hearing can be held if the viohtor
is unhappy with the proposed agreement.

The general discharge prohibition under the state water code is rarely used as the basis for
enforcement actions involving land development activities in the recharge and contributing zones if
the Edwards Aquifer, although k may be used for other types of problems such as a spill From an
enforcement perspective k is difficult to prove a viohtion of the general discharge prohibition
because TNRGC must provide evidence that a discharge actually occurred. This involves having an
inspector on the site at the time of the discharge in order to document the event by taking upstream
and downstream photographs and samples. Enforcement of violations under the EAPP, such as the
failure to implement or maintain BMPs during construction or failure to obtain prior approval
before construction, are much easier to prove.
Although the hw allows a local amhofity to be certified to review, approve and enforce
Edwards Aquifer Protection plans,*° no counties or other local entities have been delegated authority
to implement their own program and TNRCC administers the EAPP. Even if a local entity were to
assume program respomibilities, the EAPP fees would continue to be paid to the Commission to
assure continued proper oversight and enforcement. Plans are distributed to appropriate
municipalities and groundwater districts for comments. The City of Austin often provides
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comments.

The TNRCC’s Austin regional office receives 319 funding for basic programmatic funding as
well as funding to pass through to other local groups conducting research on the Edwards Aquifer.
The regional office has received its own 319 grant since 1992. The most recent grant was a three year
grant for $100,000 per year. The grant funds two positions for review and enforcement of the
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program. One of the other organizations funded through 319 is the
Barton Springs Edwards Aquifer Conservation District which conducts studies monitoring the
effects of BMPs.

Local Initiatives
Development activities in the Edwards Aquifer may also be restricted bycity or municipal
hws. State law authorizes cities to establish a water pollution control and abatement
program.41 This program mayinclude areas within a city’s extraterritorial jurisdiction if necessaryto
achieve the objectives for the area within its territorial jurisdiction. In addition, if certain reports,
assessments or studies identify a water pollution problem from non-permitted sources, the
Commission may require a citythat has a popuhtion of 10,000 or more to establish this type of
program. However, the city in question must first be given an opportunity to correct the problem
and a public heating must be held.
The City of Austin, for example, has enacted several ordinances over the years regulating of
nonpoint source pollution created by development activities. The first city ordinance, the Lakes and
Creeks Ordinance, was passed in the 1970’s. This ordinance regulated development activity near
creeks in the Lake Austin and Lake Travis areas in the western part of Austin. Since then, a number
of ordinances have been passed regulating development activities in various watersheds. In 1986 the
Comprehensive Watershed Ordinance encompassing the entire City of Austin was passed. For the
first time, the eastern part of the city was regulated. The ordinance also covered a five mile
extraterritorial area. In September 1992 the City adopted the Save our Springs Ordinance for the
Barton Creek and Barton Springs Watershed.

The resulting program requires erosion control for site development, restricts impervious
surfaces, and requires water quality control measures to be implemented following construction. The
program applies to development throughout the city and into a five mile extraterritorial jurisdiction
(ETJ) are outside citylimits. However, in the ETJ the city’s ordinances require onlywater quality
protection measures, not zoning or other land use controls. The requirements applicable to a given
area depend on its location; activities in certain watersheds are more stringently regulated. Overall,
the city’s requirements are as stringent or more stringent than the requirements of the Edwards
Aquifer Protection Program.
The Save our Springs ordinance sets out special requirements for development of lands in
watersheds which contribute to Barton Springs.*~ Impervious cover for all such development is
limited to a maximum of 15 percent in the entire recharge zone, 20 percent in the contributing zone
within the Barton Creek watershed and 25 percent in the remainder of the contributing zone. Runoff
is to be managed so that no increases occur in the average annual loadings of total suspended solids,
total phosphorus, total nitrogen, chemical oxygen demand, biochemical oxygen demand, total lead,
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cadmium, fecal coliform, fecal streptococci, volatile organic compounds, total organic carbon,
pesticides, and herbicides from the site. Impervious cover is to be reduced if needed to assure
compliance with these pollutant load restrictions. These requirements are not subject to the regular
exemptions, special exceptions, waiver or variances allowed generally under the Land Development

Code.
Austin requires a site development permit for all non-single family home construction
activity. The Development Review and Inspection Office issues the permit after compliance with the
water quality control requirements is verified. In the case of single family home construction, a
permit is required for irifrastrucrure development. A building permit, but not a site development
permit, is required when the actual home is constructed, and this application is reviewed to emure
compliance with impervious cover limitatiom and other environmental requirements. Financial
assurance is required for each permitted site to cover the costs of maintaining erosion controls or
revegetation is the site is abandoned.
Austin has eleven full-time inspectors in the Watershed Protection Department. The
frequency of inspections varies. A verylarge and active site maybe visited byimpectors two or three
tmaes a month. Inspectors are assigned to a specific area of the citywhich enables them to identify
more easily unpennitted development.
The most common violation is failure to maintain erosion controls..3 When a violation is
identified, it is classified as either a routine or priofityviolation. Routine violations include failure to
maintain or repair erosion controls, or tracking of soils in minor roads. In the case of a routine
violation, a verbal warning is given and the violator is allowed 24 hours to remedy the violation. If
the violation is not addressed within 24 hours, the inspector will issue a written notice. If the
violation is not addressed in the time frame specified in the written notice, the inspector will issue a
stop work order, known as a red tag. This requires construction to stop, and also stops all other city
inspections that are required for approval.
A red tag is the first step in a priority violation. Priority violations include any activity
without a permit or activity that has begun without a pre-construction meeting with Watershed
Protection Department staff. Other priorityviolatiom are construction that has gone outside the
specified limits of comtruction, any offsite discharge in the Barton Springs zone (even if the
comtruction has been grandfathered under an earlier ordinance) or any violation in a critical water
quality zone or involving a critical environmental feature. After the issuance of a stop work order
(red tag), the citymay file a Class C 1VFtsdemeanor in municipal court. The maximum fine is $2,000
per day, with each day counted as a separate violation. The city may offer a deferred disposition
when violatiom are identified. In this scenario,a judge will lay out a schedule for compliance and
will require the developer to post bond with this court. A deferred disposition is orily comidered
when construction is on-going.
Du~ the period from October 1, 1998 to September 30, 1999, the Environmental Review
and Inspection Division of the Watershed Protection Department issued a total of 111 red tags for
violatiom of the Land Development Code. During the same period, 71 CLass C misdemeanor
complaints were filed in Municipal Coum agaimt 14 developers/owners. The number of complaints
filed against each person tmiged from two to twelve, depending on several factors, including the

severity of the violation, failure to respond to the stop work order, and willingness of the defendant
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to come into complhnce.
CervaJn development activities may not be subject to these requirements because of
grandfathering provisions passed bythe state and hter bythe City of Austin itself. The state
legishture passed the grandfathering provisious in direct response to Austin’s water quality
protection initiatives. The first state law was passed in 1987, one y~ar aiCter the Citypassed its
Compreheusive Watershed Ordinance. The legishture was responding to what it perceived as
aggressive regulation bythe City that took away land use rights, particularly in regard to impervious
surfaces and water quality controls. The fimt legislative bill simply stated that the regulatious in
effect on the filing date of a project would apply to a/! subsequent applications.44 This provision was
somewhat general and difficult for the city to implement. Because it was general, the city read the
provision as stringendy as possible and looked for ways to reject projects from being grandfathered.
Much litigation occurred over this provision between 1987 and 1995, with cases decided both in favor
of the state and the city.
In 1995, the legislature continued to be alarmed bychanges in the Land Development Code
and passed SB 1704, which more clearly stated the legislature’s intent.~s Austin enacted guidelines on
the grandfathering process in an effort to limit the impact of the new hw. These guidelines were
much disputed, but considered workable by both the city and the legishture. In September 1997, SB
1704 was inadvertently repealed. The legishture wanted to call a special session to reenact the
provisious, but the city suggested instead that they develop a municipal hw to address these concerns.
The !e.gishture agreed to this suggestion and Austin passed the Interim Development Order. The
prov~s~ous were very complicated albeit attempting to be fair, but the order upset many people,
including the legislature which passed HB 1704 in May 1999, reenacting the provisions of the 1995
statute (SB 1704). Instead of developing formal guidelines, the cityhas responded by handling each
case individually and relying on litigation to enforce its stricter interpretation of this statute. A
committee addresses each case and will not decide whether it can be grandfathered unless a member
of the hw department is present and agrees. Usually several attomeys participate in the decision.
Generally, the lawyers will assess how likely they would be to prevail in a suit, and that determines
whether the project will be grandfathered or rejected.

Some of the more specific elements that are considered in reviewing the applications are
changes in land use and active permits. The city will divide the land use of applications into five
categories: single family/duplex; multi-family; office; commercial; industrial; and civic. If the land use
of the project has changed since the fimt permit was approved, the project is considered new and is
not grandfathered. Each project must receive a series of permits. The first generally is the
subdivision permit, which is based on zoning and may cover a verylarge area. After this permit is
issued, the applicant must have an application for a final pht for a least a pordon of the subdivision
reviewed and approved within 2 y~ars. If this is done, the subdivision permit remains active; if not,
the permit expires. If the fk, st permit has expired, the project is not grandfathered. If the fast permit
has not expired, the project may be grandfathered; however k is often the case that the proposed land
use has charged over time and tiffs too makes the project ineligible for grandfathering.
Local Voluntary Programs
Austin has its own storm sewer discharge pollution prevention program which is an
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inspection and permitting program that is different from the federal stormwater program. The
federal storm water program inspectors are in Dallas and rarely inspect Austin facilities. The City’s
program is carried out by going to businesses likely to pollute such as auto dealers, detailing
businesses, dry cleaners, fuel storage operatiom, and others that have historical problems with
pollution. These facilities are inspected, permitted and required to implement BMPs that have been
developed for various sectors. Stormwater Discharge Permits are issued annually for the period
January I to December 31 and renewal notifications are sere in December of each year.46 The
program tries to obtain compliance without formal believes k is successful with tiffs approach.
When contamination is found, staff often provide guidance to owners of small businesses on
remediation and assist in the cleanup. If necessary, the City will take people to court to get the actual
clean up done.
The City of Austin also has a voluntary program called Clean Water Paxtners which is
primarily an educational program. The City sought partners to implement a checklist of more
stringent standards than those in the permit checklist. Those who came into compliance with the
standards were given banners, stickers, and public recognition. The City targeted specific geographic
areas and types of businesses with a historyof problems. The worst offenders chose not to
participate. The Cityalso created a ~how to" notebook for businesses.
Austin also has an Emergency Spills and Pollution Complaint Response Project which
responds to complaints and is on call 24 hours, 7 days a week47. The program also provides technical
assistance and outreach to the public and other City departments. They try to respond to priority
ca!Is in 15 to 30 minutes. Their job is to coordinate cleanup among agencies and to keep the spill out
of waterways and identify the respomible party. The responsible partywill have to payfor the
cleanup. The city is allowed to go after the responsible party under state law;, Ch. 26 of the State
Water Code gives municipalities authority to enforce state hw.

Conclusion
In the No.rth Bosque Ri.v.er watershed efforts to address non-point source pollution from
agricultural operauom rely heavily on the voluntary water quality management certification program.
The prin’m-y incentives for participation in this program are limited cost share assistance as well as
exemption from regulation under the TPDES in certain cases. In the event of a serious discharge to
surface water, TSSWCB might revoke cost share funds, and TNRCC enforcement auflaority,
including enforcement and penalties, might be exercised as well. The thnast of efforts to resolve
complaints encourages participation in the voluntary program. The lower threshold of animals
required for the TPDES program in the Dairy Outrt~h Program Area brings a substantial number
of operations under the more structured erdorcermnt policies of TNRCC

Texas’s efforts to regulate land developmem activity over the Edwards Aquifer have resulted
in significant TNRCC enforcement activities. The EAPP, unlike the general discharge prohibititions
of the Texas Water Code, does not require impectors to prove that a discharge occurred, but instead
requires the use of best management practices which are intended to prevent nonpoint source
pollution. TNRCC inspectors are unable to inspect every site regulated under this program to
identify an illegal discharge, but have the legal tools to ensure that erosion and other pollution
controls are implemented and maintained.
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Some believe that the EAPP is a good f~t step at regulating land developmem, but would
prefer a more stringent approach. The City of Austin, under state aur.hority but of its own initiative,
has implemented a series of regulations that are often more stringent that the EAPP in regulating
land developmem. Some provisions, ~ the S,ve Our Springs ordinance in the Bar,on Springs
zone, were passed as a result of citizen initiatives. In spite of the popular suppor~ behind the land
development regulations and the legislative authorir.yto establish a water pollution control program,
Austin has been challenged by the state legislature as the stringency and scope of its regulations
increase. The legislature has passed a series of hws that limit the power of Austin’s regulations by
requiting the city to regulate development under the regulations in effect at the time the initial permit
for d.e.velopmem was issued, often turning the regulatory clock back many years to much weaker
provLs,ons. The cityhas turned to the courts in an attempt to validate its interpretations of
grandfathering provisions, but the state laws continue to provide developers an opportunity to evade
the more stringent hws, and require the cityto expend resources battling the state. The Cityof
kus ",un appears.to, determined to protect water qu~..~ty, not only through its Land Development Code,
ut aaso through ,ts stormwater and emergency spill programs which make use of non-enforcement
measures such as outreach to reduce pollution.

~
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Water Code, and 31 TAC Ch. 307-321, and V’TCA Water Code 26.175 (1999). Gtyof
Austin, "Program Storm Sewer Discharge Facilities."
Title IV, Chapter 401 ~ Code 1992, Texas Water, Ch 26, Title 2, Subtitle D, and

Gtyof Austin." Program 23, EmergencySpills and Pollution Complaint Response."
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V rginia Case Study
Summary
This study examines the mechanisms used to manage and control nonpoim source pollution
in the James River watershed. The James River starts in the Blue Ridge Mountains and conmaues
through Virgi_rfia to the Chesapeake Bay) The study specifically examines the relationship between
enforcemem approaches and voluntary, technical assistance, tax incentives, and cost share approaches

as used in the watershed.

Vh-ginia primarily uses incentive-based programs that emphasize best management practices
for no, npo, in, t source, pollution.man..ag., ement - especially in agriculture and forestry. The state has
compietea me oevelopment o~ a tributary nutrient and sediment reduction strategy and draft goals
for the James River. The goals will, to a large extent, determine the future priorities for technical
assistance, funding, and enforcement actiom in the James River watershed. Virginia’s enforcement of
nonpoint source pollution violatiom la~elyis triggered by citizen complaints, although forestry
recently has included an inspection and monitoring program. Identification of nonpoint source
pollution typically first goes through a process of working with the landowner to correct th.e
problems, with enforcement actions taken only where attempts to achieve compliance do not work.
Virginia depends heavily on its localities for implementation and enforcemem of urban runoff
controls, such as erosion and sediment control during construction and other land-disturbing
activities, as well as stormwater management of runoff from existing developments and urban areas.
Combined with the fact that many areas in Virginia and in the James River watershed are undergoing
heavy growth and development pressures, this means that erosion and sediment control and
stormwater runoff continue to need attention under nonpoint sottrce pollution management
programs.

James River Watershed
Virginia has nine major river basim with an estimated 49,350 miles of rivers and streams and
approximately 2,500 square miles of estuaries.2 In general, fecal coliform bacteria exceedances are the
leading cause of non or partial support of designated uses in rivers and streams. Agricultural
practices appear to be one of the primary sources causing the loss of designated use support.

Indications are present that agricultural and pasture land use results in much of the fecal coliform
bactem and nutrient contamination in Virginia’s waters. However, urban runoff, as well as municipal
and industrial discharges, are also significant contributing sources.
Forested land covers approximately 55.6% of Virginia’s landscape.3 More than 400,000
private forest landowners own 77% of the commercial timberland, while the forest industry owns
10% and the retnainJng 13% is owned by federal, state, and local government. The second most
prevalent land use in V’ugi~ is agriculture, covering 25.9% of the state’s total land area. CropLand
accounts for 2,903 square miles, about 7.1% of the state’s total area, pasture and hay production
accounts for 6,845.3 square miles or about 16.8% of the state’s land.
The James River Basin occupies the central portion of Virginia and drains 10,102 square
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miles or approximately 25% of the Commonwealth’s total land area? It is Virginia’s largest river
basin and is made up of the Upper, lv~ddle, and LowerJam~s River Subbasins and the Appomattox
River Subbasin.s The ]’~mes originates along the Virginia/West Virginia border in the Allegheny

Mountains, flows in a southeasterly direction to I-hmpton Roads where k enters the Chesapeal~e Bay,
a total of 450 miles. The ]’ames constitutes 10% of the waters flowing to the Chesapeake Bay. Most of
the ]’ames is forested, with about 25% in cropland and 9% urban.6 The population along the James
River is primarily concentrated in two metropolitan areas: Tidewater and the Richmond Metropolitan
area with approximately one million people each. Most of the extensive urban development and
industrial activity is concentrated in this lower portion of the James watershed in Richmond,
Petersburg, Hopewell, and Hampton Roads. Two smaller, but growing, population centers are the
Lynchburg and Charlottesville areas, each with over 100,000 inhabitants. In total, nearly one-third of
Virginia’s population live in the James watershed and use its waters. The ]’ames is stressed by a
combination of pollutants, including sediments, nutrients, toxics, and bacteria. The James River
watershed is primarily impacted by agricultural and urban nonpoint source pollution.7

Enforceable Mechanisms
Of the Virginia nonpoint source enforceable mechanisms, the following were reviewed
because of the£r relevance to the James River watershed.
!
W~ tet qu~li~T srancl~tds. Under the Virginia Water Pollution Control Law, k is
unlawful to discharge wastes or other deleterious substances into or adjacent to the waters or to alter
their state without a permit. Enforcement is by special order and can include injunctive relief and
civil penalties of up to $25,000 per day.8 In practice, enforcement actions in response to water quality
standard viohtions are not common. Silviculture and agriculture have developed their own
enforcement mechanisms.

! Agricu/rural Stevcatdship Plans. Virginia’s Agricultural Stewardship Act
establishes a complaint-driven enforcement mechanism applicable to agricultural nonpoint source
pollution. If, after receiving a complaint, the Commissioner of Agriculture finds pollution or a threat
of pollution, he can require that the landowner submit an agricultural stewardship plan to the local
soil and water conservation district? Failure to implement an agricultural stewardship plan subjects
the landowner or operator to corrective action that sets out a timetable for implementation. The
corrective action order can be enforced by injunction, by entry and abatement (with cost recovery),
and by assessment of a civil penalty of up to $5,000 per day.’° The Commissioner also can issue an
emergency corrective action if runoff from an agricultural activity is causing or is likely to cause
imminent or substantial danger to public health, animals, fish and aquatic life, public water supply, or
agricultural, recreational or industrial uses. An ernerg~ney order may direct cessation of all or part of
the agricultural activity and require specific stewardship measures.
Con6ned ~nim,l Eeeding operations. Sit~ce 1994, animal waste from confined
animal operations in excess of 300 animal units (hogs and cattle) has been managed pfimarilythrough
a Virginia general pollution abatement permit,n These operations are required to meet a number of
conditions that will assist in reducing nutrients from liquid animal waste and preventing runoff and
ground water contamination. These conditions include requirements for an approved nutrient
management plan and standards for waste unit operations. In 1999, the Virginia General Assembly
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passed legishtion which requires DEQ to develop regulations for the management of poultry waste.~2

The statute requi_~s that growers with more than 200 ~ urlits of poultry (about 20,000 chickens)
implement nutrient management plans which limit land application of manure to crop nutrient needs
and crop nutrient uptake.
!
Virginia Ctlesapeatce Bay Preservation Act. The Virginia General Assembly
enacted the Chesapeake Biiy Preservation Act in 1988, establishing a cooperative program between
state and local governments to reduce nonpoint source pollution.13 Under the Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Act, localities designate and map Chesapeake BayPreservadon Areas, implement
specific performance criteria, adopt or amend a comprehensive plan to enhance water quality, and
adopt development standards, as necessaryto preserve water quality. The localities of Tidewater
Virginia must incorporate general water quality protection measures into their comprehensive plans,
zoning ordinances, and subdivision ordinances.14 Localities in the region must establish Chesapeake

Bay Preservation Areas, identifying lands that if improperly developed may result in water quality
damage. The regulations on land use standards are intended to prevent a net increase in nonpoint
source pollution from new development, achieve a 10% reduction in nonpoint source pollution from
redevelopment, and achieve a 40% reduction in nonpoint source pollution from agricultural and
silvicultural uses.Is State regulations set out general performance criteria to minimize erosion, reduce
land application of nutrients and pesticides, and maximize rainwater infiltration for Chesapeak Bay
areas. The criteria become mandatory on the local program adoption date and are erdorceable by
localities. The local program stormwater management water quality criteria required of local
developers is consistent with the state Stormwater Management Program implemented by DCIL

! Forestry BMPs and ~rater quality enforcement The Virginia Department of
Forestry has a system of inspection and enforcement for all timber harvesting. When actual or
threatened water quality viohdons occur, the Department has authority to recommend corrective
action, issue orders, stop harvesting, or initiate civil penakles.16 As long as best management practices
are not in place, the Virginia State Forester may issue a special order to an operator conducting
business in a way that is likely to cause or is causing water pollution)7 The order can include a stopwork order and corrective actions that must be implemented within a specific timetable. The State
Forester can also issue emergency orders if there is an imminent and substantial endangerment of
public health or the health of anirnals or fish, or if commercial or recreational activities are
endangered.
Land ddsturbance permitting. Virginia’s Erosion and Sediment Control Law sets
forth th~ regulation of Land disturbing activities including cleating, grading, excavating, transporting,
and frUing of land)8 The Law also sets forth the establishment of a state erosion and sediment control
program (state program) and local erosion and sediment control programs (local programs). The
state program is administered by the Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR) under the
authority of the V’uginia Soil and Water Conservation Board. Counties, cites, and towns currendy
administer local programs. Local programs (totaling 166 separate programs throughout the
Commonwealth) exercise program authority over private and municipal projects. The DCR exercises
program authority over all state agency projects. The Virginia Soil and Water Conservation Board is
responsible for periodically evaluating the effectiveness of local program implementation to emure
consistency’with the state program. Persons undertaking land disturbing activities cannot receive a
buikiing or any other permit unless they have an approved erosion and sediment control plan and
certification that the plan will be implemented. Plan approval is granted by local program authorities
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or the Department of Conservation and Recreation as appropriate. The appropriate program or plan
approving authority is required to conduct periodic impections of proiects in accordance with the
regulations. When violations are found, the inspector notifies the owner about needed corrections
and when they must be made. If violations are not corrected on time, the locality (or DCR if
applicable) is responsible for erfforcement. The program authority can serve notice on the violator
specifying a timetable for meeting the requirements of the plan. Localities can establish civil penalty
schedules for violations, issue stop-work orders, apply corrective actions, or revoke the permit. The
Erosion and Sediment Control Law does not applyto specifically identified agricultm~ or
silvicultm-al operations. It also does not applyto activities under 10,000 square feet, unless the locality
chooses to lower this threshold. For example, Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act areas have a
threshold of under 2,500 square feet. Program authorities have authority to grant a variance for
specific activities from the requirements of the law.
Stotmwater Management. The V’~ Department of Environmental Quality
(DEQ), Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR), and the Chesapeake BayLocal
Assistance Department (CBLAD) are coordinating rehted yet separate state programs that regulate
the management of pollution carried by stormwater runoff, including an urban and industrial
stormwater permit program under the federal Clean Water Act. The V’aginia Stormwater

Management Act and regulations enable local governments to establish management plans and adopt
ordinances that require control and treatment of stormwater runoff to prevent flooding and
contamination of local waterways.19 Local programs must meet or exceed the minimum standards
contained in regulations. Under the act, state agencies must employ management practices vahether
or not the locality in which a state facility is to be located has a program.

Assistance-Oriented Nonpoint Source Programs
This section describes a number of the technical assistance, cost-share, and voluntary
programs that address nonpoint source water pollution in the james River watershed. It is not an
exhaustive list, but provides a brief description of programs that have influenced activities and water
quality in the watershed.
V~rgiaia Agricultural BMP Cost-Share Program. The cost-share program is
administered by DCR to improve water quality in the Commonwealth’s streams, rivers, and the
Chesapeake Bay. The program is funded with state and federal monies through local Soil and Water
Conservation Districts. SWCDs encourage farmers and landowners to use BMPs to better control
sediment, nutrient loss, and runoff of pollutams into Virginia’s waters from excessive surface flow,
erosion, leaching, and inadequate animal waste wanagemeat. The objective of the program is to solve
water quality problems by f’udug the worst problems first. Thus, program participants are recruited
by the District based upon those factors which most influence their land use impact upon water
quality. The individual cost-share limit for all BMPs is $50,000.
! Virginia Ag~icu/rural Best Management Practices Tax Credit Program. For
years, the Virginia SWCB has promoted BMPs. The legishture two years ago added a statewide
income tax credit program. This program provides an incentive to install agricultural BMPs in
accordance with an approved conservation plan. Its goal is to reduce the amount of nonpoint source
pollution entering the state’s streams, rivers, and estuaries. For all taxable years beginning on and
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after January 2, 1998, any individual or corporation engaged in agricultural production for martmt
who has in phce a soil conservation plan approved by the local SWCD shall be allowed a credit
against the tax imposed by Virginia Code section 58.1-320 of an amount equaling twenty-five percent
of the fi~t $70,000 expended for agficultul-al BMPs by the individual. Agricultural BMP means a
practice approved bythe SWCB which will provide a significant improvement to water qualityin the
state’s streams and rivers and the Chesapeak~ Bay, and is consistent with other state and federal
programs that address ag~ultural nonpoint source pollution management. Any practice approved by
the local SWCD Board shall be completed within the taxable year in which the credit is chimed. The
credit shall be allowed only for expenditures made by the taxpayer from funds of his owr~ The
amount of the credit shall not exceed $17,500 or the total amount of the tax imposed, whichever is
less, in the year the project was completed, as cemified bythe Board. If the amount of the credit
exceeds the taxpayer’s liability for the taxable year, the excess may be carried over for credit against
income taxes in the next five taxable years until the total amount of the tax credit has been taken.
! V~rgini~ Nutrient ~nd P~sticid~ Apph’c~tion Equipment T~x Credit- ThJs tax
credit program encourages the purchase of improved and more precise nutrient and pesticide
application equipment. It is managed by DCR and the SWCDs and is applicable statewide. The
Virginia Nutrient and Pesticide Application Equipment Tax may be claimed for the year of purchase
for equipment meeting state approved specifications. A 25% V’wginia income tax credit may be
applied to qualgTing purchases of up to $15,000 resulting in a maximum credit of $3~50. The credit
balance may be carried forward up to five years into the future ff the credit amount exceeds the
famaer’s tax liability for the year of the purchase. Persons or corporations must be engaged in
agricultural production for market to be eligible for the credit. In addition, a nutrient management
plan must be developed for the farm and approved bythe SWCD bythe required f’~g date of the
tax return. A letter from the SWCD indicating plan approval must be sent in with the tax return. The
nutrient management plan should incorporate the use of the new equipment and meet DCR criteria
for nutrient management pka~s.

Conseomtion Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP). CREP is Virginia’s
largest cost-share program. Beginning in 2000, its five year total will exceed $91 million with 30,500
acres of riparian buffers, 4,500 acres of wetlands restoration, and 8,000 acres of riparian easements
anticipated statewide. The federally-funded CREP program supports annual rental payments, costshare for BMPs, and the abilltyto add on riparian easements if desired. The program also offers a
sign-up incentive payment and a practice incentive payment. The cost-share ranges from 75% to
100% for eligible BMPs and approximately 25% comes from local SWCD funds.
! Conset~tion Reserve Program (CRP). The CRP is primarily for environmentally
sensitive lands a~A for highly erodible lands. Under the CRP, the USDA’s Farm Service Agency tries
to sign up highly valuable environmental acreage, establish long-term resource conserving covers on
eligible land, and to reduce erosion, runoff, and leaching. It is applicable in all counties in Virginia.
Offers from landowners to enroll lands, placing them under conservation easements for a period of
years, are accepted provided the acreage and producer meet certain eligibility requirements, including
suitability of the land for riparian buffers, filter strips, grassed waterways, shekerbelts, salt tolerant
vegetation, or shallow water areas for wildlife.
! Envitottment~l Qu~litylncenti~e Program (EQIP). EQIP is managed bythe
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) and is applicable statewide to address priority
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concerns and in special taxgeted priority areas. The program was established under the 1996 Farm Bill
to provide a single voluntary conservation program for farmers and landowners to address significant
natural resource needs. Approximately 65% of the EQIP funding in Vixginia is directed towal’ds
"priority areas." These areas are selected bythe State Tectmical Committee based on proposals
submitted bythe locallyled conservation work group. The remaining 35% of the funds are directed
toward statewide priorityconcems of environmental needs. EQIP offers 5-10 yvar contracts to
landowners and farmers toprovide cost-share assistance or incentive payments to implement
conservation practices. Eligibility is limited to persom who are engaged in livestock or agricultural
production. Eligible land includes cropland, pasture, and other agricultural land in priority areas or if
the land has a need that matches one of the statewide concerns.
Conserwation Farm Option (CFO). The Conservation Farm Option provides

landowners and farmers the opdon of consolidating the different types of payments avaihble under
the Comervadon Reserve Program, the Wetlarlds Reserve Program, and the Environmental Quality
Incentives Program into a single annual payment. CFO provides an incentive for coordinated, longterm natural resource planning and gives farmers additional flexibility. CFO is managed by the Farm
Service Agency and only owners and producers that have a farm with contract acres enrolled in

production flexibility contracts established under the Agricultural Market Transition Act (AMTA)
are eligible to participate.
! Forestl~" Incentive Ptogt’am (FIP). HP is a reforestation program managed by the
Natural Resources Conservation Service and the Virginia Departmem of Forestry. It is applicable
statewide. HP is a voluntary cooperative program with landowners to encourage the development,
management, and protection of non-industrial, private forest lands in the state. The program provides
cost-shating assistance to landowners for site preparation and tree planting.

Discussion and Analysis
Tributary Strategies
In Virginia, various state agencies, such as DEQ, DCR, and the Chesapeake Bay Local
Assistance Department (CBLAD), work together to develop tributary strategies for river basim, such
as the James, to ensure that reductiom of nutrients, toxics, and sediments, are sufficient to improve
water quality and restore the living resources of the (~’~esapeake Bay and its tributaries.Z° The IruOa!
James Ri~.Basm TributaryNut’t~ardSMirtm’ttR~Strm~ was completed in July 1998 through
a cooperative process among state and local government, agriculture, business, industry, citizens and
others. The Tributary Strate~" Gods for Nuzviem arm S~Irr~ Rm~n m i]0e]anm Rm, r was sent out for
public comment in January 2000.

In 2000, over $20 million was appropriated for the biermium to the V’a.ginia Water Quality
Improvement Fund, which bylaw receives a portion of any budget surplus.21 The Water Quality
Improvement Fund supports point and nonpoint source nutrient and sediment re,duction through
grants to local governments, farmers and others and is the cornerstone of Virginia s Chesapeake Bay
Tributary Strategy Program. The fund also provides grants to areas outside of the Ohesapeake Bay
watemhed. Nonpoint source grants are administered byDCR. Since 1997, approximately 113 million
has been appropriated to the Water Quality Improvement Fund. Most of this funding has gone to
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point sources. In theory, cost-share funding is available for nonpoint source control projects that
have been identified in the Initial James River Basin Tributary Strategy, and for other, innovative or
cost-effective practices that will help achieve the goals of the Strategy. In practice, access to this
funding has been limited, but may increase in the James River Basin when the tributary strategy goals
are finalized, although the sufficiency of the amount of available funds to meet the pollution
reduction needs is in question.22 Virginia also applies other funds from Clean Water Act Section 319,
V’wginia’s Chesapeake Baylmplementation Grant Program, and Coastal Zone Management Act
Section 6217.
Agricultural Pollution
The Virginia Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services (V’DACS) works with
farmers and local Soil and Water Conservation Districts to resolve water quality problems reported
to VDACS concerning nutrients, sediment and toxins from agricultm-al activities. Incentives and
cost-share programs are the main avenue for nonpoint source pollution management. Enforcement
against agricultural nonpoint source pollution is bifurcated. The first prong is regulatory, such as
permits for CAFOs. The second prong of V’nginia’s system addresses agficultur£ runoff and ground
water pollution from CAFOs that are too small for the DEQ permit system, as well as runoff and
ground water pollution from crop land and all other forms of agriculture. This second prong is
comphJnt-driven and strives to achieve compliance before resorting to enforcement actions.

¯ Incentive Programs - The primary vehicle for cost-share funding of point source and
nonpomt source nutrient controls is the Virginia Water Quality Improvement Fund administered by
DEQ and DCIL The Fund is managed as a grant fund for individual projects, identified through the
River Basin Strategy. It is also managed is a fund for Soil and Water Conservation Districts to
disburse through their normal process of agricultural best management practices and cost share
programs.
Animal Feeding Operations - Currently, confined animal feeding operations (CAFOs)
(except poultry operations) must obtain a pen-nit. All permitted CAFOs are required to be designed
~A operated according to specific standards contained in the permit and are subject to inspection by
DEQ. Viohtion of the pemait requirements or failure to obtain a permit opens the owner or
operator to enforcement byDEQ in the form of civil penalties, criminal charges, and/or injunctive
or other equitable relief. Most of V’uginia’s regulated animal feeding operations are found outside of
the James River watershed. However, DEQ has taken some enforcemem actions based on violations

of permits, primarily on dairy and hog farms. For example, in 1999, statewide, three enforcement
actions were completed - one for a small dairy in Tai, arater, one for a small dairyin West Central,
and one for a larger hog farm. There have not y~t been any erfforcement actiom again chicken
farmers as the changes to the hw are still too new.

Complzint-D~ivea Enforcement- V’trginia’s agricultural stewardship program gives the
farmer an opportunity to correct a water quality problem voluntarily before any enforcement action
is taken.23 Under the program, VDACS receives complaints and contacts the local Soil and Water
Conservation District for an initial investigation. After the complaint is investigated, VDACS
reviews the findings and determines if the complaint is founded and requires further action under the
Agricultural Stewardship Act. If so, the farmer is required to develop a plan to correct the problem
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and then complete plan implementation within 18 months. The Agricultural Stewardship Act does
not cover agricultural activities subject to water quality permits from the Department of
Environmental Quality, forestry activities, or problems that do not involve agricultural products.
Typical activities covered under the Act include nutrients from manure in feedlot runoff, sediment
from erosion on crop fields, and toxins from pesticide runoff.
ins .In pra.c,,ti.c,e, D.,EQ, in the .course of its .water quality monitoring or permit compliance
~,pecu.o.m wm mental poten.ti~l, wate.r, poLlution problems under the Agricultural Stewardship Act
anc~ notaty VDACS asT a. complainant. Since the complaint-driven process was established in April
1997, VDACS has received approximately 300 inquiries, 100 of which underwent the first step of the
process to develop a corrective plan. Of those 100, in only one case was the plan not implemented
within the 18 month time limit, causing VDACS to undertake an enforcement action which was still
underway in May 2000. This enforcement case is in the James River Basin. In general, the
enforcement process is triggered when there is a pollution problem and the landowner (1) does not
develop a corrective plan; (2) plan is not being implemented 6 months later upon VDACS inspection;
or (3) implementation of the plan is not completed within 18 months of plan approval.24
Forestry Water Quality Programs
Virginia has developed best management practices for water quality, such as streamside
management zones, design guidance for roads, skid trails, and stream crossings, revegetation of bare
soil areas, and wetlands protection.2J Virginia complements its complaint-driven enforcement
mechanism in forestry, with a system of Department of Forestry monitoring, inspection, and specific
triggers for eaforcement actions.
In order to ensure the monitoring and inspection, Virginia has developed a series of forms to
facilitate eaforcement of the Silvicultural Water Quality Law.26 The harvest inspection form is for all
private land harvesting operations a.nA is usually filled out bythe DOF inspector and then submitted
to the Regional Office.2z Department field personnel can inspect at any time, and in any case will
impect operations of landowners not meeting DOF requirements. If the harvesting inspection form
shows that a viohtion of the Silvicultural Water Quality Law has taken place, the impector must
complete and issue a water quality hw enforcement form.as In some cases, the inspection form may
indicate a BMP deficiency problem that is not a water quality hw viohtion. In these cases, the
inspector will re-inspect the tract for BMP corrective action if requested bythe owner/operator.
Landowners who receive a hw enforcement form are given specified periods of time for
implementation of corrective measures in a ~notice of required action." These deadlines are
mandatory. N’meW percent of problems are solved at the notice of required action stage. If the
corrective action is not propedytaken, the inspector prepares a hw enforcement case summary and
sets up an informal conference. DOF also can issue emergency special orders or stop-work orders if
the silvicultural activity is causing an "imminent and substantial danger to the waters of the
Commonwealth by introducing sediment deposition." Landowners can request formal administrative
hearings. After either the informal conference or the heating, DOF issues a final order that can
include civil penalties or civil charges. In determination of the civil penalty or charge amount, DOF
considers the seriousness of the violation, the degree of negligence, the owner’s good fakh, and any
previous history of viohtion.
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In practice, a weak l~k in the new enforcement procedures can be identifying logging jobs
that do not self-report. The citizen organization Virginia Forest Watch has begun a new program in
early 2000 to assist theVk~-fia Department of Forestryin identifying the location of logging jobs.
Between February and April 2000, the watchdog program reported 30 jobs in 15 different counties
across the state. According to Virginia Forest Watch, the first two jobs looked at byDOF resulted in
the discovery of water quality viohtions and =notice of required action" was served on the loggers
and the owners.
Land Development and Urban Runoff
Erosion and Sediment Control - DCR Soil and Water Division coordinates the erosion and
sediment control program for the state. The Soil and Water Comervation Board has the authority’to
revoke a local program. However, in the case of revocation, the local Soil and Water Conservation
District would be able to take over the program, and if they refuse to do so, the program then would
fall under the jurisdiction of DCtL In practice, all localities in Virginia have retained control over
their erosion and sediment control programs, knowing that lack of resources in the local Soil and
Water Conservation Districts and in the DCR offices might cause their buikting permit fees to rise in
order to provide the resources for running the program. However, program consistency with state
hw generally and in the James specifically is at approximately twenty-five percent. Erosion and
sediment control has become a big problem for localities facing increased growth, although
sedimentation remains a rehtively small contribution to the James River overall.
Sro~mwarer- Eight urban localities (Chesapeake, Norfolk, Newport News, Virginia Beach,
Portsmouth, Chesterfield, and Henrico) in the ]’ames River basin and its adjacent Bay waters, have
been required to develop stormwater management programs under provisiom of the federal Clean
Water Act, administered by Virginia DEQ. Permits obtained by localities require them to implement
and monitor programs that reduce the discharge of pollutants from municipal storm sewers to the
maximum extent possible and to prohibit illicit discharges into stormwater systems. Other localities
regulate stormwater runoff on a case-by-case basis through subdivision hws and other zoning
reguhtions. Most stormwater enforcement actions are taken bylocalities administering the programs.
DEQ has investigatiom underway, but no enforcement actions.
The Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act establishes requirements for stormwater management
within Chesapeake Baypreservation areas in all Tidewater localities. Under this legishtion, each local
government enforces its own program, which has been patterned on a model developed bythe
Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance Board and Department. State resources for the implementation
and enforcement of stormwater reguhtions are low, with only five stormwater engineers statewide
who oversee state agency stormwater management practices as well as local stormwater management
programs.

Conclusiom
Virginia has a variety of nonpoint source control programs operating in the James River
watershed, including cost-share, technical assistance, voluntary, and enforceable programs. The ]’ames

River watershed reflects many of the trends and nonpoint source pollution programs found
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thl’oughout V’a-ginh. The process of developing a tributary strategy for the James River has helped
state and local government, as well as citizens and others identify priorities and set goals for
reduction of nu.t:r~." n~ and sediment from nonpoint source pollution. This process is helping the state
government and local governments to determine priorities for technical assistance, cost-share
funding, and enforcement actions.
The review shows that Virginia emphasizes best management practices for management of
nonpoint source pollution from agricultural and forestry operations. The various regulatory agencies
focus on bringing land owners into compliance, using enforcement actions as a final resort in cases of
continued noncompliance. Coordination among agencies, such as VDACs and DEQ or DOF and
DEQ, can facilitate identification of real and threatened harm to water quality’in order to support
compliance and enforcement actions. Compliance and enforcement for forestry operations is
supplemented by a recently adopted moaitoring and inspection process by DOF. The .James River
watershed experience shows both that local erosion and sedimentation control programs am very
important to maintaining healthy rivers, and that a more resource-intensive mixture of technical
assistance, training, priority-setting, and enforcement is needed to make the local and state programs
in these areas more effective.

In general, the impression left by review of existing efforts is that the use of enforceable
mechanisms has increased slightly over the past, although the primary nonpoint source control
mechanisms are still technical assistance, cost-share, and voluntary programs. In most cases,
regulatory programs seemed understaffed with few financial resources at their disposal. Nonpoint
source controls have never been rehtivelywell funded, although there was a significant level of funds
this year for the first time. I-Estorically nonpoint controls have been left to be accomplished
voluntarily, with cost-share largely carrying out "demonstration" of practices, rather than broaderscale implementation.
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StiLl, a significant level of agency.interaction and cooperation in Virginia has enabled the

Commonwealth to acb_ieve certain improvements with the limited resources available. Voluntary
conservation and stewardsb_ip have also played a role. The rapid pace of development, alongside
cont~.ued agricultural and silvicultural activity, poses a challenge to state and local govemmem
agencles. These will require additional resources for strengthening implementation, compliance
assurance, and erdorcernent in the future.
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1. In addition to the SOLU-CeS cited, the following in~viduals were interviewed by telephone or in
person: Jack Frye, Director Soil and Water Conservation Division, Virginia Department of
Conservation and Recreation; Patti Jackson, James River Association; Kathleen O’ConnelL Water
Enforcement Program Manager, Department of Environmental Quality;, Collin Powers, Virginia
Chesapeake Bay Program, Department of Environmental Quality;, and Sarah Pugh, Virginia
Agriculture Commissioner’s Office.
2. V’uginia 305(b) Water QualityAssessment Report, Virginia Department of Environmental
Quality, 1998.
3. Virgirfia 305(b) Water QualityAssessment Report, Virginia Depam-nent of Environmental
Quality, 1998.
4. All or a portion of the following 39 counties and 14 cities lie within the basin: counties:
Alleghany, Amherst, Bath, Nelson, Rockbridge, Augusta, Bedford, Botetourt, Campbell, Craig, Giles,
Ifftghland, Montgomery, Roanoke, Amelia, Buckingham, Chesterfield, Cumberland, Fluvarma,
Goochland, Henrico, Powhatan, Albemarle, Appomattox, Prince Edward, Dinwiddie, Greene,
Hanover, Louisa, Nottoway, Orange, Charles Gty, Isle of Wght, James City, Nansemond, New Kent,
Prince George, Surry, and York; cities: Buena VLsta, Clifton Forge, Covington, Lexington,
Lynchburg, Charlottesville, Colonial Heights, Petersburg, Richmond, Hopewell, Norfolk, Newport
News, Suffolk, and WtUiamsburg.
5. Major tributaries to the ]’ames River are Craig Creek, Maury River, Tye River, Rockfish River,
Shte River, Rivarma River, Willis Creel Appomattox River, Chickahominy River, Pagan River,
Nansemond River, and the Elizabeth River.
6.
InitialJamesRi’wrBasinT~NtmqemardSa~tmtR~ua~ionStra~,Julyl, 1998, p. 24.
7.
Virginia 303(d) TMDL Priority IAst, V’uginia Department of Environmental Quality, 1996.
8.
Water Pollution Control Law, Va. Code 62.1-44.5
9.
Agricultural Stewardship Act, Va. Code 10.1-559.3
10.
Agricultural Stewardship Act, Va. Code 10.1-559.5, 10.1-559.7
11.
General Permits for Confined Animal Feeding Operations, Va. Code 62.1-44.17:1. Confined
animal feeding operations that do not qualify for the general permits must obtain ~dividual permits
under either the Virginia Pollution Abatement (VPA) permit system or the Virginia Pollution
Discharge Elimination System. See, Va. Code 62.1-44.5, 62.1-44.15.5, 62.1-44.17:1-1.
12.
Poultry Waste Management, Va. Code 62.1-44.17:1.1
13.
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act, Va. Code 10.1-2100 et s~/.
14.
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act, Va. Code 10.1-2100, 10.1-2109
15.
Chesapeake BayPmgram 9 VAC 10-20-110
16.
Silvicukural Water Quality Law, Va. Code 10.1-1181
17.
Silvicukuml Water Quality Law, Va. Code 10.1-1181.2
18.
Erosion and Sediment Control Act, Va. Code 10.1-560
19.
Virginia Stormvrater Mmagement Regulations, 4 VAC 3-20
20.
Virginia Chesapeake Bay Tributaries Strategies Law, Va. Code 2.1-51.12:1 et seq.
21.
Chesapeake Bay Commission, L egt~/azi~ U/x/a~, May 2000. See also, Ghesapeake Bay
Commission, A r~uad Retvott 1999: Pd&’yfor ttag Bay.

22. Demand for cost share funding currently exceeds the amount available, even in areas in which
increased funds have been made available, and this demand is expected to increase.
23.
Agricultural Stewardship Act, Va. Code 10.1-559.1
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24. See amendments to the Agricultural Stewardship Act, HB 1307 Agricultmal Stewardship
Act, approved by Govemor April 2000, effective July 1, 2000.
25. Fonstry B~st Managvrm~ Pmafi~ for Water Qua!ity m vi~ginm.. Ta]0mi~ Gu~, Virginia
Department of Forestry, 1997.
26. Vil’ginia Department of Forestry Harvest Procedures and Water Qthality Law Enforcement
Procedures, August 1998.
27.
Harvest Inspection Form, Form 30.
28.
Law Enforcement Form, Form 145.
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Wisconsin Case Study
Summary
Unlike many other states, Wiscomin has for manyyears had a fully articulated program for
nonpoint source water pollution control? Thus, its erfforceable mechanisms have long been linked
with its cost share and technical assistance pmvisiom. Wisconsin’s nonpoint source pollution
abatement program originated in 1978. Irfitially, the program administered grants to hdividual
landowners and communities in both urban and rural watersheds to cover the cost of voluntary best
management practices. To assist in targeting projects, as well as to meet federal and state
requirements to identify waters in need of attention, the state developed a system known as the
"prioritywatershed program." The Department of Natural Resources (DNR), with cooperation
from the Department of Agriculture, Trade, and Consumer Protection (DATCP), ranked the
watersheds. For each prioritywatershed, DNR, DATCP, and the local government developed a
priority watershed plan to guide cost-share assistance and related activities. In 1993, the priority
watershed program was amended to include a requirement that "critical sites" be identified in the
planning process. A critical site is one that, due to the amount of pollution k generates and/or its
location in the watershed, trust be addressed in order for the plan to achieve its water quality
objectives.
After nearly ten years of experience with the nonpoint source program, k became clear that
enforceable mechanisms would be needed to assure the state’s abilityto assure the effectiveness of
nonpoint source pollution controls. In 1987, DNR received authority to issue Nonpoint Source
Abatement Orders. DNR can issue such orders whether or not the site is in a priority watershed,
although more complex procedures applywhen the site is agricultural.2 Orders maybe issued for all
sources of. nonpoint source pollution except animal waste, which has been regulated under a separate
program since 1984. The "Notice of Discharge" system for animal waste nonpoint sources provides
a wayto obtain corrective action for these sites)
In 1997, the Wisconsin legishture significantly changed the direction of the state’s nonpoint
source programs. Act 27 (the common name for the 1997 amendments) placed the priority
watershed program, which is chiefly administered by DNR, into a long multi-year phase-out period.
It also strengthened the role of DATCP in addressing agricultural nonpoint source pollution. The
changes required the agencies to develop explick performance standards for nonpoint sources.
Further, Act 27 created new competitive funding programs available across the state rather than just
in priority watersheds. In 1999, the legislature reinforced these changes by s~ing more funding to
DATCP to support agriculmtxl nonpoint source control staff and cost share activities in all 72 of
W’iscomin’s counties.
Wiscomin’s counties, and to some extent towns and cities, play a substantial role in the state’s
nonpoint programs. Funding and cost share assistance are provided by the state through the county
Land Conservation Commissiom (LCCs). Counties also adopt and administer land
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and water resource management plans and enforceable ordinances which may address erosion,

shoreline protection, animal waste and manure management, land use, and pollutant management
practices.
W~sconsin’s comprehensive nonpoint efforts reflect objectives of setting state standards and
state priorities, while providing for local control and flexibility. The programs reflect as w~ll the
continued legishtive experimentation with the role of DNR (which largely administers Chapter 281
of the W~sconsin Statutes) and DATCP (which administers Chapter 92). The legislature adjusts their
relationship ~u~ bL-’mmontb_rough budget legishtion, which often includes substantive amendments.
The recent changes reflect the
1 "egrshture
’ " s judgment that more
funding and attention should go to
nonpriority counties and watersheds.

Watersheds
This study examines the use of state and local nonpoint source programs and authorities in
watersheds in two parts of Wrsconsin: La Crosse County (along the Mississippi River in western
Wrsconsin) and Brown County (in the Green Bay area in northeastern Wrsconsin).
Both counties have developed local ordinances for the control of nonpoint source pollution,
and both have been funded for priority watershed projects in the past. The watersheds - which have
substantial agriculture and development activity- are described in greater detail in the "Discussion
and Analysis" section.

E rfforceable Mechanisms Studied
This study examines the following enforceable mechanisms:

DNR Nonpoitar Source Abatement Order. These orders applyto all types of
nonpoint source pollution except animal waste pollution, and may be issued by DNR if pollution is
determined to be "significant." Significant nonpoint source pollution is defined as causing violation
of a water quality standard, significandy impairing aquatic habitat or organisms, restricting
navigation, deleterious to human health, or otherwise significandy impairing water quality?
Animal Waste Notice o£Discfiarge. A complaint-driven process can result in a
DNR determination that an animal waste pollution discharge is significant. If so, DNR issues a
Notice of Discharge (NOD) which requires correction of the problem. If the NOD does not result
in compliance, the DNR requires the operator to obtain a state NPDES permit which specifies all of
the requirements to abate the discharge and come into compliance?
Local Ordinances. W~scomin hw provides for many kinds of enforceable local
ordinances that may be directed at nonpoint source water pollution. These include soil and water
conservation and nonpoint source pollution abatement ordinances; shorehnd ordinances; livestock
operation and manure management ordinances; and zoning ordinances that address contruction
erosion and stormwater runoff?
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Nonpoint Source Programs, Cost-Shares, Standards,
and Enforcement
Responsible Agencies
Operating under Tide 281, DNR’s Bureau of Watershed Management has primary
responsibility for administering W~sconsin’s nonpoint source program, for standard setting, and for
grant funding, particularly in priority watersheds.7 DNR also has abatement order authority. DNR
must consult with DATCP on elements of the nonpoint program that rehte to agricultural standards
and agricultural watersheds.
For its part, operating under Title 92, DATCP sets soil and water conservation policies and
administers agricultural grant and planning programs3 The legislature recently gave DATCP greater
responsibility for standard setting, and for local staffing and cost shares in addressing nonpoint
source problems. DATCP interacts with countyland comervation committees (LCCs), which are
created by WLsconsin’S county boards.9
The appointed Land and Water Conservation Board (Board) oversees both DNR’s nonpoint
source program and DATCP’s soil and water conservation program, reviewing administrative rules
and plans. The Board also approves the list of priority watersheds, which until recendyserved as the
core of the Wtsconsin nonpoint program.
Local government units, including cities, counties, villages, towns, metropolitan sewerage
districts, town sanitary’districts, public inland lake protection and rehabilltadon districts, regional
planning commissions, or drainage districts, also phya role in nonpoint source controls.1° County
and municipal governments are authorized to enact ordinances to address nonpoint source pollution,
including the prohibition of land uses or management practices that cause erosion, sedimentation,
nonpoint source water pollution, or storm water runoff.11
Priority Watershed Program
The priority watershed program has for two decades been the state’s pfimaryvehicle for
targeting its cost sharing grants. The process of identifying priority watersheds was linked to
WLsconsin’S original areawide water quality managetmm planning process)2 DNR set water quality
objectives for each priorityvratershed and establisht, d a committee (including farmers, public inland
lake protection a~A rehabilitation districts, riparian landownem) for each watershed to advise DNR
and DATCP)3 DNR, in consultation with DAT(~ and the appropriate local
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governmental unit, prepared the proposed priority watershed plan)4 During the plarming process,
DNR:

[
!
!
[
"!

Conducted a water resource assessment
Set water quality goals
Analyzed alternative management practices
Incorporated best management practices (BMPs) into the plan
Determined whether a city, town, village or county must develop construction site
erosion control ordinances or manure storage ordinances*s

The implementation plan.6 prepared by the local government must contain:
!
!
!
!
!

A list of BMPs that are most critical to achieving water quality objectives
Designations of critical sites
Priorities for implementation
Requirement to review plan periodically
Provisions for public notice and education17

Following two public meetings to receive comments, the county could approve, conditionally
approve, or reject the pfioritywatershed plan. Once the plan received county approval, its
subsequent approval bythe Board and by DNR would render the project eligible for funding..8
DNR was required to provide cost share grants to governmental units and landowners for costeffective best management practices)9 The local government unit specified in its application for
funding the percentage of the implementation costs that the grant would cover, but the grant could
not exceed 70 percent of the cost of implementing the BMPs.2°
Cost sharing grants could also be issued to governmental units or individual landowners in
non-priority watersheds i~ projects were in conformance with areawide water quality management
plans, but at least 70 percent of cost-sharing grants armuallywere required to be used in priority
watersheds.21
The prioritywatershed program was amended in 1993 to include a requirement that ~critical
sites" be identified in the watershed planning process. A critical site is one that, due to the amount
of pollution k generates and/or its location in the watershed, mast participate and he addressed in
order for the plan to achieve its water quality objectives. DNR was required to notify the owner or
operator of a designation,a2 The owner or operator could request a review of the designation by the
county land conservation committee and further appeal to the Board.2~ The owner or operator of a
critical site must apply best management practices,a4 However, once the owner or operator has
installed BMPs as provided in the plan, the site is no longer considered a critical site.2s
The priority watershed program underwem significant changes beginning in 1997. There
had been 60 priority watersheds designated - mostly in the southern a~A eastern part of the state.
Legishtive concern arose over the treatment of the northern counties. Accordingly, Act 27 required
the Land and Water Resource Board to determine bymid- 1998 whether or not to continue ~istirtg
pfioritywatershed projects, assuming no increases in the funding available to the program. Act 27
further provided that them would be no newpmwity zum, ts/a~ designated after that time. DNR was
required to submit to the Board a list of watersheds ranked on the basis of impaimaent (based on the
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state’s ~ 303(d) list prepared under the federal Clean Water Act).~6 The Board was then to decide on
whether to approve continuation of the existing priofitywatersheds based on the list and DNR and
DATCP recommendations.27 In 1998, the Board voted to approve continuation of a/! of the existing
priority watersheds. The continued pfiorirywatershed projects will remain a substantial part of the
state’s program for manyyears, as the phase-out is expected to run through 2008.
Base-Level County Planning and Funding
Chapter 92 was amended in 1997 and in 1999 to redirect a significant portion of the state’s
nonpoint efforts. The new focus is on providing a base level of staff and funding for a/! counties,
rather than only priority watersheds.
Under an older provision of Cl’hapter 92, DATCP was required to identify priority soil
erosion control counties.2S Under that program, which was never large, a county LO2 was to prepare
a countyland and water resource management plan which specified maximum acceptable rates of soil
erosion, identified specific land parcels exceeding acceptable erosion rates and management practices
that would bring these lands into compliance, and identified other nonpoint source pollution.29 This
plan was then to be reviewed bythe DATCP and Board, and cost share moneywas to be provided to
deal with problems.
Under the 1997 legislation, the priority soil erosion county designation was abolished. Now
ezery crurgy is to prepare a land and water resources management plan. The plan must be a multi-year
action plan of three to five years, not focused onlyon soil erosion, but also on meeting water quality
objectives through control of nonpoint sources. Counties are encouraged to incorporate the use of
local ordinances to achieve their water quality objectives. Under 1999 legishtion, each county will be
provided with funding to plan for and begin implementing the nonpoint source performance
standards discussed below,s°

DATCP has been given a goal to provide each of the state’s 72 counties with an average of
$100,000 for cost shares ($7.2 million). It will also provide funding for 3 staff persons for each
county(cost shared at 100 percem, 70 percent, and 50 percent), another $7.1 million?1 About $6
million in base budget funding was transferred from DNR to DATCP for the program.
Competitive Grant Programs
Act 27 also established a new $2 mifiion competitive grant program under which any county
or local government or loc£ lake association could apply to DNR for nonpoint source grants. This
was intended to help overcome a perceived imbalance that urban watersheds were only receiving 25
percent of pfioritywatershed monies. DNR was required to develop a scoring system for the new
money, including 1) the extent to which BMPs will be used in the project; 2) the level of impairment
of the water (~303d list); 3) the extent to which the project will result in the attainment of water
quality objectives; 4) local interest in the project; 5) the inclusion of a means to measure the results of
the project; and 6) the extent to which the project proposes to use federal funding. DNR, with
DATCP consultation, scores each project and the Board selects projects for funding by November
1.32
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In 1999, the legishture authorized a further targeted competitive program. It allows anyone,
including non-pmfk groups, to applyto DNR for funding for nonpoint source projects for up to
four y~ars. This funding may address anything from watershed scale to subwatersheds to ske-specific
actions. The program is starting with $1 million. DNR anticipates a substantial increase to this
program in the future.
In 1999 the legishture also established a new urban competitive nonpoint source program
administered byDN1L The program will have $19 milh’on available in grants. Additional bond
funding has been made available for nonpoint source controls, including Laban and stormwater
controls.

Other Funding
Wisconsin’s priority watershed program has been used to target US EPA ~ 319 funds. Rather
than projects applying separately for 319 grants as in most other states, Wisconsin has used 319
funding to augment the state’s own funding for priority’watersheds. Wisconsin received $2.583
million in 1999 and has been allocated $5.166 million for 2000.
USDA’s Environmental Quality Improvement Program (EQIP) has been active in W~sconsin
since 1997. The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) office in Wisconsin establishes
EQIP priofitywatersheds. These are not limited to state pfiofitywatersheds. However,
incorporating the availability of other sources of funding in the NRCS ranking system gave DNR
pfiofitywatersheds an advantage in obtaining EQIP funds. The program received $3.2 million in
funding in 1998 and again in 1999, of which $2.8 million was reserved for EQIP prioritywatemheds.
Wisconsin’s EQIP program also focuses on educational programs. NRCS has received $800,000
during the past three y~am to implement educational programs. Any local organization can applyfor
this funding as long as the educational efforts will be directed towards producers.

Standard Setting
Act 27 introduced formal standard setting requirements to the state’s nonpoint source
programs.
Act 27 requires DNR to prescribe, by rule, performance standards for n~agn6duou! ~
sours. The performance standards must be designed to achieve water quality standards." DNR
must also, by rule, specify a process for developing and disseminating technical specifications to
implement these performance standa~.34
For a~ nmpa~ souras, DNtL in consultation with DATCP, must promulgate rules
prescribing performance standards and prohibitions to achieve water quality standards. For its part,
DATCP must, in consultation with DNR, promulgate rules prescribing conservation practices to
implement the performance standards and prohibitions. DATCP must also identify, by rule, the
pma~s by which agricultural tecbazical standards are to be developed and disseminated,~Sand develop
and disseminate technical standards to implement the performance standards?s The agricultural
performance standards must at a minimum require livestock operatiom to 1) have no overflow of
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manure storage structures; 2) have no unconfined manure pile in a water quality management area; 3)
allow no direct runoff from a feedlot or stored manure into water, and 4) prevent unlimited access by
livestock to water in a location where high concentrations of animal cause stream bank erosion?7 The
conservation practices and technical standards must at a minimum address animal waste management,
nutrients applied to soil, and cropland sediment delivery.38
The performance standards and tec~hnical specifications rulemal6ngs are scheduled to be
completed i:12000?9 The standard-setting processes relate not onlyto cost-share requirements, but
also to the enforceable mechanisms used in Wisconsin. County-based land and water resources
management plans will be required, at a minimum, to address the statewide performance standards
and prohibitions. The DNR and DATCP are pursuing an approach that would set statewide
performance standards a~A prohibitions, but that would also provide for targeted performance
standards that may be established by DNR or local governments in particular watersheds where
statewide performance standards are not adequate to meet water quality goals. Statewide standards
would applyto cropland soil erosion, soil loss from riparian fields, manure storage and management,
nutrient management, standards for new development and redevelopment during construction
activities, and for management of stormwater after construction, and for mar, agement of pollution
from previously developed urban areas.
Forestry standards are not currently under development as existing forestry BMPs are fairly
recent in Wisconsin and hence will be given an opportunity for experience to be gained using them.
DNR Abatement Orders
DNR has authority to issue abatement orders for both agricultural and non-agricultural
nonpoint sources of pollution determined to be ~significant." Significance includes ~pollution which
causes the violation of a water quality standard, pollution which signi~icandy impairs aquatic habitat
or organisms, pollution which restricts navigation due to sedimentation, pollution which is
deleterious to human health or pollution wb.ich otherwise sigrfificantly impairs water quality."°
While the abatement order authority operates in both priority and non-prioritywatersheds, DNR can
issue orders for abatement of agnadAto~ nonpoint source pollution in priority watersheds orgy i~ the
site has been designated a critical site.4t
The process begins when DNR sends a written a notice of intent to issue the order to the
person responsible for the source of pollution. The notice of intent describes DNR’s findings and
provides the individual at least one year to abate the pollution or implement the required BMPs,
unless the pollution is causing severe water quality degradation, in which case a temporary emergency
order (described below) may be issued.42 If an issued and compliance still does not occur,
civil forfeitures of up to $5,000 per day are authorized; the state may recover its cosets of
investigation and attorneys fees. In addition the DNR maytake the action itsel~ and recover the
COSts incurred.4s

Agricultural sources are subject to additional procedures. DNR must send the notice of
intent to the LCC and DATCP." DATCP must provide the person responsible for the pollution a
list of management practices that would reduce pollution to a level acceptable to DNR, as well as a
list of sources of financial and technical assistance available from DATCP and other sources
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DATCP must issue a report to DNR within one year after the date of the notice describing the
actions taken by the person and providing a recommendation as to whether DNR should issue an
order. DNR may not issue an order until it receives DATCP’s report?6
If the notice of intent involves agricultural pollution in a priority watershed, the LCC may

within 60 days of the notice disapprove issuance of an order. DNR can request the Board to review
an LCC disapproval decision?7 If the LCC approves the proposed order, the owner may obtain a
review of the proposed order by f’fling a written request with the Board?8

DNR is prohibked from requiring any agricultural facility or practice that was in existence
prior to October 14, 1997, to complywith newiyprescribed performance standards, prohibitions,
conservation practices or tecb.nical standards unless cost-share funding is made available?9
Despite the one year minimum abatement period, and the special review requirements
applicable to agricultural sources, DNR mayissue a temporary emergency order before issuing a
notice of intent ~f the pollution is causing or will cause severe water quality degradation and the
required abatement action does not involve a capital expense. If the source is agricultural, DNR
must provide a copy of the order to DATCP and the appropriate LCCs. As soon as practicable after
a temporary order has been issued, DNR must either issue a written notice of intent to issue a regular
abatement order or rescind the temporary order?°
DNR’s abatement order authority has seldom been invoked. Rather k has served chiefly as a
back stop to cost share and technical assistance approaches. DNR has used its abatement order
authority at least 10 to15 times.
Animal Waste Notices of Discharge
DNR does not have authofityto issue nonpoint source abatement orders for pollution
caused by animal waste. But k has a complaint-driven process available under its animal waste
management regulations (NR 243) to address complaints,sl If investigation of a complaint reveals
that an animal waste pollution discharge is significant, the DNR issues a Notice of Discharge (NOD),
which requires correction of pollution. The NOD identifies the problem and potential solutions and
identifies cost share and technical assistance sources; k allows a minimum of 60 days and a maximum
of two years to remedy the problem. The designated county agency (land conservation commissiom)
may seek to review the proposed corrective action plan. Issuance of the NOD expressly makes the
operator eligible for DATCP cost-share funding during the time that the NOD is in force. If the
operator does not remedythe problem, then DNR requit~ the operator to obtain a state NPDES
permit which specifies all of the requirements to abate the discharge and bring the facility into
compliance,s2 Accepted animal waste management practices must be used in implementing corrective
measures needed for runoff control, storage, or disposal of animal wastes?3 However, the DNR may
not require an arfimal feeding operation in existence prior to October 14, 1997 to complywith newly
prescribed performance standards, prohibitions, conservation practices or technical standards unless
cost-sharing is available,s4 If the operator ignores the NOD and also fails to obtain an NPDES
permit, the whole range of judicial enforcement tools comes into effect (including civil forfeitures of
up to $10,000 per day)?s
Statewide, DNR has issued NODs to about 550 AFOs during the
course of the program. Recently, the NOD program at the state level has changed from a reactive
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program to a targeted program, focusing on complaints arising in outstanding resource waters,
p ys a m~e m acurarastenng cost shares for AFOs; it maintains a database of NOD recipients,
updated quarterly. In the future, it appears that DNR will be responsible for handling these cost
shares (or arranging them with federal agricultural agencies).
Local Ordinances
Wisconsin law authorizes numerous kinds of enforceable local ordinances that may be
directed at nonpoint source water pollution.
Under Chapter 92, a county, city, village or town has explick authority to enact ordinances
for soil and water conservation or nonpoint source pollution abatement. Such ordinances may
regulate =land use, land management, and pollutant management practices."st The ordinance maybe
made applicable throughout a countyor to anypart of it, including both incorporated and
urlincorpomted areas. However, the ordinance must be adopted bythe county board and by
rgcetwdmn of the voters in the area covered bythe ordinance. Enforcement of an ordinance adopted
under Chapter 92 requires an LCC to make a reasonable effort to contact a landowner and to provide
a plan and identify anycost-shares that are available, at least one ~ar before taking any enforcement
action. Enforcement includes civil forfeitures (penalties) and injunctions.
Counties, cities, villages, and towns also have authority to adopt certain other ordinances
~ referendum. These include enforceable shoreland ordinances,sz livestock operation and
manure mamgement ordinances,s8 and zoning ordinances that address construction erosion and
stormwater runoff,s9 Each of these is enforceable bythe local jurisdiction through civil forfeitures
(penalties) and injunctions. For example, local governments may enact ordinances requiring manure
storage facilities constructed after July 2, 1983 to meet local standards?° Likewise, livestock
operations that do not meet the new nonpoint performance standards established under Act 27 may
be regulated by local ordinance i~ necessary to achieve water quality standards, provided that cost
sharing is made available if the operation was initiated prior to October 14, 1997.61 Shoreland
management ordinances adopted under these provisions may be enforced only ~f cost share funding is
made available.62

Local zoning ordinances may also help protect lands under, abutting or lying close to
navigable watem. The purposes of such ordinances are to "further the maintenance of safe and
healthful conditiom; prevent and control water pollution; protect spawning grounds, fish and aquatic
life; control building sites, placement of s~ and land uses...."63 The DNR is responsible for
providing general recommended standards and criteria for navigable water protection regulations and
their administration, and for authorizing such regulations.
Wrsconsin counties are ra?ta~ to adopt zoning and subdivision regulations for the
protection of shorelands in unincorporated areas.64 State regulations require that these county
shoreland ordinances include, at a minimum, zoning reguhtiom for shoreland-wetland zoning
districts.6s The ordinances ,m~,,t "provide sufficient control of the use of shorehnds to afford the
protection of water quality .... ~6 The regulations further specify minimum components, including
building setbacks that "conform to health, safety and welfare requirements, preserve natural beauty,
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reduce flood hazards and avoid water pollution.’’67 The regulations also require limits on alterations

to existing noncorifo~ structures.6s Exemptions from local shoreland zoning ordinances are
provided for state highway and bridge work and for farm drainage ditches in certain circulnstances.69
Where a countyhas not adopted an ordinance that meets the "reasonable minimum standards," the
DNR is to adopt an ordinance to be administered by the county.7°

State law also requires municipalities (cities and villages) to adopt shoreland zoning
ordinances to protect wetlands.7~ State regulations establish minimum standards for the municipal
ordinances. If a municipality fails to establish an ordinance that meets "reasonable minimum
standards," the DNR is to adopt an ordinance for the municipality,n Enforcement mechanisms are
specified in the local ordinance. In addition, the DNR may initiate enforcement through fines (not
more than $50 per day) and injunctions if k determines that the city or village f~il.~ to keep its
ordinance "current, effective and enforceable." 73
State hw provides that county ordinances in general "shall be enforced by appropriate fines
and penalties," and may be enforced by injunction in a suit bythe local government or local affected
property owners.74 State hw also provides that viohtions of city zoning ordinances are punishable by
fine and by imprisonment for failure to pay such fine, and that viohtors are subject to suit by local
govemment or a~fected property owners to prevent or correct the unlawfial practice.7s
Wisconsin hw authorizes municipal and county construction site erosion control ordinances
"for the efficient use, conservation, development and protection of this state’s grounchnater [and]
surface water," for the prevention and control of water pollution, and for the control of building sites
and phcement of structures and land uses.76 Indeed, under the priority watershed program, DNR
was authorized to determine that a county, city, village or town was required, as a condition of a
grant, to develop a construction ske erosion control ordinance in order to meet the water quality
objectives ?7
DNR must establish the minimum standards for local ordinances covering erosion from site
activities other than construction of a building.78 The minimum standards must require regulation of
site erosion where the activity involves grading or other land disturbance of 4,000 square feet or
more; moving 400 cubic yards or more of material by excavation or filling; consmicting a street,
highway, or bridge; pipeline construction exceeding 300 feet; or an activity requiting a subdivision
pht approval or certified survey.79 DNR’s minimum standards for storm water management must
also regulate any residential development larger than five acres (or larger than 3 acres with 1.5 acres
of impervious surfaces) or any non-residential development larger than 3 acres,s° The DNR must
consult with the Department of Transportation in developing minimum erosion control and
stormwater management standards for street, highway, road or bridge construction,sl Ske erosion
control ordinances must require consistency with the Wisconsin Construction Site Best Management
Practice Handbook.s2 The Wisconsin Department of Industry, Labor, and Human Rehtiom
(DILHR) has developed standards for erosion control related to building comtruction - for one and
two family dwellings and commercial construction projects?3 Certified local building inspectors or
county inspectors enforce these building construction erosion control requirements.

Discussion and Analysis
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examining watershed experiences in western (La Crosse County) and eastern (Brown County) parts of
the state.

La Crosse County Nonpoint Source Controls
La Crosse County, with a population of about 90,000, contains portiom of three river basins:
the Black in the northern part of the county, the La Crosse in the center, and the Bad Axe in the
south, all flowing westward to the Mississippi. There are two lakes in the county. Lake Onalaska
(5,400 acres of flowage) created by Corps of Engineers dams on the Black and Mississippi Rivers, and
Lake Neshonoc (600 acres) created by a dam on th_e La C2"osse River. The county has 274 miles of
streams and 730 surface acres of lakes excluding Onalaska. Water sampling in 1998 showed that 84
percent of the county’s streams do not meet standards for whole body contact recreation34 The
county is urbanizing although it still has significant crop and livestock operations. Nonpoint source
water quality impairments are attributed to cropland soil erosion, sedimentation from urban
development, pesticide and fertilizer runoff, and animal waste runoff. The county’s topography has
caused runoff problems, as it is a flat plain dissected by streams and gullies, which often have steep
slopes. Residential construction is occurring on some of these steeper lands. La Crosse County has a
five member LCC, and the county’s department of land conservation (DLQ has a six member staff.

Ptiori~ Wa tetsl~ed PtoB.ram
The Lower Black River watershed (one of the three primary watersheds in the county) was
selected as a priority watershed project in the early 1980s, and received funding for rough!y ten years.
At the time that this watershed was chosen for the program, much of the planning respomibility was
centralized in DNK The county’s Department of Land Conservation (DLQ provided h’rformation
on the watershed and DNR developed a fairly generic plan for the county using boilerphte
formatting. DNR has greatly increased the county role in recent years of the project, although
developing the plan now takes more time. The priority watershed program built staff capacityin the
DLC, and the staff hired during the project continue to work in the department.
In its priority watershed effort, La Crosse County focused on implementing streambank
corridor practices to prevent soil erosion, on feedlot improvement, and on contour strip cropping.
The county had no baseline data, so no numerical phosphorous reduction goal was established and
evaluation of the project’s success was done on a site-by-site basis. The project also had very’liMe
water quality testing or monitoring, although DNR used some bio-monitoring data to conclude that
the project had positive results. Lack of baseline water quality data and monitoring results proved
problematic for the DLC, which now has instituted an aggressive monitoring program to assess the
success of its own recent water quality programs and local ordinances.
Other Watersl~ed Planning
La Crosse County’s original cropland erosion control plan was adopted in 1988 in accordance
with chapter 92. Approximately 94 percent of the county’s identified cropland is under some kind of
plan. The countyplan established soil loss goals and identified needs for conservation practices as
well as for cost-shares and technical assistance. The county attributes not attaining these goals to lack
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of adequate state funding (particularly base level funding). County officials hope that the additional
base level funding provided under the state’s revised nonpoint program will make achievement
possible.
La Crosse County’s new Land and Water Resource Management Plan (required per Act 27)
was adopted bythe county and approved by DATCP in 199975 It includes identification of data
needs, the status of water pollution and erosion issues in the county, a work plan for achieving
performance standards, and revenue sources. The plan gives detailed descriptions of how the county
ordinances described below (and other programs) are designed to operate; and k identifies watershed
objectives. In the state.review process the DNR called it "one of the best...plans we have had an"86
opportunity to review, while DATCP in its approval memorandum called it an "excellent plan.
Erosion Control Ordinance
La Crosse County adopted a land disturbance erosion control ordinance in 1992. The county
used authority provided by the state’s general zoning law in order to avoid the referendum that
would have been required had it adopted such an ordinance under chapter 92?7 The erosion control
ordinance applies only in unincorporated areas of the county. It regulates land disturbances of 4,000
sq. feet or greater on slopes less than 20 percent, and disturbances of 2,000 sq. feet or greater on 2030 percent slopes. The ordinance prohibits development on slopes greater than 30 percent. The
ordinance also covers logging road installation, and tracks timber cutting notices filed by landowners.
In addition to these sites, the ordinance has a catch-all provision that allows the countyto regulate
other sites that are causing severe erosion (even if a structure has already been completed),s8
The ordinance requires submission of a detailed erosion and sedimentation control plan and
schedules to the LCX2 for approval. The county Department of Land Conservation (DLQ issues the
erosion control permit. There are three categories of permit. These depend on the slope of the site
and the location of the site in relation to the shoreline. The amount of information required and the
permit fee increases for each category. It usually takes the county three days to process the
information and issue the permit. Data from 1992 to 1998 show that each y~ar between 123-197
permits were granted for activities on 0-12 percent slopes, 17-34 permits on 13-20 percent slopes, and
7-20 permits on 21-30 percent slopes. Logging road permits ranged from 16-32 per year?9
Enforcement is with stop work orders, permit revocations, forfeitures of $50-500 per offense/day
plus costs of prosecution, or injunction.
The county has experienced some difficulty with its ordinance because in 1994 the state
adopted a provision in the Uniform Dwelling Code (UDQ prescribing erosion controls for
construction of 1 and 2 family homes.9° The state standards are arguably less stringent than those in
the county erosion ordinance. The UDC provisions have been interpreted to allow enforcement only
where sediment is actually leaving the site. In contrast, the county erosion control ordinance requires
that the erosion control plan be implemented as specified regardless of any offske impacts.
Eventually the county agreed to applythe state standards for residential consmaction, and
became the enforcer of the state UDC through memoranda of twAerstanding with 10 of the 12
townships. But the grading of sites and roads, and development-wide activities are regulated under
the stricter county standards. Once comtrucdon of the residence is to begirt, the state standards
apply. Under the UDC, the county issues a notice of non-compliance. The operator has 72 hours to
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respond to the notice and fix the problem. If the problem is not repaired the countywill issue a stop
work order. Although the county can use the courts, k prefers not to because of concern about
possible dehys, and concern that sediment or erosion viohfions maynot result in a substantial
sanction. The countypmcess for enforcement of the county ordinance is similar.
Animal Waste Management Ordinance
La Crosse County’s animal waste management ordinance was adopted in December 1998 to
knplement the animal waste performance standards under Act 27.91 It requires permits for new
manure management impoundments and feedlots. Preexisting feedlots are exempt from enforcement
and permit requirements unless a ske evaluation has been completed and cost-share funding is
provided.
Manure management plans are required for unconfined manure stacks within 1,000 feet of a
lake or 300 feet of a stream (water quality management areas"). Also the ordinance prohibits direct
runoff from feedlots (defined as discharging 5 lbs. or greater total phosphorous) and from
"misrmnaged pastures" within the water quality management area. ~vf~smanaged pastures are defined
as areas where confinement of livestock for feeding, browsing, or loafing prevents the adequate
maintenance of sod cover, causing bank erosion.
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Manure management plans are required for any farmer who receives cost shares, and for any
operation constructing a new manure storage pk. The county allows certified private planners to
develop manure management plans, but prefers to have farmers develop theii- own plans in group
sessions that DLC conducts. In order to construct a new manure storage pit, a farmer must provide
the countywith a construction plan developed bya professional engineer and paya $50 fee. The
county does not inspect these sites to ensure that they are constructed as planned; the ordinance gives
the professional engineer this responsibility.
Direct runoff from feedlots is prohibited by both the county ordinance and by (3~pter 281.
The county ordinance defines direct runoff as runoff containing more than 5 Ibs of phosphorous per
year. The phosphorous load is determined using NRCS’s BARNY model, which accounts for the
amount and type of livestock, slope of the site, the water at the site, and vegetation. The county has
been in conflict with some state officials over the definition of direct runoff. While the state has
generallypreferred a definition based on the number of animal units, the county believes that such a
cutoff point would not be effective in addressing problems caused by small but concentrated dairy
operations in the county (many of which, even though including fewer than 100 cattle, cause
problems because of the steep topography near the waterways).

The county is working to achieve voluntary compliance, and is offering 100 percent cost share
for measures that achieve the county’s standards. Cost sham funding may be obtained from DATCP,
from DNR, or from the county’s own ~environmental fund." The environmental fund, established in
1998, provides county funding for low-cost practices that have high water quality benefits, such as
grass filter areas.92 Feedlot owners voluntarilyseekiug assistance will receive first priority for cost
shares; the next priority’will be volunteers responding to county action in county-targeted
watersheds. The countywill not seek to provide cost shares for manure storage pits, nor for practices
associated with the expansion or the establishment of a new feedlot. The DLC believes that
expansion of a business inherently includes costs for protection of the environment, and that the
public should not bear those costs.
The county intends to focus its cost shares on existing facilldes, as it cannot enforce the new
standards against an existing facility (constructed before 1997) unless k can provide cost share
assistance. Enforcement has not yet occurred under the ordinance, but when the county begim to
eriforce the hw, it intends to proceed by watersheds on a priority basis. Enforcement will begin with
notices of noncompliance setting a timetable for compliance. Stop work orders are authorized ~f a
notice of noncompliance has expired and the severity of the runoff is such that a stop work order is
deemed to be warranted. Violations of orders are subject to injunction, and to a civil forfeiture of
$50 to $500 per day of offense plus costs of prosecution.
State Enforcement

In La Crosse County, the relevant enforcement auzhorityis ordinafilythe countyDLC In
part this is because DNR enforcement staff are spread thirfly. For imtance, one DNR enforcement
staff person is assigned to deal with animal waste complaints in more than ten counties in the area.
The DLC also has concern with the speed of state response to complaints referred bythe DLC.
Officials note that the respome is slowed bytbe process and the number of agencies involved. For
instance, one case investigated byDNR as a result of a complaint referred bythe DLC has taken
several yearn to resolve, in part because of the division of functions - DNR information gathering
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and e~orcement, DATCP technical remedy design, and county distribution of cost share funding.
DNR has apparently not used its nonpoint source abatement order authority ~n La Crosse
County. DLC reports one instance in which the county requested that DNR issue an abatement

order. In this case, a Large quantity of sediment ran from a quarryinto a trout stream, covering the

streambed with clay. DNR declined to issue an order, expressing concern that an abatement order
would not be upheld in court because DNR might have to demonstrate that the discharge was
intentional. The county anticipates using its erosion and sediment control ordinance in the future in
such cases where necessary.
Brown County Nonpoint Source Controls
Brown County lies within the Fox-Wolf Basin, which drains 6400 square miles, discharging
into Lake Michigan at Green Bay. This is the second Largest tributary contributor of sediment to lake
Michigan, as well as the largest contributor of phosphorous. Nonpoint discharges from agricultural
land are the pfimarysources of the sediment and nutrients throughout the basin and in Brown
County. The region is experiencing a rapid growth in the size of dairy operations, with a total of
200,000 milk cows in Brown County and its 5 bordering counties (33,000 in Brown County alone,
which is fimt in the state in density of cows).93 About a third of the cows in Brown County are
concentrated on ten verylarge farms. Most of the crop agriculture in the area is corn and alfalfa.
The county is a!so facing significant urban sprawl and growth. The township of Bellevue is the fastest
growag in the state, and the village of Alloway is the fastest growing village in the state. The city of
Green Bay has over 100,000 residents and is increasing in population. The county has over 200,000
residents. The county’s Land Conservation Depam-nent has 17 staff, including 3 agronomists to do
nutrient management planning.
Pdod~ Watershed Projects
Brown County has five on-going pfiofitywatershed projects. These are the East River
(started in 1989), Red River (1995), Branch River (1996), Duck Creek (1997), and
Apple/Ashwabenon Creek (1997).9* The East River is the largest area, and the watemhed most
centrallylocated in the county, bisecting it from north to south. The county has 150 contracts with
landownem in this watershed. Some of the newer priority watershed projects have critical sites.
The large number of staff in the countyis due to the high number of prioritywatershed
projects. Of its $1.1 million annual budget, the department receives $750,000 from the state and
$350,000 from the county. Most of the staff time is devoted to working in priority watershed areas.
The program has built the capability of the staff.
Projects in Brown County have generally focused on reduction of sediment or phosphorous
pollution. Each plan included a detailed inventory of problems and potential sources in the
watershed. The LCD set goals for the reduction of each pollutant and used models to determine the
contribution of each source to the water body. Using the inventory of sources, the county could
determine the number of practices that must be installed or initiated to achieve the goal. The
implementation plan stated the desired water quality improvement and the type and number of
practices required to achieve the goal. Critical sites were designated in the newer priority watershed
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by use of similar inventory and modeling techniques. When the county submitted the project for
public review, proposed critical sites were not identified by name but by number. Once the project
was submitted to DNR, the landowners were contacted and informed that their land is a critical site
and that they must participate or face potential enforcement by DNtL DNR will enforce against
critical sites, although in Brown County most landowners cooperated with the program. Although
landowners of critical sites often installed a number of conservation practices, theywere not required
to develop a full conservation plan but to install only those practices which would bring theft"
properties below the required pollutant discharge level contemplated by the implementation plan.
For each practice, the state has established a cost share. The funding a project receives is
directly rehted to the number of proposed practices, to ensure that the county will be able to provide
sufficient cost shares. This process is subject to some negotiation, and with the approval of DNR,
counties can reduce the cost share provided to cooperators. Brown Countyhas also increased the
cost share it has provided as an incentive when it found that DNR’s incentives were not sufficient to
encourage participation. For instance, DNR’s incentive rates for conservation tillage were $15/acre
for 3 years, and Brown County raised the rate to $18.50/acre for up to 6 years, if necessary. Raising
the rate allowed farmers to more easilypurchase the required equipment. The types of practices
stressed in the priority watershed cost-share program have changed since it began in 1978.
Originally, the program focused on the construction of "brick and mortar" practices, such as manure
storage f.acillties. In 1978, the state cost share for a manure storage facilitywas $6000; k has now
increased to $35,000. The program has switched to focus on lower-cost measures such as
conservation tilhge, buffer strips, and manure management.
Funding for priority watershed projects depends on the size of the watershed as well as on
the practices funded; urban projects will receive more funding than rural projects because the
practices are much more expensive. Generally, the grants reflect funding for a 75% participation rate.
The various priority watershed projects in Brown County have received from $0.5 million to $2.5
million in funding.
Other sources of funding often reach the county through the priority watershed program.
For instance, EPA ~ 319 moneygoes to DNR, which uses the funds to supplement funding available
for priority watershed projects. Brown County received a $600,000 EQIP grant to supplement state
funding in a priority watershed when state funding was particularlylow. The priority watershed funds
available to the county helped it leverage the EQIP funds effectively, however, and improved the
chances that this watershed would be funded through EQIP. The Duck-Ashwabenon portion of the
Duck-Apple-Ashwabenon watershed in Brown County received funding in 1997 and 1998 from
EQIP.
Assessment of the result of the priority watershed program is conducted primarily by the use
of water quality modeling. Based on the number of practices implemented and the water quality
improvement predicted for each practice, the countywill determine the water quality improvements
achieved throughout the watershed. Continuous water quality monitoring would be more cosdy, and
the county plans to assess its progress in achieving its land and water quality management plarming
goals with the same model-based mechanisms.
Animal ~ss~e Msns~ement
The county’s animal waste management on:linance was passed bythe county board in 1985. It
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was significantly amended on January 20, 1999. The ordinance applies only in unincorporated areas,
which comprise most of the county.
The original 1985 ordinance regulated the construction of animal waste storage facilities and
feedlots. The ordinance required a permit to construct or alter an animal waste management facility
and compliance with, NRCS Technical Guide standards in the design of the facility. The county
began to encounter opposition from town governments to proposed siting of new facilities. The
protests generally concerned locating animal waste storage facilities near proposed developments or
existing residences. These conflicts, along with Act 27’s provisions for performance standards and
prohibitiom, led to some of the changes in the 1999 amendments to the ordinance. The 1999
amendments added setback requirements and nutrient management requirements. Variances in
setback from property lines may be a/lowed with the approval of the neighboring landowners; four
variances have been granted.
The ordinance currently requires animal feedlots and animal waste storage facilities to meet
county standards and specifications?s The standards and specifications were developed by a group of
14 farmers representing the farm bureau, town chairmen, county Farm Services Agency committee,
and large dairy operations. The ordinance also incorporates the four prohibitions included in the
state’s 1997 Act 27, prohibiting 1) overflow of manure storage structures; 2) unconfined manure
stacking; 3) direct runoff from feedlots or stored manure to waters of the state; 4) unlimited access of
livestock to water of the state where such a practice prevents sod cover maintenance. Under the
county ordinance, new and existing animal feedlots must not discharge more than 20 lbs of
phosphorous annually, and new animal feedlots must meet setback requirements from adjacent
properties, lakes and streams, and groundwater. New, expanded or modified animal waste storage
facilities must meet NRCS technical standards and similar setback requirements. Every animal waste
storage facility must develop a nutrient management plan. The plan must be submitted annually to
the Land Conservation Department whi!e the facility is in use. An abandonment plan must be
submitted for any animal waste storage facility, whether existing or new. The ordinance requires
operators to obtain permits from the LCD for any existing animal feedlots with more than 500
animal units, for any new animal feedlots with more than 40 animal units, and for any sites that
violate the four prohibitions described above or that have received a notice of discharge (NOD) from
the DN1L
Viohtions of the ordinance are punishable by civil forfeiture of not less than $50 plus costs
of prosecution, with each day constituting a separate offense. Injunctions or restraining orders may

also be sought bythe county.96
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Since 1985, the county has approved 190 permits for animal feedlots and animal waste storage
facilities. One of the county’s new efforts under the 1999 ordinance will be to develop nutrient
management plans for the 190 existing permitted facilities. Also, in an inventory for the county’s
Land and Water Conservation Plan, the county identified 20 sites which are discharging more than 20
lbs of phosphorous annually. It plans to address five of these sites each year.
Over 150 andmaJ waste storage facilities have been installed in Brown County since the
o6ginal ordinance, using state and federal cost share programs. The county cannot require any
modification to existmgbamyards without a cost share. The countywill not provide cost share for
nutrient management practices or animal waste storage, citing these costs as a cost of doing business.
The state has provided the cost share funding to address modifications of barnyards, including animal
waste storage facilities.
Shoteland Otch’~ances
Brown County has adopted two separate ordinances regulating agricukuml activities on
shorelands - one in 1991 and one in 1998. Both are used in controlling nonpoint source pollution in
the county.
The SboMardardFloo~lamManagerrent Zoning ~ v~s passed in October 1991.9z This
ordinance is intended to address sediment problems. Green Bay harbor requires significant dredging
at great cost. Two watersheds near the mouth of the Fox River contribute 65 percent of the sediment
and 55 percent of the phosphorous to Green Baywhile comprising ordy7 percent of the land area.
The county determined that a program of stream buffers on the 1200 miles of streams in Brown
County would gready reduce sediment runoff to Green Bay. The 1991 ordinance requites a
minimum of 35 feet of land free of row crops, and seeded to grass, alfalt:a, or a close-growing crop to
be maintained along the edge of all navigable streams. The exact width of the required buffer is
determined by use of a rating worksheet that accounts for slope, land use, and drainage area.
The 1991 shoreland management ordinance also provides that in cases where a pollution
problem results from grazing or pasturing of livestock, fencing must be installed no closer than 16 ½
feet from the edge of the stream unless another solution is approved bythe county Land
Conservation Department. The stream fencing provision is erfforceable onlywhere cost share funds
are available for any required practices. Subject to these provisions, however, the ordinance explicidy
permits landowners to water their livestock in streams in some mariner?8
The county provides landowners with incenti~ payments of $500 per acre taken out of
production u.n_der the ordinance. The countyuses both state and county funding to provide incentive
payments. The countyhas contributed $10,000 per year, but maydouble its funding this year. The
countywill allow payment of incentives to farmers who include additional acres by squaring off their
fields instead of contouring along the stream. Due to the incentives offered, demand for
participation has been very high, and some farmers want to enroll as much land as possible. The
countywill ordy pay incentives as far as the buffer is justifiable byuse of the ratings sheet. Buffers
can be mowed by Landowners, but not plowed. All buffers are perpetual, and a restrictive covenant is
attached to the deed stating requiting a future landowner to contact the LCD before removing the
buffer. State cost share funds have also been available up to 70 percent for seeding and shaping of
the buffer.
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Of the 1200 stream miles in Brown County, 500 were determined to be adequately buffered at
the time the 1991 ordinance was passed. The county program has established buffers on 200

additional miles of stream. The county goal is to install 50 miles of buffers each year for the next ten
yearn. The LCD staff often identifies landowners who are subject to the buffer requirements while
working with them on contracts for other conservation practices. If a staff member identifies an
unbuffered stream, he or she will inform the landowner of the requirement to have a stream buffer,
and will require the landowner to install a buffer in order to continue working on other cost shared
practices.
The Wrsconsin fam’fland preservation program, a state program that provides tax incentives
to farmers to keep their land in agriculture, requires that farmers operate to stay below the T value
for erosion. There are 800 to 900 farms in this program in the county, and their plans are reviewed
bythe Land Conservation Department. When the LCD is reviewing the plans, staff also address
stream buffers.
There have been more takers than available cost share funds, and while the county has not
required anyone to install a buffer without providing cost share, in order to meet its 50 mile goal next
year k will do so. The county plans to leverage other cost share funding (e.g. for animal waste or
conservation practices) to encourage landowners to install buffers without cost shares. The county
will also use the animal waste management ordinance to identifi/people who are required to have
buffers, and will use GIS to determine which landowners have the largest stretches of stream that
require buffers. The office will target such landowners and send staff to discuss the ordinance with
them.
The county has had some problems with landowners who do not maintain their buffers. This
has been particularly a problem with large dairy operations, where contractors or lessees might plow
the buffer. The landowner is generally unaware of these violations. When the county identifies
viohtions, k first requires that the buffer be reseeded at the landowner’s expense. If a second
violation occurs, the countywill install posts marking the buffer. Repeat offenders can be turned
over to the county attorney for civil enforcement, but this has never been done.
The county passed its AgriadtmuIShoMm~Mana~mwtt ~ in January 1998.99 While the
ordinance addresses similar concerns as the shoreland ordinance of 1991, k is both broader in scope
(in the land areas k regulates) and more limited (in that a// practices under this ordinance require cost
shares, in accordance with recent amendments to W~s. Stat. 92.17). This ordinance regulates activities
in the "agricultural shoreland corridor" which is defined as land extending 20 feet from each bank of
a perennial stream or from the centerline of an intermittent stream, or the high water mark of a lake;
and activities in the ~agricultural shoreland management area" which is land within 300 feet of
perermial stream banks or the centerline of an intermittent stream, or the high water mark for a lake.
The 1998 ordinance generally requires all agricultural activities within the agricultural
shoreland management area to prevent erosion and to minimize movement of sediment to surface
water. It prohibits cropland with annually tilled soils from exceeding T, and requires pastures to
comply with NRCS Technical Guidance for pasture and haytand management and with Univemity of
Wisconsin-Extension guides for rotational grazing. The ordinance also requires all land in the
management area on which manure or other mu.rients are applied to develop a nutrient management
plan.
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Within the agricultural shoreland corridor, the ordinance requires that a vegetative buffer be
maintained, and prohibits row cropping and tillage. Barnyards (defined as a feedlot, dry lot or area
other than a pasture where animals have been fed, confined, maintained, or stabled for 45 or more
days in any 12 month period) are prohibked in the agricultural shoreland corridor unless an
approved management system is installed. The requirement to maintain a vegetative buffer is similar
to the requirement in the county’s 1991 ordinance. The coumy (lifter battling with the state) included
in the 1998 ordinance language providing that "Any conflict or inconsistency’between this ordinance
and Brown County’s Shoreland Zoning Ordimnce will be governed bythe more restrictive
provision." This enables the countyto continue to require a 35 foot vegetative buffer as specified in
the earlier ordinance, even though the newer ordinance (following DATCP models) only requires a
20 foot buffer in the agricultural shoreland corridor. The county further takes the position that cost
shares are not required for the installation of buffers because they are not required by the more
restrictive earlier ordinance.

The Land Conservation Department administers and enforces this ordinance. The LCD is
required to notify landowners in viohtion by mailing a notice of problem, including a list of BMPs to
address the problem and a statement allowing the landowner to appeal the decision. The 1998
ordinance includes a provision allowing for variances if cost share funds are not provided. Variances
are also permitted due to excessive county staff workload or if conservation practices will still not
bring the landowner into compliance with the ordinance. The LCD will work with the landowner to
develop a conservation plan and a schedule of implementation, and must notifythe landowner when
funds are available to install or implement the required practices. Penalties include civil forfeitures of
up to $50 per day of violation, and the ordinance may be enforced by injunction.
State law allows townships, as well as counties, to develop agricultural shoreland management
ordinances, and three towns in Brown County have done so. Towns and counties that have
developed an ordinance receive state funding for cost shares to implement the required practices.
The LCD administers the ordinance for towns that have passed one, and receives separate cost share
money from the state to use in the towns.

DNR issues 5 to 10 NODs under the NR 243 provisions in Brown County for animal waste
each year. The program is complaint driven and most often k is neighbors who report the viohtions
or problems. DNR staff must be able to prove that there has been a discharge to surface or
groundwater. Evidence of the discharge is generally persistent enough that it is not difficult to
demonstrate that a discharge occurred. If the animal waste site is in a priority watershed, DNR cost
sharing is available. If not, the countydoes not notmatlypmvide cost sharing for construction of
animal waste storage facilities but does have some funding from DATO"~ associated with the land
and water plarming process. This funding can only be used for construction of practices with a
twenty year life span. DNR staff cannot recall needing to issue an NPDES permit as a result of
noncompliance with an NOD in the county.
DNR does not frequently issue abatement orders for sediment related pollution. Problems
with land development generally get referred to the county zoning office for action.
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Conclusiom
The Wtsconsin nonpoint efforts reflect substantial funding, attention to standards, and some
use of enforceable mechanisms. The priority watershed approach served as the main paradigm for
planning, funding, and regulatory attention. Now, W’tsconsin seems to be devoting more base
funding and assistance to areas that have not received priority attention in the past, while adding
competitive grant programs to take advantage of local initiative.
The enforceable provisions of Wrsconsin’s nonpoint programs are administered byDNR and
bythe counties. These are significant, but greatly subordinate to the substantial technical assistance
efforts and cost shares available through counties, DATCP, and DNR (including federal 319 and
EQIP funds). The state generally relies on counties to handle violations through enforcement of
local ordinances. State level enforcemem can be time comuming and complex. At the local level, too,
enforcement generally fotlows assistance; stop work orders are more common than civil forfeitures or
judicial actions.
Wtsconsin has statewide standards and practices and is developing even more detailed
performance standards and technical specifications. However, state and county conflicts over
standards may hinder a county’s ability to handle its nonpoint source pollution problems. La Crosse
County has some concerns over enforcement of its animal waste management ordinances because its
standards are not entirely in line with state requirements. Brown County has also negotiated with the
state to ensure that enforcement of its ordinances is less dependent on the availability of cost shares.
While the state’s goal of ensuring equity among its counties has increased the focus on counties both through funding redistribution and the development of statewide performance standards and
specifications - the program has also constrained some efforts.
The biennial legislative struggles over how much authority and budget control DATCP and
DNR should have respectively, have also increased the complexity and variability of the Wisconsin
nonpoint effort. Substantial state agency rulemakings are in progress (largelyin response to the 1997
Act 27), but it is not clear whether major modifications will continue to occur each legislative
biennium. It maybe important to allow the state and county programs the breathing space to

establish an ongoing and predictable mode of operation.
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1. In addition to the documentary sources cited, the followhg individuals were interviewed in
connection with this case study: Bob Behrens, DNR Regional Office; Don Fmnke, Lacrosse County
Land Conservation Department; Lynn Goldade, DNR; Bill Hafs, Brown County Land Conservation
Department; Dave ]’elinski, DATCP; Jim Jolly, Brown County Land Conservation Department; Jill
Jonas, DNR; Al Shea, DNR; Jan Whitcomb, NRCS W;.sconsin.
2.
Wis. Stat. ~ 281.20.
3.
Wts. Admin. Code (WAQ NR 243.
4.
W[s. Stat. ~ 281.20.
5.
~(:rts. Stat. ch. 283; WAC NR 243.
6.
Wts. Stat. ~ 92.11, ~ 92.15, ~ 92.16, ~ 92.17, ~ 59.693, ~ 60.627, ~ 61.354, ~ 62.234.
7.
W~s. Stat. ~ 281.65(4)(a) and (ar).
8.
Wts. Star. ~ 92.05(1).
9.
WLS. Star. ~ 92.06(1)(b).
10.
WLs. Stat. ~ 281.65(2)(am).
11.
W’Ls. Stat. ~ 92.11.
12.
WAC NR 121.
13.
WLS. Stat. ~ 281.65(4).
14.
WLS. Star. § 281.65(4)(g).
15.
W~s. Stat. ~ 281.65(4)(g)(3)-(5).
16.
WAC NR 120.08(1).
17.
W~s. Stat. g~ 281.65(4)(g)(8)(a)-(e).
18.
WAC NR 120.08(2).
19.
WLS. Star. ~ 281.65(8)(a) and (e).
20.
Wzs. Stat. ~ 281.65(8)(0.
21.
Wts. Stat. ~ 281.65(8)(b),(c), and (k).
22.
WLs. Stat. ~ 281.65(5w).
23.
Wis. Stat. ~ 281.65(7).
W~s. Stat. g 281.65(4)(g)(8)(am).
24.
25.
Wts. Stat. ~ 281.65(55,).
Wts. Stat. g 281.65(4)(c).
26.
27.
WLS. Stat. ~281.65(3)(a)(2).
28.
Wis. Stat. ~92.100) - repealed in 1999.
29.
W~s. Stat. ~ 92.10(6)(1997).
30.
W~s. Star. ~ 92.10(6)(1999).
31.
~ 92.14(6).
32.
Wts. Star. ~ 281.65(4c).
33.
W~s. Star. ~ 281.16(2)(a).
34.
W~s. Stat. ~ 281.65(2)(b). ’
35.
WLS. Star. ~ 281.16(3)(a).
36.
Wgs. Stat. g~ 281.16(3)(b) and (c).
37.
Wts. Star. g 281.16(3)(a)(1-4).
38.
Wts. Star. ~ 281.16(3)(d).
39.
See DNR and DATCP, Nonpoint Source Program Redesign Initiative (Sept. 1999 draft).

40.

WLs. Star. g 281.20(1)(a).
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41.

WISCOI’qS]2’Xl

Wrs. Star. ~ 281.20(1)(a).

42.
43.
~.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
~.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
~.
61.
62.
63.
~.

Wrs. Star. ~ 281.200)(a).
W~. S~ ~ 281.98(1),(2), 281.19(~.
W~. S~t. ~ 281.200)~)~d (c).
W~. Smt. g 281.20(3)(c)(1).
W~. Smt. ~ 281.200)(c)(2).
W~. Smt. g~ 281.200)~) ~d (5)(a).
W~. Smt. ~ 281.20(5)(a) ~d ~).
Win. Smt. ~ 281.16(3)(e).
W~. Smt. ~ 281.20(3)(d).
W~. Smt. ch. 283.
~ ~ 243.23.
~ ~ 243.26.
Win. Smt. ~81.16(4).
Win. Smt. ~ 283.91.
Win. Smt. ~ 92.11.
W~. Smt. ~ 92.17.
Win. Smt. ~ 92.15, 92.16.
Win. Smt. ~ 59.693, 60.627, 61.354, 62.234.
Win. Smt. ~ 92.16.
Win. Smt. ~ 92.15(3) ~d (5).
Win. Sm~ g~ 92.17, 92.14(3)~) (199~; ~ 92.17(2m) (1999).
Win. Smt. ~ 281.31.
W~. Smt. ~ 59.971.

65.

~AC ~ 1 ~5.05(~).

67.
68.

WAC ~ ~ ~5.050).
WAC ~ ~ ~5.05(e).

~.
69.

7o.

71.
72.
73.
74.

75.

w~c ~ ~ ~5.050).
WAC~ 115.02, 115.03(5).

WAC ~ ~ ~5.0~(~).

W~. Smt. ~ 62~31, 61.351.
W~. Smc ~ 62.231(6).
W~ S~t. ~ 87.30(2); WAC~ 117.060).
W~. Smt. ~ 59.97(11).

W~. Smt. ~ 6223(~(~.

76.
W~. Smt. ~ 281.33. See ~o ~ 59.69 ~ 59.693, ~ch s~c~ic~yau~o~ co~
~ o~es for com~fion si~ e~sion co~l at s~s ~e~ ~e acfi~fies do not ~l~e

com~don of a b~.
~.
W~. S~ ~S~.65(4)~(5).

;8.

~. s~t. gs~o30)(a)(~).

so.
s~.

~. s~t. ~gs~.~30)(~)(~) ~a (~).
~. s~. ~s~.330)(~)(~) ~ (2).

;9.

w~. s~t.

82.
83.

WAC ~ 120.16.
WAC ~ ~p. 21. (esp. 21.125 - one ~A ~ f~y ~siden~ common).

84.
85.

~ ~sse ~ ~ ~d Wa~r ~so~e ~e~nt P~ (1999).
W~. S~t. 92.10(6)(199~.
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86.
La Crosse County Land and Water Resource Management Plan (1999) App. D-F.
87.
W’~s. Stat. g 59.693; cited in La Crosse County Erosion Control Land Disturbance Ordinance,
Chapter 21.
La Crosse CountyErosion Control Land Disturbance Ordinance, 21.07(e).
88.
89.
La Crosse County Land and Water Resource Management Plan (1999).
90.
WAC ILt-IR 21.125.
91.
Wis. Star. ~281.16(3). Animal Waste Management Ordinance of the General Code of La
Crosse County, Chapter 23. ~ce 15/12-98.
92.
La Crosse County Land & Water Resource Mznagement Plan (rev. March 8, 1999).
93.
Impacts of Agriculture on Water Quality in the Green Bay Ecosystem and Proactive
Agriculture Approaches to Protecting Water Quality (Brown County Land Conservation
Department).
94.
W’dliam C. Hafs, Rura/Mara~for N~ Saow Cared (n.d.).
95.
Brown County Ordinance ~ 26.11.
96.
Brown County Ordinance ~ 26.12.
97.
Brown County Ordinance ch. 22; see especially ~ 22.24.
98.
WIS. Stat. ~ 92.14(3m) (1997) required state cost share funding for any stream fencing
required bylocal shoreland management ordinances, but the 1999 amendments to state law repealed
this provision and replaced it with ~92.140)(b)(1) which simply makes such cost share funding
available to counties. However, ~ 92.17(2m)(1999), provides that a county cannot enforce a shoreland
ordinance unless the countyuses state funds provided under ~92.14(3)(b) for the required purposes,
and that a city, village, or town with such an ordinance cannot enforce it unless the countypmvides it
such state funds.
99.
Brown County Ordinance ch. 10.
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Preface
A wide array of effective water quality management and protection tools has been developed for urban
environments, but implementation is hindered by a shortage of technology transfer opportunities. Held in
Chicago, Illinois on February 8-10, 2000, the National Conference on Tools for Urban Water Resource
Management and Protection was designed to facilitate the educational process and transfer state-of-the-art
information to state, regional, and local urban water quality practitioners.
The Chicago Botanic Garden, which is owned by the Forest Preserve District of Cook County and managed
by the Chicago Horticultural Society, was pleased to coordinate the Office of Wastewater Management and
its Region 5 office, as well as the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission. The conference was conducted
in cooperation with the Water Environment Federation. Over 450 attendees participated, including
representatives from Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, New Zealand, and Turkey.
The timing for this conference coincided well with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s release of the
NPDES Storm Water Phase II Final Rule in October 1999. The conference provided participants with
practical, applied information on the most effective tools and technologies for meeting these new NPDES
permit requirements. Program topics were carefully chosen to reflect the Phase II Program’s six priorities:
public education, public involvement, detection and elimination of illicit discharges, construction site runoff
control, post-construction storm water management, and pollution prevention for municipal operations.
Two special pre-conference workshops were held on February 7. Better Site Design and Storm Water
Management Techniques forPhase II Co~munitiesexplored the benefits of alternative urban site design
approaches, as we.II as new advances in storm water management to protect water resources. The workshop
was led by staff from the Center for Watershed Protection. The second pre-conference workshop,
Introduction to Urban TMDLs, examined current and pending requirements for total maximum daily load
(TMDL) programs. Instructors for this workshop were staff from Tetra Tech, Inc. Each of the workshops
attracted over 135 participants.
This Conference Proceedings includes many of the papers presented during the conference. All papers
included were peer reviewed. Additional copies, in either paper or CD-ROM format, are available free of
charge from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, telephone 800/490-9198, or visit the web site
<http://www.epa.qov/ttbn rmrl/>.
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Foreword
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is charged by Congress with protecting the Nation’s land, air, and
water resources. Under a mandate of national environmental laws, the Agency strives to formulate and
implement actions leading to a compatible balance between human activities and the ability of natural
systems to support and nurture life. To meet this mandate, EPA’s research program is providing data and
technical support for solving environmental problems today and building a science knowledge base necessary
to manage our ecological resources wisely, understand how pollutants affect our health, and prevent or
reduce environmental risks in the future.
The National Risk Management Research Laboratory is the Agency’s center for investigation of technological
and management approaches for reducing risks from threats to human health and the environment. The
focus of the Laboratory’s research program is on methods for the prevention and control of pollution to air,
land, water and subsurface resources; protection of water quality in public water systems; remediation of
contaminated sites and ground water; and prevention and control of indoor air pollution. The goal of this
research effort is to catalyze development and implementation of innovative, cost-effective environmental
technologies; develop scientific and engineering information needed by EPA to support regulatory and policy
decisions; and provide technical support and information transfer to ensure effective implementation of
environmental regulations and strategies.
This publication has been produced as part of the Laboratory’s strategic long-term research plan. It is
published and made available by EPA’s Office of Research and Development to assist the user community
and to link researchers with their clients.

E. Timothy Oppelt, Director
National Risk Management Research Laboratory
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Introduction
Stormwater runoff from urban and urbanizing areas is widely recognized as a major cause of water pollution in the
United States. The impacts of stormwater runoff are threefold: (1) chemically, contaminants deposited on the land are
carried by runoff and infiltration to surface and groundwater; (2) physically, increases in impervious surfaces raise runoff
rates which, in turn, increase mass pollutant Ioadings and contribute to erosion and sedimentation; and (3) biologically,
the combined chemical and physical alterations of watershed systems degrade aquatic habitat. Research over the past
20 years consistently shows a strong correlation between the imperviousness of a drainage basin and the health of its
receiving waters, with stream health decreasing with increasing impervious coverage of the watershed.1 The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency cites urban runoff as the second leading cause of impairment to estuaries and the fourth
leading cause of impairment to lakes? Increased runoff rates, and the erosion and sedimentation associated with new
development and construction, also are significant sources of pollution. In the United States, there are an estimated
522,000 construction "starts" each year, with construction activities disturbing an estimated 5 million acres of land
annually?
Connecticut communities, like those in many urbanized states, are confronted with meeting nonpoint source
management needs that often conflict with traditional subdivision regulations and construction standards. The challenge
of meeting public safety and maintenance requirements in an environmentally sensitive manner is not currently being met,
as evidenced by continued water quality impairments associated with new development. Can impervious surfaces be
reduced, and curbing and storm drains be eliminated in a way that will not raise objections from municipal boards and
commissions? Will homeowners accept cluster housing, natural landscaping, and "greener" home and y~rdmaintenance
practices? Most important, will those modifications make a difference in the quality and quantity of nonpoint source runoff
under widespread application? Answering these and related questions is the objective of the Jordan Cove Urban
Watershed National Monitoring Project.

Project Overview
The primary purpose of the Jordan Cove project is to compare differences in runoff quantity and quality emanating from
traditional and "environmentally sensitive" development sites. The 18-acre "Glen Brook Green" subdivision, located in
the southeastern Connecticut town of Waterford, is being constructed and monitored to make this comparison. The
subdivision is split into two distinct "neighborhoods": one with building lots arranged in a traditional R-20 (half-acre)
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zoning pattern (Figure 1); the other, cluster housing with a variety of best management practices (BMPs) incorporated
into the design (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Glen Brook Green "Traditional" Neighborhood.

Figure 2. Glen Brook Green "BMP" Neighborhood.
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Stormwater runoff from the traditional section is collected by curbs and catch basins, then piped through a stormwater
treatment system before entering Nevins Brook, a tributary of Jordan Brook and, ultimately, Jordan Cove and Long Island
Sound. Homeowners will not be subjected to any enhanced environmental education, or restrictions on how they manage
their properties.
The BMP neighborhood will feature grass swales; roof leader "rain gardens;" shared, permeable driveways; small
building ’~foot-prints;" deed restrictions on increasing impervious surfaces; "low-mow," "no-mow," and conservation zones;
a narrower, permeable road surface (interlocking concrete pavement); and a vegetated infiltration basin, or bioretention
area, located inside a "tear-drop" cul de sac. Several different driveway surfaces will be utilized, including interlocking
concrete pavement, gravel, concrete tire strips, and permeable asphalt, and monitored for their relative runoff rates.
Homeowners and town road mairrtenance crews wilt be encouraged to adopt pollution prevention techniques, including
controlled fertilizer and pesticide application, pet waste management, street sweeping/vacuuming, and reduced use of
deicing agents.
The BMP neighborhood is expected to generate less stormwater runoff and pollution. Monitoring conducted before,
during and after construction will document actual results. The Jordan Cove project team comprises a true public/private
partnership, with researchers and educators from the University of Connecticut; federal, state, and local government
officials; private consulting firms; and the developer.
National Monitoring Program
The Jordan Cove Urban Watershed National Monitoring Project is funded, in part, through the Connecticut
Department of Environmental Protection (CT DEP) by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Section 31 9
National Monitoring Program (NMP). It is one of 22 such projects nationwide. The Jordan Cove project is the only NMP
project studying the effects of residential subdivision development on runoff quality and quantity, and of BMPs designed
to mitigate those impacts.
The Section 319 NMP was established pursuant to section 319(I) of the federal Clean Water Act (Nonpoint Source
Management Programs - Collection of Information). Section 319(0 states that EPA shall collect information and make
available:
(1) Information concerning the costs and relative efficiencies of best management practices for reducing nonpoint
source pollution.
(2) Data concerning the relationship between water quality and implementation of various management practices
to control nonpoint sources of pollution.
The objectives of the Section 319 NMP are twofold:
(1) To scientifically evaluate the effectiveness of watershed technologies designed to control nonpoint source
pollution.
(2) To improve our understanding of nonpoint source pollution.
To achieve these objectives, the NMP has selected watersheds across the country to be monitored over a 6- to 10year period to evaluate how improved land management and the application of BMPs reduce water pollution. The results
from these projects will be used to assist land use and natural resource managers by providing information on the relative
effectiveness of BMPs to control nonpoint source pollution.
Site Selection
In 1993, nonpoint source program staff from EPA and CT DEP, and a University ofConnecticut researcher began
efforts to identify a site at which to conduct a nonpoint source monitoring project under the auspices of the NMP. Initial
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site selection involved three criteria: (1) an appropriate hydrologic setting, with distinct drainage patterns amenable to
monitoring; (2) a willing land owner or developer who would allow 1-11/~ years of advance monitoring before beginning
construction; and (3) a municipality willing to adopt innovative site planning and development strategies. Proximity to the
coast was also considered as an important factor because of the need to reduce nonpoint source pollution loads to Long
Island Sound and coastal waters in general.
CT DEP mailed letters soliciting interest to a number of municipalities recognized for either their progressive approach
to land use planning and management, or for experiencing high development rates. After positive responses from several
municipalities, and numerous field visits, the "Glen Brook Green" site in Waterford was selected in May 1995. The 18acre parcel was an active chicken farm, but its owner, who had grown up on the farm, was planning to develop it into a
residential subdivision. The property owner wanted to develop the parcel in an environmentally-sound manner, was
interested in the NMP solicitation, and was willing to be flexible with his construction schedule to facilitate monitoring.
The hydrology of the parcel featured two distinct drainage areas, an ideal setting for the proposed monitoring design.
Poultry houses and several other buildings occupied the area that would become the traditional neighborhood and an old,
partially mined gravel pit dominated the future BMP neighborhood. Soil tests determined that the chicken manure had
not elevated nutrient levels significantly enough to bias the monitoring. The town of Waterford, and its planning officials,
had a reputation as being progressive on land use issues and had served as one of the pilot communities for the
University of Connecticut Cooperative Extension System’s Nonpoint Education for Municipal Officials (NEMO) project.
Because waivers from Waterford’s subdivision regulations would be needed to build the BMP neighborhood, the town’s
cooperation was critical to the project’s implementation.

Planning
Proceeding from a conceptual design to actual construction required a concentrated effort by the project team working
together toward a common goal. Once an acceptable plan was agreed upon by the project team and committed to paper,
the next step was gaining approval from Waterford’s conservation, and planning and zoning commissions. As is typical
of New England town governments, both commissions paid close attention to planning decisions at a series of public
meetings at which many development alternatives were reviewed. Volunteer commissioners and professional staff raised
numerous concerns regarding the health, safety and general welfare of the town residents, and the social economic,
environmental, and political viability of the proposed plan. Among their concerns were road widths for emergency access,
road surface integrity for plowing and de-icing, traffic, drainage, sidewalks, parking, maintenance of common areas, and
responsibility should BMPs fail. The rigorous review was enlightening to the project team and commissioners alike. As
the ongoing dialogue between the various parties led to further planning details and innovative solutions to problems,
enthusiasm and support for the project grew.
After a series of public meetings in late 1996 and early 1997, the project was approved by both commissions.
Technical modifications of existing standards were handled in four ways: as waivers, special design/operation controls,
mitigation, or discretionary actions. Table 1 lists each of these categories with associated comments and concerns
expressed by Waterford’s professional staff and commissions. In the end, it was the willingness of all parties involved
to work in concert, reaching compromises, that allowed this innovative project to advance to the construction phase.
It is a generally accepted axiom that resource-based site planning carl help minimize increases in runoff and reduce
the potential for erosion and sedimentation problems typically associated with new development. In this project, goals
identified at the outset are helping to direct the choice of practices and strategies for site development toward those that
will reduce adverse impacts on hydrology and water quality. These goals include: (1) reproducing pre-development
hydrological conditions; (2) confining development and construction activities to the least critical areas; (3) fitting the
development to the terrain; (4) preserving and utilizing the natural drainage system; and (5) creating a desirable living
environment.
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Table 1. Technical Modifications of Existing Development Standards.
Considerations

Traditional Design

BMP/Cluster Design

Comments

waivers needed

specified road surface materials

segmental concrete pavers
(permeable)

must be approved by public
works; costs more

typical road width = 28 feet,
reduced to 24 feet

reduced road width to 20 feet
for travel lane

must be approved by public
works, fire, and police

curbs and storm drains required

no curbs; grassed swales
and sheet flow off road

turf stone installed to
maintain road edge
integrity; costs less

90 ft paved cul-de-sac radius

one way cul de sac design to
reduce road width and
turning radius

further reduction in width
and less need for snow
plowing

planning and zoning standards

bioretention "rain gardens"

retains roof runoff on-site

home owner discretion

vegetative maintenance

reduces fertilizer use; costs
less

home owner discretion

pesticide management

reduces pesticide use;
costs less

home owner discretion

domestic animal
management

reduces pathogen runoff

special design/
operational control

mitigation required

discretionary
actions

road runoff piped to storm sewer

need to manage storm
water entering the site from
adjacent public road

creation of 13,400 sq ft wetland at
subdivision entrance

required to mitigate filling
of 5000 sq ft of wetlands
within subdivision

R-20 single-family zoning

cluster and zero setback
from lot lines

allows more open space
and natural landscaping

open space not contiguous with
all lots

open space layout

compact housing; natural
landscaping

a driveway for each home

combined driveways

reduces curb cuts and
impervious surface; cost
less

Monitoring Design

~

This study is utilizing the "paired-watershed" monitoring design, which requires a minimum of two watersheds (control

and treatment) and two periods of study (calibration and treatment). This approach assumes that there is a quantifiable
relationship between paired water quality data for the two watersheds, and that this relationship is valid until a major
change is made in one of the watersheds. It does not require that the quality and quantity of runoff be statistically the
same for the two watersheds, but that the relationship between the paired observations of water quality and quantity
remains the same over time -- except for the influence of the land use changes in the treatment watershed.4
The control watershed accounts for annual and/or seasonal climate variations. During the calibration period, no
changes in land use occur in the watersheds and paired water quality and quantity data are collected to develop a
baseline. The paired data are used to develop regressions for the control and treatment watersheds. The treatment
period begins when changes in land use occur in the treatment watershed. A new regression is developed following the
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treatment period. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to test the significance of the regressions in each period.
Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) is used to test the differences between the two regression slopes and intercepts. The
changes between periods are calculated based on a comparison of predicted values, using the calibration regression
equation, and observed values during the treatment period?
For the Jordan Cove project, the treatment period will occur in two phases: (1) during construction of the traditional
and BMP neighborhoods; and (2) after construction when the BMPs are in effect. The paired-watershed approach is
being used to measure the differences in water quality and quantity between the treatment areas (traditional and BMP
neighborhoods) and the control area (a nearby 10-year old subdivision) caused by construction in the two treatment areas
and the application of BMPs in the BMP neighborhood. Stormwater quality and quantity are measured at the outlets of
each of the two treatment neighborhoods, and the control watershed (Figure 3). Water quality is measured by analyzing
weekly flow-weighted composite samples for total suspended solids (TSS), total phosphorus (TP), total Kjeldahl nitrogen
(TKN), ammonia nitrogen (NH3-N), and nitrate+nitrite nitrogen (NO3-N). Grab samples are analyzed for fecal coliform and
BODs. Monthly analyses are conducted for copper, lead, and zinc.

Figure 3. Existing residential (control) watershed.
The calibration period began in January 1996, to establish a baseline for future comparisons. Since the treatment
period began in May 1998, runoff monitoring has focused on the effects of construction, and on the relative effectiveness
of standard erosion and sediment control practices in the traditional neighborhood. When construction commences in
the BMP neighborhood, the focus will be on the effects of construction and the relative effectiveness of enhanced erosion
and sediment control practices (e.g., phased grading, stockpile seeding, open space vegetation, cross grading, and
detention swales). Post-construction monitoring is scheduled to begin in 200! and will continue for 3-5 years.
Supplemental monitoring will be conducted on selected BMPs, including different driveway surfaces and enhanced
turf management in the BMP neighborhood, and a "state-of-the-art" stormwater treatment device in the traditional
neighborhood. This information will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of these specific practices.

6
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Monitoring Results
During the calibration period, 75 runoff events were sampled for the control watershed and 12 runoff events for the
two treatment watersheds. In the treatment period to date, 21 and 20 events were sampled for each treatment watershed,
respectively. Peak discharge values were obtained for nine paired events in the calibration period and 20 pairs for the
treatment period. The total number of samples analyzed was less than the total number of flow observations because

not all the samples contained a sufficient volume for analysis6.

Sampling results to date, as presented in Table 2, indicate that construction of the traditional neighborhood is causing
significant impacts on runoff quality and quantity, including observed increases in mean weekly flow volume (99%), runoff
frequency (from 16% to 95%), and mean weekly peak discharge (79%).7 The conversion of the watershed’s topography
from a "knoll" to a "bowl," combined with an increase in impervious surface, appears to have caused a significant change
in hydrologic responses. Concentrations of NO3-N and Pb in runoff also increased. However, increases in the
concentrations of sediment and sediment-associated nutrients, typical of construction sites, did not occur. In fact, TKN
concentrations have declined during construction. It is believed that erosion and sediment controls are responsible for
TSS concentrations remaining constant before and during construction8.
Table 2. Summary of means and percent increases of flow, Qp, nutrient and metal concentrations for the control and traditional watershed in the
calibration and treatment periods.
Calibration Period

Treatment Period
Traditional

Parameter

I

Control

Traditional

Control

Observed

Predicted

% Change

1.94

0.02

99***

1.00E-03

3.00E-04

79"**

.(m~/week) ................................................
Flow

113.84

O. 14

107.76

¯(m3/sec*week) ..............................................
Qp

0.05

3.00E-04

0,04

(mg/L) .................................................
TSS

31

132

28

106

121

-15

NO3-N

0.5

0.3

0.4

0.8

0.3

62**

NH3

0.15

0.08

0.31

0.18

0.17

2

TKN

1.3

4.0

1.8

2.1

4.5

-113"*

0.159

1.009

0.127

0.481

0.758

-58

TP

............................................ (ug/L) ..................................................
Cu

8

8

14

21

13

38

Pb

6

11

6

!7

10

42*

Zn

58

65

79

126

98

22

¯

P value < 0.05
¯ * P value < 0.01
¯ ** P value < 0.001

Coinciding with the increases in pollutant concentration and flow, the r~lass export of NO3-N and Pb increased as well,
as did the mass exports of TP, TSS, Cu, and Zn. These increases appear to be attributable to increased stormwater
7
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runoff volumes. The preliminary results from this study suggest that increased runoff, rather than erosion, is the cause
of increased pollutant export from this construction site. Traditionally, erosion and sediment controls and stormwater
management plans focus on the prevention of sediment and, occasionally, peak flow impacts on downstream areas. The
preservation of pre-development hydrologic conditions within the watershed where construction is occurring is typically
ignored.
Excess runoff, which is the driving force behind nonpoint source pollution, will transport pollutants into waterways and
contribute to their degradation. Preliminary monitoring results demonstrate that erosion and sediment controls can reduce
sediment and sediment-associated pollutants in construction site runoff. However, current erosion and sediment control
practices do not address the increase in runoff from development sites. Consequently, these practices fail at reducing
pollutant loads?

Next Steps
By the end of 2000, this combination of traditional and "green" designs for residential subdivisions should be fully
constructed. Monitoring of stormwater quality and quantity will be conducted for several years after build-out to determine
the overall efficiency of the design. It should demonstrate that careful planning, landscaping, and use of vegetative BMPs
can help protect and enhance the environment, while addressing other concerns that local planning and zoning
commissions face. Lessons learned from this project have already been, and will continue to be, passed along to other
communities through ongoing technical assistance and training programs administered by the CT DEP, the University
of Connecticut Cooperative Extension System, and other agencies and organizations.
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Sources of Phosphorus in Stormwater and Street Dirt from Two Urban
Residential Basins in Madison, Wisconsin, 1994-95
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Abstract
Eutrophication is a common problem for lakes in agricL~ltura! an(;! urb.9.!~ ;~ ~;~_~.s, such as Lakes Wingra and Mendota
in Madison, Wisconsin. This report describes a study to estimate [he sources ~f phosphorus, a major contributor to
eutrophication, to Lakes Wingra and Mendota from two small urban resider~tial drainage basins. The Monroe Basin
empties into Lake Wingra, and the Harper Basin into Lake Mendota. Phosphorus data were collected from streets, lawns,
roofs, driveways, and parking lots (source areas) within these two basins and were used to estimate loads from each
area. In addition to the samples collected from these source areas, flow-composite samples were collected at monitoring
stations located at the watershed outfalls (storm sewers); discharge and rainfall also were measured. Resulting data were
then used to calibrate the Source Loading and Management Model (SLAMM, version 6.3, copyright 1993, Pitt & Vorhees)
for conditions in the city of Madison and determine within these basins which of the source areas are contributing the most
phosphorus.
Water volumes in the calibrated model were calculated to withir~ 23% and 24% of those measured at the outfalls of
each of the basins. These water volumes were applied to the su spended-solids and phosphorus concentrations that were
used to calibrate SLAMM for suspended-solids and phosphorus loads. Su.’;pended-solids loads were calculated to be
within 4% and 17%, total-phosphorus loads within 24!/o and 28°,/0, and dissolved- phosphorus loads witMn 9% and 10%
of those measured at the storm-sewer outfall at the Monroe and Harper basins, respectively.
Lawns and streets are the largest sources of total and dissolved phosphorus in the basins. Their combined
contribution was approximately 80%, with lawns contributing more than the streets. Streets were the largest source of
suspended solids.
Street-dirt samples were collected using industrial vacuum equipment. Leaves in these samples were separated out
and the remaining sediment was sieved into >250 IJm, 250-63 t-Jm, 63-25 I~m, <25 I~m size fractions and were analyzed
for total phosphorus. Approximately 75% of the sediment mass resides in the >250 I~m size fractions. Less than 5% of
the mass can be found in the particle sizes less than 63 #m. The >250 I~m size fraction also contributed nearly 50% of
the total-phosphorus mass. The leaf fraction contributed an additional 30%. In each particle size, approximately 25% of
the total-phosphorus mass is derived from leaves or other vegetation.

Introduction
Eutrophication is a common problem for lakes in agricultural and urban areas, such as Lakes Wingra and Mendota
in Madison, WI. Primary productivity in northern temperate lakes is most often limited by phosphorus (Schindler 1974;
1977). Urban runoff has been noted to contain high phosphorus concentrations (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
1983) that may be increasing the eutrophication. The focus of the study described in this report was to estimate the
sources of phosphorus to Lakes Wingra and Mendota from two small urban residential watersheds in Madison, Wl (Figure
1 ). This study was done in cooperation with the city of Madison and the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources.
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EXPLANATION

~!~ Monroe Basin
~’ Harper Basin
~.3~ Lakeland Basin Outfall

~ M~4

Figure 1. Lakes Wingra and Mendota in Madison, Wl.

Lake Mendota and Lake Wingra are both part of the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) Priority
Watershed Program (Betz and others, 1997). State funding is available to help pay for management aimed at reducing
the amounts of phosphorus and other pollutants discharged to the lakes. The goal of the Lake Mendota Priority
Watershed Project is to reduce the frequency of nuisance algae blooms in the lake from one out of every two days to one
out of every five days. To accomplish this goal, it is estimated that a 50% reduction is needed in the amount of
phosphorus entering the lake. To help reach this target, the Nonpoint Source Control Plan for the Lake Mendota Priority
Watershed Project (Betz and others, 1997) set an objective of reducing phosphorus loading to the lake by 20% from urban
areas. The remaining 30% reduction is intended to come from rural phosphorus management.
For this study, phosphorus data were collected from five source areas--streets, lawns, roofs, driveways, and parking
lots--within the two drainage basins from urban residential and commercial areas to estimate loads from each source
area (Table 1 ). Resulting data were used to calibrate the Source Loading and Management Model (SLAMM, version 6.3,
copyright 1993, Pitt & Vorhees) for conditions in the city of Madison and determine which source areas are contributing
the most phosphorus within these basins. The city is planning to use SLAMM to target specific source areas for
management efforts to meet the 20% phosphorus-reduction objective of the priority watershed project and to meet
requirements of its Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge Elimination System stormwater permit.
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Table 1. Land-use Characteristics of the Monroe Basin, 1994, and Harper Basin, 1995, in Madison, WI.
[--, source not present]

Source area

Lawn
Roof
Street
Woodlot ........
Driveway
Park land
Sidewalk
Parking tot
Railroad bed
Total

Monroe Basin
Residential
Acreage
119.8
28.5
30.5

Harper Basin
Commercial

Percent of basin
51.5 ....
11.4
13.1

10.6
19.3
12.5
.4
5.3
224.9

4.6 ....
8.3 ....
5.4 ....
.2
2.3 ........
96.8

Residential

Acreage Percent of basin

3.4

1.5

Acreage
23.6
5.4
5.3
3.0
2.1
.7
.7
.3

7.3

3.2

41.1

2.3
1.6

1.0
.7

Percent of basin
57.4
13.2
13.0
7.3
5.1
1.7
1.7
.7
100

Stormwater runoff samples from source areas and the basin outfall were collected from a medium-density residential
watershed draining to Lake Wingra from May to November, 1994 and from a medium-density residential watershed
draining to Lake Mendota from June to November 1995. These runoff samples were used to estimate the phosphorus
and suspended-solids load that each of these source areas and basins contributes. In addition, a third basin, the Lakeland
Basin that drains into Lake Monona, was monitored for lawn runoff in 1995. This basin, which encompasses an older
section of Madison, was sampled in an attempt to determine whether any difference exists between this section of the
city (which has older, smaller lawns) and other areas of the city.

Study-Area Description
The Monroe Basin, monitored during 1994, drains into Lake Wingra. The basin is 232.2 acres, of which 224.9 acres
are residential and 7.3 acres are commercial (Figure 2). Lake Wingra has a surface area of 338.9 acres (1.37 km2) and
a drainage area of 3,889 acres (15.74 km2). About 75% of the Lake Wingra drainage basin is urbanized and about 25%
is composed of forest, prairie, and marsh within the University of Wisconsin Arboretum (Oakes and others 1975).
The Harper Basin, monitored during 1995, drains into Lake Mendota. The Harper Basin is 41.1 acres, all of which
is residential land use (Figure 2). Lake Mendota has a surface area of 9,859 acres (39.9 km2) and has a drainage area
of 138,823 acres (561.8 km2) (Lathrop and others, 1992). Approximately 20% of the Lake Mendota drainage area is
urban, 57% is agricultural, and the remaining 23% is grassland/woodland/marsh/open-water area (Betz and others, 1997).
The Lakeland Basin is approximately 3 miles southeast of the Harper Basin.
In addition to the samples collected from source areas, a monitoring station was located at each basin storm-sewer
outfall to collect flow-composite samples and to monitor discharge and rainfall. The total rainfall amounts for the months
of June through October 1994 at Monroe and July through October 1995 at Harper were 9.24 and 10.67 in., respectively.
These amounts are 64% and 71% of the average from 1961 to 1990 (Brian Hahn, National Weather Service, oral
communication, 1997).
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Data-Collection Equipment and Methods
Runoff samples were collected from each source area by use of sampling equipment slightly modified from that
described by Bannerman and others (1993). Brief descriptions of the sampling equipment follow.
Street samplers. The street samplers were grouted into the street approximately 5 ft from the curb (Figure 3). The
sample bottle was covered with a 6-in. concave polycarbonate cap, set flush with the street surface, with a center drain
hole. The bottle and cap were placed into a 6-in. diameter polyvinyl chloride (PVC) sleeve. Water flowed over the top of
the cap and drained through the center hole into a collection bottle. The drain hole could be constricted by a set screw
that controlled the flow rate into the sample bottle.
3/8-inch thread,
for removing cap
(PVC) coupling
-- Polycarbonate set’
screw used to adjust"

Concave.
polycarbonate,
cap

size of drain hole

-- 1.5-liter sample

bottle

-- 6-inch-diameter

PVC sleeve

-- Quick-set grout

Undisturbed asphalt

Asphalt subgrade.
material

Figure 3. Schematic of street samplers.

Driveway samplers. Runoff water from driveways was diverted into a sampler by means of a flat piece of clear
plastic, 1/4 in. high by 1 in. wide by 3 ft long, glued to the surface of the driveway. The sampler consisted of a 1.5-L glass
bottle placed in a 10-in.-diameter protective PVC sleeve set into the ground next to the driveway. A 1/2-in.-diameter silicon
tube carried the runoff through a plastic cap covering the PVC sleeve and into the sampler. During the 1994 field season,
the tubing emptied directly into the sample bottle, causing several sample bottles to overfill. To alleviate this problem, in
1995, the tube emptied onto a polycarbonate cap like those used with the street samplers, so that the volume of water
entering the sample bottle could be controlled.
Lawn samplers. Lawn sample bottles received runoff through two 5-ft pieces of 1/2-in~-diameter PVC pipe placed
flush with the surface of the ground, on a sloping surface, with an angle of about ~150 degrees between the two pipes
(Figure 4). Runoff entered the pipes through two slits cut the entire length of pipe. Each pipe was wrapped with fiberglass
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1i2-inoh
PVC Cap

1/2-inch PV(
wrapped in nylon
5 feet~,~~s~reening

~

1-ir’,c~th~k 4-1/3-inch
diameter gray PVC c~p
v,~th V-notch cut out to
/ accommodate the
/ ~ tul~.

Tw~ m~ ~I 2.5-inah
slots plunge cut
with a tabte saw to
allow the water to
enter tube.

4-inch Schedule
4O PVC

Side View
Figure 4. Schematic of lawn samplers.

screen to prevent insects and large debris from entering. Wooden clothespins with small pieces of nylon rope held the
pipes in place. Water from the pipes flowed into a sampler through a notched cap. The sampler was a 1- qt glass bottle
placed in a 4-in.-diameter protective PVC sleeve. The cap had a notch to accommodate silicon tubing, which ran from
the end of the PVC collector pipes to the sample bottle.
Roof samplers. Roof samplers were designed to divert a small portion of the water in the gutter downspout to a
sample bottle. A 1/4-in.-diameter vinyl tube was attached to the inside of the downspout by means of plastic wire ties.
Each tube went into a 1.5-L glass sample bottle that was placed in a covered 10-in.-diameter protective PVC sleeve.
Because of problems with overfilled sample bottles, the design was changed in the same manner as the driveway
samplers so that the volume of water entering the sample bottle could be controlled.
Parking Lot sampler. The parking lot sampler collected runoff entering a storm-sewer inlet grate. A small portion of
the inlet flow was diverted to a sample bottle by means of a 6-in. trough made of 1/2-in.-diameter PVC pipe cut lengthwise and held in place with stainless steel hose clamps attached to the inlet grating. Water drained from the trough
through a tube to a 2.5-gal glass sample bottle hanging from the inlet grate. No samples were collected from parking lots
during 1995.
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Basin storm-sewer outfall samplers. An automated sampling station was placed at the storm-sewer outfall of both
the Monroe and Harper Basins. In 1994, water level in the basin storm- sewer outfall pipe was measured with a pressure
transducer as water drained into a detention pond. Velocity was measured with an electromagnetic velocity meter. In
1995, stormwater-runoff volumes were computed using a modified Palmer-Bowlus flume design (Kilpatrick and others,
1985). The water level was measured one pipe diameter (36 in.) upstream from the entrance to the flume using a
pressure transducer connected to a nitrogen bubble system. This water level was used in the following equation to
calculate the total discharge through the flume:
Q = a[Ha/D] bDZS,
where
Q is discharge, in cubic feet per second,
a is a constant, 3.685,
b is a constant, 1.868,
Ha is the water level above the upstream lip
of the flume, at a distance of one pipe
diameter upstream from the flume
entrance, in feet, and
D is pipe diameter, in feet.
Flow-composite water quality samples were collected using programmable, refrigerated automatic samplers with 3/8in.-diameter Teflon-lined sample tubing. Rainfall was measured using a tipping-bucket rain gage and was recorded by
a digital data logger.

Stormwater Sample Collection and Processing Protocols
Sample bottles were placed in the source-area samplers as close to the start of each rain event as possible. As the
bottles were being deployed, the sampling equipment was rinsed with deionized water to remove any accumulated surface
dirt. Before the lawn sampler pipes were rinsed, they were cleaned with a small test tube brush. As soon as possible after
runoff had stopped, the sample bottles were collected and the approximate volume of water in each bottle was recorded.
All the bottles from a given source area were composited by pouring water from each bottle into a 5-gal or 1-gal
stainless steel, Teflon-coated churn splitter modified from the type described in Ward and Harr (1990). The City of
Madison Department of Public Health Laboratory analyzed a small subsample taken from the churn for suspended solids
and phosphorus.

Street Dirt Collection and Analysis
In addition to stormwater-runoff samples, samples of street dirt were collected with a 9-gal wet-dry shop-vacuum using
a 6-in.-wide wand. A section of the street was vacuumed from curb to curb, 10 times across each of 3 streets in the basin,
similar to the technique described by Pitt (1979) and Bannerman (1983). Monroe Street, Glenway Street, and Seneca
Place/Spring Trail/Huron Hill (the latter three are considered one residential street) were sampled during 1994 (Figure
2). Woodward Drive, Nova Way, and Luster Avenue were sampled during 1995. Woodward Drive did not have curbs, so
the sample was collected by vacuuming between wooden 4-by 4-in. blocks placed at the edge of the asphalt on each side
of the street. During the fall, leaves on the street would often plug the vacuum hose. To alleviate this problem, a 6-in. by
2-ft wooden frame was placed with the 6-in. side abutting the curb. Before vacuuming the inside of the frame, the leaves
inside it were collected by hand and placed in the vacuum collection bag. Then the street was vacuumed in the normal
manner.
The dirt samples were dried at 105 °C, sieved into size fractions of >250 tJm, 250-63 I~m, 63- 25 pm, and <25 IJm and
weighed. The sieved samples were sent to the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) for phosphorus analysis. In
addition to total phosphorus, samples collected from the Monroe Basin were analyzed for percentage of vegetative
material. Two independent methods were used to determine the percentage of vegetative material: thermal
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chromatography and microscopic examination. In thermal chromatography, dirt samples were placed in ovens at
increasing temperatures and the mass that was lost to incineration was determined after each increase in temperature.
The mass loss was compared to the standard temperatures where various substances like leaves, rubber, and paper
burned off. The sample mass lost at the temperature range corresponding to the leaf standards was assumed to be
vegetation. In microscopic examination, samples of the dirt were compared to microscopic pictures of vegetation. More
details of these methods can be found in Ray (1997).

Sources of Phosphorus
Measured Concentrations in Runoff from Source Areas
A total of 25 runoff events were monitored at each basin. Runoff samples were collected from May to November of
1994 at Monroe and from June to November of 1995 at Harper and Lakeland. Driveway samples collected from the
Monroe Basin were excluded because of problems with the sample bottle overfilling (discussed in the methods section).
Summary statistics are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Concentrations for Suspended Solids, Total Phosphorus, and Dissolved Phosphorus at the Monroe Basin and Harper Basin, 1994-95
[--, concentrations were not used because of problems with the samplers; -, source area not present in basin; mg/L, milligrams per liter]

Statistic
Lawns

Feeder
Street

Collector
street

Geometric mean
Coeff. of variation
Mean
Median

59
.55
85
75

68
1.17
99
60

51
.97
67
46

Geometric mean
Coeff. of variation
Mean
Median

0.79
.62
1.03
.99

0.40
1.24
.75
.31

0.22
1.23
.36
.16

Geometric mean
Coeff. of variation
Mean
Median

0.37
.62
.52
.61

0.16
1.72
.40
.14

0.05
1.47
.14
.04

Geometric mean
Coeff. of variation
Mean
Median

122
.37
132
154

69
.68
98
88

Geometric mean
Coeff. of variation
Mean
Median

1.61
1.12
2.34
1.54

0.24
.75
.31
.22

Geometric mean
Coeff. of variation
Mean
Median

0.77
1.51
1.54
.81

0,08
.98
.12
.08

Source area
Driveways
Arterial
street
MONROE BASIN
Suspended solids (mg/L)
65
-.92
-83
-64
-Total phosphorus (mg/L)
0.18
-1.15
-.24
-.17
-Dissolved phosphorus (mg/L)
0.03
-1.20
-.05
o.03
-HARPER BASIN
Suspended solids (mg/L)
34
.93
57
31
Total phosphorus (mg/L)
0.18
.80
.24
.20
Dissolved phosphorus (mg/L)
0.07
1.0
.11
.07

Parking
lots

Pitched
roofs

Flat
roofs

51
1.27
82
44

15
.95
85
18

18
1.21
35
20

0.10
1.04
.14
.09

0.07
.76
.09
.06

0.13
.96
.2
.12

0,02
1.24
.04
.02

0.02
1.22
.03
.02

0.02
1.24
.04
.02

17
,96
25
17
0.15
.68
.19
.15
0.08
.83
.11
.07

The concentration data from the Monroe and Harper Basins seem to exhibit log-normal distributions that are
consistent with urban-runoff concentration data collected during the Nationwide Urban Runoff Project (U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 1983). In such cases, the geometric mean is a better estimate of the central tendency than the
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arithmetic mean because the geometric mean gives less weight to extremes (Helsel, 1992). Several of the coefficients
of variation in Table 2 have a value greater than 1, indicating substantial variability in concentrations within a source area.
The large variation seen in the source-area concentration data could cast doubt on the predictability of the data. For
lawn runoff, the difference between geometric mean phosphorus concentrations from 1994 to 1995 was greater than a
factor of 2; however, the lawn-runoff data collected from the Lakeland Basin are remarkably similar to data collected at
Harper (Table 3), indicating that the variation in lawn-runoff phosphorus concentrations is not random. Primary sources
of phosphorus, such as tree canopy, also could have a large effect on the source-area concentrations measured between
basins. Figure 5 illustrates a trend between the concentration of phosphorus and the percentage of overhead tree canopy
on streets for the Monroe and Harper Basins. Canopy in the Monroe Basin tends to be less than 35%, whereas the
percentage of canopy in the Harper Basin ranges from 5 to 78%. Variation also could be caused by meteorological
factors like rain depth, intensity, or inter-event period or by seasonal variables.
Roof runoff had the lowest geometric mean concentrations of suspended solids, and lawn runoff had the highest total
and dissolved phosphorus concentrations in both the Monroe and Harper Basins (Figures 6 and 7). In addition, patterns
in geometric mean concentrations between source areas within each basin were similar; however, their magnitudes were
very different. The geometric mean concentration of phosphorus for low-traffic streets in the Monroe Basin were about
twice those at the Harper Basin. Conversely, geometric mean phosphorus concentrations for lawn and roof runoff in the
Harper Basin were more than twice as high as those in the Monroe Basin. The beginning of the sampling periods differed
by one month between basins (Monroe Basin in May and Harper Basin in June), and this difference may’ have caused
some of the variability.
Concentration results for suspended solids and phosphorus from earlier source-area studies in Madison, WI,
Marquette, MI, and Birmingham, AL (Bannerman and others, 1993; Steuer and others, 1997; Pitt and others, 1995), were
compared to the concentration results from this study. Suspended-solids concentrations in street-runoff samples collected
during the other studies were considerably higher than those in samples collected for this study. Sandier soils are present
in Marquette that could partially account for this difference. Furthermore, some of the same lawns in the Monroe Basin
were monitored for phosphorus concentrations in the previous Madison study (Bannerman and others, 1993), and both
the dissolved and total phosphorus geometric means calculated for that study were more than three times higher than
those in 1994. Because phosphorus concentrations varied highly from Monroe and Harper Basins, did not closely agree
with each other, and did not agree well with previous studies, the geometric mean of the combined data collected at
Monroe and Harper Basins was used for the modeling phase of this study.
Table 3. Rainfall Amounts and Intensities and Total-phosphorus Concentrations from Lawn-runoff Samples for Harper and Lakeland Basins, Madison, WI,
1995

Start of rain
event
(date)

Rainfall
(inches)

06/26/95
07/05/95
07/15/95
07/22/95
08/16/95
08/16/95
08/28/95
10/19/95

0.26
.36
.50
.79
.61
.38
.80
.32

HARPER
Intensity
(in/hr)

0.12
.62
.12
.10
.43
.29
.19

.07

Total-phosphorus
concentration
(mg/L)

10.72
1.32
3.61
! .08
1.82
.60
1.39
2.24

Rainfall
(inches)

LAKELAND
Intensity Total-phosphorus
(in/hr)
concentration
(mg/L)

0.31
.10
.80
.80
.55
.55
.67
.33

0.17
.16
.10
.09
.94
.49
.15

.06

9.05
2.06
2.99
1.35
2.48
.58
1.58
2.59
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Figure 5. Trend between concentration of phosphorous and percentage of overhead tree canopy on streets for Monroe and Harper Basin.
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Calibration of the Source Loading and Management Model (SLAMM)
A concentration data base to simulate stormwater quality and theoretical runoff coefficients to simulate runoff volumes
is used in the Source Loading and Management Model (SLAMM). Because large amounts of concentration data and
runoff information were collected during this study, it was an opportunity to calibrate the model’s concentration data base
and improve the runoff coefficients with data collected from the Monroe and Harper Basins.
Calibrating SLAMM with concentration and water-volume data was a three-step process. First, the runoff volume
generated by each source area was calibrated (a critical step because an accurate water volume is essential for
estimating all pollutant loads). Second, sediment was calibrated because sediment concentrations and loads are used
in SLAMM to estimate phosphorus loads. The final step was to calibrate the model for phosphorus concentrations.
A systematic procedure was used to calibrate suspended-solids and phosphorus concentrations in SLAMM. First,
a mass-balance approach compared total measured loads from source areas summed over 25 events to the loads
measured at the outfall. Monitored loads from source areas were calculated using SLAMM-generated water volumes.
Individual source areas were not equipped to measure runoff volumes during an event. Therefore, the accuracy of sourcearea volumes, as assigned by SLAMM, was subject to agreement with the actual volumes measured at the outfall. If the
sum of all source-area volumes closely matched what was measured at the outfall, the individual source-area volumes
assigned by SLAMM were assumed to be correct. Second, source-area concentrations were adjusted to optimize the
mass balance. SLAMM was adjusted after agreement between measured source-area and outfall loads was achieved.

Water-Volume Calibration
Water-runoff volume from each source area for each rain event is calculated with the model. These calculations are
based on the amount of rainfall and a runoff coefficient developed for various rainfall depths for each source area. Sourcearea characteristics such as imperviousness, connectedness (amount of impervious area directly connected to the storm
sewer), and infiltration rates on pervious areas were used to develop runoff coefficients (Pitt, 1987). The volumetric discharges for each source area are then summed for each event. The total runoff volume can be decreased in the model
by using control measures, such as infiltration devices.
SLAMM was used to estimate runoff volume for the 25 storm events from all source areas in each basin. The sum
of the volumes from all of these source areas was compared to the volume measured at the basin storm-sewer outfalls
for these 25 events. Initially, the model overpredicted the water volumes measured at Monroe by a total of 55%/over the
entire study period), whereas it underpredicted those measured at Harper by only 2%. To obtain a baiance of
overprediction and underprediction between the basins, the runoff coefficients were adjusted. Historically, more
measurements have been made for runoff from impervious surfaces (Pitt, 1987) and more than 50% of the area within
each basin is pervious, mostly because of residential lawns. Therefore, it was decided that the runoff coefficients for
pervious areas were more uncertain and model calibration could benefit from minor adjustments.
Two sets of runoff coefficients are available for pervious areas; one is designed to represent clayey soils, and the
other represents sandy soils. The predicted water volumes mentioned above were determined using the runoff coefficients
for clayey soils (based on soil maps). Changing the pervious classification from clayey to sandy resulted in SLAMM
underprediction of water volumes; approximately a 4% and a 42°° underprediction at the Monroe and Harper Basin stormsewer outfatls, respectively. A much better agreement was achieved at Monroe by assuming that the original soil
classification was incorrect. Sandy and clayey runoff coefficients, available to the model, probably represented two
extremes, and more realistic runoff coefficients fell somewhere between these two coefficients.
Lawn-runoff data collected from Monroe and Harper Basins were used to create runoff coefficients that more
accurately represent the pervious conditions found in Madison. First, the rainfall depth sufficient to initiate runoff in
SLAMM was changed using data on the amount of stormwater in the lawn-sample bottles after each event. For rainfall
amounts less than approximately 0.3 in., the bottles were less than 10% filled. From this observation, 0.3 in. was
established as the minimum precipitation required to initiate runoff. However, the runoff coefficient table for clayey soils
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used in SLAMM resulted in 10% runoff for a rainfall depth of 0.2 in. Hence, SLAMM was changed to initiate runoff at 0.3
in. rather than 0.2 in. of precipitation.
In addition to the change described above, a trial-and-error approach was used to change the coefficients until
optimum agreement was reached between water volumes predicted in SLAMM and those measured at the Monroe and
Harper storm-sewer outfatls. The resulting coefficients were between those for sandy and clayey soils and were
approximately two-thirds the value for clayey soils. Figure 8 shows how the new "Madison" runoff coefficients compare
to the sandy and clayey coefficients.

Figure 8. Madison runoff coefficients compared to sandy and clayey coeffK:lents.

Based on the revised Madison runoff coefficients, SLAMM overpredicted storm-sewer outfall volumes at Monroe by
23% and underpredicted Harper storm-sewer outfall volumes by 24% (Table 4). The Madison coefficients also produced
consistent Sawn-runoff contributions in both basins, approximately 20% of the total volume. It is expected that the
percentage of lawn contribution would be similar for both basins because they have nearly the same percentage of lawn
area.
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Table 4. Percentage Difference in Cumulative Modeled Water Volumes Compared with Measured Outfall Water Volumes Using Three Soil Types,
Madison, Wi.
Basin
Monroe
Harper

Sandy soils

Clayey soils

Madison soils

(%)

(%)

(0/o)

-4

55

23

-42

-2

-24

Sediment Calibration
Once the runoff volumes were calibrated, SLAMM was used to estimate sediment loads for the 25 events in each
basin. With the exception of streets, a data base of sediment concentrations for each source area is used in SLAMM and
these concentrations are applied to the water volumes to derive a load. Sediment concentrations from streets are
computed by a wash-off function that is related to a street-dirt accumulation rate.
A mass-balance approach was used to test the source-area concentrations within each basin with those measured
at the storm-sewer outfall. Source-area loads were computed by multiplying the water volumes produced from SLAMM
by the concentrations measured at the source areas for each event and then summing these event loads. Sidewalks and
woodlots were two of the larger unmonitored source areas in each basin, accounting for 12% and 1% of the water volume
produced at Monroe and 7% and 2% at Harper, respectively. To add sidewalks to the load estimates, concentrations
measured at driveways were applied to estimates at sidewalks to create a sidewalk load. Woodlot concentrations were
estimated by use of data collected in an undeveloped urban site near Superior, WI (Steuer and others, 1997). The sourcearea loads were 39% lower and 60% lower than the measured load at the storm- sewer outfall in the Monroe and Harper
Basins, respectively. This difference between source-area and storm-sewer outfall loads indicates that one or more source
areas within each basin were not effectively monitored.
Streets were the most likely source area to be ineffectively monitored. Street samplers were placed approximately
5 ft away from the curb to prevent gutter flow into the sampler because gutter flow usually contains a mixture of water
from several source areas. Other street studies (Pitt, 1979) have estimated that 90% of the dirt on residential streets in
good condition with little to no parking accumulates within 3 ft of the curb. A larger amount of dirt can sometimes collect
along the curb itself rather than in the driving lane. Some of this dirt could have been deposited on the driving lane, and
turbulence from passing vehicles and wind may have moved it to the curb. Most street dirt falls within 1 to 2 ft of the curb
if the driving lane is next to the curb (Pitt, 1979). This information suggests that the street samplers in the Monroe and
Harper Basins were too far from the curb (5 ft) to representatively collect the particulate dirt from the streets.
For the reasons previously described, a trial-and-error approach was used to select a street- sediment concentration
that more accurately reflected the street sediment entering the storm sewer. The final suspended-solids concentratior~s
for streets were increased by a factor of 5. Applying this factor to the simulated street suspended-solids concentration
during each storm event allowed the sum of source-area loads to be within 7% and 9% of the storm- sewer outfall loads
at Monroe and Harper, respectively (Table 5). The geometric means for the revised street suspended-solids
concentrations were 340 and 325 mg/L for low- and high-traffic streets, respectively. These values were within 5% of
those measured at both Marquette, MI (Steuer and others, 1997), and Madison, WI (Bannerman and others, 1993).
The geometric means of the observed suspended-solids concentrations, excluding streets, for the 25 storm ever~ts
at Monroe and Harper Basins were placed into the SLAMM data base (Table 6). The suspended-solids cor~cemratior~s
for streets were not as easily altered because they are determined by dirt accumulation and wash-off functior~s in the
model. Entering the geometric means enabled the model to more accurately predict the loads measured at the stormsewer outfall. After summing the 25 events, sediment loads predicted by SLAMM were 17% lower at Monroe and .32°0
lower at Harper compared to the measured storm-sewer outfall loads.
To improve the match between measured and simulated storm-sewer outfall loads, the delivery coefficients were
removed from SLAMM calculations, essentially assuming 100% delivery from source area to storm-sewer outfall. The
delivery coefficients had been added in a previous calibration study to force a match to the storm-sewer outfall
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numbers. This adjustment resulted in a 4% and 17% undersimulation between storm-sewer outfall loads of suspended solids calculated by SLAMM and those measured at the storm-sewer outfall for Monroe and Harper,
respectively (Table 5).

Phosphorus Calibration
One objective in calibrating phosphorus concentrations in SLAMM was to ensure that the Monroe and Harper Basins
were accurately represented by the monitored source areas. The sum of source-area loads for total phosphorus for the
25
Table 5. Percentage Difference in Cumulative Source-area Sediment Loads, Before and After Sediment Adjustment, and Modeled and Measured
Sediment Loads at the Basin Outfall, Madison, Wi. [Loads computed as suspended solids; %, percent]
Cumulative source area compared
with storm-sewer ouffall
Basin Suspended
Suspended
solids before
solids after
adjustment
adjustment
(%)
(%)
Monroe
-39
-7
Harper
-60
-9

Modeled
compared with
measured
(°/o)
-4
-17

Table 6. Suspended-solids Concentrations Used to Calibrate the Source Loading and Management Model for Basins in Madison, Wi. [mg/L, milligrams
per liter; --, a series of algorithms and coefficients are used in the model to calculate a suspended-solids concentration for street runoff]
Suspended solids (rag/L)
Source area
Driveways
Lawns
Parking lots
Streets ....
Woodlots
Roofs
Sidewalks

Residential
34
84
51
15
16
34

Commercial
34
84
51
15
t8
34

storm events was nearly identical to the storm-sewer outfall load (Table 7). The difference was larger for dissolved
phosphorus, but no information was available to determine what adjustments should have been made to reduce the
difference. For this reason, the unadjusted concentrations were entered into the SLAMM data base.
Table 7. Percentage Difference Between Cumulative Source Area Versus Outfall Loads and Modeled Results Versus Outfall Loads, after Calibration of
the Source Loading and Management Model for Basins in Madison, Wi. [%, percent]
Cumulative source area
Model results after
versus
calibration versus stormstorm-sewer outfall
sewer ouffall
Basin
Phosphorus load

Monroe
Harper

Dissolved
(%)
39
35

Total
(%)
-1
4

Dissolved
(%)
-9
-!0

Total
(°/o)
-24
-28

The model simulates total phosphorus loads by adding the dissolved phosphorus and particulate phosphorus loads.
For all source areas except streets, particulate-phosphorus concentrations were calculated using total- and dissolvedphosphorus and sediment concentrations measured at the Monroe and Harper Basins. To be consistent with calibration
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procedures, particulate-phosphorus concentration for street runoff was calculated using the adjusted value for sediment
(an increase by a factor of 5). Changing the phosphorus concentrations resulted in SLAMM undersimulation of dissolved
and total phosphorus by 9%.and 24% at the Monroe storm-sewer outfall and 10% and 28% at the Harper storm-sewer
outfall, respectively.
The dissolved- and particulate-phosphorus concentrations entered into the SLAMM data base are listed in Tables 8 and
9. Significant changes in dissolved-phos-phorus concentrations (Table 8) were observed for lawns (from 0.22 to 0.53
rag/L), streets (from 0.39 to 0.12 mg/L), woodlots (from 0.25 to 0.0t mg/L), and sidewalks (from 0.60 to 0.07 mg/L). With
the exception of streets, where the particulate-phosphorus concentrations in runoff decreased, particulate-phosphorus
concentrations increased significantly (Table 9).
Table 8. Dissolved-phosphorus Concentrations Used to Calibrate the Source Loading and Management Model for Basins in Madison, Wi.
[mgiL, milligrams per liter]
Dissolved phosphorus (moJL)

Source-area
Driveways

Residential
0.07

Commercial
0,07

Lawns

.53

.53

Parking lots

.02

.02

Streets
Woodlots

.12
.01

.03
.01

Roofs
Sidewalks

,04
.07

.02
.07

Table 9, Particulate-phosphorus Concentrations Used to Calibrate the Source Loading and Management Model for Basins in Madison, Wi.
[mg/kg, milligrams per kilogram]

Source area
Driveways
Lawns
Parking lots
Streets
Woodlots
Roofs
Sidewalks

Particulate phosphorus (mg/kg)
Residential
Commercial
2,649
2,649
4,943
4,943
1,467
1,467
569
409
5,000
5,000
3,777
7,946
2,649
2,649

Distribution of Source-Area Loads
The distribution of suspended-solids and total- and dissolved-phosphorus loads for source areas in the Monroe and
Harper Basins using measured source-area concentrations multiplied by SLAMM-generated water volumes is shown in
Table 10. The distribution of water volumes is nearly identical at Monroe and Harper Basins. The percentage of the total
basin represented by each source area is similar for both basins (Table 1 ); thus, one should expect to see similar relative
volumes of water calculated from both basins. Streets contributed most of the suspended-solids loads at both Monroe
and Harper Basins, generating 81% and 73%, respectively. Lawns contributed more than 10% of the solids loads at both
basins. The phosphorus loading, however, was quite different. Lawns in the Harper Basin generate more than two-thirds
of the phosphorus loads, whereas phosphorus in the Monroe Basin is more evenly distributed between lawns and streets.
These differences in load distribution are the result of the measured phosphorus concentrations, especially for lawns,
which are much higher for the Harper Basin (Table 2).
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Table 10, Distribution of Loads Based on Measured Values at Monroe and Harper Basins, Madison, Wi, and Incorporating the Suspended-solids Adjustment
IN/A, source area not present; %, percent abundance; --, value less than 0.5 percent]

HARPER
Source area Water Suspended
Total
Dissolved
volume1
solids(%) phosphorus phosphorus
Lawns
Streets
Driveways
Sidewalks
Parking lots
Roofs
Parks
Woodlots
Other
Total

(°/4

MONROE
Water Suspended
Total
Dissolved
volume(%) solids(%) phosphorus phosphorus

21

(%)

(O/o)

!5

87

71

37
18
7
3
11
1
3 ......
N/A
311,122

732
7
3
1
1
.-

20

10

14
9
4
1
3
2

11
9
3
-4
2

N/A
3,598

N/A
9

38
12
14
6
7
3
N/A
1 ......
2,417,34.1

N/A
5

(%)

(%)

281
2
3
2
-2
N/A

37
5
5
1
1
7
N/A

39
4
4
1
-7
N/A

26,045

70

33

44

45

~ Water volume totals expressed in cubic feet; all other totals expressed in pounds.
2Street-runoff concentrations multiplied by 5.

The suspended-solids load distribution at the Monroe Basin in 1994 is similar to the distribution observed in a 1991
study (Bannerman and others, 1993). Streets contributed 80% of the total basin suspended-solids load in 1991 and 81%
in 1994. Lawns also were comparable, contributing 7% and 10% of the total basin suspended-solids load in 1991 and
1994, respectively. Total and dissolved phosphorus, however, were very different. During the 1991 study, the proportion
of the total-phosphorus load from streets (58%) outweighed that for lawns (14%). The same was true in 1991 for dissolved
phosphorus, where streets produced 46% and lawns 22% of the basin load. However, most total- and dissolved-phosphorus loading in 1994 was attributed to lawns rather than streets. Streets and lawns, in 1994, generated 37% and 44% of
the total-phosphorus load and 39% and 45% of the dissolved- phosphorus load in the Monroe Basin. The difference in
distributions between the two studies is possibly due to differences in sampling methodology. The street-sampler design
was modified for the 1994 study to eliminate a first-flush effect, where the sample bottle would quickly fill with stormwater
and act as a sediment trap for the remaining duration of the storm event. Also, during the 1994 study, 25 events were
monitored, whereas only 10 events were monitored in 1991. This larger sample size in 1994 improves confidence in the
loading-distribution estimates.
Distribution of suspended-solids, total-phosphorus, and dissolved-phosphorus loads estimated by SLAMM are given
in Table 11. The distribution of loads is consistent with the distribution of measured loads shown in Table 10. For each
constituent, slightly less total load was simulated with SLAMM than calculated using the measured concentrations (other
than suspended solids from streets), yet the distributions of each constituent were similar. Streets and lawns contribute
nearly all of the suspended-solids load for the entire basin. Streets alone contribute more than 75% of the suspended
solids at both Monroe and Harper Basins. Additionally, the significance of lawns as generators of phosphorus is again
noted in SLAMM simulations. Lawns in the Harper Basin contribute 52% and 61% of total and dissolved phosphorus
loads, and lawns in the Monroe Basin contribute 49% and 57%. Streets contribute the second largest phosphorus loads
(about 25%), whereas driveways and sidewalks combined contribute approximately 10%.
The distribution of suspended solids and total and d~sso~ved phosphorus for source areas in the Monroe and Harper
Basins using measured source-area concentrations mult~phed by SLAMM-generated water volumes is shown in Table
12. Only loads for the source areas measured are shown ~n Table 12; concentrations of suspended solids in street runoff
have not been adjusted. These source areas accounted for 82% and 90% of the total water volume from the Monroe and
Harper Basins, respectively.
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Table 11. Distribution of Loads from Model Simulation Results at Monroe and Harper Basins, Madison, Wi. ~N/A, source area not present; %, percent

abundance; --, value less than 0.5 percent]
Source area
Lawns
Streets
Driveways

Sidewalks
Parking lots

Roofs
Parks
Woodlots

HARPER
Water Suspended Total Dissolved
volume
solids(%)
phosphorus phosphorus

(%)

MONROE
Water Suspended Total
volume(%) solids(%)

(%)

(%)

52
32

61
24

20
38

12
77

phosphorus

Dissolved
phosphorus

(%)

(%)

49
26

57
22

21
37

11
81

18

4

8

7

12

3

5

4

7
3

1
1

3
1

3

!4
6

3
2

6
1

5
1

11
1

1
--

3
2

2
2

7
3
N/A
1

1
2
N/A
1

2
8
N/A
2
60

-9
N/A
2
29

3

--

1

--

Other

NiA

NiA

Total

311,122

3,170

N/A
7

N/A
4

2,417,341

20,814

1 Water volume totals expressed in cubic feet; all other totals expressed in pounds.
Table 12. Distribution of Loads from Monitored Source Areas Only, Based on Unadjusted Concentrations at the Monroe And Harper Basins, Madison, Wi.
[ %, percent abundance; percentage columns may not add up to 100% because of independent rounding]
Source area Water
volume
(%)
Lawns
Streets
Driveways
Parking lots
Roofs

23
41
20
4
12

HARPER
Suspended
solids
(%)
41
43
10
3
3

Total

Dissolved

(O/o)

(%)

Water
volume
(%)

70
20
7
1
3

75
15
6
0
4

24
46
14
7
9

phosphorus phosphorus

MONROE
Suspended
Total
solids phosphorus
(%)
(%)
28
53
9
7
3

56
33
7
2
2

Dissolved
phosphorus

(%)
69
21
8
1
1

The suspended-solids distributions shown in Table 12 differ from Tables 10 and 11, in that the significance of lawns
as a source increases and the significance of streets as a source decreases. Streets are still the largest source of
suspended solids in both basins. The phosphorus distributions also change, but not as much as the suspended solids
because the measured phosphorus concentrations were used in all three tables (Tables 10, 1 1, and 12). The significance
of lawns as a source increases slightly, and streets are a slightly larger source in some cases, and in others, are slightly
smaller sources. Results shown in Table 12 indicate that the adjustments made to suspended-solids concentrations in
street runoff do not greatly affect the phosphorus distributions in the basins.

Sediment and Phosphorus Mass in Street-Dirt Samples
Approximately 75% of the total sediment mass in the street-dirt samples originated in the >250 t~m size fraction,
whereas the smaller fractions (<63 tJm) made up less than 5%. Material composed of leaves, twigs, and other organ=c
debris also were measured, contributing, on average, less than 10% of the total sediment mass of the sample (Figure

9).
Like sediment mass, the largest amount of total phosphorus was found in the >250 ~Jm size fraction (nearly
50%) (Figure 9). Combining this size fraction with the leaf fraction, about 80% of the total phosphorus ~s
accounted for. The contribution of total phosphorus mass decreased as the size fraction decreased. Other
studies have shown that large phosphorus concentrations correspond with small particle sizes because of the
high surface area to mass ratio for small particles (Sartor and Boyd, 1972).
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Figure 9, Relations between sediment and total-phosphorus mass from street-dirt samples for five particle-size fractions for basins in Madison, WI.

However, the bulk of the phosphorus phosphorus load results from the greater particle-size fractions (Ray, 1997).
Approximately 25% of the total phosphorus mass in each size fraction can be attributed to leaves (Ray, 1997).
A recent study of particle-size distribution in stormwater at the Monroe storm-sewer outfall demonstrated that most
of the solids are in the particle sizes <63 ?m (Greb and Bannerman, 1997). This distribution is the opposite of the particlesize distribution observed for the street dirt collected in this study. These results indicate either a loss of the larger
particles somewhere between the street and the outfall or a problem in collecting larger particles in the runoff samples.
Most of the larger particles (>63 ?m) might settle out before reaching the storm-sewer outfall. Street sweeping,
resuspension onto street terraces, and catch basins can remove these particles from the streets before they reach the
storm sewer. Also, the transport of large particles in a storm sewer is not as efficient as the transport of smaller, more
mobile particles. Large sediment particles may become trapped or part of the bedload before reaching the sampler.
Bedload is not sampled efficiently by the automatic samplers described earlier in this report.

Summary and Conclusions
Concentrations of suspended solids, total phosphorus, and clissolved phosphorus were collected from various source
areas at two urban residential basins in Madison, WI. To represent a range of source-area concentrations for urban
residential basins in Madison, the geometric means of the combined concentration data from the Monroe and Harper
Basins were incorporated into the urban-runoff model, SLAMM.
Source-area suspended solids and phosphorus loads from the Monroe and Harper Basins were determined based
on measured concentrations that were multiplied by water volume estimated by use of SLAMM. Collected data were used
to calibrate and increase confidence in water volumes, suspended solids, and phosphorus source-area loads estimated
by SLAMM. The calibrated model calculated water volumes to within 23% and 24% of those measured at the outfalls of
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the Monroe and Harper Basins. These calibrated water volumes were then applied to the calibrated suspended-solids
and phosphorus concentrations entered into the SLAMM data bases. Suspended-solids loads were estimated by the
calibrated SLAMM to be within 4% and 17%, total-phosphorus loads within 24% and 28%, and dissolved-phosphorus
loads within 9% and 10% of those measured at the storm-sewer outfall to the Monroe and Harper Basins, respectively.
Streets and lawns are the largest contributors of suspended-solids, total-phosphorus, and dissolved-phosphorus loads
in a residential urban basin. Lawns are the largest contributors of total and dissolved phosphorus; however, streets
contributed nearly 4.0% of the basin load, as seen in the Monroe Basin. Streets were found to be the largest source of
suspended solids.
There was a large difference b~tween geometric mean concentrations of phosphorus in lawn runoff from 1994 to
1995. Phosphorus data collected from lawns in the Harper and Lakeland Basins during 1995 are remarkably similar, which
suggests that the phosphorus concentration in lawn runoff is affected by some variable or variables that are not yet
understood.
Street-dirt samples indicate that approximately 75% of the sediment mass resides in the >250 IJm particle-size
fraction. Less than 5% of the mass can be found in the particle sizes less than 63 tJm. The >250 IJm particle-size fraction
also contributed nearly 50% of the total- phosphorus mass, and the leaf fraction contributed an additional 30%. In each
particle-size fraction, approximately 25% of the total-phosphorus mass is derived from leaves or other vegetation.
A possible limitation of this study may be that in order for the sum of the source-area loads to match the basin-outfall
loads, it was assumed that the concentrations of suspended solids in street runoff were about 5-times higher than the
concentrations measured. However, the analysis of load distributions based only on unadjusted monitored concentration
data shows little change in the distributions. In addition, samples from more rain events were collected in this study than
previous source-area studies. Also, improved data-collection equipment were used during this study. Both of these factors
lead to greater confidence in the study results.
Most of the measured suspended-solids concentrations were lower than those measured from previous studies.
However, when comparing concentration results in this study to results from earlier studies, it is important to note that
with the exception of the Marquette study, previous studies used earlier generation source-area sampling equipment. In
Marquette, MI, the soils are considerably more sandy than those in Madison, which may explain why the suspended-solids
concentrations determined for the Marquette study are higher than those from Madison even though both studies used
the same sample-collection equipment.
The recalibration of the SLAMM model results in an improved model that should more accurately simulate phosphorus
and sediment runoff loads in Wisconsin than the earlier version of the model. The newly created lawn-runoff coefficients
for Madison represent a compromise between the two previous soil-type options available for model input, which probably
represented runoff extremes. The runoff coefficients calculated for Madison should probably be applied to most urban
lawns in Wisconsin unless soils are known to be either sandy or clayey. The phosphorus- and sediment-concentration
data bases created for this study are the largest to date using the most advanced source-area sample collection
technology available.
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Abstract
This study consisted of a quantitative analysis of the relationship between the Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI), an
indicator of urban land use, and a qualitative analysis of overlying stressors in six of the major metropolitan areas of Ohio.
A database consisting of 267 sampling locations was extracted from the Ohio EPA statewide biological and habitat
database. Most of these sites were sampled between 1990 and 1998 and contained watershed areas less than 50 mi.2,
with most draining less than 20 mi?. A negative relationship between IBI and urban land use was observed in four of
six areas, whereas little or no relationship was seen in two areas. For each area, the highest percentage of urban land
use that corresponded to minimum attainment of the applicable warmwater habitat IBI biocriterion ranged from 1%
(Cleveland/Akron) to 12% (Dayton) for the regression line, and 15% (Cleveland/Akron) to 58% (Columbus) as the highest
%urban land use where the IBI biocriterion was attained at any given site. No significant linear relationship was found
in either the Toledo or Youngstown areas, and only a weak relationship was visually apparent for the Toledo streams.
The lack of association was due to the strong presence of overlying stressors (e.g., legacy pollutants, sewage discharges,
combined sewer overflows) that resulted in very low IBI values at sites with lower levels of urbanization. The percentage
of urban land use explained approximately 35% of the variation in IBI scores in the regression model when these impact
types were excluded (compared to 11% when included). The maximum %urban land use that commonly corresponded
to attainment of the warmwater habitat IBI biocriterion based on inspection of the scatter plot was approximately 26%.
Only a very few sites exhibited attainment at urban land uses between 40-60% and none occurred above 60%. These
former sites had either an intact, wooded riparian zone, a continuous influx of groundwater, and/or the relatively recent
onset of urbanization. These results indicate that it might be possible to mitigate the negative effects of urbanization by
preserving or enhancing near and instream habitats, particularly the quality of the riparian buffer zone. The results also
suggest that there is a threshold of watershed urbanization (e.g., >60%) beyond which attainment of warmwater tqab~tat
is unlikely. This threshold is not the same in all watersheds and it can occupy a rather wide range. It is affected by cofactors such as pollutant loadings, watershed development history, chemical stressors, and watershed scale influences
such as the quality of the riparian buffer and the mosaic of d~fferent types of land use. Thus, single-dimension urban land
use indicators, such as watershed imperviousness, are not sufficiently precise or robust as a single indicator of use
attainability. The further development and refinement of multiple indicators of watershed urbanization has merit from a
management and decision-making standpoint. We suggest that co-factors, in addition to more refined urban land use
indicators, be better developed. More precise definitions of different urban land uses are also needed to better
understand and respond to the water quality management challenges posed in existing and developing urban areas.
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Introduction
The health and well-being of the aquatic biota in surface waters is an important barometer of how effectively we are
achieving the goals of the Clean Water Act (CWA); namely the maintenance and restoration of biological integrity, and
the basic intent of water quality standards. States designate water bodies for beneficial uses (termed designated uses)
that, along with chemical, physical, and biological criteria, assure the protection and restoration of aquatic life,
recreational, and water supply functions and attributes. Biological criteria are the principal tool for determining impairment
of designated aquatic life uses as defined by the Ohio WQS (Ohio Administrative Code 3745-1). As such,
bioassessments play a central rote in the Ohio Nonpoint Source Assessment (Ohio EPA 1990; 1991 ), the biennial Ohio
Water Resource Inventory (305b Report; Ohio EPA 1998), and watershed-specific assessments, of which Ohio EPA
completes between 6 and 12 each year. Biological criteria represent a measurable and tangible goal, against which the
effectiveness of pollution control and other water quality management efforts can be judged. However, biological
assessments must be accompanied by appropriate chemical/physical measures, land use characterization, and pollution
source information necessary to establish linkages between stressors and the biological responses (Yoder and Rankin
1998). Biological criteria in the Ohio WQS also supports the determination of appropriate aquatic life use designations
for individual water bodies, provides for a "reality check" on the application of surrogate indicators, assesses cumulative
impacts, extends anti-degradation concerns to nonpoint sources and habitat influences, defines high quality waters, and
serves as a meaningful indicator in the management of regulatory programs for environmental results. This provides a
means to incorporate the broader concept of water resource integrity (Karr et al. 1986) in policy and planning while
preserving the appropriate roles of the traditional chemical/physical and toxicological approaches developed over the past
three decades.
We, and others at Ohio EPA, have previously described the status of Ohio’s streams and rivers as affected by
watershed urbanization (Yoder et al. 1999; Yoder and Rankin 1997; Yoder 1995). Small watersheds are especially
impacted, as illustrated by Yoder and Rankin (1997), where no headwater streams in established urban settings
throughout Ohio attained the minimum CWA benchmark use designation of warmwater habitat. This finding has led to
the perception that the impairment of beneficial aquatic life uses in these small watersheds is intractable, at least within
the constraints of current land use policies, restoration technologies, and funding levels. Together, these factors present
potentially significant barriers to the objective of fully restoring degraded watersheds or upgrading urban streams that are
presently designated for less than fishable and swimmable uses.
Headwater streams are critical to watershed functioning in that they serve as the principal interface between runoff
from land use and receiving streams. The ability of a headwater stream to physically filter and biologically assimilate the
primary and secondary effects of pollutants is a function of habitat quality and the structure of the biological system. A
healthy headwater stream ecosystem is characterized by good habitat and a well balanced assemblage of aquatic
organisms and plants, one which processes external inputs in a manner which promotes high quality downstream exports.
These exports include good quality water and high value biomass, both of which positively impact the ability of
downstream waters to deliver quality goods and services (e.g., water supply, recreation, waste assimilation, water
retention, ecological values). A degraded headwater stream ecosystem is characterized by poor habitat and an
assemblage of aquatic organisms and plants that processes external inputs in a manner which promotes low quality
downstream exports. Thus in this latter scenario, the effects from urban runoff can accumulate in a downstream direction
and adversely affect water quality and ecosystem goods and services in larger water bodies. In Ohio, more than 78%
of stream miles drain less than 20 mi.2 and are classified as headwater streams. While these may individually seem less
significant than larger water bodies, they are collectively the most numerous and perhaps important stream type. In many
ways, and in a collective sense, headwater streams are analogous to the capillaries of the human circulatory system
where essential product transport and waste assimilation functions are accomplished. Certainly the finding that a high
proportion of headwater streams fail to meet CWA goals in Ohio urban areas translates to the potential for undesirable
impacts in downstream waters and obvious consequences for the overall health of the "patient".
There is concern that the attainment of CWA goal uses (e.g., warmwater habitat in Ohio) within small urban
watersheds may be precluded by the legacy of urbanization. If this is true, how is this determined and what are the
protection endpoints to guide water quality management? Federal water quality standards regulations (40CFR, Part 131 )
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allow for the establishment of a use that is less than the CWA fishable and swimmable goals when it is precluded by the
following:
1) the degraded conditions are naturally occurring;
2) restoring the degraded conditions would result in widespread adverse socioeconomic impacts;
3) the degraded conditions are irretrievable and human induced.
Such uses are established on a waterbody-specific basis and are supported by a use attainability analysis. In Ohio,
such analyses are routinely conducted as a result of the five-year basin approach to monitoring, assessment, and water
quality management. One purpose of this paper is to advance the development of the tools and indicators needed to
make use attainability decisions in urban watersheds.
Ohio EPA routinely conducts biological and water quality surveys, or "biosurveys", on a systematic basis statewide.
A biosurvey is an interdisciplinary monitoring effort coordinated on a waterbody-specific or watershed scale. Such efforts
may be relatively simple, focusing on one or two small streams, one or two principal stressors, and a handful of sampling
sites; or much more complex, including entire drainage basins, multiple and overlapping stressors, and tens of sites. Each
year, Ohio EPA conducts biosurveys in 10-15 different study areas with an aggregate total of 350-450 sampling sites.
Biological, chemical, and physical monitoring and assessment techniques are employed in biosurveys in order to meet
three major objectives: 1 ) determine the extent to which use designations assigned in the Ohio Water Quality Standards
(WQS) are either attained or not attained; 2) determine if use designations assigned to a given water body are appropriate
and attainable; and 3) determine if any changes in key ambient biological, chemical, or physical indicators have taken
place over time, particularly before and after the implementation of point source pollution controls or best management
practices. The data gathered by a biosurvey is processed, evaluated, and synthesized in a biological and water quality
report. The findings and conclusions of each biological and water quality study may factor into regulatory actions taken
by Ohio EPA and are incorporated into Water Quality Permit Support Documents (WQPSDs), State Water Quality
Management Plans, the Ohio Nonpoint Source Assessment, and the Ohio Water Resource Inventory (305[b] Report).
In 1990, the Ohio EPA initiated an organized, sequential approach to monitoring and assessment, termed the FiveYear Basin Approach. One of the principal objectives of this new approach was to better coordinate the collection of
ambient monitoring data so that information and reports would be available in time to support water quality management
activities such as the reissuance of NPDES permits and periodic revision of the Ohio Water Quality Standards (WQS).
Ohio EPA’s approach to surface water monitoring and water quality management via the Five-Year Basin Approach
essentially serves as an environmental feedback process taking "cues" from environmental indicators to effect needed
changes or adjustments within water quality management. The environmental indicators used in this process are
categorized as stressor, exposure, and response indicators (Yoder and Rankin 1998). Stressor indicators generally
include activities that impact, but which may or may not degrade the environment. This includes point and nonpoint
source Ioadings, land use changes, and other broad-scale influences that generally result from anthropogenic activities.
Exposure indicators include chemical-specific, whole effluent toxicity, tissue residues, and biomarkers, each of which
suggests or provides evidence of biological exposure to stressor agents. Response indicators include the direct measures
of the status of use designations. For aquatic life uses, the community and population response parameters that are
represented by the biological indices that comprise Ohio EPA’s biological criteria are the principal response indicators.
Previously, our analyses examined the water quality and biological assessment database from watersheds in and
near existing and developing urban and suburban areas of Ohio. Yoder and Rankin (1997) compiled their analyses based
on sampling conducted at more than 100 stream sampling locations. Yoder et al. (1999) examined more detailed land
use and stressor relationships with the Index of Biotic Integrity (IBl), based on fish assemblage data, and the Invertebrate
Community Index (ICI), based on macroinvertebrate assemblage data, within two major Ohio urban areas
(Akron/Cleveland and Columbus). This study consisted of a quantitative analysis of the relationship between the IBI, an
indicator of urban land use, and a qualitative analysis of other stressors influencing this relationship using available data
from all six of the major metropolitan areas within Ohio. The importance of understanding these relationships is
heightened by contemporary water quality management issues such as combined sewers and stormwater permitting.
One challenge we faced was in attempting to separate the influences of these multiple stressors on aquatic life attainment
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status. Could we sufficiently understand the baseline influence of urbanization apart from these other and better
understood stressors?
The principal analysis conducted in this study examined the relationship between urban land cover and the IBI, both
visually and by statistical analysis. Some goals were to determine the extent to which biological performance (as
expressed by the IBI) was correlated with urban land use, thresholds at which this occurred, and the overlying effects of
other stressors.

Methods
A database consisting of 267 ~ampling locations from the six major metropolitan areas of Ohio was extracted from
the Ohio EPA statewide biological and habitat database. Most of these sites were sampled between 1990 and 1998 and
contained watershed areas less than 50 mi?, with most draining less than 20 mi.2. As such, the database represents a
collection of discrete watershed units where land uses may have a significant effect on the composition and quality of the
instream habitat and biological communities. Urban land use effects have been much more apparent in these smaller
watersheds as evidenced by the higher proportion of impaired stream miles compared to larger streams and rivers in Ohio
(Yoder 1995; Yoder and Rankin 1997).
Fish communities were sampled using generator-powered, pulsed D.C. electrofishing units and a standardized
methodology (Ohio EPA 1987a,b, 1989a,b; Yoder and Smith 1999). Fish community attributes were collectively
expressed bythe Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI; Karr 1981 ; Karr eta!. 1986), as modified for Ohio streams and rivers (Yoder
and Rankin 1995; Ohio EPA 1987b, 1989b). Habitat was assessed at all fish sampling locations using the Qualitative
Habitat Evaluation Index (QHEI; Rankin 1989, 1995). The QHEI is a qualitative, visual assessment of the functional
aspects of stream macrohabitats (e.g., amount and type of cover, substrate quality and condition, riparian quality and
width, siltation, channel morphology, etc.). Ohio EPA also collected macroinvertebrate assemblage data at some of these
sites, but it was not included in this study because of the partial coverage and the extensive use of the qualitative method
was not always compatible with regression analysis. Some of the analyses in our earlier studies (Yoder et al. 1999)
included macroinvertebrate data.
The urban land use indicator was derived from Landsat Thematic Mapper satellite imagery of land cover classification
(September 1994) provided by the Ohio Department of Natural Resources. The percentage of land use in the urban
classification was calculated for the subwatershed upstream from each fish sampling location to the boundary of the
watershed. Because many of the sites included in the statewide data set are subjected to a variety of stressors, each
site was qualitatively classified by predominant impact type. Impact types included least impacted sites, estate sites (i.e.,
subwatersheds with large lot sizes or green space provided by parks), sites reflecting gross instream habitat alterations
(i.e., channel modifications or impoundment), sites impacted directly by discharges from combined sewer overflows
(CSOs), sites impacted by wastewater treatment plant discharges, sites impacted by instream sewer line placement and
construction (Cincinnati area only), sites with evidence of impacts by legacy pollutants, or sites affected by general
urbanization only. This latter category included urban land uses not containing any of the other impact types and usually
consisted of residential development.

Results
The relationship between the IBI and urban land use was initially characterized by regressing IBI scores against
percent urban land use (Ioglo transformed) and QHEI scores using a database of 267 sites for all of the six major
metropolitan areas of Ohio (Figure 1). Diagnostic plots (e.g., residuals, normal probability) indicated nonconstancy of error
variance. To provide insights into whether the results varied substantially between each metropolitan area, scatter plots
of the relationship between urban land use and IBI in each of the six metro areas were also made (Figure 2). A negative
relationship between IBI and urban land use was observed in four of the six areas, whereas little or no relationship was
seen in two areas. For each area, the highest percentage of urban land use that corresponded to minimum attainment
of the WWH IBI biocriterion was determined by inspection of the scatter plot and the intersection of the regression line
and the WWH IBI biocriterion were determined (Figure 2). This ranged from 1% (Cleveland/Akron) to 12% (Dayton) for
the regression line, and 15% (Cleveland/Akron) to 58% (Columbus) as the highest %urban land use where WWH was
attained in each area at a given sampling location. No significant linear relationship was found in either the Toledo or
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Figure 1. Scatter plot of Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI) scores against percentage of watershed upstream from the site in urban land use at 267 small (<50
mi.2) sampling sites.

Youngstown areas, and only a weak relationship was visually apparent for the Toledo streams. All of the sites in the
Youngstown area were impaired, and so severely that no land use relationship was evident (Figure 2). In the Toledo area,
the highest urban land use corresponding to WWH attainment was 28%. However, the WWH IBI biocriterion in the
Huron/Erie Lake Plain ecoregion is the lowest in the state and almost all of the small streams in the Toledo area have
been channel modified to some degree. It was apparent that the lack of a stronger association between IBI and urban
land use was due to overlying stressors (e.g., legacy pollutants, WWTPs, CSOs/SSOs), particularly those that resulted
in very low IBI values at sites with low levels of urbanization. While some threshold relationships were evident in these
results, the resulting variability in IBI scores led to only weak or non-existent linear relationships.
Some of the impact types had a strong effect on the IBI regardless of the effect of urban land use. The IBI results
were examined by impact type across all six metro areas (Figure 3). The legacy, CSO/SSO, habitat, and WWTP impact
types had the strongest negative effects on the IBI, respectively, and this was independent of the urban land use indicator.
While these impact types are common to urban areas, they were removed from the remaining statistical analyses
(elimination of these impact types reduced the sample size to 123 sites) to better develop the IBI/urban land use
relationship. The entire Toledo and Youngstown datasets were also removed since they are comprised entirely of these
impact types. This resulted in a better regression model fit, and diagnostics consistent with regression model assumptions
(Neter et al. 1990). This also allowed us to discern the threshold of urbanization at which WWH attainment is lost with
greater precision and in the absence of potentially confounding impacts, which was a major objective of our study. The
relationship between different levels of urbanization and biotic integrity was further quantified with an analysis of variance
model where quartiles of percent urban land use determined factor level (e.g., all sites within the 1 st quartile of percent
urban land use were coded as factor level 1). Similarly, an analysis of covariance model using QHEI as the covariate
was employed to test for further refinements. Multiple comparisons of factor level mean differences were made using
Tukey’s method (Neter et al., 1990).
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.The percentage of urban land use explained approximately 35% of the variation in IBI scores in the regression model
when the other impact types were excluded. Local habitat quality (as measured by the QHEI) explained an additional
7% of the variation (Table 1). The ANOVA model showed that there were significant differences in mean IBI scores
between quartile level of percent urbanization, with sites exceeding 29 % urban land cover having lower IBI scores on
average than sites with less urban land cover (Figure 4). Sites characterized by less than 4% urban land cover had
higher IBI scores than sites with urban land use exceeding 15% The ANCOVA model provided a slightly better fit, but
the additional variation explained was marginal (Table 2), and the results of pairwise comparisons were similar between
models (Figure 4).
Table 1. Regression Results for the Model IbL= Log,o (Percent Urban Land Use+l )+qhei for All Sites and the Removal of Selected Impact Types.
Effect
All Sites
CONSTANT
Urban
QHEI
Impact Types Removed
CONSTANT
Urban
QHEI

Coefficient

SE

t

P(2 Tail)

Adj. R-Squared

21.9333
-6 8323
0.2676

2.9450
1.1370
0.0418

7.4477
-6.0092
6.4102

0.0000
0.0000
0.0001

0.1179
0.2388

32.4069
- 11.1496
0.2390

4.2184
1.3102
0.0605

7.6822
-8.5096
3.9493

0.0000
0.0000
0.0001

0.3500
0.4199
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Figure 4. Distributions of Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI) from small streams (<50 mi.~) in the six major metropolitan areas of Ohio plotted by quartiles of
percent of urbanization upstream from sampling locations. Horizontal lines spanning adjacent box plots indicate similar means. Levels of percent of
urbanization corresponding to the 25th, 50th and 75th percentile are indicated. The shaded areas indicate the applicable warmwater habitat biological
criterion and the range of insignificant departure for the IBI.
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Table 2. Analysis of Variance Results for the Anova Model, and the Ancova Model Using Qhei as a Covariate.
ANOVA
Source
Urban
Error
ANCOVA
Source
Urban
QHEI
Error

Sum-of-Squares
4248.53
6129.10

Sum-of-Squares
4020.66
640.71
5488.39

df
3
119

(:If
3
1
118

Mean-Square
1416.18
51.51

Mean-Square
1340.22
640.71
46.51

F-ratio

P

27.50

0.0000

F-ratio

P

28.81
13.78

0.0000
0.0003

R-Squared
0.4094

0.4711

In an attempt to better visualize where attainment of warmwater habitat occurs along the urban land use gradient,
the IBI results were plotted against percent of urban land use for all sites used in this study and with the other impact
types excluded (Figure 5). The elimination of the other impact types provided for a more precise statistical relationship
between urban land use and the IBI (i.e., lower error of regression estimates). For example, the R2 was higher with the
removal of the other impact types and the slope of the regression was steeper, both of which suggest a more meaningful
relationship between the IBI and urban land use (Table 1). However, the percent of urban land use that corresponded
to attainment of the warmwater habitat IBI biocriterion based on inspection of the scatter plot was the same
(approximately 26%) in both plots.
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Figure 5. Scatter plots of Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI) scores against percentage of watershed upstream from the site in urban land use at small stream
(<50 mi.2) sampling sites in six of the major metropolitan areas of Ohio for all sites (upper) and a subset with non-urban impact types removed (lower). The
age of the urbanized area is indicated for selected sites and the mean and median age for entire dataset. The warmwater habitat biological criterion and
the range of insignificant departure for the IBI are indicated.
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Also apparent in both plots was the occurrence of"outliers" where IBI scores above the warmwater habitat biocriterion
occurred at sites with 40% to 60% urban land use. These sites had either an intact, wooded riparian zone, a continuous
influx of groundwater, and/or the relatively recent onset of urbanization. Intact riparian buffers can mitigate the effects
of urban land use up to a point (Steedman 1988; Horner et al. 1997) and local hydrology can strongly influence the quality
of the fish assemblage (Poff and Allen 1995). The three sites with the relatively recent onset of urbanization (all <20
years) may not yet have accrued the types of negative effects that are readily apparent in some of the older urbanized
areas of Ohio.
Discussion
Threshold levels of urbanizatior~ beyond which biological communities are likely to be impaired have previously been
identified in the range of 8% to 20% impervious cover within a watershed (Schuler 1994). Our previous analyses (Yoder
et al. 1999) produced results of approximately 8% and 33% urban land use cover for the Cuyahoga River basin and
Columbus area streams, as identified by analysis of variance. We also concluded that the threshold level identified by
regression for the Cuyahoga River basin was lowered by the presence of other stressors (e.g., CSOs, point sources,
legacy pollutants). The elimination of those sites impacted by these other stressors from the regression analysis resulted
in a higher threshold of urbanization. Our expanded study seemed to confirm this phenomenon, as the elimination of the
other impact types helped clarify the urban land use/IBI relationship in a broader array of urban influenced streams
throughout Ohio (Figure 5). The upper threshold of urbanization which corresponded to a loss of warmwater habitat
attainment was in the 25-30% range. However, our results show that non-attainment also occurs at lower thresholds of
urbanization (Figure 5) due primarily to the co-occurrence of other stressors. This makes both the linear and visual
derivation of sufficiently precise indicator thresholds such as percentage of impervious surfaces more difficult.
In terms of understanding the potential effect of urbanization on aquatic life use attainment, the most meaningful
results of our analyses are the upper thresholds at which attainment of CWA goal uses are mostly lost (e.g., 25%) and
that beyond which it never occurs (>60%). Only a very few sites exhibited full attainment of the warmwater habitat
biocriteria at urban land uses between 40-60% (Figure 5). A closer examination of these sites and the watersheds
showed the presence of high quality riparian zones, an influx of flow augmenting groundwater, and/or development of the
urban land use occurring within the past 20 years. For the latter, we hypothesized that the full effect of negative impacts
in an urban setting may take time to accumulate and may not be immediately manifest in the form of instream
impairments. This could account for the higher-than-expected urban land use (i.e., 40-60%) correlating with full
attainment of the biocriteria. If this is true, then we might expect these sites to exhibit declines in IBI scores over the next
one or two decades. It also suggests that newly urbanizing watersheds should be developed with an emphasis on
determining which attributes (e.g., riparian zones, wetlands, flow regime) need to be maintained and preserved in order
to protect and maintain instream habitat and biological quality.
The results of this study indicate that it might be possible to partially mitigate the negative effects of urbanization by
preserving or enhancing near and instream habitats, particularly the quality of the riparian buffer zone. The "outlier" sites
that exhibited full attainment of the warmwater habitat biocriteria had more extensive and higher quality riparian zones
and good to excellent instream habitat quality. Some streams were nestled in small valleys which were not amenable
to development and the accompanying encroachment of urban land uses. This generally agrees with the findings of
Steedman (1988) who demonstrated a co-relationship between riparian zone quality and land use in terms of how each
affected the fish communities and IBI values of Toronto area streams. Horner et al. (1997) also found that the negative
effects of urban land use were mitigated by riparian protection and other management interventions. However, in both
studies the quality and extent of the riparian zone ceased to be effective above 45-60% impervious land cover, which
generally corresponds to the thresholds identified by our study. Until we better understand the effect of the "age" of the
urban effect, it seems prudent to advocate policies that preserve existing riparian zones rather than responding with posturbanization retrofits.
Yoder et al. (I 999) discussed the implications of their findings on the designation of aquatic life uses in state water
quality standards, particularly to the use attainability analysis process. Uses designated for specific water bodies are done
so with the expectation that the criteria associated with the use are reasonably attainable. If CWA goal uses (e.g.,
warmwater habitat in Ohio) are found to be unattainable, then lower quality uses may be established and assigned on
a case-by-case basis (40CFR, Part 131.10[g]). Recently, the imperviousness of the watershed has been suggested as
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an indicator that is correlated with use attainability. If the frequently cited threshold of 25% impermeability is used,
streams in watersheds with greater than this value could be considered unlikely to ever attain a beneficial use regardless
of site- and reach-specific factors. This assumes that the negative effects of urbanization cannot be remediated, which
has yet to be extensively tested. However, the results of our study suggest that there is a threshold of watershed
urbanization (e.g., >60%) beyond which attainment of the WWH use becomes increasingly unlikely, at least as affected
by contemporary practices. This threshold is not the same in all watersheds, as evidenced by the results from the six
Ohio metropolitan areas, and it can occupy a rather wide range. In addition, co-factors such as pollutant Ioadings,
watershed development history, chemical stressors, and watershed scale influences such as the quality of the riparian
buffer and the mosaic of different types of land use, also act singly and in combination to determine to the resultant
biological quality in the receiving streams. Thus, single dimensional urban land use indicators, such as watershed
imperviousness, is not sufficiently precise or reliable as a single indicator of use attainability.
The further development and refinement of multiple indicators of watershed urbanization has merit from a
management and decision-making standpoint. Because of the many co-factors involved (e.g., water quality, habitat
quality, hydrologic regime, etc.), some of which are controllable and amenable to reasonable remediation, this will be a
complex undertaking. We suggest that these co-factors, in addition to more refined urban land use indicators, be
developed and tested using datasets from broad geographic areas spanning the extremes of the urbanization gradient.
Urban land use and its analogs (e.g., % imperviousness) are coarse approximations of the cumulative effect of all
negative influences within a watershed. Thus co-factors and more precise definitions of different urban land uses need
to be defined in order to better understand and respond to the water quality management challenges posed in existing
and developing urban areas.
A management outgrowth of such an effort could be the development of an urban stream habitat use designation.
Yoder et al. (1999) previously indicated where the biological criteria for this potential new use designation might occur
compared to the already existing hierarchy of aquatic life uses in the Ohio WQS (Figure 6). This designated use would
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Figure 6. Relationship between the tiered aquatic life uses in the Ohio WQS and narrative evaluations of biological community performance and how this
corresponds to a qualitative scale of biological integrity and of the biological indices that comprise the Ohio biological criteria. The position of a potential
new Urban Stream Habitat (USH) use designation is indicated (after Yoder et al. 1999).
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satisfy the desire to afford urban streams the maximum protection practicable, while recognizing the inherent limitations
tha~t the irretrievable effects of urbanization may impose on stream quality. In the meantime, simplistic regulatory and
management approaches should be avoided, particularly in those watersheds where uncertainty about the attainability
of CWA goal uses (i.e., WWH and higher) exists. For example, a single indicator of urban development (e.g., proportion
of impermeable surfaces) is alone insufficient to drive this process. We envision that more refined, multiple indicators
of urban development will provide the necessary sophistication to more appropriately define when this less than CWA
goal use should be applied. In the meantime, management strategies such as the nine minimum controls for CSOs seem
reasonable analogies for the management of urban watersheds and stormwater runoff. However, proceeding beyond
such minimum requirements with long-term remediation plans should be done with deference to the use attainability
issues and with the aid of sufficiently robust before-and-after biological and water quality assessments.
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Getting Past the Obvious
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Abstract
Long Leaf Creek is located within an urbanized watershed along coastal North Carolina. The specific stream reach
addressed is located in a residential subdivision. Conditions had dramatically changed there due to the continued
development of the watershed. The stream had deepened and widened as result of increased runoff and high
concentration events, including hurricanes. This increased the loss of aesthetic value, riparian corridor vegetation, and
aquatic and terrestrial habitats. Water quality was also degraded.
Before they could decide how best to control flooding and stabilize and restore Long Leaf Greek to a naturally
functioning channel within its changed watershed conditions, citizens had to be educated about natural stabilization and
restoration technologies and specific methods that would work, including conventional options. Soil bioengineering was
agreed upon, with numerous modifications to meet specific needs.
This paper is presented from both the client’s and consultant’s perspectives. It identifies what worked, what did not
work, and what was necessary to improve the process for successful, long-term results. We present the lessons learned
from criteria issue development and understanding, educational process alternatives preparation, design, construction,
and project results since construction.

Paper
Long Leaf Creek is located within an urbanized watershed along coastal North Carolina. The specific stream reach
addressed is approximately 2000 feet in length and is located in a residential subdivision. It is a highly sensitive project
with a variety of multi-objective goals specific to its location and function and typical to urbanizing areas. The watershed
includes residential, office, institutional, and commercial properties, including 25 homes that line the creek in this area.
Residents living along the creek described the former Long Leaf, as a small, picturesque stream that pleasantly flowed
through their neighborhood--a stream that could be jumped across. It was enjoyed by many people. The conditions had
dramatically changed, however, due to the continued development of the watershed, especially a new road and large
shopping center immediately upstream. Residents have seen their stream deepen by almost ten feet and widen by 40
feet in areas, a result of increased runoff and high concentration events, including hurricanes. In many areas, the banks
were vertical. Large, woody debris filled much of the channel, and many people were now using the "ditch" as a yard and
construction waste dump (see Figure 1). This has resulted in increased the loss of aesthetic value, riparian corridor
vegetation, and aquatic and terrestrial habitats. Water quality has also been degraded.
Many people had already lost property due to stream widening and were unwilling to lose more. Flooding was a major
problem in the downstream end, while erosion was occurring throughout the project reach. The City of Wilmington was
interested in exploring a natural approach to solving the problem. After assessing the site and conditions, and listening
to the residents= concerns and desired solutions, it was clear that a strong, continual working relationship had to be
formed with the neighborhood to ensure project success.
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Before they could decide how best to control flooding and stabilize and restore Long Leaf Creek to a naturally
functioning channel within its changed watershed conditions, citizens had to be educated about natural stabilization and
restoration technologies and the specific methods that would work, including comparative conventional options. To "get
past the obvious," it was clear that almost everyone would have to give up some land and existing trees to solve their
continued land loss and flooding problems and to improve the environmental and aesthetic values of Long Leaf Creek.
How much land and how many trees they would lose would ultimately depend on their selected restoration alternative.
A matrix was developed using critical issues and matching these to possible alternatives (Table 1 ). Soil bioengineering
was agreed upon, with numerous modifications to meet specific needs.
Robbin B. Sotir & Associates, Inc., (RBSA), served as the soil bioengineering consultant to the prime, the KimleyHorn’s interdisciplinary team, developed the geotechnical design and hydraulic efficiencies of a soil bioengineering solution
to address the desired goals and critical engineering, environmental, and aesthetic issues.
Alternatives were compared with such critical issues as erosion control, streambank stabilization, safer and healthier
environment, flood control, timely project completion, environmental and aesthetic improvement, property loss
minimization, hydraulic efficiency, and cost feasibility.
After an initial investigation, an alternative analysis was produced in the summer of 1997. This alternative analysis
explored numerous approaches to solving each of the project goals, with cost and risk factors assigned to each
alternative. Several alternatives were considered, such as box culverts, 3:1 (horizontal : vertical) grassed slopes, 2:1
riprap rock, 2:1 concrete lining, and soil bioengineered slope systems. With input from the residents and permit
authorities, the City selected the soil bioengineering approach and commissioned a design team to produce plan and
specification documents, including construction cost estimates.
The selected systems employed the use of live fascines, brushlayer/live fascines, joint planting and vegetated
geogrids (see Figures 2 through 5).
The majority of the improvement was done using vegetated geogrid, due to its soil reinforcing capabilities and ability
to reduce land losses (see Figure 6).
Pre-bid, pre-construction, and permit application services were provided to support the project. Construction was
completed by the spring of 1999.
The project has performed well from a biological perspective. Willow, baccharis, and myrtle installed as cuttings in
the lower layer had a survival rate of approximately 80%. The rooted stock installed in the upper two layers comprised
of spirea bush, carolina allspice, serviceberry, and viburnum, were less successful, with a survival rate of approximately
60% due to an insect infestation (see Figure 7). Hydraulically, we have had some bed scour, accompanied by toe
erosion.
The survival rate of the rooted stock would have been higher had the watering maintenance program been followed.
It is also possible that the insect infestation would not have occurred if the plants had been kept healthier by better
maintenance practices. The rooted plants will be replaced by the contractor under the maintenance agreement. The
contractor is also responsible for taking care of the insect infestation. The bed scour in the upper level caused by
Hurricane Floyd is being handled with check dams to stop the bank from lowering and to control the toe scour.
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TABLE 1
LONG LEAF HILLS / HE~VLETTS CREEK
ALTERNATIVES AND CRITICAL ISSUES

ALTERNATIVES
CRITICAl,
ISSUES

Stop Erosion &

Stabilize Banks

1

2

3

4

[ Intermediate
3:1 Side
2:1 Side Slopes ] 2:! Side Slopes
Action
Slopes
I
[ Riprap Rock 2
I
with Concrete
I
/ Grass Lining ~
I
Lining
[
,

¯

Clean Out
Trash & Debris,
Remove Fallen
Trees

¯

¯

5

6

Reinforced
Box Concrete

Soil
Bioengineering

¯

¯

n/a

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

Safer &
Healthier Area

¯

Control
Flooding

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

Timely Project
Completion

¯

¯

Environmental
Improvement

o

¯

¯

Aesthetically
Enhancing

¯

n/a

¯

n/a

¯

Meets
Hydraulic
Efficiency
COE and
Environmental
Permits Approval
Probability
Minimize
Property Loss
Preliminary Cost
Estimate Range

¯

¯

¯

-¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

$ 250,~]~ - $ ~40,000 $ 900,000 $ 785,000 $1,750,000 $1,000,000
to
to
to
to
to
to

~ $ 400,000

$ 800,000 i $1,400,000

$1,200,000

$2,300,000

$1,300,000

~ Does ~ot address gcotecbnical issues of sandy bank material stability and major land loss requirements,
-~ Does not address increase safety concerns or reduction in property, values.
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LIVE CUT
BRANCHES

LIVE STAKE

Figure 2. Live Fascine.

Figure 3. Brushlayer/Live Fascine.
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Figure 4. Joint Planting.

Figure 5. Vegetated Geogri
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Figure 6. During Construction.

Figure 7. Three Months After Construction
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The project is functioning well from the bank stability and flood control aspects and the stream is operating within the
parameters of the new watershed conditions. It is aesthetically attractive and, over time, should develop some ecological
diversity. In summary, it is clear that the soil bioengineering approach is succeeding. The most important lessons learned
were as follows:
¯ Learn more about the bed conditions in areas that have had high deposits of mobile materials
¯ Employ sophisticated grade control structures
¯ Ensure installation procedures are followed correctly and that materials are not changed
¯ Keep tabs on the contractor’s maintenance schedule
¯ There is no substitute for communication and cooperation
Reference
Sotir, R.B.; "Brushing Up On Erosion," American Cities and Counties, February, 1998.
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Protecting and Enhancing Urban Waters:
Using All the Tools Successfully
Eric H. Livingston
Stormwater/NPS Management Section
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2400

Abstract
Reducing the hydrologic effects and pollutant Ioadings from urban drainage systems and restoring aquatic habitats
to improve the health of our aquatic ecosystems presents many unique challenges. These challenges can be categorized
as technical, institutional, financial, and cultural. This paper will examine each of the challenges and the tools that have
and are being developed to overcome them. A case study on how the tools are being used in Florida to enhance the
health of the Tampa Bay aquatic ecosystem will be presented.

Introduction
Research conducted in Florida during the late 1970s characterized stormwater pollutants, provided cost and benefit
information on many types of stormwater treatment practices, and determined the importance of stormwater discharges
as a major source of pollution. As a result, in 1979, the Florida Environmental Regulation Commission adopted the state’s
first stormwater treatment requirements. In 1982, the state’s stormwater rule was fully adopted, requiring all new
development and redevelopment projects to include site appropriate BMPs to treat stormwater. This technology-based
program establishes a performance standard of removing at least 80% of the average annual post-development loading
of total suspended solids for stormwater discharged to most waters. Stormwater discharges to the state’s most pristine
waters, known as Outstanding Florida Waters, are required to reduce pollutant loading by 95%.
Florida’s stormwater treatment program, in combination with the state’s wetlands protection, land acquisition, and
growth management programs, has greatly minimized the effects of Florida’s rapid growth on its water bodies. However,
land uses and hydrologic alterations that occurred before the mid-1980s has continued to adversely affect the state’s
vulnerable and valuable aquatic ecosystems. Accordingly, the focus of Florida’s watershed management program shifted
to cleaning up "older sources" such as existing land uses, whether urban or agricultural, and to integrating program
components to eliminate duplication and improve efficiency and effectiveness. This has led to greater emphasis on more
holistic approaches to address cumulative effects of land use activities within a watershed and to a greater emphasis on
regional structural controls and the purchase or restoration of environmentally sensitive lands. The key institutional
components of this watershed approach have been described in detail (WMI, 1997; Livingston et al., 1995).

Development of Florida’s Watershed Assessment Tools
Florida’s Water Implementation Rule, Chapter 62-40, F.A.C., establishes a performance standard for reducing, on
a watershed basis, the pollutant loading from older stormwater systems. The goal is to protect, maintain or restore the
beneficial uses of the receiving water body. The amount of needed pollutant load reduction is known as a "Pollutant Load
Reduction Goal or PLRG". The rule further specifies that PLRGs be established as part of the states’s priority watershed
program, Surface Water Improvement and Management (SWIM), which is implemented by the state’s five water
management districts. Consequently, stormwater PLRGs have been established for several water bodies leading to the
development and implementation of watershed plans to reduce pollutants from urban and agricultural stormwater
discharges. For example, farms within the Everglades Agricultural Area have implemented BMPs to reduce phosphorus
Ioadings by 40%. Additionally, the federal and state government, SFWMD, and landowners within the EAA are sharing
the cost of constructing tens of thousands of acres of wetlands (Stormwater Treatment Areas) to provide for additional
reduction of phosphorus.
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Having a sound institutional framework, however, is only one of the tools needed to successfully reduce stormwater
¯ pollutant Ioadings from existing land uses. Equally important are funding and public education to promote the cultural
change necessary to reduce "Pointless Personal Pollution". A final cornerstone is good science - to establish ecologically
meaningful watershed management goals, evaluate the effectiveness of BMPs and management programs, and assess
the cumulative effects of wet weather discharges.
Unlike traditional point sources of pollution, the effluent quality and environmental effects of stormwater and other
nonpoint sources of pollution are highly variable because of their intermittent, diffuse, land use-specific nature. Of
particular environmental concern is the cumulative impact on a water body from the numerous stormwater/nonpoint
sources within a watershed. Consequently, traditional water quality monitoring and management efforts used for point
discharges generally suffer from several deficiencies when trying to understand and manage stormwater/NPS pollution.
These deficiencies include difficulty in:
1. Assessing intermittent, shock Ioadings of pollutants.
2. Assessing cumulative impacts of multiple sources.
3. Comparing water bodies and establishing priorities for management actions.
4. Assessing hydrologic, geomorphological, and habitat alterations within a watershed.
5. Distinguishing actual or potential problems from perceived problems.
6. Discriminating anthropogenic Ioadings from natural watershed Ioadings of metals and nutrients.
7. Establishing cost-effective ways to assess pollution sources and trends on a watershed basis.
To overcome these problems, the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) has developed cost-effective
sediment and biological monitoring tools that are much better suited for assessing cumulative effects than traditional water
chemistry monitoring (Livingston et. al, 1995; McCarron et al., 1997). Most stormwater pollutants accumulate over time
in sediments, not the water column. Therefore, the sediments and the organisms that reside in them offer an in-situ
monitoring opportunity to determine the cumulative effects of watershed stormwater/NPS pollution sources on aquatic
systems or to evaluate the effectiveness of management programs.
Sediment quality is a sensitive indicator of overall environmental quality. Sediments influence the environmental fate
of many toxic and bioaccumulative substances in aquatic ecosystems (Long and Morgan, 1990). Sediments tend to
integrate contaminant concentrations over time and may represent long-term sources of contamination. Specifically,
sediment quality is important because many toxic contaminants found in only trace amounts in water can accumulate to
elevated levels in sediments. Sediment-associated contaminants can also directly affect benthic and other
sediment-associated organisms since sediments provide benthic and pelagic communities suitable habitats for essential
biological processes (e.g. spawning, incubation, rearing, etc.).
Sediments provide an essential link between chemical and biological processes. By understanding this link,
environmental scientists can develop assessment tools and conduct monitoring programs to more rapidly and accurately
evaluate the health of aquatic systems (Pardue et al., 1992). Therefore, sediment quality data provide essential
information for evaluating ambient environmental quality conditions in water bodies. Additionally, information about the
amount and quality of sediments within stormwater systems, stormsewers and other stormwater conveyances can help
trace pollution sources, prioritize areas for implementing control measures, and help to assure proper disposal of
accumulated sediments.
Inclusion of biological community monitoring allows a more holistic, systems approach that greatly enhances surface
water quality assessment and management (Yoder, 1989; Yoder and Rankin, 1997). In particular, it allows assessment
of the degradation of habitat (e.g., channel and bank erosion) and siltation within water bodies, neither of which are
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detected by water chemistry sampling, and both of which are typically associated with wet weather discharges. While
chemical data reflect short-term conditions that exist when a particular sample is collected, biological communities
accurately indicate overall environmental health because they continuously inhabit receiving waters where they integrate
a variety of environmental influences - chemical, physical and biological.
Biological assessment involves an integrated analysis of functional and structural components of aquatic communities
(Karr and Dudley, 1981 ; Karr, 1991). Bioassessments are best used to detect aquatic life impairments and assess their
relative severity. Once an impairment is detected, additional chemical and biological toxicity testing can identify the
causative agent and its source. Both biological and chemical methods play critical roles in successful pollution control and
environmental management programs. They are complementary, not mutually exclusive, approaches that enhance overall
program effectiveness.
A fundamental part of bioassessments is "metrics" (Karr and Chu, 1998). Just as a doctor uses metrics such as blood
pressure and heart rate to assess human health, biological metrics allow the ecologist to use meaningful indicator
attributes to assess the status of communities in response to perturbation. The definition of a metric is a characteristic
of the biota that changes in some predictable way with increased human influence (Barbour et al., in review). By using
multiple metrics to assess biological condition, the information available about the elements and processes of aquatic
communities is maximized. The validity of an integrated assessment using multiple metrics is supported by the use of
measurements of biological attributes firmly rooted in sound ecological principles (Fausch et al. 1990; Lyons 1992).
tn 1983, the DEP began developing assessment tools that could be used to assess stormwater and NPS effects and
the effectiveness of management programs, practices, and activities. The first efforts focused on estuarine sediment
assessment tools (FDER, 1988; Schropp et al., 1989, 1990; MacDonald, 1994). In 1989, efforts began to modify national
bioassessment protocols (EPA, 1989) to develop quantitative bioassessment protocols for Florida (Griffith et al., 1994;
Barb~)ur et al., 1996, FDEP, 1996). The tools that have been developed and that are under development (noted by a *)
include:
A. Sediment assessment tools
1. Standardized sediment collection and analysis protocols.
2. Estuarine normalization of metal concentrations to aluminum concentrations ratio.
3. Estuarine sediment quality assessment guidelines
4. Freshwater normalization of metal concentrations to aluminum concentrations ratio(*).
5. Freshwater sediment quality assessment guidelines(*).
B. Bioassessment tools:
1. Stream Condition Index
2. Lake Condition Index (* - nearly completed)
3. Wetland bioassessment methods (* - in early stages of development)
4. Canal bioassessment methods (* - in middle stages of development)
5. Estuarine bioassessment methods (* - in early stages of development)

Using the Tools for Watershed Management
Sediment assessment, together with watershed characterization, future land use plans, stormwater master plans,
and mapping of pollution sources, can be used to screen watersheds and sub-basins to determine potential "hot spots".
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Bioassessment and water chemistry sampling can then be done to assess the actual health of the aquatic system in these
locations. An important component of the bioassessment is habitat quality, especially since urbanization often leads to
dramatic changes in stream hydrology, geomorphology, riparian zones, habitats, and ultimately biological communities.
Possible outcomes of the bioassessment are: (1) no biological effects; (2) effects due to habitat degradation; (3) effects
due to sediment or water quality; or (4) effects due to a combination of sediment, water quality and habitat degradation.
Bioasssessments also allow the establishment of an ecologically-based aquatic resource goal, rather than one based
solely on traditional water chemistry standards to which the applicability to wet weather discharges is questionable. Once
an aquatic resource goal is established, then relationships between the needs of the biological community and the
chemical, sediment, and habitat influences on the community can be established. The next step is to then use all of this
information to develop a watershed management plan that includes specific projects, schedules, and funding sources that
will ultimately result in the acheivement of the desired aquatic ecological goal. Much of this effort can be coordinated and
implemented using the rotating basin approach that many states are now using in combination with the NPDES
stormwater permitting program.

Putting the Puzzle Pieces Together: Tampa Bay Case Study
Puzzle Piece 1: The Assessment- As part of the development of the Tampa Bay SWIM Plan (SWFWMD, ! 992) and
the Tampa Bay NEP Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan (TBNEP, 1996), existing environmental
information was assessed to determine the ecological health of the bay system. Major findings of these assessments are
summarized below.

Habitats
1. Since 1950, about half of the bay’s natural shoreline and 40% of its seagrasses have been destroyed.
2. In 1950, the bay’s shallow shelf supported about 40,000 acres of seagrasses. By 1982, only 21,600 acres
remained and virtually all of Hillsborough Bay’s 2,700 acres were gone. Seagrass decline is due to dredging and
filling for residential development, turbidity caused by dredging of the main shipping channel, and reduced light
penetration caused by shading by algae fueled by excess nutrient discharges.
3. Since the early 1900s approximately 13,200 acres of bay bottom (3.6% of the bay’s surface area) were filled, with
over 90% of the activity occurring along the bay’s shallow shelf where seagrasses once thrived. The surface area
of Hillsborough Bay has been reduced by 14%.
4. Upgrading sewage plants in the 1980s to provide advanced wastewater treatment reduced nitrogen Ioadings,
leading to a decline in phytoplankton, an increase in water clarity, and greater light penetration. Consequently,
between 1982 and 1992 seagrass coverage increased by about 4,000 acres (18.5%) raising the bay’s total
acreage to over 25,600 acres.
5. About 43% (9,700 acres) of Tampa Bay’s original saltwater wetlands were lost between 1950 and 1990, primarily
because of dredging and filling for waterfront development. However, as many as 5,900 acres of new wetlands
formed along causeways and other emergent land created by dredged spoil material during this period. Recent
estimates of wetland habitat in Tampa Bay indicate that about 18,000 acres of mangroves and saltmarsh remain
but many thousands of acres are damaged by invasion by exotic plants such as Brazilian pepper.

Fish and Wildlife
1. Between 1966 and 1990, the harvest of 11 commercial species of fish declined by 24%, primarily because of
smaller catches of mullet and sea trout. Each of these species is dependent on seagrass habitats.
2. Harvest of spotted sea trout declined by 86% between 1950 and 1990, from 487,000 pounds to 67,000 pounds.
Similarly, red drum harvests plummeted from 80,000 pounds in 1950 to 15,000 pounds in 1986.
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3. Tampa Bay’s once-thriving shellfish industry has virtually collapsed, except for bait shrimping. Harvests of clams
or oysters are restricted or prohibited throughout the bay because of high bacterial levels associated with
stormwater discharges and septic tanks. The bay scallop, a highly pollution sensitive organism, all but
disappeared from the bay in the 1960s.

Water and Sediment Quality
1. While water quality has improved over the past ten years, primarily as a result of better wastewater treatment,
water clarity, nutrients, and toxics continue to be a problem.
^

2. Because of natural circulation and flushing from the Gulf of Mexico water clarity is greatest in the lower pad of
Tampa Bay (2.5 m), and naturally decreases moving up the bay, dropping to an average of 2 meters (6.6 feet)
in Middle Tampa Bay and Old Tampa Bay. The lowest average water clarity is in Hillsborough Bay (1.5 m) which
has poor circulation and receives a larger share of nutrients and sediments from major rivers.
3. Excessive amounts of nitrogen continue to accelerate algal growth which subsequently reduces light penetration
to seagrasses and contributes to oxygen depletion. The bay’s total annual nitrogen load was estimated to be 2.5
times greater in 1976 than the load computed for 1985 to 1991 (Figure 1 ).
4. Recent studies by NOAA, in cooperation with FDEP, provide an excellent overview of the levels and distribution
of toxics in bay sediments (Long, et. al. 1991, 1994; FDEP, 1994). Compared to other urban estuaries, Tampa
Bay has low-to-moderate levels of most toxic parameters. Contamination is centered around large urban centers,
pods and marinas, and concentrations generally decrease from the top of the bay toward the Gulf of Mexico.
5. Generally, the highest levels of sediment toxic contamination occur in Hillsborough Bay, the bay’s most
industrialized area and home to the state’s busiest pod. Upper Hillsborough Bay has the highest levels of
cadmium, copper, mercury, zinc, and lead, as well as the pesticide DDT. Concentrations in sediments at a site
in northern Hillsborough Bay were the highest of any toxic pollutant measured in Tampa Bay. Two other bays with
heavily urbanized watersheds, Boca Ciega Bay and Bayboro Harbor, also can be considered as hot spots of toxic
contamination.
6. Figure 2 shows sites in Tampa Bay where concentrations of toxic contaminants in sediments exceeded Florida’s
Probable Effects Level (PEL) and No Observable Effects Level (NOEL). Sites above the PEL indicate a high
probability for biological impact to marine organisms while those above the NOEL are considered "at risk" to
biological impact (MacDonald, 1994).
Puzzle Piece2: The Goal:A critical component of watershed management is using biological living resources as a
measure of a water body’s health, with far less emphasis on traditional laboratory-based water quality standards. This
approach addresses critical ecological effects that are not seen by water chemistry standards, allows greater flexibility
to achieve the desired ecological goals, and provides taxpayers with a better benchmark to judge the return on their
expenditures. Through the SWIM Plan and the Tampa Bay NEP CCMP, the primary overall goals have been established
for the restoration and protection of Tampa Bay:
1. To reverse the environmental degradation of tile Tampa Bay estuarine system.
2. To optimize water quality and other habitat values, thereby promoting the sustained existence or re-establishment
of thriving, integrated, biological communities.
3. To ensure the maintenance of a productive, balanced ecosystem complimentary with human needs and uses of
the resources.
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Figure 1. Tampa Bay Total Nitrogen Loading and Sources

Figure 1. Tampa Bay Totai Nitrogen Loading and Sources.
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Figure 2. Sediment Toxic Hot Spots in Tampa Bay

Figure 2 shows sites in Tampa Bay where concentrations of toxic
contaminants in sediments have exceeded Florida’s Probable Effects
Level (PEL) and No Observable Effects Level (NOEL) for biological
impact. Site.’~ re~isterina above the PEL indicate that some biological
impact to marine organisms is likely. Sites registering above the NOEL
are "at risk" to biological impact.

Figure 2. Sediment Toxic Hot Spots in Tam~)a Bay.
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To achieve these overall goals the following specific goals have been established:
1. The overall goal is to restore seagrasses to 1950s levels. This will lead to restoration of commercially important
species such as the bay scallop, mullet, sea trout, and red drum.
2. To restore seagrasses to 14,000 acres of the bay. The ability of seagrasses to recolonize the bay depends on
the amount of sunlight the grass species require, as well as shading factors such as the amount of drift macroalgae and attached algal growth on grass blades. For most seagrasses in the bay, an estimated 20% to 25% of
the light striking the bay’s surface must penetrate to target depths to allow seagrass regrowth. Reducing nitrogen
Ioadings wilt reduce chlo~rophyll a concentrations thereby increasing the depth of sunlight penetration.
3. As many as 12,000 acres of seagrass can be recovered by maintaining recent water quality conditions. This will
require local communities to reduce their nitrogen Ioadings to the bay by about 10% by the year 2010 to
compensate for increases in nitrogen Ioadings associated with the watershed’s population growth.
4. A coastal habitat master plan has been developed for the watershed that will help to coordinate and prioritize
existing state, regional, and local restoration programs. The long term goal is to recover 1,800 acres of lowsalinity tidal marshes while maintaining and enhancing salt marshes and mangroves at existing levels. A minimum
goal is to restore 100 acres of tidal marsh habitat every five years.
5. Reduce sediment toxicity to minimize risks to marine life and humans. Using three tests - evaluation of sediment
chemistry, sediment toxicity, and benthic community health - bay sediments will be characterized and prioritized
for management.
6. Reduce bacterial contamination to levels safe for swimming and shellfish harvesting.
Puzzle Piece 3: The PLRG: To achieve the ecological goal, nitrogen Ioadings would need to be held to those
occurring in 1992-94 meaning that the 17 tons of nitrogen loading that would accompany projected growth within the
watershed would have to be compensated. Reduction of nitrogen would reduce chlorophyll a levels which would increase
how deep the minimum levels of light needed for seagrass growth would penetrate the water column.
Puzzle Piece 4: Quantifying Pollution Sources: Before load reductions can be achieved, it is essential that the sources
and relative contribution of the sources be quantified.
Figure 3 summarizes sources of nonpoint nitrogen Ioadings to Tampa Bay.
1. Stormwater runoff from the Tampa Bay watershed contributes about 47% of the bay’s total annual nitrogen load
with urban runoff accounting for about 16%, or 680 tons. Residential areas, the watershed’s largest land use, is
responsible for over half of the nitrogen loading while commercial/industrial sites account for about 20%.
2. About 28% of the bay’s total nitrogen Ioadings, or 1,200 tons, are from atmospheric pollutants falling directly on
the water. An additional 7,500 tons fall in the watershed, although no one can determine how much enters the
bay via stormwater. EPA estimates that as much as 67% of the bay’s total nitrogen load may be from the
atmosphere.
3. Stationary sources, primarily power plants, contribute an estimated 50% of the anthropogenic NOx emissions as
compared to 35% from motor vehicles.
4. Domestic wastewater discharges still discharge about 8% (340 tons) of the bay’s total annual nitrogen Ioadings,
even though all plants provide AWT. Hillsborough Bay receives about two-thirds of the cumulative nitrogen load
from the 36 billion gallons of effluent discharged to Tampa Bay each day.
5. Industrial wastewater discharges, primarily fertilizer manufacturing and shipping facilities, are responsible for
about 6% of the bay’s total annual nitrogen Ioadings.
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Figure 3. Total Nitrogen Loadings
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5
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6.4
3.2
28.4
6.5
39.93
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13%
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Figure 3. Total Nitrogen Loadings.

6. Septic tanks, which serve about 20% of the watershed’s population, are another important source of nitrogen and
pathogen Ioadings, especially in some areas such as Allen’s Creek and tributaries to McKay Bay.
7. Another 7% of the bay’s total nitrogen Ioadings had been attributed to losses of fertilizer during ship loading and
en route to port. However, this figure has declined substantially since 1991 as source control BMPs were
implemented at the port.
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8. More than 60% of the bay’s annual Ioadings of chromium, zinc, mercury and lead, as well as significant amounts
of petroleum hydrocarbons and pesticides are conveyed by stormwater.
9. Atmospheric deposition also is a major source of toxic substances accounting for 44% of the bay’s total cadmium
loading and about 17% of the copper and lead Ioadings. PAHs also enter the bay from the atmosphere.
10. Industrial and domestic point sources also contribute about 30% of the bay’s total Ioadings of aresenio, cadmium,
chromium, and copper.
Puzzle Piece 5: The Watershed Management Plan." The state’s Surface Water Improvement and Management
(SWIM) program was establishe~J by the legislature in 1987. Tampa Bay was named in the SWIM Act as a priority
waterbody within the Southwest Florida Water Management District and a SWIM Plan was adopted in 1992. In 1990,
Tampa Bay was adopted into the National Estuary Program by EPA leading to the development of Charting the Course,
a Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan (CCMP) for the bay. Community participation was an essential
component of the development of both watershed plans. In particular, many of the agencies, citizen groups, and others
long active in the restoration and management of Tampa Bay participated in the development of the CCMP. The CCMP
built on many of the region’s ongoing environmental programs, from land acquisition to urban stormwater retrofitting to
habitat restoration. It also identified where unneccesary duplication existed in current environmental programs and
provided recommendations to ensure that limited public funds are spent in the most environmentally effective manner.
Puzzle Piece 6: Setting Priorities: To assu re that limited financial resources were used judiciously, restoration projects
and programs were prioritized and targeted to specific subbasins. This was done by combining GIS analysis with
watershed modeling and characterization with the results of the sediment, biological, habitat, and chemical assessments.
For example, an essential early activity of the SWIM program was a watershed-wide assessment of pollution sources,
especially stormwater, to identify "hot spots" - subbasins with high stormwater Ioadings - and to prioritize urban
stormwater retrofitting projects (SWFWMD, 1990). Similarly, priority habitat restoration sites were also selected as were
projects to reduce overall nitrogen Ioadings to the bay, including those from atmospheric deposition.
Puzzle Piece 7: Action Plans: A successful watershed management plan must include a specific set of actions that
wil! be taken within a specified time. Charting the Course includes 41 specific actions that are needed to achieve the plan’s
goals. These include the construction of numerous urban stormwater treatment and habitat restoration projects that have
been built, are underway, or are planned in priority subbasins (Figure 4). Since vacant land in the highly urbanized area
is scarce or extremely expensive, many of these projects are being conducted on existing public lands providing multiple
benefits including regional stormwater management, open space, and recreation. Public education is a frequent
component of these projects with the placement of signs depicting the effects of urbanization, the importance of wetlands
and riparian vegetation, and the need for stormwater treatment and habitat restoration.
Programs and actions that rely upon nonstructural BMPs are also being used to reduce "Pointless Personal Pollution"
at its source and increase the effectiveness of existing programs. For example, since surveys showed that up to 70% of
the stormwater BMPs serving new development are not being properly maintained, assuring their long-term operation
and maintenance can greatly reduce stormwater pollution. Maintenance and operation of BMPs typically is the legal
responsibility of private land owners and property owner associations. Unfortunately, DEP, SWFWMD, and local
governments do not have enough staff to conduct regular inspections. To improve this deficiency, DEP is implementing,
in cooperation with local governments and the WMDs, a training and certification program for public and private sector
individuals involved in erosion, sediment, and stormwater inspections. Local governments also are encouraged to
implement Stormwater Operating Permit systems which require an annual inspection and certification that the stormwater
system has been maintained and is properly operating. As an economic incentive, some local stormwater utilities provide
credits for individuals served by a properly maintained and operating system. Additionally, Hillsborough County has
implemented the "Adopt a Pond" program to help educate stormwater system owners on how to maintain their systems.
Other nonstructural efforts include assisting businesses in developing and implementing pollution prevention plans
and the continued implementation of the Florida Yards and Neighborhoods Program. This program is being expanded
to help develop model landscaping guidelines for commercial landscapes, and promote the incorporation of FYN
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Figure 4. Active SWIM Habitat Restoration and Stormwater
Retrofitting Projects
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Figure 4. Active SWIM Habitat Restoration and Stormwater Retrofitting Projects.

landscaping guidelines into local government site review processes for new development. The region’s continuing rapid
growth provides opportunities through local government comprehensive plans and land development regulations to
promote compact development and to reduce impervious surfaces, especially parking lots at commercial developments.
Puzzle Piece 8: Assuring Implementation: An important aspect of any watershed management program is an
institutional framework that assures that all of the partners will implement their responsibilities. In 1998, an Interlocal
Agreement was signed by the Tampa Bay NEP’s local government and regulatory implementation partners. The
agreement requires the partners to submit detailed plans describing how they will fulfill their responsibitlities for bay
restoration and protection. Additionally, all of the local governments within the watershed have been issued, either as
individual permittees or co-permittees, NDPES muncipal stormwater permits. These permits include specific requirements
that are identified in the CCMP’s action plans.
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Active Habitat Restoration Proiects ¯
1. Lowry Park
2. NE McKay Bay
3. Delaney Creek
4. Simmons Park
5. Hendry Fill
6. Peanut Lake
7. Bayshore Blvd.
8. Gandy Park

Active Stormwater Retrofittinq Proiects ¯

9. Cabbage Head Bayou
10. Boca Ciega
11. Cargil S. parcel
12. Mangrove Bay
13. Cockroach Bay
14. Little Bayou
15. MacDill AFB
16. Picni~c Island

1. Lowry Park
2. Horizon Park
3. Old Coachman
4. S. Pasadena
5. Jungle Lake
6. Pinellas Park
7. N. Redington
8. EMS Site
9. St. Pete/Clearwater Airport

10. Brushy Creek
11. Safety Harbor
12. 102nd Avenue
13.94th Avenue
14. Lake Carroll
15. Delaney Creek
16. Haynsworth
17. 141st Avenue

Puzzle Piece 9: Funding Implementation: Partners in the implementation of the CCMP include EPA, Florida DEP,
SWFWMD, local cities and counties, and the private sector. Each of the partners has made a substantial commitment
of financial resources since 1995 to accomplish the desired aquatic ecological goals. Primary funding sources have
included the P2000 (state and local land acquisition funds), the SWIM Program (state and SWFWMD funds), SWFWMD
Basin Boards, the private sector, and local stormwater utility fees. In many cases, funding for projects is from a
combination of sources that often allow the leveraging of other funds needing nonfederal matching funds such as those
from the Section 319 nonpoint source implementation grant program.
Costs associated with the individual actions presented in the Tampa Bay SWIM Plan and the NEP CCMP are
considerable. However, these should not automatically be construed as requirements for new sources of revenues, since
some of these initiatives can and are being accomplished with existing resources or by redirecting current funding
allocations to better address the bay’s needs. A number of actions seek to improve coordination, cooperation, and
planning among state and local governments, and the private sector. These may actually result in cost savings for
currently funded activities.
A 1994 survey by the Tampa Bay NEP attempted to quantify how much money is spent to manage and monitor bay
quality and administer environmental programs. Based on FY94-95 budgets, the study indicates that over $260 million
is spent annually by federal, state, and local agencies on the restoration and management of Tampa Bay. As seen in
Figure 5, the largest part of the funds (65% or $170 million) are spent on wastewater collection, treatment, and reuse.
Figure 5. Funds Spent

Figure 5, Funds Spent.
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Approximately $35 million (13%) is spent by local governments and the SWFWMD on stormwater management.
Habitat restoration and land acquisition, two long favored and implemented environmental programs in the Tampa Bay
region, account for over $27 million in expenditures.
Puzzle Piece 10: Monitoring Implementation: Since the adoption of Charting the Course in 1996, numerous projects
and programs have been implemented. The Tampa Bay NEP recently issued the first official progress report on
implementation (TBNEP, 1999). It shows that the program’s partners are on or ahead of schedule in achieving most of
the priority goals for bay improvement. Highlights of implementation activities that occurred between 1995-99 include:
¯ Goal: Recover an additional ~12,350 acres of seagrass over 1992 levels, while preserving the bay’s existing 25,600
acres.
Status:

Since 1988, seagrass acreage is increasing at about 500 acres per year meaning the goal will be
reached in 25 years.

¯ Goal: Restoring and protecting bay habitats
Status:

A total of 250 acres of low-salinity habitat will be restored in all bay segments, exceeding the five year
target by 150 acres. Additionally, a total of 1,340 acres of mangrove and saltmarsh habitat have been
restored. All 28 priority sites identified in the habitat master plan have been given the highest priority for
acquisition under the state’s land-buying programs.

¯ Goal: "Hold the line" at nitrogen Ioadings estimated from 1992-94.
Status:

When fully implemented, the 105 projects constructed, underway, or planned will reduce the amount of
nitrogen entering the bay by an average of 134 tons per year, exceeding the target by 60%.

In addition to progress on the above goals, very good progress has been made on other goals. These include:
¯ The goal of protecting the endangered manatee population in Tampa Bay. The Manatee Awareness Coalition has
implemented "Manatee Watch" where trained volunteers help educate and encourage boaters to go slow in waters
frequented by manatees.
¯ The goal of returning bay scallop to Tampa Bay. Stocking programs are adding bay scallops and citizen volunteers
are measuring the effectiveness of these efforts through the Great Bay Scallop Search.
¯ The goal of reducing atmospheric deposition into and onto Tampa Bay. To better understand the linkage between
air pollution and water quality, eight research and monitoring programs addressing atmospheric deposition are
underway.
¯ The goal of making Tampa Bay safe for shellfish harvesting and swimming. As part of the "Healthy Beaches
Project", research is underway to identify and test better indicators of microbial contamination, the prevalence of
the indicators at bay and gulf beaches, and probable sources of the contamination.
¯ The goal of providing flows necessary to support plant and animal communities below the dam on the Hillsborough
River. In February 1999, the SWFWMD approved a draft minimum flow rule for the Hillsborough River that hopefully
will provide a basis for resolving conflicts over competing uses of the river.
¯ The goal of developing a long term dredge material management plan for Tampa Bay. A Dredged Material Advisory
Committee is being organized in partnership with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Discussion and Recommendations
Florida has established a wide variety of laws, regulations and programs at the state, regional and local level to
protect, manage and restore the state’s incredibly valuable yet vulnerable natural resources, especially its water
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resources. There is no doubt that these programs have been effective in helping to reduce adverse impacts on natural
~esources resulting from the state’s rapid and continuing growth over the past twenty years. However, even with the
implementation of these programs, many of Florida’s natural resources have been severely strained or degraded. Some
of these adverse effects can be attributed to activities that occurred before the implementation of modern watershed
management programs such as the channelization of the Kissimmee River and the creation of the vast drainage canal
network south of Lake Okeechobee both of which are contributing to the decline of Lake Okeechobee, the Everglades
and Florida Bay Other adverse impacts, though, are directly related to the state’s rapid growth and development during
the last twenty years. These include water supply problems, water quality problems, declining habitat and impacts on
endangered species such as the manatee and the Florida panther.
Why are these adverse impacts still occurring given the wide range of watershed management programs that have
been implemented in Florida? What could be done to reduce these effects and possibly restore already degraded areas?
The continuing evolution of Florida’s land and water management programs into a more holistic approach which seek to
manage cumulative effects can help to overcome many of the current program deficiencies. Cooperative efforts and
partnerships, together with citizen education and involvement to improve the stewardship ethic of all Floridians is
essential. With increased support and participation by all Floddians, the effectiveness of the state’s programs can be
improved helping to assure that our natural resources will be able to be enjoyed by future generations.
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Urban Stream Structure And Selection Of Structures To Build Habitat
To Support Wild Fish Populations
Douglas T. Sovern
URS Greiner Woodward-Clyde
Seattle, Washington

Abstract
This paper gives a brief overview of the physical impacts of urbanization on streams and examines the selection of
in-stream methods, tools, and devices for stabilizing streams and creating habitat to support native fish species. Although
the paper discusses salmonid species in the Pacific Northwest in particular, the methodologies and tools employed to
evaluate and support fish habitat can be generally applied to streams and watersheds in other regions.
The effects of urbanization, such as decreased pervious area and vegetative cover and increased stormwater runoff
and erosion, destabilize watersheds and streambeds and destroy aquatic habitats. Stable stream environments are
necessary if biological systems including fish and their supporting food web are to flourish. Changes to urban streams
and watersheds may be so significant, however, that decades may pass before they reach stability. Even then, the
resulting Astable environment@ might not provide the type of habitat needed to support species from the natural
environments.
The evaluation of channel erosion and sedimentation in urban streams provides one measure to assess the relative
stability of streams and, thus, their ability to support fish and amphibian species. For most streams, an evaluation of
relative streambed stability can be completed through a visual examination of streambed morphology and minimal
supporting calculations. Tools for performing these analyses will be presented in this paper.
Rehabilitation of streams in urban and heavily logged watersheds requires establishing a stream structure that will
maintain streambed stability and create the different types of habitats needed to support desired fish species. One size
or type of in-stream device cannot meet all stabilization and habitat requirements. The selection of devices should
correspond to the relative stability of the individual stream reach. Devices for maintaining streambed stability and creating
habitat, as well as the procedures for selecting them, will be discussed in this paper.

Introduction
Salmon populations in the Pacific Northwest are dwindling. One significant cause of this reduction in population is
the destruction of small stream (1st to 4th order) habitats.
In order to respond to the destruction of fish habitat in small streams, we must have an understanding of watershed
processes and natural stream morphology. Although this paper concerns western Washington streams, which are
surrounded by heavy forests and fed by rain and groundwater, the general principles for stabilizing streams discussed
here can be applied to most natural small stream systems.

Natural Stream Morphology
Streambed gradients gradually decrease from the upper reaches of a watershed to the outlet of a stream because
flow rates increase in the lower parts of the watershed (Leopold, Wolman, and Miller, 1964).
The streambed gradients create different types of fish habitat features (Rosgen, 1994). Figure 1 shows the
relationship of habitat type to streambed slope in western Washington streams. Pool/drop habitat is dominant in reaches
with smaller flows and steeper valley gradients. The pools are formed by large organic debris or rock formations. As the
stream flow rates increase, valley gradients tend to decrease and the streams are dominated by pool/riffle habitats.
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Figure 1. Relationship of Stream Habitat to Slreambed Slope in Western Washington Streams.
Pools and riffles form alternately on the outside of stream bends. These alternating pools and riffles are present in
practically all perennial channels. In straight or meandering streams, pools and riffles generally form every 5 to 7 channel
widths. As the stream widths increase, however, the number of pools decrease (Leopold, Wolman, Miller, 1964).
In each non-rigid, natural stream, a dominant channel is formed by the stream=s dominant discharge. This dominant
discharge channel is a component of most fish habitats. The dominant discharge has a recurrence period of
approximately once each 1.5 years in natural systems (Simons, Senturk, 1991 ). In urban systems, the bank-full discharge
has a recurrence period of about one year (MacCrae, 1996).
Western Washington Natural Stream Characteristics The small streams of western Washington are fed by rain and
groundwater and are found in steep-sided canyons with fairly straight valley bottoms. In their natural (forested) state,
small streams have a slightly meandering, low-flow channel in a narrow valley bottom. The vegetation along the stream
banks is often dense and provides shade, channel stability, and cover. Debris jams are common and act to slow stream
flows during storm events. Western Washington soils are products of glacial activity and consist of smooth cobbles and
stones, as well as fine materials. Clayey bank materials, heavy root structures along the banks, and steady base flows
create channels with nearly vertical sides and small widths (3 to 6 feet wide, and sometimes as small as 1 foot wide)
relative to the width of the valley bottom. Typical old-growth forest streams have low nutrient levels and low annual
sediment yields.
7O
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Most natural Pacific Northwest streams can be described as sediment starved. Natural watersheds are heavily
forested and act as a sponge for rainfall. In natural watersheds, the storm runoff response is slow and the flow rates are
low. Because the ratio of the ! .5-year storm to the base flow is quite low (often less than 5), these streams have small
width to depth ratios, with most of the dominant discharge channel acting as an aquatic habitat channel. The width of the
dominant discharge channel is coincident with the width of the aquatic habitat channel. The aquatic habitat channel is
the normally wetted, low-flow part of the streambed (Seattle, 1997). Most small, natural Western Washington streams
are dominated by pools and drops formed by large organic debris (Gustav, Sovern, Washington, 1993)
The aquatic biological community in western Washington may include as many as 250 plant and animal species. The
aquatic biological community depe.nds on a stable aquatic habitat associated with old growth, coniferous watersheds.
Much of this aquatic community functions as a food web, with fish populations representing the mega fauna. Some
salmon and trout species are the top aquatic predators (Sovern, Washington, 1996).
Salmon and trout in western Washington evolved to take advantage of these regional stream conditions. Figure 1
lists different species found in the various regions of the watershed. More athletic fish species like coho, steelhead, and
cutthroat trout occupy the upper reaches (steeper gradient) of the watershed. The young coho and steelhead reside in
the stream for a year before migrating to saltwater. Cutthroat may reside in fresh water for two years before migrating
to saltwater. Less athletic species, such as chum and pink salmon, can not migrate through the steeper gradients of the
upper watershed to spawn. The fry of these species occur in the lower regions of the watershed and migrate to saltwater
shortly after emergence. Young salmon, as well as young and adult trout, will utilize any part of the watershed that meets
their habitat requirements. For example, if fish habitat in the upper reaches of a watershed is unsuitable, young coho may
seek winter refuge in the lower regions of a watershed (Sovern, Washington, 1996).
Five general categories of habitat occur in natural western Washington streams (Sovern, Washington, 1996):
¯ Estuaries/Deltas
¯ Passage
¯ Refuge
¯ Rearing
¯ Spawning and Incubation
Pacific Northwest fish derive most of their food from organisms (benthos) that live in, or on, the substrate of the
stream. Most food production occurs in the same stream areas that provide spawning and incubation habitat for fish. An
annual surplus of approximately 10 pounds of biomass is required to support one pound of fish in the stream (Washington,
1999).

Assessing Stream Deterioration
Visual inspection of stream morphology can provide rapid and relatively accu rate assessments of a stream=s ability
to support fish populations. Practical experience working in western Washington streams has shown that visual
streambed assessments correlate well with benthic sampling (Seattle, 1999). Although benthic sampling is necessary,
visual inspections can reduce the amount of benthic sampling required when quick assessments are needed or extensive
benthic testing is cost-prohibitive.
Natural streams are generally non-rigid. Their cross-sections vary with changes in flow rates and yearly rainfall
volumes. Stream systems will generally aggrade during low flow periods, and degrade during high flow periods. To
assess the deterioration of non-rigid streams, it is necessary to understand the following three concepts:
*Sediment transport
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-.Effects of urbanization on stream stability
*Effects of urbanization on fish habitat
Sediment Transport Concepts Understanding the dynamics of sediment transport is useful for predicting hydraulic
equilibrium conditions in a stream. Any stream will respond to imposed changes. Six basic relationships exist between
discharge levels and channel form, regardless of stream size (Simons and SentQrk, 1 991 ):
Depth of flow in the dominant discharge channel is directly proportional to discharge.
. Width of the dominant discharge channel is directly proportional to water discharge and sediment discharge.
. Dominant discharge channel shape is directly related to sediment discharge.
. Channel gradient is inversely proportional to water discharge and directly proportional to sediment discharge and
grain size.
. Sinuosity is directly proportional to valley gradient and inversely proportional to sediment discharge (larger valley
gradient causes greater meander, larger sediment discharge causes less meander).
. Transport of bed materials is directly related to flow velocity and concentration of fine material, and inversely
proportional to the fall diameter of the bed material (greater depths and higher velocities cause larger bed load
volume in transport, sediments shaped like kites fall slower than round-shaped sediments).
A stable channel exists when a stream has the bed slope and cross-section which allow its channel to transport water
and sediment from upstream without aggradation, deposition, or streambank erosion (Simons and Senturk, 1991).
When natural flow rates are exceeded, sedimentation and erosion can be a dominant limiting factor for fish
populations. The exaggerated volumes and rates of stormwater runoff in urban areas increase both the rate of erosion
and volume of sediments generated from upland and riparian areas in the watershed. Soil erosion can lead to excess
streambed erosion and sedimentation and destroy redds, fish rearing habitats, and food production areas.
Effects of Urbanization on Stream Stability Urbanization permanently alters the hydrologic balance within stream in
the following ways:
¯ Total water passing through urban streams increases.
. Stormwater runoff rates and volumes increase.
¯ Increased impervious surface areas prevent groundwater recharge; as a result, base flow rates during summer and
fall are often less than natural flow rates were.
¯ Increased stormwater runoff causes erosion and transports significant amounts of sediments and pollutants,
including oil, grease, and polluted fine sediments from streets and parking lots, into urban streams.
In urban areas, the ratio of the 1 -year storm to the stream=s base flow (dominant discharge) is large, sometimes
greater than 100. In many watersheds, terrestrial sediment volumes are dramatically increased by urbanization. Excess
sediment increases the width of the dominant discharge channel.
Stable urban streambeds have 1 B2% gradients, compared to the 2B10% gradients that support anadromous species in
natural watersheds. To reach a stable gradient, the streambed can lower several feet, causing significant bed load
sediments from shallow landslides. Measurements taken from several western Washington streams show that
streambeds will flatten from a 4% gradient to a 1% gradient as a result of urbanization. A change in streambed gradient
from 4% to 1% over the distance of 1,000 feet can result in streambed erosion and an elevation difference of 30 feet at
the upper end of the reach. During the transition from steep to flat gradients, fish habitat is in a perpetual state of change
(Sovern, Washington, 1996). Unfortunately, it can take decades before stability is again reached.
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In unstable streams, braiding occurs at crossover points between bends where stream gradients are steep. At normal
stage, a braided section has a divided flow with small, mid-channel bars and a single large channel composed of
subordinate channels. The base flow channel often changes location within the bottom of the dominant discharge channel
(Sovern, Washington, 1996).
The erosion of the channel bottom along the basin (often called head-cutting) indicates a readjustment of the basin’s
gradient, the stream discharge, and the sediment load. (Simons and SentL~rk, 1991 ).
Effects of Urbanization on Habitat Stable habitat conditions within the channel have stringent requirements in urban
streams, including a sediment-starv~ed condition and minimal movement of spawning-sized gravel (3-inch and smaller)
during most storm runoff events.
In urban streams, the benthic system can be limited both by erosion (which provides conditions of constant change) and
by sedimentation (which smothers redds and food production areas, and fills rearing habitats with silt). In addition,
streams in urban or deforested watersheds experience significant habitat loss and are unable to support the biological
diversity that fish species depend upon. In contrast to natural watersheds, where 250 plant and animal species may
comprise the aquatic habitat, urban watersheds may have fewer than 50 plant and animal species.
Living systems do not adapt to constantly changing environmental conditions. The changes in aquatic habitats
caused by urbanization decrease food production and destroy spawning and incubation areas (Bell, 1990). As flow rates
and volumes increase, streambeds become unstable. When streambeds become unstable, the aquatic habitat channel
may retain a small width to depth ratio, but it will be substantially less than the width of the dominant discharge channel.
In addition, streambed instability causes a constant shifting of the aquatic habitat channel and this limits development of
the benthic community and destroys redds.
As an urban stream approaches stability, the resulting aquatic habitat channel will be too wide, shallow, and
homogeneous to support fish populations. Streams naturally deposit bed load on the inside of bends and form point bars.
Because natural sinuosity is low in western Washington streams, point bars form infrequently or incompletely leaving a
wide, shallow, cross section during base flows. Under these conditions, the flow depths of most urban streams are
insufficient to submerge returning adult fish. Because small-grained sediments settle as flow rates decrease, redds and
food production areas are smothered with silt and pool habitats are filled with sediment.
Perhaps the greatest general impact is the permanent loss of habitat types that sustain coho and steelhead
populations. These species prefer pool/drop habitat. Coho, in particular, require quiet pools (Seattle, 1997). Examination
of Figure 1 shows that as the streambed gradient lessons, the habitat type shifts from pool/drop to pool/riffle. Pool/riffle
habitat does not provide sufficient pool depth for normal fish rearing or urban storm refuge. Because large storms
frequently occur after the fry emerge from the streambed gravels, the need for urban storm refuge habitat is critical.
Juvenile fish cannot maintain their position in high velocity reaches. In fact, normal urban storm flows often wash juvenile
fish into larger bodies of water (salt water or streams) where they cannot survive.

Tools and Methodologies
The methodologies available to assess existing stream conditions and predict future conditions include the use of visual
streambed assessments and analytical tools such as simple hydraulic mathematics.

Streambed Assessment
General indicators of habitat degradation in urban streams are visually apparent and include the following elements:
¯ Dominant discharge channel wider than in natural conditions
¯ Reduced pool frequency and less diverse habitat
¯ Increased sediment from terrestrial sources
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- ¯ Reduced large woody debris
¯ Drastically reduced aquatic community diversity

Both natural and urban streams fluctuate between stability, degrading, or aggrading. Compared to natural streams,
however, streams in urban watersheds exhibit extreme traits of aggradation, degradation, or instability. Urban stream
deterioration indicators differ according to the condition of the specific reach (stable, degrading, or aggrading). In a
degrading streambed, there is a progressive lowering of the channel due to scour. In an aggrading streambed, there is
a progressive buildup or raising of the channel due to sediment deposition. Both degradation and aggradation are
indicators that a change in the stre~.m=s discharge and sediment load is taking place (Simons and Senturk, 1991 ).
Urban stream deterioration indicators differ according to the condition of the specific reach. Table 1 (the following
bulleted paragraphs) describes the deterioration indicators in a stable, degrading, or aggrading stream.
Table 1. Urban Stream Deterioration Assessment Indicators

Stable B If an urban stream reach is stable and terrestrial sediment loads are low, the reach may be able to support species that reside temporarily in the
stream before moving to salt water. The wide, shallow channel of a stable stream provides little protection from predation, however, and also lacks resting
pools. The following are indicators of stable urban streams:
¯ Apparent changes in channel shape and configuration after large storms are small.
¯ Width of aquatic habitat channel coincident with width of dominant discharge channel B shallow flow depth, prevents fish passage.
¯ Head-cutting and nick points are absent or nearly absent.
¯ Substrate stability:
¯ Periphyton stays on streambed after significant storms B streambed is stable.
¯ Streambed gravel lack periphyton B gravel is being moved during significant runoff and replaced when the storm flow recedes.
¯
Small-grained sediments settle when storm flows recede, smothering redds and food production areas.
¯
Pools (on-stream or off-stream) that can retain newly hatched fry are generally not present.
Degrading 8 In a degrading urban stream the dominant discharge channel is as wide as in a stable stream, but base flow rarely covers the bottom of the
channel except at crossover points between bends. When streams begin to unravel due to degradation, the effects do not appear instantly. Head-cuts
move through a stream until it reaches a vertical drop. When enough head-cuts accumulate, the vertical drop will be undercut, releasing large amounts
of bed load type sediments. Occasional pools will develop that may support anadromous fish, however, they are often inaccessible.
¯ Streambed gravel sizes are larger than stable sections of the stream, but are mostly bare of periphyton or other aquatic growth.
¯ Channel braiding occurs at crossovers between bends.
¯ The substrate of the base flow channel is not coated with periphyton.
¯ The base flow channel and dominant discharge channel lack large woody debris.
¯ Large woody debris that spans the banks of the dominant discharge channel may indicate a recent streambed elevation and may illustrate the
amount of degradation that has occurred.
¯ Stream banks are bare and often nearly vertical.
Aggrading B Aggrading stream reaches may be visually similar to stable reaches. Generally, aggrading streams will have a flatter streambed gradient
and accumulate more fine sediment. Disturbing the bed of an aggrading reach usually results in long periods of murky water flow. Aggradation will occur
locally in pools, which reduces habitat value, but has less impact on habitat than an entire aggrading stream reach would.
¯ Head-cuts and nick points do not exist.
¯ Deltas may be visible at the top of the reach.
¯ Periphyton covers the substrate.
¯ Large woody debris in streambed is partially buried.
¯ Pool/riffle and pool/drop habitat can occur as isolated conditions.
¯ Substrate surface gravel sizes are small.

The visual indicators described in Table 1 (combined with assessments of fish passage problems and periodic benthic
population checks) can be used to describe the potential habitat capacity for a stream reach or, collectively, for an entire
stream. Needless to say, habitats for fish species that reside in the stream for one year or longer must be able to support
the full life cycle of the species. In addition, fish need to have full access to these habitats.
A methodology based on visual streambed assessment was developed for rapid stream assessments in Longfellow
Creek and Pipers Creek in Seattle, Washington (it was also used within six watersheds in Snohomish County,
Washington). The streambed assessments provided an accurate measurement of the ability of the watershed or stream
in question to support fish. An example of the summary rating for Longfellow Creek is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Summary Rating for Longfellow Creek
Creek

Map

Segment
1
2
3

4
5

6

7

8
9
10
11
12
13

Description
Pipe from outfall to Andover Street
Open channel from Andover Street to
Genessee Street
Open channel from Genessee Street to
confluence of unnamed tributary in West
Seattle Golf Course
Unnamed tributary in West Seattle Golf
Course
Open channel from confluence with West
Seattle Golf Course tributary to Brandon
Street
Open channel from Brandon Street to Findlay
Street. Contains confluence of Juneau Street
bypass via "biochannel."
Open channel from Findlay Street to Juneau
Street. Also contains piped high flow bypass
starting at Juneau Street and rejoining Creek
in Segment 6.
Open channel from Juneau Street to Graham
Street
Open channel from Graham Street to Willow
Street
Open channel from Willow Street to Myrtle
Street
Piped channel Webster Basin; open channel
to Holden Street. Contains "K-Mart bypass."
Open channel from Holden Street to Thistle
Street
Pipe from Thistle Street to head of basin at
Roxbury Street

Bank

Sediments

Other

Sheet
1,2,3
4,5

Habitat*
5
10

Erosion*
3
1

Sources*
3
1

Pollutants*
2
2

Total
13
14

5,6,7

10

2

2

2

16

6,7

6

2

2

2

12

7,8,9

9

1

1

2

13

9

9

2

2

2

15

9,10

8

2

2

2

14

10,11

11

2

3

2

18

11,12

8

2

1

2

13

12,13

8

2

2

2

14

13,14

7

2

2

2

13

14,15,16

8

2

1

2

13

16

6

3

1

2

12

Notes:
Ranking Codes:
1 = Poor condition
2 = Moderate
3 = Relatively good
*=
The value in the "habitat" column is the result of another ranking process. The total "habitat" volume for each Creek segment is
transferred into this table to complete the ranking process. The habitat rank has a range of 0-18 which is developed from evaluating bed
erosion, fine sediment accumulation, gravels (clean/stable), benthic (quantity, quality), habitat structure, and riparian vegetation. All other
columns in this table are ranked from 1 (poor condition) to 3 (relatively good condition).

Analytical Tools Simple hydraulic mathematical tools can be applied to analyze existing conditions and are
needed to check passage conditions for channel rehabilitation projects, in addition to depth and ve ocity, the amount
.of turbulence in a stream has significant impact on the amount of sediment that can be moved. Greater turbulence
~ncreases the amount and size of sediments that can be moved. Maximum turbulence occurs when the Froude
number is equal to 1.0. The Froude number is defined by Equation 1 :
F~= V/(gY)"~

(Equation 1)

Where
FN = Froude number
= average velocity in the cross-section
= acceleration force due to gravity
= the hydraulic depth, which is the cross-sectional area divided by the top width
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The Froude number should not exceed 0.8 for large storms (like the 25 or 100-year event) except at channel drops.
This criterion is the same for rigid, grass, and dirt lined channels in most stormwater manuals. For frequently occurring
storm flows (1 to 2 year events), the Froude number has to be much less in order to meet the criteria for larger flows.
Spawning-size gravel will generally be stable if this Froude number criterion is met.
In the author’s experience, backwater analysis (HEC-2 or HEC-RAS) may not be strictly applicable to analyze natural
streams, but is a usefbl tool to analyze deteriorated channels and to model proposed improvements for stream
rehabilitation. For stream rehabilitation backwater analysis is done for large and small events (base flow, 1 -year flow, and
one point in between) to ensure passage of juveniles throughout their life-cycle habitat within the stream. To provide
accurate results, more cross-sect~ions are needed to conduct backwater analysis on non-rigid, urban streams compared
to conventional backwater analysis.

Selecting Rehabilitation Devices
Unless excess stormwater from both frequent and rare storm runoff events can be eliminated, it is the author=s
opinion that some form of structural intervention is needed to create fish habitat in urban streams. In western
Washington, streams become unstable and significant fish habitat is lost when the impervious area reaches 10 to 15
percent (Booth, 1996). The dominant discharge channel will respond to hydrologic changes (Simons and Senturk, 1991 ).
As a result, modifying how land is urbanized can reduce the effects of urbanization, but it will not obviate the hydraulic
impact on the dominant discharge channel. Stream rehabilitation measures will still work best where there are fewer
disturbances to the watershed and where wide riparian corridors are maintained.
The goal of urban stream rehabilitation is to stabilize the streambed with devices that also create a habitat for fish
populations. The stream must develop sufficient food mass and diversity to support desired fish species. Quality salmon
and trout habitat can exist in urban streams when hydraulic/habitat criteria are met, the streambed is stable, and the base
flow channel is confined (Sovern and Washington, 1996).
Establishing stable streams in urban watersheds is often a moving target. As more urbanization occurs, hydrologic
and biological changes accumulate. The extent that the dominant discharge channel spreads is a direct function of the
amount of pavement in a watershed.
The New Urban Stream. Restoring an urban stream to pre-development conditions is not possible (National Research
Council, 1992). It is the author’s opinion that too many stream rehabilitation projects emphasize stream bank rehabilitation
rather than focusing on the root causes of stream habitat destruction. Often, that root cause is streambed instability,
which is a natural response to increased flow rates and volumes in the stream.
To maintain pre-development species in urban and deforested streams, a "new urban stream" is needed that can
provide a variety of fish habitats including pools. Without intervention, the urban streams will convert pool/drop habitat
into pool/riffle habitat, eliminating the diversity of habitat required to support a variety of fish species (Sovern and
Washington, 1996).
The goal is to stabilize the stream and return it to its original sediment-starved condition. While bed load and
suspended sediment are readily available, the object is to sculpt sediment deposition to form bars and banks and confine
the aquatic habitat channel within a single location. Concentrating flows in the aquatic habitat channel helps keep the
substrate size optimal and clears the stream of fines.
Urban stream rehabilitation must focus on historic conditions that can be re-created, rather than on the conditions
that cannot be meaningfully restored. Except for the following three exceptions, historic environmental conditions can
be re-created in urban streams:
¯ The width of the dominant discharge channel will always be greater in urban streams.
¯ The banks of the aquatic habitat channel cannot be coincident with the dominant discharge channel (in pool/riffle
habitat).
¯ High flood flows, deep flow depths, and large velocities are more frequent.
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In form, the resulting channels resemble snowmelt type streams, where flow rates significantly exceed base flows
[or several weeks each year. Most urban streams lack large woody debris that can be incorporated into the stream’s
structure when a reach attains stability. Most reaches will take decades to reach stability. Just because the channel will
not look "natural", doesn’t mean that we will have failed or that anadromous species cannot be supported. Many eastern
Washington snowmelt type streams support anadromous species.
A rehabilitated stream has five primary needs:
¯ A dominant discharge channel sized to carry the 1 -year to 1.5-year storm (depending on the degree of urbanization)
at full bank. It is important to recognize this need because the stream will reshape the dominant discharge channel
and may undo much of the rehabilitation effort.
¯ Within the dominant discharge channel, hydraulic conditions must provide biologic and stream stability (keep most
of the spawning sized gravel and rock from moving during frequent storms).
¯ Within the dominant discharge channel, habitat must be provided for the entire life cycle of the desired species.
¯ Because fine-grained sediment falls out last and needs to be kept in transport, the base flow channel has to be
narrow, deep, and stable.
¯ Stream banks need to be stable to support riparian vegetation. Bio-stabilization techniques can help reduce the
width of the dominant discharge channel.
Ideally, long reaches of unstable streams will be stabilized. Near the spanning structures, aggradation will replace
degradation (as long as a sediment supply is available). If only short reaches are stabilized, large storms will deposit
substantial sediments within the stabilized reach, particularly at the upstream end of the reach. The sediment sizes most
likely to accumulate during the stabilization of a reach are the larger sizes that are moved as bed load. Once stable
streambed gradients are attained, the amount of sediment that can move and cause aggradation is finite. After a few
larger storms, bed load movement will be minimal.
Rehabilitation Devices A variety of devices may be used to confine the base flow channel and provide streambed
stability. The author has experience with several types of bed control structures, glides, lunkers, and confining devices.
In small streams, these devices may be a well-placed piece of timber, a boulder, or randomly placed stones and rootwads
(to increase roughness). In larger streams, stabilization and confining devices are much more complex.
Selection and siting of devices is dependent on the stream condition in a specific area and the type of habitat that
~s to be provided. It is important to realize that one type of structure is not suitable for all applications. Selection of a
stream rehabilitation device depends on the type of habitat needed and the device’s perceived hydraulic attributes. Both
non-rigid channel design and biologic skills are required to be successful.
This section will address issues related to the selection of three types of structures: timber stepdown structures,
boulder bed control structures, and deflectors.
Timber Stepdown stepdown. Sometimes referred to as a "K-structure". A form of timber is shown in Figure 2. The
logs, which are set at 45 degrees to the channel, are called weir logs and create pools during high storm flows. The weir
logs need to have a steep pitch (the bank end higher than the center of the stream). In dense, urban western Washington
watersheds, storms with high yearly return frequencies produce flows 20 to 50 times the base flow. Timber stepdown
structures form large, quiet pools during storms, allowing newly emerged fish juveniles to find refuge. In
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Figure 2. Timber Stepdown K-Structure (shown with weir logs).

addition, the K-type stepdown creates rollers. Rollers assist fish passage upstream for less athletic adults and juveniles
during higher flow rates (Kerr Wood Leidal Associates, LTD, 1980).
Common variations of the K-structure include a straight timber stepdown (no weir logs) and a vortex structure (with
weir logs). In creating a diverse habitat environment, both types can be used.
While the straight timber stepdown does not form an upstream pool, the substrate above the stepdown is turned-over,
even for frequently occurring storm flows. The Washington Department of Fisheries and Wildlife has successfully installed
many straight timber stepdowns in logged watersheds and those with minimum to moderate urbanization. For lower flow
rates, the substrate above the stepdown remains stable and provides excellent spawning habitat.
The vortex type timber stepdown does not form storm refuge pools as well as the k-structure and the log configuration
stymies formation of a roller. The structure can help develop confined low flows, however, and creates good fish-rearing
habitat for many northwest species (not Coho).
BoulderBed Control Structure. Figure 3 shows a boulder bed control structure. Like the K-structure, the boulders
that form the structure are on the upstream side, but these boulders could also be on the downstream side to form a
vortex-type structure. In the author’s experience, changing the configuration and the angles of the boulders provides
slightly different habitat characters, all of which are acceptable. While wood is usually preferred in small streams, boulder
bed control structures are flexible and can adjust to channel degradation in unstable streams. Boulder bed control
structures are most beneficial at the downstream end of a reach where no streambed control is established in the reach
below.
Deflectors. Deflectors can be made of either wood or boulders. Figure 4 shows a timber deflector with a bank log on the
opposite bank. Point bars form on the insides of bends. Deflectors should be installed on the insides of bends to help
build larger point bars and to confine the base flow channel. The reach in Figure 4 is nearly straight (sinuosity about 1.0).
To develop point bars in straight reaches, several deflectors may be needed and could be on one side of the channel,
or on alternating sides. The reach shown in Figure 4 has a large bed toad, and point bar formation would have occurred
if the deflector installations were correctly located and implemented. Without modification, however, the deflector shown
in Figure 4 will not form a point bar.
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Figure 3. Boulder Bed Control Structure.

Figure 4. Deflector.

Conclusions
Streambed assessment based on sediment transport principles can be a useful tool to rapidly determine a stream’s
capability to support fish populations. Standard engineering analytical tools can be used with streambed assessment to
support hydraulic design for stream rehabilitation projects. Although the stream will not have the same appearance as
a natural stream, stream rehabilitation can be successful and urban streams can support anadromous fish populations
in western Washington. Hydraulic design is needed to develop the dominant discharge channel and properly place
structures to attain the desired i~abitat conditions. ,Selection of the rehabilitation devices must consider design needs of
non-rigid channels, as wel! as habitat requirements. Finally, one size or type of habitat rehabilitation device cannot serve
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Another benefit of infiltration practices is their ability to serve multiple uses since they are temporary storage basins.
Recreational areas (e.g., ballfietds, tennis courts, volleyball courts), greenbelt areas, neighborhood parks, and even parking
facilities provide excellent settings for the temporary storage of stormwater. Such areas are not usually in use during
periods of precipitation and the ponding of stormwater for short durations does not seriously impede their primary functions.

Longevity of Infiltration Systems
©he of the problems with infiltration BMPs that has been consistently identified, either quantitatively or qualitatively,
is their high rate of failure. Maryland’s Stormwater Program produced one of the most comprehensive quantitative reviews
of the longevity of infiltration systems (Pensyl and Clement, 1987; Lindsey et al, 1992). This information is summarized
in Table 1, where it can be se~n that the overall condition and functioning of infiltration systems declined over time. In
1986, about two-thirds of all surveyed facilities were functioning as designed, while in 1990, only about half were. Only
42% of the facilities were functioning as designed in both 1986 and 1990, while about 27% were not functioning as
designed in both years. About 24% of the systems were functioning in 1986, but not in 1990; while only 7% of those not
working in 1986 were working in 1990. Maintenance was needed at more facilities in 1990 (66%) than in 1986 (45%).
Additionally, 38% of facilities that needed maintenance in 1986, still needed maintenance in 1990, while 32% of the facilities
that did not need maintenance in 1986, did need it in 1990. Only 10% of the systems that needed maintenance in 1986
did not need maintenance in 1990. These data suggest that little effort is expended on maintaining the operational
capabilities of stormwater management systems.
Additional quantitative information on the success and failure of infiltration systems was collected in the Puget
Sound, Washington, area (Klochak, 1992; Gaus, 1993; Hilding, 1993; Jacobson and Horner, 1993). Of 23 infiltration
basins evaluated, 12 did not comply with the region’s guidelines for either infiltration rate or time for the basin to
recover its storage volume. Interestingly, the authors found no relationship between lack of basin maintenance and
failure, with examples of basins with and without maintenance that did not function properly. Some basins were
functioning properly even though they had never been maintained, while 43% of the 23 basins had been scarified to
enhance performance.
The above data, when combined with qualitative information from Florida and Delaware (Baldwin, 1999, personal
communication), seem to indicate that infiltration basin failures are associated with:
1. Inaccurate estimation of infiltration rates
2. Inaccurate estimation of the seasonal high water table
3. Excessive compaction during the construction process
4. Excessive sediment Ioadings either from improper erosion and sediment control during the construction process
or a lack of pretreatment BMPs
5. Lack of maintenance

Factors Influencing Successful Use of Infiltration Systems
Factors that influence the successful use of any stormwater BMP can be categorized as institutional, technical, and
implementational. This section of the paper will examine the components of each of these categories that must be included
in a stormwater program if the causes of infiltration system failure are to be minimized.

Institutional Components
The "BMP Golden Rule" states that stormwater BMPs should never be required unless the stormwater program
includes components that will assure that the BMPs are correctly designed, approved, constructed, inspected, maintained,
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Table 1. Results of Maryland Infiltration Practices Surveys
Basins
1986

1990

Trenches
1986

1990

Dry Wells
1986

Perv. Paving

Veg. Swale

1990

1986

1990

1986

1990

25

14

13

6

3

14%

7%

7%

3%

2%

# facilities

63

48

94

88

(% of total)

30%

27%

45%

30%

30

18

75

47

23

18

7

2

3

2

48%

38%

80%

53%

77%

72%

50%

15%

50%

67%

30
14%

Facility Evaluations

Functioning

OM Needed

41

39

28

64

9

4

10

8

6

3

65%

81%

30%

73%

30%

16%

71%

62%

100%

67%

0

14

3

1

0

100%

23%

17%

Performance and Maintenance Criteria

Buffer strip

20

4

65

35

24

inadequate

32%

8^

69%

39%

80%

Stabilization

12

23

11

13

1

3

1

1

3

1

needed

19%

48%

12%

15%

3%

12%

7%

8%

50%

33%

0

2

9

9

4

1

8%

64%

64%

67%

33%

0

Sediment

24

28

32

58

entry

38%

58%

34%

66%

Inappropriate

41

25

25

20

9

3

7

4

4

ponding

65%

52%

27%

23%

30%

12%

50%

31%

67%

No observed

na

na

45

58

4

7

10

11

na

45%

56%

13%

28%

71%

85%

well

na

and operated (Livingston, 1997). Specifically, the program must have stormwater treatment and management goals,
performance standards, education, and an institutional framework that includes plan approval, inspections during and after
construction, legal operation and maintenance entity requirements, effective compliance mechanisms, and dedicated
funding mechanisms.
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Program goals: Experience has shown that stormwater programs need to have multiple objectives that are important
to the general public in order to gain the support of the community. Typically, these will include flood protection, erosion
and sediment control during construction, water quality and habitat protection, and open space and recreation. Infiltration
systems can help achieve all of these goals.
Performance standards: Nearly all stormwater treatment programs in the United States are technology-based, relying
upon a performance standard (minimum level of treatment) and design criteria for various BMPs that assure that they
achieve the desired treatment goal. A review of 32 stormwater programs around the country showed that the most
common performance standard is removing at least 80% of the average annual loading of total suspended solids (WMI,
1997a). Some programs require higher levels of treatment for stormwater discharges to sensitive waters, such as Florida’s
requirement that discharges to Outstanding Florida Waters remove at least 95% of the average annual pollutant load.
Technology-based performance standards such as these provide water quality goals for nonpoint sources that create
equity with the minimum treatment requirements for domestic wastewater point sources (Livingston, 1988).
Institutiona/framework: The stormwater program must have a strong institutional framework that assures that all BMPs
are (1) properly designed, (2) reviewed and approved, (3) inspected during and after construction, and (4) operated and
maintained. The components of this institutional framework are set forth in Figure 1. One of the most important components
especially for infiltration practices, is a feedback mechanism among system inspectors, plan reviewers, and designers
about what is working and what is not. This information can then be used to revise the design criteria for infiltration BMPs
and improve their potential for long-term success.

Technical Components:
Successful implementation of any BMP depends on a thorough understanding of the factors that determine the BMP’s
treatment effectiveness, a strong scientific basis for the BMP’s design criteria, and an understanding of the site conditions
that are required or that limit the utility of a specific BMP. Infiltration practices are also commonly called retention practices
because they retain the runoff on-site and are designed to infiltrate a design volume (treatment volume) of stormwater.
Factors that influence the treatment effectiveness and feasibility of infiltration practices include (1) precipitation patterns,
(2) whether the system is designed as an on-line or off-line system, (3) whether pretreatment via the BMP treatment train
is provided, and (4) site characterisitcs such as land use, soil type, geology, water table elevation, topography, and
vegetation.
Infiltration areas, especially off-line ones, can be incorporated easily into landscaping or open space areas of a site.
These can include natural or excavated grassed or landscaped depressions and recreational areas. Parking lots, with their
landscape islands, offer an excellent opportunity for the use of this concept since even the infiltration of a quarter inch of
runoff will greatly reduce sediments, metals, oils and greases. Placing storm sewer inlets within recessed parking lot
landscape areas, raising the inlet a few inches above the bottom, and using curb cuts to allow runoff to enter this area
represents a highly effective treatment train. If site conditions prevent the exclusive use of infiltration, then off-line retention
areas should be used as pretreatment practices in a stormwater treatment train. This is especially true if detention lakes
are the primary component of the stormwater system and the lakes are intended to serve as a focal point of the
development.
Pollutant removal efficiency factors: Average annual pollutant removal efficiency is calculated considering the annual mass
of pollutants available for discharge and the annual mass removed. ]-he primary removal mechanism for infiltration
practices is the volume of stormwater that is infiltrated, since this eliminates the discharge of stormwater and its associated
pollutants. In addition, the system’s vegetation and the surficial soils play an important role in binding and transforming
pollutants as the water infiltrates. As with any type of stormwater management practice, actual field efficiency will depend
on a large number of factors. For infiltration practices, such factors include:
1. Long-term precipitation characteristics; such as mean number of storms per year, their intensity and volume, and
average inter-event time.
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III

Figure 1. Stormwater Program Institutional Framework Components
Inspections
Erosion/sediment controls
Stormwater system construction
Stormwater system operation

Stormwater system operation/maintenance
Public facilities
Private facilities
Adopt a pond program

Plan review and approval
Site plans
Erosion control plans
Stormwater plans
Feedback evaluation process
Structural BMPs
Design criteria
Research/performance
Proper construction
Proper operation
Maintenance
Performance standards
Peak discharge rate
Volume
Treatment
Nonstructural BMPs
Site planning
Source controls
Land acquisition
Street sweeping
Local land use plan

Education programs
General public
Elected officials
School curriculum
Designers

Administration
Lead agency?
Separate agency?
Staffing
Engineers
Inspectors
Planners
Scientists
Maintenance
Clerical
Program Evaluation
Citizen surveys
Bldg. community surveys
BMP monitoring
Water body monitoring

Developers
Builders
Practitioners
Inspectors
Compliancelenforcement
Stop-work orders
Fines
Civil or criminal

Stormwater Retrofitting
Watershed goal
Targeting/prioritization
Capital improvements
Regional BMPs

Stormwater master planning

Watershed planning

Integration with other federal, state, regional, and local programs
Adopt program laws/regulations
Adopt stormwater utility ordinance/fees
Legal

Funding

Public

Responsibilities
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2. The occurrence of first flush, which is related to the amount of directly connected impervious area; type of
stormwater conveyance system; and the pollutant of interest
3. Whether the system is an "on-line" or an "off-line" design
4. Cumulatively, the above three factors determine the minimum treatment volume and maximum storage recovery
time
The U. S. Weather Bureau has measured weather statistics at many locations around the country. Long-term
precipitation records, including such information as day and duration of event, intensity, volume, etc., are available from
either the Federal government or private vendors. Statistical analysis of these records can develop probability frequencies
for storm characteristics such as the mean storm volume and the mean inter-event period between storms.
"First flush" describes the washing action that stormwater has on accumulated pollutants in the watershed. In the early
stages of runoff, the land surfaces, especially impervious ones like streets and parking areas, are flushed clean by the
stormwater. This flushing creates a shock loading of pollutants. However, the occurrence and prevalence of first flush
depends largely on precipitation patterns, the degree of imperviousness of the contributing drainage area, the size of the
drainage area, and the type of stormwater conveyance system. Florida studies have determined that for highly impervious
urban land uses with drainage areas under 100 acres, there is a first flush for many pollutants, especially particulates
(Yousef et al., 1985; Miller, 1985). In areas such as Oregon and Washington, however, where rainfall consists of low
intensity, long-duration "events," first flush is not very prevalent.
On-line stormwater practices store runoff temporarily before most of the volume is discharged to surface waters.
These systems capture all of the runoff from a design storm. This mixes all stormwater within the system, thereby masking
first flush and reducing pollutant removal. They primarily provide flood control benefits, with water quality benefits usually
secondary--although on-line wet detention systems provide both.
Off-line practices are designed to divert the more polluted first flush stormwater for water quality treatment, isolating
it from the remaining stormwater that is managed for flood control. In infiltration systems, the diverted first flush is not
discharged to surface waters, but is stored until it is gradually removed by infiltration, evaporation, and evapotranspiration.
Vegetation, such as grass in the bottom and sides of infiltration areas, helps to trap stormwater pollutants and reduce the
potential for transfer of these pollutants to groundwater. Off-line retention practices are the most effective for water quality
enhancement of stormwater.
Since an off-line retention area primarily provides for stormwater treatment, it must be combined with other BMPs for
flood protection to form a comprehensive stormwater management system. Figure 2 is a schematic of an off-line system,
commonly referred to as a "dual pond system." In these systems, a smart weir directs the first flush stormwater into the
infiltration area until it is filled, with the remaining runoff being routed to the detention facility for flood control.
A more recent investigation of the influence of long-term rainfall characteristics on the efficiency of retention practices
included inter-event dry periods, leading to the development of diversion volume curves for inter-event dry periods of
varying length (Wanielista et al., 1991a). Figure 3 shows an example diversion volume curve for the Orlando area. It is
important to note that first flush is not considered in these curves. If a first flush effect does exist, the design curves would
be conservative in that the percent treatment efficiency of the infiltration system would increase. Furthermore, these curves
are based on precipitation-interevent-frequency (PIF) curves that also include consideration of the probability that a storm
greater than the design storm will occur. The PIF analysis looked at exceedance probabilities storms with a return period
of 2, 3, 4, or 6 months, representing a chance that the storm will exceed the design volume 6, 4, 3, or 2 times per year.
Other useful products from this project are Rate-Efficiency-Volume charts and curves that can be used to design wet
detention ponds that reuse runoff and thereby help to balance pre- and post-development volume (Livingston et al., 1999).
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Off-Li~e Treatment System
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Figure 2. Schematic of an Off-line Stormwater System.

4 Hour I/E 24 Hour lie 72 Ho_.,~ur I/E f
Figure 3. Diversion Volume Curve for Orlando, Florida.
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Site Characteristics: The suitability of a site for using infiltration practices will depend on a careful evaluation of the site’s
natural attributes. Proposed infiltration areas should be evaluated for feasibility on any particular site or project by
examining the following:
SOILS - Must be suitable for infiltration. Nationally, most states recommend that soil textures should not have more
than 30% clay content or 40% silt content. Most importantly, they need to be able to percolate the diverted volume to
infiltrate within 72 hours, or within 24-36 hours for infiltration areas that are planted with grasses. Therefore, soils that have
been classified by the NRCS as HSG A are recommended for infiltration practices, although they can be successfully used
with HSG B soil types.
INFILTRATION RATES - In recent years, the minimum permeability rate recommended for infiltration practices has
been raised by implementing agencies. Shaver (1986) recommended a minimum rate of 0.25 inches per hour, but
Maryland’s regulations now recommend 0.52 inches per hour. One of the most difficult aspects of designing infiltration
practices is obtaining reliable information about the actual infiltration rate of the soil where the practice will be constructed.
Unfortunately, such information is not easily obtainable. Avellaneda (1985) conducted 20 hydrologic studies of vegetated
swales constructed on sandy soils with a water table at least one foot below the bottom during dry conditions. Infiltration
rates were measured using laboratory permeability tests, double ring infiltrometers, and field mass balance experiments.
The field mass balance method measured a minimum infiltration rate of 2-3 inches/hour. This measured rate was much
less than lab permeabilities, rates measured by double ring infiltrometer tests (5-20 in/hr), or rates published in the Detailed
Soil Survey.
The following should be considered for determining the infiltration rate for retention practices:
1. Since the infiltration rate is the key to designing any retention practices, conservative estimates should be used,
and safety factors incorporated into the design to ensure that the design volume will actually be percolated into the
soil and not discharged downstream.
2. tt is important that on-site infiltration measurements be taken at the locations where retention practices will be
located. More importantly, since soil characteristics and infiltration rate change with depth, it is crucial that the
measurements be made at the depth of the design elevation of the bottom of the retention practice.
3. Infiltration rates should be determined by mass balance field tests if possible. They provide the most realistic,
accurate estimate of the percolation rate. If field tests are not possible, infiltrometer tests should be used, with lab
permeability tests a third option. In either of these latter two tests, the design infiltration rate should be half of the
lowest measured rate. As a last resort, information from Detailed Soil Surveys can be used to estimated the
infiltration rate. However, the lowest rate should be used--as should a safety factor of two.
A recent assessment of infiltration practices in Carroll County, Maryland, quantified the infiltration rates for six basins
and six trenches of differing ages (Nelson et al., 1999). rhey found that 64% of the systems had an average infiltration
rate below the state’s minimum recommended rate. However, 70% of the practices were still recovering their storage
volume within the required 72 hours. Interestingly, for some facilities (mainly trenches), the infiltration rate met or exceeded
the minimum state rate for a large percentage of the volume of water infiltrated, while the remaining water persisted for
much longer periods of time before infiltrating. This may indicate that (1) the infiltration rate is related to the hydraulic head,
where the higher depth of the stormwater in the BMP creates a higher pressure pushing water into the ground, or (2) the
bottoms of the systems accumulate fines that impede percolation, while the sides of the systems are still infiltrating runoff
rapidly.
WATER TABLE - The seasonal high water table should be at least three feet beneath the bottom of the infiltration area
to assure that stormwater pollutants are removed by the vegetation, soil, and microbes before contacting the groundwater.
Jacobson and Horner (1993) recommend a minimum of five feet if the seasonal high water table cannot be estimated
accurately. When considering the groundwater elevation, it is important to remember that the retention area can cause
a mounding effect on the water table, thereby raising it above the predevelopment level. The Southwest Florida Water
Management District (SWFWMD) has developed a model that can be used to more accurately determine the seasonal
high water table and the effects of mounding (SWFWMD, 1998).
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GEOLOGY - Bedrock should be at least three feet beneath the bottom of the infiltration area. In those parts of the
country where limestone is at or near the land surface, special precautions must be taken when using infiltration practices.
The potential for groundwater contamination in such areas is quite high, especially in "Karst Sensitive Areas" (KSA) where
sinkhole formation is common. In KSAs, solution pipe sinkholes may form in the bottom of infiltration areas creating a
direct conduit for stormwater pollutants to enter the groundwater. Solution pipes often open in the bottom of retention
areas because the natural soil plug capping the solution pipe is thinned by partial excavation to create the retention area
and because the stormwater creates a hydraulic pressure which can wash out the plug.
In KSAs, a site-specific hydrogeologic investigation should be undertaken that includes geologic borings wherever
infiltration areas are proposed and mapping limerock outcroppings and sinkholes on site. Infiltration systems in KSAs
should (1) include several small off-~ite areas, (2) use swale conveyances for pretreatment, (3) be as shallow as possible,
(4) be vegetated with a permanent cover such as sodded grasses, and (5) have flat bottoms to keep the stormwater spread
out across the entire area.
TOPOGRAPHY - Infiltration practices should not be located on areas with slopes over 20% to minimize the chance
of downstream water seepage from the subgrade. Sloping sites often require extensive cut and fill operations. Infiltration
practices should not be sited on fill material, since fill areas are very susceptible to slope failure, especially when the
interface of the fill/natural soil becomes saturated.
VEGETATION - To reduce the potential for stormwater pollutants to enter groundwater, and to help maintain the soil’s
capacity to absorb water, infiltration practices should be vegetated with appropriate native vegetation, especially grasses.
However, this type of vegetation cannot tolerate long-term inundation, so the retention area must be capable of infiltrating
all of its runoff within a relatively short time period (i.e., 24 to 36 hours). The design of "bioretention" systems incorporates
soils and vegetation that are proficient in trapping stormwater pollutants within them and takes advantage of microbial
processes that help transform and trap pollutants in the terrestrial environment.
SET BACKS - Infiltration areas should be located at least 100 feet from any water supply well and at least 12 feet
down-gradient from any building foundations. Additionally, they should be set back at least 50 feet from on-site wastewater
systems, especially drain fields.
LAND USE RESTRICTIONS - Certain infiltration practices can only be applied to particular land uses. For example,
some sites are so small or intensively developed that space is insufficient for surficial practices (e.g., retention basin), but
they may allow for infiltration or exfiltration trenches if pretreatment can be provided. A concern with any infiltration practice
is the potential for hazardous or toxic wastes to enter the system and migrate into the groundwater. Land uses where such
substances are used should implement comprehensive pollution prevention, spill containment, and emergency response
plans that will prevent dangerous materials from getting into the infiltration system.
POTENTIAL FOR GROUNDWATER POLLUTION - A possible concern about infiltration practices is whether they
simply are transferring the stormwater pollution problem from surface waters to groundwaters. Stormwater pollutants,
especially heavy metals, quickly bind to soil particles and vegetation is effective in filtering pollutants, thereby minimizing
the risk of groundwater contamination (Harper, 1985; Yousef et al, 1985b). However, groundwater beneath swales, and
retention areas located in highly sandy soils with low organic content, did show elevated levels of heavy metals down to
depths of 20 feet (Harper, 1988).

Design Criteria
Once all of the above factors have been quantified using state, regional, or local data as appropriate, specific design
criteria can be established. Table 2 summarizes the design criteria for infiltration systems set forth in Florida’s stormwater
regulations. St. John’s River Water Management District (SJRWMD, 1992).
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Table 2. Florida’s Design Criteria for Infiltration Practices
BMP
Swales
Retention - Off-line
Retention - On-line
DESIGN FACTOR
Soil type
Treatment volume recovery time
Water table or bedrock
Topography
Vegetation
Land use

80% Treatment Effectiveness Diversion Volume
Infiltrate 80% of the runoff from a 3-yr, 1-hr storm (2.5 inches)
Infiltrate the larger of 0.5 inches of runoff or ! .25" X % impemious
Infiltrate an additional 0.5 inches of runoff
CRITERIA
HSG A or B with < 30% clay or < 40% silt/clay
72 hours, 24 to 36 hours if grassed
At least 3 feet beneath bottom after mounding
On slopes < 20%, not on fill soils
Recommended to reduce potential for groundwater pollution and to maintain soil permeability
~Ma)/not be appropriate at sites where hazardous materials spills may occur

Swales: Traditionally, swales are used primarily for stormwater conveyance and, as such, are considered an on-line
practice. The removal of stormwater pollutants by swales can occur by infiltration or vegetative filtration. Investigations
in Florida (Yousef et al., 1985a; Harper, 1985) have concluded that swale treatment efficiency largely depends on the
volume of stormwater that can be infiltrated through the filtering vegetation and into the soil.
Avellaneda (1985) developed the following equation for a triangular-shaped swale to estimate the length of swale
necessary to infiltrate the design stormwater treatment volume:

L-

KQ5/ss3/16
n3/8i

where:
L = swale length (m)
n = Mannings roughness coefficient
Q = average runoff flow rate (m3/S)
i = infiltration rate (cm/hr)
S = longitudinal slope (m/m)
K = constant which is a function of side slope that varies from 4,722 to 10,516
For most residential, commercial, and highway projects, the length of swales necessary to percolate the stormwater
needed to achieve the 80% performance standard was found to be excessive, or at least twice the distance available.
Thus, some type of swale block (berm) or on-line detention/retention may be more helpful. Swales make excellent
pretreatment practices by providing for the infiltration of some stormwater and for some vegetative filtration. By using a
raised storm sewer inlet, swales can provide water quality enhancement via retention and still serve as effective
conveyances for flood protection. Swales can incorporate retention by using swale blocks, small check dams, or elevated
driveway culverts to create storage; thereby reducing runoff velocity, reducing erosion, and promoting infiltration. In
highway designs for high speed situations, safety must be considered; thus, a maximum depth of water equal to 1.5 feet
and flow line slopes on the berms of 1 vertical/20 horizontal are recommended. Along lower speed highways or in some
residential/commercial urban settings, steeper flow line berm slopes (1 on 6) are acceptable (Wanielista et.al., 1986).
Unlike Florida, investigations in Washington State (Homer, 1988; WPCD, 1992) indicate that swales can also act as
a biofilter, with removal of particulate pollutants without infiltration of stormwater. The following recommendations were
made to improve their water quality benefits:
1. Maximum design velocity should not exceed 27 cm per second.
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2. A hydraulic residence time of at least 9 minutes is recommended for removal of about 80% of the total suspended
solids. Longer residence times will provide higher removal effectiveness.
3. Swale width should be limited to 6 to 8 feet, unless special measures are provided to assure a level swale bottom,
uniform flow spreading, and management of flows to prevent formation of low-flow channels.
4. Swale slopes should be between 2 and 4%.
5. Water depth should be limited to no greater than one half the height of the grass, up to a maximum of 3 inches of
water depth.
6. Swale length will be a function of the hydraulic residence time, swale width, and stormwater volume and velocity.

Implementation Components
Even if effective design criteria have been established for an infiltration system, the design has been reviewed and
approved, and the institutional framework to assure performance has been established, an infiltration system may still not
work correctly. In fact, assessments of the success or failure of infiltration systems have determined that poor construction
is a major factor in system failure (Pensyl and Clement, 1987; Lindsey et al., 1991). We will discuss five considerations
that are essential to proper implementation of infiltration practices including (1) education, (2) erosion and sediment control,
(3) construction, (4) inspections, and (5) maintenance.
Education: The stormwater program needs to include an extensive education program that targets BMP designers,
plan reviewers, inspectors, contractors, and maintenance personnel. Each of these practitioners is an important part of
the stormwater team. They must each understand their role in BMP design and implementation, as well as the technical
factors discussed above. Additionally, a communication mechanism needs to be established among all of these
practitioners so that in-the-field knowledge of what works, and what does not work, is transferred back to all other team
members. With respect to BMP installation, the plan reviewers and inspectors should meet with the project engineers and
contractors on-site to review the site plan, construction sequencing, erosion and sediment control plan and details, and
the infiltration system’s detailed standards and specifications.
Erosion and sediment control: Infiltration practices must be protected from sediment Ioadings, especially during the
project’s construction phases. Infiltration practices should never be used as part of the erosion and sediment control
system, nor should they be put into operation until all contributing drainage areas are fully stabilized. Although sediment
loads drop sharply after construction is completed, gradual clogging of infiltration practices can still occur. Pre-treatment
practices such as swale conveyances or vegetated buffer strips can help to filter out sediments and extend the life of
retention practices. Do not forget the treatment train concept.
Construction considerations: To prevent clogging of infiltration areas, special precautions must be taken during the
entire construction phase of a project to prevent reduction of the system’s infiltration capacity. In particular, two areas need
to be stressed, including preventing sedimentation during construction and preventing compaction of the soil. Areas that
are selected for infiltration use should be well marked during site surveying and protected during construction. Specifical
construction recommendations are as follows (WMI, 1997b):
1.

If possible, schedule construction so it does not occur during the rainy season but does occur during the
vegetation growing season. For example, in Auckland, New Zealand, construction sites are shut down during the
winter when long, prolonged rains make erosion and sediment controls ineffective and when vegetation does not
grow well. Unfortunately, in the United States, these seasons often overlap and the economics of development
dictate the time frame for starting construction.

2. Before the development site is graded, areas planned for use as infiltration systems should be well marked during
site surveying, and all traffic and heavy equipment kept away from the area to prevent compacting the underlying
soils.
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3. Construction should be overseen by someone who is trained and experienced in the installation of infiltration
practices, and who is knowledgeable about their purpose and operation.
4. The design team should inspect the exposed soil after excavation to confirm that soil conditions are as expected
and are suitable for the approved design. If they are not, work should not proceed and the situation should be
analyzed to determine whether or not design or construction changes should be made to the approved design.
5. Construction of the infiltration system should not begin until after the site has been completely stabilized. If this
is not possible, then:
a. Diversion berms shoL~ld be placed around the perimeter of the infiltration area during all phases of construction
to divert runoff and sediment away from it.
b. Sediment and erosion control plans for the site should be oriented to keep sediment and runoff completely
away from the area.
c. The facility should not be excavated to final grade until after the contributing drainage area is stablilized. Leave
at least two feet of native soil during the initial excavation.
6. Infiltration areas should never be used as a temporary sediment basins during the construction phase.
Unfortunately, it is common for infiltration areas, especially basins, to be used as a sediment trap, with initial
excavation to within two feet of the final design elevation of the basin floor. If the facility is to be used during
construction, this soil can be removed in layers as it clogs. Once construction is completed, sediment that
accumulated during the construction phase can then be removed when the basin undergoes final excavation to
its design elevation. However, recent experience indicates that even with this type of construction practice,
infiltration areas used as sediment traps have a higher rate of failure.
7. Infiltration areas/basins should be excavated using light earth-moving equipment with tracks or over-sized tires.
Normal rubber tires should be avoided since they compact the subsoil and reduce its infiltration capabilities. For
the same reason, the use of bulldozers or front end loaders should be avoided.
8. During construction, place excavated material at least 10-15 feet away from the infiltration area.
9. Since some compaction of the underlying soils is still likely to occur during excavation, the floor of the basin should
be deeply tilled with a rotary tiller or disc harrow at the end of the excavation process.
10. Rock used in infiltration or exfiltration trenches should be washed clean of sediments. Rock should be placed in
lifts and compacted after each lift.
11. Trenches should be clear of any protruding objects and carefully inspected before installing geotextile fabrics. The
fabrics should have the proper permeability and be installed with at least a 12-inch overlap, in a shingle-like
manner
12. Trenches should be covered and not put into operation until the contributing drainage area is completely stabilized
and all pretreatment BMPs installed.
13. Pervious asphalt and concrete should be installed only by certified personnel who are specifically trained in their
batching, pouring, and finishing.
14. The basin should be stabilized with vegetation within a week after construction. Use of low maintenance, rapidly
germinating native grasses are recommended. The condition of the newly established vegetation should be
checked several times over the first two months, and any necessary remedial actions taken (e.g., reseeding,
fertilization, and irrigation).
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Inspections: Like all stormwater treatment practices, infiltration systems need to be inspected during construction and
on a regular basis after construction. Inspections during construction are needed to assure that the infiltration system is
built in accordance with the approved design and standards and specifications. Five inspections are recommended: (1)
pre-construction, (2) during excavation, (3) during construction of the embankment (if applicable), (4) after final excavation,
and (5) after construction is completed. During this final inspection, the inspector should have a copy of the "As-built or
record drawings." In addition, infiltration systems should be inspected semi-annually after construction (before and after
wet seasons) to ensure that they continue to function. Two site trips are recommended: one during or immediately after
a rainfall, so that conditions during operation can be observed, and a second from 24 to 72 hours after the rainfall, to
determine whether the system is recovering its storage volume as designed. Inspection forms are highly recommended.
Examples of inspection forms (~/MI, 1997b) can be downloaded from the EPA web site located at
http://www.epa.gov/owow/NPS/orderform.html.
Maintenance: All infiltration practices will require regular and non-routine maintenance to maintain their ability to
infiltrate stormwater. The frequency and need for maintenance will depend primarily on the loading of particulates and
whether pre-treatment practices have been employed. Routine maintenance includes revegetating eroding areas,
removing materials that accumulate in pretreatment BMPs, and removing materials from inlets and outlets. Non-routine,
restorative maintenance activities should be conducted whenever inspections reveal that stormwater remains in the system
beyond the designed time. These may include structural repairs to the inlets or outlets and restoration of the infiltration
capability of the system.

Additional Concerns and Recommendations
Concerns with Pervious Pavement: Local land development codes typically specify the type of material for a parking
lot (i.e., paved, grass, gravel) and determine the number and size of parking spaces within a parking lot. These
requirements should be reviewed carefully to ensure that they are necessary (is paving really required in every case) and
that the number of spaces is related to actual traffic demands. After these requirements have been reviewed and verified,
the use of pervious pavement within a parking lot should be examined. Pervious pavement materials include pervious
asphalt, pervious concrete, turf blocks, and even Geoweb covered with sod.
Overall, experiences with pervious pavements have not been very good. Pervious pavements have been prone to
clogging. Causes include poor erosion and sediment control during construction, unstabilized drainage areas after
construction, improper mixing and finishing of the pavement, and poor maintenance. However, field investigations of
pervious concrete that has been in use for up to 15 years in Florida indicate that these parking lots can continue to infiltrate
rainfall and runoff if they were installed and maintained properly (FCMA, undated). Pervious concrete not only helps
reduce site imperviousness, but also reduces hydroplaning and road noise.
Recommendations: Specific recommendations and other important information about infiltration systems that will help
increase their successful implementation are summarized in Table 3. This table includes essential information about the
advantages, disadvantages, maintenance, and other aspects of successfully using infiltration practice. To improve
evaluation of site conditions for the suitability of infiltration practices, Jacobson and Horner (1993) recommended a quan
titative rating system. The factors used in the system included: (1) soil till layer (presence and location), (2) location of
seasonal high water table, (3) removal efficiency of the pretreatment BMPs, (4) degree of siltation protection, (5) soil type,
and (6) infiltration rate. Different degrees of acceptability are possible: (1) disqualifying (characteristics that eliminate
design or location from further consideration), (2) passable (characteristics that allow consideration but not ideal), and (3)
ideal (optimum characteristics for design or siting of facility). Table 4 illustrates the proposed rating system factors.
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Table 3. Additional Information About Infiltration Systems to Enhance Successful Implementation
Infiltration
Bmp T)/pe
Surface Basin
(Typically recessed
areas or, in Mid-Atlantic
States, rock filled)

Advantages
°Integrate into landscaping, open space,
parking lot islands
~Use for recreation
°Easier inspection and
maintenance

Disadvantages
°Land area required
°Potential mosquito
problem if not designed
or maintained properly

Maintenance
°Vegetated basins should be
mowed and clippings removed
*Remove sediments when dry
and cracked
~Non-vege, tated basins require
annual d~sKing

Comments

Infiltration Trench
(Typically a rock filled
trench)

~Can be used-where
land or space is limited

~Easily clogged
~Difficult to unclog
~Difficult to monitor
performance

*Removing sediments that
accumulate in rocks

°Pretreatment essential
~Use observation well
~Keep c,o.v, ere~l, until drainage
area staDi~izee

Exfiltration Trench
(Typically a perforated
pipe .with.a gravel
envelope)

°Can be used where
land or space is
limited

~Easily clogged
~Difficult to unclog
~Difficult to monitor
performance

~Remove materials that enter
pipe
~.High pressure wash perforated
p~pe
¯ Removinq sediments that
Accumulate in rocks, replace
rocks

~Pretreatment essential
°Source controls useful
~Geotextile is limiting infiltration factor
~lnf. rate 0.5"/hr if use sides
and bottom
~lnf. rate l"/hr if use bottom

Pervious Pavement

~Reduces impervioushess
~Reduces hydroplaning
and highway noise
~Higher recharge rates

°Easily clogged
~Lack of trained
practitioners
~Anaerobic conditions
may develop in soils

~Regular vacuum street
sweeping
~High pressure cleaning
°Drilling holes to restore
infiltration
¯Replacement

~Proper batching and placemerit is crucial
°Education programs needed
for practitioners
*Post signs to inform users
and keep dir and mud out

Swale (Typically
a shallow, grassed
conveyance system)

~Can be incorporated
into site’s landscaping/
open areas
¯Great car in BMP Train
°Aesthetically pleasing

~’Not for flood control
°May "disappear" from
residential back yards
~May become depository
for trash, yard wastes

~’Mow and remove grass
clippings
~Hydroscope accumulated
sediments and resod
~Repair erosion areas

~Wet swales (wetland plants)
work great too
~Use swale blocks, raised
driveway culverts to retain
runoff

~Can serve larger drainage
3:1 or flatter side slopes, flat
bottom
~Bottom and side slope vegetation recommended

Table 4. Possible Rating System to Evaluate the Suitability of Infiltration BMPs
Factor

Disqualifying
Characteristic

Passable
Characteristic

Ideal
Characteristic

Soil till layer

Impenetrable, thick layer
near surface

Layer present but at >5’ depth, or
easily penetrable

No till layer present

Seasonal High Water
Table

Ctose to surface, within 5’

At intermediate depth, at least 5’ below
BMP bottom

Very deep, well below
8MP bottom

Pretreatment

None provided

Some,minimum 50% TSS removal

Pretreatment provides >80%
TSS removal

Siltation
Protection

None provided

Any silt or construction sediment
removed before final BMP construction

Fully protected from silt during
construction

Soils

Saturated or with >30% clay
or >40% silt/clay content

Coarse, highly infiltrative soil that can be
modified to produce proper inf. rate

Loam or loamy sand

Infiltration Rate

<0,5"/hr

>2.5"/hr but with very deep water table
or modified to slower rate

0.5 to 2.5"/hr
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Abstract
This paper is a description of previously developed methods used to identify sources of contaminants in storm
drainage systems, plus a review of emerging techniques that may also be useful. The original methods, along with
selected new procedures, were tested using almost 700 stormwater samples collected from telecommunication manholes
from throughout the U.S. About 10% of the samples were estimated to be contaminated with sanitary sewage, using these
methods, similar to what is expected for most stormwater systems. The original methods are still recommended as the
most useful procedure for identifying contamination of storm drainage systems, with the possible addition of specific tests
for E. cofiand enterococci and UV absorbance at 228 nm. Most newly emerging methods require exotic equipment and
unusual expertise and are therefore not very available, especially at low cost and with fast turn-around times for the
analyses. These emerging methods may therefore be more useful for special research projects than for routine screening
of storm drainage systems.

Introduction
Urban stormwater runoff includes waters from many other sources which find their way into storm drainage systems,
besides from precipitation. There are cases where pollutant levels in storm drainage are much higher than they would
otherwise be because of excessive amounts of contaminants that are introduced into the storm drainage system by
various non-stormwater discharges. Additionally, baseflows (during dry weather) are also common in storm drainage
systems. Dry-weather flows and wet-weather flows have been monitored during numerous urban runoff studies. These
studies have found that discharges observed at outfalls during dry weather were significantly different from wet-weather
discharges and may account for the majority of the annual discharges for some pollutants of concern from the storm
drainage system.
There have been numerous methods used to investigate inappropriate discharges to storm drainage systems. Pitt,
etal. (1993) and Lalor (1994) reviewed many of these procedures and developed a system that municipalities could use
for screening outfalls in residential and commercial areas. They are currently updating these earlier methods under
funding from the U.S. EPA and the University of New Orleans. In these areas, sewage contamination, along with low-rate
discharges from small businesses (especially laundries, vehicle repair shops, plating shops, etc.) are of primary concern.
One of the earliest methods used to identify sewage contamination utilized the ratio of fecal coliform to fecal strep.
bacteria. This method is still in use, but unfortunately has proven inaccurate in most urban stormwater applications. The
following discussion reviews the methodology developed by Pitt, et aL (1993) and Lalor (1994), and some new
approaches that were investigated.

Use of Tracers to Identify Sources of Contamination in Urban Drainage Systems
This research investigated inappropriate discharges into storm drainage systems. It was of most concern to identify toxic
or pathogenic sources of water, typically raw sewage or industrial wastewaters, that were being discharged accidentally
into the storm drainage system.
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Investigations designed to determine the contribution of urban stormwater runoff to receiving water quality problems
ha~,e led to a continuing interest in inappropriate connections to storm drainage systems. Urban stormwater runoff is
traditionally defined as that portion of precipitation which drains from city surfaces and flows via natural or man-made
drainage systems into receiving waters. In fact, urban stormwater runoff also includes waters from many other sources
which find their way into storm drainage systems. Sources of some of this water can be identified and accounted for by
examining current National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit records for permitted industrial
wastewaters that can be legally discharged to the storm drainage system. However, most of the water comes from other
sources, including illicit and/or inappropriate entries to the storm drainage system. These entries can account for a
significant amount of the pollutants discharged from storm sewerage systems (Pitt and McLean 1986).
Permits for municipal separate ~torm sewers include a requirement to effectively prohibit problematic non-stormwater
discharges, thereby placing emphasis on the elimination of inappropriate connections to urban storm drains. Section
122.26 (d)(1)(iv)(D) of the rule specifically requires an initial screening program to provide means for detecting high levels
of pollutants in dry weather flows, which should serve as an indicator of illicit connections to the storm sewers. To facilitate
the application of this rule, the EPA’s Office of Research and Development’s Storm and Combined Sewer Pollution
Control Program and the Environmental Engineering & Technology Demonstration Branch, along with the Office of
Water’s Nonpoint Source Branch, supported research for the investigation of inappropriate entries to storm drainage
systems (Pitt, et aL 1993). The approach presented in this research was based on the identification and quantification
of clean baseflow and the contaminated components during dry weather. If the relative amounts of these components
are known, the importance of the dry weather discharge can be determined.
The ideal tracer to identify major flow sources should have the following characteristics:
¯ Significant difference in concentrations between possible pollutant sources;
¯ Small variations in concentrations within each likely pollutant source category;
¯ A conservative behavior (i.e., no significant concentration Cl~ange due to physical, chemical or
biological processes); and,
¯ Ease of measurement with adequate detection limits, good sensitivity and repeatability.
In order to identify tracers meeting the above criteria, literature characterizing potential inappropriate entries into storm
drainage systems was examined. Several case studies that identified procedures used by individual municipalities or
regional agencies were also examined.
Parameters Suitable for Indicators of Contamination by Sanitary Sewage
Tracer Characteristics of Local Source Flows. Table 1 is a summary of tracer parameter measurements for
Birmingham, Alabama. This table is a summary of the "library" that describes the tracer conditions for each potential
source category. The important information shown on this table includes the median and coefficient of variation (COV)
values for each tracer parameter for each source category. Appropriate tracers are characterized by having significantly
different concentrations in flow categories that need to be distinguished. In addition, effective tracers also need low COV
values within each flow category. The study indicated that the COV values were quite low for each category, with the
exception of chlorine, which had much greater COV values. Chlorine is therefore not recommended as a quantitative
tracer to estimate the flow components. Similar data must be collected in each community where these procedures are
to be used. Recommended field observations include color, odor, clarity, presence of floatables and deposits, and rate
of flow, in addition to the selected chemical measurements.

Simple Data Evaluation Methods to Indicate Sources of Contamination
/ndicators/mp/ying Contamination. Indicators of contamination (negative indicators) are clearly apparent visual or
physical parameters indicating obvious problems and are readily observable at the outfall during the field screening
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Table 1. Tracer Concentrations Found in Birmingham, Alabama, Waters (Mean, Standard Deviation and Coefficient of Variation)

Spring
water

Treated
potable water

Laundry
wastewater

Sanitary
wastewater

Septic
tank
effluent

Car wash
water

1020
125
0.12

250
50
0,20

430
100
0.23

1200
130
0.11

22,000
950
0.04

6.0
1.4
0.23

20
9.5
0.47

43
16
0.37

2800
375
0.13

10
3,3
0.34
1.7
0.52
0.31

90
40
0.44
5,2
3.7
0.71

0.77
0.17
0.23

0.99
0,33
0.33

Fluorescence
(% scale)

6.8
2.9
0.43

4.6
0,35
0.08

Potassium
(rag/L)

0.73
0.070
0.10

1.6
0,059
0.04

3.5
0,38
0.11

Ammonia
(mg/L)

0.009
0,016
1,7
0.011
0.02
2,0

0.028
0.006
0.23
0.018
0.006
0.35

0.82
0.12
0.14
0.24 ¯
0,050
0.21

0,031
0,027
0.87

0.97
0.014
0,02

Ammonia/Potassium
(ratio)

Fluoride
(rag/L)

33
13
0.38

Toxicity
(% light decrease after
25 minutes, 12s)

<5
n/a
n/a

47
20
0,44

99.9
<1
n/a

Surfactants
(mg/L as MBAS)

<0.5
n/a
n/a

<0.5
n/a
n/a

Hardness
(mg/L)

240
7.8
0.03

pH
(pH units)

7.0
0.05
0,01

Color
(color units)

Chlorine
(mg/L)

<1
n/a
n/a
0.003
0,005
1.6

0.24
0.066
0.28
0,006
0,005
0.86

Radiator
water

0,03
0,01
0.3
0.011
0.011
1.0

12
2.4
0.20

150
24
0.16

43
26
0,59

99,9
<1
n/a

99.9
<1
n/a

99.9
<1
n/a

27
6.7
0.25

1.5
1,2
0,82

3.1
4.8
1.5

49
5.1
0.11

15
1.6
0.11

49
1.4
0.03

14
8.0
0.57

140
15
0.! 1

235
150
0.64

160
9,2
0.06

50
1.5
0.03

6.9
0.29
0.04

9.1
0.35
0.04

7.1
0.13
0.02

6,8
0.34
0.05

6.7
0.22
0.03

7,0
0.39
0.06

47
!2
0.27

38
21
0.55

59
25
0.41

220
78
0.35

3000
44
0.02

<1
n/a
n/a
0.88
0,60
0.68

0.40
0.10
0,26

Specific conductivity
(pS/cm)

300
12
0,04

110
1.1
0.01

560
120
0.21

,Number of samples

10

10

10

0.014
0,020
1.4
420
55
0.13
36

0,013
0.013
1.0
430
311
0.72
9

0,070
0,080
1.1
485
29
0.06
10

0.03
0.016
0.52
3300
700
0,22
10

activities. These observations are very important during the field survey because they are the simplest method of
identifying grossly contaminated dry-weather outfall flows. The direct examination of outfall characteristics for unusual
conditions of flow, odor, color, turbidity, floatables, deposits/stains, vegetation conditions, and damage to drainage
structures is therefore an important part of these investigations. Table 2 presents a summary of these indicators, along
with narratives of the descriptors to be selected in the field.
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Table 2. Interpretations of Physical Observation Parameters and Likely Associated Flow Sources
Odor - Most strong odors, especially gasoline, oils, and solvents, are likely associated with high responses on the toxicity screening test. Typical obvious
odors include: gasoline, oil, sanitary wastewater, industrial chemicals, decomposing organic wastes, etc.
sewage: smell associated with stale sanitary wastewater, especially in pools near ouffall.
sulfur ("rotten eggs"): industries that discharge sulfide compounds or organics (meat packers, canneries, dairies, etc.).
oil and gas: petroleum refineries or many facilities associated with vehicle maintenance or petroleum product storage.
rancid-sou~ food preparation facilities (restaurants, hotels, etc.).
Color - Important indicator of inappropriate industrial sources. Industrial dry-weather discharges may be of any color, but dark colors, such as brown, gray,
or black, are usually of most common.
yellow:, chemical plants, textile and tanning plants.
brown: meat packers, printing plants, metal works, stone and concrete, fertilizers, and petroleum refining facilities.
green: chemical plants, textile facilities.
re~.. meat packers.
gray:, dairies.
Turbidity - Often affected by the degree of gross contamination. Dry-weather industrial flows with moderate turbidity can be cloudy, while highly turbid
flows can be opaque. High turbidity is often a characteristic of undiluted dry-weather industrial discharges.
cloudy:, sanitary wastewater, concrete or stone operations, fertilizer facilities, automotive dealers.
opaque: food processors, lumber mills, metal operations, pigment plants.
Floatable Matter - A contaminated flow may contain floating solids or liquids directly related to industrial or sanitary wastewater pollution. Floatables of
industrial origin may include animal fats, spoiled food, oils, solvents, sawdust, foams, packing materials, or fuel.
oil sheen: petroleum refineries or storage facilities and vehicle service facilities.
sewage: sanitary wastewater.
Deposits and Stains - Refer to any type of coating near the outfall and are usually of a dark color. Deposits and stains often will contain fragments of
floatable substances. These situations are illustrated by the grayish-black deposits that contain fragments of animal flesh and hair which often are
produced by leather tanneries, or the white crystalline powder which commonly coats outfalls due to nitrogenous fertilizer wastes.
sediment, construction site erosion.
oily: petroleum refineries or storage facilities and vehicle service facilities.
Vegetation - Vegetation surrounding an outfall may show the effects of industrial pollutants. Decaying organic materials coming from various food product
wastes would cause an increase in plant life, while th e discharge of chemical dyes and inorganic pigments from textile mills could noticeably decrease
vegetation. It is important not to confuse the adverse effects of high stormwater flows on vegetation with highly toxic dry-weather intermittent flows.
excessive growth: food product facilities.
inhibited growth: high stormwater flows, beverage facilities, printing plants, metal product facilities, drug manufacturing, petroleum facilities, vehicle
service facilities and automobile dealers.
Damage to Outfall Structures - Another readily visible indication of industrial contamination. Cracking, deterioration, and spalling of concrete or peeling
of surface paint, occurring at an outfall are usually caused by severely contaminated discharges, usually of industrial origin. These contaminants are
usually very acidic or basic in nature. Primary metal industries have a strong potential for causing outfall structural damage because their batch dumps
are highly acidic. Poor construction, hydraulic scour, and old age may also adversely affect the condition of the outfall structure.
concrete cracking:, industrial flows
concrete spalling: industrial flows
peeling paint industrial flows
metal corrosion: industrial flows

Correlation tests were conducted to identify relationships between outfalls that were known to have severe
contamination problems and the negative indicators (Lalor 1994). Pearson correlation tests indicated that high turbidity
and obvious odors appeared to be the most useful physical indicators of contamination when contamination was defined
by toxicity and the presence of detergents. High turbidity was noted in 74% of the contaminated source flow samples. This
represented a 26% false negative rate (indication of no contamination when contamination actually exists), if one relied
on turbidity alone as an indicator of contamination. High turbidity was noted in only 5% of the uncontaminated source flow
samples. This represents the rate of false positives (indication of contamination when none actually exists) when relying
on turbidity alone. Noticeable odor was indicated in 67% of flow samples from contaminated sources, but in none of the
flow samples from uncontaminated sources. This translates to 37% false negatives, but no false positives. Obvious odors
identified included gasoline, oil, sewage, industrial chemicals or detergents, decomposing organic wastes, etc.
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False negatives are more of a concern than a reasonable number of false positives when working with a screening
methodology. Screening methodologies are used to direct further, more detailed investigations. False positives would be
discarded after further investigation. However, a false negative during a screening investigation results in the dismissal
of a problem outfall for at least the near future. Missed contributors to stream contamination may result in unsatisfactory
in-stream results following the application of costly corrective measures elsewhere.
The method of using physical characteristics to indicate contamination in outfall flows does not allow quantifiable
estimates of the flow components and, if used alone, will likely result in many incorrect determinations, especially false
negatives. These simple characteristics are most useful for identifying gross contamination: only the most significantly
contaminated outfalls and drainage.areas would therefore be recognized using this method.
Detergents as Indicators of Contamination. Results from the Mann-Whitney U tests (Lalor 1994) indicated that
samples from any of the dry-weather flow sources could be correctly classified as clean or contaminated based only on
the measured value of any one of the following parameters: detergents, color, or conductivity. Color and high conductivity
were present in samples from clean sources as well as contaminated sources, but their levels of occurrence were
significantly different between the two groups. If samples from only one source were expected to make up outfall flows,
the level of color or conductivity could be used to distinguish contaminated outfalls from clean outfalls. However, since
multi-source flows occur, measured levels of color or conductivity could fall within acceptable levels because of dilution,
even though a contaminating source was contributing to the flow. Detergents, on the other hand, can be used to
distinguish between clean and contaminated outfalls simply by their presence or absence, using a detection limit of 0.06
mg/L. All samples analyzed from contaminated sources contained detergents in excess of this amount (with the exception
of three septage samples collected from homes discharging only toilet flushing water). No clean source samples were
found to contain detergents. Contaminated sources would be detected in mixtures with uncontaminated waters if they
made up at least 10% of the mixture.
Flow Chart for Most Significant FIow Component Identification. A further refinement is the flow chart shown on Figure
1. This flow chart describes an analysis strategy which may be used to identify the major component of dry-weather flow
samples in residential and commercial areas. This method does not attempt to distinguish among all potential sources
of dry-weather flows identified earlier, but rather the following four major groups of flow are identified: (1) tap waters
(including domestic tap water, irrigation water and rinse water), (2) natural waters (spring water and shallow ground
water), (3) sanitary wastewaters (sanitary sewage and septic tank discharge), and (4) wash waters (commercial laundry
waters, commercial car wash waters, radiator flushing wastes, and plating bath wastewaters). The use of this method
would not only allow outfall flows to be categorized as contaminated or uncontaminated, but would allow outfails carrying
sanitary wastewaters to be identified. These outfalls could then receive highest priority for further investigation leading
to source control. This flow chart was designed for use in residential and/or commercial areas only.
In residential and/or commercial areas, all outfalls should be located and examined. The first indicator is the presence
or absence of dry-weather flow. If no dry-weather flow exists at an outfall, then indications of intermittent flows must be
investigated. Specifically, stains, deposits, odors, unusual stream-side vegetation conditions, and damage to outfall
structures can all indicate intermittent non-stormwater flows. However, frequent visits to outfalls over long time periods,
or the use of other monitoring techniques, may be needed to confirm that only stormwater flows occur. If intermittent flow
is not indicated, then the outfall probably does not have a contaminated non-stormwater source. The other points on the
flow chart serve to indicate if a major contaminating source is present, or if the water is uncontaminated. Component
contributions cannot be quantified using this method, and only the "most contaminated" type of source present will be
identified.
If dry-weather flow exists at an outfall, the flow should be sampled and tested for detergents. If detergents are not
present, the flow is probably from a non-contaminated non-stormwater source. The lower limit of detection for detergent
should be about 0.06 mg/L.
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Figure 1. Simple Flow Chart Method to Identify Significant Contaminating Sou,’es
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If detergents are not present, fluoride levels can be used to distinguish between flows with treated water sources and
flows with natural sources in communities where water supplies are fluoridated and natural fluoride levels are low. In the
absence of detergents, high fluoride levels would indicate a potable water line leak, irrigation water, or wash/rinse water.
Low fluoride levels would indicate waters originating from springs or shallow groundwater. Based on the flow source
samples tested in this research (Table 1), fluoride levels above 0.13 mg/L would most likely indicate that a tap water
source was contributing to the dry-weather flow in the Birmingham, Alabama, study area.
If detergents are present, the flow is probably from a contaminated non-stormwater source, as indicated on Table
1. The ratio of ammonia to potassium can be used to indicate whether or not the source is sanitary wastewater.
Ammonia/potassium ratios greater th.an 0.60 would indicate likely sanitary wastewater contamination. Ammonia/potassium
ratios were above 0.9 for all septage and sewage samples collected in Birmingham (values ranged from 0.97 to 15.37,
averaging 2.55). Ammonia!potassium ratios for all other samples containing detergents were below 0.7, ranging from 0.00
to 0.65, averaging 0.11. One radiator waste sample had an ammonia/potassium ratio of 0.65.
Non-contaminated samples collected in Birmingham had ammonia/potassium ratios ranging from 0.00 to 0.41, with
a mean value of 0.06 and a median value of 0.03. Using the mean values for non-contaminated samples (0.06) and
sanitary wastewaters (2.55), flows comprised of mixtures containing at least 25% sanitary wastes with the remainder of
the flow from uncontaminated sources would likely be identified as sanitary wastewaters using this method. Flows
containing smaller percent contributions from sanitary wastewaters might be identified as having a wash water source,
but would not be identified as uncontaminated.

Emerging Tools for Identifying Sources of Discharges
Coprostanol and Other Fecal Sterol Compounds Utilized as Tracers of Contamination by Sanitary Sewage. A more
likely indicator of human wastes than fecal coliforms and other "indicator" bacteria may be the use of certain molecular
markers, specifically the fecal sterols, such as coprostanol and epicoprostanol (Eaganhouse, etaL 1988). However, these
compounds are also discharged by other carnivores in a drainage (especially dogs). A number of research projects have
used these compounds to investigate the presence of sanitary sewage contamination. The most successful application
may be associated with sediment analyses instead of water analyses. As an example, water analyses of coprostanol are
difficult due to the typically very low concentrations found, although the concentrations in many sediments are quite high
and much easier to quantify. Unfortunately, the long persistence of these compounds in the environment easily confuses
recent contamination with historical or intermittent contamination.
Particulates and sediments collected from coastal areas in Spain and Cuba receiving municipal sewage loads were
analyzed by Grimalt, etaL (1990) to determine the utility of coprostanol as a chemical marker of sewage contamination.
Coprostanol can not by itself be attributed to fecal matter inputs. However, relative contributions of steroid components
can be a useful indicator. When the relative concentrations of coprostanol and coprostanone are higher than their 5?
epimers, or more realistically, other sterol components of background or natural occurrence, it can provide useful
information.
Sediment cores from Santa Monica Basin, CA, and effluent from two local municipal wastewater discharges were
analyzed by Venkatesan and Kaplan (1990) for coprostanol to determine the degree of sewage addition to sediment.
Coprostanols were distributed throughout the basin sediments in association with fine particles. Some stations contained
elevated levels, either due to their proximity to outfalls or because of preferential advection of fine-grained sediments. A
noted decline of coprostanols relative to total sterols from outfalls seaward indicated dilution of sewage by biogenic
sterols.
Other chemical compounds have been utilized for sewage tracer work. Saturated hydrocarbons with 16-18 carbons,
and saturated hydrocarbons with 16-21 carbons, in addition to coprostanol, were chosen as markers for sewage in water,
particulate, and sediment samples near the Cocoa, FL, domestic wastewater treatment plant (Holm and Windsor, 1990).
The concentration of the markers was highest at points close to the outfall pipe and diminished with distance. However
the concentration of C16-C21 compounds was high at a site 800 m from the outfall indicating that these compounds were
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unsuitable markers for locating areas exposed to the sewage plume. The concentrations for the other markers were very
low at this station.
The range of concentrations of coprostanol found in sediments and mussels of Venice; Italy, were reported by
Sherwin, et al. (1993). Raw sewage is still discharged directly into the Venice lagoon. Coprostanol concentrations were
determined in sediment and mussel samples from the lagoon using gas chromatography/mass spectroscopy. Samples
were collected in interior canals and compared to open-bay concentrations. Sediment concentrations ranged from 0.2-41 .0
pg/g (dry weight). Interior canal sediment samples averaged 16 pg/g compared to 2 pg/g found in open bay sediment
samples. Total coprostanol concentrations in mussels ranged from 80 to 620 ng/g (wet weight). No mussels were found
in the four most polluted interior canal sites.
Nichols, etaL (1996) also examined coprostanol in stormwater and the sea-surface microlayer to distinguish human
versus nonhuman sources of contamination. Other steroid compounds in sewage effluent were investigated by Routledge,
et al. (1998) and Desbrow, et al. (1998) who both examined estrogenic chemicals. The most common found were 17~Estradiol and estrone which were detected at concentrations in the tens of nanograms per liter range. These were
identified as estrogenic through a toxicity identification and evaluation approach, where sequential separations and
analyses identified the sample fractions causing estrogenic activity using a yeast-based estrogen screen. GC/MS was
then used to identify the specific compounds.
Estimating Potential Sanitary Sewage Discharges into Storm Drainage and Receiving Waters using Detergent Tracer
Compounds. As described above, detergent measurements (using methylene blue active substance, MBAS, test
methods) were the most successful individual tracer to indicate contaminated water in storm sewerage dry-weather flows.
Unfo~unately, the MBAS method uses hazardous chloroform for an extraction step. Different detergent components,
especially linearalkylbenzene sulphonates (LAS) and linear alkylbenzenes (LAB), have also been tried to indicatesewage
dispersal patterns in receiving waters. Boron, a major historical ingredient of laundry chemicals, can also potentially be
used. Boron has the great advantage of being relatively easy to analyze using portable field test kits, while LAS requires
chromatographic equipment. LAS can be measured using HPLC with fluorescent detection, after solid phase extraction,
to very low levels. Fujita, eta/. (1998) developed an efficient enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for detecting
LAS at levels from 20 to 500 IJg/L.
LAS from synthetic surfactants (Terzic and Ahe! 1993) which degrade rapidly, as well as nonionic detergents (Zoller,
et al. !991) which do not degrade rapidly, have been utilized as sanitary sewage markers. LAS was quickly dispersed
from wastewater outfalls except in areas where wind was calm. In these areas LAS concentrations increased in
freshwater but were unaffected in saline water. After time, the lower alkyl groups were mostly found, possibly as a result
of degradation or settling of longer alkyl chain compounds with sediments. Chung, et al. (1995) also describe the
distribution and fate of LAS in an urban stream in Korea. They examined different LAS compounds having carbon ratios
of CI 2 and CI 3 compared to Cl 0 and Cl 1, plus ratios of phosphates to MBAS and the internal to external isomer ratio
(l/E) as part of their research. Gonb, lez-Mazo, etal. (1998) examined LAS in the Bay of C&diz off the southwest of Spain.
They found that LAS degrades rapidly (Fujita, et al., 1998, found that complete biodegradation of LAS requires several
days), and is also strongly sorbed to particulates. In areas close to shore and near the untreated wastewater discharges,
there is significant vertical stratification of LAS: the top 3 to 5 mm of water had LAS concentrations about 100 times
greater than found at 0.5 m.
Zeng and Vista (1997) and Zeng, et al. (1997) describe a study off of San Diego where LAB was measured, along
with polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and aliphatic hydrocarbons (AHs) to indicate the relative pollutant
contributions of wastewater from sanitary sewage, nonpoint sources, and hydrocarbon combustion sources. They
developed and tested several indicator ratios (alkyl homologue distributions and parent compound distributions) and
examined the ratio of various PAHs (such as phenanthrene to anthracene, methylphenanthrene to phenanthrene,
fluoranthene to pyrene, and benzo(a)anthracene to chrysene) as tools for distinguishing these sources. They concluded
that LABs are useful tracers of domestic waste inputs to the environment due to their limited sources. They also describe
the use of the internal to external isomer ratio (l/E) to indicate the amount of biodegradation that may have occurred to
the LABs. They observed concentrations of total LABs in sewage effluent of about 3 pg/L, although previous researchers
have seen concentrations of about 150 l~g/L in sewage effluent from the same area.
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The fluorescent properties of detergents have also been used as a tracer by investigating the fluorescent whitening
agents (FWAs), as described by Poiger, et aL (1996) and Kramer, et al. (1996). HPLC with fluorescence detection was
used in these studies to quantify very low concentrations of FWAs. The two most frequently used FWAs in household
detergents (DSBP and DAS 1 ) were found at 7 to 21 IJg/L in primary sewage effluent and at 3 to 9 pg/L in secondary
effluent. Raw sewage contains about 10 to 20 t~g/L FWAs. The removal mechanisms in sewage treatment processes is
by adsorption to activated sludge. The type of FWAs varies from laundry applications to textile finishing and paper
production, making it possible to identify sewage sources. The FWAs were found in river water at 0.04 to 0.6 IJg/L. The
FWAs are not easily biodegradable but they are readily photodegraded. Photodegradation rates have been reported to
be about 7% for DSBP and 71% for DAS 1 in river water exposed to natural sunlight, after one hour exposure.
Subsequent photodegradation is quite slow.
Other Compounds Found in Sanitary Sewage that may be used for Identifying Contamination by Sewage. HallingSe rensen, etal. (1998) detected numerous pharmaceutical substances in sewage effluents and in receiving waters. Their
work addressed human health concerns of these low level compounds that can enter downstream drinking water supplies.
However, the information can also be possibly used to help identify sewage contamination. Most of the research has
focused on clofibric acid, a chemical used in cholesterol lowering drugs. It has been found in concentrations ranging from
10 to 165 ng/L in Berlin drinking water samples. Other drugs commonly found include aspirin, caffeine, and ibuprofen.
Current FDA guidance mandates that the maximum concentration of a substance or its active metabolites at the point
of entry into the aquatic environment be less than 1 pg/L (Hun 1998).
Caffeine has been used as an indicator of sewage contamination by several investigators (Shuman and Strand 1996).
The King County, WA, Water Quality Assessment Project is examining the impacts of CSOs on the Duwamish River and
Elliott Bay. They are using both caffeine (representing dissolved CSO constituents) and coprostanol (representing
particulate bound CSO constituents), in conjunction with heavy metals and conventional analyses, to help determine the
contribution of CSOs to the river. The caffeine is unique to sewage, while coprostanol is from both humans and
carnivorous animals and is therefore also in stormwater. They sampled upstream of all CSOs, but with some stormwater
influences, 100 m upstream of the primary CSO discharge (but downstream of other CSOs), within the primary CSO
discharge line, and 100 m downriver of the CSO discharge location. The relationship between caffeine and coprostanol
was fairly consistent for the four sites (coprostanol was about 0.5 to 1.5 IJg/L higher than caffeine). Similar patterns were
found among metals; chromium was always the lowest and zinc was the highest. King Co. is also using clean transported
mussels placed in the Duwamish River to measure the bioconcentration potential of metal and organic toxicants and the
effects of the CS©s on mussel growth rates (after 6 week exposure periods). Paired reference locations are available near
the areas of deployment, but outside the areas of immediate CSO influence. US Water News (1998) also described a
study in Boston Harbor that found caffeine at levels of about 7 IJg/L in the harbor water. The caffeine content of regular
coffee is about 700 mg/L, in contrast.
Kratch (1997) summarized several investigations on cataloging the DNA of E. coil to identify their source in water.
This rapidly emerging technique seems to have great promise in addressing a number of nonpoint source water pollution
issues. The procedure, developed at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, has been used in Chesapeake
Bay. In one example, it was possible to identify a large wild animal population as the source of fecal coliform
contamination of a shellfish bed, instead of suspected failing septic tanks. DNA patterns in fecal coliforms vary among
animals and birds, and it is relatively easy to distinguish between human and non-human sources of the bacteria.
However, some wild animals have DNA patterns that are not easily distinguishable. Some researchers question the value
of E. coil DNA fingerprinting believing that there is little direct relationship between E. coil and human pathogens.
However, this method should be useful to identify the presence of sewage contamination in stormwater or in a receiving
water.
One application of the technique, as described by Krane, et al. (1999) of Wright State University, used randomly
amplified polymorphic DNA polymerase chain reaction (RAPD-PCR) generated profiles of naturally occurring crayfish.
They found that changes in the underlying genetic diversity of these populations were significantly correlated with the
extent to which they have been exposed to anthropogenic stressors. They concluded that this rapid and relatively simple
technique can be used to develop a sensitive means of directly assessing the impact of stressors upon ecosystems.
These Wright State University researchers have also used the RAPD-PCR techniques on populations of snails, pill bug"
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violets, spiders, earthworms, herring, and some benthic macroinvertebrates, finding relatively few obstacles in its use for
different organisms. As noted above, other researchers have used DNA profiling techniques to identify sources of Eo coil
bacteria found in coastal waterways. It is possible that these techniques can be expanded to enable rapid detection of
many different types of pathogens in receiving waters, and the most likely sources of these pathogens.
Other Tracer Methods for Identifying Sources of Water. Stable isotopes had been recommended as an efficient
indicator of illicit connections to storm sewerage. A demonstration was conducted in Detroit as part of the Rouge River
project to identify sources of dry weather flows in storm sewerage (Sangal, et al. 1996). Naturally occurring stable
isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen can be used to identify waters originating from different geographical sources (especially
along a north-south gradient). Ma .and Spalding (1996) discuss this approach by using stable isotopes to investigate
recharge of groundwaters by surface waters. During water vapor transport from equatorial source regions to higher
latitudes, depletion of heavy isotopes occurs with rain. Deviation from a standard relationship between deuterium and 180
for a specific area indicates that the water has undergone additional evaporation. The ratio is also affected by seasonal
changes. As discussed by Ma and Spalding (1996), the Platte River water is normally derived in part from snowmelt from
the Rocky Mountains, while the groundwater in parts of Nebraska is mainly contributed from the Gulf air stream. The
origins of these waters are sufficiently different and allow good measurements of the recharge rate of the surface water
to the groundwater. In Detroit, Sangal, et al. (1996) used differences in origin between the domestic water supply, local
surface waters, and the local groundwater to identify potential sanitary sewage contributions to the separate storm
sewerage. Rieley, etal. (1997) used stable isotopes of carbon in marine organisms to distinguish the primary source of
carbon being consumed (sewage sludge vs. natural carbon sources) in two deep sea sewage sludge disposal areas.
Stable isotope analyses would not be able to distinguish between sanitary sewage, industrial discharges, washwaters,
and domestic water, as they all have the same origin, nor would it be possible to distinguish sewage from local
groundwaters if the domestic water supply was from the same local aquifer. This method works best for situations where
the water supply is from a distant source and where separation of waters into separate flow components is not needed.
It may be an excellent tool to study the effects of deep well injection of stormwater on deep aquifers having distant
recharge sources (such as in the Phoenix area). Few laboratories can analyze for these stable isotopes, requiring shipping
and a long wait for the analytical results. Sangal, etal. (1995) used Geochron Laboratories, in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Dating of sediments using 137Cs was described by Davis, et al. (1997). Arsenic contaminated sediments in the
Hylebos Waterway in Tacoma, WA, could have originated from numerous sources, including a pesticide manufacturing
facility, a rock-wool plant, steel slags, powdered metal plant, shipbuilding facilities, marinas and arsenic boat paints, and
the Tacoma Smelter. Dating the sediments, combined with knowing the history of potential discharges and conducting
optical and electron microscopic studies of the sediments, was found to be a powerful tool to differentiate between the
different metal sources to the sediments.

Conclusions
Recent tests examined several potential tracer parameters during a project characterizing stormwater that had
collected in telecommunication manholes, funded by Tecordia (previously Bellcore), AT&T, and eight regional telephone
companies throughout the country (Pitt and Clark 1999). Numerous conventional constituents, plus major ions, and
toxicants were measured, along with candidate tracers to indicate sewage contamination of this water. Boron, caffeine,
coprostanol, E. coil, enterococci, fluorescence (using specific wavelengths for detergents), and a simpler test for
detergents were evaluated, along with the use of fluoride, ammonia, potassium, and obvious odors and color. About 700
water samples were evaluated for all of these parameters, with the exception of bacteria and boron (about 250 samples),
and only infrequent samples were analyzed for fluorescence. Coprostanol was found in about 25% of the water samples
(and in about 75% of the 350 sediment samples analyzed). Caffeine was found in very few samples, while elevated E.
cofiand enterococci (using IDEXX tests) were observed in about 10% of the samples. Strong sewage odors in water and
sediment samples were also detected in about 10% of the samples. Detergents and fluoride (at >0.3 mg/L) were found
in about 40% of the samples and are expected to have been contaminated with industrial activities (lubricants and
cleansers) and not sewerage. Overall, about 10% of the samples were therefore expected to have been contaminated
with sanitary sewage, about the same rate previously estimated for stormwater systems.
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Additional laboratory tests, funded by the University of New Orleans and the EPA, were conducted using many
sewage and laundry detergent samples and found that the boron test was a poor indicator of sewage, possibly due to
changes in formulations in modern laundry detergents. Other laboratory tests found that fluorescence was an excellent
indicator of sewage, especially when using specialized "detergent whitener" filter sets, but was not very repeatable. We
also examined several UV absorbance wavelengths as sewage indicators and found excellent correlations with 228 nm,
a wavelength having very little background absorbance in local spring waters, but with a strong response factor with
increasing strengths of sewage. We recommend that our originally developed and tested protocol still be used as the most
efficient routine indicator of sewage contamination of stormwater drainage systems, with the possible addition of specific
E. coliand enterococci measurements and UV absorbance at 228 nm. The numerous exotic tests requiring specialized
instrumentation and expertise reviewed in this paper do not appear to warrant their expense and long analytical turnaround times, except in specialized research situations.
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Elimination of Illicit Connections in Coastal New Hampshire Spurs Cooperation
and Controversy
Natalie Landry and Robert Livingston
New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services
Concord, New Hampshire

Introduction
Discharging stormwater runoff into our waterways has long been an accepted practice. In theory, storm drainage
pipes should only discharge during and after storm events unless the source is groundwater or surface water piped
underground. Therefore, the dry weather discharge should be relatively free of contaminants. However, many
communities across the country are finding out this is not always true. Some cities and towns are discovering illegal
connections of residential and commercial sewer lines to storm water collection systems. Illicit connections have been
identified by the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services (DES) as the point source of high fecal coliform
levels in the New Hampshire coastal basin (Jones, 1995). These illegal connections pose a health risk to those recreating
in the coastal waters and have forced the closure of shellfish growing waters to harvesting.

Goals of the Coastal Investigations Programs
Determining the extent of dry weather contamination in storm drainage systems is the first step an investigator should
take when researching stormwater pollution. Dry weather flows in storm drainage systems are often the result of
groundwater infiltration, but can also result from inappropriate connections from commercial, industrial, or residential
buildings. In 1996, the New Hampshire DES published the Coastal Basin Nonpoint Source Pollution Assessment and
Abatement Plan (NHDES, 1996) that directed coastal investigations of each community’s stormdrainage system during
dry weather. This decision to conduct dry weather investigations in the coast was made after 300 illicit connections were
identified in the northern New Hampshire city of Berlin. State environmental officials were convinced that illicit connections
were always present in storm drainage systems that were once considered a pollution threat only during wet weather.
DES initiated a multi-year effort that focused on identifying and abating the sources of the bacterial violations found
in the state’s coastal waters with the goal of opening shellfish growing waters during dry weather (Landry, 1997). About
the same time, the New Hampshire Estuaries Project (NHEP) began a three-year process of developing a comprehensive
management plan aimed at restoring, protecting and enhancing the water quality and living resources of the state’s
estuaries. The major goal of the NHEP was to address the sources of pollution currently impacting the estuaries and
prevent future problems through effective land use planning and shoreline protection of the coastal resources (NHEP,
1996). To accomplish this goal, part of the NHEP strategy was to locate and remediate the sources of the water quality
violations, primarily bacterial violations, found in the estuaries and coastal waters (Landry, 1997). DES and NHEP
combined resources and developed an investigation strategy with the overall goal of improving and protecting estuarine
water quality.

Specific Program Objectives
The main objectives of the investigation strategy were to identify inappropriate connections in the storm drainage
systems of urban, coastal communities and to eliminate the illicit connections through the available means, which include
voluntary compliance and enforcement.

A Brief Look at Coastal New Hampshire
The eighteen miles of New Hampshire coastline do not begin to tell the story of the state’s abundant marine
resources. The relatively modest coastline is only a small part of the coasta! basin. The estuarine resources include the
Great Bay Estuary and seven associated tidal rivers, Hampton Harbor, and Rye Harbor. These waters are used by
residents and many visitors for swimming, boat touring, shellfish harvesting, surfing, and angling. Forty-two communities
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comprise the coastal basin watershed, with a population density just under 300 residents/mile2 (Jones, In Review). The
upper watershed is generally undeveloped and forested while the more urban centers are situated in the lower watershed
as the rivers approach the coast.
Ten wastewater treatment facilities are situated on the tributaries of Great Bay and Hampton Harbor and two facilities
discharge directly into the Atlantic Ocean. Coastal communities are working diligently to upgrade the wastewater
treatment facilities and sewage collection systems. Inflow/infiltration problems and undersized pump stations plague the
treatment facilities and have resulted in financial hardships for affected municipalities. Shellfish growing waters have been
temporarily closed after heavy rainstorms when bacteria levels rise due to sewage by-passes. Sewage is a wellrecognized threat to the marine environment because it often contains harmful chemicals, disease-causing bacteria and
viruses, dissolved material and solid matter. Pathogens can cause a variety of illnesses and humans are exposed to these
organisms through contaminated water, shellfish, and fish (Sea Grant, 1999).

Investigating Illicit Connections
Recently, more and more watershed studies are investigating inappropriate discharges in storm drainage systems.
This pollution source originates from an identifiable point and flows through the storm drainage system to the outfall pipe.
For example, instead of connecting to the sewer system, a direct connection of sewer service discharges into the storm
drainage system. Other inappropriate sources include floor drains and laundry pipes. These inappropriate connections
are also referred to as illicit or illegal cross connections. The health threat and the potential to interfere with stormwater
contamination assessments elevate illicit connections to priority status for watershed managers to investigate.
Pitt et al. (1993), in cooperation with the Center of Environmental Research Information, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, published a user’s guide for conducting investigations of illicit connections. Several of the methods
suggested in this guide were implemented during the New Hampshire coastal investigations. Detailed surveys to
determine the extent of contamination through specific water quality monitoring and careful observation of storm drainage
outfalis are recommended for each type of land use in the watershed. Pitt recommends an initial phase of investigative
protocol that includes the initial mapping and field surveys. The initial activities are followed by more detailed watershed
surveys to locate and correct the sources of the contamination in the identified problem areas. After corrective action has
been taken, repeated outfall field surveys are required to ensure that the outfalls remain uncontaminated.
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Surveys of Storm Drainage Systems
Over the course of the investigations, several methods were used, ranging from the initial screening process of
surveying storm drainage discharges to dye testing the indoor plumbing of suspected sources. Steps between the initial
survey and the final determination of the source, included analyzing the discharge for water quality; visual and odor
observations at outfalls, manholes, and catchbasins; smoke testing; and video inspection of the storm drainage and sewer
systems.
Tidal rivers and coastal waters were divided into study sections by community. The urban, downtown centers of these
communities were targeted based on the existence of the storm drainage infrastructure. The investigators compiled maps
and as-built drawings of the storm drainage and sewer infrastructure. If the maps were inaccurate, insufficient, or
unavailable, information on the Storm drainage system was developed based on field investigations by the staff, typically
with the assistance of public works employees.
Communities with maps based in a geographic information system (GIS) saved staff time and were generally more
accurate than record drawings that are not updated regularly (Landry, 1997). Tuomari (1996) applied the Rouge
Watershed Geographic Information System to the Wayne County Illicit Connections Detection Program and concluded
that the new GIS strategy eliminated the need to use maps and graphics from disparate reports and sources, significantly
reducing the time and effort once spent on research, field data acquisition, and interpretation.
Beginning in the summer of 1996, the coastal shorelines were surveyed at low tide, on foot or by canoe, depending
on access, for potential pollution sources. All pipes, seeps, streams, and swales with flow were sampled for bacteria. In
addition, temperature was measured and observations relating to the condition of the pipe (stained or structurally
damaged), odor, evidence of untreated wastewater (toilet paper, etc.), turbidity, color, debris, estimated flow, and any
other observations were noted. Dry pipes were rechecked on several occasions for intermittent flow. Evidence indicating
the presence of wastewater and/or elevated bacteria levels prompted further investigation of these locations.
Upstream catchbasins and manholes associated with the outfall pipes that were identified in the screening process
previously described, were surveyed for evidence of wastewater and sampled for bacteria. Smoke testing (using non-toxic
smoke blown into catch basins) was then used to identify buildings connected to the storm drainage system by canvassing
the neighborhood for vents emitting smoke. Final confirmation of an illicit connection from the buildings that emitted smoke
was accomplished with dye testing of indoor plumbing and observing the storm drainage and sewer systems for the
presence/absence of the dye.
Feeder streams were surveyed for outfall pipes with dry weather flow. Other potential bacteriological sources (e.g.,
pigeon roosting sites on bridges) were bracketed with water quality sampling stations. Where contaminated seeps and
swales were suspected, the drainage area was surveyed for potential sources such as broken sewer mains.

Water Quality Results
Bacteria data (1997/98) from outfall pipes with confirmed cross connections ranged from 1,700 - >1,000,000 E. coil
counts/100 ml during dry weather in Dover, New Hampshire. Many outfall pipes with cross connections had a gray biomat
comprised of filamentous bacteria coating the inside of the pipe and, often, the rocks or sediment below. These biomats
were used as a wastewater indicator based on the presence of these mats at more than 50% of the outfalls with confirmed
cross connections.
Dr. Stephen Jones of the University of New Hampshire Jackson Estuarine Laboratory conducted a twelve-month
study that examined the significance of all flow coming from urban storm drainage systems in the downtown Dover
watershed of the Cocheco River (Jones, 1998). Jones found that storm drains were consistent sources of relatively high
concentrations of bacterial indicators and pathogens at concentrations that exceeded state standards for recreational and
shellfish-growing waters during both dry and wet weather.
Flow from a damaged stormwater outfall pipe was determined to have a geometric mean E. coil concentration of
1,047,199 cfu/100 ml and a dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) concentration of 22.4 mg/l. The data were brought to the
attention of DES and an investigation revealed a cross connection from a commercial building. Dr. Jones continued to
monitor the quality of flow after the cross connection was eliminated and the results show a significant decline in both
bacteria and DIN geometric means. The post-repair results were 93 E. coil cfu/100 ml and 7.2 DIN mg/l.
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¯ ALthough no public health problems were known to have occurred as a result of exposure to bacteriaL pathogens in
the Cocheco River, the contamination may be a significant contribution to the feca!-borne bacteria that are presently the
reason for closing the area’s shellfish growing waters in New Hampshire and restricting harvests in Maine (Jones, 1998).

Remedial Actions
Once confirmed, illicit connections in coastal New Hampshire have been eliminated in different ways. The most
desired course of action from the regulatory perspective is voluntary compliance and many fixes have been accomplished
through this process. Economics and prioritization of the many demands on public works departments sometimes compel
the state and federal environmental agencies to initiate regulatory action to eliminate raw wastewater discharges into
surface waters. Lawsuits, although not common, have been filed against municipalities after cross connections were
discovered.

Voluntary Compliance: Town of Exeter Case Study
In 1994, researchers at the UNH Jackson Estuarine Laboratory (Jones and Langan, 1995) reported elevated dryweather bacterial levels cellected in Norris Brook, a tributary to the Squamscott River in Exeter, New Hampshire. In 1996,
DES collected bacteria samples at various locations on Norris Brook (NHDES, 1997) and found relatively low E. coil
concentrations of <150 counts/100 ml. In 1998, an Exeter official urged DES to investigate the watershed for
contamination based on the 1994 data that showed a fecal coliform concentration of 600 counts/100 ml. In April of 1998,
DES and a town official conducted a survey of the lower watershed and discovered a storm drainage outfall discharging
a large volume of flow even though the weather had been dry. Upon closer inspection, toilet paper was observed in the
outfall pipe and the immediate area.
The town public works department was notified of the survey results and, following reminders by DES, began
investigations to determine the sources of untreated wastewater. Progress was slowed because several of the residences
were rental properties which involved contacting the owner, who was in some cases from out-of-state, and gaining
permission to access the building for dye testing. By November, the town reported that a few of the cross connections
still remained. DES considered enforcement action and an administrative fine but did not take that action to maintain the
spirit of cooperation. In January of 1999, the town reported that the owner of the last remaining property to be dye tested
was not responding to requests for access. More prodding by DES followed and in February 1999, DES received
notification that the cross connections were eliminated. A follow up inspection confirmed the absence of untreated
wastewater in the storm drainage outfall.
A lesson learned from this experience is that a persistent, local advocate is often the key to maintaining attention on
a local water quality problem. In addition, local advocates, whether a conservation commissioner, selectmen, or citizen,
often have detailed knowledge of the complaint and the locale, which provides valuable and time-saving information to
the state investigators.
Time and resource demands on local officials as well as state investigators can cause this process to be distressingly
slow. Budgeting for 2-3 cross connection investigations and fixes per year is recommended at approximately $6,000 per
fix, to help alleviate the unexpected financial burdens on urban communities when illicit connections are found.
Bacteria alone should not be the determining factor of the presence or absence of an illicit connection for a variety
of reasons. Chlorine or other toxins in untreated wastewater may depress bacteria levels and bacteria lack conservative
behavior, which deem it a poor indicator (Pitt, 1993). Investigators have found that a careful and thorough outfall survey
is usually more informative than just collecting water samples.

Enforcement Action: City of Newmarket Case Study
Enforcement is another tool available to DES to achieve compliance. For example, setting timetables for compliance
milestones in a legal document is a method that, while typically thought of as a burden to a community, may actually
provide the impetus for action in a positive way. Public works departments of New Hampshire coastal communities are
not equipped with large, discretionary budgets to address unplanned remediation of illicit connections. When faced with
this dilemma, an enforcement action against the community provides public works departments with the validation to
support a request for additional funding from the officials who approve the allocation of funds.
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As the mill Town of Newmarket, New Hampshire, developed over the years, a small watercourse named Moonlight
Brook was built over and culverted in the center of downtown. In 1996, DES investigated Moonlight Brook based on
historic elevated bacteria levels. The DES investigation revealed dry weather E. coliconcentrations as high as 41,600
counts/100ml in the brook. DES encouraged the town to initiate dye testing of the structures in the vicinity of Moonlight
Brook but, at that time, the town was reluctant to allocate staff and funding for clean up efforts (NHDES, 1997).
An administrative order was issued by the US Environmental Protection Agency for various violations of permitted
effluent limitations in October, 1997 and included a requirement that the town eliminate the raw sewage discharges from
the storm sewer system (USEPA Docket No. 97-78). The order required a plan and schedule for eliminating any pollutants
discharging during dry weather. The order also specified sampling of each active dry weather discharge that remained
following elimination of the illicit connections to the system identified by the town’s fieldwork.
In response to the order, the town hired an environmental consultant to address the problems at the wastewater
treatment facility and the illicit connections. During the summer of 1997, the consultant and the town performed a dye
study of the subdrainage area that the town suspected was the likely source of bacterial contamination identified at the
discharge. The dye study resulted in the identification of a total of four untreated discharges to the storm drainage system
from three properties. A subsequent video inspection of the sewer lines adjacent to these properties revealed that the
sewer service connections from these properties might have been installed at the time the original sewer was constructed.
The consultant then concluded that this would indicate the sources of sewage discharging to the storm drainage are
broken sewer service connections rather than direct connections. The town stated that the remedial work would be
completed by June 1998 (Plante, 1998).
Another storm discharge pipe servicing this area was separated in 1985 and 1986, at which time dye testing was
performed to identify sanitary services that were connected to the sewer. The consultant determined that it would be
unlikely that direct sanitary service connections to the storm drain were present in this area, however, broken service
connections could result in sewage entering the storm drain culvert along Main Street. A dye study was planned for May
1998.
A total of 59 properties were included in the dye-testing program. Four of the properties were confirmed to be crossconnected to the storm drainage system. Two of the four were the result of direct connections of sewer laterals to the
drainage system. The remaining two were a result of exfiltration from the sewer lateral through the ground to the drain
line (Town of Newmarket, 1999). The town reports a 90% reduction in the E. colicounts following the elimination of the
illicit discharges.

Legal Action: City of Dover Case Study
In the 1970’s, the City of Dover, New Hampshire, constructed a new sewage collection system and treatment facility.
In 1997, DES investigators began surveying the storm drainage outfalls for contamination. Around this same time,
University of New Hampshire researcher Dr. Stephen Jones initiated a study in Dover to determine the significance of
flow (both dry and wet weather) coming from urban storm drainage systems (Jones, 1998). Jones identified a source of
bacterial contamination to be a cross connection later confirmed by DES and the City of Dover Public Works Department.
The city fixed the illicit connection by connecting the sanitary service into the sewer main, at no charge to the building
owner, while noting substantial flow from this service due to a hair salon in the building.
After learning about the existence of the cross connection, the building owners made an unsuccessful request to the
city for an abatement of the sewer fees they had paid since 1981 and initiated legal proceedings. The city alleged that
the case law mandated a decision in its favor and filed a motion for summary judgement (Stratford Superior Court, Order
#98-C-207). In a responding order from the judge, the case law was said to illustrate that the Court had considered a
variety of factors in related cases including (1) whether the new and old system were integral to one another, (2) whether
the benefit provided to the plaintiff under the new and old systems was comparable, and (3) whether the property owner
had access to the new system. The motion for summary judgment was denied because the Court found that these were
issues for a jury and that summary judgment at that stage would be premature.
A trial date was set. One week before the trial was to occur, the two parties settled out of court. The terms of the
settlement were confidential. If the property owners were successful in seeking a tax abatement and damages for unjust
enrichment, implied contract, and negligent misrepresentation, as sought, the pollution investigations could have been
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in jeopardy of becoming ineffective. Such a precedent could have led to other similar suits and would effectively remove
the incentive for municipalities to be proactive in fixing cross connections.

Conclusions
The Department of Environmental Services, in conjunction with the New Hampshire Estuaries Project, has
systematically identified illicit connections in the urban communities of coastal New Hampshire. Applying both voluntary
compliance and enforcement has resulted in the removal of cross connections to the storm drainage systems and a
decrease in the contamination reaching the coastal surface waters. DES is currently monitoring the shellfish growing
waters to determine the extent of water quality improvement resulting from the removal of illicit connections.
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Introduction
In North Carolina coastal estuarine systems, land use change has been implicated as a significant cause of water
quality impairment (NC Department of Environment and Natural Resources, 1997; White, et al., 1998). Such development
processes change surface hydrology, pollutant delivery, and, as a consequence, adjacent water quality. Decisions
regarding placement, density, and type of development are controlled by policy implementation at the local level¯
Furthermore, while the degree of impact may vary with each location, it is the cumulative effects throughout a watershed
that can be most damaging to water quality¯ Hence, there is a need to develop and enact policy locally, but on a multijurisdictional, watershed basis¯
Increasingly, local communities and governments are showing interest in playing a role in developing and
implementing solutions to water quality problems (NC Department of Environment and Natural Resources, 1997).
However, logistical complications arise upon implementation of this concept¯ First, a mechanism for effectively involving
local citizen stakeholders in the policymaking process may not exist and/or is difficult to establish (Danietson, 1998).
Second, technical data needed to address local issues and concerns are often not readily available, or are in a form not
easily understood. Third, programs for addressing water quality problems on a watershed-basis may not exist, suggesting
a need to develop, coordinate, and deliver multi-jurisdictional education on water quality issues and policy alternatives.
Through a project entitled Watershed Education for Communities and Local Officials (WECO), the North Carolina
Cooperative Extension Service has worked with a number of state and federal agencies, along with citizens and local
governments within a coastal watershed to address these needs¯
The goal of this project is to improve water quality in all of the White Oak River Watershed through involvement and
education of citizens and government officials who live and work in the watershed. The project’s main thrusts are : 1 ) the
delivery of technical information and educational material on water quality, management strategies, and policy options
that support watershed-based planning; 2) the empowerment of local citizens by facilitating collaborative partnerships
between communities, local officials, and state agencies within the watershed; and 3) the facilitation of the development

¯ Funding for this project is provided by USDA-CSREES under project number 97-EWQI-1-0150.
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of local stakeholder - driven policy recommendations for the entire watershed. This paper discusses the application of
- these concepts to an issue of critical importance to local citizens.

Background
The White Oak River watershed is one of four rivers in the White Oak River Basin (Figure 1 ). It is 48 miles long and
encompasses 320 mi2 . The watershed begins in freshwater creeks and swamps of Jones County, NC, and contains
portions of three other counties--Craven, Onslow, and Carteret. Along its route to Bogue Sound and the Atlantic Ocean,
the river traverses between 30 ft. banks, which are relics of ancient dune ridges. This river is home to five threatened
or endangered organisms, including alligators; loggerhead, green, and leatherback turtles, and the Croatan crayfish. The
river and its estuarine waters ha~,e extensive primary nursery waters and provide habitat for several anadromous species-herring, shad, striped bass, and sturgeon. The majority of the river is classified as SA, or saltwater suitable for
commercial shellfish harvesting.

IWhite Oak River Watershed
~Vorth Carolina

County

Onslow

Sub-Watersheds

Area of Detail

Figure 1. General map of White Oak River Watershed in North Carolina,

The White Oak River watershed has six major land cover/land use classes with wetlands encompassing the largest
single type at 52% of the total. Forests are the second largest land cover type constituting the majority of the headwaters
in the Croatan National and Hoffman State Forests (22%). A very small portion of the watershed is urban (2%) and
agricultural (11%) (NC Department of Environment and Natural Resources, 1997).
Despite the low level of urbanization, the North Carolina Division of Water Quality’s basinwide management plan notes
an increase in shellfish closures in the river (North Carolina Division of Environmental and Natural Resources, 1997). At
state-sponsored public meetings, over 100 citizens expressed concern and called for more public education on water
quality.
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Recognizing the interest of their constituencies in water quality education, local NC Cooperative Extension Service
leaders assembled a project team involving members from the North Carolina Division of Water Quality, North Carolina
Division of Coastal Management, North Carolina Division of Environmental Health - Shellfish Sanitation Branch, North
Carolina Cooperative Extension, and 25 citizens who comprise the stakeholder-based Advisory Board for the White Oak
River Watershed. This group includes crop farmers, livestock farmers, fisherpersons, developers, foresters, tourism
directors, teachers, scientists, and local government officials from the watershed (see Table !). The citizen advisory
board is the decision-making entity. The government agency representatives and Cooperative Extension personnel
function as support staff to the Board. Support staff provide resources, perform research and reviews, make reports,
serve as technical advisors, and provide formal facilitation and consensus-building services.

The White Oak Advisory Board’s Primary Issue of Concern
The Board began meeting in August of 1996. Their first task was to prioritize water quality issues upon which to focus
their efforts. Board members expressed concern that past bridge and road construction across the mouth of the river had
contributed to a decline in water quality. Furthermore, this road, Highway 24, was slated for expansion, and they were
concerned that this would exacerbate the problems. The Board acknowledged the need for expansion of the road, but
recognized a unique opportunity to mitigate its impact if they could move quickly to work with the North Carolina
Department of Transportation (NC-DOT)
At the time that the Board was convened and identified the highway and its expansion as an issue, NC-DOT was in
the process of conducting an Environmental Assessment of the project and were anticipating a Finding of No Significant
Impact. During a meeting between the Extension Project Team and NC-DOT, DOT representatives were made aware
of the Board’s concerns and expressed an interest in working with the Board to address those concerns. However, timing
was an issue because in several months, NC-DOT was planning right of way acquisition to begin the expansion project.
Because of the urgency of the matter, the Board resolved to meet twice monthly and work to develop their comments and
recommendations.

Technical Information Gathered by the Board
In response to the Board’s inquiry, the Project Team reviewed, summarized, and presented scientific studies that had
been conducted on the river that related to sedimentation and flow patterns in the river and the possible effects of highway
construction over the mouth of the river. Results from the following four studies were especially useful in understanding
the science behind this policy issue.
Table 1. White Oak River Watershed Advisory Board - Stakeholder Composition.
Stakeholder Groups
Fishing, Commercial ....

Carteret

Onslow

Jones

Total
4

At Larcje

Fishing, Recreational

1

Real Estate or (Development

1

Environment/Conservation

1

Farming, Crop

2

Farming, Livestock
Forestry, Private
Business & Industry

1
1
¯¯

Local Government

3

-¯

3

Academia/Public Schools ....

4

Travel & Tourism
NC Shellfish Sanitation

1

Soil & Water Cons.

1
¯¯

Public Forestry

To,a,,

I

12

I

I

I3

2

I
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One study (Martens and Goldhaber, 1978) determined that the metabolic pathways by which bacteria degrades
organic matter in the sediments differ depending on whether the overlying aquatic environment is salty or fresh.
Chemistry analyses done on soil cores taken at various locations in the river found framboidal pyrite at upstream samples,
which indicated that saltwater wedges had previously penetrated further upstream than current patterns in soil chemistry
showed. These results provided evidence to the Board that saltwater flows in the river had changed over time.
Adams, Benniger, Hosier, Overton, and Reed (1982) studied water circulation and sedimentation patterns in the White
Oak Estuary and found that sedimentation in the estuary varies from 0.3 cm/yr to 5 cm/yr, approximating the annual rate
of submergence along the Atlantic coast. Their study confirmed for the Board that the system is a flood tide dominated
system with sediment transport primarily occurring during storms with strong on-shore winds. The study also noted that
the construction of the Intracoastal Waterway (ICWW) in 1930-32 in conjunction with the construction of Highway 24 in
1933 altered channel flow from one channel (adjacent to Huggins Island) to another (adjacent to the mainland near
Highway 24). Spoil deposition from dredging operations may also be responsible for decreased channel flow in the west
channel of the Inlet. The authors noted no evidence of a declining fishery based on the fact that it was comparable to
other fisheries in the area and in line with historical production rates for the estuary. This study also quantified the extent
of fill and alteration to the estuary caused by the original construction of the ICWW and the road in 1932 and 1933,
respectively. Historical maps, when compared to current data, showed that two inlets were closed and that more than
80% of the river was obstructed by these projects.
Benniger and Martens (1983) investigated the age and the sources of organic matter in the estuary. This study
characterized the organic matter degradation rates, which is important in understanding the estuary’s capability to process
organic inputs. The researchers determined that the upstream organic matter inputs were primarily terrestrial and the
downstream organic inputs were primarily marine. However, they found that microbial processes acted preferentially to
remove recently produced organic matter. This implies that recently produced or partially treated organic matter could
substantially increase sediment oxygen demand and the rate of nutrient regeneration. This would increase the
vulnerability of the estuaries to anoxia and algal blooms.
Kelley, Martens, and Chanton (1990), by collecting and analyzing sediment cores, characterized the relative
remineralization rates of sedimentary carbon for the fresh and saltwater environments in the river. They found that the
upstream environment, which is dominated by terrestrial inputs and the process of methane reduction, remineralized at
a rate three times faster than the downstream site, which is dominated by marine inputs and uses sulfate reduction as
the energy pathway for organic matter remineralization. As indicated in the previously described paper by Martens and
Goldhaber (1978), saltwater circulation patterns, as well as freshwater inputs, appear to have changed such that the
estuarine ecology has shifted towards a more freshwater system. Since freshwater facilitates rapid remineralization of
organic carbons, this, over time, can reduce the river’s buffering capacity and result in nutrient enrichment.
Initial Conclusions of Board
Based on these and other related studies, the Board concluded the following:
¯ Salt wedges that used to extend upstream have not occurred in recent history.
¯ Organic inputs upstream are from terrestrial sources and downstream are from marine sources.
¯ Salinity regimes in the river are highly variable seasonally and spatially.
¯ Salinity helps buffer the river from nutrient inputs.
¯ Sedimentation at the mouth of the estuary was considered normal for coastal estuary systems.
¯ There was no evidence to support a perceived decline in the fishery.
¯ Increased fresh water inputs from the expanded impervious surface area related to the highway expansion may
have a negative impact.
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¯ Higher salinity reduces concentrations of fecal coliform bacteria.
¯ Ditching and other means of moving water faster off the land causes problems with increased freshwater to the river
as well as increased bacterial contamination in shellfish beds.
¯ There is a significant shellfish resource at the mouth of the river that has historically remained open.
Next, the Advisory Board convened a panel of specialists to discuss this information and potential mitigation
strategies. The panel participants included:
¯ Dr. Larry K. Benninger, Geologist, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH);
¯ Archie Hankins, Biologist, NC-DOT;
¯ Tom Jarrett, Hydraulic Modeling, United States Army Corps of Engineers (USCOE);
¯ Dr. Chris Martens, Marine Sciences, UNC-CH;
¯ Dr. Paul Hosier, Biologist, UNC-CH;
¯ Dr. Rick Leuttich, Sedimentary Geologist, UNC-CH; and
¯ Howard Varnam, Hydrologist, USCOE.
The panel reviewed the scientific information presented to the Board, and they agreed that there has been an impact
on the circulation and flushing of the White Oak River since the construction of the causeway and the ICWW, but
quantification of those effects would require intensive modeling that would take a minimum of 1.5 to 2 years. The panel
felt that any action to increase circulation and salt water inputs to the river would have an overall positive effect on water
quality. However, the best manner in which to accomplish those goals and the particular effects on fisheries,
sedimentation, or other water resource values would be difficult without modeling studies. The panel concluded that due
to changes in land use, hydrology in the watershed had been altered. As a result, runoff volume during storm flows has
increased. This increases pollutant loading and increases erosion processes during storms. The panel noted that a
reduction in freshwater runoff would not have any significant effect on the diversity and density of species, but on their
distribution. This would have little effect on flora and fauna in the river, but might improve water quality. The panel also
noted that the most effective strategy for protecting water quality is to involve all of the communities impacting the system
and to implement overall land use planning in the watershed. It was suggested that the group needed to define their water
quality goals and how they want to manage the river and watershed to achieve those goals. Individual actions for
localized effects would require some additional modeling and research to determine the best options.
The panel concluded with a list of mitigation recommendations listed below:
¯ Pursue a study of the river to determine what, if any, actions should be taken to improve circulation up and
downstream of the highway.
¯ Examine options to manage stormwater in new and existing developments.
¯ Pursue the maintenance of buffers along creeks and streams.
¯ Pursue stricter enforcement of sediment and erosion control at construction sites.
¯ Endorse, encourage, and facilitate the use of BMPs in forests and farms.
¯ Work to develop a mechanism for watershed - based or coordinated land-use planning to address all of the
suggestions.
¯ Explore alternative waste management strategies for both single users and municipalities to reduce nutrients.
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The Board’s Recommendations
Over the next several meetings, and as a consequence of these findings, the Board recommended the following
actions;
1. To reduce freshwater inputs to the estuary and possible negative impacts of highway runoff on water quality, the
Advisory Board recommended storm water runoff from bridge and highway expansion not be discharged into the
river and that the Department of Transportation (DOT) explore options to eliminate discharge into the waterways.
At a minimum, discharge from Highway 24 should be directed south (downstream) of the causeway to prevent
impacts to shellfish. In addition, it was recommended that amelioration of the velocity, volume, and quality of that
runoff be implemented; if feasible.
2. Historic maps showed that, prior to the 1930’s, the mouth of the White Oak River was open and unrestricted,
allowing free tidal flow. In t 932 and 1933, Department of Transportation and US Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE)
projects closed approximately 80% of the mouth of the river and altered physical processes. The Advisory. Board
recommended that to restore salinity regimes, increase tidal circulation, and reduce sedimentation, DOT take actions
to reopen the mouth of the river to the maximum extent possible. One option would be the creation of a north-south
channel connecting the estuary with the sound near the current location of the Flying Bridge Restaurant on the
Carteret County side of the river spanned by a bridge or connected by a culvert. Additionally, the Board
recommended that DOT and ACOE access ACOE ecological restoration funds and collaborate with each other to
mitigate the impacts of this expansion and past actions.
3. Since efforts to open the channel would not remain effective unless the State of North Carolina initiates an ongoing
maintenance program, the Advisory Board recommended that a long-term maintenance program supporting
improved circulation, reduced sedimentation, and restored salinity regimes be developed and implemented by
responsible agencies.
These recommendations were presented to and adopted by commissioners for Carteret and Jones Counties in May
and June of 1997. In addition, the White Oak River Watershed Advisory Commission of Onslow County (a group
appointed by the Onslow County Board of Commissioners to address water quality issues in Qnslow County) endorsed
the recommendations of the Board at their May of 1997, meeting. This collaborative, consistent, watershed-based policy
statement became part of the public record for the NCoDOT hearings in May of 1997, and a preliminary draft was included
in the NC Division of Water Quality’s Basinwide Water Quality Management Plan for the White Oak River Basin (North
Carolina Division of Environmental and Natural Resources, 1997).

Response to the Recommendations of the Board
At a joint meeting that included representatives of the NC-DOT, the White Oak River Advisory Board, the Extension
Project Team, and USCOE, the DOT agreed to support the Board’s recommendations and revise their stormwater plans
to direct runoff away from the shellfish resource in the river.
Blueprints for construction were redrawn reflecting the following features. In the vicinity of the bridges carrying
Highway 24 over the White Oak River at Swansboro, NC-DOT agreed, to the extent possible, to direct the stormwater
runoff from the roadway to the Bogue Sound side of Highway 24 and away from the river. In Swansboro (west of the
island causeway), the existing stormwater collection system (which has outfalls on both the river and sound side of
Highway 24) will continue to be used for the runoff following roadway expansion, thus preventing the need for additional
outfalls in the river.
From the island causeway eastward for approximately 2.5 miles, the stormwater runoff from the highway will be
collected and piped to outfalls on the sound side of Highway 24. Also, NC-DQT has designed special channelization
islands for commercial driveways to accommodate some of the stormwater runoff from the highway and bridges. These
water quality islands are depressed inside the curb to allow the first inch of highway runoff to pond within these islands
and filter through the grassed areas located there. The filtered runoff from these islands is then collected and piped to
outfalls on the sound side of Highway 24.
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In addition to the stormwater design changes, it was agreed that DOT would cooperate with other state and federal
agencies in any efforts to improve circulation and tidal flushing. Currently, the Board is continuing to work on adding a
section to the Congressional Water Resources Development Actthat would authorize the USCOE to conduct the study
necessary to determine what, if any, actions couldbe taken to improve flushing in the river.

Conclusions
Local stakeholder-based citizen groups can impact policies that affect their environment. Support for gathering,
summarizing, and delivering technical information to local citizens and governments is an important aspect of the success
of these processes. Knowing who to approach for answers to specific questions, and where to look for scientific
information is an important function of the group’s technical support. In addition, translating the information gathered into
digestible and usable material is also critical.
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Stormwater runoff threatens the nation’s waterways and public health, and costs Americans hundreds of millions of
dollars each year. Concerns about urban runoff and interest in proposed new federal stormwater regulations prompted
the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) to document existing, effective stormwater strategies. Our report aims
to encourage municipal action and empower communities to address this critical issue. More than 150 case studies from
across the nation were compiled and evaluated to highlight effective pollution prevention, administrative, and financing
strategies for addressing stormwater runoff. The case studies show, on a practical level, that stormwater management
can be environmentally effective, economically advantageous, and politically feasible. The report also forms the foundation
of a comprehensive outreach effort. Together, they help guide communities as they implement or improve stormwater
management programs by providing detailed examples of proven tools and approaches used to prevent stormwater
pollution. Collectively, the case studies offer an outline for further successful stormwater management strategies.
Elements critical to the effectiveness of these programs include: a pollution prevention emphasis with structural treatment
measures when needed; a focus on preserving natural features and processes; programs that inform and involve the
public; a framework that creates and maintains accountability; a dedicated and equitable funding source to ensure longterm viability; strong leadership; and effective administration. These broad themes translate into a set of nine local actions
for addressing the technical, social, and political issues associated with stormwater runoff. The case studies show that
following these actions will help communities form a sound stormwater policy.
Key Terms: urban stormwater runoff, impervious sudaces pollut~on prevention, best management practices, diffuse
pollution, accountability.
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Introduction
Currently, there is substantial concern about the impacts of urban and suburban runoff. Pollution from diffuse sources,
including urban stormwater, is the leading source of contamination in the nation’s waters (U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, 1997a). Stormwater runoff pollution is a particularly important issue since most of the population of the United
States lives in urban and coastal areas. Water resources in urban and coastal areas are highly vulnerable to and are often
severely degraded by stormwater runoff. Specifically, urban and suburban runoff is the second most prevalent source
of water quality impairment in the nation’s estuaries after industrial discharges (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
1998b).
Economic impacts are an important aspect of this concern. Even a partial accounting shows that hundreds of millions
of dollars are lost each year through added government expenditures, illness, or loss in economic output due to urban
runoff pollution and damages (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1998a). The ecological damage is also severe and
is at least as significant. In particular, uncontrolled urban runoff contributes to hydrologic and habitat modification, two
important sources of river impairment identified by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
The polluted stormwater runoff problem has two main components: the increased volume and rate of runoff from
impervious surfaces and the concentration of pollutants in the runoff. Both components are closely related to development
in urban and urbanizing areas (Booth and Reinelt, 1993; Schueler, 1994; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1997b).
When impervious cover (roads, highways, parking lots, and roof tops) reaches between 10 and 20 percent of the area
of a watershed, ecological stress becomes clearly apparent (Klein, 1979; Booth and Reinelt, 1993; Schueler, 1994).
Everyd. ay activities can deposit on these surfaces a coating of various harmful materials. When it rains or when snows
melts, many of these pollutants are washed into receiving waters, often without any treatment.
The deposition of pollutants and the increased velocity and volume of runoff together cause dramatic changes in
hydrology and water quality (Klein, 1979; Jones and Clark, 1987; Booth, 1990; Galli, 1990; U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, 1997b). These changes affect ecosystem functions, biological diversity, public health, recreation, economic
activity, and general community well-being (Bannerman et al., 1993; Novotny and Olem, 1994; Halle et aL, 1996;
Carpenter et aL, 1998). Urban stormwater is not alone in polluting the nation’s waters. Industrial and agricultural runoff
are often equal or greater contributors. But the environmental, aesthetic, and public health impacts of diffuse pollution
will not be eliminated until urban stormwater pollution is controlled.
While urban and suburban runoff continues to be a critical issue, there is substantial evidence that the problems are
not intractable. Increasingly, communities are recognizing the causes and consequences of uncontrolled urban runoff and
taking action to control and prevent runoff pollution, often without any mandate. These innovative communities are
realizing the environmental, economic, and social benefits of preventing stormwater pollution. However, neither the extent
of these efforts nor the specific actions being taken have been well documented.
There is also a growing interest in proposed new federal stormwater regulations. Comprehensive stormwater regulation
is required under Section 402(p) of the Clean Water Act. Since 1992, cities with populations over 100,000, certain
industries, and construction sites over 5 acres have been required to develop and implement stormwater plans under
Phase I of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) stormwater regulations (U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 1990). In October 1999, EPA is expected to promulgate a new rule requiring municipalities with
populations fewer than 100,000 people located in "urbanized areas" (wtqere population density is greater than 1,000
persons per square mile) to develop stormwater plans. Under what is known as the "Phase I1" rule, the EPA and states
will develop "tool boxes" from which the smaller local governments can choose particular stormwater strategies to develop
their stormwater plans (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1998a).
To address all of these issues and concerns, the authors developed a study to examine, document, and disseminate
information on environmentally effective and economically advantageous stormwater pollution prevention strategies. The
study resulted in a report, StormwaterStrategies: Community Responses to Runoff Pollution, that highlights some of the
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most effective existing stormwater strategies from around the country (Lehner et al., 1999). The report provides
substantial evidence that such programs exist and highlights a variety of innovative strategies actually being used. The
report also aims to provide guidance to communities addressing stormwater issues, encourage municipal action, and help
empower communities to be involved in this critical issue. This paper summarizes the study and presents its primary
findings and recommendations.

Study Design and Approach
The study was exploratory in nature, with the intent of presenting information on existing effective stormwater
management programs. To achi~eve this goal, we collected examples of environmentally beneficial and cost-effective
stormwater programs from across the country. We compiled this information into the case-study-based report described
above. This information and report have become the basis for a comprehensive outreach effort.
The first step was to gather information on programs and projects by examining existing programs (several begun
under Phase I as well as many that started earlier), reviewing literature, contacting regional and local stormwater
management experts and researchers, and interviewing representatives from stormwater management or other local
government agencies. We gathered information on over 250 programs. The information was then examined in detail and
narrowed down to a set of case studies that demonstrated elements of success. Three fundamental criteria for selection
were used: environmental gains, economic advantages, and community benefits. Environmental gains included biological,
hydrological, or chemical improvements resulting from stormwater management. Economic advantages included cost
savings to the municipality or developers, or increases in property values related to the pollution prevention measure.
Community benefits included aesthetic or recreational enhancement, administrative or institutional successes, or
community relations improvements.
Seventy-seven programs and projects were selected as case studies for the final report. Another 88 programs were
annotated to provide additional programs/locations not fully evaluated for the report. The case studies represent
communities of all sizes, types, and regions throughout the United States. To help ensure accuracy, local experts or
people familiar with the program, called "groundtruthers," were contacted to review the case studies and add information
from their own knowledge and experience.
The case studies were first organized geographically by dividing the United States into six regions based in part on
general rainfall patterns. Within each of the regions, case studies were then further subdivided into five categories of
stormwater management measures including, (1) addressing stormwater in new development and redevelopment, (2)
promoting public education and participation, (3) controlling construction site runoff, (4) detecting and eliminating improper
or illegal connections and discharges. (5) and implementing pollution prevention for municipal operations. These
categories roughly parallel those measures that large municipalities address under existing Federal regulations (40 CFR
parts 122.26 and 123.25) and small municipalities will address under pending Federal regulations (U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 1998a).

Case Study Findings
Through reporting over 150 examples of actual programs, tlqe full report provides substantial evidence that stormwater
pollution can be reduced or prevented with proper planning and implementation in growing or re-developing areas. The
examples presented in the report also demonstrate that if some communities can measurably and cost-effectively reduce
stormwater pollution, so can other communities and states (Lehner, etal., 1999).

The Five Categories of Stormwater Management Measures
Individually, the case studies provide detailed examples of substantial water quality improvement, effective or
innovative stormwater control strategies to protect the natural environment, significant cost-savings, and important
ancillary benefits to the community. The programs and strategies highlighted come from communities of all sizes, types,
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and regions. They include efforts by municipal agencies, developers, and community groups. In many cases, several of
these groups worked together to create win-win outcomes. The case studies highlight a variety of strategies for
addressing the five categories of stormwater management measures previously enumerated, and are described in more
detail as follows.
Addressing Stormwater in New Development and Redevelopment. By far the most important category of stormwater
strategies focuses on land use and development. It encompasses a wide range of measures including regional or
watershed planning, buffers and open space preservation, infill development, conservation design, and the use of sitespecific structural and nonstructural treatment measures. One of the best strategies a municipality or developer can
employ is to minimize the aggregate amount of new impervious surfaces. For example, developers of the Prairie Crossing
project in Grayslake, Illinois, prevented runoff pollution and saved money by using conservation design strategies. The
developers first reduced impervious cover by clustering 317 residences on only 132 acres of the site, which left 80 percent
as open space. They then designed the developed area around a natural drainage system consisting of vegetated swales,
restored prairie, and wetlands. Modeling indicates that this stormwater treatment drain system will remove approximately
85% of nutrients, metals, and suspended sediments and reduce peak flows by 68%. Eliminating curbs and gutters
resulted in savings of $1.6 to $2.7 million. The development is also very appealing to homebuyers, with sales comparable
to or better than conventional developments in the area (see Lehner et al., 1999, p. 224).
Promoting Public Education and Participation. Individuals play a key role in reducing stormwater impacts both in their
own day-to-day activities and in showing support for municipal programs and ordinances. The most successful highlighted
programs accomplished three goals: they educated the public about the nature of the problem, they informed the people
about what they can do to solve the problem, and they involved citizens in hands-on activities to achieve pollutant
reduction or restoration targets. One example of this success is in Minneapolis, Minnesota, where a decline in water
quality motivated the Lake Harriet Watershed Awareness Project. Monitoring revealed that lawn-care chemicals were a
significant contributor to the problem, which suggested focused education efforts. In turn, the project developed two
approaches: a volunteer master gardener program and the distribution of educational materials. Evaluation showed that
67% of watershed residents reported using the information presented and 30% reported a change in behavior. As a result,
concentrations of lawn-care pesticides have dropped by 50% or more since the program began (see Lehner etal., ! 999,
p. 231 ).
Controlling Construction Site Runoff. The case studies demonstrate that effective construction site pollution prevention
is politically and economically feasible and can dramatically reduce pollution. The most effective programs rest on four
cornerstones laid in pairs: enforcement and education; erosion prevention and sediment control. However, the first and
over-arching necessity is a clear set of requirements. For example, Herzog et al. (1998) found that in Geauga County,
Ohio, and St. Joseph County, Indiana, aggressive, widespread seeding and mulching reduced construction site erosion
by up to 86% and reduced phosphorus Ioadings by 80%. These measures can also benefit developers financially. They
found that homebuyers perceive these "green" lots to be worth $750 more than comparable "brown" lots (see Lehner et
al., 1999, p. 236). While existing programs employ a wide variety of erosion and sediment control practices, virtually all
successful strategies require proper planning and phasing of construction activities to minimize land disturbance.
Detecting and Eliminating Improper or Illegal Connections and Discharges. Local governments have found that
identifying and eliminating illicit connections and discharges is a remarkably simple and cost-effective way to address
some of the worst stormwater pollution. The case studies show that two factors are critical to success of this element of
stormwater programs: finding illicit connections and discharges, and enforcement. In Washtenaw County, Michigan, the
Huron River Pollution Abatement project resulted in a 75% reduction in the river’s fecal coliform levels in just 4 years. The
project focused on eliminating existing illicit connections and preventing future incidents through chemical storage surveys,
industrial inspections, water-quality monitoring, public education, and complaint and spill response. Over a six-year period,
the program dye-tested more than 3,800 facilities, after which 328 of the 450 illicit connections found were removed (see
Lehner et al., 1999, p. 239).
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Implementing Pollution Prevention for Municipal Operations. A wide range of municipal operations can affect
stormwater quantity and quality. The case studies reveal that some local governments have been able to manage their
municipal operations to reduce stormwater pollution. The municipalities highlighted have done so in a variety of ways
including reducing the use of harmful chemicals, in the maintenance of municipal properties and vehicles, improving the
maintenance and cleaning of roads ,,~ ,d stormwater infrastructure, and training staff in pollution prevention practices.
Several municipalities have taken these steps at their golf courses. For example, the Village Links Golf Course in Glen
Ellyn, Illinois, is preventing runoff pollution by incorporating integrated pest management, water conservation, stormwater
detention, native planting, recycling, and public outreach into its day-to-day management. The golf course relies on both
mechanical and biological pest controls and has significantly increased natural areas. The course collects runoff from
nearby streets and neighbo~hoods in its system of ponds and spillways. These ponds provide approximately 60% of the
course’s irrigation water, and the course itself passively treats and filters all excess runoff from irrigation (see Lehner et
al., 1999, p. 243).

Themes Common to Success Stories
Collectively, over 150 case studies present a clear model for success. Evaluation of the case studies revealed several
common elements among the highlighted programs. We distilled those elements into the seven broad themes listed below
to help guide communities as they develop or improve stormwater programs. Since they are based on actual programs,
these themes form a solid foundation for successful programs.
Preventing pollution is highly effective and saves money. Pollution prevention measures dramatically and costeffectively reduce the quantity and concentration of pollutants "winding up" in stormwater. Common pollution prevention
measures include reducing or eliminating the use of harmful products, preventing erosion, reducing the amount of
pavement in new developments, and changing maintenance practices. In highly urbanized areas, however, such
measures may be difficult. In such cases, several communities have found treatment of runoff with structural measures
or retrofitting existing structures to be effective alternatives.
Preserving and utilizing natural features and processes have many benefits. Many communities and developers have
found strategies that rely on natural processes to be highly effective and economically advantageous. Undeveloped
landscapes absorb large quantities of rainfall and snowmelt and vegetation helps to filter out pollutants from stormwater.
Buffer zones, conservation-designed development, sensitive area protection, or encouragement of infill development all
enhance natural processes.
Educating and informing the general public and municipal staff improves program effectiveness. Providing information
and training to the general public and local businesses is a key component to many of the highlighted programs. Since
many sources of stormwater pollution are derived from individual activities such as driving and maintaining homes,
educating the public goes a long way to reducing stormwater pollution. Several communities involve the public in civic
activities, such as monitoring water quality or stenciling storm drains, which not only provide educational opportunities
but also save the municipality money.
Strong incentives, routine monitoring, and consistent enforcement establish accountability. Enforcement, or more
broadly accountability, is a key element to improving water quality. All actors need a clear statement of performance
goals, and they need to be held accountable by others for accomplishing these goals. We found that programs with high
accountability were the most effective, often achieving pollutant reductions of 50% or greater.
Financialstability helps ensure effective programs. Effective stormwater programs are financially viable and affordable.
Dedicated funding sources, such as stormwater utilities or environmental fees are equitable ways to build stability into
stormwater programs. Stability and equity are also important in gaining public support. Nearly 200 communities across
the nation are already realizing the benefits of implementing stormwater utilities as dedicated and equitable funding
sources.
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Strong leadership is often a catalyst for success. Success, at least initially, often requires an individual to champion
the project and make it happen.
Effective administration is critical Regardless of which strategies a community chooses, those programs with clear
goals and objectives are the most successful. Such clarity enhances accountability, responsibility, and trust. Furthermore,
an established and understood institutional framework often improves administration by fostering collaboration among
different parts and levels of government, neighboring communities, and local citizens. Effective administration allows
implementation of broad-based, multi-faceted programs, which are often the most effective at controlling the diffuse
problem of stormwater pollution.

A uthors’ Recommendations for Local Action
To further guide communities addressing stormwater runoff issues, we translated the broad themes presented above
into an action plan based on nine key recommendations. These actions roughly parallel the broad themes presented
above. The case studies demonstrated that following the nine local actions outlined below will help build a strong
framework for effective, efficient, and successful stormwater management over the long term.
1) Plan in advance and set clear goals. Carefully plan programs, as opposed to simply reacting to provided
opportunities, crises, or transient pressures. Planning allows development of more effective and cost-effective
actions. An essential outcome of planning is addressing the issues and concerns of all stakeholders involved.
2) Encourage and facilitate broad participation. Program planning, development, and implementation should involve
multiple levels of government, key members of the community, and professionals from a variety of related
disciplines. A key to success is the public’s understanding of the issue, how it relates to them, and what they can
do about it.
3) Promote public education opportunities. Implement broad-based programs that reach a range of audiences and
solicit different levels of public involvement. Remain committed to the education program and take advantage of
existing community organizations to enhance participation.
4) Work to prevent pollution first; rely on structural treatment only when necessary. Focus on prevention-based
approaches, through regional and watershed planning, local zoning ordinances, preservation of natural areas,
stormwater-sensitive site design, and erosion prevention as these are significantly more effective than treatment
of polluted runoff.
5) Establish and maintain accountability. Essential components of this process are setting clear standards, creating
strong incentives and disincentives, conducting routine monitoring and inspections, keeping the public informed,
promoting public availability of stormwater plans and permits, and consistently enforcing laws and regulations.
Strong enforcement is often key to significant water quality improvements.
6) Secure financial resources. Consider establishing a dedicated funding source such as a stormwater utility.
Combine with it budget-saving measures such as creative staffing, public-public and public-private collaboration,
and building off existing programs.
7) Tailor strategies to the region and setting. Recogmzmg that every case will be different, consider strategies that
are particularly tailored to the region, the specific audience, and the problem.
8) Evaluate andallow for evolution of programs. Set clear goals and priorities, and allow programs to develop over
time. Establish clear ways to check and see that goals and objectives are being met. This opens opportunities
for improvements and helps ensure long-term success.
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9) Recognize the importance of associated community benefits. Stormwater pollution prevention measures usually
offer ancillary quality-of-life benefits in addition to targeted improvements. For example, preserved areas offer
parks, ponds offer beauty and habitat, clean streets are more attractive, education helps empower people, and
sediment control improves fisheries and prevents flooding.

Conclusion
Many fine handbooks provide theoretical and technical guidance concerning the design and implementation of
effective stormwater pollution prevention and control measures. This study took a different approach and focused on
existing effective programs in a variety of settings. In doing so, it accomplished two key goals. First, the study
demonstrates that stormwater management is quite possible. The case studies show on a practical level that stormwater
management can be environmentally effective, economically advantageous, and politically feasible. Second, the case
studies enable communities developing or improving stormwater programs to learn from their peers. In doing so, the case
studies offer an outline for future successful stormwater management strategies.
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Abstract
Urban stormwater management agencies are increasingly being called upon to address water quality and natural
resources issues in addition to their traditional focus on flood conveyance. In response to this, stormwater drainage
master plans have been increasingly addressing stormwater quality and, in limited cases, natural resources and habitat.
This paper will describe some of the problems with traditional stormwater master planning approaches, including those
where water quality and natural resources have been included as "add-ons," and the urban stormwater problems we are
now trying to address which have resulted from these approaches. A framework for how communities can develop
integrated stormwater master plans that address multiple objectives, as increasingly mandated by public concern as well
as by regulations, will be presented. Given that the tools available for master planning are not equivalent in their
numerical evaluations, new procedures and project approaches are required. Especially important is how the
hydrology/hydraulic methods are performed, including both flood evaluations and evaluation of the smaller channelforming storms.
Communities are often not institutionally organized to address multiple objectives. Master planning has traditionally
been led and performed by engineers trained in hydrology and hydraulics, and they are usually in different departments
from those who are responsible for other environmental aspects of the drainage system. This paper will focus on the
technical, institutional, and process-oriented aspects of how master planning can be improved. Several case studies from
the Pacific Northwest of the United States will be discussed.

Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to discuss some of the attributes of urban stormwater master planning and how those
master plans can be improved to more fully address issues besides conveyance capacity and flood control. Stormwater
master plans go by a number of names, including storm drain master plans, stormwater infrastructure plans, and urban
catchment management plans. These plans are usually very focused on flood control and, until just recently, address
water quality minimally. This paper will discuss some of the attributes of traditional urban stormwater master planning
and its results, regulatory programs (which in the US and New Zealand are requiring a different approach), how integrated
master planning can be accomplished, and institutional barriers which often prevent integrated master planning from being
accomplished. In this paper, an Integrated Stormwater Master Plan is an infrastructure and management plan that not
only addresses flood control and property protection issues, but also considers stream stability and habitat, along with
water quality and aesthetics.

Urban Stormwater Drainage Problems
It has long been recognized that in urban areas, unplanned stormwater management systems result in damage to
property and sometimes people. As it will be well demonstrated by other papers in these proceedings, urbanization of
watersheds and the resulting impervious areas also cause changes to the hydrology and water quality of receiving waters
which ultimately result in other impacts to aquatic life and humans. Even some of our measures to control impacts can
have unplanned detrimental effects. Especially sensitive to these changes are stream systems and coastal embayments
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that are not well flushed. Almost always there are also direct impacts to stream riparian areas which also increase these
changes through canopy removal and channel modifications.
Urbanization usually includes impervious areas directly connected to efficient stormwater conveyance systems
(including roof drains and driveways connected to streets and curbs to inlets to pipes) which then are discharged to
streams directly or through engineered channels. This has resulted in stormwater being conveyed as fast as possible
to receiving waters (and away from properties). Increasingly, it is being recognized that because stormwater is drained
to streams in this manner, small storm hydrological changes that result in increased runoff flows can significantly increase
the frequency and duration of elevated flows. This energy change within the normal wetted channel often results in
channel cutting, widening, and/or sedimentation, which in turn can cause severe habitat and wate~ quality degradation
(MacRae 1996; Sovern and Washington, 1996). Often to "fix" these channel problems, streams are enclosed, hardened,
and/or straightened. Even without considering the water quality of stormwater, our stormwater systems are severely
impacted from a physical habitat standpoint, including habitat loss, higher velocities, and temperature changes. Figure
1 shows an example of how stream runoff can change with urbanization, including much higher and peaky flows as well
as increased volumes of runoff.
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Figure 1. Example Schematic of Changing RainfalVRunoff Relationships with Development.

With urbanization also comes a dramatic charge in water quali~. Urban stormwater systems are the efficient
conveyance system of urban pollutants, both those dischar~ d~rmg storm events and those occurring during d~weather discharges. There are numerous ways that pollu~ enter stormwater from those in ~e rainfall itself to
commonly thought of sour~s such as street di~ and ~r drippings. Stormwater o~en exceeds US EPA water quality
criteria. Figure 2 is a graph of the frequen~ ~hat stormwater runoff from identified land uses in Oregon exceed US EPA
acute dissolved metals water quali~ criteria i~ runoff from identified land uses (Strecker et al., 1997). It should be noted
that most of this runoff was measured in pipes, while the criteria are meant to apply to receiving waters. A data set of
flow-weighted composite samples (representing average storm concentrations) from over 40 land use stations from
various areas of the Willame~e Valley was utilized to develop the information displayed in the figure. The stations
included an open land use station in an urban area (Forest Park in Po~land) for comparison. Not~ that dissolved copper
and zinc in developed land uses exceeded criteria for 30 to 65% of the sto~ events. Similar findings have been found
in other programs, including the San Francisco Bay area programs (C~ke and Lee, 1993).
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Figure 2. Frequency that Flow-weighted Composite Urban Stormwater Runoff Samples Metals Concentrations Exceeded US EPAs Acute Criteria for
Aquatic Life.

The water quality impacts together with the physical hydrology changes described above have caused our urban
stream systems to become severely degraded. Our traditional systems have not protected the resources nearly as well
as they have protected property. As many have now recognized, at about 10 to 25% imperviousness, the health of the
aquatic system is severely degraded (May et al., 1997; Schueler, 1994). In many cases because of the longer-term
channel stresses, property has been damaged as well, including under cutting of headwalls, etc. The plans typically only
identified solutions that solved large flooding problems, sometimes just temporally until what has been considered
"maintenance" problems such as head wall failures, occur.
Environmental Concerns and Regulatory Requirements
In the US, Congress has recognized that urban stormwater plays a major role in affecting receiving waters when it
mandated in the revised Clean Water Act that urban stormwater water quality be addressed through a permitting
(consent) program. New Zealand has similar requirements through its Resources Management Act of 1991. Both these
programs are still evolving. The stormwater permit program in the US specifically requires that larger cities (over 100,000)
and soon smaller cities address stormwater quality issues as they conduct flood control projects. New Zealand’s program
also requires that municipalities obtain consents for stormwater discharges.
Under the overall program, one area that has been slow to change is how urban stormwater master plans are
developed and implemented. Although there are requirements to consider water quality in conducting flood control efforts,
for a number of reasons (including institutional inertia) agencies nave I:~een somewhat slow in actually giving water quality
and habitat protection equal weight with flood control in maste~ I~lanmng. Some of this is due to the fact that stormwater
master plans are typically the responsibility of engineers who are experienced in hydraulics, but that often lack experience
and knowledge in other aspects of environmental stormwater management. To be fair, engineers have been told to plan
for managing stormwater based upon land-use zoning that was selected without considering stormwater issues. Another
major issue is the resources allocated to conduct integrated planning efforts which are more expensive; often agencies
do not recognize the value of better up-front planning compared to capital and maintenance costs.
Increasingly though, the public has started to demand that more environmentally sound and/or aesthetically pleasing
stormwater management approaches be utilized. For example, with the endangered species act (ESA) listings and
proposed listings of salmon and trout species in the US Pacific Northwest, many neighborhood organizations are
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pressuring municipal agencies to change their stormwater management approaches. Some of these efforts are having
more success than the regulatory programs.

Stormwater Management Agency Functions
Understanding a stormwater management agency’s function and history is important to understanding its approach
to stormwater management. Stormwater management agencies typically fulfill the following roles:
1. Stormwater System Maintenance
2. Development Standard
3. Stormwater Master Planning
4. CIP Design and Construction
5. Funding-Utilities/System Development Charges
6. Stormwater System Permitting and Environmental Impact Minimization
7. Education
The last two elements are the most recent. Many agencies began by responding to emergencies and problems, and
were .then tasked to develop onsite design conveyance standards. Stormwater master plans for the most part were
developed in response to problems that arose after watersheds were developing with little or no stormwater planning.
They also were typically focused on just flood control and property protection. Most often they focused on the piped
systems and road culverts. Often creeks away from culverts were not evaluated unless there had been a particular
problem identified. In the US, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) had separately developed flood plain
maps for larger systems, which communities relied upon for protecting structures from larger river and stream flooding.
This was done to meet requirements for participation in FEMA’s flood insurance program. Therefore, flood plains and
the creeks themselves have not been a focus of master plan (e.g., creek sections were typically not evaluated to a great
extent).

Stormwater Drainage Master Plan Goals and Results
The traditional purposes of the Stormwater Drainage Master Plan were to:
¯ Guide a city’s stormwater drainage system capital improvement project (CIP) program. (e.g., identify, select, cost,
and prioritize stormwater system construction projects.)
¯ Establish a maintenance program for the stormwater system (recommended stormwater system maintenance
practices and frequencies)
¯ Establish onsite conveyance requirements (design standards for level of peak flow conveyance by an engineered
stormwater system and, sometimes, requirements for street conveyance of stormwater beyond the ons=te
requirements)
Master plans seldom included requirements for development with regard to stormwater system impacts (e.g.,
downstream flow and/or water quality impacts). Master plans were sometimes utilized to assess potential futu re problems
as well as to fix existing problems. Often systems were evaluated under current conditions and future planned zoning
to be able to assess costs to current rate/tax payers or new developments. Because master plans were not usually
completed prior to some significant level of development, attributing these costs was important to the development
community as well as to the residents.
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The traditional approach to stormwater master planning has been to focus on hydrology and hydraulics of the existing
stormwater systems, and proposed larger trunk systems to determine whether there is enough capacity. This is usually
is accomplished by the following steps:
¯ Route a designated large storm through system, assume worst case conditions (saturated, etc.) and determine
capacity deficiencies
¯ Develop an enlarged (or more efficient) system to handle larger flows or, when necessary, reduce peak flows by
detention (if the cost of detention is less than a conveyance upgrade)
¯ Sometimes consider water quality as a "add-on" (e.g., if detention is required, claim a water quality benefit)
This approach has certainly significantly reduced property damage (sometimes only for short-term), but has led to
more damage in streams. The damage has been a result of a significant increase and duration in small storm runoff
flows. The result of not planning for this increased energy, which is primarily contained within the stream channel, has
often been an increase in maintenance and property damage. For example, channel cutting that occurs upstream of
culverts often causes headwall and culvert failures. In other areas where channel cut sediments settle out (often in overdesigned or poorly designed culverts), areas are filled in with sediments. When this occurs (especially in a culvert), it can
lead to flooding. These problems (headwall failures, culverts filled in, etc.) are often called maintenance issues, when
they are in fact really failures of the master plan to adequately address stream impacts of development.
Typically smaller urban stormwater systems (e.g., 10 to 50 acre catchments) are dominated from a flooding
standpoint by shorter-duration, more-intense storms (thunderstorms), whereas, the larger urban watersheds are often
impacted by larger, but less-intense storms of longer duration. Master plans typically utilize a single large design storm
event based upon a rainfall depth (mm of rain over a watershed) for a specified duration and return period. This depth
is then assigned a conservative shape such as the SCS type IA shape shown in Figure 3). The storm shown is the 25year, 24-hour storm depth for Eugene, Oregon, with the SCS distribution applied to it. As an example of how overly
conservative the peak of
25-Yeer SCS Type 1A Syn~elic Design Sl~rm

Figure 3. 25-Year, 24-Hour SCS Type 1A Synthetic Design Storm for Eugene, Oregon.
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the "design" hydrograph is, Figure 4 shows an actual 25-year storm hydrograph (based upon analysis of the Eugene
Airport rain gage). This storm was confirmed by long-term simulation modeling to have caused approximately the 25-year
return-period flows in the larger stormwater systems in the city. In reality, the 25-year return-period storm depth seldom
if ever arrives with the peaky "shape" given it in master plans.

National Weather Service Rainfall Data for February 5-8, 1996
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Figure 4. Rainfall Event that was Considered to Cause the Approximately 25-Year Return Period Peak Runoff Flows in Eugene, Oregon.

Many have justified this shape as being one that will also allow flood control effects of smaller thunderstorms on the
smaller stormwater systems to be adequately evaluated. When the peak is modeled in this fashion on a larger watershed
during an already large rainfall, the peak may greatly affect the larger system design. This conservative design approach
we believe has led many communities to determine that streams are undersized and must be widened, channeled, and/or
piped.
Of course in communities where there is the potential for combined phenomenon to cause severe flooding (e.g.,
snowmelt and frozen ground combined with a hard rain), there may be good reason to over size facilities. However, in
most cases, it may be more appropriate to utilize methods that account for this and to strive to preserve open channels
in more natural ways (e.g., larger stream buffers) to the extent possible.
Another assumption that is often made is that the watershed is saturated before the design storm arrives. This
assumption is made to be "conservative." However, it results in an uneven level of conservatism. This assumption would
tend to lead to the most over-designed conveyance systems in the least paved areas. That is, the saturation assumption
would tend to make systems most over-designed in low-density, single-family areas vs. less over-designed in the
downtown core area. The point here is that the levels of over-design are not consistent, nor targeted to the areas where
the greatest level of protection is desired (highest property value).
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Finally, water quality, and sometimes habitat, is only now being considered in master planning. This is most often
accomplished by adding water quality to a detention feature or specifically selecting and locating several demonstration
water quality projects. Some communities have chosen to not emphasize habitat by engineering their streams with the
purpose of providing flood conveyance as recreational amenities. The Denver area is a good example of this type of
design. In arid areas, where streams are seasonal or even just storm driven, this may be a good choice for communities.
However, some communities are considering the value of seasonal streams play for downstream resources from a
biological and water quality perspective. For example in Eugene, Oregon, the city has determined that seasonal streams
contain a rich fauna of aquatic invertebrates (WCC, 1995) which likely would benefit the health of downstream systems.
There are a number of reasons why the above approaches have continued to be employed. First, planning that
considers multiple objectives is much more difficult to accomplish, from the technical approaches, due to the need to
involve more parties in decision making. The traditional technical approach described above is straightforward, while
design of more natural systems is not (e.g., pipe flow equations are much easier to utilize then open channel flow in
natural streams). In addition, there are many more people to involve in making decisions than dealing only with
engineered physical structures within the stormwater system. Second, most municipalities are not organized well for the
purpose of urban watershed planning. The City of Portland, Oregon (which has been very progressive in many ways)
still has four separate departments (all in one bureau) that do: 1 ) facilities planning (stormwater system master planning),
2) site stormwater standards, 3) stormwater quality (permit compliance), and 4) watershed management. Each of these
groups has developed its own plans and programs that have understandably not been very well-coordinated or integrated.
Finally, and probably most important, is that integrated planning studies cost significantly more (on the order of 2 to 4
times as much).

Integrated Storm Drainage Master Plans - Approach
The new approach to stormwater master plans is the integration of flood control, water quality, natural resources, and
aesthetics of stormwater systems. This approach requires significantly more effort and should be thought of as one that
will entail adaptive management. That is, the master plan must include components that allow for changing conditions
as development occurs and the downstream systems react.
In completing a stormwater master plan, it is difficult to achieve "maximums" of flood control, water quality, natural
aquatic habitat, and aesthetics. It is somewhat analogous to the rule that it is hard to get a cheap price, good service,
and high quality. It is our belief that one of the problems with master plans has been a lack of recognition that streams
will change and that the plans should be developed to manage change in a positive fashion.
One of the keys to successful integrated master planning is that the planning approach places the proper emphasis
on the technical and decision-making processes employed. As mentioned above, master plans typically have been driven
by the hydrologic/hydraulic modeling of large storm(s) and usually begin with model data collection and analysis. Figure
5 presents a suggested flow diagram for an alternative way of sequencing the development of a master plan. It begins
by conducting an inventory of all aspects of the stormwater system, including all attributes related to the multiple
objectives mentioned above. The approach suggests utilizing multi-disciplinary teams to review conditions in the field to
look for opportunities for meeting objectives, as well as reviewing existing and suspected future problems. Next, before
any modeling is done, the project team and decision-makers should utilize the collected information to develop goals and
objectives for the plan. Then additional technical analyses, including where and what type of detailed hydrologic/hydraulic
modeling is appropriate, can be decided upon based upon these ol~jectives. We have found this approach sharpens the
focus of modeling so that the model is not "driving" the master plan into solutions that focus primarily on conveyance
upgrades.
In developing an integrated master plan, it is generally understood that the right mix of multi-disciplinary technical
specialists should be involved. In addition, it is important to involve the "right" decision-makers and stakeholders early
in the process. It is also important to agree up-front upon the decision-making process that will be utilized. We have
found that utilizing an agreed upon set of factors to evaluate, select, and rank projects is very useful not only for guiding
the process more objectively, but also to serve as a history of why certain projects were recommended and why others
were not. This is very useful for future decision-makers for two reasons. First, when questioned by others, there will
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Figure 5. Suggested Integrated Stormwater Master Plan Project Approach.

some backing for why certain decisions were made. Second, as conditions that affect the factors change, selection of
projects can also change in a logical fashion.
The approach we recommend is to evaluate solutions that are primarily single objective rather than those that are
multiple objective. That is, a two-stage decision process is employed to make sure that good single-objective solutions
are not ignored because of the multi-objective nature of the factors. The factors employed include:
¯ Addresses flooding problems

¯ Meets regulatory requirements

¯ Addresses water quality pollutants of concern

¯ Implementability

¯ Meets community amenity objectives

¯ Reliability/sustainability

¯ Habitat value

¯ Other environmental impacts

¯ Life-cycle costs

¯ Equability

Integrated Storm Drainage Master Plans - Hydrology
Integrated stormwater master planning includes evaluating and considering smaller storm hydrological impacts.
Figure 6 presents a storm-depth frequency curve for Portland, Oregon. The figure demonstrates that storms of a depth
of 1.5 inches and less dominate both the number of storms (more than 95%) and the volume of runoff (over 90%). It is
the smaller storms of about 0.3 to 0.8 inches in depth that change the most in their characteristics. In natural areas of
the Northwest, these often did not result in appreciable runoff or resulted only in slightly elevated flows for a long duration.
However, after urbanization, these storms are causing severe anO rapid changes in flow levels with each storm. This kind
of analysis can be used to assist decision makers in deodlng wr~at level of water quantity and water quality control is
going to be the most cost-effective in reducing the impacts ot urbanization.
The best hydrologic and hydraulic modeling approach for assessing and designing stormwater systems is likely the
use of continuous simulation models using long-term rainfall records to evaluate a system under a wide range of varying
hydrologic conditions. However, this is quite expensive. One of the approaches that we have been taking is to utilize
long-term simulations of stormwater systems to select design storms. We believe that this improves the consistency in
providing design storms that are closer to the level of protection that is being "advertised," without having to run long-term
simulations. This approach involves using real rainfall data with continuous simulation models (e.g., SWMM) to define
the resulting return frequency of runoff peaks in various parts of the stormwater system. Then, real storms are selected
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Figure 6. Cumulative Storm Event Rainfall Depth Analysis for Portland, OR Airport.

that resulted in the return period of interest (using a partial duration frequency analysis). These "real" storms are then
utilized to design the system. Figure 7 presents an example of partial-duration frequency evaluation of peak flows in one
of the basins in the Eugene, Oregon area. From this frequency distribution, the storm that was closest to the intended
design level (25-year) was selected for design analysis of the system. Figure 8 shows a similar analysis for another basin
in Eugene, along with the design flows from an earlier master plan (which utilized the traditional SCS storm method with
saturated conditions).
What Figure 8 demonstrates is that in this basin, the more traditional approach would have resulted in what is likely
a significant over-design of the system. In most basins, this was found to be the case. However, there were several
basins that were close and a few where the real storm approach resulted in larger designs. Figure 9 and 10 compare
the resulting designs in the Flat Creek basin in Eugene. Note that the real storm approach resulted in fewer and smaller
projects in this basin. This means that the city can utilize more of its scarce resources to complete other types of multiobjective projects. One of the advantages of the use of real storms is that the concept is very easy to communicate to
citizens. In addition, the city has found that some of its channels are over-designed compared to the stated level of
protection, and that they may be able to relax vegetation maintenance requirements to allow for more natural channels.
Overall, the city is finding that allocating sufficient resources to conduct an integrated plan will likely lead to a more costeffective program overall, in terms of multiple benefits.
Integrated Storm Drainage Master Plans - Water Quality
There are a number of stormwater quality models and approaches (Donigian and Huber, 1991 ). Some are quite
simple and straightforward, while others are much more complex. In general, water quality models currently cannot
accurately predict how pollutants get into stormwater. Although some researchers have made great strides in establishing
sources of pollutants in the urban environment (Pitt, 1993), there still are numerous pollutant sources that are not fully
understood. Most models rely on either some land-use-based concentrations to drive water quality predictions or they
use a build-up/wash-off function to describe pollutant concentrations (Donigian and Huber, 1991).
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Figure 7. Example Frequency Distribution of Peak Flows in Eugene, OR.
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Figure 8. Peak Flow Comparison in Urban Runoff from Eugene, OR.
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Figure 9. Proposed Conveyance System Improvements Utilizing the SCS Type 1A Synthetic Design Storm and Assuming Saturated Conditions,

The build-up/wash-off of suspended solids (TSS) is modeled and then TSS concentrations are utilized to predict other
concentrations for such parameters as phosphorus and heavy metals. The first problem with this approach is that it
assumes that the build-up/wash-off of TSS is much greater than any other source pathway. This has not been found to
be the case (Pitt, 1993). When build-up based/wash-off models are calibrated to real data, the build-up/wash-off function
must be set to be much larger than it really is in order to match actual data. When a source control such as street
sweeping is applied, the model will then significantly overestimate its effectiveness no matter what the assumed street
sweepingefficiency is. This may explain why street sweeping has seldom if ever been found to be as effective as
predicted. The second problem with these models is the assumption that other constituent concentrations can be related
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Flat Creek Drainage System
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Figure 10. Proposed Conveyance System Projects Utilizing Selected Real Storms for Design.

to TSS concentrations. Strecker (1997) presented data on TSS vs. metals relationships for Portland, Oregon stormwater
data. Although the correlations were significant (r~ of .3 to .4), we do not believe that they are high enough to be utilized
without some stochastic functions employed. We believe that many master plans have utilized over-complicated
stormwater pollutant load models that have not represented the actual processes well and have not resulted in better
plans compared to their cost.
Based upon the above, we believe that the proper approach to assessing water quality in master planning is to utilize
land-use based, simpler spreadsheet-based statistical models for water quality assessments and planning. If
hydrologic/hydraulic based solutions are being contemplated then more complex models (such as SWMM) can evaluate
detention times might be called for.
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There have been a number of attempts to develop a better understanding of how stormwater quality BMPs work and
why (Strecker, 1992; Brown and Schueler, 1997). However, what we know about the effectiveness of stormwater best
management practices in improving water quality and ultimately aquatic health has been questioned with good reason
(Strecker 1994; Urbonas 1995; Maxted and Shaver, i 996). Some of the questions arise from the actual studies and how
they have not been completed as to be very useful in assessing effectiveness. In addition, there have been suggestions
that pollutant removal efficiencies may not be the best way to assess effectiveness (irreducible concentrations, etc.).
Finally, there have been some studies that have shown that downstream of some BMPs (e.g., detention systems),
aquatic invertebrate populations are no different from systems that do not have such in-stream ponds (Maxted and
Shaver, 1996).
What we know is the application of BMPs is an evolving science and that the exact cause and effect relationships
are not well known. However, we do know that BMPs have been effective at reducing concentrations. In cases where
there has been no downstream improvement in aquatic invertebrate health from BMPs, we should ascertain what the
limiting factors are and whether the BMP was able to mitigate some if not all of them before we dismiss a BMP. In
addition, we need to understand whether other attributes of the BMP may be contributing to downstream problems such
as demonstrated downstream temperature impacts (Galli, 1991) of on-line ponds, as well as the interruption of drift of
aquatic invertebrates downstream. It is becoming increasingly clear that within-stream detention systems need to be
very carefully evaluated before they are selected as BMPs. What we will need to do in master planning is to make good
subjective decisions regarding the appropriate application of BMPs for water quality. We do not have the data and models
to do otherwise.

Integrated Storm Drainage Master Plans - Stream Stability/Habitat
Unless a watershed has a great ability to infiltrate stormwater or evaporation is a viable technique, stream hydrology
will change (increased runoff) with development. While there are some great techniques to reduce the changes (e.g.,
Prince Georges Department of Environmental Resources. 1997), in many cases these techniques will not be able to
reduce the increased energy within a stream enough to stop channel cutting and downstream sedimentation from
occurring. A technique that has been employed in an attempt to prevent downstream damage is the requirement that
new development controls runoff from a one- or two-year event such that pro- and post- development peak flows for that
event are equaled. MacRae (1996) has demonstrated that this approach may actually cause more problems then it
solves. It usually leads to shifting over-bank flow energy to the wetted channel, further exacerbating channel down
cutting. Figure 1 demonstrates this. Suppose that the peak in hour 14 was the one-year pro-development flow for this
creek. Maintaining post-development flows to this level would significantly lengthen the time the creek is subject to this
channel-forming flow condition, while reducing over-bank flows. Even setting post-development peak runoff rates to onehalf pro-development, results in significant extended energy in the channel. One would likely have to set a requirement
that the flow rate be one-fourth or one-fifth to have a positive effect. This would require very large detention areas.
In many, if not most cases, we believe that the master plan must include within-stream structures to assist it in
changing with development (Sovern, 1996). That is, the plan must move beyond just getting runoff to a stream and
making sure any culverts in the stream are "right-sized." Master plans should include a component to design in-stream
structures (habitat friendly ones, of course) and have an adaptive management program for them. This approach has
been successfully applied to the Pipers Creek and Thorton Creek watersheds in Seattle, both heavily urbanized
watersheds. What this can accomplish is much faster and more postive equilibrium for the stream system (e.g., the
increased energy can be utilized to create deeper pools and increased spawning gravels in the pool tailway).

Integrated Storm Drainage Master Plans - Capital Improve Projects (ClPs)
The above integrated stormwater master planning elements will result in changing the traditional definition of what
a CIP is. Traditionally it has been structural controls located within the municipally owned stormwater systems (e.g., the
streets and street drainage structures and at creek crossings, etc.) Now CIPs can include property or property rights
acquisition, buffer areas, protection and enhancement of natural resource sites and preservation of the open channel
drainage system.
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Integrated Storm Drainage Master Plans - Public vs. Private Solutions
Another element of master planning can include the evaluation of the trade-off of requiring private solutions (e.g.,
on-site design requirements) versus implementing public stormwater system measures. Figure 11 shows schematically
that on a watershed basis, one could employ a combination of both to achieve the overall most cost-effective system.
This can be addressed in modeling and cost-estimation for both approaches and then one or some combination
employed.

Public only

Cornbination

P rivate only

S olutions

Alternative

S olutions

Figure 11. Conceptual Comparison between On-site Private Stormwater Solutions and Public Solutions.

Summary
In summary, urban stormwater management involves a complex set of phenomenon to manage and our stormwater
science is lacking to support solely science-based decisions. Urban stormwater master planning needs to be conducted
as an integrated planning and implementation process that considers water quality, habitat, and aesthetics along with
urban flooding in order to meet increasing regulatory and environmental demands of the public. Typically, BMPs will only
reduce the increase in small-storm hydrology that impacts physical stream habitat and stormwater pollutants; in-stream
stability measures are needed as a part of master planning and urban system. Master planning and implementation
needs to be thought of as an iterative process that will require adaptive management over time. A balanced approach
that places the proper emphasis on problem definition, priority and goal setting, selection of measures/controls,
participation by stakeholders, implementation, and monitoring/feedback/plan refinement is needed.
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Conservation Design" Managing Stormwater through Maximizing Preventive
Nonstructural Practices
Wesley R. Horner
Environmental Management Center
Brandywine Conservancy
Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania

Abstract
Unlike conventional methods of stormwater management that prioritize peak rate control to mitigate post-development
downstream flooding effects, Conservation Design first aims to prevent or minimize the creation of stormwater from the
outset. Preventive Conservation Design methods are defined in this paper as those that integrate stormwater
management into the initial stages of project design, instead of waiting to consider them in the final steps of the site
planning process. Mitigative Conservation Design techniques will be explored that use natural processes performed by
vegetation and soil to mitigate unavoidable stormwater runoff impacts once prevention has been maximized to the
greatest extent possible. Underlying these techniques--whether preventive or mitigative in nature--is a comprehensive
perspective of water resources that views stormwater as an asset to be managed, not a waste for disposal.
This paper summarizes a recent project which the Brandywine Conservancy undertook for the Delaware Department
of Natural Resources and Environmental Control, with support from USEPA Section 319 funding. For interested readers,
Conservation Design for Stormwater Management: A Design Approach to Reduce Stormwater Impacts from Land
Development (Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control with Brandywine Conservancy,
1997) further details all aspects of the Conservation Design program described here. This manual is referenced
throughout this paper and is available by contacting DNREC at 302-739-4411 in Dover DE.

Introduction
Most Stormwater management programs place a heavy reliance on implementation of structural stormwater
management facilities: detention basins, conveyance piping and inlet/outlet structures. These facilities--though created
to mitigate negative stormwater impacts by controlling flooding--cannot in and of themselves eliminate adverse impacts
of urban development throughout a watershed. In fact, because these systems fail to acknowledge and plan for critical
system-wide water cycle processes, stormwater management itself can become a problem, rather than a solution. This
is especially true when conventional stormwater management systems are combined with conventional large-lot
subdivision designs.
The negative effects of this type of development and conventional .~tormwater management have been described in
a variety of recent studies and reports, including the Pennsylvania Handbook of Best Management Practices for
Developing Areas (CH2MHilI, 1998) and a variety of other state stormwater manuals; Center for Watershed Protection
publications such as Better Site Design: A Handbook for Changing Development Rules in Your Community (Center for
Watershed Protection, 1998) and Planning for Urban Stream Protection (Schueler, 1995); the Northeastern Illinois
Planning Commission’s Reducing the Impacts of Urt~an Runoff: The Advantages of Alternative Site Design Approaches
(Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission, 1997), and Urban Stormwater Best Management Practices for Northeastern
Illinois (Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission, 1993). These effects include:
Altered site hydrology and reduced groundwater recharge
Reduced stream base flows
Altered stream geomorphology (resulting in damaged aquatic habitat)
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Loss of site area for other uses (e.g.; recreation)
Single purpose: disregards site resource conservation benefits
Lack of attention to water quality
High construction costs
Maintenance burdens and costs
Negative visual appearance (e.g., basins often fenced off)
Limited number of stormwater discharge points
Less flexibility in design
Conservation Design reflects a totally different philosophy toward land development that integrates stormwater
management into the very core of site design, as opposed to considering it a problem to be resolved after the design has
been completed. This philosophy regards stormwater as a key component of the hydrologic cycle and critical to
maintaining the water balance--and groundwater reserves--for a particular watershed.
Recently we have come to realize that land development’s impacts to water resources are not one-dimensional. They
include, in addition to flooding, the multiple concerns of water quality, groundwater quantity, stream and wetland
characteristics, in-stream habitat, and biodiversity. Therefore, stormwater management and site design must be
approached much more comprehensively. At the foundation of this comprehensive approach lies an understanding of
the relationship between land development and our water resources. In order to better comprehend this relationship, we
must understand the water cycle itself--the amount of rainfall, evapo-transpiration, groundwater infiltration, and
runoff--and how this cycle is affected by the characteristics of an individual site such as soil types, topography, and
vegetation.

The Water Cycle and Landscape Dynamics
Appreciation of the water cycle is especially important to achieve successful, comprehensive stormwater management
/Figure 1 ). In fact, only through understanding full water cycle dynamics, can we hope to achieve some sort of system
balance and minimize negative stormwater impacts. Figure 2 display.s a generic flow chart of the water cycle that
highlights the various components of this cycle and how they are interconnected (Conservation Design for Stormwater
Management, 1997). It is important to appreciate that the system itself is a closed loop: what goes in, must come out.
If inputs to infiltration are decreased by 10 inches, then inputs to surface runoff and/or depression storage must be
increased 10y this same amount. Furthermore, infiltration ~ must also be decreased: following along on the flow
diagram, the groundwater reservoir, evapo-transpiration and soil moisture elements together will be reduced by this 10
inches, which will reduce stream baseflows.
]he logical first step in any’ discussion of the water cycle is pre¢ipitation---~n all its various forms. In southeast
Pennsylvania, and indeed throughout much of the Mid-Atlantic states, the climate is relatively humid (Conservation
Design for Stormwater Management 1997, based on Hydro=phere 1992 database). Substantial precipitation tends
to be distributed throughout the year in frequent events of mo~est size. This consistency, in rainfall throughout the year
indicates that this region does not have a defined wet or dry season as do other areas of the country. This rainfall
potential throughout the year has significant implications for consideration of stormwater runoff. For example, having
rainfall throughout the year indicates thal sediment laden runoff can occur at any time; therefore, it is important to
establish some sort of eresion-controlling groundcover during all seasons of the year.
Also important is the distribution of rainfall by size of event. Based on analysis of 35 years of data from a W mington
Delaware rain gage (Conservation Design for Stormwater Management 1997), it is clear that the precipitation occurs
mostly in small "events" or storm intensities. Ninety-eight percent of the total number of events during this extended
period were classified in the "less than 2 inches" category. Even more important from a water cycle perspective, 96%
of the average annual rainfall vo/ume occurred in storms of less than 3 inches (which is less than the 2-year, 24 hour
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Figure 1. The Water Cycle.

storm). This understanding of storm size distribution is critical for a variety of reasons in stormwater management. For
example, if our concern is keeping the water cycle in relative balance, capturing and recharging the 1 - or 2-year storm
as the basis for design will encompass the vast bulk of precipitation and stormwater runoff volumes in the average year
and provide adequate water cycle balance. This leads to very different design criteria than if flooding (peak runoff rates)
is the only concern addressed.
Another key component of the water cycle is the linkage between stormwater infiltration, groundwater recharge and
stream baseflow. As land is developed and impervious coverage increased, less water is recharged to groundwater
aquifers (Thomas Dunne and Luna Leopold’$ Water in Environmental I~lanning [Dunne and Luna, 1978] is an
excellent background text in addition to the above referenced reports). As these subtractions continue acre-byacre, development-by-development, their cumulative effects grow larger. Also, as development occurs, more water is
often withdrawn from the underground reserves for drinking, ~rrigation, or commercial uses. As subtractions are made
from the groundwater reservoir flow, the impact will be seen ~n the form of a lowered water table and reduced stream
baseflow discharge. Headwater springs and first-order streams--the lifeblood of our stream systems--may even dry up.
The baseflow from headwater zones is critical to maintaining a diversity of aquatic plant and animal life, as well as
terrestrial animals dependent on certain aquatic species for survival. In some cases the groundwater reservoir does not
discharge to a stream, but rather to a wetland. In these instances, reduced infiltration and a lowered water table ultimately
translate into a toss of wetlands themselves, and an elimination of their rich and vibrant ecological function.
A final component of the water cycle that must be addressed is overland runoff. This is the component most
frequently addressed in conventional stormwater management approaches, for it is the cause of increased downstream
flooding. Three major elements determine the volume and character of stormwater runoff for a given storm intensity: soil
type, land cover (including vegetation and debris), and slopes. Soils vary widely in their ability to infiltrate stormwater and
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Figure 2. Water Cycle System Flow Chart.

minimize runoff and are classified accordingly by the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) into four
categories based on their permeability rates (Hydrologic Soil Groups A through D, with A having best permeability).
Land cover greatly affects the rate and volume of stormwater runoff and has significant water qua/ityimpacts as well.
Obviously, the landcover of greatest concern for stormwater management is impervious coverage created through the
development process. Interestingly, compacted lawns and cultivated fields can have significant runoff rates as well,
especially when no crop covers the bare soil. The landcover in this region best suited to retard stormwater runoff and
assist in its infiltration is the natural one: the piedmont forest. A mature forest can absorb much more water than an
equivalent area of turf grass due to the presence of an organic litter layer and herbaceous and woody plant material. The
organic litter layer on the forest floor provides a physical barrier to sediments, maintains surface soil porosity, and assists
in denitrification and other water quality functions. The vegetation, both herbaceous and woody, physically retards runoff
and erosion with its spreading root mats and also assists in maintaining soil permeability and water quality by taking up
nutrients through its root systems.
Finally, slopes are another critical component of the stormwater runoff equation. Steeper slopes can accelerate runoff
and increase the erosive force of the water. Therefore, removing vegetation on steeper slopes can have dramatic impacts
on downslope aquatic systems.
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As seen above, the water cycle and the implications for stormwater management are complex and comprehensive.
The process of urbanization dramatically impacts the functioning of this water cycle. Conservation Design has been
developed to address the issues of comprehensive stormwater management and to address the land use patterns that
impact it.

Land Use and Site Development Impacts
Throughout much of the United States, farmland and natural areas are converted to suburban development at an ever
accelerating pace. In fact there is hardly a city in America that does not occupy at least two to three times more land area
than in 1970, even if population has not increased proportionately. This history of land use change is certainly true of the
Mid-Atlantic states, where communities continue to grapple with the effects of unmitigated suburban sprawl.
The dynamic nature of wet-weather flow regimes and landscape ecology make it difficult to assess the impact of
urbanization on aspects of the water cycle such as groundwater reserves and aquatic habitat. However, studies have
indicated that the biological community in urban streams is fundamentally changed to a lower ecological quality than what
was there before development occurred. In one study in Delaware, approximately 70% of the macroinvertebrate
community found in streams of undeveloped forested watersheds was comprised of pollution sensitive mayflies,
stoneflies, and caddisflies, compared to 20% for urbanized watersheds (Maxted and Shaver 1996). Other studies suggest
that the decay in stream quality is very rapid in the early stages of watershed urbanization; watersheds with less than 10%
impervious cover are the most susceptible to the adverse effects of urbanization. Therefore early intervention as a
watershed begins to develop is critical, and furthermore, this intervention should include measures to address stormwater
management and land use in a connected, comprehensive manner.
In addition to in-stream habitat impacts, the issue of land development and water resources also has great
implications for our human communities well beyond the issue of flooding. Reduced stream baseflows and groundwater
resources means decreased availability of drinking water supplies. Also, reduced baseflows result in less available water
for diluting the pollution output from industrial or municipal waste systems. As stormwater runoff increases, water qua!ity
can be greatly impacted by stream bank erosion, re-suspension of sediment, runoff of chemicals and fertilizers from lawns
and fields, and increased stream temperatures. Stormwater-linked pollutants vary with type of land use and intensity of
use and have been shown to include bacteria, suspended solids, nutrients, hydrocarbons, metals, herbicides and
pesticides, toxins and organic matter. Not only are these pollutants increased, but the landscape’s natural capacity for
filtering and chemical uptake through vegetation is decreased as land is cleared and paved. All of these pollutants can
impact both drinking water supplies and natural aquatic systems.
Thus it becomes evident that if the negative effects of land development on our water resources are to be minimized.
we must find alternatives to the conventional structural approach to stormwater management. Moreover. these
alternatives must address the issue of land use and patterns of development in a comprehensive fashion, one that strives
to maintain a hydrologic balance on site and replicate the pro-development hydrologic regime to the greatest extent
possible. One approach--or collection of approaches--that can accomplish these goals is Conservation Design.

Conservation Design Principles
Stormwater management throughout the Commonwealth (and elsewhere) can be markedly improved by approacP’i~.~
stormwater differently than has been the practice in the past, where "stormwater management" has been defined large!,/
as stormwater disposal. This different perspective challenges us to maximize prevention, even before stormwater
becomes a problem, and to avoid highly engineered structural solutions that are expensive to build and maintain. In their
place, Conservation Design focuses on utilization of natural systems and processes to achieve stormwater managemem
objectives where feasible. At the same time, this new approach is intended to work with site resources--woodlands, soils.
wetlands, etc.mto enhance their stormwater functions. The end result is a site design which minimizes stormwat~.,r
generation and then mitigates the remaining stormwater in a low-impact manner, with an emphasis on groundwater
recharge. Conservation Design is not so much a singular approach or solution as it is a collection of approaches a~d
practices that are flexible enough to effectively address any given site and development program. Common to all these
approaches and practices are several basic principles.
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Achieve multiple objectives. Stormwater management sh("..~.mi :.,.~: ’*.:-,.’~:~hertsive in scope, with techniques
designed to achieve multiple stormwater objectives. These objectives i~~,,~i,,¢{~, b~.:,th peak rate and total volume control
(i.e., balance with the hydrologic cycle), as well as water quality ~:o~tr(~i ~-~,-~ :~.-,r~:~-~,,;:,tt~re maintenance. These objectives
should include maintaining or improving the pre-deveiopme~~t r,,/d~ ::.~,:.. ~. ~ ~:~, ~.
Inte~rate stermwater m~nagement early into the sffe design :~r~,-~ £:tormwater management tacked on at
the en~ of the site design process almost invariably is fl~we,:~ :~ ,~,~-t .... ’: ’.’":,~":~ens~ve stormwater management
obje~ives, stormwater management must be integrated into the t,r..£t .£.~.~,~ .~ ,-~ t~,~ ~te planning. Stormwater impacts may
even be a factor in determining ~ of use, e~ent of use, and ~£3~t~#.r_~ ~ t;~e development on a site.
Prevent first, mitigate second. Approaches to site design ,~v~,.; ,:~ ~.~.:e s~rmwater generation from the outset
are the most effective approach to stormwater managemer~t. F~, ..~:,:~., :::i:, ~i~f<~(:t~ve clustering of units significantly
reduces length of roads when compared to conventional developmer~t. ~ t~.~t~ ~t::t ~: n i~ t{treet width and driveway length can
minimize impewious coverage. These type of approaches are rarer, r? tl ~4 ,, ~,~ ,:f ~£ storr~water management practices,
yet they achieve powedul stormwater quality and quantity benefit:;.
~nage stotmw~ter as close to the source of generatio~ as possible. From both an environmental and
economic perspective, redirecting runoff back into the ground as close ~,.~ the point of origin as possible, is preferable to
constructing elaborate conveyance systems that increase flows a~: s[~fer tro~ failures over time. Avoid concentrating
stormwater. Disconnect, rather than connect, where feasible.
Engage natural processes in soil mantle and plant communities. ~he soil mantle offers critical groundwater
recharge conveyance and pollutant removal functions through }:~w~/~:~i filtration, biological action, and chemical
processing. Understanding how much of what type of soil is in pla~ or~ ar~y given site is essential when assessing
stormwater managemenVwater quality impacts and oppo~unitie~;. Ve~e[ati(~ similarly provides substantial pollutant
uptake/removal potential and can assist in infiltration by maintair~r~g ~i ~orosity and retarding runoff. In addition,
naturally vegetated areas improve their stormwater functions over tirT=~ ~ leaf litter and debris builds a richer organic soil
layer. Areas of good soil permeabilities (A and B soils) and inta(:~ v~j~t~iv~ ~:ommunities should be prioritized in
prevention strategies.

A Conse~ation Design Procedure
The Consewation Design principles outlined above, though greatly sin=plified, can offer valuable guidance when
approaching a padicular land development project. In facL these fiv~ ~ri~ :~:i~ ~v ~o~ r~ the basis for a Consewation Design
Procedure. This Design Procedure incorporates both Preventive A~p~aches arid Mitigative Practices. Preventive
Approaches tend to be broader in geographic scope than other tec ~, :~= .~e~ ~r,,~ typically may influence some of the major
decisions regarding a pa~icular development projecL Approaches m~v e~ ~,~ transcend the site itself, involving an entire
planning jurisdiction or area, or even an entire region. Also, Preve~tiv~:~ ~,~,i~roaches attempt to reduce impewious
coverage or minimally disturb the existing vegetation and soils in prime recharge areas. For example, a reduction in road
width from 30 feet to 18 feet means an immediate 33.3% reduct or~ ir~ ~’(.~a~iw~ ~ ir~=perviousness, which typically comprises
a large potion of site impewiousness.
Mitigative Pra~ices include mitigative techniques which are utten more structural in nature. These practices
encompass a rapidly growing array of biofiltration and bioreten[ior~ method~ that maximize the stormwater management
potential of soils and vegetation. Mitigative Practices i~clu~e v~g~tated ~w~t~ for stormwater conveyance vegetated
filter strips and riparian buffers, grading, berming, terrraforming, arid eve s[>~ ~ding stormwater in natural areas. These
practices should mitigate as close to the source as possible and achiew m~itir~l~ objectives. For example, a berm, which
is used to retain stormwater runoff on a forested slope, can double as ~ ~.v~lk~r~q trail, thus decreasing the expense of ~o
separate individual systems.
Figure 3 graphically displays the Design Procedure as a flow diagram. The procedure itself can be thought of as a
series of questions which must be asked as Conservation Design is applied to each site. If site designers rigorously
address all of these questions, the "answers"--the Conservation !~e~ig=~Preventve Approaches and Mitigative
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Figure 3. A Conservation [Design Procedure.
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Practices--will successfully be identified for each site. The overriding objective ultimately is to achieve a new way of
thinking about site design. The procedure begins with an effective and complete Site Analysis, which can help identify
both areas of concern and resources for opportunity in regard to stormwater management. The procedure then flows from
macro, !arger-scale preventive questions (i.e., how can the design be clustered to reduce site disturbance) to micro, smallscale mitigative questions (i.e., can stormwater be infiltrated in bioretention areas?). Probably the most important aspect
of the procedure in Figure 3 is its positioning of the Conceptual Stormwater Management Plan as a concurrent task with
the entire site design process. This reinforces the notion that stormwater management should be an integral part of the
entire design process, including the site analysis.
In order to better understand the Conservation Design Procedure, each of its components (the Preventive Approaches
and Mitigative Practices) is discussed in more detail below.
Site Analysis
Three major aspects need to be addressed in the Site Analysis process:
Site Background and Context
What is the surrounding context?
What is its location in the watershed?
In which geologic/geographic region is it located?
What is the site size?
What are adjacent uses and landcover?
Critical Natural Features
Existing hydrology?
Wetlands? Floodplains? Riparian buffers?
Steep slopes? Special habitat areas?
Stormwater Opportunity Areas
Where are soils that are best suited for stormwater recharge? Worst?
Where is existing landcover optimal to prevent stormwater?
What opportunities exist to use vegetation and soils in mitigation?
On what soils and slopes is this vegetation?
What is depth to bedrock or water table’*
Preventive Approaches
The Preventive Approaches include a range of hierarchical questioning:
Building Program
What is the current zoning and density for this tract?
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Is there currently an open space design option for the site?
Can the proposed building program be reduced in terms of density?
Can the type of unit or lot size be modified to promote open space?
What are the possibilities for water and sewer supply?
Lot Configuration
Have lots been reduced and open space been maximized?
Have lots been clustered to avoid critical areas of recharge?
Have lots been configured to take advantage of mitigative practices?
Impervious Coverage
Has development been clustered to reduce impervious surfaces?
Have road widths been minimized?
Have building setbacks been minimized to reduce driveway lengths?
Have parking ratios and needs been carefully examined?
Have needs and sizes of walkways been examined?
Minimum Disturbance
Has maximum total site area, including soils and vegetation, been protected from clearing and
disturbance?
Are zones of undisturbed open space maximized?
Have buildings been sited carefully to reduce vegetation removal?
Can no-disturbance buffers be installed to limit zones of soil compaction?
Mitigative Practices
The Mitigative Practices include a tool box of options that promote groundwater recharge and improve water
quality. These practices have been assigned to several groupings, although in many cases the practices overlap.
Virtually all of these techniques make maximum use of vegetation and soil functions, so although they are all
technically structures, they are of lower complexity and more rooted in natural process than conventional
approaches.
Vegetated Swales
Vegetated swales are effective means of stormwater conveyance. At low slopes, they can recharge
modest amounts of stormwater, filter it through vegetative processes, and slow it down.
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Terra forming
Terraforming comes in a variety of techniques. These include constructing subtle berms along contour
below undisturbed areas. The berms act as modest "dams" retaining the water for up-slope recharge.
Also, subtle grading of depression areas promote retention and recharge throughout a site.
Level Spreading/Natural Areas
With a level spreader, stormwater spills over the lip of a long trench or berm, creating sheet flow across
a broad area. The level spreaders slow down the intensity of runoff and discharge it over a large,
adjoining vegetated area with good soils, which in turn filter it and assist in groundwater recharge. Filter
strips are planted vegetated strips through which runoff passes that filter it and slow it down. Riparian
buffers are vegetated zones along stream corridors that filter the stormwater passing through it and help
minimize erosion. These techniques are most valuable when used in conjunction with preventive
strategies that leave larger natural areas undisturbed in order to handle these additional stormwater
inputs.
Bioretention/biofiltration
Bioretention is a popular name given to just about any type of device that utilizes vegetation and soil to
manage stormwater flows. They can be subtle depressions that exist naturally and receive stormwater
or depending on soil conditions, they may be physically constructed "pits" that are filled with permeable
soils and planted with native vegetation that adapt to both wet and dry conditions. These systems can
either be "on-line" (part of the stormwater conveyance flow) or "off-line" (separate from the rest of the
stormwater management!mitigation system). In either case, they have modest ponding storage that is
recharged over the course of time.
Other mitigative devices
Not all of the required volume storage to meet peak rate requirements for a given site may be attained
through the practices outlined above. At times, it may be necessary to put in "structural" systems such
as in-ground infiltration trenches, infiltration pipes, or stormwater wetlands. However, these systems
should be explored only after both Preventive Approaches and Mitigative Practices of Conservation
Design have been maximized to the greatest extent possible.
Conclusion
The Conservation Design Procedure is perhaps best characterized as a "check list" or protocol of questioning during
the site design process. The key to this approach is its range of innovative, yet effective options, not afforded in
conventional systems which tend to be standardized irrespective of the particular site. With Conservation Design, the
approaches and practices can be combined in a variety of ways to minimize the impacts of development on the water
cycle and still meet regulatory stormwater management criteria such as peak rate control. Often, because these
approaches and practices tend to favor multiple objectives and nonstructural techniques, Conservation Design can be
less expensive to install and maintain than conventional systems. Also, because they are largely based on soil and
vegetative processes, conservation design techniques tend to improve in function overtime, while conventional detention
basin systems tend to diminish in function over time. in terms of water quality, Conservation Design Approaches and
Practices can outperform conventional systems. For example, filter strips and biofiltration areas can remove over 90%
of the suspended solids, 40% of the phosphorous, and 20% of the nitrates (Dillaha et al. 1986 and 1989; Yu et al. 1993).
In addition, reduced yard areas and increased forested zones prevent chemical runoff from lawns--a great contributor
to non-point source pollution--at the outset.
.... ser’~a,,on Design is limited only by the creativity of the designer and the flexibility of the developer and regulatory
agencies. It must be emphasized that the Conservation Design approach will not eliminate a need for structural systems
in all cases; however, more often than not, Conservation Design can replace or reduce the need for structural practices
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while providing attractive site amenitie.’~. ~’-,n,~ i~ tl~e process, the water cycle will be balanced, and forests and other
sensitive resources will bepreserv~d, l~~ .~:,. ~. ~:o~~servation Design can do more with less, and more for less, than
conventional approaches to stormwater
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Low-Impact Development Design: A New Paradigm for Stormwater
,lanagementMimicking and Restoring the Natural Hydrologic Regime
An Alternative Stormwater Management Technology
Larry S. Coffman, Associate Director
Department of Environmental Resources
Prince George’s County, Maryland

P, bstract
~,?,,i:o’.~o: compiyir~g with federal or state regulations or addressing local vital watershed prote~ion/restoration
~ocal j~r;s~ictions are confronted with the daunting task of developing, administering and funding complex
¯ ~t~ec~ muit~-objective stormwater management programs. Today’s comprehensive stormwater program not only has
:o ~e~ wth runoff quantity and quality control but, may also have to address such complicated issues as ecosystem
~ ~:cr3~;on, corn,;ned sewer overflow reduction, fisheries protection, potable surface/ground water source protection, and
~.~,~a~. r~paria~ buffer an~ stream protection. As our understanding of the techni~l and practi~l limitations of
.;..:,,~ v e ~ t~o~at stormwa[er management technology has increased over the past ~o decades, and as watershed protection
o~;ectives have change~, many jurisdictions have begun to question the efficacy and cost-effectivene~ of conventional
~;,~rmw~,ter approaches in meeting today’s complex environmental/water resources obje~ives. Older communities with
,~ ~:~ ~xtenswe s~ormwater management infrastructures are also struggling with the economic reali~ of funding the
~:~,~h costs of maintenance, inspection, enforcement and public outreach necessa~ to suppo~ an expanding and aging
;;~.~;~r,,cture. 5ti=t more c~ailenging are the exceptionally high costs of retrofiring existing urban development using
~.:~ v~n:~o~ al stormwater management end-of-pipe practices to restore and protect receiving waters and living resources.
",’it~ growing concerns about the limitations of conventional technology and to address the changing objectives of
~.~e~~ed pro~ection, in 1990 Prince George’s County’s Depa~ment of Environmental Resour~s (PGDER) began
v. p~or~r,g, aJtemative stormwater management practices and strategies. The development of bioretention or "Rain
~ :~Je~5" (~g the green space to manage runoff within small depressed landscaped areas) led to an understanding
~, hew ~o o~timize and engineer the landscape to restore hydrologic functions by uniformly integrating micro-scale
"~,~agement practices and impact-minimization measures into the development landscape. In 1997 PGDER released
:~ Low ~mpac~ Development (LID) Design Manual demonstrating the principles and pra~ices of LID to create a
~y~ro~o~icaily f~nctional ~andscape (PGDER, 1997).
~; D ~;ormwater management technology can maintain or restore a watershed’s hydrologic regime by fundamentally
~,n~ conven ficnat site design to create an environmentally and hydrologi~lly fu~io~al la~ds~pe that mimic8 ~atural
.%~drc~°gic functions (volume, frequency, recharge a~d discharge). This i8 accomplished i~ four way~. Fimt: minimizing
=mpacls to ~he extent practicable by reducing impewiousne$8, co,sewing natural resouroe8 a~d eoosystems, maintaining
¯ ~.:;_-a: cra~nage courses, and reducing the use of pipes a~d minimizing oleari~gradi~g. 8~e~d: recreating detentio~
...... ~n~,o,, storage dispersed and evenly distributed t~roug~out a site with the use of o~ 8wales, flaker 8lopes,
; ~)~:,ress:cn storage, ran gardens (bioretention), water use i ra~ barrels), etc. ~ird: maintaining the pr~evelopme~t ~ime
:’ :cr::entmtion" by strategically routing flows to maintain travel time. Fou~h: providing effective public edueatio~ and
::,::.:ec:~nom~c incentives to ensure prope~y owners use effective pollution prevention measures and maintain
".~ ;~’~.~=~e~,, .,. measures. With LID, eve~ site feature is multifunctional (green space, lands~ping, grading, streetscapes,
-: ~ ~s ,~r,d parking lots) and helps to reduce stormwater impacts or provide/maintain beneficial hydrol~ic functions. The
:.."~ u: a ~: ve be~efic;al ~mpact of using the wide array of distributed LID techniques allows the site designer to maintain or
¯ ~s:cre .;atershed’s natural relationship between rainfall, runoff, infiltration and evaporation.
:~s3 by
of LID
site design
can significantly
reduceponds,
the cost
of providing
sto~water
management.
;.~. ~b~
r~<:~~.ffecfi,.~e
are ac~;eved
eliminating
thetechniques
use of stormwater
management
using
less pipe,
inlet stru~ures,
curbs
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and gutters, less roadway paving, less grading and clearing. Where LID techniques are applicable, and depending on the
type of development and site constraints, stormwater and site development design construction and maintenance costs
can be reduced by 25 % to 30% compared to conventional approaches.
The creation of LID~s wide array of micro-scale management principles and practices has led to the development of
new tools to retrofit existing urban development. Micro-scale management practices that filter, retain and detain runoff
can be easily integrated into the existing green space and streetscapes as part of the routine maintenance and repair of
urban infrastructure. LID retrofit techniques may lead to drastic reductions in the cost of retrofitting existing urban
development. Reducing urban retrofit costs will increase the ability of cities to implement effective retrofit programs to
reduce the frequency and improve the quality of CSOs and improve the quality of urban runoff to protect receiving waters.
LID represents a radically different approach to controlling stormwater runoff that provides effective tools to restore or
maintain a watershed’s hydrologic functions for new or existing development.
In 1998 EPA provided grant funding to assist PGDER in their efforts to develop a general manual describing LID
principles and practices, and share this technology with other local governments throughout the nation. Efforts are
currently underway with EPA to further advance LID technology by improving the sensitivity of current hydrology and
hydraulic analytical models for application with small watersheds and sites and to develop new micro-scale control
approaches and practices for urban retrofit. Additional efforts are also underway to demonstrate how LID micro-scale
management and multifunctional infrastructure principles and practices can be used to control highway runoff within
existing rights-of-way. It is hoped that the LID national manual will help to stimulate debate on the state of current
stormwater, watershed protection and restoration technology and its future direction. The lessons learned about LID
planning, principles, practices and research are described in detail in the reference documents listed at the end of this
paper. Copies of these reference documents can be obtained by calling the Prince George’s County’s Department of
Environmental Resources at (301) 883-5832.

Background
Typically, adverse stormwater impacts are mitigated through conservation of natural resources (forests, streams,
floodplains and wetlands); zoning restrictions to direct densities and increase open space; and the use of structural or
non-structural control technologies (best management practices - BMP’s) to treat and manage runoff quantity and quality.
Many conventional stormwater mitigation approaches, such as management ponds, exhibit a number of inherent practical,
environmental and economic limitations including inability to replicate predevelopment watershed hydrology, elevated
water temperatures, costly maintenance burdens, and accelerated stream erosion due to the increased duration and
frequency of runoff events. Furthermore, because current mitigation practices only lessen development impacts, there
is concern about the cumulative impacts of the widespread use of conventional mitigation practices that may
fundamentally alter a watershed’s hydrologic regime and water quality, adversely affecting receiving waters and the
integrity of their ecosystems. Many highly urbanized jurisdictions are beginning to question the efficacy of current
technology and are finding it harder to ensure, enforce or fund stormwater programs and maintain the massive
infrastructure created by conventional approaches.
Currently every site is designed with one basic overriding goal - to achieve good drainage. As we develop a site
reshaping the landscape inch by inch, its hydrologic functions are altered on a micro-scale level. The cumulative impacts
of micro-scale changes to the landscape drastically alter waterst~ed hydrology. If sites can be designed to achieve good
drainage, destroying natural hydrologic functions, why nol cleslgn sites with the opposite objective to maintain
predevelopment hydrologic functions? If inch by inch, sites are carefully and intelligently engineered to maintain hydrologic
functions, would the cumulative beneficial affects result in the preservation of a watershed’s hydrology? Can a site be
designed in a way to remain as a functional part of a watershed’s hydrological regime? To achieve a hydrologically
functional development there must be a radical change in our ttqinking. We must not think in terms of impact mitigation
as the stormwater management objective, but rather preservation of hydrologic and environmental functions. We should
design sites to maintain hydrologic functions not just to mitigate impacts. Can our current stormwater management
technology adequately meet our regulatory objectives and water resources/ecosystem protection needs? No one can
answer that question for sure. However, it has not been shown that conventional ponds replicate predevelopment
hydrology nor is there any evidence to suggest that conventional technology can ensure the ecological integrity of
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ecosystems. In fact, recent studies suggest that conventional approaches can not meet our water/natural resources and
ecological objectives.

Introduction
With growing concerns about the economics and efficacy of conventional technology, in 1990 Prince George’s County
Maryland’s Department of Environmental Resources began exploring alternative stormwater management practices. The
success that was achieved through the development and use of bioretention (filtering or infiltration runoff in small
depressed landscaped areas) led us to understand that perhaps changing the form and function of the developed
!andscape could be important in ~itigating urban stormwater impacts. Later it was realized that through intelligent site
design and uniform distribution of LID micro-scale management controls it was possible to maintain or restore hydrologic
functions in a developed watershed. What is not known is how much of a watershed’s hydrologic functions can be
maintained or restored within a given development type (residential, commercial or industrial)? The one limiting factor to
maintaining/restoring the hydrologic regime for highly urbanized development is the lack of available micro-management
tools. Much of the current research underway is to expand the number of practices applicable in highly urbanized areas.
LID’s objective is to preserve the natural predevelopment hydrologic regime. If predevelopment hydrology and water
quality can be maintained, this would provide the best level of protection possible to receiving waters and aquatic living
resources. Experience over the last 20 years has demonstrated that maximizing the efficiency of conventional
conservation measures and the use of conventional end-of-pipe stormwater management practices can not reasonably
be used to restore watershed functions. What is needed is a new philosophical approach to site development, an
approach that will allow the designer to retain a site’s hydrologic functions.
The approach used in LID designs is really an old one. LID borrows its basic principles from nature - uniform
distribution of micro-management controls. In a natural setting, stormwater is controlled by a variety of mechanisms
(interception by vegetation, small depression storage, channel storage, infiltration and evaporation) uniformly distributed
throughout the landscape. LID mimics these mechanisms by uniformly distributing small infiltration, storage, and retention
and detention measures throughout the developed landscape. What we soon began to see is that every development
feature (green space, landscaping, grading, streetscapes, roads, and parking lots) can be designed to provide some type
of beneficial hydrologic function.

Low - Impact Development General
LID controls stormwater at the source creating a hydrologically functional landscape that mimics natural watershed
hydrology. Low impact development (LID) achieves stormwater management controls by fundamentally changing
conventional site design to create an environmentally functional landscape that mimics natural watershed hydrologic
functions (volume, frequency, recharge and discharge). LID uses four basic management planning and design principles.
First: minimize impacts to the extent practicable by reducing imperviousness, conserving natural resources/ecosystems,
maintaining natural drainage courses, reducing use of pipes and minimizing clearing and grading. Second: provide runoff
storage measures dispersed uniformly throughout the landscape with the use of a variety of small decentralized detention,
retention and runoff practices such as bioretention, open swales and flatter grades. Third: maintain the predevelopment
time of concentration by strategically routing flows to maintain travel time and control discharge. Fourth: implement
effective public education and incentive programs to encourage property owners to use pollution prevention measures
and maintain on-lot landscape management practices. A developed site can be designed to become a hydrologically
functional part of the watershed with comprehensive and intelligent use of LID practices and principles.
LID Basic Site Planning Strategies
The goal of LID is to design the site in a way that mimics hydrologic functions. The first step is to minimize the
generation of runoff (reduce the change in the runoff curve number (CN)). In many respects, this step is very similar to
traditional techniques of maximizing natural resource conservation, limiting disturbance and reducing impervious areas.
The major difference with LID is you must carefully consider how best to make use of the hydrologic soil groups and site
topography to help reduce and control runoff. These considerations would include how to:
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1. maintain natural drainage patterns, topography and depressions,
2. preserve as much existing vegetation as possible in pervious soils; hydrologic soil groups A and B,
3. locate BMP’s in pervious soils; hydrologic soil groups A and B,
4. where feasible construct impervious areas on less pervious soil groups C and D,
5. disconnect impervious surfaces,
6. direct and disburse runoff tb soil groups A and B,
7. flatten slopes within cleared areas to facilitate on-lot storage and infiltration and
8. re-vegetate cleared and graded areas.
Where ground water recharge is particularly important (to protect well, spring, stream and wetland flows) it is
important to understand the source and mechanisms for ground water recharge. When using the LID design concepts
to mimic the hydrologic regime you must determine how and where ground water on the site is recharged and where
necessary, protect and utilize the recharge areas in the site.

LID Hydrologic Analysis/Response
The objective of LID site design is to minimize, detain and retain the post development runoff volumes uniformly
throughout the site close to the source to simulate predevelopment hydrologic functions. Widespread use and uniform
dispersion of on-lot small retention and/or detention practices to control both runoff discharge volume and rate is key to
better replicating predevelopment hydrology. Using LID practices also produces runoff frequencies that are much closer
to existing conditions than can be achieved by typical application of conventional BMP’s. Management of both runoff
volume and peak runoff rate is included in the design. This is in contrast to conventional end-of-pipe treatment that
completely alters the watershed hydrology regime.
The LID site analysis and design approach focuses on four major hydrologically based planning elements. These
fundamental factors affect hydrologic and are introduced below.
1. Curve Number (CN) - A factor that accounts for the effects of soils and land cover on amount of runoff generated.
Minimizing the change in the post development CN by reducing impervious areas and preserving more trees and
meadows to reduce runoff storage requirements, all to maintain the predevelopment runoff volume.
2. Time of Concentration (Tc) - This is related to the time runoff travels through the watershed. Maintaining the
predevelopment Tc reduces peak runoff rates after development by lengthening flow paths and reducing the use
of pipe conveyance systems.
3. Permanent storage areas (Retention) - Retention storage is needed for volume and peak control, water quality
control and to maintain the same CN as the predevelopment condition.
4. Temporary storage areas (Detention) - Detention storage may be needed to maintain the peak runoff rate and/or
prevent flooding.

Minimizing the Change in CN
Reducing the change in CN will reduce both the post development peak discharge rate and volume. Calculation of
the LID CN is based on a detailed evaluation of the existing and proposed land cover so that an accurate representation
of the potential for runoff can be obtained. This calculation requires the engineer/planner to investigate the following key
parameters associated with LID including:
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1. land cover type,
2. percentage of and connectivity of impervious cover,
3. hydrologic soils group (HSG), and
4. hydrologic conditions (average moisture or runoff conditions).
The following are some of the LID site planning practices that can be utilized to achieve a substantial reduction in the
change of the calculated CN:
1. narrower driveways and roads (minimizing impervious areas),
2. maximized tree preservation and/or afforestation,
3. site finger-printing (carefu~~y siting ~~ts/r~adways t~ aV~id disturbance ~f streams~ wet~ands and ~ther res~urces)~
greater use of open drainage swales,
4. preservation of soils with high infiltration rates to reduce CN,
5. location of BMP’s on high-infiltrat.ion soils and,
6. construction of impervious features on soils with low infiltration rates.

Maintaining the Predevelopment Time of Concentration Tc
The LID hydrologic evaluation requires that the post development Tc be close to the predevelopment Tc. Minimizing
the change in pre and post Tc will help maintain the same frequency of runoff discharges, assuming there is uniform
distributed micro-scale retention and detention of LID practices. The following are some of the site planning techniques
can be used to maintain the existing Tc:
1. maintain predevelopment flow path length by dispersing and redirecting flows using open swales and vegetated
drainage patterns,
2. increase surface roughness (e.g., preserving woodlands, vegetated swales),
3. detain flows (e.g., open swales, rain gardens, rain barrels etc.),
4. minimize disturbances (minimizing soil compaction and changes to existing vegetation/drainage patterns),
5. flatten grades in impacted areas,
6. disconnect impervious areas (e.g., eliminating curb/gutter and redirecting down spouts) and,
7. connect pervious areas to vegetated areas (e.g., reforestation, afforestation).
The combined use of all these techniques results in cumulative impacts that modify runoff characteristics to effectively
shift the post development peak runoff time and frequencies to that of the predevelopment condition, and lower the peak
runoff rate.

Maintaining the Redevelopment Curve Number and Runoff Volume
Once the post development Tc is maintained at the predevelopment conditions and the impact of CN is minimized,
any additional reductions in runoff volume must be accomplished through distributed micro-scale on-site stormwater
management techniques. The goal is to select the appropriate combination of management techniques that simulate the
hydrologic functions of the predevelopment condition to maintain the existing CN and corresponding runoff volume. The
target design volume is equal to the initial abstraction of rainfall that would have occurred in the predevelopment condition.
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LID site designs maximize the use of small retention practices distributed throughout the site at the source to provide the
required volume storage. The required storage volume will be reduced when the change in the pre and post CN is
minimized.
Retention storage allows for a reduction in the post development volume and the peak runoff rate. The increased
storage and infiltration capacity of retention LID BMP’s allow the predevelopment volume to be maintained. The most
appropriate retention BMP’s include:
1. bioretention cells (rain gardens),
2. infiltration trenches,
3. water use storage (rain barrels and gray water uses) and,
4. roof top storage.
Other possible retention BMP’s include retention ponds, cisterns and irrigation ponds but it may be difficult to distribute
these types of controls throughout a development site.
As retention storage volume is increased there is a corresponding decrease in the peak runoff rate, in addition to
runoff volume reduction. If a sufficient amount of runoff is stored, the peak runoff rate may be reduced to a level at or
below the predevelopment runoff rate. This storage may be all that is necessary to control the peak runoff rate when there
is a small change in CNo However, when there is a large change in CN, it may be less practical to achieve flow control
using volume control only.

Potential Requirement for Additional Detention Storage
In cases where very large changes in CN cannot be avoided, retention storage practices alone may be either
insufficient to maintain the predevelopment runoff volume or peak discharge rates or require too much space to represent
a viable solution. In these cases, additional detention storage will be needed to maintain the predevelopment peak runoff
rates. A number of traditional detention storage techniques are available that can be integrated into the site planning and
design process for a LID site. These techniques include:
1. swales with check dams, restricted drainage pipes, and inlet/entrance controls,
2. wide, low gradient swales,
3. rain barrels/cisterns,
4. rooftop storage and
5. shallow parking lot/road storage.

Determination of Design Storm Event
The hydrologic approach of LID is to retain the same amount of rainfall within the development site as was retained
prior to any development (e.g., woods or meadow in good condition) and then release runoff as the woods or meadow
would have. By doing so, it is possible to mimic, to the greatest extent practical, the predevelopment hydrologic regime
to maximize protection of receiving waters, aquatic ecosystems and ground water recharge. This approach allows the
determination of a design storm volume that is tailored to the unique soils, vegetation and topographic characteristics of
the watershed. This approach is particularly important in watersheds that are critical for ground water recharge to protect
stream/wetland base flow and ground or surface water supplies.
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LID BMP’s
Site design techniques and BMP’s can be organized into three major c~t~or=u~ ~ ~uuuw~, I )
~v~, ,u~,,
measures designed to minimize impacts and changes in predevelopment CN and Tc, 2) retention facilities that store runoff
for infiltration, exfiltration or evaporation and 3) detention facilities that temporarily store runoff and release through a
measured outlet. Table 1, below, lists some of a wide array of LID BM P’s and their primary functions. Placing these BMP’s
in series and uniformly dispersing them throughout the site provides the maximum benefits for hydrologic controls.
Table 1. Examples of LID BMP’s and Primarj’ Functions

BMP
Bioretention
infiltration Trench
Dry Wells
Roof Top Storage
Vegetative Filter Strips
Rain Barrels
Swale and Small Culverts
Swales
Infiltration Swale
Reduce Imperviousness
Strategic Clearing / Grading
Engineered Landscape
Eliminate Curb and Gutter
Vegetative Buffers

Runoff
Prevention

Detention

Retention

Conveyance

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Water
Quality
X
X

X
X

Water Quality
LID maximizes the use of the developed landscape to treat stormwater runoff. Not only can the landscape be used
to store, infiltrate and detain runoff, the unique physical, chemical and biological pollutant removal/
transformation/immobilization/detoxification capabilities of the soil, soil microbes and plants can be used to remove
pollutants from runoff. For example, bioretention basins or rain gardens are designed to use the upland soil/microbe/plant
complex to remove pollutants from runoff. Rain gardens which look and function like any other garden except they treat
runoff are designed with a layer of 2-3 inches of mulch, 2-3 feet of planting soil and vegetation (trees shrubs and flowers).
Figure 1 shows a parking lot landscape island rain garden (bioretention practice) that uses a high rate filter media with
plants to filter and treat 90% of the annual volume of runoff from the parking lot.

Figure 1. Parking Lot Rain Garden.
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Studies conducted by the University of Maryland have shown rain gardens to be very effective in removing pollutants.
The percent pollutant removal of various contaminants is shown below in Table 2. The results shown represent the
average removal rates under a wide variety of flow rates and pollutant concentrations.
Table 2. Percent Pollutant Removal by Rain Gardens
Cu

Pb

Zn

P

TKN

NH4+

NO3-

TN"

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

93

99

99

81

68

79

23

43

* Removal varied as a function of depth in the soil. Percent removal shown is at a depth of approximately 3 feet.
Testing Conducted by the University of Maryland, Department of Engineering

The variety of physical, chemical and biological pollutant removal mechanisms available in the complex rain garden
system is staggering. A description or explanation in any detail of these mechanisms is beyond the scope of this paper.
A more detailed description can be found in the 1998 "Optimization of Bioretention Design" study conducted by the
University of Maryland. Mulch has been found to be very effective in removing heavy metals through organic complexing
with the hydroxyl and carboxyl sites on the organic molecules. Soil bacteria can metabolize (use as a carbon energy
source) oil, grease and gasoline into C02 and water in the presence of adequate nutrients and oxygen. Soil bacteria have
been used for years for the remediation of contaminated soils. Plants are known to uptake, transpire, accumulate and
detoxify heavy metals and many other toxic compounds. The physiologic and metabolic processes of plants are used to
clean contaminated soils through phytoremediation. A goal of LID is to maximize the use of upland landscape with its soil/
microbes/plant complex to treat runoff. Using upland systems to trap and remove pollutants allows one to more easily
control the fate of contaminants and prevent them from entering the water column where they are almost impossible to
contain and remove.

Public Outreach and Pollution Prevention
Pollution prevention and maintenance of on-lot LID BMP’s are two key elements in a comprehensive approach.
Effective pollution prevention measures can reduce the introduction of pollutants to the environment and extend the life
of LID treatment BMP’s. Public education is essential to successful pollution prevention and BMP maintenance. Not only
will effective public education complement and enhance BMP effectiveness, it can also be used as a marketing tool to
attract environmentally conscious buyers, promote citizen stewardship, awareness and participation in environmental
protection programs and help to build a greater sense of community based on common environmental objectives and the
unique character of LID designs.

Costs
LID case studies and pilot programs show that at least a 25% reduction in both site development and maintenance
costs can be achieved by reducing grading and the use of pipes, ponds, curbs and paving. In one subdivision called
Somerset which used the rain garden LID technique for water quality controls, the developer saved $4,500 per lot or a
total of $900,000 by eliminating the need for curbs, ponds and drainage structures. Maintenance costs are also reduced
in scale and magnitude by using the small LID practices. LID site designs require only routine landscape care and
maintenance of the vegetation. This eliminates the high costs of pond maintenance associated with dam repairs and
dredging.

Road Blocks to LID
In the development and acceptance of the LID site planning approach, a number of roadblocks had to be overcome.
Regulating agencies, the development community and the public all had concerns about the use of new technoiogy. The
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LID design manual represents the culmination of four years of work to address all of these concerns and issues. Some
of the major components of the LID approach, which addressed the many concerns, include:
1. develop an hydrologic analytical methodology to demonstrates the equivalence of LID to conventional approaches,
2. develop new road standards which allow for narrow roads, open drainage and cluster techniques,
3. streamline the review process for innovative LID designs which allow easy modification of site, subdivision, road
and stormwater requirements,
4. develop a public education process which informs property owners on how to prevent pollution and maintain on
lot BMP,
5. develop legal and educational mechanisms to ensure BMP’s are maintained,
6. demonstrate the marketability of green development,
7. demonstrate the cost benefits of the LID approach,
8. provide training for regulators, consultants, public and political leaders and,
9. conduct research to demonstrate the effectiveness of bioretention BMP’s.

Summary
LID is a viable economically sustainable alternative approach to stormwater management and the protection of natural
resources. LID provides tangible incentives to a developer to save natural areas and reduce stormwater and roadway
infrastructure costs. LID can achieve greater natural conservation by using conservation as a stormwater BMP to reduce
the change in CN. As more natural areas are saved, less runoff is generated and stormwater management costs are
reduced. This allows multiple use and benefits (environmental and economical) of the resource.
Additionally, developers have incentives to reduce infrastructure costs by reducing impervious areas, and eliminating
curbs/gutters and stormwater ponds to achieve LID stormwater controls. Reduction of the infrastructure also reduces
infrastructure maintenance burdens making LID designs more economically sustainable. Superior protection of aquatic
and riparian ecosystems can be achieved since a LID developed watershed functions in a hydrologically similar manner
as the predevelopment conditions. Recreating the predevelopment hydrological regime is a better way to protect the
receiving waters than the conventional end-of-pipe mitigation approaches.
LID promotes public awareness, education and participation in environmental protection. As every property owner’s
landscape functions as part of the watershed, they must be educated on the benefits and the need for maintenance of
the landscape and pollution prevention. LID developments can be designed in a very environmentally sensitive manner
to protect streams, wetlands, forest habitat, save energy, etc. The unique character of a LID green development can
create a greater sense of community pride based on environmental stewardship.
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Introduction
Implementation of the Phase II NPDES Storm Water Program, which is presently "proposed," will be enhanced by
the development of several tools used to help reduce discharges of pollutants from regulated small construction activities
and from regulated small municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s). One of the tools being developed by EPA
is a national menu of best management practices (BMPs), from which regulated Phase II municipalities can select as they
develop their stormwater management programs.~ The purpose of the national menu of BMPs is to provide a list of
options available to regulated Phase II municipalities as they develop a stormwater programs. The national menu of
BMPs may be adopted or modified by each NPDES permitting authority, or the permitting authority may develop its own
menu of BMPs for use by the Phase II municipalities under its jurisdiction. This paper describes the process of developing
the national menu of BMPs and measurable goals for each of the six minimum measures required to be in the stormwater
management programs.

Process of Development
The process used in developing the menu was to first list appropriate BMPs for each minimum control measure, with
subcategories under certain control measures.2 Then, a basic format for presenting the information about each BMP was
established. Information being provided for each BMP in the menu consists of BMP name, description, an illustration,
applicability and design considerations, limitations, operation and maintenance, effectiveness, cost, and references. The
menu is being prepared by EPA, with support from Tetra Tech, Incorporated, and the Center for Watershed Protection.
A peer involvement/peer review group has been selected and will provide review and input to the process of developing
the menu over the course of the next year. The menu is currently being reviewed and developed as a traditional hard
copy document. Following development, there are plans to make the menu available as an interactive Web-based tool.
The menu of BMPs is scheduled to be released by October, 2000.

Descriptions of Six Minimum Control Measures, with Lists of BMPs
1) Public Education and Outreach
This measure in the proposed rule calls for the creation of a pu~ic education program to inform citizens about the
impacts that stormwater runoff can have on water quality. It includes the preparation and distribution of educational
materials to the community, describing these impacts and steps that can be taken to reduce pollution from discharges
of stormwater. Examples of such steps include proper septic system maintenance, limitations on use and runoff of
household and garden chemicals, proper disposal of used motor oil or household hazardous wastes, and involvement
in local stream restoration activities. The following BMPs have been identified (in the Draft Rule) under four major
subcategory groups in the menu for the Public Education and Outreach minimum measure:
Public outreach/education for homeowners
¯ Lawn and garden activities, including proper pesticide use and disposal practices
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¯ Water conservation practices
¯ Proper disposal of used materials or household hazardous wastes
¯ Pet waste management
Targeting public outreach/education
¯ Education/outreach for commercial activities (parking lots, gas stations, etc.)
¯ Tailoring outreach programs’to communities, including minority and disadvantaged, as well as children
¯ Classroom education on stormwater
¯ Distributing stormwater educational materials (how, to whom)
Public Outreach Programs for New Development
¯ Low-impact development (includes buyer awareness, legal documents, and settlement documents)
Pollution Prevention Programs for Existing Development
¯ Educational display, pamphlet, booklet, utility stuffer
¯ Using the media (includes newspaper, magazine, radio, television, public service announcements, and Internet
messages)
¯ Promotional giveaway

2) Public Participation/Involvement
This measure in the proposed rule includes compliance with state and local public notice requirements, but goes
beyond that to encourage municipalities to seek public involvement in the development and review of their stormwater
programs. Opportunities for members of the public to participate in the development of their municipality’s stormwater
management program may include sewing as citizen representatives on a local stormwater management panel, attending
public hearings, working as citizen volunteers to educate others about the program, assisting in program coordination with
other pre-existing programs, or participating in volunteer monitoring efforts. The following BMPs have been identified
under two major subcategory groups of practices in the menu for the Public Participation/Involvement minimum measure:
Activities/Public Participation
¯ Storm drain stenciling
¯ Stream cleanup
¯ Volunteer monitoring
¯ Reforestation program
¯ Wetland plantings
¯ Adopt-A-Stream program
Involvement/Public Opinion
¯ Watershed organization
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¯ Stakeholder meetings (includes local stormwater management ponds)
¯ Attitude surveys
¯ Community hotlines

3) Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
This measure envisions the creation of an illicit discharge detection and elimination program. Specific program
elements include developing a demonstrated knowledge base of the MS4, using maps or other documents to identify
major outfalls and pipe networks on a topographic basis; developing a plan to address illicit discharges into the MS4,
including appropriate enforcement procedures to the extent allowable by law; and developing a process for informing the
public about the hazards associated with illicit discharges and the improper disposal of waste. For example, recycling
programs and other public outreach activities could be developed to address sources of illicit discharges, including used
motor oil, antifreeze, pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers. The following BMPs have been identified for the menu for the
Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination minimum measure:
¯ Failing septic systems
¯ Industrial connections
¯ Recreational sewage
¯ Sanitary sewer overflows
¯ Identifying illicit connections
¯ Wastewater connections to the storm drain system

4) Construction Runoff Control
This measure provides for the enforcement of a program to reduce pollutants in storm water runoff from construction
activities resulting in the disturbance of one acre to five acres of land. The program would apply to the individuals
responsible for activities at construction sites and should include an ordinance to control sediment and erosion; a
mechanism to ensure control of other wastes at construction sites, such as discarded building materials, concrete truck
washout, and sanitary waste that could impact water quality; requirements for the implementation of appropriate BMPs,
such as silt fences, temporary detention ponds and hay bales; provisions for preconstruction review of site management
plans; procedures for receipt and consideration of comments and other information provided by the public; regular
inspections during construction; and penalties to ensure compliance. The following BMPs have been identified under 11
major subcategory groups of practices in the menu for the Construction Runoff Control minimum measure:
Minimize Clearing
¯ Land grading
¯ Permanent diversion
¯ Preservation of natural vegetation (includes tree preservation and protection)
Stabilize Exposed Soils
¯ Chemical stabilization
¯ Mulching
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¯ Permanent seeding
¯ Sodding
¯ Soil roughening
Protect Steep Slopes
¯ Geotextiles
¯ Gradient terraces
¯ Soil retention (includes slope stabilization, retaining wall, reinforcement)
¯ Temporary slope drain (a.k.a. - pipe slope drain)
¯ Temporary storm drain diversion
Stabilize Drainage Ways
¯ Check dam (a.k.a. grade stabilization structure)
¯ Filter berm
¯ Grass-lined channel
¯ Riprap
Protect Waterways
¯ Temporary diversion
¯ Temporary stream crossing (bridge, culvert)
¯ Vegetated buffer
Phase Construction
¯ Construction sequencing
¯ Dust control
Install Perimeter Controls
¯ Temporary diversion dikes, earth dikes, and interceptor dikes (includes temporary fill diversions)
¯ Sand fence and wind fences
¯ Silt fence
¯ Brush barriers
Install Sediment Trapping Devices
¯ Sediment basin/rock dam
¯ Sediment filters and sediment chambers
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¯ Sediment traps
Inlet Protection
¯ Stabilized construction entrances
¯ Storm drain inlet lcrotection (includes block and gravel, excavated drop, fabric drop, and sod drop inlet protection)
Education and Awareness
¯ Contractor certification and inspector training
¯ BMP inspection and maintenance

5) Post-Construction Runoff Control
This measure uses post-construction controls as part of a program to address stormwater runoff from new
development and redevelopment projects using appropriate structural and non-structural BMPs. Non-structural BMPs
are preventive actions using management and source controls, such as policies and ordinances that result in protection
of natural resources and prevention of runoff. Non-structural BMPs might include requirements that encourage growth
in identified areas while protecting sensitive areas such as wetlands and riparian zones, minimizing impervious surfaces,
maintaining open space, and minimizing clearing, grading, or other disturbance of soils and vegetation. Some of the
typical structural BMPs include storage practices (wet ponds, extended-detention dry ponds, or other storage facilities
with outlets); infiltration practices (infiltration basins, infiltration trenches, and porous pavement); and filtration practices
(grassed swales, sand filters, and vegetated filter strips). This measure should also ensure effective and reliable
performance by providing for the long-term operation and maintenance of the selected BMPs. The following BMPs have
been identified under eight major subcategory groups of practices for the Post-Construction Runoff Control minimum
measure:
Ponds
¯ Extended detention dry basin or pond (with or without permanent pools or shallow marshes near the outlet),
includes tank storage
¯ Wet pond
Infiltration Practices
¯ Infiltration basin (a.k.a. - recharge basin)
¯ Infiltration trench (a.k.a. - infiltration galley)
¯ Porous pavement
Filtration Practices
¯ Bioretention
¯ Filters, including organic media filter (peat sand or compost-type), sand filter, muttichamber treatment train (MCTT)
system, and inlet filtration systems
Vegetative Practices
¯ Constructed wetland, shallow marsh
¯ Grassed swale
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¯ Vegetative filter strip
Runoff Pretreatment Practices
¯ Catch basin
¯ In-line storage, includes flow regulator information
¯ Manufactured systems for water quality inlets
Experimental Practices
¯ Alum injection system
On-lot Treatment
¯ On-lot treatment includes information on dry wells, roof downspout systems, rain barrels, exfiltration storage
systems, french drains, and dutch drains
Better Site Design
¯ Conservation easements
¯ Infrastructure planning
¯ Buffer zones/setbacks
¯ Open space development
¯ Narrow streets
¯ Curb elimination
¯ Green parking lot
¯ Alternative turn-around
¯ Urban forestry
¯ Alternative pavers

6) Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping
This measure in the proposed rule envisions the creation of an operation and maintenance/training program to prevent
or reduce pollutant runoff from municipal operations. The program should include training for municipal staff to address
prevention measures in government operations, such as park and open space maintenance, fleet maintenance, planning,
building oversight and stormwater collection system maintenance. Other possible pollution prevention activities that might
be relevant include controls for reducing or eliminating the discharge of pollutants from streets, roads, highways, municipal
parking lots, maintenance and storage yards, and waste transfer stations; programs to promote recycling and pesticide
use information; procedures for proper disposal of waste removed from municipal systems and public areas (such as
streets) including dredge spoil, accumulated sediments, floatables, and other debris; and new flood management projects
to assess the impacts on water quality and examine exiting projects to determine if they need additional water quality
protection devices or practices. The following BMPs have been identified under two major subcategory groups of
practices in the menu for the Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping minimum measure:
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Source controls
¯ Animal waste collection
¯ Automobile maintenance
¯ Car washing
¯ Illegal dumping control
¯ Landscaping and lawn care
¯ Pest control
¯ Parking lot and street cleaning
¯ Roadway and bridge maintenance
¯ Septic system controls
Materials Management
¯ Alternative products
¯ Hazardous materials storage
¯ Household hazardous waste collection
¯ Road salt application and storage
¯ Spill response and prevention
¯ Used oil recycling

Conclusion
As part of the Stormwater Phase II Tool Box, the Menu of BMPs should help municipalities develop, implement, and
enforce the Phase II program. The menu will be available in time for regulated municipalities to use in complying with
stormwater management program requirements under Phase 2 permits and might also benefit other jurisdictions and
individuals.
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Abstract
The overall purpose this US EPA funded cooperative research program with the American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) is to develop a more useful set of data on the effectiveness of individual best management practices (BMPs) used
to reduce pollutant discharges from urban development. BMP performance data gathered at a particular site should not
only be useful for that site, but also be useful for comparing studies of similar and different types of BMPs in other
locations. Almost all BMP effectiveness studies in the past have provided very limited data that is useful for comparing
BMP design and selection among individual BMP types (e.g. sand filters). This paper overviews some of the problems
of past BMP effectiveness studies from the perspective of comparability between studies. It suggests some of the ways
that data should be collected to make it more useful for assessing factors (such as settling characteristics of inflow solids
and physical features of the BMP) that might have led to the performance levels achieved. It briefly presents the
database that has been developed by this project, which not only serves as a tool for storing data from existing studies,
but as a tool for entering and storing data collected from future studies. Discussed are considerations that affect data
transferability, such as effectiveness estimations, statistical testing, etc. It overviews the efforts to establish and analyze
the data base for existing studies and overviews proposed analyses for the future, when more studies that have followed
the protocols are available. The database has specifically pointed out the need for additional BMP performance studies,
as the current data is very sparse in terms of studies that have recorded enough information to be useful in assessing
BMP type performance.

Introduction
Many studies have assessed the ability of stormwater treatment BMPs (e.g., wet ponds, grass swales, stormwater
wetlands, sand filters, dry detention, etc.) to reduce pollutant concentrations and Ioadings in stormwater. However, in
reviewing and summarizing the information gathered from these individual BMP evaluations, it is apparent that
inconsistent study methods and reporting make wider-scale assessments difficult, if not impossible. For example,
individual studies often included the analysis of different constituents and utilized different methods for data collection and
analysis, as well as varying degrees of information on BMP design and inflow characteristics. Just the differences in
monitoring strategies and data evaluation alone contribute significantly to the range of BMP "effectiveness" that has been
reported. These differences make combining these individual studies almost impossible to assess what design factors
may have contributed to the variation in performance (Strecker et al., 1992). Urbonas (1994 and 1995) and Strecker
(1994) summarized information that should be recorded regarding the physical, climatic, and geological parameters that
likely affect the performance of a BMP and considerations regarding sampling and analysis methods.

Efficiency, Effectivness, and Performance
In order to better clarify the terminology used to describe the level of treatment achieved and how well a device,
system, or practice meets its goals, definitions of some terms often used loosely in the literature are provided here. These
terms help to better specify the scope of monitoring studies and related analyses:
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¯ Best Management Practice (BMP) - A device, practice, or method for removing, reducing, retarding, or preventing
targeted stormwater runoff constituents, pollutants, and contaminants from reaching receiving waters
¯ BMP System - A BMP system includes the BMP and any related bypass or overflow. For example, the efficiency
(see below) can be determined for an offline retention (Wet) Pond either by itself (as a BMP) or for the BMP system
(BMP including bypass)
¯ Performance - measure of how well a BMP meets its goals for stormwater that is treated by the BMP
¯ Effectiveness - measure of how well a BMP system meets its goals in relation to all stormwater flows
~ Efficiency o measure of f~ow we!! a BMP or BMP system removes pollutants
The ASCE project team is working with available data to determine efficiency of BMPs and BMP systems. In
addition, effectiveness and Performance are being evaluated, acknowledging the limitations of existing information about
the goals of specific BMP projects. Quantification of efficiency only evaluates a portion of the overall Performance or
effectiveness of a BMP or 8MP system. Calculation of the efficiency helps to determine additional measures of
performance and effectiveness, for example the ability of a BMP to meet any regulatory goals. A list of typical goals and
the current ability of the ASCE/EPA project to help evaluate them is shown in Table 1.

Problem: BMP Performance Study Inconsistencies
Studies of BMP effectiveness have utilized significantly different:
¯ sample collection techniques (e.g., from sample collection types--grab, composite, etc., flow measurement
techniques, to how the sample was composited, etc.);
¯ water quality constituents, including: chemical species, methods (detection limits), form (e.g., dissolved vs. total,
vs. total recoverable, etc.), and treatment potential;
¯ data reporting on tributary watershed and BMP design characteristics ( e.g., tributary area or watershed attributes
such as percent impervious, land use categories, rainfall statistics, etc.);
¯ effectiveness estimation techniques (there are at least four common techniques that have been utilized to assess
effectiveness that can cause significant differences in pollutant removal reporting, with the same set of data), and
potential alternatives to reporting just concentration/loading reductions; and
¯ statistical validation of results (typical lack of statistical tests to determine if the reported removal efficiency can in
fact be shown to be statistically different than zero).
Monitoring strategies that could be employed to monitor BMP effectiveness include:
¯

New BMP installation with new development- input/output (e.g., monitor new detention pond of newly developed
watershed and evaluate inflow concentrations/loads vs. outflows) or conduct a "control" watershed comparison
¯ Retrofit of existing or new single BMP within existing watershed--input/output, and/or, before/after (e.g., retrofit of
an existing flood control basin for water quality)
¯ Watershed-wide new structural or non-structural--"control" watershed comparison (e.g., new BMP catch basins
in developing area)
¯ Watershed-wide structural retrofit or application of non-structural - before/after, and/or, "control" watershed
comparison (e.g., catch basin retrofit on watershed scale)
Input/output monitoring is the typical approach utilized. However, control watersheds and before/after approaches
have also been employed. All of the other potential factors that could be contributing to differences in performance must
identified and accounted. On the other hand, it is beneficial to be able to show that a watershed-wide difference is or is
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Table 1. Goals of BMP Projects and the Ability of the National Stormwater BMP Database to Provide Information Useful for Determining
Performance and Effectiveness
Ability to Evaluate
Performance and Effective

Goals of BMP Proiects
Cate~or,./
Hydraulics

"Improve flow characteristics upstream and/or downstream of BMP

Hydrology

"Flood mitigation, improve runoff characteristics (peak shaving)

Water Quality
(Efficiency)

*Reduce downstream pollutant loads and concentrations of pollutants
*lmprovehninimize downstream temperature impact
"Rem(~val of fitter and debns

Toxicity

*Reduce acute toxicity of runoff
*Reduce chronic toxicity of runoff

Regulatory

*Compliance with NPDES permit
*Meet local, state, or federal water quality criteria

Implementation Feasibility

"For non-structural BMPs, ability to function within management and oversight
structure

Cost

*Capital, operation, and maintenance costs

~’~

*Iml~e~el:~earance of site
Maintenance

"Operate within mair~tenance, and repair schedule and requirements
*Ability of system to be retrofit, modified or expanded

"l.~:m~j~t~tl~ functionality
Resources

*Improve downstream aquatic environment/erosion control
*Improve wildlife habitat
"Multiple use functionality

Safety. Risk and Liability

*Function without significant risk or liability
*Ability to function with minimal environmental risk downstream

Public Perception

*Information is available to clarify public understanding of runoff quality, quantity
and impacts on receiving waters

~ can be evaluated using the ASCE/EPA Database as information source
,,"~ will be able to be evaluated using the database as primary source of information after enough studies have been submitted
,,’~ can be evaluated using the database the primary source of information combined with a secondary source of comparative data

not being detected with BMP implementation. These differences in monitoring approach certainly effect the ability to
compare studies.
Any of the above topics would require an in-depth discussion beyond the scope of this paper. Therefore, this paper
will present only a brief overview of each and some potential solutions for improving how data is collected. The ASCE
project team has developed a set of protocols and a database on BMP performance studies with the purpose of improving
the consistency of BMP monitoring information. The project includes:
¯ Developing protocols for BMP monitoring and reporting
¯ Developing a database on BMP performance studies
¯ Conducting an evaluation of existing information to assist EPA in providing guidance to the regulated community
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The database specifies a chosen set of reporting information, but does not guide users on how to develop such
. information. For example, it does not specify in detail what a flow-weighted composite sample is and how it should be
collected. The next step beyond the EPA protocols and database effort should be a guidance document on monitoring
data collection strategies and techniques to !reprove their consistency and ultimate transferability. A few of the issues
related to proper guidance are discussed in the next two sections. It should be recognized that, with the development of
the database and the protocols, it will be a number of years (5 to 10) before a significant number of new studies on BMPs
are conducted utilizing the protocols. Therefore, a rigorous evaluation of BMP selection and design factors will need to
take place in the long-term future.

Recommended Parameters for Assessing BMP Performance
In clevetoping a method for quantifying BMP performance, it is helpful to look at the objectives of previous studies
seeking such a goal. BMP performance studies usually are conducted to obtain information regarding one or more of the
following objectives:
¯ What degree of pollution control does the BMP provide under typical operating conditions?
¯ How does performance vary from pollutant to pollutant?
¯ How does performance vary with various input concentrations?
¯ How does performance vary with large or small storm events?
¯ How does performance vary with rainfall intensity?
¯ How do design variables affect performance?
¯ How does performance vary with different operational and/or maintenance approaches?
¯ Does performance improve, decay, or remain the stable over time?
¯ How does the BMP’s performance compare relative to other BMPs?
¯ Does the BMP reduce toxicity to acceptable levels?
¯ Does the BMP cause an improvement in downstream biotic communities?
¯ Does the BMP have potential downstream negative impacts?
The monitoring efforts implemented most typically seek to answer a subset of the above questions. This often leaves
larger questions about the performance of the BMP, and the relationship between design and performance, unanswered.
Standardization of BMP data collection and evaluation methods (i.e., guidance and the ASCE/EPA database) allows this
broader set of questions to be examined.
There has been a very wide variety of pollutants analyzed in 8MP and characterization studies. The protocols
established under the EPA-funded cooperative researcr~ 13rogram recommend a standard set of constituents for BMP
testing programs. Table 2 presents the recommended constituents developed from the review of previous studies with
an understanding of costs and likelihood of providing meaningful results. A discussion of how these constituents were
selected and a detailed description of each can be found in Strecker (1994).
There are some practical and technical considerations regarding data reporting which would facilitate data
usefulness, including consistent formatting of data, the clear indication of QA/QC results, standard comparisons to water
quality criteria, reporting of tributary watershed characteristics, and BMP design information. The last two items are
considered critical for evaluation of what contributed to BMP effectiveness in one location over another.
Data Reporting. It is recommended that all constituent concentration data be reported as event mean concentrations
(EMCs). These statistics should be based on use of the Iognormal distribution. The NURP and FHWA studies (EPA,
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Table 2. Recommended Standard Analytical Tests for Urban Stormwater BMP Assessment
EPA Method
Number

Detection
Limit

Lab Analysis
Conventional
TSS
TDS

EPA 160.2
EPA 160.1

TOC
COD
Total Hardness

1
1

EPA 415,1
EPA 410,4
SM 314-A

3
1
1

(NH3 - N)
Total phosphorus (as P)
Ortho-phosphate (as P)
Nitrate + nitrite (NO~ + NO2 - N)

SM 417oAD
SM 424-CE
SM 424-E
EPA 353.1 or .2

0.1
0.005
0.05
0.05

Total Metals
Cd (cadmium)

EPA 7131

0.0002

Pb (lead)

EPA 7421

0.0003

EPA 6010
EPA 6010

0.001
0.001

EPA 7131
EPA 7421

0.0002
0.0003

EPA 6010

0.001

EPA 6010

0.001

Nutrients

Cu (copper)
Zn (zinc)
Dissolved Metals
Cd (cadmium)
Pb (lead

Cu (copper)
Zn (zinc1

1983a; Driscoll et alo, 1990) identified that the Iognormal distribution is suitable for characterizing EMC distributions. The
high degree of variability is why proper statistical techniques should be employed to evaluate whether a measured
difference between BMP before/after or input/output is significant. The recommended inclusion of outlet data as a part
of any paper or report will allow comparisons of typical outlet concentrations and may allow the determination of the lowest
or average expected concentration from a particular type of BMP. For example, it may be that wet ponds may only be
able to treat to some minimum concentration range at the outlet and the "effectiveness" is greatly impacted by the inlet
concentrations.
QuafityAssurance/Quafity Control (QA/QC). All monitoring studies should include a QA/QC program. The details and
results of the QA/QC program should be reported in monitoring study reports and summarized in papers. It is especially
important to discuss when data are characterized as estimates due to QA/QC results and when detection limits were
affected. Too often this information is not included.
Comparisons to Water Quality Criteria. A method to gage effectiveness could be to monitor how the BMP affects
the number of times (frequency) that EPA water quality criteria are exceeded in both the inflow and the outflow, to assess
how the BMP reduces (or does not reduce) the frequency of potentially toxic events. For heavy metals analyses, it is
recommended that hardness be collected for all storms momtored and that comparisons to criteria be made utilizing the
dissolved fraction with the computed aquatic criteria as modified by EPA (1993b).
Watershed and BMP Design Parameters. Table 3 lDresents a summary of these parameters. These parameters
(more detailed parameter lists are available on ASCE’s Web page at http://www.asce.org/petaJtech/nsbd01 .html) have
been selected with the purpose of being able to utilize th~s information to evaluate what BMP design attributes and
tributary watershed characteristics can be linked to BMP effectiveness information.
The primary goals of the ASCE/EPA database development process were to facilitate efficient data entry, provide
useful queries of stored data, and output information in a comprehensive and applicable, manner through a user-friendly
interface. The database was written in Microsoft~ Access incorporating Access relational database engine and features
and the Visual Basic~ for Applications programming language for customization of the functional aspects of the front end.
Distribution will take place initially as an Access run-time version on CD-ROM, but will be available in the near future over
the Internet.
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Table 3. Paramelers to Report with Waler Quality Data for Various BMPs

Parameter
Type

Iribulary
Natershed

..~eneral
-lydrology

~ater

Parameter
"ributary watershed area, average slope,
Lverage runoff coefficient, lenglh, soil types,
,egetation types
rrotal tributary watershed impervious percentage
=~nd percenl hydraulically connected
~)etails about gutter, swer, swale, ditches,
:)arking, roads in walershed
_and use types (res., comm., ind., open) and
tcreage

Wetland
Pond
Grass Swale/
Basin
Welland Channel

Oil & Sand Trap/
Sand/Leaf
Compost Filler

Hydro-dynamic
Device

Infiltration and
Perc..

"

.

.

°

°

"

°

¯

"

¯

¯

¯

.

o

¯

¯

.

.

¯

.

)ate and start/stop times for monitored storms
:~unoff volumes for monitored storms
:~eak 1-hr intensity
)esign storm/flood recurrence intervals and
nagnitude
Peak flow rate, depth, and Mannmg’s roughness
~oeflicient for Ihe 2-year slorm
~)eplh to seasonal high
;]roundwater/impermeable layer
~aluraled hydraulic conductivity, infiltration rate,
~oil group
~,verage annual values for number of storms,
)recipitation. snowfall, min./max. Temp., from
lppropriata weather station
~kalinity, hardness and pH for each monilored
~torm
/Valet temperature
;edimenl settling velocity distribution, when
Lvailable
:acility on- or off-line?
]ypassed flows during events

Extended
Detention (Dry)
Basin

Retention (Wet)
Pond

¯
.
¯

"

°

°

"
¯

¯

"

¯

¯
.
¯

¯
o

.
.

.

.

°

"

"

¯

"

¯

¯

-~eneral
:acility

type and frequency of maintenance
rypes and location of monitoring instruments
nlet and outlet dimensions, details, and number
~Aedia or granular material depth, type, storage
~olume, and porosity

Vet Pool

lolume of permanent pool
_ength of permanent pool
~ermanent pool surface area
_itloral zone sudace area
~olar radiation, days of sunshine, wind speed,
}an evaporation, from appropriate weather
=ration

~3etention
¢olume

)etention (or surcharge) and flood control
~olumes
)etention basin’s surface area and length
3rimful and half-brimful emptying time
~ttom stage/intlltratlng surface area and type

:~retreatmenl
:~lant

:orebay volume, surface area
~elationship to other BMP’s upstream

~o
...,. Netland
:~lant

~/etland/swale type, surface area, and length,
~ida slope Ibottom width for swales and
;hannels)
>ercent of wetland surface between 0-12", 12!4", and 24-48"
=lant species and age of facility

Estimation of BMP Pollutant Removal Effectiveness and Effectiveness
BMP pollutant removal effectiveness estimations are not straightforward and a wide variety of methods have been
employed. Martin and Smoot (1986) discussed three types of methods to compute efficiencies, including an efficiency
ratio, sum of loads, and regression of loads. Many researchers have utilized an efficiency measure based upon storm
pollutant loads into and out of the BMP on a storm-by-storm basis. This weights the effectiveness considering that all
storms are "equal" in computing the average removal. However, it is readily apparent that all storm volumes and their
associated concentrations are not equal.
One factor that complicates the estimation of the effectiveness is that for wet ponds and wetlands, (and other BMPs
where there is a permanent pool), comparing effectiveness on a storm-by-storm basis neglects the fact that the outflow
for a particular event being measured may have little or no relationship to the inflow for that same event. Based upon a
national characterization of rainfall (Driscoll, et. al., 1989), if a basin were sized to have a permanent pool equal to the
average storm, about 60 to 70% of the storms would be less than this volume. Therefore, in many cases, flows leaving
may have little or no relationship to flows entering the pond. Storm-to-storm comparisons are probably not valid. It is
probably more appropriate to utilize statistical characterizations of the inflow and outflow concentrations to evaluate
effectiveness or, if enough samples are collected (i.e., almost all storms monitored), to utilize total loads into and out of
the BMP.
Table 4 compares three of the methods, including percent removal by storm with a statistical characterization of
inflow/outflow concentration and a simple comparison of total loads in and out for the sampled storms for an example site.
The removals estimated differ by up to 18 percentage points. In this record, there are several storm events where inflow
concentrations were relatively low and therefore the system was not "efficient." However, it was effective at maintaining
the effluent quality.
Table 4. Comparison of BMP Pollutant Removal Efficiency Techniques
Volume of
Flow (~)

Concentration
In

Load
Out

In

Out

% Removal
by storm

9780

670

93%

25

1220

1010

17%

99

83

2820

2360

16%

348,111

433

141

9410

3060

67%

730,261

115

63

5240

2870

139
1.48
249

65
.86
85

Storm

Inflow = Outflow

1

445,300

352

24

2

649,800

30

3

456,100

4
5

Meal
Coy
Mean

(mg/I)

(Ibs)

Conc 66%

28,470

9,970

45%
A
V
G

48%

Loads 65%

note: 1 Ib,. = 2.2046 kg and 1 ~ = 0.028317 m3

Based on these factors, it is recommended that a statistical characterization of inflows vs. outflows be utilized. Use
of the log-transform of EMCs is recommended. Tests of the applicability of a log transform should be made to support the
transform of data when sufficient data is available. Standard descriptive statistics, box-and-whisker plots, and normal
probability plots of the transformed data for both the inflow and outflow should be employed to clearly demonstrate not only
the differences in the mean EMCs, but also the effectiveness of the BMP throughout the range of influent and effluent
EMCs. This approach provides the ability to determine whether any apparent differences in inflow and outflow EMC
populations are statistically greater than zero. If enough data on storms is collected, (e.g., continuous samples over an
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extended period including base flow measurements where significant), the total loads in and out may also be an acceptable
method. A graphical look at the distribution of contributing storms will often provide insight into the applicability of the
method, (e.g., do a small number of large storms dominate the resulting effectiveness value).
The variability in runoff concentrations from event to event is large. In attempting to statistically characterize a BMP
influent concentration (and outflow), the more data the better. As mentioned above, there are a number of types of BMP
evaluations that can be conducted: (1) standard evaluation of a single BMP, testing input and output, (2) evaluation of
multiple BMPs within a basin (before/after or control basin), and (3) evaluation of a BMP with multiple inlets (where it might
be very difficult and expensive to evaluate the BMP utilizing inputJoutput). All methods should require that a rigorous
statistical approach be applied in selecting the number of samples to be collected to help assure detection of a given level
of change.
As an example of the number of samples required to detect a "true" difference, Table 5 presents an analysis of two
of the Portland monitoring stations (WCC, 1993) where 10 flow-weighted composite samples were collected. The Fanno
Creek station is a large (about 1,200 acres) residential catchment that is in an open channel, while the M1 station is a
smaller (about 100 acres) mixed land use station that is in a pipe. An analysis of a variance-based test was utilized with
the existing data to determine how many samples are estimated to be needed to detect a 5%, 20%, and 50% change in
the mean concentration at the station. The test was performed considering an 80% probability that the difference will be
found to be significant, with a 5% level of significance (Sokal and Rohlf, 1969). This analysis does not consider potential
seasonal effects on the collection of data as a factor. Even so, quite a large number of samples would be required to
detect a 5% to 20% difference in concentrations. In many locations, given that there may be only 10 to 20 storm events
per year that are large enough to monitor, it would take a number of years of sampling all storm events to be able to detect
small differences.
Table 8. Analysis of Sample Sizes Needed to Statistically Detect Changes in Mean Pollutant Concentrations from 2 Stations in Portland, Oregon

Monitoring Site
R1 - Fanno Creek
Residential
M1 - NE 122’~
Columbia
Slough Mixed Use

Number of Samples Required to Detect the Indicated %
Reduction in Site Mean Concentration*
5%
20%
202
14
442
29

50%
4
6

Phosphorus

22,$

16

4

TSS
Copper
Phosphorus

61
226
105

5
15
8

2
4
3

Parameter
TSS
Copper

*80% certain of detecting the indicated % reduction in mean of the EMCs.

There are numerous examples in the literature where small differences (2 to 5%) have been reported based upon
fewer samples than indicated by this analysis. This highlights the need to be more rigorous with regard to statistical testing
of reported effectiveness estimates. To detect larger changes, the number of samples becomes reasonable. The mixed
land use catchment in Portland is currently being studied for the effectiveness of the implementation of a number of source
controls and other controls that do not lend themselves to input/output testing. Examples include maintenance changes
(catch basin cleaning, street sweeping); education (business and residences); tree planting, and others. Post-BMP
monitoring will be conducted along with qualitative evaluations.
Another approach that this study will be evaluating is the use of effluent data to compare to design criteria. It has been
suggested by some researchers that BMPs may be able to treat only to a given concentration and therefore, if relatively
clean water is entering a BMP, performance based upon efficiency may not fully characterize whether a BMP is welldesigned. An example of this is based upon Rushton et al. (1997). The pond was located at the Southwest Florida Water
Management District service office in Tampa. The drainage basin is 6.5 acres with about 30% of the watershed covered
by roof tops and asphalt parking lots, 6% by a crushed limestone storage compound and the remaining 64% as a grassed
storage area. The pond was modified twice after initial construction; therefore, there are three periods of performance data
for three different designs. The first pond had an average retention time of 2 days, the second 5 days and the third 15
days. The second design added wetland features, while the third utilized deeper and larger pools.
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Figure 1 shows the input and output median concentrations in log based 10 scale as well as the 95% confidence
limits. The study reported that performance of the pond (defined as removal efficiency) decreased after the first
modification. What appears to be evident is that the average inflow concentrations were much lower during the second
period, while the outflow concentrations were about equal (less, but not statistically different from the first design). It
appears that with the original and first modified designs that the effluent level was not decreased. However, one could
not say that the BMP was any poorer in efficiency. The last design appears to have lowered the potential effluent
concentration, but the major difference in efficiency came from the significantly higher inflow concentrations during the
sampling period. This example points out the need to carefully think about whether pollutant removal efficiency is an
accurate representation of how well a BMP works or does not.
In many cases, there is a need to conduct dry weather analyses between storms on BMPs with dry weather flows.
It may be that pollutants captured during storms are slowly released during dry weather discharges.
Biological and downstream physical habitat assessments such as aquatic invertebrate sampling and habitat
classification should be explored as an alternative to just utilizing chemical measures of effectiveness (Maxted, 1999).
Long-term trends in receiving water quality, coupled with biological assessments, would likely be a much better gage of
the success of the implementation of BMPs, especially on an area-wide basis.

2.50

81 rag/1

zoo Median=
1.so

21 mg/l

11 mg/1

1.32
1.00

]~ 1.03

1.05

11 mg/l

o. o.

0.96

9 mg/l

o.ss
5 mg/l

i
o.oo :
Inflow 1990

Outflow
1990

Inflow 1993-*
Outflow I~flO~ 1994- Outflow
1994
1993-1994
1995
1994-1995

Rgure 1. Inflowand Outflow Log Mean TSS Concentrations (mg/]) an~ 95% Co~fK:lence Limits for Different Designs of a Wet Pond Located at SWF-VVMD

Service Office in Tampa, Rorida.

Summary and Recommendations
There is a great need to have consistency with the constituents and methods utilized for assessing BMP
effectiveness. This paper has presented only some of the consistency issues. It is recommended that researchers who
undertake BMP effectiveness studies consider the recommendations suggested here, by Urbonas (1995) and other
recommendations based upon further analysis of this subject. It is the authors’ opinion that EPA should require studies
receiving federal funding to conduct BMP effectiveness studies that utilize standard methods as suggested here, together
with much still-needed detailed guidance on data collection and sampling methods to improve data transferability.
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Summary

The Texas NonpointSourceBOOK is an !ntemet-based resource that has been developed
to assist public works officials across Texas with storm water management. The
SourceBOOKprovides basic information about storm water quantity and quality impacts,
outlines how to develop and implement a local storm water management program, identifies
localized water quality issues, and provides an interactive database of more than 100 Best
Management Practices (BMP’s) to use in a variety of situations.
The Texas Nonpoint SourceBOOK [~rovides i~fformation for the novice as well as the
experienced storm water manager. The ~)roiect was funded by the Environmental
Protection Agency and matching funds from 20 local governments ~cross’ .texas. The North Central Texas Council of
Governments (NCTCOG) served as project administrator. The SoumeBOOK was developed by a consulting team lead
by Camp Dresser & McKee Inc. (CDM). A Project Management Committee of local governments provided project
oversight. After extensive review via the Internet, the SourceBO0~ was officially endorsed by the Executive Committee
of the Texas Chapter - American Public Works Association (APWA). Five training workshops were conducted across
the state. The SourceBOOK is intended to be a living resource, with additions and changes occurring continually in
response to input from users. A feedback page allows direct input from the Internet.

Why a Texas Nonpoint SourceBOOK?
Recognizing the need for improved communication, cooperation, and education statewide on stormwater issues, a
Statewide Storm Water Quality Task Force was established by the Executive Committee of the Texas Chapter American Public Works Association. At an organizational meeting in February 1994, a Steering Committee and
subcommittees were formed. The various subcommittees immediately tackled the task of identifying current issues and
needs regarding storm water quality and nonpoint source pollution, particularly with respect to the needs of public works
officials across Texas.
Already known was that nonpoint sources, including stormwater, contribute to water pollution problems. The Water
Quality Subcommittee began to review data from the Texas Clean Rivers Program, available nonpoint source monitoring
data, and the State’s Nonpoint Source Water Pollution Assessment Report. They presented this assessment at
subsequent meetings of the Task Force. Water quality problems were known, but not how best to address them.
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.What was not known was the applicabi!fty and cost-effectiveness of Best Management Practices (BMPs) for
addressing many of the typical water quaii[y 0oiiutants: Oacteria, pesticides, nutrients, metals, toxic chemicals, and
others. The Best Management Practices IBMP} S~bcommittee surveyed local governments across Texas on BMP
implementation but found little technic&i :~,:a. !: ,,Jas avident that until questions such as applicability and costeffectiveness could be answered, local govem;*qents would not invest limited public funds on storm water controls.
A project was formulated that would pro,,,~:~,~ ~;,e assistance local governments needed by developing an internetbased resource of storm water r’nar~.~ger~e:~; ,:;!,crmar~o~.. At the time it was a striking idea, since the Internet was very
new and few local governments ~ad any "~~,~, ii~: exr)eri÷nce. Using the emerging Internet would provide ready electronic
access and would allow for the use of ne~,., :ecrnoiogies in communication. This resource was to be called the Texas
Nonpoint SourceBOOK, and would be develc, pec~ ~r, oo~h "hardcover" and electronic form. A grant application, submitted
to the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission under the Section 319(h) Nonpoint Source Program, was
awarded in the spring of 1996. Work on the project began in September, 1996.

How Was the Texas Nonpoint SourceBOOK Developed?
The North Central Texas Council of Governments provided staff support and general administrative oversight. To
guide the development of the SourceBOOK, a Project Management Committee was established from the Texas ChapterAPWA membership. Among its first tasks was issb’~ng a Request for Proposals for professional consultant assistance,
and selecting the consultant finalists. From [he finalists tt~e Committee selected a consultant team led by the firm Camp
Dresser & McKee Inc., in association with L~sp~,; Huston & Associates, Inc.; Center for Watershed Protection; Booth, Ahrens
& Werkenthin, P.C.; Carter Burgess; and Pavl~K & Associates. Together, the committee and consultants used the State’s
Nonpoint Source Water Assessment Report and supporting information to identify particular pollutants from priority
watersheds and related pollution prevention BMPs.
During FY97, the Project Management[ ,~umm,ttee worked with the consultant to establish the format of the Texas
Nonpoint SourceBOOK on the Internet. i~rese,~ta~ions on local BMP experiences were made at the TX-APWA Short
Course at Texas A&M in February, 1997. Initial consultant materials were reviewed by the TX-APWA general
membership at its summer, 1997, Annual Meeting. A draft of the Texas Nonpoint SourceBOOKwas presented to the
TX-APWA general membership at the February ! 998 Short Course, and local government comments were solicited.
The TX-APWA Executive Committee endorsed the Texas Nonpoint SourceBOOK in February, 1999. It is available
through the Internet and on CD-ROM for use by !ocai governments across Texas. The Committee and consultant
conducted technology transfer and training workshops on storm water management and the Texas Nonpoint SourceBOOK
at.five regional one-day workshops across Texas during February and March of 1999.
How is the Texas Nonpoint SourceBOOK Organized?
The SourceBOOK is designed to make use of the capabilities of the Internet. This includes the ability to organize and
present textual and graphical information through common browser formats, as well as providing active links to related sites.
The design of the content of the SourceBOOK maximized the use of existing web sources wherever possible.
The content of the SourceBOOK consists of a set of modules:
Introduction and Overview
About This Site
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
Related Links
Nonpoint Source News
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Post Your Feedback
Module 1 -- Nonpoint Source Management 101
History of Nonpoint Source Management
Urban Nonpoint Source Primer
Controlling Urban Runoff--Guidance for Beginners
Selecting the Right BMP -:Guidance for Beginners
Planning Your Stormwater Management Program - Guidance for Beginners
GIossary
Module 2 -- Urban Runoff Management Programs
Introduction
The Planning and Goal Setting Process
Planning and Program Approaches
Funding Mechanisms
Measuring Effectiveness of Management Programs
Implementation Strategies
Case Studies
Bibliography
Additional Resources
Module 3 -- Characterizing Urban Waterways
Urban Runoff Flow and Water Quality
Assessing Urban Waterways
Water Quality and Other Watershed Physical Characteristics in Texas
Module 4 -- Runoff Quality Best Management Practices
Selecting Management Practices
Housekeeping Practices
Source Control Practices
Treatment Control Practices
Interactive BMP Selector
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What Does ~=ach Module Provide in the Texas Nonpoint SourceBOOK?
~ ^"’"~ ""’
,~1,.,uu,~
I, ~,~F~u,,,,
.....:~÷ ~~u,~
........
Management 101, is a primer for beginners on urban stormwater management, it
quickly establishes that storm water quality an_..~d quantity management need to be addressed as one integrated program
within a local government. It provides guidance on regulatory issues, basic axioms of runoff control, and the use of
pollution prevention, source and treatment controls.
Module 2, "Urban Runoff Management Programs," describes the process to be used to manage urban runoff within
the overall framework of the city, county, or special district. Particular attention is placed on the key institutional and
financial components necessary for a successful ongoing program.
Module 3, "Characterizing Urban Waterways," begins with a generic discussion of urban runoff flow and water quality
relationships. Considerable attention is then given to proper techniques for monitoring urban waterways and stormwater
runoff. The majority of the module focuses on Texas-specific information. Descriptions of known water quality problems
can be accessed for the entire state. Each regional planning area and basin has specific information on water bodies,

Urban Nonpoint Source

~odule 2
~
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podule 3 I

Waterbodies

watershed characteristics, annual precipitation and runoff, major soil types, and the like. There are many "hot" links to
real-time gauging stations, local programs, and state/federal sites, such as EPA’s Surf Your Watershed.
Module 4. "Runoff Quality Best Management Practices," provides guidance on the selection of Best Management
Practices for pollution prevention, source control, and treatment control. Considerable effort was placed on gathering
the most current information on more than 100 BMPs and review by the Project Management Committee of local
governments, Each BMP includes detailed information, such as performance data, photographs, and relevant reference
c~tations. An innovative BMP Interactive Selector was developed for the SourceBOOK. It enables the user to peruse
BMP’s in each category, or to input several characteristics specific to their situation and request a set of the most
applicable 8MPs.
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Abstract
Recent concern over environmental and economic impacts of urban sprawl has focused renewed attention on the
importance of making full use of existing urban areas. Revitalizing former industrial, commercial, and residential areas
often involves changes in land use type or intensity of use. It is important to have the ability to evaluate the long-term
hydrological impacts of such changes. These impacts can then be placed within the context of impacts that similar land
uses would have if a decision were made to place them in the urban fringe (urban sprawl) rather than in existing urban
areas (urban renewal).
In this study, we illustrate how the Long-Term Hydrological Impact Analysis (L-THIA) tool can be used to compare
the hydrological impacts of land use change in existing urban areas versus change in the urban fringe. L-THIA is a simple,
comparative tool that requires the user to provide information on land use and soil type for existing and future/planned
conditions. The tool combines this information with local rainfall data to calculate long-term average annual surface runoff
under existing and future/planned conditions. L-THIA analyses can be run directly at our web site for locations throughout
the U.S. where the curve number technique is already routinely used (http://danpatch.ecn.purdue.edu/~sprawl/LoTHIA).
By performing analyses of renewal versus conversion of agricultural land at the urban fringe, it is possible to provide a
comparative assessment of impacts. This initial comparison can be helpful in educating the general public and decisionmakers, thereby raising awareness of this element of the set of variables that are considered in land use decisions.

Introduction
Because almost every major North American city had been founded by 1900, the dominant form of urban
development during the 20th Century has been growth on the outer edges of existing cities, or just beyond city limits
(Orur-n, 1995). With improvements in transportation and communications, the need for people to be clustered in highdensity central areas has decreased (Chinitz, 1991 ), encouraging decentralization, suburbanization, and sprawl. In the
United States, 87% of the population now lives in metropolitan areas and their hinterlands (Angotti, 1995), and steady
infilling between urban areas has resulted in the development of megalopolises such as the Philadelphia - Boston Washington DC - New York urban corridor. Even metropolitan areas which are stagnating or declining in terms of total
population are still growing in terms of total built area because of tow-density suburban growth (Johnston, 1982).
Decentralization and suburbanization have changed the relative importance of the core areas of cities (Richardson,
1982). Although these central areas were the sites of initial city growth and development, many cities are now faced with
the challenge of revitalizing these once vibrant central industrial, commercial, and residential areas that have been in
decline in recent decades:. The following quote reflects efforts to slow the tide of migration from urban centers.
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"To combat the number of people fleeing [Chicago] for the suburbs, developers have lured middle-class home
buyers back with promises of safe neighborhoods and affordable homes. Chicago also leads the nation in
converting office and warehouse property into residential space such as condominiums and rental units, often
targeted to low- and moderate-income buyers." (Heavens, 1999)
At the same time that city administrations have been coping with the challenges of urban core renewal, suburban and
rural communities have become increasingly concerned about the environmental, economic, social, and aesthetic impacts
of continued urban growth at the fringes of developed areas (these later concerns are often grouped under the term urban
sprawl). Preservation of prime farmland and protection of rural areas have become important concerns, alongside a
growing emphasis on combating the impacts of continued sprawl on flooding, groundwater recharge, air pollution, climate,
ecology, and habitat fragmentation (Schueler, 1994). Although there is considerable interest~ in revitalizing urban cores,
especially if this reduces urban sprawl, to accomplish this requires that the decision-making process for urban and
suburban planning include consideration of the environmental as well as the economic aspects of land use.
Land use decisions are highly complex, involving consideration of economics, infrastructure, politics, labor and
population dynamics, and the environment. The planning process requires collection and comparison of a wide array of
data, usually with the goal of providing a planned solution that meets goals based on sustainable growth in industry and
commerce. However, increasing public and political concern over the environmental aspects of urban development has
raised the profile of efforts to develop efficient and environmentally sustainable urban environments. The key components
of environmentally sound urban development include land use patterns that minimize environmental impacts (Arendt,
1996), efficient automobile and pedestrian traffic, and the use of energy saving and environmentally sound building
designs. When attempting to balance economic and environmental concerns, it is important to quantify the differential
environmental impacts of alternate land-use scenarios. Objective measures of differential impacts provide a rational basis
for decision-making. In addition, they can be used to educate the public and key decision-makers in government and the
private sector about the level of environmental benefit that can be gained from alternative land-use decisions.
The aim of the work presented here is to demonstrate the application of an impact assessment tool in evaluating the
long-term hydrologic impact of development consistent with urban renewal versus the impact of an identical development
located at the urban fringe. Although the general outcome of such a comparison is unlikely to surprise anyone, the
advantage of quantifying differential impacts is in providing an objective numeric measure that is much easier to include
in decision-making than vague subjective assessments of environmental benefits.

Long-Term Hydrologic Impact Assessment (L-THIA)
In response to concerns from local planners that they had no simple, objective way to assess the impacts of alternate
development plans on surface water runoff and groundwater recharge, a Long-Term Hydrologic Impact Assessment tool
(L-THIA) has been developed (Harbor, 1994; McClintock et al., 1995; Ogden, 1996; Grove, 1997; Bhaduri et al., 1997;
Bt~aduri, 1998; Minner, 1998; Minner et al. 1998; Lim et al., 1 999; Leitch and Harbor, in press). L-THIA uses readily
available data on soils, climate, and land use to estimate long-term surface water runoff. By running the model for current
conditions, and then with changed land uses, the user can simulate the potential impact of land use change. The method,
initially developed as a simple spreadsheet application (Harbor, 1994), is based on the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
curve number (CN) method for relating precipitation and runoff as a function of land use and soil type (USDA, 1983,
1986). The CN method was selected because it forms the basis of other commonly used hydrologic models, thus the
data required for its use is readily available in most planning settings. Because of the reliance on the CN method, L-TH IA
applies directly to those areas where the CN method is routinely used. Subsequent development of the L-THIA method
has included provision of a Geographic Information System (GIS) version (Grove, 1 997), addition of nonpoint source
pollution Ioadings to land uses (Bhaduri, 1998), and development of an Internet~accessible version of the method (Lim
et al., 1999).
In the curve number technique, the land use and hydrologic soil type of an area are used to derive a CN value (values
typically range from 30 to 98). For any given daily precipitation, surface runoff is then computed from empirically based
relationships between rainfall, CN, and runoff. Although most commonly used to estimate runoff for extreme storm
events, in L-THIA the CN technique is used to determine daily runoff for a 30-year time series of daily precipitation values.
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Average annual runoff is calculated for each CN to provide a measure of long-term average impact, rather than simply
impact on isolated extreme storm events. To compare different land use change options, pre-development and postdevelopment average annual runoff can be calculated for each scenario. The L-THIA method is freely available at
http://danpatch.ecn.purdue.edu/~sprawl/LTHIA. This site includes information on the technique and its application, as
well as access to US climate and soils data necessa~ to run analyses. Users can submit land use and soil information
through a spreadsheet-style interface (Figure 1 ). Analyses are performed on a server at Purdue University and results
are delivered back to the user in the form of tables and graphs.
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A Comparison of Core Renewal versus Fringe Oevslopment

Study cenario
The L-THIA tool can be used to examine the relative imDact of land use change in the form of an urban renewal
project~ replacing underused or abandoned commercial, residential, and industrial buildings in an urban core region;
versus an urban sprawl project; replacing agricultural land at the edge of a city. Eor the sake of illustration, consider
planning a 70 Ha major commercial development with u~n core and urban fringe location alternatives. Although the
location decision~making process will be driven by econom;c and infrastructure concerns, also assume that differential
environmental impact is impo~ant in decision~making, pemaps as a result of political or regulato~ pressure. In the
context of improving urban environments then, an impo~ant question is the extent to which placing this development in
an urban core region would have different hydrologic impacts than placing it at the city fringe.
To simulate this situation, consider ~o possible sites in the Chicago area. The first is in the urban core, and currently
consists of a mix of residential, industrial, and commercial prope~ies that are unused or underused (Figure I ). The
second possible site is on the urban fringe, and currently is used for agriculture. For simplicity we assume that both sites
are on the same ~pe of soil (from a hydrologic perspective), although in a real world example this might not be the case.
In each case, we use the L-THIA web tool to analyze how average annual runoff will change if ths site is conve~ed to
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solely commercial use (Figure 1). In the L-THIA input and output, the urban core site is labeled "YEAR 1 ", the urban
fringe agricultural site is labeled "YEAR 2" and the commercial land use for both sites is labeled "YEAR 3." The L-THIA
web tool uses the "YEAR" designation for different scenarios because analyses are typically for land use changes over
time.

Results
For the example described here, placing a commercial development in an urban core region, replacing an existing
mix of urban land uses, increases average annual runoff by 58% compared to the initial situation (Table 1 and; Figure
2). Note that the levels of impact given in Table 1 do not depend on the size of the commercial development; the same
percent increase applies regardless of area. Runoff increases because land uses with less impervious cover, such as
residential, are replaced by commercial land use that has a higher percentage of impervious area. In contrast, for the
urban fringe location, replacing agriculture with commercial use increases runoff by 670% (Table 1 and Figure 2), a tentimes greater impact. Runoff increases so dramatically because agricultural use on relatively permeable soil is replaced
by very extensive impervious surfaces.
Table 1. Average annual runoff depths and change for commercial development (post-development) in the urban core versus the urban fringe. Results

are for the specific example described in the text.

Urban Core
Urba’n Fringe

Pre Development
Average Annual Runoff
(mm)
81.8
16.8

Post Development
Average Annual Runoff
(mm)
129.3
129.3

Increase in Runoff (%)
58
670

100000 75000 ..........

50000

Low Densi~
Residential

"

25000
0
Fringe

Core

Commercial

Figure 2. Average annual runoff volumes for commercial development, the urban core mixed-use, and the urban fringe agricultural use. The muct~ larger
difference between the fringe location runoff volume and the commercial case indicates that fnnge development wilt have the largest hydolog~c ~m!3act.
Note that the runoff volume is simple the average annual runoff depth (Table ! ) multiplied by the site area. Results are for the specific example descnbed
~n the text.
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Discussion and Conclusions
The straightforward example presented here indicates that developing a commerciai site in an urban core versus and
urban fringe location can have a very significant impact on the level of disturbance of the hydrologic regime. For the
Chicago example presented here, the urban fringe location produces an approximately ten times larger impact than the
urban core location. Clearly, from a solely hydrological standpoint, the urban core location is a better choice than the
fringe location. Although this is a hypothetical example, it illustrates the relative ease of use of the L-THIA tool, ancl more
importantly demonstrates an accessible way to provide a quantitative estimate of the relative impacts of different land use
decisions. More complex land use mixes and soil types can be run on the L-THIA web tool, either in the spreadsheet
version or in a GIS version also available at the web site. T’hus, more sophisticated comparative analyses can be
performed.
In most cases, an L-THIA analysis provides a result that shows that renewal of existing areas has less hydrologic impact
than development of an area with rural use. This is not a surprise, rather the value oft, he tool is that it provides a context
for understanding and considering the magnitude of this difference in the decision-making process. For areas where
problems such as groundwater supply and downstream flooding are important, the scale and magnitude of the hydrologic
impact can be of considerable importance and can be considered alongside other concerns, such as infrastructure and
economic viability. We suggest use of tools such as L-THIA as part of the planning process, to ensure that land use
decisions are made after consideration of a full range of concerns, including environmental parameters as well as
economic, infrastructure, and political issues.
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Comparative Nutrient Export And Economic Benefits of
Conventional And Better Site Design Techniques
Jennifer Zielinski, Deb Caraco, and Rich Claytor
Center for Watershed Protection
EIlicott City, Maryland
Better site design describes a fundamentally different approach to the design of residential and commercial
development projects. It seeks to accomplish three goals at every development site: to reduce the amount of impervious
cover, to increase the amount of natural land set aside for conservation, and to use pervious areas for more effective
stormwater treatment.
When designing new residential developments, planners have the opportunity to reduce stormwater runoff and
pollutant export through better site design techniques. The better site design techniques applied to these developments
are referred to here as "open space design," and present an alternative to conventional residential subdivisions. Also
known as cluster development, open space design concentrates density on one portion of a site in order to conserve open
space elsewhere by relaxing lot sizes, setbacks, frontages and road section and other lot geometry. Open space design
also consists of:
¯

installing narrower streets and shorter driveways

¯

spreading stormwater runoff over pervious areas

¯

using open channels rather than curb and gutter

¯

clustering development to conserve forests and natural areas

¯

reducing the area devoted to turf

¯

protecting stream buffers

¯

enhancing the quality of septic system effluent in areas where sewage is disposed of on-site

When these techniques are applied together, the cumulative benefits of better site design can be impressive.
Documenting the precise benefits is difficult, however, since few developments incorporating better site design techniques
have been built, let alone monitored.
As most better site design techniques are non-structural in nature, the achievable benefits will vary depending on the
unique characteristics of each development site and the actual site planning practices applied. Also, since better site
design techniques are commonly applied together, it has been difficult to accurately quantify their individual nutrient
removal benefits. Many local governments, consultants, and developers have expressed a strong desire for clear
documentation of these presumed benefits.
To help meet this need, the Center for Watershed Protection (CWP) recently completed a study to document the
comparative nutrient export and economic benefits of conventional and better site design techniques. The simple
assessment methodology analyzed both the residential and commercial environment through four real-world development
case studies in the Chesapeake Bay watershed. This paper presents the results of the residential component of that
project, including the incorporation of open space design techniques into the redesign of two residential case studies; the
resultant hydrologic, nutrient export, and economic benefits; and finally, the implications of our findings for the watershed
manager.
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Methodology
The basic method used in the Nutrient Loading from Conventionaland Innovative Site Developmentproject ICaraco,
et ai., 1998) conducted by CWP is a redesign analysis that compares conventional and better site design at actual project
sites using a simplified model.
CWP first assem bled plans of previously developed sites representative of typical development scenarios across the
Chesapeake Bay, including a medium-density residential development from Virginia’s Piedmont, a large-lot single family
residential subdivision from Maryland’s Eastern Shore, a retail strip mall from Frederick County, Maryland, and a
commercial office park located outside of the District of Columbia in suburban Maryland. Each site was then "redesigned"
using better site design techniques.
The Simplified Urban Nutrient Output Model (SUNOM) was then used to compare each conventionally designed site
to the redesign. SUN©M is a spreadsheet model that computes the hydrologic budget, infrastructure cost and nutrient
export from any site, using common site planning variables. The model provides watershed practitioners with a simple
tool to compare the costs and benefits of better site design. It is not meant to be used as a method for determining actual
stormwater runoff and nutrient loading from a development site. To obtain accurate numbers for this, a more detailed
model should be used or on-site monitoring should be conducted.
Model input includes basic site planning variables that can be directly obtained or measured from a typical
development submittal to a land use authority, including total drainage area, length of sidewalks, total impervious cover,
linear feet of roads, lawn cover, utilities (length and type), forest cover, size, type, and length of stormwater conveyance,
riparian forest cover, size and type of stormwater practices, soil type(s), and method of wastewater treatment. Default
data are provided for many parameters and many of these assumptions can be changed based on site specific
information.
SUNOM is governed by the principles of a simplified water balance. In addition to annual runoff and infiltration,
SUNOM computes the annual nutrient load from each development site in pounds. In brief, the surface nutrient export
from each site is estimated using the Simple Method (Schueler, 1987). This export is then adjusted to reflect the mean
removal capability of stormwater BMPs where present (Schueler, 1997). The subsurface component of the model utilizes
annual subsurface recharge rates (based on the site’s prevailing hydrologic soil group) and monitored baseflow nutrient
concentrations in the receiving water to estimate the annual subsurface nutrient export from urban areas. These values
are then adjusted for the area of the site that cannot recharge (i.e., impervious cover) or are hindered from infiltrating by
other conditions (e.g., compacted urban turf). The model also calculates the cost of development utilizing previously
published or user-specified unit costs and predictive equations for infrastructure, stormwater management, landscaping,
and septic systems.
For each case study, SUNOM was used to compare the annual hydrologic budget and annual nutrient export under
five development scenarios: pre-developed conditions, conventional design without stormwater practices (uncontrolled),
conventional design with stormwater practices (controlled), design incorporating better site design techniques without
stormwater practices (uncontrolled), and design incorporating better site design techniques with stormwater practices
(controlled). The cost of development associated with each design was also estimated.

Case Study #1: Duck Crossing, A Low Density Re~|dential Subdivision
Duck Crossing, a large-lot residential development, is located in Wicomico County on Maryland’s Eastern Shore.
Prior to development, the parcel was representative of the typical terrain on Maryland’s coastal plain, with very little
gradient. The site contained tidal and non-tidal wetlands, natural forest, meadow, the 100-year floodplain, as well as three
existing dwellings with on-site sewage disposal.
The large-tot subdivision of single family homes, constructed in the 1 990’s, (Figure 1 ) contains eight new residential
lots, each of which are 3 to 5 acres in size with houses set far back from the street. The street is wide given the few
homes that are served, ends in a large cul-de-sac, and is lined with a sidewalk. Each lot has an on-site private septic
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Figure 1. The conventional design of Duck Crossing, a low density residential subdivision on Maryland’s Eastern Shore.

system, with a septic reserve field of about 10,000 square feet. Individual home property lines extend to the protected
tidal marsh, which is the only common open space on the site. Stormwater management consists of street runoff
conveyed by curb and gutter to a storm drain system that discharges to a small wet pond.
The major better site design techniques applied when redesigning this site (Figure 2) included:
¯

conservation of tidal and non-tidal wetlands and forested areas

¯

a 100-foot buffer along tidal and non-tidal wetlands

¯

clustering development to provide additional open space

¯

identification of potential development and open space areas based on location of sensitive areas, 100-year
floodplain, and potential septic field areas

¯

distribution of stormwater treatment practices throughout the site

¯

use of a narrower access road; shorter, shared driveways; and wood chip paths through community open space
instead of sidewalks along the road

¯

use of shared septic systems utilizing more advanced re-circulating sand filter technology

The open space design resulted in reduced impervious cover, reduced stormwater runoff, increased stormwater
infiltration, and reduced infrastructure cost over the conventional design.

Case Study #2: Stonehill Estates, A Medium-Density Residential Subdivision
Stonehill Estates is located in Stafford County just north of Fredericksburg, Virginia. The original site was almost
entirely forested in a mix of mature deciduous hardwoods, with perennial and intermittent streams, and non-tidal wetlands.
An existing network of public water and sewer lines serves the site and road access to the subdivision is by two existing
streets.
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Figure 2. The open space design of Duck Crossing.

The conventional design produced a total of 108 house lots, each of which are about 9000 square feet in size (Figure
3). The subdivision is quite typical of a medium-density residential subdivision developed in the last two decades in the
Mid

Figure 3. The conventional design of Stonehill Estates, a medium density res=dent~al subdivision in Slafford County. Virginia.

Atlantic with uniform lot sizes and shapes, and generous front setbacks. The streets were 34 and 26 feet wide, numerous
cul-de-sacs were used as turnarounds, and sidewalks were generally installed on both sides of the street. With the
exception of a small tot-lot, the majority of the open space is unbuildable land, such as floodplains, steep slopes~
wetlands, and stormwater management areas. Street runoff is conveyed by curb and gutter to a storm drain system that
discharges to the intermittent stream channel, it then travels to a dry extended detention pond, which is primarily used
to control flooding, but also provides limited removal of stormwater pollutants.
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The open space design also results in 108 lots, but these were slightly smaller with an average size of 6,300 square
feet. The design also incorporates many techniques of open space design as advocated by Arendt (1994). The design
techniques employed in the redesigned site (Figure 4) include:

Figure 4. The open space design of Stonehill Estates.

¯

identify sensitive natural features, including mature forest and wetland, to be protected

¯

incorporate a minimum 100-foot buffer along all perennial and intermittent streams

¯

maximize the amount of community open space and preservation of natural areas

¯

maintain the same number of lots as the conventional design

¯

provide open space adjacent to as many lots as possible

¯

incorporate stormwater management attenuation and treatment throughout the site

¯

use narrower streets, loop roads, shorter driveways, and fewer sidewalks

¯

allow for irregular shaped lots and shared driveways

¯

manage stormwater in a "treatment train" with bioretention facilities that discharge to a small but more effective
wet pond

The open space design resulted in reduced impervious cover, reduced stormwater runoff, increased stormwater
infiltration, and reduced infrastructure cost over the medium density subdivision conventional design (Table t ).

The Benefits of Open Space Design
For both of these case studies, application of the open space design techniques resulted in reduced impervious cover,
which translates directly to reduced stormwater runoff. Other "redesign" studies recently conducted in Delaware,
Maryland, and Virginia have provided similar results. These combined results consistently demonstrate that better site
design can reduce impervious cover by 25 to nearly 60% and stormwater runoff by 4 to over 60% for a range of
subdivisions (Table 1).
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Table 1. Redesign Analyses Comparing Impervious Cover and Stormwater Runoff from Conventional and Open Space Subdivisions
Impervious Cover at the Site

Residential

Conventional Zoning for

Subdivision

Subdivision

Conventional
Design

Open Space
Design

Net Change

Stormwater
Runoff

3 - 5 acre lots

8%

5%

- 35%

23%

Stonehill Estates

1/3 acre lots

27%

21%

- 24%

24%

Remlik Hail ~

5 acre lots

5.4 %

3.7%

- 3!%

20%

Tharpe Knoll 2

1 acre lots

13%

7%

- 46%

4%

Chapel Run 2

I/2 acre lots

29%

! 7%

- 41%

31%

Pleasant Hill 2

Y2 acre lots

26%

1!%

- 58%

54%

V2 - 1/3 acre lots

20%

18%

- 20%

66%

~Buckingham Greene

1/8 acre lots

23%

21%

- 7%

8%

Belle-Hall ’

High Density

Duck Crossing

Prairie Crossing 3

35%

20%

% Reduction in

- 43%

31%

Sources: ~ Maurer, 1996 2DE DNREC, 1997; 3 Dreher, 1994; and "SCCCL, 1995.

For both Duck Crossing and Stonehill Estates, the conventional design results in the highest annual volume of runoff
and the lowest volume of infiltration, as was expected. Of particular interest is the fact that the controlled conventional
design results in a higher annual runoff volume and a lower infiltration rate than the uncontrolled open space design. This,
however, should not imply that better site design alone, without structural stormwater management, is sufficient in
controlling stormwater runoff from this site since the open space designs do not come close to replicating pre-developed
hydrology.
Less impervious cover and stormwater runoff, in turn, translates directly to smaller pollutant loads. Reducing the
impervious cover, preserving natural areas, and providing multiple stormwater practices in series reduced nutrient export
for both case studies. However, neither open space design meets pre-development nutrient loads.
One area of particular interest for Duck Crossing is the implication of on-site sewage disposal systems. The
conventional design included a standard septic tank and field for each lot, which resulted in phosphorus and nitrogen loads
that far exceeded pre-development levels. Recirculating sand filters were used in the open space design, instead of
conventional septic systems, because they yield better nitrogen removal efficiencies and are actually less expensive to
construct. This resulted in a much lower nutrient output from the entire site. However, even in the open space design,
the septic systems are the predominant source of nutrients.
For both case studies, the total infrastructure costs include the sum of the estimated costs of stormwater
management, storm drainage, paving, sidewalk, curb and gutter, landscaping and reforestation, water, sewer and septic
systems. In both cases, the open space design resulted in a cost savings. Costs associated with grading, erosion and
sediment control, building construction and other incidental costs associated with land development were not analyzed.
In general, these costs should be comparable between the two development options. If anything, the grading and erosion
and sediment control costs should be lower with the open space design since less land is disturbed.
Several other studies have also shown that open space development can be significantly less expensive to build than
conventional subdivision developments. Most of the cost savings are due to savings in road building and stormwater
management conveyance costs. The use of open space design techniques at a residential development in Davis,
California provided an estimated infrastructure construction costs savings of $800 per home (Liptan and Brown, 1996).
Other examples demonstrate infrastructure costs savings ranging from 11 to 66%. Table 2 lists some of the projected
construction cost savings generated by the use of open space redesign at several residential sites.
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Table 2. Projected Construction Cost Savings for Open Space Designs from Redesign Analyses

Residential Subdivision

% Construction
Savings

Notes

Duck Crossing

!2%

Includes roads, stormwater management, and reforestation

Stonehi]l Estates

20%

Includes roads, stormwater management, and reforestation

Remiik Hall ’

52%

includes costs for engineering, road construction, and obtaining water
and sewer permits

Tharpe Knoll 2

56%

Includes roads and stormwater management

Chapel Run ~

64%

Includes roads, stormwater management, and reforestation

Pleasant Hill ~

43%

Includes roads, stormwater management, and reforestation

Buckingham Greene 2
63%
Sources:~ Maurer, 1996; ~DE DNREC, 1997.

Includes roads and stormwater management

Implications for the Watershed Manager
Better site design reduces impervious cover, conserves larger contiguous natural areas, and incorporates more
advanced stormwater treatment, which results in reduced stormwater runoff, increased infiltration, and reduced nutrient
export. Hopefully, the results of this study, as well as other redesign analyses, will answer some of the questions of local
governments, consultants, and developers as to the benefits of better site design.
However, there may still be difficulties to overcome before better site design becomes a reality and common practice
in many communities. Once there is a willingness to incorporate better site design techniques into new developments,
many communities may find that their existing development codes and ordinances are in conflict with the goals of better
site design. For example, many local codes and ordinances require excessive impervious cover in the form of wide
streets, expansive parking lots, and large-lot subdivisions. In addition, there are generally few, if any, incentives or
requirements for developers to conserve natural areas. When obstacles to better site design are present, it is a sign that
a community may want to reevaluate and consider changing some of its local codes and ordinances.
In 1997, CWP convened a national site planning roundtable to address this very issue. During the 18-month
consensus-building process, a diverse cross section of national planning, environmental, home builder, fire and safety,
and public works organizations (as well as local planning officials) crafted 22 model development principles to help further
better site design at the local level. This national roundtable is serving as a model for local government implementation
of better site design principles.
Recently, Frederick County, Maryland, initiated a local roundtable to take a critical look at its own development rules.
Members of the development community in partnership w~th local planning and zoning and public works staff are meeting
to identify and overcome impediments to better site design trial are embedded in the county’s codes and ordinances.
The outcome of the consensus process should be deveio#ment rules that encourage rather than discourage the
application of better site design techniques.
Changing local development rules is not easy. Progress toward better site development will require more and more
local governments to examine their current practices in the context of a broad range of concerns, such as how changes
will affect development costs, local liability, property values, public safety, and a host of other factors. Advocates of better
site design will have to answer some difficult questions from fire chiefs, lawyers, traffic engineers, developers, and many
others in the community. Will a proposed change make it more difficult to park? Lengthen response times.for emergency
vehicles? Increase risks to the community’s children? True change occurs only when the community addresses these
and other questions to the satisfaction of all interests.
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Abstract
The Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) was developed for estimating sheet and rill erosion from agricultural fields
under specific conditions. Parameters used to estimate erosion include rainfall energy, soil erodibility, slope length,
steepness, surface cover, and management practices. Traditionally, urban conservation planners have not used the USLE
for estimating soil loss and evaluating conservation measures and have relied on intuition alone to locate erosion control
practices on constructions sites. The results of this process are often subjective and may vary with the skill of the planner.
A USLE-based equation would provide a valuable, objective method for all planners, regardless of skill, to tailor specific
construction site practices to existing conditions. A method to predict soil loss from construction sites was developed by
adapting existing data for USLE erosion calculations to construction site conditions. In addition, the construction site
procedure was used to create a user-friendly computer-based program to assist planners in developing erosion control
plans. The computer program was distributed to engineers responsible for erosion control planning in Dane County,
Wisconsin. Implementation of the USLE-based equation has proven to be a valuable tool for assessing alternatives for
site management and erosion control. Planners are able to uniformly implement the equation on construction sites
throughout the county, decrease the time necessary to complete a USLE calculation, and reduce human error.
Keywords:
Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE), urban erosion control.

Background
Soil erosion, detachment of soil particles from the soil surface, results when soil is exposed to the power of rainfall
energy and flowing water. Soil erosion causes a loss of productivity in the land, delivers millions of tons of sediment into
waterways, and provides a substrate for toxic chemicals which are carried into receiving waters. Construction site erosion
has been identified as a significant source of suspended solids in runoff in many parts of the United States (Hagman, et
al., 1980; Yorke and Herb, 1976; Becker, et al., 1974). In the State of Wisconsin, sediment is the largest pollutant by
volume (Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, 1994). When erosion is compared on a rate basis, construction
site erosion generates more erosion in a short period of time than any other land d sturbing activity (Johnson and Juengst
1997). While it is not possible to urbanize a watershed without expos ng soil to erosive forces, it is possible to plan
construction to control the production of sediment through the use of erosion prevention and reduction practices.
The Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) (Equation 1) was developed by the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) for estimating sheet and rill erosion from agricultural fields under specific conditions (Wischmeier and Smith,
1978). The USLE enables planners to predict the average annual rate of soil erosion for combinations of seeding and
management practices in association with a specified soil type, rainfall pattern, and topography. The equation groups
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interrelated physical and management parameters influencing erosion rate into six major factors whose site-specific
values can be expressed numerically. More than a half century of erosion research in many states has supplied
information from which the USLE factors were determined.
The Universal Soil Loss Equation.
A = R x K x (LS) x C x P

(Equation 1)

Where:
A = average annual soil loss
R = rainfall and runofffactor
K = soil erodibility factor
L = slope length
S = steepness factor
C = cover and management factor
P = support practice factor
A

The computed soil loss in tons/acre/year.

R

The rainfall and runoff factor is the number of erosion-index units in an average year’s rain. The erosion index
is the storm energy in hundreds of foot tons times the 30 minute storm intensity.

K

The soil erodibility factor is the soil loss rate (tons per acre) of a specific soil type and horizon as measured on
a standard plot of land.

L

The slope/length factor is the ratio of soil loss from the actual land slope length to that from a standard plot (726
feet in length) of land. Slope length is defined as the distance from the point of origin of overland flow to the
point where either the slope gradient decreases enough that deposition begins or runoff water enters a well
defined channel that may be part of a drainage network or a constructed structure.

S

The slope/steepness factor is the ratio of soil loss from the actual land slope gradient to that from a standard
plot of land (9%).

C

The cover and management factor is the ratio of soil loss from an area with specified cover and management
to the corresponding loss from a clean-tilled, continuously fallow condition.

P

The ratio of soil loss with a support practice such as contouring, stripcropping, or implementing terraces
compared to up and down the slope cultivation. The support practice factor does not usually apply to soil loss
on construction sites.

Soil losses computed with the USLE are best available estimates, not absolutes. The USLE will generally be most
accurate for medium-textured soils, slope lengths of less than 400 feet, gradients of 3 to 18%, and consistent seeding
and management systems represented in the USDA erosion studies. The USDA research shows that in comparing actual
soil loss to computed soil loss, 84% of the differences in long-time average soil losses were less than 2 tons/acre/year
(Wischmeier and Smith, 1978). The accuracy of a predicted soil loss depends on how accurately physical and
management conditions on the particular site are described by the parameter values. Large-scale averaging of parameter
values on mixed drainage areas reduces accuracy.
Traditionally, urban conservation planners have not widely used an equation similar to the USLE for estimating soil
loss and evaluating conservation measures. They have relied on intuition alone to locate erosion control practices on
construction sites. A USLE-based equation provides a valuable, objective method for all planners, regardless of skill, to
tailor specific construction site practices to existing conditions. Erosion control is more efficient when it focuses erosion
control practices in areas on the site identified by the USLE as being the most susceptible to erosion.
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The objectives of this project were to: 1) develop a method to predict soil loss from construction sites by adapting
existing data for USLE erosion estimation to construction site conditions and 2) create a user-friendly computer-based
program to assist planners in developing construction site erosion control plans with the USLE.

Implementation Area
The project was conducted in Dane County, located in south-central Wisconsin. Dane County has extremely diverse
and vast water resources with 475 miles of rivers and streams and 37 lakes, but these resources are threatened by rapid
urban growth. Within the next twenty years, it is conservatively estimated that an additional 72,000 people will live in the
county. Residents recogr~ize how impacts to water quality affect their standard of living, and are interested in protecting
water resources.
Due to the value that the citizens of Dane County place on water quality, a very restrictive erosion control ordinance
was adopted in 1995. Any land disturbance greater than 4000 square feet must comply with the Dane County Erosion
Control Ordinance (Dane County, 1999). As part of this ordinance, applicants must prove that the erosion rate on their
project will not exceed 15 tons per acre over the construction period for non-sensitive areas. In sensitive areas, including
sites adjacent to, or directly draining to, lakes, streams, and wetlands, the soil loss is limited to 7.5 tons per acre over the
construction period. In order to prove the soil loss rate is below the county standard, applicants need to calculate the
USLE for their site from the start of construction until the site is stabilized. The Dane County Land Conservation
Department reviews erosion control plans for accuracy of the plan and compliance with the ordinance.

Methods
Adapting USLE to construction site conditions
Our first objective was to develop a method of predicting soil loss from erosion on construction sites based on the
guidelines given by the USDA for the USLE. In order to adapt the USLE to urban conditions, each variable in the equation
was examined (see Equation 1).
The rainfall factor, R, is the first factor modified. Published R values represent erosivity during an average year. Most
construction sites do not remain disturbed for exactly one year. In addition, the time of year that the site is open is critical
in determining the amount of rainfall energy that will occur. In the Midwest, over half of this rainfall energy occurs during
July, August, and September. Projects that take place in the summer will experience higher intensity storms than projects
constructed in the winter. For these reasons, the R factor needs to be adapted to the construction schedule of the project
(Table 1 ).
Table 1. Percent of R occurring after January 1=for Dane County, Wisconsin.
1~
15~"

1"
15~"

January
0
0
July
39
59

February
0
1

March
2
3

April
4
6

May
9
14

June
20
28

August
63
72

September
80
87

October
91
94

November
97
98

December
99
100

Once the percent R is calculated for the interval of time that the land will be open, it is multiplied by the annual R
factor for Dane County (150).
R = (% of R to date) x (Annual R factor)
The soil erodibility factor, K, represents a soil’s ability to resist erosion. The factor is determined by documenting
erosion of a soil in a bare condition on a unit test plot. The higher the erosion rate, the higher the K factor. On construction
sites, the subsoil K factor is often used because the topsoil is usually stripped. Subsoil K factors can be found in USDA
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Soil Interpretation Records. The soil properties that affect erodibility include: soil structure, soil particle size distribution,
permeability, organic matter content, and iron content.
The slope length!steePness factor, LS, relates the length and steepness of the slope (Equation 2). The rate of erosion
increases exponentially as the length of the slope becomes longer. Erosion rates rise even more drastically as the
steepness of the slope increases. The percent slope is a representative portion of the disturbed area, representing
overland flow, not channel flow. The slope length is measured along the flow path from the top to the bottom of the slope
of the disturbed area.
Formula used to calculate the LS factor.
LS = (L!76.6)M(65.41Sin2e+4.56Sin6+0.065)
Where: L = slope length in feet

(Equation 2)

e = angle of slope (in degrees)
M = 0.2 for slopes < 1%
M = 0.3 for slopes 1.0 to 3.0%
M = 0.4 for slopes 3.0 to 4.5%
M = 0.5 for slopes > 4.5%
The cover and management factor, C, is based on the type and condition of the cover on the soil surface. In
construction site erosion control, the cover is extremely important. The vegetative cover provides protection from rainfall
impact and runoff water. If the condition of the cover is poor, the C factor will be high. Conversely, when the vegetation
is well established, the erosion and C factor will be reduced. C factors for construction sites can be found in Predicting
Rainfall Erosion Losses (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978). The C factors for seeding, seeding and mulching, and sod
represent the average cover over the establishment period. Once the site is seeded or sod is installed, a period of sixty
days during the growing season is automatically assumed for cover establishment. If the end of the sixty-day cover
establishment period falls after the recommended seeding dates, the calculation must be carried out to the following
spring to allow for adequate growth.
Commonly Used C Factors:

Bare ground
Seeding
Seeding and Mulching
Sod

1.00
0.40
0.12
0.01

The support practice factor, P, is not used to calculate soil loss on construction sites.
The product of the R, K, LS, and C factors equals the computed soil loss per acre over the construction period. In
Dane County, if this number is greater than the required standard, the project must reduce erosion below the standard
by using erosion control practices or by changing the management schedule. This assumes that 100% of soil loss is
transported and deposited off-site for relatively small areas of less than 40 acres with no intervening obstructions or
flattening of the land slope.

Developing the Spreadsheet to Calculate the USLE
Implementation of the USLE in erosion control plans was required for all land-disturbing activities greater than 20,000
square feet in Dane County after January, 1995. The calculation of soil loss was difficult for the consulting engineers
responsible for submitting plans. In addition, the USLE calculations were often done incorrectly or the wrong data were
used as inputs. For these reasons, a user-friendly computer-based program was developed to assist erosion control
planners with the USLE calculation. The program uses Microsoft Excel 97", a spreadsheet program that is commonly
used among the engineering community.
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The worksheet (Figure 1 ) uses the following variables and inputs (Table 2) which are either entered by the user or
automatically calculated in the non-shaded rows.

,i@ Universal Soil Loss
for Construction
Sites
Cane Equation
County Land Conservation
Der~artment

," I

’

’

I

~

i

r

~ ....

Figure 1. Screen-capture of spreadsheet.
Table 2. Variables used in the spreadsheet.
Column #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Variable
Land Disturbing Activi~
Date
% R to Date
Pedod % R
Annual R Factor
Soil Map Unit
Soil Erodibili~ K Factor
Slope % S
Slope Length L
LS Factor
~nd Cover C FaVor
Soil Loss
Percent R~uction to Meet Ordinance

T~pe
entered by user
enter~ by user
automatically ~lculat~
automatically ~lculated
automatically ~lculat~
entered by user
automati~lly determined
entered by user
enter~ by user
automatically ~lculated
automati~lly determined
automatically calculated
automati~ll~ ~lculat~

Variable/Input Descriptions:
Land-Disturbing Activity
The land-disturbing activity relates to the type of disturbance that is occurring on the ground and must be selected
by using a pull clown menu. Activity Inputs:
"Use of the commercial product name is for the conv~.nience of the reader and does not imply er~lorsement of the 13~oduct by either ti~e Dane County Land Conservat=on
Department or the University of Wisconsin.
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bare ground

Usually the initial disturbance and occurs when the ground is left bare due to stripping
vegetation, grading, or other actions that leave the ground devoid of vegetation.

seeding

The application of permanent or temporary seeding without the use of mulch. Seeding requires
that the user allows 60-days during the growing season for cover establishment.

mulch with seed

The application of a minimum of 1.5 tons/acre straw or other comparable mulching. This input
is entered if the seeding and mulching are done at the same time. It is not necessary to also
enter
seeding if this input is used. This input also requires a 60 day cover establishment period
during the growing season.

sod

The installation of sod for cover establishment.

end

End is a required input at the end of the 60-day cover establishment period. If the site is
stabilized by a method other than vegetative cover, end should also be entered.

Date
The date the planned land disturbing activity begins, e.g. 5/15/99. The activity is assumed to continue until the next
activity is entered. When seeding dates are later than the dates recommended for permanent cover establishment, the
end date must be carried out to the next spring, rather than 60 days.
% R to Date
The percentage of the annual R factor from January lS~ to the entered date.
Period % R
The percentage of the annual R factor calculated for the period from one land disturbing activity to the next.
Annual R Factor
The rainfall factor, R, is the number of erosion-index units in a normal year’s rain. The erosion index is a measure
of the erosive force of a specific rainfall. In Dane County, Wisconsin the rainfall factor is 150.
Soil Map Unit
The soil map unit for the predominant soil type in the area of the land disturbing activity.
Soil Erodibility K Factor
The erosiveness factor of the subsoil for the specified soil map unit.
Slope % S
The percentage slope for the representative port~on of the disturbed area, representing overland flow and not
channel flow.
Slope Length L
Slope length (in feet) is measured along the overland flow path from the top to the bottom of the slope of the
representative disturbed area.
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LS Factor
The LS factor is calculated using the equation for LS described previously (see Equation 2).
Land Cover C factor
The cover and management factor is the ratio of soil loss from an area with a specified cover and management
practice to that of a unit plot of bare land. The input for the land disturbing activity corresponds to this factor.
Soil Loss
The predicted va~ue of soil loss (tons/acre) which corresponds to the time period of each land disturbing activity.
This value is calculated using the equation:
A = %R x R x K x (LS) x C
Percent Reduction Required to Meet Ordinance
The percentage value in the total row corresponds to the reduction of soil loss necessary to comply with the Dane
County Erosion Control Ordinance. It is required that the cumulative soil loss rate not exceed 15 tons/acre for nonsensitive areas and 7.5 tons/acre for sites that are located adjacent to or directly drain to sensitive areas.
Typical Spreadsheet Example for Dane County, Wisconsin
Figure 2 shows a sample USLE calculation using the spreadsheet. The assumptions are that construction will begin
on July 17, 1999, and the site will be seeded and mulched on October 31, 1999. The representative pre-existing slope
is 10% over 100 feet and the slope after grading will be 5% over 250 feet. The soil type is Dresden Silt loam (DsC2). The
estimated soil loss rate for this site is 15.9 tons/acre. If this site is located near a sensitive area, the soil loss must be
reduced by 53% to comply with the 7.5 tons/acre standard; on the other hand, if the site was not located near a sensitive
area, the soil loss only needs to be reduced by 6% (15 tons/acre standard).

~

Universal Soil Loss Equation for Construction Sites ~,~
Dane County Land Conservation Department

SHEET

~

Run D~

Figure 2, Sample USLE calculation.
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Results and Discussion
There are several advantages to using the adapted USLE for erosion control planning on construction sites. One
advantage is being ai3ie to locate areas with the highest erosion rates, which results in more effective erosion control, tf
one portion of a construction site is predicted to have a higher erosion rate, more or larger erosion control practices may
be targeted in that area, while less intensive practices may be required elsewhere on the site. The adapted USLE also
facilitates the design of sediment ponds and other erosion control practices. The predicted amount of soil loss exceeding
the standard can be used to calculate the percent reduction necessary to comply with the ordinance.
Another advantage is that the adapted USLE brings in ihe important element of time. In Wisconsin. the majority
of the year’s rainfall erosion occurs during the summer months. Summer is also the time of year that most construction
is occurring. The USLE accounts for the date and duration the development project occurs and predicts the soil’s
vulnerability to erosion at that time. The USLE may show that staging the construction project will help to reduce the soil
loss on the site.
The spreadsheet program has proven to be a valuable tool for calculating the soil loss. The program has been
distributed for more than a year, free of charge, to the planners and consultants in Dane County. The County’s review
of the calculation in the erosion control plans has become easier and quicker by having a printout that summarizes
the variables used. An advantage of having tables and formulas included in the spreadsheet, is the consistency that is
achieved by everyone using the same parameters. Not only have the calculations of soil loss been more precise and
time schedules more realistic, but planners and consultants have stated that it has saved them time and simplified the
calculation process.
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The Rouge River, a tributary to the Detroit River, in southeast Michigan, has been documented as a significant source
of pollution to the Great Lakes System. The Rouge River Watershed spans approximately 438 square miles in 48
communities and three counties and is home to over 1.5 million residents. The eastern portion of the watershed contains
much of the older, industrial areas of Detroit and Dearborn. The western and northern portions contains newer suburban
communities and areas under heavy development pressure.
This paper discusses the programs used by the Public Involvement Team of Wayne County’s Rouge River National
Wet Weather Demonstration Project (Rouge Project) to (1) increase watershed awareness of Rouge River Watershed
residents and business owners, (2) educate them about pollution sources to the Rouge River and (3) involve them in
restoration of the Rouge River by showing them that small changes in their daily activities can help improve water quality
and restore the river.
The Rouge Friendly Neighborhood Program was piloted over a two year period in watershed neighborhoods in three
distinctly different areas of the watershed. All neighborhoods were surveyed to determine the initial level of knowledge
about water quality issues, lawn care maintenance, and pollution prevention practices. Survey results were used to
fashion a neighborhood program for each area. All three neighborhoods received Rouge Friendly brochures, newsletter
articles, and other materials.
The Rouge Friendly Business Program, a companion program to the neighborhood effort, sought to educate small-tomid-sized businesses about how they can positively impact the Rouge River by making small changes to daily business
practices. Since auto-related businesses are very common in the Rouge River Watershed, an automotive services
roundtable was convened. The partners included representatives of automotive service associations, the local chamber
of commerce, and businessmen who met periodically for a year to review draft materials, make suggestions about the
program’s promotion, and to help mold the program before it was implemented. Once implemented, the industry
representatives promoted the program in their publications and recruited businesses to participate in the program.
This paper will describe both of these pollution prevention programs and discuss how the Brightmoor neighborhood
in the Rouge River Watershed was impacted by the Rouge Friendly Neighborhood and the Rouge Friendly Business
Programs.

The Rouge Friendly Neighborhood Program
The Rouge Friendly Neighborhood Program was designed to be carried out by responsible neighborhood
organizations. Preferred prerequisites were:
1. The group participating in the program must represent a defined area or neighborhood.
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2. The group would participate in the Friends of the Rouge River Watch Program. The river system need not pass
directly through the neighborhood for participation. An assigned segment could be identified for the group by
Friends of the Rouge.
3. The group would participate in the Friends of the Rouge Storm Drain Stenciling Program. The stenciling of storm
drains should include, but is not limited to, all the storm drains within their designated neighborhood or area.
4. The group should actively participate and/or encourage proper household hazardous waste management. This
could occur through:
¯

Reduced purchasing of hazardous house chemicals

¯

Proper use of household hazardous chemicals

¯

Proper disposal of hazardous household chemicals

¯

Use of less-toxic alternatives to household hazardous chemicals

The group can accomplish this requirement by distributing information concerning proper household hazardous
waste management to their designated neighborhood.
5. The group would facilitate education of residents regarding non-point source pollution. Information would be
provided by the Rouge Project Team for distribution to the designated neighborhoods.
6. Submittal of semi-annual reports discussing the activities that have been taking place could be a requirement to
maintain Rouge Friendly Neighborhood status.
Three Rouge Project area neighborhoods representing different demographics and development history were chosen
as pilots for the Rouge Friendly Neighborhood Program. They were the (1) Brightmoor area of Detroit, an older, developed
area of the watershed along the Main Branch of the Rouge River; (2) Golfview Manor subdivision in Dearborn Heights,
a newer subdivision along the Middle Branch of the Rouge River; and (3) West Bloomfield Place, a subdivision in West
Bloomfield Township, a developing area along the Upper Branch of the Rouge River. These three pilots represented
communities with diverse demographics and concerns.
The Brightmoor neighborhood was a deteriorating area with strong community activism regarding neighborhood
problems and concerns. The neighborhood also showed strong stewardship for the Rouge River, which serves as a
western boundary to the neighborhood and flows through a nearby park. Golfview Manor in Dearborn Heights was a more
upscale, manicured neighborhood that was very active through its subdivision association, but did not have a real
connection to the River. West Bloomfield Place in West Bloomfield Township was an upper income, less urban area
bounded by a wetland.
Meetings were held with a core group of representatives from each neighborhood to garner support from the
neighborhoods’ leadership and to discuss what the program was and what the expected outcomes were.
The residents of all three pilot areas were sent a survey, distributed by mail or door-to-door, to document their
knowledge of Rouge River water quality, storm water issues, and household hazardous waste disposal. In addition.
respondents were asked for demographic information. The survey information was used to determine what the Rouge
Friendly Neighborhood Program should focus on in each particular neighborhood.
Educational materials that had been developed about storm water pollution, household hazardous waste (and its
disposal), and watershed awareness were reviewed by each group. Each core group helped develop the particular
program that would be implemented in their neighborhood, because Rouge Project staff knew that no program would be
a success without the core groups’ support and endorsement. These core group members were relied on to exptain the
program at neighborhood meetings.
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The Rouge Friendly Business Program
The Rouge Friendly Business Program was developed as a partnership between Wayne County, local ~overnment,
and the business community to restore and protect the Rouge River. To accomplish this goal, information an~J assistance
are provided to small business owners to teach them how they can positively affect the water quality of tile Rouge River
by changing some of their everyday practices. The education process is not about major contaminants, but those little
things that slip the mind, such as keeping the dumpster lid closed and storing materials under cover. These simple actions
can affect water quality because they stop pollutants from entering the storm system. As an incentive to participate,
Wayne County embraced the concept that businesses in the watershed that demonstrate stewardship and a strong
environmental ethic should be recognized by the community for their voluntary participation. As such, these businesses
should enjoy greater name recognition through the efforts of the local and regional media as well as specific program
materials, such as decals and magnets that identify the business as Rouge Friendly.
The Rouge River Watershed has approximately 42,000 businesses in its 48 communities and three counties. To
design program materials that would have the greatest impact, three criteria were developed to target business types.
They are:
¯ The business has a high incidence of illicit connections to storm drains
¯ The business conducts a significant number of pollutant-generating activities outdoors
¯ The business is found in large numbers in the watershed
Using these criteria, six types of businesses were selected and specific activities identified. They are:
¯ Vehicle Service Industry
¯ Food producers, grocers, and eating establishments
¯ Metal Machining
¯ Earth Disturbing Construction
° Remodeling and Repair Contractors
¯ General Business
Pollution control criteria were established for each kind of business. These criteria were used to create a selfassessment form to be used by business owners to evaluate how "Rouge Friendly" their businesses are. Best
Management Practices (BMPs) were also written that correspond to each activity and this information was put into the
booklet along with a self-assessment form for distribution.
Representatives of various trade organizations were invited to participate in a Vehicle Service Industry Roundtable.
The roundtable was asked to review and comment on the educational materials, the self-assessment form, the BMPs,
and the best way to conduct program outreach. Rouge Proiect staff sought to engage businesses in an ongoing dialogue
to determine what approach would work best, with a secondary goal of determining how to get businesses to participate.
Feedback from this group resulted in a name change from the "Clean Business Program" to the "Rouge Friendly Business
Program." This was not a quick process, but took approximately six months of meetings to (1) form a Vehicle Service
Industry roundtable, (2) explain the purpose of the Rouge Friendly Business Program, and (3) refine the program and
products. The Rouge Friendly Business Program elements were finalized as follows:
¯ Self-assessment form and action plan
¯ Best Management Practices
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¯ Site visits by technical staff
¯ Recognition materials for participating businesses (stickers and magnets)
¯ Business pledge and newspaper recognition
After these materials were finalized, Wayne County and Rouge Project staff promoted the Rouge Friendly Business
on a pilot basis and recruited businesses througtq the following mechanisms:
¯ Business Roundtable contacts
¯ Letter and telephone contacts
¯ Door to door contact with businesses
¯ Contact through homeowner/neighborhood associations
¯ Integration of Business and Residential Programs
By the end of the pilot period, the Wayne County Department of Environment had recognized 20 businesses as
Rouge Friendly.

The Brightmoor Community Pilot
The Brighmoor area of Detroit was developed in the 1920s as a neighborhood for working-class families. Most houses
are frame, with the newer areas of the neighborhood (1940s and 1950s) of brick construction. Over the past 15 years,
the Brightmoor area has deteriorated. Its once vibrant business strip is dotted with boarded, vacant buildings, graffiti,
trash, and debris. Whole blocks of residential land are vacant and overgrown and illegal dumping is abundant.
Environmental abuses ranged from a myriad of abandoned vehicles to illegal car repair businesses on residential streets.
The Rouge Friendly Neighborhood Survey (Attachment A), distributed in Brightmoor in 1996, showed that the top two
environmental concerns in the area were illegal dumping and abandoned housing.
Despite these challenges, the Brightmoor neighborhood had two characteristics that made it a viable pilot for the
Rouge-Friendly Programs. One, Eliza Howell Park, located on its western edge, was traversed by two branches of the
Rouge River. Second, Brightmoor had a wealth of grassroots organizations who were working to make the neighborhood
better. Some annually removed log jams and other debris from the Rouge River in Eliza Howell Park during Rouge
Rescue, sponsored by Friends of the Rouge, a grassroots organization serving the whole watershed.
Initial contact was made with the Brightmoor Concerned Citizens and other neighborhood representatives in January,
1996. The group agreed that they would like to participate as a Rouge Friendly Neighborhood pilot. A month later, the
same group met again with Rouge Project staff. This time, city parks staff were present. They were told about the
possibility of grant funding for storm water projects by the Rouge Project. The group brainstormed the kinds of things
they would like to see happen at the park, which had suffered from spotty maintenance. They agreed that they would
like to see wildflowers and prairie grass planted, nature trmls restored, and a community garden created. The parks
department later applied for and was awarded a $180.000 granl to plant wildflowers and prairie grasses and to install
nature trails in the lower end of the park, near the Rouge R~,~er
The next step in the program was to survey residents about their knowledge of pollution entering the river and
household hazardous waste disposal, their neighborhood environmental concerns, and demographic information. The
survey was created with input by the core neighborhood group. The major data extracted from the survey were:
¯ 78% thought the Rouge River was polluted or very polluted, and 20% thought the river was getting worse.
¯ 38% did not know that the storm drains lead directly to the Rouge River. However, 56% understood that sanitary
sewers go to the wastewater treatment plant.
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¯ 18% correctly answered that industry pollutes the Rouge River the least and 66% thought stormwater pollutes the
least.
¯ 87% maintained their own lawn. There was an even distribution among those who never fertilize their lawns and
those who fertilize 1-2 times per year.
¯ 75% did not change their own motor oil.
¯ 80% took their cars to a car wash instead of washing it themselves.
¯ 92% claimed indicated that they know what household hazardous waste is, and 73% correctly identified motor oil
as a household hazardous waste. However, 54% did not properly dispose of their wastes.
¯ 83% said they were committed/very committed to make small changes to prevent pollution.
Following are neighborhood issues, in order of importance:
1. Abandoned buildlings
2. Illegal dumping
3. Household hazardous material disposal
4. Infrequency of street sweeping and storm drain cleaning
5. Recycling
6. Do-it-yourself car repair/illegal car lots on residential streets
7. Overuse of garden/lawn pesticides
8. Overuse of fertilizer
9. Composting
Wayne County Rouge Project staff, Friends of the Rouge, and Brightmoor Concerned Citizens leadership made a
presentation, including survey results, to the general membership in May, 1996. The general membership was
enthusiastic about the program. The annual Rouge Rescue held in Eliza Howell Park on June 1, 1996, was expanded
to include other activities, including storm drain stenciling, a tour of a newly constructed combined sewer overflow basin,
and children’s games.
Subsequent meetings with the Brightmoor group were used to brainstorm what the specific program elements should
be and what outcomes were expected. The following elements were supported by the core group:
¯ Urban gardens on vacant lots
¯ Composting education
¯ Attempting to get rid of the massive log jam at the confluence of the Upper and Main Rouge River in Eliza Howell
Park
¯ A tour of the area for the Detroit Environmental Court judge
¯ Lawn signs that read "1 support the Rouge Friendly Neighborhood Program"
¯ Early recognition of well-maintained lawns and gardens; Brightmoor’s "Resident of the Month"
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¯ A Brightmoor Rouge-Friendly Business Program
¯ A renters’ workshop to educate tenants about their rights and responsibilities and the responsibilities of landlords
¯ Educational materials in the various neighborhood newsletters
All of the activities were implemented except the lawn signs, the recognition of well-maintained gardens, and the
renters’ workshop. By the fall of 1996, the focus had shifted to conducting a monthly combined resident/business owners’
meeting to include businesses, which were primarily vehicle service oriented, into the Rouge-Friendly initiative.

Results and Outcomes
Rouge-Friendly Neighborhood Program: Because of the enthusiasm and commitment of Brightmoor residents and
business owners, many activities were conducted. They were:
¯ Thousands of educational brochures and children’s materials were distributed in community centers, businesses,
schools, and newsletters.
¯ A local business owner successfully sued a public utility that was pumping hundreds of gallons of polluted
stormwater into the Rouge River.
¯ The local community organization not only enthusiastically participated in the annual Rouge Rescue event, but
conducted another such event on its own.
¯ Through a partnership with the city parks department, the Greening of Detroit, and the Brightmoor Concerned
Citizens, 100 trees were planted in Eliza Howell park by 200 local elementary school students.
¯ City officials agreed to conduct an environmental ticket blitz in the neighborhood, which resulted in the following
tickets being written: 179 parking tickets, 71 abandoned cars tagged for removal, 8 stolen cars being towed, 15
public works tickets for bulk garbage being put at the curb too early, 2 environmental protection tickets, and 47
tickets for inoperable vehicles.
¯ A monthly meeting that included neighborhood residents, business owners, non-profit organizations, city officials
(including police commanders), and county officials focused on environmental issues.
Rouge-Friendly Business Program: While many outstanding initiatives were accomplished by meeting with the
Brightmoor stakeholders monthly, only one Brightmoor business was recognized as Rouge Friendly after ten months of
monthly meetings. The meetings were well-attended and business owners felt comfortable discussing their environmental
concerns. In June, of 1997, the approach for recruiting Brightmoor businesses as Rouge Friendly was changed. A
community leader was paired with a technical staff member and they proceeded to visit neighborhood businesses. They
visited 14 neighborhood businesses several times over a two-month period. Information about the program was left with
the business owners, as well as an offer from the technical staff member to help the business owner with the selfassessment form. Through this effort, Wayne County recognized six additional Brightmoor businesses as RougeFriendly. This was a successful (43% participation), but labor intensive, method of recruiting businesses.
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ATTACHMENT A

¯ E OUG V R jECT
A WORLD CLASS EFFORT

Are you wi!lin to prevent pollution
in your ne,gh-borhood?

B,q~NGI,NGOURPJVF,~G(TOUFE Start

today by filling out this questionnaire.

We are working with the Rouge Rive=, National Wet We=ther Demonsh’=tion Project to make our
subdivision a more attractive place to live. We have been chosen as one of three pilot neighborhoods in the
Rouge River Watersheds to participate in a pollution prevention program that may be used as a model for other
urban watersheds across the country. In order to design a program that best fits our needs, we need you to
answer a few questions. The following survey is voluntary and confidential Use the enclosed pre-stamped
envelope to return the questionnaire by April 22, 1~6.

1. Do you think the Rouge River is polluted?

Very polluted
5

4

Somewhat polluted
3
2

Not polluted
1

Getting cleaner
Staying the same
Getting worse
2. Do you think the Rouge River is getting
5
4
3
2
1
cleaner, staying the same, or getting worse?
3. Where does water go when it enters an
[] To a storage lank under the ground
outside storm drain in your neighborhood?
[] To the Rouge River
I-I To the waste water treatment plant
[] Don’t know
4. Where does water go when it
[] To a storage tank under the ground
is flushed down the toilet or sink?
[] To the ~ River
[] To the waste water trealrnent plant
[] Don’t know
5. What pollutes the Rouge River the LEAST? [] Combined sewer overflows

6. How do you maintain your lawn?

(a mixture of sewage and storrnwater that
flows into the river when it rains.)
[] Stormwater (water that runs off
the ground and enters the fiver)
[] Industry
[] Paid professionaJ company

7. How often is your lawn fertilized?

[] Paid neighbor
[] Someone in the household maintains it
[] 1 to 2 times per year
~ 3 to 4 times per year
r"l More than 4 I~mes per year
[] Never

8. Where do you change the oil
inyourcar?
9. Do you usually wash your car
or take it to a car wash?
10, I! you change your oil at home,
how do you dispose of it?
11.

Do you know what household
hazardous materials are?

12. Which of the following is a
household hazardous material?

[] Auto Repair Shop/Quick Oil Chnage
[] Yard [] Street [] Ddveway
[] Wash it myself
[] Car wash
i-1 In the garbage
[] In the sewer
[] Don’t know

[] On the ground
[] Take to facility that
accepts used oil

[] Yes
[] No
[] Baking soda
[] Motor Oil

[] Lemon oil
[] Vinegar
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13.

14.

How do you dispose of your
household’s hazardous materials?

[] Put it in the trash
down the sink
[] Dump it on the ground[][]Dump
Don’t itknow
t-1 Take it to a Household Hazardous Drop-off Area
Indicate whether the following environmental issues are
very important, important, or not important to your subdivision.
Overuse of fertilizer

Very important
5
4

Important
3

2

Not important
1

Composting

5

4

3

2

1

Abandoned buildings
Frequency of street sweeping
and storm drain cleaning

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5
5

4
4

3

2

1

Recycling

3

2

1

Household hazardous waste
Illegal dumping

5
5

4
4

3
3

2
2

1

Omit-yourself car repair / Illegal
car lots on residential streets

5

4

3

2

Overuse of garderv’lawn pesticides

1

Other (specify:
)
5
4
3
2
1
15. You can make small changes to prevent pollution (i.e. the type of fertilizer you purchase, how you dispose of your motor oil, etc.). What is your level of commitment to make these c~anges?
Very committed Somewhat committed Not interested
5
4
3
2
1
[] 1
[] 5
[] 2
[] 6
[] 3
[] More than6
[] 4

16.

How many people, including yourself.
live at this address?

17.

How many of these are children?

[] 0
r-1 1
[] 2

[] 3
t-I 4
[] More than 4

18.

How many pets do you own?

[] 0

[] 3

E3 1
[] 2
19.

What is your gender?.

20. What is your age group?

21.

[] Female
[] Under 18 years
[] 18-30 years
[] 31-45 yeats

[]4

[] More than 4
[] Male
I"1 46-60 years
[] Above 60 years

What was the last grade
you completed in school?

[] Some high school
[] Completed high school
[] Post-high school training
[] Some college
[] Completed college
[] Graduate or professional school
"l~tc=nk you for doing yo~=, I>=rt in cleaning up our subclivi=ionl Remember, return the questionnaire
in the pre-paid envelope by April :22,
Any questions should go to ,John or Shelley Mlynarczyk at 533-3453
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The Water-Wise Gardener Program:
Teaching Nutrient Management to Homeowners
Marc T. Aveni
Virginia Cooperative Extension
Manassas, Virginia

Introduction
The Water-wise Gardener program was developed by Virginia Cooperative Extension (VCE) seven years ago with
funding from the Cooperative State Research, Education, and Extension Service (CSREES) of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA). It is an educational program aimed at reducing non-point source pollution from suburban residential
areas. The educational focus is upon nutrients, especially nitrogen and phosphorus from lawn fertilizer over-application
or misuse. The program seeks to reduce such nutrient pollution to Virginia waterways, and eventually the Chesapeake
F~ay, through the recruitment of homeowner participants from impaired watersheds. Participating homeowners attend
educational seminars on lawn best management practices, are partnered with a Master Gardener volunteer, and are
expected to keep accurate records and implement recommended practices. The program, which is currently being
implemented in 12 urban/suburban Virginia counties, is supported by, a combination of local county funds, grants from
the Virginia Water Quality Improvement Act, and funds from USDA. Cooperative Extension Units in North and ,South
Carolina have replicated the program.
How the Program Works
The Water-wise Gardener program begins by recruiting homeowners from watersheds with impaired streams or
other identified problems to participate in a year-tong lawn care educational program. The most successful recruitment
metl~od to-date has been to conduct a "reverse search" on the Internet by street name. Once names and addresses are
identified, a recruitment letter is sent personalized for the watershed; e.g., "Dear Resident of the Bull Run Watershed."
The letter invites the homeowner to participate in the program and lists the benefits of participation, such as free
seasonal seminars with regional experts, visits from a Master Gardener (volunteers trained by VCE in various aspects
of horticulture), a free soil test, and Virginia Tech publications. In order to be enrolled in the program, the homeowners
must return a completed pre-survey and a signed agreement form that details their obligation to the program. The presurvey asks questions about their lawn care practices and attitudes before program involvement, as well as demographic
information such as race, gender, income, and education levels. A stamped, self-addressed envelope is included for
ease of return. For every 100 letters sent out, between 20-30 are typically returned. A simple database program keeps
track of participants and their lawn care data. A reporting system on the Virginia Tech Intranet is currently being
designed to record this information on a statewide basis by hydrologic unit.
Once enrolled, participants are assigned a personal Master Gardener. The Master Gardener schedules a visit with
the homeowner to discuss his or her lawn. All Master Gardeners are ~nstructed to stay outside on the lawn and not to go
inside anyone’s home. Some choose to bring along a spouse, friend, or another Master Gardener. At this visit, the
Master Gardener works with the homeowner to correctly measure the square footage of lawn area, determine the type
and variety of grass, collect a soil sample, and ascertain prewous fertilization practices and amounts previously applied,
if known. This information forms the basis of a personalized lawn care plan for the homeowner. Master Gardeners also
answer other questions the participant may have; common questions include weed and pest identification, what plant
grows best where, and why certain plants are not thriving. The Master Gardener leaves a business card with a phone
number or e-mail where he or she can be reached for further questions throughout the program year. All Master
Gardeners receive 50 hours of classroom training as wel! as supplemental field training before being assigned to
homeowners. Typically, a Master Gardener will be assigned to between 5-1.0 homeowners.
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In addition to the one-on-one visits from Master Gardeners, homeowners attend seasonal seminars on timely topics
of interest to those with lawns. In Northern Virginia, where cool-season grasses like Fescue and Bluegrass predominate,
fall topics include soil testing, fertili~’ation, core aeration, and over seeding. Spring topics include mowing and pruning,
integrated pest management, and proper watering and planting. Popular locations for seminars include parks with
covered pavilions, school auditoriums, county buildings, and libraries. Any easily accessible public location large enough
to hold 50 to 100 people comfortably, and accessible to wheel chairs, will work. If held inside, cold temperatures, rain,
or wind are not a problem; however, an outside area for demonstration purposes is essential. State and regional
Cooperative Extension experts are recruited for the seminars to answer questions. Master Gardeners are also present,
with various displays, to answer questions and to meet with their assigned participants.
A professional-quality newslette~ is sent to all participants approximately six times per year. A grant-paid editor
solicits articles that reinforce or complement topics taught at the seminars. Articles on various aspects of watershed
management are also introduced. The newsletter is made available electronically to other Extension Agents for editing
and reproduction elsewhere.
After participants have attended fall and spring seminars, they are visited again by their Master Gardener to collect
final lawn data and conduct a post-survey of practices and attitudes. The most important piece of data collected is the
amount of fertilizer now being applied. Square footage of turf can be re-checked, if needed, and questions answered.
The homeowner may chose to participate again the following year, or to offer their lawn as a demonstration lawn,
and erect a sign in their yard to promote the program in the community. The post-surveys and data sheets are collected
from all participants annually. Results are compiled and analyzed by a grant-paid technician and a final report generated
for each Cooperative Extension unit as well as an overall report for statewide efforts.

Results
Data for the period March 1998 to June 1999 for the Virginia counties of Arlington, Loudoun, and Prince William
shows 326 individual homeowner participants. These 326 homeowners managed 57.1 acres of turf in 11 different
hydrologic units in the Northern Virginia area. Between 100-200 additional individuals attended seminars but did not
participate in the pre- and post-survey and data collection.
Accurate information on amounts of nitrogen and phosphorus applied by participants before program involvement
is difficult to get. Most did not remember how much fertilizer they had applied in the previous year. Many stated the
reason they joined the program was in order to understand how much fertilizer to apply. A total of 72 participants
reported pre-program fertilizer application of 1,062 pounds of nitrogen. The same 72 participants reported 762 pounds
of nitrogen applied after program involvement, or a reduction of 300 pounds. Information on pre- and post-phosphorus
was not collected.
Pre-surveys indicated that only 12% of all participants had soil tested for their lawns prior to applying fertilizer.
Homeowners not testing soil are more likely to apply excess fertilizer. For this reason, Virginia Tech recommends soil
testing as a nutrient management practice for home lawns. Post surveys show 95% of participants returning surveys
tested soils after program involvement. Another important nutrient management practice for homeowners with coolseason turf is to fertilize in the fall, when uptake by roots occurs best. Pre-surveys indicated that only 32% were fertilizing
at this time of year, while post surveys indicated that 64% were fertilizing in the fall. Similar increases were also observed
for recommended practices such as aeration (from 34% to 83%), and over-seeding (from 35% to 76%). An increase in
the number of participants not watering the lawn at all in the summer also increased (from 18% to 44%) (Figure 1 ).
Demographics from the program indicate that 72% of participants were male and 28% female. Participants were
overwhelmingly white (89%); followed by black (7%), Asian (4%), and Hispanic (1%). The majority (42%) had a four-year
college degree and a gross family income of over $70,000 a year (54%). More than one-third of the lawns were between
5,000 and 10,000 square feet (35%).
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Figure 1. Pre and Post Program Practice Adoption

Figure 1. Pre and post program practice adoption.

Conclusions and Lessons Learned
The Water-wise Gardener Program was successful at reaching the intended audience and achieving adoption of
nutrient management practices. Based on the success of the program, it appears that suburban homeowners can be
recruited to maintain their lawns according to recommended practices. Homeowners are willing, with the help of Master
Gardener volunteers in some cases, to keep records on their nutrient use as a part of program participation. Although
326 individuals and 57 acres of turf may seem low for an area like Northern Virginia, it is significant for a populace that
does not traditionally participate in water quality educational programs. Considering that most lawns in suburban
subdivisions have a turf area of around 5,000 square feet, clearly many individuals will need to be enrolled to reach
meaningful numbers.
The study showed that it is difficult to obtain information on pre-program nutrient use for most participants. Most
homeowners cannot provide accurate nutrient use data from the previous 6-12 months. They simply do not remember
how much nitrogen and phosphorous was in the fertilizer bag applied last spring or fall. However, after program
involvement, they do appear to understand how much nitrogen they applied and the square footage of their turf. From
a water quality public policy perspective, it may be preferable to record nutrient use after program involvement and
consider participants’ turf square footage as the urban nutr~t management measurement. In this way, the focus could
be upon recruiting more and more individuals to participate m nutrient management educational programs like the Waterwise Gardener, thus increasing the number of acres addressed by urban nutrient management efforts. Such an
approach could easily be integrated into local Geographic Information Systems, providing localities a simple method of
accounting for and reporting on urban nutrient management. Localities interested in a program like the Water-wise
Gardener should contact their local Cooperative Extension office to see if a similar project is already occurring or could
be developed. As this program is being continued and expanded in the 1999-2001 time frame, the opportunity to better
define what is realistic as an urban nutrient management measurement for homeowners will hopefully occur.
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Chicago Wilderness; Toward an Urban Conservation Culture
John D. Rogner
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
8arrington, IL 60010

Chicago Wilderness - Origin and Purpose
We in the Chicago conservation community have been using the word "wilderness" in a highly unconventional context
since 1996. We have coined the term "Chicago Wilderness" to refer to the rich biodiversity which resides in and around
this huge, sprawling metropolitan area, extending from southeast Wisconsin, through the six-county metropolitan area
in Illinois, and around Lake Michigan to northwest Indiana. This is a region which most people think of as anything but
"untrammeled by man, where man is a visitor who does not remain," in the words of the Wilderness Act, which has
defined our modern concept of wilderness.
This is an area that is associated with--indeed, defined by--humans and their cultural footprint. Although the
"wilderness" is scattered throughout the region, mostly in parcels that would be considered slivers of land by conventional
wilderness standards, it totals over 200,000 acres of land protected within a complex of national tallgrass prairie, national
lakeshore, county forest preserves, city and township parks, and similar preserved public lands. Its protected lands and
waters range from half-acre remnants to the 15,000-acre Midewin National Tallgrass Prairie,
Within this system of preserves can be found some of the largest and best woodlands, wetlands, and prairies in the
Midwest. These lands are set in a much larger matrix of public and private, developed and undeveloped lands that
support nature and the region’s 8 million people.
We have called these lands "wilderness," in part to draw the attention of people who are focused on Chicago’s cultural
attractions to the existence of these lands in their own metropolis, and in part to deliberately blur the distinction, or
conversely, emphasize the connections between formal wilderness in remote and inaccessible places and wild lands in
the places where people live and work. The biotic connections exist on the land, and they ought to exist in people’s
minds, as well.
The boundaries of the Chicago Wilderness region do, in fact, capture a spectacular concentration of rare ecosystem
types. These ecosystems harbor a high diversity of species, including a large number of those listed as threatened or
endangered in the states of Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin. Outside of the metropolitan area, particularly in rural Indiana
and Illinois, diversity decreases sharply as agriculture dominates the landscape.
"Chicago Wilderness" is also the name we have given the collaboration of over 90 organizations in the Chicago region
that have banded together to better protect, restore, celebrate, promote, and publicize our rich biodiversity. An
unfortunate and perhaps somewhat inevitable consequence of urban life is a detachment from the land; thus, a principal
goal of the partnership is to reconnect a landless urban population, in Aldo Leopold’s words, to the "raw material out of
which we have hammered that artifact called civilization."
Despite the richness of nature and opportunity for conservation in the region, evidence suggests the Chicago region
is experiencing a decline in native species and communities. Prior to protection, much of the region’s current base of
protected land was subject to agriculture, drainage, and other human influences which reduced or eliminated native plant
and animal communities. These areas are often fragmented and isolated from healthy lands which could otherwise serve
as immigration sources for native species.
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Small fragments are also subject to influences beyond their boundaries, such as urban runoff. Keystone species like
wolves and mountain lions, predators which formerly kept prey species like whitetailed deer in check, have been
eliminated, and deer now threaten to destroy some of our finest lands through overbrowsing. Many of our protected sites
are too small to sustain populations of area-sensitive species, or to retain their full complement of species in the face of
random population processes like immigration and emigration. Exotic plant and animal species pose major threats to
nearly all of our native communities. Landscape level processes, like fire, that shaped the fundamental character of our
ecosystems do not occur with the frequency or to the extent they once did, resulting in shifts in community composition
that usually result in a decline in biodiversity.
Chicago area residents are the beneficiaries of farsighted leaders early in the 20~ century who established a tradition
of setting aside natural land in the urban matrix for the public good, a tradition that our forest preserve districts continue
today. The early model was not based on sophisticated concepts of biodiversity conservation, or of ecological processes,
but on the museum approach of setting nature aside and not meddling. We now are the beneficiaries of the science of
ecology, which begins to tell us how the land mechanism is constructed and how it operates. It is dynamic, not static,
and changes occur when landscape processes are interrupted. The science of ecology also reinforces the connections
between humans and the rest of nature.
This allows us to reexamine the old model of setting nature aside and leaving it alone. That removes the most
immediate threat of development, but it does not address the aforementioned degenerative loss of biodiversity due to
fragmentation and alteration of landscape processes. These processes clearly must be reintroduced into our preserves
if biodiversity is to be preserved or restored. Prescribed fire must be intelligently applied, invasive species must be
controlled, plant and animal species must be reintroduced where they have been eliminated, hydrology must be restored
where altered, and science must be improved where our understanding of ecosystem processes is deficient. Perhaps
most fundamentally, the people who must support the greatly increased levels of land management and research
necessary to restore and maintain our public lands in a healthy condition must have a basic understanding of land health
and the value system to commit public resources toward attaining it. Chicago Wilderness, the coalition, is committed to
working on all of these fronts.
Quite understandably, the Chicago region’s system of public lands was, and perhaps still is, the core of Chicago
Wilderness, the initiative. It is what members rallied around during the coalition’s formation in 1996. But the vision quickly
expanded beyond public lands, for two reasons.
First, our public lands do not exist in isolation. They are part of a much larger land base, and the protected 200,000
acres are affected by what happens on the remaining 6 million acres of the Chicago metropolitan land area. The
preserves form the core, but they cannot preserve all the biological parts by themselves since much biodiversity resides
on private unprotected land and because they are subject to outside influences.
Biodiversity considerations need to infuse all of the region’s land use decisions much more extensively that they do
now. Private lands work either in harmony or discordantly with our network of preserves. The link between the two is most
apparent in the case of wetland or aquatic habitats, which in many cases are sustained or impacted by runoff from distant
areas. Streams, rivers, lakes, and wetlands defy the "protect by fencing" approach. Overall watershed characteristics
determine aquatic and wetland habitat quality quite independently of whether the habitat is in a formal preserve or not.
Second, many high-quality, biologically rich pieces of nature persist outside of our preserve system and are
threatened by development, along with other stresses like lack of management. Identifying these biologically important
areas within proposed developments, redflagging them, designing development with their sustainability in mind, and doing
all this with equity for the landowner, is one of our greatest challenges. Nature in the places where we live contributes
so much to quality of life, yet maintaining it through the development process resists standard regulatory approaches.
There are questions now asked routinely in the subdivision design process: does the plan conform to drainage code, are
storm water basins sized properly, is it consistent with surrounding development, does it have proper standards of
landscaping? A standard question should be: does it leave the land biologically richer or poorer? We are not yet routinely
asking this question, although there are development approaches available that can allow us to answer this question
affirmatively.
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This question could properly be asked for aesthetic reasons alone, but there are practical reasons for doing so.
Native landscapes hold enormous potential for managing storm water and preventing flooding. They hold enormous
potential for cleaning up surface waters so that urban waters become fishable and swimmable, instead of the
neigr~borhood joke or eyesore. Finding and applying the template for development that preserves and restores biological
diversity, and which serves both aesthetic and utilitarian purposes, is one of the objectives of Chicago Wilderness.

Chicago Wilderness - Structure and Function
Chicago Wilderness formally began as an initiative with the signing of a memorandum of understanding (MOU) by
34 founding members. Members included landowners and land managers; local, state, and federal agencies; centers for
research and education; and conservation organizations, among others. These institutions pooled their resources and
strengths to form the Chicago Region Biodiversity Council, which has grown to include nearly 100 members.
By signing the MOU, the members of this innovative partnership have pledged a commitment to the protection,
restoration, and management of biodiversity in the Chicago region. Four teams focus on central lines of action: science,
land management, policy and strategy, and education and communication. The teams attract the participation of many
non-member institutions, which adds to the scope and strength of the coalition. Chairs of the teams and other member
organization staff form the nucleus of a coordinating group that develops central strategies and maintains momentum.
A steering committee of executives oversees the direction of the overall initiatives. Despite this organizational structure,
Chicago Wilderness has not become legally incorporated under state law, but remains a loose partnership bound by
common goals and objectives.
The potential for Chicago Wilderness to serve as a model for urban conservation attracted the early attention of
several federal agencies, including the U.S. Forest Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, who have provided significant operating grants. State and private grants have supplemented federal
dollars. Direct grants have totaled over 4 million dollars since 1996. This total does not include members’ matching funds
or funds attracted by members for projects catalyzed, but not directly supported by, Chicago Wilderness.

Chicago Wilderness Accomplishments
The Chicago Region Biodiversity Council funds projects on an annual cycle. The Council’s four teams set priorities
for these projects; core staff ensure broad participation from team members. Reviewed and approved by a proposals
committee, funded projects result from collaboration between member institutions and address critical conservation needs
in the region. Since its launch in April 1996, Chicago Wilderness has funded over 130 collaborative projects. In addition
to projects funded directly by the Council, the work of our individual member organizations in their own initiatives is central
to the success of Chicago Wilderness. Projects completed or underway fall into six categories: characterization and
information management; ecological inventory and monitoring; ecological restoration; planning and policy; education,
outreach, and public participation; and communications and publications.
Individual projects have included a NASA-supported land cover mapping project; development of models of presettlement savannas, woodlands, and forests to guide restoration; assessment of restoration effects on bird communities;
a vegetation monitoring workshop; assessment of garlic mustard impacts on native woodland ground flora; development
of model restoration interpretive programs; a biodiversity educators workshop; and creation of a Chicago Wilderness Atlas
of Biodiversity. An early pilot project supported by Chicago Wilderness was the launching of Chicago Wilderness
magazine, a glossy, popular publication on nature in the Chicago area which since has been incorporated as a 501 (c)(3)
and has over 7,000 paid subscribers.

Chicago Wilderness Biodiversity Recovery Plan
In 1909, the Commercial Club of Chicago released the "Burnham Plan," a landmark of urban planning that proposed,
among other things, a network of public parklands to be set aside for nature and passive recreation. This led to the
legislative establishment of a system of such publicly owned preserves for the Chicago region which has continually
expanded, and now forms the core of the protected lands that currently comprise Chicago Wilderness.
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The Biodiversity Recovery Plan, completed in late 1999, takes the open space component of the Burnham Plan to
the next step by creating a vision of sustainability, not only for the core of protected land, but for all of nature and its
human inhabitants in the urban area. The recovery plan is a comprehensive statement of w~at Chicago Wilderness is
about, and it is clearly the most ambitious and significant accomplishment of the coalition to date.
This plan is the result of three years of assessment and planning by representatives of the Chicago Region
Biodiversity Council. The plan identifies the ecological communities of the greater Chicago region, assesses their
condition, identifies major factors affecting them, and provides recommendations for actions needed to restore and protect
them into the future in a sustainable condition. In short, the recovery plan outlines the steps necessary to achieve the
overall goal of the Chicago Wilderness collaboration, which is to protect the natural communities of the Chicago Region
and to restore them to long-term viability, in order to enrich the quality of life of its citizens and to contribute to the
preservation of global biodiversity.
To achieve this goal, the recovery plan identifies the following objectives: 1 ) involve the citizens, organizations, and
agencies of the region in efforts to conserve biodiversity; 2) improve the scientific basis of ecological management; 3)
protect globally and regionally important natural communities; 4) restore natural communities to ecological health; 5)
manage natural communities to sustain native biodiversity; 6) develop citizen awareness and understanding of local
biodiversity to ensure support and participation; 7) foster a sustainable relationship between society and nature in the
region; and 8) enrich the quality of the lives of the region’s citizens.
The plan has many recommendations, some specific and some general, and identifies roles and specific actions for
Chicago Wilderness members and the greater public that must be engaged to help implement the plan. The plan’s
intended intended audiences include the many staff members and general members of Chicago Wilderness institutions,
public agency decision-makers, large landowners, and all concerned and active citizens who vote and otherwise influence
biodiversity conservation in the region.
The recovery plan is both a plan and a process guided by its many sponsors. It is intended as a living document that
will continue to evolve as new ideas and information arise. It is intended to complement the many other planning efforts
completed or underway in the Chicago metropolitan area that are guiding the region to a better and more productive
future. Its ultimate success probably rests on its successful integration into a broader, mainstream regional planning
framework that has economic, cultural, social, and environmental components.

Strategic Visioning
After the second year of operation, the Biodiversity Council saw the opportunity to step back and evaluate the
structure and function of the coalition during the first two years, consider expectations of members at the outset and
evaluate to what extent they were met, and reprioritize its work for the next two years. This process consisted of
development of a member questionnaire, convening of a focus group representing a cross-section of members, and a
weekend retreat by Chicago Wilderness Steering Committee members and other leaders. It culminated with the
development of six priority functions for the next two years, and associated budget requirements.
Some of these functions represent an intensification and refinement of activities the Council is already involved in;
in other cases, they represent new endeavors. They include 1 ) facilitate networking among Chicago Wilderness members,
including new orientation materials, workshops, symposia, and lectures; 2) establish an integrated information
clearinghouse, including the development of regionwide resource databases, enhancement of the existing web site, and
development of more communication resources; 3) increase publicity and outreach to broader audiences; 4) influence
key actors outside Chicago Wilderness, including the establishment of a Conservation Policy Committee to develop
position statements on regional issues; 5) develop and implement a funding strategy, focusing on large grants from
foundations; and 6) implement, promote, and monitor the Recovery Plan.
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The Urban Conservation Culture
Conservation efforts in u~ban areas are often frustrated by the complexity of land use issues, countless players,
tangled politics, ecologically wrecked land, and a public dispossessed of nature. Yet it is crucial that we focus on urban
areas because of the strong political forces concentrated in urban centers that need to be engaged in national
conservation decision-making, and because there is no other way to engage the great majority of people other than to
take the messages to them. Moreover, urban residents are still plain members of Leopold’s land community, regardless
of how obscure the connections, and these connections are best illustrated in the places where they live. Fortunately,
the Chicago region has an added bonus of harboring world-class biodiversity, which creates a local, immediately
compelling reason for public involvement and action.
Some writers have argued that the American ideal of wilderness has tended to shape our dominant view of nature
itself as a place that can only be corrupted by human influence. In urban areas, this has created an assumption that "real"
nature cannot exist in these places and it tends to absolve urban residents from local responsibility. Thus, it seems that
Chicagoans are much more aware of the plight of Brazilian rain forests that they are of the plight of oak savannas, a
globally rare community, in local forest preserves. In remote areas, the standard approach has been to specifically
designate areas as wilderness, and then maintain as complete a separation between people and these areas as possible.
Chicago Wilderness proposes to redefine wilderness to include local plant and animal communities, which can only be
sustained through direct, creative human intervention. A premise of the recovery plan is that if we do not adequately enlist
people to directly or indirectly support management and restoration of our lands, they will not become or remain healthy.
It is appropriate to recognize that humans in the Midwest always have influenced landscapes, for better or worse, and
that people can be a positive force in maintaining ecosystem health. It may be that by calling a 200-acre patch of prairie
in a sea of development wilderness, and by involving people in its stewardship, we can promote a correct sense of unity
between the places that we live and remote places we may never see except as pictures on calendars. Restoration and
stewardship can be the antidote to dualistic thinking. Remote wilderness and Chicago Wilderness can perhaps then be
seen as simply examples of nature, as part of a single system that includes people.
From a relatively straightforward beginning that focused on public land management issues, this, I think, has become
the broader goal of Chicago Wilderness--to reconnect people with nature and to make a societal commitment to sustain
and nurture nature--for utility, for aesthetics, for spirituality, for all of the equally valid reasons for doing it, on all of our
urban lands and in all of our land-use decisions. It begins with a process of educating the public about the natural wealth
in the Chicago area, and hopefully ends sometime in the future with the development of an urban conservation culture
of concern and personal responsibility for the health of all of our lands, both public and private.
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A Survey of Resident Nutrient Behavior in the
Chesapeake Bay Watershed
Chris Swann
Center for Watershed Protection
Eilicott City, Maryland
In recent years a handful of communities have attempted to craft education programs to influence our watershed
behaviors. These initial efforts have gone by a confusing assortment of names, such as public outreach, source contro!,
watershed awareness, pollution prevention, citizen involvement, and stewardship, but they all have a common theme -educating residents on how to live within their watershed.
Many communities will need to develop watershed education programs in the coming years to comply with pending
EPA municipal stormwater NPDES regulations. Indeed, half of the six minimum management measures prescribed under
these regulations directly deal with watershed education - pollution prevention, public outreach and public involvement.
Yet, many communities have no idea what kind of message to send, or what media to use.
In the following presentation, we review the prospects for changing our behaviors to better protect watersheds. We
begin by outlining some of the daunting challenges that face educators who seek to influence deeply rooted public
attitudes. Next, we profile research on the outreach techniques that appear most effective in influencing watershed
beh’avior. Special emphasis is placed on media campaigns and intensive training programs. Lastly, recommendations are
made to enhance the effectiveness of watershed education programs.

Challenges in Watershed Education
Watershed managers face several daunting challenges when they attempt to influence watershed behaviors. Some
of those challenges include:

A lot of minds to change
The most pressing challenge is that there are simply a lot of minds to change. Some notion of the selling job at hand
can be grasped from Table 1, which contains provisional, but conservative, estimates of potential residential "polluters"
in the United States by various categories. It is clear that we are attempting to change deeply rooted attitudes held by
millions of people. While most people profess to support the environment, only a fraction actually practice much of a
watershed ethic on the small parcels of the environment where they live.
Table 1. Provieional Estlmatee of Potential Residential Polluters in the United State=
Watarlhed Behavior
Over-Fertilizers
Bad Dog Walker$
Chronic Car we=hers
Septic Slackers
Bed Me©henic$
Pesticide Sprayers

IPopulatlonPrevalence in Overall I Estimates of Potential Relidentlal Polluters
35%
38 million
15 %
16 million
25%
15%

27 million
16 million
3 million
43 million

1 to 5%
40%

Holer$
15%
16 million
Notes: estimates are based on 1999 U.S. population of 270 million, 2.5 persons per household, and average behavior prevalence rates based on
numerous market surveys (See references).
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Most Residents are Only Dimly A ware of the Watershed Concept.
It stands to reason that if citizens are asked to practice a watershed ethic, they will need to know what a watershed
is. Surveys indicate, however, that the average citizen is unaware of the watershed concept in general, and does not fully
understand the hydrologic connection between their yard, the street the storm sewer, and (finally) local streams. Resident
surveys also cont nue to show limited or incomplete understanding of terms such as "watershed", "stormwater quality"
or "runoff pollution". For example, a recent Roper survey found that only 41% of Americans had any idea of what the term
watershed meant (NEETF, 1999). The same survey found that just 22% of Americans know that stormwater runoff is the
most common source of pollution of streams, rivers, and oceans.
At the same time, most of us ciaim to be very environmentally aware. For example, a Chesapeake Bay survey
reported that 69% of respondents professed to be very active or at least somewhat active in helping to reduce pollution
in the environment (SRC, 1994).

Resources Devoted to Watershed Education are Inadequate.
In recent years, several communities have developed education programs to influence the watershed behaviors
practiced by their residents. Most of these efforts, however, are run on a shoestring. For example, CWP recently surveyed
50 local programs that have tried to influence lawn care, septic cleaning and pet waste behaviors (Swann, 1999). These
education programs are typically run by the cooperative extension services, local recycling or stormwater agencies, or
urban soil and water conservation districts. Most are poorly staffed (0.1 to 0.5 staff years), relatively new (within last five
years), and have tiny annual budgets ($2,000 to $25,000). Given these limited resources, most watershed education
programs have no choice but to practice retail, rather than wholesale, outreach techniques. Consequently, most
watershed educators rely heavily on low-cost techniques such as brochures, posters, workshops, and demonstration
projects to send their message out.
The Marketing Techniques We Can Afford Don’t Reach Many People
Watershed managers need to send a clear and simple educational message that can attract the attention of the
average citizen who is simultaneously bombarded by dozens of competing messages every day. A number of surveys
have asked residents which outreach techniques are most influential in attracting their attention (Table 2). Messages sent
through television, radio and local newspapers are consistently more influential in reaching residents than any other
technique, with up to 30% recall rates by the watershed population for each technique. By contrast, messages transmitted
through meetings, brochures, local cable and videos tend to be recalled by only a very small segment of the watershed
population.
Table 2. Most Influential Methods of Gettin<:j Messa~jes to Citizens, in 8 Citizen Surve~/s
WA
OR
CA
CA

MI

Wl

MN

(PSC, 1994)

(Simpson,

(Morris et al.,

TV

TV

Stencils
Billboard
Local paper
Brochure

Paper
Radio
Magazine
Neigh0ors

"IV

Paper
Cable TV
Local paper

Newspaper

Paper
Newsletter
Brochure

News-letter

Site Visit

Direct Mail
TV
Neighbors
Ext Service

Bill Insert

Radio Ad

School

Video

Video

Radio

Paper Ad

Newsletter

Bus Sign

Billboard

Local paper

Billboard

Meetings

Direct Mail

Meeting

Brochure

Meeting

Brochure

--

Local cable

(Elgin, 1996)

(AMR, 1997)

(Assing, 1994)

(Pellegrin,

TV

TV ad

TV ad
Newspaper
Local paper

Direct Mail

IV.
Newspaper
Radio Ad

Video

Brochure

TV ad
Newspaper
Radio
TV

"IV Ad

Brochure

Radio news

Local cable
Meeting

19981

1994!

1996)

One clear implication is that watershed education efforts must utilize a mix of outreach techniques if they are going
to get the message across to enough residents to make a difference in a watershed. Most existing watershed education
programs, however, cannot afford to use the more sophisticated wholesale outreach techniques that are most effective
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Figure 1. Outreach Methods Preferred By Residents Compared to Those Used by Educatio~ Progr&ms.

at reaching the public with their watershed message. This gap is evident in Figure 1, which compares the outreach
methods actually used by local watershed education programs with the outreach methods that residents prefer, based
on responses from the Chesapeake Bay survey (Swarm, 1999).

Crafting Better Watershed Education Programs
The first step in crafting better watershed education programs is to compile some baseline information on local
awareness, behaviors and media preferences. Some of the key questions watershed managers should consider are:
Is the typical individual aware of water quality issues in the watershed they live in?
¯ Is the individual or household behavior directly linked to water quelity problema ?
¯ Is the behavior widely prevalent in the watershed population ?
¯ Do specific alternative(s) to the behavior exist that might reduce pollution?
¯ What is the most clear and direct message about these alternatives?
¯ What outreach methods are most effective in getting the message out ?
¯ How much individual behavior change can be expected from these outreach techniques?
The best way to elicit this information is to conduct a market survey within the watershed. These market surveys are
useful for two purposes:, to gauge the level of watershed awareness and interest within the general population, and to
determine if there is a segment of the population where education efforts should be focused to achieve the best returns
in behavioral changes for the money spent.
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Perhaps the most critical step in crafting an education program is to select the right outreach techniques to send the
watershed message. Several communities have recently undertaken before and after surveys to measure how well the
public responds to their watershed education programs. From this research, two outreach techniques have shown some
promise in actually changing behavior - media campaigns and intensive training. Media campaigns typically use a mix
of radio, TV, direct mail, and signs to broadcast a general watershed message to a large audience. Intensive training use
workshops, consultation and guidebooks to send a much more complex message about watershed behavior to a smaller
and more interested audience. Intensive training often requires a time commitment of several hours from residents.
Both media campaigns anO intensive training can produce up to a 20% improvement in selected watershed behaviors
among their respective target populations (Tables 3 and 4). Both outreach techniques are probably needed in most
watersheds, as each complements the other. For example, media campaigns cost just a few cents per watershed resident
reached, while intensive training can cost a few dollars for each resident that is actually influenced. Media campaigns are
generally better at increasing watershed awareness, and sending messages about negative watershed behaviors.
Intensive training, on the other hand, is superior at changing individual practices in the home, lawn and garden.
Table 3. Effectiveness of Media Campaigns In Influencing Watershed Behaviors: Four Surveys
Location and Nature of Targeted Effectiveness of Campaign
Campaign
San FranciscoRadio, TV and Buses Awareness increased 10-15%
(BHI, 1997)
Los Angeles Radio and Newspapers
(Pellegdn Research Group, 1998)

Homeowners who reduced lawn chemicals shifted from 2 to 5%
Best recall: motor oil and litter (over 40%)

Worst recall: fertilizer and dog droppings (<10 %)
Drop in car washing, oil changing, radiator draining of about 5 to 7%

Oregon Radio, TV (Advanced
Marketing Research, 1997/
Oakland County, MI
Direct Mail (Public Sector Consultants,
1994)

Greater self-reporting of polluting behaviors: dropping cigarette butts, littering, watedng and letting water run
on street, hosing off driveways into the street I10% or more)
19% reported a change in "behaviors"--changes included being more careful about what goes down drain,
increasing recycling and composting, using more nature-friendly products etc.
44% of mail respondents recalled lawn care campaign
50% desired more information on lawn care and water quality
10% change in some lawn care practices as a result of campaign
(grass recycling, fertilizer use, hand weeding). No change in other
lawn care practices as a result of campaign

Table 4. Effectiveness of Intensive Training In Changing Watershed Behaviors
Location and Nature of Training
Effectiveness of Intensive Training
Campaign
Maryland Direct Homeowner
10% shift from self to commercial car
(Smith, 1996)

No change in fertilizer timing or rates

Florida Master Gardener

Better claims of product disposal.
No significant change in fertilization frequency after program.

(Knox, 1995)

Some changes in lower rates, labels, slow release (8 to 15%).

Virginia Master Gardener

Major chan~es in reduced pesticide use {10 to 40%).
30 to 50% increase in soil testing, fertilizer timing and aeration.

IAveni, 1998)

10% increase in grass clippings and 10% decrease in fertilizer rate.
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Both techniques work best when they present a simple and direct watershed message, are repeated frequently, utilize
multiple media and are directly connected to local water resources that are most important in the community.
Other important suggested considerations for effectively marketing a watershed message are to:
Develop stronger connections among the yard, the street, the storm sewer, and the stream. Outreach techniques
slqoutd continuaily stress the link between a particular watershed behavior and the undesirable water quality it helps to
create (i.e., fish kills, beach closure, algae blooms). Several excellent visual ads that effectively portray this link are
profiled in our watershed outreach award winners.
Form regional media campaigns. Since most communities operate on small budgets, they should consider pooling
their resources to develop regional media campaigns that can use the outreach techniques that are proven to reach and
influence residents. In particular, regional campaigns allow communities to hire the professionals needed to create and
deliver a strong message through the media. Also, the campaign approach allows a community to employ a combination
of media, such as radio, television, and print, to reach a wider segment of the population. It is important to keep in mind
that since no single outreach technique will be recalled by more than 30% of the population at large, several different
outreach techniques will be needed in an effective media campaign.
Use television wisely. Television is the most influential medium for influencing the public, but careful choices need
to be made on the form of television that is used. Our surveys found that community cable access channels are much
less effective than commercial or public television channels. Program managers should consider using cable network
channels targeted for specific audiences, and develop thematic shows that capture interest of the home, garden and lawn
crowd (i.e., shows along the lines of "This Old Watershed"). Well-produced public service announcements on commercial
television are also a sensible investment.
Understand the demographics of your watershed. The middle-aged male should usually be the prime target for
watershed education, as he is prone to engage in more potentially polluting watershed behaviors than other sectors of
the population. Indeed, the most important audience for the watershed message includes men in the 35 to 55 year age
group with higher incomes and education levels. Specialized outreach techniques can appeal to this group, such as radio
ads on weekend sports events.
Another target group worth reaching includes what Petlegrin (1998) terms the "rubbish rebels"-- 18 to 25 year olds
who tend to have low watershed awareness, engage in potentially polluting behaviors, and are often employed in lawn
care and other service industries. This age group is hard to reach using conventional techniques, but may respond to ads
on alternative radio, concerts, and other events that celebrate the watershed.
As communities become more diverse, watershed managers should carefully track the unique demographics of their
watersheds. For example, if many residents speak English as a second language, outreach materials should be produced
in other languages. Similarly, watershed managers should consider more direct channels to send watershed messages
to reach particular groups, such as church leaders, African American newspapers, and Spanish-speaking television
channels.
Watershed educators should also be careful about ~s,r g :no traditional environmental education model that uses
schools to educate children who in turn educate their parer’ts Wh~le this model was instrumental in achieving greater
rates of recycling, it may not be as effective in changing ,’vaterst’~ed behaviors. While it is important to educate the next
generation of fertilizers, dog walkers, septic cleaners, anc~ car washers, we need to directly influence the "boomer"
generation now.
Keep the watershed message simple and funny. Watershed education should not be preachy complex, or depressing.
Indeed, the most effective outreach techniques combine a s~mple and direct message with a dash of humor.
Make information packets small, slick, and durable. Watershed educators should avoid the ponderous and boring
watershed handbook that looks great to a bureaucrat but ends up lining the bottom of a bird cage. One solution is to
create small, colorful and durable packets that contain the key essentials about watershed behaviors, with contact
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information to get better advice. These packets can be stuck on the refrigerator, the kitchen drawer or the workbench for
handy reference when the impulse for better watershed behavior strikes.
Educate private sector allies. A wide number of private sector companies may potentially stand, to benefit from
changes in watershed behavior. Better watershed behavior can drum up more sales for some companies, such as septic
tank cleaners, commercial car washes, and quick oil change franchises -- although they may need some help in crafting
their watershed marketing pitch.
Clearly, the potential exists for lawn care companies and landscaping services to shift their customers toward more
watershed-friendly practices. Nationally, lawn care companies are used by up to 50% of consumers, depending on
household income and lot size. Lawn care companies can exercise considerable authority over which practices are
applied to the lawns they tend, as long as they still produce a sharp looking lawn. For example. 94% of lawn care
companies reported that they had authority to change practices, and that about 60% of their customers were "somewhat
receptive to new ideas" according to a Florida study (Israel et al, 1995). De Young (1997) also found that suburban
Michigan residents expressed a high level of trust in their lawn care company.
Indeed, a small, but growing proportion of lawn care companies feel that environmental advertising makes good
business sense and can increase sales (Israel et al, 1995). Clearly, intensive training and certification will be needed to
ensure that watershed-friendly ads reflect good practice and not just slick salesmanship. It needs to be acknowledged
that lawn care companies strongly committed to practices that reduce fertilizer and pesticide inputs need to be strongly
endorsed by local government. Right now, it is not likely that such companies would be selected by the average
consumer, as consumers primarily rely on direct mail, word of mouth, and cost when choosing a lawn care company
(Swarm, 1999 and AMR, 1997). For example, in the Chesapeake Bay survey, only two percent of residents indicated that
they had chosen a lawn care company primarily on the basis that it was "environmentally friendly" (Swann, 1 999).
Lawn and garden centers are another natural target for watershed education. Study after study indicates that product
labels and store attendants are the primary and almost exclusive source of lawn care information for the average
consumer. At first glance, national retail chains should be strongly opposed to better watershed behavior, since it would
sharply cut into lawn and garden product sales and the lucrative profits they produce (even at the expense of the
community and environmentally friendly image they often market). The key strategy is to substitute watershed-friendly
products for ones that are not, and to offer training for the store attendants at the point of sale on how to use such
products.

Summary
For the watershed manager faced with new regulatory requirements under Phase II of the NPDES program, the
creation of an effective watershed education program should be a high priority. Not only is public education a mandated
component of an NPDES permit, but in urbanized areas it may the most cost-effective tool available to achieve water
quality goals. For smaller communities with scant budget and staff resources, it is imperative that these education
programs be productive in terms of changing behaviors and raising awareness of individual actions on local water quality.
Perhaps the most important factor in creating an effective watershed education program is selecting the right outreac~
methods. Market surveys will often answer questions regarding the level of environmental awareness of watershed
residents, what forms of informational outreach attract their attention, and resident willingness to change pollutant
producing behaviors. This information allows the watersr~ed manager to tailor outreach methods to specific target groups
where behavior change is most likely. These surveys will also establish the demographics of the residents and determine
whether multilinguat outreach is required.
Watershed managers should also consider innovative approaches to sending out their pollution reduction messages.
Pooling resources with other communities to create regional media campaigns and the use of outreach opportunities
through private sector education are just two ways that program managers can reach broader audiences without s~ending
large amounts of money.
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Continued development of productive outreach methods and innovative techniques is necessary to relay the basic
premise of watershed education - that we live in a watershed and how to properly live within it - in the most economical
and effective manner.
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Lawn Care and Water Quality: Finding the Balance

Jerry Spetzman
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
St. Paul, MN 55107-2094
email: Jerome.Spetzman @ State.MN. US

Abstract
When land is converted from natural areas to developed urban areas, pavement and rooftops replace grass and trees.
Water flows over driveways, streets and parking tots taking with it particles and debris in its path and depositing them,
via storm sewers, into nearby lakes, creeks and rivers. This non-point source pollution can contain sediment, debris,
fertilizers, pesticides, leaves, grass clippings, motor oil, or pet wastes. Small amounts of these materials entering a lake
or river are not generally considered harmful. But when small amounts are multiplied by thousands or tens of thousands
they can cause serious water quality problems.
Since 1993, the Minnesota Department of Agriculture, in cooperation with several other organizations, has been
gathering information on homeowner use of pesticides and fertilizers in the Twin Cities metropolitan area. This
information includes the amounts of lawn care products used by homeowners, where they are purchased, how they are
applied, and whether or not they have an effect on nearby lakes, creeks or rivers.
Residents living in two watersheds were selected to participate in a focused study. Lake Harriet represents urban
watersheds and Lake Alimagnet represents suburban watersheds. Based on survey results and water quality monitoring,
education materials were developed to promote public awareness of lawn practices and their potential to affect water
quality. These educational materials incorporate the concept that "everyone lives in a watershed" and that everyone has
the potential to affect water quality, whether or not they actually live on a lake shore.

What are the Lake Harriet and Lake Alimagnet Watershed Awareness Projects?
The projects have two purposes: (1) to inform urban and suburban homeowners about living in a watershed, and (2)
to help them learn how their lawn care habits can affect the quality of Twin Cities water. The project’s goal is to improve
water quality by reducing the quantity of pesticides and nutrients through responsible use of those materials.

How has this goal been achieved?
Project members have:
¯ Surveyed the current lawn care habits of homeowners and measured the effects of those habits by monitoring
pesticide and nutrient runoff into Lake Harriet
¯ Informed homeowners about how their lawn care habits affect Twin Cities waters
¯ Asked homeowners how the projects have affected their lawn care practices
¯ Monitored runoff into Lake Harriet to quantify changes brought about by homeowner actions
¯ Drawn on detailed Lake Harriet experience to design urban watershed education materials for use throughout
Minneapolis and Minnesota--these materials were tested in the Lake Alimagnet watershed
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What is a watershed?
It is an area of land over which rain and melted snow flows to lakes, rivers, and wetlands. There are 46 major
watersheds and 255 sub-watersheds in the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area.
The Lake Harriet watershed is a 1,139-acre area in a well-established residential neighborhood with almost 6,000
homeowners. The Lake Harriet study area is a 148-acre portion of the watershed. About 40% of the study area is
covered with hard surfaces, such as pavement and rooftops. About 700 homeowners live in the study area, most in
detached, single family houses built in the early 1900s. The water quality in Lake Harriet is very good for a Twin Cities
lake.
A survey of 105 Lake Harriet watershed residents most familiar with lawn care done on their own properties, showed
that:
¯ They are highly educated (college or post-graduate degrees predominate)
¯ Their average age is 47
¯ They have middle- to upper-level incomes
¯ They care for their lawns by mowing regularly and using fertilizers and herbicides
¯ A few use professional lawn care services
The Lake Alimagnet watershed has approximately 3600 suburban households. Of this number, a large proportion
is made up of townhouse residents. The Lake Alimagnet watershed was developed in the 1960s. Homeowners are welleducated and have middle- to upper-middle incomes. The water quality in Lake Alimagnet is considered poor, algae
blooms are common, and the predominant fish species is bullhead.

Why are we studying the Lake Harriet and Lake Alimagnet watersheds?
Because they provide good examples (respectively) of how urban and suburban development affect our water
resources and because they are sources of year-round recreation for many Twin Cities residents. These residents are
vitally interested in keeping the water clean.

What are we finding out?
Though Lake Harriet had some of the highest quality water in the Twin Cities, that quality has also declined over time.
Lake Harriet has poor quality water and area residents want to reverse the trends.
These projects and others have monitored storm water, rainfall, and lake water to determine the levels of non-point
source pollutants in Lake Harriet. Specifically, this project monitored two types of pollutants: pesticides, which can affect
water quality, and phosphorus, which can increase lake algae growth and reduce water quality.

Pesticide monitoring
The Lake Harriet project monitored storm runoff, rainfall, and lake water. The water quality monitoring consisted of
a permanent automatic sampling station installed in a storm drain outlet which carried watershed runoff into Lake Harriet;
samples were taken during storm events, from which mass loading of pesticides and nutrients were calculated. In addition,
a rainfall monitoring station sampled rain events. Finally lake monitoring samples were collected during the growing
season. Several hundred samples were analyzed for more than 30 pesticides.
The education program included several methods of education, including homeowner meetings, direct mail, flyers,
billboards, utility bill inserts, local newspaper articles and visits by Master Gardeners. Because monitoring preceded the
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education, and also followed it,reductions in pesticides can be measured. There was a decrease in average pesticide
loads between the earlier and later monitoring periods. Therefore, the annual storm sewer runoff load of pesticides to Lake
Harriet was reduced during the Lake Harriet project. The largest decreases came from the four compounds listed on this
table:

Lawn Herbicides

Percent Decrease
(1992-1995)

MCPA
Dicamba
2,4-D
MCPP

86%
59%
58%
56%

The most prevalent pesticides found during monitoring were herbicides (weedkillers). The eight herbicides listed
on the following table accounted for 95% of all pesticide detections.
Lawn Herbicides

I

MCPA
Dicamba
2,4-D
MCPP

Agricultural Herbicides
Alachlor
Atrazine
C~/anazine
Metolachlor

I

I

¯ Storm water runoff monitoring summary:
¯ Lawn herbicides were found in 80% of the storm runoff events sampled between April and October.
¯ Agricultural herbicides were detected in 35% of the storm events sampled
¯ Rainfall monitoring summary:
¯ The agricultural herbicides listed above (the only herbicides found in rainfall samples) were atmospherically
deposited by wind and rainfall onto the watershed and the accompanying water bodies.
¯ Lawn herbicides were not detected in rainfall samples.
¯ Lake monitoring summary:
¯ The three most commonly detected compounds in lake water were MCPP, Atrazine, and 2,4-D. They were also
the most frequently detected compounds in stormwater entering Lake Harriet.
¯ Phosphorus monitoring:
Analyses revealed the phosphorus in runoff peaks twice a year, in the spring and in the fall.
¯ In the spring, melting snow carries phosphorus attached to tiny particles of grit, sand, and organic matter as it
enters the storm sewers.
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¯ In the fall, phosphorus in leaves, grass clippings, and other organic debris enters the storm sewers. Studies
conducted by other researchers established that only a small percentage of phosphorus in runoff results from
appropriate use of fertilizer on lawns.
¯ Water Quality Education
Lake Harriet and Lake Alimagnet project participants have concluded that educating homeowners living in the
watershed is one of the best ways of reducing pollution in the lake. Billboards, brochures, and water bill inserts have
carried messages based on the following two concepts:
¯ A healthy lawn and landscape promotes healthy waters. Home landscaping with regionally adapted, healthy
plants can help absorb and filter rainfall, irrigation, and runoff from melted snow.
¯ Keep your lawn and landscape healthy as follows:
¯ Apply pesticides and nutrients according to recommendations
¯ Aim roof downspouts onto lawns and gardens to filter and absorb runoff
¯ Keep grass clippings and leaves off streets, sidewalks, and driveways
¯ Leave grass clippings on the lawn or compost them
¯ Use fallen leaves as winter or summer mulch, compost them, or shred them and leave them on the lawn
¯ Keep lawn care products on the lawn and always follow label instructions
¯ Clean up and reuse granular lawn care products that fall on streets, sidewalks, and driveways

Project Evaluation
¯ Based on feedback from homeowners living in the Lake Harriet and Lake Alimagnet watersheds, we have
concluded the following:
¯ Most homeowners in the Lake Harriet watershed apply significantly less lawn fertilizer than the University of
Minnesota’s recommended guidelines.
¯ Most homeowners compost grass clippings or leave them on their lawns.
¯ Homeowners would rather spot-treat weeds than apply herbicide to their entire yard or use non-chemical weed
control methods.
¯ Top soil in the Lake Harriet watershed is significantly deeper than that found in the Lake Alimagnet watershed.
In many cases when suburban areas are developed, top soil is removed, but not replaced. This results in
decreased plant vigor, and an increase in the need to fertilize, water, and maintain turf.
¯ Most homeowners feel the educational initiative has increased their understanding of how lawn care habits affect
water quality. Neighborhood newspapers and direct mail, the most common source of lawn care and water
quality information, have the greatest impact.
¯ Messages that are quick to read and easy to understand are the most effective in changing lawn care habits.
¯ These messages are best delivered over an extended period. Homeowners have been reached through fliers,
newspaper articles, brochures, direct mail, handouts, and personal contacts.
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Feedback also shows that homeowners still need to hear the following messages:
¯ You can preserve water quality and have a healthy lawn by applying lawn care products in appropriate amounts,
at t,he right times, and during suitable (or appropriate) weather conditions.
¯ By keeping leaves out of storm sewers, you can help reduce the amount of phosphorus carried to the lake in runoff
water.
¯ Fall is the best season to apply turf fertilizers and lawn care products that control broadleaf weeds. The primary
growth of turf grasses is early fall until late spring.
¯ Erosion. leaves, grass clippings, yard waste, pet waste, and rainfall all contain pollutants that can end up in lake
water.

Lake Alimagnet Project Results
During the project period, the water quality in Lake Alimagnet improved significantly.
¯ Project cooperators achieved improvements in total phosphorus and chlorophyll-a.
¯ The best secci disk reading ever on Lake Alimagnet was recorded.
¯ The Citizens Assisted Monitoring Program improved the ranking of Lake Alimagnet from a "D" to a "C."
These results may be a result of the project, a curly leaf pond weed cutting, or may be credited to El Nino.
For more information on the Lake Harriet or Lake Alimagnet Watershed Awareness Projects and samples of
homeowner education materials, please contact the Minnesota Department of Agriculture at (651) 297-7269.
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San Francisco Bay Area’s Pesticide
Toxicity Reduction Strategy

Geoff Brosseau
Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA)
Oakland, California

Introduction
Water quality research conducted by San Francisco Bay Area stormwater programs and wastewater treatment plants
over the last several years has identified widespread toxicity in local creeks and wastewater treatment plant effluent
(California Regional Water Quality Control Board, 1997; San Francisco Bay Area Pollution Prevention Group, 1998). The
toxicity problem was ultimately traced to diazinon and chlorpyrifos-commonly used organophosphate pesticides available
in hundreds of consumer products (Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program, 1997). Study results indicated that
pesticide use according to label instructions could not be ruled out as a cause of wastewater and stormwater toxicity
(Regional Water Quality Control Plant-Palo Alto, 1996). In May 1999, San Francisco Bay and 35 Bay Area urban creeks
were listed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) as impaired by diazinon (USEPA, 1999).

Impact of 303(d) Listing on Local Governments
In its action, USEPA listed 53 waterbodies in California as impaired due to diazinon in urban runoff and 7 waterbodies
as impaired due to chlorpyrifos in urban runoff. By definition under the Clean Water Act, this action means that there is
a water quality problem, regardless of the problem definitions under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide
Act (FIFRA) (i.e., "unreasonable adverse effect") or the Food Quality Protection Act (FQPA). The listing action put over
100 municipalities in the San Francisco Bay Area and Central Valley at immediate regulatory, legal, and financial risk.
¯ Regulatory risk - The State Water Resources Control Board and USEPA can take enforcement action against, and
fine, these municipalities for violating their NPDES (National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System) stormwater
permits.
¯ Legal risk - Citizen and environmental groups can sue municipalities for the same reasons.
¯ Financial risk - These municipalities must now spend local public tax dollars proactively addressing this problem,
and potentially reacting to fines and lawsuits.

Municipalities’ Response
To comply with their NPDES stormwater permits, municipalities must meet two broad goals:
1. Effectively prohibit non-stormwater discharges ~nto storm sewers.
2. Reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable (MEP).
To meet these goals and to address the 303(d) listing, there are a number of actions Bay Area stormwater programs
have taken or plan to take that may reduce pesticide-related toxicity in surface waters. These actions are packaged in
a Pesticide Toxicity Reduction Strategy (BASMAA, 2000). The Strategy is a multi-faceted effort including:
¯ Education/outreach including:
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¯ limiting or prohibiting pesticide use by municipal staff and contractors and/or requiring use of best management
practices (BMPs) such as Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
¯ providing adequate and convenient options for disposal of unused pesticides and pesticide containers through
household hazardous waste collection programs
¯ educating residents about pesticide-related toxicity and proper use and disposal through distribution of
educational materials, and development and implementation of media and advertising campaigns
¯ educating residents about alternative methods and products through such programs as demonstration gardens
and poir~t-of-purchase campaigns in hardware stores and nurseries
¯ educating businesses about proper use and disposal, as well as alternative methods and products for use around
their own properties and facilities
¯ educating pest control operators and working with them to develop BMPs protective of surface waters
¯ Regulatory- Identifying opportunities to reduce toxicity and advocating state and federal agencies to seize these
opportunities through regulation and re-registration
¯ Monitoring - Investigating the extent and causes of toxicity, and assessing impacts on beneficial uses

The IPM Store Partnership
One exemplary part of the Pesticide Toxicity Reduction Strategy worth describing in more detail is the I PM (Integrated
Pest Management) Store Partnership. In 1997, the Central Contra Costa Sanitary District (CCCSD), a wastewater
treatment plant located in Martinez, California, jointly developed and successfully piloted the IPM Store Partnership with
the Regional Water Quality Control Plant (Palo Alto, California) in four locally owned garden centers and hardware stores.
In 1998, the Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA) and the San Francisco Bay Area
Pollution Prevention Group (BAPPG) joined together to fund the expansion of the IPM Store Partnership to more stores
in the San Francisco Bay Area. By spring 1999, 116 stores in eight Bay Area counties were participating in the
Partnership.
The Partners
BASMAA is a consortium of seven San Francisco Bay Area municipal stormwater programs. These programs
represent more than 90 agencies, including 79 cities and 6 counties, and the bulk of the watershed immediately
surrounding San Francisco Bay. BASMAA agencies agree to a memorandum of understanding and each year collect
dues, prorated by population, from their members for a "baseline" program that provides for staff and finances
projects-like the IPM Store Partnership-that are endorsed by all member agencies.
The BAPPG is a voluntary association of 39 wastewater treatment plants working together to prevent water pollution
in the San Francisco Bay. These agencies represent all of the publicly owned municipal wastewater agencies that
discharge into San Francisco Bay in the nine Bay Area counties, and almost all of the watershed immediately surrounding
San Francisco Bay. BAPPG’s decision-making is done by consensus. Each year, a work plan-with an associated
budget-is developed. The budget is allocated among the 3913~ants based on the average amount of treated wastewater
discharged each day. Contributions are voluntary, although all agencies do contribute. These contributions are used to
fund projects like the IPM Store Partnership.
Integrated Pest Management
There are many definitions of Integrated Pest Management. The definition used to guide the IPM Store Partnership
was the following:
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Integrated Pest Management is an approach that uses regular monitoring and cultural, biological, and physical
methods to keep pests at acceptable levels. Only less toxic chemicals are used and only as needed.
!PM was used as the basis for the program because it: (!) focuses on effective alternatives to traditional chemical
pesticides; (2) does not substitute another pesticide that may become tomorrow’s problem, and (3) does not preclude the
use of chemicals in all situations.
Although promotion of IPM was the basis for the program, the term itself is somewhat problematic. The terms "IPM"
and "Integrated Pest Management" were used in speaking with experts and agencies familiar with the jargon, but these
terms were avoided in communications with the non-initiated (e.g., general public). In addition, the term IPM was not very
representative of the situation in the store between the customer and the store employee. Most customers go to a store
for help when pests have alreac~y reached unacceptable levels, so store employees must start with controlling a pest
problem, rather than preventing it, which is the first step in IPM. Despite this challenge, customers were exposed to the
full range of IPM methods through the fact sheets and display materials, as well as less-toxic products.
Goals
The goals of the IPM Store Partnership are to:
¯ Educate the public about the value of IPM approaches to pest control and safe use and disposal of pesticides, when
used
¯ Deliver IPM-related messages without negative messages about any products
¯ Develop partnerships with retailers so that they can help spread the word about water quality problems related to
residential pesticide use
¯ Provide consistent messages
¯ Capitalize on economies of scale
¯ Prepare the stage for regional program expansion into chain stores
Program Elements
The IPM Store Partnership is an education program for employees and customers of locally owned garden centers
and hardware stores. The project elements include:
¯ development and production of eight fact sheets on less-toxic pest management strategies for the public (Naturally
Managing Pests, Controlling Ants, Controlling Aphids in Your Garden, Keeping Cockroaches Out of Your House,
Keeping Fleas Off Your Pets and Out of Your Yard, Living with Spiders, Tips for a Healthy Beautiful Lawn, and Safe
Use and Disposal of Pesticides)
¯ development of an extensive list of less-toxic methods and products preferable to diazinon and chlorpyr~fos for
various applications
¯ training sessions for store employees focusing on principles of Integrated Pest Management and successful
application strategies for products on the less-toxic list
¯ design and production of a program logo and in-store promotion materials including "end cap" displays, pos~,ers.
shelf-talkers, shelf signs, and vinyl banners
¯ program evaluation by a San Francisco State University-affiliated survey research and data analysis firm
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Results and Discussion
Although the final evaluation will not be complete until the end of the 1999 in-store promotion season (late 1999), the
sponsoring agencies expect it to be successful based on prel,,,,ma, y findings and on the success of the pilot project.
Feedback from store owners and employees that participated in the pilot was uniformly positive. The sales data in the
pilot IPM Store Partnership showed variations from store to store. One store found that sales of all but one diazinon and
chlorpyrifos product dropped. At the same time, less-toxic product sales experienced an overall 17% increase and profits
were not affected.
It is the hope of the participating agenc;es that the final evaluation and report on the 1999 Partnership will be useful
as a model and primer for other agencies and jurisdictions concerned about pesticide-related toxicity in surface waters
and interested in building educational partnerships with local businesses. While Bay Area water pollution prevention
agencies have been coordinating their public education efforts since the early 1990s, the IPM Store Partnership is the
first point-of-purchase program implemented regionally. All of the general benefits of inter-agency coordination (support
for smaller agencies, cost savings, options for pooled advertising and media relations) are magnified in such a large
undertaking.
Based on the partnership’s success, all of the agencies that participated in the 1999 Partnership allocated funds for
continuation of the program in 1999-2000. BASMAA and the BAPPG again contributed funds to regional coordination.
Brainstorming sessions were held in late summer 1999 to determine how to improve the program, and minor modifications
were made for 2000.
The IPM Store Partnership is one example of BASMAA and the BAPPG’s commitment to use public resources
efficiently. Given that philosophy, materials developed by the IPM Store Partnership are available to agencies interested
in implementing a similar program.
Other Aspects of the Strategy
Despite the success of the I PM Store Partnership and many of the other educational aspects of the Pesticide Toxicity
Reduction Strategy, it is clear to Bay Area water pollution prevention agencies that their efforts alone will not be enough
to solve the problem. Study results indicate that less than 1% of applied diazinon runs off, yet it takes less than a fluid
ounce of active ingredient flushed into stormwater runoff to cause toxicity in urban creeks (Regional Water Quality Control
Plant-Palo Alto, 1996). Educational programs run by Bay Area water pollution prevention agencies are some of the most
developed in the country and they have won numerous awards for their quality and effectiveness. Nevertheless, even
the best education programs are not 100% effective. It is clear that education alone will not solve this problem.
San Francisco Bay Area stormwater programs are and will continue to address the problem of pesticide-related
toxicity in surface waters by way of meeting the MEP requirement in their NPDES permits. These agencies have gone
so far as to develop the Pesticide Toxicity Reduction Strategy described above that includes three elements-education,
regulatory, and monitoring. The authority and ability of local governments to implement the strategy varies with each
element. The most cost-effective and appropriate aspect for local governments to implement is education. For the
regulatory and monitoring elements, local governments can, and have, identified the issues and opportunities to reduce
pesticide-related toxicity, but they have limited ability or authority to actually implement corrective actions.
Regulatory
Regulation of pesticides including their registration for use in the Unites States is the responsibility of USEPA.
California’s Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR) has responsibility for regulating the sale and use of pesticides in
California. California DPR, with few exceptions, registers pesticides only after they have been registered by USEPA.
California DPR can not register pesticides which have been denied registration by USEPA. At the local government level,
the California Food and Agriculture Code grants some authority to county agricultural commissioners for local enforcement
of pesticide reg.ulations, record keeping, and outreach to applicators. However, with the exception of county agricultural
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commissioners, local governments are prohibited from regulating the registration, sale, transportation, or use of "economic
poisons." This regulatory structure means that the ability and authority of local governments is limited to:
¯ identifying opportunities to reduce toxicity, such as eliminating potentially problematic uses, and advocating that
state and federal agencies seize these opportunities through regulation and re-registration
¯ in the case of wastewater and stormwater agencies, regulating the discharge of pesticides to the sewer or storm
drain to ensure local agencies’ compliance with state and federal laws (e.g., Clean Water Act)

Monitoring
Local governments have some ability, authority, and responsibility to use monitoring to address the problem of
pesticide-related toxicity of surface waters. To-date, San Francisco Bay Area municipalities have used monitoring to:
¯ identify and define the problem (Alameda County Urban Runoff Clean Water Program, 1995; Regional Water
Quality Control Plant-Palo Alto, 1996; California Regional Water Quality Control Board, 1997; San FranciscoBay
Area Pollution Prevention Group, 1998)
¯ characterize sources (Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program, 1997)
¯ recommend corrective actions (Alameda County Flood Control and Water Conservation District, 1997)
A review of monitoring data from around the country shows that municipalities in the San Francisco Bay Area and
California Central Valley are not alone in their identification of this environmental problem.
¯ Orange County, California (Lee, et al., 1999) - Multi-year studies of stormwater runoff in San Diego Creek as it
enters Upper Newport Bay have shown that the problem is not restricted to Northern California. Runoff from each
stormwater event has been shown to be toxic, and about half of the observed toxicity is due to diazinon and
chlorpyrifos used in urban areas for structural termite and ant control, and lawn and garden pest control.
¯ NAWQA (USGS, 1998) - Results from the United States Geological Survey’s (USGS) National Water Quality
Assessment Program from 1992 through 1996 show that the problem is in fact a national one. Over 300 samples
have been taken from eleven urban streams scattered across the country, from Florida to Connecticut to Oregon,
as part of the Pesticides National Synthesis Project. In a recent report on the first cycle of the program, USGS
concluded that "urban and suburban areas are substantial sources of pesticides to streams" and that "most urban
areas have similar pesticides in streams...and many urban areas may benefit from similar strategies for reduction."
° Publicly-Qwned Treatment Works survey (USEPA, 1989) - Results from a survey done 10 years ago by USEPA
show that pesticide-related toxicity is a wastewater problem as well as a stormwater problem. USEPA’s
Environmental Research Laboratory in Duluth, working through the National Effluent Toxicity Assessment Center
(NETAC), reported on the occurrence of diazinon in 28 POTW effluents. Diazinon was found in sixteen (62%) of
the effluents, and levels were greater than or equal to 250 ng/L for nine (32%) of the effluents. NETAC concluded
in part "The frequency with which we have observed diazinon in the past, in this survey, and continue to find it in
effluents is indicative of a widespread problem."
Clearly this is a national problem caused by products that are registered at the national level and sold across the
country.
The pesticide registration process provides a built-in mechanism to use monitoring and science to address this
national problem. During the registration process, USEPA must review and summarize the findings of studies conducted
on each pesticide. During this step, USEPA may request that "registrants" (e.g., pesticide manufacturers) submit specific
studies for review. Based on its review, USEPA can confirm, deny, or change the pesticide’s registration including
approved uses, sites of application, formulations, and label directions.
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Local governments are willing to use monitoring and science to further investigate local impacts and sources, and
to host case studies, if USEPA will provide financial and other support, with the goal of conducting representative case
studies whose results can be extrapolated across the country. But given the established mechanism in the pesticide
registration process, it would be inappropriate and ineffective for local governments to do more. USEPA must exercise
its federal authorities and use monitoring and science information to make more informed, up-to-date registration
decisions.

Conclusion
Rather than being a tool in and of itself, the Pesticide Toxicity Reduction Strategy is really a toolbox. It includes a
number of effective tools for reducing pesticide-related toxicity of surface waters-an increasingly important part of urban
water resource management and protection. Every job has its tool and in the right pair of hands, the job can be easy and
cost-effective to complete. The wrong tool or the wrong hands can make the job difficult, if not impossible to finish, tt
is the responsibility of government agencies to be clear and disciplined about which tool and which pair of hands go with
which job when fixing environmental problems. The extent to which they implement that concept will determine how
successful the work of environmental protection will be.
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Administering the NPDES Industrial Storm Water
Program at the Municipal Level
Michael J. Pronold
Bureau of Environmental Services
City of Portland
Portland, Oregon

Abstract
As part of the EPA Phase 1 stormwater requirements, certain classes of industries are required to obtain Industrial
Storm Water permits. The EPA, or a state agency that has been delegated by EPA, administers these permits. The
Phase 1 regulations also require that municipalities develop a program to monitor and control pollutants in storm water
runoff from industrial facilities. These are potentially non-coordinated requirements and can result in redundant efforts
and a less than efficient program. In addition, EPA and/or state agencies may not have the resources to adequately
administrate and enforce the permitting program while leaving the municipality liable for the discharges from the municipal
separated storm sewer system (MS4).
The City of Portland, Oregon (City), met the requirement in its municipal storm water permit to control industrial
stormwater sources of pollution by developing a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with the Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality (DEQ), (which is the delegated authority) to administer the permit program. The MOA provided
the City with the mechanism to administer the industrial stormwater permits for those facilities that discharge to the City’s
MS4. The City pursued this approach since it was responsible for the discharge from the MS4 and wanted to ensure that
it had adequate oversight of these discharges. By coordinating this effort with other ongoing industrial water quality
programs, the City could provide a more cost-effective program, considering the regulatory costs as well as cost to the
industry. City Code was developed to support this approach.
When the City took over the administration of the permits in 1994, over 50% of the facilities with a permit had not met
the requirements for the development of a storm water pollution control plan, the main requirement of the permit. In
addition, nearly 60% of the permitted facilities had not performed the required stormwater sampling. Of the samples
taken, approximately 30% violated standards in the permit. It was also evident that not all facilities required to obtain a
permit had done so. Efforts since 1994, have shown that only 25-300,/0 of the facilities required to obtain a permit had
applied. A benefit of the local administration of the program is the detection of illicit discharges to the MS4.
Approximately 15°,/o of all industrial inspections have identified illicit discharges.
The City has also identified certain classes of industries and achvities that can be significant sources of pollutants
to the MS4. This has helped streamline the program efforts and rea=rect resources to where the greatest cost benefit will
be realized.

Introduction
Stormwater discharges have been increasingly identified as a significant source of water pollution in numerous
nationwide studies on water quality. To address this proiolem, the Clean Water Act Amendments of 1987 required EPA
to publish regulations to control storm water discharges under NPDES. EPA published storm water regulations (55 FR
47990) on November 16, 1990 which require certain dischargers of storm water to waters of the United States to apply
for NPDES permits. These regulations established NPDES permit application requirements for storm water discharges
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associated with large- and medium-size MS4s. The regulations also established NPDES permit application requirements
for storm water discharges associated with industrial activity. EPA has defined this phrase in terms of 11 categories of
industrial activity.
A requirement of the City’s application process was "A description of a program to monitor and control pollutants in
storm water discharges to municipal systems from municipal landfills, hazardous waste treatment, disposal, and recovery
facilities, industrial facilities that are subject to Section 313 of Title III of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization
Act of 1986 (SARA), and industrial facilities that the municipal permit applicant determines are contributing a substantial
pollutant loading to the municipal storm sewer system." (40 CFR 122.26(d)(2)(iv)(C). This creates the potential for
redundant efforts and a less than efficient program.
The stormwater reg61ations envision that NPDES permitting authorities and municipal operators will cooperate to
develop programs to monitor and control pollutants in storm water discharges to MS4 from certain industrial facilities.
The NPDES permits for industrial facilities establish requirements such as controls, practices, and monitoring of
stormwater discharges, as well as provide a basis for enforcement actions. An integral part of the requirement is the
adequacy of legal authority. This will allow the municipality to implement its program, which should include inspections,
review of stormwater pollution control plans, monitoring, and implementation of control measures.
The municipality is ultimately responsible for discharges from its MS4. To meet the requirement in its municipal
stormwater permit, and to provide the oversight necessary to protect itself from liability, the City developed new legal
authority and entered into an MOA with the authorized NPDES state authority (DEQ), to administer the permits for those
discharges to the MS4.

Program Elements
Legal Authority
The City did not have adequate legal authority to oversee discharges to the MS4. In response to this, the City
developed code in February 1994. Some of the major provisions of the code are:
¯ Authority of the Director of Environmental Services to Adopt Rules
¯ General Discharge Prohibitions
¯ Discharge Limitations
¯ Reporting Requirements
¯ Storm Water Pollution Control Plan (SWPCP)
¯ Storm Water Discharge Permits
¯ Inspection and Sampling
¯ Enforcement
Key elements of the code include the requirement for permit holders to submit their SWPCP and monitoring results
to the City, the authority for the Director to adopt administrative rules, make inspections, and undertake enforcements.
Memorandum of Agreement
The City entered into a MOA with the DEQ in March 1994. The MOA delineates the responsibilities for the
implementation of the program between the two agencies. The MOA also prioritizes the implementation of the program
to address those facilities that are of most concern first. Key elements of the City’s responsibilities include:
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¯ Development of an inspection and monitoring program
¯ Informing DEQ of any new or existing facilities that require a permit
¯ Enforcement of City Code
Key elements of DEQ’s responsibilities include:
¯ Issuance of NPDES industrial Storm Water permits upon referral or approval by the City
¯ Denial of permit applications for process wastewater discharge into the MS4
¯ Enforcement where the City lacks authority

Inspections and Monitoring
The section responsible for the implementation of the program is an autonomous work group. It is housed in the
Source Control Division, which includes the pretreatment program. In November 1 994, two inspectors were hired to
implement the program under an existing supervisor. DEQ, which had been issuing permits since September 1992,
provided a list of facilities with stormwater permits. A letter was sent to the permit holders requesting that they submit
their SWPCP and all monitoring results. The letter referenced the MOA and included code citing the City’s authority.
Inspections were prioritized based on problematic outfalls as determined from information gathered in the Part 1 and 2
application process.
Inspections are usually scheduled in advance with the facility operator but can be performed without notice.
Inspection forms are filled out during the inspection and any readily noticeable issues addressed during a post inspection
meeting. Technical assistance is provided and information on Best Management Practices given in the form of verbal
suggestions and reprints. Facilities are also evaluated for the presence of illicit discharges. All inspections are followed
up with correspondence outlining the findings of the inspection and expectations of the industry. Any item where the
industry is not in compliance with the permit is highlighted with a deadline to meet compliance before escalating
enforcement is pursued. It is the goal of the program to perform annual inspections, at a minimum, of all 3ermitted
facilities.
Industries are also inspected if they are identified as potentially needing a permit. These facilities are identified
through a systematic search using storm water outfall basins prioritized based on problematic outfalls. The basins are
delineated for drainage, the industrial facilities identified within the basin using our database, and facilities selected by
SIC Code. Inspections are also performed in response to referrals, drive-bys, complaints, and responses to an industrial
survey performed in support of the pretreatment program. Prior to an inspection, building records, existing files from the
pretreatment program, and plumbing records are reviewed.
Stormwater sampling of permitted facilities is performed by collecting grab samples at the sample point(s) identified
in the facility’s SWPCP. Analyses are performed by the City lab. This sampling does not relieve the facility of its
stormwater sampling responsibilities. Files are developed on the facilities and maintained separately from the
pretreatment files. An electronic database has been developed and is used by both pretreatment and storm water staff.
Enforcement
Enforcement capability was developed in City Code. Where the City does not have enforcement authority, it seeks
voluntary compliance and refers enforcement to the permitting authority when necessary.

Funding
The program is entirely funded through a surcharge on the storm water fee for industrial and commercial accounts.
The storm water fee is currently based on impervious area. This surcharge also funds portions of other programs that
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have work related activities because of industrial and commercial storm water discharges. The current staffing level is
one supervisor and three technicians. Program costs amount to approximately $280,000 per year. This is primarily
composed of salaries and benefits, but also includes approximately $25,000 for sample analyses. The budget also
contains funds for the development of BMPs and educational materials.

Findings
Legal Authority
It is essential that legal authority be developed in order to be able to implement and support a municipal program.
However, what is contained in the enabling legal authority (code) can vary drastically. It is important that the municipal
permit holder review the NPDES Industrial Storm Water permit to determine its adequacy in meetingthe municipal permit
requirements. Most industrial storm water permits are general permits and they may not adequately address issues for
which the municipal permit holder is responsible.
For instance, if the municipality is responsible for meeting TMDLs for a particular water body, the industrial permit
may not even require that the facility monitor for these pollutants in its discharge. Provisions should be placed in code
that allow the municipality to require the facility to conduct this monitoring. Another example would be the requirement
to submit SWPCP and monitoring results to the municipality if this is not included in the permit. Nothing in federal
regulations prohibits the municipality from requiring additional controls beyond the permit requirements. A review of the
industrial stormwater permits can help identify elements that should be included.
Another provision that should be considered is the ability of the municipality to require a facility to obtain a permit.
Currently, federal regulations base the requirement for a permit on SIC Code and exposure. There is a caveat that allows
the permitting authority to require a facility to obtain a permit regardless of its SIC Code if that facility is impacting water
quality. However, this could require that the municipality undertake sampling and additional work to prove an impact.
This reduces the efficiency of the program in terms of resources and uniformity. It may even be necessary to include
provisions in the code that allow the municipality to develop its own permit. Such a tactic is time consuming, however,
and could create confusion for the regulated community.

Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)
The MOA should be developed to clearly outline the responsibilities between the permitting authority and the
municipality. Language should be broad enough not to constrict how the municipality implements the inspection and
monitoring program. This allows the municipality to alter the program as information is obtained from inspections without
having to alter the MOA. Probably the most important element of the MOA is the delineation of enforcement. Since the
municipality does not have authority to enforce permit conditions, language should specify that the municipality will enforce
applicable requirements of the Code and seek voluntary compliance where it has no independent enforcement authority.
If compliance is not obtained using these methods, enforcement would be referred to the permitting authority.

Inspections
The City has placed the responsibilities for implementation of the program within the Industrial Source Control
Division. The section also houses the pretreatment program. It was felt that the responsibilities needed to be separate
because of the large number of facilities that are to be addressed. The City has over 24,000 commercial and industrial
facilities. Of these, nearly 3,000 have the SIC Code that potentially places them in the permitting program. In addition,
a Stormwater Work Group is responsible for addressing other discharges to the MS4, such as pumped groundwater,
boiler blow-down, water supply line flushing, washwater, and others.
For the City’s situation, this arrangement has worked very well. The Work Group is able to develop expertise in the
area while having access to existing information from the pretreatment program. Other municipalities have adopted this
approach while others have incorporated the responsibility into the pretreatment program or other existing programs
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including fire and safety inspections. The municipality needs to consider several items when determining who will be
responsible for implementing the program.
¯ The number and type of industries
¯ Existing oversight of the industries (pretreatment, hazardous materials ....)
¯ Existing programs within the municipality
If the municipality decides to place the responsibility in a Work Group that is not dedicated for this purpose, it needs
to ensure that adequate resources e~ist to implement the program and meet the conditions of the MOA. The stormwater
program may not be the priority of the assigned work section and if resources become inadequate, this work may be
viewed as low priority and may not be addressed at the level that makes it effective.
The City has developed several "partnerships" to expand the inspection program. Informational flyers and a poster
were developed for county sanitarians to use when they inspect restaurants. A simple storm water checklist was
developed for City commercial recycling staff to use when inspecting retail establishments. In both of these cases, it is
important to note that the facilities targeted would not ordinarily be inspected for storm water issues (unless a complaint
was received) and that any issues of consequence would be addressed by storm water staff.
Permits
The DEQ has been issuing permits since September 1991. When the City took over administration of the permits
in the fall of 1994, 63 facilities that discharged to the MS4 had permits. Since that time, an additional 65 facilities have
been identified through inspections of non-permitted facilities. Non-permitted facilities are inspected based on SIC Code
and prioritized by outfall basins that have been identified as problematic. This approach was necessary due to the large
number of industries within the City that have the SIC Code included in the federal regulations. To perform a general
survey of all facilities would have generated much more work than resources allowed. Each site would have to be
evaluated prior to the issuance of a permit as the City is a mixture of combined sewers, sumps, and separated storm
sewers. Staff members spend a considerable amount of time determining where stormwater drainage discharges. A
municipality may be able to utilize this approach if the industrial base is smaller. Federal guidance states that a systemwide approach to establishing priorities for inspections should be developed.
Based on inspections of non-permitted industries to date (approximately 15% require a permit), and the remaining
facilities that require inspections, it is estimated that an additional 50-100 facilities will be permitted. Based on these
numbers, only 25-30% of facilities requiring a permit had applied when the City took over administration of the program.
However, a large percentage of the facilities not requiring permits still had issues that needed to be addressed or were
given BMPs that they were requested to implement.

SWPCP
The original general permit developed by DEQ did not require that the permit holder submit the SWPCP. When the
City took over administration of the permits, the plans were to be submitted using provisions of the City Code. Over 50%
of the facilities (33 of 63) had not developed a plan within the 180 days allowed in the permit, and of these, 14 (22%) had
not even developed a plan. It is imperative that the municipality includes provisions in the code to obtain these plans if
the provision does not exist in the permit. The requirement to submit the plan allows the City to track its development
and review the plan prior to an inspection. Currently, only 5% of facilities have not met the requirement to develop the
plan in the required time period.
Unfortunately, there is no requirement in the permit that the plans need to be approved. As long as they contain the
necessary elements required in the permit they would be in compliance. This has proven problematic in the quality of
some plans. It also restricts the City’s ability to require that the facility implement certain pollution control activities. This
emphasizes the need to include these provisions in the legal authority. The City has taken the approach of strongly
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suggesting that certain activities be implemented and incorporated into the plan. Once it is in the plan, it becomes part
of the permit and provides a mechanism to require the facility to implement these measures. The City is then able to take
the position of providing assistance in evaluating compliance with the permit. By noting these deficiencies and seeking
voluntary compliance, the City believes it is assisting the industry in meeting the conditions of their permit and benefiting
the environment through the implementation of the SWPCP.

Monitoring
When the City took over administration of the program in 1994, monitoring results were requested from permitted
facilities. Nearly 60% (36) of the facilities had not performed the required monitoring for the previous year. Of these, 22
had not taken the required two samples, while the remaining 14 did not perform the complete analyses. Of the samples
taken, 30% violated standards in the permit. Within the first year, the City was able to raise compliance on sample
collection to over 80% and reduce violations of standards from 30% to 23%. Currently, over 90% of the facilities are in
compliance with sample collection. It is more difficult to compare compliance with standards because a new permit was
issued in 1998, that includes benchmarks for metals that were not in the original permit.
Monitoring results have limitations because they are grab samples taken from a discharge that is short-term in nature
and highly variable. However, they can be used as a tool to measure effectiveness of BMPs and to identify sources of
pollutants. Based on sample results, the City has identified several classes of industries that pose significant pollution
concerns. These are, in order:
¯ Automotive recyclers (SIC Code 5015) - metals, oil and grease;
¯ Recycling industry (5093) - metals, oil and grease;
¯ Transportation facilities (various 4000) - metals, oil and grease, TSS;
¯ Heavy manufacturing (33o-, 34--) - metals;
¯ Food industry (20--) - TSS, BOD, oil and grease.
Other SIC Code groups either represent a lower threat as a whole or are not present in the MS4. The City is now
using this information to reprioritize their efforts in identifying industries that require a permit. While the City is still
pursuing efforts based on outfalls, they are also developing a parallel effort to inspect all the facilities in these classes.
In addition, investigation efforts by the City identified the Wholesale Distribution of Construction Equipment (5082) and
Heavy Construction Equipment Rental (7353) as significant sources of pollutants. These classes are not included in the
federal regulations, but any municipal program should evaluate these facilities.
Enforcement
Enforcement capabilities have been developed in code for those discharges to the MS4. However, the City does not
have enforcement capability on permit provisions. The City must seek voluntary compliance and refer those matters to
the permitting authority for which they don’t have enforcement capability. This has worked to date, but requires
coordination between the City and DEQ. When seeking voluntary compliance, the City uses the threat of referral to the
permitting authority or third party lawsuits to obtain comphar~ce To make this effective, the permitting authority must be
ready to follow up with enforcement upon the municipahty referral.
Funding
As with a number of environmental programs, especially regarding storm water, it is very difficult to measure the
cost/benefit until the program has been in place for a period of time. Costs have been identified, and certain benefits have
been realized. Compliance with permit conditions, for both industry and the City, have been, for the most part, met.
However, has this resulted in a benefit to the environment? City data have shown that industrial land use areas have
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significantly higher concentrations of pollutants than other land uses. Whereas the industrial land area in the MS4 is only
4%, it accounts for 11% of TSS, 15% of oil and grease, and 24% of metals. It would reason that a program aimed at the
highest concentration of pollutants would produce a good return on the investment. Another benefit of the program has
been the identification and removal of non-stormwater discharges. Approximately 15% of the inspections have identified
non-stormwater discharges, primarily washwater, that were of concern.

Conclusions
The development of a program to monitor and control pollutants from industrial facilities is not one of the six BMPs
that Phase I1 permit holders will be ~’equired to be developed. This may be due, in part, to the assumption that all
industriai permits would be in place because of Phase I requirements. However, our efforts have shown that only 25-30%
of the industries requiring permits had applied prior to the administration of the program by the City.
If a municipality decides to develop and implement a program, it is recommended that it utilizes the accomplishments
of Phase 1 applicants. Phase 1 applicants can provide inspection forms, BMPs, MOAs, code language, and other
necessary components to develop the program. They can also share results of their work to help prioritize the efforts of
the municipality and help decide how to incorporate the work into existing programs. A municipality may also become
a co-applicant with Phase 1 permit holders. If this occurs, the applicant will become subject to an industrial control
program but may be able to utilize the existing program of the permit holder.
If a municipality does not develop a program, it is recommended that it at least work with the permitting authority to
identify who has a permit and the status of their compliance. The municipality should also evaluate the industrial base
in the.MS4 and provide this information to the permitting authority if it identifies a facility that may be subject to the
program. It may be prudent to incorporate these activities into the illicit discharge elimination program, which is a
requirement of the permit. Whatever the municipality chooses, it needs to understand that it is ultimately responsible for
discharges from its MS4.
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Lessons Learned from Three Watershed-Sensitive Development
Demonstration Projects in the Great Lakes Basin
Sarah Bennett Nerenberg
The Conservation Fund
Great Lakes Office
Chicago, Illinois

Introduction to The Conservation Fund
The Conser~Jatior~ Fund (TCF) is a national, non-profit conservation organization that purchases and protects land
- more than 1.6 million acres since 1985. TCF also assists local communities, private landowners and government
agencies with programs that balance conservation with economic development. TCF works with communities to improve
water quality, build sustainable economic opportunities, and develop leadership skills, activities that put it at the forefront
of conservation across America.
TCF has been active in the Great Lakes Basin since it opened a regional office in 1995. The initial focus of its work
was the Great Lakes Watershed Initiative. This basin-wide effort was designed to raise the local visibility of the nonpoint
source water pollution issue. The Initiative adapted many of the innovative solutions showcased in the National Forum
on Nonpoint Source Pollution. TCF worked with many local partners to launch a network of community-based projects
addressing nonpoint source water pollution in urban and rapidly urbanizing areas in eight states and Canada. The
Initiative was conducted in partnership with the Council of Great Lakes Governors with major funding from the Great
Lakes Protection Fund and Kraft Foods.
TCF expanded several projects as an outgrowth of the Initiative including the watershed-sensitive development work
outlined in this paper and a sustainable development effort in Michigan. In Michigan, TCF facilitates a broad, communitybased sustainable development effort in the Saginaw Bay watershed. The goal of the initiative, which engages local
businesses, community groups, and government agencies, is to better link the environmental and economic well being
of Saginaw Bay communities in order to sustain and improve the region’s overall quality of life. This year, the project
received the National Award for Sustainability from the President’s Council for Sustainable Development and Renew
America.
Introduction to Conservation Development Project
Currently, TCF is targeting one of the remaining threats to natural resource quality, enhancement, and preservation
in urbanizing areas - conventionally designed subdivisions. In partnership with local developers, community groups,
and government agencies, TCF is working in the Great Lakes Basin on the Conservation Development project. This
project is designed to demonstrate the environmental and economic benefits of watershed-sensitive design through a
series of model developments. In particular, we are working to demonstrate the benefits of watershed-sensitive s=teplanning and best management practices that reduce imperv=ous cover and conserve open space. The current model
projects are being developed in Huron, OH, Germantown, WI, and Niles, MI. The George Gund Foundation and the
Great Lakes Protection Fund have provided major funding for this project.
We define watershed-sensitive development to include: open space design, significant reduction in impervious
coverage, natural stormwater conveyance and storage to the greatest extent possible, and appropriate construction
mitigation measures. Watershed-sensitive design can be used to build the same number of houses and still preserve
a significant portion of the subdivision’s original landscape. These open spaces serve important community and
environmental functions. Agricultural land can be farmed, residents can enjoy recreational and aesthetic benefits, and
important natural areas and systems can be preserved. Alternative designs also reduce the amount of impervious cover.
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Techniques including narrower streets, porous surface parking areas, stream buffers, and open channels for stormwater
conveyance minimize runoff from new development and its negative impacts on water resources.
When evaluating potential conservation development projects, The Fund considered the following criteria:
¯ Local community must be interested and open to new techniques, including flexibility on zoning and subdivision
code issues;
¯ Property already slated for development and conventional development would have significant negative impacts
on the site itself or adjacent natural resources;
¯ Project partners represent one of the dominant development paradigms in the Great Lakes (i.e., professional
developer building homes in farm fields, lay developer seeking to hold and protect family or other special lands,
government agency seeking to encourage sound practices); and
¯ Project site is suitable for demonstrating broad array of site design techniques and best management practices
(BMPs).
Through TCF’s work in the Great Lakes, we gathered many lessons-learned that may be applied to other regional
and national efforts. This paper will review many of these lessons with the hope that other communities and
organizations will be able to benefit from our experiences. The paper is organized into the four sections listed below:
I. Overall Lessons Learned
1. Not "One Size Fits All"
2. Measurable Criteria for Watershed-Sensitive Development
3. Adequate Oversight and Inspection
4. Incentive System Needed
5. Relationship to Other Smart Growth Movements
II. Lessons Learned about the Development Process
1. Pace of Development Often Incompatible with Innovative Site Design
2. A Greater Initial Investment in the Baseline Information is Necessary
3. Initial Cost of Watershed-Sensitive Developments
4. Deed Restrictions
5. Need Additional Lay Developer Education
6. Aesthetics Do Not Equal Ecology
II1. Lessons Learned about Engineering/Site Design
1. Educate the Engineers
2. Lot Size Often Dictated by Septic Issues
3. Need Hard Science
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IV. Lessons Learned about Working with Communities
1. Community Initiative
2. Local Official Knowledge Varied
3. Strong Local Partner is Key
4. Final Lessons Learned

Overall Lessons Learned
Not "One Size Fits All"
The approach used to create a watershed sensitive development must be tailored to the individual, organization, or
developer creating it. The assistance needed by a private landowner that is seeking to preserve portions of family lands,
for example, is quite different from that needed by a professional developer. We found that the models we developed
need to take the different skills and goals of the project’s initiator into account very early in the process. For example:
Lay developers (i.e., the individual landowners), not surprisingly, need help with the business aspects of the project,
and are more inclined to make frequent changes to the preliminary site plan and architectural style of the development.
These changes often reflect something the developer has "just learned" or "just considered." These new ideas can add
value to the project, but they also require the technical assistants (e.g., landscape architects and engineers) to be more
patient, more flexible, and firmer than they might be with professional developers.
Professional developers demand immediate turnaround on requests for assistance, and are looking for "the facts"
on what is required to make a development watershed-sensitive. They can be somewhat impatient with the notion that
there are not a fixed and specified set of best management practices and site design practices that, if employed, will
"always" result in an "environmentally friendly" development.
Measurable Criteria for Watershed-Sensitive Development
As we began to design the mode! projects, it became apparent that there were no sl3ecific criteria available to
measure the benefits of the watershed-sensitive design. A tool was needed to encourage developers to fashion
environmentally friendly site designs, to help communities add flexibility to their local ordinances, and to provide a
standard that can be understood by both homebuyers and existing community residents.
In response to this, TCF developed the Conservation Development Evaluation System (CEDES) as a rating system
to evaluate a conservation development over the development’s lifetime with emphasis on water quality and landscape
impacts. The purpose of CEDES is to encourage developers to think about environmental concerns earlier in the
planning process and to provide consumers and communities with a means of assessing the impact of better site design
practices. It was developed with input from over thirty national professionals skilled in planning and evaluating
conservation developments. It may be viewed at http://www conservationfund.org/conservation/sustain/gloindex.html.
A dequate Oversight and Inspection
One of the biggest challenges is ensuring that the contractors are building in an environmentally responsible manner.
Even if the developer is committed to minimizing the impact of the development on the environment, if contractors are
not educated and committed it may not happen. This is a challenge for many local agencies and municipalities who have
limited staff for constant inspections. Even if the communities have ordinances that require construction erosion controls
etc., without constant inspection many contractors do not follow the requirements. The nonpoint source pollution from
construction, especially the sediment !oadings, can negate any benefits from the alternative site design. One
recommendation is for the community to require that an environmental inspector be hired specifically for the site. The
inspector may be from a consulting firm or from a local Soil and Water Conservation District.
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Incentive System Needed
We expect that this process will proceed much more quickly in communities that have recognized the threats
conventional developments pose and have begun developing strategies to address them. In order to expand
conservation development practices to a broader constituency, state or county agencies may need to develop incentive
programs that prompt local developers to undertake these projects. With each community, we encouraged the creation
of incentives for watershed-sensitive development. These included density bonuses for the developer through credits
for land preservation and minimization of impervious coverage. We also investigated the use of the Clean Water Act
State Revolving Fund (SRF). Among other uses, these funds are used to reduce nonpoint source pollution and could
encourage watershed-sensitive development. The State of Ohio has successfully used the SRF for this purpose and
we hope to pilot the same use of the SRF loans in other states. Incentives such as Ohio’s loan program, coupled with
the higher financial returns these developments are expected to generate, are making watershed sensitive developments
more the norm in the Great Lakes Basin.

Relationship to Other Smart Growth Movements
There are many "Smart Growth" movements currently being debating and promoted throughout the country.
Watershed-sensitive development is just one part of the equation. At times, we were challenged to show how this fits
into overall community sustainability efforts. The work that the National Site Planning Roundtable completed to develop
"Better Site Design" principles has been invaluable in demonstrating how these different movement can work together
(Center for Watershed Protection, 1998). We often say that watershed-sensitive development is one option for Smart
Growth but that a community needs to find the correct planning principles to work for their residents and issues. Those
in the Traditional Neighborhood Design (TND) movement challenge putting sidewalks only on one side of the street,
which we recommend for reducing impervious coverage. We also suggest that if sidewalks are on both sides of the
street at least one should be made of pervious materials. There also are environmental groups that challenge us for
encouraging greenfield development instead of infill development. Again, watershed-sensitive development is only one
option of many and if the market is going to demand suburban fringe growth, at least we can work with the communities
and developers to ensure that it is done with maximum possible protection and enhancement of the natural resources.
Lessons Learned about the Development Process
Pace of Development Often Incompatible with Innovative Site Design
The pace of development and the pace of government decision-making often are absolutely incompatible.
Developers with outstanding loans on land need to move quickly to ensure a development is economically viable.
Government agencies, on the other hand, are very concerned about the impacts of development, but move very
cautiously, especially when they are undertaking something new. The result is that it is easier for both government and
developer to create conventional, environmentally harmful developments than to do something better.
On the demonstration projects, TCF took special care at the outset of the process to communicate the timelines of
each participant to the other. In this way, we hoped to keep the parties from throwing up their hands and giving up. For
the region, however, we explored possibilities to get commun,t~es to adopt "fast track" approvals for watershed-sensitive
communities. The first need is to show municipal authorities that these developments deliver tangible benefits, then
we can help them develop mechanisms such as a streamlined review process and updated subdivision and
zoning ordinances that encourage their creation.
A Greater Initial Investment in the Baseline Information is Necessary
Before planning a watershed-sensitive development, fairly detailed baseline information including topography, soils.
and wetlands delineations is needed. Although developers hope that they get enough of the baseline site information
before beginning design work, inevitably the risk/benefit of doing extensive baseline work (e.g., soil borings) may
preclude the developer from getting all of the necessary baseline data. The common practice is to use "engineering
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judgment" based on existing data and extrapolation to the rest of the site. Unfortunately, especially when the drainage
plan is an integral part of the initial site design, relying on "engineering judgment" simply is not sufficient. For example,
on the Ohio site we relied on the existing soils information to design the swale system. After presenting a preliminary
site plan, the developer discovered through additional research and sampling that the available soil information did not
accurately represent the existing soil conditions and the drainage plan had to be reconstructed.

Initial Cost of Watershed-Sensitive Developments
Planning and developing a watershed-sensitive development takes time and costs money. Both lay and professional
ctevelopers often underestimate these initial costs. Professional developers often leave site planning to their engineers.
The engineers typically obtain a wetlands delineation and examine soil and topography maps, but do not evaluate the
site from a watershed or ecological perspective. Although lay developers may be more familiar with the special features
of their properties than professional developers, both need help to catalog all the features and to understand the site’s
role in the surrounding landscape. Quite reasonably, professional developers often are unwilling to undertake these
expenses until they have a sense of the project’s scale and niche in the market. We believe, and existing watershedsensitive developments indicate, that the costs of evaluating a property from an ecological and a watershed perspective
will be recovered when the development is sold out.

Deed Restrictions
The deed restrictions (i.e., covenants, conditions, and restrictions) necessary to ensure that the development will
continue as a watershed-sensitive development in perpetuity are a lot more extensive than typical deed restrictions.
Early in the process, sample restrictions for vadous developments should be presented to the developer and to the
community so that they understand the consequences of using some of the watershed sensitive techniques. The
developer will gain an appreciation for the long-term commitment necessary for a successful development and total
officials may be put at ease when they recognize that major additional responsibilities (e.g., swale maintenance) rest with
the homeowners association and not the local government.

Need Additional Lay Developer Education
Private landowners need to be assisted and educated through the process. Although these initiators often have a
deeper environmental commitment than professional developers, they often do not understand what kinds of activities
on their properties will have negative watershed impacts. For example, on one of our projects, the lay developer
suggested that a pond be built each time an area of low-lying ground is found to be wet most of the year. Once informed
about the relationship of these areas to more prominent wetlands on the site, the developer agreed to treat these areas
more appropriately (i.e., preserving and enhancing the existing wetlands). The professional developers understand
stormwater and wetlands issues better because they operate in the regulatory arena. The lay developers may neecl to
be educated about the significance of these issues and other issues that are common knowledge to profess~or~al
developers.

Aesthetics Do Not Equal Ecology
Another aspect of landowner education is the principle that aesthetics do not equal ecology. Just because a
development preserves or creates attractive green spaces does not necessarily indicate that it is not harmful to the
surrounding watershed. Accordingly, the cdteda we developed for watershed-sensitive development (see c~isc~Jss~or~
above under Measurable Criteria) incorporate appropriate baseline evaluation of the site to insure key resources are
protected, and a thorough analysis of the stormwater impacts after development.
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Lessons Learned about Engineering/Site Design
Educate the Engineers
If any of the county, township, or city engineers are not comfortable with the techniques being used, they can turn
down the project at any point in the review process. In all three of our projects, the "old-timer" engineers were extremely
conservative and feared change more than any other local officials. We found that the developers’ engineers need
constant oversight and education to design the sites using the watershed-sensitive techniques. Unfortunately, without
a broad effort to educate engineers, they wil! have to be educated one community or county at a time. Once these
techniques become more commonplace, we assume that such a great initial effort will not be necessary.

Lot Size Often Dictated by Septic Issues
Wastewater issues often control the form, location, and economic feasibility of a new residential subdivision. In many
parts of the Great Lakes region, heavy clay soils strictly limit the functioning of conventional septic systems. For this
reason, lot size is frequently dictated by septic issues as much as by local zoning. Although there are some alternate
systems (e.g., constructed wetlands and community systems) being piloted and used in the region, local health officials
are very cautious about permitting them. This caution arises both from concerns about their technical functioning and
about long term maintenance issues. Communities already feel burdened by the need to monitor individual septic
systems. They are skeptical about a homeowner association’s ability to reliably maintain a community treatment system.
Wastewater treatment issues should be considered up front in evaluating the feasibility of clustering homes on a
particular site. If a public sewer does not serve the site, clustering probably will not work as well (i.e., the individual lot
sizes will not be able to be reduced as much). There is the possibility of placing the leach fields in the common property
to increase the overall open space percentage.
Need Hard Science
Although there is a great deal of national literature detailing watershed-sensitive development techniques, there is
not a lot of research documenting the extent of the water quality benefits they provide in the field. The Center for
Watershed Protection (CWP) recognizes that there is a lack of water quality monitoring data that evaluates the
techniques in varied site conditions and is working to develop and encourage more studies. Through consultation with
the CWP, the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission, and the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR),
we found that funding for long-term monitoring of these techniques is scarce. Without this data, many of these
techniques may be challenged successfully by skeptical local officials. With the assistance of Old Woman Creek
Estuarine Research Reserve, one of our local partners, we are monitoring the water quality at the Ohio site. We hope
that they will be able to continue the monitoring after our grants are over. We also are working with the WDNR to secure
funding for long-term water quality monitoring at the Germantown site. It is our hope that this information will continue
to back up many of the claims of watershed-sensitive development and that funding will continue to support these efforts.

Lessons Learned about Working with Communities
Community Initiative
Without community buy-in and interest in these concepts, even the most enlightened developer is not going to be
able to get a project approved. When we first started this project, we thought that the developers were going to be the
"hard sell." In two out of three of the communities, it actually has been the communities that needed more education.
In the Huron project, the developer was sold on many of the alternative site design techniques until he kept getting
negative feedback from the township board. This site was chosen because of the commitment of the developer and the
obvious benefits to the surrounding water resources. What was not realized was how much resistance there would be
in the political arena. At this project, we had several informai meetings with local officials prior to presenting a conceptual
plan, but because the process was developer-initiated, they continued to be resistant throughout the process.
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Local Official Knowledge Varied
Municipal, county, and state officials with similar regulatory responsibilities often i~ave very different views about the
appropriateness of new techniques. Although there are no hard and fast rules about who is likely to be more
progressive, disagreements are common and a primary cause of frustration among developers.
As development is now regulated, it is more expensive and time-consuming for a lay or professional developer to
create a watershed-sensitive development. The only way for a developer to address this situation is to inform local
regulators and planning officials about the project early on, and to involve them in the process. Unfortunately, this
involvement will probably not speed up the process for the individual developer, but after a few such projects are
launched, we believe the barriers for these kinds of developments wili be lowered.
Getting everyone with a regulatory or permitting role on a project involved at the very beginning is absolutely vital.
If a project that includes techniques that have not been implemented in the region before gets too far along before all
the regulators and municipal officials are brought in, the "stranger to the deal" can feel left out and derail the project.
Much of this problem will be allayed once a few watershed-sensitive developments are built, but until then, developers
and regulators pushing for these practices need to make special efforts to get everyone to the table early. Of course,
this process increases the costs of doing the development initially, but it can keep it from falling apart after significant
site planning and related costs are incurred.

Strong Local Partner is Key
Throughout this project, TCF acted as a facilitator between the communities and developers and as a representative
of the silent third party, the environment. We believe that as each community begins to look at this type of development,
this third party is key to the success of a project. Although there are many merits to approaching communities as a
national organization, without a primary local partner who is well-versed in the trials and tribulations of the development
process (or willing to learn them), it is difficult to proceed. A preferable arrangement would be a local organization, such
as a land trust, leading the effort with support from a regional or national organization or technical assistance center.
A local organization will have a greater vested interest in and knowledge of the local environment, will know the local
officials and political and personal histories, and will be able to track and monitor the day-to-day activities surrounding
the development. In the long term, local land trusts may become a key player in this area. They understand land
conservation and watershed issues, frequently have close ties with both local landowners and local government officials,
and have some comprehension of the development industry.

Final Lessons Learned
Several realities of the development process that have little to do with the challenges of watershed-sensitive
development are important to mention for groups and communities considering this type of project. One is that the
personalities and reputations of the developers can make or break a project. On our project in Ohio, the developer
apparently had a "history" with several of the plan commissioners. Our partners in the community think that the plan
commission and the engineers were being unduly unfair during the review process. Also, one of the developers in
Wisconsin has a reputation for "low-end" development. Because of this reputation, the Village is afraid that the
developers will do their typical development in their town.
Another reality of the development process is that the Village Planner of Germantown estimated that 60% of
submitted development plans are reviewed by the plan commission and less than 50% of zoning requests are approved.
All of our projects include a zoning request because the current local ordinances do not include a provision for
watershed-sensitive development.

Conclusion
At all three of our model sites there are already signs of new developments being proposed with many of the
watershed-sensitive techniques. In Wisconsin, the developer was approached by neighboring communities to design
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similar subdivisions. In Michigan, several local officials have stated interest in adding language in their new ordinances
that would encourage this type of development, tn Ohio, our local agency partner, Old Woman Creek National Estuarine
Reserve, was approached by a developer who has been watching the process and is interested in using some of the
techniques at an adjacent site. While the review processes for all three projects have not been as easy as anticipated,
it is expected that the next round of developments will have an easier time because of the trailblazing work done before
them.
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Continuous Deflection Separation (CDS) for Sediment
Control in Brevard County, Florida

Justin Strynchuk, John Royal, and Gordon England, P.E.
Brevard County Surface Water Improvement
Viera, FL 32940

Abstract
In July 1997, Brevard County’s Stormwater Utility Program installed a new type of trash and sedimentation control
device called a Continuous Deflection Separation (CDS) unit. This was the first American installation to use the CDS
technology, which was developed in Australia. After installation, autosamplers were placed upstream and downstream
of the CDS unit and a year’s duration of sampling data collected. Monitoring has shown that the CDS unit has provided
an average 52% removal efficiency for total suspended solids and 31% removal efficiency for phosphorus.

Introduction
Stormwater sedimentation is a primary source of pollution to Florida’s Indian River Lagoon. Suspended solids and
turbidity reduce sunlight penetration in the lagoon which negatively impacts seagrass growth. Where land is available,
detention ponds effectively reduce most of the suspended solids from stormwater flows. When land is not available,
alternative, less effective, treatment methods must be used.
The CDS technology was initially developed in Australia to provide an effective method for trash and solids removal
from stormwater flows. The screening action within the unit provides for 100% removal of trash and particles down to
4700 microns. In addition, the unique circular design creates centrifugal action within the round concrete box which
propels suspended solids to the center of the box and down into the storage chamber.
Methods
The location chosen for the CDS unit installation was along a ditch at the north end of Brentwood Drive, south of Port
St. John. The drainage basin for this location was 24.87 hectares (61.45 acres) in area. This basin has Type A soils
along a sand ridge. The land uses are 24.87 hectares (6.7 acres) of roadway (US Highway 1), 8.04 hectares (19.87
acres) of industrial park, 9.47 hectares (23.39 acres) of vacant land, and 4.65 hectares (11.49 acres) of commercial
property. The industrial area has a permitted stormwater system. A significant land feature is a 2.02 hectares (5 acre)
dirt parking lot, 152.4 meters (500 feet) upstream of the site around a local restaurant. This parking lot has a steep slope
and is composed of fine white base material. There is evider~:e of heavy silt buildup in the inlets and pipes downstream
of this parking lot, along US 1.
There is an earthen ditch running eastward 76.2 meters (250 feet) upstream from the project location. At the project
site, there is an existing 122 centimeter (48 inch) RCP driveway culvert in the ditch which discharges to a concrete
channel running ! 52.4 meters (500 feet) eastward to the Indian River. The time of concentration to the site is 63 minutes,
with a 10-year flow of 1,557.2 L/sec (55 cfs) and mean annual flow of 1,177.9 L/s (38.2 cfs). In Brevard County, the 10year storm is 20.1 centimeters (7.9 inches) of rainfall and the mean annual storm is 13.97 centimeters (5.5 inches) of
rainfall. There is no base flow at this location.
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A diversion weir 68.58 centimeters (27 inches) tall is placed in front of the 122 centimeter (48 inch) culvert so as to
divert flows over 254.8 L/sec (9 cfs) around the unit. In 18 months of observations, the water level has risen over the
weir one time.
A 76.2 centimeter (30 inch) concrete pipe was constructed adjacent to the existing 122 centimeter (48 inch) pipe in
order to divert flows to the CDS unit. The 76.2 centimeter (30 inch) pipe enters the CDS unit tangentially to start the
circular flow within the unit.
The CDS unit consists of three circular, concrete chambers stacked on top of each other. The top chamber, where
the water enters the unit, has a 1.524 meter (5 feet) inner diameter and is 188 centimeters (74 inches) tall. The middle
chamber has a 2.44 meter (8 feet) inner diameter and is 127.54 centimeters (51 inches) tall. In the middle chamber is
a 1.524 meter (5 foot) diameter stainless steel screen matching the walls of the top chamber. The screen has 4700
micron holes to filter larger materials. The bottom chamber has a 1.22 meter (4 foot) inner diameter by a 1.22 meter (4
foot) tall sediment sump.
Water enters the unit in a clockwise rotation. When the water passes through the screen, it flows counter-clockwise
between the screen and outer wall until it reaches a 76.2 centimeter (30 inch) concrete pipe. This exit pipe is tangentially
placed for smooth exit flows. The elevation of the exit pipe rises 96.52 centimeters (38 inches) from the lower chamber
to the outflow channel downstream of the 122 centimeter (48 inch) culvert. This rise in elevation keeps the normal water
level in the unit near the top of the second chamber at all times. There is no base flow at this location.
.The top of the unit is flush with the surrounding ground and has a 0.91 meter (3 foot) square, Iockabie, stainless steel
access cover. This feature allows for easy access with a vacuum truck for cleaning purposes.
The CDS unit was installed on July 17, 1997. Installation took two days with the precast structures. A large crane
was required to lift the chambers into place. A 4.57 meter (15 foot) deep hole was excavated for the structure.
In conjunction with the CDS unit installation, County forces cleaned the ditch upstream of the unit. Two days later,
a significant rainfall event occurred and 2,294 kilograms (6,600 pounds) of sediment from the upstream ditch was trapped
in the unit. After that storm, the ditch was reworked and sod was laid. The sod greatly reduced the volume of sediment
washing into the unit.
Cleanouts were also performed on November 17, 1997, removing 626.84 kilograms (1,382 pounds) of sediment and
2.88 meters (34 cubic feet) of trash and debris, and again on May 6, 1998, with 998 kilograms (2,200 pounds) of
sediment. The solids removed from the unit are taken to the Brevard County landfill for disposal. The volume of water
stored in the unit is greater than the vacuum truck capacity, so decanting is performed on nearby sandy soils to avoid
a second trip to the landfill for disposal.

Evaluation of the CDS Unit During Storm Events
The intent of the sampling was to evaluate the effectiveness of the CDS unit in removing pollutants from a storm
event prior to discharging stormwater into the Indian River Lagoon.
Five storm samples were collected at the CDS unit between April 1998 and March 1999. The storm events occurred
after dry periods ranging between 7 and 75 days. Protocol for this program dictated that if the sample collection devices
(autosamplers) were triggered at intervals of less than three days between storms, the samples were to be discarc~ed.
This situation did not occur during the year, and near-drought conditions were observed in the sample area throughout
most of the year-long monitoring program.
Rainfall was measured at the sampling site by a tipping bucket rain gauge, and additional rainfall data obtained from
the Orlando Utilities Commission (OUC) power generating plant 5.6 km (3.5 miles) to the north of the CDS installation.
Review of the rainfall data collected indicates that the majority of the water passing through this BMP was from
precipitation falling on the upland, 18.72 hectare (46.25 acre) watershed. The variation noted in both coverage and
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amount of rainfall help.~ illustrate the localized nature of the storms occurring along the Lagoon coastline. During this
sampling period, water flowing off the drainage basn contributed much more flow through the CDS unit than would have
been expected based on the rainfall recorded at the sample site.
Samples were collected through the use of automated storm water samplers; one at the inlet and another at the
outlet pipe of the CDS unit. All samples, associated blanks, and duplicates were collected in accordance with our statecertified Comprehensive Quality Assurance Plan.
The stainless steel intake strainers for the samples were mounted on the reinforced concrete pipe, slightly off center
bottom, and both angled away from the flow. This was to prevent the strainers from becoming silted over by sediments
and allow collection of representative water samples. Flow rates during the storm events were measured initially utilizing
water level meters (ISCO bubbler type) in conjunction with a 90-degree V-notch weir, but eventually replaced with a
Doppler area-velocity flow meter which provides a more accurate flow assessment. Initially, two bubbler meters were
installed with both bubbler tubes mounted on the upstream weir. However, this led to difficulties in estimating just when
to trigger (time delay) the downstream sampler in order to collect samples from the same "plug" of water.
During the first three sample events, water levels recorded were correlated to flow, and the samples were manually
composited to give a flow-weighted composite sample from each sampler. Both inlet and outlet sample sets were
composited identically, in accordance with the EPA NPDES Stormwater Sampling Guidance Document (July 1992).
Discreet samples were collected for the fourth and fifth events.
It was intended that the third sample event would include a mass balance calculation. The CDS unit sump was
thoroughly cleaned utilizing a VAC-truck to ensure that the material collected was a result of the one storm to be
evaluated. Inlet and outlet stormwater composite samples were again collected, with the addition of a sediment (Table
1 ) and water column sample from the sump. Sediment depths were measured at five locations; four from the corners
of the lid opening and one in the center. Based on a depth of 13.21 centimeters, a sump diameter of 1.22 meters (4 feet)
and an estimated 1,410.6 kg/m3 (88 Ib/~), (based on previous sediment weight evaluation), approximately 217.3
kilograms (479.2 pounds) of sediment was collected in the unit from storm three. Based on the concentrations
measured, 126.07 grams (4.443 ounces) BOD 5, 33.587 grams (1.184 ounces) of metals, and 122.81 grams (4.33
ounces) of Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN) were removed.
Table 1. Sediment Chemical Analysis For Storm #1
Parameter
Arsenic
Badum
Benzo(b)fluoranthene
BOD5
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Iron

Lead
Nickel
Silver

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen
Total Phosphorus
Zinc

Sediment
Grab
0.096
3.4
260
650
0.03
1.1
1.2

Grab Duplicate
0.11
2.9
ND*
510
0.033
1.1
0.95

Average
Value
0.103
3.15
250"
580
0.0315
1.1
1.075

220

260

2
0.4

2.2
0.36

0.16

450
79
14

Detection
Limit
0.069
0.14
240
2.7
0.014
0.027
.0.027

Mg/Kg
Mg/Kg
Ug/Kg
Mg/Kg
Mg/Kg
Mg/Kg
Mg/Kg

240

0.55

2.1
0.38

Mg/Kg

0.041
0.069

Moj’Kg
Mg/Kg

0.059

0.1095

680
230
14

0.014

Mg/Kg

565
154.5
14

37
9.2
0.27

Mg/Kg
Mg/Kg
Mg/Kg

Units

Notes:

Equipment Blank Water Yielded ND for all listed analytes.
"The benzo(b)fluoranthene mean value was calculated with the
RDL as the lower value for the duplicate.
Only parameters with values above detection limit are lieted. Many others were tested below detection limits.
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For this third sample event, the upstream, or intake flowmeter bubble tube was mounted on the 90-degree V-notch
inlet weir, as it was for previous sample events. The downstream bubbler, however, was moved and attached to the
downstream discharge pipe. This change was necessary to account for the lag time between when the first sampler
received flow at the beginning of the storm, the time required to fill the sump with 8,115 liters (2,!44 gallons), and
discharge to flow past the second sampler several minutes later. The problem encountered with this revised setup was
that the upstream V-notch weir used to determine the flow was overtopped, allowing flow around and over it, preventing
an accurate flow measurement. This led to disparity in the estimation of actual flow through the unit. Due to the
questionable flow measurements, it was not possible to calculate the mass balance.
For the fourth sample event, an ISCO Doppler area-velocity flow meter was mounted in the bottom of the outfall pipe
of the C[~S unit. Upon registering a water level rise of one inch, this unit triggered both upstream and downstream
autosamplers. The autosamplers were synchronized, collecting a bottle set in each ISCO at the same time. With this
methodology and placement, overtopping the weir, flow bypassing, and pressurization were no longer potential sources
of error. Since the samplers now triggered only when the sump was full, it was also somewhat easier to accept the
premise of "what went in, must have come out."
Appropriate trigger points were selected in order to allow sufficient water depth for the velocity meter probe to operate
properly. We found that the Doppler area-velocity flow meter probes appear to function erratically when covered by less
than one inch of water, and believe that measurements taken when the water was at this depth are suspect. Two-bottle
sample sets were collected at sampler initiation, and at 10-minute intervals during the storm. During previous sample
excursions, samples were manually composited. Due to a high suspended solids content, (heavy particles including
sand) that rapidly settled in the sample container, it was questioned whether the composite samples were truly
representative of the solids collected. Therefore, discrete two-bottle sets collected every 10 minutes were sent to the
laboratory without being composited.
For the fifth sample event, two-bottle sample sets were again collected at sampler initiation, and at 10-minute
intervals during the storm. As with the previous sample event, sample sets were not composited but sent for analysis
as six individual, two-bottle sets. The sample bottles for bottle sets six were not collected due to insufficient water to
cover intake strainers, as the storm was not of adequate duration to produce the last 10-minute sample. Because of
numerous problems encountered in the previous storm event samplings, along with refinements in sampler setup and
flow measurement, the fifth storm sample event is considered the most accurate to determine what pollutant reduction
is provided by the CDS unit for that storm. The individual two-bottle sets showed the variation in pollutant Ioadings
throughout the storm event and the corresponding removal under the varying loads. Unfortunately, this was the lowest
flow storm encountered, which may account for higher than normal removal efficiency. Maximum flow was estimated
to be only 136 liters/sec (2.16 gpm). The average pollutant reduction between inlet and outlet samples for this event was:
BOD5 53%, COD 52.6%, TP 36%, TSS 56%, and Turbidity 74.8%.
Sample results are presented in Tables 2 through 4 for the five sample events. Storm event 2 showed a 23%
reduction in turbidity, but no reduction in the other parameters. Storm 4 showed an increase in most parameter
concentrations between inlet and outlet that could not be attributed to resuspension due to a full sump, since the sump
had been cleaned prior to the third event. Data for these two storms are therefore suspect. For events 1,3, and 5, the
average removal efficiencies for those parameters that showed a reduction were: TSS 52%, Turbidity 46.9%, BOD
34.2%, COD 35%, and TP 30.6%
After each sample event, field observations were made of the appearance of the sample jars, each containing a
water sample that had been collected at progressive ten-minute intervals throughout the storm flow. Outlet samples
typically appeared to be less turbid than the corresponding inlet samples, and also had less sediment on their bottoms.
An observation was also made of the water surface inside the CDS unit proper. There was typically a thick layer of
floating grass and other vegetation, an oil sheen, glass and plastic bottles, plastic sheets and bits, seeds and nuts, sticks,
and a surprising amount of Styrofoam cups and particles.
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Table 2. Storm #1-#3 Test Results - Composite Samples

STORM I

CDS Inlet
CDS
Outlet
Change
Percent
Reduction

pH
SU

Turbidity
NTU

7.6
7.4

Total
Suspended
Solids
mg/l
220
110

180
100

0.2
3%

,100
50%

80
44%

8OD5-Day
mg/I

COD
mg/I

Total
Phosphorous
mg/I

28
23

150
110

1.4
1

5
18%

40
27%

0.4
29%

Maximum flow rate = 5.488 liters/sec/87 GPM, 0. 19 cfs)
Storm Duration = 67 minutes
Rainfall @ OUC 0.254 cm (0. 1 inch), @ SITE not recorded

STORM 2

pH
SU

CDS Inlet
CDS Outlet
Change
Percent
Reduction

Turbidity
NTU

8.4
8.2

Total
Suspended
Solids
mg/I
350
350

440
340

8.2
8.2

20
20

0.86
0.86

0.2
2%

0
0%

100
23%

0
0%

0
0%

0
0%

BOD5-Day
mg/I

COD
mg/!

Total
Phosphorous
mgJl

Maximum flow rate = 8.39 liters/sec (133 GPM, 0.3cfs)
Storm Duration = 68 minutes
Rainfall @ OUC 1.778cm (0.7 inch),.@ SITE 0.0762 cm (0.03 inch)

STORM 3

pH
SU

CDS Inlet
CDS Outlet

7.6
7.6

Change
Percent
Reduction

0
0%

Total
Suspended
Solids(mg/1 )
300
150
150
50%

Turbidity
NTU

BOD5-Day
mg/I

110
86
24
21.8%

COD
mg/I

12
8.2

71
53

3.8
31.7 %

18
25.4

Total
Phosphorous
mg/I
1.3
0.95
.35
27%

Maximum flow rate = 149.75 liters/sec (2374 GPM, 5.29cfs)
Storm Duration = 113 minutes
Rainfall @ OUC 4.064 cm !1.6 incht, @ SITE 1.27 cm !0.5 inch)
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Table 3. Storm #4 Test Results - Discrete Samples
BOD5-Day

COD

pH

Total
Phosphorous
(mg/1)

Total Suspended
Solids
(mg/1)

Turbidity

Set 1
@ initiation
Inlet 1
Outlet 1
Change
Percent
Reduction,/Gain

(mg/1)

(rag/l)

(SU)

2.1
5.4
+3.3
+61%

2
2
0
0*%

8
7.8
-0.2
-3%

0.32
0.19
-0.13
41%

690
320
-370
-54%

99
120
+21
+18%

Inlet 2
Outlet 2
Change
Percent +/-

6.6
7
+0.4
+6%

15
18
-3
+17%

8.3
8.4
+0.1
+1%

1.2
0.94
-0.26
-22%

1400
1600
+200
+13%

1800
1000
-800
44%

Inlet 3
Outlet 3
Change
Percent
Reduction/Gain

6.7
6.7
0
0%

25
24
-1
-4%

8.2
8.3
+0.1
+1%

1.2
1.5
+0.3
+20%

830
550
-280
-34%

530
430
- 100
o 19%

Inlet 4
Outlet 4
Change
Percent
Reduction/Gain

6.3
NT
Na
Na

45
NT
Na
Na

8.1
NT
Na
Na

1.6
NT
Na
Na

330
NT
Na
Na

200
NT
Na
Na

Inlet 5
Outlet 5
Change
Percent
Reduction/Gain

5.6
6.4
+0.8
+13%

33
30
-3
-9%

8
8.2
+0.2
+2%

1.6
1.6
0
0%

290
170
-120
41%

300
260
40
-13%

Inlet 6
Outlet 6
Change
Percent
Reduction/Gain

6
6.3
+0.3
+5%

39
33
-6
- ! 5%

7.9
8.2
+0.3
+4%

1.6
1.5
-0.1
-6%

220
270
+50
+19%

120
230
+110
+48%

(NTU)

t

Maximum flow rate = 60.30 liters/sec (956 GPM, 2.13 cfs)
Storm Duration = 55 minutes
Rainfall @ OUC 2.794 cm !1.1 inchl, @ SITE 0.006 cm 10.002 inchI
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Table 4. CDS Storm #5 Test Results - Discrete Samples
BOD5Day
(mg/1)

COD

pH

(mg/1)

Inlet 1
Outlet 1
Change
Percent
Reduction/Gain

4.6
4.0
-0.6
13%

Inlet 2
Outlet 2
Change
Percent

Total Suspended
Solids
(rag/1)

Turbidity

(SU)

Total
Phosphorous
(mg/!)

68
18
-50
74%

7.8
7.9 1
+. 1
1%

0.23
0.18
-0.05
22%

49
11
-38
78%

16
4.3
-11.7
73%

10
3.8
-6.2
62%

51
23
-28
55%

7,8 1
7.9
+.1
1%

0.25
0.18
-0.07
28%

59
19
-40
68%

38
6.9
-31.1
82%

Inlet 3
Outlet 3
Change
Percent
Reduction/Gain

13
4.7
-8.3
64%

55
33
-22
40%

8.2
7.6
-0.6
7%

0.3
0.18
-0.12
40%

23
21
-2
9%

23
12
-11
48%

Inlet 4
Outlet 4
Change
Percent
Reduction/Gain

9.9
3.9
-6
61%

53
29
-24
45%

9.2
7.7
-1.5
16%

0.35
0.18
-0.17
49%

39
15
-24
62°/=

61
7.2
-53.8
88%

Inlet 5
Outlet 5
Change
Percent
Reduction/Gain
Average Percent
Change

9.6
3.4
-6.2
65%

53
27
-26
49%

9.4
7.6
- 1.8
19%

0.29
0.17
o0.12
41%

35
13
-22
63%

56
9.4
-46.6
83%

53%

52.6%

-%

36%

56%

74.8%

(NTU)

Maximum flow rate 0.136 liters/sec (2.16 GPM, 0.005 cfs)
Storm Duration =50 minutes
Rainfall @ OUC 1.016 cm (0.4 inch), @ SITE, 0.5842 cm/0.23 inch/

Conclusions
While none of the sample events were a perfect combination of a good flow and everything working right, the data
collected, and our observations, certainly indicate that the CDS unit is operating as intended and removing significant
quantities of debris and suspended materials prior to discharge to surface waters. It was quite impressive to prevent this
trash and sediment from washing out into the lagoon during a normal rain.
The phosphorus removals observed for the CDS Unit, as with any BMP of this type, will not have a high degree of
accuracy, due to leaching of nutrients from grass, leaves, and other organic debris. If there are no base flows, these
leached nutrients will be washed out with runoff and skew sample readings. A much more comprehensive analys=s is
available in the library of the web site www.stormwater-resources.com.

Future Evaluations
More data are necessary to further evaluate this BMP. Due to the inherent inaccuracies in water quality sampling,
additional determination of the efficiency of this type of BMP could be made by conducting a mass loading and sediment
evaluation. Much of the sediment collected in this type of BMP is invisible to current testing techniques since it is
comprised of large particles that roll along the bottom of the pipe. Yet, known quantities of sediment are being collected.
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A previous study of baffle boxes resulted in the same conclusion. Future sediment analysis from the CDS unit could
be compared to the baffle box data previously collected. Brevard County will be conducting a sediment evaluation at
three baffle box sites over the next 12 months that will provide additional comparison. As time permits, Brevard County
will also collect additional sediment data from he CDS unit.
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Use of Automated Technologies in Watershed Management Planning
Lake County Stormwater Management Commission (SMC)
Libertyville, IL

Introduction
The Lake County Stormwater Management Commission’s (SMC) is wo~:king with many agencies to develop
comprehensive watershed plans. These watershed plans involve data collection and collation, problem analysis,
alternative solutions identification and action plan development. The watershed assessment includes hydrologic and
hydraulic modeling; floodplain and floodway mapping; and water resource assessment. As part of a watershed
management plan, one of the end results is to update floodplain maps and to map depressional storage areas.
Other end products of this effort include location maps of water resources, including wetlands and regional detention
sites, with identification of those needing preservation, enhancement or restoration. With this information, projects
can be prioritized and cost estimates determined in order to assist local governments in implementing the action
plans.
Lake County, Illinois is located in the northeastern corner of Illinois and is one of the fastest growing counties in the
country. The county has 61,000 acres of wetlands (12) and 400 miles of streams
and rivers throughout its 480 square miles. The combination of growth and the
need to protect natural resources is driving the Lake County Stormwater
Management Commission’s (SMC) comprehensive watershed planning efforts.
Plans are currently being developed for urbanizing watersheds between 2 and
50 square miles in area.
With limited personnel and funding, SMC is utilizing in-house computer
capabilities and staff technical expertise to save time and money as we increase
our ability to model and display watersheds. The Squaw Creek Plan is an
example of how SMC is currently utilizing automated technology for watershed
\
planning purposes. The Squaw Creek watershed is 25.5 square miles and is
’~
75% undeveloped (includesagriculture, vacant and open space). The watershed
is 17.3 percent wetlands. TheNorthern Illinois Planning Commission forecasts
a 155% population change between 1990 and 2020. The Squaw Creek
Watershed is located in the western portion of the county and drains into Fox Map 1: Lake County, Illinois, Sub-Watershed
Lake, on the Fox River.
SMC is integrating Geographic Information System (GIS) (2) technology with Computer Aided Design (CAD) and
the Army Corps of Engineer’s HEC-1 (10) and HEC-RAS (11) models to create an "automated" watershed closely
resembling the existing Squaw Creek watershed characteristics. SMC used a variety of vendor software packages that
include Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc.’s (ESRI) ArcView (1) and its Spatial Analyst and Hydrologic
Extensions, and Bentley’s MicroStation.

Data Collection
It is very important to determine the methodologies for collecting, calculating, and analyzing data early in the
automation process. Methodologies were determined for mapping floodplains, inventorying and analyzing water
resources (8), and estimating runoff water quality. The floodplain mapping variables included time of concentration,
precipitation runoff, stream storage, stream routing, sub-basin boundaries, and water surface elevations. These variables
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had to be determined before final data could be formatted and collated. We also had to determine how data could be
documented in the report early in the study process.
Since considerable map data was available digitally, it was economical to perform many tasks on the computer rather
than on hard copy. The Northern Illinois Planning Commission (NIPC) provided the digital land use map. Lake County
Map Services provided digital copies of the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) hydrologic soil groups (HSGs) map, hydric
soil map, United States Geological Society (USGS) orthophotos, Lake County Wetland Inventory boundary map, and
Lake County parcel boundaries. In addition to this digital data, SMC contracted to obtain 2-foot topographic contours,
detailed orthophotos, stream cross-sections, and field-surveyed hydraulically significant structures. Bridge and culvert
information and stream cross-sections were also delivered digitally from Illinois Department of Natural Resource’s (IDNR)
!and survey crew using Global Positioning System (GPS) and conventional surveying. Photogrammetry and crosssection control points were collected in the field utilizing a GPS with accuracy of 1:50,000 horizontal and ÷/- 0.03 feet
vertical (5). Each USGS digital orthophoto map covers one quarter of a quadrangle and used 45 MB of computer
storage. The topographic maps were delivered in GIS and CAD formats. Contracted data were delivered by square mile.
This created a reasonable size data file, including:
Two foot topographic contours and breaklines
Orthophotos
Digital Elevation Model

1.2 to 3 MB per square mile.
35 MB per square mile
1 MB per square mile

The cost for the two foot contours overlaid on an orthophoto vaded between $2200 and $3300 per square mile.
Additional record drawings of hydraulically significant structures, such as road crossings and detention basin outlets,
were collected from county and state highway departments and local communities. The townships and communities
seldom had detailed information, so field investigations were undertaken, where necessary, using topographic mapping
to establish a reference elevation.
The water resources inventory included a stream assessment, wetland inventory, and a wetland restoration
assessment. The stream assessment data were collected in the field along with short community interviews. The stream
inventory used an existing methodology created by NIPC (8). SMC created a methodology to identify potential wetland
restoration locations.
Surface runoff water quality was estimated using typical measured pollutant loading data for several general land
uses. NIPC had an existing procedure that assigned non-point runoff pollutant loads to general NIPC land uses. The
typical pollutant Ioadings were entered into a worksheet so this procedure could be automated.

Creating Hydrologic and Hydraulic Data
Several hydrologic and hydraulic parameters and other data were used to analyze the surface water runoff and
generate floodplain boundaries. These included delineating sub-basin boundaries; determining a runoff curve number,
time of concentration and Clark’s coefficient of runoff for each sub-basin; calculating resewoir data; formatting HEC-t
model; and creating HEC-RAS model geometry.
Sub-basin Delineations
The sub-basin boundaries were produced automatically u~ing the following steps. First, a Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) was produced from photogrammetry by a consultant. A DEM is a list of equally spaced data points with a defined
easting, northing, and elevation. A spaci.ng of the DEM points of 10 and 30 feet was evaluated. The 10-foot spacing
would slightly increase the accuracy of the automated sub-basin boundary’s but it used ten times the disk storage as the
30-foot spacing. Therefore, a 30-foot grid DEM was used to determine the sub-basin boundaries due to storage space
limitations. Second, the DEM was loaded into ArcView and converted to a DEM grid using ArcView’s Spatial Analyst.
Third, the flow paths and the preliminary sub-basin boundaries were created using ArcView’s Spatial Analyst and
Hydrologic Extension along with the DEM grid, which delineated 180 preliminary sub-basin boundaries in 2.5 hours.
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Fourth, these preliminary boundaries were edited with the digital contour map in the background to better model storage
areas and road crossings. This editing entailed splitting basin boundaries and joining basins together to produce more
accurate boundary lines. Editing was performed on portions of approximately 50% of the preliminary sub-basins that
were automatically created and ultimately reduced the number of sub-basins. Edited boundaries were checked against
hard copy maps and a field investigation of storm sewers and field tiles. A check of maps and field investigation identified
three boundaries that needed additional modifications including the addition of one sub-basin. Finally, ArcView was used
to automatically calculate each sub-basin’s area and a sub-basin identification was assigned to each of the 140 subbasin areas.

Runoff Curve Number
SMC created a methodology to estimate precipitation runoff. This required converting SMC defined land use
categories to Soil Conservation Service (SCS) runoff curve numbers (RCNs) (9) using ArcView and Excel (6). RCNs
were calculated using the following sequence. First, the 1990 NIPC land use polygons were converted to SMC land use
categories based on land cover using 1996 orthophotos as a backdrop. Land cover was divided into six categories: 1 )
impervious, 2) graded grass, 3) natural grass, 4) graded forest, 5) natural forest, and 6) agriculture. Typically graded
grass and graded forest land cover categories have increased runoff compared with their natural conditions as soils are
compacted and depressions are removed during grading. A SMC land use was created for the calibration year of 1996
and for the model year of 2000. Second, concurrently with the land use conversion, the digitally mapped soil numbers
were converted to HSGs using GIS queries. Third, the HSG map was intersected with the SMC land use categories to
automatically create a land cover map. Fourth, the land use categories table and a land cover conversion table were
joined so there was one RCN for each of the four HSGs.

Runoff Data
HEC-1 requires specific input data to generate runoff volumes for each sub-basin. The minimum input parameters
for each sub-basin were identification, area, the time of concentration (Tc), Clarks Coefficient of Runoff (R), and weighted
FICN. Sub-basin area was delineated as previously described.
The weighted RCN was determined in two steps. First, intersecting the finalized sub-basin boundaries with the
RCNs boundaries using ArcView. This splits the RCN polygons with the sub-basin boundaries. This calculation took
just twenty minutes. Then this table of RCN attributes for each sub-basin was exported from ArcView into Excel where
the weighted curve number for each sub-basin was calculated in one day.
In addition, each sub-basin requires a length and slope of travel to generate the Tc and R. To determine the length
and slope, a line with two points were needed, one upstream and one downstream. The line represented the direction
of runoff from the farthest ridge to the outlet of the sub-basin. GeoAnalytics, Inc., a consultant, created a program to
automatically generate a distance point 10% and 85% from the sub-basin outlet along this digitized line in 30 seconds.
The point locations along the line were determined by the methodology used to estimate Tc and R. These points were
queried individually with the DEM grid and checked against the topographic map to determine their elevation, which was
entered into a table. ArcView calculated all sub-basin line lengths in less than a minute. The stream line and its two
elevation points were associated with the sub-basin identification throughout this process. Next, the sub-basin
boundaries, the associated line, and two points were ~o~ned ~nto one table and exported as a database file. This
database file was imported to an Excel worksheet where the slope, Tc, and R were calculated for each sub-basin.
Reservoirs
To model reservoir routing, the reservoir volumes were determined using ArcView and the 2-foot digital contours.
The reservoirs consisted of a series of polylines in ArcView after conversion of the CAD contour map. The polylines were
modified so they were completely connected and then converted to a polygon in ArcView. This documented the location
of every reservoir that was modeled explicitly, as not all reservoirs could be modeled within the scope of our project.
Second, the elevation for each contour was entered into a table. The topographic contractor now performs steps one
and two. After all the elevation polygons were created, ArcView calculated the area of the polygons with one command.
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Finally, the elevation and area tables were opened in an Excel worksheet to calculate the elevation versus storage
relationship. This worksheet was referenced by the HEC-1 formatted worksheet described in the next section. Stage
versus discharge relationship was determined for each reservoir when data was available using HEC-RAS or HY-8.

Hydrology Model Development
All of this data was combined into one Excel workbook to generate the input needed for HEC-1. The sub-basin data
entry included: identification, area, weighted RCN, Tc, and R. Most sub-basins also needed reservoir or stream routing
data. An Excel worksheet was edited with HEC-1 formatted column widths so the data could be saved into a file that
the HEC-1 FORTRAN program can accept. Sub-basin data were entered automatically by referencing other worksheets
in the same workbook. Once the first sub-basin referenced the other worksheets properly, the first formatted sub-basin
data were copied to create another set of HEC-1 data for the next sub-basin. After the sub-basin identification was
entered for this new HEC-1 input data set, the remaining data were automatically retrieved in the worksheet and correctly
formatted, to avoid data translation errors.

Hydraulic Data
The stream cross-section data were initially generated in MicroStation. Each section was digitized as a series of
connected line segments that were exported to a comma-delimited file of easting, northing, and elevation which was then
imported into HEC-RAS’s "lmpoWExport Files for Geospatial Data." The culvert and bridge data had to be coded in
separately. The channel stationing was determined automatically using Intergraph In-Roads. This procedure not only
provided data formatted to be exported directly in HEC-RAS, but also created a 3D map of the channel cross-sections
and stream centerline to document the model spatially using MicroStation and ArcView. The cross-section segments
had to be manually identified for use in the automated floodplain mapping.

Floodplain Development
Stream cross-sections and hydraulic structures were modeled using HEC-RAS to determine the water surface
elevation along the stream. ArcView’s Spatial Analyst Extension or Arclnfo could be used to delineate the floodplain from
the HEC-RAS output. Final maps were generated in ArcView.
The HEC-RAS generated water surface profiles were exported by HEC-RAS’s "Import/Export Files for Geospatial
Data." GeoAnalytics Incorporated, Madison, Wisconsin, imported this data into an Arclnfo project that uses a 10-foot
DEM grid. Arclnfo needs a line and an elevation for each cross-section to map the floodplain. The cross-section line
and its identification were created in MicroStation, exported as comma delimited points, and then referenced into ArcView
to create the cross-section line. The line with its cross-section identification was associated with the water surface
elevation. The grid was then "flooded" between the two cross-sections with a linear slope between the appropriate water
surface elevations. This creates a grid of the flooded area. For each flood profile that was to be mapped, a separate grid
of the flooded area must be completed.
Reservoirs, such as lakes, ponds, and depressions, that have their Base Flood Elevations determined using HEC-1,
were mapped automatically. The storage areas had the water surface elevation defined using HEC-1 then the grid was
"flooded" for all points at or below that elevation.
The flooded grids were then converted to polygons and "smoothed" in Arclnfo for use in ArcView. Last the polygons
were reviewed against the digital two-foot contours and adjusted as needed before final map production. Every reservoir
outlet had to be manually mapped between its outlet and the downstream reservoir or stream floodplain.

Water Resource Assessments
A water resources inventory was completed that included a stream assessment, a wetland inventory, and potential
wetland restoration site identification. All of the stream assessment data were collected in the field along with short
community interviews and entered into a database. Several key stream characteristics were mapped using GIS. The
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stream inventory data were queried for specific stream conditions and key characteristics were mapped such as degree
of bank erosion or sediment accumulation.
A county wetland Advanced Identification (ADID) study was completed in 1992 prior to the assessment. One of the
criteria reviewed for each wetland was it£ slorage
~,,,ofwas
the areathese
of thewetlands.
wetland. Querying
the
spatial data for specified wetland areas and creating a new set
datarelated
easilytoidentified
The wetland
restoration and mitigation bank site identification methodology was developed by SMC in 1999. Several data sets were
queried to identify the former wetland sites that have the greatest number of characteristics necessary to make them
restorable and usable as awetland bank. A less stringent set of criteria was used to define all former wetland sites with
restoration potential. The potential wetland restoration sites included all Advanced Identified (ADID) wetlands. Potential
wetland banking sites excluded ADID wetlands and restorable sites less than 20 acres.
Surface water quality ’hot spots" were estimated using non-point pollutant loading rates for seve~’al general land uses
via NIPC methodology. Twelve pollutants were evaluated. The pollutant "hotspots" analysis employed land use,
impervious surface area, annual runoff coefficients, and storm sewer conditions as surrogates to determine the annual
pollutant loading by sub-watershed. The pollutant loading database was attached to the land use map database. It was
then mapped in ArcView resulting in 12 maps, one for each pollutant.
The watershed advisory committee and NIPC identified which level of pollutant Ioadings should be labeled as
detrimental. The pollutant load data were then grouped, using natural breaks in the data set, as low, medium or high.
These were mapped and queried to determine where water quality enhancement projects would be most beneficial and
highest priority.

Summary
The Lake County Stormwater Management Commission has invested a significant amount of time and funding in
developing the hardware, software, and database necessary to perform floodplain analysis. By making this commitment
and establishing the methodologies for manipulating data and analyzing watershed parameters, we have created a
powerful analysis tool. Mapping accuracy, display flexibility and a wide range of GIS analysis ability has been created
through this process. This technology coupled with other resource assessment efforts has created a strong foundation
for future watershed planning in this watershed. The technology is transferable and will be used throughout Lake County
as our agency resources allows.
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Abstract
Fifteen small bare plots (1 meter x 1 meter) on a 10% slope were analyzed for runoff and sediment yield on a
construction site. A rainfall simulator applied 6.32 centimeters of rainfall per hour to each plot after a polyacrylamide mix
(PAM-mix CFM 2000*) treatment was applied. The following treatments: No PAM-mix applied to dry soil (control), PAMmix in solution applied to dry soil, dry PAM-mix application to dry soil, PAM-mix in solution with mulch/seeding applied
to dry soil, and PAM-mix in solution applied to moist soil. Each treatment was repeated on three plots. When a solution
of PAM-mix with mulch/seeding was applied to dry soil and compared with the control (no PAM-mix application to dry
soil), we found an average reduction of 93% in sediment yield. An average reduction of 77% in sediment yield was the
worst performing PAM treatment, and occurred when PAM-mix in solution was applied to moist soil. The application of
dry PAM-mix to dry soil reduced sediment by 83% and decreased runoff by 16% when compared to the control. Our
results show that regardless of the application method, PAM-mix was effective in reducing sediment yield in the test plots.
The ease of application, low maintenance, and relatively low cost associated with PAM make it a practical solution to
the costly methods being implemented today
Keywords:
Soil binders, soil erosion, polyacrylamides, flocculation, infiltration, water retention.
*Use of a product name is for the convenience of the reader and does not imply endorsement by the authors, Dane
County Land Conservation, or the University of Wisconsin.

Introduction
One effect of rainfall is the initiation of the erosion process where individual raindrops fall and impact the soil surface.
Soil detachment and particle transport by raindrop splash can lead to serious soil deterioration. Once soil is eroded and
transported by surface runoff to lakes, rivers, and streams, a degradation of the aquatic habitat occurs. Sediment is the
largest pollutant, by volume, in the State of Wisconsin (WDNR, 1994). In order to maintain a healthy watershed, it is
critical to control erosion and sediment yield.
Maintaining soil structure and aggregate stability helps control erosion by increasing infiltration and maintaining less
erodible-sized aggregates. Stable soil structures also help maintain a healthy environment. The use of polyacrylamides
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and polyacrilamide mixes (PAMs and PAM-mix) is a new tool to help maintain soil aggregate stability and reduce erosion
caused by surface runoff. Such materials can be applied at a rate of 20 to 30 Ibs per acre on construction sites, to
stabilize such sites against erosion until they can be permanently protected through vegetation.
Water-soluble polymers and water polymer mixes do not create aggregates when applied to soil. However, they can
stabilize existing aggregates when the aggregates are saturated with a solution of water soluble polymer mix. Increasing
the aggregate stability with polymers reduces the effect of raindrop impact on the soil, thereby reducing erosion. Polymer
application to the soil may also retard surface sealing, reduce particle soil detachment, reduce sediment in suspension,
and compensate for low residue.

Objectives
The objectives of this study are to determine the optimum application methods and the effectiveness of the PAM-mix
under moist and dry soil conditions. The different application methods were applied to a construction site in Middleton,
WI. Data were collected to determine the most effective method of application and the effectiveness of the PAM-mix on
construction sites.

Literature Review
The use of polymers as soil conditioners has been studied for decades. The most conclusive studies, done by Lentz
et al. (1992), determined that negatively charged PAM is an excellent soil erosion deterrent for furrow irrigated fields.
It was found to be a cost-effective and safe technology. Sojka and Lentz (1994) found that PAM, when applied in
irrigation waters at rates greater than 0.7 kg/ha, reduced furrow erosion by an average of 80 to 90% and increased
infiltration on Portneuf silt loam by an average of 15%. Trout et al. (1995) reported a 30 to 110% increase in cumulative
infiltration. Roa et al. (1996) found that soils treated with PAM had infiltration volumes more than double that of untreated
soils over a two-hour period. The infiltration volumes for the untreated soils averaged 231 ml/38.5 square centimeters
while those for treated soils averaged 490 m1/38.5 square centimeters, or 98% of the volume of water to be infiltrated.
Roa et at. (1996) also found that the high infiltration rate of the treated sample was associated with low concentration
of sediment in the effluent or infiltrated water.
Nadler et al. (1994) found that PAM mobility in sandy loam, as well as clay loam soils, was limited to the top 25 cm
10 months after application. Clays were attached to anionic polymers more easily when salts were present in solution.
With anionic polymers, flocculation was easier and more complete. When polysaccharides are present with anionic
polymers in solution, fixation was also easier and more complete. Khamraev et al. (1983) reported that clay fixation is
best achieved for PAMs with 30% anionic charges. The cementation provided by the clay flocculation stabilizes the
aggregate at the surface. Roa et al. (1997) found that using polysaccharides, a calcium source with anionic polymers
or polysaccharides with calcium nitrate and anionic PAM, increased the infiltration rate in saturated cores 5 times greater
than with no soil treatment.
PAM use for erosion control provides a potent environmental benefit by halting furrow erosion by about half a ton
of soil per ounce of PAM used. PAMs remove most sediment, phosphorus, and pesticides from return flows, and greatly
reduce return flow BOD (Sojka and Lentz, 1996). The consequences of reducing sediment and nutrient loading of
construction areas can ultimately be expected to reduce the frequency and intensity of algae blooms and reduce turbidity
and sedimentation of stream channels.
Lentz et al (1992) in Kimberly, Idaho, reported that when al~plied at 10 ppm, PAM provided a 94% reduction in runoffsediment in three years of testing. When used properly, PAM has no measurable toxicity to humans, plants, or aquatic
organisms. Molash et al. (1997) state that the Polyacrylamide Allocation Standard for Reduction of Soil Loss is
necessary because other best management practices (BMPs) are available and have varying degrees of effectiveness.
Sojka and Lentz (1996) summarized several advantages of PAMs over other erosion control BMPs: (1) PAM can
be applied using irrigation equipment and can be effective for controlling erosion over large areas, as demonstrated in
eastern Washington and Idaho; (2) PAM is very effective on fine silt/clay soils; (3) preliminary research conducted in
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Kansas and California has indicated that PAM is effective at abating wind erosion; (4) PAM enhances precipitation of
fine silts and clay particles, providing water quantity benefits; (5) PAM increases soil infiltration capacity that reduces
runoff volumes; and (6) high benefit to cost ratio.
The types of PAM used for erosion control should have an approximate molecular weight of 12-15 Mg/mole, with
an 8-35% negative charge density, and contain no greater than 0.05% Acrylamide monomer (Sojka and Lentz 1996).
A recent study done by King et al. (1996) focused on comparing the uses of polyacrylamides and straw mulch on
dry bean yields. It was shown that the sediment loss was reduced for both straw mulch and the PAM treatment.
In three years of stL~dies in construction sites using PAM for controlling soil loss, PAM has provided a 60-97%
reduction in runoff-sediment (Roa et al. 1997).

Method
Five treatments were applied to soil test plots: (1) No PAM-mix application to dry soil [control], (2) PAM-mix in
solution applied to dry soil, (3) Dry PAM-mix application to dry soil, (4) PAM-mix in solution with mulch/seeding applied
to dry soil, and (5) PAM-mix in solution applied to moist soil. Three replications of each treatment were performed using
a randomized block design on 1 m x 1 m non-vegetated plots in the Middleton Hills Development, Middleton, WI. The soil
was a Dodge silt loam. The average slope of the test site was 10%.
Plot preparations included large boulder, cobble, and excess debris removal. The surface was raked prior to testing.
Soil moisture prior to testing was about 9%.
The PAM-mix is a high molecular weight anionic granular polymer. The PAM-mix (2.25 g of PAM-mix added to 5
liters of water) was applied at a rate of 22.5 kg/ha, to the appropriate plots using a garden sprinkler. For the dry PAM-mix
application, 2.25 grams of the PAM-mix was applied using a sifter. For the PAM-mix applied to moist soil treatment, the
soil was pre-moistened by a 6.4 cm rainfall six hours before testing.
The sprinkler infiltrometer (Bubenzer and Patterson, 1982 ) was used to collect data for this study. A rainfall
simulator was used that produces 6.4 cm per hour. Actual rainfall depths were recorded using eight rain gauges for each
replication. Runoff from each plot was collected into a tank where the depth of the water was recorded at approximately
2-minute intervals during each test. The average trial time was 40-50 minutes or until the runoff collection tank was filled.
Runoff samples were extracted at approximately 10-minute intervals by diverting runoff into a collection container
during each replication to determine sediment yield. A representative sample was also taken at the end of each
replication from the tank. The samples were dried at 110°C for 24 hours and weighed to determine an average sediment
load for each trial.

Results and Discussion
Mean sediment yield, infiltration, and runoff depth for the three replications and the controls are presented in Tables
1,2, 3 and 4. For Replication 1, the PAM-mix solution was prepared the evening before field testing. It was noted that
the viscosity of the solution decreased throughout the day. This change may have been due to UV light, reaction with
the mix, and/or oxidative and photolytic interaction. Thereafter, the solution was prepared immediately before the rainfall
simulation. After analyzing the results, a lower viscosity of the PAM-mix solution was determined to be less effective in
controlling sediment yield. This difference is presented in Table 4. Future recommendations for commercial applications
may need to take into account the time of preparation of the solution and handling before application.
During the first replication of testing, the largest sediment reduction occurred when PAM-mix in solution was applied
to moist soil. The control yielded 184.4 grams per square meter and the PAM-mix in solution applied to moist soil yielded
36.4 grams per square meter resulting in a reduction of 80% in sediment yield (Table 1). The sediment yield reduction
for the dry PAM-mix application to dry soil and PAM-mix in solution with mulch/seedling applied to dry soi! were
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Table 1. Summary of rainfall, infiltration runoff, and sediment yield for Replication #1.
Treatment
Control
Dry PAM-mix/Dry Soil
Solution PAM-mix/Dry
Soil
Solution PAM-mix/Moist
Soil
Solution PAMmix/Mulch/Dry Soil

Rainfall
(cm)
5.64
5.79
5.64

infiltration
(cm)
1.70
1.91
1.60

Runoff
(cm)
4.01
3.89
4.11

Sediment
(gin)
184.4
68.3
103.7

Soil Loss
% of Control
100%
37%
56%

Runoff Rainfall
% of rainfall
71%
67%
73%

5.72

0.05

5.66

36.4

20%

99%

5.72

1.57

4.14

67.3

36%

72%

approximately 64°,/o. The sediment yield for PAM-mix in solution applied to dry soil was reduced by 44% when compared
to the control.

In Replications #2 and #3, the lowest sediment yield occurred for the treatment of PAM-mix in solution with
mulch/seeding applied to dry soil. A sediment reduction of 97% and 89% occurred, respectively. A sediment reduction
for the treatment of PAM-mix in solution applied to dry soil was 87% and 57% respectively (Table 2 and 3).
Table 2. Summary of rainfall, infiltration runoff, and sediment yield for Replication # 2.
Treatment
Control
Dry PAM-mixiDry Soil
Solution PAM-mixJDry
Soil
Solution PAM-mixiMoist
Soil
Solution PAMmix/Mulch/Dry Soil

Rainfall
(cm)
4.57
5.72
4.72

Infiltration
(cm)
0.51
1.57
0.61

Runoff
(cm)
4.06
4.14
4.11

Sediment
(gm)
377.67
178.36
48.77

Soil Loss
% of Control
100%
47%
13%

Runoff Rainfall
% of rainfall
88%
73%
87%

4.14

0.13

4.01

242.4

64%

97%

4.55

0.38

4.17

12.04

3%

92%

Table 3. Summary of rainfall, infiltration runoff, and sediment yield for Replication # 3.
Treatment

Rainfall
(cm)
Control
5.05
Dry PAM-mix/Dry Soil
5.38
Solution PAM-mixJDry
4.50
Soil
Solution PAM-mixiMoist
4.42
Soil
Solution PAM4.39
mix/Mulch/Dry Soil

Infiltration
(cm)
1.12
1.96
0.61

Runoff
(cm)
3.94
3.43
3.89

Sediment
(gin)
231.34
43.29
98.59

Soil Loss
% of Control
100%
19%
43%

Runoff Rainfall
% of rainfall
78%
64%
86%

0.28

4.14

47.65

21%

94%

0.38

4.01

26.58

11%

92%

When Replication #1 is excluded from the results, the average sediment reduction for PAM-mix in solution with
mulch/seeding applied to dry soil increased from 87% to 94% (Table 4). The sediment reduction for PAM-mix in solution
applied to dry soil was 76%. For dry PAM-mix applied to dry soil, the sediment reduction was 17%, and the sediment
reduction of PAM-mix in solution applied to moist soil was 77%.

Conclusion
Our results show that, regardless of the application method, PAM-mix was effective in reducing sediment yield in
the test plots. The most effective method of soil treatment throughout this study in reducing sediment yield is PAM-mix
in solution with mulch/seeding applied to dry soil. The ease of application, low maintenance, and relatively low cost
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associated with PAM-mix makes it a practical solution to costly existing methods being implemented. The evidence from
the field application in this study reflects that PAM-mix is a tool to reduce soil loss on bare soil until vegetation cover is
established.
Table 4. Average summa,~/of rainfall, infiltration runoff, and sediment yield for Replications 1,2, and 3 and Replications 2 and 3, excluding
Replication 1.
Treatment

Runoff
(cm)

Sediment
(gm)

Control
Dry PAM-mixiDry Soil
Solution PAM-mix/Dry Soil
Solution PAM-mix/Moist Soil
Solution PAMmix/Mulch/Dry Soil

4.01
3.81
4.04
4.60
4.11

264.51
96.65
83.71
108.82
35.32

Soil Loss %
Replication
1, 2, and 3
100%
37%
32%
41%
13%

Sediment (Gm)
Excluding
Replication 1
304.51
110.83
73.68
145.03
19.31

Soil Loss %
% of Rainfall
Replication 2 And 3
100%
36%
24%
48%
6%

79%
66%
81%
97%
84%

The primary factor that must be considered in future studies is the time of polymer solution preparation and
application. It was noted that the optimal application procedure is to prepare the solution immediately prior to application.
This procedure is necessary in order to limit the amount of degradation and maximize the performance of the PAMomix.
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Construction Site Planning and Management Tools
for Water Quality Protection
Thomas Mumley
California Regional Water Quality Control Board
San Francisco Bay Region, Oakland, California
California is seemingly a developer’s paradise. Population is on the rise, the economy is good, and there is little
or no rain to interfere with construction for nearly eight months of the year. To top off these benefits, the California
Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region (Regional Board) has a comprehensive Construction
Site Planning and Management Program (Program). It is based on the integration of a strong regulatory and
enforcement posture, an outreach and education strategy, and technical assistance. The keys to the success of the
program are the balance of actions among these elements and implementation tools for actions within them.

Background
The Regional Board is the state agency in California responsible for protection of water quality and enforcement
of water pollution control regulations, including National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits. The
California Water Code provides the Regional Board with strong enforcement authority. This authority ranges from a
notice to comply, to a notice of violation, to enforcement orders, to monetary penalties. Penalties can be as high as
$10,000 per clay of violation or $10 for each gallon of waste discharged. The Regional Board may also suspend part
of a penalty in exchange for an environmentally beneficial project.
In the San Francisco Bay Region, the Regional Board is responsible for enforcement of a general NPDE$ permit
for stormwater discharges from construction sites of five acres or greater. The general permit requires implementation
of an effective Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) that includes best management practices (BMPs) for
erosion and sediment prevention and control and management of equipment, materials, and wastes. The Regional
Board is also responsible for enforcement of NPDES permits for municipal stormwater discharges that have been issued
to all municipalities (regardless of population) in the urban areas of the region. These permits include requirements to
control discharges from construction sites (regardless of size). There is an inherent overlap of Regional Board and
municipality authority over construction of five acres or greater. The Regional Board’s Program recognizes and takes
advantage of this overlap of authority.

Inspections
The Regional Board initiated an aggressive construction site inspection and enforcement effort in 1997. This
resulted in discovery of significant water quality problems associated with sediment discharges caused by minimal or
token erosion and sedimentation control actions. Some of the most common observations were:
¯ No permit.
¯ SWPPP not developed, not implemented, or deficient, especially in terms of timing.
¯ Mass grading allowed to continue throughout winter months until rain and muddy conditions make further work
impossible.
¯ Mass grading continues past the time when grasses will grow and germinate; first rains simply carry seed/mulch
away with eroded soil.
¯ No erosion control measures; reliance solely on sediment basins.
¯ Sediment basins are frequently undersized, improperly designed, and not maintained.
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¯ Site not monitored to assess BMP effectiveness.
¯ SWPPP not updated to reflect changes in site conditions.
¯ Hillsides stabilized with hydroseed, but no mulch (resulting in rains carrying seed material away with eroded
soils).
¯ Control measures driven by "tokenism" with control measures intended to demonstrate good intentions rather
than real effectiveness.
¯ Willingness to risk fines in order to maximize work durip.g winter (rainy season) months.
¯ Local agencies, specifically planners and engineers with plan-approval authority, often unaware of "best"
management practices.
¯ Sites approved by local authorities for mass grading during rainy season.
¯ Local authorities review and approve erosion control plans but do not inspect sites.

Enforcement Actions
Several types of enforcement actions evolved from these findings. The first consisted of the development and
issuance of a "Notice to Comply" (Figure 1). Often (25 - 35 % of the time) operators at a site are unaware of their
requirements or appropriate BMPs. The Notice to Comply is essentially a "fix-it" ticket that results in no further
enforcement action if corrective action is implemented. Regional Board inspectors are authorized to issue Notices to
Comply in the field, and use of this simple enforcement tool has proven to be an effective mechanism to gain timely
corrective action at construction sites.
Other enforcement tools are used in circumstances where the severity of the problem warrants more intensive
enforcement action. These include, in terms of progressive severity: a Notice of Violation, a Cleanup and Abatement
Order, and a Cease and Desist Order. Violations of any of these actions typically lead to more aggressive enforcement
action. The most aggressive enforcement action is imposition of administrative civil liability (monetary penalties).
During the 1997/98 rainy season the Regional Board imposed over $1 million in penalties, ranging from $10,000
to $230,000. A major consideration in determining penalty amounts is ensuring that it does not pay to pollute. Due to
the economic and time pressures associated with many development projects, minor penalties may simply constitute
a cost of doing business. The Regional Board has clearly stated its intolerance to this circumstance and intends to
severely penalize repeat offenders. Clearly, such penalties not only get the attention of the violator, but the building
industry as a whole. Substantive penalties have also provided opportunities to fund environmental education projects
in lieu of direct payment of penalties. The Regional Board has favorably accepted development of technical assistance
tools as appropriate mitigation projects.

Education and Outreach
The Regional Board recognizes that regulation without education is ineffective. Consequently, its program includes
extensive outreach efforts. These include:
¯ Mass mailing to construction projects of more than five acres and projects permitted for winter grading
summarizing requirements and findings on inadequate performance
¯ Meeting with development community and local agencies prior to the rainy season (August through September)
to better communicate concerns and requirements and to establish a dialogue
¯ Providing detailed guidance and training for both developers and municipalities on their responsibilities and on
effective control approaches
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San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board
1515 Clay Street, Suite 1400, Oakland, CA 94612 / Phone (510) 622-2300 - FAX (510) 622-2460

NOTICE TO COMPLY
You are hereby notified that
Order No.
[] NPDES Permit No. (if applicable)
[] California Water Code Section
[] Other
Federal, State, and Local Agency Contacts:

(hereafter Discharger) has violated provisions of: []

I. FACILITY INFORMATION
Inspection Date:
Time:
Discharger Contact:
Site Name & Location:
Headquarters/Owner Name & Address -

Prior Notification: r~ Yes [] No [] Unknown
Phone: (__).
County:.

Title:

II. NON-COMPLIANCE INFORMATION
Nature of Violation ¯

Recommendation to Correct :

Time to Comply (Not to exceed
30 days)

III. SIGNATURE SECTION
I acknowledge receipt of this Notice (must be owner, operator, or duly designated representative of facility):
RECIPIENT NAME (print):
TITLE:
SIGNATURE:
DATE:
STAFF NAME:
PHONE : ( __ )
SIGNATURE:
DATE:
IV. CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE
Sign and return by mail or fax within 5 working days of achieving compliance

FOR REG. BD. USE ONLY

I certify under penalty of perjury that the above violation(s) have been
corrected.
I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information.

Receipt Date:
//
Reviewed by:

Recipient Signature:
Print Name:

Date:

Date:

Acceptable:
~ No
c3 Yes
Recommendation:

Title:

Figure 1. Notice to Comply

The objectives of these outreach efforts are:
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¯ Commitment from the construction industry to include erosion control in their planning, scheduling, and (most
importantly) project implementation
¯ Commitment from municipalities to play a greater role in SWPPP review and implementation, including training
inspectors so that builders, municipal staff, and Regional Board staff are all on the same page - thereby allowing
for consistent regulation of construction activities by applying a uniform standard.
In response, the building industry and municipalities have collaborated with the Regional Board on the production
of training workshops on construction site planning and management for both building industry and municipal staffs.
The workshops provide a review of regulations and responsibilities including:
¯ State responsibilities
¯ Permits for work in or near streams
¯ Local agency responsibilities
¯ Plan approval authority and requirements
¯ On-Site responsibilities (plans, permits,inspections)
¯ Inspector responsibilities
¯ Enforcement
¯ Field inspection coordination (i.e., state agency/municipality)
The workshops also include training on BMPs for erosion and sediment control (principles, tools, corrective
measures, inspections, monitoring, reporting), non-stormwater discharge prevention and management, and a field trip
to an active construction site where vendors demonstrate both proper and improper installation practices.
Production of the workshops has been funded in part through mitigations associated with administrative civil liability
fines. Similarly, penalty mitigation funds have been used to develop education tools including:
¯ An 18 minute training video entitled "Hold on to Your Dirt: Preventing Erosion from Construction Projects" which
provides information on BMPs for grading projects and for stabilizing disturbed land
¯ An 18 minute training video entitled "Keep it Clean: Preventing Pollution from Construction Projects," which
provides information on BMPs to prevent water pollution from non-stormwater discharges from activities such as
painting, stucco, concrete washout facilities and saw cutting
¯ A booklet of "Guidelines for Preparing a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan"

Erosion and Sediment Control Field Manual
The centerpiece of the Regional Board’s Program is an Erosion and Sediment Control Field Manual (also
developed with penalty mitigation funds). The FieldManualwas produced in response to a common complaint by "field"
personnel that there is a need for information on cost-effective and proven BMPs, and that existing references were too
technical and difficult to read. The FieldManualcontains concise descriptions of BMPs for erosion and sediment control
and site management (Table 1 ). Overviews of regulatory requirements and inspection and monitoring responsibilities
are also provided.
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Table 1. Erosion and Sediment Control Field Manual BMPs

Erosion and Sediment Co~tro~ Field Manual BMPs
Erosion and Sediment Control Practices
¯ Scheduling
¯ Preservation of Existing Vegetation
¯ Slope Grading
¯ Temporary Seeding and Mulching
¯ Permanent Seeding and Mulching
¯ Hydromulching - Hydroseeding
¯ Dust Control
¯ Erosion Control Blankets and Geotextiles
¯ Fiber Rolls
¯ Temporary Stream Crossing
¯ Stabilized Construction Entrance
¯ Entrance/Exit Tire Wash

= Outlet Protection - Energy Dissipation
¯ Check Dams
¯ Silt Fencing
¯ Temporary Straw Bale Dike
¯ Sand/Gravel Bag Barder or Rock Filter
¯ Slorrn Drain Inlet Protection
¯ Catch Basin Inlet Filters
¯ Sediment Basin
¯ Sediment Traps
¯ Dewatering: sediments/toxic pollutants
¯ Secondary Filtration
General Site and MateriaJ~ Ml~agement Practices

¯ Water Conservation Practices
¯ Solid and Demolition Waste Management
¯ Hazardous Waste Management
¯ Spill Prevention and Control
¯ Vehicle and Equipment Service
¯ Material Delivery, Handling, and Storage
¯ Paints and Liquid Materials

¯ Handling and Disposal of Concrete and Cement
¯ Pavement Construction Management
¯ Contaminated Soil and Water Management
¯ Sanitary/Septic Waste Management
¯ Landscaping Management

BMPs are described in a user-friendly format that features full-color graphics, including do and don’t illustrations
(Figure 2). Each BMP description includes its purpose, application, limitations, practices, inspection, and maintenance.
There is a section on Corrective Measures that discusses what Pan go wrong and common installation problems. This
latter section is essentially a troubleshooting guide that contains a table of common problems and corresponding
corrective measures. Overviews of regulatory requirement~ ~ inspection and monitoring responsibilities are also
provided. The Field Manuals waterproof 9" x 9" binder and coated pages make it ideal for use in the field. As such, it
provides the essential connection between the enforceme~l, outreach, and technical assistance components of the
Regional Board’s Program.

Overlap of State and Municipal Authorities
The Regional Board’s Program provides a clear demonstration of how the Storm Water Phase II Program’s
construction requirements may be implemented. The Phase II rule allows states to recognize compliance with municipal
program construction requirements as equivalent to compliance with a state-issued NPDES permit for construction,
if it can be demonstrated that the municipal program requirements are equivalent. In such situations, a construction site
deemed in compliance with a municipality’s requirements would be deemed in compliance with the state-issued NPDES
permit. The key is demonstration that the municipal program qualifies as equivalent.
In the San Francisco Bay area, as previously noted, the Regional Board has issued NPDES permits for municipal
stormwater discharges that include requirements to control discharges from construction sites. In essence, there is an
overlap of Regional Board and municipal authority where municipalities are in compliance with their permit requirements.
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Figure 2. Sediment Basin Design.

Unfortunately, what may seem equivalent on paper may not be equivalent in practice. The case in point is that the
Regional Board’s inspection program noted above identified many construction sites out of compliance with their
construction NPDES permits. Consequently, these same co~sm]ct~on sites would be deemed in non-compliance with
municipal requirements. In addition, the same inspection hndmgs can be applied to the municipality. Since the
municipality’s NPDES permit requires it to control discharges from construction sites, construction site non-compliance
means the municipality is not in compliance with its NPDES permit. In these circumstances, the Regional Board may
(and has) taken enforcement action against both the construction site and the municipality.
To date, the primary enforcement tool used for the municipalities has been Notice to Comply. The Notice to Comply
requires the municipality to report on the failure of its construction control program and to implement timely corrective
actions. Most municipalities have been very responsive to this "wake-up-call," and have made improvements to
demonstrate the desired "equivalency." The net result is a negative turning into a positive. The Regional Board’s
Program, with its balance between enforcement and education, has provided a de facto mechanism for recognizing
municipal program equivalency allowed by the Phase II rule. By its design and implementation, the program essentially
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requires municipalities to demonstrate such equivalency. Consequently, the Regional Board will significantly reduce or
eliminate its inspections in municipalities where Regional Board inspections find construction sites in compliance, thus
providing incentive and reward to both the building industry and municipalities.

Lessons Learned
Lessons learned in the development and implementation of the Regional Board’s Program are summarized in the
following points:
¯ The only effective means of controlling erosion is erosion prevention, which requires careful planning and
adherence to seasonal time-lines. Sediment capture should be used only as a secondary or back-up plan.
¯ Regulation without education is ineffective. Often, noncompliance is due to lack of awareness of the regulatory
requirements and cost-effective, proven BMPs.
¯ Education without enforcement is impotent. Despite good intentions, the building industry is constantly trying to
maximize its investment dollars, and environmentally sound BMPs are often superseded by time pressures to
complete a project.
¯ Enforcement actions must be severe enough that they cannot be accepted as a cost of doing business.
¯ The balance between regulation and education is dependent on readily available technical assistance and
implementation tools.
¯ Outreach and technical assistance needs to be directed to the right audiences. Workshop agendas and
attendance were initially misdirected toward planners and local decision makers. Key attendees are municipal staff
who actually review SWPPP plans and perform on-site inspections and building industry staff who are onsite.
Evaluations revealed attendees wanted more technical information on installation and less time spent on municipal
general plan/environmental plug. Audiences are especially responsive to builders discussing their experiences
in implementing BMPs.
¯ Both the building industry and municipalities have historically short shrifted training. Workshop attendees
expressed relief that practicable training is finally available - especially information on vendors, cost comparisons,
and practical BMPs. The building industry and municipalities now realize costs of training are minimal relative to
the benefit.

Conclusions
The bottom line is that environmental regulators, municipalities, and the building industry have different priorities that
must be reconciled. Regulators seek no adverse impacts to waters. Municipalities seek economic growth. Builders want
unfettered development. In the case of construction-related erosion, the means to each end is the same...effective
erosion and sediment control. A little more work on the part of each party involved has proven that their different
priorities are attainable and even harmonious.
Since the Regional Board made enforcement a top priority and began a collaborative effort with the building industry
and municipalities to provide cost-effective outreach and training, construction site compliance with NPDES permit
requirements has risen from 20% three years ago to greater than 90% today. Municipal compliance has risen similarly.
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Regulating Sedimentation and Erosion Control into Streams:
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Seth R. Reice
Department of Biology
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Chapel Hil~., NC 27599-3280 (address all correspondence to this author)
JoAnn Carmin
Department of Public Policy
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Blacksburg, VA

Abstract
The overall objective of this project was to determine the effectiveness of different environmental policies,
regulations, and incentives in reducing the ecological risks and consequences of sedimentation to streams. We were
trying to learn which sets of regulations, enforcement strategies, and landscapes result in effective protection of stream
communities from degradation, resulting from erosion and sedimentation from construction sites. By connecting erosion
control efforts to environmental impacts, our aim was to create more effective management strategies that ultimately
provide environmentally sustainable social and economic development in our watersheds.
We chose four replicate construction sites in each of three regulatory jurisdictions that varied in stringency of
regulations and enforcement activities. At each site, we conducted instream assessments of water quality and
biomonitoring of macroinvertebrates and fishes to determine the success of the regulators in protecting stream
ecosystem health. We combined these results with evaluations of the regulatory environment to link the policies and
management styles of the regulators to the effectiveness of protection of the streams. While all construction sites did
some damage to the steams, we found that enforcement style and frequency of inspections were far more important than
the nature of the regulations in preventing sediment pollution of streams.
Keywords: Development, enforcement, rivers, sedimentation, streams, regulations, regulatory effectiveness.

Introduction
A critical problem in American rivers and streams is sedimentation. Sedimentation degrades water quality, alters habitat
for fish and macroinvertebrates, limits ecosystem functions and services, and reduces the aesthetic and economic value
of rivers and streams. Many regulations and policy incentives have been devised to control sediment pollution of our
rivers and streams. Yet there has rarely been an attempt to reconnect the policies with the ecology of the rivers. That
was the goal of this research. This work integrates the regulatory environment, sediment ordinances, and policies with
resultant ecological impacts of sedimentation on rivers and streams. The question the ressearch sought to answer was
"What combinations of policies, regulations and on-site interactions between regulators and developers really work to
enhance stream biota and stream ecosystem health?"
Research goals were accomplished by comparing similar streams in different regulatory jurisdictions (a comparative
watershed approach). We tested the effectiveness of different intensities of sediment control regulations and
enforcement. We used the streams to tell us what matters ecologically. The selected political jurisdictions differed in
the stringency of their erosion and sediment control requirements and the nature and intensity of enforcement of the
regulations. We chose 17 construction sites along streams in three different jurisdictions. We interviewed the regulators
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and developers at each site and we studied the regulations and the attitudes of the regulators and developers. At each
site, we sampled the streams being impacted. Some projects are still unfinished. Therefore, we wilt present only the
results of the ’before construction’ and ’during construction’ samplings.
We asked "Which erosion and sediment control regulations really work and why?" We have analyzed the erosion
and sedimentation control regulations and compared them among the respective jurisdictions. Then we surveyed the
attitudes and enforcement activities at all levels within each jurisdiction. This paper will briefly outline our findings and
focus on what can be done to minimize sedimentation into streams from construction sites.

Methods
Site Selection
We selected three regulatory jurisdictions so they would vary across a range of two critical variables: (1) stringency
of regulations (how strict and how rigorous the rules are) and (2) stringency of enforcement (i.e. frequency of inspections,
severity of punishment of violations). A summary of some of the salient characteristics of the three regulatory jurisdictions
is given in Table 1. Construction sites were selected from the array of applications for grading permits filed with the
erosion and sediment control offices in each jurisdiction. The biggest constraint in locating study sites was the availability
of construction sites on streams with riffle zones. One jurisdiction (District IV) extends eastward into the coastal plain
as does Eastern Wake County. Therefore, many otherwise promising sites, which had sandy bottomed, slow flowing
streams, were eliminated from our study. To be selected for this study, the construction sites had to have certain critical
characteristics. For example, streams had to be within 100m of the site. There also had be a significant slope from the
construction site down to the stream, so that if erosion occurred it would impact the stream. These factors made site
selection extremely difficult. In this paper, we will discuss only the impact of large construction sites (>100 acres
disturbed). We have located and sampled ten large sites.
Table 1. Selected Characteristics of Erosion and Sediment Control Jurisdictions Used for this Project
Minimum Disturbed
Area Requiring
Erosion Plan Staff
Orange County
Wake County

# Field Total Area
(Miles2) Projects Ratio
0.5 Acres
1.0 Acres

# Active

Site/Staff

3

400

-100

4

858

-400

33.3
100

District 4*
1.0 Acres
4
8,1 ! 6
- 1000
250
t16 Counties)
* District 4, of the NC Division of Land Quality oversees all construction projects in all 16 counties without a Local Erosion and Sediment Control
Program. It covers all governmental construction in the District 4 area, including Orange and Wake Counties. So, a single stream can have adjacent
construction sites along the banks, one supervised by District 4 and the other by the Local Program.

Stream Sampling Procedures and Variables Sampled
We monitored at least three replicate sites per jurisdiction for the large construction sites. We sampled before,
during, and after construction. We cannot control the timing of the construction projects, and since sampling must follow
a rain of >1/2" in 24 hours (i.e., a rain with the potential to produce erosion and sedimentation), our sampling was
dependent on the weather and the contractors. This means that the time between the before, during, and after sampling
is highly variable. Since upstream and downstream controls were sampled on the same day as the "at the site" samples,
this did not cause a significant analytical problem.
We sampled three sites on each stream, including >100m upstream, at the site, and >100m downstream. We took
two replicate Surber samples for macrobenthos, identified to species whenever keys permitted, including chironomids.
Chironomids are essential because they often constitute >90% of the individuals sampled, especially in the impacted
reaches. The number of samples is small since our objective was not to analyze any one stream in detail, but to treat
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streams as replicates. In the overall analyses, multiple samples per site are pseudoreplicates. The mean of the replicate
Surber samples was used in the analyses. We electroshocked for fish along one 50m reach of riffles and pools. We
collected basic water chemistry data. Water quality parameters included D.O., turbidity, conductivity, Total N, NH4*, NO~
~, Total PO4", SRP, pH, and temperature. We also studied leaf litter decomposition rates. Five g leafpacks of Comus
florida (dogwood) leaves were incubated for two weeks in situ at all three sites in the "during construction" period to
assess the critical ecosystem process of litter decomposition.

Environmental Policy Analysis
Surveys and semi-structured interviews were used to investigate both the regulatory agencies and developers. The
surveys focused on the capacityof the agency, the external commitmentthat the agency receives, as well as the internal
commitment toward the environment, and the control measures that are used. The surveys and interviews achieved
a 100% response and participation rate. Although it has been harder to get their cooperation, we have nearly completed
data collection from developers. The survey data is being augmented with documentary data from the sediment and
erosion control offices in each of the counties.
The evaluation of implementation focused on (1) the extent to which developers comply with sediment and erosion
control regulations and (2) the way that regulatory and organizational factors interact to shape compliance behaviors.
The examination of outcomes combines social science and biological data to examine associations among regulatory
styles, agency activities, and stringency of policy enforcement. We further analyzed how variations in sediment and
erosion control enforcement are related to the ecological outcomes (including biological, chemical, and physical factors)
in the impacted streams.
Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1. Greatest degradation will be evidenced at the construction sites, compared to upstream controls, with
moderate to complete recovery downstream.
Hypothesis 2. Tighter enforcement of erosion and sediment control laws will result in less damage to streams.
Hypothesis 3. Stronger erosion and sediment control regulations will result in less damage to streams.
Results
Nearly al! biotic and environmental variables measured tell the same story. Figure 1 shows the changes in the EPT
Index for the during construction sampling. That is the species richness of the Ephemeroptera (the mayflies), Plecoptera
(the stoneflies), and Trichoptera (the caddisflies). The tally of EPT taxa (i.e., EPT Richness or the EPT Index) is a wellestablished and universally accepted measure of stream health. These groups of aquatic insects are particularly
sensitive to (and highly intolerant of) high temperature, low oxygen, toxic substances, a wide range of pollutants, and
burial by sedimentation. An abundance of EPT species and individuals and high EPT diversity are clear indicators of
good stream health. Reductions in EPT values demonstrate degradation of stream conditions.
EPT richness follows a pattern. The differences between jurisdictions are clear. The greatest decline in EPT values
from upstream to at-the-site occurs in District IV. The EPT Index ~n Orange County changes little at any site. Wake
County actually shows some enhancement of the EPT ricnness as you go from upstream to at-the-site. We sampled
many other variables but the results parallel the EPT richness.
A short summary of the enforcement activities and attitudes of the regulators in the various jurisdictions is found in
Table 2. These data show that these agencies differ in these aspects. Orange County had the strictest enforcement,
penalizing nearly 25% of all construction projects, while Wake penalized ~22% and District IV penalized only ~ 4.5% of
the projects they inspected. Orange County is most likely to use stop-work orders to halt construction due to
sedimentation violations, while District IV relies on fines. District IV is perceived as being so understaffed that it is unable
to make sufficient inspections. Consequently, some contractors do not feel obliged to follow their approved plans. Some
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contractors agree to a plan and then cut costs by not following the sediment controls. This laxity is detectable from the
stream data (see Figure 1).

Total EPT Richness
16
Error bars = 1 std. error
14
12
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~~ 10

~

Dlstri~ ~V O~nge
Wake
Upstream

0istnct Iv O~nge Wake
At The Site
Downstream

District IV O~nge Wake

Figure 1. Total EPT Richness.
Table 2. Regulatory Environment
Agency/Variables
Enforcement Action
Penalties enacted past year
Stringency of Penalties

Orange County

NC District IV

Very Strict
24
High

Average
44
Medium

Wake County
Stdct
88
Medium

Supportive
8

Very Supportive
40

Indifferent
10

Attitude~ of Regulators
Perception of official commitment
Percent of developers that recjulators

Orange County and Wake County regulators generally tl~nk that developers will try to avoid complying with erosion
and sediment control regulations. As the regulators’ workload increases, their task becomes more difficult. This may
result in regulators adopting a more forgiving attitude toward developers and less vigorous enforcement of the
regulations. District IV regulators think that fully 40% of developers are trying to comply with the regulations.

Discussion
There is a clear link between the attitudes and enforcement activities of the regulators of erosion and sediment
control ordinances and environmental outcomes in the streams near construction sites. If the regulations are completely
effective, all sites should be similar to the upstream controls when the construction is completed and the site has been
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stabilized (i.e., revegetated). In our analysis, the degradation is clearly detectable in the benthic community data (see
Figure 1). Benthic communities at the site are dramatically negatively impacted in District IV, unchanged in Orange
County, and actually enhanced in Wake County. The effect is sometimes reduced downstream but the degradation
persists downstream in District IV.
Wake County and District IV have identical regulations, while Orange County’s regulations are more stringent.
Comparison between the two jurisdictions with the same rules but different inspection and enforcement intensities will
help us tease apart these factors. The stream data suggest that the laws, as written, are not particularly important. Wake
County has the best environmental results while District IV has the worst stream degradation. Our analysis suggests that
differences in laws and regulations have limited impact on the degree of degradation of stream biota.
The key factors seem to be the attitudes and enforcement behavior of the regulatory agencies. The frequency of
on-site inspections is particularly important. In Orange County, every construction site is inspected every week. If it is
a problem site, the inspectors may visit daily. In Wake County, the inspections are closer to every other week. In District
iV, the goal is to visit every site once in the entire duration of the project. They also seek to respond to any citizen
complaints within one week. In Orange County a complaint generates an inspection within one day. Another critical
factor is topography. A very steep, erodible slope can undermine the best attempts at enforcement of erosion and
sediment control regulations.
Our analysis suggests that differences in the nature and frequency of enforcement and inspections does matter.
Developers tell us that a rigid, command and control approach to enforcement is less palatable to them than a flexible
problem-solving cooperative approach. If the developers perceive that the regulators are really tying to help them keep
sediment on site and out of the streams, they do a better job. Flexibility enters in as follows. If the sedimentation
inspectors have enough time to analyze a sedimentation problem in detail, their suggestions will be better. Very often,
the inspectors need the authority to implement solutions which are not exactly "by the book." When inspectors propose
innovative solutions, which can really solve the problem, this encourages the developers to be more cooperative. More
frequent inspections and a cooperative, flexible approach by regulators does ameliorate the stream damage among
similar streams in different jurisdictions.
On the other hand, if the developers know that the regulators will in fact shut them down (with a stop-work order or
a court injunction), it is easier for the regulators to get developers’ attention. Fines are notoriously ineffective penalties
in North Carolina. Presently the maximum fine is $500 per day. When developers are pouring millions of dollars into
a project, this amount of fine is trivial. As one said, "It’s just a cost of doing business." In essence, the effectiveness of
erosion and sediment control depends more on enforcement than on how the regulations are written. Even with weak
laws, the success of Wake County’s Erosion and Sedimentation Control Program plainly depends on their on-site
enforcement actions.

Recommendations
¯ Provide sufficient inspectors to visit each construction site at least weekly.
¯ Give inspectors the authority and knowledge to implement innovative solutions to erosion problems on a sitespecific basis.
¯ Empower the inspectors to issue severe penalties (stop-work orders) in the case of sedimentation violations.
¯ Raise the maximum level of fines to a meaningful amount (we suggest $10,000 per day).
¯ Educate the development community to the damage that sedimentation does to stream communities.
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Since the late 1960s, when the severity of pollution from sediment from construction sites was first documented,
many states and municipalities have worked to develop effective programs for erosion and sediment control. These state
and local programs were augmented in 1987, when Congress required in the Clean Water Act that operators of all
construction sites over five acres prepare erosion and sediment control plans and obtain National Pollution Discharge
Elimination Permits (NPDES). At that time, some states, such as Maryland and North Carolina, already had wellsupported, comprehensive approaches that were developed largely in response to state law. Other states, including
Indiana, have relatively new programs that were adopted only after the federal mandate. In general, these newer
programs are not as comprehensive, and managers are still working to develop systematic and effective methods for
implementation.
This paper describes a new initiative in Indianapolis, Indiana, to increase the effectiveness of erosion and sediment
control programs. The paper describes a general framework for evaluating erosion and sediment control programs.
Next, it describes an intergovernmental, "S.W.A.T." team approach to inspection that was used in Indianapolis in the
summer of 1998. The paper summarizes the results of the inspections and concludes with a discussion of the
implications for managers of erosion and sediment control programs.

Effectiveness in Erosion and Sediment Control Programs
Managers and analysts in Maryland and North Carolina have used a general framework for evaluating erosion and
sediment control programs (Clevenger, n.d.; Departments of Civil Engineering and City and Regional Planning, 1990).
The framework comprises five criteria, each of which must be satisfied for sediment pollution to be controlled effectively:
¯ Complete coverage
¯ Competent plans
¯ Careful installation
¯ Continual maintenance
¯ Consistent enforcement
Overall effectiveness requires that the coverage rate (the proportion of construction sites with controls) approach 100%.
Qperators of development sites must know of regulatory requirements and make efforts to comply. Second, erosion and
sediment control plans must be competent. Best management practices (BMPs) incorporated into plans by engineers or
technicians must be able, if constructed properly, to control erosion and sedimentation. Third, BMPs must be installed
completely and correctly. Improper installation may result in fa=lure and off-site sedimentation. Fourth, BMPs must be
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maintained for the duration of the construction process. Finally, consistently effective approaches to enforcement must be
developed to ensure compliance with substantive criteria. If any one of these criteria is not met, the objectives of erosion and
sediment control may not be achieved.
When new programs are developed, these criteria can be considered sequentially. That is, when building a new program,
managers must first make sure that developers and builders are aware of regulatory requirements. Next, they must work to
ensure that developer’s engineers are preparing good plans. If developers are aware of requirements and are submitting good
plans, attention can turn to installation and maintenance. Use of enforcement tools always is a last resort.

An Initiative in Indianapolis
Although the City of Indianapolis has a sediment control ordinance that predates federal requirements, erosion and
sediment control programs in Indiana have largely been developed in response to a state regulation [Title 327-1AC 15-5
(Rule 5)], that was adopted in !992 to comply with EPA regulations. Since the adoption of Rule 5, managers generally
have seen improvements in efforts to comply. Most developers and builders are now aware of requirements, and
coverage is approaching 100%. With respect to plan review, the Division of Permits in the Department of Capital Asset
Management (DCAM) is responsible for plan review pursuant to the city’s ordinance, while, under a memorandum of
understanding with the Indiana Department of Environmental Management (IDEM) and the Department of Natural
Resources (IDNR), the Marion County Soil and Water Conservation District (District) is responsible for plan review
pursuant to Rule 5. MCSWCD reviewers estimate that the quality of plans is improving, but that as many as 60 to 70%
of all plans still must be returned and revised before approval. Most plans are approved on the second iteration.
Although the review process now assures that competent plans are being prepared, installation often remains
inadequate, BMPs often are not maintained, and resources for inspection and enforcement are limited. IDNR has only
seven inspectors in the Division of Soil Conservation for all 92 counties and 550 municipalities. IDNR inspectors
generally work individually within regions, inspecting sites sequentially and in response to complaints. District personnel
lack enforcement authority and mainly visit sites in response to complaints. In Indianapolis, sediment control has been
a tow priority with DCAM, which has no inspectors trained in or assigned exclusively to enforcement of sediment control
requirements.
Managers have struggled to find ways to overcome resource limitations and to increase the effectiveness of
implementation. In 1998, IDNR and District staff conceived of a "S.W.A.T." team approach to inspection. In this
approach, all IDNR inspectors and District staff together focused their efforts on all open construction sites in the county.
The objective was to visit all sites in a brief time period, thereby increasing the visibility of the program. Managers
believed that intensive scrutiny of the county, if only for a brief time, would result in greater efforts at compliance. One
of the assumptions on which this approach was based was that there are both formal and informal networks among
developers and builders and that this approach would stimulate discussion about compliance issues.
In Indianapolis, IDNR and District personnel completed a county-wide survey of construction sites on June 23 and
24, 1998 (Hayes and Matthieu 1998). DCAM staff was invited to participate. IDNR, District, and DCAM staff visited more
than 300 construction sites. Of these sites, 177 were active and were evaluated for compliance with Rule 5.
Construction had not yet begun at 23 of the sites, construction had been completed at 61 sites, and the remainder were
not evaluated because they were inaccessible or because construction was just beginning. This summary is restricted
to the sites under active construction. The results provide a good picture of the current status of implementation and the
general level of effectiveness of erosion and sediment control requirements in Indianapolis.
Inspectors evaluated sites for compliance in nine categories using a standardized checklist developed by IDNR.
Sites also were checked for obvious evidence of off-site sedimentation. The nine categories were: (1) proper installation
of erosion and sediment control measures; (2) perimeter erosion control measures; (3) erosion and sediment control
measures on individual building sites; (4) protection of storm-sewer inlets; (5) stabilization of disturbed areas, (6) proper
stabilization of drainage channels; (7) stabilization of drainage outlets; (8) maintenance of existing erosion and sediment
control measures; and (9) tracking or accumulation of sediment on roadways. These criteria generally can be grouped
within the installation and maintenance stages of the evaluation framework outlined above, although most involve
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aspects of both installation and maintenance. The first seven criteria primarily concern installation of BMPs; only two,
maintenance and tracking~ primarily concern maintenance.
Inspectors rated each applicable criterion at each site on a scale of Satisfactory, Marginal, Unsatisfactory or not
applicable N(.~.~). Items in compliance with Rule 5 were rated.S., items that w~re in danger of becoming out of compliance
were rated M and items in violation of Rule 5 were rated U. Because all criteria were not applicable at all of the sites,
the number of sites evaluated for with respect to each criterion varies.

Disturbing Results from Disturbed Sites
The results of the inspections are summarized in Figure 1 (Hayes and Matthieu 1998). (~verall the results show that
installation is inadequate and that maintenance is worse. Improvements in implementation clearly are needed.
Discussion of each of the nine items reviewed follows.

100%

10% 1
0% ~

~

I I Percent Satisfactory ! Percent Marginal r-I P e rcent Unsatisfactory!

Figure 1. Rule 5 Compliance Summary-Percent of Applicable Sites.

Installation of Erosion Control Measures
Erosion control depends upon installation of appropriate control practices in given situations. Examples
of these practices include silt-fence perimeter controls, sewer inlet and outlet protection devices, and the use
of stone or mulch to stabilize slopes. Proper installation of these devices and practices helps reduce the risk
of failure that may result in erosion and off-site sedimentation. Erosion and sediment control measures were
installed correctly at only 32% of the active sites. Installation was marginal at 24% of the sites and had been
done incorrectly at 44%-of the sites. Proper installation was marked not applicable in cases where no erosion
control practices were in use.
Perimeter Erosion Control Measures
Perimeter erosion control measures are designed to keep sediment from leaving a site directly at its perimeter
through sheet or gully erosion. Perimeter erosion control devices/practices such as silt fence or buffer strips should be
installed before land disturbance begins. The most effective and cost-efficient perimeter control practice is to leave
existing vegetation in place, especially along waterways. Perimeter measures were installed and in compliance at 48%
of the sites. Marginal conditions were found at 21% of the sites, and 31% of the sites were found to be out of
compliance. Perimeter erosion control measures were not applicable at level or inward-sloping sites.
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Individual Building Sites
Under Rule 5, erosion control is the responsibility of the site operator, either the developer or builder, throughout
construction. At some sites, after the infrastructure has been installed and the lots have been sold to individual builders,
the developer no longer has direct control over erosion and sediment control practices on those lots. Builders and
contractors may or may not install and maintain erosion control practices. Erosion control on individual building sites
is a serious problem in Marion County. Erosion and sediment control measures on individual building sites at
developments were found to be adequate at only 9% of the active construction sites. Measures were in marginal
condition at 21% of the sites, and 70% of the sites were found to be out of compliance. Most of these sites lacked proper
construction entrances, storm-sewer protection, and perimeter protection. This category was not applicable for sites that
had not yet begun construction of homes.

Storm-sewer Inlet Protection
Sediment entering storm-sewer inlets significantly reduces the capacity of retention/detention basins and drainage
channels to store and convey stormwater away from flood prone areas effectively. Ifsediment is not removed prior to
site closure, the specified volume and dimensions of retention/detention basins that were approved by the City can
change. Inlet protection measures are especially important when sediment is tracked into or allowed to accumulate in
roadways where it is conveyed directly to sewer inlets. Using measures such as seeding and silt fence adjacent to inlets
will prevent sediment from clogging inlet protection devices and accumulating in the streets. Storm-sewer inlets were
adequately protected from sediment at just 14% of the construction sites. Sewer inlets were marginally protected at 17%
of the sites, and inlet protection measures were inadequate and not in compliance at 69% of the sites. Inlet protection
was not applicable to sites that had not completed sewer installation.

Stabilization of Disturbed Areas
Stabilization of disturbed areas on construction sites may be the single most important practice for reducing erosion
and off-site sedimentation. The best practice for achieving stabilization is to leave vegetation in place wherever possible.
If soil must be disturbed, stabilization is relatively easily accomplished through temporary seeding or application of
erosion control blanket. Rule 5 requires that disturbed areas that will be inactive be temporarily seeded. Stabilization
by seeding results in higher perceived value by potential buyers, offedng developers a financial incentive to vegetate
land as soon as possible once the infrastructure is in place. Of active sites that were visited, 30% were in compliance
with Rule 5 with respect to stabilization of disturbed areas, while 32% of the sites were marginal and 38% were not in
compliance. This category of compliance was not applicable to sites that were being actively cleared or nearly completed
at the time of the visit.

Drainage Channel Stabilization
Ditches and swales designed to convey storm water away from development to natural drainage ways or stormsewers are subject to severe erosion and deterioration if not adequately protected. Erosion and damage to conveyance
channels results in off-site sedimentation of waterways. This can be avoided by stabilizing the soil in conveyance
channels immediately with permanent seeding of grasses, or with stone, mulch, or straw cover. Conveyance channel
stabilization was satisfactory at 44% of the sites. Approximately 23% of the sites had marginally protected channels and
33% of the sites had channels in unsatisfactory conditions. Conveyance channel stabilization was not applicable at sites
that did not have or require channels or at those that did not yet have them constructed.

Outlet Stabilization
Storm-sewer and drainage channel outlets from a site need to be properly stabilized to prevent erosion and
sedimentation of the banks and waters they empty into. Outlet stabilization is best accomplished by protecting the soil
around the outlet with stone riprap, geotextile fabric, or with well-established vegetation. Outlet stabilization was
satisfactory at 73% of active sites. Outlets were in marginal conditions at 18% of the sites and unsatisfactory at 9%. This
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category was not applicable at sites that did not have outlets on the site or where infrastructure development was not
yet completed.

Maintenance of Erosion Control Practices
Erosion control practices that have been installed properly must be maintained to be effective. In most cases, lack
of maintenance results in the same effects as not employing erosion control practices at all. Examples of maintenance
of erosion control practices include removing accumulated sediment from behind silt fence and reinforcing inlet protection
after storms. Failure of erosion control practices allows sediment to leave construction sites via storm-sewers, drainage
channels, roadways and sheet and gully erosion. An often-overlooked aspect of maintenance is removal of devices after
work is completed. Maintenance of erosion control practices was satisfactory at only 18% of the sites. Maintenance was
marginal at 27% of them, and there was little or no evidence of maintenance at 55% of the sites. Maintenance of erosion
control measures was not applicable at sites that did not employ erosion or sediment control practices.

Sediment Tracking and Accumulation in Roadways
Soil and sediment in streets and roads are readily washed into sewers and drainage channels and can be a
significant source of pollution. In addition, the sediment can be a traffic hazard with the potential for costly litigation
against the local governments or developers. Sediment accumulated in roads is also unsightly and may discourage
potential home buyers. Tracking and accumulation of soil in roads was kept to an acceptable level at 24% of the sites.
Approximately 28% of the sites exhibited marginal compliance with the rule for keeping roads clear of sediment. Sites
that were out of compliance with the rule made up 48% of this category. Large industrial sites where equipment was
usually kept on site and residential sites that did not yet require extensive coming and going of vehicles were rated not
a’pplicable for sediment tracking.

Off-site Sedimentation
Sediment is the most abundant pollutant, by volume, in Indiana waters. Residential and commercial development
sites are potential sources of high volume, sudden discharges of sediment that can cause problems for land owners
down-stream of development. Besides the drainage and flooding problems caused by off-site sedimentation, sediment
can obstruct and widen streams and erode stream banks. Sedimentation of the state’s streams and rivers also causes
habitat damage for many aquatic species. There were obvious signs of off-site sedimentation at 21% of the active sites.
This figure is believed to be low, however, due to the large number of sites surveyed in a very short time. Only the most
obvious cases were checked as displaying off-site sedimentation.

Observations and Implications: Priority-problem Solving
A number of observations that have important implications for managers of erosion and sediment control programs
can be drawn from this inspection initiative. First, it is useful to consider the initiative in the more general framework for
effectiveness in erosion control. Indiana regulations for erosion and sediment control first were adopted in 1992. Faced
with implementation of a new regulation with few resources, IDEM, IDNR, and District staff first devoted efforts to
education and ensuring complete coverage and competent planning. In late 1997 and early 1998, program managers
determined that the plan review process was fairly well established and that additional effort needed to be devoted to
installation and maintenance of BMPs. Because resource shortages preclude regular, periodic inspection, IDNR officials
developed a S.W.A.T. team approach. Teams of state, district, and available municipal officials focused inspection
efforts, visiting and inspecting as many sites as possible in a short time.
In Indianapolis, the results show that implementation generally is poor. Installation of erosion and sediment controls
was unsatisfactory on 44% of all sites, and satisfactory on less than one-third. With the exception of outlet stabilization
practices, which had been installed properly at nearly three-fourths of the sites, no practice was installed properly on
more than half of the sites. Perimeter controls, a basic practice, were installed satisfactorily on fewer than half of the sites
and they were unsatisfactory at almost one-third. Stabilization was satisfactory at less than one-third of the sites, inlet
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protection had been installed properly at less than 15% of the sites, and controls on individuals lots had been installed
properly at just 9% of the sites where they were needed. It is clear that installation is deficient and that additional effort
is needed to ensure that practices identified on plans are installed properly.
The inspections show that maintenance of erosion and sediment controls is even worse than installation. Inspectors
determined that maintenance of controls was unsatisfactory on 55% of the sites and satisfactory on only 18%. Mud is
being tracked on streets and washed into sewers and drainage channels on almost half the construction sites. Additional
field work to ensure proper maintenance of BMPs is a critical need.
Although these results were disturbing, they were not unexpected. Program officials knew that implementation was
inadequate and devised the S.W.A.T. team approach to provide a quick, comprehensive assessment of the status of
implementation. Since the inspections, program managers have used the results as part of overall efforts to increase
understanding of requirements for erosion and sediment control and to build commitment to the programs. City staff
agreed to mail copies of inspection reports to all developers, and the district provided a summary of results to all citycounty councilors.
The results provide information that program managers can use to establish priorities for problem solving and
education. For example, installation of perimeter controls appears better than efforts to stabilize ~listurbed areas on site.
Future inspections and educational efforts therefore can focus on the importance of stabilization. Similarly, since it
appears that site operators are doing a fairly good job at stabilization of outlets, this requirement can be de-emphasized,
and additional effort can be devoted to solving problems like installation of controls on individual lots that are not
controlled by practices on the larger development site. More generally, as more people understand the different steps
in the process of erosion and sediment control, implementation should become more effective.
The survey did not focus on discovering reasons behind compliance or non-compliance, but several inferences can
be drawn from these data. First, the data and experience indicate that some developers are unaware of their obligation
to control erosion and sedimentation and leave the permitting and erosion control planning to engineers and contractors.
This can result in a lack of commitment to implementation. Second, some developers, engineers and contractors clearly
do not yet understand the purpose and importance of implementing erosion and sediment control practices. Education
is needed to increase their understanding and commitment. Third, some operators know the requirements of Rule 5,
but do not take them seriously, ignoring the Erosion and Sediment Control Plan. For these individuals, enforcement
action may be required. In addition, a general problem that was observed has to do with sequence of construction. All
too often, land disturbance is beginning before erosion and sediment control measures are installed. More emphasis
must be placed on installation of practices prior to earth disturbance, and site operators must learn to follow the sequence
described on plans.
Given that resource shortages are likely to continue, problems in implementation are likely to continue and regulatory
programs are likely to remain less effective than they could be. Steps that may be taken to increase effectiveness
include making sure that the regulated community participates in on-site, pre-construction meetings that underscore the
scope and importance of controls; increasing the visibility of IDNR and District staff and the frequency of their site visits;
educating developers, engineers and contractors about erosion and sediment control practices and how to install and
maintain them; and emphasizing the need for erosion and sediment control throughout the entire development process.
The S.W.A.T. team approach clearly does not solve the problems of a relatively new, understaffed erosion and
sediment control program. But the approach is an effecWe way to obtain a significant amount of information in a short
time, raise the visibility of erosion and sediment control programs, and help establish priorities for problem solving.
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Abstract
Potential pollutants carried in stormwater runoff from urban surfaces are a major component of Nonpoint Source (NPS)
pollution. NPS pollution is a leading cause of reduced water quality in US rivers and lakes, and there are major efforts
underway to find innovative approaches to reducing NPS pollution from a wide range of sources. In urban areas, where
much of the land has existing structures, a major challenge is to find ways to retrofit built sites to reduce NPS pollution
associated with stormwater runoff. One component of this may be more widespread use of constructed wetlands that have
value not only in terms of water quality improvement, but also in terms of urban ecology, aesthetics and education.
We have begun a long-term monitoring program of the performance of constructed wetlands in two settings: 1) On
a commercial site where surface runoff is dominated by stormwater flow from parking lots and store roofs, and, 2) On a
golf course that receives considerable surface flow from adjacent commercial, residential and highway areas. Monitoring
includes both continuous measurements of flow, temperature, conductivity, pH and dissolved oxygen, and automated
sample collection during storm events for more complete chemical analyses. Initial results suggest that the commercial
site constructed wetland acts as an efficient trap during the spring and summer for suspended sediment and some
dissolved matter. During the fall and winter dormant season trap efficiencies are much lower, and in some cases negative.
The golf course site constructed wetlands also function as efficient traps during the summer, and plant growth in these
wetlands has been helped considerably by the regular water supply provided by golf course irrigation. Both wetland
systems also provide value in terms of improved aesthetics, their use by local educators, their diverse ecological
assemblages, and the public relations benefits associated w~th wsible efforts at improved environmental management.
Replacing portions of existing parking lots with carefully designed constructed wetlands, and adding constructed
wetlands to urban recreational sites (such as golf courses and parks) should be viewed as one of several elements of an
integrated approach for effective retrofitting urban areas to reduce NPS pollution from stormwater runoff.
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Introduction
One of the major challenges facing urbanized areas is to find ways to improve environmental management in ways
that do not involve major, costly impacts on existing infrastructure. Increasing recognition of the environmental impacts
of built areas on parameters such as runoff amount and quality has increased regulatory and public pressure to develop
and implement effectiv~ management practices. However, many of the best management approaches that can be
integrated into the design of new developments cannot be implemented in existing built areas without prohibitive costs.
Thus there is considerable interest in best management practices that can be used to retrofit urban areas for improved
environmental performance.
Wetlands have the ability to store large amounts of water, reducing flooding of surrounding areas and in some cases
recharging groundwater (Mitsch and Gosselink, 1993). In addition, wetlands are capable of improving runoff quality in
many situations (Perry and Vanderklein, 1996) because they trap both solid and dissolved pollutants. Wetlands also can
have considerable aesthetic benefits, and provide habitat for a wide range of plants and animals. Constructed wetlands
are wetlands specifically designed and built for hydrologic and water quality management, as opposed to either natural
wetlands or created wetlands. Created wetlands are designed and built to replace lost wetlands or to compensate for
destruction of natural wetlands. Using constructed wetlands for water treatment attempts to take advantage of the benefits
of wetlands without compromising natural wetland areas.
In urban areas there are unique challenges to be faced in proposing and designing constructed wetlands. Existing
built areas rarely include extensive undeveloped space that can be converted to constructed wetlands. However, there
are several opportunities that arise in many areas, including: 1 ) Making space by reducing the size of an existing parking
lot; 2) Adding a constructed wetland to a redevelopment or urban renewal project; 3) Adding a constructed wetland to a
park or green space; 4) Adding constructed wetlands to existing recreational facilities such as golf courses. A second major
challenge in proposing constructed wetlands in built urban areas is to maintain adequate hydrology for long-term wetland
survival. The extensive impervious surfaces of built areas generate large amounts of runoff during storm events, but this
water is usually routed quickly away from the built area to prevent flooding. Because there is little opportunity for rainfall
to infiltrate into the soil in urban areas (because most soil is covered by impervious surfaces), shallow groundwater flow
is reduced. This means that wetlands in urban areas will receive far less between-storm water recharge from shallow
groundwater than would be expected for a similar non-urban setting. In essence, wetlands in urban areas will experience
a "flood and drought" hydrologic regime, which is poorly suited to an ecosystem that is based on extensive periods of wet
conditions. One way around this problem is to look for locations where water is applied regularly to adjacent areas, in
particular where extensive irrigation is used. Golf courses and lawns and gardens of major corporate complexes are
potential sites where between storm irrigation might provide excess runoff and soil water drainage to adjacent constructed
wetlands.
Given the potential use of constructed wetlands to improve water quality in built areas, it is important to evaluate how
well wetlands function as pollutant traps in such settings. Such studies can be used to drive design improvements, and
to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of using constructed wetland for NPS pollution control. Although there has been less
work done in the area of stormwater constructed wetlands, in comparison to wetlands used as part of a wastewater
treatment system (e.g. Hicks and Stober, 1989), limited results so far suggest that wetlands can be effective in treating
stormwater for nonpoint source (NPS) pollution (Mitsch and Gosselink, 1993; Witthar, 1993; Livingston, 1989). Few data
sets are available because of poor follow-up of constructed wetland performance through appropriate monitoring programs
(Perry and Vanderklein, 1996). However, available studies Io date and theoretical reasoning suggest that NPS pollution
control is enhanced by maximizing the distance between the wetland’s inlet and outlet, including deep and shallow sections
in the wetland, selecting vegetation on the basis of climate and water quality and supply conditions, maximizing the ratio
of treatment area to base flow, and minimizing the slope along which the water travels (Homer, etal., 1994; Witthar, 1993).
The idea in such a design is to model the constructed wetland after a natural wetland, which not only has the ability to slow
down the flow of water (as does a detention or retention pond), but also can remove pollutants from the runoff water. The
most important factor in the design and maintenance of constructed wetlands is hydrology (Mitsch and Gosselink, 1993).
Without the proper water inflow and outflow, the newly created wetland will fail and be unable to accomplish its task of
stormwater treatment.
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Aims and Objectives
We are monitoring the performance of urban construdted wetlands in two settings, a constructed wetland incorporated
into site development for a commercial facility and a series of constructed wetlands built into a recently renovated golf
course that receives runoff from an adjacent urban area. Both sites are in West Lafayette, Indiana. The goal of long-term
monitoring is to provide insight into seasonal and longer-term variations in trap efficiency, both as the basis for improved
scientific understanding of constructed wetland processes and controls, and to form the basis for future improvements in
design.

Study Areas
The commercial constructed wetland site occupies approximately 0.51 ha, with a water surface area of 0.26 ha and
volume of 1300 m3. This wetland is intended to treat the "first flush" of runoff, and so was designed to accommodate the
volume of water corresponding to first half-inch of precipitation on the store’s impervious surfaces (the parking tot and the
rooftop). The mean depth of the constructed wetland is 0.5 m but this includes two deeper pools with a maximum depth
of ! .8 m (Tatalovich, 1998). Conventional wisdom (which may not be correct) states that 90% of the annual pollutant load
is transported in the runoff produced by the first 1.3 cm of precipitation (known as the first flush), and this has been shown
to be true for the transport of most pollutants over impervious surfaces (Chang, 1994). At this commercial site, runoff that
exceeds the first-flush equivalent is routed to a separate basin.
One motivating force behind use of a constructed wetland on this site was concern over potential impacts on a natural
wetland (Celery Marsh) adjacent to the property. In addition to the constructed wetland, this site includes: elimination of
a proposed auto care center, abstinence from chemical ice-clearing methods, and construction of additional ponds to treat
stormwater runoff that could potentially include harmful pollutants. The constructed wetland receives runoff primarily from
the 4.1 ha commercial parking lot, as well as minor additional input from an adjacent store, local access roads, and US
Highway 52.
The golf course created wetlands are part of Purdue’s new Kampen Golf Course and are positioned to intercept both
runoff from much of the golf course and the adjacent urban area. The developed area includes two residential highways,
a section of state highway, the parking lot of a motel, a gas station, and 200 residences. The water flowing through the
Kampen Course eventually enters Celery Marsh, but prior to reconstruction this water flowed directly through drainage
tiles and overland transport to the marsh, with no treatment. The golf course constructed wetlands serve several purposes:
providing a water hazard and aesthetic component of the course, and enhancing environmental quality that can also be
used in environmental education. Runoff from the urban area travels through three constructed wetlands prior to leaving
the course. One particularly notable aspect of these constructed wetlands is that they have flourished even during long
dry summer periods. Frequent watering of the greens and fairways, common on most courses, has the added advantage
that it provides runoff and tile drainage to the wetlands throughout the summer.

Methodology
To determine the effectiveness of each constructed wetland in trapping potential pollutants, water samplers were
installed at the inlet and outlet of the commercial constructed wetland (Figure 1 ), and at six locations in the golf course
constructed wetland complex to track the progress of water as it enters the course, moves through the wetland system.
and exits to the Celery Marsh. The samplers are equipped w~th ISCO® Submerged Probes that measure water levels, used
in conjunction either with a weir or pipe of known geometry. The sampler uses these levels and the corresponding
geometry of the sampling sites to calculate the flow into and out of the wetland. Each sampler also has a YSI® 600 MultiParameter Water Quality Monitor that measures dissolved oxygen, conductivity, temperature, and pH. The samplers record
flow and water quality parameters every five minutes and are programmed to take water samples during storm events.
Storm sampling is triggered in most cases by a change in water level, and at two locations, by rainfall intensity as
measured with an automatic tipping bucket rain gauge. The trigger points were determined empirically, so that ~nlet and
outlet samplers begin to sample at approximately the same time. The sampling programs for each sampler are split ~nto
two sections. The interval of time between samples in part A of each routine is closer together than those in the
corresponding part B routines, so that sampling occurs more often during the "first flush." After that, the second stage
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Figure 1. Sampling equipment at a constructed wetland. The laptop computer is downloading monitoring data from the sampler, and in the foreground
=s a set of 24 sample bottles for storm sampling.

of each routine samples at larger intervals to guarantee samples at times coinciding with the downward slope of the
hydrograph.
Overall, the design of the experiment is to track flow and water quality into and out of the constructed wetlands
continuously, both during storms and between storms, for a multi-year period. This allows for determinations of storm,
seasonal and multi-year trends in constructed wetland trap efficiency. Trap efficiency can be defined in a number of ways,
depending on the likely application of the results. In this work we are interested in concentration trap efficiency (percentage
change in potential pollutant concentration between the inlet and outlet, both maximum and average values) and load trap
efficiency (percentage change in potential pollutant load between the inlet and outlet for given points in a storm, for storm
totals, and seasonally and annually). Selected samples from each precipitation event are analyzed by a Purdue University
laboratory for total suspended solids (TSS), hardness, total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN), and total phosphorus (TP). These
parameters are the same as those measured for seven other local sites as part of a larger analysis of water quality in rural
and urban settings. In addition to the analyses performed at the Purdue laboratory, more complete chemical scans are
performed once per season on selected samples by Heritage Environmental Services in Indianapolis, Indiana. The
selection of tests is based on the pollutants that might reasonably occur at each site. The reason for this more complete
scan is to determine whether any potential pollutants not routinely measured at the Purdue laboratory show up at unusually
high levels. Any parameters that were not detected in the Heritage samples could potentially be excluded from future
testing, but those parameters considered to be problems would need to be monitored on a consistent basis in the future.

Results and Discussion
To illustrate possible types of analyses and some major trends in the performance data, without reviewing the entire
data sets available, this discussion includes three examples from the two sites. These include a complete storm record
at the commercial site, between-storm sampling at the commercial site, and first-flush storm sampling at the golf course
site.
Sample Storm at the Commercial Site
A 0.97 cm-storm occurred on 26 October 1997, with a double peak in intensity (Figure 2). As expected, the wetland
acts to damp peak flows, so discharge values at the outlet slightly lag those at the inlet and are lesser in magnitude. Water
temperature in the constructed wetland inlet is high and uniform (no diurnal variations) prior to the storm (Figure 3),
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Figure 2. Rainfall and inlet and outlet runoff records for a storm event at the commercial site constructed wetland.
140

16.0

Figure 3. Dissolved oxygen and temperature records for the storm shown in Figure 1.

drops 6°C during the storm, and slowly climbs back 2°C in the 20 hours after precipitation stops. The outlet temperature
shows a 4°C diurnal cycle prior to the storm, and a lower amplitude cycle after the storm. At the same time, the dissolved
oxygen (DO) values climb during the storm (Figure 3). Inlet DO values vary within the 0 to 4 mg/L range before the storm,
jump up to 9 to 13 mg/L during the storm, and fall during the 24 hours following the storm event. The outlet DO varies from
1 to 8 mg/L prior to the storm, is very stable between 8 and 9 mg/L during the storm, and has strong variations from 3 to
9 mg/L post-storm. High DO values during the storm are due to the increased mixing of the water, which causes oxygen
to be introduced to the wetland, as well as the addition of "new" water that is higher in oxygen to the stagnant water.
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Figure 4. Total suspended sediment load for the storm shown in Figure ~ , ul:~oer), and calculated trap efficiency (TE) if only grab sampling had been
used (lower). The actual load TE for the storm was 84%.

Initially, hardness data from the 26 October 1997 storm showed much higher values for the outlet than the inlet. This
discrepancy relates to the movement of water through the wetland. Soon after the start of a storm, water begins to flow
over the weir at the inlet and inlet sampling begins. This new runoff from the site has a low hardness, reflecting the
naturally low hardness of rainwater. At the outlet, high hardness values show that the water initially being sampled is not
new inlet water being displaced from the wetland; rather it is water that was stored in the concrete outlet box prior to the
storm. Hardness values at the outlet fall throughout the storm, showing that hardness is lower in the wetland than in the
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concrete outlet box. Because hard water occurs when concentrations of Ca2÷ and Mg2÷ are high (Zumdahl, 1989), the
concrete surroundings themselves can add to the hardness of the water. Ninety-five percent of all concrete used is made
from Portland cement, which is prepared using finely ground limestone (Mindess and Young, 1981 ). The cement is made
into concrete using admixtures such as calcium chloride. Also, the interaction of the surface water with groundwater, which
tn this geographic location is very hard due to infiltrating rainwater that dissolves the calcite-rich till from limestone in the
region, can add to the hardness of the water in the wetland (Davis and Cornwell, 1991 ).
The hardness data suggest that the outlet record probably does not include water that enters and exits the wetland
during the same storm. Other studies (e.g. Bhaduri, et al., 1997) have shown through chemical load distributions that the
inflow and outflow from a basin are actually two different water masses, except in extreme storm events. The only way
that the same water could appear at the inlet and outlet during the same storm would be if the inflow sheeted over the
water in the basin, arriving at the outlet without significantly mixing with the water stored in the wetland prior to the storm;
or ~f tt~e storm produced enough water to cornpletety displace the volume of water in the wetland.
Total suspended solids tTSS) concentration data and flow values for the storm are used to calculate TSS loading
values, which depict the effect of the basin ~n reducing the overall sediment load. Total loads depict the actual physical
amount of sediment entering the wetland and are important for planning activities such as dredging. TSS load values for
the inlet are larger than the outlet (Figure 4). The inlet values start high, dip down, and then increase again. This indicates
that the initial runoff has "first flush" (high load) characteristics, and then the load input rate decreases. A second, lower
peak later in the storm could be the result of the later pulse of higher rainfall intensity (Figure 2). The values of TSS at the
outlet remain fairly uniform throughout the storm. The initial value presumably represents between-storm ambient TSS
loading in standing water in the wetland. During the storm, the increase in flow creates more turbulence, which can stir
up some of the bed sediment, slightly increasing the TSS concentration and, therefore, the load. More importantly, though,
the outlet values are lower than those for the inlet; thus there is a net decrease in TSS loading from the inlet to the outlet
for this particular storm. In one sense, this traditional approach is a valid efficiency measure because the water going out
is compared to that going into the wetland, but in another sense it is a skewed picture because the new inlet water is being
compared with "old" outlet water that arrived in the basin during a previous storm (Bhaduri, et aL, 1997).
Multiple storm sequence sampling will provide a better view of overall trap efficiency (TE) than a single storm, just
as a complete storm record is better than a grab sample. Standard grab samples do not always lead to accurate trap
efficiency calculations (Figure 4). If one sample were taken each from the inlet and the outlet at exactly same time, the
data could show a very high trap efficiency (30 minutes), no trap efficiency (200 minutes), or a fairly high trap efficiency
(400 minutes). The overall load TE for this analysis was 84°,’0. This is one of the reasons that this particular study samples
several times after the start of a storm -- to bridge the gap between standard grab samples and actual events within the
wetland. Continuous monitoring provides a more complete record of the constructed wetland’s activity, more accurately
depicting the trap efficiency of the wetland. From conductivity data, during the monitoring period, 137 kg of dissolved load
entered the basin, and 59 kg left the basin, for a total dissolved solids (TDS) toad TE over the storm of 57%. Further
analysis of many storms can be used to determine an overall trap efficiency over longer periods of time. This type of
analysis could be used to determine the effects of different storm intensities, seasonal variations, and increased
urbanization in the area.

Detailed Chemical Scan at the Commercial Site: Between Storm Conditions
Samples for a detailed chemical scan were taker~ .c~ ~7 December 1997 using the sampler’s grab sampling
mechanism. At this time, there had not been a precip~tabor~ event ~n a couple of weeks, so these samples represent
between-storm conditions in the wetland. Although these samples were tested for many possible pollutants, only a few
were detected (Table 1 ).
Parameters which show reductions between the inlet and the outlet were chloride, sulfate, ammonia nitrogen, calcium,
magr~es~urn, sodium, silicon, strontium, and total dissolved solids (TDS). For instance, chloride levels fell from 210 to 160
mg/L, calcium levels fell from 95 to 54 mgiL, and strontium levels fell from 0.16 mg/L to below the detection level of 0.10
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Table 1. Detailed chemical scan of the commercial site constructed wetland. All values are mg/L.
Parameter
Chloride
Sulfate
Nitrogen, Nitrate-Nitrite
Nitrogen, Ammonia
Chemical Oxygen Demand
Aluminum
Calcium
Iron
Potassium
Magnesium
Manganese
Sodium
Silicon
Strontium
Total Organic Carbon
Total Phosphorus
Dissolved Solids
Total Suspended Solids

Inlet

210
49
0.12
0.21
18
BDL
95
O. 33
2. 5
28
0.32
110
5.1
0.16
BDL
BDL
720
4

Outlet

160
37
0.11
0.14
28
1.3
54
1.7
2. 7
15
0.24
85
3.0
BDL
4.2
O. 10
490
13

Detection Limit

2.5
1.3
0.01
0.12
10
O. 10
0.10
O. 10
O. 10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
I. 0
O. 03
10
1

Notes: Italicized parameters are those which have an outlet value ¯ inlet value.
BOL = below detection limit

mg/L. Also, TDS levels fell from 720 to 490 mg/L. When compared to the values calculated using conductivity data from
the sampler, these values are slightly higher than the values calculated for the 26 October 1997 storm event. The
maximum TDS values calculated for the inlet and the outlet were, respectively, 568 and 365 mg/L, with average values
around 337 and 263 mg/L. The higher between-storm values could be a result of the ability of sediments to dissolve in
the wetland waters. Reductions in values between the inlet and the outlet indicate removal of certain pollutants within the
wetland and also suggest that at the beginning of a storm, the outlet values will be lower than those of water near the inlet.
Because of this, the best TE should be at the start of a storm, which is shown in the 26 October 1997 storm chemical data.
Not all of the detectable parameters were lower at the outlet than at the inlet. The ones that were actually larger at
the outlet than at the inlet were: chemical oxygen demand (COD), aluminum, iron, potassium, total organic carbon (TOC),
total phosphorus (TP), and total suspended solids (TSS). The increase in TSS is interesting, and may be the cause of
increases in adsorbed pollutants. This could be attributable to the lack of growth of plants in the middle of December.
Plants slow flow within the wetland, allowing sediments in the water to settle, and plants have the ability to take into their
roots pollutants carried by the sediments (Pond, 1995). Because of this, as the plants die, they may release the sediments
and pollutants trapped earlier in the year, as well as releasing products of the decay of the organic matter. Aluminum, iron,
potassium, and phosphorus could have been attached to these sediments, especially the finer particles. Findings such
as these agree with previous studies that noted a distinct reduction in the performance of stormwater wetlands in winter
months (Oberts, 1994; Ferlow, 1993). Not only does plant death have an effect, but also the formation of ice on the water
surface can scour the margins and resuspend the sediments and the pollutants that they carry (Oberts, 1994).

Detailed Chemical Scan at the Golf Course Site
First flush samples were collected for detailed chemical analysis during the first pulse of runoff from a storm in
November 1998 and a second storm in June 1999 (Table 2). In November 1998, 14 water quality parameters declined
in terms of a comparison between the urban input (Site 1) and the golf course output (Site 6). Four water quality
parameters improved between the urban input and the water exiting the course during the same storm. This suggests that
the constructed wetlands were not working well soon after initial construction, during the late fall. However, key
parameters such as ammonia and nitrate-nitrite nitrogen and pesticide levels were either decreased as the water circulated
through the golf course wetlands or were not detectable at either sampling site.
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A distinctly different pattern of results is apparent in the June 1999 sampling (Table 2). Fifteen water quality parameters
improved between the urban input and the water exiting the course, and only 4 parameters declined. This suggests that
the golf course’s created wetland system is functioning welt to improve the water quality in the late spring when wetland
plants have become established. Two parameters of particular interest for a golf course are nitrate-nitrite N and ammoniaN, which were undetectable in water exiting the course, but at 2.1 and 31 ppm, respectively, in water flowing onto the
course.
Table 2.

Detailed chemical

scan of the

golf course site constructed

wetland,

selected

November 1998
Site 1
Site 6
Site 1
Detection
Urban
Created
increase/
Urban
Parameter
limit
runoff
wetland outlet
decrease
runoff
Simazine
0.10
BDL
BDL
BDL
BDL
Atrazine
0.10
BDL
BDL
BDL
0.1
Oil and Grease
5
BDL
BDL
BDL
BDL
Chloride
2.5
8.6
22
+156%
32
Sulfate
18
2.5
11
55
+400%
Nitrogen nitrate-nitrite
0.01
1.1
0.06
-95%
2.1
Ammonia nitrogen
0.12
0.23
BDL
-52%*
31
Chem. O2 Demand
10
40
37
-8%
480
Mercury
0.0002
BDL
BDL
BDL
BDL
Total Organic Carbon
1
10
240
8.2
+22%
Phosphorus
0.03
0.17
-11%
0.32
0.19
Dissolved Solids
10
+197%
240
91
270
Suspended Solids
1
17
+ 1606%
8
290
Silver
0.10
BDL
BDL
BDL
BDL
Aluminum
0.31
+1771%
1.8
0.10
5.8
Arsenic
0.10
BDL
BDL
BDL
BDL
Calcium
0.10
29
61
+110%
40
Cadmium
0.10
BDL
BDL
BDL
BDL
Chromium
0.10
BDL
BDL
BDL
BDL
Copper
0.10
BDL
BDL
BDL
BDL
Iron
4.7
1.6
0.10
0.51
+822%
Potassium
0.10
2.3
7.8
+239%
2.2
Magnesium
0.10
7.1
24
+238%
9.9
Manganese
0.10
BDL
0.21
+133%
0.28
Molybdenum
0.10
BDL
BDL
BDL
BDL
Sodium
0.10
4.5
6.8
+51%
6.5
Nickel
0.10
BDL
BDL
BDL
BDL
BDL
Lead
0.10
BDL
BDL
BDL
Selenium
0.10
BDL
BDL
BDL
BDL
+600%
2.0
Silicon
0.10
2
14
Tin
BDL
BDL
BDL
0.10
BDL
+56%*
BDL
Titanium
0.10
BDL
0.14
Zinc
0.10
BDL
BDL
BDL
0.38
BDL = Below Detection Limit
* where contaminant was BDL, the detection limit was used for % increaseJdecrease calculations

parameters. All values

are mg/L.

June 1999
Site 6
Created
wetland outlet
BDL
BDL
BDL
20
31
BDL
BDL
25
BDL
1.6
0.08
220
2
BDL
0.16
BDL
34
BDL
BDL
BDL
0.26
0.37
28
BDL
BDL
8.7
BDL
BDL
BDL
4.8
BDL
BDL
BDL

increase/
decrease
BDL
-91%*
BDL
-38%
+72%
-100%*
-100%*
-95%
BDL
-99%
-75%
-8%
-75%
BDL
-91%
BDL
-15%
BDL
BDL
BDL
-84%
-83%
+ 183%
-64%
BDL
+34%
BDL
BDL
BDL
+ 140%
BDL
BDL
-74%"

No unusually high levels of any of a wide array of potential pollutants, including pesticides and metals, were detected
at the golf course sampling sites. However, atrazine was detected in water exiting the neighborhood and entering the golf
course (Site 1 ). Surprisingly, even from the urban runoff there was no measurable oil and grease. It is reassuring to note
that heavy metals of concern, such as mercury and lead, are below detection limits in all samples.

Conclusions
Constructed wetlands can potentially be used to improve NPS pollution management in urban areas. Although finding
space for constructed wetlands can be a challenge in developed areas, these management tools can be incorporated into
the design of new or renovated commercial and industrial facilities. In some cases, they can be added to recreational
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facilities such as parks and golf courses. In each of these cases, good initial design and attention to continued water
supply for long-term wetland survival is critical.
The constructed wet}and monitoring program in West Lafayette, Indiana, includes both commercial and golf course
constructed wetlands. Selected results presented here illustrate the complexity of developing a program to evaluate
performance of such wetland systems. Traditional grab sampling can provide misleading results compared to continuous
sampling, and it is clear that apparent trap efficiency varies both within storms as well as between seasons. The type of
complete picture of constructed wetland performance that is needed to improve design and enhance understanding of
chemical and biological processes in constructed wetlands can be approached by continuous monitoring through several
years. Initial data suggest that the constructed wetlands studied here are generally performing well to reduce loads and
concentrations of a range of urban NPS pollutants, particularly during spring and summer storm events after wetland
vegetation has become established. However there is also a strong indication that trap efficiencies are much lower, and
in some cases negative, during winter months. The implications of this depend on the context provided by the receiving
area.
Constructed wetlands also provide important benefits beyond water quality control. They provide aesthetic diversity
in urban settings, they represent islands of habitat types that are generally absent or underrepresented in older developed
areas, and they provide important local educational resources in urban areas. Overall, constructed wetlands should be
considered as a potential element of urban retrofit projects, if there are situations where water supply is available to
maintain wetland hydrology.
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Advanced Identification (ADID) Techniques Used to Protect
Wetlands and Aquatic Resources in a Rapidly Growing County
Dennis W. Dreher
Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission
Chicago, Illinois 60606

Abstract
McHenry County, Illinois, approximately 40 miles northwest of Chicago, is one of the fastest growing counties in the
state. It also is home to many valued wetland and stream communities that are threatened by the impacts of new
development. Because of this, county government officials, with funding from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
sought the assistance of resource experts from various local, regional, state, and federal agencies. Their task was to
assess the quality of the aquatic resource and to develop strategies for improved wetland protection. The project initially
involved the development of an up-to-date countywide inventory of wetlands, lakes, and streams. This inventory showed
that over 11% of the county was covered with wetlands and waterbodies. These aquatic resources then were evaluated
and rated based on the habitat, water quality, and stormwater storage functions that they provided. While only a small
fraction of the total number of wetlands -- about 11% -- of the county’s wetlands were designated high quality, these
wetlands represented over 60% of the total wetland acreage. Inventory and assessment data were transferred to a
customized CD-ROM mapping tool to provide ready access to project information by resource managers, planners, and
local governments. The project team also developed a protection strategy for aquatic resources that was tied to the
results of the Advanced Identification (ADID) study. In particular, it identified four critical protection components:
improved education, regulations and best management practices, acquisition, and restoration. Though the ADID study
is only recently completed, there are strong indications that this protection strategy is being taken seriously by officials
in the county.
Background
McHenry County, Illinois lies approximately 40 miles northwest of Chicago along the Wisconsin border. Reflecting
a history of glacial activity, McHenry County possesses an abundance of wetland types in a variety of physical settings.
Predominant wetland types include palustrine, lacustrine, and riverine systems. Palustrine wetlands are found in a wide
variety of geographic settings and terrains in the county and include marshes, bogs, fens, wet prairies, forested wetlands,
and ponds. Lacustrine wetlands are less common. They are found mostly in eastern portions of the county and are
exemplified by the wetlands of the Fox River - Chain O’ Lakes. High quality rivers and streams, and associated riverine
wetlands, are relatively common. In fact, McHenry County has some of the highest-quality stream ecosystems in Illinois,
as exemplified by the Kishwaukee River and its tributaries.
While predominantly rural, McHenry County is one of the fastest urbanizing counties in the state. From 1990 to 1998,
its population grew by 31.5% to 240,945. Population is forecast to grow to nearly 362,000 by 2020, an increase of an
additional 50%. This rapid population growth has raised concerns over possible adverse impacts on the county’s
wetlands, lakes, and streams.
Historically, wetland and stream protection measures ~n McHenry County have included federal regulations, local
government ordinances, and acquisitions by government agencies, primarily the McHenry County Conservation District
and the Illinois Department of Natural Resources. However, with the recent rapid pace of urban development,
unacceptable loss and/or degradation of wetlands and aquatic resources have been observed. Concerned over the
possible environmental effects of rapid growth, the county board invited the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Region 5 (EPA) to perform an "advanced identification" (ADID) study of its wetlands and aquatic resources.
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An ADID project can have several objectives. One objective is to shorten permit processing, while providing
increased predictability to the Corps of Engineers regulations under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. ADID also
provides information that can be used by state and local governments to aid in zoning, permitting, or land acquisition
decisions. Another objective of ADID is to provide information to agencies, landowners, and private citizens interested
in restoration or acquisition of aquatic sites.

Approach
The ADID study was initiated in 1995, under the coordination of the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission
(NIPC). The study was a cooperative effort among federal, state, and local agencies to inventory, evaluate, and map
high-quality wetland and aquatic resources in the county. From the federal perspective, the primary purpose of this ADID
study was to designate wetlands or other waters of the United States that are unsuitable for discharge of dredged or fill
material. From the local perspective, the purposes of ADID were to improve the overall protection mechanism for
wetlands via improved local regulation, improved predictability in the permitting process, identification of potential
mitigation/restoration sites, and identification of potential sites for acquisition.
The scope of work for the ADID project included the following tasks:
¯ form a Technical Advisory Committee and a Planning and Policy Committee;
¯ develop ADID objectives for McHenry County and a strategy for protection and management;
¯ identify and map existing wetlands and aquatic resources;
¯ develop an evaluation methodology for identified functions of wetlands and aquatic resources;
¯ apply evaluation methodology utilizing Geographic Information System (GIS) technology and field inspection;
¯ map ADID sites for public review;
¯ develop a CD-ROM tool that contains both the project data and a customized GIS interface for display, query, and
mapping; and
¯ produce a final report and brochure and conduct a workshop for local governments, landowners, and consultants.
The Technical Advisory Committee and the Planning and Policy Committee were formed soon after initiation of the
project. There were two general purposes for these committees: 1 ) provide technical and policy assistance to NIPC and
EPA, and 2) provide a forum for educating local interest groups regarding the value of wetlands and aquatic resources
in the county.
The principal role of the Technical Advisory Committee was to advise project staff on scientific issues, particularly
the development of evaluation methodologies for wetlands, lakes, and streams. Technical committee members provided
expertise in wetland biology, soil science, hydrology, engineering, water quality, and computerized mapping. Technical
committee members contributed substantial time evaluating wetlands, both in the office and the field. The techr~cal
committee consisted of the following invited agencies and organizations:
¯ U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 5
¯ U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Chicago District
¯ U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, Chicago-Metro Wetlands Office
¯ USDA, Natural Resources Conservation Service
¯ Illinois Department of Natural Resources
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¯ McHenry County Department of Planning and Development
¯ McHenry County Conservation District
¯ McHenry County Soil and Water Conservation District
¯ Fox Waterway Agency
¯ Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission
The principal role of the Planning and Policy Committee was to advise project staff on policy, particularly the
determination of wetland functions important to McHenry County. The policy committee also provided advice on the
development of a wetland protection and management strategy. The policy committee included all of the members of
the technical committee as well as members of the following organizations:
¯ Homebuilders Association of Greater Chicago
¯ Illinois Audubon Society, McHenry County Chapter
¯ Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
¯ Land Foundation of McHenry County
¯ McHenry County Board
¯ McHenry County Defenders (a local environmental group)
¯ McHenry County Farm Bureau
¯ McHenry County Municipal Association
¯ McHenry County Realtors Association
¯ McHenry County Stormwater Committee
¯ Openlands Project (a regional open space advocate)

Developing an Aquatic Resource Inventory
Detailed inventories of wetlands, lakes, and streams were developed early in the project. Two principal existing
inventories were considered for identifying and mapping wetlands: the National Wetland Inventory (NWI) developed by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service with the assistance of the Illinois Department of Conservation (1986) in the early
1980s, and an inventory by the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) that was being completed in McHenry
County just as the ADID project began. While neither inventory was adequate alone (the NWI was becoming dated and
the NRCS inventory, while more recent, and only a data set, focused principally on agricultural areas), in combination
they served as a good starting point. In finalizing the inventory, numerous revisions and improvements were made based
on reviews of aerials photos, field checks, and the knowledge of local experts.
The resultant inventory identified 2,535 wetlands, including lakes, covering 37,846 acres. The inventory identified
an additional 1,250 farmedwetlands covering 3,839 acres. In total, there were 3,785 wetlands in all categories covering
41,685 acres, or nearly 11% of the county.
Lakes were identified as a subset of wetlands. Specifically, lakes were distinguished based on a criterion of 20 acres
or more of open water. Fifteen such lakes were identified (excluding gravel pits).
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Type

Number

Acreage

Percent of
County
Area

Wetland

2,518

33,003

8.4

Farmed Wetland

1,250

3,839

1.0

Lake

15

3,584

0.9

River

2

1,259

0.3

Total

3,785

41,685

10.6

Streams were identified and mapped based on an inventory developed by the EPA. EPA’s Stream Reach File,
Version 3 (1:100,000 scale), with minor revisions, provided an accurate and complete inventory of county streams. The
inventory included over 570 miles of streams ranging in size from small, unnamed headwaters to large rivers like the Fox
and Kishwaukee.

Evaluation of the Functions and Quality of Aquatic Resources
As the first step in developing a wetland evaluation methodology, members of the policy committee were asked to
identify wetland and aquatic resource functions that were important to McHenry County. After considerable discussion,
the committee recommended that the following functions be considered and evaluated: biological/habitat functions, water
quality mitigation functions, stormwater storage functions, and groundwater functions. These functions then were
evaluated and refined by the technical committee. Ultimately, it was concluded that groundwater functions of wetlands,
while having important water supply implications, could not be evaluated because of insufficient data.
The project team and advisors then proceeded to develop evaluation criteria and methodologies for the following
general categories: biological/habitat functions and water quafity/stormwater storage functions. The development of a
methodology for identifying high-functional-quality wetlands in McHenry County relied both on existing wetland evaluation
methodologies and the technical expertise of members of the technical advisory committee. The resultant methodology
builds on a methodology used in nearby Lake County, Illinois (Dreher, et al., 1992) as well as other documented
methodologies, particularly the Wetland Evaluation Technique (WET) manual (Adamus et al., ! 987), the Oregon Method
(Roth et al., 1993), and the Minnesota manual (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1988).
The methodology was designed to accomplish two objectives: 1 ) identify the functions that individual wetlands were
performing, and 2) identify wetlands of such high quality that they merit special consideration for protection strategies.
The evaluation of the identified functions for individual wetlands can be very complex and some of the referenced
methodologies describe fairly elaborate approaches to perform thorough evaluations. However, because of the large
number of wetlands to be considered in McHenry County, it was necessary to adopt a simpler evaluation procedure.
The resultant methodology is fully documented in the final project report, "Advanced Identification (ADID) Study, McHenry
County, Illinois" (NIPC et al., 1998). An overview of the evaluation criteria follows.
Biological functions include wildlife habitat, floristic diversity, stream aquatic habitat, and lake aquatic habitat.
Wetlands were considered high quafity for this function if they met one of several criteria. These criteria included:
¯ the presence of threatened or endangered plant or animal species;
¯ designation in the Illinois or McHenry County Natural Areas Inventory (NAI);
¯ field evaluation as a grade A, B, or C wetland community following NAI methods;
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¯ streams with Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI) scores of 41 or greater;
¯ streams with high quality physical habitat; and
¯ healthy lake ecosystems with rich/diverse fish and plant communities.
Water quafity/stormwater storage functions include shoreline and streambank stabilization, sediment and toxicant
retention, nutrient removal and transformation, and stormwater storage and hydrologic stabilization. In order to be
designated high functional value for water quality/stormwater functions, wetlands were required to meet three of the four
following criteria:
¯ presence of stabilizirlg vegetation adjacent to an open waterbody or perennial stream;
¯ surface area larger than five acres and having characteristics indicating the propensity for sediment/toxicant
retention;
¯ surface area larger than five acres, upstream of a lake or impoundment, and having characteristics indicating the
likelihood of nutrient removal/transformation; or
¯ surface area larger than five acres, at least 50% outside the floodplain, and having characteristics indicating
significant stormwater retention.
Alternatively, wetlands could be designated high functional value for water quality functions if they provided individual
water quality functions adjacent to or upstream of wetlands, lakes, or streams that provide high quality habitat.
Individual wetlands and waterbodies were evaluated using a three-step procedure of GIS screening; aerial photo,
map or desk-top evaluation; and field evaluation (as needed). Based on this evaluation, it was determined that 154
wetlands totaling 17,489 acres, or about 42% of the county’s entire wetland area, met the criteria for high-quality habitats.
Most of the high-quality wetlands tended to be large parcels, averaging 114 acres in size in comparison to the average
wetland size of 11 acres countywide. An additional 274 wetlands totaling 8,292 acres (average size of 30 acres) met
the criteria for high value for stormwater and water quality functions. Thus, while a relatively small number of wetlands
(about 11%) were designated high quality or high functional value, these wetlands represent over 60% of the total
wetland acreage.

Classification

Number

Percent of
all Wetlands

Acreage

Percent of
County Area

Percent of all
Wetland Area

High Quality
Habitat

154

4.0

17,489

4.5

42.0

High Functional
Value

274

7.2

8,292

2.1

19.9

0.002

1,346

0.3

3.2

High Quality Lake

7

Of the 15 inventoried lakes, seven were determined to be high quality. A total of 572 miles of stream were evaluated
and 170 miles (or nearly 30%) were designated high quality. Interestingly, high-quality stream segments were found on
18 different named streams and rivers scattered throughout the county.
Using ADID for Protection and Restoration
The ultimate measure of success for a project like the McHenry County ADID study is how it contributes to the
protection and restoration of aquatic resources. With this in mind, the project scope included a work element to develop
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a strategy for protection and management of aquatic resources. With the assistance of the advisory committees, the
project team developed a four-part strategy involving:
¯ improved education of local government officials, landowners, and the public;
¯ effective regulations and best management practices;
¯ expanded acquisition of aquatic sites and buffers; and
¯ restoration of degraded sites.
This strategy, which is described in detail in the project report (NIPC et al., 1998), is summarized below. Also
described are some recent protection and management activities, although it is still too early to judge the long-term
success of the project.
Improved Education: Educational initiatives are critical to improve awareness of wetlands and aquatic resources
among local citizens, land owners, and elected officials. Improved awareness can enhance local support for protection,
acquisition, and restoration programs.
¯ A 12-page brochure, McHenry County’s Wetlands, Lakes, and Streams, was developed to educate the public and
local officials about the value of wetlands and aquatic resources in their communities. The brochure also
discussed the results of the ADID study and identified additional sources of information and agencies that can
provide help. Over 1000 copies of brochure have been distributed by participating agencies, such as the county
soil and water conservation district.
¯ Maps and information for all ADID sites were made available on a "user-friendly" CD-ROM. The CD-ROM includes
simplified mapping software developed from a sophisticated GIS tool. The software enables querying and
screening of various wetland characteristics at different geographic scales throughout the county. It also enables
printing out detailed information on individual wetlands. Over 100 copies of the CD-ROM have been provided to
local officials, consultants, and landowners in the county.
¯ The message of wetland, lake, and stream protection also is being carried to local officials and the public by
county-based environmental groups and consortiums called "ecosystem partnerships" that have been established
for the two main river watersheds in the county (the Fox and the Kishwaukee). ADID will be a useful tool in aiding
the efforts of these organizations.
Effective Requlations: Effective regulations are needed to minimize the effects of new development on aquatic
resources. Specifically, improved regulations are needed to fill in the gaps in existing federal, state, and local regulatory
programs. It was the conclusion of both the ADID team and the McH#nry County Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan (McHenry County, 1996) that improved regulations are needed to address concerns such as buffers
and setbacks, depressional storage volumes, pretreatment of stormwater runoff, and effective environmental mitigation
for unavoidable disturbances.
¯ Current federal regulations authorized under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act require a permit for the discharge
of dredged or fill material into wetlands or other waters of the United States. Federal guidelines also authorize the
EPA and the Corps of Engineers to identify in advance of specific permit requests, aquatic sites that will be
considered as areas generally unsuitable for disposal of dredged or fill material. The Chicago District of the Corps
has indicated that it will apply this discretionary authority to high-quality habitat and high- functional value sites in
McHenry County. The Corps also generally will require an individual permit (which allows public input) for
proposed modifications of ADID sites.
¯ Stream and wetland regulations, based on a model ordinance developed by NIPC, also have been adopted by a
number of local governments in the county. These regulations are intended to complement the federal regulations
by discouraging development in buffers and setbacks adjacent to wetlands, lakes, and streams and requiring pre319
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treatment of stormwater discharges. The City of Woodstock, the county seat, recently applied its wetland
protection regulations in a residential development review that resulted in an innovative conservation design
around a large wetland. Not only will the wetland be avoided, but the site design calls for clustering of homes and
buffers adjacent to wetland areas. Also, drainage swales and natural landscaping will be incorporated on upland
portions of the site to reduce hydrologic and water quality impacts of the development.
¯ ADID team members have worked closely with staff and consultants to the McHenry County Stormwater
Committee in the development of a countywide ordinance for new development. It has been recommended that
the countywide ordinance include provisions for stream and wetland protection that complement, but do not
duplicate, federal regulations. While the ordinance adoption process has been challenged by financial constraints
and political changes in the county, it appears likely that significant stream and wetland protections will be added
to existing county and municipal regulations.
Acquisition: Acquisition of important wetlands and stream corridors is one of the best ways to assure their long-term
protection. In fact, recent experience indicates that these areas are becoming high priorities for public land acquisition.
Information developed in the ADID study, particularly the identification of high-quality habitats and high-functional-quality
wetlands, will be valuable to land acquisition agencies, including park districts, the McHenry County Conservation
District, the Illinois Department of Natural Resources, and local land trusts, in assessing acquisition priorities. In a recent
example, the Plan Commission of Nunda Township in east-central McHenry County is developing a comprehensive land
use plan that will utilize ADID maps to identify areas to be preserved as open space.
Restoration: Restoration of degraded wetlands, lakes, and stream corridors, and ongoing management of higher
qu.ality sites, are critical challenges for land management agencies. Management is needed to counteract the effects
of disturbances such as site fragmentation, elimination of fire, invasive species, and hydrologic alterations. Notably, the
McHenry County Conservation District has been a regional leader in restoring degraded streams and wetlands. The
ADID data base will be very useful in identifying appropriate sites to continue this restoration. The availability of GIS data
bases and mapping, particularly in conjunction with other digital data such as soils maps and data on seeps and springs,
will greatly facilitate this objective.

Lessons Learned
ADID was a valuable experience in McHenry County that generally met its identified objectives. In considering ADID
studies in other areas, there are several important lessons one can learn from the McHenry County experience.
1) Engage local government sponsors and keep them informed throughout the project. The McHen ry Cou nty A DID
began after the county board passed a resolution soliciting EPA’s assistance. County staff and elected officials
were invited to participate on advisory committees. When support appeared to waver at critical points in the
process (e.g., staff changes and budget difficulties at the county), the project team reached out by convening
special meetings reminding county officials of the benefits of the project with respect to adopted county objectives.
2) Conduct an open study process involving both traditional supporters of stream and wetland protection efforts and
potential adversaries. Groups ranging from environmental organizations to developers and the agncultural
community were invited to participate on advisory committees where issues and approaches were openly
discussed. When a public meeting was held to present project results, over 200 individuals attended. The ’vast
majority of those expressing opinions indicated support for ADID objectives and procedures, even though some
had concerns over the ramifications of federal wetland regulations.
3) Utilize the expertise and local knowledge of federal, state, and local resource agencies. While EPA contracted
with NIPC to coordinate the project, staff from numerous resource agencies contributed invaluable experhse ~n
hydrology, soils, aquatic ecology, and botany. They also contributed countless hours in evaluating field s~tes.
Scheduling such assistance from multiple agencies resulted in some time delays. However, without these
voluntary contributions, the project could not have been completed.
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4) Define wetland and aquatic resource functions from a multi-objective perspective. While there is a tendency
sometimes to focus on.just the habitat and recreational values of wetlands, lakes, and streams, it is important to
consider a broader range of benefits to maximize local buy-in to the process. The McHenry County ADID
specifically considered stormwater and water quality functions that were identified as being important in local
plans, such as the McHenry County Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan.
5) Distribute end-products in user-friendly formats. While ADID was a highly technical and complex project, efforts
were made to provide products that were readily understandable by local governments, land owners, consultants,
and the public. The product receiving the most interest was the CD-ROM containing ADID data, as well as a
user-friendly GIS-based interface for querying and mapping. The CD-ROM promises to be much more useful
than conventional paper maps.
6) Engage the Iocalpress in covering the project. Limited attempts were made to inform the local press during the
course of the study. While there was some resultant news coverage in local newspapers, particularly around the
time of the public meeting, this coverage was not particularly effective in informing the public about the benefits
of wetlands and the importance of the ADID study. Focused efforts, such as targeted press releases, probably
would have improved the frequency and quality of coverage.

Conclusions
The ADID study provides valuable information to advance the protection and restoration of wetlands and aquatic
resources in McHenry County. It can aid residents and organizations desiring to protect high-quality resources or restore
sites that have been degraded. It can inform landowners and developers about an appropriate course of action when
they are considering disturbances in or adjacent to high-quality sites.
While the final ADID products have been available for only a short time, it is apparent that they will greatly facilitate
ongoing efforts to educate county residents and officials, protect streams and wetlands from the effects of new
development, preserve sensitive stream corridors and wetlands as public land, and restore degraded sites. While the
ultimate success of county stream and wetland protection initiatives will depend on the wil! of landowners and local
government officials, no one will be able to blame wetland loss on inadequate information.
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Local Government Involvement in Mitigation Banking

Lisa T. Morales
Wetlands Division
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C.

Abstract
Mitigation banking is a valuable tool that can be used by local officials to achieve wetlands restoration and other local
goals. Mitigation banks can be established by local governments to provide compensation for wetland losses that result
from development projects. There are different strategies that local governments can use to establish a mitigation bank,
depending upon their goals and objectives. The success of a mitigation bank is dependent upon several factors, ranging
from bank location to the availability of funding. The Environmental Protection Agency conducted a survey of local
jurisdictions to identify the different strategies that were utilized for effective development and implementation of
mitigation banking. The findings of the survey are presented in case-studies that characterize the approaches that were
used by local governments to achieve their mitigation banking goals and objectives.

Introduction
Mitigation banking is defined in the Federal Mitigation Banking Guidelines1 as "wetland restoration, creation, or
enhancement for the purpose of compensating for unavoidable wetland losses in advance of authorized impacts to
similar resources." Under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, applicants for permits must first avoid and minimize all
impacts to wetlands and other waters of the United States. If there are still impacts, then applicants must provide
compensatory mitigation through the restoration, creation, and the enhancement of similar type of aquatic resources.
This "sequencing process" under the Section 404(b)(1) guidelines is a central premise of the Section 404 regulatory
program, and mitigation banking can play a role in providing compensatory mitigation for unavoidable wetlands losses.
As a general matter, on-site and in-kind mitigation is preferred under the Section 404 Program. However, in those
circumstances where it is determined, on a case-by-case basis, not to be practicable, then off-site, in-kind mitigation ~s
acceptable? Off-site mitigation can be accomplished using a federally-approved mitigation bank. Since the use of
mitigation banking to offset permitted wetlands losses began in earnest in the early 1990’s, local governments have been
involved in developing banks to restore and replace lost wetlands functions and values within their jurisdictions. By
simplifying the process for compensating for unavoidable wetlands losses, appropriate use of the banking concept can
improve both permitting efficiency and environmental protection.

~ Federal Guidance for the Estabfishment, Use and Operation of Mitigation Banks, Notice. Federal Register, Vo ume 60, No. 228 pages 58605-58614
November 28, 1995.
2 Memorandum of Agreement between the EPA and the Department of the Army Concerning the Determination of Mitigation Under the Clean Water
Act Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines (February 6, 1990)
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Mitigation Banking Objectives
¯ Local needs are best met when there are clear objectives and goals for establishing a mitigation bank. Examples
of objectives for mitigation banking identified by local governments include:
¯ Use as part of a comprehensive watershed plan that addresses urban development and the need for preservation
and restoration of wetlands
¯ Provide an incentive for economic growth by streamlining the process for providing compensation of unavoidable
wetlands impacts
¯ Provide for restoration of degraded wetlands that otherwise might not be improved because of insufficient funding
¯ Use as part of a multi-objective strategy to manage stormwater, flooding, water quality, etc.
¯ Compensate for wetland losses from future local agency projects

Types of Mitigation Banks
Once the objectives for the proposed bank have been established by the local agency, the type of bank to meet the
identified objectives must be determined. Local governments can establish a mitigation bank for their individual use or
for credit sale as a commercial venture. The bank can be established solely by a public agency or as a joint venture with
a private entity (e.g., entrepreneurial business). Mitigation bank types need not be mutually exclusive; for example a
commercial mitigation bank may be established through public/private partnerships and still be part of a watershed
management plan.
Commercial banks: A commercial mitigation bank is one in which the credits are sold to a party other than the bank
sponsor (banker). The banker sells credits within the established service area to permittees who have approval from
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps); the agency responsible for issuing wetlands development permits; to
compensate for wetland impacts through a mitigation bank.
Single-user. A single-user mitigation bank is established by a local agency to compensate only for wetland losses
associated with activities conducted by the agency.

Factors Contributing to Mitigation Bank Success
Conditions for successful bank establishment
Local governments which have successfully established a mitigation bank have identified several conditions that
need to be considered in order to successfully meet environmental and/or economic objectives.
¯ There must be a demand for compensatory mitigation within the local jurisdiction. Demand results from
development pressure in a rapidly growing area where impacts to wetlands are expected to occur. The value of
development in regions with rapid growth increases the wdlingness of the public agency or developer to pay for
wetland mitigation. Potential bank sponsors should conduct a "needs" analysis to determine the demand for a
mitigation bank in a given area. The analysis will show the extent of potential wetland impacts in the region and
whether mitigation banking is a viable compensation option. Once demand for a bank is decided upon, the size
of the bank can be determined.
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¯ There must be a sufficient supply of available sites for restoration, creation, enhancement, or preservation? The
availability of apprepriate sites will vary by geographic region. For example in Florida, large tracts of degraded
wetlands have been impacted by previous land-use practices and by invasion of exotic plant species. Such large
areas are conducive to restoration and enhancement. In some areas, there are mitigation banks where property
is in high demand, resulting in high land acquisition costs. In other circumstances, finding an appropriate site
may be difficult due to the lack of large wetland expanses. Land that is in public ownership can help lessen land
acquisition cost, but may not have favorable physical attributes that would allow for a mitigation bank to be selfsustaining over time.
¯ Finally, regulatory coordination is important. The local agency needs to provide a prospectus to the Mitigation
Banking Review Team (MBRT) established by the local Corps district.~ The prospectus will serve as the mitigation
banking instrument that identifies the objectives and administration of the proposed bank. As part of this
coordination process, the local agency should identify the proposed bank site, the geographic service area,
wetland types suitable for compensation at the site, the debiting and crediting system, performance standards,
monitoring plan, contingency and remedial actions, and provisions for long-term management and maintenance.
~ Proposing a mitigation bank in the context of a regional plan that integrates the bank into a comprehensive
wetland or watershed management strategy may improve the likelihood of acceptance of the prospectus by
the MBRT. A watershed management plan can provide greater certainty about the nature and extent of future
wetland impacts and identify the most appropriate, environmentally beneficial options for offsetting the
anticipated impacts. In this way, the MBRThas a level of assurance that the bank is a part of a broad goal
to maintain or gain wetland functions in a given area or watershed.

Site selection criteria
Local agencies need to carefully consider the sites that are identified for potential mitigation banks. Site selection
is one of the most important criteria affecting the successful establishment of a mitigaltion bank. The most significant site
selection criteria is the potential that the site can be successfully restored or enhanced in a manner that will provide
appropriate compensation for anticipated unavoidable wetlands losses. Selection of such ecologically important or
desirable sites can further regulatory acceptance.
As identified in the federal guidance on mitigation banking, mitigation sites should be self-sustaining overtime. Sites
with naturally occurring hydrology are preferable to sites that require complex hydraulic engineering features that are
costly to develop, operate, and maintain. Therefore, sites that can be restored without complex improvements should
be the first option when establishing a mitigation bank.
Ideally, site selection would be undertaken in accordance with a watershed management plan under which existing
wetlands have been surveyed to determine which sites"are the highest priority for protection, the most suited for
restoration or enhancement, and the most likely to be impacted by development. Through watershed planning, wetland
functions that are lacking in a region can also be used to guide site selection. Additionally, planning at this level can help
determine compensation requirements, because anticipated wetland impacts can also be identified. Two federal
programs, the Special Area Management Plan (SAMP) and the Advance Identification (ADID) Program, can provide
guidance and technical assistance to local sponsoring agencies that meet certain criteria and are interested in
establishing a watershed scale planning effort.

3 The Federal Mitigation Banking Guidance states that the use of preservation in a mitigation bank may be autl~onzed by the federal agencies when
~t is demonstrated that the preserved areas contribute to the functions of the restored, created or enhanced aquatic resource.
’~ The Mitigation Banking Review Team is established as consistent with the Federal Mitigation Banking Guidance.
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Mitigation bank site selection can also be targeted to address specific environmental objectives. For example,
wetlands in several counties in Florida were overrun by exotic vegetation. Mitigation banking provided the funds to
improve the wetland habitat through exotic species eradication and revegetation with native plants.
Site selection may also be influenced by a regional demand for mitigation opportunities and the availability of suitable
restoration sites. Land acquisition is often cost-prohibitive for local agencies; land ownership, zoning restrictions, and
allowable uses also are important factors in determining a mitigation bank site. Important functional characteristics of
a potential restoration site include the presence of hydrology, hydric vegetation, and/or hydric soils; size of the site;
historic conditions; and the degraded condition of existing wetland (e.g., exotics, fil!, compaction, trash). Experts in
restoration should be consulted regarding specific wetland requirements and regional wetland attributes prior to site
selection.

Funding
The most common funding option used by local governments is the advance-credit sale option addressed in the
Federal Mitigation Banking Guidance.With this funding mechanism, advance sale of a percentage of the total credits is
allowed after certain criteria have been met by the bank sponsor, such as conservation easement, land acquisition,
and/or design plan approval. By selling a limited number of credits in advance, the banker can collect sufficient funds
to begin conducting wetland improvements, then sell more credits as they are certified by the regulatory agency. The
advance sale of credits, however, involves a degree of risk; for example, problems can arise prior to mitigation bank
implementation or completion, leaving the bank sponsor liable for any credits sold.
Local governments have also identified various other strategies for funding the establishment of their mitigation
banks. Some of the options include:
¯ Completing the project in phases so that initial credit sales will provide funding for the remainder of the project
¯ "Borrowing" money from other local agency funds, then paying it back using money from credit sales
¯ Using available federal or state grant money for wetland improvement as seed money to establish the banks;5
¯ Partnering with a private company to share the costs
¯ Using combinations of the above mechanisms
Bank Administration and Operation
Several issues related to bank administration and operation pose a challenge to local governments. The geographic
service area, credit ratios, credit valuation, monitoring plans, and long-term maintenance provisions are all issues that
must be addressed by the local sponsor and approved by the signatory agencies. Information on these issues can be
found in the Federal Mitigation Banking Guidance mentioned earlier, as well as in any existing state guidance. A
partnership with a private entity that has experience in mitigation banking is one alternative for addressing bank
administration and operation challenges.
The geographic service area for the mitigation bank should be established and presented in the mitigation banking
planning document. The service area is the area in which credits from a mitigation bank can be used to compensate
for unavoidable wetland losses. This area can be a watershed or a political boundary, such as a county or municipality.
The number of credits produced by a mitigation bank are generally determined by two factors, (1) the number of
acres restored, created, enhanced, or, in exceptional circumstances, preserved, and (2) a quantified evaluation of the
5 EPA has also identified the State Revolving Fund (SRF) as another potential source for funding the establishment of mitigation banks, subject to
approval under each State’s SRF regulations.
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functional value of the wetlands in the bank. As a general matter, the greater the wetland improvement, the more credits
generated. For example, more credits may be associated with restoration and fewer credits associated with
enhancement. The second factor involves a functional assessment of the improved or created wetland, and a method
for converting the functional units to credits.
To determine the appropriate compensation requirements for wetland losses, a mitigation ratio must be developed.
This ratio can be based on lost wetland function and area, the rarity of the affected wetland, and the wetland replacement
kind and function. The ratio will determine the number of credits required from the bank to replace the impacted aquatic
resource. Generally, the mitigation ratio is greater than or equal to one; i.e., at least one credit (acre of restored,
enhanced, or created wetlands) required to replace one acre of lost wetland resource.
As a general matter, the bank sponsor monitors the bank for a period of time (e.g., five years) to determine whether
the bank is functioning at the level required by a previously determined set of performance standards established in the
banking instrument. After the performance standards are met, the local agency may choose to transfer the mitigation
bank to another entity (e.g., land trust) for the long-term maintenance and monitoring. An agency can also use volunteer
labor to offset costs of monitoring and maintenance and to improve public awareness and citizen stewardship for the
project. Among the local bank projects reviewed by EPA in the survey, local sponsors were usually responsible/liable
for the performance of the mitigation site from the beginning, or affer an established period of time if the project was a
joint-venture.
Financial assurances for long-term maintenance and contingency plans for the bank most often take the form of
additional fees added onto the cost of a credit, with a fixed amount from the sale of each credit put into an escrow
account. The local agency then draws from the account for necessary maintenance expenditures. In some cases,
completed banks become part of a park system or are turned over to a public agency for long-term management.

Mitigation Bank Approaches with Case-Study Examples
The following case-studies are examples of the different types of mitigation banks that can be established by a local
agency, and highlight specific issues that are of concern to local governments. The banks discussed in the case-studies
are not mutually exclusive, in that a given bank may fit into more than one "bank type" category.
Mitigation Banking in the Context of a Watershed or Wetland Management Plan
Local governments can use a watershed or wetland management plan as a means of addressing economic
development and environmental concerns. An important aspect of such a plan involves compiling an inventory of.
existing wetlands in order to determine both coverage area and functions provided. This information can then be used
to protect important resources, establish areas suitable for development, and determine the best sites for restoration.
Mitigation banking is, therefore, a tool that can be integrated into a watershed plan to help meet resource management
objectives.
Advantages of mitigation banking in the context of a watersl~ed management plan are as follows:
¯ Sites to be restored and critical sites to be preserved are already identified in the plan
¯ Market demand for compensatory mitigation can be ~dentified
¯ The extent and nature of potential, impacts have been determined
¯ Likelihood of restoration project success is improved
¯ Uncertainty for regulatory agencies is lowered
¯ Multiple objectives can be attained
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¯ Environmental benefits are maximize

West Eugene Mitigation Banking Program
Overview. The Eugene Wetland Mitigation Bank Program (Bank) was established in 1995. The program is operated
by the City of Eugene, Oregon, under a separate fund within the City’s financial structure. The goal of the Bank is to
provide a mechanism to fund wetland mitigation projects, carry out the West Eugene Wetlands Plan (Plan) adopted in
1992, and meet other community needs. This program is being conducted in cooperation with the City’s wetland partners
(the U.S. Bureau of Land Management [BLM] and the Nature Conservancy [TNC]).6 The objectives that the City seeks
to accomplish with the mitigation banking program include:
¯ Creating credits in advance of wetland losses
¯ Meeting the mitigation needs of the community of Eugene
¯ Achieving community objectives, such as increased flood storage capacity, enhanced water quality, improved
wildlife habitat, and establishment of education and recreation opportunities
¯ Targeting areas with high prospects for restoration success such as historic wetlands, disturbed agricultural
wetlands, and areas adjacent to waterways
¯ Communicating the banking program’s value to the community
¯ Operating the bank as part of a national model wetland program in cooperation with the wetland partners
¯ Establishing a permitting process familiar to businesses, environmental interests, and regulatory agencies
Funding for identifying wetland areas for the bank was provided through EPA’s Advanced Identification (ADID)
program. The West Eugene Wetlands Plan integrates wetlands protection and community development needs by
identifying areas best suited for wetland preservation and areas with development potential. Thirteen hundred acres of
wetlands were identified within the plan area, with more than 1,000 acres designated for protection or restoration and
approximately 300 acres of lower value wetland designated as suitable for future fill and development. The Plan calls
for the establishment of a mitigation banking program to compensate for unavoidable losses of wetlands through
restoration and enhancement in conjunction with protection of important wetland resources.
All mitigation bank projects will be located within the Long Tom River watershed. Seven projects were initially
constructed for a total of 56 acres. Three additional projects totaling 60 acres were in planning at the time of the EPA
survey.
In this program, mitigation bank credits can be established in three ways
1. The City or its partners may undertake wetland mitigahon work, then seek certification of credits by the Corps and
Oregon Division of State Lands (DSL). The City prov,des documentation on a site prior to the mitigation work and
after completing improvements to demonstrate an ,ncrease ~n wetland values.
2. The City may create more credits than are needed to compensate for permitted wetland losses as part of
concurrent or advance mitigation work. If the Corps and DSL certify the excess credits, they will be added to the
Mitigation Banking Program’s ledger for sale.
3. Uncertified credits may be sold in order to fund initial mitigation work, which are later certified by the Corps and
DSL when the initial hydrological and vegetative work is completed.

6 City of Eugene, Public Works Department. 1997. West Eugene Wetland Mitigatlon Bank, Annual Report 1996.
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The City Stormwater Fund provided money for acquisition of site properties. Additional capital for the projects came
from the sale of uncertified credits. No uncertified credit can be sold unless the Corps and DSL have approved a
mitigation plan.
¯
As the bank sponsor, the City is responsible for monitoring and maintaining the bank sites. Monitoring is required
for a minimum of five years and the sites will be inspected by the Corps and DSL on an annual basis. Monitoring goals
are determined on a site-by-site basis. Maintenance will be conducted to ensure that the wetland functions and values
are fully established and functioning. If the site is not meeting the performance criteria, corrective measures will be
taken. Funding for these tasks is included in the credit price. At least an additional 20% will be added to the estimated
credit cost and set aside to be used to monitor, maintain and, where necessary, conduct remedial measures.
Single-user Mitigation Bank
Local governments can establish a single-user bank. In this case, the local government initiates the bank, creates
the credits, and is the principal credit user. Local sponsors with long-range project plans that involve potential impacts
to wetland areas may establish a mitigation bank or banking program in anticipation of the need for compensatory
mitigation. For example, a public works department with road expansion plans may know in advance that there will be
unavoidable impacts and provide the funds necessary to initiate a bank in anticipation of the project.
An advantage of a single-user bank is that long-term planning provides advance knowledge of potential wetland
losses associated with future projects. This reduces the uncertainty surrounding the demand for the bank and eventual
fuuding. Funding may be available to initiate the bank based on the predicted future use.
Snohomish County Airport Mitigation Banking Program
Overview:. The Snohomish County Airport (SCA) needed to address the multiple objectives of their 20-year Master Plan,
the aviation needs of the airport, the economic growth of the region, and environmental protection. The Master Plan
identified three development/construction projects that will occur over five years, each with anticipated wetland impacts.
The objectives that the SCA seeks to accomplish through the banking program include:
¯ Creating a mitigation alternative for projected airport development
¯ Replacing or augmenting wetland functions in the watershed
¯ Replacing habitats that will potentially be lost, including open-water habitat that cannot be created on-site
¯ Creating recreational and educational opportunities
The SCA analyzed the three watersheds containing the project areas to determine missing wetland functions and
values. Potentially impacted wetlands were then characterized according to acreage, wetland category, and funchon.
Based on these analyses, two mitigation banks were designed to replace the wetland functions that would be lost by the
airport projects. The SCA banking program creates a "reserve" of mitigation that accommodates Master Plan ~mpacts
for approximately seven years.7
Mitigation banking was an effective alternative for the SCA since the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) prohibits
the creation of bird attracting habitat within 10,000 feet of a runway. In this circumstance, on-site mitigation was
determined not to be a viable alternative as it would attract waterfowl and migratory birds. The SCA created or enhanced
a total of 32 acres and preserved an additional 23 acres.
Following a format developed by the Washington State Department of Transportation, the SCA Memorandum of
Agreement (M©A) was established. The MOA describes the procedures for selecting, managing, monitonng, and
7 Snohomish County Airport. 1997. Snohomish County Airport MOA/tM Executive Summary.
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protecting mitigation banks.. Additionally, an Implementation Manual was created by the SCA that presents agency
recommendations for approval of the two specific bank sites. A technical oversight committee reviewed and advised
changes to the MOA, and provides input for credit evaluation and ratio development.
Construction is nearly complete at both sites. One site has a nonprofit organization associated with it called the
Friends of Narbeck Wetland Sanctuary that is working to promote citizen stewardship, protection of wildlife and wildlife
habitat, native plant propagation, and environmental research.
Primary funding for the mitigation banks came from airport revenues. In addition, some funds were provided from
the FAA, since the program will be used to mitigate for projects required by FAA safety regulations.
The SCA will be responsible for one of the sites in perpetuity. The other site will be donated to the City of Everett,
Washington, Parks Department after all of the credits have been used. Monitoring will be conducted for five years in the
emergent wetland and ten years in the forested wetland. Both sites have been placed in a conservation easement and
a contingency plan will be executed if performance criteria are not met.

Public/Private Joint Venture
Public/private joint ventures can facilitate mitigation-bank establishment by providing investment capital and technical
expertise. Mitigation banking is a complex process involving aspects of design, engineering, regulation, project
management, biology, ecology, marketing, and long-term management. Because of this, a mitigation banking joint
venture may be established to share the responsibilities and costs. A local agency role may be bank sponsor, bank
creator, land owner, long-term manager, or all four. The private entity may conduct only the technical work, but can also
assume any of the aforementioned roles. The EPA survey found that the local agencies partnered in joint ventures were
most likely to provide the land for the mitigation bank and the private entity would provide funds and/or technical
expertise.

City of Pembroke Pines and Florida Wetlandsbank, Inc.
Overview: In 1992, the City of Pembroke Pines in Broward County, Florida, entered into a partnership agreement
with Florida Wetlandsbank, Incorporated to restore a heavily degraded site that was already overrun by exotic species
and becoming further deteriorated by all-terrain vehicle use and illegal trash disposal. The City did not have the
resources necessary to restore the site or to establish a mitigation bank. Concurrently, development pressures in the
area were creating a demand for an effective mitigation alternative.8 Florida Wetlandsbank agreed to design and
construct a wetland system by eradicating the exotics and replacing them with a mixture of 10 typical Everglade habitats
including cypress stands, emergent marshes, tree islands, and sawgrass prairie. Florida Wetlandsbank also provided
the management for the bank, selling the first credits in 1994. In 1997, restoration was near completion, with 396 credits
sold. The objectives for the Florida Wetlandsbank (the name of the mitigation bank) are to:
¯ Provide a mitigation alternative for the rapidly urbanizing City of Pembroke Pines
¯ Provide mitigation at a large site with high potential for ecological success
¯ Restore native wetland ecosystems in an area that was degraded and infested with exotic species
The mitigation bank provided a number of economic and environmental benefits, including the following.

Paul Wattles, Assistant City Manager, City of Pembroke Pines, Florida. Personal communication, March 23, 1998.
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¯ The project provided revenue for the City through the collection of franchise fees per acre (paid bv Florida
Wetlandsbank, Incorporated after credits were sold).
"
"
¯ Developers used the credits as quickly as they became available.
¯ The City plans to open part of the area as a park and offer public access and passive recreation opportunities.
¯ To date, the site is ecologically successful, with little reinfestation of exotic plants.
¯ Florida Wetlandsbank, Incorporated profited from the sale of credits.
The construction is completed and all credits sold for the original 350-acre site. An additional 100 acres has been
added to the site with construction nearly completed and credit sales pending. The service area for the mitigation bank
was kept at the county level rather than the basin level, which incorporates three counties. The County determined that
mitigation for wetland losses should remain within the county? The number of credits available in the mitigation bank
were determined using a modified Wetland Rapid Assessment Procedure (WRAP).
Florida Wetlandsbank, Incorporated provided the capital for initiating the bank. Pre-project sale of credits allowed
restoration work to begin. A trust fund was established to provide for the long-term maintenance of the site, with $1,000
per credit contributed to the fund.
Site monitoring will be conducted by Florida Wetlandsbank, Incorporated from the time that construction is completed
for five years. Quarterly monitoring reports are required by the SFWMD. These reports contain information regarding
the bank’s performance criteria. A performance bond was placed with the SFWMD for each stage of construction. The
bond will be used in the event that any of the performance criteria are not met. Once the performance criteria for the
site are met, the money will be released to Florida Wetlandsbank.

Commercial Mitigation Banking
A local government can establish a commercial mitigation bank that sells credits to anyone who meets the
requirements to use the bank for compensatory mitigation. The bank discussed here was established on public land,
solely by public agencies, with credits for sale to the public. Optimally, a public commercial mitigation bank is part of a
larger watershed plan.
A major advantage of public commercial banks is that they are in public ownership, which can better provide longterm management, and the funds generated from the bank can be used to further improve public resources. The
disadvantage is that the up-front capital investment can be difficult for public agencies with limited availability of funds.
DuPage County, Illinois
Overview:. DuPage County is a highly urbanized area located west of Chicago. Land development has negatively
impacted the natural drainage system of the area by eliminating naturally occurring storage, reducing stormwater
infiltration, and increasing the velocity and quantity of runoff. In response, the DuPage County Stormwater Management
Plan (Management Plan) was developed in 1989, to reduce the potential for recurrent and increasing flood damage and
to reduce further environmental degradation associated with development. The ecological assessment conducted during
development of the Management Plan found that wetlands represented a significant portion of the natural watershed

9 Desmond Duke, Project Administrator, Florida Wetlandsbank. Personal communication, June 19, 1998.
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storage in the county, and are essential for adequate stormwater retention, conveyance, sediment control, and water
quality enhancement.~0
Individual watershed plans, within the larger DuPage County management plan, were developed to identify wetlands
for protection, enhancement, and restoration. The County attempts to establish mitigation banks in the four main
watersheds within the County. The service area for each bank will be the watershed in which the bank is located. The
County also established an ordinance for stormwater management that requires developers whose development
proposals will affect the function and values of wetlands to consider mitigation banking as an alternative to compensatory
on-site mitigation. The objectives of the DuPage County commercial mitigation banking program are to:
¯ Manage and mitigate the effects of urbanization on stormwater drainage
¯ Enhance the quality, quantity, and availability of surface and groundwater resources and prevent further
degradation
¯ Preserve and enhance existing wetlands, aquatic, and riparian environments
¯ Encourage restoration of degraded areas
Any investment in a bank must be at least equal to the cost of planning, acquiring lands, constructing, and operating
and maintaining mitigated wetlands of equivalent or greater functional value than those lost to development.
The land for the bank sites was in public ownership. Funding for establishing the bank and initial project work came
from an advanced credit sale. One-third of the credits were allowed for sale prior to work beginning at the site. One site,
Winfield Creek, was in the process of selling credits for project initiation when public opposition to the site halted the
project. The County is now in the process of finding another site but, in the interim, is liable for the credits sold.
The County has five banks that have been approved by the agencies and are in various stages of implementation.
The oldest project, Cricket Creek, is in year two and, to date, is exhibiting successful hydrologic and vegetation
conditions.

Conclusion
The use of mitigation banking by local governments can be an effective tool to restore and protect their community’s
valuable wetlands resources. The case-studies presented provide local governments with different mitigation banking
strategies that could be used to address the needs of their community. As demonstrated in the case-studies, the
establishment of sound objectives and goals by the local agency will help determine the type of mitigation bank that will
best meet the local needs. In addition, there are several conditions that local governments must evaluate and consider
for successful bank implementation, including (1) a demand for compensatory mitigation, (2) a sufficient supply of
suitable sites for the bank, and (3) opportunities for working in partnership with the federal and state regulatory and
resource agencies.
Mitigation banks that are established by local governments can address more than just the need for compensatory
mitigation. Wetlands mitigation banks can achieve additional community needs by increasing local flood storage
capacity, improving wildlife habitat, and providing educational and recreational benefits while restoring and enhancing
important wetland resources.

10 DuPage County Stormwater Management Committee. 1989. DuPage County Stormwater Management Plan. DuPage County, illinois.
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Massachusetts Stormwater Management Policy/Regulations:
Development, Implementation, and Refinement

Bethany Eisenberg
Vanasse Hangen Brusttin, Incorporated
Watertown, Massachusetts

Abstract
In March of 1996, the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection, in conjunction with the Massachusetts
Office of Coastal Zone Management, released the Draft Version of the State’s Stormwater Management Policy. The Policy
includes nine specific Stormwater Performance Standards, which are to be met to achieve compliance. The Policy presented
in two volumes: Volume One, the StormwaterPolicy Handbook, which contains a description of the policy, its implementation,
and descriptions of the nine individual stormwater management standards, and Volume Two, the Stormwater Technical
Handbook, which contains more detailed information on Best Management Practices (BMPs), for stormwater management
(i.e., detention basins, swales, etc.).
The policy is the result of three years of work by a Stormwater Advisory Committee that included representatives from
regulatory offices (EPA, Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, Natural Resources Conservation Service, etc.), engineers and
developers from the private sector, the highway department, and representatives of local conservation commissions. The Policy
is to be implemented as an amendment to the existing Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act, which is administered at the
local level by local Conservation Commissions.
The nine performance standards are the key components of the policy. General descriptions of the standards include the
following:
1. No new stormwater conveyances may discharge untreated stormwater directly to, or cause erosion in wetlands or
waters of the Commonwealth.
2. Post-development peak discharge rates may not exceed pre-development rates.
3. Maximize recharge to groundwater: post-development must be similar to pre~3evelopment conditions.
4. Remove 80% of average annual load-post development of Total Suspended Solids (TSS).
5. Use specific BMPs for discharges from areas with higher potential pollutant loads; untreated infiltration prohibited.
6. Use specific BMPs for discharges to critical areas.
7. I~edevelopment projects should not meet perforrr~nce standards to the maximum extent practicable and at a minimum,
improve existing conditions.
8. Erosion and sedimentation controls are required ctunng construction.
9. Operation and Maintenance Plan for Stormwater Management required.
The Policy was introduced in March of 1996 for testing its effectiveness. Two Phases of training were provided over a twoyear period across the state. The first phase focused on introducing the Policy and the second phase focused on detailed
Engineering Companies, and local DPWs and planning departments.
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Introduction
In March of 1997, the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MADEP), in conjunction with the
Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management (CZM), released a draft version of the state’s Stormwater Management
Policy (herein referred to as the "Policy"). Prior to the development of this policy, the control of peak stormwater discharges from
development sites to prevent flooding and erosion problems was a fairly standard requirement across the country; and was
well-implemented in Massachusetts. However, there were no state-level requirements for stormwater quality treatment,
maintaining groundwater recharge processes, or maintaining stormwater treatment systems. The Policy was developed to
provide standard minimum requirements for stormwater management that could be consistently implemented on development
projects.
The Stormwater Management Policy is currently an amendment to the Wetlands Protection Act which is only applicable
when a project proposes work within the boundary, or buffer zone, of a Wetland Resource Area. Hence, the Policy is not
applicable to all developmental projects.
While the regulatory implementation of the Policy is through local Conservation Commissions, under the State’s Wetlands
Protection Act, the performance standards and design guidelines that define the Policy were developed for use by a larger
audience. Development teams (typically the proponent and their engineers, architects, and planners) and the various reviewing
agencies (Conservation Commissions, Planning Boards, DPWs, etc.) were expected to be users of the Policy. The goal was
to provide guidance to ensure that negative impacts from stormwater runoff generated as a result of urban and suburban
development would be minimized without placing an unjustifiable economic burden on developers for new projects, or
preventing redevelopment of existing sites.
The Policy includes nine specific Stormwater Performance Standards for which compliance must be achieved on
development projects. Included in these standards is a requirement to provide groundwater recharge, requirements for ensuring
proper stormwater treatment prior to discharge to waters of the state, and provisions for waiving certain requirements if deemed
infeasible for redevelopment projects. The Policy has been distributed as an Interim Draft to allow for refinements prior to its
final promulgation as state regulations. In order to fully gage its effectiveness, however, the Interim Policy has been distributed
and implemented as if the regulations were final.
The Policy is presented in two handbooks: Volumes One and Two. Volume One, the Stormwater Policy Handbook.
contains a description of the policy, its implementation, and detailed definitions of the nine individual stormwater management
standards. Volume Two, the Stormwater Technical Handbook, contains detailed information on Best Management Practices
(BMPs), with guidelines for the design of standard stormwater management structures (such as detention basins and water
quality swales).

Development
The Policy is a result of three years of work by a State Stormwater Advisory Committee. In addition to leaders from MADEP
and CZM, this Committee included representatives from such regulatory offices as USEPA, Department of Fisheries and
Wildlife, and the Natural Resources Conservation Service. Also on the committee were engineers and developers from the
private sector (including the author) and representatives from the Massachusetts Highway Department and local Conservation
Commissions.
The goal of the Committee was to provide a cohesive set of performance standards that addressed key issues associated
with stormwater runoff control. The Policy was developed in such a manner thai it provides adequate accompanying guidelines
and recommendations, to allow for consistent implementation, while still allowing for flexibility in site-specific designs. Given
the widely varying goals and perspectives of Committee members, the Policy published in 1997 was a result of group
consensus and compromise.
The Committee was divided into two sub-committees, the Policy group, and the Technical sub-committee. The Policy group
was tasked with developing the process for legal implementation and the Technical Committee was responsible for clevetop~ng
the specific technical requirements of the Stormwater Management Policy.
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Some of the performance standards introduced completely new requirements for development projects and required
detailed evaluation and discussion during the development stages. Some of the key issues that generated substantial debate
include the following:
¯ Recharge: The loss of recharge to groundwater systems, which provide drinking water supplies and generate baseflow
to streams and rivers, was a state-wide problem. A mechanism for requiring the maintenance of recharge after
development was considered a high priority. The biggest issue relative to this requirement was: How much annual
recharge should be required?
¯ Water Quality Treatment Volume: The quality and quantity of stormwater runoff from paved and unpaved areas can
vary greatly. It was determined by the Committee that runoff from impervious areas was the highest concern and should
require treatment. The largest decision relative to this concern was: What volume of stormwater runoff should be treated
for water quality? Should it include runoff from both pervious and impervious areas?
¯ Critical Areas: The Committee felt that certain sensitive environmental areas should have the maximum practicable
protection. Under the Massachusetts Stormwater Management Policy, "Critical areas" are defined as; shellfish growing
areas, public swimming beaches, cold water fisheries, recharge areas for public water supplies and designated
Outstanding Resource Waters (ORWs). ORWs are further defined to include surface drinking water supplies, certified
vernal pools, and state designated Areas of Critical Environmental Concem (ACECs). The issue here was how to ensure
that these areas are provided adequate protection and how to define what adequate protection is.
¯ Exemptions: Some Committee members expressed concern that stormwater management requirements may be too
costly for small residential projects, or may be a deterrent for initiating redevelopment projects. The issue was what, if
any, projects should be exempt from any or all of the standards?
¯ Operation/Maintenance: Maintenance of stormwater management practices is critical for their effectiveness. It is often
difficult, if not impossible, to ensure that the operation and maintenance of BMPs will occur as necessary. The issue was:
How can the necessary maintenance of BMPs implemented on the project be ensured?
A brief summary of the decisions on these key issues is as follows:
¯ Recharge: Annual recharge processes are permanently changed by the introduction of impervious areas to a site. In
order to minimize this impact, it was agreed that the existing annual recharge should be determined and postdevelopment annual recharge should maintain this to the maximum extent practicable. A preliminary methodology for
determining existing recharge on the site was provided in the Draft Policy.
¯ Water Quality Treatment Volume:
¯ For discharges to critical environmental areas (defined in the Policy), the volume of stormwater runoff to be treated
for water quality control is defined as 1.0 inch of runoff times the total impervious area of the post-development project
site.
¯ For all other discharges, the volume to be treated is calculated as 0.5 inches of runoff times the total impervious area
of the post-development project site.
These volumes represent total runoff from the smaller, more frequent storms that occur annually, and the initial
volumes of runoff from larger more infrequent storm events. The goal behind this decision was to fully treat the runoff
from the majority of the storm events occurring annually, without approaching values where treatment system sizes
would result in increasing costs with decreasing additional benefit.
¯ CriticalAreas: It was decided, as stated above, that 1.0 inch of runoff (as opposed to 0.5 inch) must be treated for
water quality if the discharge is to a Critical Resource Area. Also, specific approved BMPs are recommended for use
in particular critical areas. In addition, it was decided that spill prevention/containment methods must be included in
the Stormwater Management System design.
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¯ Exemption~. Specific cases were provided exemption from the Policy, including: single family house projects,
residential subdivisions with four or fewer lots that do not discharge to critical areas, and emergency repairs to
highway/roadways or their drainage systems. However, none of these projects are exempt from the standard requiring
sedimentation and erosion control requirements during construction activities.
While redevelopment projects are not exempt, a redevelopment project may comp!y to the maximum extent possible
if it can be proven that it is not practicable for the project to achieve full compliance.
¯ Operation/Maintenance. All non-exempt projects require the development of a Stormwater Management System
Operation and Maintenance Plan (O&M Plan). As defined in the Policy, the O&M Plan must contain the: names of the
Stormwater Management System(s) owner and the person(s) responsible for implementing the O&M Plan, a schedule
for inspection and maintenance, and a description of maintenance activities to be performed. Recommendations for
specific maintenance practices and schedules are included in the Policy.

Stormwater Performance Standards
The nine Stormwater Performance Standards most accurately describe the key components of the policy that came out
of the committee deliberations following resolution of the issues described above. The goal of the standards is to protect
groundwater, surface water, and wetland resources from the impacts of stormwater runoff generated as a result of development
and redevelopment projects. General descriptions of the standards are provided as follows:
1. No new stormwater conveyances may discharge untreated stormwater directly to, or cause erosion in wetlands or
waters of the Commonwealth.
2. Post-development peak discharge rates must not exceed pre-development conditions for the 2-year and 10-year storm
events under all conditions. The 100-year event must be analyzed to determine impacts and must be controlled if
necessary.
3. Loss of annual recharge to groundwater should be minimized through the use of infiltration measures, to the maximum
extent practicable. The recharge "requirement" which is to mimic existing annual recharge on sites to the maximum
extent practical, has not been changed. However, a design methodology for estimating existing annual recharge at a
site, and for designing recharge systems has been developed. The methodology uses soil classifications, soil gradation
analyses and specific Massachusetts regional rainfall data as data inputs.
4. Stormwater management systems must be designed to remove 80% of the average annual (post development) load
of total suspended solids (TSS). It is presumed that this standard is met when; (a) suitable nonstructural practices for
source control and pollution prevention are implemented; (b) stormwater management BMPs are sized to capture the
prescribed runoff volume; and (c) stormwater management BMPs are maintained and designed as specified in Volume
Two. The Policy provides estimates of the percent TSS removal for individual BMPs when designed in accordance with
the specified guidelines. Water quality treatment volume is 0.5 inches of runoff from impervious areas (1.0 inch if
discharge is to critical environmental area).
5. Stormwater discharges from areas that are defined as having "higher potential pollutant loads" (as defined in the Policy)
require specific stormwater BMPs. Infiltration of stormwater from these areas without pretreatment is prohibited.
6. Specific BMPs must be used for discharges to critical areas and the water quality treatment volume is 1.0 inch of runoff.
7. Redevelopment projects must meet the performance standards to the maximum extent practicable. It must be clearly
stated why full compliance cannot be achieved and such projects must, at a minimum, improve existing conditions.
8. Erosion and sedimentation controls are required during construction.
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9. An Operation and Maintenance Plan (O&M Plan) for Stormwater Management is required.
A detailed explanation of each of these Standards is available in Volume One, the Stormwater Policy Handbook.

Implementation
In order to test its effectiveness and identify potential problems, the Policy was introduced in March of 1997, prior to the
promulgation of regulations. Copies of Volumes One and Two were distributed to each Conservation Commission office in the
state, and to other relevant regulatory agencies. Two phases of training were provided across the state over a two-year period:
first to introduce the Policy, and then to focus on detailed case studies and implementation issues. Training was made available
to regulatory agencies, Conservation Commissions, local DPWs, planning departments, and engineering companies. During
the training sessions, the largest turnout was from Conservation Commission representatives and engineering/consulting firms,
with minimal attendance by the other gro.ups invited.
At each of the training sessions, questions from the audience on the Policy were solicited and a list of most Frequently
Asked Questions (FAQs) was developed. The FAQs provided an excellent basis for outlining where additional information
and/or clarification was needed. Based on the number of recurring questions, the Committee decided to prepare a survey to
solicit feedback from potential policy users. The survey was comprised of 23 questions for characterizing the respondent,
determining the usefulness and ease of implementation of the Policy, identifying particular problems in understanding or
implementing performance standards, and determining what type of BMPs were currently being implemented.
The survey was not designed to be a statistically valid data set, but rather to gain a practical working knowledge of what
aspects of the Policy and/or its method of implementation needed to be refined. While this was generally evident from the
FAQs, the survey further substantiated the specific areas where additional work was necessary. Some key findings from the
118 respondents to the survey were as follows:
¯ The overall sense of the Stormwater Performance Standards was that the Stormwater Policy implementation was good
(63%) and that they consider the Stormwater Handbook to be a "useful resource for designing and reviewing systems
(77%).
¯ In response to the standards, respondents were generally comfortable implementing peak discharge controls and
sedimentation and erosion controls. This was not surprising since these were existing requirements in most
municipalities that needed to be achieved for most development projects.
¯ Not surprisingly, new requirements for groundwater discharge, treatment of stormwater runoff water, and the
preparation of stormwater Management O&M Plans were the standards for which additional clarification and technical
support were most requested.
Feedback
The Draft Policy was issued prior to formal promulgation so that one to two years of interim implementation could be used
for refinement. The FAQs, user survey, and ongoing feedback from the public defined those areas where refinements were
especially necessary, including the following:
Standard No. 3 Recharge: The recharge requirement clearly created the most confusion, and required additional
technical support. The original bdef description included in Volume One was not sufficient for engineers or reviewers to prepare
a comprehensive program for achieving the annual recharge requirement.
As a result, the technical sub-committee has focused on providing a more detailed definition of the recharge requirement
and appointed a group to develop a design methodology for achieving compliance with this standard. The group has developed
a methodology using soil groups and soils analysis and actual rainfall data to determine the existing annual recharge on project
sites. Methodology for designing a recharge system to provide post-development recharge that best mimics pre-development
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conditions is being developed. This technical is currently in the final stages of development and is expected to be completed
and distributed prior to December 1999.
Standard 4 - 80% T$$ Flemeval: ,The Total Suspended Solids (TSS) removal requirement was not developed with the
goal of removing only the TSS loads in stormwater runoff. Rather, it was considered an indicator parameter, whereby if 80%
of the TSS is removed, a large portion of the additional pollutants carded in stormwater is also removed. This relationship does
not hold true, however, if the proponent chooses to use only mechanical methods where settling of fines, assimilation of
nutrients, or other biological processes that increase pollutant removal do not occur. For instance, a vegetated infiltrating swale,
or wet pond, that is designed to provide substantial stormwater velocity reductions may greatly increase fine sediment removal
3rid may also provide nutrient uptake in addition to gross TSS removal. A structure that removes solids only, and does not allow
for detention or contact with plants or potential filtering areas does not comply with the goal/intent of the TSS removal standard.
In addition, users were having difficulty calculating TSS removals when numerous BMPs were to be used in a series. The
specific percent removal rates provided in Volume One of the Policy are not additive and, as such, must be calculated as
percents of the pollutant load that they receive.
In response to these issues, further definition of the goal of the TSS removal requirement and recommended practices for
achieving the goal are being developed. A spreadsheet has been developed, which can be easily filled out by hand, to assist
in calculating the percent TSS removal for a project based on the BMPs implemented.
Standard 9. Operation and Maintenance: This standard has consistently raised the most concern relative to cost and
implementation. Common questions were as follows:
¯ Who will pay for ongoing operation and maintenance of stormwater BMPs if it is not the town?
¯ How will the town fund the O&M requirements if they assume responsibility?
¯ What long-term mechanism is there to ensure that maintenance will be completed?
¯ What is the frequency of maintenance required for specific BMPs?
While these questions are difficult to answer, for a specific site or on a statewide basis, in terms of required maintenance,
the Committee has responded by preparing operation and maintenance checklists, which may be used by the operator/owner.
These checklists may be submitted to the local Conservation Commissions on an annual basis, if deemed necessary.
Specific maintenance practices and suggested frequencies have also been prepared and are currently being updated, as
new information becomes available. It has also been noted that "one size does not fit all" in terms of required maintenance.
For instance, an infrequently used residential guest parking area cleady does not warrant the same frequency of street
sweeping as a commemial mall parking lot.
The question of financing stormwater management system operation and maintenance activities is also a site- and locationspecific issue. The development of stormwater utilities and management districts is ever increasing and may be the option that
some communities choose. The promulgation of the Policy as regulations will require the project proponent and/or towns and
municipalities to develop a plan for ensudng O&M implementation. There are a vadety of ways this may be achieved.
Resolution may be somewhat facilitated in larger municipal=ties and/or USEPA-designated urban areas that must comply with
the upcoming final USEPA NPDES Phase II Stormwater Regulations.
Summary
The development of the Massachusetts Stormwater Policy, which includes nine performance standards, was an integrated
effort between state and local regulators, policy makers, engineers, developers, and the general public. The group effort and
the implementation of the Policy as a Draft, to which refinements could and have been made, have contributed to the
usefulness of the standards. While the development and implementation of the standards are still in the eady stages, the Policy
provides definitive goals for achieving stormwater water quality and quantity control, and addresses annual recharge on
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development sites. Until the development of these standards, there was no requirement to maximize groundwater recharge
on sites orto mandate the development of the stormwater O&M Plan (unless required under other regulatory programs). These
advances will provide an overall benefit to the natural resources of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The Stormwater
Management Policy Volumes I and ii may be obtained off the intemet or by request from:
Tom Maguire
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection
1 Winter Street
Boston, MA 02108
Phone (617) 292-5602
email: Tom.maguire @ state.ma.us
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Introduction
The Rouge River National Wet Weather Demonstration Project (Rouge Project) has made significant progress in
restoring beneficial uses to a large, urban waterway using a holistic, "bottom up" watershed approach. This project was
initiated in 1992, by the Wayne County (Michigan) Department of the Environment. The purpose of this document is to
present a summary of the activities and progress of the Rouge Project; discuss the watershed approach being utilized in
the Rouge Project, including the use of a general storm water permit; and summarize a community perspective on this
entire effort.

Rouge Project Background and Summary of Progress to Date
The Rouge River National Wet Weather Demonstration Project is a watershed-based effort, substantially sponsored
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), to manage wet weather pollution to the Rouge River, a tributary
to the Detroit River in southeast Michigan (See Figure 1). The Rouge River Watershed is largely urbanized, spans
approximately 438 square miles, and is home to over 1.5 million people in 48 communities in 3 counties. The Rouge River
has been designated by the International Joint Commission as a significant source of pollution to the Great Lakes system.
The early focus of the Rouge Project was the control of CSOs in the older urban core portion of the downstream areas
of the watershed. As a finite number of point source CS© discharges could be identified, and responsibility for each
defined, the traditional regulatory approach of issuing National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits
mandating corrective action worked relatively well. Additional monitoring of the river showed, however, that other sources
of pollution needed to be controlled before full restoration of the r~ver would be achieved throughout the watershed. These
other sources of pollution include storm water runoff, interflow from abandoned dumps, discharges from illicit connections,
discharges from failed on-site septic systems, and resuspension of contaminated sediment.
The Rouge Project is designed to identify the most efficient and cost-effective controls of wet weather pollution, while
assuring maximum use of watershed resources. A great deal has been accomplished in these efforts. The following
summarizes some of those accomplishments, focusing on CSO controls first. Approximately 50% of the watershed is
served by separate sewer systems, with an additional 20% served by combined sewers (157 overflow points), and the
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Figure 1. Rouge Subwatersheds & Location of Rouge Watershed in Michigan.

remaining area served by on-site sewage disposal systems. CSO controls are being implemented in phases. Under the
first phase, six communities have separated their sewers and eight communities have constructed or are constructing 10
retention treatment basins. Each of these basins is sized for different design storms and several employ innovative
technologies. A two-year evaluation study of the CSO control basins began on June 1, 1997. The results from the
evaluation study, coupled with efforts to control storm water and other pollution sources in the watershed, will provide the
basis for the second phase CSO control program for the remaining CSO sources in the watershed. The information gained
from the evaluation of design storms and control technologies will be useful to others nationwide to determine cost-effective
CSO controls to meet water quality standards.
The Rouge Project is also evaluating innovative stormwater control and watershed management technologies. Twentyfive different communities and agencies throughout the watershed are implementing over 100 pilot projects. Categories
of pilot management projects currently underway include wetlands creation and restoration; structural storm water
practices, such as grassed swales and detention ponds; erosion controls; stream bank stabilization; and habitat restoration,
to name a few.
The Rouge Project also discovered that illicit connections and failing septic systems are major sources of pollution
problems in the Detroit urban area. Creative ways to remediate these sources of pollution have been initiated.
A suite of computer models has been developed by the Rouge Project. These models simulate the water quality and
quantity response of the Rouge River during wet weather events for existing and future conditions, and under various CSO
and stormwater runoff management alternatives. This effort has resulted in a very useful public communication tool on
water quality indices tied to actions needed to restore the Rouge River. A comprehensive geographic information system
(G IS) and relational databases were designed and implemented to manage the wealth of data collected under the Project.
In addition, a special data exploration tool, DataView, was developed to support routine analyses of large time-series data
sets. DataView is user-friendly and readily transferable to other locations. Related to DataView is the Rouge Information
Manager, also a user-friendly, readily transferable tool (an "electronic file cabinet") for accessing multi-media information
about the Rouge River restoration effort.
Effective, readily transferable tools have been developed, employed by the Project, and are being shared with other
cities and state agencies. Additional information on the Rouge Project can be obtained from the web site at
http:~www, rougeriver, com.

Evolution of the Watershed Approach
The Rouge River watershed has seven subwatersheds that range in size between 19 and 89 square miles (See Figure
1 ). Older communities served by combined sewers dominate downstream portions of the Rouge River Watershed, while
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the headwater areas are typically open space, agricultural land, or low density residential developments that are
undergoing rapid change due to growth pressures. Fully developed areas, typical of the middle portions of the Rouge
Watershed, have separated storm sewers and limited opportunities to address stormwater problems with structural
solutions.
Data gathered by the Rouge Project have shown numerous water quality and designated use problems, including high
bacteria levels and tow dissolved oxygen levels during wet weather events in all areas of the watershed. Fish consumption
is prohibited in much of the watershed due to the threat to human health. Six of the seven subwatersheds have moderate
to severe degradation of wildlife habitats, with fish populations suffering severe impairment in three of the subwatersheds.
Aesthetic enjoyment is moderately~ to severely impaired throughout the watershed. Restrictions to small boat navigation
resulting from logjams, garbage and sedimentation are a moderate to severe impairment in virtually all seven
subwatersheds.
Based upon what was learned, the focus of the Rouge Project became more holistic to consider impacts from all
sources of pollution and use impairments in receiving waters. The historic implementation of water quality management
programs in the United States at the federal and state levels has been to focus on point sources, which are the most
obvious sources of pollution to water bodies. This approach has worked well to control pollution from most point sources
but has also left a patchwork of regulated and unregulated discharges of stormwater and nonpoint source pollution to
surface waters. This patchwork is especially evident in most urbanized areas where multiple local jurisdictions are located
in the same watershed. More subtle sources of pollution, such as stormwater, have emerged as the next priority for
attention. The challenge for the Rouge Project became to develop innovative, coordinated solutions to achieve water
quality objectives that may be: (1) be more cost-effective, (2) implemented in a more timely fashion, and (3) better able
meet local needs.
It has become clear that water resources management must have the support of the general public in order to be
effective and to become self-sustaining. A locally driven watershed approach to pollution management as a means to
achieve management goals is an exciting concept discussed by many, but for which there is limited practical experience.
This is particularly true in urban situations where there are multiple sources of impairment to a water body and stiff
competition for limited local resources to address the pollution sources. The Rouge Project has provided a unique
opportunity for a watershed-wide approach to restoring and protecting an urban river system by using a cooperative, locally
based approach to pollution control.

The Michigan NPDES General Permit for Municipal Stormwater Discharges
As concern expanded to sources of pollution in the upper portion of the watershed above the CSQ discharges, and
water quality improvement focused more on watershed-wide approaches, the lack of a defined regulatory framework to
address stormwater pollution and diffuse nonpoint source pollution became a major obstacle to further progress in
improving water quality and restoring beneficial uses to the Rouge River. Beginning in 1995, the Michigan Department of
Environmental Quality (MDEQ), the Rouge Project, and the communities in the Rouge Watershed jointly developed an
innovative, watershed-based NPDES general permit ("General Permit") for municipal stormwater discharges. The permit
was issued on July 31, 1997 (MDEQ, 1997). This collaborative process was outlined in a report entitiled "Adapting
Regulatory Frameworks to Accommodating Watershed Approaches to Storm Water Management" (Fredericks, et al.,
1997).
The MDEQ General Permit and USEPA’s draft Phase II stormwater regulations (U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, 1998) due to be promulgated in September 1999, were developed during the same time frame. Wayne County,
on behalf of the Rouge Project communities, was selected to serve on USEPA’s Urban Wet Weather Flows Federal
Advisory Committee, which (among other activities) assisted USEPA with the development of the Draft Phase II
Stormwater Regulations. Participation on the federal advisory group on watershed approaches to stormwater management
was invaluable to the development of the Michigan General Permit, and provides a high likelihood that the General Permit
will be acceptable for implementing the forthcoming federal Phase II Stormwater Regulations in Michigan.
The General Permit incorporates the following elements:
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General:
Permit coverage is voluntary until the final EPA Phase II Stormwater Regulations are promulgated
- Public agencies who own, operate, or control stormwater systems are provided the opportunity for coverage
- Watershed size is established by the potential permitees during the application process
Application and permit process have limited required actions; the focus is to establish desired outcomes.
Requires permittee to develop the following:
Ilficit Discharge Elimination Plan (IDEP) that has the goal of eliminating raw sewage discharges and includes
addressing failing septic systems and improper connections of sanitary sewers to storm drains and open waterways.
Public Education Plan (PEP) designed to inform residents and businesses about what actions they should take to
protect the river.
In cooperation with others, a Watershed Management Plan to resolve water quality concerns which includes: short
and long-term goals for the watershed, delineation of actions needed to achieve the goals, estimated benefits and
costs of management options, an opportunity for all stakeholders to participate in the process.
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Initiative, which includes evaluation and implementation of pollution prevention
and good housekeeping practices and the evaluation and implementation of BMPs to minimize impacts of new
development and redevelopment.
Monitoring and Reporting Plan, which includes a schedule for revisions to the Watershed Management Plan.
The IDEP and PEP are submitted to MDEQ at the time of application and the implementation of these plans begins
when the MDEQ issues a certificate of coverage to a community/agency. Within six months after the issuance of a
certificate of coverage to a community/agency, the General Permit requires the submission of a public involvement plan
for approval by the state. This plan identifies the approaches that will be used within the hydrologic area to involve
stakeholders in the development of a watershed plan that must be completed within 18 months after the certificate of
coverage is issued. Once a consensus, long-term management plan has been completed, each agency and community
within the watershed must prepare and submit for state approval its own pollution prevention initiative that identifies actions
and schedules to address the pollution concerns identified in the consensus watershed plan. The watershed stormwater
management plans developed by the communities and other public agencies do not require state approval; however, the
individual pollution prevention initiatives emanating from the watershed planning process do require state approval, as the
activities specified in the initiatives become permit requirements upon approval.

Rouge Community/Agencies Approach to Application and Permit Requirements
A total of 43 communities and agencies who own, o!3erate, or control stormwater systems in the Rouge River
Watershed have obtained coverage under Michigan’s new watershed-based General Permit for municipal stormwater
discharges. The result is that over 95% of the watershed ~s covered under this new program. The communities and
agencies requested that, for purposes of the General Permit. the large Rouge watershed be subdivided into the seven
subwatersheds shown in Figure 1. Long-term management plans will, therefore, be developed for each of these
subwatersheds, with coordination of the plans provided by the MDEQ and the Rouge Project staff. The document
"Implementing a Model Watershed Approach Through a State General Storm Water NPDES Permit" (Cave, et al., 1998)
outlines key issues discussed and decisions reached by the communities as they developed their General Permit
applications during 1998. The following section presents additional information regarding the application and permit
requirements recently approved for the communities and agencies in the Rouge Watershed under the Michigan General
Permit.
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The Michigan General Permit for municipal stormwater discharges is quite flexible and allows those seeking coverage
under the permit to use a wide variety of approaches to meet the public education, illicit connection/illegal discharge, and
public involvement requirements. This flexible framework has allowed communities to experiment with various approaches
that recognize local constraints and seize upon unique opportunities to meet the desired outcomes. While the basic
requirements for what must be in the watershed plan are more detailed, the permitees within a watershed are allowed
considerable freedom in deciding upon their own priorities, remedial actions, and schedules. Pollution prevention initiatives
that are expected to be proposed by the communities will likely involve commitments to continue or expand current
activities, like soil erosion and sedimentation control; implementation of new activities to address priority issues such as
failing septic systems; and implementation of regional projects to reduce the frequency and velocity of storm flows in the
river.
Table 1 and Table 2 outline the variety of public education an~t illicit discharge detection and elimination approaohes
identified by the communities and public agencies in the Rouge Lower 1 Subwatershed (Figure 1).
Across the watershed, communities actively sought ways to cooperatively address illicit conneotion/illegal discharge
investigations and public education projects. In one subwatershed group, a community with experience in the production
of videos agreed to make a river stewardship video that all other communities within the subwatershed could use on cable
television, or through the distribution of cassette copies to local libraries and/or schools. In the same watershed, another
community offered the use of a consultant to solioit bids for freestanding public information display boards and to develop
stormwater information materials for the boards that could be used by all communities at public gatherings and inside
public facilities. One community obtained the support of the local college to house and provide administrative support for
a well-established non-profit organization, the Friends of the Rouge organization, whose public information activities were
subsequently funded by several subwatershed groups to implement portions of their public education plans.

Advantages of Watershed Approach
The following section presents some of the lessons learned as the communities and agencies in the Rouge Watershed
are beginning to implement the watershed-based, Michigan General Permit for municipal stormwater discharges.
Holistic Solutions/Local Ownership. There are distinct advantages in managing stormwater on a watershed basis. From
the work already completed on the Rouge Project, it is clear that an integrated approach is needed to address all sources
of water pollution and excessive flows in this urbanized watershed. By requiring those agencies and communities with
responsibility for stormwater to work together at the subwatershed level to establish goals and objectives, local agencies
and the state regulatory agency are forced to view solutions holisticallyo To achieve the desired level of river restoration,
there must be integrated action plans that address not only stormwater but failing on-site sewage disposal systems
(OSDS), CSOs, sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs), and significant nonpoint sources of pollution.
Ideally, a watershed-based regulatory framework should encompass all dischargers so that pollution sources can be
addressed holistically. Practically, it must be recognized that prior NPDES permit programs at the state and federal level
are already in place for municipal and industrial point source waste treatment discharges, and for many industrial and
commercial stormwater discharges. While the Michigan watershed-based stormwater General Permit covers only public
agencies that own, operate, or control stormwater conveyance systems not currently under a Phase I Stormwater Permit,
the required watershed management plan does provide a framework for integrating activities under other permit programs.
In addition, the General Permit gives communities and agencies the flexibility and encouragement to incorporate nonpo~nt
source controls and pollution prevention activities as part of the required watershed management plan. For example, many
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Table 1. Illicit Discharge Elimination Activities to be Implemented under Michigan Stormwater General Permit in Communities in Lower 1 Subwaterstqed,
Rouge River Watershed

Existing ordinances for conU’ol of illicit cormections and/or OSS have
been determined sufficient or community/agency will evaluate existing x
ordinances
Will adopt additional ordinances for control of illicit connections and/or
x
OSDS if determined ~
~
Review e×isting ,monitoring data to prioritize investigation areas x
Plan developed w/County to locate sources ofsuspiciom discharges
x
previously identified
Develop, modi~, ~m,, plement and/or continue to use complaint system
x
~rocedure to coordinate complaint response/follow up
x
_Develop and/or use GIS for trackin~ complaints and/or activities
x
Train field employees for identification & reporting of illicit discharges x

,~ ~

Mapping of storm system, .iurisdictions and/or locations ofoutfalls
Systematic dry weather screening of o~tfails or manholes
Investigate possibility of systematic screening prod’am
Screen drainage from facilities under ~urisdiction
Dye testinl~ when additions made to existinl~ facilities
, Establish priority of" susptcious outfalls and/or initiate f’~llow up visits
for further analysis of flow
Investigate to find sources of suspicious discharges using upstream
manholes or dye testing or televising
ld~ntifi/and/or map areas served b~, OSDS
Determine feasibiiiw ofsew~ extensiou/mitigation
~oposals for future sanitary sewer construction will consider existing

x
x

X

X

x

×

x

x

x

×

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x

X

X

X

X

x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

Develop agreement/cooperate with county for im plementing an OSDS
tvaluation program
OSDS evaluation prior to sale of propert~
"’
Continue sanitar~ sewer maintenance i~ro~-am

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

Reporting to MDEQ on investigations, violations found & corrective
actions taken

x

x

x

Investigate Funding Mechanism for Stormwater Related Tasks

X

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
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Table 2. Public Education Activities to be Implemented Under Michigan Stormwater General Permit by Communities in Lower 1 Subwatershed, Rouge
River Watershed

Cable "IV ads
Clan Sw,~".p program
Coordinate with Master C~mposters Program
Co-sponsor annual River Da~,

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

Co-sponsor educational workshops

x

x

x

Co-Sponsor Healthy Lawn & Garden Workshop
Cosponsor informational outreach workshops
Co-sponsor River Stewards prol[ram

x
x

Co-sponsor giver Watch program
iCo-sponsor Rouge River Da~,
Eo-sponsor Rouge Edueation Project
Co-sponsor Rouge Friendly Nei~hborhood Program
Co-sponsor Rouge Friendly Business Pro[ram
Display, maps of cotnmunity~ watersheds & boundaries
Distribute miscellaneous brochures and/or fact sheets
Distribute Rouge Recreational Guide
Distribute Rouge Repair Kit to homeowners
Distribute septic s~,stem main, tenance packet to homes with OSDS
Distribute storm water general information package to new residents
Heighten visibility & promote school water/resource monitoring
Periodically provide Rouge Information Kiosk s~stem in public buildings
Presentations
Provide articles~ Information in community newsletter
Provide fliers/messages in water bills or tax notices
Provide water quality educational information on Website
Public service announcements
Publicize garden hotline
Publicize illicit discharge hotline
Storm drain marking
Tributary signage
Utilize "Our Actions" display at various community events

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x

×

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

communities have initiated pilot projects to evaluate how stormwater best management practices (BMPs) will control
stormwater flow and prevent pollution. In some cases, these pilot projects have permanently changed the way communities
and/or government agencies manage stormwater. These management practices will be included, as part of a watershed
management plan, and credit will be given to the entities that are performing those functions.
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Many of the subwatershed units selected in the Rouge River Watershed involve communities that have combined
sewers separated sewers, and OSDS. Some individual communities have all three within their corporate limits. Once the
communities began to work together at the subwatershed level to establish goals to achieve water quality standards
necessary to restore the river, each found that they had a significant role in the process and that the control of flow in the
rapidly developing headwater areas was as significant as CSO problems in the lower portion of the watershed. Evaluating
the sources of water quality problems and/or the threats to existing uses of the river at the subwatershed level by local
agencies is leading to a better understanding of local constraints, opportunities for innovative solutions, ownership of the
long-term river restoration effort, and interagency cooperation.
Overcom nq Institutional/Requlatory Barriers. Local agencies and communities in urbanized areas have a long history
of cooperative efforts to address the delivery of common public services. Recent trends in Michigan, and elsewhere in the
country, to reduce the size and cost of government and limit local taxing power have accelsrated efforts at the local level
to integrate or share the cost of a broad range of government services. Local agencies are increasingly seeking ways with
their neighboring jurisdictions to reduce the cost of police and fire protection, solid waste disposal, libraries, recreational
facilities, infrastructure maintenance and repairs, public transit, water supplies, and sewage disposal. Unfortunately, except
in a few isolated instances where a single authority has been created to oversee all aspects of water management, the
legal responsibility for stormwater is widely dispersed among local communities, county health and drain agencies, road
agencies, private developers, and autonomous school districts and public colleges. The creation of a new level of
government in the form of a water management authority with broad powers has been resoundingly rejected in the Rouge
River watershed by local agencies and is likely to receive the same reception in many other urban areas of the country.
State and federal water quality regulatory programs have traditionally focused on large point sources where
responsibility for obtaining and complying with specific permit limits is easy to establish. The regulatory framework to
control water pollution has generally discouraged rather than encouraged cooperative solutions among communities and
has relied upon command and control to achieve results. The complexities involved in addressing wet weather pollution
problems in urban areas, and the widely dispersed accountability for managing stormwater, demands a new regulatory
framework that will encourage cooperation among the locally responsible public agencies to design integrated, holistic
solutions. The watershed approach to stormwater regulation developed in Michigan offers an opportunity to overcome the
institutional and regulatory impediments that have discouraged cooperative local approaches to restoring urban
watersheds.
Institutional arrangements and financing options necessary to implement the General Permit and subwatershed
management plans are among the many elements the local communities in the Rouge Watershed are addressing in their
working groups. As part of the subwatershed planning process, communities and agencies are also identifying issues
which cross subwatershed boundaries. Rouge Project staff and the MDEQ currently provide coordination of individual
subwatershed efforts and assist subwatersheds in developing a comprehensive strategy for addressing watershed-wide
issues. The subwatershed communities are also identifying those activities, such as public education and water quality
monitoring, that may be most cost-effectively performed throughout the entire watershed by a single entity.
Increased Local Accountability and Political Support. Building a watershed restoration project from the bottom-up by
helping local communities and agencies identify problems, set their own priorities for restoration, select their own remedial
measures and propose their own schedules requires a sharing of power among federal, state, and local agencies not
usually found in water pollution control programs. The General Storm Water Permit program in Michigan is voluntary at
this time and it has allowed state regulators the ability to prov~e flexibility that might not otherwise be available. It has also
increased the accountability of local agencies who no longer have the freedom to blame federal and state officials for the
impositions of requirements, but now are responsible for conwncing local elected officials that the programs proposed are
in the best long-term interest of the local, residents.
Opportunities for Cost Efficiencies/Innovation. As discussed earlier, the Rouge River communities that have obtained
coverage under Michigan’s General Storm Water Permit and are working in subwatershed groups have already developed
more cost effective and efficient methods to meet public education requirements through cooperatively developed projects.
Similar joint programs are underway to train local community and agency staff in illicit discharge elimination activities and
in sharing staff and equipment to conduct river and enclosed storm drain surveys. The three county health agencies are
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developing common approaches to permitting and inspecting OSDS. The county road agencies are working with the state
highway agency to address the design, construction, and maintenance of transportation drainage systems.
The county agencies in the three counties responsible for designated storm drains are working together and with local
communities toward implementing common standards for stormwater management at new developments. County and local
officials have worked together to establish protocols for rapidly developing independent GIS to assure that databases can
be integrated to assist in watershed-wide water quality/quantity management. The economic and political cost for each
community or county agency to develop these approaches has been an impediment in the past. The watershed approach
has enabled these cooperative programs to be established. It is anticipated that the pollution prevention initiatives required
following completion of the watersl~ed management plans would also involve joint projects.
Establishing a broad range of cooperative programs to address stormwater problems across jurisdictional boundaries
is, in of itself, innovative. However, with the development of comprehensive watershed plans, new practical approaches
to implementing total maximum daily load (TMDL) requirements of the Clean Water Act and effectively using water pollution
trading options created at the state level become possible. The Rouge River National Wet Weather Demonstration Project
is funding a pilot program to verify that the watershed management framework under the Michigan Stormwater General
Permit can be used to meet the TMDL requirements, ahead of state schedules (and at potentially lower cost), and the
objectives of the Clean Water Action Plan program. In addition, the pilot program will demonstrate how the General Permit
watershed framework can be used as a basis for the proposed statewide water quality trading program currently under
development.
The top-down, command-and-control approach often requires repeated threats or legal action bystate and federal
regulators to ensure compliance with requirements clue to lack of political will at the local level. Locally generated
watershed plans containing specific action schedules that have been adopted by elected boards, commissions, and
councils are less likely to be abandoned or require enforcement actions to assure compliance. Peer pressure and citizen
support at the local level should be sufficient incentive in most instances for each local agency to complete their
responsibilities on schedule. Where legal enforcement action is required, the state and federal agencies are more likely
to find support among other local agencies who have met their obligations as outlined in the joint subwatershed plan.

Conclusions and Recommendations from a Community Perspective
Local communities in southeast Michigan and the state regulatory agency are attempting, for the first time, a
consensus, cooperative approach to stormwater management and regulation under the NPDES program. The Michigan
General Permit is a watershed-based, general stormwater permit issued under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System. The permit requires permitees to immediately initiate activities, such as illicit discharge elimination, and to
participate in watershed management planning for a self-determined hydrologic unit. The watershed management plan
forms the basis for implementing watershed goals and objectives, including improved water quality and pollution control.
This new regulatory program implements the watershed approach endorsed by USEPA and others and should facilitate
watershed-based integration of control programs for different pollution sources, such as stormwater CSOs which may be
present within a large, urban watershed. In addition, it is believed that the new watershed-based stormwater program ~n
Michigan will achieve the objectives of the TMDL program, the Clean Water Action Plan Program, and water quality trading
programs under development across the country. From the 13ers0ect~ve of local communities and agencies, this approach
provides optimum flexibility to solve the most pressing prol3tems ~n their subwatersheds by empowering them to identify
problems, choose from alternative solutions, establish prwont~es and schedules, and develop common strategies with
neighbors. Communities and others involved in this new program are also addressing issues such as coordination of
subwatershed efforts within larger watersheds.
The Rouge Project (and others) have shown that by holistically addressing all sources of pollution, a cost-effective
action plan can be implemented to address impairments and restore river uses. Storm water issues cannot be corrected
in a vacuum, but must be integrated into an overall solution that addresses the physical, chemical, and biological stressors
in a waterway. Stormwater adversely affects all three and, therefore, must be woven into the fabric of the overall watershed
management plan and watershed control program. Without this integration, stormwater control will become another "add
on" program that misses an opportunity to encourage an integrated program that addresses all sources of ecosystem
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stress in a cost-effective, prioritized manner. The approach being followed in the Rouge River Watershed should prevent
misplaced efforts and, most importantly, result in a restored Rouge River on a much faster timetable.
A key objective of the Rouge River National Wet Weather Demonstration Project has been to demonstrate alternative
methods to a "command and control," top down regulatory approach for water quality protection and improvement. The
alternative methods sought by the Rouge Project leverage "bottom-up" approaches that put place-based needs in the
forefront and use local initiatives to make progress on water quality restoration. This approach has led to a number of
institutional changes in the watershed that will help sustain the watershed management efforts into the future. From the
perspective of the communities involved, the cooperative, iterative approach being followed appears to be working and
is a welcome change from traditional "command and control" relationships with regulatory agencies.
The Rouge Project approach demonstrates that watersheds can be "managed." When water quality objectives can
only be reached through control of CSO, stormwater, and nonpoint sources, watershed management must involve the
active participation of local units of government. From a community perspective, this local involvement is critical to the
overall success of the Project and to stream restoration. Also, from a community perspective, undertaking a watershed
effort is not a simple matter. Watershed planning and implementation takes a large commitment of time and effort.
The communities involved in the Rouge Project have a sense of overwhelming success with the watershed restoration
efforts to date. Water quality and ecosystem health are improving, and the demonstration techniques have resulted not
only in concrete and steel structures, but in real institutional changes that integrate the work of stormwater and watershed
improvement into the basic institutions of government. Most importantly, the public is able to utilize new canoeing areas
and other river-based amenities, which are now possible due the noticeable improvement in water quality, aesthetics, and
oth’er attributes of the river. It is hoped that this effort, and the work of the Rouge River National Wet Weather
Demonstration Project, will continue to identify and quantify the benefits of cooperative, watershed-based efforts to protect
and restore our nations water resources.
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Background
Monterey Bay is a crown jewel of the California Coastline and has received special protection under the National
Marine Sanctuaries Act since September 1992, and the California Coastal Act since 1976. The 5,300 square mile Monterey
Bay National Marine Sanctuary includes a number of small coastal communities, and ranges from the City and County of
San Francisco on the north to Cambria on the south. The cities of Monterey and Santa Cruz have long recognized that
protection of the unique marine resources within the Sanctuary is critical to the economic vitality and quality of life of their
communities. Monterey Bay, with its world renowned Monterey Bay Aquarium, rich bird and marine resources, recreational
opportunities that include the Santa Cruz Boardwalk, and commanding vistas has become a major tourist attraction.
The Cities of Monterey and Santa Cruz developed and implemented a Model Urban Runoff Program (MURP) in a
cooperative team effort with the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary, the California Coastal Commission, California
Regional Water Quality Control Board-Central Coast Region, and the Association of Monterey Bay Area Governments
(AMBAG) funded by an EPA 319(h) grant. The MURP was developed to address and support a number of environmental
regulations and initiatives that applied to the Sanctuary and adjacent coastal areas including: the Sanctuary’s Water Quality
Protection Program, requirements of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendment (CZARA), Coastal Commission
plans and policies, the Regional Board’s watershed management initiative and basin plans, the State Water Resources
Control Board’s Ocean Plan and Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program, and EPA’s proposed draft Storm Water
Phase II Rule (Storm Water Phase II).
The concept of the MURP originated in the Sanctuary’s Water Quality Protection Program for Monterey Bay National
Marine Sanctuary-Action Plan Implementing Solutions to Urban Runoff and a State’s Urban Runoff Technical Advisory
Committee Report, developed to address Section 6217 of CZARA.
One of the most important drivers in the development and implementation of the MURP was an initiative of municipal
leaders to address the value that the community places on protecting the local creeks, streams, and wetlands and the
Sanctuary’s marine biological resources.

Development of Model Urban Runoff Program
A key objective of the MURP was to produce a document that would assist other communities in the development of
their own urban runoff programs by providing an off-the-shelf "how-to" guidebook building on the experience gained
through the development and implementation of Phase I Storm Water Management Programs. A second objective of the
project was the development of Urban Runoff Management Programs for the cities of Monterey and Santa Cruz that would
address the community’s values and achieve early implementation of and compliance with the various regulatory programs
and initiatives.
Representatives from Phase I municipalities who were responsible for the development of their programs and had
gained experience in implementation were consulted throughout the project. They participated in workshops when the
MURP was presented to Monterey Bay municipalities and provided extensive information and examples of material used
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in their communities, including what worked and what didn’t. Woodward-Clyde Consultants, with its extensive experience
in working with Phase I municipalities was selected to assist the project team in developing and producing the MURP.
The cities used a conceptual framework for developing urban runoff programs appropriate for their individual needs
following the guidance recommended by the MURP. It included four major steps:
¯ Assessment - Institutional assessment and assessment of environmental resources and sources of pollutants of
concern
¯ Development - Program management, institutional arrangements and coordination, legal authority, and fiscal
resources

¯ Implementation - BMPs and model programs for each of the six control measures proposed in Storm Water Phase
II and for control of commercial and industrial activities
¯ Evaluation - Progress reporting and evaluation, water quality monitoring, and program update.
Periodic meetings were held during the two-year grant period to share, review, and comment on individual city work
products, review progress, prepare and validate the MURP, and discuss early implementation actions. The Sanctuary was
instrumental in the early implementation effort by providing public information and outreach support and developing public
education materials. The Coastal Commission played an active role in formulating strategies for addressing Sanctuary-wide
water quality and land use concerns and providing support in the development of GIS-based land use maps. Project status
reports were presented to the Monterey Bay Regional Stormwater Management Task Force, AMBAG, city councils, and
Monterey Bay area public works officers.

The Model Urban Runoff Program
The MURP contains these four major steps for the development and implementation of an urban runoff program, and
a corresponding appendix containing additional information, examples, models, references, and contacts for further
information.
The Assessment Phase of the MURP describes the importance of information gathering and research to provide an
early survey of the municipalities, current policies, programs, legal authorities, and fiscal resources applied to control urban
runoff. A similar institutional assessment of existing regional storm water, watershed, and other water quality control
programs is recommended to avoid duplication and to identify potential conflicts, opportunities for coordination, and areas
not previously addressed. This phase also provides guidance and methods for (1) describing a community’s water
resources and activities that can be impacted by polluted runoff, (2) mapping the storm drainage system, (3) developing
a relationship of pollutant sources/activities to pollutants of concern, and (4) developing a working map to assist in targeting
problem areas or pollutant sources. Coordination with and building upon existing efforts, including joining Phase I
programs, is encouraged.
The Development Phase of the MURP describes the (1) selection of the program management structure, (2) identifies
individual and departmental responsibilities for management of individual program elements (public education, control
measures, or BMPs) and (3) coordination with other internal and external programs and agencies. The legal authority to
ensure implementation of BMPs and achieve compliance with the MEP standard of the Clean Water Act was developed
through use of a model ordinance. The appendices include examples of language for the amendment of Local Coastal and
General Plans as required by the State of California. Revisions to the California Environmental Quality Act checklist were
recommended to provide planners an additional tool to evaluate impacts of runoff from both new development and redevelopment. This Phase includes an estimate of staffing resources to implement each element of an urban runoff
program. It also describes the use of assessment districts, storm water utility fees, and other sources of funding program
implementation.
The Implementation Phase of the MURP describes eight program elements including six required by EPA’s Phase II
draft regulations as minimum requirements MURP program elements include (1) public involvement/participation, (2) a
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public education and outreach program, (3) an illicit connection and discharge detection and elimination program, (4) a
municipal operations control program, (5) a construction site discharge control program, (6) a new
development/redevelopment control program, (7) an optional control program for commercial facilities, and (8) an optional
control program for industrial facilities. The MURP.recommends objectives, BMPs, implementation activities, and methods
for program evaluation and documentation. This includes measurable goals for each of the eight program elements. The
appendices contain numerous examples of public participation and education; BMPs for residential areas, food service
operations, municipal operations, construction sites, vehicle service facilities, and shopping centers; sample SWPPPs for
corporation yards and construction sites; and reporting forms.
The Evaluation Phase describes methods for (1) determining whether water quality is improving and whether the
efforts and resources are directed at the right source and pollutants of concern; (2) reporting progress using the BMP
measurable goals, and (3) the developing and implementing of water quality monitoring programs and volunteer monitoring
programs. This phase provides and stresses the need for procedures for modifying and updating the urban runoff program
using the evaluation tools.
Each section of the MURP contains an extensive list of references to assist municipalities in obtaining additional
detailed supporting information on how these programs were developed.
Implementation of the Model Urban Runoff Program
Municipalities in California’s major metropolitan areas were encouraged, and in some cases required, to file for
NPDES’ permit coverage on an area-wide basis. Numerous smaller municipalities are already regulated by Phase I
requirements. There are now approximately 260 municipalities, with a combined population of 29 million, regulated by
Phase I NPDE$ permits in California.
In California, 76 incorporated places and counties are proposed to be automatically designated and 38 areas outside
urbanized areas that could 10e potentially designated under Storm Water Phase I1. The Monterey Bay Area has 13
incorporated places and counties that would be automatically designated. The MURP will be of significant benefit to a
number of smaller California municipalities, and particularly in the area covered by this project.
Undertaken as part of a 319(h) Grant, this project was required to conduct an outreach effort to ensure early
implementation of urban runoff programs. Two workshops were held in April of 1998 for planning, public works, building,
parks, public information/education, and general municipal operations staff in the Monterey Ray Area. These workshops,
attended by approximately 120 individuals, covered an introduction to urban runoff pollution, and regulatory requirements.
They featured presentations from individuals experienced in the development and implementation of Phase I storm water
management programs and included four break-out workshops covering MURP development and implementation.
The agencies participating in the development of the MURP have undertaken a number of actions, described in the
following paragraphs, to implement the project recommendations.

City of Monterey
During the development of the MURP, the City of Monterey ma!~ped watersheds, major storm drains, key streams,
creeks and channels. They also identified and mapped automotive serwcing facilities, restaurants, several industrial sites,
and pest and weed management activities as potential sources of runoff pollution. Fifteen potential sources or activities
that could contribute primary pollutants of concern were iclentffied. The City has adopted a water quality ordinance and
established a monthly storm water utility fe.e, currently $3.43, to implement its urban runoff management plan.
In cooperation with the Sanctuary and Coastal Watershed Council, the City has also initiated a citizens participation
program to label storm drain inlets and perform volunteer monitoring (Urban Watch Stormdrain Monitoring Program). This
volunteer effort led to the development of a Restaurant Outreach program to educate employees and eliminate pollution.
The City has commenced implementation of BMPs for new and existing sources, conducted water quality monitoring,
distributed public education material, and is currently working to implement its construction site pollution prevention
program.
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In cooperation with the Sanctuary, the City has obtained a grant to install and test storm water treatment devices at
the Monterey Harbor and Fisherman’s Wharf parking lots to determine the effectiveness of removing oil, sediment, and
trash.

City of Santa Cruz
The City of Santa Cruz developed a computer-generated map of watersheds and land uses to identify potential
pollutant sources. The City adopted a storm water ordinance in April 1998, regulating all water entering the storm drain
system, prohibiting illicit discharges and connections, and requiring implementation of BMPs published by the City. The
City has drafted BMPs for vehicle service facilities, retail shopping areas, residential areas, and food service facilities. The
City Industrial Waste Inspectors Will conduct initial inspections of 100 vehicle service facilities in 1999 to determine any
actions which must be taken to comply with the ordinance, with second inspections scheduled to formally determine
compliance. The City hosted an outreach presentation of the program and the proposed BMPs for the business community
during its Pollution Prevention Week.

City of Watsonville
The City of Watsonville began implementing a storm water program in 1991, through its industrial facilities Source
Control Program, and completed a bilingual storm drain stenciling program in 1992. Subsequent to the development of
the MURP, the City has completed a review of existing programs and policies, developed a new storm water ordinance,
started an illicit connection program that has sampled 50% of the City’s storm drain outfalls, and established a public
education program in cooperation with the Sanctuary. The City plans to implement a municipal, industrial, and commercial
source control program, a targeted educational outreach program, and a construction and new development program.

Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
The Sanctuary’s Water Quality Protection Program addresses a number of water quality issues in addition to urban
runoff and targets nonpoint sources of pollution. The Sanctuary’s program supports the cities’ urban runoff programs by
developing and distributing educational materials on urban pollution and co-sponsoring teacher training workshops with
the Monterey Bay Aquarium. It also collaborates with the City of Monterey on volunteer monitoring programs and public
education. The Sanctuary has prepared a plan for addressing polluted runoff from agricultural lands and has received
commitments from the California Farm Bureau and six regional Farm Bureaus to form a coalition to address this issue.
The Coalition will focus on educating its members on polluted runoff, establishing landowner committees and pilot projects
in several watersheds, and strengthening farm management practices by developing grower self monitoring and serving
as a liaison with the Sanctuary and the Regional Board.
The Sanctuary and the City of Monterey have a cost-sharing agreement, which funds a Sanctuary employee at half
time in return for the development of a City public education program. This agreement is going into its third year, and has
resulted in the development of public education brochures, posters, exhibits, BMP pamphlets, and the Restaurant Outreach
Program. Current work is focused on the development of a Public Service Announcement, a construction site educahon
program for developers and inspectors, and signage for Monterey’s Harbor.

State of California - Coastal Commission and Regional Water Quality Control Board
Implementation of the MURP has been identified as a pnonty in the California Nonpoint Source Pollution Control
Program’s first 5-Year Implementation Plan, which the Slate Water Resources Control Board and California Coastal
Commission developed pursuant to the Clean Water Act and Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990
(CZARA). Key actions that the State will undertake include the distribution of copies of the MURP Guidebook to California
cities and the providing of technical support and training to cities developing Urban Runoff Management Plans using the
MURP.
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The Coastal Commission intends to review the experiences of Monterey Bay Area cities in implementing the MURP
and coordinating with the Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board to revise the MURP Guidebook as needed.
The document will be made available to other small coastal cities by printed copies, CD-ROM, or Internet web site.

Summary and Conclusions
The Model Urban Runoff Program project, which is funded through a 319(h) Grant has provided small communities
in the Monterey Bay Area an excellent opportunity to develop their own urban runoff programs and to develop and validate
an off-the-shelf" how-to" guidebook on development of urban runoff programs. The MURP will potentially benefit over 100
communities in California that will be required to develop urban runoff programs implementing the six minimum control
measures contained in EPA’s draft Storm Water Phase II Rule and the requirements of Section 6217 of the Coastal Zone
Act Reauthorization Act.
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Over 200 local governments in the Puget Sound watershed of western Washington require new developments
to install stormwater treatment systems. The retrofitting of existing developments is also often required. With the guidance
of the State of Washington~, each local jurisdiction developed a list of approved treatment technologies, mostly public
domain technologies such as wet ponds and swales, in the mid-1990’s. Having an approved list raises the issue of how
to add new unapproved technologies, in particular the manufactured technologies such as swirl concentrators and drain
inlet inserts. A protocol is needed by which local jurisdictions can determine acceptability of "unapproved" treatment
technologies. This paper presents a protocol2 recently developed to assist local jurisdictions in the Puget Sound
watershed.
Protocol Structure
The protocol has four parts:
1. Performance criteria to compare currently unapproved treatment technologies with currently approved treatment
technologies.
2. Types of data to be used in the evaluation and methods of sample Collection.
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3. Factors that are to be considered in the evaluation other than performance.
4. Content of the report-provided to the local jurisdiction by the proponent.

Method to Compare Performance
There are many problems inherent in the development of a protocol, not the least of which is that there is no agreedupon definition as to what constitutes acceptable performance against which to judge equivalency. An informal "standard"
that is much discussed and that has been adopted by some jurisdictions outside the Puget Sound region is 80% Total
Suspended Solids (TSS) removal over all storms less than a specified event.
A one-number standard of 80% may be inconsistent with two complementary observations about the performance of
stormwater treatment systems. The first observation3 is that removal efficiency of sand filters is directly related to influent
concentration: the higher the influent concentration the greater the efficiency. This relationship may hold for other
treatment technologies. The second observation’ in Schueler (1996) proposes that there is a lower limit to the effluent
concentration.
Further, a reasonably strong and direct relationship exists between runoff rate and TSS concentrations. This is
particularly germane to our region with its mild storm intensities. A comparison of data from our region to areas with higher
average rainfall intensities indicates that we tend to have lower TSS concentrations in untreated stormwater. It is therefore
3ossible that over an aggregate of storms, we cannot achieve 80% TSS removal in the Puget Sound region.
A more appropriate method to compare approved and unapproved technologies may be to relate efficiency to the
influent concentration. This approach allows the pooling of data from sites with different pollutant concentrations.
The protocol presumes that if we are satisfied with the technologies that are currently approved, we should approve
an unapproved technology with similar performance. Therefore, the starting point is to identify the performance of currently
approved technologies: swales, wet vaults, wet ponds, constructed wetlands, and sand filters. The results are presented
in Figures 1 through 3. The data points in the figures are of flow-weighted composite samples from individual storms. Only
data from studies conducted in the maritime climate of the Pacific Northwest are used.
Although this is a large region, from northern California to southwest British Columbia, comprehensive studies have
been conducted only in western Washington. Data considered acceptable are from two wet ponds, three grass swales,
and two sand filters. The protocol2 provides detail on the studies that were reviewed. The reasons for using only Pacific
Northwest data differ with the technology. With wet ponds there is concern about the possible effect of differences in
regional climates on effluent quality. For sand filters, possibly because of differing sand chemistry, filters used elsewhere
may be able to remove dissolved phosphoruseand zinc7, a capability our sands do not have. Swales studies conducted
elsewhere do not provide the information needed to judge whether they were sized to criteria similar to that used in our
region.
Figure 1 for TSS is used in all comparisons, and is the first performance requirement that must be met. If the receiving
water is nutrient sensitive, Figure 2 is also used. If the water body is of regional significance because it supports salmon,
a central issue in our region, Figure 3 is also used. Zinc was selected to represent all toxics primarily because it is the only
toxic with influent concentrations that are commonly high enough to allow for the evaluation of efficiency.
Each figure has a "Line of Comparative Performance," the origins of which are discussed later. Each line is drawn
so that most of the data points fall above and to the left. This is called the region of acceptable performance. The data
points of the unapproved technology under consideration would be plotted using the same format. If most of the data
points fall above and to the left of the "Line", it can be concluded that the candidate technology is reasonably equivalent.
What constitutes "most" is up to the local jurisdiction. The protocol does not specify a hard rule but offers these
suggestions as to the percentage of data points falling above the "Lines": TSS, 90%; phe,~ehorus, 80%; and zinc, 90%
Note that low efficiencies generally occur at low influent concentrations.
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FIGURE 1 TSS Evaluation
PNW data - Individual storms
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FIGURE 2 Phosphorus Evaluation
PNW data - Individual storms
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How were the "lines" derived in Figures 1 through 3’~ Judgment was used to select a point of "irreducible"
concentration, and to draw the line from this point to the upper nght. Regarding "irreducible" concentrations: for TSS Tom
Schueter has proposed4 20 to 40 mg/L, depending on the treatment BMP. A value of 15 mg/L was selected because the
data in Figure 1 suggest that 15 mg/L is attainable. For TP/F~gure 2), Schueler4 proposed a concentration of 140 to 330
ugiL, depending on the treatment system. A lower value of 90 ug/L was selected for the same reasons as with TSS.
Schueler4 drew no conclusions with regard to zinc. However, his analysis~ suggests "irreducible" concentrations of 36 ug/L
for ponds and wetlands, so 35 ug/L was selected. It should be noted in Figures 1 through 3 that most of the incidents of
tow or negative efficiency occurred at low influent concentrations.
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FIGURE 3 Zinc Evaluation
PNW data - Individual storms
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Attempts were made to identify a line of best fit from which confidence limits could be derived under varying
assumptions such as excluding all data below a particular influent concentration and/or removal efficiency. However, the
relationships were so poor as to make confidence limits meaningless. It was concluded that basing the lines on some sort
of statistical construct would give an air of rigor that is unwarranted at this time. Therefore, the lines were drawn using best
professional judgment. It is expected that the Lines of Comparative Performance will change with time as additional data
are collected.
Figures 1 through 3 can be used for inlet inserts if these pollutants are being considered. If, however, an insert is being
considered for the removal of petroleum hydrocarbons, it must be compared to the effectiveness of oil/water separators.
A graph comparable to Figures 1 through 3 is not provided for oil/water separators because of the lack of data. The
criterion commonly used in the Pacific Northwest is that the concentration of individual samples shall not exceed 15 mg/L.
This protocol could be used to generate data to compare to this criterion.

Data and Data Collection
It is the responsibility of the proponent of the unapproved technology, either the manufacturer or the development
engineer, to obtain the required data. The protocol identifies the minimum requirements. Local jurisdictions are free to
request more data. The protocol specifies the requirements for three sources of data: field studies with real storms, field
studies with artificial storms, and laboratory tests. The protocol calls for discussion of advantages and disadvantages of
each method. It is left to the local jurisdiction to decide the weight to place on each source of data. However, the protocol
recommends that the local jurisdiction not rely solely on laboratory tests, particularly when considering the removal of
dissolved pollutants or oil/grease and related products. It a~so recommends a size distribution of sediment for the
laboratory tests.
The protocol is very specific with regard to the types and amounts of data that are to be collected. This aspect of the
protocol is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Data Requirements
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Item
Number of test sites
Number of sampled storms
Storm depth
Runoff duration
Average rainfall intensity
Type of samples
Minimum aliquots per storm
Storm volume sampled
Parameters

Additional

Requirement
One to three sites: medium density residential, retail commercial, and non-retail commercial.
A minimum of 10 per site, total of 30 if one site
50% to the design storm depth (1.35" to t .70")
50% to 200% of the mean annual storm duration (7.5 to 30 hours)
50% to 200% of the mean annual intensity (0.02 to 0.08"/hour)
Flow-weight composite
10
Samples are to be taken over not less than 75% of the total volume of each storm
TSS, pH, total zinc, copper, and cadmium, I-P, E~AP, and TKN. Include dissolved metals and phosphorus if it
is claimed that the technology can remove dissolved constituents. With catch basin inserts where the sole
objective is the removal of petroleum hydrocarbons, measure oil/grease, TPH, TSS, and pH.
At the end of the test period, the sediment accumulated in the treatment system shall be removed, quantified,
and anlyzed. The sediment shall be evaluated for total dry weight, moisture content, particle size distribution,
organic content, and zinc. Use ASTM wet and dry sieve test procedures to analyze the particle size distribution.
Also determine the amount of floatables, i.e. litter, and petroleum !3roducts.

The protocol states that for a data point to be used in the analysis of efficiency, the influent concentration of the
parameter shall either be at least ten times its detection limit, or be greater than the "irreducible" concentration, whichever
is greater.
Efficiency is to be calculated three ways.
Method 1: Removal in each sampled storm calculated as:
100 (average influent - average effluent)/average influent
Method #1 is required because it provides the data points to plot figures like Figures 1 through 3.
Method 2: Aggregate removal of the sampled storms as:
100(A-B)/A
Where:

A = (influent conc. Storm 1 )(flow Storm 1)+(influent conc. of Storm 2)(flow of Storm 2)

+ ... (influent conc. of Storm N)(flow of Storm N)
B=

(effluent conc. of Storm 1)(flow of Storm ! )+(effluent conc. of Storm 2)(flown of Storm 2)

+ ... (effluent of Storm N)(flow of Storm N)
Method #2 is specified because it provides an overall efficiency of removal over the period of the research. If the
amount of sediment that has accumulated in the bottom of the treatment facility has been determined from the separate
lab test (See Section A.4), another calculation can be done to check the above estimate of efficiency. This second
calculation is clone as follows: subtract B from A, and then compare this difference to the amount of sediment determined
from the separate laboratory test described in Section A.4. These calculations can also be done for zinc and phosphorus.

Method #3 Efficiency based on geometric mean:
100(A-B)/A
Where: A = geometric mean of all influent samples
B = geometric mean of all effluent samples
Method #3 is specified because it is the most correct method of calculating efficiency, although it has been used
sparingly to-date. All influent and effluent data from multiple sites can be pooled.
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Consideration of Factors Other than Performance
The protocol suggests that the local jurisdiction consider additional factors in making a decision should the technology
pass the first requirement of acceptable performance. The protocol recommends the following factors, although the local
jurisdiction is free to include other factors.
¯ Site characteristics
¯ Constructability
/
¯ Reliability
¯ Robustness
¯ Receiving water sensitivity
¯ Groundwater risk
¯ Operation and maintenance
¯ Habitat creation
¯ Thermal effect
¯ Aesthetics
¯ Recreational use
¯ Community acceptance
It is left to the reviewer to place a weight on the relative significance of each factor and to develop a scoring system.
For example, the factors could be categorized and weighted as: "critical/necessary," "important," and "desirable." A relative
score, say 1 to 10, could be identified for each factor, and multiplied by the corresponding weight of each of the categories.

Content of the Applicant’s Report
The proponent of the technology is responsible for producing a report for the local government conducting the
evaluation. The protocol provides a very detailed list of items that are to be included in the report.
Explanation of the technology, such as:
¯ How it works, how it removes pollutants
¯ Where it is currently being used
¯ Available models
¯ Treatment and hydraulic capacities of each model
¯ Documentation of the treatment and hydraulic capacities
¯ Sediment storage capacities of each model up to the point of recommended maintenance
¯ Floatables storage capacities up to the point of recommended maintenance
¯ Sizing methodology
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¯ Materials used in the construction of the product
¯ Recommended maintenance procedures and frequencies
Documentation of the field studies:
¯ A description of the test site including: total acreage, total impervious acreage, a description of landscaping if
relevant, the acreage draining to the device if it differs from total acreage. A description of the drainage system
including the size of the sumps, and whether the sumps were cleaned prior to or during the test period
¯ A description of the model used
¯ Complete drainage calculations showing the calculations to size the treatment device
¯ All raw data including laboratory reports. All data are to be reported including rejected data with an explanation for
the rejection
¯ Statement from the analytical laboratory certifying that the appropriate procedures were followed in the preservation
and analysis of the samples
¯ Calculation of efficiency of each storm by comparing influent and effluent concentrations
¯ Calculation of the efficiency for all storms by comparing the total aggregate inflow loading of all storms to the total
aggregate outflow loading for all storms
¯ A graphic of data points showing influent concentration versus efficiency for each storm sampled for TSS, zinc, and
phosphorus. Plot all data, including rejected data, with an explanation for the rejection
¯ Start and end times of the precipitation and runoff periods of each sampled storm.
¯ Start and end times of the sampling period of each sampled storm
¯ Antecedent conditions during the 72 hours prior to each sampled storm
¯ Total rainfall depth of each sampled storm
¯ Total runoff volume of each sampled storm
¯ Runoff volume that occurred during the period of sampling of each sampled storm
¯ Total rainfall during the period of all of the sampling, i.e. from the first storm sampled through the last storm sampled
¯ Total runoff that occurred during the period of all of the sampling, i.e. from the first storm sampled through the last
storm sampled
¯ If artificial storms are used, identify the method and application rates of water and translate those rates into
corresponding rainfall intensities
¯ Statement of certification signed by the proponent indicating that the protocol was followed
Additional considerations with inserts for drain inlets:
¯ Data showing the effect of accumulated litter and leaves on performance, flow capacities
¯ The point in the maintenance cycle that the field tests were run: i.e. were the units tested "fresh," without prior field
exposure or were they in the field for some time
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Documentation of laboratory studies:
¯ Description of the composition of the test water
¯ The size distribution of TSS in the influent and effluent
¯ The test flow rates
¯ The performance at each flow rate
¯ Mass balance of influent, effluent, and collected sediment

Conclusions
The protocol offers a reasonable and defensible approach that provides rationale for the consideration of technologies
that are not currently approved for use in new developments as well as for public projects. The protocol is most suitable
for the maritime climate of the Pacific Northwest. It is anticipated that the protocol will change over time, particularly as the
data base for approved technologies becomes more extensive and as we learn from its use. More performance data are
needed for public domain technologies located in our region, in particular wet vaults and constructed wetlands for which
there are currently no data.
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By Any Measure...
Thomas R. Adams, P.E., Vaikko P. Allen and Andrea Perley
Vortechnics, Inc.
Portland, Maine

The introduction of a diverse array of stormwater quality management tools in the last few years has created problems
for the growing number of individuals and organizations who would like to compare the performance of these tools.
Comparison is complicated by differences in treatment capacities, targeted pollutants, and treatment approaches. Several
methods of evaluation have emerged in response to the need for verification of theoretical performance predictions; yet
none of these "yardsticks" are appropriate in all situations and results from each are often not readily comparable to results
from other measures.
Complicating the matter further is the confusion regarding what is being compared. In some cases, a technology will
be compared with another technology. In other cases, the technology is compared to a performance standard. (Analogy:
My maple syrup may be better than your maple syrup, but does that make it Grade A maple syrup?)
The confusion stemming from this is greater than meets the eye. For example, many specifiying engineers and
hydrologists want to meet a performance standard of 80% TSS removal on an annual average basis. They go to guidance
manuals and product manufacturers seeking something that will meet the standard. As the selection process develops,
they grapple with cost, maintenance, the availability of land needed, and many other issues under the heading of "costeffectiveness" for their clients. But by the time the selection has been made, it has become more a question of who has
the better maple syrup rather than whether or not the selected product meets the standard. That is partly because 80%
TSS removal on an average annual basis is virtually an impossible standard to achieve.
It is not the purpose of this paper to propose the adoption of one standard over another.
It is the purpose of this paper to review the merits of various measures of performance and, more importantly, to
stress that any monitoring program that attempts to measure performance of a stormwater quality management system
should begin with a consideration of how the observations will be reported.
Any monitoring program will consist of:
¯ Sampling
¯ Testing
¯ Reporting
Often, researchers start with the selection of samplers and procede with questions of deployment and maintenance
of the samplers. Only when samples have been collected are tt~e questions of testing, and eventually reporting, given much
thought. We propose that the reporting aspect, even though it is "last" chronologically, should dictate how the testing and
sampling are done. For example, if the report is considered most informative when its focus is the mass of pollutants
removed, as is often the case, there is no need for samplers. To get those results usually requires only the very simple
task of periodically measuring accumulations of precipitated sediments or floatable petroleum products (or other pollutants)
and doing simple arithmetic calculations to determine the mass removed. We know of projects that went to the
extraordinary effort that it takes to procure, set up, operate, and maintain automatic samplers to obtain influent and effluent
concentrations, only to "back into" an estimate of the mass of pollutants removed by a convoluted set of "volume-timesconcentration" calculations. This is a classic case of doing something the hard way, not to mention the very expensive
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way. So the first rule of thumb for any monitoring project is to decide first how to report the results. Then design the
sampling and testing around the information that is to be reported.
In this paper, we wil! present the following four "measures" of performance from which to choose in making those
decisions. We consider these measures to be the current "status quo of the art."
¯ Mass of pollutants removed
¯ Event mean concentration (EMC)
¯ Lines of Comparative Performance (Minton, et. al.)
¯ Plotting efficiency versus operating rate
First, we would like to discuss in some detail some of the broader issues involved in monitoring stormwater treatment
systems and measuring and reporting on their performance.

Setting
The setting is nearly always in the field or in a laboratory. We feel that the many benefits of testing in a laboratory are
generally underestimated by technical professionals and non-professionals alike. What we refer to as the setting tends
to be pre-determined well before a study gets underway. Since the setting tends to influence the important decision of
what performance measure is best, this cursory overview is provided for perspective.

Field testing
The drawback with field testing is that it cannot be replicated very well. Every site is different. Every storm is different.
There are "wet years" and "dry years." There are seasonal variations that can produce easily treated heavy sediment loads
in winter and spring; hard-to-treat Ioadings, such as pollen and grass clippings, in summer; and moderately treatable
Ioadings (leaves etc.) in the fall. It is poor science to compare the results of a field test of any treatment system to the
results of a test of the same system at a different time and place.
Still, field testing has tremendous appeal because the stormwater and the sediments are "real."
¯ Field testing of individual facilities is usually adopted to evaluate the facility’s performance in comparison to a
performance standard (such as 80% TSS removal) to see if it "measures up." This setting is the simplest and most
common, and is adaptable to any of the measures. The treatment system can be set up to treat all runoff or it can
bypass flows that exceed the treatment capacity.
¯ "Side-by-side" field testing of several different facilities is increasingly popular, at least in concept. But, to our
knowledge, this approach has not yet been successfully implemented. A key element is the design of the "flowsplitter" that takes all of the runoff and "splits" it into an equivalent discharge to each treatment system. The easy
part of the design of the flow-splitter is achieving equal flow rates of waterto each of the facilities (and even this
"easy part" is not always all that easy). The hard part is getting equal discharge of pollutants to each of the
facilities.
Whether testing an individual system or multiple systems, researchers have the potential to learn something very basic
and very important from field testing that has, to our knowledge, eluded researchers to date. That is the determination of
an appropriate threshold for bypassing peak flows. Consider a site that is estimated by conventional runoff modeling to
discharge stormwater runoff at a rate of 3 CFS in a 10-year storm. Consider further two proposals for treatment. One
claims efficiency of 90% and a treatment capacity of 1 CFS. The other claims 80% and a treatment capacity of 3 CFS.
Which treatment option should be selected? If the prevalent standard of 80% is in place, the "safe" choice would seem
to be treating all runoff from a 10-year event with 80% efficiency. But what if price is a factor? Maybe the system with 1
CFS capacity costs less. Even at the same cost, would 90% efficient be preferable to 80%? And with that consideration
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comes the $64,000 question. Will the system that claims 90% efficiency with a capacity of just 1 CFS even meet the
standard of 80% overall? How much of the pollutant load will bypass the system altogether?
Some proponents of small-flow/high-efficiency technologies have stated that 90% of all storms are less than 1 inch
of total rainfall and, therefore, treating 90% of all rain at 90% efficiency will yield a net annual removal of 81%. This
argument is fundamentally flawed. It assumes that the 90% of rain from small storms carries 90% of the pollutants. This
is simply not the case. The rate of mobilization of virtually all pollutants depends on rainfall intensity, not depth of rain.
Therefore, it ~s important to treat high-intensity flows resulting from the infrequent event, which tend to carry a
disproportionately high pollutant load.
If 1 inch of rain falls in 24 hours, virtually any system that is reasonably proportioned, designed and, of course,
maintained for the treatment of stormwater will do a good job. Efficiencies of TSS removal should be in the 90% range if
the runoff is fairly dirty with silty-to-fine sandy sediments.
It is questionable, however, as to whether or not all of the runoff would be dirty if the rain that produced the runoff
totaled 1 inch and fell over a 24-hour period. Intuitively, the "last flush" of such a storm would be very clean. But even the
first flush may be very clean in comparison to what it would be if 1 inch of rain fell in 1 hour. This highly variable "dirtiness"
gives rise to another interesting question when trying to measure efficiency. That is the question of how to account for the
inevitable reduction in treatment efficiency when the water to be treated is clean in the first place. No treatment system
can remove what is not there. So it has been argued that some accounting should be made for the fact that there is some
lower limit to the physical treatment that can be provided. Minton’s "Lines Of Comparative Performance" (see figure 2.)
take this important consideration into account and are discussed later.

The "Double Whammy" of the "2-Month Storm"
Infrequent, high-intensity storms are important to the effective treatment of stormwater for two reasons:
¯ Over time, the higher intensity of less-frequent rainfalls, and the resulting higher stormwater runoff velocity, is what
transports most of the sediment off of streets.
¯ The treatment facility is overloaded by the high flow of water that is transporting the sediment at the same time that
most of the sediment is being transported to it.
Schueler and Shepp (1993) performed monthly observations documenting a random pattern of accumulation and loss
of sediment in a study of 17 different oil/grit separators in Maryland. Overall, the losses of sediment "outnumbered" the
accumulations. In other words, the observed systems lost previously accumulated sediments once every two months.
We have inferred from their work that the "2-month storm" is a reasonable benchmark for stormwater treatment. To be
"measurably" better than the poorly reputed conventional oil/grit separator, a system or a facility should be able to
demonstrate, at a minimum, that it can continue to function in the 2-month storm. If a system is found to lose sediment
in a 2-month storm, it should not be considered any better than conventional technology. Similarly, if a system needs a
bypass to protect it from washing out in 2-month storms, it should be considered only marginally better than conventional
oil/grit separators. Bearing in mind that high flows transport much of the total sediment, treatment systems should be able
to handle more than the2-month storm without bypass. Otherwise, much of the total sediment load may be discharged
to the receiving waters that the system is supposed to protect.
Clearly the statements of the preceeding paragraph are more of a hypothesis than a statement of fact. One way to
validate or invalidate the hypothesis is described in the following section on side-by-side testing in the field.

Side-By-Side Testing
Testing stormwater facilities "side-by-side" has recently become a very popular idea. The premise is that a well-run
comparison of systems treating "the same stormwater and the same pollutants at the same rates of flow" wil! go a !ong
way to reduce the tremendous "scatter" in the data that has been obtained to-date by testing individual systems at different
sites. If two systems are evaluated at different sites, even if the study is carried out by the same researchers using the
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same protocol, the results will probably not be comparable. Every site is different, and from the point of view of stormwater
treatment, differences that appear slight can actually be significant. We have observed a dozen systems installed on a
single site (a large shopping mall parking lot) which were specified by the same engineer and installed by the same
contractor at more or less the same time and, of course, subjected to the same weather. They exhibited decidedly different
results when we measured sediment accumulations in the systems. The sediment depths ranged from a light dusting to
accumulations of over two feet in less than a year.
So it is important in "side-by-side" testing that there be just one flow stream to the two (or more) systems being tested
and that the flows be split, so that each system gets exactly the same rate of flow and the same pollutant concentration
at all times.
The main benefit of "side-by-side" testing is that it can provide an answer to the question, posed earlier, of whether
it is preferable to have, the arrangement should be as shown in Figure 1.

Influent Sampling

80% TSS Removal Efficiency
Treatment Capacity of 6.0 cfs

Effluent Sampling

By#ass 2

Figure 1. Recommended Arrangement For Side-by-Side Field Testing.

By sampling at points 1 and 2, the overall efficiency of the treatment system and bypass can be assessed objectively.
Also, the question of "Which is the better system?" is answered. There are two shortcomings:
¯ Lack of repeatability. If one system gets 80% efficiency overall and the other gets 70% overall during one year of
testing, there is no assurance whatsoever that either number will be repeated the next year. The test results should
be regarded as indicative of performance. They are certainly not an assurance of performance over time. Such is
the inconsistency, or "noisiness," of stormwater treatment data. A study like this should be conducted over a period
of no less than two years. If the second year’s results are reasonably close (in terms of statistical correlation) to the
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first, it can be considered complete. If not, it would be tempting to average all results. We feel that it would be poor
science to do so, however. With the seasonal variability of stormwater pollutant Ioadings, one year’s results will
produce a single data point. A second year’s results will produce a second data point. Many people seem to regard
each storm result as a single data point, but as long as standards continue to be based on "average annual removal
eff c encies," that is simply not the case.
¯ Variability with other sites. We have already mentioned the differences from one site to the next. The basic premise
of side-by-side testing is to determine relative performance of two or more systems (i.e., which is best). As long as
such a study is limited to this premise, the variability from one site to the next will not be a problem. But we know
from experience that any "study," even the most cursory, tends to be overly generalized. We can only caution
against doing so.

Laboratory Testing
Testing stormwater treatment systems in a laboratory setting offers some very significant advantages over field testing.
¯ It is repeatable and demonstrable.
¯ It is more productive in the sense that decades of rainfall can be simulated in a matter of days.
¯ It is more economical in terms of labor, sampling equipment, and flow-metering equipment costs.
Laboratory testing achieves these benefits by controlling operating rates, particle sizes, and pollutant loading. When
influent concentrations are very low, removal efficiency will be tow; but for concentrations that are generally recognized
as representative for stormwater, all concentrations tend to produce comparable removal efficiencies.
In the lab, a set of tests can be run using one particle size (at representative concentrations) at operating rates from
zero to the system’s capacity. At the conclusion of these tests, a curve can be drawn plotting efficiency versus operating
rate on the y-axis and x-axis, respectively. Such a curve typically slopes downward to the right, reflecting reduced
efficiency and higher operating rates. Any point along a constructed curve should be reasonably reproducible when using
the same influent sediment load.
Subsequently, a whole family of other curves can be constructed using different particles. Also, to more closely
simulate "typical" sediment, a graded sediment sample can be developed and tested in the same way.
Laboratory testing should not be considered the "last word" in documentation of a system’s performance, but can be
considered a "benchmark" which is very useful in comparing systems operating at flow rates up to their capacity. Some
field testing, where it is feasible, should supplement the work in the lab and, as previously discussed, side-by-side field
testing is the only way to determine the impacts of bypasses on different systems.

The Four Most Common Measures of Performance
1. Mass of Pollutants Removed
This is easily the simplest approach to stormwater trealmen! measurements in the field. By measuring the depths of
sediment accumulations in the facility on a periodic basis, ~! becomes a simple arithmetic exercise to calculate the volume
and mass of sediments removed by the system.
Additional information is made available by this measurement. It may be recalled, from our earlier discussion of the
2-month storm, that Schueler and Shepp used measurements of sediment accumulations to document the poor
performance of conventional oil/grit separators.
Researchers should consider using the same approach for the newer technologies that have come along since their
important work was published. The approach can be made even more informative by correlating observations to such
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things as activities in the drainage area (e.g., winter sanding, sweeping, a spill, etc.) or meteorological events such as
observed rainfall intensities or precipitation depths.
2. Event Mean Concentration (EMC)
These are sometimes referred to as "flow-weighted" or "flow-based composite" samples. They are nearly always
obtained using automatic samplers, a flow-meter and a flow totalizer that arithmetically converts the flow rate measured
by the flow-meter to flow volume over time and keeps track of the volume.
The sampler receives a signal that causes it to take-a sub-sample when a programmed volume of flow is measured.
For example, one sub-sample might be taken every 200 cubic feet of flow through the system. Over the course of the
storm, all sub-samples would be combined into one large sample container from which the concentration will be obtained
that represents the flow- weighted average for the entire storm.
Without a flow meter, the samplers could be set up to take a "time-based composite" sample; i.e., to sample every 30
minutes. Flow-weighted samples are much more representative, as a simple example will show. Consider a volume of
1,000 gallons with a uniform concentration of 300 mg/I flowing at a uniform rate past the sampling point in 15 minutes,
followed by half as much volume (500 gallons) with a 100 mg/I concentration flowing by in the next 15 minutes. The correct
representation of the concentration would be calculated as:
(1,000 x 300)+(500 x 100) = 223
1,000 + 500
Flow-weighted sampling will more accurately reflect this. For example, if the sampler were programmed to pull a
sample every 500 gallons, then 2 samples at the higher concentration would be taken and just one at the lower
concentration. The average concentration would be calculated as:
300 +300+100
=223
3
Time-based sampling would, if the programmed time interval were 15 minutes, take one sample with a concentration
of 300 and another with a concentration of 100, and the average would be calculated as:
3 O0 + 1 O0
20O
2
Automatic samplers that can take flow-based composites have become a very valuable tool for sanitary engineers
measuring concentrations of pollutants in wastewater. We believe that they have been too quickly applied to stormwater
monitoring without regard for some of the inherent differences. Waste streams have "highs and lows" of both flow rate
and concentration, but they are not nearly as wide as the variability of stormwater, which can change from flow rates of
zero to a deluge in a matter of minutes and concentrations that can also exhibit a minimum of zero. These "spikes" can
cause very brief periods of negative efficiency if a system is prone to washing out (as stormwater systems were shown
by Schueler and Shepp to do regularly). If a wash-out occurs, ~t ~s an important phenomenon to note, but the briefly
elevated concentration in the effluent will be "compositecl" wltn the rest of the (presumably lower) effluent samples. This
will reduce the"event-mean-concentration, " but will not reveal that a washout has occurred. Noting washouts, and the
flow rate that caused them, is a very important aspect of a stormwater monitoring program; but they are not likely to ever
be revealed by EMC data.
The second drawback of EMC data is that when influent concentrations drop to very low levels that cannot be further
reduced by physical treatment, the efficiency, as measured by EMC’s, will be reduced. This tends to obscure the fact that
higher efficiencies can be achieved when they need to be achieved; i.e., when influent concentrations are higher.
3. Minton’s "Lines of Comparative Performance"
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It is widely acknowledged that there is a lower limit to the capabilities of physical treatment systems for stormwater.
This means that it is very unlikely that effluent concentrations would ever be zero. It also means that very low
concentrations would not be significantly reduced.
Minton et. al. has proposed the following mathematical expression to describe this lower limit:
[nfluent - LowerLim it
[nfluent
If the lower limit is 20 mg/I, then a plot of this expression is that shown in figure 2.

Performance Standard = (In~uent Concentratign - Lower Limit) / Influent Concentration
100%
9O%
80%

Satisfactory Zone

70% .......................
60% ...........

20%
10% ......
O%
0
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40

60
80
100 120 140
Influent TSS Concentration (mg/L)

160

180

200

-"---20mg/L Lower Limit

Figure 2. Line of Comparative Performance.

Plotting individual data points on such a graph can be very informative. Observed efficiencies above the line
(designated a "line of comparative performance" by Minton) are considered satisfactory, while those below the line are
unsatisfactory. Best of all, EMC’s can be used without unfairly representing the efficiency. While the efficiency may be
reduced by tow influent concentrations, it may still be shown to be "satisfactory." More research will be needed to
determine what is an appropriate lower-limit value to use in this approach.
4. Plotting efficiency vs. operating rate.
This approach was essentially described earlier under the heading of Laboratory Testing. By using discrete sediment
particles in the laboratory, a family of curves such as those in Figure 3 can be developed.
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Pollutant removal efficiency vs. operating rate for various particle sizes
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Figure 3. Removal Efficiency versus Operating Rate.
Field data is less likely to fit the relatively tight curves that can be generated in the lab. At the same operating rate,
you may have vastly different influent concentrations, particle gradations, organic content, etc., depending on such factors
as the time of the storm, anticedent dry period, and time of year. Removal efficiency is a function of all of these factors
combined.
We feel that this performance measurement technique and presentation is the most informative. Its repeatability under
controlled conditions makes it ideal for comparing one system to another. Certainly, if one system’s performance curve
on 100-micron particles, for example, is higher at all flow rates than another, it could reasonably be judged to be the higher
efficiency system. If the curves are similar at low rates of operation, but either system drops down to zero efficiency at
some higher flow rate, that flow rate should, of course, be considered the peak capacity for that system. This approach
cannot show compliance with any standard for a stated percentage of TSS removal on an annual average basis.

Conclusion
To our knowledge, these four measures represent all of the techniques that have been used to measure the
effectiveness of various stormwater treatment systems.
Measuring sediment accumulations in the field provides a good deal of useful information on mass removals and the
ability to retain (or fail to retain) previously captured pollutants during periods of high flow. This approach costs very little
to implement.
Event-mean-concentrations are the most widely accepted measure, but may not report all efficiencies and will almost
certainly allow any failures to go undetected. This approach requires the use of automatic samplers at considerable cost,
in terms of both time and money.
Minton’s Lines of Comparative Efficiency are more fair to the treatment system because they account for the inability
of any system to remove pollutants that are not present (or present in very low concentrations), tf EMC data is collected
to plot against the lines, then there are the same drawbacks of cost and automatic samplers allowing failures to go
undetected. Both of those drawbacks can be overcome, but only with a very dedicated effort to take samples manually.
Taking manual samples throughout the duration of all storms is very time-consuming and unpleasant work. For that reason,
it is almost never done.
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Plotting efficiency versus operating rate, whether in the field or in the laboratory, is arguably the most informative
approach. In the field, automatic samplers are used (with individual samples in individual bottles and not composited), so
there are those costs to consider. In the lab, samplers are needed but the construction of a model treatment facility, and
the pumps and ,a,,ko to handle the required flow rates and volumes of water, will more than offset that cost saving.
Since none of these measures provides an ironclad confirmation that the widely prevalent standard of 80% TSS
removal is being met, we submit that a different standard should be adopted by stormwater management jurisdictions.
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Abstract
A model has been developed to estimate total suspended solids (TSS) removal using Stormceptor, an oil/sediment
separator. The model was based on a commonly used, continuous simulation model United States Environmental
Protection Agency Stormwater Management Model (USEPA SWMM) for hydrological processes. The suspended solids
loading was estimated using build-up and wash-off equations. The solids were assumed to be distributed into five particle
sizes for settling calculations. Simulations were conducted using various assumptions of loading and settling velocities to
determine the sensitivity of the model to assumptions. Simulations were also conducted for a diverse range of geographic
areas to determine the sensitivity of the TSS removal rates to regional hydrology. The model was sensitive to the selection
of settling velocities and pollutant loading. The model was less sensitive to changes in hydrology, although significant
changes in hydrology did impact TSS removal estimates.
Keywords: Stormwater; suspended solids; model; hydrology; Stormceptor, separator

Introduction
The Stormceptor is a mechanical water quality separator designed to remove oil and sediment from stormwater. A key
feature of the design is an internal high flow by-pass to prevent scouring and re-suspension of previously trapped
pollutants. Since the separator is based on treating "the everyday storm," the effectiveness of the separator is dependent
on the distribution of pollution in stormwater and the frequency and magnitude of stormwater flows throughout the year.
In 1995, sizing guidelines were derived for the Stormceptor based on field monitoring of sludge accumulation over time
in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. The accumulation data were used to derive estimates of annual total suspended solids (TSS)
removal. Two key assumptions were made in the 1995 analys~s to estimate TSS removal: (1) a TSS loading rate of 185
mg/I based on the USEPA’s Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP) median (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
1983), and (2) a sludge water content of 75% water. Actual Toronto rainfall data, combined with the NURP TSS
concentration, provided estimates of annual TSS loading. Figure 1 shows the performance relationship derived from the
Toronto monitoring, which forms the basis for the existing sizing guidelines.
Toronto rainfall time-series data (5 minute timestep) were input to a continuous hydrologic simulation model (SWMM
Version 4.3) to determine the percentage of annual runoff treated based on the sizing criteria shown in Figure !. The
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Figure 1. TSS Removal versus Stormceptor Total Storage (Toronto, 1995).
analysis of Toronto rainfall indicated that 80% - 90% of the annual runoff would be treated if the Stormceptor were sized
according to these 1995 guidelines. This study was initiated to address concerns about the applicability of the Torontobased sizing criteria to meteorological conditions in other regions.

Methodology
A computer simulation model was developed based on USEPA’s SWMM Version 4.3. Solids build-up, wash-off, and
settling calculations were added to the hydrology code to estimate suspended solids capture by the Stormceptor.
The model accommodates the use of either an EMC (event mean concentration) or build-up/wash-off calculations to
estimate suspended solids loads. The build-up/wash-off model is more theoretically and physically correct. The EMC
method has been shown to provide reasonable estimates of total solids loads (Charbeneau and Barrett, 1998) alone, if
the distribution of the load is not important.
The distribution of pollutant load is important for measures that incorporate a high-flow by-pass (commonly known as
"first flush" measures). Accordingly, preference is given to the build-up/wash-off calculations to correctly distribute the
pollutant load with flow, recognizing the need to optimize the sizing of small-site stormwater quality measures.
In the model, solids build-up and wash-off are both approximated using an exponential distribution. The distribution
of solids build-up is a function of antecedent dry days acco~,ng to Equation 1 (Sartor and Boyd, 1972).
P, = P~ + (PA-P,)(1-e-k~)
Where:

(1)

P~ = solids accumulation up to day t (kg)
P = maximum solids build-up (2.4 kg/ha)
A = drainage area (ha)
P, = initial solids load on the surface (not washed off from the previous storm) (kg)
k = exponential build-up factor (0.4) (daysl)
t = antecedent dry days
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The maximum solids build-up (P) load was adjusted to provide similar long-term solids loading rates (124 mgiI) when
compared to the EMC method. An exponential build-up factor (k) of 0.4 was used based on previous literature (SWMM
4.3 Users Manual). A k-value of 0.4 translates into 90% of the maximum solids build-up occurring after 5.66 days. Once
the pollutant build-up reaches the 2.4 kgiha limit, additional build-up is not allowed (assumed to be wind resuspended/driven off the surface). Wash-off is estimated using Equation 2.
P’ = P’e’kV
Where:

(2)

Pt = solids remaining on the surface at day t (kg)
Pi -- initial solids load (from equation 1) (kg)
k = exponential decay factor (0.2) (mm’)
V = volume of accumulated runoff from the surface (ram)

The exponential decay factor (k) of 0.2 was based on a review of previous literature that indicates k-values range from
0.03 to 0.55 (Alley, ! 981; Charbeneau and Barrett, 1998).
Charbeneau and Barrett (1998) found that the simple wash-off model adequately described observed solids wash-off
in Austin, Texas. Other researchers have cited that the wash-off Equation (2) is reasonable for fine material but may not
be reasonable for larger solids that require a high rainfall intensity for mobilization (Metcalf and Eddy, 1991; Ball and
Abustan, 1995). The SWMM model treats wash-off as a function of the runoff rate to account for mobilization. This
correction is applied indiscriminately to the entire solids load and does not account for the variation in wash-off rate with
particle size. If an "availability" factor is applied to all particle sizes uniformly, the model will underestimate the wash-off
of solids with increasing runoff volume if the majority of particles are fine in size. The approach taken in this study was to
use an availability factor for particles 400 I.Im in size or larger. Smaller particles follow the simple wash-off estimates given
by Equation 2. The larger particles (>_ 400 plm) require greater runoff intensities to induce wash-off according to the
availability factor provided in Equation 3.
A = 0.057 +0.04(r)’~
Where:

(3)

A = availability factor
r = runoff rate (mm/h)

Equation 3 is based on research by Novotny and Chesters (1997). The runoff rate is used instead of rainfall intensity,
recognizing that the wash-off will lag the rainfall based on the time of concentration. The availability factor varies each
timestep and is only applied to the runoff volume for that timestep, as dictated in Equation 4. The availabilty factor has an
upper limit of 1.
V = V, + A(V,)
Where:

(4)

V = accumulated runoff volume used in Equation 2 (mm)
V, = accumulated runoff volume prior to current timestep (mm)
A = availability factor (equals 1 for particles smaller than 400
V, = runoff volume for current timestep (mm)

The correction in Equation 4 effectively re-defines the accumulated runoff volume to be the runoff volume sufficient
to mobilize the particles. This methodology requires more accounting in the model but provides a more physically correct
wash-off model.
The separator was treated as a completely stirred tank reactor (CSTR). Alterations to the concentration of solids in
the separator will vary according to Equation 5 (Tchobanoglous and Schroeder, 1987).
C’V = QC,- QC~ - r~V

(5)
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Where

C’ = the change in concentration of solids in the tank with time (kg/m3s)
Q = flow rate through the tank (m3/s)
C~ = solids concentration in the influent to the tank (kg/m~)
Ct = solids concentration in the tank (kg/m3)
V = tank volume (m~)
rc = reduction in solids in the tank (kg/m3s)

For gravity settling devices rc can be estimated using Equation 6.
rc = VsC/D
Where

(6)

ro = reduction in solids in the tank (kg/m3s)
Vs = settling velocity of solids (m/s)
D = depth of tank (m)
C = concentration of solids in the tank (kg/m3)

Substituting Equation 6 into Equation 5, solving the first-order differential equation and integrating provides the general
form of the non-steady state solution (Equation 7) for the concentration in the tank at time t.
C = QC/(V(V~/D + Q/V))(1-e(v~° ,-Q/vlt) + Cte-(Vs/O ÷ QJV)i
Where

(7)

C = concentration in the tank at time t (kg/m3)
Ci = concentration in the flow influent to the tank (kg/m3)
Ct = concentration in the tank at the beginning of the timestep (kg/m3)
Q = flow rate through the tank (m3/s)
V = volume of water in the tank (m3)
Vs = suspended solids settling velocity (m/s)
D = tank depth
t = time

Equation 7 was used to estimate the suspended solids concentration in the tank, and in the discharge from the tank
each timestep. Equation 7 assumes the suspended solids are completely mixed within the tank volume.
During periods without flow (inter-event periods) the solids are not assumed completely mixed at the beginning of each
timestep and the depth of suspended solids in the separator decreases each timestep until all of the solids are removed
or there are subsequent flows into the separator. The concentration of solids in the tank during periods without flow was
calculated using Equation 8.
C = C, (1-V,tJ D)
Where:

(8)

C = solids concentration in the tank (kg/m3)
Ct = initial solids concentration in the tank at the beginning of the timestep (kg/m3)
V, = settling velocity (m/s)
t = timestep (s)
D = depth of solids in the separator (m)

The depth of solids (D) in the separator in Equation 8 decreases each timestep based on the settling velocity until all
of the solids are removed or there are subsequent inflows to the tank.
The model can be used with either hourly or 15 minute rainfall data. Fifteen minute data are preferred, recognizing that
the Stormceptor is only applicable for small drainage areas. Small drainage areas have short times of concentration and
require data with a suitable timestep. Internally, the model performs calculations with a 5 minute timestep.
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The choice of particle size distribution and settling velocities is a key part of the modeling exercise. Different settling
velocities can be applied to the same particle size distribution, based on the specific gravity of the particles or to account
for the effect of non-ideal settling or flocculation on settling. In this study, a typical stormwater particle size distribution
(USEPA, 1983) was used for analysis (Table I ). The distribution given in Table 1 is commonly accepted by most regulatory
agencies in North America.
The model allows the user to alter the percentages of each size based on site-specific conditions, if required. In most
areas, it is anticipated that the particle size distribution will not vary significantly since it is primarily related to vehicle wear
and atmospheric deposition. There may be certain instances, however, where the native soils contribute loading and the
default distribution needs to be altered. The default percentages were used in our study.
Table 1. USEPA Default Particle Size Distribution
Particle Size (tJm)
20
60
130
400
40OO

% by Mass
20
20
20
20
2O

Settling velocities were then assessed for each of the particle sizes provided in Table 1. Settling velocities were either
calculated or based on empirical literature (USEPA, 1983). The calculation of settling velocities for small particles follows
Stokes’ law (Equation 9) since the Reynolds number (Equation 10) is less than 0.3.
Vs = g (p, - p,)d2/18u
Where

(9)

Vs = settling velocity for particle diameter d (m/s)
g = gravity (m/s2)
p, = density of particles (kg/m3)
p~, = density of water (kg/m3)
d = particle diameter (m)
u = viscosity of water (kg/ms)
NR = V,dp,,,/u

Where

(10)

NR = Reynolds number
Vs = settling velocity for particle diameter d (m/s)
p, = density of water (kg/m3)
d = particle diameter (m)
u = viscosity of water (kg/ms)

If the Reynolds number is greater than 0.3, drag on the particles reduces the settling velocity. An iterative solution was
used (solving for the Reynolds number, drag coefficient, and settling velocity until changes in the settling velocity were
insignificant) for particle sizes with the Reynolds numbers. The drag coefficient is given by Equation 11, and the settling
velocity is calculated by Equation 12.
Co = 24/N~ +3/(N~0.5) + 0.34
Where

(11)

Co = drag coefficient
N, = Reynolds number
Vs = (4g(p, - p,)d/(3Cop,))°5

(12)
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Where

Vs = settling velocity for particle diameter d (m/s)
g = gravity (m/s2)
Ps = density of particles (kg/m3)
p~, = density of water (kg/m3)
d = particle diameter (m)
CD = drag coefficient

Table 2 provides a comparison of the settling velocities used in this study.
Table 2. Discrete Particle Size Settling Velocities (mm/s)
Particle Size ([am)
20
60
130
400
4000

S.G. = 1.3 calculated
0.07
0.59
2.50
! 6.00
180.00

S.G. = 1.8 calculated
0.17
1,57
5.70
37.00
300.00

S.G. = Specific Gravity

S.G. = 2.65 calculated
0.36
3.23
11.20
65.00
450.00

USEPA (1983) empirical
0.00254
0.02540
0.12700
0.59267
5.50330

The settling velocities that are based on the empirical USEPA data are 65 to 150 times smaller than the settling
velocities based on a specific gravity of 2.65. A specific gravity of 2.65 is commonly associated with sand-size particles
whereas the fines in stormwater are commonly associated with a lower specific gravity. The use of a higher specific gravity
may be justified, however, if the values are considered representative of the settling velocities of fines in a flocculated or
coagulated state. Research indicates that there is a high potential for coagulation amongst particles (Ball and Abustan,
1995) which will increase settling velocities and TSS removal rates. Furthermore, historical settling velocity calculations
have been based on discrete particle methodologies (vertical settling column tests) that do not account for potential
coagulation. Coagulation would effectively offset the settling velocity columns in Table 2 (i.e., discrete settling velocity for
60 pm represents coagulated 20 IJm particle size).
Numerous field tests on the Stormceptor (Labatiuk, 1996; Henry et al., 1999; Bryant, 1995) have indicated a high
percentage of fines in the Stormceptor. This empirical evidence lends credence to the coagulated settling theory, indicating
that the USEPA discrete particle settling velocities may underestimate actual TSS removal rates. Settling velocities based
on a specific gravity of 1.8 were chosen in this study as the default or benchmark selection. The solids loading was
segmented into the particle size distribution and the concentration of solids in each particle size was tracked individually
during the settling calculations.

Meteorological Data
Rainfall data from the City of Toronto (5 minute timestep, 0.25 mm resolution, 10 years record, 1987-1996) was
agglomerated into 15 minute data for use with the model. Fifteen minute data were obtained for the entire U.S.A. from
Earthlnfo on CD ROM. Stations were selected based on location, period of record, data resolution and completeness
within the period of record. Data were also obtained from CSR Humes for various stations throughout Australia. The rainfall
data were converted into National Climatic Data Center (NCE)C) format for input to SWMM.
Fifteen minute data were utilized, recognizing the small t~me of concentration that would typically be encountered in
most Stormceptor applications. Simulations were also conducted using hourly data to determine the sensitivity of the
results to the precipitation timestep. Numerous hourly stations were available on the Earthlnfo CD for this purpose. The
model uses a 5 minute timestep at all times regardless of the rainfall timestep.

Modeling Parameters
SWMM models catchments and conveyance systems based on input rain, temperature, wind speed, and evaporation
data. Only rain data were used in these analyses. The default SWMM daily evaporation values (2.5 mmiday) were used.
Evaporation data will not be important in this analysis since the catchment area is small (< 10 ha) and has minimal
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depression storage. The Horton equation was chosen for infiltration. The method of infiltration chosen is unimportant due
to the small amount of pervious area (1%). Table 3 provides a list of the parameters used in the SWMM model.
Table 3. SWMM Area Parameters
Area - ha (ac)
Imperviousness
Width - m (ft)
Slope
Impervious Depression Storage - m.m. (in.)
Pervious Depression Storage - mm (in.)
Impervious Mannings n
Pervious Mannings n
Maximum Infiltration Rate - mm/h (inihr)
Minimum Infiltration Rate - mm/h (in/hr)
Decay Rate of Infiltration (s ’)

variable
99%
variable
2%
4.7 (0.19i
0.5 (0.02)
0.015
0.25
62.5 (2.46)
10 (0.39)
0.00055

The width of catchment was assumed to be equal to twice the square root of the area.

Results
EMC versus Build-up/Wash.off
The suspended solids removal results based on the build-up/wash-off model were compared to those based on an
EMC of 124 mg/I (USEPA, 1983) to demonstrate the sensitivity of the model to the different solids loading approaches.
The use of an EMC assumes an equal concentration of suspended solids in all of the stormwater that is conveyed to the
Stormceptor.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of results using an event mean concentration loading and build-up/wash-off loading,
given the default particle size distribution and settling velocities based on a specific gravity of 1.8.
The results in Figure 2 show that the TSS removal rates using the EMC approach are lower by 14% when compared
to the build-up/wash-off method even though the total loads are similar. This is expected due to the by-pass nature of the
Stormceptor. The estimated TSS removals for the existing (1995) sizing guidelines, which are based on an early field study, are lower
than both the EMC and build-up/wash-off estimates for low values (50% TSS removal) of separator storage/drainage area and are higher than the other
estimates for larger values of separator storage/drainage area (80% TSS removal).
The range of TSS removal values based on computer modeling is smaller than the empirical TSS removal rates.
Doubling the size of unit for the same area results in an increase of 30% for TSS removal, based on the current sizing
guidelines, whereas the increase in performance based on the modeling is less dramatic (a 5% to 10% increase in TSS
performance). This finding indicates that the modeling results will be less sensitive to changes in the model size for any
given drainage area.

Selection of Settling Velocities
A comparison was made regarding the choice of settling ve~c~t~es using Toronto rainfall data and the build-up/wash-off
TSS generation methodology. Figure 3 provides the results of th~s analysis. The TSS removal estimates using the USEPA
settling velocities are an average of 20% lower than the onginal TSS removal estimates, 29% lower than the estimates
using the SG=1.3 velocities, and 39% lower than the estimates using the SG=2.65 velocities. These results indicate that
the TSS removal performance results are very sensitive to the selection of settling velocities.
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Figure 2. TSS Removal vs. Loading Methodologies
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Figure 2. TSS Removal vs. Loading Methodologies.

Annual Flow Treatment
Numerous regulatory agencies design stormwater quality measures using a "design" event. The design event used
generally ranges from the 25 mm storm, or annual storm, to the 25-year storm. The modified SWMM program was used
to calculate the percentage of annual runoff that would be treated (not by-passed) with different by-pass flow rates. This
analysis was conducted using the Toronto rainfall for a drainage area of 2.25 ha. Figure 4 shows that the volume of runoff
that is treated prior to by-pass quickly becomes asymptotic with increasing treatment flow rate. A device that treats 30 L/s
prior to by-pass would treat approximately 80% of the annual runoff. A device that treats 70 L/s (over 2x higher flow rate)
only treats 10% more runoff (90%). Although the relationship between conveyance (% of annual runoff treated) and TSS
removal is non-linear, Figure 4 shows that high-rate treatment devices are not required for small drainage areas.
The relationship provided in Figure 4 will vary with local meteorological conditions and is inherently accounted for in
the TSS removal modeling.

Regional TSS Removal Performance Analysis
The model was used to compare results from different areas in North America and Australia to determine the effect
of regional hydrology on TSS removal performance. All analyses were conducted using 15 minute rainfall data and based
on the TSS build-up and washoff model and settling velocities for a specific gravity of 1.8.
Table 4 shows the results for various sized Stormceptors with a 2 ha drainage area. The locations of stations listed
in Table 4 were selected to cover a wide geographic area, provide rainfall on a 15 minute timestep with a 0.25 mm
resolution, and provide results representative of large nearby cities. Most data from city airports are recorded hourly, and
therefore were not included in the comparison. The results in Table 4 are plotted in order of decreasing performance
expectations in Figure 5.
Of the 16 stations analyzed, 12 stations provided TSS removal estimates within ±5% of the Toronto values.
Although the majority of stations provided similar TSS removal estimates, there were areas with significant differences.
The performance estimates were lowest for the southeastern United States. This area is well know for its intense seasonal
rainfall distribution. Figure 5 indicates that the TSS removal rates may vary up to 20% under different hydrological
conditions on the same land use/site conditions. The use of local or regional rainfall data is therefore appropriate for design
purposes.
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Figure 3. TSS Removal Performance vs. Settling Velocities
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Figure 3. TSS Removal Performance vs. Settling Velocities.

Figure 4. Annual Runoff Treatment
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Figure 4. Annual Runoff Treatment.
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Table 4. Regional Comparison of TSS Removal Performance (2ha)
State/Province

Location

Colorado
Alberta
British Columbia
California
Massachusetts
Ontario
New South Wales
New York
North Carolina
Queensland
Minnesota
Californm
Ma~land
Missouri
Honda
Texas

300/
450
49%
48%
48%
44%
43%
43%
42%
41%
41%
41%
41%
39%
37%
34%
30%
27%

Fort Collins
Calgar3’ Forest
Vancouver
Davis
East Brimfield Lake
Toronto
Sydney
Rhinebeck
Cataloochee
Brisbane
Le Sueur
Orange County
College Park
Miller
St. Lucie New Lock
Houston Addicks

Stormceptor Model (CDN/USA)
750/
1500/ 3000/ 5000/
6000/7200
900
1800
3600
6000
63%
65%
71%
76%
79%
63%
65%
71%
76%
79%
65%
66%
71%
76%
78%
61%
63%
69%
74%
77%
59%
61%
67%
73%
75%
58%
60%
66%
72%
75%
57%
59%
66%
72%
76%
57%
59%
65%
71%
74%
56%
58%
64%
71%
74%
55%
57%
64%
71%
74%
56%
57%
64%
70%
74%
57%
59%
65%
71%
74%
53%
54%
61%
67%
70%
50%
51%
59%
65%
69%
43%
44%
52%
59%
64%
41%
42%
49%
57%
61%

Figure 5. Regional Comparison of TSS Removal Performance
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Figure 5. Regional Comparison of TSS Removal Performance

Rainfall Timestep
An analysis was conducted to determine the sensitivity of the model to changes in rainfall resolution. Results based
on hourly rainfall data (0.25 mm resolution) were compared to those based on 15 minute rainfall data, to determine the
impact of using the hourly data. Hourly data are more readily available than 15 minute data and most large cities have
airports that collect rainfall on an hourly basis.
The model reads the hourly data as rainfall that falls during the first fifteen minute timestep of each hour. This will

produce higher intensities since the rain is not distributed correctly over the entire hour. The greater intensity is
compensated for, however, by the completeness of the hourly records which translates into a greater number of small
rainfall values.
Four areas were analyzed (Rockville, Maryland; Boston, Massachusetts; Miami, Florida; and Houston, Texas). The
results of this analysis (Figure 6) indicate that the use of hourly data does not significantly alter the TSS removal estimates
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for units that are designed to remove over 40% of the annual TSS load. Greater discrepancies can be expected at large
ratios of drainage area to separator storage.

Figure 6. TSS Removal versus Rainfall Timestep
(by Stormceptor Model)
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Figure 6. TSS Removal vs. Rainfall Timestep (by Stormceptor Model).

Conclusions
The TSS removal results were sensitive to the selection of settling velocities for the specified particle distribution.
Differences in TSS removal of up to 40% were obtained, depending on the settling velocities that were evaluated.
Results were also affected by the TSS loading method. The use of an EMC underestimated TSS removal performance
by approximately 15%, when compared to using the build-up and wash-off equations. This difference is expected since
the EMC method increases the load that is by-passed and provides higher loads during higher treated flow rates when the
detention time, and hence settling effectiveness of the unit, is reduced.
The model indicates that high percentages of the annual runoff can be treated with low-flow treatment devices such
as the Stormceptor. The model also predicts that the TSS removal performance is less sensitive to the size of separator
than observed from previous field studies.
Regional hydrology affected the TSS removal estimates provided by the model. Although differences of up to 20%
were observed, significant hydrological differences between the sites were needed to obtain this variance. Most of the
rainfall station locations tested provided TSS removal estimates similar to those of Toronto, where the original sizing
guidelines were developed.
Testing the model with different rainfall timesteps (15 minute versus hourly) indicated that hourly rainfall records can
provide an adequate estimation of performance if the rainfall is collected at adequate resolution (0.25 mm increments).
The modeling indicated that significant TSS removal rates can be achieved using small infrastructure control measures
if the drainage area is limited. The results lend credence to the positive field monitoring results obtained to-date for the
Stormceptor, and to the concept of small storm hydrology being the predominant parameter for urban stormwater quality
design.
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NPDES Phase II Cost Estimates
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Introduction
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has published final rules expanding the existing stormwater
NPDES permitting program to smaller cities and other urban areas throughout the United States. Due both to external
pressures and directives from the current and past administrations, EPA is conscious of attempting to make the current
stormwater NPDES program "cost-effective." For example:
"EPA believes this rule will cost significantly less than the existing 1995 rule that is currently in place, and will result
in significant monetized financial, recreational and health benefits, as well as benefits that EPA has been unable
to monetize, including reduced scouring and erosion of streambeds, improved aesthetic quality of waters, reduced
eutrophication of aquatic systems, benefit to wildlife and endangered and threatened species, tourism benefits,
biodiversity benefits and reduced siting costs of reservoirs." 1
"... the Agency recognizes the continuing imperative to assure that environmental regulations accomplish statutory
objectives in the least burdensome and most cost-effective fashion. As explained further in this preamble, the form
and substance of NPDES permits to address the sources designated in today’s proposal would provide greater
flexibility for the newly covered sources than the existing "standard" NPDES permit."2
While the "benefit" side of the proposed regulations exists in the realm of gross estimates, the "cost" side is also filled
with unknowns. What will the mandated and negotiated stormwater program cost a local community? Are there ways to
reduce costs? What should a local community be doing now to prepare for this regulatory program? This paper seeks
to address these related questions.
The final regulations were published on December 8, 1999 and the changes from the draft regulations are only minor~.
But it is still not possible to say what the regulations will cost everyone in toto. This is so because:
¯ there is great flexibility inherent in the regulations to create a stormwater quality program tailored to meet an
individual community’s needs and situation;
¯ each permit writer has preferences and "hot buttons" that will color what any particular program will look like; and
¯ each community setting is different in terms of climate, topography, pollutants of concern, and current condition of
local waters.

Federal Register, January. 9, 1998 p. 1536
ibid. p. 1550
Federal Register, December 8, 1999 pp. 68722-68851
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Basic Approach to Permitting
Under proposed § !23.35(g), an NPDES permitting authority issues a general permit to authorize stormwater
discharges from regulated small municipal separate storm sewer systems. The NPDES permitting authority will also
provide a menu of regionally appropriate and field-tested Best Management Practices (BMPs) that the permitting authority
determines to be"c ost-effechve." The regu ated small municipal separate storm sewer systems could choose to select from
this menu or select other BMPs that they feel are appropriate.
Under Phase II each regulated community will need to develop a set of BMPs under each of six specific program
minimums. These BMPs can be any combination of programs, structures and other controls that, in the agreed opinion
of the permit writer and the regulated community, meet the standard of reducing pollution discharge to waters of the state
to the Maximum Extent Practicable (MEP). In this process, permittees and permit writers would evaluate the proposed
stormwater management controls to determine whether reduction of pollutants to the MEP could be achieved with the
identified BMPs. EPA envisions that this evaluative process would consider such factors as condition of receiving waters.
specific local concerns, and other aspects included in a comprehensive watershed plan.
Under the proposed approach, implementation of BMPs consistent with stormwater management program
requirements at § 122.34 and permit provisions at § 122.33 would constitute compliance with the standard of "reducing
pollutants to the maximum extent practicable." That is, "if you do what you say you will do, you are by definition in
compliance." It is important to note that states implementing their own NPDES programs may develop more stringent
requirements than those proposed in the Federal Register. In fact, we anticipate that many states will require more specific
and rigorous requirements under special circumstances relating to the condition of the receiving water within, and
downstream from, the community. For example, if a certain stream is required to have a Total Maximum Daily Load
(TMDL) or similar study performed on it (for example, a watershed assessment for the purposes of wastewater treatment
plan permitting or expansion), the NPDES stormwater Phase II permit conditions may reflect the allocation of pollutants
to that community.
The steps for a community are: (1) review the conditions of the general permit, (2) develop and submit a Notice of
Intent (NOI) to comply with the general NPDES permit through description of a BMP-based program under each of the six
minimum controls or program areas (see below), (3) negotiate this proposed program with the permit writer, (4) receive
approval of the submittal, and (5) begin implementation of the conditions and programs described in the NOI including
record keeping and submittal of appropriate reports describing attainment of "measurable goals" for each BMP as
described in the NOI.

Current NPDES Phase II Program Cost Estimates
There is naturally much speculation on the actual program elements and costs for a particular stormwater program
developed under Phase II. There have been several attempts at estimating Phase II program costs based on current costs
of "similar" programs.
In the draft regulations, EPA had provided estimates of the probable cost implications of the NPDES Phase II Permit.
These estimates were based on summary information from the permit applications from 21 Phase I cities. Very high and
very low figures were thrown out by EPA in developing these estimates. Figure 1 shows the summary table developed by
EPA.
The range depicted in Figure 1 is from $1.39 to $7.83 per person per year for the first permit five-year period, and
$1.28 to $5.63 for other permit cycles. For a city of 50,000 that is a very wide range of $69,500 to $391,500 annually for
the first permit cycle. This is clearly not helpful in attempting to estimate a specific community’s costs.
There is question about the vagueness in the regulatory language, and the high degree of potential flexibility inherent
in briefly described program elements. For example, for the first of the minimum controls the regulatory language states:
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Figure 1. EPA Cost Estimates for Phase II NPDES Compliance.

1. Public education and outreach on storm water impacts‘=.. You must implement a public education program to
distribute educational materials to the community or conduct equivalent outreach activities about the impacts of
storm water discharges on water bodies and the steps that can be taken to reduce storm water pollution.
(You may use stormwater educational materials provided by your State, Tribe, EPA, or, subject to the approval of
the local government, environmental or other public interest or trade organizations. The materials or outreach
programs should inform individuals and households about the steps they can take, such as ensuring proper
septicsystem maintenance, limiting the use and runoff of garden chemicals, becoming involved in local stream
restoration activities that are coordinated by youth service and conservation corps and other citizen groups, and
participating in storm drain stenciling, to reduce storm water pollution. In addition, some of the materials or outreach
programs should be directed toward targeted groups of commercial, industrial, and institutional entities likely to
have significant storm water impacts. For example, information to restaurants on the impact of grease clogging
storm drains and to garages on the impact of oil discharges. You are encouraged to tailor your outreach program
to address the viewpoints and concerns of all communities, particularly minority and disadvantaged communities,
as well as children.)
The "regulatory" wording in parentheses is not mandatory but suggested. There is wide room for interpretation of the
intensity and detail necessary to accomplish this minimum control. The devil is always in the details, and there will always
be great variability in what two different programs intend to do to accomplish the same general goals.
NAFSMA (1999a, 1999b) published a survey on potential Phase II program costs responded to by 121 cities and
counties nationally. Ten communities responded with programs that had three or more suggested elements in the first
minimum control: Public Education and Outreach. The annual per capita costs for these ten ranged from $0.04 to $1.1--~
- again a wide range.
Of those responding, only one community stated that it had program activity in each of the six minimum control
measure areas and it spent $15.11 per capita annually, well above the EPA estimate (the city has a population of about
25,000). Of the 121 respondents only 26 had programs in at least three (most had only three) of the six mandatory
minimum control areas, and these can be considered far from complete. Figure 2 shows the distribution of costs for these
26 programs. The vertical axis is the annual per capita cost for these elements. The median was $1.44 and the average
was $4.07. The low value was $0.04 and the high was $26.00.

’=Federal Register, January 9,1998, p. 1639.
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Figure 2. NAFSMA Study Program Costs.

We can speculate that if many of these communities had a fully developed Phase II program, the average costs could
more than double, since each community would be adding both new program areas and upgrading their existing programs
they had to make them comply with the details of the Phase II permit writers requirements.
In the final regulations, USEPA took a different approach to making estimates of the costs of compliance, using both
the NAFSMA information and past experience with Phase I (EPA, 1999). EPA estimated annual costs for the municipal
programs based on a fixed cost component and a variable cost component. The fixed cost component included costs for
the municipal application, record keeping, and reporting activities. On average, EPA estimated annual costs of $1,525 per
municipality. Variable costs include the costs associated with annual operations for the six minimum measures and are
calculated at a rate of $8.93 annually per household (assuming 2.62 persons per household). The the cost estimating
equation is:
Annual cost = $1,525 + population/2.62*$8.93
Finally, rule of thumb estimates based on the author’s experience working in over 100 communities indicate that
comprehensive stormwater programs that include advanced stormwater quality programs cost between $7.00 and $20.00
per capita per year- above the EPA estimates. The quality portion is normally between 20 and 30% of the total average
program cost.

Estimating Costs from Anticipated Programs5
The methods used above do not provide details of the components of the stormwater programs resulting in the costs,
and thus are not very helpful in assisting other communities in their thinking about the regulations. An effort was made
to develop cost estimate ranges based on a direct interpretation of the stormwater regulations as applied to example
communities at each end of the spectrum, in terms of size and intensity of water quality program. This has an advantage
in that it deals directly with the stormwater regulatory requirements and illustrates specific program components so that
we can control and define all details. The following sub-sections will develop two hypothetical permit applications for the
six minimum controls.
The Two Permittees
Permittee one ("Smallville") is a community of 10,000 that is adjacent to a larger city that has obtained a Phase I permit
or that can assist Smallville in many of its permit responsibilities. It is a small bedroom community interested in compliance
with minimum disruption and cost. It doesnot really have an engineering or planning component of its city staff, but relies
on a city administrator and hired consultants.

5 Based on a presentation made by Andy Reese of Ogden Environmental at the APWA seminar, "Designing and Implementing an Effective Storm
Water Management Program, Denver, 1998.
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Permittee two ("Midtown") is a larger and more self-contained community with a population of 50,000 located within
an urbanizing county whose total population makes it a designated "urbanized area." tt is aggressively annexing growth
areas, and has a thriving economy. It has a City Engineer/Public Works director, road maintenance staff, and other
municipal capabilities and resources, it also has a growing stormwater quantity program and wishes to bring quality
together with quantity in a comprehensive and integrated approach. It wants to take advantage of its GIS database and
capability.

The Programs
We can assume that contained within, or subsequent to obtaining the general permit, the permit writer will publish a
list of regionally appropriate BMPs..to be used in permit applications. The general permit will have narrative effluent
limitations which describe goals or narrative standards for each of the minimum controls. Each permittee must then
develop basic program objectives and measurable standards (not included here) under the goals provided by USEPA for
each of the six minimum controls. These measurable standards can be stated in terms of actions taken or results
achieved. It is best to state them in terms of things that can be controlled and which do not have uncontrollable and
unpredictable results.
It is also smart to schedule the programs (the schedule is not demonstrated here) in terms of phases, pilot programs,
demonstration projects, trials, etc., with an evaluation process at some point in the permit. It should then be written into
the NOI that this program will be modified, expanded, curtailed or even abandoned if it is not effective.
Smallville sought to obey only the letter of the law, but did not see many ways to proceed. It had no real stormwater
program, no known water quality problems, and few current responsibilities. This community sought to take advantage
of "big brother" next door in joint programs or education, and to adopt more regionally uniform development regulations
enforced locally. Smallvi!le sought to fund any program needs through budget changes and through economies gained
by taking advantage of regional programs, free information, and expanding duties of existing staff.
Midtown sought to meet the program minimums in a more proactive way focusing on perceived needs within the
community. They took advantage of the strength of existing local programs, a strong economy, a strong environmental
awareness, and outside assistance where available in the form of copied resources and shared efforts. Midtown expanded
its current program using EPA suggestions to build a more comprehensive and meaningful program in several key arease.
Because they did not have the ability to try to work regionally (the adjacent county had no resources for developing a
stormwater program, but would cooperate as necessary) it needed to build the program alone and to work extra-territorially
as appropriate. Midtown looked at each program to insure the existence of: adequate legal authority, competent technical
approach, dedicated financial resources and appropriate administrative procedures and staffing.
Because program funding became an issue, Midtown sought to establish a stormwater user fee system (often called
a stormwater utility) to provide stable, adequate and equitable funds. The costs and steps of the utility development are
not included here.
Program Objectives
Table 1 develops the basic objectives of each of the programs ~n each of the six minimum areas. In real life these
objectives would be developed through a series of discussions w~th staff and, perhaps, a citizen’s group, and through early
coordination with the permit writer.
Table 2, which is attached as an Appendix, gives basic cost-estimate information for the two programs. The costs are
approximate and would vary depending on how all costs are accounted for, availability of staff, etc. The intent is to give
ba_.~ark estimates and not to quibble over details. In these estimates all personnel time is costed at $50/hr regardless of

~ NAFSMA has taken an earlier version of the Midtown values, refined them, and developed a minimal and advanced program concept out of this
information. That information can be obtained from NAFSMA by calling 202-218-4122.
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the source of the labor (in-house or contracted). This corresponds to a fully burdened salary rate plus allocated overhead
costs for a mid-level technical person.
Table !. Basic Program Objectives

Smallville

Midtown
Public Education and Outreach on Storm Water Impacts

1. Acquire and mail existing public domain informational brochures
2. Encourage and facilitate newspaper articles
3. Educate the few industrial and commercial stakeholders individually

1. Acquire and mail existing and specifically pertinent public domain
informational brochures to the general public
2. Develop a stratified database of stakeholder groups and develop
and execute targeted education programs
3. Develop and implement elementary school education programs with
preexisting curriculum
4. Develop and advertise complaint hotline as a pollution hotline
5. Develop press information and briefings with the objective of having
a quarterly news article
6. Develop and make available a slide show and speakers bureau
Public Involvement/Participation
1. Develop and implement a citizens advisory group appointed by the mayor 1.
Develop and implement a stratified and diverse citizens advisory
2. Encourage citizen participation in the neighboring city’s programs for
group/task force
used oil, household hazardous waste, adopt-a-stream, etc. through news
2. Develop a citizen monitoring and/or adopt-a-stream program -- may
articles in local neighborhood newspaper
be partially federally funded
3. Develop a student storm drain stenciling program and student dry
weather screening program (see illicit connections program)
4. Encourage the development of watershed groups for each major
watershed within the jurisdiction (see BMP control)
Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
1. Develop a stormwater major outfall map on USGS base map
1. Develop a major stormwater system map and inventory on existing
2. Modify slightly and adopt a genenc ordinance available from the state or
GIS topo. Base mapping
other organization.
2. Cross-reference map with existing databases on NPDES permit
holders (available from the state) and SARA Title III database to
identify likely source of dry weather pollution
3, Develop an illicit connections and illegal dumping ordinance
including hotspot program
4. Perform initial dry weather screening in several key parts of the city
by student volunteers
5. Develop inspection and enforcement capabilities and resources,
and develop a detection program using city staff and a database of
potential specific locations
6. Advertise hotline and wdte news articles (see public education)
7. Advertise existing pdvate used oil disposal sites (see public
education)
8. Educate all public employees to recognize and report problems (see
pollution prevention)
9. Develop automotive industry sponsorship of spill prevention,
materials management, and inspection and education programs
(see public education for part of this)
Construction Site Storm Water Runoff Control
1. Modi5/ the adjacent city’s sediment and erosion control ordinance to
1. Modify existing sediment and erosion control ordinance to
meet the regulatory minimums
include all the requirements of the regulations
2. Modify plans review and inspection procedures to include program
2. Add a BMP section and clear design steps to the drainage
minimums
manual
3. Train city secretary to collect phone complaints and take appropnate
3. Conduct trainingand familiarization program for developers,
action on erosion complaints
contractors and engineers, as well as in-house training for
4. Advertise the complaint line as part of the public education program,
inspectors
4. insure hotline has a formal and defined ability to receive and
properly process erosion complaints
5. Upgrade the erosion control inspection and enforcement
program
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Post-Construction Storm Water Management in New Development and Redevelopment
1 Modify and adopt the adjacent city’s stormwater ordinance regarding
1. Investigate and seek to institute zoning and policy changes to
stormwater quantity and quality requirements to require similar controls
encourage density restrictions, transferable development rights,
and requirements. Add a maintenance requirement for BMPs and
easier useofPUDs, limitation of impervious areas, conservation
detention designs
easements, mandatory floodplain dedication, etc.
2. Transform the inspection process to be able to inspect and enforce the
2. Develop design guidance for the use of structural and nonnew ordinance
structural BMPs
3. Communicate the new requirements
3. Develop and conduct an ongoing training program in the proper
use of BMPs
4 Develop several BMP pilot projects to demonstrate and gain
experience in 8MP use
5. Overhaul and develop a comprehensive storm water ordinance
for both water quantity and quality which includes mandatory use
of BMPs and a maintenance requirement
6. Establish inspection program for private BMPs
7. Develop a monitoring program for local surface waters and to
monitor their tong term changes
8. Develop master plans for areas facing new development and
establish and enact policy for regional BMP design and
maintenance
9. Develop ways to improve extra-territorial planning and zoning
input
10. Identify key environmentally sensitive areas and take steps to
protect such areas through ordinance, overlay districts, etc.
11. Seek to establish local watershed organizations and
neighborhood adopt-a-stream programs to assist in compliance
and build public support
Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations
1. Review all current municipal procedures and document ways to reduce 1. Conduct an outside review of all applicable procedures and
pollution
criteria and make recommendations for change, implement
2. Make changes and document
changes
3. Obtain and distribute materials on ways to reduce pollution as available
2. Obtain available information and conduct sensitivity and
and appropriate,
familiarization training for all applicable city employees
3. Seek to control floatables partially through adopt-a-stream
program (see public participation)
4. Review existing flood control projects to insure advantage is
taken of pollution reduction opportunities in design and operation

Hours are given in most cases. Italicized numbers are one-time costs that are experienced some time in the first permit
period, assumed to fill the year in which they initiate. For ongoing programs, the program initiates beginning in the next
year. The annual costs are the anticipated costs thereafter. I have assumed that all programs initiate in year one for the
total five-year cost estimate. Obviously if a program initiates in a later year there will be savings in annual costs not
incurred until the program initiates. The five-year total is four times the annual cost plus the initial cost -- making a total
of five years. Some programs are five-year programs only, ending after the first cycle.
A schedule of tasks and of manpower requirements is not developed in this paper. The costs are given as initial costs
and as ongoing costs (clear from the context of the table). Because not all program elements will be developed and ~nplace for the whole permit term, there will be a ramp-up process. Also, most of the program elements will continue to
change and evolve over time, and program costs will also change (up or down) in subsequent permit periods.
Extraordinary volunteer efforts have not been assumed (e.g. writing news articles, manning a hotline, etc.).
It is important to realize that some per capita costs go down for large cities because they have a large fixed component.
For example, it may cost the same to develop a one-page brochure whether the city has 20,000 or 200,000 people in iL
Expenses are based on medium levels of effort wherever appropriate. Detailed expenses (e.g. long distance phone costs)
have not been estimated.
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Measurable goals have also not been provided in this handout. But for each BMP measure or program it will be
necessary to develop some measurable standard by which to judge success. The standard may be based on internal
activities where it cannot easily be based on external results. For example, sending out brochures three times per year
can be measured. But, the effectiveness of those brochures can only be measured through phone surveys of public
knowledge before and after the brochure was sent, or based on statistics on increased public participation in whatever
program the brochure was about. Neither measure is easy and reliable. And, should a certain percent "effectiveness
increase" be stated as the measurable goal, if it is not achieved the city would, technically, be out of compliance. Better
to make the goal controllable, especially in the first permit cycles when little is known on the effectiveness of certain
(especially non-structural) BMP measures.
In no case have the costs of structural BMPs been estimated or included. Cost estimates are available in several
references including the Center for Watershed Protection (1997) and Northern Virginia Planning District Commission
(1994). The economic benefits of structural BMPs are discussed in EPA (1995).
Monitoring costs are developed for Midtown based on both receiving stream monitoring and some pilot BMP program
monitoring; they are non-existent for Smallville. EPA estimates that about 50% of permittees may incur monitoring costs
in subsequent permit cycles. It is also assumed that there are no TMDL or other types of watershed assessment actions
going on in the watershed which may radically modify the permit conditions, and that there are no regional or state-wide
programs which could simply be adopted by reference for portions of the NPDES minimum requirements.

Summary Results
The summary results of the analysis are presented in Table 3, in terms of cost per capita, for each of the programs in
a manner comparable to the EPA estimates.
The range of results is similar to that experienced by EPA in making its original estimates of the cost of the Phase II
program. The details of this program development can assist a local community in fashioning its own stormwater program
in response to the regulations.
Table 3. Summa~ Results
Minimum Control

Small

Midtown

Annual Per-Capita Cost

First 5-year Permit Period
1 - Public Ed.
2 - Public Inv.
3 - Illicit Connections
4 - Construction
5 - Post Const.
6 - Housekeeping
Totals

0.39
0.21
0.24
0.20
0.14
0.15
1.33

1.24
0.62
1.77
0.96
5.78
0.59
10.96

Subsequent 5-year Permit Periods
1 - Public Ed.
2 - Public Inv.
3 - Illicit Connections
4 - Construction
5 - Post Const
6 - Housekeeping
Totals

0.36
0.24
0.10
0.18
0.13
0.10
1.11

1.40
0.51
1 16
1.10
1.26
0.20
5.63
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The Phase II Action Plan
Given the great range in costs for the Phase II program it makes sense to get a jump start, on planning for it. Many of
the requirements or potential inter-local arrangements that could be developed take time to implement, more time than is
available if the community waits until the general permit has been finalized and the N©I is due. There are steps that a local
government should take now to prepare itself for the regulations and to position itself to meet compliance in the most costeffective manner. These steps can be performed as part of a Phase II action plan:

1. Assess your status
Ask yourself if you are "in," "potentially in," or "out." Find out who else is in your category.

2. Get to know the permit writers
Find out what the permit writers are thinking about the permits, what the general permit will look like, when you will
know more, how they will evaluate those potentially in, what other actions are going on in the state that may impact the
permit, etc. Find out their ideas about what is important in the permit, what their special interests are, do they strongly
support the permit, etc. Plan to establish an ongoing dialog.

3. Assess your surface waters
Find out if there are any ongoing actions which might designate surface waters in your jurisdiction as not meeting water
quality standards. See if there are any planned watershed assessments or TMDL requirements coming in the future.

4. Assess your own program
How much of your own stormwater program looks like the regulations, even with some minor modifications. Can you
get a jump on the requirements through transformation of your current programs?

5. Check out your neighbors
Are there some other programs nearby that might result in savings to you? Can you simply be covered under another
program? Can parts of the requirements be waived because they are already being done by someone else? Can you
plan to be part of a regional permit? Can you split the permit requirements with an adjacent entity and perform them
together at savings to both of you?

6. Get a team together
Once you have answered some of these questions, it is time to pull the action team together. This may include only
your own staff, a multi-disciplinary staff within your own jurisdiction, or a multi-jurisdictional or regional team. Get together
to brainstorm and come up with a proposal to the permit writer which has mutual benefits. Remember, permit writers are
being encouraged to think regionally and on a watershed bas~s.

7. Develop an action plan
Once you have a team, it is time to have a plan. Beg~n to formulate what you will need to do to apply for the permit
and to carry it out. What might your program minimums look like? Are there some things you can do now, over several
years, that you cannot afford to do in any one year, or that will take too long to get going if you wait until the permit is upon
you? Can you begin the program transformation process now? What about data collection and mapping? Are there other
uses for any data you will collect which will create synergy?
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8. Get started
Some things are best started early. But do not jump the gun by committing resources in areas that are not yet
anticipated to be firm. Ask the permit writer for his or her opinion.
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Appendix
Table 2. Hypothetical Program Detail and Cost Summary
Smallville
Program Element

Cost

Midtown
Program Element

Cost

Public Education and Outreach on Stormwater Impacts
Acq~!s!tion of available mailers and information from pdvate
institutions and other governmental entities - 20 hrs

$1,000

Acquisition of available mailers and information from pdvate
institutions and other governmental entities - 40 hrs

$2000 ’

Keep up with available literature - 20 hrs/yr
Coordination with neighborhood or shoppers newspaper to run
artioles on pollution sources - 4 hrs

$1000/yr
$200

Keep up with available literature - 50 hrs/yr
Stratified mailing database development for key stakeholder
groups - commercial, automotive, minority, etc. - 100 hrs

$2500/yr
$5,000

Develop 2 articles per year - 24 hrs/yr
Coo,-~£~_’_~o~. with the few individual potential sources of pollution
about the program and their needs - 10 hrs

$1 ~200h/r
$500

Maintenance of d~t~hase - 1 hr/wk
Obtaining or developing educational materials for the specific
outreach and stakeholders’ programs, pdnting - 30 hr

$2r600/yr
$4,000

Series of three mailings - stuffers in utility bill

$3,600

Upd~__!!n~] materials - 100 hrsh/r. Mailing 5,00 brochures per year
Developing outreach and educational programs - 200 hrs

$7~500/yr
$10,000

One mailing per year afterward

$1,050/yr

$12,000/yr

Reepo~-~i~g to information requests - 1/2 hr/wk

$1,300/yr

Executing programs - updating, mailing, training, presentations 200 hrs/yr
Develop elementary and middle school education programs - preexisting
Material/curriculum - free materials - 100 hrs

$5,000

Ongoing program maintenance - refresher training, 5 schools - 100 hrs/yr
Advertising of hotline - radio spots developed in-house and on public
And other radio sentice spots and Newspaper ad, 3 times per year 140 hrs - donated spots
Develop white paper and press package - initial, bdef - 32 hrs

$1,600

Develop quarterly press package/briefing - brief press - 24 hrs per +

$5,000/yr

Development of a short, scripted stormwater pollution slide show,
Presentation and speakers bureau & initial presentation - 60 hrs

$3,000

Give presentations - 48 hrs/yr + expenses
General informational brochure development and mailing - once/year
- 60 hrs/yr - 25,000 inserts @ 0.50 per

$2,600/yr
$15,500/yr

expenses

$5,000/yr
$12,000/yr

Continued

Table 2. Cont.

Smallville
Program Element

Initial Cost
Annual Cost
Total Cost (first 5 years)
Total Cost (ongoing 5 -year period)
Public Involvement/Participation
Development and implementation of a citizen advisory committee
appointed by the mayor - 2 initial meetings - 14 hrs
Quarterly/meetings - 32 hrs/~’r
Advertisement of Ihe larger city’s stream cleanup program in local
shopper newspapers - news articles, and coordination with them in
all such programs - 16 hrs/yr

Midtown
Program Element

Cost

$5,350
$4,550
$23,500
$22,750
$700
$1,600/),r
$800/yr

NOTE: itafics are initial cost - for first year only

Initial Cost
Annual Cost
Total Cost (first 5 years)
Total Cost (ongoing 5 -year period)
Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
Collect and plot field information on system locations and sizes 5 hrs - contract

$700
$2,400
$10,300
$12,000
$7,000

Responding to information requests - 2 hrs/wk
Initial Cost
Annual Cost
Total Cost (first 5 years)
Total Cost (ongoing 5-year periods)
Development and implementation ol a citizen advisory committee
appointed by the council - 5 initial meetings - 70 hrs + expenses
Bimonthly/meetings - 60 hrs/yr
Initial coordination of monitoring program and/or adopt-a-stream
- 60 hrs - equipment purchase

Cost
$5,200/~,r
$30,600
$69,900
$310,200
$349,500
$3,700
$3,000/yr
$40,000

Ongoing coordination and equipment, database maintenance
- 100 hrs/~,r + expenses
Student storm drain stenciling program development and
implementation - 80 hrs

$15,500/yr

Annual cost
Watershed group encouragement - presentations, advertising 50 hrs + expenses

$3,000
$2,800

$6,500

On.qoing coordination, education - 4 ~]roups - 20 hrs. per
Initial Cost
Annual Cost
Total Cost (first 5 years)
Total Cost (ongoing 5-year periods!

$4,000/~/r
$53,000
$25,500
$155,000
$127,500

Develop system map, perform inventory of major structures - 60
hrs + contract

$150,000

Adopt ordinance - 20 hrs

$1,000

Update map - 60 hrs
Database development and GIS programming and mapping 200 hrs + expenses of $3k

$3,000/~r
$13,000

Enforcement of ordinance - 20 hrs/yr

$1,000/~/r

Database maintenance - 100 hrs

$5,000/yr
Continued

Table 2. Cont
Smallville
Program Element

Midtown
Cost

Program Element

Cost

Ordinance development with public participation - contract

Initial Cost
Annual Cost
Total Cost (first 5 years)
Total Cost (ongoing 5 -year period)
Modify and pass new erosion control ordinance ~ 40 hrs
Enforcement ordinance in inspection process - 50 hrs/~,r
.Modify development procedures - 4 hrs
Train secrelary to handle calls - 8 hrs
Handle erosion calls - 10 hrs/yr

~
O
0
-~

Initial dry-weather screen in parts of city - sludent volunteers - 240 hrs
One staff member 1 day/week for inspection and enforcement of
Illicit connection program - + expenses
Development of automotive or other specialty programs - 100 hrs +
1 k exp.
Annual implementation of inspection and education - 1 day/wk
$8000
Initial Cost
$1,000
Annual Cost
$12,000
Total Cost (first 5 years)
$433,000
$5,000
Total Cost (ongoing 5-year periods)
Construction Site Stormwater Runoff Control
$2,000
Modify existing ordinance - public participation - 60 hrs
$2,500/yr
$200
$800
$500/yr

$20,000
$12,000
$28,000/yr
$6,000
$22,000/yr
$201,000
$58,000
$290,000
$3,000

Add BMP section to design manual - 140 hrs + printing cosl
Conduct Iraining sessions ior staff and local development related
persons - 80 hrs

$12,000
$4,000

On(,loing biannual training - 32 hrs/~,r
Develop hotline procedure for complainls reception - 10 hrs

$1,600/yr
$500

Holline @ 150 hrs/yr + expenses
Upgrade erosion control program for more sites and more activities one person two da),s/wk + expenses
Initial Cost
$2,600
Initial Cost
Annual Cost
$3,000
Annual Cost
Total Cost (first 5 years)
$14,600
Total Cost (first 5 years)
Tolal Cost ~
$15,000
Total Co~
$275,500
Post-Construction Stormwater Management in New Develo__pment and Redevelo.~nt
Modify and get ordinance passed - 40 hrs
$2,000
Work on major policy changes in land use regulations - contract +
200 hours
Enforce/explain new ordinance .provisions - 1/2 hr/wk
$1,300/yr
Dev~uidance for BMPs - contract
Training program for BMP use - debvelopment - 24 hrs + contract
Annual training - 60 hrs/yr

$8,500/yr
$45,000/yr
$19,500
$55,100
$239,900

$100,000

$25,000
$3,000
$3,000/yr
Continued

Table 2. Cont.

Program Element

Smallville

Cosl

Midtown
Program Element
BMP Pilot projects - federal funding assistance - 5-year program contract
5
Comprehensive slormwater ordinance with public participation contract
BMP inspection and enforcement program - one person one day/wk

Cost
$200,000
$40,000
$25,800/yr

+ expenses

Data collection program - SWAG
Master planning for new areas for both quality and quantity - 2 mile
Planning zone around city - 5-~,ear program - 40 mi~
Costs of administration of regional BMP program - SWAG
Sensitive area identification program, ordinances and policy enactment5-year program - 100 hrs incl. Mnnnin~3__rr_. i
5 ~rs
Initial Cost
$2,000
Initial Cost
Annual Cost
$1,300
Annual Cost
To~l Co=I (first 5 years)
$7,200
Total Cost (first 5 years)
Total Cost (ongoing 5 -year pedod)
Total Cost (ongoing 5-year pedods)
Master planning
Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeepin~ fo Mu~_.!~__! Operations
Review of all current procedures - modification of procedures - 40 hrs
$2,000
Review and modification of all applicable procedures and cdteda
contract
O~_ta!n and distribute ed~_~_!!onal materials - 10 hrs
$500
Site inspections and corrections - 5-year program - $51dyr
Annual cost of changed procedures - SWAG

T
O
T
A

Initial Cost
Annual Cost
Total Cost (first 5 years)
Total Cost (ongoing 5 -year period)

L
T
O
T
A

L

Initial Cost
Annual Cost
Total Cost (first 5 years)
Total Cost (ongoing 5 -year period)

$1,000/yr

$2,500
$1,000
$6,500
$5,000

$21,500
$13,250
$74,150
$66,250

Training for city employees on new procedures - 40 hrs + 10 hrs @
75 persons + expenses
Review flood control proiects for retrofit opportunities - contract
Annual cost of changed procedures - SWAG
Initial Cost (without master planning)
Annual Cost
Total Cost (first 5 years without master planning)
Total Cost (ongoing 5-year periods)

$30,000/yr
$800,00
5 ~,rs
$4,0001yr
$25,000
$393,000
$62,800
$644,200
$314,000
$25,000
$25,000
5 yrs
$42,000
$15, oo0
$10,000/yr
$107,000
$10,000
$147,000

$50,0oo

Master planning

$800,000

Initial Cost (without master planning)
Annual Cost
Total Cost (first 5 years without master planning)
Total Cost (ongoing 5-year periods)
Master plannin~l

$804, 100
$281,300
$1,929,300
$1,406,500
$8oo,000

The Stormwater Utility Concept in the Next Decade
(Forget the Millenium)
Hector J. Cyre, President
Water Resource Associates, Inc.
Kirkland, WA

Abstract
In the mid-1970’s, the first stormwater utilities were viewed as novel innovations in a few western states. Today, just
25 years later, more than four hundred cities, counties, and special districts throughout the United States have established
such utilities. The pace is accelerating, and the stormwater utility concept has moved from a novelty to a well-accepted
management and funding approach. What will we see in the next decade?
The stormwater utility has been adapted to fit diverse stormwater management problems and needs across the United
States. Program content, priorities, institutional and organizational structures, and rate methodologies have been tailored
to fit local needs and municipal authority and practices that vary widely. Courts in several states, and even federal courts,
have been engaged in resolving key issues, including but not limited to the legality of utility service fees and the use of
other funding mechanisms.
Major changes in the concept are still emerging today. Stormwater quality has become a concern equal to flood
control in many communities. The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Phase II stormwater permits have
spurred a new round of interest in the stormwater utility concept among smaller communities. This is creating a demand
for basic utility concepts suitable for small cities and towns, which will need to be less costly and simpler to implement and
maintain. Concurrently, more large cities, urban and urbanizing counties, regional service agencies such as metropolitan
sewer districts, and consolidated governments are investigating the utility approach. They will require more complex
institutional and funding solutions.
Stormwater management itself is also changing rapidly. Interest and involvement in stormwater management have
broadened. As combined sewer overflow programs, total maximum daily load (TMDL) negotiations, stormwater quality
mandates, coastal zone management measures, and safe drinking water supply issues converge, more wastewater and
even water supply utilities are engaging in stormwater management. Regional resource management programs,
watershed-based master planning, multi-purpose cooperative efforts involving urban forestry and riparian corridor
protection, and use of state revolving loan funds for stormwater quality projects are becoming more common.
Local programs are quickly evolving as well. They have become more comprehensive in scope, more costly, and more
demanding of technical and administrative skills while the pool of resources has grown relatively slowly. Local
governments are accepting responsibility for more components of the stormwater drainage systems or, in some cases,
being forced to take on such responsibilities. Open streams, h~StOnC remnants or agricultural ditches and levees, and
detention facilities are being included among the system comoonents actively improved, operated, and maintained by local
stormwater management agencies. A preventive orientation that minimizes problems is replacing reactive measures.
Technology, such as geographical information systems and hydrologic and hydraulic modeling, is more widely available
and more productive in support of stormwater management, even in smaller communities. Public involvement in decisions,
policies, and even the operation of systems is increasing.
This paper examines these and other emerging trends that characterize where stormwater utilities are heading in the
next decade.
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Pressures Moving us from Draining the Swamp to Stormwater Management
Historically, local drainage flooding, erosion, and water pollution due to stormwater runoff have not been high priorities
...... ~,,,,c=pa~ governments. Unless homes, businesses, valuable agricultural land, or public properties have been
devastated by flooding or other "drainage" problems, competing priorities have generally garnered more public concern
and thus more support from elected officials. As a result, stormwater management operations, regulatory measures, and
capital investment were historically ignored or, at best, received inadequate attention and erratic funding. Stormwater
management has been a "stepchild" among municipal programs.
Symptoms of this past d;sregard are evident in many cities and counties.
¯ Improvements to stormwater systems in many communities have been limited to site-specific facilities installed by
subdivision and commercial developers.
¯ Design practices have traditionally emphasized collecting and discharging runoff from each property as quickly as
possible, without regard for downstream consequences.
¯ Public maintenance of stormwater systems has typically been reactive, and usually limited to road rights-of-way
where uncontrolled stormwater might impact traffic safety, degrade the integrity of road surfaces, or threaten
valuable adjacent properties.
¯ Maintenance of stormwater systems located outside of road corridors has commonly been left to private property
owners, who are rarely capable of or willing to properly improve, clean, and repair such facilities.
¯ Municipal governments have usually improved and maintained individual structures or reaches instead of entire
drainage systems, creating a patchwork of pieces having widely varying capacity and reliability.
¯ ¯ Failures of substandard components frequently impair the performance of otherwise adequate parts of the systems
and damage properties near them.
As described by one municipal public works official, this stepchild is also the "sleeping giant" of unmet municipal
infrastructure needs. Long-term stormwater remedial repair costs potentially exceed street and bridge repair needs in
many older cities. Learning the high cost of correcting stormwater management deficiencies through master planning may
have frightened as many local jurisdictions into inaction as it has spurred others. Perhaps the classic example is the
stormwater master plan for Key West, Florida, which (in the early 1990’s) identified $78 million in capital needs for that four
square mile island community of less than 30,000 people.
Several factors are now changing local governments’ traditional orientation to stormwater management.
¯ Citizens’ service expectations are higher than in the past. In many cities and counties the number of citizen
complaints about stormwater problems exceeds those about potholes in roads.
¯ Crumbling inlets and silt clogged ditches along roadsides spawn complaints even though they are on public property.
¯ Individual citizens or neighborhood associations no longer tolerate minor problems like localized flooding and
channel erosion in backyards.
Environmental awareness in general is greater than in the past, and much more attention is being focused on
stormwater impacts on receiving water quality in recent years.
¯ Stormwater management is now recognized as being part of an effective water resource protection strategy.
¯ Local concerns about acute threats of water pollution from spills and surreptitious dumping of toxic materials into
stormwater systems are becoming more common.
¯ Phase II of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) stormwater permitting program ~s
extending the program to smaller communities and those larger urban cities that escaped Phase I due to combined
sewer service area exemptions.
¯ Programs proposed by local governments in NPDES Phase !1 permit applications will cost many thousands of dollars
per year in cities, towns, and urban counties.
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An encompassing, umbrella perspective of water resource management is emerging.
¯ Solutions to combined sewer overflow (CSO) problems will have to balance optimization of wastewater transport
and treatment facilities against stormwater quantity and quality concerns.
¯ Several coastal states have instituted restrictive limitations on stormwater runoff to protect fragile estuaries and
offshore waters from stormwater impacts.
¯ Drinking water supply watershed protection measures have imposed stormwater runoff regulations on developers
independent of local stormwater management control practices.
¯ The point is becoming clear. Drinking water is water. Wastewater is water. Stormwater is water. Ground water
is water. It is all WATER!
In the face of these pressures, the inadequacies of traditional stormwater management practices and funding are more
widely recognized. More comprehensive and cohesive programs that address both stormwater quantity and quality are
emerging. Clearly, however, the diversity of our communities and their problems and priorities means that no single
solution is appropriate for ever,.,, county, city, town, and village. Nor can a single funding method or stormwater utility rate
structure fit every situation. Stormwater service fee methodologies can be designed to meet the specific needs of each
community and provide equitable, adequate, and stable funding. The key is to tailor the funding to a clear program
strategy.

"Stormwater Utility" can have Many Meanings
The fact that the simple term "stormwater utility" obscures the various meanings it may encompass, results in many
misunderstandings. The term may imply a funding and accounting method, an organizational approach, a management
concept, or a combination of all these. In reality a "utility" provides an umbrella under which the financial, organizational,
and management approaches of each local stormwater program can be orchestrated to achieve practical and efficient
solutions. Responsibilities may be consolidated and focused. Substantial new funding may be generated. New
technology, different management concepts, and upgraded support systems may be adopted. A comprehensive,
preventive program may be instituted.

Changes in the Approaching Decade
The spectrum of the stormwater utility concept will broaden more in the next 10 years than it has in the 25 years since
the first utilities were established. The definition of "conventional" will change. Smaller towns and even villages will need
to employ simpler variations of the concept. Larger cities, urban counties, consolidated governments, and coordinated
regional approaches will demand more complex institutional, organizational, and funding solutions. The following are a
few of the changes that may occur.
NPDES Phase II Will Impact the Stormwater Utility Concept
The findings of a survey of Phase II cities conducted by the National Association of Stormwater and Flood
Management Agencies (NAFSMA) and published in July, 1999 indicate that 17% of all the respondent communities did
not know how they would obtain funding to meet the stormwater regulations. Nearly half indicated they were not currently
spending money on any of the stormwater program elements mandated by the regulations. Nearly three-quarters did not
have a public information or education program as the regulations mandate. The 54% of respondents that currently fund
programs or activities that fit the Phase II regulations on average spend upwards of $4,000 per square mile, or about $2.79
per capita. The implication seems clear that the NPDES Phase II program poses demands on local governments that may
cause them to look to the stormwater utility concept to meet their stormwater quality program funding requirements.
The typical community that found the stormwater utility concept attractive in the past was a mid-size to larger city
undergoing rapid development. Analyses of their stormwater management needs and programs typically revealed initial
costs of service ranging from $25,000/sq. mile to $50,000/sq. mile annually. Costs per capita were typically $10 to $30
annually, with smaller cities trending toward the higher end of the range. In this context, the NAFSMA survey data is not
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alarming. It suggests that the Phase tl program costs will likely be in the neighborhood of five (5) to fifteen (t5) percent
of the typical cost of stormwater management at the outset of utility-based programs.
Given its cost mp!ications NPDES Phase II makes the stormwater utility concept attractive to a broader variety of
cities, counties, towns, and villages. Many communities that do not suffer flooding or other drainage problems will find the
revenue potential and flexibility of a utility service fee attractive in the face of NPDES permit requirements. This will result
in utility approaches that are outside the current spectrum of our experience. The needs in individual small communities
may be less diverse than in large cities and urban counties, but the range will be cumulatively broader among the
communities involved in NPDES Phase II than in those that have implemented utilities previously.
New institutional arrangements and relationships will have to be devised. The "utility" concept will take on new forms.
Use of interlocal agreements among several local jurisdictions will increase, with responsibilities in some cases
concentrated in one entity capable of providing the range of services required or, conversely, allocated among several
participants.
The limits of existing authorizing legislation in some states will be tested. Many states will need to adopt new
legislation and amendments, giving local governments greater flexibility in dealing with their water resource management
responsibilities. Courts in the various states, and perhaps even federal courts, will be challenged to arrive at some sense
of continuity among the institutional and financial solutions characterized as "stormwater utilities." Whether the court
decisions will enable rather than hinder local governments’ efforts to comply with NPDES mandates is a key question.
Organizationally and financially independent stormwater utilities have been common to date. In the next decade more
stormwater utilities will be integrated with other water resource programs: organizationally, through formalized working
relationships, or through financial arrangements. Other resource management agencies and programs, including but not
limited to health departments and growth management authorities, will demand a seat at the stormwater table.
As NPDES permitting is applied to smaller urban areas of less than 100,000 people, more of the regional wastewater
and water utilities already serving those communities will assume stormwater management responsibilities. In some cases
their involvement will be limited to water quality aspects. In others they will address both quantity and quality. Funding
of stormwater management costs will simply be assumed by some of these existing utility agencies without changes in
their rate methodologies. Others will establish independent stormwater cost centers and rate components to track
spending and allocate costs. Some will even modify existing wastewater and/or water rate methodologies to better reflect
the impact of stormwater cont’01 on costs of service.
As more small cities and counties seek to establish utilities, stormwater funding strategies and rate methodologies will
need to minimize implementation costs, yet be more flexible to accommodate stormwater quality management costs and
unique local needs. The urge to use a "cookbook" solution will cause some to adopt approaches that are poorly suited
to their circumstances. The desire for more precision in service fee rate algorithms will lead to methodologies that give
an illusion of greater refinement without actually achieving it.
The mandated involvement of smaller jurisdictions and more rural communities in stormwater management will spawn
"paper utilities" established solely to generate added revenue. Most of these will be initiated without the foundation of a
solid program strategy. Accountability will become a key issue in some of these communities within a few years. Political
challenges based on accountability issues will cause some of these storm water utilities to be melded into other local
agencies or programs or even dissolved entirely before they have geared up to address their program priorities.
Despite NPDES storm water permit mandates, locally perceived needs will still predominate in setting priorities.
Flooding will remain a more important local issue than storm water quality. NPDES mandates will influence actual spending
priorities only slightly. Few communities will need to institute a utility service fee just to support their NPDES Phase II
programs, but many will justify it (at least partially) on that basis because it is easy to blame unfunded federal mandates
for new local taxes, assessments, and service fees.
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The technological resources and expertise required will change from the traditional engineering emphasis to a multidisciplinary mix. More natural science and social science skills will be needed. Operational practices will change as new
technology and information management systems enable innovative approaches and result in greater efficiency. Greater
use will be made of outsourcing because of limited personnel resources and the high cost of specialized equipment.

The Stormwater Utility Concept will Impact NPDES Phase II
Local approaches to stormwater management will influence the content of Phase tl permits and attainment of NPDES
objectives. Stormwater utilities offer both financial capability and flexibility. Except in rare instances, stormwater utilities
will not be established strictly to.address stormwater quality and NPDES permit requirements. Rather, they will have a
broader stormwater management perspective. For many communities this will mean that water quality management
activities to comply with their NPDES permit will be tacked onto other stormwater efforts. NPDES Phase II permitting will,
within a few years, adjust to accommodate this reality in terms of permit mandates, technical and scientific standards, and
reporting requirements.
Related issues ranging from combined sewer overflow strategies to drinking water protection will be melded with Phase
II permit requirements because they have to be. Local stormwater quality management cannot independently meet the
entire range of regulatory expectations operating strictly by reference to NPDES Phase II. Conflicts and primacy battles
will identify inconsistencies and gaps between the issues and programs, and will ultimately filter down to changes in
NPDES Phase II program priorities and the permit requirements imposed on local governments. The unknown is whether
this result in responsibility shifting toward bigger agencies with more resources and a broader perspective or toward local
entities that have the ability to identify and activate locally acceptable solutions.
Watershed-based regulatory programs will overtake jurisdictional-based regulatory programs like NPDES Phase I1.
The utility approach will broaden to encompass watersheds through agreements among counties and cities simply because
utility funding has the proven capacity to generate sufficient funding in politically acceptable ways. The transition has
already begun in some areas. Where TMDLs affecting discharges of all sorts into receiving waters are an issue, they will
supercede the six minimum practices identified for NPDES Phase II, making them essentially meaningless. Scientifically
based, public health driven measures to protect drinking water supplies, estuaries, lakes, fisheries, and recreational
beaches will overwhelm the programmatic approach represented by NPDES Phase I1.
You May Need a Program to Identify All the Players
Stormwater utilities were first established because no one wanted responsibility for stormwater management. Those
involved were concerned only about the impact of stormwater on their "real" jobs. The utility approach provided a way to
focus responsibility and obtain dedicated, if not always adequate, funding for stormwater management. If there had been
another option that was working, the stormwater utility concept probably would never have emerged.
A key issue in the next decade will be whether stormwater utilities will be major protagonists or bit players among all
those now crowding onto the stage. More established and better-funded water and wastewater utilities now recognize that
stormwater influences their operations directly and, in some cases, dramatically. For example, TMDL-based wastewater
discharge limitations may severely curtail development in some areas. Will local wastewater utility administrators (and
local elected officials) allow independent stormwater management utilities to address stormwater quality when economic
vitality is at risk?
Other interests are becoming involved in stormwater management. Water supply utilities face the requirements of
federal and state legislation regulating sources of supply and treatment. Coastal zone management has recognized that
many priority uses of the shorelines and near-shore areas are dependent on good water quality. Growth management
is an emerging concept, and concurrency of infrastructure improvements with development approvals highlights the issue
of deficient stormwater systems in many communities. Protection of endangered and threatened species, urban forestry,
and riparian corridor protection all have a relationship with stormwater management.
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The Walls Will ComeTurnbling Down (or at least they better)
The proliferation of federal, state, and local water resource (and related) regulations in recent years has created an
environment in which dispersed responsibility for water in various forms and for various purposes is rapidly becoming
unworkable. The institutional barriers that have been created over the past hundred years or so to focus attention, energy,
and responsibility no longer fit the public needs. As watershed-scale studies, planning efforts, and the concept of TMDLs
clearly illustrate, water resources are inextricably bound together regardless of their temporary form, use, and character.
The next decade will see accelerating consolidation, of water resource management responsibilities at the local level
of government. This is contrary to the control interests of some individuals and entities, and will not happen silently or
easily. Will cities, counties, and special districts relinquish a little (or a lot) of their control over water resources through
interlocal agreements? Will they accept a regional entity for water supply, wastewater treatment, stormwater management,
or even water quality? What will be the effect on stormwater utilities?
What are the organizational implications of the coming changes in storm water management? Realistically, local
governments change slowly. Public Works and Street Departments have historically been the lead organizations of storm
water programs, but they rarely have had much involvement in water quality issues. If storm water quality begins to
influence local priorities, it is more likely that water and wastewater utilities will assume storn water management
responsibilities from Public Works and Street Departments than the reverse. Public Works agencies will have to upgrade
their engineering and scientific capability or risk losing their storm water management role to water and wastewater utilities
that are typically well-established, well-funded, and well-understood by the public.

The Ability to Innovate Will Exceed the Need
Most of the early stormwater utilities programs were rather narrowly focused, and the funding mechanisms supporting
them were relatively simple. In recent years, however, there has been a shift toward more sophisticated and complex
approaches to all aspects of stormwater management--from master planning to rate methodology design. Much of the
credit goes to the explosive growth in information processing capability associated with the computer revolution of the past
20 years. It is not clear, however, that much of the added capability to innovate is necessary to meet stormwater
management needs. This is not to suggest that opportunities to improve should be ignored simply because they are based
on increasing capability to do so. The following examples demonstrate how the ability to innovate in stormwater through
technology can run amok, and suggest how it should be managed to the benefit of people and the environment.
There is no substitute for understanding what is really important. One Southeastern United States city invested over
$1 million dollars assembling a highly detailed location inventory of its stormwater systems on a relatively sophisticated
data processing platform. Unfortunately, the need for the inventory was not premised on a clear program strategy, nor
was adequate funding available or established concurrently to support capital improvements or maintenance
enhancements that could be facilitated by the inventory. The local elected officials finally tired of the seemingly mindless
spending on the inventory and refused to discuss program improvements. Today, nearly 10 years later, the inventory has
not been maintained and is out of date, and few improvements have been made in the stormwater management program.
What is technically possible does not always make common sense, and what makes sense is not always technically
possible. A Northeastern city recognized that the stormwater component of its wastewater service fee rate methodology
(one that was based on water meter size and internalized w~tb.~n ~ts water/wastewater rates) was not reasonably allocating
the cost of stormwater services and facilities across the community. Change to a more rational approach was desired,
so a thorough assessment of the range of options was undertaken. A broadly representative advisory committee aided
in the selection process. A relatively simple stormwater rate concept was selected that segregates stormwater funding
from wastewater and water service. It will allocate a portion of the cost of stormwater service on the basis of gross area
and a portion on the basis of impervious area. Once the impact of the change on certain rate payers was recognized,
however, the advisory committee decided that phasing in the new rate over three years was a better idea than making the
change in one step. While the technical support requirements of the phased approach are not especially demanding, the
public information and education challenge is enormous. Not only must the new rate methodology explained to the public;
it and the phase-in concept must be explained every year for three years.
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Errors by a Few Will Make Life Miserable for Many
As the number of stormwater utilities grows, there is anatural tendency among municipal managers to assume that
the process and results have become standardized, and the experiences of another community can simply be transferred.
In an effort to save money, some cities and counties have established utilities without sufficient foundation and have even
adopted service fee ordinances without the benefit of a cost of service analysis or a rate study. Such misjudgments have
led to some monumental errors that have the potential to erode if not destroy the viability of the utility concept in a region,
a state, or even nationally.
One city recently established a stormwater utility and adopted rates based on internal ana;yses that did not define a
program, project the cost of service, or estimate the rate base available to generate revenue. As a result, the initial service
fee billing was for nearly three times as much total revenue as the administration had indicated it hoped to raise for
stormwater management. Furthermore, sufficient public information and education had not been conducted prior to the
initial billing, so the public did not understand the purpose of the billing. A lawsuit was filed, and a same judgement on
behalf of the plaintiff has resulted in the servie fees being rescinded and revenues returned with interest.

Expectations Will Advance Faster than Programs
One common experience of the cities and counties that have established stormwater utilities is that public expectations
for the program have exceeded the utility’s ability to perform. This means that creating accurate expectations before a
utility is established must be a high priority. One cause for unfulfilled expectations is that stormwater utility revenue
streams are usually insufficient to address all the accumulated problems in a relatively short time. Initial stormwater utility
~ervice fees have typically been less than $3 month for single-family residences.
Perhaps more significant, however, is the fact that most stormwater utilities inherit programs and systems that are not
only deficient, but also do not offer an adequate foundation for a good, more comprehensive, program. Utilities often must
invest one to three years creating the foundation for the program before real results begin to emerge in the form of capital
improvements, remedial repairs, upgraded maintenance, and more effective regulations. Ratepayers tend to have little
patience, however, when they are writing checks regularly to a stormwater utility.
In the context of NPDES Phase II permits, public expectations of improvements in water quality need to reflect the
complexity of water quality issues and the limited ability of local government to quickly alter conditions in receiving waters
through informational and regulatory programs. Attempting to sell a utility to a community as a response to federal water
quality mandates has been unsuccessful in several communities. The public recognizes that stormwater quality, while
important, is still a minor part of the total cost of stormwater management. Unless a comprehensive quantity and quality
control program strategy is apparent, it is difficult to generate support for a stormwater utility.
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Abstract
Construction sites are major contributors to nonpoint source (NPS) pollution. However, a lack of personnel to enforce
erosion control regulations and limited voluntary compliance means that few developers apply effective erosion control.
New approaches are needed to increase erosion control on construction sites if this source of NPS pollution is to be
significantly reduced. We have tested whether an economic advantage exists for developers who use vegetative cover
for erosion control, independent of advantages gained in addressing environmental or regulatory concerns, improving
residential lot appearance from muddy brown to green grass may increase the appeal of the lot to buyers. A market survey
shows that homebuyers and Realtors perceive vegetated lots to be worth more than unvegetated lots, and this increased
value exceeds the cost of seeding. Thus, developers can now be encouraged to invest in vegetative cover because of the
potentially high return on the investment.

Introduction
Sediment Pollution and Construction Sites
Nonpoint source (NPS) pollution, produced from diffuse sources such as runoff from agricultural land, construction
sites, and urban surfaces, is now the leading cause of surface water quality degradation in the United States (Novotny and
Chesters, 1989; Federal Register, 1990). In developing areas, construction sites are a major source of NPS pollution
because soil erosion rates are increased dramatically when land is exposed and disturbed by excavation and vehicular
movement/I-larbor et al., 1995; Goudie, 1994; Goldman et al., 1986, Fennessey and Jarrett, 1994). In fact, some of the
greatest soil erosion rates ever reported are associated with construction activities (Crawford and Lenat, 1989); erosion
rates on construction sites are typically 2-40,000 times greater than rates under preconstruction conditions (Wolman and
Schick, 1967; Harbor, in press). Sediment contributed to streams by construction sites can exceed that previously

~ This paper is reprinted from the Journal of Soil and Water Conservation, Spdng Issue, 2000. We thank the Soil and Water Conservation Society for
their permission to reprint this article.
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deposited over many decades under pre-development land uses, radically altering stream geomorphology and ecology
(e.g., Wolman and Schick, 1967). The larger-than-normal sediment deposition in waterways frequently exceeds the natural
capacity of the receiving water system to assimilate and equilibrate to the sediment influx (Paterson et al., 1993), causing
rapid channel changes and increased probability of flooding, erosion, and sedimentation problems (Goldman et ai., 1986).
In addition to sediment, construction sites generate other pollutants such as pesticides, nitrogen, and phosphorus from
fertilizers, petroleum products such as oil and gas from machinery, soil stabilizers, construction chemicals, and washings
from concrete or bituminous mixing and flushing operations (Koehn and Rispoli, 1982; Lemty, 1982). In some cases these
pollutants are in particulate form or are adsorbed by soil particles and are transported with the suspended sediment in
runoff from construction sites (Paterson et al., 1993; Bhaduri et al., 1997).
Although construction sites generate a wide range of potential pollutants, sediment overshadows all the other
construction site pollutants in total ecological and economic impact on receiving waters (Lemly, 1982). It was estimated
that 15 million tons of sediment were released from urban construction sites to surface waters in or near heavily populated
areas in 1975 (Lemly, 1982). The North Carolina Department of Natural Resources and Community Development. has
stated, that "sediment and its effects on stream environments" is the "most widespread water quality problem in North
Carolina" (Crawford and Lenat, 1989). Because construction activities predominantly occur near existing population
centers, the waters that are most seriously degraded are generally those that are most frequently used (Lemly, 1982).
Economic Consequences of Sedimentation
tn addition to environmental impacts, enhanced delivery of sediment to off-site areas from construction activities has
significant economic effects (Table 1 ). These economic impacts result from lakes and streams becoming turbid and filling
with silt, destruction of commercial aquatic species, the need for additional treatment of turbid water for industrial use, filling
of harbors and navigation channels, loss of storage capacity of reservoirs, damage to drainage ditches, increased
frequency of flooding, loss of aesthetic value in the environment, and loss of game habitat (Lemly, 1982; Wolman and
Schick, 1967; Koehn and Rispoli, 1982). The economic burden of mitigating these environmental impacts is almost always
placed upon the taxpayer, rather than on the operator of the construction site that is producing high sediment yields
(Harbor, in press). By not paying to prevent the off-site transport of sediment through the use of erosion control measures,
the developer allows sediment from the construction site to reach waterways where the economic and environmental costs
of any impacts are paid by downstream landowners and the community as a whole, and not the developer.
Overall, annual expenditures for in-stream and off-stream impacts due to sedimentation in the United States exceeds
$11.6 billion (Table 1 ). In-stream effects include impacts while sediment is in a waterway (stream, river, lake, or reservoir).
Off-stream effects can occur before or after sediment reaches a waterway, either in floodwater or in water withdrawn from
waterways to be used for industries, municipalities, or agriculture (Clark, 1985; Clark et al., 1985; Paterson et al., 1993).
Although agricultural areas are far more extensive than construction sites, the mass of sediment per unit volume of runoff
from urban and construction areas is 5 to 20 times greater than that of runoff from agricultural lands (Fennessey and
Jarrett, 1994). In addition, construction sites are usually located in developing or developed areas, where potential impacts
on infrastructure and other water uses are more severe than in rural areas. Estimates of agriculture’s contribution to offsite effects range from 1/3 to 2/3 of the total (Clark, 1985; Clark et al., 1985; Colacicco et al., 1989, Pimentel, et al. 1995).
Thus, urban off-site environmental impacts are probably on the order of $3.9 to $7.8 billion per year (1/3 to 2/3 of the total
off-site effects), and are often borne by off-site landowners and communities. One of the main goals of erosion and
sediment control regulations is to avoid these costs. The problem, however, is that developers have to pay to reduce
erosion yet do not see any immediate return on this investment. Because there is little economic incentive for developers
to control erosion, regulatory and educational approaches have been developed to improve construction site erosion
control, and requests to impose impact fees on developers have increased (Trotti, 1997).
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Table 1. Off-site damage costs from soil erosion by water in the United States

Type of Damaqe
in-stream damage
Recreational (fishing, boating, swimming)
Water storage facilities (dredging, excavation, construction of sediment
pools)
Navigation (accidents, dredging)
Other in-stream uses (commercial fisheries)
Subtotal in-stream
Off-stream effects
Flood damages (sediment damage to urban and agricultural areas)
Water conveyance facilities (sediment removal of drainage ditches and
irrigation canals)
Water treatment facilities
Other-off stream uses (municipal and industrial, steam electric power
plants, irrigation)
Subtotal off-stream
Total water erosion costs
(Data based on: Clark et al., 1985)
*Conversion using Consumer Price index from 1980-1997.
"Assuming that effects are the same today as in 1980.

Cost

(millions in 1997 dollars*i
3,886.0
1,340.7
1,088.1
1,748.7

1,496.1
388.6
194.3

1,554.4

11,696.9÷

Vegetation and erosion control
The significant ecological and economic impacts of sedimentation provide strong motivation for erosion control. Soil
erosion involves the detachment of soil particles by raindrop impact, wind-blown particle impact, wetting and drying cycles,
freezing and thawing, and runoff, and the transport of detached soil particles by rain splash, wind and runoff
(Ekwue, 1990; Goldman et al., 1986). Climate, topography, vegetative cover, and soil characteristics are the principal
factors that control soil erosion potential. Climate and soil characteristics cannot be readily controlled on a site, and
topography is constrained by pre-existing conditions and the grading plan, leaving surface cover as the most easily
modified variable that controls oil erosion on a site. Increasing vegetative cover on barren areas such as construction sites
is an excellent way to impede soil erosion and decrease sedimentation (Fig. 1).
"Vegetative cover is the most effective form of erosion control...a properly revegetated soil will be protected from
erosion indefinitely without any need for human attention" (Goldman et al., 1986, p. 6.23). Vegetation (especially close
to the ground surface) protects the surface from raindrop impact and reduces the velocity of water flowing over the surface
by increasing surface roughness and disrupting overland flow (Clark et al., 1985; Rogers and Schumm, 1991 ; Satterlund,
1972). The reduction of water velocity flowing over the surface and the breaking up of soil by plant roots increases the
amount of infiltration, thereby reducing the amount of surface water flow (Clark et al., 1985). Vegetation also depletes
subsurface water between rainfall events, which reduces the amount of runoff during storm events. In fact, vegetative
stabilization on construction sites has been shown to reduce soil loss by 80% (Harbor et al., 1995) to 99% as compared
to bare soil (Koehn and Rispoli, 1982). The cost of reducing so~l erosion using vegetative cover depends on the materials
used, but typical temporary seeding on a one-third acre resIdential lot in the Midwestern US costs from $250 to $325.
Regulations requiring construction site erosion control
In the US, the biological and physical impacts of off-site sedimentation have prompted local, state, and federal
regulations requiring erosion and sediment control for construction sites. The National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) is a national program that issues, monitors and enforces permits for stormwater discharges associated
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Figure 1. Sediment yields for different vegetative cover densities at 30, 60, 120, and 180 minutes of simulated rainfall on a 10% slope (Rogers and
Schumm, 1991).

with industrial activity such as construction under the Clean Water Act (Federal Register, 1990). State and local regulators,
under the NPDES program, require erosion and sediment control for construction sites with 5 acres or more of land
disturbance (Federal Register, 1990). Because vegetative cover greatly reduces soil erosion, many federal and state
regulations, such as Rule 5 in Indiana and the Model Regulations for Urban Soil Sediment Pollution Control in Ohio,
encourage the use of surface cover as an important element of erosion control on construction sites.
In Indiana, for example, state regulations mandate that sediment should be contained on the construction site and not,
for example, allowed to run onto public or private roadways. Rule 5 requires that if vegetative practices such as seeding
and mulching are used, they must be implemented within seven days of the "last land-disturbing activity" at the site and
that these actions are the responsibility of the person in charge of the construction activity, which usually is the developer
(Indiana Department of Natural Resources, 1992). Similarly, in Ohio, Model Regulations for Urban Soil Sediment Pollution
Control (1980) require that the responsible party for the development stabilize denuded areas with permanent or temporary
soil stabilization within seven days for any denuded area that has reached its final grade or is to remain dormant for more
than 45 days. The permanent vegetation is not "considered established until ground cover is achieved which...provides
adequate cover and is mature enough to control soil erosion satisfactorily and to survive adverse weather conditions" (Ohio
Department of Natural Resources, 1980).
Enforcement of erosion control regulations varies slgn,ficantly among states. For example, in Indiana, the Indiana
Department of Environmental Management (IDEM) controls permitting and enforcement, but local soil and water
conservation districts (SWCD) review and evaluate erosion control plans. At typical staffing levels, SWCDs in developing
areas find it very hard to keep up with the large number of developments they are responsible for. The local SWCDs
inspect the construction sites to establish whether the developer is implementing the soil erosion control plan correctly and
to observe whether the possibility of or the actual transport of sediment off-site exists. The SWCD will provide the
developer with written recommendations describing which erosion control measures need to be improved, maintained, or
installed. The developer then has two weeks to comply with the recommendations. If the developer is not found in
compliance with the requirements after recommendations have been made, the SWCD reports the site to the Urban
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Erosion Control Specialist from the Indiana Department of Natural Resources (IDNR), who has been receiving copies of
all written warnings to the developer. The Urban Erosion Control Specialist will then visit the site and determine whether
the site should be reported to the IDEM. Subsequently, the IDEM determines whether further action, such as levying a
fine against the developer, is warranted. This process can lead to delays of many months between identification of a
problem and regulatory enforcement.
In reality, it takes a great deal of coercion to get developers to promptly apply erosion control measures on their sites.
Developers find applying erosion control measures inconvenient, costly, and time consuming, and are fully aware of the
lack of regulatory personnel to enforce local, state, and federal mandated erosion control (Harbor et al., 1995). Therefore,
developers often do not comply with the regulations and let their sites remain bare (Harbor, in press; Harbor et al., 1995).
When inspected, sites are often either lacking erosion control measures or maintenance of existing control measures is
long overdue. The effort (if any) on the developer’s part to maintain or implement the erosion control measures is often
inadequate and is done to appease the local SWCD, rather than with the goal of achieving ’best management’ of the site.
Aside from regulation, there is little incentive for a developer to use erosion and sediment control practices. In fact, a
developer who uses erosion control may be at a cost disadvantage compared to other developers who do not, thereby
making construction less profitable (Harbor, in press).

Origin of this study
In a study evaluating the use of rapid seeding and mulching to reduce NPS pollution from construction sites, one
developer commented that he liked seeding because he thought that it made his developments more marketable (Harbor
et al., 1995). The developer soon began to include extensive seeding on his other developments to achieve the same
neat, green looking result. Even though the developer was interested in seeding because he thought it would give him
a’competitive edge over other developers, he was voluntarily using vegetative erosion control (Harbor et al., 1995; Harbor,
in press). As similar anecdotal evidence accumulated, it seemed possible that a higher market value for a seeded site
might provide an incentive for voluntary erosion control. If an economic advantage can be established, then it may be
possible to persuade developers to use erosion control on the basis of a profit motive, where regulation and education have
proved ineffective. If widespread voluntary application can be achieved by this means of increased profitability, it will make
it easier to obtain compliance with erosion control programs and reduce the burden on regulators. Furthermore, and most
importantly, the NPS pollution load from construction sites would be reduced.

Methodology
We hypothesize that green, grassed lots are more attractive to buyers and therefore may be valued more highly and
sell faster than bare, dirt lots. There are several ways to test this hypothesis, with the most thorough being a detailed
tracking of the sales prices and sales timing of a large number of randomly selected treated and untreated control lots on
residential constructions sites throughout the US. In the absence of data to perform this type of highly detailed approach,
we undertook a pilot study using photos of treated and untreated lots in a market survey questionnaire aimed at
establishing whether lots with green vegetative cover are valued higher than barren ones by Realtors, developers, and
homebuyers. In the work reported here, however, we do not evaluate whether green, grassed lots sell faster than bare,
dirt lots.
Randomly selected lots in three residential housing developments in Ohio and Indiana were seeded and mulched
Photographs of these lots were taken prior to seeding and then when the grass was approximately one inch high (Fig. 2).
Lots were photographed from three angles (front left, front center, and front right), and selected photos were used in a lot
valuation survey. The market survey was designed as a broad tool to investigate a wide range of factors which
homebuyers, Realtors, and developers find important when buying/selling a lot in a residential housing development. The
survey included open- and closed-ended questions, and those surveyed were not told the actual purpose of the survey.
The survey is reproduced in Herzog (1997). Included within the wide range of questions in the survey were specific
questions on the importance of lot appearance, and a lot valuation question in which those surveyed were asked to place
prices on lots shown in photographs. r’hose surveyed were told the lots were in the same neighborhood/subdivision, w=th
the streets and curbs installed and had the samesewer/septic system, water system, and noise level. They were then
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Figure 2. Examples of grassed and bare lot photographs used in the survey.
given 10 lot photos and asked to establish prices for each lot, having been told that the average lot value in the
development was $20,000.
Most Realtors and developers were interviewed at their offices in St. Joseph County, Indiana and Geauga County,
Ohio. Potential homebuyers were interviewed either at a neutral location or at their place of work, and included residents
of St. Joseph County and West Lafayette, Indiana, as well as personnel at a chemical engineering facility in Buffalo, New
York which was relocating to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The survey typically took 10-20 minutes depending on the
responsiveness of the individual.
After completion of the surveys, comparative statistics were used on the lot valuation data to assess whether there
was any significant difference between "brown" and "green" lot values for Realtors, developers, and homebuyers. Analysis
of variance was initially used to be able to test for the existence of significant interaction between the fixed variables
(respondent group and color), while taking into account variation that occurs in the random variables (eg., subjects). The
assumptions needed to appropriately apply this method, such as normality of the error terms, were found to be satisfied
(Montgomery, 1997).
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Price Differences for Green and Brown Lots
Results From a Lot Valuation Study

Developers

Realtors

Homebuyers

Everyone

Figure 3. Differences in average pdces for green and brown lots between survey groups.
Table 2. Effect of lot treatment on price for three different survey groups

Group
Realtors
Homebuyers
Developers

Green Lot
Mean Price ($),
sample size (n)
20,711

In=15s)
20,250
/n--36)

20,469

(n--48)

Brown Lot
Mean Pdce ($),
sample size (n)
19,967

Pdce
Difference
($)
744

Test
Statistic
t=4.0085

Significance
Level
(p-value)
0.0001

19,500

750

t= - 1.7957

0.0788

20,218

251

t= -0.9200

0.3609

(n=t ~)
(n--48)

An important element of the economic analysis of lot greening is the actual cost involved in applying seed.
This can vary widely depending on the method used to apply the seed, and the density of vegetation desired. In
this work, we restrict the analysis to an amount and type of cover intended for erosion control, as opposed to grass
species and density intended for final lawn cover. For this study we used independent contractors to apply seed,
mulch, water and fertilizer by hydroseeding. Other common approaches include use of a hand seeder, and
mulching with straw either by hand or using a blower. During dry seasons in some areas, watering may be
necessary to produce successful germination and early growth. Thus there is a wide range of possible costs of
lot greening. In this study we use the actual cost of hydroseeding for our study sites in Indiana and Ohio, $300 per
lot, although we could have applied seed and mulch by hand for about $100 per lot. Readers may want to contact
their local Soil and Water Conservation District to get estimates of typical costs for their areas.

Results
A total of 478 lot valuations (310 by Realtors, 96 by developers, and 72 by homebuyers) were made.
However, during the survey process, it became apparent that two of the photographed lots were being ranked
either highest or lowest based on their specific background (one with a fire hydrant and another with lush tree
vegetation behind the lot giving an appearance of more pdvacy than the other lots). Lot valuations based on these
two photos, one green lot and one brown were eliminated prior to the statistical analysis.
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Initial statistical evaluation of the entire data set focused on determining if the data fit a model in which price
was a function of the overall mean price, effects related to the group, the individual surveyed, the individual lot and
the lot color plus interaction and random error terms. In this model we assume that the effect of the particular lot
and the particular individual are random variables that are independently and normally distributed with a mean of
zero, and also that the error terms are independently and identically distributed as normal random variables with
mean of zero and variance 02. Analysis of variance followed by a normal probability plot of the residuals, and
plotting of the residuals versus the predicted values, demonstrated that the error terms were normally distributed
with constant variance (Montgomery, 1997). This analysis also demonstrated that there appeared to be significant
differences in the variations of prices between groups, which complicates analysis of the data as a combined
group. Thus it was necessary to analyze each group separately, using a t test to evaluate the overall effect of color
within each group.

Realtors
The Realtors surveyed gave an average value of $20,711 on the green grassed lots and $19,969 on the brown
dirt lots. The distributions of lot values for green and brown lots were statistically significantly different at a 99.99%
confidence level (Fig. 3, Table 2). As a simple difference between means, the perceived added value for green
lots was $742 per lot.
Narrative questions on the survey revealed additional qualitative insight into Realtors’ perceptions of lot value,
and reasons for preferring green lots. One Realtor commented: "1 don’t like these mud lots." Others said the grass
was more appealing and "easier on the eye," and that the lots look better because they are green. Other Realtors
did not see the importance of seeding and believed that grass should not enter into the decision because it will
be destroyed in the house building process. "Grass makes it look better but means nothing for what’s coming."
Overall Realtors perceived that homebuyers would prefer the grassed lots ("1 think people like grass,") and
the green lots would sell first because the green grass will remind homebuyers of a yard and allow them to
visualize what a house and yard would look like on the lot. One Realtor stated that the grass/ground cover was
more appealing than dirt, and that homebuyers ~vouldn’t like the bare ones very much." Another noted that buyers
would be more willing to walk a grassed lot in inclement weather lot because the grass would absorb the moisture
and that buyer would not walk a dirt lot because it would become muddy and puddle. One Realtor stated: the
green lots look "lush and fertile;" some people cannot visualize dirt lots as possibly being lush and fertile. This
Realtor also brought up the concern that a buyer may ask about the drainage if the lot is wet, and if the dirt lot is
dry, caked, and cracked, the buyer will wonder if anything can grow on it.
Homebuyers
The homebuyers surveyed placed an average value of $20,250 for the green lots and $19,500 for the brown
lots. The distributions of lot values for green and brown lots were statistically significantly different at a 92%
confidence level (Fig. 3, Table 2). As a simple difference between means, the perceived added value for green
lots was $750 per lot. The added value of $750 (the greatest added value among the groups surveyed) is
particularly significant because homebuyers are the ones who actually pay for the lots.
Homebuyers stated that grass gives a realistic impression of the future appearance of the tot and it is more
appealing; and that the final product is more difficult to visualize on dirt lots. In general, the homebuyers
acknowledged that the grass looks good and has more appeal, while understanding that the lots would be
disturbed during construction. One homebuyer said that the green look was nicer but that it "wouldn’t effect my
decision to buy," because grass was not a "big deal." Even though comments such as these were made, on
average homebuyers valued green lots $750 more than brown lots.
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Developers
The developers surveyed placed an average value of $20,469 on the green lots and $20,219 on the brown
lots. The distributions of lot values for green and brown lots were statistically significantly different at only a
64% confidence level (Fig. 3, Table 2). Typically this would be viewed as indicating no statistically significant
difference. As a simple difference between means, the perceived value of the green lots was $250 greater
than the brown lots. Clearly, the small difference between the green and brown lots data sets and the
comparatively low significance level indicate that developers perceive little or no difference based on lot color.
During the survey, developers addressed the difference between the grass and dirt lots and stated that it
should not be a factor in lot price. They pointed out that the green lots will become brown lots during
construction and that the homebuyer will put in a yard anyway. Other developers saw that ground cover was
more attractive ("1 like the green") and perceived that homebuyers would like the grass. Also, some perceived
that the green look made a development more marketable compared to other developments; one developer
said he "greens up" his developments to make them look more attractive. Another stated that grass makes a
lot look like it has topsoil, and if there are soil concerns, the grass demonstrates that vegetation can be grown
and is holding soil. One developer remarked how ground cover may be important to homebuyers for more
than just appearance. He stated that grass cover is more significant when there is rolling ground because if
there is unseeded soil on an adjacent lot, the soil may erode onto the grassed property to the dismay of the
homeowner.
The Economic Incentive
Although green lots may be priced higher than brown lots, this gross value is only significant if the price
differential exceeds the cost of seeding. The difference in value between grassed and bare lots compared to the
cost of seeding provides a measure of potential net economic benefit to the developer. In terms of a simple net
return on investment, seeding a lot provides potentially excellent return. Homebuyers valued grassed lots $750
more than brown lots, and as it cost $300 to seed a lot in this study, the developer stands to profit by $450 per lot,
which is a 150% return on the initial investment. The ability to more than double an initial investment should be
an attractive and sensible advantage for the developer, if the perceived value difference actually translates into
a sale price difference.
Present Limitations and Future Work
This pilot study is an initial step in developing information that can be used to persuade more developers to
make widespread use of vegetative cover, and other forms of environmental protection. The results of this pilot
study are most relevant in areas where climate conditions allow for relatively easy establishment of temporary
vegetative cover, and are not applicable to arid or semi arid areas. In addition, budget restrictions limited the scale
of the study. Although we collected 478 lot valuations from 62 respondents, a much larger study with respondents
from many areas of the United States would overcome a potential criticism that the current study only represents
conditions in a small portion of the Midwest. Developers are also more likely to notice results based on data
collected within their region, especially if these are coupled w~th regional demonstration projects. Thus, the next
logical step is to initiate a network of coordinated studies in regsons experiencing rapid residential development.
This would provide for analysis on a national as well as a regional level, and for comparisons between regions.
An additional limitation of the results presented here is that they consider only perceived increase in lot values.
In actual sales transactions, buyers may not actually behave in the way they say they would on a survey. As a
linked project, it would be desirable to track actual sales histories (timing and pricing) to provide a more complete
picture of the actual economic impact of lot greening. Future research should include analysis of a large number
of real-world transactions for which lot condition is known. This could be based on a large-scale, long-term study
in which researchers intervene to change lot conditions on selected lots or developments. Alternatively, if some
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landowners are convinced by the results of this study, the experiment might occur naturally in the marketplace as
the findings of our work are disseminated.
Further extension of the basic concept of examining the direct profitability of environmental protection is also
possible. We were recently contacted by a consultant who had heard of the lot valuation study, and wanted a
similar study performed on the increased value of lots next to ponds on developments. Although ponds are often
built for stormwater control, and also aid in reduction of nonpoint source pollution, they can also have considerable
aesthetic appeal. Thus, it would be potentially very useful to know what the return on investment on a pond is for
a new residential development, both in terms of the increased price of lots adjacent to the pond, as well as the
increase in average price in lots for the development as a whole because of the improved appearance of the
development.

Conclusions
Showing that erosion control may be profitable provides a new way to reach developers who have failed to
act on the logic that erosion control provides environmental protection and is required to comply with local, state
or federal erosion control regulations. Evaluating the cost of environmental damage is not only very difficult, but
also of little direct relevance to a developer who does not directly pay the cost of the damage. Land development
is a business, with profit as a leading motive, so appealing to increased profitability is one potentially effective way
to change behavior.
The pilot study described here indicates that vegetated lots are perceived to be more valuable and more
desi’rable by Realtors and homebuyers. Realtors perceived that vegetated lots are worth more than barren lots
(by $742). They also perceived that vegetated lots are worth more to homebuyers and that homebuyers would
be willing to pay more for grassed lots. Homebuyers also perceived grassed lots to be more valuable and put the
largest premium ($750) on the lots for all those surveyed. The added lot value is only significant if the price
differential exceeds the cost of seeding ($300), which was the case for Realtors and homebuyers by $417 and
$450, respectively. Developers valued the vegetated lots higher than non-vegetated lots by an average of $250,
but the difference was not statistically significant. Even if it were significant, this price differential is less than the
cost of seeding and indicates that developers perceive that seeding costs are greater than the benefits of
vegetation. This perception of a net cost associated with greening a lot is perhaps why the market has largely
failed to recognize this simple way to increase a property’s value. Some developers did recognize the visual
appeal of the grass and believed that a greened development would attract homebuyers more rapidly than a
development that appears unkempt. However, the valuation study indicates that developers have not aligned their
perception of lot value with that of homebuyers.
An alternative way of interpreting the results is to consider the potential return on the investment in the
vegetative cover. For a $300 investment the developer can receive a return of $750, i.e. a 150% return on
investment. Such a rate of return is difficult to achieve in most conventional investments. Finally, price differential
is not the only economic benefit of lot greening; if lots sell faster because of greening, profits will increase because
of lower financing costs for capital invested in the development process. Further research is needed to clearly
define the value of this potential economic impact associated with lot greening. However, at this stage it is
possible to state that in addition to the environmental benefits, and regulatory requirements associated with using
vegetation for erosion control, there may be significant marketing and thus economic returns associated with lot
greening.
Education concerning the environmental benefits of erosion control, and enforcement of regulations have not
produced widespread, effective use of vegetative cover for erosion control. Because developers generally do not
perceive much incentive to vegetate their developments aside from complying with often-ineffective regulations,
they typically do not. Typically a developer who is using erosion control practices believes s/he is at a cost
disadvantage compared to other developers who are not, thereby making the developer following regulation
believe s/he will be less profitable. Furthermore, the developer does not directly pay for the mitigation of the
environmental impacts caused by the sediment leaving the site; it is the burden of the taxpayer instead. In this
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study, we have demonstrated that vegetating a development may be a profitable investment. Appealing to the
profit motive will hopefully provide a way to generate widespread use of vegetative cover that also provides erosion
prevention on construction sites.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY
[FRL-6880-5]
Final Reissuance of National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) Storm Water Multi-Sector
General Permit for Industrial Activities
AGENCY: Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
ACTION: Notice of Final NPDES general
permit,
SUMMARY: The Regional Administrators
of EPA Regions 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9 and
10 are today reissuing EPA’s NPDES
Storm Water Multi-Sector General
Permit (MSGP). This general permit was
first issued on September 29, 1995 (60
FR 50804), and amended on February 9,
1996 (61 FR 5248), February 20, 1996
(61 FR 6412), September 24, 1996 (61
FR 50020), August 7, 1998 (63 FR
42534) and September 30, 1998 (63 FR
52430). The reissuance of the MSGP was
proposed by EPA on March 30, 2000 (65
FR 17010). Today’s final MSGP will
authorize the discharge of storm water
from industrial facilities consistent with
the terms of the permit.
DATES: This MSGP shall be effective on
October 30, 2000. This effective date is
necessary to provide dischargers with
the immediate opportunity to comply
with Clean Water Act requirements in
light of the expiration of the existing
MSGP on October 1, 2000. Deadlines for
submittal of notices of intent are
provided in Section VI.A.2 of this fact
sheet and Part 2.1 of the MSGP. Today’s
MSGP also provides additional dates for
compliance with the terms of the
permit.
ADDRESSES: The index to the
administrative record for the final
MSGP is available at the appropriate
Regional Office or from the EPA Water
Docket Office in Washington, DC. The
administrative record, including
documents immediately referenced in
this reissuance notice and applicable
documents used to support the original
issuance of the MSGP in 1995, are
stored at the EPA Water Docket Office
at the following address: Water Docket,
MC-4101, U.S. EPA, 401 M Street SW,
room EB57, Washington, DC 20460. The
records are available for inspection from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday, excluding legal holidays. For
appointments to examine any portion of
the administrative record, please call
the Water Docket Office at (202) 2603027. A reasonable fee may be charged
for copying. Specific record information
can also be made available at the

appropriate Regional Office upon
request.

3. Co-located Industrial Facilities
4. Numeric Effluent Limitations
5. Compliance with Water Quality
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For
Standards
~urther information on the final MSGP,
C. Common Storm Water Pollution
contact the appropriate EPA Regional
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements
Office. The name, address and phone
1. Pollution Prevention Team
number of the EPA Regional Storm
2. Description of the Facility and Potential
Water Coordinators are provided in
Pollution Sources
3. Selection and Implementation of Storm
Section VI.F of this fact sheet.
Water Controls
Information is also available through the
4. Deadlines
Internet on EPA’s Office of Wastewater
D. Special Requirements
Management website at http://
1. Special Requirements for Storm Water
www.epa.gov/owm/sw.
Discharges Associated With Industrial
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The
Activity From Facilities Subject to
following fact sheet provides
EPCRA Section 313 Requirements
background information and
2. Special Requirements for Storm Water
explanation for today’s notice of final
Discharges Associated With Industrial
Activity From Salt Storage Facilities
MSGP reissuance, including a summary
3. Consistency With Other Plans
Response to Comments regarding the
E. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
comments which were received on the
1. Analytical Monitoring Requirements
proposed MSGP. The actual language of
2. Compliance Monitoring
the final MSGP appears after this fact
3. Alternate Certification
sheet.
4. Reporting and Retention Requirements
5. Sample Type
Fact Sheet
6. Representative Discharge
Table of Contents
7. Sampling Waiver
8. Quarterly Visual Examination of Storm
L Background
Water Quality
A. Pollutants in Storm Water Discharges
F. Regional Offices
Associated with Industrial Activities in
1. Notice of Intent Address
General
2. EPA Regional Office Addresses and
B. Summary of Options for Controlling
Contacts For Common Permit
Pollutants
VII. Cost Estimates
C. The Federal/Municipal Parmership: The
Role of Municipal Operators of Large and VIII.Requirements
Special Requirements for Discharges
Medium Municipal Separate Storm
Associated With Specific Industrial
Sewer Systems
Activities
I[. Organization of Final MSGP and Summary IX. Summary
of Responses to Comments on
of Changes From the 1995 MSGP and the
the Proposed MSGP
March 30, 2000 Proposed MSGP
X. Economic Impact (Executive Order 12866)
III. Geog~’aphic Coverage of Final MSGP
XI. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act
IV. Categories of Facilities Covered by Final XII.
Paperwork Reduction Act
MSGP
XIII.
Regulatory Flexibility Act
V. Limitations on Coverage
A. Storm Water Discharges Subject to
I. Background
Effluent Guidelines Limitations,
The Regional Administrators of EPA
Including New Source Performance
Regions 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9 and 10 are
Standards
today reissuing EPA’s NPDES Storm
B Historic Preservation
C. Endangered Species
Water Multi-Sector General Permit
D. New Storm Water Discharges to Water
(MSGP). The MSGP currently authorizes
Quality-Impaired or Water Qualitystorm water discharges associated with
LImited Receiving Waters
industrial activity for most areas of the
E. Storm Water Discharges Subject to Anti- United States where the NPDES permit
Degradation Provisions of Water Quality program has not been delegated. The
Standards
MSGP was originally issued on
F. Storm Water Discharges Previously
September 29, 1995 (60 FR 50804), and
Covered by an Individual Permit
G. Requiring Coverage Under an Individual amended on February 9, 1996 (61 FR
Permit or an Alternate General Permit
5248), February 20, 1996 (61 FR 6412),
vt. Summary of Common Permit Conditions
September 24, 1996 (61 FR 50020),
A. Notification Requirements
August 7, 1998 (63 FR 42534) and
1. Content of NOI
September 30, 1998 (63 FR 52430). The
2. Deadlines
proposed reissuance of the MSGP
3. Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System appeared in the Federal Register on
Operator Notification
March 30, 2000 (65 FR 17010).
4. Notice of Termination
The 1995 MSGP was the culmination
5. Conditional Exclusion for No Exposure
of the group permit application process
B. Special Conditions
1. Prohibition of Non-storm Water
described at 40 CFR 122.26(c)(2). A
group permit application was one of
Discharges
2. Releases of Reportable Quantities of
three options for obtaining an NPDES
Hazardous Substances and Oil
industrial storm water permit which
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were provided by the 1990 storm water
water quality benefits as compared to
through municipal separate storm sewer
permit application regulations (55 FR
the baseline permit,
systems. The original proposed MSGP
48063). The 1990 regulations also
For today’s reissuance of the MSGP,
discussed several key policy factors (see
provided that industrial facilities could
EPA has re-evaluated the industry58 FR 61146).
apply for coverage under an existing
specific requirements of the MSGP. In a
general NPDES permit or apply for an
II. Organization of Final MSGP and
few instances, additional requirements
individual permit. In 1992, EPA issued
Summary of Changes From the 1995
have been included based on new
a baseline general permit (57 FR 41175
MSGP and the March 30, 2000
information which has been obtained
and 57 FR 44412) to cover industrial
Proposed MSGP
since the original MSGP issuance in
facilities which did not se!ect the group 1995. These changes are discussed in
The organization of today’s final
application option or submit an
more detail in Section VIII of this fact
MSGP has been revised from the 1995
application for an individual permit,
sheet, and in the Response to
MSGP to reduce the overall size of the
In response to the group application
Comments. EPA also re-evaluated the
permit. In Part XI of the 1995 MSGP,
option, EPA received applications from
monitoring requirements of the existing many requirements such as SWPPP and
approximately 1,200 groups
MSGP. However, after review of the
monitoring requirements which were
representing nearly all of the categories comments received from the public, and common to each sector were repeated in.
of industrial facilities listed in the storm the monitoring data received during the each sector, greatly adding to length of
water regulations at 40 CFR
term of the 1995 MSGP, EPA has
the permit. For today’s reissuance, such
122.26(b}(14). To facilitate permit
retained the same monitoring
requirements are found only once in
issuance for the group applications, EPA requirements for the reissued MSGP as
expanded sections of the permit (Parts
consolidated the groups into 29
were found in the 1995 MSGP.
4 and 5) which include requirements
industrial sectors, with subsectors also
A. Pollutants in Storm Water Discharges common to each sector. Requirements
included in certain sectors as
Associated With Industrial Activities in which are genuinely unique to a given
appropriate.
sector or subsector are found in Part 6
In developing the requirements for the General
in the permit. Similarly, Section VIII of
The volume and quality of storm
1995 MSGP, EPA utilized and built
the fact sheet for the 1995 MSGP
water discharges associated with
upon the storm water pollution control
repeated certain explanatory
industrial activity will depend on a
requirements of the 1992 baseline
information in the discussions of sectorgeneral permit. The baseline permit had number of factors, including the
specific requirements, and also included
industrial activities occurring at the
required a storm water pollution
considerable descriptive information
facility, the nature of the precipitation,
prevention plan (SWPPP) with generic
about the various sectors. To reduce the
and the degree of surface
best management practice (BMP)
length of today’s notice, most of this
imperviousness. A discussion of these
requirements which applied to all
information is not being repeated.
factors was provided in the fact sheet for Section VIII of today’s fact sheet focuses
facilities covered by the permit. In
the original proposed MSGP (58 FR
addition, certain categories of facilities
on the changes (if any) in the various
61146 Nov. 19, 1993), and is not being
sectors, The reorganization and
were required to monitor storm water
repeated here.
reduction of duplication have reduced
discharges based on EPA’s best
the size of the permit by approximately
professional judgment concerning the
B. Summary of Options for Controlling
75%.
risks posed by the facilities.
Pollutants
Also note that the section/paragraph
The group permit applications
Pollutants in storm water discharges
identification scheme of today’s final
included information concerning the
from industrial plants may be reduced
MSGP has been modified from the 1995
specific types of operations which are
using
the following methods:
MSGP. The original scheme utilized a
present at the different types of
sometimes lengthy combination of
industrial facilities, potential sources of Eliminating pollution sources,
implementing BMPs to prevent
numbers, letters and Roman numerals
pollutants at the facilities, industrypollution, using traditional storm water
(in both upper and lower cases) which
specific BMPs which are available, and
many permittees found confusing.
monitoring data from the different types management practices, and providing
Today’s reissuance identifies sections/
of facilities. Using this information, EPA end-of-pipe treatment. A general
paragraphs, and hence permit
developed SWPPP requirements for the discussion of each of these was
included in the original proposed MSGP conditions, using numbers only, except
MSGP which consisted of the generic
requirements of the baseline permit plus (58 FR 61146, Nov. 19, 1993). and is not in Part 6 (which also incorporates the
being repeated here.
sector letters from the 1995 MSGP for
industry-specific requirements
consistency). Under the original permit,
developed from the group application
C. The Federal/Municipal Partnership:
only the last digit or letter of the
information. Also, the monitoring
The Role of Municipal Operators of
section/paragraph identifier appeared
requirements of the 1995 MSGP were
Large and Medium Municipal Separate
with its accompanying section title/
Storm
Sewer
Systems
developed using the monitoring data
paragraph, making it difficult to
submitted with the group applications
A key issue in developing a workable determine where you were in the
rather than EPA’s best professional
regulatory program for controlling
permit. In today’s reissuance, the entire
judgment,
pollutants in storm water discharges
string of identifying numbers is listed at
On September 30, 1998 (63 FR 52430), associated with industrial activity is the
each section/paragraph to facilitate
EPA terminated the baseline general
proper use and coordination of limited
recognizing where you are and in citing
permit and required facilities which
regulatory resources. This is especially
and navigating through the permit. For
were previously covered by the baseline important when addressing the
example, paragraph number 1.2.3.5 tells
permit to seek coverage under the MSGP appropriate role of municipal operators
you immediately that you are in Part 1,
(or submit an individual permit
of large and medium municipal separate section 2, paragraph 3, subparagraph 5;
application). EPA believed that the
storm sewer systems in the control of
whereas under the 1995 MSGP you
MSGP, with its industry-specific
pollutants in storm water associated
would only see an "e", thereby forcing
requirements, would provide improved
with industrial activity which discharge you to hunt back through the permit to
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determine that you were in Part I.B.3.e.
The exception to the numbering rule is
in Part 6, where the Sector letters from
the 1995 MSGP have been retained to
correspond to the sectors of industry
covered by the permit and make it easy
to tell that you are in a section of the
permit which has conditions which
only apply to a specific industrial
sector. For example, paragraph 6.F.3.4
immediately tells you that you are in
Part 6 and looking at conditions that
only apply to sector "F" facilities. In
some cases, requirements which
previously appeared in a single
paragraph are now found listed out as
separate individual items. The final
MSGP is also written in EPA’s "readable
regulations" style using terms like
"you" and "your" in referring to
permittees, etc.
Following below is a list of the major
changes included in the proposed
MSGP of March 30, 2000 (as compared
to the 1995 MSGP) and retained in
today’s final MSGP. These changes are
discussed in more detail later in this
fact sheet.
1. Requirements for co-located
activities clarified (Part 1.2.1.1).
2. Incidental cooling tower mist
discharges included as an authorized
non-storm water discharge, subject to
certain requirements {Parts 1.2.2.2.13
and 4.4.2.3).
3. Eligibility provided for coverage of
inactive mining activities occurring on
Federal Lands where an operator has
not been identified (Part 1.2.3).
4. Clarified language for situations
where a discharge previously covered
by an individual permit can be covered
under today’s MSGP {Part 1.2.3.3).
5. Clarified/added language for
compliance with water quality
standards and requirements for followup actions if standards are exceeded
{Parts 1.2.3.5 and 3.3).
6. ESA and NHPA eligibility
requirements modified (Parts 1.2.3.6
and 1.2.3.7).
7. Eligibility requirements for
discharges to water quality impaired/
limited waterbodies added/clarified
(Part 1.2.3.8).
8. Clarified that discharges which do
not comply with anti-degradation
requirements are not authorized by the
permit (Part 1.2.3.9).
9. Deadline of 30 days for submission
of an NOT added (Part 1.4.2}.
10. Opportunity for termination of
permit coverage based on the "no
exposure exemption" from the Phase II
storm water regulations (64 FR 68722,
12/8/99) added (Parts 1.5 and 11.4).
11. Notice of Intent requirements and
modified form (Part 2.2 and Addendum
D).

12. Permit will accommodate
4. Part 4.9.3 revised to clarify the time
electronic filing of NOIs, NOTs, or
frame for implementation of revised
DMRs, should these options become
SWPPP.
available during the term of the permit
5. Part 4.11 revised to require
(Parts 2.3 and 7.1)
permittees to provide a copy of their
13. Prohibition on discharges of solid SWPPP to the public when requested in
materials and floating debris and
writing to do so.
requirement to minimize off-site
6. Sector E coverage was modified for
tracking of materials and generation of consistency with the September 30,
dust added (Part 4.2.7.2.3).
1998 MSGP modification.
14. Requirement to include a copy of
7. In Sector G, language was added
stating that non-storm water discharges
the permit with the storm water
pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) was
must be tested or evaluated; this change
ensures consistency with the 1995
added (Part 4.7).
15. Special conditions for EPCRA 313 MSGP. Also in Sector G, the definition
of "reclamation" was revised.
facilities were modified (Part 4.12).
8. The title for Sector I was changed
16. Monitoring requirements
reorganized and additional clarification/ to include "Refining."
9. Sector T revised for consistency
revisions on monitoring periods,
with 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)(ix)
waivers, default minimum monitoring
concerning size of POTWs covered.
for limitations added by State 401
10. Section V.C. deleted the
certification, and reporting requirements
requirement to consider species
added (Part 5).
proposed for listing as endangered or
17. Manufacturing of fertilizer from
threatened.
leather scraps (SIC 2873) moved from
Sector Z--Leather Tanning and
III. Geographic Coverage of Final
Finishing to Sector C---Chemical and
MSGP
Allied Products (Table 1-1 and Part
The geographic coverage of today’s
6.C).
final
MSGP includes the following
18. New effluent limitations
areas:
guidelines for landfills in Sectors K and
EPA Region !--for the States of
L included: the final guidelines were
Maine, Massachusetts and New
published in the Federal Register on
Hampshire: for Indian Country lands
January 19, 2000 (65 FR 3007) (Parts
located in Massachusetts, Connecticut,
6.K.5 and 6.L.6).
Rhode Island and Maine; and for
19. Sector AD (Non-Classified
Federal facilities in the State of
Facilities) language clarified to say that
Vermont.
facilities cannot choose coverage under
EPA Region 2--for the
Sector AD, but can only be so assigned
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
by permitting authority (Part 6.AD).
EPA Region 3--for the District of
20. Additional BMP requirements in
Columbia and Federal facilities in the
Sectors S, T, and Y added (Parts 6.S,
State of Delaware.
6.T, and 6.Y).
EPA Region 4--for Indian Country
21. NOI to continue coverage under
lands located in the State of Florida.
the permit when it expires (without a
EPA Region 6--for the State of New
replacement permit in place) is not
Mexico; for Indian Country lands
required and the reapplication process
located in the States of Louisiana, New
has been clarified (Part 9.2).
Mexico, Texas and Oklahoma {except
22. Process for EPA to remove
Navajo lands and Ute Mountain
facilities from permit coverage clarified Reservation lands); for oil and gas
(Part 9.12}.
facilities under SIC codes 1311, 1381,
Following below ~s another list which 1382, and 1389 in the State of Oklahoma
summarizes the provisions of today’s
not on Indian Country lands: and oil
final MSGP which differ from the
and gas facilities under SIC codes 1311,
proposed MSGP of March 30, 2000.
1321, 1381, 1382, and 1389 in the State
1. Reference to "drinking fountain
of Texas not on Indian Country lands.
water" removed from Part 1.2.2.2.3.
EPA Region 8---for Federal facilities in
2. Part 1.2.3.3.2.1 of the proposed
the State of Colorado: for Indian
MSGP was deleted. This requirement
Country lands in Colorado, North
had not allowed MSGP coverage for
Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming and
facilities previously covered by another
Utah (except Goshute and Navajo
permit, unless the other permit only
Reservation lands); for Ute Mountain
covered storm water and MSGP
Reservation lands in Colorado and New
authorized non-storm water discharges. Mexico; and for Pine Ridge Reservation
3. Part 2.2.3.6 revised to indicate that
lands in South Dakota and Nebraska.
the NOI must include the name of the
EPA Region 9---for the State of
MS4 receiving the discharges only if it
Arizona; for the Territories of Johnston
is different from the permittee.
Atoll, American Samoa, Guam, the
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Commonwealth of Northern Mariana
Islands, Midway and Wake islands; for
Indian Country lands located in
Arizona, California, and Nevada; and for
the Goshute Reservation in Utah and
Nevada, the Navajo Reservation in Utah,
New Mexico, and Arizona, the Duck
Valley Reservation in Nevada and
Idaho, and the Fort McDermitt
Reservation in Oregon and Nevada.
EPA Region lO--for the State of Idaho;
for Indian Country lands located in
Alaska, Oregon (e×cept Fort McDermitt
Reservation lands), Idaho (except Duck
Valley Reservation lands) and
Washington: and for Federal facilities in
Washington.
For several reasons, the geographic
area of coverage described above differs
from the area of coverage of the 1995
MSGP. Indian country in Vermont and
New Hampshire has been removed since
there are no Federal!y recognized tribes
in these States. Also, state NPDES
permit programs have since been
authorized in the States of South
Dakota, Louisiana, Oklahoma (except for
certain oil and gas facilities in
Oklahoma) and Texas (again except for
oil and gas facilities). In Oklahoma, EPA
maintains NPDES permitting authority
over oil and gas exploration and
production related industries, and
pipeline operations regulated by the
Oklahoma Corporation Commission
(See 61 FR 65049). Oklahoma received
NPDES program authorization only for
those discharges covered by the
authority of the Oklahoma Department
of Environmental Quality (ODEQ). In
Texas, EPA maintains NPDES
permitting authority over oil and gas

Subsector I

discharges regulated by the Texas
Railroad Commission (See 63 FR
51164). Texas received NPDES program
authorization only for those discharges
covered by the authority of the Texas
Natural Resource Conservation
Commission (TNRCC).
Specific additional conditions
required in Region 6 as a result of a
State or Tribal CWA Section 401
certification have been added for New
Mexico, Oklahoma, and the Pueblos of
Isleta, Pojoaque, San Juan, and Sandia.
Numeric limitations for discharges in
Texas contained in the previous permit
pursuant to 31 TAC 319.22 and 319.23
have been continued in accordance with
40 CFR 122.44(d) and (1).
Federal facilities in Colorado, and
Indian country located in Colorado
(including the portion of the Ute
Mountain Reservation located in New
Mexico), North Dakota, South Dakota
(including the portion of the Pine Ridge
Reservation located in Nebraska), Utah
(except for the Goshute and Navajo
Reservation lands) and Wyoming were
not included in the 1995 MSGP, but are
included in today’s MSGP. Indian
country lands in Montana are not
included at this time due to a recent
court order. Prior to today, industrial
facilities in these areas were largely
covered under an extension of EPA’s
1992 baseline general permit for
industries (57 FR 41175).
Also, subsequent to the issuance of
the MSGP in 1995, coverage was
extended to the Island of Guam on
September 24, 1996 (61 FR 50020) and
the Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands on September 30, 1998
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(63 FR 52430). Certification was not
received from Arizona in time for that
state to be included in this permit.
The 1995 MSGP was issued in the
State of Alaska, except Indian Country,
on February 9, 1996 (61 FR 5247).
Industrial facilities in Alaska outside of
Indian Country will continue to be
covered under the 1995 MSGP through
February 9, 2001. EPA will reissue the
permit for Alaska at a later date, and
will include any state-specific
modifications or additions or additions
applicable to parts 1 through 12 of this
permit as part of the State’s Clean Water
Act Section 401 or Coastal Zone
Management Act certification processes.
Lastly, today’s MSGP reissuance
differs from the March 30, 2000 MSGP
proposal in that the State of Florida
(except for Indian country) is not
included. This is a result of the recent
NPDES program delegation to the State
of Florida.
There are some areas where the
NPDES permit program has not been
delegated (such as Indian country in
states not listed above) where neither
the MSGP nor an alternate general
permit is available for authorization of
storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity. However, only a very
small number of permittees exist in
such areas and individual permits are
issued as needed.
IV. Categories of Facilities Covered by
the Final MSGP
Today’s final MSGP authorizes storm
water discharges associated with
industrial activity from the categories of
facilities shown in Table 1 below:

TABLE 1.--SECTOR/SUBSEGTORS COVERED BY THE FINAL MSGP
SIC code
I
Activity represented
Sector A. Timber Products

1" . ......................
2 ........................
3* . ......................
4" ......................

2421 ............................................General Sawmills and Planning Mills.
2491 ............................................Wood Preserving
2411 ............................................Log Storage ~ H~ndla’~
2426 ............................................Hardwood Din’~er~o~ and Flooring Mills.
2429 ............................................Special Produ~l Sawmill. Not Elsewhere Classified.
2431-2439 (except 2434) ........... Millwork, Vene~ Pty~:,:)d. and Structural Wood.
2448, 2449 .................................. Wood Containert
2451, 2452 .................................. Wood Buildings and Mobile Homes.
2493 ............................................Reconstituted Wood Products.
2499 ............................................Wood Products. Not Elsewhere Classified.
Sector B. Paper and Allied Products Manufacturing

1 ........................
2 ........................
3* ......................
4 .......................
5 ......................

2611 ............................................
2621 ............................................
2631 ............................................
2652-2657 ..................................
2671-2679 ..................................

Pulp Mills.
Paper Mills.
Paperboard Mills.
Paperboard Containers and Boxes.
Converted Paper and Paperboard Products, Except Containers and Boxes.

Sector C. Chemical and Allied Products Manufacturing
1" . ......................[ 2812-2819 ..................................[ Industrial Inorganic Chemicals.
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TABLE 1.--SECTORJSUBSECTORS COVERED BY THE FINAL MSGP---Continued

Subsector

SIC code

Activity represented

2* ......................

2821-2824 ..................................

3 ........................

2833-2836 ..................................

4* ......................

2841-2844 ..................................

5 ........................
6 ........................
7*. ......................

2851 ............................................
2861-2869 ..................................
2873-2879 ..................................

8 ........................
9 ........................

2891-2899 ..................................
3952 (limited to list) .....................

Plastics Materials and Synthetic Resins, Synthetic Rubber, Cellulosic and Other Manmade Fibers Except Glass.
Medicinal chemicals and botanical products; pharmaceutical preparations,; invitro and
invivo diagnostic substances; biological products, except diagnostic substances.
Soaps, Detergents, and Cleaning Preparations; Perfumes, Cosmetics, and Other Toilet
Preparations.
Paints, Varnishes, Lacque,s, Enamels, and Allied Products.
Industrial Organic Chemicals.
Agricultural Chemicals, including Facilities that Make Fertilizer Solely from Leather
Scraps and Leather Dust.
Miscellaneous Chemical Products.
Inks and Paints, Including China Painting Enamels, India Ink, Drawing Ink, Platinum
Paints for Burnt Wood or Leather Work, Paints for China Painting, Artist’s Paints and
Artist’s Watercolors.

Sector D. Asphalt Paving and Roofing Materials Manufacturers and Lubricant Manufacturers.
1" . ...................... I 2951, 2952 .................................. I Asphalt Paving and Roofing Materials.
2 ........................
I 2992, 2999 .................................. I Miscellaneous Products of Petroleum and Coal.
Sector E. Glass, Clay, Cement, Conrata, and Gypsum Product Manufacturing
1 ........................

32! 1 ............................................
3221, 3229 ..................................
3231 ............................................
3281 ............................................
3291-3292 ..................................
3296 ............................................
3299 ............................................
2 ........................ 3241 ............................................
3* . ...................... 3251-3259 ..................................
3261-3269 ..................................
3297 ............................................
4* . ...................... 3271-3275 ..................................
3295 ............................................

Flat Glass.
Glass and Glassware, Pressed or Blown.
Glass Products Made of Purchased Glass.
Cut Stone and Stone Products.
Abrasive and Asbestos Products.
Mineral Wool.
Nonmetallic Mineral Products, Not Elsewhere Classified.
Hydraulic Cement.
Structural Clay Products.
Pottery and Related Products.
Non-Clay Refractories.
Concrete, Gypsum and Plaster Products.
Minerals and Earth’s, Ground, or Otherwise Treated.
Sector F. Primary Metals

1" . ......................
2* . ......................
3 ........................
4 ........................
5* . ......................
6" . ......................
7 ........................

3312-3317 ..................................
3321-3325 ..................................
3331-3339 ..................................
3341 ............................................
3351-3357 ..................................
3363-3369 ..................................
3398, 3399 ..................................

Steel Works, Blast Furnaces, and Rolling and Finishing Mills.
Iron and Steel Foundries.
Pdmary Smelting and Refining of Nonferrous Metals.
Secondary Smelting and Refining of Nonferrous Metals.
Rolling, Drawing, and Extruding of Nonferrous Metals.
Nonferrous Foundries (Castings).
Miscellaneous Pdmary Metal Products.

Sector G. Metal Mining (Ore Mining and Dressing)
1 ........................
2* . ......................
3 .......................
4 ........................
5 ........................
6 .......................
7 ........................

1011 ............................................
1021 ............................................
1031 ............................................
1041, 1044 ..................................
1061 ............................................
1081 ............................................
1094, 1099 ..................................

Iron Ores.
Copper Ores.
Lead and Zinc Ores.
Gold and Silver Ores.
Ferroalloy Ores, Except Vanadium.
Metal Mining Services.
Miscellaneous Metal Ores.

Sector H. Coal Mines and Coal Mining-Related Facilities
NA* ¯
................... I 1221-1241 .................................. ! Coal Mines and Coal Mining-Related Facilities Sector.
Sector I. Oil and Gas Extraction and Refining
1* ......................
2 ........................
3" . ......................
4 ........................

1311 ............................................
1321 ............................................
1381-1389 ..................................
2911 ............................................

1" . ......................

141~1 ............................................ ] Dimension Stone.
!422-1429 .................................. ~ Crushed and Broken Stone, Including Rip Rap.

Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas.
Natural Gas Liquids.
Oil and Gas Field Services.
Petroleum refining.

Sector J. Mineral Mining and Dressing
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TABLE 1.--SECTOPJSUBSECTORS COVERED BY THE FINAL MSGP--Cofltiflued
Subsector
I

SIC code

Activity represented

1481 ............................................
2* . ...................... 1442, 1446 ..................................
3
1455, 1459 ..................................
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 1474-1479 ..................................
1499 ............................................

Nonmetallic Minerals, Except Fuels.
Sand and Gravel.
Clay, Ceramic, and Refractory Materials¯
Chemical and Fertilizer Mineral Mining.
Miscellaneous Nonmetallic Minerals, Except Fuels.

Sector K. Hazardous Waete Treatment Storage or Disposai Facilitlee
NA" . ..................

HZ ................................................ I Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage or Disposal.
Sector L. Landfills and Land Application Sites

NA" ¯
................... I LF ................................................

Landfills, Land Application Sites and Open Dumps.
Sector M. Automobile Salvage Yarda

NA* ¯
................... I 5015 ............................................

Automobile Salvage Yards.
Sector N. Scrap Recycling Facilitiee

NA" . ...................

5093 ............................................

Scrap Recycling Facilities.

Sector O. Steam Electric Generating Facilities
NA¯

’ ................... ! SE ................................................ I Steam Electric Generating Facilities.
Sector P. Land Traneportation

1 ........................ I 4011,4013 ..................................
2
3 ........................ 4212-4231 ..................................
4 ........................ 4311 ............................................
5 ........................ 5171 ............................................
........................ I 4111-4173 ..................................

Railroad Transportation.
Local and Highway Passenger Transportation.
Motor Freight Transportation and Warehousing.
United States Postal Service.
Petroleum Bulk Stations and Terminals.
Sector Q. Water Transportation

NA" ................... I 4412-4499 ..................................

I Water Transportation.

Sector R. Ship and Boat Building or Repairing Yards
NA

..................... I 3731, 3732 .................................. I Ship and Boat Building or Repairing Yards.
Sector S. Air Transportation Facilities

NA* , .................. I 4512-4581 .................................. lair Transportation Facilities.
Sector T. Treatment Works
NA’. ................... ITW ............................................... I Treatment Works.
Sector U. Food and Kindred Products
1 ........................ 2011-2015 ..................................
2 ........................ 2021-2026 ..................................
3 ........................ 2032 ............................................
4" ...................... 2041-2048 ..................................
5 ........................ 2051-2053 ..................................
6 ....................... 2061-2068 ..................................
7* . ...................... 2074-2079 ..................................
8 ........................ 2082-2087 ..................................
9 ........................ 2091-2099 ..................................
2111-2141 ..................................

Meat Products
Dairy Products
Canned, Frozen and Preserved Fruits, Vegetables and Food Specialties.
Grain Mill Products.
Bakery Products.
Sugar and Confectionery Products.
Fats and Oils.
Beverages.
Miscellaneous Food Preparations and Kindred Products.
Tobacco Products.

Sector V. Textile Mills, Apparel, and Other Fabric Product Manufacturing
2 ................

2311-2399 ..................................
3131-3199 (except 3111) ...........

Apparel and Other Finished Products Made From Fabrics and Similar Materials.
Leather Products.
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TABLE 1 .--SECTOR/SUBSECTORS COVERED BY THE FINAL MSGP--Continued

Subsector i

SiC code

Activity represented

[

Sector W. Furniture and Fixtures
NA ..................... t 2511-2599 .................................. I Furniture and Fixtures.
2434 ............................................
I Wood Kitchen Cabinets.
Sector X. Printing and Publishing
NA

..................... t 2711-2796 .................................. I Printing, Publishing and Allied Industries.
Sector Y. Rubber, Miscellaneous Plastic Products, and Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries

1" .....................

2 .....................

3011 ............................................
3021 ............................................
3052, 3053 ..................................
3061, 3069 ..................................
3081-3089 ..................................
3931 ............................................
3942-3949 ..................................
3951-3955 (except 3952 as
specified in Sector C).
3961, 3965 ..................................
3991-3999 ..................................

Tires and Inner Tubes.
Rubber and Plastics Footwear.
Gaskets, Packing, and Sealing Devices and Rubber and Plastics Hose and Belting.
Fabricated Rubber Products, Not Elsewhere Classified.
Miscellaneous Plastics Products.
Musical Instruments.
Dolls, Toys, Games and Sporting and Athletic Goods.
Pens, Pencils, and Other Artists’ Materials.
Costume Jewelry, Costume Novelties, Buttons, and Miscellaneous Notions, Except Precious Metal.
Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries.

Sector Z. Leather Tanning and Finishing
NA

..................... I 3111 ............................................ I Leather Tanning and Finishing.
Sector AA. Fabricated Metal Products

1" . ......................

3411-3499 ..................................

2* . ......................

3911-3915 ..................................
3479 ............................................

Fabricated Metal Products, Except Machinery and Transportation Equipment and Cutting,
Engraving and Allied Services.
Jewelry, Silverware, and Plated Ware.
Coating, Engraving, and Allied Services.

Sector AB. Transportation Equipment, Industrial or Commercial Machinery
NA ..................... I 3511-3599 (except 3571-3579) Industrial and Commercial Machinery (except Computer and Office Equipment--see Sector AC).
NA ..................... 3711-3799 (except 3731, 3732) Transportation Equipment (except Ship and Boat Building and Repairing--see Sector R).
Sector AC. Electronic, Electrical, Photographic and Optical Goods
NA .....................

3612-3699 .................................. I Electronic, Electrical Equipment and Components, Except Computer Equipment.
3812-3873 .................................. Measuring, Analyzing and Controlling Instrument; Photographic and Optical Goods,
Watches and Clocks.
3571-3579 .................................. Computer and Office Equipment.

Sector AD. Reserved for Facilities Not Covered Under Other Sectors and Designated by the Director
"Denotes subsector with analytical (chemical) monitoring requirements.
NA indicates those industry sectors in which subdivision into subsectors was determined to be not applicable.

The final MSGP modification of
September 30, 1998 (63 FR 52430)
expanded the coverage of the 1995
MSGP to include a small number of
categories of facilities which had been
covered by the 1992 baseline industrial
general permit but excluded from the
MSGP. In Table 1 above, these
categories have been included in the
appropriate sectors/subsectors of the
MSGP as determined by the September
30, 1998 modification.
With the September 30, 1998
modification, EPA believes that the
MSGP now covers all of the categories

of industrial facilities which may
discharge storm water associated with
industrial activity as defined at 40 CFR
122.26(b)(14) (except construction
activities disturbing five or more acres
which are permitted separately),
However, the September 30, 1998
modification also added another sector
to the MSGP (Sector AD) to cover any
inadvertent omissions. EPA has retained
Sector AD in today’s reissued MSGP.
Sector AD is further intended to
provide a readily available means for
covering many of the storm water
facilities which are designated for

permitting in accordance with NPDES
regulations at 40 CFR 122.26(g1(1)(i).
These regulations provide that permit
applications may be required within 180
days of notice for any discharges which
contribute to a violation of a water
quality standard, or are determined to
be significant sources of pollutants.
EPA also recognizes that a new North
American Industry Classification
System (NAICS] was recently adopted
by the Office of Management and
Budget (62 FR 17288, April 9, 19971.
NAICS replaces the 1987 standard
industrial classification (SIC) code
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system for the collection of statistical
economic data. However, the use of the
new system for nonstatistical purposes
is optional. EPA considered the use of
NAICS for the today’s MSGP reissuance,
but elected to retain the 1987 SIC code
system since the storm water regulations
(40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)) reference the
previous system and this system has
generally proven to be adequate for
identifying the facilities covered by
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storm water regulations. EPA will
guideline limitation in the 1995 MSGP
consider transitioning to the new NAICS has been retained in today’s MSGP
system ~n future rule making,
reissuance. Only those storm water
discharges subject to the following
V. Limitations on Coverage
effluent guidelines are eligible for
A. Storm Water Discharges Subject to
coverage (provided they meet all other
Effluent Guideline Limitations,
eligibility requirements):
Including New Source Performance
Standards
The general prohibition on coverage
of storm water subject to an effluent

TABLE 2.--EFFLUENT GUIDELINES APPLICABLE TO DISCHARGES THAT MAY BE ELIGIBLE FOR PERMIT COVERAGE

Effluent guideline
Runoff from material storage piles at cement manufacturing facilities [40 CFR Part 411 Subpart C (established February 23, 1977)].
Contaminated runoff from phosphate fertilizer manufacturing facilities [40 CFR Part 418 Subpart A (established April 8, 1974)].
Coal pile runoff at steam electric generating facilities [40 CFR Part 423 (established November 19, 1982)]
Discharges resulting from spray down or intentional wetting of logs at wet deck storage areas [40 CFR
Part 429, Subpart I (established January 26, 1981)].
Mine dewatering discharges at crushed stone mines [40 CFR part 436, Subpart B] ......................................
Mine dewatering discharges at construction sand and gravel mines [40 CFR part 436, Subpart C] ..............
Mine dewatedng discharges at industrial sand mines [40 CFR part 436, Subpart D] .....................................
Runoff from asphalt emulsion facilities [40 CFR Part 443 Subpart A (established July 24, 1975)] .................
Runoff from landfills, [40 CFR Part 445, Subpart A and B (established February 2, 2000.] ...........................

Section 306 of the Clean Water Act
(CWA) requires EPA to develop
performance standards for all new
sources described in that section. These
standards apply to all facilities which go
into operation after the date the
standards are promulgated. Section
511(c) of the CWA requires the Agency
to comply with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) prior
to issuance of a permit under the
authority of Section 402 of the CWA to
facilities defined as a new source under
Section 306.
The fact sheet for the 1995 MSGP
described a process for ensuring
compliance with NEPA for the MSGP
(60 FR 50809). This process, which is
repeated below, has been retained for
the reissued MSGP. Additional
guidance is found in a new Addendum
C to the final MSGP.
Facilities which are subject to the
performance standards for new sources
as described in this section of the fact
sheet must provide EPA with an
Environmental Information Document
pursuant to 40 CFR 6.101 prior to
seeking coverage under this permit. This
information shall be used by the Agency
to evaluate the facility under the
requirements of NEPA in an
Environmental Review. The Agency will
make a final decision regarding the
direct or indirect impact of the
discharge. The Agency will follow all

New Source
performance
Sectors with afstandards included in efflu- fected facilities
ent guidelines?
Yes

E

Yes

C

Yes
Yes

O
A

No
No
No
Yes
Yes

J
J
J
D
K&L

administrative procedures required in
this process. The permittee must obtain
a copy of the Agency’s final finding
prior to the submission of a Notice of
Intent to be covered by this general
permit. In order to maintain eligibility,
the permittee must implement any
mitigation required of the facility as a
result of the NEPA review process,
Failure to implement mitigation
measures upon which the Agency’s
NEPA finding is based is grounds for
termination of permit coverage. In this
way, EPA has established a procedure
which allows for the appropriate review
procedures to be completed by this
Agency prior to the issuance of a permit
under Section 402 o1" the CWA to an
operator of a facility," ~ubiect to the new
source performance ~tand~irds of Section
306 of the CWA. EPA b~dieves that it has
fulfilled its requirements under NEPA
for this Federal action under Section
402 of the CWA.

under the direct or indirect jurisdiction
of a Federal agency that can result in
changes in the character or use of
historic properties, if any such historic
properties are located in the area of
potential effects for that project, activity,
or program. See 36 CFR 802(0). Historic
properties are defined in the NHPA
regulations to include prehistoric or
historic districts, sites, buildings,
structures, or objects that are included
in, or are eligible for inclusion in, the
National Register of Historic Places. See
36 CFR 802(e).
Federal undertakings include EPA’s
issuance of general NPDES permits. In
light of NHPA requirements, EPA
included a provision in the eligibility
requirements of the 1995 MSGP for the
consideration of the effects to historic
properties. That provision provided that
an applicant is eligible for permit
coverage only if: (1) the applicant’s
storm water discharges and BMPs to
control storm water runoff do not affect
B. Historic Preservation
a historic property, or (2) the applicant
The National Historic Preservation
has obtained, and is in compliance with,
Act (NHPA) requires Federal agencies to a written agreement between the
take into account the effects of Federal
applicant and the State Historic
undertakings, including undertakings
Preservation Officer (SHPO) that
on historic properties that are either
outlines all measures to be taken by the
listed on, or eligible for listing on, the
applicant to mitigate or prevent adverse
National Register of Historic Places. The effects to the historic property. See Part
term "Federal undertaking" is defined
I.B.6, 60 FR 51112 (September 29, 1995).
in the existing NHPA regulations to
When applying for permit coverage,
include any project, activity, or program applicants were required to certify in
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the NOI that they are in compliance
with the Part I.B.6 eligibility
requirements. Provided there are no
other factors limiting permit eligibility,
MSGP coverage was then granted 48
hours after the postmark on the
envelope used to mail the NOI.
The September 30, 1998 modification
included two revisions of the original
MSGP with respect to historic
properties. First, EPA amended the
original Part IB.6.(ii) to include a
reference to Tribal Historic Preservation
Officers (THPOs) because MSGP
coverage extends to Tribal lands and in
recognition of the central role Tribal
governments play in the protection of
historic resources. Second, EPA
included NHPA guidance and a list of
SHPO and THPO addresses in a new
Addendum I to the MSGP to assist
applicants with the certification process
for permit eligibility under this
condition,
For today’s MSGP reissuance, EPA
has modified slightly the requirements
of the first option for obtaining permit
coverage to enhance the protection of
historic properties. Permit coverage is
only available if storm water and
allowable non-storm water discharges
and "discharge-related activities" do not
affect historic properties. "Dischargerelated activities" are defined to include
activities which cause, contribute to, or
result in storm water and allowable nonstorm water point source discharges,
and measures such as the siting,
construction and operation of BMPs to
control, reduce or prevent pollution in
the discharges. Discharge-related
activities are included to ensure
compliance with NHPA requirements to
consider the effects of activities which
are related to the activity which is
permitted, i.e., the storm water and nonstorm water discharges. Because this
change was minor, EPA is relying on its
1995 and 1998 consultations with the
Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation as its basis for reissuance
of this permit.
Also, as discussed in Section VI.A.1
below, EPA intends to modify,
contingent upon Office of Management
and Budget review and approval, the
Notice of Intent form to require that
operators identify which of the above
two options they are using to ensure
eligibility for permit coverage under the
MSGP. The NHPA guidance has also
been modified to reflect the above
pending changes, and appears in
Addendum B in today’s notice rather
than Addendum I. Until the revised
form is approved and issued, the current
form (with minor clarifications} remains
in effect,

Facilities seeking coverage under
today’s MSGP which cannot certify
compliance with the NHPA
requirements must submit individual
permit applications to the permitting
authority. For facilities already covered
by the existing MSGP, the deadline for
the individual applications is the same
as that for NOIs requesting coverage
under the reissued MSGP (December 29,
2000).
C. Endangered Species
The Endangered Species Act (ESA) of
1973 requires Federal Agencies such as
EPA to ensure, in consultation with the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS}
and the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFSI (also known
collectively as the "Services"), that any
actions authorized, funded, or carried
out by the Agency (e.g., EPA issued
NPDES permits authorizing discharges
to waters of the United States) are not
likely to jeopardize the continued
existence of any Federally-listed
endangered or threatened species or
adversely modify or destroy critical
habitat of such species (see 16 U.S.C.
1536(a)(2), 50 CFR 402 and 40 CFR
122.49(c)).
For the 1995 MSGP, EPA conducted
formal consultation with the Services
which resulted in a joint Service
biological opinion issued by the FWS on
March 31, 1995, and by the NMFS on
April 5, 1995, which concluded that the
issuance and operation of the MSGP
was not likely to jeopardize the
existence of any listed endangered or
threatened species, or result in the
adverse modification or destruction of
any critical habitat,
The 1995 MSGP contained a number
of conditions to protect listed species
and critical habitat. Permit coverage was
provided only where:
¯ The storm water discharge(s), and
the construction of BMPs to control
storm water runoff, w~,re nol likely to
jeopardize species ,t~’nl~fied ~n
Addendum H of lhc p~,rtnit, or
¯ The applicam ¯ .,.’,~ ~ had
received previous authorization under
the Endangered Spt’~:les Act and
established an environmental baseline
that was unchanged: or,
¯ The applicant was implementing
appropriate measures as required by the
Director to address jeopardy,
For today’s MSGP reissuance, EPA
has modified the ESA-related
requirements for obtaining permit
coverage to enhance the protection of
listed species. First, permit coverage is
only available if storm water and
allowable non-storm water discharges
and "discharge-related activities" result
in no jeopardy to listed species,

"Discharge-related activities" are
defined to include activities which
cause, contribute to or result in storm
water and allowable non-storm water
point source discharges, and measures
such as the siting, construction and
operation of BMPs to control, reduce or
prevent pollution in the discharges.
Discharge-related activities are included
for compliance with ESA requirements
to consider the effects of activities
which are related to the activity which
is permitted, i.e., the storm water and
non-storm water discharges.
In addition, operators seeking
coverage under the reissued MSGP must
certify that they are eligible for coverage
under one of the following five options
which are provided in Parts 1.2.3.6.3.1
through 5 of the permit:
1. No endangered or threatened
species or critical habitat are in
proximity to the facility or the point
where authorized discharges reach the
receiving water; or
2. In the course of a separate federal
action involving the facility (e.g., EPA
processing request for an individual
NPDES permit, issuance of a CWA
Section 404 wetlands dredge and fill
permit, etc.), formal or informal
consultation with the Fish and Wildlife
Service and/or the National Marine
Fisheries Service under Section 7 of the
ESA has been concluded and that
consultation:
(a) addressed the effects of the storm
water and allowable non-storm water
discharges and discharge-related
activities on listed species and critical
habitat and
(b) the consultation resulted in either
a no jeopardy opinion or a written
concurrence by the Service(s) on a
finding that the storm water and
allowable non-storm water discharges
and discharge-related activities are not
likely to jeopardize listed species or
critical habitat; or
3. The activities are authorized under
Section 10 of the ESA and that
authorization addresses the effects of
the storm water and allowable nonstorm water discharges and dischargerelated activities on listed species and
critical habitat; or
4. Using due diligence, the operator
has evaluated the effects of the storm
water discharges, allowable non-storm
water discharges, and discharge-related
activities on listed endangered or
threatened species and critical habitat
and does not have reason to believe
listed species or critical habitat would
be jeopardized; or
5. The storm water and allowable
non-storm water discharges and
discharge-related activities were already
addressed in another operator’s
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certification of eligibility under Part
1.2.3.6.3.1 through 1.2.3.6.3.4 which
included the facility’s activities. By
certifying eligibility under this Part, a
permittee agrees to comply with any
measures or controls upon which the
other o~. erator’s certification was based.
The first four options listed above are
similar to the eligibility provisions of
the 1995 MSGP. Option 5 was added to
account for situations such as an airport
facility where one operator (e.g., the
airport authority) may have covered the
entire airport through its certification,
Option 5 allows other operators to take
advantage of such a certification
without repeating the reviews
conducted by the first operator. Option
1 applies to operators who are not
jeopardizing endangered species
because listed species simply are not in
proximity to their facility. Option 4
applies to operators who have
endangered species nearby and must
look more closely at potential jeopardy
and may need to adopt measures to
reduce the risk of jeopardy to listed
species or critical habitat. The provision
of the two options to determine that a
facility is unlikely to jeopardize listed
species, coupled with the pending new
NOI requirement to indicate whether or
not the Service was contacted in making
the determination, will also allow for
better oversight of the permit. Under the
1995 permit, there was no way to tell
from the NOI information whether the
decision on eligibility was due to no
species in the county, a discussion with
the Service, or a simple unilateral
decision by the operator,
Addendum H of the 1995 MSGP
provided instructions to assist
permittees in determining whether they
met the permit’s ESA-related eligibility
requirements. For today’s reissued
MSGP, this guidance has been updated
to reflect the above requirements and
appears as Addendum A. As noted in
Section VI.A.1 below, EPA intends to
modify the Notice of Intent form to
conform with new ESA requirements
discussed above.
Addendum H of the 1995 MSGP
contained a list of proposed and listed
endangered and threatened species that
could be jeopardized by the discharges
and measures to control pollutants in
the discharges. EPA reinitiated and
completed formal consultation with the
Services for the September 30, 1998
modification of the MSGP. As a result
of this consultation and in response to
public comments on the modification,
EPA updated the species list in
Addendum H to include species that
were listed or propos.ed for listing since
the Addendum H list was originally
compiled on March 31, 1995. EPA also
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decided to expand the list to include all point source discharge flows from
of the terrestrial (i.e., non-aquatic) listedindustrial activities to the point of
and proposed species in recognition that discharge into the receiving water, and
those species may be impacted by
once discharged into the receiving
permitted activities such as the
water, in the immediate vicinity of, or
construction and operation of the BMPs. nearby, the discharge point. A species is
The September 30, 1998 MSGP
also in proximity if it is located in the
modification included the species list
area of a site where discharge-related
updated as of July 8, 1998 (63 FR
activities occur. If an applicant
52494). The species list is also being
determines there are no species in
updated on a regular basis and an
proximity to the storm water or
electronic copy of the list is available at allowable non-storm water discharges,
the Office of Wastewater Management
or discharge-related activities, then
website at "http://www.epa.gov/owm/
there is no likelihood of jeopardizing
esalst2.htm". The information may also
the species and the applicant is eligible
be obtained by contacting the Services.
for.permit coverage.
The permittee is responsible for
If species are in proximity to the
obtaining the updated information,
storm water or allowable non-storm
Based on comments received on the
water discharges or discharge-related
proposed MSGP on March 30, 2000 (65
activities, as long as they have been
FR 17010), the final permit requires
considered as part of a previous ESA
facility operators to consider only listed
authorization of the applicant’s activity,
endangered or threatened species, and
and the environmental baseline
not species proposed to be listed,
established in that authorization is
Further explanation for the change can
unchanged, the applicant may be
be found in Section IX of this notice,
covered under the permit. The
On August 10, 2000, EPA initiated
environmental baseline generally
informal consultation with FWS and
includes the past and present impacts of
NMFS on EPA’s finding of no likelihood all Federal, state and private actions that
of adverse effect on threatened and
were occurring at the time the initial
endangered species and critical habitat NPDES authorization and current ESA
resulting from issuance of MSGP-2000. section 7 action by EPA or any other
On September 22, 2000 FWS concurred federal agency was taken. Therefore, if
with EPA’s finding,
a permit applicant has received
To be eligible for coverage under
previous authorization and nothing has
today’s reissued MSGP, facilities must
changed or been added to the
review the updated list of species and
environmental baseline established in
their locations in conjunction with the
the previous authorization, then
Addendum A instructions for
coverage under this permit will be
completing the application
provided.
requirements under this permit. If an
In the absence of such previous
applicant determines that none of the
authorization, if species identified in
species identified in the updated
the updated species list are in proximity
species list is found in the county in
to the discharges or discharge-related
which the facility is located, then there
activities, then the applicant must
is a likelihood of no jeopardy and they
determine whether there is any likely
are eligible for permit coverage,
jeopardy to the species. This is done~bv
Applicants must then certify that their
the applicant conducting a ~rther
storm water and allowable non-storm
examination or investigation, or an
water discharges, and their dischargealternative procedure, as described in
related activities, are not likely to
the instructions in Addendum A of the
jeopardize species and will be granted
permit. If the applicant determines that
MSGP permit coverage 48 hours after
there is no likely jeopardy to the
the date of the postmark on the
species, then the applicant is eligible for
envelope used to mail the NOI form,
permit coverage. If the applicant
provided there are no other factors
determines that there likely is, or will
limiting l~ermit eligibility,
likely be any jeopardy, then the
If listed species are located in the
applicant is not eligible for MSGP
same county as the facility seeking
coverage unless or until he or she can
MSGP coverage, then the applicant must meet one of the other eligibility
determine whether the species are in
conditions.
proximity to the storm water or
All dischargers applying for coverage
allowable non-storm water discharges or under the MSGP must provide in the
discharge-related activities at the
application information on the Notice of
facility. A species is in proximity to a
Intent form: (1) A determination as to
storm water or allowable non-storm
whether there are any listed species in
water discharge when the species is
proximity to the storm water or
located in the path or down gradient
allowable non-storm water discharges or
area through which or over which the
discharge related activity, and (2) (when
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EPA receives approval from the Office
must be considered individually and
of Management and Budget and issues
therefore allow the Agency and the
the revised form} an indication of which Services to focus their resources on
option under Part 1.2.3.6.3 of the MSGP
those discharges that are indeed likely
they claim eligibility for permit
to jeopardize listed species,
coverage, and (3) a certification that
Straightforward mechanisms such as
their storm water and allowable nonthese allow applicants more immediate
storm water discharges and dischargeaccess to permit coverage, and
related activities are not likely to
eliminates "permit limbo" for the
jeopardize listed species, or are
greatest number of permitted discharges,
otherwise eligible for coverage due to a At the same time it is more protective
previous authorization under the ESA.
of endangered species because it allows
Coverage is contingent upon the
both agencies to focus on the real
applicant’s providing truthful
problems, and thus, provide endangered
information concerning certification and species protection in a more expeditious
abiding by any conditions imposed by
manner,
the permit.
D. New Storm Water Discharges to
Dischargers who cannot determine if
they meet one of the endangered species Water Quality-Impaired or Water
Quality-Limited Receiving Waters
eligibility criteria cannot sign the
certification to gain coverage under the
Today’s final MSGP includes a new
MSGP and must apply to EPA for an
provision (Part 1.2.3.8) which
individual NPDES storm water permit,
establishes eligibility conditions with
For facilities already covered by the
regard to discharges to water quality1995 MSGP, the deadline for the
limited or water quality-impaired
individual applications is the same as
waters. For the purposes of this permit,
that for NOIs requesting coverage under "water quality-impaired" refers to a
the reissued MSGP (December 29, 2000). stream, lake, estuary, etc. that is not
As appropriate, EPA will conduct ESA
currently meeting its assigned water
section 7 consultation when issuing
quality standards. These waters are also
such individual permits,
referred to as "303(d) waters" due to the
Regardless of the above conditions,
requirement under that section of the
EPA may require that a permittee apply
CWA for States to periodically list all
for an individual NPDES permit on the
state waters that are not meeting their
basis of possible jeopardy to species or
water quality standards. "Water qualitycritical habitats. Where there are
limited waters" refers to waterbodies for
concerns that coverage for a particular
which a State had to develop individual
discharger is not sufficiently protective
Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs), a
of listed species, the Services (as well as tool which helps waterbodies meet their
any other interested parties) may
water quality standards. A TMDL is a
petition EPA to require that the
calculation of the maximum amount of
discharger obtain an individual NPDES a pollutant that a waterbody can receive
permit and conduct an individual
and still meet water quality standards,
section 7 consultation as appropriate,
and an allocation of that amount to the
In addition, the Assistant
pollutant’s sources. Water quality
Administrator for Fisheries for the
standards are set by States, Territories,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
and Tribes. They identify the uses for
Administration, or his/her authorized
each watarbody, for example, drinking
representative, or the U.S. Fish and
water supply, contact recreation
Wildlife Service (as well as any other
(swimming), and aquatic life support
interested parties) may petition EPA to
(fishing), and the scientific criteria to
require that a permittee obtain an
support that use. The CWA. section 303,
individual NPDES permit. The
establishes the water quality standards
permittee is also required to make the
and TMDL programs,
SWPPP, annual site compliance
Prior to submitting a Notice of Intent,
inspection report, or other information
any new discharger (see 40 CFR 122.2)
available upon request to the Assistant
to a 303(d) waterbody must be able to
Administrator for Fisheries for the
demonstrate compliance with 40 CFR
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
122.4(i). In essence, you are a new
Administration, or his/her authorized
discharger if your facility started
representative, or the U.S. Fish and
discharging after August 13, 1979 and
Wildlife Service Regional Director, or
your storm water was not previously
his/her authorized representative,
permitted. Any discharger to a
These mechanisms allow for the
waterbody for which there is an
broadest and most efficient coverage for approved TMDL must confirm that the
the permittee while still providing for
TMDL allocated a portion of the load for
the most efficient protection of
storm water point source discharges.
endangered species. They significantly
These provisions apply only to
reduce the number of dischargers that
discharges containing the pollutant(s)

for which the waterbody is impaired or
the TMDL developed.
Part 1.2.3.8.1 (which applies to new
storm water discharges and not to
existing discharges) is designed to better
ensure compliance with NPDES
regulations at 40 CFR 122.4(i), which
include certain special requirements for
new discharges into impaired
waterbodies. Lists of impaired
waterbodies (sometimes referred to as
303(d) waterbodies) may be obtained
from appropriate State environmental
offices or their internet sites. NPDES
regulations at 40 CFR 122.4(i) prohibit
discharges unless it can be shown that:
1. There are sufficient remaining pollutant
load allocations to allow for the discharge;
and
2. The existing dischargers into that
segment are subject to compliance schedules
designed to bring the segments into
compliance with applicable water quality
standards.
Part 1.2.3.8.2 (which applies to both
new and existing storm water
discharges) is designed to better ensure
compliance with NPDES regulations at
40 CFR 122.4(d), which requires
compliance with State water quality
standards. The eligibility condition
prohibits coverage of new or existing
discharges of a particular pollutant
where there is a TMDL, unless the
discharge is consistent with the TMDL.
Lists of waterbodies with TMDLs may
be obtained from appropriate State
environmental offices or their internet
sites and from EPA’s TMDL internet site
at http://www.epa.gov/owow/tmdl/
index.html.
E. Storm Water Discharges Subject to
Anti-Degradation Provisions of Water
Quality Standards
Part 1.2.3.9 of today’s final MSGP
includes a new provision which
clarifies that discharges which do not
comply with applicable antidegradation provisions of State water
quality standards are not eligible for
coverage under the MSGP. This
eligibility condition is designed to better
ensure compliance with NPDES
regulations at 40 CFR 122.4(d), which
requires compliance with State water
quality standards. Anti-degradation
provisions may be obtained from the
appropriate State environmental office
or their internet sites.
F. Storm Water Discharges Previously
Covered by an Individual Permit
The 1995 MSGP contained general
prohibitions on coverage where a
discharge was covered by another
NPDES permit (Part I.B.3.d) and where
a permit had been terminated other than
at the request of the permittee (Part
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I.B.3.e.). It was therefore possible to
obtain coverage by requesting
termination of an individual permit and
then submitting an NOI for coverage
under the MSGP. This could be
desirable from both the discharger’s and
EPA’s perspective for a variety of
reasons, for example, where a
wastewater permit included storm water
outfalls, but the wastewater outfalls had
been eliminated. Being able to use the
general permit would reduce the
application cost to the permittee and the
administrative burden of permit
issuance to the Agency. Today’s permit
clarifies the conditions under which
transfer from an individual permit to
this general permit would be acceptable
(Part 1.2.3.3.2).
In order to avoid conflict with the
anti-backsliding provisions of the CWA,
transfer from an individual permit to the
MSGP will only be allowed where both
of the following conditions are met:
¯ The individual permit did not
contain numeric water quality-based
effluent limitations developed for the
storm water component of the
discharge; and
¯ The permittee includes any specific
theBMPSindividualf°r stOrmpermitWater inrequiredtheir stormUnder
water pollution prevention plan.
Implementation of a comprehensive
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
for the entire facility (as opposed to
selected outfalls in an individual
permit) and compliance with all other
conditions of the MSGP is deemed to be
at least as stringent a technology-based
permit limit as the conditions of the
individual permit. This assumption is
only made where the previous permit
did not contain any specific water
quality-based effluent limitations on
storm water discharges (e.g., storm
water contained high levels of zinc and
the individual permit contained a zinc
limit developed to ensure compliance
with the State water quality criteria),
G. Requiring Coverage Under an
Individual Permit or an Alternate
General Permit
Part 9.12 of today’s final MSGP
provides that EPA may require an
individual permit or coverage under a
separate general permit instead of
today’s MSGP. This is in accord with
NPDES regulations at 40 CFR
122.28(b)(3). These regulations also
provide that any interested party may
petition EPA to take such an action. The
issuance of the individual permit or
alternate general permit would be in
accordance with 40 CFR Part 124 and
would provide for public comment and
appeal of any final permit decision. The
circumstances in which such an action

would be taken are set forth at 40 CFR
122.28(b)(3).
VI. Summary of Com3non Permit
Conditions
The following section describes the
permit conditions common to
discharges from all the industrial
activities covered by today’s final
MSGP. These conditions are largely the
same as the conditions of the 1995
MSGP.
A. Notification Requirements
General permits for storm water
discharges associated with industrial
activity must require the submission of
a Notice of Intent (NOI) prior to the
authorization of such discharges (see 40
CFR 122.28(b){2)(i}, April 2, 1992 (57 FR
11394)). Consistent with these
regulatory requirements, today’s final
MSGP establishes NOI requirements,
These requirements apply to facilities
currently covered by the 1995 MSGP, as
well as new facilities seeking coverage,
EPA made minor modifications to the
NOI form to allow the discharger, the
Agency and the public to more easily
determine sector*specific conditions
that will apply to the facility. Further
modifications proposed on March 30,
2000 (65 FR 17010) require review and
approval by the Office of Management
and Budget under the Paperwork
Reduction Act. EPA will have all
appropriate approvals in place prior to
requiring the use of the expanded NOI
form. In the interim the NOI form with
the minor modifications, contained in
this notice, is in effect,
The information requirements of the
revised NOI form are described below:
1. Content of NOI

a. An indication of which permit the
operator is filing the NOI for (e.g., a
facility in New Hampshire would be
filing for coverage under permit
NHR05*###, a facility located on Navajo
Reservation lands in New Mexico under
the AZR05*##I permit, a private
contractor operating a federal facility in
Colorado that is not located on Indian
Country lands under the COROS*##F
permit, etc.);
b. The name, address, and telephone
number of the operator filing the NOI
for permit coverage:
c. An indication of whether the owner
of the site is a Federal, State, Tribal,
private, or other public entity;
d. The name (or other identifier),
address, county, and latitude/longitude
of the facility for which the NOI is
submitted (latitude/longitude will be
accepted in either degree-minute-second
or decimal format);
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e. An indication of whether the
facility is located on Indian Country
lands:
f. An indication of whether the
facility is a federal facility operated by
the federal government;
g. The name of the receiving water(s);
h. The name of the municipal
operator if the discharge is through a
municipal separate storm sewer system
prior to discharge to a water of the U.S.;
i. Up to four 4-digit Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC} codes that
best represent the principal products
produced or services rendered,
including hazardous waste treatment,
storage, or disposal activities, land
disposal facilities that receive or have
received any industrial waste, steam
electric power generating facilities, or
treatment works treating domestic
sewage;
j, Identification of applicable sector(s)
in this permit, as designated in Table 1,
for facility discharges associated with
industrial activity the operator wishes to
have covered under this permit;
k. Certification that a storm water
pollution prevention plan (SWPPP)
meeting the requirements of Part 4 has
been developed (with a copy of the
permit language in the SWPPP);
1. Based on the instructions in
Addendum A, whether any listed
threatened or endangered species, or
designated critical habitat, are in
proximity to the storm water discharges
or storm water discharge-related
activities to be covered by this permit;
m. Whether any historic property
listed or eligible for listihg on the
National Register of Historic Places is
located on the facility or in proximity to
the discharge;
n. A signed and dated certification,
signed by a authorized representative of
the facility as detailed in Part 9.7 and
maintained with the SWPPP that
certifies the following:
I certify under penalty of law that I have read
and understand the Part 1.2 eligibility
requirements for coverage under the multisector storm water general permit including
those requirements relating to the protection
of endangered or threatened species or
critical habitat. To the best of my knowledge,
the storm water and allowable non-storm
discharges authorized by this permit (and
discharged related activities), are not likely
and will not likely, jeopardize endangered or
threatened species or critical habitat, or are
otherwise eligible for coverage under Part
1.2.3.6 of the permit. To the best of my
knowledge, I further certify that such
discharges and discharge related activities do
not have an effect on properties listed or
eligible for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places under the National Historic
Preservation Act, or are otherwise eligible for
coverage under Part 1.2.3.7 of the permit. I
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understand that continued coverage under
the multi-sector storm water general permit

must be submitted at least two days
required that a copy of the NOI be sent
prior to the commencement of the new
to the MS4 operator. Today’s MSGP has
industrial activity. New operators of
providediS contingenttor inUp°npartmaintaining1.2, eligibility¯ as
been modified in this regard to reduce
existing facilities must also submit the
paperwork requirements, and in
Two additional components of the
NOI at least two days prior to assuming
consideration of the fact that most large
form pending approval by the Office of
operational control at existing facilities, and medium MS4 operators already
Management and Budget are:
Dischargers who submit a complete
have good information concerning the
a. under which Part(s) of Part 1.2.3.6
NOI in accordance with the MSGP
industrial facilities discharging into
(Endangered Species) the applicant is
requirements are authorized to
their MS4s.
certifying eligibility and whether the FWS or discharge storm water associated with
EPA wishes to ensure a coordinated
NMFS was involved in making the
industrial activity two days after the
program between EPA and operators of
determination of eligibility;
date the NOI is postmarked, unless
MS4s for controlling pollutants in storm
b. under which Part(s) of Part 1.2.3.7
otherwise notified by EPA. EPA may
water discharges associated with
(Historic Properties) the applicant is
deny coverage under the MSGP and
industrial activity which enter an MS4.
certifying eligibility and whether the SHPO
require submission of an individual
or THPO was involved in the determination
Such a coordinated program was
NPDES permit application based on a
of eligibility.
intended by EPA’s original storm water
review of the completeness and/or
permit application regulations of
The NOI must be signed in
content of the NOI or other information
November 16, 1990 (55 FR 48063}.
accordance with the signatory
(e.g., Endangered Species Act
Additional discussion of this matter can
requirements of 40 CFR 122.22. A
compliance, National Historic
be found in the original proposed MSGP
complete description of these signatory
Preservation Act Compliance, water
(58 FR 61146).
requirements is provided in the
quality information, compliance history, 4. Notice of Termination
instructions accompanying the NOI.
history of spills, etc.). Where EPA
Completed NOI forms must be
Where a discharger is able to
requires a discharger authorized under
submitted to the Storm Water Notice of
the
MSGP
to
apply
for
an
individual
eliminate
the storm water discharges
Intent (4203), 1200 Pennsylvania
NPDES permit (or an alternative general associated with industrial activity from
Avenue NW., Washington, DC 20460.
a facility, the discharger may submit a
permit), EPA will notify the discharger
In the future (but not at the present
in
writing
that
a
permit
application
(or
Notice of Termination (NOT) form (or
time), EPA may also allow alternate
photocopy thereof) provided by the
different NOI) is required by an
means of NO! submission (such as
Director. Today’s final MSGP also
established deadline. Coverage under
electronic submission). An alternate
differs from the 1995 MSGP by requiring
the
MSGP
will
automatically
terminate
means of NOI submission may be used
if the discharger fails to submit the
that an NOT be submitted within 30
by operators provided EPA has
days after one or both of the following
required
permit
application
in
a
timely
informed the operator of the
two conditions having been met:
manner. Where the discharger does
acceptability of the alternative,
a. a new owner/operator has assumed
submit a requested permit application,
2. Deadlines
responsibility for the facility; or
coverage under the MSGP will
b. the permittee has ceased operations
For facilities currently covered by the automatically terminate on the effective
at the facility and there no longer are
date of the issuance or denial of the
1995 MSGP, the deadline for
discharges of storm water associated
individual NPDES permit or the
submission of an NOI requesting
with industrial activity from the facility;
alternative
general
permit
as
it
applies
coverage under the reissued MSGP is
A copy of the NOT and instructions
to the individual permittee.
January 29, 2001 (90 days after
for completing the NOT are included in
A discharger is not precluded from
expiration of the 1995 MSGP). For these
Addendum E. The NOT form requires
submitting an NOI at a later date than
facilities, the requirements of the 1995
the following information:
described above. However, in such
MSGP are incorporated into today’s
a. Name, mailing address, and
MSGP and continue to apply during the instances, EPA may bring appropriate
location of the facility for which the
enforcement
actions.
interim period subsequent to the
notification is submitted. Where a street
expiration of the 1995 MSGP, but prior
3. Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
address for the site is not available, the
to submission of the NOI requesting
System Operator Notification
location of the approximate center of the
coverage under the reissued MSGP. In
site must be described in terms of the
Operators of storm water discharges
response to a question from some
latitude and longitude to the nearest 15
associated with industrial activity that
permittees, EPA wishes to clarify that
seconds, or the section, township and
discharge
through
J
largt,
or
medium
there is no need to submit an NOT to
range to the nearest quarter;
rescind coverage under the 1995 MSGP. municipal separate slorm sewer system
b. The name, address and telephone
(MS4) or a municipal system designated
Facilities currently covered by the
1 must iupon request of number of the operator addressed by the
by
the
Director,
1995 MSGP who cannot immediately
Notice of Termination;
the MS4 operator) submit a copy of the
determine if they are eligible for
c. The NPDES permit number for the
NOI to the municipal operator of the
coverage under today’s reissued MSGP
storm water discharge associated with
system
receiving
the
discharge.
This
may nevertheless be covered for up to
industrial activity identified by the
requirement of today’s MSGP differs
270 days provided an application for an
NOT;
from the 1995 MSGP- which had
alternative permit is submitted within
d. An indication of whether the storm
90 days. This interim coverage allows
water discharges associated with
~
The
terms
large
and
medium
municipal
separate
permit coverage while the permittee
industrial activity have been eliminated
storm sewer systems (systems sarvin8 a population
assesses his eligibility for the reissued
or the operator of the discharges has
of 100,000 or more) are defined at 40 CFR
MSGP and, if necessary, still meet the
12z.z6(b)(4) and (7). Some of the cities and counties changed; and
180 day lead time required for
in which these systems are found are listed in
e. The following certification:
"
Appendices F. G. H. and I to 40 CFR Part 122. Other
applications
for individual permits,
I
certify
under penalty of law that all storm
systems have been designated by EPA on
For facilities commencing operations municipal
a case-by-case basis or have brousht into the
water
discharges
associated with industrial
after reissuance of the MSGP, the NOI
prol~ram based upon the 1990 Census.
activity from the identified facility that are
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authorized by an NPDES general permit have
been eliminated or that I am no longer the
operator of the industrial activity. I
understand that by submitting this Notice of
Termination I am no longer authorized to
discharge storm water associated with
industrial activity under this general permit,
and that discharging pollutants in storm
water associated with industrial activity to
waters of the United States is unlawful under
the Clean Water Act where the d~scharge is
not authorized by an NPDES permit. I also
understand that the submission of this notice
of termination does not release an operator
from liability for any violations of this permit
or the Clean Water Act.
NOTs are to be sent to the Storm
Water Notice of Termination (4203),
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW,,
Washington, DC 20460.
The NOT must be signed in
accordance with the signatory
requirements of 40 CFR 122.22. A
complete description of these signatory
requirements is provided in the
instructions accompanying the NOT.
5. Conditional Exclusion for No
Exposure
Today’s final MSGP includes a special
provision (Part 1.5 of the permit) which
provides that a facility may discontinue
permit coverage if the facility
determines that it is eligible for the "no
exposure" permit exemption which was
created by EPA as part of the
promulgation of the Phase II storm
water regulations (64 FR 68722). A
notice of termination is not required to
discontinue permit coverage under
these circumstances. However, in
accordance with the Phase II
regulations, a no exposure certification
must be filed with the permitting
authority,
It should also be noted that facilities
operating under the existing MSGP are
eligible, as of the effective date of the
Phase.II regulations, to submit no
exposure certifications immediately if
they meet the criteria for no exposure,
No exposure certification renewals must
be submitted five years from the time
they are first submitted (assuming the
facility still qualifies for the exemption),
If conditions change at a facility such
that renewed MSGP coverage is needed,
the facility may submit an NOI
requesting renewed coverage,
In response to comments on this
matter, EPA has included a copy of the
"No Exposure" form and instructions as
Addendum F to today’spermit,
EPA has also prepared" a new
guidance document entitled "Guidance
Manual for Conditional Exclusion from
Storm Water Permitting Based on "No
Exposure" of Industrial Activities to
Storm Water" to assist permittees in
determining eligibility for the
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exemption. This guidance document is
available on EPA’s storm water website,
In addition, EPA recently conducted a
mass mailing to permittees (as well as
other stakeholder groups) alerting them
to the no exposure exemption.

permits when the Agency finds numeric
effluent limitations to be infeasible. EPA
may also impose BMPs which are
"reasonably necessary * * * to carry
out the purposes of the Act" under 40
CFR 122.44(k)(3). Both of these
standards for imposing BMPs were
t~. Special Conditions
recognized in NRDC v. Costle, 568 F.2d
The conditions of today’s final MSGP
1369, 1380 (D.C. Cir. 1977). The
have been designbd to comply with the
conditions in today’s final MSGP are
technology-based standards of the CWA issued under the authority of both of
(BAT/BCT). Based on a consideration of these regulatory provisions. The
the appropriate factors for BAT and BCT pollution prevention or BMP
requirements, and a consideration of the requirements in today’s final MSGP
factors and options for controlling
operate as limitations on effluent
pollutants in storm water discharges
discharges that reflect the application of
associated with industrial activity, the
BAT/BCT. This is because the BMPs
final MSGP lists a set of tailored
identified require the use of source
requirements for developing and
control technologies which, in the
implementing storm water pollution
context of the MSGP, are the best
prevention plans (SWPPPs) and, for
available of the technologies
selected discharges, numeric effluent
economically achievable (or the
limitations.2 This is the same approach equivalent BCT finding). See NRDC v.
as in the 1995 MSGP.
EPA, 822 F.2d 104,122-23 (D.C. Cir.
Section VIII of the fact sheet for the
1987) (EPA has substantial discretion to
1995 MSGP summarized the industryimpose nonquantitative permit
specific BMP options for controlling
requirements pursuant to Section
pollutants in storm water discharges
402(a)(1)). See also EPA’s memorandum
associated with industrial activity for
of August 1, 1996 entitled "Interim
the various industrial sectors covered by Permitting Approach for Water Qualitythe MSGP. Section VIII of today’s fact
Based Effluent Limitations for Storm
sheet does not repeat the information
Water Discharges."
from the 1995 fact sheet; however,
1. Prohibition of Non-storm Water
updates are provided as appropriate.
Discharges
Section VI.B.4 of today’s fact sheet
discusses the storm water discharges
Today’s final MSGP includes
basically the same provisions pertaining
which are subject to numeric effluent
limitations. For other discharges
to non-storm water discharges as the
1995 MSGP. Like the 1995 MSGP,
covered by the final MSGP, the permit
today’s MSGP does not authorize nonconditions reflect EPA’s decision to
storm water discharges that are mixed
identify a number of BMP and
with storm water except as provided
traditional storm water management
below. Today’s MSGP does authorize
practices which prevent pollution in
storm water discharges as the BAT/BCT one additional non-storm water
level of control for the majority of storm discharge: mist discharges which
water discharges covered by this permit, originate from cooling towers and which
are deposited at an industrial facility
The permit conditions applicable to
and may be discharged. During the term
these discharges are not numeric
of the 1995 MSGP, these discharges
effluent limitations, but rather are
were brought to the attention of EPA
flexible requiremenls for developing
and implementing ~tle ~p~,~:~fic plans to with a request that the discharges be
authorized under the reissued MSGP.
minimize and conlr~l poHulanls in
The mist discharges are authorized
storm water discharg~ associated with
under today’s MSGP provided:
industrial activity
a. The permittee has evaluated the
EPA is authorized under 40 CFR
potential for the discharges to be
122.44(k)(2) to impose BMPs in lieu of
contaminated by chemicals used in the
numeric effluent limitations in NPDES
cooling tower and determined that the
2 Section 9.12.2 of the final MSGP provides that
levels of such chemicals in the
facility operators with storm water discharges
discharges would not cause or
associated with industrial activity who, based on an contribute to a violation of an applicable
evaluation of site specific conditions, believe that
water quality standard; and
the appropriate conditions of this permit do not
b. The permittee has addressed this
adequately represent BAT and BCT requirements
for the facility may submit to the Director an
source of pollutants with appropriate
individual application (Form 1 and Form 2F). A
BMPs in the SWPPP.
detailed explanation of the reasons why the
The other non-storm water discharges
conditions of the available general permits do not
that are authorized under today’s final
adequately represent BAT and BCT requirements
MSGP are the same as those in the 1995
for the facility as well as any supporting
documentation must be included.
MSGP and include discharges from fire
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fighting activities; fire hydrant
a. Today’s final MSGP provides that
flushings; potable water sources,
the discharge of hazardous substances
including waterline flushings; irrigation or oil from a facility must be eliminated
drainage; lawn watering; routine
or minimized in accordance with the
external building washdown without
SWPPP developed for the facility,
detergents; pavement washwaters where Where a permitted storm water
spills or leaks of toxic or hazardous
discharge contains a hazardous
materials have not occurred (unless all
substance or oil in an amount equal to
spilled material has been removed) and or in excess of a reporting quantity
where detergents are not used; air
established under 40 CFR Part 117, or
conditioning condensate; compressor
40 CFR Part 302 during a 24-hour
condensate; uncontaminated ground
period, the following actions must be
water or spring water; and foundation or taken:
footing drains where flows are not
(1) Any person in charge of the
contaminated with process materials
facility that discharges hazardous
such as solvents that are combined with substances or oil is required to notify
storm water discharges associated with
the National Response Center (NRC)
industrial activity. In response to a
(800-424-8802; in the Washington, DC,
comment, the final MSGP includes
metropolitan area, 202-426-2675) in
accordance with the requirements of 40
"potable water sources, including
CFR Part 117, and 40 CFR Part 302 as
waterline flushings" on the list of
soon as they have knowledge of the
authorized non-storm water discharges,
discharge,
but deletes the reference to "drinking
(2) The SWPPP for the facility must be
fountain water," which a commenter
felt could conflict with local ordinances, modified within 14 calendar days of
knowledge of the release to provide a
, To be authorized under today’s
description of the release, an account of
MSGP, these other sources of non-storm
the circumstances leading to the release,
water (except flows from fire fighting
and the date of the release. In addition,
activities) must be identified in the
the plan must be reviewed to identify
SWPPP prepared for the facility,
measures to prevent the reoccurrence of
(SWPPP requirements are discussed in
such releases and to respond to such
more detail below). Where such
discharges occur, the SWPPP must also releases, and it must be modified where
identify and ensure the implementation appropriate,
(3) The permittee must also submit to
of appropriate pollution prevention
EPA within 14 calendar days of
measures for the non-storm water
knowledge of the release a written
component(s) of the discharge,
description of the release (including the
Today’s final MSGP does not require
type and estimate of the amount of
pollution prevention measures to be
material released), the date that such
identified and implemented for nonrelease occurred, the circumstances
storm water flows from fire-fighting
leading to the release, and steps to be
activities because these flows will
taken to modify the SWPPP for the
generally be unplanned emergency
facility,
situations where it is necessary to take
b. Anticipated discharges containing a
immediate action to protect the public,
hazardous substance in an amount equal
The prohibition of unpermitted nonto or in excess of reporting quantities
storm water discharges in today’s MSGP are those caused by events occurring
ensures that non-storm water discharges within the scope of the relevant
(except for those classes of non-storm
operating system. Facilities that have
water discharges that are conditionally
more than one anticipated discharge per
authorized in Part 1.2.2.2 of the MSGP)
year containing a hazardous substance
are not inadvertently authorized by the
in an amount equal to or in excess of a
permit. Where a storm water discharge
reportable quantity are required to:
is mixed with non-storm water that is
(1) Submit notifications of the first
not authorized by today’s MSGP or
release that occurs during a calendar
another NPDES permit, the discharger
year (or for the first year of this permit,
should submit the appropriate
after submission of an NOI); and
application forms (Forms 1, 2C, and/or
(2) Provide a written description in
2E) to gain permit coverage of the nonthe SWPPP of the dates on which such
storm water portion of the discharge,
releases occurred, the type and estimate
of the amount of material released, and
2. Releases of Reportable Quantities of
the circumstances leading to the
Hazardous Substances and Oil
releases. In addition, the SWPPP must
As discussed below, today’s final
address measures to minimize such
MSGP includes the same provisions
releases,
pertaining to releases of reportable
c. Where a discharge of a hazardous
quantities of hazardous substances and substance or oil in excess of reporting
oil as the 1995 MSGP.
quantities is caused by a non-storm

water discharge (e.g., a spill of oil into
a separate storm sewer), that discharge
is not authorized by the MSGP and the
discharger must report the discharge as
required under 40 CFR Part 110, 40 CFR
Part 117, or 40 CFR Part 302. In the
event of a spill, the requirements of
Section 311 of the CWA and other
applicable provisions of Sections 301
and 402 of the CWA continue to apply.
This approach is consistent with the
requirements for reporting releases of
hazardous substances and oil that make
a clear distinction between hazardous
substances typically found in storm
water discharges and those associated
with spills that are not considered part
of a normal storm water discharge (see
40 CFR 117.12(d)(2)(i)).
3. Co-located Industrial Facilities
Like the 1995 MSGP, today’s MSGP
includes requirements pertaining to colocated industrial facilities. However,
these requirements have been modified
from the requirements of the 1995
MSGP to clarify their applicability. Colocated industrial activities occur when
activities being conducted onsite fall
into more than one of the categories of
the industrial facilities listed in Part
1.2.1 of today’s MSGP (e.g., a landfill at
a wood treatment facility). Facilities
operating under the 1995 MSGP have
sometimes been unclear whether certain
limited activities (e.g., minor vehicle
maintenance activities at an industrial
plant) would trigger the MSGP’s
requirements regarding co-located
activities.
If you have co-located industrial
activities on-site that are described in a
sector(s) other than your primary sector,
you must comply with all other
applicable sector-specific conditions
found in Part 6 for the co-located
industrial activities. The extra sectorspecific requirements are applied only
to those areas of your facility where t~e
extra-sector activities occur. An activity
at a facility is not considered co-locate~t
if the activity, when considered
separately, does not meet the
description of a category of industrial
activity covered by the storm water
regulations, and identified by today’s
MSGP SIC code list. For example,
unless you are actually hauling
substantial amounts of freight or
materials with your own truck fleet or
are providing a trucking service to
outsiders, simple maintenance of
vehicles used at your facility is unlikely
to meet the SIC code group 42
description of a motor freight
transportation facility. Even though
Sector P may not apply, the runoff ~rom
your vehicle maintenance facility would
likely still be considered storm water
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associated with industrial activity. As
from coverage discharges which may
such, your SWPPP must still address the contribute to an exceedance of WQS.
runoff from the vehicle maintenance
Today’s final MSGP includes the same
facility--although not necessarily with
restriction on eligibility, and in Part 3.3
the same degree of detail as required by also includes certain requirements if
Sector P--but you would not be
exceedances occur for discharges
required to monitor as per Sector P.
covered by the MSGP. If a discharge
In the event there truly are co-located authorized under the final MSGP is later
activities at your facility, today’s MSGP
discovered to cause, or have the
authorizes, as does the 1995 MSGP, all
reasonable potential to cause or
storm water discharges provided that
contribute to, a violation of a WQS, the
your facility complies with all SWPPP
permitting authority will inform the
and monitoring requirements for each
permittee of the violation. The permittee
co-located activity. By monitoring the
must then take all necessary actions to
discharges from the different industrial
ensure future discharges do not cause or
activities, you can better determine the
contribute to the violation of WQS, and
effectiveness of your SWPPP for
document these actions in the SWPPP.
controlling all major pollutants of
If violations remain or recur, coverage
concern in your storm water discharges, under the MSGP may be terminated by
However, if monitoring for the same
the permitting authority and an
parameter is required for more than one alternate permit issued. Today’s final
sector (and the different industrial
MSGP also clarifies that compliance
activities drain to the same outfall), then with this requirement does not preclude
only one sample analysis is required for enforcement actions as provided by the
that parameter.
CWA for the underlying violation.
4. Numeric Effluent Limitations
C. Common Storm Water Pollution
Today’s MSGP retains the numeric
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements
effluent limitations which were
Like the 1995 MSGP, today’s reissued
included in the 1995 MSGP, and also
MSGP requires that all facilities which
includes the effluent limitations
intend to be covered by the MSGP for
guidelines which EPA recently finalized storm water discharges associated with
for certain storm water discharges from industrial activity prepare and
new and existing hazardous and nonimplement a SWPPP. The MSGP
hazardous landfills (65 FR 3007, January addresses pollution prevention plan
19, 2000). The new effluent limitations
requirements for a number of categories
guidelines for these landfills are
of industries. Following below is a
discussed in more detail in the Sections discussion of the common permit
VIII.K and L of this fact sheet (Special
requirements for all industries; special
Requirements for Discharges Associated requirements for facilities subject to
with Industry Activities).
EPCRA Section 313 reporting
Today’s MSGP retains the numeric
requirements; and special requirements
effluent limitations from the 1995 MSGP for facilities with outdoor salt storage
for the following discharges: coal pile
piles. These are the permit requirements
runoff (including runoff from steam
which apply to discharges associated
electric power plants subject to 40 CFR
with any of the industrial activities
Part 423 requirements), discharges from covered by today’s final MSGP. These
phosphate fertilizer manufacturing (40
common requirements may be amended
CFR Part 418), asphalt paving and
or further clarified in the industryroofing emulsions (40 CFR Part 443),
specific SWPPP requirements which are
cement manufacturing materials storage found in Part 6 of the final MSGP. These
pile runoff (40 CFR Part 411), and
industry-specific requirements are
discharges resulting from the spray
additive for facilities where co-located
down of lumber and wood products
industrial activities occur,
storage yards (wet decking) (40 CFR Part
The Storm Water Pollution Prevention
429). In addition, the final MSGP
Plan (SWPPP) approach in today’s final
authorizes mine dewatering discharges MSGP focuses on two major objectives:
from construction sand and gravel,
(1) to identify sources of pollution
industrial sand, and crushed stone
potentially affecting the quality of storm
facilities (40 CFR Part 436) in EPA
water discharges associated with
Regions 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10. The actual
industrial activity from the facility; and
numeric effluent limitations can be
(2) ensure implementation of measures
found in Part 6 of the final MSGP.
to minimize and control pollutants in
storm water discharges associated with
5. Compliance with Water Quality
industrial activity from the facility.
Standards
The SWPPP requirements in today’s
The 1995 MSGP does not specifically
final MSGP are intended to facilitate a
address compliance with water quality
process whereby the operator of the
standards (WQS), other than to exclude industrial facility thoroughly evaluates
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potential pollution sources at the site
and selects and implements appropriate
measures designed to prevent or control
the discharge of pollutants in storm
water runoff. The process involves the
following four steps: (1) formation of a
team of qualified plant personnel who
will be responsible for preparing the
plan and assisting the plant manager in
its implementation; (2) assessment of
potential storm water pollution sources;
(3) selection and implementation of
appropriate management practices and
controls; and (4) periodic evaluation of
the effectiveness of the plan to prevent
storm water contamination.
EPA believes the pollution prevention
approach is the most environmentally
sound and cost-effective way to control
the discharge of pollutants in storm
water runoff from industrial facilities.
This position is supported by the results
of a comprehensive technical survey
EPA completed in 1979.3 The survey
found that two classes of management
practices are generally employed at
industries to control the nonroutine
discharge of pollutants from sources
such as storm water runoff, drainage
from raw material storage and waste
disposal areas, and discharges from
places where spills or leaks have
occurred. The first class of management
practices includes those that are low in
cost, applicable to a broad class of
industries and substances, and widely
considered essential to a good pollution
control program. Some examples of
practices in this class are good
housekeeping, employee training, and
spill response and prevention
procedures. The second class includes
management practices that provide a
second line of defense against the
release of pollutants. This class
addresses containment, mitigation, and
cleanup. Since publication of the 1979
survey, EPA has imposed management
practices and controls in NPDES
permits on a case-by-case basis. The
Agency also has continued to review the
appropriateness and effectiveness of
such practices,4 as well as the
3 see "Storm Water Management for Industrial
Activities." EPA, September 1992. EPA-832-R-92006.
4 For example, see "[lest Management Practices:
Usehal Tools for Cleaning Up," Thron. H.
Rogoshewski, P., 1982, Proceedings of the 1982

Hazardous Material Spills Conference; "The
Chemical Industries" Approach to Spill
Prevention," Thompson, C., Goodier, I- 1980,
Proceedings of the 1980 National Conference of
Control of Hazardous Materials Spills: a series of
EPA memoranda entitled "Best Management
Practices in NPDES Permits---Information
Memorandum." 1983, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988:
Review of Emergency Systems: Report to Congress,"
~^, 1988; and "Analysis of Implementing
co,~t,,u~
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techniques used to prevent and contain
oil spills. 5 Experience with these
practices and controls has shown that
they can be used in permits to reduce
pollutants in storm water discharges in
a cost-effective manner. In keeping with
both the present and previous
administration’s objective to attain
environmental goals through pollution
prevention, pollution prevention has
been and continues to be the
cornerstone of the NPDES permitting
program for storm water. EPA has
developed guidance entitled "Storm
Water Management for Industrial
Activities: Developing Pollution
Prevention Plans and Best Management
Practices," September 1992, to assist
permittees in developing and
implementing pollution prevention
measures,
Note: The discussions of the SWPPP
requirements are grouped in subject areas
and do not follow the exact order of the
permit conditions,
1. Pollution Prevention Team (Part
4.2.1/
As a first step in the process of
developing and implementing a SWPPP,
permittees are required to identify a
qualified individual or team of
individuals to be responsible for
developing the plan and assisting the
facility or plant manager in its
implementation. When selecting
members of the team, the plant manager
should draw on the expertise of all
relevant departments within the plant to
ensure that all aspects of plant
operations are considered when the
plan is developed. The plan must
clearly describe the responsibilities of
each team member as they relate to
specific components of the plan. In
addition to enhancing the quality of
communication between team members
and other personnel, clear delineation of
responsibilities will ensure that every
aspect of the plan is addressed by a
specified individual or group of
individuals. Pollution Prevention Teams
may consist of one individual where
appropriate (e.g., in certain small
businesses with limited storm water
pollution potential),
2. Description of the Facility and
Potential Pollution Sources (Part 4.2.2)
Each SWPPP must describe activities,
materials, and physical features of the
facility that may contribute significant
Permitting Activities for Storm Water Discharges
Associated with Industrial Activity." EPA. 1991.
5 See for example. "The Oil Spill Prevention,
Control and Countermeasures Program Task Force
Report," EPA. 1988: and "Guidance Manual for the
Development of an Accidental Spill Prevention
Program." prepared bv SAIC for EPA, 1986.

amounts of pollutants to storm water
reasonable potential to contain
runoff or, during periods of dry weather, significant amounts of pollutants, the
result in pollutant discharges through
map must indicate the probable
the separate storm sewers or storm
direction of storm water flow and the
water drainage systems that drain the
pollutants likely to be in the discharge.
facility. This assessment of storm water
Flows with a significant potential to
pollution risk will support subsequent
cause soil erosion also must be
efforts to identify and set priorities for
identified. In order to increase the
necessary changes in materials,
readability of the map, the inventory of
materials management practices, or site the types of discharges contained in
features, as well as aid in the selection
each outfall may be kept as an
of appropriate structural and
attachment to the site map.
nonstructural control techniques. Some
b. Summary of Potential Pollutant
operators may find that significant
Sources (Part 4.2.4): The description of
amounts of pollutants are running onto
potential pollution sources culminates
the facility property. Such operators
in a narrative assessment of the risk
should identify and address the
potential that sources of pollution pose
to storm water quality. This assessment
contaminated runon in the SWPPP. If
should clearly point to activities,
the runon cannot be addressed or
materials, and physical features of the
diverted by the permittee, the
facility that have a reasonable potential
permitting authority should be notified,
If necessary, the permitting authority
to contribute significant amounts of
may require the operator of the adjacent pollutants to storm water. Any such
activities, materials, or features must be
facility to obtain a permit,
addressed by the measures and controls
Part 6 of the final MSGP includes
subsequently described in the plan. In
industry-specific requirements for the
conducting the assessment, the facility
various industry sectors covered by
operator must consider the following
today’s permit. All SWPPPs generally
activities: loading and unloading
must describe the following elements:
a. Description of the Facility Site and operations; outdoor storage activities;
outdoor manufacturing or processing
Receiving Waters/Wetlands (Parts 4.2.2
and 4.2.3): The plan must contain a map activities; significant dust or particulate
generating processes; and onsite waste
of the site that shows the location of
disposal practices. The assessment must
outfalls covered by the permit (or by
list any significant pollution sources at
other NPDES permits), the pattern of
the site and identify the pollutant
storm water drainage, an indication of
parameter or parameters (i.e.,
the types of discharges contained in the
drainage areas of the outfalls, structural biochemical oxygen demand, suspended
solids, etc.) associated with each source.
features that control pollutants in
c. Significant
Spillsinclude
and Leaks
(Part
runoff,e surface water bodies (including 4.2.5):
The plan must
a list
of
wetlands), places where significant
any
significant
spills andthat
leaks
of toxicin
materials 7 are exposed to rainfall and or
hazardous
pollutants
occurred
runoff, and locations of major spills and
the three years prior to the date of the
leaks that occurred in the 3 years prior
submission of an NOI to be covered
to the date of the submission of an NOI
under this permit. Significant spills
to be covered under this permit. The
include, but are not limited to, releases
map also must show areas where the
or hazardous
substances
in under
excess
following activities take place: ~ueling, of
of oil
quantities
that are
reportable
vehicle and equipment maintenance
Section 311 of CWA (see 40 CFR 110.10
and/or cleaning, loading and unloading,
andComprehensive
40 CFR 117.21)Environmental
or Section 102 of
material storage (including tanks or
the
other vessels used for liquid or waste
Response, Compensation and Liability
storage), material processing, and waste
Act (CERCLA) (see 40 CFR 302.4).
disposal. For areas of the facility that
Significant spills may also include
generate storm water discharges with a
releases of oil or hazardous substances
that are not in excess of reporting
’~ Nonstructural features such as grass swales and
requirements and releases of materials
vegetative buffer strips also should be shown.
7 Significant materials include, but are not limited
that are not classified as oil or a
to the following: raw materials: fuels; solvents,
hazardous substance.
detergents, and plastic pellets; finished materials.
The listing should include a
such as metallic products; raw materials used in
description of the causes of each spill or
food processing or production: hazardous
leak, the actions taken to respond to
substances designated under Section 101(14) of the
Comprehensive Environmental Response,
each release, and the actions taken to
Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA): any
prevent similar such spills or leaks in
chemical the facility is required to report pursuant
the future. This effort will aid the
to EPCR~ Section 313: fertilizers: pesticides; and
facility operator as she or he examines
waste products, such as ashes, slag, and sludge that
have the potential to be released with storm water
existing spill prevention and response
discharges. {See 40 CFR 122,26(b}(8)).
procedures and develops any additional
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procedures necessary to fulfill the
requirements set forth in Parts 4 and 6
of the final permit.
d. Allowable and Prohibited Nonstorm Water Discharges (Part 4.4): Each
SWPPP must include a certification,
signed by an authorized individual, that
discharges from the site have been
tested or evaluated for the presence of
non-storm water discharges. The
certification must describe possible
significant sources of non-storm water,
the results of any test and/or evaluation
conducted to detect such discharges, the
test method or evaluation criteria used,
the dates on which tests or evaluations
were performed, and the onsite drainage
points directly observed during the test
or evaluation. Acceptable test or
evaluation techniques include dye tests,
television surveillance, observation of
outfalls or other appropriate locations
during dry weather, water balance
calculations, and analysis of piping and
drainage schematics.8
Except for flows that originate from
fire fighting activities, sources of nonstorm water that are specifically
identified in the permit as being eligible
for authorization under the general
permit must be identified in the plan.
SWPPPs must identify and ensure the
implementation of appropriate pollution
prevention measures for the non-storm
water discharge,

3. Selection and Implementation of
Storm Water Controls (Part 4.2.7, et al./
Following completion of the source
identification and assessment phase, the
permit requires the permittee to
evaluate, select, and describe the
pollution prevention measures, BMPs,
and other controls that will be
implemented at the facility. BMPs
include processes, procedures,
schedules of activities, prohibitions on
practices, and other management
practices that prevent or reduce the
discharge of pollutants in storm water
runoff,
EPA emphasizes the implementation
of pollution prevention measures and
BMPs that reduce possible pollutant
discharges at the source. Source
reduction measures include, among
others, preventive maintenance,
chemical substitution, spill prevention,
good housekeeping, training, and proper
materials management. Where such
practices are not appropriate to a
particular source or do not effectively
reduce pollutant discharges, EPA
supports the use of source control
measures and BMPs such as material
segregation or covering, water diversion,
and dust control. Like source reduction
measures, source control measures and
BMPs are intended to keep pollutants
out of storm water. The remaining
classes of BMPs, which involve
recycling or treatment of storm water,
allow the reuse of storm water or
EPA recognizes that certification may attempt to lower pollutant
not be feasible where facility personnel
concentrations prior to discharge,
do not have access to an outfall,
The SWPPP must discuss the reasons
manhole, or other point of access to the
each selected control or practice is
conduit that ultimately receives the
appropriate for the facility and how
discharge. In such cases, the plan must
each will address one or more of the
describe why certification was not
potential pollution sources identified in
feasible. Permittees who are not able to
the plan. The plan also must include a
certify that discharges have been tested
schedule specifying the time or times
or evaluated must notify the Director in
during which each control or practice
accordance with Part 4.4 of the final
will be implemented. In addition, the
MSGP.
plan should discuss ways in which the
controls and practices relate to one
e. Sampling Data (Part 4.2.6): Any
another and, when taken as a whole,
existing data on the quality or quantity
produce an integrated and consistent
of storm water discharges from the
approach for preventing or controlling
facility must be described in the plan,
including data collected for Part 2 of the potential storm water contamination
problems. The permit requirements
group application process. These data
included for the various industry sectors
may be useful for locating areas that
in Part 6 of today’s final MSGP generally
have contributed pollutants to storm
require
that the portion of the plan that
water. The description should include a
describes the measures and controls
discussion of the methods used to
address the following minimum
collect and analyze the data. Sample
collection points should be identified in components,
When "minimize/reduce" is used
the plan and shown on the site map.
relative to SWPPP measures, EPA means
to consider and implement BMPs that
~ In general, smoke tests should not be used for
will result,in an improvement over the
evaluating the discharge of non-storm water to a
baseline conditions as it relates to the
separate storm sewer as many sources of non-storm
levels of pollutants identified in storm
water typically pass through a trap that would limit
the effectiveness of the smoke test.
water discharges with due consideration
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to economic feasibility and
effectiveness.
a. Nonstructural Controls:
¯ Good Housekeeping. Good
housekeeping involves using practical,
cost-effective methods to identify ways
to maintain a clean and orderly facility
and keep contaminants out of separate
storm sewers. It includes establishing
protocols to reduce the possibility of
mishandling chemicals or equipment
and training employees in good
housekeeping techniques. These
protocols must be described in the plan
and communicated to appropriate plant
personnel.
¯ Minimizing Exposure. Where
practicable, protecting potential
pollutant sources from exposure to
storm water is an important control
option. Pollutants that are never
allowed to contaminate storm water do
not require development of "treatment"
type BMPs. Elimination of all exposure
to storm water may also make the
facility eligible for the "No Exposure
Certification" exclusion from permitting
at 40 CFR 122.26(g)
a Preventive Maintenance. Permittees
must develop a preventive maintenance
program that involves regular inspection
and maintenance of storm water
management devices and other
equipment and systems. The program
description should identify the devices,
equipment, and systems that will be
inspected; provide a schedule for
inspections and tests; and address
appropriate adjustment, cleaning,
repair, or replacement of devices,
equipment, and systems. For storm
water management devices such as
catch basins and oil/watar separators,
the preventive maintenance program
should provide for periodic removal of
debris to ensure that the devices are
operating efficiently. For other
equipment and systems, the program
should reveal and enable the correction
of conditions that could cause
breakdowns or failures that may result
in the release of pollutants.
¯ Spill Prevention and Response
Procedures. Based on an assessment of
possible spill scenarios, permittees must
specify appropriate material handling
procedures, storage requirements,
containment or diversion equipment,
and spill cleanup procedures that will
minimize the potential for spills and, in
the event of a spill, enable proper and
timely response. Areas and activities
that typically pose a high risk for spills
include loading and unloading areas,
storage areas, process activities, and
waste disposal activities. These
activities and areas, and their
accompanying drainage points, must be
described in the plan. For a spill
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prevention and response program to be
effective, employees should clearly
understand the proper procedures and
requirements and have the equipment
necessary to respond to spills.
¯ Routine Inspections. In addition to
the comprehensive site evaluation,
facilities are required to conduct
periodic inspections of designated
equipment and areas of the facility,
Industry-specific requirements for such
inspections, if any, are set forth in Part
6 of the final MSGP. When required,
qualified personnel must be identified
to conduct inspections at appropriate
intervals specified in the plan. A set of
tracking or follow-up procedures must
be used to ensure that appropriate
actions are taken in response to the
inspections. Records of inspections
must be maintained. These periodic
inspections are different from the
comprehensive site evaluation, even
though the former may be incorporated
into the latter. Equipment, area, or other
inspections are typically visual and are
normally conducted on a regular basis,
e.g., daily inspections of loading areas,
Requirements for such periodic
inspections are specific to each
industrial sector in today’s permit,
whereas the comprehensive site
compliance evaluation is required of all
industrial sectors. Area inspections help
ensure that storm water pollution
prevention measures (e.g., BMPs) are
operating and properly maintained on a
regular basis. The comprehensive site
evaluation is intended to provide an
overview of the entire facility’s
pollution prevention activities. Refer to
Part VI.C.3.h. below for more
information on the comprehensive site
evaluation,
¯ Employee Training. The SWPPP
must describe a program for informing
personnel at all levels of responsibility
of the components and goals of the
SWPPP. The training program should
address topics such as good
housekeeping, materials management,
and spill response procedures. Where
appropriate, contractor personnel also
must be trained in relevant aspects of
storm water pollution prevention. A
schedule for conducting training must
be provided in the plan. Several
sections in Part 6 of today’s final MSGP
specify a minimum frequency for
training of once per year. Others
indicate that training is to be conducted
at an appropriate interval. EPA
recommends that facilities conduct
training annually at a minimum,
However, more frequent training may be
necessary at facilities with high
turnover of employees or where
employee participation is essential to

the storm water pollution prevention
plan.
b. Structural Controls:
* Sediment and Erosion Control. The
SWPPP must identify areas that, due to
topography, activities, soils, cover
materials, or other factors have a high
potential for significant soil erosion,
The plan must identify measures that
will be implemen-ted to limit erosion in
these areas.
¯ Management of Runoff. The plan
must contain a narrative evaluation of
the appropriateness of traditional storm
water management practices (i.e.,
practices other than those that control
pollutant sources) that divert, infiltrate,
reuse, or otherwise manage storm water
runoff so as to reduce the discharge of
pollutants. Appropriate measures may
include, among others, vegetative
swales, collection and reuse of storm
water, inlet controls, snow management,
infiltration devices, and wet detention/
retention basins,
c. Example BMPs: Part 4.2.7.2.2
includes a list of example BMPs that
could be considered for use in a SWPPP,
for example: detention structures
(including wet ponds); storm water
retention structures; flow attenuation by
use of open vegetated swales and
natural depressions: infiltration of
runoff onsite; and sequential systems
(which combine several practices),
These examples are not intended to
limit the creativity of facility operators
in developing alternative BMPs or
applications for BMPs that increase cost
effectiveness,
d. Selection of Controls: Based on the
results of the evaluation, the plan must
identify practices that the permittee
determines are reasonable and
appropriate for the facility. The plan
also should describe the particular
pollutant source area or activity to be
controlled by each storm water
management practice. Reasonable and
appropriate practices must be
implemented and maintained according
to the provisions pn0~rlbed in the plan.
In selecting storm w~ter management
measures, it is impu~an! to consider the
potential effects of t,a~ h method on
other water resources, such as ground
water. Although storm water pollution
prevention plans primarily focus on
storm water management, facilities must
also consider potential ground water
pollution problems and take appropriate
steps to avoid adversely affecting
ground water quality. For example, if
the water table is unusually high in an
area, an infiltration pond may
contaminate a ground water source
unless special preventive measures are
taken. Under EPA’s July 1991 Ground
Water Protection Strategy, States are

encouraged to develop Comprehensive
State Ground Water Protection Programs
(CSGWPP). Efforts to control storm
water should be compatible with State
ground water objectives as reflected in
CSGWPPs.
e. Other Controls: Today’s final MSGP
includes a new requirement that no
solid materials, including floating debris
may be discharged to waters of the
United States, except as authorized by a
permit under Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act. In addition, off-site tracking
of raw, final, or waste materials or
sediment, and the generation of dust
must be minimized. Tracking or
blowing of raw, final, or waste materials
from areas of no exposure to exposed
areas must be minimized. These
requirements are similar to
requirements included in EPA’s
construction general storm water permit
(63 FR 7858, February 17, 1998) which
EPA believes would be appropriate for
industrial facilities as well.
f. Maintenance (Part 4.3): All BMPs
identified in the SWPPP must be
maintained in effective operating
condition.
g. Controls for Allowable Non-Storm
Water (Part 4.4.2): Where an allowable
non-storm water has been identified,
appropriate controls for that discharge
must be included in the permit. In many
cases, the same types of controls for
contaminated storm water would
suffice, but the nature and volume of
potential pollutants in the non-storm
water discharges must be taken into
consideration in selection of controls.
h. Comprehensive Site Compliance
Evaluation (Part 4.9): Today’s final
MSGP requires that the SWPPP describe
the scope and content of the
comprehensive site evaluations that
qualified personnel will conduct to (1)
confirm the accuracy of the description
of potential pollution sources contained
in the plan, (2) determine the
effectiveness of the plan, and (3) assess
compliance with the terms and
conditions of the permit. Note that the
comprehensive site evaluations are not
the same as periodic or other
inspections described for certain
industries in Section VI.C.3.d of this fact
sheet. However, in the instances when
frequencies of inspections and the
comprehensive site compliance
evaluation overlap, they may be
combined allowing for efficiency as long
as the requirements for both types of
inspections are met. The plan must
indicate the frequency of
comprehensive evaluations which must
be at least once a year, except where
comprehensive site evaluations are
shown in the plan to be impractical for
inactive mining sites, due to remote
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location and inaccessibility..9 The
individual or individuals who will
conduct the comprehensive site
evaluation must be identified in the
plan and should be members of the
pollution prevention team. Material
handling and storage areas and other
potential sources of pollution must be
visually inspected for evidence of actual
or potential pollutant discharges to the
drainage system. Inspectors also must
observe erosion controls and structural
storm water management devices to
ensure that each is operating correctly,
Equipment needed to implement the
SWPPP, such as that used during spill
response activities, must be inspected to
confirm that it is in proper working
order,
The results of each comprehensive
site evaluation must be documented in
a report signed by an authorized
company official. The report must
describe the scope of the comprehensive
site evaluation, the personnel making
the comprehensive site evaluation, the
date(s) of the comprehensive site
evaluation, and any major observations
relating to implementation of the
SWPPP. Comprehensive site evaluation
reports must be retained for at least
three years after the date of the
evaluation. Based on the results of each
comprehensive site evaluation, the
description in the plan of potential
pollution sources and measures and
controls must be revised as appropriate
within two weeks after each
comprehensive site evaluation, unless
indicated otherwise in Part 6 of the
permit. If existing BMPs need to be
modified or if additional BMPs are
necessary, implementation must be
completed before the next anticipated
storm, or not more than 12 weeks after
completion of the comprehensive site
evaluation,
i. Applicable State, Tribal, or Local
Plans (Part 4.8): The SWPPP must be
consistent with any applicable
requirements of State, Tribal, or Local
storm water, waste disposal, sanitary
sewer or septic system regulations to the
extent these apply to a facility and are
more stringent than the requirements of
this ]~ermit.
j. l~ocumentation of Permit Eligibility
with Regards to ESA and NHPA
Requirements (Parts 4.5 and 4.6): To
better ensure compliance with the
requirements of the ESA and NHPA,
Parts 4.5 and 4.6 of today’s final MSGP
require that documentation be included
with the SWPPP demonstrating permit
~ Where annual site inspections are shown in the
plan to be impractical for inactive mining sites due
to remote location and inaccessibility, site
inspections must be conducted at beast onc~ ~very
three years.

eligibility with regards to the
requirements of the ESA and NHPA.
The following information is required
for the ESA:
¯ Information on whether listed
endangered or threatened species, or
critical habitat, are found in proximity
to the facility:
¯ Whether such species may be
jeopardized by the storm water
discharges or storm water dischargerelated activities;
¯ Results of the Addendum A
endangered species screening
determinations; and
¯ A description of measures
necessary to protect listed endangered
or threatened species, or critical habitat,
including any terms or conditions that
are imposed under the eligibility
requirements of Part 1.2.3.6. The final
MSGP notes that discharges from
facilities which fail to describe and
implement such measures are ineligible
for coverage under the permit,
The following information is required
for the NHPA determination:
¯ Information on whether the storm
water discharges ar storm water
discharge-related activities would have
an effect on a property that is listed or
eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places;
¯ Where effects may occur, any
written agreements which have been
made with the State Historic
Preservation Officer, Tribal Historic
Preservation Officer, or other Tribal
leader to mitigate those effects;
¯ Results of the Addendum B historic
places screening determinations; and
¯ A description of measures
necessary to avoid or minimize adverse
impacts on places listed, or eligible for
listing, on the National Register of
Historic Places, including any terms or
conditions that are imposed under the
eligibility requirements of Part 1.2.3.7 of
this permit. The final MSGP notes that
discharges from facilities which fail to
describe and implement such measures
are ineligible for coverage under the
permit,
k. Keeping a Copy of the Permit with
the SWPPP (Part 4.7l: A new
requirement to have a copy of the
permit language in the SWPPP has been
added to today’s permit. The
"confirmation" letter received from the
NOI Processing Center is not the permit;
it is essentially only the equivalent of a
"receipt" for a facility’s "registration"
(NOI) to use the general permit. Since
determining permit eligibility and
preparing a SWPPP is required prior to
obtaining permit coverage, a copy of the
permit would be needed anyway,
Requiring a copy of the permit in the
SWPPP ensures that facility operators,
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and not just whoever prepared the
SWPPP, will have ready access to all
permit requirements.
1. Recordkeeping and Keeping the
SWPPP Current (Parts 4.9.4, 4.10, et al.):
Records must be kept with the SWPPP
documenting the status and
effectiveness of plan implementation. At
a minimum, records must address
results of the annual Comprehensice
Site Compliance Evaluations, routine
facility inspections, spills, monitoring,
and maintenance activities. The plan
also must describe a system that enables
timely reporting of storm water
management-related information to
appropriate plant personnel. Inspectors
or other enforcement officers will ask
for records documenting permit
compliance during inspections or
facility compliance reviews.
The SWPPP must be updated
whenever there is a change at the
facility that would significantly affect
the discharges authorized under the
MSGP. The SWPPP must also be
updated whenever monitoring results
and/or an inspection by the permittee or
by local, state, tribal, or federal officials
indicate a portion of the SWPPP is
proving to be ineffective in controlling
storm water discharge quality.
m. Signature, Plan Review, and
Access to the SWPPP (Part 4.11): The
SWPPP must be signed and certified in
accordance with Part 7 of the permit. A
copy of the SWPPP must be kept on site
at the facility or be locally available for
the use of the Director, a State, Tribe, or
local agency (e.g., MS4 operator) at the
time of an onsite inspection. The
SWPPP must also be made available to
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or
National Marine Fisheries Service upon
request. Since SWPPPs are living
documents that change over time, access
to the current version of the SWPPP is
critical in assessing permit compliance.
Facilities are also required to provide a
copy of the SWPPP to the public when
requested in writing to do so.
The Director may notify you at any
time that your SWPPP does not meet
one or more of the minimum
requirements of this permit. The
notification will identify provisions of
the permit which are not being met, as
well as the required modifications.
Required changes must be made within
thirty (30) calendar days and a written
certification submitted to the Director
confirming that the changes were made.
EPA does not intend to require public
comment on SWPPPs or hold public
hearings. As noted above, EPA may
require changes to a SWPPP when
necessary and may consider concerns
from the public in making such
judgments. The MSGP also provides
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that individual permits may be required
when the MSGP is inappropriate for a
given facility. During the issuance of the
individual permits, the public would
have an opportunity to comment on the
requirements of the permits.

2. Special Requirements for Storm
Water Discharges Associated With
Industrial Activity From Salt Storage
Facilities

1. Analytical Monitoring Requirements
Analytical monitoring requirements
involve laboratory chemical analyses of
samples collected by the permittee. The
results of the analytical monitoring are
Today’s MSGP retains the same
quantitative concentration values for
special requirements as the 1995 MSGP
4. Deadlines
different pollutants, which can be easily
for storm water discharges associated
with industrial activity from salt storage compared to the results from other
Today’s MSGP requires that
sampling events, other facilities, or to
facilities. Storage piles of salt used for
permittees previously covered by the
national benchmarks.
deicing
or
other
commercial
or
1995 MSGP must update their SWPPPs
The categories of facilities subject to
industrial
purposes
must
be
enclosed
or
to comply with any new requirements of
analytical monitoring in today’s final
covered to prevent exposure to
today’s MSGP by the date they submit
MSGP
notedrequires
in Table analytical
1 of this fact
precipitation, exceptfor exposure
sheet.
Theare
MSGP
their new NOIs. As noted earlier, the
resulting
from
adding
or
removing
new NOIs are due January 29, 2001.
monitoring for the industry sectors or
materials from the pile. This
However, a permittee may request an
subsectors that demonstrated in the
requirement
only
applies
to
runoff
from
extension for the SWPPP update not to
group application data a potential to
storage piles discharged to waters of the discharge pollutants at concentrations of
exceed 270 days from the expiration
United States. Facilities that collect all
date of the 1995 MSGP.
concern or, in certain State-specific
the runoff from their salt piles and reuse
cases, to satisfy those States’
D. Special Requirements
it in their processes or discharge it
requirements. The data submitted with
subject to a separate NPDES permit do the group permit applications were
1. Special Requirements for Storm
not need to enclose or cover their piles.
reviewed by EPA to determine the
Water Discharges Associated With
These special requirements have been industry sectors and subsectors listed in
Industrial Activity From Facilities
included in today’s permit based on
Table 1 of this fact sheet that are to be
Subject to EPCRA Section 313
human health and aquatic effects
subject to analytical monitoring
Requirements (Part 4.12)
resulting from storm water runoff from
requirements. First, EPA divided the
Today’s final MSGP replaces the
salt storage piles compounded with the
Part I and Part 2 application data by the
special requirements of the 1995 MSGP
prevalence of salt storage piles across
industry sectors listed in Table 1. Where
for certain permittees subject to
the United States.
a sector was found to contain a wide
reporting requirements under Section
range of industrial activities or potential
3. Consistency With Other Plans
313 of the EPCRA (also known as Title
pollutant sources, it was further
III of the Superfund Amendments and
subdivided into the industry subsectors
SWPPPs may reference the existence
Reauthorization Act (SARA)) with a
listed in Table 1. Next, EPA reviewed
of other plans for Spill Prevention
requirement to identify areas with these
the information submitted in Part 1 of
Control and Countermeasure (SPCC)
pollutants. EPCRA Section 313 requires
developed for the facility under Section the group applications regarding the
operators of certain facilities that
industrial activities, significant
311 of the CWA or BMP programs
manufacture (including import),
otherwise required by an NPDES permit materials exposed to storm water, and
process, or otherwise use listed toxic
the material management measures
for the facility as long as such
chemicals to report annually their
employed. This information helped
requirement is incorporated into the
releases of those chemicals to any
identify potential pollutants that may be
SWPPP.
environmental media. Listed toxic
present in the storm water discharges.
E. Monitoring and Reporting
chemicals include more than 500
Then EPA entered into a database the
chemicals and chemical classes listed at Requirements
sampling data submitted in Part 2 of the
40 CFR Part 372 (including the recently
group applications. Those data were
Today’s final MSGP retains the same
added chemicals published November
monitoring requirements as the existing arrayed according to industrial sector
30, 1994).
and subsector for the purposes of
MSGP. Numerous comments were
determining when analytical monitoring
By requiring identification of EPCRA
submitted on these monitoring
would be appropriate.
313 chemicals in the summary of
requirements. A summary of EPA’s
To conduct a comparison of the
potential pollutant sources under the
responses to these comments and
results of the statistical analyses to
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
justification for retaining these
determine when analytical monitoring
(Part 4.2.4), the facility operator is then
requirements is contained in this
would be required, EPA established
required to develop appropriate storm
section. A more detailed discussion is
"benchmark" concentrations for the
water controls for such areas (Part
found in Section IX of this fact sheet
pollutant parameters on which
4.2.7). EPA expects that many controls
(Summary of Responses to Comments).
monitoring results had been received.
for EPCRA chemicals will continue to
Responses to individual comments are
The "benchmarks" are the pollutant
be driven by other state and federal
contained in the Water Docket.
concentrations above which EPA
e~viromne~tal regulations such as Spill
Like the 1995 MSGP, today’s final
determined represent a level of concern.
Prevention Control and Countermeasure MSGP includes three general types of
The level of concern is a concentration
(SPCC) plans required under Section
monitoring: analytical monitoring or
at which a storm water discharge could
311 of the CWA, etc. as long as such a
chemical monitoring; compliance
potentially impair, or contribute to
requirement is incorporated into the
monitoring for effluent guidelines
impairing, water quality or affect human
SWPPP.
compliance, and visual examinations of health from ingestion of water or fish.
This reduction in permit complexity
storm water discharges. A general
The benchmarks are also viewed by EPA
by eliminating redundant requirements description of each of these types of
as a level that, if below, a facility
was requested by members of the
monitoring which was provided with
presents little potential for water quality
regulated community,
the 1995 MSGP is repeated below,
concern. As such, ~the benchmarks also
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provide an appropriate leve~ to
determine whether a facility’s storm
water pollution prevention’measures are
successfully implemented. The
benchmark concentrations are not
e~fluent limitations and should not be
interpreted o~ adopted as such. These
values are merely levels which EPA has
used to determine if a storm water
discharge ~om any g~ven ~acility merits
~rther monitoring to ensure that the

facility has been successful in
implementing a SWPPP. As such, these
levels represent a target concentration
for a [acility to achieve through
implementation of pollution prevention
measures at the facility. Table 3 lists the
parameter benchmark values and the
sources used for the be~chm~ks. Two
changes ~om the 1995 MSGP are the
addition of benchmark values ~or to~al
Cyanide and Total Magnesium.
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Benchmark values for the two
parameters were included in the Fact
Sheet of the 1995 MSGP at Table K-3,
but were inadvertently not included in
the general listing of p~ameter
benchmark values ~Table 5 of the Fact
Shee~ for ~he 1995 MSGP). Additional
information explaining the derivation of
the benchm~ks can be found in ~he fact
sheet for ~he 1995 MSGP ~60 FR 50825~.

TABLE 3.--PA~METER BENCHMARKVALUES
Parameter name

Benchma~ level

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (5 day) ................................................................................
Chemical Oxygen Demand
Total Suspended Solids .................................................................................................
Oil and Grease ..........................................................................................................
Nitrate ~ Nitrite Nitrogen ......................................................................................................
Total Phosphorus ............................................................................

30 mg/L .......................................................
120 mg/L .....................................................
100 mg/L
15 mg/L .......................................................
0.68 mg/L ....................................................
2.0 mg/L ......................................................

Ac~lonitrile (c) .........................................................................................................
Aluminum, Total (pH 6.~9) ................................................................................................
Ammonia

7.55 m~L ....................................................
0.75 mg/L ....................................................

............................................................................................................................

s.u ...................................................

Source
4
5
7
8
7
6

4
2
1

0.636 m~L ..................................................
9
Arsenic, Total (c) .................................................................................................................
0.16854 mg/L ..............................................
9
Benzene ........................................................................................................................
0.01 mg/L ....................................................
10
Be~ urn, Tota (c) .............................................................................................................. 0.13 mg/L ....................................................
2
Butylbenzyl Phthalate .......................................................................................................... 3 mg/L .........................................................
3
Cadmium. Total (H) ......................................................................................................... 0.0159 mg/L ................................................
9
Chloride
1
Copper, T~a~‘)~;~;~~;~;;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~ 860 mglL .....................................................
0.0636 mg/L ................................................
9
Cyanide, Total ..................................................................................................................... 0.0636 mg/I ..................................................
9
Dimethyl Phthalate ..............................................................................................................
1.0 mg/L ......................................................
11
Ethylbenzene ....................................................................................................................... 3.1 mg/L ......................................................
3
Fluoranthene ........................................................................................................................ 0.042 m~L ..................................................
3
Fluoride .................................................................................................................
1.8 m~L ......................................................
6
Iron, Total ................................
. .........
1.0 m~L
12
’ .....................................................
Lead, Total (H) ...............................................................................
0.0816 mg/L ................................................ 1
Magnesium, Total ................................................................................................................
0.0636 mg~ ..................................................
9
Manganese .......................................................................................................................... 1.0 mg/L ......................................................
13
Mercu~, Total ...................................................................................................................... 0.0024 mg/L ................................................
1
Nickel, Total (H) ................................................................................................................... 1.417 mg/L ..................................................
1
PCB-1016 (c) ......................................................................................................................
0.000127 mg/L ............................................
9
PCB-1221 (c) ......................................................................................................................
0.10 mg/L ....................................................
10
PC8-1232 (c) ......................................................................................................................
0.000318 mg/L ............................................
9
PCB-1242 (c) ......................................................................................................................
0.00020 mg/L ..............................................
10
PCB-1248 (c) ......................................................................................................................
0.002544 m~L ............................................
9
PCB-12~ (c) ...................................................................................................................... 0.10 mg/L ....................................................
10
PCB-1260 (c) ......................................................................................................................
0.000477 mg/L ............................................
9
Phenols, Total ...................................................................................................................... 1.0 mg/L ......................................................
11
Pyrene (PAH,c) ....................................................................................................................
0,01 mg/L ....................................................
10
Selenium, Total (*) .............................................................................................................. 0.2385 m~L ................................................
9
Silver, Total (H) ................................................................................................................. 0.0318 mg/L ................................................
9
Toluene ........................................................................................................................... 10.0 mg/L ....................................................
3
Trichloroethylene (c) ...............................................................................................
0.0027 mg/L ................................................
3
Zinc, Total (H) ................................................................................................................ 0.117 mg/L ..................................................
1
Sources:
1. "EPA Recommended Ambien~ Water Quality Criteria." Acute Aquatic Life Freshwater.
2. "EPA Recommended Ambient Water Quality Criteria." LOEL Acute Freshwater.
3. "EPA Recommended Ambient Water Quality Criteria." Human Health Criteria for Consumption of Water and Organisms.
4. Seconda~ Treatment Regulations (40 CFR 133).
5. Factor of 4 times BOD5 ~n~ntraSon~No~h Carolina henchman.
6. Noah Carolina storm water ~nchmark deriv~ from NC Water Quality Standards.
7 National Urban Runoff Program (NURP) median concentration.
8. Median concen~ation of Sto~ Water E~uent Limitation Guideline (40 CFR Pad 4!9).
9. Minimum Level (ML) based u~n highest Method Detection Limit (MDL) times a factor of 3.18.
10. Laborato~ derived Minimum Level (ML).
11. Discharge limitations and compliance da~.
12. "EPA Recommended Ambient Water Quality Criteria." Chronic Aquatic Life Freshwater.
13. Colorad~Chronic Aquatic Life Freshwater~Water Quality Criteria.
Notes:
(*) Limit established for oil and gas exploration and production facilities only.
(c) carcinogen,
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(H) hardness dependent.
(PAH) Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbon.
Assumptions:
Receiving water temperature -20 C.
Receiving water pH -7.8.
Receiving water hardness CaCO3 100 mg/L,
Receiving water salinity 20 g/kg
Acute to Chronic Ratio (ACR) -10.

EPA prepared a statistical analysis of
the sampling data for each pollutant
parameter reported within each sector
or subsector. (Only where EPA did not
subdivide an industry sector into
subsectors was an analysis of the entire
sector’s data performed.) The statistical
analysis was performed assuming a
delta log normal distribution of the
sampling data within each sector/
subsector. The analyses calculated
median, mean, maximum, minimum,
95th, and 99th percentile concentrations
for each parameter. The results of the
analyses can be found in the appropriate
section of Section VIII of the fact sheet
accompanying the 1995 MSGP. From
this analysis, EPA was able to identify
pollutants for further evaluation within
each sector or subsector,
EPA next compared the median
concentration of each pollutant for each
sector or subsector to the benchmark
concentrations listed in Table 3. EPA
also compared the other statistical
results to the benchmarks to better
ascertain the magnitude and range of the
discharge concentrations to help
identi .fy the pollutants of concern. EPA
did not conduct this analysis if a sector
had data for a pollutant from less than
three individual facilities. Under these
circumstances, the sector or subsector
would not have this pollutant identified
as a pollutant of concern. This was done
to ensure that a reasonable number of
facilities represented the industry sector
or subsector as a whole and that the
analysis did not rely on data from only
one facility,
For each industry sector or subsector,
parameters with a median concentration
higher than the benchmark level were
considered pollutants of concern for the
industry and identified as potential
pollutants for analytical monitoring
under today’s permit. EPA then
analyzed the list of potential pollutants
to be monitored against the lists of
significant materials exposed and
industrial activities which occur within
each industry sector or subsector as
described in the Part I application
information. Where EPA could identify
a source of a potential pollutant which
is directly related to industrial activities
of the industry sector or subsector, the
permit identifies that parameter for
analytical monitoring. If EPA could not
identify a source of a potential pollutant

which was associated with the sector/
subsector’s industrial activity, the
permit does not require monitoring for
the pollutant in that sector/subsector.
Industries with no pollutants for which
the median concentrations are higher
than the benchmark levels are not
required to perform analytical
monitoring under this permit, with the
exceptions explained below.
In addition to the sectors and
subsectors identified for analytical
monitoring using the methods described
above, EPA determined, based upon a
review of the degree of exposure, types
of materials exposed, special studies
and in some cases inadequate sampling
data in the group applications, that the
following industries also warrant
analytical monitoring notwithstanding
the absence of data on the presence or
absence of certain pollutants in the
group applications: Sector K (hazardous
waste treatment storage and disposal
facilities), and Sector S (airports which
use more than 100,000 gallons per year
of glycol-based fluids or 100 tons of urea
for deicing). Today’s final MSGP retains
the monitoring requirements of the 1995
MSGP due to the high potential for
contamination of storm water discharge
which EPA believes was not adequately
characterized by group applicants in the
information they provided in the group
application process. Like the 1995
MSGP, exemptions for today’s MSGP
would be on a pollutant-by-pollutant
and outfall-by-outfall basis,
As part of the reissuance process for
today’s MSGP, EPA evaluated Discharge
Monitoring Reports (DMRs) submitted
by facilities for analytical monitoring
conducted during the ~econd and fourth
year of the 1995 MSt;P The purpose of
the evaluation was to evaluate any
trends in the monitorin8 results. One
factor common to almost all industrial
sectors, however, was that the number
of DMRs submitted for the year-four
monitoring period far exceeded the
number of DMRs submitted for the yeartwo monitoring period. For the secondyear monitoring period, EPA received
380 DMRs, whereas 1377 DMRs were
received for the fourth-year monitoring
period. For example, the number of
Sector M (Auto Salvage Yards) facilities
that submitted monitoring results for
total suspended solids from the second
year monitoring period was roughly 26;

the number of DMRs submitted for the
fourth year monitoring for the same
industrial sector and parameter was 240.
As a result, EPA could not conduct the
trends analysis it intended to perform.
While the exact reason for the
significant increase in the number of
DMRs received in year 4 of the permit
(as compared to year 2) is unknown,
EPA suspects it is related to the
administrative extension of EPA’s 1992
baseline general permit. Although the
1992 general permit expired in
September 1997, the permit was
administratively extended. It was not
until December 28, 1998 that facilities
previously covered under EPA’s
baseline industrial permit were required
to obtain coverage under the MSGP. As
a result, facilities previously covered
under the baseline industrial permit
were not required to conduct analytical
monitoring (as required in the second
year of the 1995 MSGP). In essence, the
fourth-year monitoring data set EPA
received represents the baseline of
pollutant discharge information under
the sector-specific industrial general
storm water permit.
Based on the information received
during the public comment period and
the DMRs received, EPA believes it is
premature to make any final
conclusions regarding the value of the
Agency’s acquisition of the monitoring
data or to consider dropping the
monitoring. EPA is retaining quarterly
analytic monitoring requirements for
storm water discharges as per the 1995
MSGP for all sectors previously
identified. Comparison of pollutant
levels against benchmark levels is still
regarded as one of the important tools
operators must use to evaluate their
facilities’ storm water pollution
prevention plans (SWPPPs) and best
management practices (BMPs).
Facilities’ discharge monitoring reports
(DMRs) are also vital to the Agency for
use in characterizing an industrial
sector’s discharges. EPA has not, and
does not, intend for pollutant levels
above the benchmark values to mean a
facility is out of compliance with the
MSGP-2000.
While today’s permit retains the
analytical monitoring requirements of
the 1995 MSGP, the Agency continues
to support the position that any
analytical monitoring program required
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under the MSGP needs to be structured
so that it provides useful information to
facility operators, EPA and the general
public on the effectiveness of Storm
Water Pollution Prevention Plans. EPA
commits to using data from the 1995
and 2000 permits to evaluate the
effectiveness of management practices
on an industry sector basis and to
evaluate the need for changes in
:nonitoring protocols for the next
permit. The Agency will work with
program stakeholders in conducting the
evaluation and may seek to implement
certain changes possibly on a pilot
basis,
Like the 1995 MSGP, today’s MSGP
requires that all facilities, save for
Sector G, within an industry sector or
subsector identified for analytical
monitoring must, at a minimum,
monitor their storm water discharges
quarterly during the second year of
permit coverage, unless the facility
exercises the Alternative Certification
described in Section VI.E.3 of this fact
sheet. At the end of the second year of
coverage under the current permit, a
facility is required to calculate the
average concentration for each
parameter for which the facility is
required to monitor. If the average
concentration for a pollutant parameter
is less than or equal to the benchmark
value, then the permittee is not required
to conduct analytical monitoring for that
pollutant during the fourth year of the
permit. If, however, the average
concentration for a pollutant is greater
than the benchmark value, then the
permittee is required to conduct
quarterly monitoring for that pollutant
during the fourth year of permit
coverage. Analytical monitoring is not
required during the first, third, and fifth
year of the permit. When average
concentrations exceed benchmark
levels, facilities are encouraged to
conduct more monitoring if appropriate
to identify additional management
practices which may be necessary to
include in their SWPPP. The exclusion
from analytical monitoring in the fourth
year of the permit was conditional on
the facility maintaining industrial
operations and BMPs that will ensure a
quality of storm water discharges
consistent with the average
concentrations recorded during the
second year of the permit. For purposes
of the above monitoring, year 2 runs
from October 1, 2001 to September 30,
2002; year 4 runs from October 1, 2003
to September 30, 2004.
EPA acknowledges that, considering
the small number of samples required
per monitoring year (four), and the
vagaries of storm water discharges, it
may be difficult to determine or confirm

the existence of a discharge problem as
a commenter claimed. When viewed as
an indicator, analytic levels
considerably above benchmark values
can serve as a flag to the operator that
his SWPPP needs to be reevaluated and
that pollutant loads may need to be
reduced. Conversely, analytic levels
below or near benchmarks can confirm
to the operator that his SWPPP is doing
its intended job. EPA believes there is
presently no alternative that provides
stakeholders with an equivalent
indicator of program effectiveness,
Commenters also had concerns that
only four samples and variability in
conditions severely reduce the utility of
monitoring results for judging BMP
effectiveness. While not practicable for
EPA to require an increase in
monitoring, operators are encouraged to
sample more frequently to improve the
statistical validity of their results,
Unless the proper data acquisition
protocol for making a valid BMP
effectiveness determination is rigorously
followed, any other method used to
assess BMP effectiveness would be
qualitative, and therefore less reliable.
The least subjective approach, and most
beneficial to operators and stakeholders,
EPA believes, remains a combination of
visual and analytic monitoring, using
analyte benchmark levels to target
potential problems. Statistical
uncertainties inherent in the monitoring
results will necessitate both operators
and EPA exercising best professional
judgement in interpreting the results. As
stated above, when viewed as an
indicator, analytic levels considerably
above benchmark values can serve as a
flag to the operator that his SWPPP
needs to be reevaluated and that
pollutant loads may need to be reduced,
Conversely, analytic levels below or
near benchmarks can confirm to the
operator that his SWPPP is doing its
intended job.
Commenters had additional concerns
regarding impacts of storm water on
water quality standards and that
monitoring has marRm,*l value in
assessing and prot~_~mg water quality,
In the absence of establishing discharge
pollutant levels that correlate directly to
water quality standards, as would be
done for an individual permit, EPA
settled on benchmark levels which
would, under nearly all scenarios, be
protective of water quality standards,
Recognizing the shortcomings of these
generic pollutant levels, EPA only
intends for them to be used as indicato~:s
of possible problems and as a flag to
reevaluate the SWPPP and possibly the
operation of the facility--not as a trigger
to begin mandatory SWPPP or
operational revisions (unless, after
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employing BPJ, the operator deems such
revisions are necessary).
Monitoring results also serve as an
oversight tool for EPA to prioritize sites
which may benefit from a site
inspection. A requirement to submit test
results serves as an incentive for the
facility operator to perform the
monitoring and take any necessary
action based on the results.
Some commenters felt the validity of
benchmark values need to be
reevaluated. Universal WQ-based
discharge levels for storm water cannot
be established; the next best thing
would be to determine water segmentspecific total maximum daily loads
(TMDLs) for these discharges. But when
benchmarks are employed merely as
indicators, without requiring specific
corrective actions beyond using best
professional judgement to reassess
present conditions and make any
changes deemed necessary, the present
benchmarks are adequate. In many cases
operators can, upon receipt of analytic
monitoring results above benchmarks,
still conclude their present SWPPPs/
BMPs are adequately protective of water
quality, or that other situations such as
discharging to low-quality, ephemeral
streams may obviate the need for
SWPPP/BMP revisions.
The fact that storm water discharge
pollutant levels could be affected by
atmospheric/dry deposition, run on and
fate in transport, as well as structural
sources, was a concern of a few
commenters. EPA acknowledges the
potential for adding pollutants to a
facility’s discharges from external or
structural sources. Permittees are,
nonetheless, still legally responsible for
the quality of all discharges from their
sites (or any runoff that comes into
contact with their structures, industrial
activities or materials, regardless of
where these are located)--but not from
pollutants that may be introduced into
their discharges outside the boundaries
of their properties. Pollutant levels,
whether elevated from air deposition,
run-on from nearby sites, or leachate
from on-site structures, remain the
responsibility of permittees. This was
affirmed in the ruling by the
Environmental Appeals Board against
the General Motors Corporation CPCPontiac Piero Plant in December 1997.
a. Other Monitoring Options: There
were various comments for and against
various alternatives to quarterly analytic
monitoring submitted. The other nonanalytic monitoring options are
summarized in the following
paragraphs, along with EPA responses.
b. Visual Monitoring: Numerous
commenters supported dropping
analytic monitoring from the MSGP-
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2000 in favor of just requiring quarterly
visual alonitoring. Commenters claimed
visual monitoring is adequate to ensure
compliance and environmental
protection (especially coupled with
training), and is least burdensome,
Quarterly visual monitoring of storm
water discharges has always been a
permit requirement, for many of the
same reasons why commenters favor it,
and will continue to be so. EPA will
also be retaining analytic monitoring
because we believe the best way to
ensure SWPPP effectiveness and
protection of water quality is through a
combination of visual and analytic
monitoring. The reasons for not
adopting visual monitoring only are
explained further in the rationale for
justifying quarterly analytic monitoring,
c. Annual Reporting: One option
suggested by commenters was for an
annual report, possibly using a
standardized form, to be submitted to
EPA detailing the permittee’s SWPPP
highlights and revisions/additions,
inspections, compliance evaluations,
visual monitoring results, etc. This
information is already required to be
documented in a facility’s SWPPP,
which, if deemed necessary, must be
provided to EPA on demand. One
comment against this option stated that
the volume of data submitted would be
too great for the Agency to evaluate,
Other opponents to this option
indicated that the reports would not
contain enough information to evaluate
SWPPP effectiveness, ensure water
quality protection, or provide the
information necessary to make longterm management plans. Commenters in
support of the annual report concept
held that it would provide a record of
the permittee’s commitment to storm
water control, was better for evaluating
SWPPP effectiveness, and would
provide information to EPA to
determine if sampling or a site
inspection is needed,
If no monitoring data were available,
an annual report could be used to
ensure that a facility is implementing its
SWPPP. The reports could also be used
to prioritize sites for inspection,
However, EPA agrees that it would be
very burdensome to review all the
reports and very difficult to assess the
effectiveness of a facility’s SWPPP based
on that review alone. The subjectivity
inherent in annual reporting makes it a
undesirable substitute for analytic
monitoring. Documenting the kind of
information in the annual report is
already a SWPPP requirement, and is
therefore available to operators for
assessing and improving their storm
water programs. For these reasons, EPA
will not require reports containing

essentially the same information
required in SWPPPs to be submitted in
lieu of analytic monitoring.
d. Group Monitoring: Commenters
also suggested group monitoring. In this
option a consortium of like permittees
would do sampling at one facility,
possibly on a rotating basis. The sample
results would represent all the facilities
in the consortium. A variation of group
monitoring is for the consortium to
retain a consultant to do representative
sampling and provide storm water
program guidance and evaluations,
Supporters of this concept said it may
allow for comparisons of effectiveness
of different SWPPP practices (e.g.,
sweeping vs. catchment basin for solids
control). One commenter pointed out
that the feasibility of the group concept
is suspect due to the fact that individual
facilities may have different topography,
soil and other natural conditions. EPA
believes that technically valid BMP
comparisons could be done under this
type of program. However, it would be
difficult and very resource-intensive for
EPA to establish criteria for group
eligibility and then monitor to ensure
that groups met these criteria,
e. Watershed Monitoring: This option
involves replacing the monitoring of
discrete storm water discharges with
ambient receiving water monitoring on
a watershed basis. Watershed
monitoring is invaluable to making real
conclusions regarding storm water
impacts of water quality, and will be
employed in making total maximum
daily load (TMDL). However, watershed
monitoring cannot replace facilityspecific storm water discharge
monitoring to determine the loads
contributed by the facilities and to
evaluate the effectiveness of the SWPPP.
f. Monitoring Only in Impaired
Waters: Several commenters supported
requiring monitoring only in impaired
water bodies and for pollutants that
cause the impairment. Although this
option would focus attention on the
problem water bodies and possible
pollutant sources. EPA and a
commenter point out that not all
impaired water bodies and their
impairments have been determined. The
goat of EPA’s storm water program is
also to protect and maintain water
quality, not just remediate impaired
waters, so focusing on impaired waters
only does not fulfill all the program’s
responsibilities,
2. Compliance Monitoring
Today’s final MSGP retains the same
compliance monitoring requirements as
the 1995 MSGP, and also includes
compliance monitoring requirements for
certain storm water discharges from new

and existing hazardous and nonhazardous landfills. As noted earlier,
EPA has recently finalized effluent
limitations guidelines for these landfills
(65 FR 3007, January 19, 2000) and the
compliance monitoring is required to
ensure compliance with the guidelines.
These discharges must generally be
sampled annually (in some cases
quarterly) and tested for the parameters
which are limited by the permit.
Discharges subject to compliance
monitoring include (in addition to the
landfills discharges): coal pile runoff,
contaminated runoff from phosphate
fertilizer manufacturing facilities, runoff
from asphalt paving and roofing
emulsion production areas, material
storage pile runoff from cement
manufacturing facilities, and mine
dewatering discharges from crushed
stone, construction sand and gravel, and
industrial sand mines located in EPA
Regions 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10. All samples
are to be grabs taken within the first 30
minutes of discharge where practicable,
but in no case later than the first hour
of discharge. Where practicable, the
samples shall be taken from the
discharges subject to the numeric
effluent limitations prior to mixing with
other discharges.
Monitoring for these discharges is
required to determine compliance with
numeric effluent limitations. Discharges
covered under today’s final MSGP
which are subject to numeric effluent
limitations are not eligible for the
alternative certification described in
Section VI.E.3 of this fact sheet.
Where a State or Tribe has imposed a
numeric effluent limitation as a
condition for certification under CWA
§ 401, a default minimum monitoring
frequency of once per year has been
included in the final permit. This
default monitoring frequency would
only apply if a State failed to provided
a monitoring frequency along with their
conditional § 401 certification.
3. Alternate Certification
Today’s final MSGP retains the
provision in the 1995 MSGP for an
alternative certification in lieu of
analytical monitoring. The MSGP
includes monitoring requirements for
facilities which the Agency believes
have the potential for contributing
significant levels of pollutants to storm
water discharges. The alternative
certification described below is
included in the permit to ensure that
monitoring requirements are only
imposed on those facilities which do, in
fact, have storm water discharges
containing pollutants at concentrations
of concern. EPA has determined that if
there are no sources of a pollutant
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exposed to storm water at tile site then
the potential for that pollutant to
contaminate storm water discharges
does not warrant monitoring.
A discharger is not subject to the
analytical monitoring requirements
provided the discharger makes a
certification for a given outfall, on a
pollutant-by-pollutant basis, that
material handling equipment or
activities, raw materials, intermediate
products, final products, waste
materials, by-products, industrial
machinery or operations, significant
materials from past industrial activity
that are located in areas of the facility
that are within the drainage area of the
outfall are not presently exposed to
storm water and will not be exposed to
storm water for the certification period,
Such certification must be retained in
the SWPPP, and submitted to EPA in
lieu of monitoring reports required
under Part 7 of the permit. The
permittee is required to complete any
and all sampling until the exposure is
eliminated. If the facility is reporting for
a partial year, the permittee must
specify the date exposure was
eliminated. If the permittee is certifying
that a pollutant was present for part of
the reporting period, nothing relieves
the permittee from the responsibility to
sample that parameter up until the
exposure was eliminated and it was
determined that no significant materials
remained. This certification is not to be
confused with the low concentration
sampling waiver. The test for the
application of this certification is
whether the pollutant is exposed, or can
be expected to be present in the storm
water discharge. If the facility does not
and has not used a parameter, or if
exposure is eliminated and no
significant materials remain, then the
facility can exercise this certification,
As noted above, the MSGP does not
allow facilities with discharges subject
to numeric effluent limitations
guidelines to submit alternative
certification in lieu of compliance
monitoring requirements. The permit
also does not allow air transportation
facilities or hard rock mines subject to
the analytical monitoring requirements
in Part 6 of the final MSGP to exercise
an alternative certification,
A facility is not precluded from
exercising the alternative certification in
lieu of analytical monitoring
requirements in the second or fourth
year of the reissued MSGP, even if that
facility has failed to qualify for a low
concentration waiver thus far. EPA
encourages facilities to eliminate
exposure of industrial activities and
significant materials where practicable,

4. Reporting and Retention
Requirements
Like the 1995 MSGP, today’s final
MSGP requires that permittees submit
all analytical monitoring results
obtained during the second and fourth
year of permit coverage. As noted
earlier, year 2 runs from October 1, 2001
to September 30, 2002; year 4 runs from
October 1, 2003 to September 30, 2004.
Monitoring results must be submitted by
January 28, 2003 for year 2 monitoring
and January 28, 2005 for year 4
monitoring.
For each outfall, one Discharge
Monitoring Report (DMR) form must be
submitted per storm event sampled. For
facilities conducting monitoring beyond
the minimum requirements, an
additional DMR form must be filed for
each analysis. The permittee must
include a measurement or estimate of
the total precipitation, volume of runoff,
and peak flow rate of runoff for each
storm event sampled. Permittees subject
to compliance monitoring requirements
are required to submit all compliance
monitoring results annually by October
28 following each annual sampling
period (which run from October I of
each year to September 30 of the
following year). Compliance monitoring
results must be submitted on signed
DMR forms. For each outfall, one DMR
form must be submitted for each storm
event sampled.
Permittees are not required to submit
records of the visual examinations of
storm water discharges unless
specifically asked to do so by the
Director. Records of the visual
examinations must be maintained at the
facility. Records of visual examination
of storm water discharge need not be
lengthy. Permittees may prepare typed
or hand written reports using forms or
tables which they may develop for their
facility. The report need only document:
the date and time of the examination;
the name of the individual making the
examination; and any observations of
color, odor, clarity, f~oating solids,
suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and
other obvious indicators of storm water
pollution,
The address for submission of DMR
forms for today’s final MSGP is as
follows: MSGP DMR (42031, U.S. EPA,
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.,
Washington, DC 20460.
Under the 1995 MSGP, DMRs had
been sent to the EPA Regional Offices.
However, to facilitate review of all
DMRs from facilities operating under
the MSGP, the final MSGP requires that
they be sent to the one location
specified above,
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Today’s final MSGP also retains the
requirement in the 1995 MSGP that
permittees submit signed copies of
DMRs to the operator of a large or
medium MS4 (those which serve a
population
of 100,000
more),
if there
are
discharges
of stormorwater
associated
with industrial activity through the
MS4.
The location for submission of all
reports (other than DMRsl for today’s
final MSGP remains the EPA Regional
Offices as found in Part 8.3 of the final
permit. Consistent with Office of
Management and Budget Circular A105, facilities located on the following
Federal Indian Reservations, which
cross EPA Regional boundaries, should
note that permitting authority for such
lands is consolidated in one single EPA
Region.
a. Duck Valley Reservations lands,
located in Regions 9 and 10, are handled
by Region 9.
b. Fort McDermitt Reservation lands,
located in Regions 9 and 10, are handled
by Region 9.
c. Goshute Reservation lands, located
in Regions 8 and 9, are handled by
Region 9.
d. Navajo Reservation lands, located
in Regions 6, 8, and 9, are handled by
Region 9.
e. Ute Mountain Reservation lands,
located in Regions 6 and 8, are handled
Region 8.
Pursuant to the requirements of 40
CFR 122.41(j), today’s MSGP (like the
1995 MSGP) requires permittees to
retain all records for a minimum of
three years from the date of the
sampling, examination, or other activity
that generated the data.
5. Sample Type
Today’s final MSGP retains the same
requirements regarding the type of
sampling as the 1995 MSGP. A general
description is provided below. Certain
industries have different requirements.
Permittees should check the industryspecific requirements in Part 6 of the
final permit to confirm these
requirements. Grab samples may be
used for all monitoring unless otherwise
stated. All such samples shall be
collected from the discharge resulting
from a storm event that is greater than
0.1 inches in magnitude and that occurs
at least 72 hours from the previously
measurable (greater than 0.1 inch
rainfall) storm event. The required 72hour storm event interval may be
waived by the permittee where the
preceding measurable storm event did
not result in a measurable discharge
from the facility. The 72-hour
requirement may also be waived by the
permittee where the permittee
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documents that less than a ~2-hour
interval is representative for local storm
events during the season when sampling
is being conducted. The grab sample
must be taken during the first 30
minutes of the discharge. If the
collection of a grab sample during the
first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab
sample can be taken during the first
hour of the discharge, and the
discharger must submit with the
monitoring ~eport a description of why
a grab sample during the first 30
minutes was impracticable. A minimum
of one grab is required. Where the
discharge to be sampled contains both
storm water and non-storm water, the
facility shall sample the storm water
component of the discharge at a point
upstream of the location where the nonstorm water mixes with the storm water,
if practicable,

representative, provided they have
documented their rationale within the
SWPPP. However, the Director may
determine the discharges are not
representative and require sampling of
all non-identical outfalls,
The representative discharge
provision in the permit is available to
almost all facilities subject to the
analytical monitoring requirements (not
including compliance monitoring for
effluent guideline limit compliance
purposes) and to facilities subject to
visual examination requirements.
The representative discharge
provisions described above are
consistent with Section 5.2 of NPDES
Storm Water Sampling Guidance
Document (EPA 833-B-92-001, July
1992).

facilities that are active and staffed, or
to facilities with just difficult logistical
conditions. When a discharger is unable
to collect samples as specified in this
permit, the discharger shall certify to
the Director in the DMR that the facility
is unstaffed and inactive and the ability
to conduct samples within the
specifications is not possible. Permittees
are not required to obtain advance
approval for this waiver.
c. Unstaffed and Inactive Sites-Visual Monitoring Waiver. Today’s final
MSGP allows for a waiver from
sampling for facilities that are both
inactive and unstaffed. This waiver is
only intended to apply to these facilities
where lack of personnel and locational
impediments hinder the ability to
conduct visual examinations (i.e., the
ability to meet the time and
7. Sampling Waiver
representative rainfall sampling
Today’s final MSGP retains the same
specifications). This monitoring waiver
6. Representative Discharge
provisions for sampling waivers (as
is not intended to apply to remote
Today’s MSGP retains the same
discussed below) which are found in the facilities that are active and staffed, or
provision as the 1995 MSGP regarding
1995 MSGP:
to facilities with just difficult logistical
substantially identical outfalls which
a. Adverse Weather Conditions.
conditions. When a discharger is unable
allows a facility to reduce its overall
Today’s final MSGP allows for
to perform visual examinations as
monitoring burden. This representative
temporary waivers from sampling based
specified in this permit, the discharger
discharge provision provides facilities
on adverse climatic conditions. This
shall maintain on site with the pollution
with multiple storm water outfalls, a
temporary sampling waiver is only
prevention plan a certification stating
means for reducing the number of
intended to apply to insurmountable
that the facility is unstaffed and inactive
outfalls that must be sampled and
weather conditions such as drought or
and the ability to perform visual
analyzed. This may result in a
dangerous conditions such as lightning, examinations within the specifications
substantial reduction of the resources
flash flooding, or hurricanes. These
is not possible. Permittees are not
required for a facility to comply with
events tend to be isolated incidents and required to obtain advance approval for
analytical monitoring requirements,
should not be used as an excuse for not visual examination waivers.
When a facility has two or more outfalls conducting sampling under more
8. Quarterly Visual Examination of
that, based on a consideration of
favorable conditions associated with
industrial activity, significant materials, other storm events. The sampling
Storm Water Quality
and management practices and activities waiver is not intended to apply to
Today’s final MSGP retains the
within the area drained by the outfall,
difficult logistical conditions, such as
requirements of the 1995 MSGP for
the permittee reasonably believes
remote facilities with few employees or
quarterly visual examinations of storm
discharge substantially identical
discharge locations which are difficult
water discharges which EPA continues
effluents, the permittee may test the
to access. When a discharger is unable
to believe provide a useful and
effluent of one such outfall and report
to collect samples within a specified
inexpensive means for permittees to
that the quantitative data also apply to
sampling period due to adverse climatic evaluate the effectiveness of their
the substantially identical outfalls
conditions, the discharger shall collect a SWPPPs (with immediate feedback) and
provided that the permittee includes in
substitute sample from a separate
make any necessary modifications to
the SWPPP a description of the location qualifying event in the next sampling
address the results of the visual
of the outfalls and detailed explanation period as well as a sample for the
examinations. All sectors of today’s
why the outfalls are expected to
routine monitoring required in that
final MSGP are required to conduct
discharge substantially identical
period. Both samples should be
these examinations. In the 1995 MSGP
effluent. In addition, for each outfall
analyzed separately and the results o,f
all sectors except Sector S (which covers
that the permittee believes is
that analysis submitted to EPA.
air transportation) were required to
representative, an estimate of the size of Permittees are not required to obtain
conduct the examinations.
the drainage area (in square feet) and an advance approval for sampling waivers.
Basically, the MSGP requires that grab
estimate of the runoff coefficient of the
b. Unstaffed and Inactive Sites-samples of storm water discharges be
drainage area (e.g., low (under 40
Chemical Sampling Waiver. Today’s
taken and examined visually for the
percent), medium (40 to 65 percent) or
final MSGP allows for a waiver from
presence of color, odor, clarity, floating
high (above 65 percent)) shall be
sampling for facilities that are both
solids, settled solids, suspended solids,
provided in the plan. Facilities that
inactive and unstaffed. This waiver is
foam, oil sheen or other obvious
select and sample a representative
only intended to apply to these facilities
indicators of storm water pollution. The
discharge are prohibited from changing where lack of personnel and locational
grab samples must be taken within the
the selected discharge in future
impediments hinder the ability to
first 30 minutes after storm water
monitoring periods unless the selected
conduct sampling (i.e., the ability to
discharges begin, or as soon as
discharge ceases to be representative or meet the time and representative rainfall practicable, but not longer than 1 hour
is eliminated Permittees do not need
sampling specifications). This waiver is after discharges begin. The sampling
EPA approval to claim discharges are
not intended to apply to remote
must be conducted quarterly during the
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following time periods: January-March,
April-June, July-September and
October-December of each year. The
reports summarizing these quarterly
visual storm water examinations must
be maintained on-site with the SWPPP.
The examination of the sample must
be made in well lit areas. The visual
examination is not required if there is
insufficient rainfall or snow-melt to run
off or if hazardous conditions prevent
sampling. Whenever practicable the
same individual should carry out the
collection and examination of
discharges throughout the life of the
permit to ensure the greatest degree of
consistency possible in recording
observations.
When conducting a storm water
visual examination, the pollution
prevention team, or team member,
should attempt to relate the results of
the examination to potential sources of
storm water contamination on the site.
For example, if the visual examination
reveals an oil sheen, the facility
personnel (preferably members of the
pollution prevention team) should
conduct an inspection of the area of the
site draining to the examined discharge
to look for obvious sources of spilled
oil, leaks, etc. Ifa source can be located,
then this information allows the facility
operator to immediately conduct a
clean-up of the pollutant source, and/or
to design a change to the SWPPP to
eliminate or minimize the contaminant
source from occurring in the future,
Other examples include: if the visual
examination results in an observation of
floating solids, the personnel should
carefully examine the solids to see if
they are raw materials, waste materials
or other known products stored or used
at the site. If an unusual color or odor
is sensed, the personnel should attempt
to compare the color or odor to the
colors or odors of known chemicals and
other materials used at the facility. If the
examination reveals a large amount of
settled solids, the personnel may check
for unpaved, unstabilized areas or areas
of erosion. If the examination results in
a cloudy sample that is very slow to
settle out. the personnel should evaluate
the site draining to the discharge point
for fine particulate material, such as
dust, ash, or other pulverized, ground,
or powdered chemicals,
To be most effective, the personnel
conducting the visual examination
should be fully knowledgeable about the
SWPPP, the sources of contaminants on
the site, the industrial activities
conducted exposed to storm water and
the day to day operations that may
cause unexpected pollutant releases,
If the visual examination results in a
clean and clear sample of the storm

water discharge, this may indicate that
no pollutants are present. This would be
an indication of a high quality result.
However, the visual examination will
not provide information about dissolved
contamination. If the facility is in a
sector or subsector required to conduct
analytical (chemical) monitoring, the
results of the chemical monitoring, if
conducted on the same sample, would
help to identify the presence of any
dissolved pollutants and the ultimate
effectiveness of the Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan. If the facility
is not required to conduct analytical
monitoring, it may do so if it chooses to
confirm the cleanliness of the sample.
While conducting the visual
examinations, personnel should
constantly be attempting to relate any
contamination that is observed in the
samples to the sources of pollutants on
site. When contamination is observed,
the personnel should be evaluating
whether or not additional BMPs should
be implemented in the SWPPP to
address the observed contaminant and,
if BMPs have already been
implemented, evaluating whether or not
these are working correctly or need
maintenance. Permittees may also
conduct more frequent visual
examinations than the minimum
quarterly requirement, if they so choose.
By doing so, they may improve their
ability to ascertain the effectiveness of
their plan. Using this guidance, and
employing a strong knowledge of the
facility operations, EPA believes that
permittees should be able to maximize
the effectiveness of their storm water
pollution prevention efforts through
conducting visual examinations which
give direct, frequent feedback to the
facility operator or pollution prevention
team on the quality of the storm water
discharge.
EPA believes that this quick and
simple assessment will help the
permittee to determine the effectiveness
of his/her plan on a regular basis at very
little cost. Although the visual
examination cannot a.~ess the chemical
properties of the storm water discharged
from the site, the examination will
provide meaningful results upon which
the facility may act quickly. EPA
recommends that the visual
examination be conducted at different
times than the chemical monitoring, but
is not requiring this. In addition, more
frequent visual examinations can be
conducted if the permittee so chooses.
In this way, better assessments of the
effectiveness of the Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan can be
achieved. The frequency of this visual
examination will also allow for timely
adjustments to be made to the plan. If
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BMPs are performing ineffectively,
corrective action must be implemented.
A set of tracking or followup procedures
must be used to ensure that appropriate
actions are taken in response to the
examinations. The visual examination is
intended to be performed by members of
the pollution prevention team. This
hands-on examination will enhance the
staff’s understanding of the site’s storm
water problems and the effects of the
management practices that are included
in the plan.
F. Regional Offices
1. Notice of Intent Address
Notices of Intent to be authorized to
discharge under the MSGP should be
sent to: Storm Water Notice of Intent
(4203), USEPA, 401 M Street, SW.,
Washington, DC 20460.
2. EPA Regional Office Addresses and
Contacts
For further information, please call
the appropriate EPA Regional storm
water contacts listed below:
¯ ME, MA, NH, Indian country in CT,
MA, ME, RI, and Federal Facilities in
VT
EPA Region 1, Office of Ecosystem
Protection, JFK Federal Building (CMU),
Boston, MA 02203, Contact: Thelma
Murphy (617) 918-1615.
¯ PR
U.S. EPA, Region 2, Caribbean
Environmental Protection Division,
Centro Europa Building, 1492 Ponce de
Leon Avenue, Suite 417, San Juan,
Puerto Rico 00907-4127, Contact: Sergio
Bosques (787) 729-6951.
¯ DC and Federal Facilities in DE
EPA Region 3, Water Protection
Division, (3WP13), Storm Water Staff,
841 Chestnut Building, Philadelphia,
PA 19107, Contact: Cheryl Atkinson
(215) 814-3392.
¯ Indian country in FL
EPA Region 4, Water Management
Division, Surface Water Permits Section
(SWPFB), 61 Forsyth Street, SW,
Atlanta, GA 30303-3104, Contact: Floyd
Wellborn (404) 562-9296.
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¯ NM; Indian country in LA, OK, TX
and NM (Except Navajo and Ute
Mountain Reservation Lands): oil and
gas exploration and production related
industries, and pipeline operations in
OK (which under State law are
regulated by the Oklahoma Corporation
Commission and not the Oklahoma
Department of Environmental Quality):
and oil and gas sites in TX.

VIII. Special Requirements for
requirements are discussed below by
Discharges Associated With Specific
sector. In some sectors, additional
Industrial Activities
language clarifying the permit
requirements has been added and these
Section VIII of the fact sheet
accompanying the 1995 MSGP included changes are also discussed below.
a detailed description of the industrial
A. Sectors C--Chemical and Allied
sectors covered by the permit, sources of Products Facilities
pollutants from the different types of
Industry-specific requirements for the
industries, available industry-specific
manufacture of fertilizer from leather
BMPs, and a description of the
scraps (SIC 2873) was moved from
EPA Region 6, NPDES Permits Section industrial-specific permit requirements. Sector Z (Leather Tanning and
As noted previously, EPA is not
(6WQ-PP), 1445 Ross Avenue, Dallas,
Finishing) to Sector C. This change
repeating all this information due to its
TX 75202-2733, Contact: Brent Larsen
places the requirements for SIC 2873 in
considerable length. Table I in Section the same sector as other manufacturers
(214) 665-7523.
IV of this fact sheet listed the industrial of fertilizers.
¯ Federal facilities in the State of
sectors and subsectors covered by
Colorado; Indian country in CO, ND,
B. Sector G--Metal Mining (Ore Dressing
today’s final MSGP. For today’s MSGP,
SD, WY and UT (except Goshute and
EPA reviewed the various sectors and
and Mining)
Navajo Reservation lands); Ute
subsectors to determine whether
To clarify the applicability of the
Mountain Reservation lands in CO and
additional BMP opportunities have been MSGP regarding construction activity at
NM ; and Pine Ridge Reservation lands
identified subsequent to the issuance of
metal mining sites and to make metal
in SD and NE.
the 1995 MSGP which would be
mining requirements consistent with
mineral mining provisions (Sector J),
EPA Region 8, Ecosystems Pr.otection appropriate to include in the reissued
MSGP.
Sector G has been modified to indicate
Program (8EPR-EP), 999 18th Street,
To update the various sectors and
that earth-disturbing activities occurring
Suite 300, Denver, CO 80202-2466
subsectors,
EPA reviewed a variety of
in the "exploration and construction
Contact: Vern Berry (303) 312-6234.
sources of information. As noted in
phase" of a mining operation must be
¯ AZ, American Samoa,
Section VI.C of this fact sheet, pollution covered under EPA’s Construction
Commonwealth of Northern Mariana
prevention is the cornerstone of the
General Permit (63 FR 7858, February
Islands, Johnston Atoll, Guam, Midway
NPDES storm water permit program
17, 1998) if the area disturbed is one
Island and Wake Island; all Indian
and, as such, EPA focused on new
acre or more. All mining exploration/
country in AZ, CA, and NV; those
pollution prevention opportunities in
construction operations of less than one
portions of the Duck Valley, Fort
updating the sectors. EPA has several
acre must be covered under the MSGPMcDermitt and Goshute Reservations
ongoing programs directed toward
2000.
that are outside NV; those portions of
identifying additional pollution
Today’s MSGP also incorporates the
the Navajo Reservation that are outside
prevention opportunities for different
MSGP modifications of August 7, 1998
AZ.
industrial sectors. One example is the
(63 FR 42534) regarding storm water
"sector notebooks" which EPA’s Office
discharges from waste rock and
EPA Region 9, Water Management
of
Compliance
has
published
covering
overburden
piles. On October 10, 1995,
Division, (WTR-5), Storm Water Staff,
28 different industries, including many the National Mining Association
75 Hawthorne Street, San Francisco, CA
of those covered by the MSGP. EPA’s
challenged the interpretation set forth in
94105, Contact: Eugene Bromley (415)
Design for the Environment Program
Table G-4 of the 1995 MSGP that runoff
744-1906.
and Common Sense Initiative are
from waste rock and overburden piles
¯ [D; Indian country in AK, ID (except
additional examples. States,
would categorically be considered mine
municipalities, industry trade
the Duck Valley Reservation), OR
drainage subject to effluent limitations
(except the Fort McDermitt
associations and individual companies
guidelines (ELGs) at 40 CFR Part 440.
have also been active in recent years in
Reservation), and WA: and Federal
The litigation was settled on August 7,
facilities in WA
trying to identify additional pollution
1998 with a revised interpretation by
prevention opportunities for different
EPA of the applicability of the ELGs
EPA Region 10, Office of Water (OW- types of industries
which is incorporated into today’s
130), Storm Water Staff, 1200 Sixth
In reviewing the m.w reformation,
MSGP. Under the revised interpretation,
Avenue, Seattle, WA 98101, Contact:
however, EPA has ~den! died only a few runoff from waste rock and overburden
Misha Vakoc {206) 553-6650 (toll-free
sectors where there appear to be
piles is not subject to ELGs unless it
in Region 10 states: 800-424-4372,
additional storm v.’a~er BMPs which
naturally drains (or is intentionally
extension 6650),
would be appropriate for the reissued
diverted) to a point source and
VII. Cost Estimates for Common Permit MSGP. For many industries, while
combines with "mine drainage" that is
considerable work has been conducted
otherwise subject to the ELGs.
Requirements
to reduce the environmental effects of
The August 7, 1998 modification of
Cost estimates for the MSGP were
these industries, little of the work has
the MSGP provided permit coverage for
included with the final fact sheet
focused specifically on storm water,
storm water discharges from waste rock
accompanying the issuance of the MSGP Rather, the efforts have focused more in and overburden piles which are not
on September 29, 1995 and are not
areas such as manufacturing process
subject to ELGs. However, due to
being repeated here. However,
changes to reduce hazardous waste
concerns regarding potential pollutants
additional costs for facilities seeking
generation or to reduce pollutant
in the discharges, additional monitoring
coverage under the reissued MSGP
discharges in process wastewater,
requirements were included in the
should be minor since the new MSGP
Where additional storm water BMPs
permit to determine the pollutant
includes few changes from the 1995
have been identified and incorporated
concentrations in the discharges. These
MSGP.
into the reissued MSGP, these new
monitoring requirements are also
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included in today’s MSGP. The
monitoring results which have been
submitted to EPA pursuant to these
requirements were also considered in
determining the monitoring
requirements for today’s permit for this
sector.
Concerns were expressed by some
commenters over the use of the term
"Numeric limitation" in the headings in
the tables in Sector G in the proposed
MSGP. However, since there are no
actual numeric li~nitations in the tables,
EPA believes this concern is not
justified and the final MSGP has not
been modified in response to these
comments. In response to other
comments, the revised Table G-4 from
the August 7, 1998 MSGP modification
has been added to the permit in Part
6.G.
In response to comments received on
the proposed MSGP, the language in
Part 6.G.1.6.6 of the final MSGP was
modified to indicate that a permittee
may test "or evaluate" mining-related
discharges for non-storm water
discharges to make today’s MSGP
consistent with the 1995 MSGP.
Also in response to comments, the
permit language in the final MSGP
which defines the reclamation phase
was modified to reflect post-mining
land uses other than "pre-mining state"
which had been in the proposed MSGP.
In addition, the final MSGP has been
clarified to indicate that sampling
waivers in Part 5.3.1 of the MSGP do
apply to Sector G.

disturbed is one acre or more. All
mining exploration!construction
operations of less than one acre must be
covered under the MSGP-2000.
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which comes in direct contact with
landfill wastes, the waste handling and
treatment areas, or landfill wastewater."
[40 CFR 445.2]. Contaminated storm
water may originate from areas at a
landfill including (but not limited to):
"the open face of an active landfill with
exposed waste (no cover added); the
areas around wastewater treatment
operations; trucks, equipment or
machinery that has been in direct
contact with the waste; and waste
dumping areas." [40 CFR 445.2].
The term "non-contaminated storm
water" is defined in the ELGs as "storm
water which does not come in direct
contact with landfill wastes, the waste
handling and treatment areas, or landfill
wastewater." [40 CFR 445.2]. Noncontaminated storm water includes
storm water which "flows off the cap,
cover, intermediate cover, daily cover,
and/or final cover of the landfill." [40
CFR 445.2].
The term "landfill wastewater" is
defined in the ELGs as "all wastewater
associated with, or produced by,
landfilling activities except for sanitary
wastewater, non-contaminated storm
water, contaminated groundwater, and
wastewater from recovery pumping
wells. Landfill wastewater includes, but
is not limited to, leachate, gas collection
condensate, drained flee liquids,
laboratory derived wastewater,
contaminated storm water and contact
washwater from washing truck,
equipment, and railcar exteriors and
surface areas which have come in direct
contact with solid waste at the landfill
facility."
The 1995 MSGP authorized
discharges of storm water associated
with industrial activity which includes
contaminated storm water discharges (as
defined above) as well as other noncontaminated storm water discharges
(also defined above). Today’s final
MSGP continues to authorize storm
water associated with industrial
activity; however, for contaminated
storm water discharges as defined
above, the reissued MSGP requires
compliance with the promulgated ELGs
for such discharges (with monitoring
once/year during each year of the term
of the final MSGP). The ELGs for the
new and existing hazardous landfills are
found in Table K-1 below:

E. Sector K--Hazardous Waste
Treatment, Storage or Disposal
Facilities
EPA has re-evaluated the provisions
of the 1995 MSGP for industrial
facilities in Sector K to determine
whether these provisions need to be
updated for ~he reissued MSGP. On
January 19, 2000 (65 FR 3008), EPA
promulgated final effluent limitations
guidelines (ELGs) for "contaminated
storm water discharges" from new and
existing hazardous landfill facilities
regulated under RCRA Subtitle C at 40
CFR Parts 264 (Subpart N) and 265
(Subpart N), except for the following
"captive" landfills:
(a) Landfills operated in conjunction
with other industrial or commercial
operations when the landfill only
receives wastes generated by the
industrial or commercial operation
directly associated with the landfill;
(b) Landfills operated in conjunction
with other industrial or commercial
operations when the landfill receives
wastes generated by the industrial or
commercial operation directly
associated with the landfill and also
receives other wastes provided the other
wastes received for disposal are
generated by a facility that is subject to
the same provisions in 40 CFR
Subchapter N as the industrial or
C. Sector l--Oil and Gas Extraction and commercial operation or the other
wastes received are of similar nature to
Refining
the wastes generated by the industrial or
In response to a comment, the title for commercial operation;
Sector I was changed to include
(c) Landfills operated in conjunction
"Refining" to clarify that runoff from
with Centralized Waste Treatment
refineries (except runoff subject to
(CWT) facilities subject to 40 CFR Part
effluent limitations guidelines) is
437 so long as the CWT facility
eligible for coverage under today’s
commingles the landfill wastewater
MSGP.
with other non-landfill wastewater for
discharge. A landfill directly associated
D. Sector J--Mineral Mining and
with a CWT facility is subject to this
Processing
part if the CWT facility discharges
EPA has re-evaluated the provisions
landfill wastewater separately from
of the 1995 MSGP for industrial
other CWT wastewater or commingles
facilities in Sector J to determine
the wastewater from its landfill only
whether these provisions need to be
with wastewater from other landfills; or
updated for the reissued MSGP. To
(d) Landfills operated in conjunction
clarify the applicability of the MSGP
with other industrial or commercial
regarding construction activity at
operations when the landfill receives
mineral mining sites and to make
wastes from public service activities so
mineral mining requirements consistent long as the company owning the landfill
TABLE K-I--EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS
with metal mining provisions (Sector
does not receive a fee or other
GUIDELINES FOR CONTAMINATED
G), Sector J has been modified to
remuneration for the disposal service.
STORM WATER DISCHARGES (MG/L)
indicate that earth-disturbing activities
For Sector K of the new MSGP, EPA
occurring in the "exploration and
has included the new ELGs (40 CFR Part
MaxMonthly
construction phase" of a mining
445 Subpart A) for hazardous landfill
Pollutant
imum for [ average
operation must be covered under EPA’s facilities.
1 day
maximum
Construction General Permit (63 FR
The term "contaminated storm water"
7858, February 17, 1998) if the area
is defined in the ELGs as "storm water
BOD5 ......................... 220
56
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TABLE K-I--EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS
(b) Landfills operated in conjunction
cover, intermediate cover, daily cover,
GUIDELINES FOR CONTAMINATED with other industrial or commercial
and/or final cover of the landfill." [40
STORM WATER DISCHARGES (MG/ operations when the landfill receives
CFR 445.2],
wastes generated by the industrial or
L)--Continued
The term "landfill wastewater" is
commercial operation directly
defined in the ELGs as "all wastewater
associated
with
the
landfill
and
also
MaxMonthly
Pollutant
imum for
receives other wastes provided the other associated with, or produced by,
average
1 day
landfilling activities except for sanitary
maximum wastes received for disposal are
wastewater, non-contaminated storm
generated
by
a
facility
that
is
subject
to
TSS ............................ 88
27
water, contaminated groundwater, and
the same provisions in 40 CFR
Ammonia .................... 10
4.9
wastewater from recovery pumping
Subchapter
N
as
the
industrial
or
Alpha Terpineol .......... 0.042
0.019
commercial operation or the other
wells. Landfill wastewater includes, but
Aniline ........................ 0.024
0.015
wastes received are of similar nature to
is not limited to, leachate, gas collection
Benzoic Acid .............. 0.119
0.073
Naphthalene ............... 0.059
the wastes generated by the industrial or condensate, drained free liquids,
0.022
p-Cresol ..................... 0.024
0.015
commercial operation;
laboratory derived wastewater,
Phenol ........................ 0.048
(c) Landfills operated in conjunction
0.029
contaminated
storm water and contact
Pyridine ...................... 0.072
0.025
with Centralized Waste Treatment
washwater from washing truck,
Arsenic (Total) ............ 1.1
0.54
(CWT) facilities subject to 40 CFR Part
equipment, and railcar exteriors and
Chromium (Total) ....... 1.1
0.46
437 so long as the CWT facility
surface areas which have come in direct
Zinc (Total) ................. 0.535
0.296
commingles the landfill wastewater
pH ...............................
contact with solid waste at the landfill
Within the range of with other non-landfill wastewater for
6-9 pH units,
discharge. A landfill directly associated facility." [40 CFR 445.2].
The 1995 MSGP authorized
with a CWT facility is subject to this
Today’s final MSGP (like the 1995
part
if
the
CWT
facility
discharges
discharges
of storm water associated
MSGP) does not authorize non-storm
landfill wastewater separately from
with industrial activity from landfills
water discharges such as leachate and
other CWT wastewater or commingles
including contaminated storm water
vehicle and equipment washwater,
the wastewater from its landfill only
discharges as defined in the ELGs as
These and other landfill-generated
with wastewater from other landfills; or well as non-contaminated storm water.
wastewaters are subject to the ELGs.
(d) Landfills operated in conjunction
Today’s final MSGP continues to
Today’s final MSGP does, however,
with other industrial or commercial
authorize storm water associated with
continue to authorize certain minor
operations when the landfill receives
industrial activity; however, for
non-storm water discharges (listed in
wastes from public service activities so
contaminated storm water discharges as
Part 1.2.2.2) which are very similar to
long as the company owning the landfill defined above, today’s MSGP requires
the 1995 MSGP.
does not receive a fee or other
compliance with the promulgated ELGs
F. Sector L--Landfills, Land Application remuneration for the disposal service,
Sites and Open Dumps
EPA has not modified Sector L for the for such discharges (with monitoring
once/year during each year of the term
discharges which are not subject to the
EPA has re-evaluated the provisions
of the final MSGP). The ELGs are found
ELGs. In addition, EPA would like to
of the 1995 MSGP for industrial
in Table L-1 below:
call attention to a new EPA publication
facilities in Sector L to determine
entitled "Guide for Industrial Waste
whether these provisions need to be
TABLE L-I--EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS
Management" (EPA 530-R-99-001,
updated for the reissued MSGP. The
lune, 1999) which provides a useful
GUIDELINES FOR CONTAMINATED
SWPPP requirements of the 1995 MSGP information resource for permittees in
STORM WATER DISCHARGES (MG/L)
already include several special BMPs for complying with the MSGP, and in
this industry in addition to the MSGP’s
minimizing the impact of landfills to the
MaxMonthly
basic BMP requirements,
Pollutant
imum for average
environment overall.
On January 19, 2000 (65 FR 3008),
1
Day
maximum
The term "contaminated storm water"
EPA promulgated final effluent
is defined in the ELGs as "storm water
BOD5 ......................... 140
limitations guidelines (ELGs) for
37
which comes in direct contact with
TSS ............................ 88
27
"contaminated storm water discharges" landfill wastes, the waste handling and
Ammonia ....................
4.9
h’om new and existing non-hazardous
treatment areas, or landfill wastewater." Alpha Terpineol .......... 10
0.033
0.016
landfill facilities regulated under RCRA [40 CFR 445.2]. Comaminated storm
Benzoic Acid .............. 0.12
0.071
Subtitle D (40 CFR Part 445 Subpart B).
water may originate from areas at a
p-Cresol ...................... 0.025
0.014
For Sector L of today’s MSGP, EPA has
landfill including (but not limited to):
Phenol ........................ 0.026
0.015
included the ELGs as they apply to
"the open face of an active landfill with Zinc (Total) .................
0.20
0.11
facilities covered by this sector. For
exposed waste (no cover added); the
pH ...............................
within the range of
Sector L facilities, the ELGs apply to:
areas around wastewater treatment
6-9 pH units.
Municipal solid waste landfills
operations; trucks, equipment or
regulated under RCRA Subtitle D at 40
machinery that has been in direct
Today’s final MSGP (like the 1995
CFR Part 258 and those landfills which
contact with the waste; and waste
MSGP)
does not authorize non-storm
are subject to the provisions of 40 CFR
dumping areas." [40 CFR 445.2].
Part 257, except for any of the following
water discharges such as leachate and
The term "non-contaminated storm
"captive" landfills:
water" is defined in the ELGs as "storm vehicle and equipment washwater.
(a) Landfills operated in conjunction
These and other landfill-generated
water which does not come in direct
with other industrial or commercial
wastewaters are subject to the ELGs.
contact with landfill wastes, the waste
operations when the landfill only
handling and treatment areas, or landfill Today’s MSGP does, however, continue
receives wastes generated by the
to authorize the same minor non-storm
wastewater." [40 CFR 445.2]. Nonindustrial or commercial operation
water discharges (listed in Part 1.2.2.2)
contaminated storm water includes
directly associated with the landfill;
storm water which "flows off the cap,
as the 1995 MSGP.
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G. Sector S--Air Transportation
Facilities
EPA has re-evaluated the provisions
of the 1995 MSGP for industrial
facilities in Sector S to determine
whether these provisions need to be
updated for the reissued MSGP. The
SWPPP requirements of the 1995 MSGP
included several special BMP
requirements for airports in addition to
the MSGP’s basic BMP requirements,
Additional technologies have been
developed since the original MSGP
issuance for deicing operations which
have been included in today’s MSGP. A
lengthy (but not comprehensive) list of
new deicing chemical and BMP options
is provided in Parts 6.S.5.3.6.2 and
6.S.5.3.7. More information on these
options is found in the EPA publication
"Preliminary Data Summary, Airport
Deicing Operations" (http://
www.epa.gov/ost/guide/airport/
index.html),
The MSGP-2000 has been clarified
such that compliance evaluations (Part
6.S.5.51 shall be conducted during a
period when deicing activities are likely
to occur (vs. a month when deicing
activities would be atypical or during an
extended heat wave), not necessarily
during an actual storm or when intense
deicing activities are occurring. This
requirement is not seen as onerous, as
EPA believes that most weather
conditions can be reasonably
anticipated and the evaluation can be
planned for.
In addition, EPA has revised Part
6.S.5.4 to reflect that monthly
inspections of deicing areas during the
deicing season (e.g., October through
April) are now allowed at airports with
highly effective, rigorously
implemented SWPPPs. This
requirement is a reduction from the
previous MSGP’s weekly requirement,
However, if unusually large amounts of
deicing fluids are being applied, spilled
or discharged, weekly inspections
should be conducted and the Director
may specifically require such weekly
inspections. In addition, personnel who
participate in deicing activities or work
in these areas should, as the need arises,
inform the monthly inspectors of any
conditions or incidents constituting an
environmental threat, especially those
needing immediate attention,
H. Sector T---Treatment Works
EPA has re-evaluated the provisions
of the 1995 MSGP for industrial
facilities in Sector T to determine
whether these provisions need to be
updated for the reissued MSGP. The
SWPPP requirements of the 1995 MSGP
already include a few special BMP

requirements for this industry in
addition to the MSGP’s basic BMP
requirements. In reviewing the
information which EPA has available on
this industry, EPA has identified several
additional areas at treatment works
facilities which we believe should be
considered more closely for potential
storm water controls. As a result, EPA
has included additional or modified
permit requirements which we believe
are appropriate to include in Sector T.
Today’s MSGP requires that operators
of Sector T treatment works include the
following additional areas or activities,
where they are exposed to precipitation,
in their SWPPP site map, summary of
potential pollutant sources, and
inspections: grit, screenings and other
solids handling, storage or disposal
areas; sludge drying beds; dried sludge
piles; compost piles; septage and/or
hauled waste receiving stations. An
additional BMP that permittees must
consider is routing storm water into the
treatment works, or covering exposed
materials from these additional areas or
activities,
L Sector Y--Rubber, Miscellaneous
Plastic Products and Miscellaneous
Manufacturing Industries
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1. Rubber Manufacturing Facilities
Today’s MSGP requires that rubber
manufacturing facility permittees
consider the following additional BMPs
(which were selected from those in the
sector notebook) for the rubber product
compounding and mixing area:
(1) consider the use of chemicals
which are purchased in pre-weighed,
sealed polyethylene bags. The sector
notebook points out that some facilities
place such bags directly into the
banbury mixer, thereby eliminating a
formerly dusty operation which could
result in pollutants in storm water
discharges.
(2) consider the use of containers
which can be sealed for materials which
are in use; also consider ensuring an
airspace between the container and the
cover to minimize "puffing" losses
when the container is opened.
(3) consider the use of automatic
dispensing and weighing equipment.
The sector notebook observes that such
equipment minimizes the chances for
chemical losses due to spills.
2. Plastic Products Manufacturing
Facilities

EPA has re-evaluated the provisions
For plastic products manufacturing
of the 1995 MSGP for industrial
facilities, today’s final MSGP requires
facilities in Sector Y. The 1995 MSGP
that permittees consider and include (as
included several special BMP
appropriate) specific measures in the
requirements for rubber manufacturers
SWPPP to minimize loss of plastic resin
to control zinc in storm water
pellets to the environment. These
discharges. However, no special BMPs
measures include (at a minimum) spill
beyond the MSGP’s basic SWPPP
requirements were included in the 1995 minimization, prompt and thorough
cleanup of spills, employee education,
MSGP for manufacturers of
thorough sweeping, pellet capture and
miscellaneous plastic products or
disposal precautions. Additional
miscellaneous manufacturing
specific guidance on minimizing loss
industries,
can be found in the EPA publication
EPA has several ongoing programs
entitled "Plastic Pellets in the Aquatic
directed toward identifying additional
Environment: Sources and
pollution prevention opportunities for
Recommendations" (EPA 842-B-92different industrial sectors. For
010, December, 1992) and at the website
example, EPA’s Office of Compliance
of the Society of the Plastics Industry
has published "sector notebooks" for a
(www.socplas.org).
number of industries, including the
rubber and miscellaneous plastics
3, Industry-Sponsored Efforts
industry (EPA 310-R-95-016). The
sector notebooks are intended to
Both the rubber manufacturing and
facilitate a multi-media analysis of
plastic products industries are also
environmental issues associated with
active in sponsoring studies designed to
different industries and include a
reduce the environmental impacts
review of pollution prevention
associated with the production, use and
opportunities for the industries. As
ultimate disposal of their products.
discussed below, EPA’s sector notebook However, in reviewing recent work in
for the rubber and plastic products
this regard, EPA has not identified any
industry identifies a number of
additional BMPs for storm water
additional BMPs (beyond those in the
discharges which would be appropriate
1995 MSGP) which could further reduce for the reissued MSGP. Therefore, only
pollutants in storm water discharges
the additional BMPs noted above are
from these facilities, and which have
included in the reissued MSGP for these
been included in the reissued MSGP.
industries.
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IX. Summary of Responses Io
Comments on the Proposed MSGP

Response b: EPA has reconsidered the
Part 1.2.3.3.2 restrictions and Part
1.2.3.3.2.1 of the proposed permit has
EPA received comments from 45
been eliminated. Part 1.2.3.3.2.1 would
individuals in response to the proposed
only have allowed permittees to seek
permit. A summary of the Agency’s
MSGP coverage for storm water
responses to those comments appears
discharges previously covered by
below. Responses to each comment is
available from the Water Docket, whose another permit if that previous permit
contained only storm water and eligible
address and hours of operation are
non-storm water (i.e., an individual
listed in the introduction to this notice,
permit for wastewater, etc. would no
Section 1.2 Eligibility
longer be required if coverage under the
MSGP was allowed). EPA’s review did
Comment a: One commenter
identify some unintended consequences
requested clarification on the
and unresolved issues that could result
responsibilities military bases, which
from this restriction,
resemble small municipalities, have
A facility (including new facilities)
with regard to non-industrial areas of
that never had storm water discharges
the base. The commenter expressed
covered by an individual permit, or
concern that examples of co-located
which was located where access to a
industrial activities in Section VI.B.3 of municipal wastewater treatment plant
the fact sheet and Part 1.2.1.1 of the
for wastewater discharges was available,
proposed permit could be interpreted to
would have an opportunity for burden
require coverage for all vehicle
reduction that would not be available to
maintenance activities at a base, even
a facility with even cleaner storm water
those unrelated to an industrial activity, that happened to have storm water
The commenter further noted that bases discharges covered in a previous permit
in urbanized areas would require baseand could not eliminate their
wide storm water management programs wastewater discharges. There could be
anyway as Small Municipal Separate
cases were a smaller and "cleaner"
Storm Sewer Systems under Phase II of
facility would not be able to take
the Storm Water Program.
advantage of the savings (e.g.,
individual permit application sampling
Response a: EPA agrees that
is not required) the MSGP offered their
municipalities and military or other
competitors simply because they had a
governmental installations are only
minor wastewater discharge that could
responsible for obtaining permits for
not be eliminated,
storm water associated with industrial
While the main purpose of the
activity for those portions of their
municipality or installations where they proposed Part 1.2.3.3.2.1 restriction was
to discourage dual permits at a facility,
have a storm water discharge that is
there are already many facilities that
covered under the definition of "storm
have permit coverage split between an
water associated with industrial
individual
andwould
the MSGP
and
activity." Under this interpretation,
dual
permit permit
coverage
still be
even though a military base may choose
to submit a single NOI for all industrial available in many cases anyway.
activities on the base, the SWPPP would Currently, some of these "dual permit"
facilities have only wastewater under an
only need to identify facilities/areas
individual permit and all their storm
associated or not associated with
water
discharges under the MSGP,
industrial activities and that have a
while at others, the individual
SWPPP covering the industrial activity
wastewater permit includes some of the
areas. The SWPPP required under the
storm water discharges, with the
MSGP would not need to address storm
remaining storm water discharges
water controls for the non-industrial
covered by the MSGP This ability to
areas of the base. A note has been added have split’coverage in at least some
to Part 4.1 (Storm Water Pollution
situations is necessary to address
Prevention Plans) of the permit to
situations where at least interim
clarify the scope of the SWPPP.
coverage under a general permit for a
Comment b: The proposed limitations
new storm water discharge is necessary
on transfer of storm water discharges
or desirable from either the permittee’s
from a previous permit to the MSGP
or the permitting authority’s standpoint,
could result in undue restrictions. The
EPA has determined that the
commenter felt that there could be
proposed restrictions in Part 1.2.3.3.2
reasons, e.g., for consistent management relating to discharges for which a water
of storm water across a site, etc. that
quality-based limit had been developed
either the permittee or the permitting
and discharges at a facility for which a
authority would want to address all
permit had been (or was in the process
storm water at a facility under a general of being) either denied or revoked by the
permit,
permitting authority were necessary to

address the anti-backsliding
requirements of the Clean Water Act or
to ensure that discharges from a facility
requiring the additional scrutiny of an
individual permit application were not
inadvertently allowed under the general
permit. In any event, only those storm
water discharges under the previous
permit that met all other eligibility
conditions of the MSGP could even be
considered for transfer.
EPA periodically promulgates new
effluent limitation guidelines, some of
which, such as the those for landfills
published February 2, 2000, contain
storm water effluent limitation
guidelines. Under Part 1.2.2.1.3 of the
MSGP, a storm water discharge subject
to a promulgated effluent limitation
guideline is only eligible for coverage if
that guideline is listed in Table 1-2. A
new guideline promulgated during the
term of the permit would thus alter the
eligibility for the permit not only for
new dischargers, but also for discharges
already covered by the permit. In order
to avoid the situation where a discharge
would suddenly become ineligible upon
promulgation of a new guideline, Part
1.2.2.1.3 has been modified to allow
interim coverage under the permit
where a storm water effluent guideline
has been promulgated after the effective
date of the permit, but the permit has
not yet been modified to include the
new guideline. This will allow
continued coverage until the new storm
water guideline could be added to the
permit. Where the new guideline
includes new source performance
standards, "new sources" would need to
comply with Part 1.2.4 prior to seeking
permit coverage.
Section ~.4 Terminating Coverage
Comment: (Comment also addresses
Section 11.1 Transfer of Permit
Coverage) Several commenters viewed
the submittal of an NOT by the old
operator and the submittal of an NOI by
the new operator in order to transfer
permit coverage after a change in
ownership as a new and overly
burdensome requirement (Parts 1.4 and
11.1). An alternative suggested was a
simple notice to the permit file of the
ownership change.
Response: EPA has determined that
the most effective method for
accommodating and tracking a change
in the owner/operator at a facility
covered by the general permit is to have
the old operator submit a Notice of
Termination certifying that they are no
longer the operator of the facility, and
for the new operator to submit a Notice
of Intent certifying their desire and
eligibility to be covered by the general
permit. In fact, this is not a new
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requirement since the same process was Section 1.5 Conditional Exclusion for
MS4 has industrial activities and is
required under the 1995 MSGP (see Part No Exposure
conveying the pollutants to its own
II.A.4 and Part XI.A at 60 FR 51113 and
storm drainage system.
Comment: EPA should insert the No
51122, respectively). The only "new"
Response a: The intent of Section
Exposure Certification form and
aspect of the process is the 30 day
2.2.2.5 was to identify the municipal
guidance
within
the
permit
since
many
timeframe for submittal of the NOT by
separate storm sewer system under the
facility operators are unaware of its
the old operator and a clarification that
assumption that it would be under
existence,
simple name changes in a particular
different ownership. If there is not a
Response:
EPA
has
generated
a
company (e.g., Jones Industrial
separate owner, this requirement is
document, "Guidance Manual for
Manufacturing, Co. changing to JIMCO)
Conditional Exclusion from Storm
unnecessary. This section has been
can be made with a simple update to the
revised to clarify "the name of the
Water Permitting Based on "No
company’s NOI and a NOT would not
Exposure" of Industrial Activities to
municipal operator if the discharge is
be required. Submittal of the NOT by
Storm Water," and a separate no
through a municipal separate ¢~torm
the old operator documents that the old
exposure announcement to help
sewer system under separate
operator believes he no longer needs
operators understand and apply for the
ownership."
coverage under the MSGP for an,/storm conditional permitting exclusion. The
Comment b: A commenter questioned
water discharges. In addition, E15A is
guidance is available in hard copy from whether EPA was requiring or
more able to maintain a cleaner database EPA’s Water Resource Center. In
encouraging permittees to consult FWS
of facilities actually covered by the
addition, EPA also sent a mass mailing
and NMFS in making its endangered
permit both currently and in the past.
alerting all EPA permittees as well as
species finding.
The NOI/NOT process for transfers
Response b: The facility is responsible
stakeholder groups to the MSGP-2000
under the general permit is thus
for obtaining the threatened or
and the no exposure exclusion. To
essentially a streamlined parallel
provide the No Exposure Certification in endangered species list to make sure
process to what would otherwise be
that listed specie or critical habitat is
as many possible places, EPA is
required under 40 CFR 122.61.
not located in or around the vicinity of
publishing the form and instructions as
The permit transfer procedures at 40
an addendum to the MSGP-2000.
your facility. That list may be obtained
CFR 122.61 are designed to avoid the
by phoning or mailing the FWS or
Section
2.l
Notice
of
Intent
(NOI)
time delays and resource burdens
NMFS, visiting EPA’s website, or by
Deadlines
associated with issuance of a new
some other means. Thus, the permittee
permit for a facility just because there is
Comment: Commenters requested an
is not required to contact the two
a new owner/operator. Under this
extension of the 90 day timeframe for
agencies if he can meet his obligation in
submission of their NOI to 270 days.
process, transfer of the permit to the
another manner.
new owner/operator cannot be made
Commenters said they needed the
Comment c: Do not include latitude/
without an actual permit modification (a additional time to complete their Storm longitude information on the NOI.
Water Pollution Prevention Plan
lengthy process especially for general
Response c: EPA requires all regulated
(SWPPP), application for an alternate
permits), unless the old operator
facilities to submit latitude and
submits a thirty day advance notice and permit, or their endangered species
longitude information. The information
a written agreement between the parties consultation or adverse impact
is critical in overseeing compliance with
containing a specific date for transfer of investigation. A commenter also
endangered species assessments and
requested clarification of coverage
permit responsibility, coverage, and
coordinating compliance assistance and
during the 90 days between this
liability between them.
enforcement activities across media
The nature of a general permit is such publication and their submission of
programs.
their NOI.
that there is no actual permit issued to
Response: The fact sheet clarifies that Section 2.3 Use of NOIForm
any individual facility, but rather that
SWPPPs
are to be prepared at the time
Comment a: Do not add check boxes
multiple dischargers are in effect
the
NOI
is
submitted. Since most
related to NI-fPA and ESA compliance.
"registering" their intent to use the
Response a: EPA believes the
permittees are already covered under
discharge authority offered by the
the current MSGP and have a
additional information improves the
general permit to anyone who is
requirement to update their SWPPP as
Agency’s ability to oversee
eligible. This "registration" is
implementation of the permit and
accomplished by an operator’s submittal the need arises, there is no basis for an
automatic extension to 270 days.
compliance with ESA and NHPA
of the Notice of Intent to be covered by
However, facilities ~,~ ~’k ,m
requirements. Because the permittee is
the general permit as little as two days
extension up to 27o ~ta~ ~ to develop
already responsible for conducting the
before they need permit coverage. In
their SWPPP, or t~ ~t~,~ ,m alternate
analysis, there is minimal additional
fact, regulations at 40 CFR 122.28(b)(2)
permit,
on
a
case-bv-~
ase
basis,
burden associated with indicating on
specifically require submittal of an NOI
the NOI form how the analysis was
in order for an operator to be authorized Similarly, facilities can request an
extension up to 270 days if they need to
conducted. Therefore, EPA intends to
under a general permit for discharges of conduct an endangereci species
retain this requirement. The NOI form
storm water associated with industrial
consultation or adverse impact
requires review by the Office of
activity. EPA thus views the
Permittees covered under Management and Budget. Until the new
requirements for the new operator to file investigation.
the current MSGP will continue to be
form is approved, permittees should use
an NOI as little as two days prior to the
covered during the next 90 days as long the current form. EPA’s ability to issue
transfer and for the old operator to file
as they meet the conditions set forth in
today’s permit is contingent upon its
an NOT within thirty days after the
the 1995 MSGP.
compliance
with ESA and NFIPA; thus,
transfer to be less burdensome than the
provisions related to those statutes is
thirty day advance notice and written
Section 2.2 Contents of Notice of
part and parcel of today’s permitting
agreements that would otherwise be
Intent (NOI)
action.
required under the permit transfer
Comment a: Clarify how to complete
Comment b: Commenters supported
requirements of 40 CFR 122.61.
the NOI form in situations where an
EPA’s proposal to allow facilities to
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submit NOIs, notices of termination,
and discharge monitoring reports
electronically. However, they cautioned
that EPA continue to allow hard copy
filing since not all permittees have
internet access,
Response b: The final permit retains
the requirement of paper filing for NOIs,
NOTs, and DMRs. While EPA believes
that electronic filing will be
incorporated as an option in the future,
it is currently not available,
Section 3.3 Compliance with Water
Quality Standards
NPDES regulations at 40 CFR
122.44(d)(1)(i) require that the MSGP
ensure compliance with State water
quality standards for all discharges
which "will cause, have the reasonable
potential to cause, or contribute" to an
exceedance of a State standard. With the
wide variety of facilities to be permitted
under the MSGP, EPA believes that
reasonable potential to cause or
contribute to exceedances of water
quality standards is likely to exist at
least for some facilities. Therefore the
MSGP must include appropriate
provisions to ensure compliance with
State standards. For general permits,
EPA’s guidance document entitled
"General Permit Program Guidance"
(February, 1988) suggests an overall
narrative statement requiring
compliance with State standards to
address the fact that the permit will
cover a wide variety of facilities subject
to different standards depending on
their location. Part 3.3 of the proposed
MSGP included a narrative statement in
accordance with this guidance to ensure
compliance with 40 CFR 122.44(d)(1)(i).
Part 1.2.3.5 of the proposed MSGP also
included an exclusion from permit
coverage for facilities which EPA has
determined may cause or contribute to
violations of State standards,
Commenters raised a number of
concerns regarding the provisions of the
proposed MSGP related to compliance
with State standards. However, after
review of the comments, EPA believes
that the provisions of the proposed
MSGP were appropriate and these
provisions have been retained in the
final MSGP. Following below are EPA
responses to the specific issues raised
by the commenters:
Lack of Coverage for Facilities With
Reasonable Potential
Comment a: A commenter was
puzzled by the exclusion from coverage
in Part 1.2.3.5 of the proposed MSGP
and requested additional explanation,
Response a: EPA believes that
facilities which are shown to cause, or
have the reasonable potential to cause or
contribute to exceedances of State

standards may be more appropriately
standards. When a discharge is shown
permitted under individual permits or a to have reasonable potential, this
separate general permit with alternate
implies that discharges are occurring
permit requirements designed to ensure which would exceed the permit limits
compliance with State standards. This is needed to ensure compliance with State
the basis for the exclusion. Part 1.2.3.5
standards. Since the narrative statement
also provides, however, that MSGP
incorporates all limits needed to ensure
coverage may be available if the control compliance with State standards, the
measures in the storm water pollution
discharges are appropriately
prevention plan (SWPPP) are sufficient
characterized as violations of the
to ensure compliance with State
permit.
standards.
Process for Terminating Coverage Under
Comment b: Part 1.2.3.5 of the
the MSGP
proposed MSGP could prove
burdensome and could lead to permit
Comment e: Several commenters
backlogs depending on the extent of its
expressed concern regarding the process
use.
for terminating coverage under the
Response b: Given the large number of MSGP and ensuring due process for
facilities covered by the MSGP, it is not
dischargers to contest such actions by
practical for EPA to individually review EPA.
the status of all facilities covered by the
Response e: EPA believes that the
MSGP prior to submittal of the NOI.
MSGP does ensure due process for
EPA has developed eligibility criteria
dischargers. Part 9.12 of the MSGP
for coverage under the MSGP-2000
provides that EPA may require an
which should, if applied appropriately
individual permit application from a
by the facility operator, screen out
discharger, or require the discharger to
facilities which have "reasonable
seek coverage under an alternate general
potential" to exceed a state standard. In
permit. If an individual permit
addition, where EPA determines there is application were required, a draft
a "reasonable potential," the Director
permit would be prepared and a full
will require the facility to submit an
opportunity would be provided to the
individual permit or take other
discharger in accordance with 40 CFR
appropriate action.
Part 124 to comment on the draft permit
Comment c: MSGP coverage should
and contest any final determination.
not be allowed until the absence of
Further, any alternate general permit
reasonable potential had been
would provide (in accordance with 40
demonstrated by the discharger.
CFR 122.28(b)(3)(iii)) that the discharger
Response c: As noted above, EPA does could seek coverage under an individual
not believe this is practical for all
permit rather than the alternate general
facilities given the large number of
permit. Such a request would also be
dischargers covered by the permit,
processed in accordance with the
Moreover, as discussed in EPA’s
procedures at 40 CFR Part 124.
"Interim Permitting Policy for Water
Comment f: A number of commenters
Quality-Based Effluent Limitations in
also asked whether a notice of violation
Storm Water Permits" (61 FR 43761,
of Part 3.3 of the MSGP for violations of
November 26, 1996)~ there will likely be State water quality standards would be
circumstances where inadequate
in writing.
information is available to perform the
Response f: Dischargers would be
reasonable potential analysis,
notified in writing by EPA of any
violation of Part 3.3.
Are Discharges with Reasonable
Potential a Permit Violation?
Permit as a Shield Concerns
Comment d: Several commenters
Comment g: Section 402(k) of the
objected to Part 3.3 o~" the proposed
Clean Water Act shields permittees from
MSGP which indicated that discharges
the requirements of Part 3.3 of the
which have occurred would be
MSGP to comply with water quality
violations of the MSGP if they are later
standards.
shown to have the reasonable potential
Response g: EPA disagrees with the
to cause or contribute to exceedances of commenters on this matter. Section
State standards.
402(k) provides that compliance with an
Response d: EPA believes that such
NPDES permit is considered to be
discharges are appropriately
compliance, for purposes of section 309
characterized by the MSGP as
and 505 enforcement, with sections 301.
violations. The narrative statement in
302,306,307 and 403 of the Clean
the MSGP requiring compliance with
Water Act. However, the violations
water quality standards in effect
which are envisioned by Part 3.3 of the
incorporates into the permit all numeric MSGP would be violations of an NPDES
effluent limitations which are necessary permit itself, i.e., the water qualityto ensure compliance with State
based effluent limitations which are
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the narrative statement. Section 402(k)
does not provide a shield for such
violations.

Can a Reasonable Potential Analysis
Occur at Any Time During the Permit
Term?

Comment l: Part 3.3 of the MSGP
Concerns about Applying State Water
should not require a reasonable
Quality Standards to Storm Water
potential analysis at any time during the
term of the permit.
Comment h: Water quality standards
Response 1: The information to
cannot apply to storm water discharges
support a reasonable potential
since special wet weather standards
determination would be based on
have not been developed to address
additional information that becomes
episodic events,
available concerning a particular
Response h: EPA disagrees that State
discharge (from monitoring results, for
water quality standards cannot apply in
example). As such, the permit
the absence of special wet weather
appropriately provides that a reasonable
standards. Section 402(p)(3)(A) of the
potential analysis (possibly leading to
Clean Water Act specifically requires
an individual permit or separate general
that industrial storm water dischargers
permit) may be required at such a time.
comply with State water quality
Comment m: Discharges of a pollutant
standards. EPA has recognized,
which
increase during the term of the
however, the difficulties in developing
permit should not be considered a
appropriate water quality-based effluent
permit violation,
limitations for storm water discharges,
Response m: EPA disagrees with the
In response to concerns such as those
raised by the commenter, EPA has
commenter on this issue. The narrative
developed an "Interim Permitting Policy statement in Part 3.3 of the MSGP
requires that dischargers comply with
for Water Quality-Based Effluent
Limitations in Storm Water Permits’ (61 all State water quality standards
throughout the term of the permit,
FR 43761, November 26, 1996). Where
Dischargers must ensure that, if there
numeric water quality-based effluent
are increases in the discharges of a
limitations are infeasible (due for
particular pollutant, the increases are
example to inadequate information on
not sufficient to cause or contribute to
which to base the limitations), best
exceedances of water quality standards,
management practices (BMPs) such as
those in the SWPPP would serve as the
Questions Regarding the Benchmark
water quality-based effluent limitations. Concentrations
Comment i: Clarify whether mixing
Comment n: Part 3.3 of the proposed
zones would apply to the storm water
MSGP would undermine EPA’s use of
discharges.
the benchmark values in the MSGP.
Response i: Mixing zones would
Response n: EPA disagrees with the
apply to the extent that State water
commenters in this regard. The
quality standards provide for their use.
benchmark values are concentrations
Required Actions if Violations of
which are used to evaluate whether a
Standards Occur
generally effective SWPPP is being
implemented. The SWPPP is required to
Comment j: A commenter was unclear ensure compliance with the technologyconcerning the modifications of the
based discharge requirements of the
SWPPP that would be required by Part
Clean Water Act. Exceedance of a
3.3 of the MSGP if violations of State
benchmark value is not a permit
water quality standards occur,
violation. However. if a permittee
complies with the beuchmarks, the
Response j: The SWPPP must be
modified to include additional BMPs to permittee is eligible l’or the monitoring
waiver in year 4 of the term of the
the extent necessary to prevent future
permit and this provides an incentive to
violations,
implement an effective SWPPP. Part 3.3
Comment k: Clarify who would
of the MSGP is required to ensure
determine the additional control
measures that would be required by Part compliance with the water qualitybased requirements of the Clean Water
3.3 of the MSGP.
Act, which are in addition to the
Response k: The discharger would at
technology-based requirements. Part 3.3
least initially be responsible for
of the MSGP does not undermine the
determining the additional control
benchmarks. Part 3.3 is simply a
measures. However, Part 4.10 of the
separate requirement of the Clean Water
MSGP also provides that EPA may
Act which must be included in the
require modifications of the SWPPP if it permit in addition to the technologyproves to be inadequate,
based requirements,
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General Comment on Water Quality
Standards Requirements
Comment o: One commenter lodged a
general objection to Part 3.3 of the
proposed MSGP, but did not elaborate
on specific concerns.
Response o: As discussed above, EPA
believes that Part 3.3 is appropriate and
necessary to ensure compliance with
State water quality standards. As such,
Part 3.3 was retained in the final MSGP.
Section 4.1 Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements
Comment a: EPA should not measure
progress solely on the number of BMPs
applied.
Response a: As stated, EPA’s
intention in requiring the
comprehensive site compliance
evaluation is to determine the
effectiveness of BMPs in use at the site,
and to assess compliance with the terms
and conditions of the permit. Additional
new BMPs are not prescribed as part of
this requirement; the options to include
BMPs to replace those which are not
working appropriately, or to augment
existing BMPs to ensure better
performance, rests solely with the
facility operator, based on the findings
of the compliance evaluation.
Comment b: Clarify the frequency of
training required.
Response b: Some industrial sectors
covered by this permit are required to
provide training at least once per year.
In other sectors, it is left to the
discretion of the operator. EPA’s fact
sheet recommends that facilities
conduct employee training annually at a
minimum, and acknowledges that, for
some facilities, a more frequent training
schedule may be appropriate to ensure
that personnel at all levels of
responsibility are informed of the
components and goals of the site’s
SWPPP.
Comment c: Clarify the term "locally
available."
Response c: EPA intends the term
"locally available" to mean a facility
office which need not actually be
located on-site, but co-located with
other facility operations. It is not
necessary for a permittee to maintain a
local presence near an unstaffed site for
the purposes of maintaining availability~
of the SWPPP.
Comment d: Fourteen days is an
unrealistic timeframe for modifying a
SWPPP in response to a discharge of a
reportable quantity of oil.
Response d: EPA does not consider
the requirement to revise the SWPPP
within 14 days after a discharge of a
reportable quantity of oil to be
unrealistic. Changes to accommodate a
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description of the release, date and
circumstances of the release, as well as
a description of the actions taken to
address the problem and any necessary
changes to the BMPs to prevent future
releases are inherently necessary to
prevent water quality degradation,
Comment e: It is standard practice to
keep a copy of their SWPPPs with their
permit and, therefore, there is no
objection to this requirement,
Response e: EPA acknowledges that
many industrial facilities already keep a
copy of the storm water permit with
their SWPPP, and tb.e Agency is
formalizing that practice as a
requirement of the permit for all
facilities,
Section 4.2 Contents of Plan
Comment a: A commenter believed
EPA was requiring velocity dissipation
devices to minimize erosion due to flow
velocity,
Response a: EPA’s intention is to
require facilities to evaluate the need for
velocity dissipation devices where it is
necessary to minimize erosion due to
flow velocity. Facilities should use their
best judgment when considering if
velocity dissipation devices are needed,
The language in the permit has been
clarified,
Comment b: Specify a set of minimum
management practices for coverage
under the permit.
Response b: Due to the variety of
industries covered by the Multi-Sector
General Permit, there is no "minimum"
list of best management practices that
would suitably address the multiple
situations found at different industrial
sites. EPA considers it sufficient to
outline minimum criteria that each
facility operator must consider to
minimize discharges from their
property, and allow facility operators to
identify and implement BMPs that are
appropriate for their site.
Comment c: Do not require the
SWPPP Io identify, oil spills or leaks
below reportable quantities. Only those
sites that have not been cleaned up to
appropriate levels should be included in
the site description and shown on the
site map.
Comment d: EPA has not changed the
basic intent of this permit requirement:
a facility must keep a record of
significant spills or leaks of both
hazardous substances or oil and, for
releases in excess of reportable
quantities under 40 CFR Parts 117 or
302, revise its pollution prevention plan
as necessary to prevent the reoccurrence
of such releases. A spill or leak may not
meet the threshold of a "reportable
quantity" but may still be sufficiently
significant to cause water quality

impairment, and therefore should be
acknowledged and mitigated by the
permittee. EPA does not intend that
"reportable quantity" defines the
minimum amount of a substance which
should be appropriately managed. In
regards to including previous spill and/
or leak areas in the site map and
associated descriptions, the Agency
views the inclusion of all areas where
spills have occurred over the last three
years from the date of NOI submittal as
important information which may be
useful in assessing future risks,
Comment d: The provision
prohibiting discharge of "solid
materials" is too broad and should be
eliminated.
Response d: EPA intends the
reference to "solid materials, including
floating debris" and "Off-site tracking of
raw, final, or waste materials or
sediment, and the generation of dust" as
having the generally accepted plain
language meanings, and that facility
operators should use their best
professional judgment in applying this
requirement to their discharge. The
reference is not necessarily meant to
apply in particular to suspended soil.
EPA has purposefully allowed for
reasonable flexibility in allowing each
facility to determine whether "solid
materials," "floating debris" and/or
"dust" are a component of their storm
water discharge. The Agency
acknowledges that many areas have
state or local ordinances prohibiting the
off-site tracking and generation of dust;
therefore, this requirement does not
pose a hardship on facility operators,
While not prohibiting the discharge of
waters containing soils, the permit still
requires that discharges must comply
with state/local water quality standards,
Comment e: The requirement for
"routine inspections" and "records of
inspections" are too broad,
Response e: EPA acknowledges that
most industrial facilities conduct
regular inspections of plant conditions,
As discussed in Part 4.2.7.1.5 of the
permit, facility operators [nust explicitly
outline in the SWPPP the frequency of
regular inspections at their facility
which will incorporate inspections of
industrial activities or materials that are
exposed to storm water. Records of
these specific storm water inspections,
along with records of any followup
actions taken as a result of these
inspections, must be kept with the
SWPPP. This facility-specific schedule
of periodic inspections is what EPA is
referring to as "routine facility
inspections."
Comment f: An evaluation of
groundwater impacts or concerns is

beyond the scope of a stormwater
pollution prevention plan.
Response f: In some cases,
groundwater beneath a facility may be
hydrologically connected to surface
waters. EPA’s intent for including an
evaluation of impacts to groundwater
when considering appropriate BMPs is
to ensure that facility operators are fully
cognizant of the hydrology of their area,
and have evaluated any appropriate
BMPs in the event that such a situation
exists for their property. If there are no
possible impacts to groundwater, this
fact should be acknowledged in the
SWPPP.
Section 4.4
Discharges

Non-Storm Water

Comment a: Include swimming pool
discharges as an allowable storm water
discharge.
Response a: EPA does not include
swimming pool discharge as an
allowable non-storm water discharge in
the Multi-Sector General Permit, as this
is a general permit to cover storm water
discharges from industrial activity. The
Agency is unclear as to how many
industrial facilities have swimming
pools that would necessitate this
specific exemption. The inclusion of
nonchlorinated swimming pool
discharges as an allowable non-storm
water discharge will be better suited to
the upcoming EPA Small Multiple
Separate Storm Sewer General Permit,
which will be available by December
2002.
Comment b: The permit should allow
for case-by-case determinations for
inclusion of de minimus non
stormwater sources.
Response b: By its very nature, a
general permit is meant to cover many
similar discharges from a variety of
similar sources. Case-by-case
determinations for de minimus nonstormwater discharges would be
extremely time-intensive, and it is not
possible to provide for such individual
determinations in the context of a
general permit. Specific examples of de
minimus discharges were not provided
by the commenter; therefore, the Agency
is not inclined to include such a
provision at this time.
Comment c: Delete "drinking fountain
water:" from Section 1.2.2.2.3 and cite
only "potable water including water
line flushings."
Response c: EPA agrees with the
issues presented by the commenter, and
that the term "drinking fountain water,"
in itself, is imprecise. Both the draft
MSGP fact sheet and permit specifically
authorize potable water as an allowable
non-storm water discharge. The
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address deficiencies within 14 days is a
reasonable timeffame in which to
address changes administratively;
additional time is provided to actually
put those revisions into place.
Comment d: The SWPPP must be
completed and in place prior to
issuance of the permit,
Response d: Part 4.1 of the permit
states that a SWPPP must be prepared
for the facility before submitting a
Notice of Intent for permit coverage.
EPA’s issuance of the MSGP-2000 does
not automatically confer coverage to
permittees; therefore, EPA feels the
requirement that a site-specific SWPPP
be in place for the facility operations
prior to seeking coverage by way of the
submittal of a NOI is sufficient to
prevent environmental degradation,

operator’s concerns about having
members of the public at their site and
Section 4.7 Copy of Permit
the need of the public to understand
Requirements
potential impacts on their environment.
EPA does not receive SWPPPs routinely,
Comment: Recommend electronic
and, therefore, cannot make them
website access in lieu of paper copy of
available at its offices or provide them
permit,
to local government offices. As with the
Response: The new requirement that
previous MSGP, members of the public
a hard copy of the Multi-Sector General
have the option of contacting the NOI
Permit be kept with a facility’s Stgrm
Center or the Regional EPA Storm Water
Water Pollution Prevention Plan is
intended to ensure that the permit
Coordinators directly to inquire about a
facility’s permit status.
requirements are easily and readily
available to all facility staff who are or
EPA does not intend to require public
may be responsible for implementing
comment on SWPPPs, nor require
the provisions of the permit. Internet
public hearings, because SWPPPs are
access may not be available to staff in
intended to be modified as necessary to
all situations; therefore, for ease of
address changes at the facility or when
reference, EPA is requiring that at least
periodic inspections indicate that a
one copy of the permit be retained along
portion of the SWPPP is proving to be
Section
4.12
Additional
Requirement:
with the SWPPP. The sections referring
ineffective. Requirements for public
EPCRA
Section
313
Reporting
to EPA’s acceptance of the electronic
comment and public hearings would
medium is contingent, in both cases
Comment: Many commenters
delay needed modifications to, not to
cited by the commenter, upon the future supported removal of EPCRA Section
mention development of, the SWPPP, be
viability of electronic submittal of NOIs
313 reporting requirements from the
burdensome and serve as disincentives
and DMRs to the Agency.
permit. Two commenters objected to
to plan updates.
identifying areas with pollutants that
At any time the Agency can conclude
Section 4.9 Timeline
must be reported under EPCRA Section
that a facility is no longer eligible for
Comment a: The fact sheet and permit 313 and to develop appropriate storm
need to provide consistent timeframes
coverage under a general permit and
water controls for these areas,
for SWPPP revisions.
require the facility to apply for a general
Response: EPA acknowledges the
Response a: The fact sheet and permit general support for revisions to this
permit. In that event, there would be
language were consistent on revising the section. The intent of these
significant opportunity for public input
SWPPP within 14 days of the site
in the decision-making process.
modifications is to eliminate the
evaluation, but were somewhat
redundant requirements of the existing
Comment b: The following should be
confusing on how long the permittee
MSGP for permittees subject to
available
in paper copy and on the web:
had to implement the revisions. To
reporting requirements under Section
NOI, SWPPP, and "no exposure"
clarify this time period, EPA has revised 313 of EPCRA, which includes the 20*
certification.
Part 4.9.3 of the permit to state: "If
categories of Toxic Release Inventory
Response b: EPA has found that
existing BMPs need to be modified or if chemicals. The Agency believes that the
having
a central location for processing
additional BMPs are necessary,
MSGP-2000 places no additional
NOIs is an efficient and effective way of
implementation must be completed
burden on facility operators with TRI
before the next anticipated storm event, chemicals. Identification of EPCRA 313 managing the tremendous amount of
or not more than 12 weeks after
chemicals in the SWPPP acknowledges data which the Storm Water program
generates. Very shortly, members of the
completion of the comprehensive site
that these chemicals are pollutants of
public will be able to access information
evaluation."
concern. Facilities with any of these
from the NOI database online. The NOI
Comment b: Thirty days to correct
pollutants need to develop appropriate
deficiencies in the SWPPP following
database contains facility information,
storm water controls to contain them.
notification by the Director is
including the type of industrial activity
As noted in the fact sheet, EPA believes
insufficient,
taking place, facility contact
these concerns have b~.’n addressed
Response b: EPA intends for
information, and receiving water body
through existing stdtt, and l~ederal
corrections to the Storm Water Pollution requirements which ~:,m be referenced
information. Also available online will
Prevention Plan to be accomplished in
be information on facilities that have
in the SWPPP.
a timely manner, particularly when
submitted "no exposure certifications."
Section 4.I3 Public Availability for
deficiencies are identified formally by
Regarding SWPPPs, EPA does not
Review
the Director. The Agency feels that
receive them routinely and, therefore,
thirty days, as outlined in the existing
Comment a: The public should be
cannot make them available on-line.
permit language, is a reasonable amount able to obtain access to and comment
EPA has, in response to this comment,
of time for such changes to be made; if
upon a SWPPP and "no exposure"
included a provision in the final permit
revisions are significant, the permittee
claim before they are finalized,
requiring facility operators to make a
may request, and the Director can
Response a: EPA has, in response to
hard copy of their SWPPP available to
provide, additional time for revisions to this comment, included a provision in
the public when requested in writing.
be accomplished,
the final permit requiring facility
EPA believes this requirement is an
Comment c: Fourteen days to modify
operators to make a hard copy of their
acceptable compromise between the
a SWPPP is insufficient.
SV~PPP available to the public when
facility operator’s concerns about having
Response c: The Agency feels that
requested in writing. EPA believes this
members of the public at their site and
revising the Storm Water Pollution
requirement is an acceptable
the need of the public to understand
Prevention Plan appropriately to
compromise between the facility
potential impacts on their environment.
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Section 5.1 Types of Monitoring
Requirements and Limitations

are adequate, and that additional
waivers are not needed. With regard to
problems facilities encounter when
monitoring their storm water discharges,
such as difficult logistical conditions,
access to discharge locations or
impractical sample collection at large
facilities, EPA recommends permittees
review the "NPDES Storm Water
Sampling Guidance Document" which
suggest solutions to these sampling
problems.

contained, and is not discharged. Thus,
site inventories and BAT practices
Comment a: A commenter requested
discussed in these parts are not relevant
language clarification for the first
except in areas where they affect storm
paragraph under Part 5.1, Quarterly
water discharges authorized by the
Visual Monitoring.
MSGP. Parts 6.F.3.2 and 6.F.3.3 should
Response a: Quarterly visual
be clarified (similarly to Part 6.F.3.1)
monitoring is required for all permittees
with a statement that these activities are
covered under the MSGP. The visual
required only in areas where such
inspection must cover all outfalls at the
activities could result in a discharge of
facility from which there are storm
pollutants to waters of the United
water discharges associated with
States.
industrial activity.
Response b: One of the underlying
Section
6.E
Sector
E--Glass,
Clay,
Comment b: A commenter indicated
Cement, Concrete and Gypsum Products premises of the MSGP is that if there is
that Part 5.1.1.4 was clear regarding the
a potential for contact between storm
Comment a: Separate the concrete
visual monitoring waiver for inactive
water and environmental contaminants,
pipe manufacturing ~rom the cement,
and unstaffed sites. However, it was
then the facility should apply for
ready mixed and concrete block
coverage under the MSGP. If there is no
unclear if a similar waiver for
manufacturing sector,
potential for contact, the facility may be
benchmark monitoring applies to
Response a: Based on the
able to submit a "no exposure"
inactiVeResponseandb:UnstaffedEPA hasSiteS’clarified in Part
characterization of the concrete pipe
certification form, and not be required
5 that a permittee may exercise a waiver manufacturing industry and the cement, to obtain permit coverage. Where there
ready mixed and concrete block
is a potential for contact between storm
for benchmark monitoring at unstaffed
manufacturing industry, EPA has
water and industrial activities and/or
and inactive sites.
determined that the two industries are
materials, then the operator needs to
Section 5.3 General Monitoring
similar and, thus, has retained the
obtain permit coverage and take
Waivers
industrial sectors as described in the
appropriate measures to mitigate the
1995 permit,
discharge of pollutants.
Comment a: Commenters supported
Comment b: Section 6.E.3.1 of the
Comment c: Part 6.F.3.4 includes a
the adverse sampling condition waiver,
draft permit was not reflective of the
requirement for inspections performed
as long as the permittee doubles
September 30, 1998 modification,
under the 2000-MSGP to, among other
sampling during the next event or
Response b: The commenter is
things, evaluate air pollution control
eliminates the substitute sampling
correct. The final permit has been
equipment. This activity does not
requirement for areas with extended
changed to reflect the September 30,
belong under the MSGP. It is a Clean Air
frozen conditions,
1998 modification which removed the
Act requirement and an activity
Response a: EPA has decided to keep
limitations of coverage for various
performed under each facility’s Clean
this temporary waiver, since the main
industries. Paragraph 6.E.3 has been
Air Act permit. Such inspections under
purpose of this specific waiver is to
removed and the remaining paragraphs the MSGP are redundant, inappropriate
allow the permittees the opportunity to
have been renumbered accordingly,
and extend EPA’s CWA authority into
take samples under no adverse nor
threatening weather conditions.
Section 6.F Sector F--Primary Metals the CAA. Inspections of air pollution
control equipment should not be a
Comment b: Allow permittees to
Comment a: Do not propose any new
component of any SWPPP or
waive benchmark monitoring in years 2 BMPs for the steel industry in the
compliance certification under the
and 4 of the MSGP-2000 with the result MSGP-2000.
CWA.
of the 1995-MSGP; waive difficult
Response a: Similarly to the 1995
Response c: EPA understands why
logistical conditions or location access
MSGP, the MSGP-2000 prefers the
inspection requirements which
"
similar to those for unstaffed/inactive
implementation of structural and nonroutinely fall under the purview of one
facilities; and impractical sample
structural BMPs for stormwater
environmental program (in this case the
collection at large facilities,
management from Primarv Metals
Air Program) would appear
Response b: Under Section 402 of the facilities. It is up to the in’dividual
inappropriate under another
CWA, EPA is required to issue permits
operators to decide ~h, h BMPs most
environmental program (in this case the
which apply and ensure compliance
effectively meet [he~t ~w~,d~ This does
Water Program). However, if one looks
with any applicable requirements of
not preclude the u~. ~t ,,dd,~ional or
at the potential sources of pollution at
sections 301,302,306, 307, and 403.
new technologies ~h~uld they be found primary metals facilities, one will soon
Since these permits are issued with
to be more effective m any given
discover that one of the principal
fixed terms not exceeding five (5) years, application.
"
sources of contamination is from the air
EPA needs to ensure that permittees
Comment b: The BMPs provided at
pollution control devices. The purpose
continue to comply with applicable
Parts 6.F.3.2 and 6.F.3.3 omit the most
of the storm water regulations is to keep
requirements. EPA believes that
obvious qualifier, which is that
storm water from coming into contact
benchmark monitoring is not overly
inventories of exposed material and
with any contaminants, regardless of the
burdensome and provides useful
housekeeping should be mandated by
environmental media from which it
information to the permittee and the
the MSGP only where the exposed
arose. If inspections are routinely
Agency. Therefore, EPA will require
materials have a potential to contact
conducted at a facility pursuant to one
permittees covered under the reissued
storm water that is discharged from a
environmental statute, that same
MSGP to ensure continued compliance
point source to a water of the United
inspection will generally be accepted by
with permit conditions and
States. In many cases, the types of
another program. For example, if the
requirements. In addition, EPA has
materials and activities discussed in the facility routinely inspects its air
determined that the general monitoring above referenced parts occur in areas
pollution control devices as a
waivers provided in the previous permit where precipitation is collected and
requirement of its CAA permit, that
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same inspection, with the possibility of
a few additional observations, e.g., to
see if there is any evidence of run off,
should also be accepted as part of the
SWPPP. The SWPPP can cross reference
inspection protocols for the CAA
permit. Thus, EPA does not agree with
the commenter that these requirements
are either redundant, inappropriate or
extend EPA authority,
Section 6.G. Sector G --Metal Mining
(Ore Mining and Dressing)
Comment a: Include Table G-4,
published in the August 7, 1998
modifications, in MSGP-2000. Also,
table titles in this section are confusing
since they appear to imply that effluent
guideline limitations apply to waste
rock and overburden piles,
Response a: We have included the
revised table G-4 from the August 7,
1998 modification in the fact sheet for
today’s permit. The titles of tables G-1
and G-2 are consistent with the titles in
the other sectors of the final permit. All
monitoring tables in Part 6 of the permit
are titled "SECTOR-SPECIFIC
NUMERIC LIMITATIONS AND
BENCHMARK MONITORING." The
Agency doesn’t not believe that this title
is misleading because each table
contains a column labeled "Numeric
Limitation" which either contains a
numerical value or is blank. For those
Sectors where there are no values listed
in the numeric limitation column it is
clear that numeric limitations do not
apply. EPA recognizes that benchmark
concentrations are not effluent
limitations and is provided specific
language in the permit to that effect,
Comment b: The commenter opposes
EPA’s disallowance of sampling waivers
from monitoring requirements for waste
rock and overburden piles. Another
commenter argued that another waiver
based on "not present or no exposure"
had also been deleted. A third
commenter noted that monitoring
requirements were also inconsistent
with the 1998 permit modifications.
Response b: The restriction on
sampling waivers was not intended to
exclude the "Adverse Climatic
Conditions Waiver" in Part 5.3.1 of the
permit. The final permit has been
revised to correct this error. Also, Part
6.G.7.2 has been modified to reflect that
the monitoring requirements only apply
to discharges from active ore mining
and dressing facilities and that these
requirements remain unchanged from
the 1998 permit modification. The
second waiver in Part 5.3 which is
based on "not present or no exposure"
was not part of the August 1998 notice,
and was not intended for sector G
facilities,
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Comment c: The limitation on
NMA. However, in making the changes
coverage for adit drainage and
and converting to a more "readable"
contaminated springs or seeps should be format some unintended errors
modified to exclude only those that do
occurred. The revisions to the
not result from precipitation events. The monitoring requirements have been
proposed Certification of Discharge
made so the final permit language is
language is confusing since it implies an consistent with the 1998 Federal
obligation for testing or evaluation of
Register publication (63 FR 42534, Aug
mining-related discharges that are
7, 1998).
composed entirely of non-storm water
Comment g: Delete the phrase
covered by an NPDES permit.
"directly or indirectly" from coverage of
Response c: Adit drainage and
"storm water discharges that have come
contaminated springs and seeps are
into contact (directly or indirectly) with
discharges that originate below the
any overburden, raw material,
surface of the ground. Often they
intermediate product* * *" since it is
discharge during dry periods and, while inconsistent with prior versions of the
in some instances these flows may
permit.
increase in response to a storm event,
Response g: The storm water
they may continue to flow well after the
regulations (Section 122.25(b)(14)(iii))
precipitation has ended. Therefore, EPA require permit coverage for "facilities
has determined that the restriction (i,e.,
that discharge storm water
prohibitionl for MSGP coverage of
contaminated by contact with or that
discharges from adit drainage,
has come into contact with, any
contaminated springs and seeps should
overburden, raw material, intermediate
remain as proposed,
products* * *" When revisions were
The "Certification of Discharge
made to the draft MSGP 2000 language
Testing" language has been modified to to make the permit more "readable,"
clarify that certification must be
some of the words were changed. In
provided to show that any miningorder to be consistent with the storm
related discharge has been "tested or
water regulations, the permit language
evaluated for the presence of non-storm has been revised. The words "come into
water discharges." Additional wording
contact (directly or indirectly)" have
has been added to Part 6.G.6.1.6.6 to
been deleted and replaced with
make it consistent with the language in "contaminated by contact or that has
the 1995 MSGP.
come into contact."
Comment d: Provide guidance in
Comment h: EPA was incorrect in
Section 6.G.6.1.6.6 on what type of test
stating that all facilities permitted in
should be performed,
this sector are "no discharge" facilities.
Response d: The language has been
Response h: The monitoring
modified to allow for a certification
discussion in the Fact Sheet to the
based on "tested or evaluated"
permit is a summary of the data
information. Additional wording has
available at the time the draft permit
was published for public comment. The
been added to Part 6.G.6.1.6.6 to make
it consistent with the language in the
main focus of the summary was on data
1995 MSGP.
from the second year of permit coverage.
Comment e: The definition of
Of those sector G facilities that
"reclamation phase" is inconsistent
submitted information in year 2 of the
with most state programs,
permit none of them reported a
Response e: The definition of the
discharge. The 1998 MSGP modification
three general phases of mining was
which reflected the settlement with
taken from the fact sheet to the 1995
NMA and added monitoring
MSGP. The intent was to recognize that
requirements for sector G was much
"mining" is comprised of several
later in the permit term. The final fact
distinct activities, not to set a standard
sheet language has been changed to
for each phase. EPA acknowledges that
recognize the later data and discharge
reclamation requirements are typically
status of sector G facilities covered by
set by state programs, and therefore the
the permit.
permit language defining the
Comment i: Water technically
reclamation phase has been modified to qualifying as mine drainage but which
reflect other post-mining land uses.
meets all applicable surface water
Comment f: In reformatting the permit quality standards should be approved
language, EPA introduced new
for use in lieu of fresh water for dust
requirements which are inconsistent
control on roads at mine sites.
with the settlement EPA reached with
Response i: The quality of the mine
NMA in 1998.
drainage can change from source to
Response f: The draft MSGP-2000
source and over time within the same
intended to incorporate all the
mine. The MSGP would need to specify.
requirements from the 1998 notice
a process (e.g., monitoring frequency) to
resulting from the settlement with
ensure that the quality of the mine
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drainage is protective of water quality,
This type of facility specific
considerations and potential monitoring
requirements would be better addressed
under an individual permit issued to the
facility,

mine dewatering discharges from
once per month during periods of
crushed stone, construction sand and
deicing operations.
gravel, and industrial sand mines in
Response: The MSGP-2000 has been
Arizona. For Regions 1, 2, 6, and 10,
clarified to state that compliance
coverage was proposed throughout the
evaluations shall be conducted during a
areas of these regions covered by the
period when deicing activities are likely
MSGP. Expressions of interest in MSGP
to occur (vs. a month when deicing
Sections 6.G and 6.J Construction
coverage for these discharges have been activities would be atypical or during an
Requirements for Sector G---Metal
received for other areas, such as Indian
extended heat wave), not necessarily
Mining and Sector [--Mineral Mining
during an actual storm or when intense
country in Nevada and California.
Comment a: Commenters questioned
deicing activities are occurring. This
Response
b:
For
consistency
with
the
why EPA was requiring coverage under
requirement is not seen as onerous, as
ether regions, coverage for the
a construction general permit for earth
EPA believes that most weather
discharges
has
been
extended
disturbing activities during the
conditions can be reasonably
throughout
the
areas
of
Regions
3,
8
and
"exploration and construction phase" of
anticipated and the evaluation can be
9 covered by the permit, provided the
a mining operation,
planned for. EPA generally agrees that
dischargers
meet
all
other
permit
Response a: This requirement was
regularly scheduled, monthly
eligibility
requirements,
originally contained in the 1995 MSGP
inspections of deicing areas during the
Fact Sheet for Sector J (it was
Section 6.I Sector I--Oil and Gas
deicing season (e.g., October through
inadvertently not duplicated in the
Extraction
April) are sufficient at airports with
metal and coal mining [Sector G]
Comment: One commenter expressed highly effective, rigorously
sectors). It therefore represents a
implemented SWPPPs. However, if
concern that while refineries were
clarification or technical correction to
unusually large amounts of deicing
covered
under
Sector
I--Oil
and
Gas
the original MSGP. To clarify the
fluids are being applied, spilled or
Extraction, refining was not usually
applicability of the MSGP regarding
discharged, weekly inspections should
considered
"oil
and
gas
extraction"
and
construction activity at metal mining
be conducted and the Director may
the
title
of
Sector
I
could
thus
cause
sites and to make metal mining
specifically require such weekly
refinery operators to overlook permit
requirements consistent with mineral
inspections. In addition, personnel who
conditions
that
could
apply
to
them.
mining provisions (Sector J), Sector G
participate in deicing activities or work
Response: EPA welcomes this
has been modified to indicate that earthin these areas should, as the need arises,
suggestion to make the permit easier to
disturbing activities occurring in the
use
and
the
title
for
Sector
I
has
been
inform
the monthly inspectors of any
"exploration and construction phase" of
changed to "Oil and Gas Extraction and conditions or incidents constituting an
a mining operation must be covered
environmental threat, especially those
Refining" in Table 1-1 and in Part 6.I.
under EPA’s Construction General
needing immediate attention. EPA
Note
however,
that
any
storm
water
at
Permit (63 FR 7858, February 17, 1998)
requires permittees to record, to the best
or under an individual permit if the area a refinery that is subject to storm water
of their ability, the quantity of all
effluent limitation guidelines at 40 CFR
disturbed is one acre or more. Earthdeicing chemicals applied on a monthly
419
is
not
eligible
for
permit
coverage,
disturbing activities during exploration/
basis (not just glycols and urea, e.g.,
construction affecting less than one acre Section 6.R Sector R--Ship and Boat
potassium acetate), as discharges of
must be covered under the MSGP-2000. Building or Repair Yards
large quantities of these chemicals can
If permittees then opt to actively mine
have an adverse impact on receiving
the site they are required to transition to
Comment: One commenter requested
waters. The capability to record usage of
the MSGP-2000 (they should terminate
that the provisions of part 6.R.4.3.1. be
chemicals should not depend on the
clarified
to
note
that
pressure
washing
their coverage under the CGP, but there
type of chemical used. EPA never
is no requirement to do so). This
to remove paint would require a
intended to provide a comprehensive
procedure removes commenters’ "dual- separate NPDES permit,
list of technologies and BMP options for
permit requirement" fear. Once in the
Response: EPA agrees that if pressure
airport operators to consider, nor to
active phase, any subsequent mine
washing occurs to remove paint, the
provide a discussion of the relative
enlargement would be covered under
discharge of that wash water would
merits of each. EPA’s discussion was
the MSGP-2000. All phases of a mining require separate NPDES permit
simply an introduction of the manv
operation must be covered which
coverage. EPA also intends for the
options available and was intende~t to
includes the "reclamation phase." EPA
discharge of wash waters removing
stimulate thought on the variety of
believes the appropriate level of
marine growth to be permitted
BMPs available. EPA intends that storm
environmental protection for initial
separately. The source of the discharge
water personnel use their best
land-disturbing mining activities is a
is not storm water and, as a general rule, professional judgment to select siteconstruction permit. SWPPP
the MSGP only authorizes the discharge appropriate measures for inclusion in
requirements under a construction
of storm water. The non-storm water
their SWPPPs. For a more thorough
permit are more effective for the often
discharges that are authorized by the
source of information on deicing fluid
temporary conditions found during the
MSGP are a specific list found in Part
control and airport deicing operations in
initial phase versus that which would
1.2.2.2. of the permit and the list does
general, stakeholders can check the EPA
be appropriate for a more permanent
not include pressure wash waters,
publication "Preliminary Data
mining operation. Many of the BMPs
Summary, Airport Deicing Operations"
Section
6.S
Sector
S--Air
and other SWPPP requirements of the
at http://www.epa.gov/ost/guide/
Transportation
Construction General Permit could be
airport/index.html.
incorporated in the MSGP-2000
Comment: Commenters had concerns
Section 6.T Sector T--Treatment
SWPPP, thereby minimizing any
regarding the execution of site
duplicative efforts,
compliance evaluations and inspections Works
Comment b: For Sector J for Region 9, of deicing areas. They also requested
Comment: Clarify that treatment
the proposed MSGP only authorized
EPA to limit the inspection obligation to works smaller than 1.0 MGD are not
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defined as industrial activities and,
therefore, are not subject to the permit,
Response: The final permit language
has been modified to be consistent with
the industrial definition of
§ 122.26(b)(14)(ix). The requirements of
Sector T are intended to apply only to
those treatment works with a design
flow of 1.0 MGD or more, or required to
have an approved pretreatment
program,

pertaining to the NPDES program,
a state’s water quality standards
including the procedures for appealing
program. The permittee is responsible
an EPA determination on NPDES
for checking to ensure compliance with
permits. See Amendments to Streomline these provisions. Facility operators can
the National Pollutant Discharge
check with the EPA official listed in this
Elimination System Program
permit to obtain the name of the
Regulations; Round II, 65 Fed. Reg.
appropriate state contact.
30886 (May 15, 2000). Included in the
Section I.A General Opposition to
rule are revisions to the permit appeals
process that replace evidentiary hearing Proposed Changes
procedures with direct appeal to the
Comment: A commenter objected to
Environmental Appeals Board (EAB).
Section 8 Retention of Records
several of the proposed modifications to
The website for the EAB is "http://
the "Limitations on Coverage"
Comment: Clarify the Retention of
www.epa.gov/eab/". The webpage has a provisions in the Proposed MSGP-2000,
Records language,
frequently asked question section,
including the proposed revisions to the
Response: EPA has clarified the
"http://www.epa.gov/eab/eabfaq.htm".
Endangered Species Act requirements
Retention of Records language used in
Questions I through 9 deal with filing
(Section 1.2.3.6), the addition of the
this permit. Part 8.1 states that the
issues, which the commenter can refer
antidegradation provision (Section
permittee will retain, for three (3) years
1.2.3.9), the addition of the impaired
after the permit expires or is terminated, to for instructions on how to proceed in
filing an appeal with EAB. EPA does not waters and TMDL provisions (Section
the SWPPP and all documents/reports
allow automatic transfer from
1.2.3.8), and the addition of the
needed to complete their Notice of
individual permits into other individual compliance with water quality
Intent form. In addition, Part 9.16.2.1
or general permits since EPA needs to
standards provisions in Section 3.3.
addresses the retention of records for
Response: The Agency acknowledges
the permit monitoring requirements for maintain adequate records of permittees
and make periodic evaluations of the
the comment. Justifications for each of
three (3) years from the date of sample,
adequacy of their measures to comply
the positions cited by the commenter
measurement, evaluation or inspection, with permit requirements,
are provided in the fact sheet
or report. Permittees are required to
Comment b: EPA should extend
accompanying the permit. Specific
submit Discharge Monitoring Reports
coverage to facilities wishing to apply
objections to these provisions are
for compliance and/or analytical
after the expiration date of the MSGP
addressed elsewhere in the comment
monitoring,
until the permit is reissued,
response document.
Response b: Where EPA fails to
Section 9 Standard Permit Conditions
Section I.B General Support to
reissue a permit prior to the expiration
Comment a: Several comments were
Proposed Changes
of a previous permit, EPA has the
received on Part 9.12.1 for requiring
authority to administratively extend the
Comment a: Several commenters
coverage under an individual permit or permit for facilities already covered,
supported EPA’s continued use of a
an alternative general permit.
However, EPA does not have the
general NPDES permit for regulating
Commenters suggest that the permittee
authority to provide coverage to "new"
storm water discharges associated with
be allowed to appeal a Director’s
facilities seeking coverage under an
industrial activity. The commenters
decision; provide for determination of
expired permit. This concern is not
indicated that this was an efficient and
non eligibility and semblance of surety
applicable in this instance to the MSGP
effective means for achieving the goals
available by a permittee who
since the MSGP-2000 was issued before of the Clean Water Act.
demonstrates eligibility and compliance the MSGP-1995 expired.
Response a:EPA agrees with the
with the MSGP; and authorize
commenters regarding the
Section 13 Permit Conditions
automatic transfer provided all storm
appropriateness of general permits for
Applicable to Specific States, Indian
water permitting conditions and
the majority of industrial storm water
Country
Lands
obligations are met.
discharges. The issuance of the final
Response a: EPA may modify, revoke
Comment: The Agency should not
MSGP is consistent with these
and reissue, or terminate a permit
require compliance with provisions of
comments.
during its term. Causes for modification, state rules that it cannot specifically
Comment b: A commenter supported
revocation and reissuance, and
identify. For example, EPA requires
the proposal to authorize incidental
termination are set forth in 40 CFR
compliance with state anti-degradation
windblown mist discharges from
§ 122.62 and 122.64. Specific causes
provisions. The Agency provides no
cooling towers as an authorized nonmay include: noncompliance by the
assistance with regard to how a small
storm water discharge under the MSGP.
permittee with any condition of the
business might somehow ascertain what
Response b: These discharges are
permit; failure in the application or
those provisions are, who has them, and included in the final MSGP consistent
during the permit issuance process to
how they might apply to the facility’s
with the recommendation of the
disclose fully all relevant facts;
discharge. See 65 Fed. Reg. at 17021.
commenter.
determination that the permitted
The Agency must specify precisely how
Comment c: A commenter supported
discharge endangers human health or
a company would obtain appropriate
the provision in the proposed MSGP to
the environment and can only be
data and how it should apply that data
allow termination of permit coverage
regulated to acceptable levels by permit to its operations. Without this necessary
based on the "no exposure exemption"
modification or termination; or there is
guidance, this new provision should be (40 CFR 122.26(g)) provided under
a change in any condition that requires
removed from the final permit.
EPA’s Phase II storm water regulations
either a temporary or a permanent
Response: The permit states that
of December 8, 1999 (64 Fed. Reg.
reduction or elimination of any
discharges are not covered if they
68722).
discharges controlled by the permit. In
violate, or contribute to the violation of,
Response c: Although the no exposure
addition, EPA recently published a final a state water quality standard. An antiexemption would be available whether
rule which revises certain regulations
degradation policy is one component of or not it is specifically included in the
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MSGP, EPA has retained the provision
in the final MSGP to highlight its
availability for those facilities which
qualify,
Section I.C Fact Sheet
Comment a: It is imperative that EPA
conduct an environmental justice
analysis for the MSGP to ensure that the
permit is consistent with the goals of
EPA’s Environmental Justice Strategy of
April 3, 1995, the President’s 1994
Executive Order on Environmental
Justice and Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act. The notice of intent (NOI) must
include demographic information. EPA
must seek comments of minority and
low-income communities regarding the
MSGP.
Response a: EPA disagrees with the
commenter that an environmental
justice analysis is necessary prior to the
reissuance of the MSGP. Regarding Title
VI requirements, EPA has recently
proposed guidance (65 Fed. Reg. 39649,
June 27, 2000) for assisting recipients of
Federal funding which administer
environmental programs (such as state
environmental agencies), as well as
guidance for investigating alleged
disparate environmental impacts
stemming from permitting programs
administered by these agencies. The
guidance is also appropriate for EPA
permits, such as the MSGP.
The Title VI guidance encourages
permitting authorities to integrate
environmental justice into their
permitting programs. However, an
environmental justice analysis is not
required for every permit issued by a
state permitting authority or by EPA. No
information was provided by the
commenter that a disparate impact on
minorities would exist as a result of the
MSGP. The MSGP includes numerous
effluent limitations and other conditions
which should be protective of water
quality for all neighborhoods in which
permitted facilities are present. EPA
does intend to integrate environmental
justice considerations explicitly into its
permitting programs as outlined in the
Title VI guidance. However, this will
likely be a longer term process
(extending beyond the time frame for
reissuance of the MSGP) given the many
complexities of the issue,
EPA’s Environmental Justice Strategy
of April 3, 1995 (developed pursuant to
the President’s 1994 Executive Order)
has similar goals as Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act. Again, however, an
environmental justice analysis is not
required for every permit issuance. The
integration of the goals of the
Environmental Justice Strategy into the
NPDES permit program will also take

time given the many complexities of the
environmental justice issue,
EPA is committed to implementing
the Exe~:utive Order on Environmental
Justice. As a practical matter,
environmental justice concerns are
community specific. EPA will work
with a specific community that may
express concerns related to a specific
source or other environmental burdens,
If and when a community raises such
issues, EPA can then consider a proper
course of action. In the case of the
MSGP which will largely permit
existing facilities, EPA will engage the
community that has raised the issue
and, if appropriate, work with the State
and local agencies to address their
concerns. If violations of any applicable
standards are identified, EPA can
pursue possible enforcement actions.
The MSGP also provides that an
alternate general permit could be issued
for any geographic area which may be
identified in the future as subject to
disparate environmental impacts,
EPA has public noticed its intent to
reissue the MSGP and has requested
comments throughout the areas
potentially affected by the permit,
including areas where minority and
low-income communities are present,
EPA believes that its outreach activities
have been sufficient for the permitting
action which was proposed. However,
EPA’s Environmental Justice Strategy
also provides for additional outreach
activities in the future which may
include outreach to minority and lowincome communities specifically
regarding the MSGP.
EPA disagrees that demographic
information should be required with the
NOI. The NOI does include location
information for industrial facilities
seeking coverage under the permit,
Using this information it is possible to
locate facilities covered by the permit
relative to the locations of different
demographic groups. As such. it is not
necessary for the NOI to include
demographic information,
Comment b: A commcnler expressed
concern that some ram-storm water
discharges may be ,nproperly
characterized as slorm water by certain
facilities. The commenter recommended
that EPA carefully review permit
applications and conduct inspections to
ensure that such discharges are treated
as point source discharges and not
covered by the MSGP.
Response b: Point source discharges
would violate the Clean Water Act
unless they are authorized by a separate
NPDES permit. The MSGP also requires
that operators review their facilities for
the presence of unpermitted non-storm
water discharges which are not

authorized by the MSGP. When such
discharges are located, the MSGP
requires that the discharges be
permitted or terminated. This
requirement should minimize the
possibility that inappropriate non-storm
water discharges are discharged under
the MSGP. As recommended by the
commenter, EPA does conduct periodic
inspections of facilities permitted under
the NPDES permit program to evaluate
the compliance status of a facility with
the requirements of the Clean Water
Act, including the presence of any
unpermitted discharges. Although the
permit application for the MSGP (the
notice of intent) does not specifically
address the issue of non-storm water
discharges, EPA believes that the other
requirements of the MSGP, along with
EPA’s inspection program, adequately
address the commenter’s concern.
Section II.A Organization and Clarity
Comment a: Virtually all commenters
supported EPA’s effort to make the
MSGP smaller and easier to understand.
Several comments did express concern
that the reorganization and clarification
of the permit may have resulted in some
substantial changes in permit
requirements that may not have been
identified and explained in the
preamble to the proposed permit. The
issue of whether or not explanation and
guidance contained in the 1995 MSGP
preamble could still be relied upon was
also raised.
Response a: EPA went to great lengths
to make the permit shorter and easier to
understand and believes all substantive
changes were identified and discussed
in the preamble to the proposed permit.
Responses to specific comments on
areas where a commenter felt that
adequate explanation for changes was
not included in the proposal are
provided in responses to that comment.
With regard to the more specific
explanation of sector-specific activities,
etc. in the preamble to the 1995 MSGP,
this information was incorporated by
reference into the proposal of today’s
permit and may still be relied upon to
the extent it does not conflict with the
MSGP-2000 documents or is
superceded by later guidance.
Commenters noted several instances
where EPA unintentionally changed
requirements through the reformatting.
EPA has corrected the permit and
identified these instances throughout
the comment response document.
Comment b: Based on EPA’s use of
incorporation by reference in the
proposed permit’s preamble to avoid
reprinting material from the 1995
MSGP’s preamble, one commenter
expressed concern that the requirement
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in Part 4.7 to have a copy of the final
permit with the Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan would be difficult if the
entire permit was not in a single
package. This commenter also was
concerned that references to multiple
internet sites for more information
would further compound this problem,
The commenter further suggested that a
copy of the permit and relevant
guidance be included with the NOI
"confirmation" letter sent by EPA in
response to a complete NOI. Another
commenter supported making all
relevant information available in a
single document,
Response b: The entire permit,
appropriate addendums, the preamble
"fact sheet," and comment response
summary are being published today in
the Federal Register and will, therefore,
be easily available from several Internet
sites and from Federal Depository
Libraries. The information not repeated
in the proposed permit notice was
primarily background and fact sheet
information from the preamble to the
1995 MSGP. While the preamble and
response to comments sections of the
final permit notice will undoubtedly be
valuable to many permittees, the Part
4.7 requirement to have a copy of the
permit language with the Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan refers only to
the permit language itself, including
addendums. Based on experience with
the previous permit, EPA believes the
benefits of keeping the size and
complexity of the permit to manageable
(i.e., less intimidating, easier to use)
level far outweigh the benefit of making
all supporting and guidance
information, much of which will apply
to only a small portion of potential
permittees, available in a single
document. EPA does expect that for
convenience, many permittees will
simply attach a copy of the entire
Federal Register notice of the final
permit to comply with Part 4.7.
EPA believes the references
throughout the permit and preamble to
various Internet sites is a sensible
alternative to publishing information,
only a small part of which may apply
to any one facility or which will be
changing over time and quickly become
outdated. For example, due to periodic
updates that must be made to the
endangered species list based on new
species being listed or old ones delisted,
the county-species list was not
published with the final permit. This
omission saves tax dollars on
publication, keeps the size of the permit
package down (the current list would
double the size of the permit while any
one facility only needs to look at a page
or so of information), and avoids the
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inadvertent use of an outdated species
list that could result not only in failure
to consider potential adverse effects on
an endangered species, but also negate
a discharger’s permit coverage. EPA
relies heavily on electronic distribution
of documents and guidance, but will be
able to provide hard copy or telephonebased information to those who have no
access to the Internet or Federal
Depository Libraries.
As noted above, the complete permit
has been printed and EPA intends to
make guidance available, primarily
through the Internet. The suggestion to
include a copy of the permit and
guidance with the NOI "confirmation"
letter is impractical since most of this
information would have been necessary
to develop the Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan that must be developed
before the NOI can be submitted.

including any comment by the Council.
The obligations established under § 106
are placed upon the agency, not on the
permittee.
Response a: EPA agrees and
acknowledges that NHPA Section 106
imposes obligations only on federal
agencies and not on third parties. EPA’s
action in issuing permits, however,
triggers NHPA Section 106. In order to
issue a general permit, EPA included
historic preservation-related application
and eligibility provisions in order to
ensure that it could "filter" out
permitting activities that might
otherwise trigger advanced procedures
under NHPA Section 106. Section
llO(k) of the Act prohibits a Federal
agency from granting a loan, loan
guarantee, permit, license or other
assistance to an applicant who intends
to avoid requirements of section 106 (64
FR 95 May 18, 1999). To meet this
Section IIl Geographic Coverage of
Proposed MSGP
responsibility, EPA requires the
applicant to do one of the following:
Comment: Several commenters and
Determine that historic properties are
attendees of meetings on the proposed
not in the path of permit activities, (2)
permit identified an inconsistency
determine that permit activities have no
between Part 63.3 of the permit, where
impact on historic properties, or (3) the
mine dewatering discharges from
construction sand and gravel, industrial permittee reaches agreement with
appropriate authorities on measures to
sand, and crushed stone mines were
mitigate or prevent adverse effects.
apparently eligible only in Arizona and
Thus, it is quite possible for facilities
both the previous permit and the
having an impact on historic properties
preamble to the proposed MSGP-2000
where such discharges were also eligible to be covered by the MSGP.
Authorization to discharge under the
in all of the permits for Region 1, 2, 6,
MSGP is a privilege, not a right, which
and 10. One commenter referred to
carries with it certain procedural and
pages 17025 and 17034 of the preamble
timing advantages for the permittee.
to the proposed permit in support of
their belief that the proposed permit had Therefore, it is incumbent upon the
permittee, not EPA, to conduct whatever
been intended to provide coverage in
investigations and consultations are
Regions 1, 2, 6, and 10 and in Arizona.
necessary consistent with EPA’s
Response: The typographical error in
obligation to satisfy NHPA provisions.
Part 63.3 has been corrected. As
Comment b: The notice states that the
supported by item 4 on page 17025 and
provisions in Part 1.2.3.7, are "likely to
item 2 on page 17034 of the Federal
change as a result of consultations"
Register notice of the proposed permit
under the NHPA. The procedures set
(65 FR 17025 and 17034), coverage for
forth in Addendum B are described as
mine dewatering discharges from
construction sand ,lnd gravel, industrial being "models" of what the NHPA
guidance "may look like." These
sand. and crushed ~t.m. mines in not
provisions are critical for permittees to
only Arizona, bul ~lso R~’g~ons 1.2, 6,
determine their eligibility for coverage
and 10 was intended
under MSGP-2000, and any substantive
Section V.A Historic Preservation
changes in these areas should be subject
Comment a: It would be more in
to review and comment by the regulated
keeping with balancing the agency’s
community before they are adopted.
CWA mandate and NHPA obligation to
Response b: There are no changes to
not preclude general permit coverage for these provisions as a result of NHPA
those discharges that may affect historic consultations.
properties. Instead, require the general
Comment c: Part 2.1.2.2, which deals
permittee to notify the agency of the
with discharges that are authorized
existence of a listed historic property
under the 1995 MSGP, but not clearly
that will be affected along with any
eligible for coverage under this permit,
preventive or mitigation measures, if
does not allow adequate transition time
necessary, that it plans to implement,
for those permittees who do not have
EPA could then decide if any further
up-to-date determinations pursuant to
consideration or action is warranted,
the NHPA.
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Response c: Within 90 days the
reproduced in columns 1 and 2 of page
permittee must apply for MSGP
17018 of the notice. See 65 F.R. at
coverage and certify his compliance
17018. Due to this problem, the
with other permit provisions. He then
commenter is unable to provide any
has up to 180 additional days of interim
comments on EPA’s proposed new
coverage under the MSGP while he
changes to the MSGP since he is
conducts the consultation and
uncertain what EPA intends or
determines whether he meets the
proposes. The commenter suggests that
criteria for coverage under the MSGP.
EPA fix the language related to the
EPA believes that 270 days is a
proposed MSGP and re-issue that
sufficient period to conduct and
correction for public review and
conclude this consultation and take
comment.
whatever action is necessary to ensure
Response e: EPA apologizes for the
continued permit coverage,
typing error which resulted in a number
Comment d: EPA states that, "For
of sentences being listed twice on p.
existing dischargers * * * a simple
1018. Despite this confusion, EPA
visual inspection may be sufficient
believes the intent of the section is clear
..... (emphasis added). This
and does not require reproposal,
statement is somewhat disingenuous
because a "simple visual inspection" is Section V.B Endangered Species
rarely sufficient to determine historic
Comment a: The term "unacceptable
eligibility of an area because many
effects" is used almost interchangeably
historic resources are often located
with "likely to adversely affect" (See 65
underground. EPA should provide
Fed. Reg. 17051}, which is similarly
reasonable guidance worded specifically undefined in the permit and in
to shield permittees from liability,
pertinent regulation. The correct term
’ Response d: EPA believes that, for
for purposes of ESA compliance is the
existing dischargers who do not need to "no jeopardy" standard set forth in
construct BMPs for permit coverage, a
Section 7 of the ESA (17 U.S.C
simple visual inspection may be
§ 1536(a)(2}).
sufficient to determine whether historic
Response a: EPA agrees with the
properties are affected. However, for
commenter regarding the term "avoid
facilities which are new industrial storm unacceptable effects." Therefore, EPA
water dischargers and for existing
has deleted the term and uses the "no
facilities which are planning to
jeopardy" language as stated in part
construct BMPs for permit eligibility,
1.2.3.6.6.
applicants should conduct further
Comment b: The definition of
inquiry to determine whether historic
"discharge-related activities" is so allproperties may be affected by the storm
encompassing that it could include
water discharge or BMPs to control the
virtually all activities at a mine, from
discharge. In such instances, applicants
drilling and blasting to loading, hauling
should first determine whether there are and dumping and equipment
any historic properties or places listed
maintenance, in addition to any
on the National Register or if any are
activities that are part of a Storm Water
eligible for listing on the register (e.g.,
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP).
they are "eligible for listing"). Thus, the There is no justification for a
Agency does not imply that a visual
requirement to certify ESA compliance
inspection is always sufficient. In
for all of these activities in order to
instances of uncertainty, the permittee
obtain coverage under the MSGP. This
is encouraged to consult with
requirement clearly exceeds EPA’s
authorities who can advise on the
authority under the Clean Water Act.
likelihood of historic properties above
Response b: The endangered species
or below ground,
provision covers onlv those activities
Given the Agency’s obligation to
that are associated w~ith storm water
comply with the NHPA and its efforts to
industrial activity. The phrase
coordinate that obligation with the
"discharge-related activities" is
implementation of general permits, the
intended to clarify that EPA considers a
historic preservation-related eligibility
broad range of activities related to storm
restrictions cannot provide an ironclad
water discharges to be covered by the
shield from liability. The permit
permit and, therefore, subject to ESA
guidance provides a common sense
and NHPA provisions. This broader list
approach to an historic property
of activities could result in
assessment. Facility operators are
environmental impairment if not
encouraged to consult with local
addressed through a SWPPP. Since the
authorities who can advise on the
permit covers this broad range, and
likelihood of historic properties at the
EPA’s permit authority is subject to ESA
facility.
.
provisions, then this broader range of
Comment e: Portions of the text are
activities is subject to the "no jeopardy"
reproduced and other portions not
finding. BMPs, whether already in place

or added, which serve to satisfy the
criteria for coverage under the MSGP,
are thus subject to the endangered
species provisions.
Comment c: While transitional
discharge authorization is available for
up to 270 days from the date of
publication of the permit in the Federal
Register, that transitional coverage is
only available if the permittee submits
an application for an alternative permit
(most likely an individual permit)
within 90 days after publication. Since
formal Section 7 consultation is
nominally a 135-day process (as stated
in the Construction General Permit, see
63 Fed. Reg. 7872), permittees, in order
to ensure continuous coverage, would
be required to prepare and submit an
application for an individual permit
before they knew whether they were
eligible for coverage under MSGP-2000.
This is an unnecessary burden, on both
the permittee and the agency. EPA
should extend these time limits--for
submission of an application for an
alternative permit to 180 days, and for
transitional coverage to one year.
Response c: EPA will retain the
requirement that all applicants must
submit their Notice of Intent (NOI) in 90
days. Those applicants who are entering
into endangered species consultations
or adverse impact investigations could
apply for extensions up to 180 days and
be covered by an interim permit until
their application is completed. EPA
believes that 270 days is a sufficient
period to conduct and conclude this
consultation and take whatever action is
necessary to ensure continued permit
coverage. The County Species list is
available on EPA’s web site or by
contacting a local official. EPA wil!
update its web site list every 90 days.
Comment d: EPA indicates that the
proposed species-related requirements
could change, before final issuance,
based on consultation with the Fish and
Wildlife Service. The public will not
have an opportunity to participate in
that process, including through
commenting on any additional
requirements suggested by the Service.
If the Service does suggest any
substantial changes in MSGP-2000, the
public should have an opportunity to
review and comment on those changes
before EPA makes a decision as to
whether to incorporate them into the
final permit.
Response d: There are no changes to
these provisions as a result of NHPA
and ESA consultations, except that,
based on comments to the proposed
permit, EPA has deleted the inclusion of
proposed species on the endangered
species list.
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Comment e: The duty triggered by the
section of the Endangered Species Act
(ESA) upon which EPA relies falls not
upon the discharger but upon EPA.
Thus under EPA’s proposal, it would be
EPA’s duty to assess the impact of each
discharger applying for coverage, and if
this provision is not removed, EPA loses
the benefit of the general permit. The
action of adopting the general permit
itself triggers EPA’s duty, and so EPA,
not the discharger, must assess ESA
impacts now, not after the fact of the
permit,
Response e: EPA is bound by the ESA
and attempted to coordinate general
permit implementation with its ESA
obligations. Authorization to discharge
under the MSGP is a privilege which
carries with it certain procedural and
timing advantages for the permittee,
Therefore, it is incumbent upon the
permittee, not EPA, to conduct whatever
investigations and consultations are
necessary to satisfy the ESA-related
eligibility provisions. Since EPA cannot
predetermine which facilities will apply
for coverage under the MSGP, it is
impossible for EPA to conduct the sitespecific assessments required under the
ESA at the time of general permit
issuance,
Comment f: Despite previous
consultation on the problems of earlier
MSGP drafts, certain problems persist,
including the gray area language that
has fueled citizen suits against
permittees. Not only has the agency
failed to adequately address this issue,
it has increased the liability potential by
increasing the requirements for
permittees to comply with other agency
rules. EPA should clarify language to
eliminate the potential for liability for
permittees and should reduce the cost
and paperwork burdens for compliance
with ESA and NHPA.
Response f: Given the operation of the
regulatory innovation, the "general
permit," EPA cannot provide an
ironclad shield from liability in the way
the commenter proposes. The permit
guidance provides a common sense
approach to endangered species and
historic property assessments. Facility
operators are encouraged to consult
with local authorities who can advise on
the likelihood of endangered or
threatened species, critical habitat, or
historic properties at the facility. EPA
believes the additional burden
associated with the expanded NOI form
is minimal because permittees are
required to make the findings which are
reflected on the form. The additional
information provides greater assurance
that the assessment has been conducted,
but does not in itself constitute the
requirement for the assessment. EPA

acknowledges that, until such time as
the revised form has been cleared by
OMB, permittees will continue to use
the current NOI form (as modified
slightly to conform to changes made
elsewhere to the permit),
Comment g: The endangered species
section of the permit relating to
endangered species is cumbersome and
appears to go beyond the intent of the
Clean Water Act and beyond the EPA’s
authority set in the CWA.
Response g: EPA acknowledges the
comment, but disagrees. EPA believes
these provisions are essential to carry
out its responsibility not to issue a
permit which could jeopardize an
endangered or threatened species, or
critical habitat. EPA has consulted with
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and
the National Marine Fisheries Service to
ensure compliance with the Endangered
Species Act. The "discharge-related
activities" restriction on eligibility also
implements the Agency’s obligations
under NHPA Section 106.
Comment b: The permit should clarify
that coverage of the MSGP, and
certification by the permittee, need
address only new impacts resulting
from new changes in operations for
which discharges are covered and
authorized by the MSGP. In other
words, the "baseline" for assessment of
effects or impacts should be the date of
reissuance of the MSGP or, if later,
initiation of new activities to be covered
by the MSGP.
Response h: All activities covered by
the permit, whether new or existing, are
subject to the provisions. It is
inappropriate to interpret that these
provisions apply only to new activities,
Comment i: The endangered species
section suggests that a potential
permittee utilize "due diligence" in
determining whether or not a potential
impact to an endangered or threatened
species may exist. This language is too
vague and subjective--differing
interpretations what constitutes due
diligence exist. This is particularly true
when dealing with an issue as complex
as impact to endangered species or their
habitats, where the expertise necessary
to make this determination is usually
beyond the reach of most industrial
operators. It is likely that this could
become the focal point of efforts to
block permit issuance by those with
differing agendas. Further clarification
of what is required under "due
diligence" is required,
Response i: EPA believes that the
language must provide flexibility to
reflect the case-by-case decisions which
must be made. In response to the
commenter’s concern, EPA has replaced
the "due diligence" phrase with "best
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judgment." Consultations with local
endangered species officials is advised
if the permittee is uncertain how to
apply these provisions to his facility.
Comment j: Only those species that
have been listed should be identified on
this list and used in the determination
of permit coverage; not those that have
not gone through the entire listing
process.
Response j: EPA acknowledges the
comment and has revised the language
to exclude proposed listing ’
requirements.
Comment k: In this section, an
applicant is expected to determine
whether endangered species are "in
proximity" to the stormwater discharges
or discharge-related activities at the
facility. In proximity is described as
being "in the path or down gradient" or
in the "immediate vicinity of or
nearby," the facility. These definitions
are far too vague, and could refer to the
presence of species located a
considerable distance from a facility,
not merely those located close enough
to a facility to be affected by that
facility’s stormwater discharge. This
section requires clarification.
Response k: EPA has retained this
language from the 1995 MSGP. EPA
believes that the language must provide
flexibility to reflect the case-by-case
decisions which must be made.
Consultations with local endangered
species officials is advised if the
permittee is uncertain how to apply
these provisions to his facility.
Comment I: This section provides that
"where there are concerns that coverage
for a particular discharger is not
sufficiently protective of listed species
(and presumably those proposed for
listing as well) the Services (as well as
any other interested parties) may
petition EPA to require that the
discharger obtain an individual NPDES
permit and conduct an individual
section 7 consultation as appropriate."
It is clear that this will provide ample
opportunity to those who would seek to
delay or deny permit issuance, even in
those circumstances where an actual
impact to species or habitat does not
exist. This procedure should be a formal
one in which the permit remains in
force until EPA, after careful and
rigorous scientific evaluation of the
potential impact, determines whether or
not an impact exists and, if so, whether
or not an alternative permit is
warranted.
Response 1: Opportunity for public
input is an essential component of any
government regulatory program. As the
commenter suggests, the permit would
remain in effect until such time as EPA
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concludes that the activity is no longer
eligible for coverage under the permit.
Section V.C 303(d)
Comment a: Several commenters
challenged Parts 1.2.3.8. of the permit
because they believe it inaccurately
applies 40 CFR 122.4(i) regarding
compliance with water quality
standards to discharges covered by a
general permit. Several commenters
believe that one doesn’t have to
consider 40 CFR 122.4(i) if they only
add an outfall and similarly one
commenter believes that new
dischargers under Phase 2 do not have
to consider 40 CFR 122.4(i).
Commenters stated that any provisions
added to the reissued MSGP regarding
impaired waters or TMDLs are
premature until the new TMDL rule is
final. It seems that the major concern is
that previously unpermitted discharges
would be disallowed coverage under
this Part.
Response a: EPA, in Sections 1.2.3.8.1
and 1.2.3.8.2, was merely conditioning
a discharger’s eligibility for coverage
under the MSGP upon meeting certain
existing conditions and requirements in
EPA’s NPDES regulations which apply
in all applicable circumstances
involving both individual and general
permits. In doing so, EPA intended to
merely restate those existing conditions
and requirements as eligibility
requirements under the MSGP.
Specifically, EPA’s intention in section
1.2.3.8.1 was to condition a new
discharger’s eligibility for coverage
under the MSGP upon meeting the
existing regulatory conditions under 40
CFR 122.4(i). A new discharger,
therefore would not be eligible for
coverage under the MSGP if its
discharge would "cause or contribute to
a violation of a water quality standard."
As mentioned, this regulation is
applicable to all new dischargers
irrespective of the type of permit they
are seeking coverage under; there is no
language in this regulation that exempts
new dischargers seeking coverage under
a general permit. EPA, in section
1.2.3.8.1 of the MSGP, did not intend to
create any confusion or change any
existing interpretation of the current
regulatory language referred to in that
section. To avoid confusion EPA is
therefore amending the language in
section 1.2.3.8.1 to state that "you are
not authorized to discharge if your
discharge is prohibited under 40 CFR
122.4(i)."
EPA’s intention in section 1.2.3.8.2
was to condition a discharger’s
eligibility for coverage under the MSGP
upon meeting the existing regulatory
requirements under existing 40 CFR

122.44(d](1)(vii)(B). This section of
regulations, EPA has the discretion to
EPA’s regulations requires permitting
establish whatever eligibility
authorities to develop effluent limits in
requirements that it believes are
permits that are "consistent with the
appropriate. Section 1.2.3.8.1 is an
assumptions and requirements of any
eligibility provision that does no more
available wasteload allocation for the
than restate existing regulatory
discharge prepared by the State and
requirements as a condition of being
approved by EPA pursuant to 40 CFR
authorized to discharge under the
130.7" (EPA’s existing TMDL
permit. It does not dictate, establish or
regulations). This requirement applies
restrict the use of any particular
to all NPDES permits both individual
framework, effluent limits or permit
and general permits,
conditions within the permit itself or
Commentb: One commenter
describe or restate any new
expressed confusion about what is
interpretation of the underlying
meant by "new discharges" as this term regulations which it refers to.
is not defined in 40 CFR 122.2.
Comment e: Several commenters were.
Response b: The final permit will
not clear how to determine or
omit the term "new discharge" since it
implement loadings imposed by
is not necessary for the requirement and TMDLs. Further they requested that
it has caused confusion. Today’s permit loadings based on the TMDL be
will change the term "new discharge" to excluded from the MSGP and addressed
simply "discharge" in the first sentence separately so that the regulated
of Part 1.2.3.8.1.
community could have an opportunity
Comment c: Eligibility restrictions of
to comment on them. One commenter
the permit should be limited to those
stated that the eligibility requirement of
discharges of pollutants actually listed
Part 1.2.3.8. is not appropriate because
in a TMDL.
there was no opportunity to comment
Response c: Section 1.2.3.8.2 of the
on the TMDL.
MSGP contains the eligibility
Response e: It is not necessary that all
requirement that discharges be
dischargers receive individual
consistent with an EPA established or
wasteload allocations. EPA’s regulations
approved TMDL. EPA agrees with the
at 40 CFR 130.2 define a wasteload
commenter’s suggestion that Section
allocation as the portion of the receiving
1.2.3.8.2 should clearly state that such
water’s loading capacity that is allocated
requirement is only applicable to
to one of its existing or future point
facilities discharging the pollutant for
sources of pollution. EPA has
which the TMDL is established. EPA is
interpreted this regulation to mean that
therefore, adding this language to
each point source must be given an
Section 1.2.3.8.2.
individual wasteload allocation when it
Comment d: Discharges to 303(d)
is feasible to calculate such a wasteload
listed or 303(e) listed waters should be
allocation. EPA believes that states may
monitored for contaminants that impair
find it infeasible to calculate individual
or threaten water quality; however,
wasteload allocations for all point
monitoring requirements should be
sources covered by a specific general
relaxed for other contaminants that do
permit. In that case, the TMDL would
not impair or threaten receiving water
establish individual wasteload
quality. Several commenters wanted
allocations for dischargers subject to
either exclusive or additional
individual permits whereas dischargers
monitoring of discharges to impaired
subject to a general permit would be
waters for pollutants of concern in lieu
accounted for in the aggregate under a
of the eligibility requirements based on single wasteload allocation specific to
whether or not a facility causes or
the general permit under which they are
contributes to the impairment,
authorized to discharge.
Response d: EPA acknowledges that
In addition, wasteload allocations can
the MSGP may not contain monitoring
be expressed in different ways,
requirements for a pollutant for which
including, percent loading reductions.
a waterbody is listed as impaired. This
See 40 CFR 130.2(i} "* * * TMDLs can
does not eliminate the burden of the
be expressed in terms of either mass per
discharger in determining that its
time, toxicity, or other appropriate
effluent does not cause or contribute to
measures. * * *" Effluent limitations
a violation of water quality standards,
must be consistent with (but not
Section 1.2.3.8.1 in the MSGP is an
identical to) the wasteload allocations in
eligibility provision which restates
TMDLs. See 40 CFR 122.44(d)(1)(vii)(B).
existing regulatory requirements, it does Effluent limitations for point source
not create new restrictions on any
discharges of storm water may be
dischargers. If a discharger cannot meet narrative limitations that are expressed
the eligibility requirements, then that
in terms of best management practices
discharger is not authorized to discharge (BMPs). This policy is consistent with
under the MSGP. Under existing
EPA’s approach in its Interim Permitting
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Approach For Water Quality-Based
Effluent Limitations in Storm Water
Permits (September 1996, EPA 833-D96-001). This interim approach allows
limits to be expressed in the form of
BMPs as a means of satisfying the
requirement that limits derive from and
comply with water quality standards
and are consistent with an EPA
approwd or established TMDL.
All dischargers who discharge the
pollutant for which the waterbody is
impaired must be accounted for in the
TMDL. Every point source discharger
located on the impaired waterbody and
discharging the pollutant for which the
waterbody is impaired must be
accounted for under a wasteload
allocation. The State may choose,
however, to give a discharger a
wasteload allocation that would not
require any reduction in loading. In
other words, all facilities discharging
the pollutant for which the waterbody is
impaired must be subject to a wasteload
allocation but all facilities subject to a
wasteload allocation may not be
rec~uired to reduce their loads.
uomment f: Several commenters
requested guidance on how to
adequately evaluate a discharge’s
eligibility under Part 1.2.3.8 and 1.2.3.9
of the permit.
Response f: EPA intends the analysis
to be similar to what a permittee under
the previous MSGP had to do in
accordance with Part I.B.3.f. of that
permit. The applicant must avail
himself of all discharge characterization
data or estimation of discharge character
and determine compliance. If the
permittee is able to evaluate eligibility
on his own because he has access to
State Water Quality Standards, 303(d)
lists, TMDLs etc. (all of which are
available either from the permit issuing
authority or in some cases, online) then
he can make his determination,
document the determination process in
his pollution prevention plan, and sign
the NOI. In other cases, the Director may
notify him that he is not eligible for
coverage if such a determination is
made independently, and may require
an application for an individual permit.
Comment g: One commenter
requested confirmation that Part
1.2.3.8.1 applies to facilities constructed
after August 13, 1979 that have not yet
been issued an NPDES permit,
Response g: Part 1.2.3.8.1 applies to
discharges, not facilities, that have
begun after August 13, 1979 that have
not yet been authorized by an NPDES
permit,
Section V.D--Antidegradation
Comment a: The proposed
requirements do not accurately reflect
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States’ anti-degradation policy,
under the MSGP. Under existing
Commenters stated that anti-degradation regulations, EPA has the discretion to
does not hold a permittee accountable
establish whatever eligibility
until a State’s policy is interpreted into
requirements that it believes are
a permit. The State’s review of the
appropriate. Again, section 1.2.3.8.1 is
general permit under the CWA 401 is
an eligibility provision that does no
the extent of applicable anti-degradation more than restate existing regulatory
review. Therefore, delete Part 1.2.3.9.
requirements as a condition of being
since an individual discharger applying authorized to discharge under the
for general permit coverage cannot
permit. It does not dictate, establish or
determine how the State’s antirestrict the use of any particular
degradation policy, especially regarding framework, effluent limits or permit
the Tier 2 "high quality water"
conditions within the permit itself or
provisions, will be implemented at a
describe or restate any new
particular facility,
interpretation of the underlying
Response a: EPA, in Sections 1.2.3.8.1 regulations which it refers to.
and 1.2.3.8.2, was merely conditioning
EPA’s intention in section 1.2.3.8.2
a discharger’s eligibility for coverage
was to condition a discharger’s
under the MSGP upon meeting certain
eligibility for coverage under the MSGP
existing conditions and requirements in upon meeting the existing regulatory
EPA’s NPDES regulations which apply
requirements under existing 40 CFR
in all applicable circumstances
122.44(d)(1](vii)(B). This section of
involving both individual and general
EPA’s regulations requires permitting
permits. In doing so, EPA intended to
authorities to develop effluent limits in
merely restate those existing conditions permits that are "consistent with the
and requirements as eligibility
assumptions and requirements of any
requirements under the MSGP.
available wasteload allocation for the
Specifically, EPA’s intention in section discharge prepared by the State and
1.2.3.8.1 was to condition a new
approved by EPA pursuant to 40 CFR
discharger’s eligibility for coverage
130.7" (EPA’s existing TMDL
under the MSGP upon meeting the
regulations). This requirement applies
existing regulatory conditions under 40 to all NPDES permits both individual
CFR 122.4(i). A new discharger,
and general permits.
therefore would not be eligible for
Wasteloadallocations can be
coverage under the MSGP if its
expressed in different ways, including,
discharge would "cause or contribute to percent loading reductions. See 40 CFR
a violation of a water quality standard."
130.2(i) "* * *TMDLs can be expressed
As mentioned, this regulation is
in terms of either mass per time,
applicable to all new dischargers
toxicity, or other appropriate measures
irrespective of the type of permit they
* * *." Effluent limitations must be
are seeking coverage under; there is no
consistent with (but not identical to) the
language in this regulation that exempts wasteload allocations in TMDLs. See 40
new dischargers seeking coverage under CFR 122.44(d)(1)(vii)(B). Effluent
a general permit. EPA, in section
limitations for point source discharges
1.2.3.8.1 of the MSGP, did not intend to
of storm water may be narrative
create any confusion or change any
limitations that are expressed in terms
existing interpretation of the current
of best management practices (BMPs).
regulatory language referred to in that
This policy is consistent with EPA’s
section. To avoid confusion EPA is
approach in its Interim Permitting
therefore amending the language in
Approach For Water Quality-Based
section 1.2.3.8.1 to s~ate that "you are
Effluent Limitations in Storm Water
not authorized to (t~ harge if your
Permits (September 1996, EPA 833-Ddischarge is proh~bitt,d u~lder 40 CFR
96-001). This interim approach allows
122.4(i)."
limits to be expressed in the form of
EPA acknowledges that the MSGP
BMPs as a means of satisfying the
may not contain monitoring
requirement that limits derive from and
requirements for a pollutant for which
comply with water quality standards
a waterbody is listed as impaired. This
and are consistent with an EPA
does not eliminate the burden of the
approved or established TMDL.
discharger in determining that its
The commenter correctly recognizes
effluent does not cause or contribute to
the difficulty in determining what
a violation of water quality standards,
defines "necessary to accommodate
Section 1.2.3.8.1 in the MSGP is an
important economic or social
eligibility provision which restates
development" in accordance with 40
existing regulatory requirements, it does CFR Section 131.12(a)(2). By statute,
not create new restrictions on any
this determination involves public
dischargers. If a discharger cannot meet participation, the assurance that water
the eligibility requirements, then that
quality will be protected, and several
discharger is not authorized to discharge other factors. EPA would have to modify
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the permit for each discharg.e in
question in order to comply with 40
CFR Section 131.12(a}(2}. Individual
considerations such as these are
contrary to the concept of a general
permit. In addition, public participation
would be impossible since the permit
issuing authority would not know about
the particular discharge to tier 2 waters
before a NOI was submitted. Therefore,
a facility operator must seek coverage
under an individual permit to discharge
to tier 2 waters under 40 CFR Section
131.12(a)(2)’s allowable degradation
provisions to satisfy the requirements
for public participation and protection
of water quality. The only discharges
allowed coverage under today’s permit
are those which do not degrade the use
of a tier 2 water below its existing
levels, even though those existing levels
exceed levels necessary to support
propagation of fish, shellfish and
wildlife and recreation in and on the
water,
Comment b: While the eligibility
requirements disallow the discharge to
cause and contribute to the impaired
water, the permit doesn’t require
monitoring for the pollutant of concern,
This presents the potential for the
permit issuing authority to determine
that a discharge causes or contributes at
a later date than the submittal of the
NOI, effectively creating a violation of
the permit without the permittee being
able to know of it or prevent it.
Response b: There will be situations
where an NOI is accepted by the permit
issuing authority and coverage provided
to a facility that did not meet the
eligibility requirements. Other
situations include changes, such as the
approval of a TMDL, which may cause
a discharge to no longer be eligible.
Upon learning of these types of
situations, the Director may either
require the permittee to submit an
application for an individual NPDES
permit, take an enforcement action,
allow the facility to eliminate the
concern, or any combination of these
actions,
Comment c: The eligibility
requirements require the permittees to
predict the final requirements of the
TMDL rule and the final loadings of
TMDLs approved in the future. Part
1.2.3.8.1 shouldn’t be included in the
permit because it inaccurately applies
122.4(i) to general permittees,
Response c: EPA, in Sections 1.2.3.8.1
and 1.2.3.8.2, was merely conditioning
a discharger’s eligibility for coverage
under the MSGP upon meeting certain
existing conditions and requirements in
EPA’s NPDES regulations which apply
in all applicable circumstances
involving both individual and general

permits. In doing so, EPA intended to
1.2.3.8.2 should clearly state that such
merely restate those existing conditions requirement is only applicable to
and requirements as eligibility
facilities discharging the pollutant for
requirements under the MSGP.
which the TMDL is established. EPA is
Specifically, EPA’s intention in section therefore, adding this language to
1.2.3.8.1 was to condition a new
Section 1.2.3.8.2.
discharger’s eligibility for coverage
Comment e: The eligibility
under the MSGP upon meeting the
requirements in Part 1.2.3.9 defeat the
existing regulatory conditions under 40 concept of efficiency of a general permit
CFR 122.4(i). A new discharger,
and should be removed. EPA does not
therefore would not be eligible for
have the authority to require the
coverage under the MSGP if its
applicant to assess if they support the
discharge would "cause or contribute to use classification of the receiving water
a violation of a water quality standard." because it increases the cost of applying
As mentioned, this regulation is
for general permit coverage which has
applicable to all new dischargers
not been evaluated by EPA under the
irrespective of the type of permit they
Unfunded Mandates Reform Act.
are seeking coverage under; there is no
Furthermore, the duty to determine
language in this regulation that exempts whether or not a discharge supports the
new dischargers seeking coverage under use classification of a receiving water is
a general permit. EPA, in section
the permit issuing authority’s
1.2.3.8.1 of the MSGP, did not intend to
responsibility.
create any confusion or change any
Response e: The concept of the
general permit is to reduce the
existing interpretation of the current
regulatory language referred to in that
administrative burden on EPA and the
section. To avoid confusion EPA is
regulated community by issuing one
therefore amending the language in
permit for many facilities that would
section 1.2.3.8.1 to state that "you are
otherwise all have exactly the same
not authorized to discharge if your
conditions in their individual permits. If
discharge is prohibited under 40 CFR
a facility is not like other ones where it
would have different permit conditions
122.4(i)."
EPA’s intention in section 1.2.3.8.2
it should not apply for the general
was to condition a discharger’s
permit in question. This general permit
eligibility for coverage under the MSGP only applies to facilities that support the
upon meeting the existing regulatory
use classification of the receiving
requirements under existing 40 CFR
waters. If they do not, EPA is not
122.44(d)(1)(vii)(B). This section of
obligated to change the general permit
EPA’s regulations requires permitting
to include them. The applicant must
authorities to develop effluent limits in
seek alternate permit coverage. It is the
permits that are "consistent with the
permit issuing authority’s responsibility
assumptions and requirements of any
to ensure that the conditions of the
available wasteload allocation for the
general permit support use
discharge prepared by the State and
classifications. It is not their
approved by EPA pursuant to 40 CFR
responsibility to ensure that each
130.7" (EPA’s existing TMDL
individual discharge authorized by the
regulationsl. This requirement applies
permit supports the use. The eligibility
to all NPDES permits both individual
requirements are there to indicate the
and general permits,
type of facility that can be covered
Comment d: The final permit needs to under the permit. The efficiency
be clear that the requirements of Part
intended by a general permit is to
1.2.3.8.2 only apply to the pollutant of
reduce the number of individual
concern in the TMDL ¢ctudlly being
permits and to make application for
discharged by the f~:ll~tv This idea is
NPDES permit easier for those who
in Part 1.2.3.8.1. and should be included qualify for the coverage under the
in 1.2.3.8,2 as well. Similarly, EPA
general permit.
should lift the new source and new
Comment f: The final permit needs to
discharger restrictions if there is not a
be clear that a facility may not have a
storm water component of the approved
specific allocation in an approved
TMDL. The final permit should clarify
TMDL and as such may still be eligible
that a facility may not have a specific
for the general permit.
allocation in an approved TMDL and as
Response f: EPA agrees in part with
such may still be eligible for the general the commenter that there may be
permit,
circumstances under which it is not
Response d: Section 1.2.3.8.2 of the
necessary that all dischargers receive
MSGP contains the eligibility
individual wasteload allocations. EPA’s
requirement that discharges be
regulations at 40 CFR 130.2 define a
consistent with an EPA established or
wasteload allocation as the portion of
approved TMDL. EPA agrees with the
the receiving water’s loading capacity
commenter’s suggestion that Section
that is allocated to one of its existing or
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future point sources of pollution. EPA
has interpreted this regulation to mean
that each point source must be given an
individual wasteload allocation when it
is feasible to calculate such a wasteload
allocation. EPA believes that states may
find it infeasible to calculate individual
wasteload allocations for all point
sources covered by a specific general
permit. In that case, the TMDL would
establish individual wasteload
allocations for dischargers subject to
individual permits, whereas dischargers
subject to a general permits would be
accounted for in the aggregate under a
single wasteload allocation specific to
the general permit under which they are
authorized to discharge.
Comment g: Lift the new source/new
discharger restriction if there is not a
storm water component of the approved
TMDL.
Response g: EPA, in Sections 1.2.3.8.1
and 1.2.3.8.2, was merely conditioning
a discharger’s eligibility for coverage
under the MSGP upon meeting certain
existing conditions and requirements in
EPA’s NPDES regulations which apply
in all applicable circumstances
involving both individual and general
permits. In doing so, EPA intended to
merely restate those existing conditions
and requirements as eligibility
requirements under the MSGP.
Specifically, EPA’s intention in section
1.2.3.8.1 was to condition a new
discharger’s eligibility for coverage
under the MSGP upon meeting the
existing regulatory conditions under 40
CFR 122.4(i). A new discharger,
therefore would not be eligible for
coverage under the MSGP if its
discharge would "cause or contribute to
a violation of a water quality standard."
As mentioned, this regulation is
applicable to all new dischargers
irrespective of the type of permit they
are seeking coverage under; there is no
language in this regulation that exempts
new dischargers seeking coverage under
a general permit. EPA, in section
1.2.3.8.1 of the MSGP, did not intend to
create any confusion or change any
existing interpretation of the current
regulatory language referred to in that
section. To avoid confusion EPA is
therefore amending the language in
section 1.2.3.8.1 to state that "you are
not authorized to discharge if your
discharge is prohibited under 40 CFR
122.4(i)."
Section V.E Discharges Not Previously
Covered by an Individual Permit
Comment: One commenter requested
clarification of the permit requirement
at Part 1.2.3.3.2.3 to include any specific
storm water BMPs from the old
individual permit in the Storm Water

Pollution Prevention Plan when
transferring from an individual permit
to the MSGP. The commenter
interpreted this condition to mean that
only those specific storm water BMPs
from the old individual permit (and
are_as associated with outfalls from the
old permit) needed to be included in the
Plan, and noted an apparent
inconsistency on page 17021, Item F, of
the preamble which states that the Plan
must address the entire facility,
Response: When transferring from an
individual permit to the MSGP, the
requirement at Part 1.2.3.3.2.3 to
include any specific storm water BMPs
from the old individual permit in the
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
is in addition to and not in lieu of the
basic requirements in Part 4. However,
the BMPs brought over from the old
individual permit may satisfy one or
more of the "basic" Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan requirements
under Part 4 and/or the sector-specific
requirements under Part 6. There could
be areas at a facility (e.g., employee
parking lots) that do not need to be
addressed under the permit (and
SWPPP) unless the runoff from such
areas commingles with storm water
associated with industrial activity (or
was previously permitted),
Section VLA Notification
Requirements
Comment a: The commenter
supported the use of electronic filing of
NOIs, but expressed concern that
facilities without Internet access would
be at a disadvantage,
Response a: It is not the intention of
EPA to only accept electronic
submittals. Electronic submittal is
another alternative which, hopefully,
will be available to the regulated
community in the near future,
Comment b: The commenter does not
support any changes to the NOI form,
and expects any changes to comply with
the Paperwork Reduction Act.
Response b: Any changes to the NOI
form that resultin an increase in burden
for the applicant must first be reviewed
and approved by the Office of
Management and Budget. Part of this
review includes compliance with the
requirements of the Paperwork
Reduction Act. Changes to the NOI form
published in today’s permit were
limited to those that provide
clarification in information, as well as
those changes that reflect changes in the
storm water permits issued by EPA. EPA
has determined that these changes do
not represent an increase in burden for
completing the NOI form. As noted in
Section 2.2, the more extensive changes
listed in the March 30, 2000 proposal
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need to complete their OMB review
before they can be included in the NOI
form.
Comment c: A commenter supported
inclusion of the no exposure
certification form as an addendum to
the MSGP-2000.
Response c: EPA agrees that providing
the form with the permit is a
convenience for facilities qualifying for
the no exposure exemption. The
certification form is an addendum to the
permit.
Section VLB Special Conditions
Comment a: The Agency is shifting its.
responsibility regarding meeting
minimum technology standards in
NPDES permits to the discharger.
Response a: EPA expects that when a
facility submits an NOI they are familiar
with both the permit and their facility.
They should be able to determine their
eligibility. The permitting authority may
concur with the facility’s assessment, or
not. EPA does not believe that it has
shifted its responsibility on this matter.
Comment b: There was a request to
clarify the requirements in the MSGP2000 regarding co-located facilities.
Response b: A facility is considered
co-located if there is a second industrial
activity occurring which meets the
definition of storm water discharge
associated with industrial activity. For
example, a facility operates an auto
salvage yard and also has an area onsite
for scrap recycling. The facility as a
whole would meet the requirements for
Sector M--Auto salvage. The area where
scrap recycling occurs would meet the
requirements for Sector N--Scrap
Recycling. Any storm water discharges
from the scrap recycling area needs to
meet the requirements for both sectors.
The second activity may or may not be
related to the primary industrial
activity. The determination as to
whether something is co-located rests in
the definition of storm water discharges
associated with industrial activity. If a
second activity exists at a facility which
meets one of the categories in the
definition, then the facility has colocated industrial activities.
Section VI.C Common Pollution
Prevention Plan Requirements
Comment a: A commenter expressed
concern about various interpretations
and implementation of the storm water
program, including incorporation of
effluent limits, and stressed "* * * It is
imperative that the Agency maintains
that SWPPP requirements be interpreted
and implemented in a practicable and
economically feasible manner."
Response a: EPA believes that proper
implementation of storm water BMPS
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will achieve compliance wi.th water
quality standards. EPA is responsible for
implementation of the storm water
program in eight states, various
territories, including Puerto Rico and
District of Columbia: and various Indian
Country lands throughout the country,
For the remaining 42 states, the state
agency is responsible for program
implementation. They have the
authority to interpret and implement the
program as appropriate for their state. It
continues to be EPA’s policy not to
include effluent limitations in storm
water permits. However, a state may
choose to follow a different policy than
EPA’s.
Comment b: There is not a specific
mention of catch basin inserts or fillers
on the listing of BMPs.
l~esponse b: In discussions concerning
BMPs, EPA attempted to provide some
examples of various types of BMPs. By
no means is the listing intended to be
all inclusive. EPA acknowledges that
there are other BMPs, such as catch
basin inserts or fillers, that were not
mentioned in discussions but may be
appropriate in various circumstances.
Section VI.F, Monitoring and Beporting
lqequirements
Comment a: Monitoring results are an
unreliable indicator of a discharge
problem and they do not provide
confirmation of a problem. Permittees
cannot use results to support facility
management,
t~esponse a: EPA believes that since
analytic monitoring has been performed
by substantial numbers of permittees
only during the fourth year of the 1995
MSGP [many faqilities complying with
monitoring requirements in the fourth
year were covered under the earlier
baseline general permit during the
second monitoring year and,
consequently, had no equivalent
monitoring requirement), it is premature
to make any final conclusions regarding
the value of the Agency’s acquisition of
the monitoring data or to consider
dropping the monitoring. In essence, the
fourth-year monitoring data set EPA
received represents the baseline of
pollutant discharge information under
the sector-specific industrial general
storm water permit. Several rounds of
monitoring significantly enhances the
utility of the results for evaluating the
effectiveness of management practices at
the site as well as for the industry sector
as a whole. EPA commits to using data
from the 1995 and 2000 permits to
evaluate the effectiveness of
management practices on an industry
sector basis and to evaluate the need for
changes in monitoring protocols for the
next permit,

EPA acknowledges that, considering
the small number of samples required
per monitoring year Ifour), and the
vagaries of storm water discharges, it
may be difficult to determine or confirm
the existence of a discharge problem as
a commenter claimed. When viewed as
an indicator, analytic levels
considerably above benchmark values
can serve as a flag to the operator that
his SWPPP needs to be reevaluated and
that pollutant loads may need to be
reduced. Conversely, analytic levels
below or near benchmarks can confirm
to the operator that his SWPPP is doing
its intended job. EPA believes there is
presently no alternative that provides
stakeholders with an equivalent
indicator of program effectiveness,
Comment b: Monitoring results are
not necessarily an indicator of BMP
effectiveness and EPA never justified
that they are.
Besponse b: While not practicable for
EPA to require an increase in
monitoring, operators are encouraged to
sample more frequently to improve the
statistical validity of their results,
Unless the proper data acquisition
protocol for making a valid BMP
effectiveness determination is rigorously
followed, any other method used to
assess BMP effectiveness would be
qualitative, and therefore less reliable,
The least subjective approach, and most
beneficial to operators and stakeholders,
EPA believes, remains a combination of
visual and analytic monitoring, using
analyte benchmark levels to target
potential problems. Statistical
uncertainties inherent in the monitoring
results will necessitate both operators
and EPA exercising best professional
judgment in interpreting the results,
When viewed as an indicator, analytic
levels considerably above benchmark
values can serve as a flag to the operator
that his SWPPP needs to be reevaluated
and that pollutant loads may need to be
reduced. Conversely. analytic levels
below or near benchmarks can confirm
to the operator that his SWPPP is doing
its intended job.
Comment c: Alternate test methods
can be used for determining
effectiveness of BMPs at a facility, and
benchmarks will need modifying to
account for variability in test methods.
Besponse c: A technically valid,
deterministic investigation of BMP
effectiveness would necessarily involve
collecting discharge pollutant load data
before and after the BMP. The
constraints inherent in monitoring
preclude requiring this kind of
investigation. All other methods used to
make an assessment of SWPPP/BMP
effectiveness are qualitative. The least
subjective approach, and most

beneficial to operators and stakeholders,
EPA believes, is a combination of visual
and analytic monitoring, using analyte
benchmark levels (or "targets") as an
indicator of potential problems.
Vagaries of storm discharges and
statistical concerns will necessitate
operators and EPA exercising best
professional judgment in interpreting
the results of any monitoring. When
viewed as an indicator, analytic levels
considerably above benchmark values
can serve as a flag to the operator that
his SWPPP needs to be reevaluated and
that pollutant loads may need to be
reduced. Conversely, analytic levels
below or near benchmarks can confirm
to the operator that his SWPPP is doing
its intended ~
Comment ~1 The presumption of
an impact on water quality standards by
storm water is inappropriate given the
episodic nature of storms. (b) EPA
recognizes that during a storm, water
quality standards will not always be
met, so EPA shouldn’t rely on water
quality standards at a discharge point to
determine if a facility is in compliance.
(c) Monitoring has marginal value in
assessing and protecting water quality.
l~esponse d: (a) It is true that many
impacts of storm water are short-term
and that many pollutants are not really
toxic or bioaccumulative. A short term
water quality standard violation is not
necessarily going to persist long enough
to be toxic. Ib) In the absence of
establishing discharge pollutant loads
that correlate directly to a receiving
water, as would be done for an
individual permit, t~PA settled on
benchmark levels which would, under
nearly all scenarios, be protective of
water quality standards. Recognizing the
shortcomings of these generic pollutant
levels, EPA only intends for them to be
used as indicators of possible problems
and as a flag to reevaluate the SWPPP-not as a trigger to begin mandatory
SWPPP or operational revisions unless,
after employing BPL the operator deems
such revisions are necessary. (c) While
end-of-pipe/end-of-property analytic
monitoring for storm water may not
reflect potential impacts to water
quality, EPA does not intend to use the
data for that purpose.
Comment e: EPA needs to reevaluate
the validity of benchmark values.
Besponse e: Universal benchmark
levels cannot be established; the next
best thing would be storm water
pollutant Ioadings vis-a-vis water
segment-specific TMDLs. But when
used as a target or indicator, without
requiring specific corrective actions
beyond using BPJ to reassess present
conditions and make any changes
deemed necessary, the present
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benchmarks are adequate. In specific
determine the pollutant loads of both
situations operators may reasonably
the run-on and runoff to calculate
conclude, after analyzing monitoring
pollutant credits. Resources are
results above benchmarks, their present insufficient to implement this practice,
SWPPPs/BMPs are adequately
Comment/: Differences in monitoring
protective of water quality, or that other
results may result from changes in
conditions such as discharging to lowbusiness conditions; changes in
quality, ephemeral streams may obviate
personnel doing monitoring can make
the need for SWPPP/BMP revisions,
observations/discharge examinations
Comment f: Monitoring diverts
unreliable,
resources from more effective
Response j: EPA published guidance
implementation of SWPPPs. EPA should on both monitoring and sampling
focus on pollution prevention, ins’,ead,
procedures (available from EPA’s Office
Response ~: In developing the
of Water Resource Center) to
monitoring requirements, i.e., pollutants
standardize data collection practices,
of concern, monitoring waivers, etc.,
Comment k: The same person cannot
along with providing sampling and
always do monitoring. Having to rely on
monitoring guidances, EPA endeavored different people is bad for consistency
to make the financial burden as minimal in recording observations and making
as possible. Four quarterly samples is a
discharge examinations,
minimal data set for evaluating the
Response k: EPA requires that
effectiveness of SWPPPs. Those least
personnel implementing the SWPPP be
able to afford expansive monitoring
provided training as an element of the
programs, i.e., small businesses, likely
SWPPP. This training must cover
have few outfalls to begin with. EPA
program elements to ensure the quality
believes that if monitoring is required at and validity of all information collected,
a facility, it should be planned for and
Comment 1: Sampling can be
budgeted as a cost of doin~ business,
dangerous,
Comment 8: Permittees lear
Response 1: EPA provides waivers and
benchmark limits would be viewed as
options such that extreme weather or
effluent limitations,
perilous conditions are accounted for.
Response g: EPA agrees that
Comment m: Determining whether a
benchmark limits are not effluent
storm qualifies to be monitored is
limitations and should not be used, in
difficult,
and of themselves, as the basis for
Response m: EPA has always defined
issuing an enforcement violation,
what constitutes a storm event worthy
Comment h: Storm water discharge
of monitoring. Modern weather
variability can be caused by
forecasting is making it easier to
atmospheric/dry deposition, run on and anticipate and plan for qualifying
fate in transport: facilities with
storms,
structural leachate are at a disadvantage
Comment n: Monitoring in remote
vis-a-vis those without the problem,
west or arid/semi-arid areas is difficult
Response h: EPA acknow~ledges the
and burdensome,
potential for adding pollutants to a
Response n: EPA has always had
facility’s discharges from external or
accommodations and waivers for lack of
structural sources. A permittee is,
qualifying storm events. See EPA
nonetheless, still legally responsible for Response o below,
the quality of all discharges from his/her
Comment o: EPA should reduce
site---but not from pollutants that may
analytic monitoring and visual
be introduced outside the boundaries of monitoring based on average rainfall
his/her property or the areas where his/
(similar to Phase II regulations),
hers structures, industrial activities or
Response o: EPA already allows
materials are located. Anything that
permittees to skip momtorin8 in any
increases the pollutant load in the
quarter in which no qu~li~ing storm
runoff prior to leaving the site, whether
events occur,
originating from air deposition, run-on
Comment p: Some discharges (in the
from nearby sites, or leachate from onwest) occur only infrequently and
site structures, remains the
sometimes only to isolated, ephemeral
responsibility of the permittee. This was
streams (which may have no indigenous
affirmed in the ruling by the
biota),
Environmental Appeals Board against
Response p: Ephemeral streams may
the General Motors Corp. CPC-Pontiac
still eventually flow into permanent
Fiero Plant in December 1997.
waters of the U.S.; hence, protective
Comment i: Allow pollutant credits
measures may still be needed to protect
for background sources of pollution,
water quality. If there are truly no water
Response i: Pollutant credits for
quality standards established for an
background sources of pollution is
ephemeral stream and the outflow does
unfeasible for storm water. Either EPA
not feed-another water body, then it’s
or the permittee would have to
likely there would not be a "point
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source discharge" and no permit would
be required. Only those point source
discharges to waters of the U.S. need to
be included in a SWPPP.
Comment q: Continuation of
monitoring is not justified, especially
for mining sectors.
Response q: EPA believes that since
analytic monitoring has been performed
by substantial numbers of permittees
only during the fourth year of the 1995
MSGP (many facilities complying with
monitoring requirements in the fourth
year were covered under the earlier
baseline general permit during the
second monitoring year and,
consequently, had no equivalent
monitoring requirement), it is premature
to make any final conclusions regarding
the value of the Agency’s acquisition of
the monitoring data or to consider
dropping the monitoring. In essence, the
fourth-year monitoring data set EPA
received represents the baseline of
pollutant discharge information under
the sector-specific industrial general
storm water permit. Several rounds of
monitoring significantly enhance the
utility of the results for evaluating the
effectiveness of management practices at
the site as well as for the industry sector
as a whole. EPA commits to using data
from the 1995 and 2000 permits to
evaluate the effectiveness of
management practices on an industry
sector basis and to evaluate the need for
changes in monitoring protocols for the
next permit.
EPA acknowledges that, considering
the small number of samples required
per monitoring year (four), and the
vagaries of storm water discharges, it
may be difficult to determine or confirm
the existence of a discharge problem as
a commenter claimed. When viewed as
an indicator, analytic levels
considerably above benchmark values
can serve as a flag to the operator that
his SWPPP needs to be reevaluated and
that pollutant loads may need to be
reduced. Conversely, analytic levels
below or near benchmarks can confirm
to the operator that his SWPPP is doing
its intended job. EPA believes there is
presently no alternative that provides
stakeholders with an equivalent
indicator of program effectiveness.
Comment r: EPA has not provided
guidance on monitoring snow melt
events.
Response r: EPA does not have any
specific guidance on this matter at the
present time. Guidance may be
developed in the future. In the interim,
however, EPA believes that facilities
should be able to obtain reasonably
representative samples using their best
judgment. Two important points must
be considered to ensure the snow melt
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sample is representative: (1) The melted
runoff must come in contactwith any
pollutants of concern present and not be
overly "contaminated" with
concentrated surficial deposits of
hydrocarbons, dirt, salt, etc., and (2) the
melted runoff must have characteristics
that approximate those of a monitorqualifying rain storm [0.1 inch runoff
volume, sampled within the first 1/2 up
to 1 houri,
Comment s: (a) In addition to
monitoring results, EPA should also
require submission of a description of
storm water controls being
implemented. (b) EPA should require
facilities to monitor for pollutants
similar to what would be done under an
individual permit lto ensure BMPs are
being implemented). (c) Monitoring will
aid the permittee, permitting authority
and the public in understanding the
sources and toxicity of storm water at a
site.
Response s: (a) EPA already requires
that all BMPs and other controls be
described in the SWPPP, including
inspections, maintenance, etc. Any BMP
changes or additions must be added to
an updated SWPPP, so F.PA will not
require this information be formally
submitted. If EPA needs to inspect a
facility or determine an enforcement
issue, the facility’s SWPPP will be
reviewed for BMP information. (b)
Customizing a facility’s monitoring
requirements is tantamount to writing
an individual permit for the facility,
which would require the same
application package as for an individual
permit. This is an option for those
facilities where discharges or receiving
waters are a concern but, otherwise,
EPA believes the requirements of the
present general permit with the
identified pollutants of concern is
sufficient for a large majority of
facilities. (c) EPA agrees that monitoring
can be used as an indicator of potential
problems or toxicity concerns,
Comment t: Submit Discharge
Monitoring Reports (DMRs) along with
NOIs to prove compliance. If no DMRs
were submitted under the current
MSGP, require quarterly monitoring for
all five years of MSGP-2000.
l~esponse t: DIviR and NOI submission
deadlines have not coincided in the past
and, from a regulatory perspective, it is
not feasible to link them. Past instances
of non-compliance are an enforcement
issue with established penalties in the
CFRs, but these instances do not
automatically preclude future permit
coverage nor can EPA include separate
"penalties" such as 5-year monitoring in
the permit for them.
Comment u: Analytic monitoring may
be good for general info, which may be

of use to the facility and regulatory
agency, but it should not be required
under the permit. Only visual
monitoring should be required. One
commenter indicated that analytic
monitoring may be good for watershedwide indications of general trends,
l~esponse u: EPA believes that since
analytic monitoring has been performed
by substantial numbers of permittees
only during the fourth year of the 1995
MSGP (many facilities complying with
monitcring requirements in the fourth
year were covered under the earlier
baseline general permit during the
second monitoring year and,
consequently, had no equivalent
monitoring requirement), it is premature
to make any final conclusions regarding
the value of the Agency’s acquisition of
the monitoring data or to consider
dropping the monitoring. In essence, the
fourth-year monitoring data set F.PA
received represents the baseline of
pollutant discharge information under
the sector-specific industrial general
storm water permit. Several rounds of
monitoring significantly enhance the
utility of the results for evaluating the
effectiveness of management practices at
the site as well as for the industry sector
as a whole. EPA commits to using data
from the 1995 and 2000 permits to
evaluate the effectiveness of
management practices on an industry
sector basis and to evaluate the need for
changes in monitoring protocols for the
next permit,
EPA acknowledges that, considering
the small number of samples required
per monitoring year (four), and the
vagaries of storm water discharges, it
may be difficult to determine or confirm
the existence of a discharge problem,
When viewed as an indicator, analytic
levels considerably above benchmark
values can serve as a flag to the operator
that his SWPPP needs to be reevaluated
and that pollutant loads may need to be
reduced. Conversely, analytic levels
below or near benchmarks can confirm
to the operator that his SWPPP is doing
its intended job. F.PA believes there is
presently no alternative that provides
stakeholders with an equivalent
indicator of program effectiveness. A
technically valid, deterministic
investigation of BMP effectiveness
would necessarily involve collecting
discharge pollutant load data before and
after the BMP. The constraints inherent
in monitoring preclude requiring this
kind of investigation. All other methods
used to make an assessment of SWPPP/
BMP effectiveness are qualitative,
Quarterly visual monitoring of storm
water discharges has always been a
permit requirement, for many of the
same reasons why commenters favor it,

and will continue to be so. The least
subjective approach, and most
beneficial to operators and stakeholders,
EPA believes, is a combination of visual
and analytic monitoring, using analyte
benchmark levels (or "targets") as an
indicator of potential problems.
Variability of storm discharges and
statistical concerns will necessitate
operators and F.PA exercising best
professional judgement in interpreting
the results of any monitoring.
Monitoring in impaired water bodies
would focus attention on the problem
water bodies and possible pollutant
sources. However, not all impaired
water bodies and their impairments
have been determined. The goal of
EPA’s storm water program is also to
protect and maintain water quality, not
just remediate impaired waters, so
focusing on impaired waters only does
not fulfill all the program’s
responsibilities.
~omment v: If monitoring results are
below the benchmark, facilities should
not be required to monitor unless there
are major changes to the facility.
Response v: Several rounds of
monitoring significantly enhances the
utility of the results for evaluating the
effectiveness of management practices at
the site as well as for the industry sector
as a whole. F.PA is keeping the
monitoring requirement for all specified
sectors at least one more time to provide
stakeholders with continued assurance
that SWPPPs are being implemented,
concerted efforts to protect water quality
are ongoing, and a mechanism is in
place to indicate potential problems.
The previous second year monitoring
waiver for facilities with pollutant
levels below the benchmark level is
being retained.
Comment w: Substantially identical
outfalls reduces burden and is beneficial
to SWPPP implementation.
Response w: Noted.
Visual Monitoring
Comment x: Numerous commenters
supported dropping analytic monitoring
from the MSGP-2000 in favor of just
requiring quarterly visual monitoring.
Commenters claimed visual monitoring
is adequate to ensure compliance and
environmental protection (especially
coupled with training), and is least
burdensome.
Response x: Quarterly visual
monitoring of storm water discharges
has always been a permit requirement,
for many of the same reasons why
commenters favor it, and will continue
to be so. EPA will also be retaining
analytic monitoring because we believe
the best way to ensure SWPPP
effectiveness and protection of water
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quality is through a combination of
visual and analytic monitoring. The
reasons for not adopting visual
monitoring only are explained further in
the rationale for justifying quarterly
analytic monitoring,
Comment y: Operators need flexibility
to collect representative samples for
visual monitoring.
Response y: EPA believes the same
representative sample reduction
provided for analytic monitoring is
inappropriate for the quarterly visual
monitoring. A visual examination of all
discharges is the least that operators can
do to ensure all discharges are clean and
would provide greater confirmation to
themselves and other stakeholders that
the representative discharge sample
reduction claimed for analytic
monitoring is, in fact, justified.
Comment z: Support visual
monitoring with use of field test kits,
which are cheaper and easier than 40
CFR 136.
Response z: Field test kits have not
yet been confirmed as being as reliable
as currently required analytical
methods. Therefore, EPA is not allowing
the use of kits in place of currently
reo~uired analytical methods at this time.
comment aa: Make visual evaluations
standard,
Response aa: EPA has standard
protocols for storm water sampling (the
storm water sampling guidance can be
obtained from EPA’s Office of Water
Resource Center at 202-260-7786) and
the permit describes the examination
procedures, parameters to be examined,
meaning of results, etc.
Comment bb: Visual monitoring
should be reduced commensurately in
arid climates,
Response bb: EPA already allows
permittees to document in their
monitoring records that no discharge
occurred during a monitoring quarter,
Annual Reporting
Comment cc: One option suggested by
commenters was for an annual report,
possibly using a standardized form, to
be submitted to EPA detailing the
permittee’s SWPPP highlights and
revisions/additions, inspections,
compliance evaluations, visual
monitoring results, etc. One comment
against this option stated that the
volume of data submitted would be too
great for the Agency to evaluate. Other
opponents to this option indicated that
the reports would not contain enough
information to evaluate SWPPP
effectiveness, ensure water quality
protection, or provide the information
necessary to make long-term
management plans. Commenters in
support of the annual report concept

held that it would provide a record of
the permittee’s commitment to storm
water control, was better for evaluating
SWPPP effectiveness, and would
provide information to EPA to
determine if sampling or a site
inspection is needed,
Response cc: Information on SWPPP
highlights and revisions/additions,
inspections, compliance evaluations,
visual monitoring results, etc. is already
required to be documented in a facility’s
SWPPP, which, if deemed necessary,
must be provided to EPA on demand. If
no monitoring data were available, an
annual report could be used to ensure
that a facility is implementing its
SWPPP. The reports could also be used
to prioritize sites for inspection,
However, EPA agrees that it would be
very burdensome to review all the
reports and very difficult to assess the
effectiveness of a facility’s SWPPP based
on that review alone. The subjectivity
inherent in annual reporting makes it an
undesirable substitute for analytic
monitoring. Documenting the kind of
information in the annual report is
already a SWPPP requirement and is,
therefore, available to operators for
assessing and improving their storm
water programs. For these reasons, EPA
will not require reports containing
essentially the same information
required in SWPPPs to be submitted in
lieu of analytic monitoring,
Group Monitoring
Comment dd: Commenters also
suggested group monitoring. In this
option a consortium of like permittees
would do sampling at one facility,
possibly on a rotating basis. The sample
results would represent all the facilities
in the consortium. A variation of group
monitoring is for the consortium to
retain a consultant to do representative
sampling and provide storm water
program guidance and evaluations,
Supporters of this concept said it may
atlow for comparisons of effectiveness
of different SWPPP practices (e.g.,
sweeping vs. catchment basin for solids
control). One commenter pointed out
that the feasibility of the group concept
is suspect due to the fact that individual
facilities may have different topography,
soil and other natural conditions,
Response dd: EPA believes that
technically valid BMP comparisons
could be done under this type of
program. However, it would be difficult
and very resource-intensive for EPA to
establish criteria for group eligibility
and then monitor to ensure that groups
met these criteria,
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Watershed Monitoring
Comment ee: Commenters suggested
conducting watershed monitoring rather
than monitoring at the facility. This
option involves replacing the
monitoring of discrete storm water
discharges with ambient receiving water
monitoring on a watershed basis.
Response ee: Watershed monitoring is
invaluable to making real conclusions
regarding storm water impacts of water
quality, and will be employed in making
total maximum daily load (TMDL)
determinations. However, watershed
monitoring cannot replace facilityspecific storm water discharge
monitoring to determine the loads
contributed by the facilities and to
evaluate the effectiveness of the SWPPP.
Monitoring Only in Impaired Waters
Commentff: Several commenters
supported requiring monitoring only in
impaired water bodies and for
pollutants that cause the impairment.
Response if: Although this option
would focus attention on the problem
water bodies and possible pollutant
sources, EPA and a commenter point
out that not all impaired water bodies
and their impairments have been
determined. The goal of EPA’s storm
water program is also to protect and
maintain water quality, not just
remediate impaired waters, so focusing
on impaired waters only does not fulfill
all the program’s responsibilities.
Section VII Cost Estimates for
Common Permit Requirements
Comment: EPA incorrectly estimated
costs associated with the original MSGP.
The new permit imposes even more
costs. EPA must better estimate these
costs, especially for small businesses.
EPA should conduct a Regulatory
Flexibility Analysis as well as perform
a Small Business Regulatory
Enforcement Fairness Act (SBREFA)
consultation.
Response: The Regulatory Flexibility
Act (RFA), as amended by the Small
Business Regulatory Enforcement
Fairness Act (SBREFA) generally
requires an agency to prepare a
regulatory flexibility analysis for any
rule subject to notice and comment
rulemaking requirements under the
Administrative Procedure Act or any
other statute. Under section 605(b) of
the RFA, however, if the head of an
agency certifies that a rule will not have
a significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities, the
statute does not require the agency to
prepare a regulatory flexibility analysis.
The MSGP-2000 provides facilities
the option of obtaining a general permit
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rather than applying for individual
permits; it does not extend coverage of
the existing NPDES regulations,
Therefore. the costs associated with
obtaining a permit were already
addressed when the NPDES regulations
were issued. Furthermore, the MSGP2000 is intended to reduce costs by
providing a streamlined procedure for
obtaining permit coverage. For these
reasons, there was no requirement on
EPA to conduct a separate analysis to
support the MSGP-2000.

section of the RFA defines "rule" as
"any rule for which the agency
publishes a notice of proposed
rulemaking pursuant to section 553(b) of
[the Administrative Procedure Act
(APA)], or any other law .....
As discussed in the RFA section of
this notice, NPDES general permits are
not "rules" under the APA and thus not
subject to the APA requirement to
publish a notice of proposed
rulemaking. NPDES general permits are
also not subject to such a requiremer.~
under the CWA. While EPA publishes a
X. Economic Impact (Executive Order
notice to solicit public comment on
12866)
draft general permits, it does so
Under Executive Order 12866 [58 FR
pursuant to the CWA section 402(a)
51735 (October 4, 1993)], the Agency
requirement to provide "an opportunity
must determine whether the regulatory
for a hearing." Thus, NPDES general
action is "significant" and therefore
permits are not "rules" for RFA or
subject to OMB review and the
UMRA purposes,
requirements of the Executive Order.
EPA has determined that today’s
The Order defines "significant
MSGP reissuance does not result in
regulatory action" as one that is likely
expenditures of $100 million or more
to result in a rule that may have an
for State, local and Tribal governments,
annual effect on the economy of $100
in the aggregate, or the private sector in
million or more or adversely affect in a any one year.
material way the economy, a sector of
The Agency also believes that the
the economy, productivity, competition, final MSGP will not significantly nor
jobs, the environment, public health or
uniquely affect small governments. For
safety, or State, local, or tribal
UMRA purposes, "small governments"
governments or communities; create a
is defined by reference to the definition
serious inconsistency or otherwise
of "small governmental jurisdiction"
interfere with an action taken or
under the RFA. (See UMRA section
planned by another agency; materially
102(1), referencing 2 U.S.C. 658, which
alter the budgetary impact of
references section 601(5) of the RFA.)
entitlements, grants, user fees, or loan
"Small governmental jurisdiction"
programs or the rights and obligations of means governments of cities, counties,
recipients thereof; or raise novel legal or towns, etc., with a population of less
policy issues arising out of legal
than 50,000, unless the agency
mandates, the President’s priorities, or
establishes an alternative definition,
the principles set forth in the Executive
Today’s final MSGP also will not
Order.
uniquely affect small governments
EPA has determined that the reissued because compliance with the final
MSGP is not a "significant regulatory
permit conditions affects small
action" under the terms of Executive
governments in the same manner as any
Order 12866 and is therefore not subject other entities seeking coverage under
to formal OMB review prior to proposal,
the final permit.
XI. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act
XII. Paperwork Reduction Act
Section 201 of the Unfunded
EPA has reviewed the requirements
Mandates Reform Act (UMRA), Public
imposed on regulated facilities resulting
Law 104-4, generally requires Federal
from the final MSGP under the
agencies to assess the effects of their
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, 44
"regulatory actions" on State, local, and U.S.C. 3501 et seq. The information
tribal governments and the private
collection requirements of the MSGP
sector. UMRA uses the term "regulatory
have already been approved in previous
actions" to refer to regulations. {See,
submissions made for the NPDES permit
e.g., UMRA section 201, "Each agency
program under the provisions of the
shall * * * assess the effects of Federal CWA.
regulatory actions * * * (other than to
XIII. Regulatory Flexibility Act
the extent that such regulations
incorporate requirements specifically
The Agency has determined that the
set forth in law)" (emphasis added)),
final MSGP being published today is not
UMRA section 102 defines "regulation" subject to the Regulatory Flexibility Act
by reference to 2 U.S.C. 658 which in
("RFA"), which generally requires an
turn defines "regulation" and "rule" by agency to conduct a regulatory
reference to section 601 (2) of the
flexibility analysis of any significant
Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA). That
impact the rule will have on a

substantial number of small entities. By
its terms, the RFA only applies to rules
subject to notice-and-comment
rulemaking requirements under the
Administrative Procedure Act ("APA")
or any other statute. Today’s final MSGP
is not subject to notice and comment
requirements under the APA or any
other statute because the APA defines
"rules" in a manner that excludes
permits. See APA section 551(4), (6),
and (8).
APA section 553 does not require
public notice and opportunity for
comment for interpretative rules or
general statements of policy. In addition "
to finalizing the new MSGP, today’s
notice repeats for the convenience of the
reader an interpretation of existing
regulations promulgated almost twenty
years ago. The action would impose no
new or additional requirements.
Authorization to Discharge Under the
National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System
In compliance with the provisions of
the Clean Water Act, as amended, (33
U.S.C. 1251 et seq.), operators of
discharges associated with industrial
activities that submit a complete Notice
of Intent in accordance with Part 2.2 for
a discharge that is located in an area
specified in Part 1.1 and eligible for
permit coverage under Part 1.2 are
authorized to discharge pollutants to
waters of the United States in
accordance with the conditions and
requirements set forth herein.
This permit becomes effective on
October 30, 2000.
This permit and the authorization to
discharge expire at midnight, October
30, 2005.
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Signed and issued this 15th day of
September, 2000.
Linda M. Murphy,
Director, Office of Ecosystem Protection,
Region I.
Signed and issued this 15th day of
September, 2000.
Kathleen C. Ca[laban,
Director, Division of EnvironmentalPlanning
and Protection, Region 2.
Signed and issued this 15th day of
September. 2000.
Joseph T. Piotrowski,
Acting Director, WaterPratection Division,
Region 3.
Signed and issued this 12th day of
September, 2000.
Douglas Mundrick,
Acting Deputy Division Director, Water
Management Division, Region 4.
Signed and issued this 27th day of
September, 2000.
Sam Becker,
Acting Director, Water Quality Protection
Division, Region 6.
Signed and issued this 2d day of October,
2000.
Stephen S. Tuber,
Acting Assistant Regional Administrator,
Office of Partnerships and Regulatory
Assistance, Region 8.
Signed and issued this 28th day of
September. 2000.
Alexis Strauss,
Director, Water Division, Region 9.
Signed and issued this 14th day of
September, 2000.
Michael A. Russell,
Deputy Director, Office of Water, Region 10.
NPDES Multi-Sector General Permits
for Storm Water Discharges Associated
With Industrial Activities
Table of Contents
1. Coverage Under This Permit
1.1 Permit Area
1.2 Eligibility
1.3 How to Obtain Authorization Under
This Permit
1.4 Terminating Coverage
1.5 Conditional Exclusion for No
Exposure
2. Notice of Intent Requirements
2.1 Notice of Intent (NOI) Deadlines
2.2 Contents of Notice of Intent (NOI)
2.3 Use of NOI Form
2.4 Where to Submit
2.5 Additional Notification
3. Special Conditions
3.1 Hazardous Substances or Oil
3.2 Additional Requirements for Salt
Storage
3.3 Discharge Compliance With Water
Quality Standards
4. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plans
4.1 Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan Requirements
4.2 Contents of Plan
4.3 Maintenance
4.4 Non-Storm Water Discharges

4.5 Documentation of Permit Eligibility
Related to Endangered Species
4.6 Documentation of Permit Eligibility
Related to Historic Places
4.7 Copy of Permit Requirements
4.8 Applicable State, Tribal or Local
Plans
4.9 Comprehensive Site Compliance
Evaluation
4.10 Maintaining Updated SWPPP
4.11 Signature, Plan Review and Making
Plans Available
4.12 Additional Requirements for Storm
Water Discharges Associated With
Industrial Activity From Facilities
Subiect to EPCRA Section 313 Reporting
Requirements
5. Monitoring Requirements and Numeric
Limitations
5.1 Types of Monitoring Requirements
and Limitations
5.2 Monitoring Instructions
5.3 General Monitoring Waivers
5.4 Monitoring Required by the Director
5.5 Reporting Monitoring Results
6. Sector-Specific Requirements for Industrial
Activity
6.A Sector A--Timber Products
6.B Sector B--Paper and Allied Products
Manufacturing
6.C Sector C--Chemical and Allied
Products Manufacturing
6.D Sector D--Asphalt Paving and
Roofing Materials and Lubricant
Manufacturers
6.E Sector D--Glass, Clay, Cement,
Concrete, and Gypsum Products
6.F Sector F--Primary Metals
6.G Sector G--Metal Mining (Ore Mining
and Dressing)
6.H Sector H--Coal Mines and Coal
Mining Related Facilities
6.I Sector I--Oil and Gas Extraction and
Refining
6.J Sector J--Mineral Mining and
Dressing
6.K Sector KwHazardous Waste
Treatment, Storage or Disposal Facilities
6.L Sector L--Landfills, Land Application
Sites and Open Dumps
6.M Sector MwAutomobilo Salvage
Yards
6.N Sector N--Scrap Recycling and Waste
Recycling Facilities
6.0 Sector O--Steam Electric Generating
Facilities
6.P Sector P--Land Transportation and
Warehousing
6.Q Sector Q--Water Transportation
6.R Sector R--Sh~p and Boat Building or
Repair Yards
6.S Sector S--Air Transportation
" 6.T Sector T--Treatment Works
6.U Sector U--Food and Kindred
Products
6.V Sector V--Textile Mills, Apparel and
Other Fabric Products
6.W Sector W--Furniture and Fixtures
6.X Sector X--Printing and Publishing
6.Y Sector Y--Rubber, Miscellaneous
Plastic Products and Miscellaneous
Manufacturing Industries
6.Z Sector Z--Leather Tanning and
Finishing
6.AA Sector AA--Fabricated Metal
Products
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6.AB Sector AB--Transportation
Equipment, Industrial or Commercial
Machinery
6.AC Sector AC--Electronic, Electrical
Equipment and Components,
Photographic and Optical Goods
6.AD Storm Water Discharges Designated
By the Director As Requiring Permits
7. Reporting
7.1 Reporting Results of Monitoring
7.2 Additional Reporting for Dischargers
to a Large or Medium Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer System
7.3 Mi,ocellaneous Reports
8. Retention of Records
8.1 Documents
8.2 Accessibility
8.3 Addresses
8.4 State, Tribal, and Other Agencies
9. Standard Permit Conditions
9.1 Duty to Comply
9.2 Continuation of the Expired General
Permit
9.3 Need to Halt or Reduce Activity Not
a Defense
9.4 Duty to Mitigate
9.5 Duty to Provide Information
9.6 Other Information
9.7 Signatory Requirements
9.8 Penalties for Falsification of Reports
9.9 Oil and Hazardous Substance
Liability
9.10 Property Rights
9.11 Severability
9.12 Requiring Coverage Under an
Individual Permit or an Alternative
General Permit
9.13 State/Tribal Environmental Laws
9.14 Proper Operation and Maintenance
9.15 Inspection and Entry
9.16 Monitoring and Records
9.17 Permit Actions
10. Reopener Clause
10.1 Water Quality Protection
10.2 Procedures for Modification or
Revocation
11. Transfer or Termination of Coverage
11.1 Transfer of Permit Coverage
11.2 Notice of Termination (NOT)
11.3 Addresses
11.4 Facilities Eligible for "No Exposure"
Exemption for Storm Water Permitting
12. Definitions
13. Permit Conditions Applicable to Specific
State, Indian Country Lands, or
Territories
Addendum A--Endangered Species
Guidance
Addendum B--Historic Properties Guidance
Addendum C--New Source Environmental
Assessments
Addendum D--Notice of Intent Form
Addendum E--Notice of Termination Form
Addendum F--No Exposure Certification
Form
Note: In the Spirit of the Agency’s
"Readable Regulations" policy, this permit
was written as much as practicable in a more
reader-friendly, plain language format that
should make it easier for people less familiar
with traditional EPA permits and regulations
to read and understand the permit
requirements. Terms like "you" and "your"
are used to refer to the party(ies) that are
operators of a discharge, applicants,
permittees, etc. Terms like "must" are used
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instead of "shall." Phrasing such as "If you.
..... is used to identify conditions that
may not apply to all permittees,
1. Coverage Under This Permit
1.1 Permit Area
The permit language is structured as
if it were a single permit, with State,
Indian country land or other areaspecific conditions contained in Part 13.
Permit No.

Permit coverage is actually provided by
legally separate and distinctly
numbered permits, all of which are
contained herein, and which cover each
of the areas listed in Parts 1.1.1 through
1.1.10.
Note: EPA can only provide permit
coverage for areas and classes of discharges
not within the scope of a State’s NPDES
authorization. For discharges not described
Areas of coverage/where EPA

CTR05*##I ......................................
MAR05*### .....................................
MAR05*##I ......................................
MER05*### .....................................
MER05*##1 ......................................
NHR05*f~## .....................................
RIR05*~#1 ........................................
VTR05*#~#F .....................................

in an area of coverage below, please contact
the appropriate State NPDES permitting
authority to obtain a permit.
1.1.1 EPA Region 1: CT, MA, ME, NH,
RI, VT
The states of Connecticut, Rhode
Island, and Vermont are the NPDES
Permitting Authority for the majority of
discharges within their respective states.
is permitting authority

Indian country lands within the State of Connecticut.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, except Indian country lands.
Indian country lands within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
State of Maine, except Indian country lands.
Indian country lands within the State of Maine.
State of New Hampshire.
Indian country lands within the State of Rhode Island.
Federal Facilities in the State of Vermont.
1.1.2 EPA Region 2: NJ, NY, PR, VI

The state of New York is the NPDES Permitting Authority for the majority of discharges within that state. New
Jersey and the Virgin Islands are the NPDES Permitting Authority for all discharges within their respective states.
Permit No.

]

Areas of coverage/where EPA is permitting authority

PRR05*### ..................................... I The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
1.1.3 EPA REGION 3: DE, DC, MD, PA, VA, WV
The state of Delaware is the NPDES Permitting Authority for the majority of discharges within that state. Maryland,
Pennsylvania, and Virginia, West Virginia are the NPDES Permitting Authority for all discharges within these states.
Permit No.
Areas of coverage/where EPA is permitting authority
[
DCR05*### .....................................
DER05*##F ..................................... Federal Facilities in the State of Delaware.
I The District of Columbia.
1.1.4 EPA Region 4: hL, FL, Gh, KY, MS, NC, SC, TN

o ,T. he, states of.Alab,ama, Florida, Mississippi, and North Carolina are the NPDES Permitting Authority for the majority
ot
amclaarges
within
their respective
Georgia,
Kentucky, South Carolina and Tennessee are the NPDES Permitting
Authority
for all
discharges
within theirstates.
respective
states.
Permit No.
ALR05*##I .......................................
FLR05*##1 .......................................
MSR05*##1 ......................................
NCR05*#:#1 ......................................

Areas of coverage/where EPA is permitting authority
Indian country lands within the State of Alabama.
Indian country lands within the State of Florida.
Indian country lands within the State of Mississippi.
Indian country lands within the State of North Carolina.
1.1.5 EPA Region 5: IL, IN. MI, MN, OH, WI

Coverage Not Available.
1.1.6 EPA Region 6: AR, LA, OK, TX, NM (Except See ii~e~ g for Navajo Lands, and See Region 8 for Ute Mountain
Reservation Lands)
The states of Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas are the NPDES Permitting Authority for the majority of discharges
within their respective states. Arkansas is the NPDES Permitting Authority for all discharges within that state.
Permit No.

Areas of coverage/where EPA is permitting authority

LAR05*##I .......................................
NMR05*### .....................................
NMR05*##I ......................................

Indian country lands within the State of Louisiana.
The State of New Mexico, except Indian country lands.
Indian country lands within the State of New Mexico, except Navajo Reservation Lands that are covered
under Arizona permit AZR05*##1 listed in Part 1,1.9 and Ute Mountain Reservation Lands that are covered under Colorado permit COR05*##I listed in Part 1.1.8.
Indian country lands within the State of Oklahoma.
Facilities in the State of Oklahoma not under the jurisdiction of the Oklahoma Department of Environmental
Quality, except those on Indian country lands. EPA-jurisdiction facilities include SIC codes 1311, 1381,
1382, 1389 and 5171 and point source (but not non-point source) discharges associated with agricultural
production, services, and silviculture.

OKR05*##I ......................................
OKR05*##F .....................................
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Permit No.

Areas of coverage/where EPA is permitting authority
" 1
TXR05"##F .................................... .j Facilities in the State of Texas not under the jurisdiction of the Texas Natural Resource Conservation
Commission, except those on Indian country lands. EPAojurisdiction facilities include SIC codes 1311,
1321, 1381, 1382, and 1389 (other than oil field service company "home base" faci ties)
TXR05*##1 ......................................t
Indian country lands within the State of Texas.

!

1.1.7 EPA Region 7: IA, KS, MO, NE
Coverage Not Available.
1.1.8 EPA Region 8: CO, MT, N-D, SD, WY, UT (Except See Region 9 for Goshute Reservation and Navajo Reservation
Lands), the Ute Mountain Reservation in NM, and the Pine Ridge Reservation in N£
The states of Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming are the NPDES Permitting Authori*~y
for the majority of discharges within their respective states.
Permit No.

Areas of coverage/where EPA is permitting authority

COR05*##F .....................................

Federal Facilities in the State of Colorado, except those located on Indian country lands which are covered
under Colorado permit COROS*##1 below.
COR05*##I ...................................... Indian country lands within the State of Colorado, including the portion of the Ute Mountain Reservation Iocatad in New Mexico.
MTR05*##I ...................................... Reserved.
NDR05*##I ...................................... Indian country lands within the State of North Dakota, including that portion of the Standing Rock Reservation located in South Dakota except indian country within the former boundaries of the Lake Traverse
Reservation that is covered under South Dakota permit SDR05*##I listed below.
SDR05*##1 ...................................... Indian country lands within the State of South Dakota, including the portion of the Pine Ridge Reservation
located in Nebraska and the portion of Indian country within the former boundaries of the Lake Traverse
Reservation located in North Dakota except for the Standing Rock Reservation that is covered under
North Dakota permit NDR05*##1 listed above.
UTR05*##I ...................................... Indian country lands within the State of Utah, except Goshuta and Navajo Reservation lands that are covered under Adzona permit AZR05*##1 (Goshuta) listed in Part 1.1.9 and Nevada permit NVR05*##I
(Navajo) listed in Part 1.1.9.
WYR05*##1 ..................................... Indian country lands within the State of Wyoming.
1.1.9 EPA Region 9: CA, HI, NV, Guam, American Samoa, the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands,
the Goshute Reservation in UT and NV, the Navajo Reservation in LIT, NM, and AZ, the Duck Valley Reservation
in ID, and the Fort McDermitt Reservation in OR
The states of California and Nevada are the NPDES Permitting Authority for the majority of discharges within
their respective states. Hawaii is the NPDES Permitting Authority for all discharges within that state.
Permit No.

Areas of coverage/where EPA is permitting authority

ASR05*### .....................................
AZR05*### ......................................
AZR05*##1 .......................................

The Island of Amedcan Samoa.
The State of Arizona, except Indian country lands.
Indian country lands within the State of Arizona, including Navajo Reservation lands in New Mexico and
Utah.
Indian country lands within the State of California.
The Island of Guam.
Johnston Atoll.
Midway Island and Wake Island.
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.
Indian countw lands within the State of Nevada, including the Duck Valley Reservation in Idaho, the Fort
McDermitt Reservation in Oregon and the Goshute Reservation in Utah.

CAR05*##I ......................................
GUR05*### .....................................
JAR05*### ......................................
MWR05*### ....................................
NIR05*### .......................................
NVR05*##I ......................................

1.1.10 Region 10: AK, ID (Except See Region 9 for Duck Valley Reservation Lands), OR (Except See Region 9 for
Fort McDermitI Reservation), WA
The states of Oregon and Washington are the NPDES Permitting Authority for the majority of discharges within
their respective states. The 1995 Multi-Sector General Permit was issued in the State of Alaska on February 9, 1996
(61 FR 5247) and the terms and conditions of the 1995 permit are effective for facilities in Alaska through February
9, 2001, EPA will reissue this permit for the State of Alaska at a future date.
"
Permit No.

Areas of coverage/where EPA is permitting authority

AKR05"##1 ...................................... indian country lands within Alaska.
IDR05*### ....................................... The State of Idaho, except Indian country lands.
IDR05*##1 ........................................ Indian country lands within the State of Idaho, except Duck Valley Reservation lands which are covered
under Nevada permit NVR05°##1 listed in Part 1.1.9.
ORR05"##I ...................................... Indian country lands within the State of Oregon except Fort McDermitt Reservation lands that are covered
under Nevada permit NVR05°##I listed in Part 1.1.9.
WAR05"##1 ..................................... Indian country lands within the State of Washington.
WAR05*##F .................................... Federal Facilities in the State of Washington, except those located on Indian country lands.
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1.2 Eligibility

You must maintain permit eligibility to discharge under this permit. Any discharges that are not compliant with

the eligibility conditions of this permit are not authorized by the permit and you must either apply for a separate
permit to cover those ineligible discharges or take necessary steps to make the discharges eligible for coverage.
1.2.1 Facilities Covered

Your permit eligibility is limited to discharges from facilities in the "sectors" of industrial activity based on Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) codes and Industrial Activity Codes summarized in Table 1-1. References to "sectors"
in this permit (e.g., sector-specific monitoring requirements, etc.) refer to these sectors.

TABLE 1-1 .--SECTORS OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY COVERED BY THIS PERMIT
SIC code or activity code 1

I

Activity represented
Sector A: Timber Products

2411 ................................................
2421 ................................................
2426 ................................................
2429 ................................................
2431-2439 (except 2434) ...............
2448, 2449 ......................................
2451, 2452 ......................................
2491 ................................................
2493 ................................................
2499 ................................................

Log Storage and Handling (Wet deck storage areas only authorized if no chemical additives are used in
the spray water or applied to the logs).
General Sawmills and Planning Mills.
Hardwood Dimension and Flooring Mills.
Special Product Sawmills, Not Elsewhere Classified.
Millwork, Veneer, Plywood, and Structural Wood (see Sector W).
Wood Containers.
Wood Buildings and Mobile Homes.
Wood Preserving.
Reconstituted Wood Products.
Wood Products, Not Elsewhere Classified.
Sector B: Paper and Allied Producte

2611 ................................................
2621 ................................................
2631 ................................................
2652-2657 ......................................
2671-2679 ......................................

Pulp Mills.
Paper Mills.
Paperboard Mills.
Paperboard Containers and Boxes.
Converted Paper and Paperboard Products, Except Containers and Boxes.
Sector C: Chemical and Allied Products

2812-2819 ......................................
2821-2824 ......................................
2833-2836 ......................................
2841-2844 ......................................
2851 ................................................
2861-2869 ......................................
2873-2879 ......................................
2873 ................................................
2891-2899 ......................................
3952 (limited to list) ........................

Industrial Inorganic Chemicals.
Plastics Materials and Synthetic Resins, Synthetic Rubber, Cellulosic and Other Manmade Fibers Except
Glass.
Medicinal chemicals and botanical products; pharmaceutical preparations; in vitro and in vivo diagnostic
substances; biological products, except diagnostic substances.
Soaps, Detergents, and Cleaning Preparations; Perfumes, Cosmetics, and Other Toilet Preparations.
Paints, Varnishes, Lacquers, Enamels, and Allied Products.
Industrial Organic Chemicals.
Agricultural Chemicals.
Facilities that Make Fertilizer Solely from Leather Scraps and Leather Dust.
Miscellaneous Chemical Products.
Inks and Paints, Including China Painting Enamels, India Ink, Drawing Ink, Platinum Paints for Burnt Wood
or Leather Work, Paints for China Painting, Artist’s Paints and Artist’s Watercolors.
Sector D: Asphalt Paving and Roofing Materials and Lubricants

2951, 2952 ...................................... I Asphalt Paving and Roofing Materials.
2992, 2999 ......................................
I Miscellaneous Products of Petroleum and Coal.
Sector E: Glass Clay, Cement, Concrete, and Gypsum Products
3211 ................................................
3221, 3229 ......................................
3231 ................................................
3241 ................................................
3251-3259 ......................................
3261-3269 ...................................
3271-3275 ......................................
3291-3299 ......................................

Flat Glass.
Glass and Glassware, Pressed or Blown,
Glass Products Made of Purchased Glass.
Hydraulic Cement.
Structural Clay Products.
Pottery and Related Products.
Concrete, Gypsum and Plaster Products.
Abrasive, Asbestos, and Miscellaneous Nonmetallic Mineral Products.
Sector F: Prtmary Metals

3312-3317 ......................................
3321-3325 ......................................
3331-3339 ......................................
3341 ................................................
3351-3357 ......................................

I Steel Works, Blast Furnaces, and Rolling and Finishing Mills.
~ Iron and Steel Foundries,
J Pdmary Smelting and Refining of Nonferrous Metals.
~ Secondary Smelting and Refining of Nonferrous Metals.
I Rolling, Drawing, and Extruding of Nonferrous Metals.
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TABLI= 1-t.--SI=CTORs OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY COVERED BY THIS PERMIT---Cofltiflued
SIC code or activity code i

Activity represented

3363-3369 ......................................
3398, 3399 ......................................

Nonferrous Foundries (Castings).
Miscellaneous Primary Metal Products.

1011 ...............................................
1021 ................................................
1031 ................................................
1041, 1044 ......................................
1061 ................................................
1081 ................................................
1094, 1099 ......................................

Iron Ores.
Copper Ores.
Lead and Zinc Ores,
Gold and Silver Ores.
Ferroalloy Ores, Except Vanadium.
Metal Mining Services.
Miscellaneous Metal Ores.

Sector G: Metal Mining (Ore Mining and Dressing)

Sector H: Coal Mlnes and Coal Mlnlng Related FacIlltles
221-1241 ...................................... I Coal Mines and Coal Mining-Related Facilities.
Sector h Oil and Gas Extraction and Refining
1311 .........................................
1321 ................................................
1381-1389 ......................................
2911 ................................................

Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas.
Natural Gas Liquids.
Oil and Gas Field Services.
Petroleum Refineries,
Sector J: Mineral Mining and Dreaalng

1411 ................................................
1422-1429 ......................................
1442, 1446 ......................................
1455, 1459 ......................................
1474-1479 ......................................
1481 ...............................................
1499 ................................................

Dimension Stone.
Crushed and Broken Stone, Including Rip Rap.
Sand and Gravel
Clay, Ceramic, and Refractory Materials.
Chemical and Fertilizer Mineral Mining.
Nonmetallic Minerals Services, Except Fuels.
Miscellaneous Nonmetallic Minerals, Except Fuels.

Sector K: Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage, or Disposal Facilities
HZ ................................................... I Hazardous Waste Treatment Storage or Disposal.
Sector L: Landfills and Land Applloation Sltes
LF ....................................................

Landfills, Land Application Sites, and Open Dumps.
Sector M: Automobile Salvage Yarda

5015 ................................................ I Automobile Salvage Yards.
Sector N: Scrap Recycling Fecilitiee
5O93 ................................................ I Scrap Recycling Facilities.
Sector O: Steam Electric Generating Facilities
SE ................................................... J Steam Electric Generating Facilities.
Sector P: Land Trat~sportation and Warehousing
4011, 4013 ...................................... I Railroad Transportation.
4111-4173 ......................................
4212-4231 ...................................... Motor Freight Transportation and Warehousing.
4311 ................................................ United States Postal Service.
and Highway Passenger Transportation.
5171 ................................................ I Local
Petroleum Bulk Stations and Terminals.
Sector Q: Water Transportation
4412-4499 ......................................

3731

Transportation.
I Water
Sector R: Shlp and Boat Bulldlng or Repalrlng Yards

....................................... I Ship and Boat Building or Repairing Yards.
Sector S: Alr Transportation

4512-4581 ...................................... I Air Transportation Facilities.
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TABLE 1-.1.--SECTORS OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY COVERED BY THIS PERMIT--CofltJflued

SIC code or activity code 1

Activity represented
Sector T: Treatment Works

...................................................

Treatment
Sector U: Food and Kindred Products

2011-2015 ......................................
2021-2026 ..........................
2032 ................................................
2041-2048 ......................................
2051-2053 ......................................
2061-2068 ......................................
2074-2079 ......................................
2082-2087 ......................................
2091-2099 ......................................
2111-2141 ......................................

Meat Products.
Dairy Products.
Canned, Frozen and Preserved Fruits, Vegetables and Food Specialties.
Grain Mill Products.
Bakery Products.
Sugar and Confectionery Products.
Fats and Oils.
Beverages.
Miscellaneous Food Preparations and Kindred Products.
Tobacco Products.

Sector V: Textile Mills, Apparel, and Other Fabric Product Manufacturing, Leather and Leather Products
2211-2299 ...................................... ! Textile Mill Products.
2311-2399 ...................................... Apparel and Other Finished Products Made From Fabrics and Similar Materials.
3131-3199 (except 3111) ............... Leather and Leather Products, except Leather Tanning and Finishing (see Sector Z).
Sector W: Furniture and Fixtures
2434 ................................................ I Wood Kitchen Cabinets.
2511-2599 ......................................
I Furniture and Fixtures.
Sector X: Printing and Publishing
271 1-2796 ...................................... I Printing, Publishing, and Allied Industries.
Sector Y: Rubber, Miscellaneous Plastic Products, and Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries.
3011 ................................................
3021 ................................................
3052, 3053 ......................................
3061, 3069 ......................................
3081-3089 ....................................
3931 .......................
3942-3949 ......................................
3951-3955 (except 3952 facilities
as specified in Sector C).
3961, 3965 ......................................
3991-3999 ......................................

Costume Jewelry, Costume Novelties, Buttons, and Miscellaneous Notions, Except Precious Metal.
Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries.

3411-3499 ......................................
3911-3915 ......................................

Fabricated Metal Products, Except Machinery and Transportation Equipment.
Jewelry, Silverware, and Plated Ware.

Tires and Inner Tubes.
Rubber and Plastics Footwear.
Gaskets, Packing, and Sealing Devices and Rubber and Plastics Hose and Belting.
Fabricated Rubber Products, Not Elsewhere Classified.
Miscellaneous Plastics Products.
Musical Instruments.
Dolls, Toys, Games and Sporting and Athletic Goods.
Pens, Pencils,and Other Artists’ Materials.

Sector AB: Transportation Equipment, Industrial or Commercial Machinery
35! 1-3599 (except 3571-3579) .....
3711-3799 (except 3731, 3732) ..... I Industrial and Commercial Machinery (except Computer and Office Equipment) (see Sector AC).
, Transportation Equipment (excel~ Sh=g and Boat Building and Repairing) (see Sector R).
Sector AC: Electronic, Electrical, I~mtographic, and Optical Goods
3571-3579 ......................................
3612-3699 ......................................
3812 ................................................

Computer and Office Equipment.
Electronic, Electrical Equipment and Components, except Computer Equipment.
Measuring, Analyzing and Controlling Instrument; Photographic and Optical Goods.
Sector AD: Non-Classified Facilities

N/A .................................................. J Other storm water discharges designated by the Director as needing a permit (see 40 CFR 122.26(g)(1)(I))
or any facility discharging storm water associated with industrial activity not described by any of Sectors
A-AC. Note: Facilities may not elect to be covered under Sector AD. Only the Director may assign a facility to Sector AD.
1A complete list of SIC codes (and conversions from the newer North Amedcan Industry Classification System (NAICS)) can be obta ned from
the Intemet at http://www.census.gov/epcd/www/naics.html or in paper form from various locations in the document entitled "Handbook of Standard Industrial Classifications " Office of Management and Budget, 1987. Industrial activity codes are provided on the Multi-Sector General Permit
Notice of ntent (NOI) application form (EPA Form Number 35~0-6).
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1.2.1.1 Co-located Activities. If you
have co-located industrial activities onsite that are described in a sector(s)
other than your primary sector, you
must comply with all other applicable
sector-specific conditions found in Part
6 for the co-located industrial activities.
The extra sector-specific requirements
are applied only to those areas of your
facility where the extra-sector activities
occur. An activity at a facility is not
considered co-located if the activity,
when considered separately, does not
meet the description of a category of
industrial activity covered by the storm
water regulations, and identified by the
MSGP-2000 SIC code list. For example,
unless you are actually hauling
substantial amounts of freight or
materials with your own truck fleet or
are providing a trucking service to
outsiders, simple maintenance of
vehicles used at your facility is unlikely
to meet the SIC code group 42
description of a motor freight
transportation facility. Even though
Sector P may not apply, the runoff from
your vehicle maintenance facility would
likely still be considered storm water
associated with industrial activity. As

64807

such, your SWPPP must still address the Pollution Prevention Plan (see Part
runoff from the vehicle maintenance
4.2.2.3.7);
facility--although not necessarily with
1.2.2.1.2 Non-storm water
the same degree of detail as required by discharges as noted in Part 1.2.2.2 or
Sector P--but you would not be
otherwise specifically allowed by the
required to monitor as per Sector P.
permit;
If runoff from co-located activities
1.2.2.1.3 Discharges subject to an
commingles, you must monitor the
effluent guideline listed in Table 1-2
discharge as per the requirements of all
that also meet all other eligibility
applicable sectors (regardless of the
requirements of the permit. Interim
actual location of the discharge). If you
coverage is also available for discharges
comply with all applicable requirements subject to a new storm water effluent
from all applicable sections of Part 6 for limitation guideline promulgated after
the co-located industrial activities, the
the effective date of this permit.
discharges from these co-located
Discharges subject to a New Source
activities are authorized by this permit.
Performance Standard (NSPS) effluent
guideline must also meet the
1.2.2 Discharges Covered
requirements of Part 1.2.4.;
1.2.2.1 Allowable Storm Water
1.2.2.1.4 Discharges designated by
Discharges. Subject to compliance with
the Director as needing a storm water
the terms and conditions of this permit,
permit under 40 CFR 122.26(a)(1)(v) or
you are authorized to discharge
under 122.26(a)(9) and 122.26(g)(1)(i);
pollutants in:
and
1.2.2.1.1 Discharges of storm water
1.2.2.1.5 Discharges comprised of a
runoff associated with industrial
discharge listed in Parts 1.2.2.1.1 to
activities as defined in 40 CFR 122.26
1.2.2.1.4 above commingled with a
(b)(14)(i-ix and xi) from the sectors of
discharge authorized by a different
industry described in Table 1-1, and
NPDES permit and/or a discharge that
that are specifically identified by outfall does not require NPDES permit
or discharge location in the Storm Water authorization.

TABLE 1-2.--EFFLUENT GUIDELINES APPLICABLE TO DISCHARGES THAT MAYBE ELIGIBLE FOR PERMIT COVERAGE
New source
performance Sectors
standards inaffected
cluded in ef- with
facilities
fluent guidelines?

Effluent guideline

Runoff from material storage piles at cement manufacturing facilities [40 CFR Part 411 Subpart C (established
February 23, 1977)].
Contaminated runoff from phosphate fertilizer manufacturing facilities [40 CFR Part 418 Subpart A (established
April 8, 1974)].
Coal pile runoff at steam electric generating facilities [40 CFR Part 423 (established November 19, 1982)] ..........
Discharges resulting from spray down or intentional wetting of logs at wet deck storage areas [40 CFR Part 429,
Subpart I (established January 26, 1981)].
Mine dewatering discharges at crushed stone mines [40 CFR part 436, Subpart B] ...............................................
Mine dewatering discharges at construction sand and gravel mines [40 CFR part 436, Subpart C] .......................
Mine dewatering discharges at industrial sand mines [40 CFR part 436, Subpad D] ..............................................
Runoff from asphalt emulsion facilities [40 CFR Part 443 Subpart A (established July 24, 1975)] ..........................
Runoff from landfills, [40 CFR Part 445, Subpart A and B (established Felxuan/2. 2000] .....................................

1.2.2.2 Allowable Non-Storm Water
Discharges. You are also authorized for
the following non-storm water
discharges, provided the non-storm
water component of your discharge is in
compliance with Part 4.4.2 (non-storm
water discharges):
1.2.2.2.1 Discharges from fire
fighting activities:
1.2.2.2.2 Fire hydrant flushings;
1.2.2.2.3 Potable water including
water line flushings;
1.2.2.2.4 Uncontaminated air
conditioning or compressor condensate;
1.2.2.2.5 Irrigation drainage;
1.2.2.2.6 Landscape watering
provided all pesticides, herbicides, and

fertilizer have been applied in
accordance with manuP, cturer’s
instructions;
1.2.2.2.7 Pavement wash waters
where no detergents are used and no
spills or leaks of toxic or hazardous
materials have occurred (unless all
spilled material has been removed);
1.2.2.2.8 Routine external building
wash down which does not use
detergents;
1.2.2.2.9 Uncontaminated ground .
water or springwater:
1.2.2.2.10 Foundation or footing
drains where flows are not
contaminated with process materials
such as solvents;

Yes ............... E
Yes ............... C
Yes ............... O
Yes ............... A
No ................
No ................
No ................
Yes ...............
Yes ...............

J
J
J
D
K&L

1.2.2.2.11 Incidental windblown
mist from cooling towers that collects
on rooftops or adjacent portions of your
facility, but NOT intentional discharges
from the cooling tower (e.g., "piped"
cooling tower blowdown or drains).
1.2.3 Limitations on Coverage
1.2.3.1 Prohibition on Discharges
Mixed with Non-Storm Water. You are
not authorized for discharges that are
mixed with sources of non-storm water.
This exclusion does not apply to
discharges identified in Part 1.2.2.2,
provided the discharges are in
compliance with Part 4.4.2 (Storm
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Water Pollution Prevention Plan
requirements for authorized non-storm
water discharges), and to any discharge
explicitly authorized by the permit,
1.2.3.2 Storm Water Discharges
Associated with Construction Activity.
You are not authorized for storm water
discharges associated with construction
activity as defined in 40 CFR
122.26(b)(14)(x) or 40 CFR
122.26(b)(15).
1.2.3.3 Discharges Currently or
Previously Covered by Another Permit.
You are not authorized for the
following:
1.2.3.3.1 Storm water discharges
associated with industrial activity that
are currently covered under an
individual permit or an alternative
general permit.
1.2.3.3.2 Discharges previously
covered by an individual permit or
alternative general permit (except the
1992 "Baseline" or the 1995 MultiSector NPDES General Permits for
Storm Water Discharges Associated
With Industrial Activity) that has
expired, or been terminated at the
request of the permittee unless:
1.2.3.3.2.1 The individual permit
did not contain numeric water qualitybased limitations developed for the
storm water component of the
discharge: and
1.2.3.3.2.2 The permittee includes
any specific BMPs for storm water
required under the individual permit in
the SWPPP required under Part 4 of this
permit,
1.2.3.3.3 Storm water discharges
associated with industrial activity from
facilities where any NPDES permit has
been or is in the process of being
denied, terminated, or revoked by the
Director (other than in a replacement
permit issuance process). Upon request,
the Director may waive this exclusion if
operator of the facility has since passed
to a different owner/operator and new
circumstances at the facility justify a
waiver,
1.2.3.4 Discharges Subject to
Effluent Limitations Guidelines. You are
not authorized for discharges subject to
any effluent limitation guideline that is
not included in Table 1-2. For
discharges subject to a New Source
Performance Standard (NSPS) effluent
guideline identified in Table 1-2, you
must comply with Part 1.2.4 prior to
being eligible for permit coverage,
1.2.3.5 Discharge Compliance with
Water Quality Standards. You are not
authorized for storm water discharges
that the Director determines will cause,
or have reasonable potential to cause or
contribute to, violations of water quality
standards. Where such determinations
have been made, the Director may notify

you that an individual permit
application is necessary in accordance
with Part 9.12. However, the Director
may authorize your coverage under this
permit after you have included
appropriate controls and
implementation procedures designed to
bring your discharges into compliance
with water quality standards in your
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan.
1.2.3.6 Endangered and Threatened
Species or Critical Habitat Protection.
You are not authorized for discharges
that do not avoid unacceptable effects
on Federally listed endangered and
threatened ("listed") species or
designated critical habitat ("critical
habitat").
Caution: Additional endangered and
threatened species have been listed and
critical habit designated since the 1995
MSGP was issued. Even if you were
previously covered by the 1995 MSGP, you
must determine eligibility for this permit
through the processes described below and in
Addendum A. Where applicable, you may
incorporate information from your previous
endangered species analysis in your
documentation of eligibility for this permit,
1.2.3.6.1 Coverage under this permit
is available only if your storm water
discharges, allowable non-storm water
discharges, and discharge-related
activities are not likely to jeopardize the
continued existence of any species that
are listed as endangered or threatened
("listed") under the ESA or result in the
adverse modification or destruction of
habitat that is designated or proposed to
be designated as critical under the ESA
("critical habitat"). Submission of a
signed NOI will be deemed to also
constitute your certification of
eligibility,
1.2.3.6.2 "Discharge-related
activities" include: activities which
cause, contribute to, or result in storm
water point source pollutant discharges:
and measures to control storm water
discharges including the siting,
construction and operation of best
management practices (BMPs/to
control, reduce or prevent storm water
pollution,
1.2.3.6.3 Determining Eligibility:
You must use the most recent
Endangered and Threatened Species
County-Species List available from EPA
and the process in Addendum A (ESA
Screening Process) to determine your
eligibility PBIOB to submittal of your
NOI. As of the effective date of this
permit, the most current version of the
List is located on the EPA Office of
Water Web site at http://www.epa.gov/
owm/esalst2.htm. You must meet one or
more of the criteria in 1.2.3.6.3.1
through 1.2.3.6.3.5 below for the entire
term of coverage under the permit. You

must include a certification of eligibility
and supporting documentation on the
eligibility determination in your Storm
Water Pollution Prevention Plan.
1.2.3.6.3.1 Criteria A:No
endangered or threatened species or
critical habitat are in proximity to your
facility or the point where authorized
discharges reach the receiving water; or
1.2.3.6.3.2 Criteria B: In the course
of a separate federal action involving
your facility (e.g., EPA processing
request for an individual NPDES permit,
issuance of a CWA § 404 wetlands
dredge and fill permit, etc.), formal or
informal consultation with the Fish and
Wildlife Service and/or the National
Marine Fisheries Service (the
"Services") under section 7 of the
Endangered Species Act (ESA) has been
concluded and that consultation:
(a) Addressed the effects of your
storm water discharges, allowable nonstorm water discharges, and dischargerelated activities on listed species and
critical habitat and
(b) The consultation resulted in either
a no jeopardy opinion or a written
concurrence by the Service on a finding
that your storm water discharges,
allowable non-storm water discharges,
and discharge-related activities are not
likely to adversely affect listed species
or critical habitat; or
1.2.3.6.3.3 Criteria C: Your activities
are authorized under section 10 of the
ESA and that authorization addresses
the effects of your storm water
discharges, allowable non-storm water
discharges, and discharge-related
activities on listed species and critical
habitat; or
1.2.3.6.3.4 Criteria D: Using best
judgement, you have evaluated the
effects of your storm water discharges,
allowable non-storm water discharges.
and discharge-related activities on listed
endangered or threatened species and
critical habitat and do not have reason
to believe listed species or critical
habitat would be adversely affected.
1.2.3.6.3.5 Criteria E: Your storm
water discharges, allowable non-storm
water discharges, and discharge-related
activities were already addressed in
another operator’s certification of
eligibility under Part 1.2.3.6.3.1 through
1.2.3.6.3.4 which included your
facility’s activities. By certifying
eligibility under this Part, you agree to
comply with any measures or controls
upon which the other operator’s
certification was based;
1.2.3.6.4 The Director may require
any permittee or applicant to provide
documentation of the permittee or
applicant’s determination of eligibility
for this permit using the procedures in
Addendum A where EPA or the Fish
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and Wildlife and/or National Marine
assist you with determining your permit grounds for termination of permit
Fisheries Services determin~ that there
eligibility concerning this.provision,
coverage.
is a potential impact on endangered or
1.2.3.8" Discharges to Water Quality1.2.4.3 NEPA Requirements after
threatened species or a critical habitat.
Impaired or Water Quality-13"mited
State Assumption of this Permit. The
1.2.3.6.5 You are not authorized to
Receiving Waters.
National Environmental Policy Act
discharge if the discharges or discharge1.2.3.8.1 You are not authorized to
(NEPA) provisions upon which part
related activities cause a prohibited
discharge if your discharge is prohibited 1.2.4 is based do not apply to state"take" of endangered or threatened
under 40 CFR 122.4(i).
issued permits. Should administration
species (as defined under section 3 of
1.2.3.8.2 You are not authorized to
of all or a portion of this permit be
the Endangered Species Act and 50 CFR discharge any pollutant into any water
transfer to a State as a result of that State
for which a Total Maximum Daily Load assuming the NPDES program pursuant
17.3), unless such takes are authorized
under sections 7 or 10 of the
(TMDL) has been either established or
to Clean Water Act § 402(b), Part 1.2.4
approved by the EPA unless your
Endangered Species Act.
will not apply to any new NOIs
discharge is consistent with that TMDL.
1.2.3.6.6 You are not authorized for
submitted to the State after the State
1.2.3.9 Storm Water Discharges
any discharges where the discharges or
assumes administration of the permit.
Subject
to
Anti-degradation
Water
discharge-related activities are likely to
Likewise, any other permit conditions
jeopardize the continued existence of Quality Standards. You are not
based on Part 1.2.4 will no longer apply
any species that are listed as endangered authorized for discharges that do not
to new NOIs accepted by the NPDESor threatened under the ESA or result in comply with your State or Tribe’s antiauthorized state.
degradation
policy
for
water
quality
the adverse modification or destruction
1.3 How To Obtain Authorization
of habitat that is designated or proposed standards. State and Tribal antiUnder This Permit
degradation policies can be obtained
to be designated as critical under the
from the appropriate State or Tribal
ESA.
1.3.1 Basic Eligibility
environmental office or their Internet
1.2.3.6.7 The Endangered Species
sites.
You may be authorized under this
Act (ESA) provisions upon which part
permit only if you have a discharge of
1.2.3.6 is based do not apply to state1.2.4 Discharges Subject to New
storm water associated with industrial
issued permits. Should administration
Source Performance Standard~
activity from your facility. In order to
of all or a portion of this permit be
(NSPS)~ 2
obtain authorization under this permit,
transfer to a State as a result of that State
you must:
1.2.4.1 Documentation of New
assuming the NPDES program pursuant
1.3.1.1 Meet the Part 1.2 eligibility
Source Review. If you have a
to Clean Water Act § 402(b), Part 1.2.3.6 discharge(s) subject to a NSPS effluent
requirements; and
will not apply to any new NOIs
1.3.1.2 Develop and implement a
guideline, you must obtain and retain
submitted to the State after the State
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
the following on site prior to the
assumes administration of the permit
(SWPPP) (see definition in Part 121
submittal of your Notice of Intent:
(unless otherwise provided in the state
according to the requirements in Part 4
1.2.4.1.1 Documentation from EPA
program authorization agreement),
of this permit.
of "No Significant Impact" or
Likewise, any other permit conditions
1.3.1.3 Submit a complete Notice of
1.2.4.1.2 A completed
Intent (NOI) in accordance with the
based on Part 1.2.3.6 will no longer
Environmental Impact Statement in
requirements of Part 2 of this permit.
apply to new NOIs accepted by the
accordance with an environmental
NPDES-anthorized state,
Any new operator at a facility, including
review conducted by EPA pursuant to
those who replace an operator who has
1.2.3.7 Storm water Discharges and
40 CFR 6.102(a)(61.
previously obtained permit coverage,
Storm Water Discharge-Related
1.2.4.2 Initiating a New Source
Activities with Unconsidered Adverse
Review. If the Agency’s decision has not must submit an NOI to be covered for
discharges for which they are the
Effects on Historic Properties.
been obtained, you may use the format
1.2.3.7.1 Determining Eligibility: In and procedures specified in Addendum operator.
order to be eligible for coverage under
C to submit information to EPA to
1.3.2 Effective Date of Permit
this permit, you must be in compliance
initiate the process of the environmental Coverage
with the National Historic Preservation
review.
Unless notified by the Director to the
Act. Your discharges may be authorized
To maintain eligibility, you must
contrary, if you submit a correctly
under this permit only if:
implement any mitigation required of
completed NOI in accordance with the
1.2.3.7.1.1 Criteria A: Your storm
the facility as a result of the National
requirements of this permit, you are
water discharges, allowable non-storm
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
authorized to discharge under the terms
water discharges, and discharge-related review process. Failure to implement
and conditions of this permit two (2)
activities do not affect a property that is
mitigation measures upon which the
days after the date the NOI is
listed or is eligible for listing on the
Agency’s NEPA finding is based is
postmarked (but in no event, earlier
National Register of Historic Places as
than the effective date of the permit).
i NSPS apply only to discharges from tho~e
maintained by the Secretary of the
The Director may deny coverage under
facilities
or
installations
that
were
constructed
after
Interior; or
this permit and require submission of an
the promulgation of NSPS. For example, storm
1.2.3.7.1.2 Criteria B: You have
water discharges from areas where the production
application for an individual NPDES
obtained and are in compliance with a
of asphalt paving and roofing emulsions occurs are permit based on a review of your NOI
subject to NSPS only if the asphalt emulsion facility
written agreement with the State
or other information (see Part 9.12).
was constructed after July 24, 1975,
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) or
~ The provisions specified in P~ 1.2.2.3 and P~ Authorization to discharge is not
Tribal Historic Preservation Officer
1.2.4 related to documenting New Source reviews
automatically granted two days after the
(THPO) that outlines all measures you
are requirements of Federal programs under the
NOI is mailed if your NOI is materially
will undertake to mitigate or prevent
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and will incomplete (e.g., critical information left
not apply to such facilities in the event that
adverse effect to the historic property,
for the NPDES program has been assumed off, NOI unsigned, etc.) or if your
1.2.3.7.2 Addendum B of this permit authority
by the State/Tribe agency and administration of this
discharge(s} is not eligible for coverage
provides guidance and references to
permit has been transferred to the State/Tribe.
by the permit.
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1.4 Terminating Coverage.
1.4.1 Submitting a Notice of
Termination
If you wish to terminate coverage
under this permit, you must submit a
Notice of Termination (NOT} in
accordance with Part 11 of this permit,
You must continue to comply with this
permit until you submit an NOT. Your
authorization to discharge under the
permit terminates at midnight of the day
the NOT is signed,
1.4.2 When to Submit an NOT
You must submit an NOT within
thirty (30) days after one or more of the
following conditions have been met:
1.4.2.1 A new owner/operator has
assumed responsibility for the facility
1.4.2.2 You have ceased operations
at the facility and there no longer are
discharges of storm water associated
with industrial activity from the facility
and you have already implemented
necessary sediment and erosion controls
as required by Part 4.2.7.2.2.1
1.4.3 Discharges After the NOT Is
Submitted

TABLE 2.-1--DEADLINES FOR NOI
SUBMITTAL--Continued
Category

Deadline

2. New discharges .... Two (2) days prior to
commencing operation of the facility
with discharges of
storm water associated with industrial
activity,
3. New owner/operTwo (2) days pdor to
ator of existing distaking operational
charges,
control of the facility.
4 Continued coySee Part 9.2
erage when the
permit expires in
2005.
Only one NOI need be submitted to
cover all of your activities at the facility
(e.g., you do not need to submit a
separate NOI for each separate type of
industrial activity located at a facility or
industrial complex, provided your
SWPPP covers each area for which you
are an operator}.

under this permit for a period not to
exceed 270 days from the date this
permit is published in the Federal
Register, provided you submit an
application for an alternative permit
within 90 days from the permit
publication date.
2.1.2.3 Interim Coverage Permit
Requirements. While you are operating
under interim coverage status, you
must:
2.1.2.3,1 Submit a complete NOI
(see Part 2.2} by the deadlines listed in
Table 2-1 or Part 2.1.2.2 above.
2.1.2.3.2 Comply with the terms and
conditions of the 1995 MSGP.
2.1.2.3.3 Update your Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan to comply
with the requirements of this permit
within 90 days after the effective date of
this permit.
2.2 Contents of Notice of Intent (NOI)
Your NOI for coverage under this
permit must include the following
information:
2.2.1 Permit Selection
2.2.1.1 If you were covered under
the previous MSGP, provide the permit
number assigned to your facility.

2.1.1 Submitting a Late NOI
You are not prohibited from
Enforcement actions may be taken if
submitting an NOI after the dates
2.2.2 Owner/Operator Information
you submit an NOT without meeting
provided in Table 2-1. If a late NOI is
one or more of these conditions, unless
submitted, your authorization is only for
2.2.2.1 The name, address, and
you have obtained coverage under an
telephone number of the operator {e.g.,
discharges that occur after permit
alternate permit or have satisfied the
your company, etc.) filing the NOI for
coverage is granted. The Agency
requirements of Part 1.5.
permit coverage;
reserves the right to take appropriate
enforcement actions for any
1.5 Conditional Exclusion for No
2.2.3 Facility Information
unpermitted discharges.
Exposure
2.2.3.1 The name {or other
2.1.2 Interim Permit Coverage for
identifier}, address, county, and
If you are covered by this permit, but
1995 MSGP Permittees
latitude/longitude of the facility for
later are able to file a "no exposure"
which the NOI is submitted;
certification to be excluded from
If you had coverage for your facility
2.2.3.2 An indication of whether you
permitting under 40 CFR 122.26(gl, you under the 1995 MSGP, you may be
are
a Federal, State, Tribal, private, or
are no longer authorized by nor required eligible for continued coverage under
other public entity;
this permit on an interim basis,
to comply with this permit. If you are
2.2.3.3 An indication ofwhethar the
no longer required to have permit
2.1.2.1 Discharges Authorized Under
facility is located on Indian country
the 1995 MSGP. If permit coverage for
coverage due to a "no exposure"
lands;
exclusion, you are not required to
your facility under the 1995 MSGP was
2.2.3.4 Certification that a Storm
submit a Notice of Termination.
effective as of the date the 1995 MSGP
Water
Pollution
Plan of
expired {or the date this permit replaced {SWPPP}
meetingPrevention
the requirements
2. Notice of Intent Requirements
the 1995 MSGP if earlierl, your
Part 4 has been developed (including
2.1 Notice of Intent (NOI) Deadlines
authorization iS automatically
attaching a copy of this permit to the
continued into this replacement permit
plan;
Your NOI must be submitted in
an interim basis for up to ninety {90}
2.2.3.5 The name of the receiving
accordance with the deadlines in Table on
days from the effective date of the
water(s);
2-1. You must meet all applicable
permit. Interim coverage will terminate
2.2.3.6 The name of the municipal
eligibility conditions of Part 1.2 before
earlier than the 90 days when an NOI
operator if the discharge is through a
you submit your NOI.
has been submitted and coverage either municipal separate storm sewer system,
granted or denied; or after submittal of
unless you are the owner/operator of
TABLE 2.-1--DEADLINES FOR NOI
an NOT.
that municipal separate storm sewer
SUBMITTAL
2.1.2.2 Discharges Authorized Under system;
the 1995 MSGP, But Not Clearly Eligible
2.2.3.7 Identification of applicable
Category
Deadline
for Coverage Under This Permit. If you
sector(s) in this permit, as designated in
were previously covered by the 1995
1. Existing discharges December 29, 2000.
Table 1-1, that cover the discharges
MSGP, but cannot meet (or cannot
covered under the
associated with industrial activity you
1995 MSGP (see
immediately determine if you meet) the wish to cover under this permit;
also Part 2.1.2--1neligibility requirements of this permit,
2.2.3.8 Up to four 4-digit Standard
terim Coverage).
you may nonetheless be authorized
Industrial Classification (SIC} codes or
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waste treatment, storage, or disposal
activities (HZ); land/disposal facilities
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treatment works treating domestic
sewage (TW) that best represent the
principal products produced or services
rendered by your facility and major colocated activities;
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2.4 Where To Submit
Your NOI must be signed in
accordance with Part 9.7 of this permit
and submitted to the Director of the
NPDES Permitting Program at the
following address: Storm Water Notice
of Intent (4203), US EPA, 1200
Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Washington,
DC 20460.

discharge per year containing a
hazardous substance in an amount equal
to or in excess of a reportable quantity,
you must:
3.1.2.1 Submit notifications of the
first release that occurs during a
calendar year (or for the first year of this
permit, after submittal of an NOI); and
3.1.2.2 Provide a written description
in the SWPPP of the dates on which
2.5 Additional Notification
such releases occ’.~rred, the type and
estimate of the amount of material
2.2.4 Eligibility Screening
If your facility discharges through a
released, and the circumstances leading
large or medium municipal separate
2.2.4.1 Based on the instructions in
to the releases. In addition, your SWPPP
storm
sewer
system
(MS4),
or
into
a
Addendum A, whether any listed or
must address measures to minimize
MS4 that has been designated by the
proposed threatened or endangered
such releases.
permitting authority, you must also
species, or designated critical habitat,
3.1.2.3 Where a discharge of a
submit
a
signed
copy
of
the
NOI
to
the
are in proximity to the storm water
hazardous
substance or oil in excess of
operator of that MS4 upon request by
discharges or storm water dischargereporting quantities is caused by a nonthe MS4 operator,
related activities to be covered by this
storm water discharge (e.g., a spill of oil
permit:
3. Special Conditions
into a separate storm sewer), that
2.2.4.2 Whether any historic
discharge is not authorized by the
3.1 Hazardous Substances or Oil
property listed or eligible for listing on
MSGP and you must report the
the National Register of Historic Places
You must prevent or minimize the
discharge as required under 40 CFR Part
is located on the facility or in proximity discharge of hazardous substances or oil
110, 40 CFR Part 117, or 40 CFR Part
to the discharge;
in your discharge(s) in accordance with 302 (see Part 3.1.1. above). In the event
2.2.4.3 A signed and dated
the Storm Water Pollution Prevention
of a spill, the requirements of Section
certification, signed by a authorized
Plan for your facility. This permit does
311 of the CWA and other applicable
representative of your facility and
not relieve you of the reporting
provisions of Sections 301 and 402 of
maintained with your SWPPP, as
requirements of 40 CFR 110, 40 CFR 117 the CWA continue to apply.
detailed in Part 9.7 that certifies the
and 40 CFR 302 relating to spills or
following:
3.2 Additional Requirements for Salt
other releases of oils or hazardous
Storage
"I certify under penalty of law that I have
substances.
read and understand the Part 1.2 eligibility
If you have storage piles of salt used
3.1.1 Single Releases and Spills
requirements for coverage under the multifor deicing or other commercial or
sector storm water general permit including
Where a release containing a
industrial purposes, they must be
those requirements relating to the protection
hazardous substance or oil in an amount enclosed or covered to prevent exposure
of endangered or threatened species or
equal to or in excess of a reportable
to precipitation (except for exposure
thecritical storm habitat, water To and the allowable best of my non-storm knowledge, quantity established under either 40
resulting from adding or removing
CFR 110, 40 CFR 117 or 40 CFR 302,
discharges authorized by this permit (and
materials from the pile). Piles do not
discharged related activities), pose no
occurs during a 24 hour period:
need to be enclosed or covered where
jeopardy to endangered or threatened species
3.1.1.1 You must notify the National storm water from the pile is not
or critical habitat, or are otherwise eligible
Response Center (NRC) (800-424-8802;
discharged to waters of the United
for coverage under Part 1.2.3.6 of the permit, in the Washington, DC, metropolitan
To the best of my knowledge, I further certify area call 202-426-2675) in accordance States or the discharges from the piles
are authorized under another permit.
that such discharges and discharge related
with the requirements of 40 CFR 110, 40
activities do not have an effect on properties
3.3 Discharge Compliance With Water
CFR 117 and 40 CFR 302 as soon as he
listed or eligible for listing on the National
Quality Standards
Register or Historic Places under the National or she has knowledge of the discharge;
3.1.1.2
You
must
modify
your
Storm
Your discharges must not be causing
Historic Preservation Act, or are otherwise
eligible for coverage under Part 1.2.3.7 of the Water Pollution Prevention Plan
or have the reasonable potential to cause
permit. I understand that continued coverage required under Part 4 within 14
or contribute to a violation of a water
under the multi-sector storm water general
calendar days of knowledge of the
quality standard. Where a discharge is
permit is contingent upon maintaining
release to: provide ,~ description of the
already authorized under this permit
eligibility as provided for in Part 1.2"
release, the circumstances leading to the and is later determined to cause or have
2.3 Use of NOI Form
release, and the date of the release. In
the reasonable potential to cause or
addition, you must review your plan to
contribute to the violation of an
You must submit the information
identify measures to prevent the
applicable water quality standard, the
required under Part 2.2 on the latest
reoccurrence of such releases and to
Director will notify you of such
version of the NOI form (or photocopy
respond to such releases, and you must
violation(s). You must take all necessary
thereof) contained in Addendum D.
modify your plan where appropriate,
actions to ensure future discharges do
Your NOI must be signed and dated in
not cause or contribute to the violation
accordance with Part 9.7 of this permit.
3.1.2 Anticipated Discharges
of a water quality standard and
Note: If EPA notifies dischargers (either
Anticipated discharges containing a
document these actions in the Storm
directly, by public notice, or by making
hazardous substance in an amount equal Water Pollution Prevention Plan. If
information available on the Internet) of
violations remain or re-occur, then
other NOI form options that become available to or in excess of reporting quantities
are those caused by events occurring
at a later date le.g., electronic submission of
coverage under this permit may be
forms), you may take advantage of those
within the scope of the relevant
terminated by the Director, and an
options to satisfy the NOI use and submittal
operating system. If your facilities has
alternative general permit or individual
requirements of Part 2.
(or will have) more than one anticipated permit may be issued. Compliance with
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this requirement does not preclude any
enforcement activity as provided by the
Clean Water Act for the underlying
violation,

facility and the receiving waters within
one mile of the facility;
4.2.2.3 A legible site map identifying
the following:
4.2.2.3.1 Directions of storm water
4. Storm Water Pollution Prevention
flow
(e.g, use arrows to show which
Plans
ways storm water will flow);
4.1 Storm Water Pollution Prevention
4.2.2.3.2 Locations of all existing
Plan Requirements
structural BMPs;
4.2.2.3.3 Locations of all surface
You must prepare a Storm Water
water bodies;
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) for
4.2.2.3.4 Locations of potential
your facility before submitting your
pollutant sources identified under 4.2.4
Notice of Intent for permit coverage,
and where significant materials are
Your SWPPP must be prepared in
exposed to precipitation;
accordance with good engineering
4.2.2.3.5 Locations where major
practices. Use of a registered
spills or leaks identified under 4.2.5
professional engineer for SWPPP
have occurred;
preparation is not required by the
4.2.2.3.6 Locations of the following
permit, but may be independently
activities where such activities are
required under state law and/or local
exposed to precipitation: fueling
ordinance. Your SWPPP must:
stations, vehicle and equipment
4.1.1 Identify potential sources of
maintenance and/or cleaning areas,
pollution which may reasonably be
loading/unloading areas, locations used
expected to affect the quality of storm
for the treatment, storage or disposal of
water discharges from your facility;
wastes, and liquid storage tanks;
4.1.2 Describe and ensure
4.2.2.3.7 Locations of storm water
implementation of practices which you
outfalts and an approximate outline of
will use to reduce the pollutants in
storm water discharges from the facility; the area draining to each outfall;
4.2.2.3.8 Location and description of
and
non-storm water discharges;
4.1.3 assure compliance with the
4.2.2.3.9 Locations of the following
terms and conditions of this permit.
activities where such activities are
Note: At larger installations such as
exposed to precipitation: processing and
military bases where there are well-defined
storage areas; access roads, rail cars and
industrial versus non-industrial areas, the
tracks; the location of transfer of
SWPPP required under this Part need only
substance in bulk; and machinery;
address those areas with discharges of storm
4.2.2.3.10 Location and source of
water associated with industrial activity. (e.g.,
under this permit, a U.S. Air Force Base
runoff from adjacent property
would need to address the vehicle
containing significant quantities of
maintenance areas associated with the
pollutants of concern to the facility (an
"airport" portion of the base in the SWPPP,
evaluation of how the quality of the
but would not need to address a ca~ wash
storm water running onto your facility
that served only the on-base housing areas.)
impacts your storm water discharges
may be included).
4.2 Contents of Plan
4.2.3 Receiving Waters and Wetlands
4.24.2.1 Pollution Prevention Team
You must identify the staff
individual(s) (by name or title) that
comprise the facility’s storm water
Pollution Prevention Team. Your
Pollution Prevention Team is
responsible for assisting the facility/
plant manager in developing,
implementing, maintaining and revising
the facility’s SWPPP. Responsibilities of
each staff individual on the team must
be listed,
4.2.2 Site Description
Your SWPPP must include the
following:
4.2.2.1 Activities at Facility.
description of the nature of the
industrial activity(los) at your facility:
4.2.2.2 General Location Map. a
general location map (e.g., U.S.G.S.
quadrangle, or other map) with enough
detail to identify the location of your

You must provide the name of the
nearest receiving water(s), including
intermittent streams, dry sloughs,
arroyos and the areal extent and
description of wethmd or other "special
aquatic sites " (see P~r~ t 2 for
definition) that may rec~ezve discharges
from your facility.
4.2.4 Surranary of Potential Pollutant
Sources
You must identify each separate area
at your facility where industrial
materials or activities are exposed to
storm water. Industrial materials or
activities include, but are not limited to,
material handling equipment or
activities, industrial machinery, raw
materials, intermediate products, byproducts, final products, or waste
product~. Material handling activities
include the storage, loading and

unloading, transportation, or
conveyance of any raw material,
intermediate product, final product or
waste product. For each, separate area
identified, the description must include:
4.2.4.1 Activities in Area. A list of
the activities (e.g., material storage,
equipment fueling and cleaning, cutting
steel beams); and
4.2.4.2 Pollutants. A list of the
associated pollutant(s) or pollutant
parameter(s) (e.g., crankcase oil, iron,
biochemical oxygen demand, pH, etc.)
for each activity. The pollutant list must
include all significant materials that
have been handled, treated, stored or
disposed in a manner to allow exposure
to storm water between the time of three
(3) years before being covered under this
permit and the present.
4.~..5 Spills and Leaks
You must clearly identify areas where
potential spills and leaks, which can
contribute pollutants to storm water
discharges, can occur, and their
accompanying drainage points. For
areas that are exposed to precipitation
or that otherwise drain to a storm water
conveyance at the facility to be covered
under this permit, you must provide a
list of significant spills and leaks of
toxic or hazardous pollutants that
occurred during the three (3) year
period prior to the date of the
submission of a Notice of Intent (NOI)
. Your list must be updated if significant
spills or leaks occur in exposed areas of
your facility during the time you are
covered by the permit.
Significant spills and leaks include,
but are not limited to releases of oil or
hazardous substances in excess of
quantities that are reportable under
CWA § 311 (see 40 CFR 110.10 and 40
CFR 117.21) or section 102 of the
Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation and Liability
Act (CERCLA). Significant spills may
also include releases of oil or hazardous
substances that are not in excess of
reporting requirements.
4.2.6 Sampling Data
You must provide a summary of
existing storm water discharge sampling
data taken at your facility. All storm
water sampling data collected during
the term of this permit must also be
summarized and included in this part of
the SWPPP.
4.~-.7 Storm Water Controls
4.2.7.1 Description of Existing and
Planned BMPs. Describe the type and
location of existing non-structural and
structural best management practices
(BMPs) selected for each of the areas
where industrial materials or activities
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are exposed to storm water. All the areas garbage and waste materials; routine
description should include the topics to
identified in Part 4.2.4 shouid have a
inspections for leaks and conditions of
be covered, such as spill response, good
BMP(s) identified for the area’s
drums, tanks and containers,
housekeeping and material management
discharges. For areas where BMPs are
4.2.7.2.1.2 Minimizing Exposure:
practices, and must identify periodic
not currently in place, describe
Where practicable, industrial materials
dates (e.g., every 6 months during the
appropriate BMPs that you will use to
and activities should be protected by a
months of July and January) for such
control pollutants in storm water
storm resistant shelter to prevent
training. You must provide employee
discharges. Selection of BMPs should
exposure to rain, snow, snowmelt, or
training for all employees that work in
take into consideration:
runoff,
areas where industrial materials or
4.2.7.1.1 The quantity and nature of
Note: Eliminating exposure at all industrial activities are exposed to storm water,
the pollutants, and their potential to
areas
may make the facility eligible for the 40 and for employees that are responsible
impact the water quality of receiving
CFR 122.26(gl "No Exposure" exclusion from for implementing activities identified in
waters;
needing to have a permit,
the SWPPP ~e.g., inspectors,
4.2.7.1.2 Opportunities to combine
maintenance people). The employee
4.2.7.2.1.3
Preventive
Maintenance:
the dual purposes of water quality
training should inform them of the
You must have a preventive
protection and local flood control
components and goals of your SWPPP.
maintenance program which includes
benefits (including physical impacts of
4.2.7.2.2 Structural BMPs.
timely
inspection
and
maintenance
of
high flows on streams--e.g., bank
4.2.7.2.2.1 Sediment and Erosion
storm
water
management
devices,
(e.g.,
erosion, impairment of aquatic habitat,
Control: You must identify the areas at
cleaning oil/water separators, catch
etc.);
your facility which, due to topography,
basins) as well as inspecting, testing,
4.2.7.1.3 Opportunities to offset the
land disturbance (e.g., construction), or
maintaining
and
repairing
facility
impact of impervious areas of the
other factors, have a potential for
equipment and systems to avoid
facility on ground water recharge and
significant soil erosion. You must
breakdowns or failures that may result
base flows in local streams (taking into
describe the structural, vegetative, and/
in
discharges
of
pollutants
to
surface
account the potential for ground water
or stabilization BMPs that you will be
waters,
contamination--See "User’s Guide to
implementing to limit erosion.
4.2.7.2.1.4 SpillPrevention and
the MSGP-2000" section on
4.2.7.2.2.2 Management of Runoff:
groundwater considerations).
Response Procedures: You must
You must describe the traditional storm
4.2.7.2 BMP Types to be Considered. describe the procedures which will be
The following types of structural, nonfollowed for cleaning up spills or leaks, water management practices (permanent
structural BMPs other than those which
Those
procedures, and necessary spill
structural and other BMPs must be
control the generation or source(s) of
considered for implementation at your
response equipment, must be made
pollutants) that currently exist or that
facility. Describe how each is, or will be, available to those employees that may
are planned for your facility. These
implemented. This requirement may
cause or detect a spill or leak. Where
types of BMPs typically are used to
have been fulfilled with the areaappropriate, you must explain existing
divert, infiltrate, reuse, or otherwise
specific BMPs identified under Part
or planned material handling
reduce pollutants in storm water
4.2.7.2, in which case the previous
procedures, storage requirements,
discharges from the site. All BMPs that
description is sufficient. However, many secondary containment, and equipment you determine are reasonable and
of the following BMPs may be more
(e.g., diversion valves), which are
appropriate, or are required by a State
generalized or non site-specific and
intended to minimize spills or leaks at
or local authority; or are necessary to
therefore not previously considered. If
the facility. Measures for cleaning up
maintain eligibility for the permit (see
you determine that any of these BMPs
hazardous material spills or leaks must
Part 1.2.3--Limitations on Coverage)
are not appropriate for your facility, you
be consistent with applicable RCRA
must be implemented and maintained.
must include an explanation of why
regulations at 40 CFR Part 264 and 40
Factors to consider when you are
they are not appropriate. The BMP
CFR Part 265.
selecting appropriate BMPs should
examples listed below are not intended
4.2.7.2.1.5 Routine Facility
include: (1) The industrial materials and
to be an exclusive list of BMPs that you
Inspections: In addition to or as part of
activities that are exposed to storm
may use. You are encouraged to keep
the comprehensive site evaluation
water, and the associated pollutant
abreast of new BMPs or new
required under Part 4.9, you must have
potential of those materials and
applications of existing BMPs to find
qualified facility personnel inspect all
activities: and (2) the beneficial and
the most cost effective means of permit
areas of the facility where industrial
potential detrimental effects on surface
compliance for your facility. If BMPs are materials or activities are exposed to
water quality, ground water quality.
being used or planned at the facility
storm water. The inspections must
receiving water base flow (dry weather
which are not listed here (e.g., replacing include an evaluation of existing storm stream flow), and physical integrity of
a chemical with a less toxic alternative, water BMPs. Your SWPPP must identify
receiving waters. (See "User’s Guide to
adopting a new or innovative BMP,
how often these inspections will be
the MSGP-2000" for Considerations in
etc.), include descriptions of them in
conducted. You must correct any
Selection of BMPs) Structural measures
this section of the SWPPP.
deficiencies in implementation of your
should be placed on upland soils,
4.2.7.2.1 Non-Structural BMPs.
SWP3 you find as soon as practicable,
avoiding wetlands and floodplains, if
4.2.7.2.1.1 Good Housekeeping: You but not later than within 14 days of the
possible. Structural BMPs may require a
must keep all exposed areas of the
inspection. You must document in your separate permit under section 404 of the
facility in a clean, orderly manner
SWPPP the results of your inspections
CWA before installation begins.
where such exposed areas could
and the corrective actions you took in
4.2.7.2.2.3 Example BMPs: BMPs
contribute pollutants to storm water
response to any deficiencies or
you could use include but are not
discharges. Common problem areas
opportunities for improvement that you
limited to: storm water detention
include: around trash containers,
identify,
structures (including wet ponds); storm
storage areas and loading docks.
4.2.7.2.1.6 Employee Training: You water retention structures; flow
Measures must also include: a schedule must describe the storm water employee attenuation by use of open vegetated
for regular pickup and disposal of
training program for the facility. The
swales and natural depressions;
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infiltration of runoff onsite; and
sequential systems (which combine
several practices),
4.2.7.2.3 Other Controls. No solid
materials, including floatable debris,
may be discharged to waters of the
United States, except as authorized by a
permit issued under section 404 of the
CWA. Off-site vehicle tracking of raw,
final, or waste materials or sediments,
and the generation of dust must be
minimized. Tracking or blowing of raw,
final, or waste materials from areas of no
exposure to exposed areas must be
minimized. Velocity dissipation devices
must be placed at discharge locations
and along the length of any outfall
channel if they are necessary to provide
a non-erosive flow velocity from the
structure to a water course.
4.3 Maintenance
All BMPs you identify in your SWPPP
must be maintained in effective
operating condition. If site inspections
required by Part 4.9 identify BMPs that
are not operating effectively,
maintenance must be performed before
the next anticipated storm event, or as
necessary to maintain the continued
effectiveness of storm water controls. If
maintenance prior to the next
anticipated storm event is
impracticable, maintenance must be
scheduled and accomplished as soon as
practicable. In the case of non-structural
BMPs, the effectiveness of the BMP
must be maintained by appropriate
means (e.g., spill response supplies
available and personnel trained, etc.),
4.4 Non-Storm Water Discharges
4.4.1 Certification of Non-Storm
Water Discharges
4.4.1.1 Your SWPPP must include a
certification that all discharges (i.e.,
outfalls) have been tested or evaluated
for the presence of non-storm water. The
certification must be signed in
accordance with Part 9.7 of this permit,
and include:
4.4.1.1.1 The date of any testing
and/or evaluation;
4.4.1.1.2 Identification of potential
significant sources of non-storm water at
the site;
4.4.1.1.3 A description of the results
of any test and/or evaluation for the
presence of non-storm water discharges;
4.4.1.1.4 A description of the
evaluation criteria or testing method
used; and
4.4.1.1.5 A list of the outfalls or
onsite drainage points that were directly
observed during the test.
4.4.1.2 You do not need to sign a
new certification if one was already
completed for either the 1992 baseline

Industrial General Permit or the 1995
Multi-sector General Permit and you
have no reason to believe conditions at
the facility have changed,
4.4.1.3 If you are unable to provide
the certification required (testing for
non-storm water discharges), you must
notify the Director 180 days after
submitting an NOI to be covered by this
permit. If the failure to certify is caused
by the inability to perform adequate
tests or evaluations, such notification
must describe:
4.4.1.3.1 Reason(s) why certification
was not possible;
4.4.1.3.2 The procedure of any test
attempted;
4.4.1.3.3 The results of such test or
other relevant observations; and
4.4.1.3.4 Potential sources of nonstorm water discharges to the storm
sewer.
4.4.1.4 A Copy of the notification
must be included in the SWPPP at the
facility. Non-storm water discharges to
waters of the United States which are
not authorized by an NPDES permit are
unlawful, and must be terminated,
4.4.2 Allowable Non-Storm Water
Discharges
4.4.2.1 Certain sources of non-storm
water are allowable under this permit
(see 1.2.2.2--Allowable Non-Storm
Water Dischargesl. In order for these
discharges to be allowed, your SWPPP
must include:
4.4.2.1.1 Identification of each
allowable non-storm water source;
4.4.2.1.2 The location where it is
likely to be discharged; and
4.4.2.1.3 Descriptions of appropriate
BMPs for each source,
4.4.2.2 Except for flows from fire
fighting activities, you must identify in
your SWPPP all sources of allowable
non-storm water that are discharged
under the authority of this permit.
4.4.2.3 If you include mist blown
from cooling towers amongst your
allowable non-storm water discharges,
you must specifically evaluate the
potential for the discharges to be
contaminated by chemicals used in the
cooling tower and determined that the
levels of such chemicals in the
discharges would not cause or
contribute to a violation of an applicable
water quality standard after
implementation of the BMPs you have
selected to control such discharges,
4.5 Documentation of Permit
Eligibility Related to Endangered
Species
Your SWPPP must include
documentation supporting your
determination of permit eligibility with
regard to Part 1.2.3.6 (Endangered
Species), including:

4.5.1 Information on whether listed
endangered or threatened species, or
critical habitat, are found in proximity
to your facility;
4.5.2 Whether such species may be
affected by your storm water discharges
or storm water discharge-related
activities;
4.5.3 Results of your Addendum A
endangered species screening
determinations; and
4.5.4 A description of measures
necessary to protect listed ~ndangered
or threatened species, or critical habitat,
including any terms or conditions that
are imposed under the eligibility
requirements of Part 1.2.3.6. If you fail
to describe and implement such
measures, your discharges are ineligible
for coverage under this permit.
4.6 Documentation of Permit
Eligibility Related to Historic Places
Your SWPPP must include
documentation supporting your
determination of permit eligibility with
regard to Part 1.2.3.7 (Historic Places),
including:
4.6.1 Information on whether your
storm water discharges or storm water
discharge-related activities would have
an effect on a property that is listed or
eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places~
4.6.2 Where effects may occur, any
written agreements you have made with
the State Historic Preservation Officer,
Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, or
other Tribal leader to mitigate those
effects;
4.6.3 Results of your Addendum B
historic places screening
determinations; and
4.6.4 Description of measures
necessary to avoid or minimize adverse
impacts on places listed, or eligible for
listing, on the National Register of
Historic Places, including any terms or
conditions that are imposed under the
eligibility requirements of Part 1.2.3.7 of
this permit. If you fail to describe and
implement such measures, your
discharges are ineligible for coverage
under this permit,
4.7 Copy of Permit Requirements
You must include a copy of this
permit in your SWPPP.
Note: The confirmation of coverage letter
you receive from the NOI Processing Center
assigning your permit number IS NOT your
permit--it merely acknowledges that your
NOI has been accepted and you have been
authorized to discharge subiect to the terms
and conditions of today’s permit.
4.8 Applicable State, Tribal or Local
Plans
Your SWPPP must be consistent (and
updated as necessary to remain
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and/or local storm water, waste
disposal, sanitary sewer or septic system
regulations to the extent these apply to
your facility and are more stringent than
the requirements of this permit.

4.2.7 to include additional or modified
BMPs designed to correct problems
identified. You must complete revisions
to the SWPPP within 14 calendar days
following the inspection. If existing
BMPs need to be modified or if
additional BMPs are necessary,
4.9 Comprehensive Site Compliance
implementation must be completed
Evaluation
before the next anticipated storm event,
4.9.1 Frequency and Inspectors
if practicable, but not more than twelve
You must conduct facility inspections /12) weeks after completion of the
at least once a year. The inspections
comprehensive site evaluation.
must be done by qualified personnel
4.9.4 Compliance Evaluation Report
provided by you. The qualified
You must insure a report
personnel you use may be either your
summarizing the scope of the
own employees or outside consultants
inspection, name(s) of personnel making
that you have hired, provided they are
knowledgeable and possess the skills to the inspection, the date(sl of the
inspection, and major observations
assess conditions at your facility that
relating to the implementation of the
could impact storm water quality and
SWPPP is completed and retained as
assess the effectiveness of the BMPs you
have chosen to use to control the quality part of the SWPPP for at least three
years from the date permit coverage
of your storm water discharges. If you
decide to conduct more frequent
expires or is terminated. Major
observations should include: the
inspections, your SWPPP must specify
location(s) of discharges of pollutants
the frequency of inspections,
from the site; location(s) of BMPs that
4.9.2 Scope of the Compliance
need to be maintained; location(s} of
Evaluation
BMPs that failed to operate as designed
Your inspections must include all
or proved inadequate for a particular
areas where industrial materials or
location; and location(s) where
activities are exposed to storm water, as additional BMPs are needed that did not
identified in 4.2.4, and areas where
exist at the time of inspection. You must
spills and leaks have occurred within
retain a record of actions taken in
the past 3 years. Inspectors should look
accordance with Part 4.9 of this permit
for: (a) Industrial materials, residue or
as part of the Storm Water Pollution
trash on the ground that could
Prevention Plan for at least three years
contaminate or be washed away in
from the date that permit coverage
storm water; (b} leaks or spills from
expires or is terminated. The inspection
industrial equipment, drums, barrels,
reports must identify any incidents of
tanks or similar containers; (c) offsite
non-compliance. Where an inspection
tracking of industrial materials or
report does not identify any incidents of
sediment where vehicles enter or exit
non-compliance, the report must
the site; (d) tracking or blowing of raw,
contain a certification that the facility is
final, or waste materials from areas of no in compliance with the Storm Water
exposure to exposed areas and (e) for
Pollution Prevention Plan and this
evidence of, or the potential for,
permit. Both the inspection report and
pollutants entering the drainage system, any reports of follow-up actions must be
Results of both visual and any analytical signed in accordance with Part 9.7
monitoring done during the year must
(reporting} of this permit.
be taken into consideration during the
4.9.5 Credit As a Routine Facility
evaluation. Storm water BMPs
Inspection
identified in your SWPPP must be
observed to ensure that they are
Where compliance evaluation
operating correctly. Where discharge
schedules overlap with inspections
locations or points are accessible, they
required under Part 4.2.7.2.1.5, your
must be inspected to see whether BMPs
annual compliance evaluation may also
are effective in preventing significant
be used as one of the Part 4.2.7.5 routine
impacts to receiving waters. Where
inspections,
discharge locations are inaccessible,
4.10 Maintaining Updated SWPPP
nearby downstream locations must be
inspected if possible.
You must amend the Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan whenever:
4.9.3 Follow-Up Actions
4.10.1 there is a change in design,
Based on the results of the inspection, construction, operation, or maintenance
you must modify your SWPPP as
at your facility which has a significant
necessary (e.g., show additional controls effect on the discharge, or potential for
on map required by Part 4.2.2.3; revise
discharge, of pollutants from your
description of controls required by Part
facility;
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4.10.2 During inspections,
monitoring, or investigations by you or
by local, State, Tribal or Federal officials
it is determined the SWPPP is
ineffective in eliminating or
significantly minimizing pollutants
from sources identified under 4.2.4, or
is otherwise not achieving the general
objectives of controlling pollutants in
discharges from your facility.
4.11 Signature, Plan Review and
Making Plans Available
4.11.1 You must sign your SWPPP
in accordance with Part 9.7, and retain
the plan on-site at the facility covered
by this permit (see Part 8 for records
retention requirements}.
4.11.2 You must keep a copy of the
SWPPP on-site or locally available to
the Director for review at the time of an
on-site inspection. You must make your
SWPPP available upon request to the
Director, a State, Tribal or local agency
approving storm water management
plans, or the operator of a municipal
separate storm sewer receiving
discharge from the site. Also, in the
interest of the public’s right to know,
you must provide a copy of your SWPPP
to the public if requested in writing to
do so.
4.11.3 The Director may notify you
at any time that your SWPPP does not
meet one or more of the minimum
requirements of this permit. The
notification will identify provisions of
this permit which are not being met, as
well as the required modifications.
Within thirty (30) calendar days of
receipt of such notification, you must
make the required changes to the
SWPPP and submit to the Director a
written certification that the requested
changes have been made.
4.11.4 You must make the SWPPP
available to the USFWS or NMFS upon
request.
4.12 Additional Requirements for
Storm Water Discharges Associated
With Indnstrial Activity From Facilities
Subject to EPCRA Section 313
Reporting Requirements
Potential pollutant sources for which
you have reporting requirements under
EPCRA 313 must be identified in your
summary of potential pollutant sources
as per Part 4.2.4. Note this additional
requirement only applies to you if you
are subject to reporting requirements
under EPCRA 313.
5. Monitoring Requirements and
Numeric Limitations
There are five individual and separate
categories of monitoring requirements
and numeric limitations that your
facility may be subject to under this
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permit. The monitoring requ.irements
from visual monitoring for that quarter obvious indicators of storm water
and numeric limitations applicable to
provided you document in your
pollution}, and probable sources of any
your facility depend on a number of
monitoring records that no runoff
observed storm water contamination.
factors, including: (1} The types of
occurred. You must sign and certify the
5.1.1.4 Inactive and Unstaffed Sites:
industrial activities generating storm
documentation in accordance with Part When you are unable to conduct visual
water runoff from your facility, and (2} 9.7.
storm water examinations at an inactive
the state or tribe where your facility is
5.1.1.2 Your visual examinations
and unstaffed site, you may exercise a
located. Part 6 identifies monitoring
must be made of samples collected
waiver of the monitoring requirement as
requirements applicable to specific
within the first 30 minutes (or as soon
as the facility remains inactive and
sectors of industrial activity. Part 13
thereafter as practical, but not to exceed long
unstaffed. If you exercise this waiver,
contains additional requirements that
1 hour) of when the runoff or snowmelt you must maintain a certification with
apply only to facilities located in a
begins discharging from your facility,
the Storm Water Pollution Prevention
particular State or Indian country land. The examination must document
Plan stating that the site is inactive and
You must review Parts 5, 6 and 13 of the observations of color, odor, clarity,
and that performing visual
permit to determine which monitoring floating solids, settled solids, suspended unstaffed
examinations
during a qualifying event
solids, foam, oil sheen, and other
requirements and numeric limitations
is not feasible. You must sign and
apply to your facility. Unless otherwise obvious indicators of storm water
certify the waiver in accordance with
pollution. The examination must be
specified, limitations and monitoring
Part 9.7.
conducted in a well lit area. No
requirements under Parts 5, 6, and 13
are additive,
analytical tests are required to be
5.1.2 Benchmark Monitoring of
performed on the samples. All such
Discharges Associated With Specific
Sector-specific monitoring
samples must be collected from the
Industrial Activities
requirements and limitations are
discharge resulting from a storm event
applied discharge by discharge at
Table 5-1 identifies the specific
that is greater than 0.1 inches in
facilities with co-located activities,
industrial sectors subject to the
Where storm water from the co-located magnitude and that occurs at least 72
Benchmark Monitoring requirements of
activities are co-mingled, the monitoring hours from the previously measurable
this permit and the industry-specific
(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall} storm
requirements and limitations are
pollutants of concern. You must refer to
additive. Where more than one numeric event. The 72-hour storm interval is
the tables found in the individual
waived
when
the
preceding
measurable
limitation for a specific parameter
Sectors in Part 6 for Benchmark
storm
did
not
yield
a
measurable
applies to a discharge, compliance with
Monitoring Cut-Off Concentrations. If
discharge, or if you are able to
the more restrictive limitation is
your facility has co-located activities
document
that
less
than
a
72-hour
required. Where monitoring
{see Part 1.2.1.1) described in more than
interval
is
representative
for
local
storm
requirements for a monitoring quarter
one sector in Part 6, you must comply
overlap (e.g., need to monitor TSS 1/ events during the sampling period,
with all applicable benchmark
Where
practicable,
the
same
individual
year for a limit and also I/quarter for
monitoring requirements from each
benchmark monitoring), you may use a should carry out the collection and
sector.
examination
of
discharges
for
the
entire
single sample to satisfy both monitoring
The results of benchmark monitoring
permit term. If no qualifying storm
requirements,
event resulted in runoff from the facility are primarily for your use to determine
5.1 Types of Monitoring Requirements during a monitoring quarter, you are
the overall effectiveness of your SWPPP
and Limitations
excused from visual monitoring for that in controlling the discharge of
quarter provided you document in your pollutants to receiving waters.
5.1.1 Quarterly Visual Monitoring
Benchmark values, included in Part 6 of
monitoring records that no qualifying
The requirements and procedures for storm event occurred that resulted in
this permit, are not viewed as effluent
quarterly visual monitoring are
storm water runoff during that quarter,
limitations. An exceedance of a
applicable to all facilities covered under You must sign and certify the
benchmark value does not, in and of
this permit, regardless of your facility’s documentation in accordance with Part itself, constitute a violation of this
sector of industrial activity.
permit. While exceedance of a
9.7.
5.1.1.1 You must perform and
5.1.1.3 You must maintain your
benchmark value does not automatically
document a quarterly visual
visual examination reports onsite with
indicate that violation of a water quality
examination of a storm water discharge the Storm Water Pollution Prevention
standard has occurred, it does signal
associated with industrial activity from Plan. The report must include the
that modifications to the SWPPP may be
each outfall, except discharges
examination date ~nd time, examination necessary. In addition, exceedance of
exempted below. The visual
personnel, the nature of the discharge (i.e.,benchmark values may identify facilitie~
examination must be made during
runoff or snow melt), visual quality of
that would be more appropriately
daylight hours [e.g., normal working the storm water discharge (including
covered under an individual, or
hours). If no storm event resulted in
observations of color, odor, clarity,
alternative general permit where more
runoff from the facility during a
floating solids, settled solids, suspended specific pollution prevention controls
monitoring quarter, you are excused
solids, foam, oil sheen, and other
could be required.
TABLE 5--1 .--INDUSTRY SECTORS/SUB-SECTORS SUBJECT TO
BENCHMARK MONITORING
MSGP sector 1

Induslz’y sub-sector

A ........................................................

General Sawmills and Planing Mills .........................
Wood Preserving Facilities .......................................
Log Storage and Handling .......................................
Hardwood Dimension and Floodng Mills .................

B ........................................................

Paperboard Mills ......................................................

Required parameters for benchmark monitoring
COD, TSS, Zinc,
Arsenic, Copper.
TSS.
COD, TSS.

COD.
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TABLE 5-1 .--INE~USTRY SECTORS/SUB-SECTORS SUBJECT TO BENCHMARK MONITORING--Continued
MSGP sector 1

Industry sub-sector

Required parameters for benchmark monitoring

C ........................................................Industrial Inorganic Chemicals ................................. Aluminum, Iron, Nitrate + Nitrite N.
Plastics, Synthetic Resins, etc ................................. Zinc.
Soaps, Detergents, Cosmetics, Perfumes ............... Nitrate + Nitdte N, Zinc.
Agricultural Chemicals .............................................. Nitrate ÷ Nitdte N, Lead, Iron, Zinc, Phosphorus.
D ........................................................Asphalt Paving and Roofing Materials ..................... TSS,
E ........................................................Clay Products .......................:................................... Aluminum.
Concrete Products ....................................................TSS, Iron.
F ........................................................Steel Works, Blast Furnaces, and Rolling and Fin- Aluminum, Zinc.
ishing Mills.
Iron and Steel Foundries .......................................... Aluminum, TSS, Copper, Iron, Zinc.
Non-Ferrous Rolling and Drawing ............................ Copper, Zinc.
Non-Ferrous Foundries (Castings) ........................... Copper, Zinc.
~
G ......................................................
Copper Ore Mining and Dressing ............................ COD, TSS, Nitrate ÷ Nitrite N
H ........................................................
Coal Mines and Coal-Mining Related Facilities ....... TSS, Aluminum, Iron
J .........................................................Dimension Stone, Crushed Stone, and Nonmetallic
TSS.
Minerals (except fuels).
Sand and Gravel Mining ..........................................Nitrate + Nitdte N, TSS.
K ........................................................
Hazardous Waste Treatment Storage or Disposal ..
Ammonia, Magnesium, COD, Arsenic, Cadmium,
Cyanide, Lead, Mercury, Selenium, Silver.
L .........................................................Landfills, Land Application Sites, and Open Dumps
Iron, TSS.
M ........................................................
Automobile Salvage Yards ....................................... TSS, Aluminum, Iron, Lead.
N ........................................................Scrap Recycling .......................................................Copper, Aluminum, Iron, Lead, Zinc, TS$, COD.
O ........................................................
Steam Electric Generating Facilities ........................ Iron.
Q ........................................................Water Transportation Facilities ................................ Aluminum, Iron, Lead, Zinc.
S ........................................................
Airports with deicing activities 3 ................................ BOD, COD, Ammonia, pH.
U ........................................................Grain Mill Products ...................................................TSS.
Fats and Oils ............................................................BOO, COD, Nitrate + Nitrite N, TSS.
Y ........................................................Rubber Products ......................................................Zinc.
AA ......................................................
Fabricated Metal Products Except Coating ............. Iron, Aluminum, Zinc, Nitrate + Nitrite N.
Fabricated Metal Coating and Engraving ................ Zinc, Nitrate + Nitrite N.
~ Table does not include parameters for compliance monitoring under effluent limitations guidelines.
2 See Sector G (Part 6.G) for additional monitoring discharges from waste rock and overburden piles from active ore mining or dressing facilities.
3 Monitoring requirement is for airports with deicing activities that utilize more than 100 tons of urea or more than 100,000 gallons of ethylene
glycol per year.
5.1.2.1 Monitoring Periods for
Benchmark Monitoring. Unless
otherwise specified in Part 6,
benchmark monitoring periods are
October 1, 2001 to September 30, 2002
(year two of the permit) and October 1,
2003 to September 30, 2004 (year four
of the permit). If your facility falls
within a Sector(s) required to conduct
benchmark monitoring, you must
monitor quarterly (4 times a year)
during at least one, and potentially both,
monitoring periods; unless otherwise
specified in the sector-specific
requirements of Part 6, Depending on
the results of the 2001-2002 monitoring
year, you may not be required to
conduct benchmark monitoring in the
2003-2004 monitoring year (see Part
5.1.2.2).
5.1.2.2 Benchmark Monitoring Year
2003-2004 Waivers.for Facilities Testing
Below Benchmark Values. All of the
provisions of Part 5.1.2.2 are available to
permittees except as noted in Part 6.
Waivers from benchmark monitoring are

available to facilities whose discharges
are below benchmark values, thus there
is an incentive for facilities to improve
the effectiveness of their SWPPPs in
eliminating discharges of pollutants and
avoid the cost of monitoring,
On both a parameter by parameter and
outfall by outfall basis, you are not
required to conduct sector-specific
benchmark monitoring in the 20032004 monitoring year provided:
¯ You collected samples for all four
quarters of the 2001-2002 monitoring
year and the aver~l~ concentrstion was
below the benchmark value in Part 6;
and
¯ You are not subl~:t to a numeric
limitation or State/Tribal-specific
monitoring requirement for that
parameter established in Part 5.2 or Part
13; and
¯ You include a certification in the
SWPPP that based on current potential
pollutant sources and BMPs used,
discharges from the facility are
reasonably expected to be essentially
the same (or cleaner) compared to when

the benchmark monitoring for the 20012002 monitoring year was done.
5.1.2.3 Inactive and Unstaffed Sites.
If you are unable to conduct benchmark
monitoring at an inactive and unstaffed
site, you may exercise a waiver of the
monitoring requirement as long as the
facility remains inactive and unstaffed.
If you exercise this waiver, you must
maintain a certification with your Storm
Water Pollution Prevention Plan stating
that the site is inactive and unstaffed
and that performing benchmark
monitoring during a qualifying storm
event is not feasible. You must sign and
certify the waiver in accordance with
Part 9.7,
5.1,3 Coal Pile Runoff
5,1.3.1 If your facility has discharges
of storm water from coal storage piles,
you must comply with the limitations
and monitoring requirements of Table
5-2 for all discharges containing the
coal pile runoff, regardless of your
facility’s sector of industrial activity.
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TABLE 5--2.--NUMERIC LIMITATIONS FOR COAL PILE RUNOFF

Parameter
Limit
Monitoring frequency
Sample type
Total Suspended Solids (TBS)
50 rag/L, max
!/Year~
pH ..............................................................
...................................................................................................................
Grab.
6.0-9.0 min. and max
l/year
.....................................................................................
Grab.
5.1.3.2 You must not dilute coal pile
runoff with storm water or other flows
in order to meet this limitation,
5.1.3.3 If your facility is designed,
constructed and operated to treat the
volume of coal pile runoff that is
associated with a 10-year, 24-hour
rainfall event, any untreated overflow of
coal pile runoff from the treatment unit
is not subject to the 50 mg/L limitation
for total suspended solids,
5.1.3.4 You must collect and analyze
your samples in accordance with Part
5.2.2. Results of the testing must be
retained and reported in accordance
with Part 8 and 9.16.

would only have from June 5th to
the total volume (in gallons) of the
September 30th to complete that year’s
discharge samples.
annual monitoring )
5.2.4 Representative Outfalls-5.2.2 Collection and Analysis of
Essential Identical Discharges
Samples
If your facility has two (2) or more
You must assess your sampling
outfalls that you believe discharge
requirements on an outfall by outfall
basis. You must collect and analyze
substantially identical effluents, based
your samples in accordance with the
on similarities of the industrial
requirements of Part 9.16.
activities, significant materials or storm
5.2.2.1 When and How to Sample.
water management practices occurring
Take a minimum of one grab sample
within the outfalls’ drainage areas, you
from the discharge associated with
may test the effluent of just one of the
industrial activity resulting from a storm outfalls and report that the quantitative
event with at least 0.1 inch of
data also applies to the substantially
precipitation (defined as a "measurable" identical outfall(s). For this to be
5.1.4 Compliance Monitoring for
event), providing the interval from the
l~ischarges Subject to Numerical
permissible, you must describe in the
preceding measurable storm is at least
Effluent Limitation Guidelines
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
72 hours. The 72-hour storm interval is
and include in the Discharge Monitoring
Table
1-2
of
Part
1.2.2.1.3
of
the
permit identifies storm water discharges waived when the preceding measurable Report the following: locations of the
storm did not yield a measurable
subject to effluent limitation guidelines
outfalls; why the outfalls are expected to
discharge, or if you are able to
that are authorized for coverage under
discharge substantially identical
document
that
less
than
a
72-hour
the permit. Facilities subject to storm
effluents; estimates of the size of the
water effluent limitation guidelines are interval is representative for local storm drainage area (in square feet) for each of
events
during
the
sampling
period,
the
outfalls; and an estimate of the
required to monitor such discharges to
Take the grab sample during the first
evaluate compliance with numerical
runoff coefficient of the drainage areas
30 minutes of the discharge. If it is not
effluent limitations. Industry-specific
(low: under 40 percent; medium: 40 to
practicable to take the sample during
numerical limitations and compliance
65 percent; high: above 65 percent).
the first 30 minutes, sample during the
monitoring requirements are described first hour of discharge and describe why Note: Page 107 of the NPDES Storm
in Part 6 of the permit,
Water Sampling Guidance Document
a grab sample during the first 30
5.1.5 Monitoring for Limitations
minutes was impracticable. Submit this (EPA 800/B-92-001) lists criteria for
substantially identical outfalls (available
Required by a State or Tribe
information on or with the discharge
on EPA’s web site at http://
monitoring report (see Part 7.1). If the
Unless otherwise specified in Part 13
www.epa.gov/owm/sw/industry/).
(state/tribal-specific permit conditions), sampled discharge commingles with
process or non-process water, attempt to
you must sample once per year for any
5.3
General Monitoring Waivers
sample the storm water discharge before
permit limit established as a result of a
it
mixes
with
the
non-storm
water.
Unless specifically stated otherwise,
state or tribe’s conditions for
To get help with monitoring, consult
the following waivers may be applied to
certification of this permit under CWA
the Guidance Manualfor the Monitoring any monitoring required under this
§ 4Ol.
and Reporting
Requirements
of the
NPDES
Storm Water
Multi-Sector
permit.
5.2 Monitoring Instructions
General Permit which can be down
5.3.1 Adverse Climatic Conditions
5.2.1 Monitoring Period~
loaded from the EPA Web Site at
Waiver
If you are required to conduct
www.epa.gov/OWM/sw/industry/
monitoring on an annual or quarterly
When adverse weather conditions
index.htm. It can also be ordered from
basis, you must collect your samples
prevent the collection of samples, take
the Office of Water Resource Center by
within the following time periods
a substitute sample during a qualifying
calling 202-260-7786.
(unless otherwise specified in Part 6):
storm event in the next monitoring
¯ The monitoring year is from
5.2.3 Storm Event Data
period, or four samples per monitoring
October 1 to September 30
Along with the results of your
year when weather conditions do not
¯ If your permit coverage was
monitoring, you must provide the date
allow for samples to be spaced evenly
effective less than one month from the
and duration (in hours) of the storm
during the year. Adverse conditions
end of a quarterly or yearly monitoring
event(s) samples; rainfall measurements (i.e., those which are dangerous or
period, your first monitoring period
or estimates (in inches) of the storm
create inaccessibility for personnel) may
starts with the next respective
event that generated the sampled runoff; include such things as local flooding.
monitoring period. (e.g., if permit
the duration between the storm event
high winds, electrical storms, or
coverage begins June.Sth, you would not samples and the end of the previous
situations which otherwise make
need to start quarterly sampling until
measurable (greater than 0.1 inch
sampling impracticable such as drought
the July--September quarter, but you
rainfall) storm event; and an estimate of or extended frozen conditions.
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5.3.2 Alternative Certification of"Not
Present or No Exposure"
You are not subject to the analytical
monitoring requirements of Part 5.1.2
provided:
5.3.2.1 You make a certification for
a given outfall, or on a pollutant-bypollutant basis in lieu of monitoring
required under Part 5.1.2, that material
handling equipment or activities, raw
materials, intermediate products, final
products, waste materials, by-products,
industrial machinery or operations, or
significant materials from past
industrial activity that are located in
areas of the facility within the drainage
area of the outfall are not presently
exposed to storm water and are not
expected to be exposed to storm water
for the certification period: and
5.3.2.2 Your certification is signed
in accordance with Part 9.7, retained in
the Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan, and submitted to EPA in
accordance with Part 7. In the case of
certifying that a pollutant is not present,
the permittee must submit the
certification along with the monitoring
reports required Part 7; and
5.3.2.3 If you cannot certify for an
entire period, you must submit the date
exposure was eliminated and any
monitoring required up until that date;
and
5.3.2.4 No numeric limitation or
State-specific monitoring requirement
for that parameter is established in Part
5 or Part 13.
5.4 Monitoring Required by the
Director
The Director may provide written
notice to any facility, including those
otherwise exempt from the sampling
requirements of Parts 5, 6 and 12,
requiring discharge sampling for a
specific monitoring frequency for
specific parameters. Any such notice
will briefly state the reasons for the
monitoring, parameters to be monitored,
frequency and period of monitoring,
sample types, and reporting
requirements.
5.5 Reporting Monitoring Results
Deadlines and procedures for
submitting monitoring reports are
contained in Part 7.
6. Sector-Specific Requirements for
Industrial Activity
You only need to comply with the
additional requirements of Part 6 that

apply to the sector(s} of industrial
activity at your facility. These sectorspecific requirements are in addition to
the "basic" requirements specified in
Parts 1-5 and 7-13 of this permit,
6.A Sector A--Timber Products
6.A.1 Covered Storm Water
Discharges
The requirements in Part 6.A apply to
storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity from Timber Products
facilities as identified by the SIC Codes
specified under Sector A in Table 1-1
of Part 1.2.1.
6.A.2 Industrial Activities Covered by
Sector A
. The types of activities that permittees
under Sector A are primarily engaged in
are:
6.A.2.1 Cutting timber and
pulpwood (those that have log storage or
handling areas}:
6.A.2.2 Mills, including merchant,
lath, shingle, cooperage stock, planing,
plywood and veneer;
6.A.2.3 Producing lumber and wood
basic materials;
6.A.2.4 Wood preserving;
6.A.2.5 Manufacturing finished
articles made entirely of wood or related
materials except wood kitchen cabinet
manufacturers (covered under Part
6.23};
6.A.2.6 Manufacturing wood
buildings ot mobile homes.
6.A.3 Special Coverage Conditions
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6.A.4 Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP} Requirements
In addition to the following
requirements, you must also comply
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
6.A.4.1 Drainage Area Site Map.
(See also Part 4.2.2.31 Also identify
where any of the following may be
exposed to precipitation/surface runoff:
processing areas; treatment chemical
storage areas; treated wood and residue
storage areas; wet decking areas; dry
decking areas; untreated wood and
residue storage areas; and treatment
equipment storage areas.
6.A.4.2 Inventory of Exposed
Materials. {See also Part 4.2.4} Where
such information exists, if your facility
has used chlorophenolic, creosote or
chromium-copper-arsenic formulations
for wood surface protection or
preserving, identify the following: areas
where contaminated soils, treatment
equipment and stored materials still
remain, and the management practices
employed to minimize the contact of
these materials with storm water runoff.
6.A.4.3 Description of Storm Water
Management Controls. (See also Part
4.2.7}. Describe and implement
measures to address the following
activities/sources: log, lumber and wood
product storage areas; residue storage
areas; loading and unloading areas;
material handling areas; chemical
storage areas; and equipment/vehicle
maintenance, storage and repair areas. If
your facility performs wood surface
protection/preservation activities,
address the specific BMPs for these
activities.
6.A.4.4 Good Housekeeping. (See
also Part 4.2.7.2.1.1}. In areas where
storage, loading/unloading and material
handling occur, perform good
housekeeping to limit the discharge of
wood debris: minimize the leachate
generated from decaying wood
materials; and minimize the generation
of dust.
6.A.4.5 Inspections. (See also Part
4.2.7.2.1.5). If your facility performs
wood surface protection/preservation
activities, inspect processing areas,
transport areas and treated wood storage
areas monthly to assess the usefulness
of practices to minimize the deposit of
treatment chemicals on unprotected
soils and in areas that will come in
contact with storm water discharges.

6.A.3.1 Prohibition of Discharges.
(See also Part 1.2.3.1} Not covered by
this permit: storm water discharges from
areas where there may be contact with
the chemical formulations sprayed to
provide surface protection. These
discharges must be covered by a
separate NPDES permit,
6.A.3.2 Authorized Non-Storm
Water Discharges. (See also Part 1.2.3.1)
Also authorized by this permit,
provided the non-storm water
component of the discharge is in
compliance with SWPPP requirements
in Part 4.2.7 (Controls}: discharges from
the spray down of lumber and wood
product storage yards where no
chemical additives are used in the spray
down waters and no chemicals are
6.A.5 Monitoring and Reporting
applied to the wood during storage.
Reqnirement~ (See also Part 5}
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TABLE A~I,--SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK MONITORING
[Sector of }ermit affected/supplemental requirements]

Subsector
(Discharge may be subject to requirements for more
than one sector/subsector)

Parameter

Benchmark monitoring cutoff concentration1

Numeric limitation 2

General Sawmills and Planning Mills (SIC 2421) ...........

Chemical Oxygen Demand
120.0 mg/L.
(COD).
Total Suspended Solids
100 mg/L.
(TSS).
Total Zinc ........................... 0.117 mg/L.
Wood Preserving (SIC 2491) ..........................................Total Arsenic ..................... 0.16854 mg/L.
Total Copper ...................... 0.0636 mg/L.
Log Storage and Handling (SIC 2411) ............................ Total Suspended Solids
100 mg/L.
(TSS).
Wet Decking Discharges at Log Storage and Handling
pH ......................................,............................................6.0-9.0 s.u.
Areas (SIC 2411 ).
Debris (woody material ............................................ No Discharge of debds
such as bark, twigs,
that will not pass through
branches, heartwood, or
a 2.54 cm (1") diameter
sapwood),
round opening.
Hardwood Dimension and Flooring Mills; Special Prod- Chemical Oxygen Demand 120.0 mg/L.
ucts Sawmills, not elsewhere classified; Millwork, Ve(COD).
neer, Plywood and Structural Wood; Wood Containers; Wood Buildings and Mobile Homes; Reconstituted Wood Products; and Wood Products Facilities
not elsewhere classified (SIC Codes 2426, 2429,
2431-2439 (except 2434), 2448, 2449, 2451, 2452,
2593, and 2499).
Total Suspended Solids
100.0 mg/L.
(TSS).
i Monitor once/quarter for the year 2 and year 4 monitonng years.
2 Monitor once per year for each monitoring year.
6.B Sector B--Paper and Allied
Products Manufacturing
6.B.1 Covered Storm Water
Discharges

under Sector B in Table 1-1 of Part
1.2.1.

6.B.2.2 Manufacture of paper and
pap erboard into converted products, i.e.
6.B.2 Industrial Activities Covered by paper coated off the paper machine,
paper bags, paper boxes and envelopes:
Sector B
6.B.2.3 Manufacture of bags of
The
types
of
activities
that
permittees
The requirements in Part 6.B apply to
under Sector B are primarily engaged in plastic film and sheet.
storm water discharges associated with
are:
6.B.3 Monitoring and Reporting
industrial activity from Paper and
6.B.2.1 Manufacture of pulps from
Allied Products Manufacturing facilities wood and other cellulose fibers and
Requirements (See also Part 5)
as identified by the SIC Codes specified
from rags;

TABLE B-1.--SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK MONITORING
Subsector
(Discharges may be subject to requirements for more
than one sector/subsector)

Parameter

Benchmark monitoring and
cutoff concentration 1

Numeric limitation

Part of Permit AffectedlSupplemental Requirements
Paperboard Mills (SIC Code 2631) ................................. [COD ..... " .............................. I 120.0 mg/L.
1 Monitor once/quarter for the year 2 and year 4 monitoring years
6.C Sector ~hemical and Allied
Products Manufacturing
6.C.1 Covered Storm Water
Discharges

6.C.2 Industrial Activities Covered by
Sector C

The requirements listed under this
Part apply to storm water discharges
associated with industrial activity from
The requirements in Part 6.C apply to
a facility engaged in manufacturing the
storm water discharges associated with
following products:
industrial activity from Chemical and
6.C.2.1 basic industrial inorganic
Allied Products Manufacturing facilities
as identified by the SIC Codes specified chemicals;
under Sector C in Table 1-1 of Part
6.C.2.2 plastic materials and
1.2.1.
synthetic resins, synthetic rubbers, and

I

cellulosic and other human made fibers,
except glass;
6.C.2.3 soap and other detergents.
including facilities producing glycerin
from vegetable and animal fats and oils:
speciality cleaning, polishing and
sanitation preparations; surface active
preparations used as emulsifiers,
wetting agents and finishing agents,
including sulfonated oils; and perfumes,
cosmetics and other toilet preparations:
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6.C.2.4 paints (in paste and ready
mixed form); varnishes; lacquers:
enamels and shellac; putties, wood
fillers, and sealers: paint and varnish
removers; paint brush cleaners; and
allied paint producers:
6.C.2.5 industrial organic chemicals;
6.C.2.6 industrial and household
adhesives, glues, caulking compounds,
sealants, and linoleum, tile and rubber
cements from vegetable, animal or
synthetic plastic materials: explosives:
printing ink, including gravure, screen
process and lithographic inks;
miscellaneous chemical preparations
such as fatty acids, essential oils, gelatin
(except vegetable), sizes, bluing, laundry
sours, writing and stamp pad ink,
industrial compounds such as boiler
and heat insulating compounds, and
chemical supplies for foundries;
6.C.2.7 ink and paints, including
china painting enamels, indian ink,
drawing ink, platinum paints for burnt
wood or leather work, paints for china
painting, artists’ paints and artists’
water colors:
6.C.2.8 nitrogenous and phosphatic
basic fertilizers, mixed fertilizers,

648~.1

pesticides and other agricultural
chemicals,

following sources and activities that
have potential pollutants associated
with them: loading, unloading and
6.C.3 Limitations on Coverage
transfer of chemicals; outdoor storage of
6.C.3.1 Prohibition of Non-Storm
salt, pallets, coal, drums, containers,
Water Discharges. (See also Part 1.2.3.3)
fuels, fueling stations; vehicle and
Not covered by this permit: non-storm
water discharges containing inks, paints equipment maintenance/cleaning areas;
areas where the treatment, storage or
or substances (hazardous,
disposal (on- or off-site) of waste/
nonhazardous, etc.I resulting from an
wastewater occur; storage tanks and
onsite spill, including materials
other containers; processing and storage
collected in drip pans; washwater from
material handling and processing areas: areas; access roads, rail cars and tracks;
areas where the transfer of substances in
and washwater from drum, tank or
bulk occurs; and areas where machinery
container rinsing and cleaning,
operates.
6.C.4 Storm Water Pollution
6.C.4.3 Good Housekeeping
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements
Measures. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.1) As
In addition to the following
part of your good housekeeping
requirements, you must also comply
program, include a schedule for regular
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
pickup and disposal of garbage and
6.C.4.1 Drainage Area Site Map. (See waste materials, or adopt other
also Part 4.2.2.3) Also identify where
appropriate measures to reduce the
any of the following may be exposed to
potential for discharging storm water
precipitation/surface runoff: processing that has contacted garbage or waste
and storage areas; access roads, rail cars
materials. Routinely inspect the
and tracks; areas where substances are
condition for
of drums,
tanks
and
transferred in bulk; and operating
containers
potential
leaks.
machinery.
6.C.4.2 PotentialPollutant Sources.
(See also Part 4.2.4) Describe the

6.C.5 Monitoring and Reporting
Requirements (See also Part fi)
TABLE C-1.--SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK MONITORING

(Discharges may be subject to requirements for more
than one sector/subsector)

Parameter

Benchmark monitoring cutoff concentration 1

Numedc limitation 2

Part of Permit Affected/Supplemental Requlremente
Phosphate Subcategory of the Fertilizer Manufacturing
Point Source Category (40 CFR §418.10)napplies to
precipitation runoff, that during manufacturing or
processing, comes into contact with any raw materials, intermediate product, finished product, by-products or waste product (SIC 2874).

Total Phosphorus (as P) ................................................ 105.0 mg/L, daily max.
35 mg/L, 30-day avg.

Fluodde ...........................................................................
75.0 mg/L, daily max.
25.0 mg/L, 30-day avg.
0.68 mg/L.
0.0816 mg/L ......................
1.0 mg/L ............................
0.117 mg/L ........................
2.0 mg/L ............................
0.75 mg/L
Nitrate plus Nitdte Nitrogen
1.0 mg/L ............................
0.68 mg/L ..........................
0.68 mg/L.
0.117 mg/L..
0.117 mgJL.

Agricultural Chemicals (2873-2879) ............................... Nitrate plus Nitrite Nitrogen
Total Recoverable Lead ....
Total Recoverable Iron ......
Total Recoverable Zinc .....
Phosphorue ...................
Industrial Inorganic Chemicals (2812-2819) ................... Total Re~ A~uminum
Total Re~ Iro~ .....
Soaps, Detergents, Cosmetics, and Perfumes (SIC
Nitrate plus Nitnta Nitrogen
2841-2844).
Total Recoverable Zinc .....
Plastics, Synthetics, and Resins (SIC 2821-2824) ........ Total Recoverable Zinc .....
1 Monitor once/quarter for the year 2 and year 4 Monitoring Years.
2 Monitor onca/year for each Monitoring Year.
6.D Sector D--Asphalt Paving and
Roofing Materials and Lubricant
Manufacturers
6.D.1 Covered Storm Water
Discharges
The requirements in Part 6.D apply to
storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity from Asphalt Paving

and Roofing Materials and Lubricant
Manufacturers facilities as identified by
the SIC Codes specified under Sector D
in Table 1-1 of Part 1.2.1.

6.D.2 Industrial Activities Covered by
Sector D
The types of activities that permittees
under Sector D are primarily engaged in
are:
6.D.2.1 manufacturing asphalt
paving and roofing materials;
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6.D.2.2 portable asphalt.plant
facilities;
6.D.2.3 manufacturing lubricating
oils and greases,
6.D.3 Limitations on Coverage
The following storm water discharges
associated with industrial activity are
not authorized by this permit:
6.D.3.1 discharges from petroleum
refining facilities, including those that
manufacture asphalt or asphalt products
that are classified as SIC code 2911;

6.D.3.2 discharges from oil recycling program, the following areas: Material
facilities;
storage and handling areas, liquid
6.D.3.3 discharges associated with
storage tanks, hoppers/silos, vehicle and
fats and oils rendering,
equipment maintenance, cleaning and
6.D.4 Storm Water Pollution
fueling areas, material handling
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements vehicles, equipment and processing
In addition to the following
areas. F.nsure appropriate action is taken
in response to the inspection by
requirements, you must also comply
implementing tracking or follow up
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
procedures.
6.D.4.1 Inspections. (See also Part
4.2.7.2.1.5) Inspect at least once per
6.D.5 Monitoring and Reporting
month, as part of the maintenance
Requirements. (See also part 5)

TABLE D-1.--SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK MONITORING
(Discharges may be subject to requirements for more
than one sector/subsector)

Parameter

Benchmark monitodn~l cutoff concentration

Numeric Limitation 2

Sector of Permit AffectedlSupplemental Requirements
Asphalt Paving and Roofing Materials (SIC 2951, 2952) Total Suspended Solids 100mg/L.
Discharges from areas where production of asphalt
paving and roofing emulsions occurs (SIC 2951,
2952).

(TSS).
TSS ................................................................................
23.0 rag/L, daily max
15.0 mg/L 30-day avg.

Oil and Grease ..............................................................15.0 mg/L daily max.
10mg/L, 30-day avg.
pH ..................................................................................
6.0-9.0
1 Monitor once/quarter for the year 2 and year 4 monitoring years.
2 Monitor once per year for each monitoring year.
6.F. Sector ~lass, Clay, Cement,
Concrete, and Gypsum Products
6.E.1 Covered Storm Water Discharges
The requirements in Part 6.E apply to
storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity from Glass, Clay,
Cement, Concrete, and Gypsum
Products facilities as identified by the
SIC Codes specified under Sector E in
Table 1-1 of part 1.2.1.

6.E.2.11 asbestos products
6.E.2.12 mineral wool and mineral
wool insulation products,

performed at least once a week if
cement, aggregate, kiln dust, fly ash or
settled dust are being handled/
processed. You must also prevent the
6.E.3 Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements exposure of fine granular solids
{cement, fly ash, kiln dust, etc.) to storm
In addition to the following
water where practicable, by storing
requirements, you must also comply
these materials in enclosed silos/
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
6.F..3.1 Drainage Area Site Map. {See hoppers, buildings or under other
covering.
also Part 4.2.2.3) Identify the locations
6.F..2 Industrial Activities Covered by
of the following, as applicable: bag
6.E.3.3 Inspections. (See also Part
house or other dust control device;
Sector F.
4.2.7.2.1.5) Perform inspections while
recycle/sedimentation pond, clarifier or the facility is in operation and include
The requirements listed under this
other device used for the treatment of
all of the following areas exposed to
permit apply to storm water discharges
process wastewater, and the areas that
storm water: material handling areas,
associated with industrial activity from
drain to the treatment device,
above ground storage tanks, hoppers or
a facility engaged in either
6.E.3.2 Good Housekeeping
silos, dust collection/containment
manufacturing the following products or Measures. (See also Par~ 4.2.2.3) With
systems, truck wash down/equipment
performing the following activities:
good housekeeping prevent or minimize cleaning areas.
6.E.2.1 fiat, pressed, or blown glass
the discharge of: spdled cement:
or glass containers;
6.F..3.4 Certification. (See also Part
aggregate lincludin8 ~nd or gravel);
6.E.2.2 hydraulic cement;
4.4.1) For facilities producing ready-mix
kiln
dust;
fly
ash:
~ettled
dust;
or
other
6.E.2.3 clay products including tile
significant material in storm water from concrete, concrete block, brick or
and brick:
similar products, include in the nonpaved portions of the site that are
6.E.2.4 pottery and porcelain
exposed to storm water. Consider using storm water discharge certification a
electrical supplies;
description of measures that insure that
regular sweeping or other equivalent
6.E.2.5 concrete products;
process waste water resulting from truck
6.E.2.6 gypsum products;
measures to minimize the presence of
6.F..2.7 minerals and earths, ground
these materials. Indicate in your SWPPP washing, mixers, transport buckets,
or otherwise treated:
the frequency of sweeping or equivalent forms or other equipment are discharged
6.E.2.8 non-clay refractories:
measures. Determine the frequency from in accordance with NPDES
requirements or are recycled.
6.F..2.9. lime manufacturing
the amount of industrial activity
6.E.2.10 cut stone and stone
occurring in the area and the frequency 6.E.4 Monitoring and Reporting
products
of precipitation, but it must be
Requirements. (See ~ Part 5)
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TABLE E-1.--SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK MONITORING
(Discharges may be subject to requirements for more
than one sector/subsector)

Parameter

Benchmark monitoring cutoff concentration 1

Numeric limitaiton z

Sector of Permit Affected/Supplemental Requirements
Clay Product Manufacturers ............................................Total Recoverable Alu- 0.75 mg/L
(SIC 3245-3259,3261-3269) .......................................... minum.
Concrete and Gypsum Product Manufacturers (SIC TSS ....................................100mg/L
3271-3275).
Total Recoverable Iron ...... 1.0 mg/L
Cement Manufacturing Facility, Material Storage Runoff: Total Suspended Solids
50 mg/L daily max..
Any discharge composed of runoff that derives from
(TTS<.
the storage of materials including raw materials, intermediate products, finished products, and waste materials that are used in or derived from the manufacture
of cement.
~H ..................................................................................
6.0-9.0 S.U.
1 Monitor once/quarter for the year 2 and year 4 monitoring years.
2 Monitor once per year for each monitoring year.
6.F

Sector F--Primary Metals
6.F.1 Covered Storm Water Discharges

primary metal products not elsewhere
maintenance program for all impervious
classified;
areas of the facility where particulate
Activities covered include but are not matter, dust or debris may accumulate,
The requirements in Part 6.F apply to
limited to storm water discharges
especially areas where material loading/
storm water discharges associated with
associated with cooking operations,
unloading, storage, handling and
Industrial activity from Primary Metals
sintering plants, blast furnaces, smelting processing occur; the paving of areas
facilities as identified by the SIC Codes
operations, rolling mills, casting
where vehicle traffic or material storage
specified under Sector F in Table 1-1 of operations, heat treating, extruding,
occur but where vegetative or other
Part 1.2.1.
drawing, or forging all types of ferrous
stabilization methods are not practicable
and
nonferrous
metals,
scrap
and
ore.
6.F.2 Industrial Activities Covered by
(institute a sweeping program in these
Sector F
6.F.3 Storm Water Pollution
areas too). For unstabilized areas where
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements sweeping is not practicable, consider
The types of activities under this Part
are facilities primarily engaged in are:
using storm water management devices
In addition to the following
such as sediment traps, vegetative buffer
6.F.2.1 Steel works, blast furnaces,
requirements, you must also comply
strips, filter fabric fence, sediment
and rolling and finishing mills
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
including: steel wire drawing and steel
6.F.3.1 Drainage Area Site Map. (See filtering boom, gravel outlet protection
or other equivalent measures that
nails and spikes; cold-rolled steel sheet, also Part 4.2.2.3) Also identify where
strip, and bars: and steel pipes and
effectively trap or remove sediment.
any of the following activities may be
tubes;
exposed to precipitation/surface runoff:
6.F.3.4 Inspections. (See also Part
6.F.2.2 Iron and steel foundries,
storage or disposal of wastes such as
4.2.7.2.1.5) Conduct inspections
including: gray and ductile iron,
spent solvents/baths, sand, slag/dross;
routinely, or at least on a quarterly
malleable iron, steel investment, and
liquid storage tanks/drums; processing
basis, and address all potential sources
steel foundries not elsewhere classified; areas including pollution control
of pollutants, including (if applicable}:
6.F.2.3 Primary smelting and
equipment (e.g., baghouses); and storageair pollution control equipment {e.g.,
refining of nonferrous metals, including: areas of raw material such as coal, coke, baghouses, electrostatic precipitators,
primary smelting and refining of copper, scrap, sand, fluxes, refractories or metal scrubbers and cyclones} for any signs of
and primary production of aluminum;
in any form. In addition, indicate where degradation (e.g., leaks, corrosion or
6.F.2.4 Secondary smelting and
an accumulation of significant amounts improper operation} that could limit
refining of nonferrous metals;
of particulate matter could occur from
their efficiency and lead to excessive
6.F.2.5 Rolling, drawing, and
such sources as furnace or oven
emissions. Consider monitoring air flow
extruding of nonferrous metals,
emissions, losses from coal/coke
at inlets/outlets {or use equivalent
including: rolling, drawing, and
handling operations, etc.. and which
measures} to check for leaks (e.g.,
extruding of copper; rolling, drawing
could result in a discharge of pollutants particulate deposition} or blockage in
and extruding of nonferrous metals
to waters of the United States.
ducts. Also inspect all process and
except copper and aluminum; and
6.F.3.2 Inventory of Exposed
material handling equipment (e.g.,
drawing and insulating of nonferrous
Material. (See also Part 4.2.4) Include in conveyors, cranes and vehicles} for
wire;
the inventory of materials handled at
leaks, drips or the potential loss of
6.F.2.6 Nonferrous foundries
the site that potentially may be exposed
material;
and material storage areas (e.g.,
(castings), including: aluminum dieto precipitation/runoff, areas where
piles, bins or hoppers for storing coke,
casting, nonferrous die-casting, except
deposition of particulate matter from
coal, scrap or slag, as well as chemicals
aluminum, aluminum foundries, copper process air emissions or losses during
stored in tanks/drums) for signs of
foundries, and nonferrous foundries,
material handling activities are possible, material losses due to wind or storm
except copper and aluminum;
6.F.3.3 Good Housekeeping
water runoff.
6.F.2.7 Miscellaneous primary metal Measures. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.1) As
products, not elsewhere classified,
part of your good housekeeping
6.F.4 Monitoring and Reporting
including: metal heat treating, and
program, include: a cleaning/
Requirements. (See also Part 5)
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TABLE F-I.~ECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK MONITORING
Sector of ~ermit affected/supplemental requirements-Subsector (Discharges may be subject to requirements
for more than one sector/subsector)
Steel Works, Blast Furnaces, and Rolling and Finishing Mills (SIC 3312-3317).
Iron and Steel Foundries (SIC 3321-3325) ..................

Parameter

Total Recoverable Aluminum ..................
Total Recoverable Zinc ...........................
Total Recoverable Aluminum ..................
Total Suspended Solids ..........................
Total Recoverable Copper ......................
Total Recoverable Iron ............................
Total Recoverable Zinc ...........................
Rolling, Drawing, and Extruding of Non-Ferrous Metals Total Recoverable Copper ......................
(SIC 3351-3357).
Total Recoverable Zinc ...........................
Non-Ferrous Foundries (SIC 3363-3369) ..................... Total Recoverable Copper ......................
Total Recoverable Zinc ...........................
1 Monitor once/quarter for the year 2 and year 4 Monitoring Years.

Benchmark monitoring cutoff Numeric limiconcentration 1
tation
0.75 mg/L
0.117 mg/L.
0.75 mg/L.
100 mg/L
0.0636 mg/L
1.0 mg/L
0.117 mg/L.
0.0636 mg/L
0.117 mg/L.
0.636 mg/L.
0.117 mg/L.

6.G Sector G---Metal Mining (Ore
Mining and Dressing)
6.G.1 Covered Storm Water
Discharges

contact with material piles; office/
regulated under the Part 440 regulations.
administrative building and housing if Discharges from overburden/waste rock can
mixed with storm water from industrial be covered under this permit if they are
composed entirely of storm water, do not
area: chemical storage area; docking
combine with sources of mine drainage that
facility if no excessive contact with
are subject to 40 CFR Part 440, and meet
The requirements in Part 6.G apply to
waste product that would otherwise
other eligibility criteria contained in Part
storm water discharges associated with
constitute mine drainage; explosive
1.2.2.1.
industrial activity from active,
storage; fuel storage; vehicle/equipment
temporarily inactive and inactive metal maintenance area/building; parking
6.G.3.2 Prohibition of Non-Storm
mining and ore dressing facilities,
Water Discharges.
areas (if necessary); power plant; truck
including mines abandoned on Federal wash areas if no excessive contact with
Not authorized by this permit: adit
Lands, as identified by the SIC Codes
drainage and contaminated springs or
waste product that would otherwise
specified under Sector G in Table 1-1 of constitute mine drainage; unreclaimed, seeps (see also the standard Limitations
Part 1.2.1. Coverage is required for
disturbed areas outside of active mining on Coverage in Part 1.2.3).
facilities that discharge storm water
area; reclaimed areas released from
6.G.4 Definitions
contaminated by contact with or that
reclamation bonds prior to December
has come into contact with, any
6.G.4.1 Mining Operation--typically
17, 1990; and partially/inadequately
overburden, raw material, intermediate reclaimed areas or areas not released
consists of three phases, any one of
product, finished product, byproduct, or from reclamation bonds,
which individually qualifies as a
waste product located on the site of the
"mining activity." The phases are the
6.G.2 Industrial Activities Covered by exploration and construction phase, the
operation.
Sector G
6.G.1.1 Covered Discharges from
active phase, and the reclamation phase.
Inactive Facilities: All storm water
6.G.4.2 Exploration and
Note: "metal mining" will connote any of
discharges,
the separate activities listed in Part 6.G.2.
Construction Phase--entails exploration
6.G. 1.2 Covered Discharges from
The types of activities that permittees under
and land disturbance activities to
Sector G are primarily engaged in are:
Active and Temporarily Inactive
determine the financial viability of a
Facilities: Only the storm water
6.G.2.1 exploring for metallic
site. Construction includes the building
discharges from the following areas are minerals (ores), developing mines and
of site access roads and removal of
covered: waste rock/overburden piles if the mining of ores;
overburden and waste rock to expose
6.G.2.2 ore dressing and
composed entirely of storm water and
mineable minerals.
not combining with mine drainage;
beneficiating, whether performed at co6.G.4.3 Active Phase--activities
topsoil piles; offsite haul/access roads;
located, dedicated mills or separate (i.e., including each step from extraction
onsite haul/access roads constructed of
custom) mills,
through production of a salable product.
waste rock/overburden/spent ore if
6.G.4.4 Reclamation Phase~
6.G.3 Limitations on Coverage
composed entirely of storm water and
activities intended to return the land to
6.G.3.1 Prohibition of Storm Water
not combining with mine drainage;
its pre-mining use
onsite haul/access roads not constructed Discharges.
The following definitions are not
Storm
water
discharges
not
of waste rock/overburden/spent ore
intended to supercede the definitions of
authorized
by
this
permit:
discharges
except if mine drainage is used for dust
active and inactive mining facilities
control; runoff from tailings dams/dikes from active metal mining facilities
established by 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)(iii).
which
are
subject
to
effluent
limitation
when not constructed of waste rock/
6.G.4.5 Active Metal Mining
guidelines
for
the
Ore
Mining
and
railings and no process fluids are
Facility--s place where work or other
present; runoff from tailings dams/dikes Dressing Point Source Category (40 CFR activity related to the extraction,
when constructed of waste rock/tailings Part 440).
removal or recovery of metal ore is
Note: discharges that come in contact with
if and no process fluids are present if
being conducted. For surface mines, this
overburden/waste
rock
are
subject
to
40
CFR
composed entirely of storm water and
definition does not include any land
Part
440,
providing:
the
discharges
drain
to
not combining with mine drainage;
a point sQurce (either naturally or as a result
where grading has returned the earth to
concentration building if no contact
of intentional diversion) and they combine
a desired contour and reclamation has
with material piles; mill site if no
with "mine drainage" that is otherwise
begun.
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6.G.4.6 Inactive Metal M3"ning
Facility--a site or portion of a site
where metal mining and/or milling
occurred in the past but is not an active
facility as defined above, and where the
inactive portion is not covered by an
active mining permit issued by the
applicable State or Federal government
agency,
6.G.4.7 Temporarily[noctive Metal
Mining Facility--a site or portion of a
site where metal mining and/or milling
occurred in the past but currently are
not being actively undertaken, and the
facility is covered by an active mining
permit issued by the applicable State or
Federal government agency,
6.G.5 Clearing, Grading and
Excavation Activities
Clearing, grading and excavation
activities being conducted as part of the
exploration and construction phase of a
mining operation cannot be covered
under this permit if these activities will
disturb one or more acre of land.
Instead, coverage for these activities
must be under the latest version of
EPA’s General Permit for Storm Water
Discharges from Construction Activities
(the "Construction General Permit;"
Federal Register, Vol. 63, p. 7858 and
for Region 6, Federal Register, Vol. 63,
p. 36490), or an individual construction
permit. If the area of disturbance during
the initial phase is less than one acre,
you must continue to comply with the
requirements of the MSGP-2000.
6.G.5.1 Requirements for Activities
Disturbing 5 or More Acres of Earth. If
the one-acre limit as defined in Part
6.G.5 is attained, coverage for these
activities must be under the latest
version of EPA’s Construction General
Permit (or individual permit). You must
first obtain and comply with the
Construction General Permit’s
requirements before submitting the
separate Construction General Permit
Notice of Intent (NOI) form (EPA Form
3510-9). The February 17, 1998 version
of the permit can be downloaded from
the EPA’s Web Site at www.epa.gov/
owm/sw/construction/cgp/cgp-nat.pdf
and Region 6’s July 6, 1998 version of
the permit at www.epa.gov/owm/sw/
construction/cgp/cgp-reg6.pdfor
obtained from the Office of Water
Resource Center at (202) 260-7786. The
NOI form is also available from the Web
Site at www.epa.gov/owm/sw/
construction/connoi.pdfor from your
EPA Regional office at the address listed
under Part 8.3. Discharges in
compliance with the provisions of the
Construction General Permit are also
authorized under the MSGP.
6.G.5.2 Cessation of Earth Disturbing
Activities. If exploration phase clearing,
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grading and excavation activities are
completed and no further mining
activities will occur at the site, you must
comply with the requirements for
terminating the Construction General
Permit, i.e., stabilize and revegetate the
disturbed land, submit a Notice of
Termination, etc. If active mining
activities will ensue, you must apply for
coverage under the MSGP-2000 for your
storm water discharges and be prepared
to implement any new requirements
prior to beginning the active phase. It is
recommended you terminate your
coverage under the Construction
General Permit, but it is not mandatory
that you do so. If you choose not to
terminate your construction General
Permit, you will be responsible for
complying with all permit conditions of
the construction permit in addition to
those of the MSGP-2000. The Notice of
Termination form is Addendum E to
this permit and is available at http://
www.epa.gov/owm/sw/industry/msgp/
notform.pdf.
6.G.6 Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (sI~rPPP) Requirements
In addition to the following
requirements, you must also comply
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
6.G.6.1 SWPPP Requirements for
Active and Temporarily Inactive Metal
Mining Facilities.
6.G.6.1.1 Nature of Industrial
Activities. (See also Part 4.2.2.1 ) Briefly
describe the mining and associated
activities that can potentially affect the
storm water discharges covered by this
permit, including: the total acreage
within the mine site; the estimated
acreage of disturbed land; the estimated
acreage of land proposed to be disturbed
throughout the life of the mine; and a
general description of the location of the
site relative to major transportation
routes and communities,
6.G.6.1.2 Site Map. (See also Part
4.2.2.3) Also identi~ the locations of
the following (as appropriate): mining/
milling site boundaries; access and haul
roads; outline of the drainage areas of
each storm water outfall within the
facility and indicate the types of
discharges from the drainage areas;
equipment storage, fueling and
maintenance areas; materials handling
areas; outdoor manufacturing, storage or
material disposal areas; chemicals and
explosives storage areas; overburden,
materials, soils or waste storage areas;
location of mine drainage (where water
leaves mine) or other process water;
tailings piles/ponds (including
proposed ones); heap leach pads; off-site
points of discharge for mine drainage/
process water; surface waters; and
boundary of tributary areas that are

subject to effluent limitations
guidelines.
6.G.6.1.3 Potential Pollutant
Sources. (See also Part 4.2.4) For each
area of the mine/mill site where storm
water discharges associated with
industrial activities occur, identify the
types of pollutants (e.g., heavy metals,
sediment) likely to be present in
significant amounts. Consider these
factors: the mineralogy of the ore and
waste rock (e.g., acid forming); toxicity
and quantity of chemicals used,
produced or dischargedi the likelihood
of contact with storm water; vegetation
of site (if any); history of significant
leaks/spills of toxic or hazardous
pollutants. Also include a summary of
any existing ore or waste rock/
overburden characterization data and
test results for potential generation of
acid rock. If any new data is acquired
due to changes in ore type being mined,
update your SWPPP with this
information.
6.G.6.1.4 Site Inspections. (See also
Part 4.2.7.2.1.5) Inspect active mining
sites at least monthly. Inspect
temporarily inactive sites at least
quarterly unless adverse weather
conditions make the site inaccessible.
6.G.6.1.5 Employee Training. (See
also Part 4.2.7.2.1.6) Conduct employee
training at least annually at active
mining and temporarily inactive sites.
6.G.6.1.6 Controls. (See also Part
4.2.7) Consider each of the following
BMPs. The potential pollutants
identified in Part 6.G.6.1.3 shall
determine the priority and
appropriateness of the BMPs selected. If
you determine that one or more of these
BMPs are not appropriate for your
facility, explain why it is not
appropriate. If BMPs are implemented
or planned but are not listed here (e.g.,
substituting a less toxic chemical for a
more toxic one), include descriptions of
them in your SWPPP.
6.G.6.1.6.1 Storm Water Diversions.
Consider diverting storm water away
from potential pollutant sources. BMP
options: interceptor/diversion controls
(e.g., dikes, swales, curbs or berms);
pipe slope drains; subsurface drains;
conveyance systems (e.g., channels or
gutters, open top box culverts and
waterbars; rolling dips and road sloping;
roadway surface water deflector, and
culverts); or their equivalents.
6.G.6.1.6.2 Sediment and Erosion
Control. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.2.1) At
active and temporarily inactive sites
consider a range of erosion controls
within the broad categories of: flow
diversion (e.g., swales); stabilization
(e.g., temporary or permanent seeding);
and structural controls (e.g., sediment
traps, dikes, silt fences).
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6.G.6.1.6.3 Management of Runoff.
6.G.6.2 SWPPP Requirements for
(See also Part 4.2.7.2.2.2) Consider the
Inactive Metal Mining Facilities.
potential pollutant sources given in Part
6.G.6.1.3 when determining reasonable
6.G.6.2.1 Nature of Industrial
and appropriate measures for managing Activities. (See also Part 4.2.2.1) Briefly
describe the mining and associated
runoff,
6.G.6.1.6.4 Capping. When capping activities that took place at the site that
is necessary to minimize pollutant
can potentially affect the storm water
discharges in storm water, identify the
discharges covered by this permit.
source being capped and the material
Include: approximate dates of operation;
used to construct the cap.
total acreage within the mine and/or
6.G.6.1.6.5 Treatment. If treatment
processing site; estimate of acres of
of storm water (e,g., chemical or
disturbed earth; activities currently
physical systems, oil/water separators,
occurring onsite (e.g., reclamation); a
artificial wetlands, etc.) from active and general description of site location with
temporarily inactive sites is necessary to respect to transportation routes and
protect water quality, describe the type
communities.
and location of treatment used.
6.G.6.2.2 Site Map. (See also Part
6.G.6.1.6.6 Certification of Discharge
4.2.2.3) See Part 6.G.6.1.2 for
Testing. (See also Part 4.4.1) Test or
requirements.
evaluate for the presence of specific
6.G.6.2.3 Potential Pollutant
mining-related non-storm water
Sources. (See also Part 4.2.4} See Part
discharges such as seeps or edit
6.G.6.1.3 for requirements,
discharges or discharges subject to
effluent limitations guidelines (e.g., 40
6.G.6.2.4 Controls. (See also Part
CFR Part 440), such as mine drainage or 4.2.7) Consider each of the following
process water. Alternatively (if
BMPs. The potential pollutants
applicable), you may certify in your
identified in Part 6.G.6.2.3 shall
SWPPP that a particular discharge
determine the priority and
comprised of commingled storm water
appropriateness of the BMPs selected. If
and non-storm water is covered under a you determine that one or more of these
separate NPDES permit; and that permit BMPs are not appropriate for your
subjects the non-storm water portion to
facility, explain why it is not
effluent limitations prior to any
appropriate. If BMPs are implemented
commingling. This certification shall
or planned but are not listed here (e.g.,
identify the non-storm water discharges, substituting a less toxic chemical for a
the applicable NPDES permit(s), the
more toxic one), include descriptions of
effluent limitations placed on the nonthem in your SWPPP. The nonstorm water discharge by the permit(s),
structural controls in the general
and the points at which the limitations
requirements at Part 4.2.7.2.1 are not
are applied,
required for inactive facilities,

6.G.6.2.4.1 Storm Water Diversions.
See Part 6.G.6.1.6.2 for requirements.
6.G.6.2.4.2 Sediment andErosion
Control. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.2.1) See
Part 6.G.6.1.6 for requirements.
6.G.6.2.4.3 Management of Runoff.
(See also Part 4.2.7.2.2.2}
Also consider the potential pollutant
sources as described in Part 6.G.6.2.3
(Summary of Potential Pollutant
Sources) when determining reasonable
and appropriate measures for managing
runoff.
6.G.6.2.4.4 Capping. See Part
6.G.6.1.7 for requirements.
6.G.6.2.4.5 Treatment. See Part
6.G.6.1.8 for requirements.
6.G.6.2.5 Comprehensive Site
Compliance Evaluation. (See also Part
4.9)
Annual site compliance evaluations
may be impractical for inactive mining
sites due to remote location/
inaccessibility of the site; in which case
conduct the evaluation at least once
every 3 years. Document in the SWPPP
why annual compliance evaluations are
not possible. If the evaluations will be
conducted more often than every 3
years, specify the frequency of
evaluations.
6.G.7 Monitoring and Reporting
Requirements. (See also Part 5)
6.G.7.1 Analytic Monitoring for
Copper Ore Mining and Dressing
Facilities. Active copper ore mining and
dressing facilities must sample and
analyze storm water discharges for the
pollutants listed in Table G-1.

TABLE G-I.--SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND BI=NGHMARK MONITORING FOR COPPER ORE
MINING AND DRESSING FACILITII=S
(Discharges may be subject to requirements for more
than one sector/subsector)

Parameter

off concentration

Numeric limitation

Part of Permit Affected/Supplemental Requirements
Copper Ore Mining and Dressing Facilities .................... Total Suspe~de~ S~ids
(SIC 1021) ....................................................................... (TSS).
Nitrate plus N~lnte Nitrogen
Chemical Oxygen Demand
(COD).
1 Monitor onca/quarter for the year 2 and year 4 Monitoring Years.
6.G.7.2 Analytic Monitoring
Requirements for Discharges From
Waste Rock and Overburden Piles at
Active Ore Mining and Dressing
Facilities.For discharges from waste
rock and overburden piles, perform
analytic monitoring at least once within
the first year of permit coverage for the
parameters listed in Table G-2, and
twice annually thereafter for any

100 mg/L.
0.68 mg/L.
120 mg/L.

parameters measured above the
benchmark value (based on the initial
sampling event) listed in Table G-2.
Permittees must also conduct analytic
monitoring twice annually for the
parameters listed in Table G-3. The
twice annual samples must be collected
once between January I and June 30 and
once between July 1 and December 31,
with at least 3 months separating the

storm events. The director may,
however, notify you that you must
perform additional monitoring to
accurately characterize the quality and
quantity of pollutants discharged from
your waste rock/overburden piles.
Monitoring requirements for discharges
from waste rock and overburden piles
are not eligible for the waivers in Part
5.3.2.
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TABLE G-2.--SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK MONITORING FOR DISCHARGES FROM
WASTE ROCK AND OVERBURDEN PILES FROM ACTIVE ORE MINING OR DRESSING FACILITIES
Part of permit affected/supplemental requirements-Subsector (Discharges may be subject to requirements
for more than one sector/subsector)

Benchmark monitoring cutoff Numeric
concentration 1
limitation

Parameter

Iron Ores; Copper Ores; Lead and Zinc Ores; Gold and
Silver Ores; Ferroalloy Ores Except Vanadium; Miscellaneous Metal Ores (SIC Codes 1011, 1021, 1031,
1041, 1044, 1061, 1081, 1094, 1099).
See above, as applicable .................................................

Total Suspended Solids (TSS) ............... 100 mg/L.
Turbidity (.NTUs) ...................................... 5 NTUs above background.
pH ............................................................ 6.0-9.0 standard units.
Hardness (as CaCO~) ............................. no benchmark value.
Antimony, Total ....................................... 0.636 mg/L.
Arsenic, Total .......................................... 0.16854 mg/L.
Beryllium, Total ....................................... 0.13 mg/L.
Cadmium, Total (hardness dependent) .. 0.0159 mg/L.
Copper, Total (hardness dependent) ...... 0.0636 mg/L.
Iron, Total ................................................ 1.0 mg/L.
Lead, Total (hardness dependent) .......... 0.0816 mg/L.
Manganese, Total ................................... 1.0 mg/L.
Mercury, Total ......................................... 0.0024 mg/L
Nickel, Total (hardness dependent) ........ 1.417 mg/L.
Selenium, Total ....................................... 0.2385 mg/L.
Silver, Total (hardness dependent) ......... 0.318 mg/L.
Zinc, Total (hardness dependent) ...........
0.117 mg/L.
1 Monitor at least once during the first year of permit coverage, and twice annually thereafter for any parameter that exceeds the benchmark
value. Facilities that monitored for the full list of Table G-2 parameters during the previous permit need not sample the entire list again, however
they must continue twice annual monitoring for parameters that exceeded the benchmark values in the initial sampling event.

6.G.7.2.1 Additional Analytic
mine
Monitoring Requirements for Discharges
From Waste Rock and Overburden Piles.
Table G-3 contains additional
monitoring requirements for specific ore

categories. Perform the monitoring
twice annually using the schedule
established in Part 6.G.7.2. The initial
sampling event for a pollutant

parameter required in Table G--2
satisfies the requirement for the first
sample of any pollutant measurement in
Table G-3.

TABLE G-3.--ADDITIONAL MONOTORING REQUIREMENTS FOR DISCHARGES FROM WASTE ROCK AND OVERBURDEN PILES
FROM ACTIVE ORE MINING OR DRESSING FACILITIES
Supplemental requirements-Pollutants of concern
Type of Ore mined

Total suspended solids
(TSS)

pH

Metals, total

Tungsten Ore ......................................................................
X
X
Nickel Ore ...........................................................................
X
X
Aluminum Ore .....................................................................
X
X
Mercury Ore ........................................................................
X
X
Iron Ore ...............................................................................
X
X
Platinum Ore ........................................................................................................
Titanium Ore .......................................................................
X
X
Vanadium Ore .....................................................................
X
X
Copper, Lead, Zinc, Gold, Silver and Molybdenum ...........
X
X

Arsenic, Cadmium (H), Copper (H), Lead (H), Zinc (H).
Arsenic, Cadmium (H), Copper (H), Lead (H), Zinc (H).
Iron.
Nickel (H).
Iron (Dissolved).
Cadmium (H), Copper (H), Mercury, Lead (H), Zinc (H).
Iron, Nickel (H), Zinc (H).
Arsenic, Cadmium (H), Copper (H), Zinc (H).
Arsenic, Cadmium (H), Copper (H), Lead, Mercury, Zinc
(H).
Uranium, Radium and Vanadium ........................................
X
X
Chemical Oxygen Demand, Arsenic, Radium (Dissolved
and Total), Uranium, Zinc (H).
Note: (H) indicates that hardness must also be measured when this po~utant is measured.

6.G.7.2.2 Reporting Requirements
Storm Water Discharges From Waste
Rock And Overburden Piles From Active
Ore Mining or Dressing Facilities. From
active ore mining and dressing facilities,

submit monitoring results for each
outfall discharging storm water from
waste rock and overburden piles, or
certifications in accordance with Part 7.
Submit monitoring reports on discharge

monitoring report (DMR) forms
postmarked no later than January 28 of
the next year after the samples were
collected.
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TABLE G-4.--APPLICABII~ITY OF THE MULTI-SECTOR GENERAL PERMIT TO STORM WATER RUNOFF FROM ACTIVE ORE
(METAL) MINING AND DRESSING SITES
Discharge/source of discharge

I

Note/comment

Piles
Waste rock/overburden ................................................................................................................... If composed entirely of storm water and not
combining with mine drainage. See Note
Tor~soil
below.
Roads conetructed of waste rock or spent ore
Onsite haul roads ............................................................................................................................ If composed entirely of storm water and not
combining with mine drainage. See Note
below.
Offsite haul/access roads
Roads not constructed of waste rock or spent ore
Onsite haul roads ............................................................................................................................ Except if "mine drainage" is used for dust conOffsite haul/access roadsI
trol.
Milling/concentrating
Runoff from railings dams/dikes when constructed of waste rock~ailings .....................................

Runoff from tailings dams/dikes when not constructed of waste rock/tailings ...............................
Concentration building .....................................................................................................................
Mill site .............................................................................................................................................

Except if process fluids are present and only if
composed entirely of storm water and not
combining with mine drainage. Sea Note
below.
Except if process fluids are present.
If storm water only and no contact with piles.
If storm water only and no contact with piles.

Ancillary areas
Officeladministrative building and housing ......................................................................................
Chemical storage area
Docking facility .................................................................................................................................
Explosive storage
Fuel storage (oil tanks/coal piles)
Vehicle/equipment maintenance area/building
Parking areas ..................................................................................................................................
Power plant
Truck wash area ..............................................................................................................................

If mixed with storm water from the industrial
area.
Except if excessive contact with waste product
that would otherwise constitute "mine drainage".

But coverage unnecessary if only employee
and visitor-type parking.
Except when excessive contact with waste
product that would otherwise constitute
"mine drainage".

Reclamation-related areas
Any disturbed area (unreclaimed) ...................................................................................................
Reclaimed areas released from reclamation bonds prior to Dec. 17 1990.
Partially/inadequately reclaimed areas or areas not released from reclamation bond.

Only if not in active mining area.

Note: Storm water runoff from these sources are subject to the NPDES program for storm water unless mixed with discharges subject to the
40 CFR Part 440 that are not regulated by another permit prior to mixing. Non-storm water discharges from these sources are subject to NPDES
permitting and may be subject to the effluent limitation guidelines under 40 CFR Part 440.
Discharges from overburden/waste rock and overburden/wasta rock-related areas are not subject to 40 CFR Part 440 unless: (1) it drains naturally (or is intentionally diverted) to a point source; and (2) combines with "mine drainage" that is otherwise regulated under the Part 440 regulations. For such sources, coverage under this permit would be available if the discharge composed entirely of storm water does not combine
with other sources of mine drainage that are not subject to 40 CFR Part 440, as well as meeting other eligibility cdteda contained in Part t.B. of
the permit. Permit applicants bear the initial responsibility for determining the applicable technology-based standard for such discharges. EPA
recommends that permit applicants contact the relevant NPDES permit issuance authority for assistance to determine the nature and scope of
the "active mining area" on a mine-by-mine basis, as well as to determine the appropriate permitting mechanism for authorizing such discharges.
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6.H Sector H---Coal Mine~ and Coal
Mining Related Facilities
6.H.1 Covered Storm Water
Discharges
The requirements in Part 6.H apply to
storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity from Coal Mines and
Coal Mining Related facilities as
identified by the SIC Codes specified
under1.2.1. Sector H in table 1-1 of Part
6.H.2 Industrial Activities Covered by
Sector H
Storm water discharges from the
following portions of coal mines may be
eligible for this permit:
6.H.2.1 Haulroads (nonpublic roads
on which coal or coal refuse is
conveyed);
6.H.2.2 Access roads (nonpublic
roads providing light vehicular traffic
within the facility property and to
public roadways);
6.H.2.3 Railroad spurs, siding and
internal haulage lines (rail lines used for
hauling coal within the facility property
and to offsite commercial railroad lines
or loading areas);
6.H,2.4 Conveyor belts, chutes and
aerial tramway haulage areas (areas
under and around coal or refuse
conveyer areas, including transfer
stations); and
6.H.2.5 Equipment storage and
maintenance yards, coal handling
buildings and structures, and inactive
coal mines and related areas (abandoned
and other inactive mines, refuse
disposal sites and other mining-related
areas).
6.H.3 Limitation on Coverage
6.H.3.1 Prohibition of Non-Storm
Water Discharges. (See also Part 1.2.2.2)
Not covered by this permit: discharges
from pollutant seeps 5r underground
drainage from inactive coal mines and
refuse disposal areas that do not result
from precipitation events: and
discharges from floor drains in
maintenance buildings and other similar
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drains in mining and preparation plant
areas.
6.H.3.2 Discharges Subject to Storm
Water Effluent Guidelines. (See also Part
1.2.3.4) Not authorized by this permit:
storm water discharges subject to an
existing effluent limitation guideline at
40 CFR Part 434.

6.H.4.4 Good Housekeeping
Measures. ISee also Part 4.2.7.2.1.1) As
part of your good housekeeping
program, consider: using sweepers;
covered storage: watering haul roads to
minimize dust generation: and
conserving vegetation (where possible)
to minimize erosion.
6.H.4.5 Preventive Maintenance.
6.H.4 Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements ISee also Part 4.2.7.2.1.3) Also perform
inspections, of storage tanks and
pressure lines of fuels, lubricants,
In addition to the following
requirements, you must also comply
hydraulic fluid or slurry to prevent
with the requirements listed in Part 4 of leaks due to deterioration or faulty
the MSGP.
connections; or other equivalent
measures.
6.H.4.1 Other Applicable
6.H.4.6 Inspections of Active
Regulations. Most active coal miningrelated areas (SIC Codes 1221-1241) are Mining-Related Areas and Inactive
subject to sediment and erosion control Areas Under SMCRA Bond Authority.
regulations of the U.S. Office of Surface (See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.5) Perform
quarterly inspections of areas covered
Mining (OSM) that enforces the Surface
by this permit, corresponding with the
Mining Control and Reclamation Act
inspections, as performed by SMCRA
(SMCRAI. OSM has granted authority to
most coal producing states to implement inspectors, of all mining-related areas
required by SMCRA. Also maintain the
SMCRA through State SMCRA
records of the SMCRA authority
regulations. All SMCRA requirements
regarding control of storm water-related representative.
6.H.4.7 Sediment and Erosion
pollutant discharges must be addressed
Control. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.2.1) As
in the SWPPP (directly or by reference).
indicated in Part 6.H.4.1 above, SMCRA
6,H.4.2 Drainage Area Site Map.
requirements regarding sediment and
(See also Part 4.2.2.3) Also identify
erosion control measures are primary
where any of the following may be
requirements of the SWPPP for miningexposed to precipitation/surface runoff:
related areas subject to SMCRA
all applicable mining related areas
authority.
described in Part 6.H.2; acidic spoil,
6.H.4.8 Comprehensive Site
refuse or unreclaimed disturbed areas,
Compliance Evaluation. (See also Part
and liquid storage tanks containing
4.9.2) Include in your evaluation
pollutants such as caustics, hydraulic
program, inspections for pollutants
fluids and lubricants,
6.H.4.3 PotentialPollutant Sources. entering the drainage system from
(See also Part 4.2.4) Describe the
activities located on or near coal
mining-related areas. Among the areas
following sources and activities that
to be inspected: haul and access roads;
have potential pollutants associated
railroad spurs, sliding and internal
with them: truck traffic on haul roads
hauling lines; conveyor belts, chutes
and resulting generation of sediment
and aerial tramways; equipment storage
subject to runoff and dust generation:
and maintenance yards; coal handling
fuel or other liquid storage; pressure
buildings/structures: and inactive mines
lines containing slurry, hydraulic fluid
and related areas.
or other potential harmful liquids; and
loading or temporary storage of acidic
6.H.6 Monitoring and Reporting
refuse/spoil.
Requirements. (See also Part 5)

TABLE H-1.--SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK MONITORING
(Discharges may be subject to requirements
for more than one sectorlsubsector)

Parameter

Benchmark monitoring
cutoff concentration ~

Numeric limitation

Part of Permit AffectedlSupplemental Requirements
(SlC ~22~-~24~) .............................................. Total Recoverable Iron ................................... ~.0 m~/k.
Total Suspended Solids .................................. 100 mg/L..
~ Monitor once/quarter for the year 2 and year 4 Monitoring Years.
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6.I Sector I--Oil and Gas Extraction
and Refining
6.I.1 Covered Storm Water Discharges
The requirements in Part 6.I apply to
storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity from Oil and Gas
Extraction and Refining facilities as
identified by the SIC Codes specified
under Sector I in Table 1-1 of Part 1.2.1.
6.I.2 Industrial Activities Covered By
Sector I
The types of activities that permittees
under Sector I are primarily engaged in
are:
6.I.2.1 Oil and gas exploration,
production, processing or treatment
operations, or transmission facilities;
6.I.2.2 Extraction and production of
crude oil, natural gas, oil sands and
shale; the production of hydrocarbon
liquids and natural gas from coal; and
associated oil field service, supply and
repair industries,
6.I.3 Limitations On Coverage
6.I.3.1 Prohibition of Storm Water
Discharges. This permit does not
authorize contaminated storm water
discharges from petroleum refining or
drilling operations that are subject to
nationally established BAT or BPT
guidelines found at 40 CFR Parts 419
and 435, respectively. Note: most
contaminated discharges at petroleum
refining and drilling facilities are
subject to these effluent guidelines and
are not eligible for coverage by this
permit,
6.I.3.2 Prohibition of Non-Storm
Water Discharges. Not authorized by
this permit: discharges of vehicle and
equipment washwater, including tank
cleaning operations.
Alternatively, washwater discharges
must be authorized under a separate
NPDES permit, or be discharged to a
sanitary sewer in accordance with
applicable industrial pretreatment
requirements.
6.I.4 Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements
In addition to the following
requirements, you must also comply
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
6.I.4.1 Drainage Area Site Map. (See
also Part 4.2.2.3) Identify where any of
the following may be exposed to
precipitation/surface runoff: Reportable
Quantity (RQ) releases: locations used
for the treatment, storage or disposal of
wastes; processing areas and storage
areas; chemical mixing areas:
construction and drilling areas: all areas
subject to the effluent guidelines
requirements for "No Discharge" in
accordance with 40 CFR 435.32; and the

structural controls to achieve
compliance with the "No Discharge"
requirements,
6.I.4.2 Potential Pollutant Sources.
(See also Part 4.2.4)
Also describe the following sources
and activities that have potential
pollutants associated with them:
chemical, cement, mud or gel mixing
activities; drilling or mining activities;
and equipment cleaning and
rehabilitation activities. In addition,
include information about the RQ
release that triggered the permit
application requirements; the nature of
release (e.g., spill of oil from a drum
storage area); the amount of oil or
hazardous substance released; amount
of substance recovered; date of the
release; cause of the release (e.g., poor
handling techniques and lack of
containment in the area); areas affected
by the release (i.e., land and water);
procedure to clean up release; actions or
procedures implemented to prevent or
improve response to a release; and
remaining potential contamination of
storm water from release (taking into
account human health risks, the control
of drinking water intakes and the
designated uses of the receiving water),
6.I.4.3 Inspections. (See also Part
4.2.7.2.1.5)
6.I.4.3.1 Inspection Frequency.
Inspect all equipment and areas
addressed in the SWPPP at a minimum
of 6-month intervals. Routinely (but not
less than quarterly) inspect equipment
and vehicles which store, mix
(including all on and offsite mixing
tanks) or transport chemicals/hazardous
materials (including those transporting
supplies to oil field activities),
6.I.4.3.2 Temporarily or
Permanently Inactive Oil and Gas
Extraction Facilities. For these facilities
that are remotely located and unstaffed,
perform the inspections at least
annually.
6.I.4.4 Sediment and Erosion
Control. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.2.1)
Unless covered by the General Permit
for Construction Activity. the additional
sediment and erosion control
requirements for well drillings, and
sand/shale mining areas include the
following:
6.I.4.4.1 Site Description: Also
include: a description of the nature of
the exploration activity; estimates of the
total area of site and area disturbed due
to exploration activity; an estimate of
runoff coefficient of the site; site
drainage map, including approximate
slopes; and the name of all receiving
waters. All sediment and erosion
control measures must be inspected
once every seven days.

6.I.4.4.2 Vegetative Controls:
Describe and implement vegetative
practices designed to preserve existing
vegetation where attainable and revegetate open areas as soon as
practicable after grade drilling. Consider
the following (or equivalent measures):
temporary or permanent seeding,
mulching, sod stabilization, vegetative
buffer strips, tree protection practices.
Begin implementing appropriate
vegetative practices on all disturbed
areas within 14 days following the last
activity in that area.
6.I.4.5 Good Housekeeping
Measures. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.1)
6.I.4.5.1 Vehicle and Equipment
Storage Areas. Confine vehicles/
equipment awaiting or having
undergone maintenance to designated
areas (as marked on site map). Describe
and implement measures to minimize
contaminants from these areas (e.g., drip
pans under equipment, indoor storage,
use of berms or dikes, or other
equivalent measures).
6.I.4.5.2 Material and Chemical
Storage Areas. Maintain these areas in
good conditions to prevent
contamination of storm water. Plainly
label all hazardous materials.
6.I.4.5.3 ChemicalMixing Areas.
(See also Part 4.4)
Describe and implement measures
that prevent or minimize contamination
of storm water runoff from chemical
mixing areas.
6.J Sector J--Mineral Mining and
Dressing
6.J.1 Covered Storm Water Discharges
The requirements in Part 6.J apply to
storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity from active and
inactive mineral mining and dressing
facilities as identified by the SIC Codes
specified under Sector J in Table 1-1 of
Part 1.2.1.
6.J.2 Industrial Activities Covered by
Sector J
The types of activities that permittees
under Sector J are primarily engaged in
are:
63.2.1 exploring for minerals (e.g.,
stone, sand, clay, chemical and fertilizer
minerals, non-metallic minerals, etc.),
developing mines and the mining of
minerals; and
6.J.2.2 mineral dressing, and nonmetallic mineral services.
6.J.3 Limitation~ on Coverage
Not authorized by this permit: most
storm water discharges subject to an
existing effluent limitation guideline at
40 CFR part 436. The exceptions to this
limitation and which are therefore
covered by the MSGP-2000 are mine
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dewatering discharges composed
entirely of storm water or ground water
seepage from: construction sand and
gravel, industrial sand, and crushed
stone mining facilities in Regions 1, 2,
3, 6, 8, 9, and 10.
6.J.4 Definitions
6.J.4.1 Mining Operation--typically
consists of three-phases, any one of
which individually qualifies as a
"mining activity." The phases are the
exploration and construction phase, the
active phase and the reclamation phase,
6.J.4.2 Exploration and Construction
Phase~entails exploration and land
disturbance activities to determine the
financial viability of a site. Construction
includes the building of site access
roads and removal of overburden and
waste rock to expose mineable minerals,
6.J.4.3 Active Phase--activities
including each step from extraction
through production of a salable product,
6.J.4.4 Reclamation phase-activities intended to return the land to
its pre-mining state,
Note: The following definitions are not
intended to supercede the definitions of
active and inactive mining facilities
established by 40 CFR 122.26(b)[14)(iii).
63.4.5 Active Mineral Mining
Facility--a place where work or other
activity related to the extraction,
removal or recovery of minerals is being
conducted. This definition does not
include any land where grading has
returned the earth to a desired contour
and reclamation has begun,
63.4.6 Inactive Mineral Mining
Facility--a site or portion of a site
where mineral mining and/or dressing
occurred in the past but is not an active
facility as defined above, and where the
inactive portion is not covered by an
active permit issued by the applicable
State or Federal government agency,
63.4.7 Temporarily Inactive Mineral
Mining Facility--a site or portion of a
site where mineral mining and/or
dressing occurred in the past but
currently are not being actively
undertaken, and the facility is covered
by an active mining permit issued by

the applicable State or Federal
government agency,
6.J.5 Clearing, Grading and
Excavation Activities
Clearing, grading and excavation
activities being conducted as part of the
exploration and construction phase of a
mineral mining operation cannot be
covered under this permit if these
activ;.ties will disturb one or more acre
of land. Instead, coverage for these
activities must be under the latest
version of EPA’s General Permit for
Storm Water Discharges from
Construction Activities (the
"Construction General Permit;" Federal
Register, Vol. 63, p. 7858) and, for
Region 6, Federal Register, Vol. 63, p.
36490), or an individual construction
permit. If the area of disturbance during
the initial phase is less than one acre,
you must continue to comply with the
requirements of the MSGP-2000.
6.J.5.1 Obtaining Coverage Under
the Construction General Permit. If the
one-acre limit as described in Part 6.J.5
is attained, coverage for these activities
must be under the latest version of
EPA’s Construction General Permit (or
individual permit). You must first
obtain and comply with the
Construction General Permit’s
requirements before submitting the
separate Construction General Permit
Notice of Intent (NOI) form (EPA Form
3510-9). The February 17, 1998 version
of the permit can be downloaded from
the EPA’s Web Site at http://
www.epa.gov/owm/sw/construction/
cgp/cgp-nat.pdfor obtained from the
Office of Water Resource Center at (202)
260-7786. The NOI form is also
available from the Web Site at http://
www.epa.gov/owm/sw/construction/
connoi.pdfor from your EPA Regional
office at the address listed under Part
8.3. Discharges in compliance with the
provisions of the Construction General
Permit are also authorized under the
MSGP.
6.J.5.2 Cessation of Exploration and
Construction Actlv~t~es. If exploration
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phase clearing, grading and excavation
activities are completed and no further
mining activities will occur at the site,
you must comply with the requirements
for terminating the Construction General
Permit, i.e., stabilize and revegetate the
disturbed land, submit a Notice of
Termination, etc. If active mining
operations will ensue, you must apply
for coverage under the MSGP-2000 for
your storm water discharges and be
prepared to implement any new
requirements prior to beginning the
active phase. It is recommended you
terminate your coverage under the
construction general permit, but you are
not required to do so. If you choose to
not terminate, you will be responsible
for complying with all permit
conditions of the construction permit in
addition to those of the MSGP-2000.
The Notice of Termination form is
available in Addendum F to this permit
and at http://www.epa.gov/owm/sw/
industry/msgp/notform.pdf.
6.J.6 Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements
In addition to the following
requirements, you must also comply
with the requirements listed in Part 4 of
the MSGP.
6.J.6.1 Inspections. (See also Part
4.2.7.2.1.5) Conduct quarterly visual
inspections of all BMPs at active mining
facilities. At temporarily or permanently
inactive facilities, perform annual
inspections. Include in your inspection
program: assessment of the integrity of
storm water discharge diversions,
conveyance systems, sediment control
and collection systems and containment
structures; inspections to determine if
soil erosion has occurred at, or as a
result of vegetative BMPs, serrated
slopes and benched slopes; inspections
of material handling and storage areas
and other potential sources of pollution
for evidence of actual or potential
discharges of contaminated storm water.
6.J.7 Monitoring and Reporting
Requirements. (See also Part 5)

TABLE J--1.--SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK MONITORING
(Discharges may be subject
to requirements for more
Subsector
than one sector/subsector)

Parameter

Benchmark monitoring cutoff concentration 1

Numeric limitation 2
J

Part of Permit AffectedlSupplemental Requirementl
Mine Dewatering Activities at Construction Sand andTotal Suspended Solids .................................................
Gravel; Industrial Sand; and Crushed Stone Mining pH ......................................
Facilities (SIC 1422-1429, 1442, 1446).
Sand and Gravel Mining (SIC 1442. 1446) .....................Nitrate plus Nitrogen ......... 0.68 mg/L.
Total Suspended Solids .... 100 mg/L.

25 mg/L, monthly avg. 45
I rag/L, daily max
I 6.0-9.0

I
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TABLE J-1.--SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK MONITORINGmContJnued
Subsector
(Discharges may be subject to requirements for more
than one sectorlsubsector)

Parameter

Dimension and Crushed Stone and Nonmetallic Min- Total Suspended Solids ....
erals (except fuels) (SIC 1411, 1422-1429, 1481,
1499).
1 Monitor once/quarter for the year 2 and year 4 Monitoring Years.2 Monitor oncelyear for Each Monitoring Year
6.K Sector KmHazardous Waste
Treatment, Storage or Disposal
Facilities
6.K.1 Covered Storm Water Discharges
The requirements in Part 6.K apply to
storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity from Hazardous
Waste Treatment, Storage or Disposal
facilities as identified by the Activity
Code specified under Sector K in Table
1-1 of Part 1.2.1.

Benchmark monitoring cutoff concentration 1
Numeric limitation 2
100 mg/L.

laboratory-derived wastewater and
contact washwater from washing truck
and railcar exteriors and surface areas
which have come in direct contact with
solid waste at the landfill facility,
6.K.4 Definitions
6.K.4.1 Contaminated storm water-storm water which comes in direct
contact with landfill wastes, the waste
handling and treatment areas, or landfill
wastewater as defined in Part 6.K.4.5.
Some specific areas of a landfill that
Sector6"K’2 Kindustrial Activities Covered by may produce contaminated storm water
include (but are not limited to): the
This permit authorizes storm water
open face of an active landfill with
discharges associated with industrial
exposed waste (no cover added); the
activity from facilities that treat, store or areas around wastewater treatment
dispose of hazardous wastes, including
operations; trucks, equipment or
those that are operating under interim
machinery that has been in direct
status or a permit under subtitle C of
contact with the waste; and waste
RCRA.
dumping areas,
6.K.4.2 Drained free liquids-6.K.3 Limitations on Coverage
aqueous wastes drained from waste
For facilities located in Region 6,
containers (e.g., drums, etc.) prior to
coverage is limited to Hazardous Waste landfilling,
Treatment Storage or Disposal Facilities
6.K.4.3 Land treatmentfacility--a
(TSDF’s) that are self-generating or
facility or part of a facility at which
handle residential wastes only and to
hazardous waste is applied onto or
those facilities that only store hazardous incorporated into the soil surface; such
wastes and do not treat or dispose,
facilities are disposal facilities if the
Those permits are issued by EPA Region waste will remain after closure,
6 for Louisiana (LAR05*###), New
6.K.4.4 Landfill--an area of land or
Mexico (NMR05*###), Oklahoma
an excavation in which wastes are
(OKR05*###), and Federal Indian
placed for permanent disposal, that is
Reservations in these States
not a land application or land treatment
(LAR05*##F, NMR05*##F, OKR05*##F, unit, surface impoundment,
or TXR05*##F). Coverage under this
underground injection well. waste pile,
permit is not available to commercial
salt dome formation, a ~alt bed
hazardous waste disposal/treatment
formation, an underground mine or a
facilities located in Region 6 that
cave as these terms ~ defined in 40
dispose and treat on a commercial basis CFR 257.2,258.2 and 260.10.
any produced hazardous wastes (not
6.K.4.5 Landfill wastewater--as
their own) as a service to generators,
defined in 40 CFR Part 445 (Landfills
6.K.3.1 Prohibition of Non-Storm
Point Source Category) all wastewater
Water Discharges. (See also Part 1.2.3.1) associated with, or produced by,
Not authorized by this permit: leachate,
landfilling activities except for sanitary
gas collection condensate, drained free wastewater, non-contaminated storm
liquids, contaminated ground water,
water, contaminated groundwater, and

wastewater from recovery pumping
wells. Landfill wastewater includes, but
is not limited to, leachate, gas collection
condensate, drained free liquids,
laboratory derived wastewater,
contaminated storm water and contact
washwater from washing truck,
equipment, and railcar exteriors and
surface areas which have come in direct
contact with solid waste at the landfill
facility.
6.K.4.6 Leachate--liquid that has
passed through or emerged from solid
waste and contains soluble, suspended,
or miscible materials removed from
such waste.
6.K.4.7 Non-contaminated storm
water--storm water which does not
come into direct contact with landfill
wastes, the waste handling and
treatment areas, or landfill wastewater
as defined in Part 6.K.4.5. Noncontaminated storm water includes
storm water which flows off the cap,
cover, intermediate cover, daily cover,
and/or final cover of the landfill.
6.K.4.8 Pile--any non-containerized
accumulation of solid, nonflowing
hazardous waste that is used for
treatment or storage and that is not a
containment building.
6.K.4.9 Surface impoundment--a
facility or part of a facility which is a
natural topographic depression, manmade excavation or diked area formed
primarily of earthen materials (although
it may be lined with man-made
materials), which is designed to hold an
accumulation of liquid wastes or wastes
containing free liquids, and which is not
an injection well. Examples of surface
impoundments are holding, storage,
settling, and aeration pits, ponds and
lagoons.
6.K.5 Numeric Limitations,
Monitoring and Reporting
Requirementa. {See also Part 5)
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TABLE K-1.--SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK AND COMPLIANCE MONITORING
Subsector
(Discharges may be subject to requirements for more
than one sectorlsubsector)

Parameter

Benchmark monitoring cutoff concentration ~

Numeric limitation 2

Part of Permit Affected/Supplemental Requirements
ALL--Industrial Activity Code ..........................................
"HZ" (Note: permit coverage limited in some States) ....

Ammonia ...........................

19.0 mg/L

Total Recoverable Magneslum.
Chemical Oxygen Demand

0.0~36 mg/L

(COD).

ALL--industrial Activity Code ..........................................
"HZ" Subject to the Provisions of 40 CFR Part 445
Subpart A.

120.0 mg/L

Total Recoverable Arsenic
0.16854 mg/L
Total Recoverable Cad0.0159 mg/L
mium.
Total Cyanide .................... 0.0636 mg/L
Total Recoverable Lead .... 0.0816 mg/L
Total Recoverable Mercur~ 0.0024 mg/L
Total Recoverable Sele0.2385 mg/L
nium.
Total Recoverable Silver ... 0.0318 mg/L
BOD5 ..............................................................................

220 mg/I, daily max.
56 mg/l, monthly avg. maximum.
TSS ................................................................................. 88 mg/I, daily max.
27 mg/l, monthly avg. maximum.
Ammonia ........................................................................ 10 rag/l, daily maximum.
4.9 mg/I, monthly avg.
maximum.
Alpha Terpineot .............................................................. 0.042 rag/I, daily max.
0.019 rag/I, monthly avg.
maximum.
Aniline ............................................................................. 0.024 rag/I, daily max.
0.015 mg/I, monthly avg.
maximum.
Benzoic Acid ................................................................... 0.119 mg/I, daily max.
0.073 mg/l, monthly avg.
maximum.
Naphthalene ................................................................... 0.059 mg/I, daily max.
0.022 mg/L monthly avg.
maximum.
~-Cresol .......................................................................... 0,024 mg/I, daily max.
0.015 mg/I, monthly avg.
maximum.
Phenol ............................................................................ 0.048 mg/I, daily max.
0.029 mg/I, monthly avg.
maximum.
Pyridine ........................................................................... 0.072 mg/I, daily max.
0.025 mg/I, monthly avg.
maximum.
Arsenic (Total) ................................................................
1.1 mg/I, daily maximum.
0.54 mg/I, monthly avg.
maximum.
Chromium (Total) ........................................................... 1.1 rag/l, daily maximum.
0.46 rag/l, monthly avg.
maximum.
Zinc (Total) .................................................................. 0.535 rag/I, daily max.
0.296 mg/I, monthly avg.
maximum.
pH ................................................................................... Within the range of 6-9 pH
units.
~ These benchmark monitoring cutoff concentrations apply to storm water discharges associated with industrial activity other than contaminated
storm water discharges from landfills subject to the numedc effluent limitations set forth in Table K-1. Monitor onca/quarter for the year 2 and
year 4 monitoring years.
z As set forl~ at 40 CFR Part 445 Subpart A, these numedc limitations apply to contaminated storm water discharges from hazardous waste
landfills subject to the provisions of RCRA Subtitle C at 40 CFR Parts 264 (Subpart N) and 265 (Subpart N) except for any of the facilities descdbed below:
(a) Landfills operated in conjunction with other industrial or commercial operations when the landfill only receives wastes generated by the industrial or commercial operation directly associated with the landfill;
(b) Landfills operated in conjunction with other industrial or commemial operations when the landfill racaives wastes generated by the industrial
or commercial operation directly associated with the landfill and also receives other wastes provided the other wastes received for disposal are
generated by a facility that is subject to the same provisions in 40 CFR Subchaptar N as the industrial or commercial operation or the other
wastes received are of similar nature to the wastes generated by the industrial or commercial operation;
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(c) Landfills operated in conjunction with Centralized Waste Treatment (CWT) fac tes subject to 40 CFR Part 437 so long as the CWT facility
commingles the landfill wastewater with other non-landfill wastewater for discharge. A landfill directly associated with a CWT facility is subject to
this part if the CWT facility discharges landfill wastewater separately from other CWT wastewater or commingles the wastewater from its landfill
only with wastewater from other landfills; or
(d) Landfills operated in conjunction with other industrial or commemial operations when the landfill receives wastes from public service activities so long as the company owning the landfill does not receive a fee or other remuneration for the disposal service.
For the discharges subject to the
numeric effluent limitations, monitoring
for the specified parameters is required
once/year during each year of the term
of the permit,

associated with, or produced by,
landfilling activities except for sanitary
wastewater, non-contaminated storm
water, contaminated groundwater, and
wastewater from recovery pumping
wells. Landfill process wastewater
6.L Sector L--Landfills, Land
includes, but is not limited to, leachate,
Application Sites and Open Dumps
gas collection condensate, drained free
6.L.1 Covered Storm Water Discharges liquids, laboratory derived wastewater,
contaminated storm water and contact
The requirements in Part 6.L apply to
washwater from washing truck,
storm water discharges associated with
equipment and railcar exteriors and
industrial activity from Landfills and
Land Application Sites and Open
surface areas which have come in direct
contact with solid waste at the landfill
Dumps as identified by the Activity
Codes specified under Sector L in Table facility,
6.L.4.4 Leachate~liquid that has
1-1 of Part 1.2.1.
passed through or emerged from solid
6.L.2 Industrial Activities Covered by waste and contains soluble, suspended
Sector L
or miscible materials removed from
This permit may authorize storm
such waste,
water discharges for Sector L facilities
6.L.4.5 Non-contaminated storm
water--storm water which does not
associated with waste disposal at
landfills, land application sites and
come in direct contact with landfill
wastes, the waste handling and
open dumps that receive or have
treatment areas, or landfill wastewater.
received industrial waste, including
sites subject to regulation under Subtitle Non-contaminated storm water includes
storm water which flows off the cap,
D of RCRA.
cover, intermediate cover, daily cover,
6.L.3 Limitations on Coverage
and/or final cover of the landfill,
6.L.3.1 Prohibition of Non-Storm
Water Discharges. (See also Part 1.2.3.1) 6.L.5 Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements
Not authorized by this permit:
leachate, gas collection condensate,
In addition to the following
drained free liquids, contaminated
requirements, you must also comply
ground water, laboratory wastewater,
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
and contact washwater from washing
6.L.5.1 Drainage Area Site Map. (See
truck and railcar exteriors and surface
also Part 4.2.2.3)
areas which have come in direct contact
Identify where any of the following
with solid waste at the landfill facility,
may be exposed to precipitation/surface
runoff: Active and closed landfill cells
6.L.4 Definitions
or trenches, active and closed land
6.L.4.1 Contaminated storm water-- application areas, locations where open
storm water which comes in direct
dumping is occurring or has occurred,
contact with landfill wastes, the waste
locations of any known leachate springs
handling and treatment areas, or landfill or other areas where uncontrolled
wastewater. Some specific areas of a
leachate may commingle with runoff,
landfill that may produce contaminated leachate collection and handling
storm water include (but are not limited systems.
to): the open face of an active landfill
6.L.5.2 Summary of Potential
with exposed waste (no cover added);
Pollutant Sources. (See also Part 4.2.4)
the areas around wastewater treatment
Describe the following sources and
operations: trucks, equipment or
activities that have potential pollutants
machinery that has been in direct
associated with them: fertilizer,
contact with the waste; and waste
herbicide and pesticide application;
dumping areas,
earth/soil moving; waste hauling and
6.L.4.2 Drained free liquids-loading/unloading; outdoor storage of
aqueous wastes drained from waste
significant materials including daily,
containers (e.g., drums, etc./prior to
interim and final cover material
landfilling,
stockpiles as well as temporary waste
6.L.4.3 Landfill wastewater--as
storage areas; exposure of active and
defined in 40 CFR Part 445 (Landfills
inactivelandfill and land application
Point Source Category) all wastewater
areas; uncontrolled leachate flows;

failure or leaks from leachate collection
and treatment systems.
6.L.5.3 Good Housekeeping
Measures. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.1)
As part of your good housekeeping
program, consider providing protected
storage areas for pesticides, herbicides,
fertilizer and other significant materials.
6.L.5.4 Preventative Maintenance
Program. (See also Part 4.2.7.1)
As part of your preventive
maintenance program, maintain: all
containers used for outdoor chemical/
significant materials storage to prevent
leaking; all elements of leachate
collection and treatment systems to
prevent commingling of leachate with
storm water; the integrity and
effectiveness of any intermediate or
final cover (including repairing the
cover as necessary to minimize the
effects of settlement, sinking and
erosion).
6.L.5.5 Inspections.
6.L.5.5.1 Inspections of Active Sites.
(See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.5) Inspect
operating landfills, open dumps and
land application sites at least once every
7 days. Focus on areas of landfills that
have not yet been finally stabilized,
active land application areas, areas used
for storage of material/wastes that are
exposed to precipitation, stabilization
and structural control measures,
leachate collection and treatment
systems, and locations where equipment
and waste trucks enter/exit the site.
Ensure that sediment and erosion
control measures are operating properly.
For stabilized sites and areas where land
application has been completed, or
where the climate is seasonally arid
(annual rainfall averages from 0 to 10
inches) or semi-arid (annual rainfall
averages from 10 to 20 inches), conduct
inspections at least once every month.
6.L.5.5.2 Inspections of Inactive
Sites. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.5) Inspect
inactive landfills, open dumps and land
application sites at least quarterly.
Qualified personnel must inspect
landfill (or open dump) stabilization
and structural erosion control measures
and leachate collection and treatment
systems, and all closed land application
areas.
6.L.5.6 Recordkeeping and Internal
Reporting. Implement a tracking system
for the types of wastes disposed of in
each cell or trench of a landfill or open
dump. For land application sites, track
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the types and quantities of wastes
applied in specific areas,
6.L.5.7 Non-Storm Water Discharge
Test Certification. ISee also Part 4.) The
discharge test and certification must
also be conducted for the presence of
leachate and vehicle washwater,
6.L.5.8 Sediment and ~rosion
Control Plan. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.2.1)
Provide temporary stabilization (e.g.,
consider temporary seeding, mulching

and placing geotextiles on the inactive
portions of stockpiles): for materials
stockpiled for daily, intermediate and
final cover: for inactive areas of the
landfill or open dump; for any landfill
or open dump area that have gotten final
covers but where vegetation has yet to
established itself: and where waste
application has been completed at land
application sites but final vegetatioa has
not yet been established.
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6.L.5.9 Comprehensive Site
Compliance Evaluation. (See also Part
4.9.2) Evaluate areas contributing to a
storm water discharge associated with
industrial activities at landfills, open
dumps and land application sites for
evidence of, or the potential for,
pollutants entering the drainage system.
6.L.6 Numeric LimitaO.orm,
Monitoring and Reporting
Requirements. (See also Part 5)

TABLE L-I.--SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK AND COMPLIANCE MONITORING
(Discharges may be subject to requirements for more
than one sector/subsector)

Parameter

Benchmark monitoring cutoff concentration 1

Numedc limitation 2

Section of Permit AffectedlSupplemental Requirements
All Landfill, Land Application Sites and Open Dumps Total Suspended Solids
100 mg/L.
(Industrial Activity Code "LF").
(TSS).
All Landfill, Land Application Sites and Open Dumps, Total Recoverable Iron .....
1.0mg/L.
Except Municipal Solid Waste Landfill (MSWLF)
Areas Closed in Accordance with 40 CFR 258.60 (Industrial Activity Code "LF").
All Landfills Which are Subject to the Requirements of BOD5 ..............................................................................
40 CFR Part 445 Subpart B (Industrial Activity Code
"LF").
TSS .................................................................................

140 mg/1, daily max.
37 mg/1, monthly ave maximum
88 mg/l, daily max.
27 mg/1, monthly ave maximum.
Ammonia ........................... , ............................................ 10 mg/1, daily max.
4.9 mg/1, monthly ave
maximum.
Alpha Terpineol .............................................................. 0.033 mg/1, daily max.
0.016 mg/1, monthly ave
maximum.
Benzoic Acid ...................................................................
0.12 mg/1, daily max.
0.071 mg/1, monthly ave
maximum.
p-Cresol .......................................................................... 0.025 mg/1, daily max.
0.014 mg/1, monthly ave
maximum.
Phenol ............................................................................ 0.026 mg/l, daily max.
0.015 mg/1, monthly ave
maximum.
Zinc (Total) .................................................................... 0.20 mg/1, daily max.
0.11 mg/1, monthly ave
maximum.
~H ................................................................................... Within the range of 6-9 pH
units.
1 These benchmark monitoring cutoff concentrations apply to storm water discharges associated with industrial activity other than contaminated
storm water discharges from landfills subject to the numeric effluent limitations set forth in Table L-I. Monitor once/quarter for the year 2 and
year 4 monitoring years.
2 As set forth at 40 CFR Part 445 Subpart B, these numeric lih~itations apply to contaminated storm water discharges from MSWLFs which
have not been closed in accordance with 40 CFR 258.60, and contaminated storm water discharges from those landfills which are subject to the
provisions of 40 CFR Part 257 except for discharges from any of facilities described in (a) through (d) be ow:
(a) landfills operated in conjunction with other industrial or commercial operatons when the landfill only receives wastes generated by the industrial or commercial operation directly associated with the landfill;
(b) landfills operated in conjunction with other industrial or commercial operations when the landfill receives wastes generated by the industrial
or commercial operation directly associated with the landfill and also receives other wastes provided the other wastes received for disposal are
generated by a facility that is subject to the same provisions in 40 CFR Subchapter N as the industrial or commercial operation or the other
wastes received are of similar nature to the wastes generated by the industrial or commercial operation;
(c) landfills operated in conjunction with Centralized Waste Treatment (CWT) fac ties subject to 40 CFR Part 437 so long as the CWT facility
commingles the landfill wastewater with other non-landfill wastewater for discharge. A landfill directly associated with a CWT facility is subject to
this part if the CWT facility discharges landfill wastawater separately from other CWT wastewatar or commingles the wastewater from its landfill
only with wastewatar from other landfills; or
(d) landfills operated in conjunction with other industrial or commercial operations when the landfill receives wastes from public service activities so long as the company owning the landfill does not receive a fee or other remuneration for the disposal service.
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For the discharges subject, to the
numeric effluent limitations, monitoring
for the specified parameters is required
once/year during each year of the term
of the permit,

location of each monitoring point, and
estimate the total acreage used for
industrial activity including, but not
limited to, dismantling, storage and
maintenance of used motor vehicle
parts. Also identify where any of the
6.M Sector MmAutomobile Salvage
following may be exposed to
Yards
precipitation/surface runoff:
6.M.1 Covered Storm Water
Dismantling areas; parts (e.g., engine
Discharges
blocks, tires, hub caps, batteries, hoods,
The requirements in Part 6.M apply to
mufflers) storage areas; liquid storage
tanks and drums for fuel and other
storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity from Automobile
fluids,
6.M.3.2 Potential Pollutant Sources.
Salvage Yards as identified by the
(See also Part 4.2.4) Assess the potential
Activity Code specified under Sector M
for the following to contribute
in Table 1-1 of Part 1.2.1.
pollutants to storm water discharges:
6.M.~. Industrial Activities Covered by Vehicle storage areas; dismantling areas;
Sector M
parts storage area (e.g., engine blocks,
The types of activities that permittees
tires, hub caps, batteries, hoods,
under Sector M are primarily engaged in mufflers); fueling stations,
are dismantling or wrecking used motor
6.M.3.3 Spilland Leak Prevention
vehicles for parts recycling/resale and
Procedures. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.4)
Drain vehicles intended to be
for scrap.
dismantled of all fluids upon arrival at
6.M.3 Storm Water Pollution
the site (or as soon thereafter as
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements feasible); or employ some other
In addition to the following
equivalent means to prevent spills/
requirements, you must also comply
leaks,
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
6.M.3.4 Inspections. (See also Part
6.M.3.1 Drainage Area Site Map.
4.2.7.2.1.5) Immediately (or as soon
(See also Part 4.2.2.3) Indicate the
thereafter as feasible) inspect vehicles

arriving at the site for leaks. Inspect
quarterly for signs of leakage, all
equipment containing oily parts,
hydraulic fluids or any other types of
fluids. Also inspect quarterly for signs
of leakage, all vessels and areas where
fluids are stored, including, but not
limited to, brake fluid, transmission
fluid, radiator water and antifreeze.
6.M.3.5 Employee Training. (See
also Part 4.2.7.2.1.6) If applicable to
your facility, address the following areas
(at a minimum) in your employee
training program: Proper handling
(collection, storage, and disposal) of oil,
used mineral spirits, anti-freeze and
solvents.
6.M.3.6 Management of Bunoff. (See
also Part 4.2.7.2.2.2) Consider the
following management practices: Berms
or drainage ditches on the property line
(to help prevent run-on from
neighboring properties); berms for
uncovered outdoor storage of oily parts,
engine blocks and above-ground liquid
storage: installation of detention ponds;
and the installation of filtering devices
and oil/water separators.
6.M.4 Monitoring and Reporting
Requirements. (See also Part 5)

TABLE M-1.--SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK MONITORING
Subsector
(Discharges may be subject to requirements for more
than one sector/subsector)

Parameter

Benchmark monitoring cutoff concentration ~

Numeric limitation

Sector of Permit AffectedlSupplernental Requirements
Automobile Salvage Yards (SIC 5015) ........................... Total Suspended Solids
100,0 mg/L
(TSS).
0.75 rag/L,
Total Recoverable Alu1.0 mg/L
minum
0.0816 mg/L.
Total Recoverable Iron ......
Total Recoverable Lead ....
~ Monitor once/quarter for the year 2 and year 4 monitoring years.
6.N Sector NuScrap Recycling and
Waste Recycling Facilities
6.N.1 Covered Storm Water
Discharges
The requirements in Part N apply to
storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity from Scrap Recycling
and Waste Recycling facilities as
identified by the SIC Codes specified
under Sector N in Table 1-1 of Part
1.2.1.
6.N.2 Industrial Activities Covered by
Sector N

waste materials such as ferrous and
nonferrous metals, paper, plastic,
cardboard, glass, animal hides;
6.N.2.2 reclaiming and recycling
liquid wastes such as used oil,
antifreeze, mineral spirits and industrial
solvents,
6.N.3 Coverage Under This Permit

Separate permit requirements have
been established for recycling facilities
that only receive source-separated
recyclable materials primarily from nonindustrial and residential sources (i.e.,
common consumer products including
The types of activities that permittees
paper, newspaper, glass, cardboard,
under Sector N are primarily engaged in plastic containers, aluminum and tin
are:
cans). This includes recycling facilities
6.N.2.1 processing, reclaiming and
commonly referred to as material
wholesale distribution of scrap and
recovery facilities (MR.F).

6.N.3.1 Prohibition of Non-Storm
Water Discharges. (See also Part 1.2.2.2)
Not covered by this permit: non-storm
water discharges from turnings
containment areas (see also Part
6.N.5.1.3). Discharges from containment
areas in the absence of a storm event are
prohibited unless covered by a separate
NPDES permit.
6.N.4 Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements
In addition to the following
requirements, you must also comply
with the requirements listed in Part 4 of
the MSGP. Part 6.N.4.1 contains a
requirement that applies to all recycling
facilities and is followed by Parts
6.N.4.2 to 6.N.4.4.4, which have
requirements for specific types of
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recycling facilities. Impleme~nt and
describe in your SWPPP a program to
address those items that apply. Included
are lists of BMP options which, along
with any functional equivalents, should
be considered for implementation,
Selection or deselection of a particular
BMP or approach is up to the best
professional judgement of the operator,
as long as the objective of the
requirement is met.
6.N.4.1 Drainage Area Site Map.
(See also Part 4.2.2.3)
Identify the locations of any of the
following activities or sources which
may be exposed to precipitation/surface
runoff: scrap and waste material storage,
outdoor scrap and waste processing
equipment, and containment areas for
turnings exposed to cutting fluids.
6.N.4.2 Scrap and Waste Recycling
Facilities (Non-Source Separated, NonLiquid Recyclable Materials).
Requirements for facilities that receive,
process and do wholesale distribution of
non-liquid recyclable wastes (e.g.,
ferrous and nonferrous metals, plastics,
glass, cardboard and paper). These
facilities may receive both non
recyclable and recyclable materials.
This section is not intended for those
facilities that only accept recyclables
from primarily non-industrial and
residential sources,
6.N.4.2.1 Inbound Recyclable and
Waste Material Control Program.
Minimize the chance of accepting
materials that could be significant
sources of pollutants by conducting
inspections of inbound recyclables and
waste materials. BMP options: (a)
Provide information/education to
suppliers of scrap and recyclable waste
materials on draining and properly
disposing of residual fluids (e.g., from
vehicles and equipment engines,
radiators and transmissions, oil filled
transformers and individual containers
or drums), prior to delivery to your
facility; (b) procedures to minimize the
potential of any residual fluids from
coming into contact with precipitation/
runoff; (c) procedures for accepting
scrap lead-acid batteries (additional
requirements for the handling, storage
and disposal or recycling of batteries are
contained in the scrap lead-acid battery
program provisions in N.5.1.6); (d)
training targeted for those personnel
engaged in the inspection and
acceptance of inbound recyclable
materials. In addition, (e) liquid wastes,
including used oil, must be stored in
materially compatible and non-leaking
containers and disposed or recycled in
accordance with RCRA.
6.N.4.2.2 Scrap and Waste Material
Stockpiles/Storage (Outdoor). Minimize
contact of storm water runoff with

stockpiled materials, processed
materials and non-recyclable wastes.
BMP options: (a) Permanent or semipermanent covers; (b) to facilitate
settling or filtering of pollutants:
sediment traps, vegetated swaies and
strips, catch basin filters and sand
filters; (c) divert runoff away from
storage areas via dikes, berms,
containment trenches, culverts and
surface grading; (d) silt fencing; (e) oil/
water separators, sumps and dry
absorbents for areas where potential
sources of residual fluids are stockpiled
(e.g., automobile engine storage areas),
6.N.4.2.3 Stockpiling of Turnings
Exposed to Cutting Fluids (Outdoor).
Minimize contact of surface runoff with
residual cutting fluids. BMP options
(use singularly or in combination): (a)
Store all turnings exposed to cutting
fluids under some form of permanent or
semi-permanent cover. Storm water
discharges from these areas are
permitted provided the runoff is first
treated by an oil/water separator or its
equivalent. Identify procedures to
collect, handle and dispose/recycle
residual fluids which may be present;
(b) establish dedicated containment
areas for all turnings that have been
exposed to cutting fluids. Storm water
runoff from these areas can be
discharged provided: The containment
areas are constructed of either concrete,
asphalt or other equivalent types of
impermeable material; there is a barrier
around the perimeter of the containment
areas (e.g., berms, curbing, elevated
pads, etc.) to prevent contact with storm
water run-on: there is a drainage
collection system for runoff generated
from containment areas; you have a
schedule to maintain the oil/water
separator (or its equivalent); and you
identify procedures for properly
disposing or recycling collected residual
fluids.
6.N.4.2.4 Scrap and Waste Material
Stockpiles/Storage (Covered or Indoor
Storage). Minimize contac! of residual
liquids and parti~:ul,te matter from
materials stored indoo¢~ or under cover
with surface runoff. BMP options: (a)
Good housekeeping measures including
the use of dry absorbent or wet
vacuuming to contain or dispose/recycle
residual liquids originating from
recyclable containers; (b) not allowing
washwater from tipping floors or other
processing areas to discharge to the
storm sewer system; (c) disconnect or
seal off all floor drains connected to the
storm sewer system,
6.N.4.2.5 Scrap and Recycloble
Waste Processing Areas. Minimize
surface runoff from coming in contact
with scrap processing equipment. Pay
attention to operations that generate
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visible amounts of particulate residue
(e.g., shredding) to minimize the contact
of accumulated particulate matter and
residual fluids with runoff (i.e., through
good housekeeping, preventive
maintenance, etc.). BMP options: (a)
Regularly inspect equipment for spills/
leaks, and malfunctioning/worn/
corroded parts or equipment; (b) a
preventive maintenance program for
processing equipment; (c) use of dryabsorbents or other cleanup practices to
collect and dispose/recycle spilled/
leaking fluids; (e) on unattended
hydraulic reservoirs over 150 gallons in
capacity, install such protection devices
as low-level alarms or other equivalent
devices, or, alternatively, secondary
containment that can hold the entire
volume of the reservoir; (f) containment
or diversion structures such as dikes,
berms, culverts, trenches, elevated
concrete pads, grading to minimize
contact of storm water runoff with
outdoor processing equipment or stored
materials; (g) oil/water separators or
sumps; (h) permanent or semipermanent covers in processing areas
where there are residual fluids and
grease; (i) retention/detention ponds or
basins; sediment traps, vegetated swales
or strips (for pollutant settling/
filtration); (j) catch basin filters or sand
filters.
6.N.4.2.6 Scrap Lead-~cid Battery
Program. Properly handle, store and
dispose of scrap lead-acid batteries.
BMP options: (a) Segregate scrap leadacid batteries from other scrap
materials; (b) proper handling, storage
and disposal of cracked or broken
batteries; (c) collect and dispose leaking
lead-acid battery fluid; (d) minimize/
eliminate (if possible) exposure of scrap
lead-acid batteries to precipitation or
runoff: (e) employee training for the
management of scrap batteries.
6.N.4.2.7 Spill Prevention and
Response Procedures. (See also Part
4.2.7.2.1.4) Minimize storm water
contamination at loading/unloading
areas, and from equipment or container
failures. BMP options: (a) Prevention
and response measures for areas that are
potential sources of fluid leaks/spills;
(b) immediate containment and clean up
of spills/leaks. If malfunctioning
equipment is responsible for the spill/
leak, repairs should also be conducted
as soon as possible; (c) cleanup
measures including the use of dry
absorbents. If this method is employed,
there should be an adequate supply of
dry absorbent materials kept onsite and
used absorbent must be properly
disposed of; (d) store drums containing
liquids--especially oil and lubricants-either: Indoors, in a bermed area, in
overpack containers or spill pallets, or
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in other containment device.s; (e) install
overfill prevention devices on fuel
pumps or tanks; (f) place drip pans or
equivalent measures under leaking
stationary equipment until the leak is
repaired. The drip pans should be
inspected for leaks and potential
overflow and all liquids must be
properly disposed of (as per RCRA): lg)
install alarms and/0r pump shut off
systems on outdoor equipment with
hydraulic reservoirs exceeding 150
gallons in the event of a line break,
Alternatively, a secondary containment
system capable of holding the entire
contents of the reservoir plus room for
precipitation can be used.
6.N.4.2.8 Quarterly Inspection
Program./See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.5)
Inspect all designated areas of the
facility and equipment identified in the
plan quarterly,
6.N.4.2.9 Supplier Notification
Program. As appropriate, notify major
suppliers which scrap materials will not
be accepted at the facility or are only
hccepted under certain conditions,
6.N.4.3 Waste Recycling Facilities
(~’quid Recyclable Materials).
6.N.4.3.1 Waste Material Storage
(Indoor). Minimize/eliminate contact
between residual liquids from waste
materials stored indoors and surface
runoff. The plan may refer to applicable
portions of other existing plans such as
SPCC plans required under 40 CFR Part
112. BMP options: (a) procedures for
material handling (including labeling
and marking); (b) clean up spills/leaks
with dry-absorbent materials or a wet
vacuum system; (c) appropriate
containment structures (trenching,
curbing, gutters, etc.); (d) a drainage
system, including appurtenances (e.g.,
pumps or ejectors, manually operated
valves), to handle discharges from diked
or bermed areas. Drainage should be
discharged to an appropriate treatment
facility, sanitary sewer system, or
otherwise disposed of properly. These
discharges may require coverage under
a separate NPDES wastewater permit or
industrial user permit under the
pretreatment program,
6.N.4.3.2 Waste Material Storage
(Outdoor). Minimize contact between

stored residual liquids and precipitation
or runoff. The plan may refer to
applicable portions of other existing
plans such as SPCC plans required
under 40 CFR Part 112. Discharges of
precipitation from containment areas
containing used oil must also be in
accordance with applicable sections of
40 CFR Part 112. BMP options: la)
appropriate containment structures (e.g.,
dikes, berms, curbing, pits) to store the
volume of the largest tank with
sufficient extra capacity for
precipitation; (b) drainage control and
other diversionary structures; (c) for
storage tanks, provide corrosion
protection and/or leak detection
systems; (d) use dry-absorbent materials
or a wet vacuum system to collect spills,
6.N.4.3.3 Trucks and Rail Car Waste
Transfer Areas. Minimize pollutants in
discharges from truck and rail car
loading/unloading areas. Include
measures to clean up minor spills/leaks
resulting from the transfer of liquid
wastes. BMP options: (a) containment
and diversionary structures to minimize
contact with precipitation or runoff; (b)
use dry-clean up methods, wet
vacuuming, roof coverings, or runoff
controls,
6.N.4.3.4 Quarterly Inspections. (See
also Part 4.2.7.2.1.5) At a minimum, the
inspections must also include all areas
where waste is generated, received,
stored, treated or disposed and that are
exposed to either precipitation or storm
water runoff.
6.N.4.4 Recycling Facilities (Source
Separated Materials). The following
identifies considerations for facilities
that receive only source-separated
recyclables, primarily from nonindustrial and residential sources,
6.N.4.4.1 Inbound Recyclable
Material Control. Minimize the chance
of accepting non-recyclables (e.g.,
hazardous materials) which could be a
significant source of pollutants by
conducting inspections of inbound
materials. BMP options: (a) information/
education measures to inform suppliers
of recyclables which materials are
acceptable and which are not; (b)
training drivers responsible for pickup
of recycled material; (c) clearly marking

public drop-off containers regarding
which materials can be accepted; (d)
reject non-recyclable wastes or
household hazardous wastes at the
source; (e) procedures for handling and
disposal of non-recyclable material.
6.N.4.4.2 Outdoor Storage. Minimize
exposure of recyclables to precipitation
and runoff. Use good housekeeping
measures to prevent accumulation of
particulate matter and fluids,
particularly in high traffic areas. Other
BMP options: (a) provide totallyenclosed drop-off containers for the
public; (b) install a sump/pump with
each container pit and treat or discharge
collected fluids to a sanitary sewer
system; (c) provide dikes and curbs for
secondary containment (e.g., around
bales of recyclable waste paper);
divert surface water runoff away from
outside material storage areas; (e)
provide covers over containment bins,
dumpsters, roll-off boxes; (i~ store the
equivalent one days’s volume of
recyclable material indoors.
6.N.4.4.3 Indoor Storage and
Material Processing. Minimize the
release of pollutants from indoor storage
and processing areas. BMP options: (a)
schedule routine good housekeeping
measures for all storage and processing
areas; (b) prohibit tipping floor
washwater from draining to the storm
sewer system; (c) provide employee
training on pollution prevention
practices.
6.N.4.4.4 Vehicle and Equipment
Maintenance. BMP options for those
areas where vehicle and equipment
maintenance are occurring outdoors: (a)
prohibit vehicle and equipment
washwater from discharging to the
storm sewer system; (b) minimize or
eliminate outdoor maintenance areas
whenever possible; (c) establish spill
prevention and clean-up procedures in
fueling areas; (d) avoid topping off fuel
tanks; (e) divert runoff from fueling
areas; (f) store lubricants and hydraulic
fluids indoors; (g) provide employee
training on proper handling, storage of
hydraulic fluids and lubricants.
6.N.5 Monitoring and Reporting
Requirements. (See also Part 5}
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TABLE N-1.---SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK MONITORING
Subsector
(Discharges may be subject
to requirements for more
than one sector/subsector)

Benchmark monitorin~ cutJ
Parameter
off concentration
I
Part of Permit AffectedlSupplemental Requirements

Scrap Recycling Facility (SIC 5093) ............................... Chemical Oxygen Demand
(COD).
Total Suspended Solids
(TSS).
Total Recoverable Aluminum.
Total Recoverable Copper
Total Recoverable Iron ......
Total Recoverable Lead ....
Total Recoverable Zinc .....
1 Monitor once/quarter for the year 2 and year 4 Monitoring Years.
6.0 Sector O--Steam Electric
Generating Facilities
6.O.1 Covered Storm Water
Discharges
The requirements in Part 6.0 apply to
storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity from Steam Electric
Power Generating Facilities as identified
by the Activity Code specified under
Sector O in Table 1-1 of Part 1.2.1.
6.0.2 Industrial Activities Covered by
Sector O
This permit authorizes storm water
discharges from the following industrial
activities at Sector O facilities:
6.O.2.1 Steam electric power
generation using coal, natural gas, oil,
nuclear energy, etc. to produce a steam
source, including coal handling areas;
6.0.2.2 Coal pile runoff, including
effluent limitations established by 40
CFR Part 423;
6.0.2.3 Dual fuel co-generation
facilities,
6.0.3 Limitations on Coverage
6.O.3.1 Prohibition oj~Non-Storm
Water Discharges. Not covered by this
permit: non-storm water discharges
subject to effluent limitations
guidelines,
6.0.3.2 Prohibition of Storm Water
Discharges. Not covered by this permit:
storm water discharges from ancillary
facilities (e.g., fleet centers, gas turbine
stations and substations) that are not
contiguous to a stream electric power
generating facility: and heat capture cogeneration facilities,
6.0.4 Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements
In addition to the following
requirements, you must also comply
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
6.0.4.1 Drainage Area Site Map.
(See also Part 4.2.2.3) Identify the
locations of any of the following

Numeric limitation

120 mg/L.
100 mg/L.
0.75 mg/L.
0.0636 mg/L.
1.0 mg/L.
0.0816 mg/L.
0.117 mg/L.

activities or sources which may be
drip diapers or other containment
exposed to precipitation / surface
devices placed beneath fuel oil
runoff: storage tanks, scrap yards,
connectors to contain potential spillage
general refuse areas; short and long term during deliveries or from leaks at the
storage of general materials (including
connectors).
but not limited to: supplies,
6.0.4.2.4 Chemical Loading /
construction materials, paint
Unloading. Describe and implement
equipment, oils, fuels, used and unused measures that prevent or minimize
solvents, cleaning materials, paint,
contamination of precipitation / surface
water treatment chemicals, fertilizer and runoff from chemical loading /
pesticides); landfills, construction sites; unloading areas. Consider, at a
stock piles areas (e.g., coal or limestone minimum (or their equivalents): using
piles),
containment curbs at chemical loading
6.0.4.2 Good Housekeeping
/ unloading areas to contain spill;
Measures. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.1)
having personnel familiar with spill
6.O.4.2.1 Fugitive Dust Emissions.
prevention and response procedures
Describe and implement measures that
present during deliveries to ensure that
prevent or minimize fugitive dust
any leaks / spills are immediately
emissions from coal handling areas,
contained and cleaned up; and load /
Consider such procedures to minimize
unload in covered areas and store
the tracking of coal dust offsite as
chemicals indoors.
installing specially designed tires, or
6.0.4.2.5 Miscellaneous Loading /
washing vehicles in a designated area
Unloading Areas. Describe and
before they leave the site and
implement measures that prevent or
controlling the wash water,
minimize contamination of
6.0.4.2.2 Delivery Vehicles. Describe precipitation / surface runoff from
and implement measures that prevent or loading / unloading areas. Consider, at
minimize contamination of storm water a minimum Ior their equivalents):
runoff from delivery vehicles arriving at covering the loading area; grading,
the plant site. Consider the following:
berming, or curbing around the loading
procedures to inspect delivery vehicles
area to divert run-on; or locating the
arriving at the plant site and ensure
loading / unloading equipment and
overall integrity of the body or
vehicles so leaks are contained in
container; and procedures to deal with
existing containment and flow diversion
leakage / spillage from vehicles or
systems.
containers.
6.0.4.2.6 Liquid Storage Tanks.
6.0.4.2.3 Fuel Oil Unloading Areas. Describe and implement measures that
Describe and implement measures that
prevent or minimize contamination of
prevent or minimize contamination of
surface runoff from above ground liquid
precipitation / surface runoff from fuel
storage tanks. Consider using, at a
oil unloading areas. Consider, at a
minimum (or their equivalents):
minimum (or their equivalents): using
protective guards around tank;
containment curbs in unloading areas:
containment curbs; spill and overflow
having personnel familiar with spill
protection; and dry cleanup methods.
prevention and response procedures
6.0.4.2.7 Large Bulk Fuel Storage
present during deliveries to ensure that
Tanks. Describe and implement
any leaks / spills are immediately
measures that prevent or minimize
contained and cleaned up; using spill
contamination of surface runoff from
and overflow protection (e.g., drip pans, large bulk fuel storage tanks. Consider,
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at a minimum, using containment berms
Ior its equivalent). You must also
comply with applicable State and
Federal laws, including Spill Prevention
Control and Countermeasures (SPCC).
6.0.4.2.8 Spill Reduction Measures.
Describe and implement measures to
reduce the potential for an oil /
chemical spill or reference the
appropriate Part of your SPCC plan. At
a minimum, visually inspect on a
weekly basis, the structural integrity of
all above ground tanks, pipelines,
pumps and other related equipment,
and effect any necessary repairs
immediately,
6.0.4.2.9 Oil Bearing Equipment in
Switchyards. Describe and implement
measures that prevent or minimize
contamination of surface runoff fi’om oil
bearing equipment in switchyard areas.
Consider using level grades and gravel
surfaces to retard flows and limit the
spread of spills or collecting runoff in
perimeter ditches,
6.O.4.2.10 Residue Hauling
Vehicles. Inspect all residue hauling
vehicles for proper covering over the
load, adequate gate sealing and overall
integrity of the container body. Repair
as soon as practicable, vehicles without
load covering or adequate gate sealing,
or with leaking containers or beds.

6.O.4.2.11 Ash Loading Areas.
Describe and implement procedures to
reduce or control the tracking of ash/
residue from ash loading areas. Where
practicable, clear the ash building floor
and immediately adjacent roadways of
spillage, debris and excess water before
departure of each loaded vehicle,
6.O.4.2.12 Areas Adjacent to
Disposal Ponds or Landfills. Describe
and implement measures that prevent or
minimize contamination of surface
runoff from areas adjacent to disposal
ponds or landfills. Develop procedures
to reduce ash residue that may be
tracked on to access roads traveled by
residue handling vehicles, and reduce
ash residue on exit roads leading into
and out of residue handling areas.
6.O.4.2.13 Landfills, Scrap Yards,
Surface Impoundments, Open Dumps,
General Refuse Sites.
Address these areas in your SWPPP
and include appropriate BMPs as
referred to in Part 4.
6.O.4.2.14 Vehicle Maintenance
Activities. For vehicle maintenance
activities performed on the plant site,
use the applicable BMPs outlined in
Part 6.P.
6.O.4.2.15 Material Storage Areas.
Describe and implement measures that
prevent or minimize contamination of

storm water runoff from material storage
areas lincluding areas used for
temporary storage of miscellaneous
products and construction materials
stored in lay-down areas). Consider
using (or their equivalents): Flat yard
grades; collecting runoff in graded
swales or ditches; erosion protection
measures at steep outfall sites (e.g.,
concrete chutes, riprap, stilling basins);
covering lay-down areas; storing
materials indoors; and covering
materials temporarily with
polyethylene, polyurethane,
polypropylene or hypalon. Storm water
run-on may be minimized by
constructing an enclosure or building a
berm around the area.
6.0.4.3 Comprehensive Site
Compliance Evaluation. (See also Part
4.9.3) As part of your evaluation,
inspect the following areas on a
monthly basis: Coal handling areas,
loading/unloading areas, switchyards,
fueling areas, bulk storage areas, ash
handling areas, areas adjacent to
disposal ponds and landfills,
maintenance areas, liquid storage tanks,
and long term and short term material
storage areas.
6.0.5 Monitoring and Reporting
Requirements. (See also Part 5)

TABLE O--1 .--SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK MONITORING
(Discharges may be subject to requirements for more
than one sector/subsector)

Parameter

Benchmark monitoring cutoff concentration 1

Numedc Limitation 2

Part of Permit AffectedlSupplemental Requirements
Steamcode Electric Generating,,SE,,). Facilities (Industrial Activity I Total Recoverable iron ...... I 1.0 mg,/L.
1 Monitor oncetquarter for the year 2 and year 4 Monitoring Years.
2 Note that the numeric effluent limitation guidelines for coal pile runoff at steam electric generating facilities have been adopted as a standard
numeric limits for all coal pile runoff. See Part 5.1.3.
6.P Sector P--Land Transportation
and Warehousing
6.P.1 Covered Storm Water Discharges
The requirements in Part 6.P apply to
storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity from Land
Transportation and Warehousing
facilities as identified by the Activity
Code specified under Sector P in Table
1-1 of Part 1.2.1.
6.P.2 Industrial Activities Covered by
Sector P
The types of activities that permittees
under Sector P are primarily engaged in
are:
6.P.2.1 vehicle and equipment
maintenance (vehicle and equipment
rehabilitation, mechanical repairs,
painting, fueling and lubrication);

6.P.2.2 equipment cleaning,

contribute pollutants to storm water
discharges: Onsite waste storage or
6.P.3 Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements disposal; dirt/gravel parking areas for
vehicles awaiting maintenance: and
In addition t6 the following
fueling areas.
requirements, you must also comply
6.P.3.3 Good Housekeeping
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
Measures. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.1)
6.P.3.1 Drainage Site Map. (See also
6.P.3.3.1 Vehicle and Equipment
Part 4.2.2.3) Identify the locations of any Storage Areas. Confine the storage of
of the following activities or sources:
leaky or leak-prone vehicles/equipment
Fueling stations; vehicle/equipment
awaiting maintenance to designated
maintenance or cleaning areas; storage areas. Consider the following (or other
areas for vehicle/equipment with actual equivalent measures): The use of drip
or potential fluid leaks; loading/
pans under vehicles/equipment, indoor
unloading areas; areas where treatment, storage of vehicles and equipment,
storage or disposal of wastes occur;
installation of berms or dikes, use of
liquid storage tanks: processing areas;
absorbents, roofing or covering storage
storage areas; and all monitoring areas, areas, and cleaning pavement surfaces
6.P.3.2 Potential Pollutant Sources. to remove oil and grease.
(See als0 Part 4.2.4) Describe and assess
6.P.3.3.2 Fueling Areas. Implement
the potential for the following to
and describe measures that prevent or
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minimize contamination of storm water
6.P.3.3.6 Locomotive Sanding
or passengers in deep sea or inland
runoff from fueling areas. Consider the
(Loading Sand for Traction) Areas.
waters:
following (or other equivalent
Consider the following (or other
6.Q.2.1.2 Marine cargo handling
measures): Covering the fueling area;
equivalent measures): covering sanding operations;
using spill/overflow protection and
areas; minimizing storm water run on/
6.Q.2.1.3 Ferry operations;
cleanup equipment; minimizing storm
runoff: or appropriate sediment removal
6.Q.2.1.4 Towing and tugboat
water runon/runoff to the fueling area;
practices to minimize the offsite
services;
using dry cleanup methods; and treating transport of sanding material by storm
6.Q.2.1.5 Marinas.
and/or recycling collected storm water
water.
6.Q.3 Limitations on Coverage
runoff.
6.P.3.4 Inspections. {See also Part
6.Q.3.1 Prohibition of Non-Storm
6.P.3.3.3 Matericl Storage Areas.
4.2.7.2.1.5} Inspect all the following
Water Discharges. {See also Part 1.2.3.1}
Maintain all material storage vessels
areas/activities: storage areas for
Not covered by this permit: bilge and
(e.g., for used oil/oil filters, spent
vehicles/equipment awaiting
solvents, paint wastes, hydraulic fluids)
maintenance, fueling areas, indoor and ballast water, sanitary wastes, pressure
to prevent contamination of storm water outdoor vehicle/equipment
wash water and cooling water
originating from vessels.
and plainly label them {e.g., "Used Oil," maintenance areas, material storage
"Spent Solvents," etc.). Consider the
areas, vehicle/equipment cleaning areas 6.Q.4 Storm Water Pollution
following {or other equivalent
and loading/unloading areas.
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements
measures): storing the materials indoors;
6.P.3.5 Employee Training. {See also
In addition to the following
installing berms/dikes around the areas; Part 4.2.7.2.1.6} Train personnel at least
....
requirements, you must also comply
minimizing
runoff of storm water to the once a year and address the following,
areas; using dry cleanup methods; and
as applicable: used oil and spent solvent with the requirements listed in Part 4.
6.Q.4.1 Drainage Area Site Map.
treating and/or recycling collected storm management; fueling procedures;
(See also Part 4.2.2.3) Identify where
water runoff,
general good housekeeping practices;
any of the following may be exposed to
6.P.3.3.4 Vehicle and Equipment
proper painting procedures; and used
precipitation/surface runoff: fueling;
Cleaning Areas. Implement and describe battery management,
engine maintenance/repair; vessel
measures that prevent or minimize
6.P.3.6 Vehicle and Equipment
contamination of storm water runoff
Washwater Bequirements. ISee also Part maintenance/repair; pressure washing;
painting; sanding; blasting; welding;
from all areas used for vehicle/
4.4) Attach to or reference in your
metal fabrication; loading/unloading
equipment cleaning. Consider the
SWPPP, a copy of the NPDES permit
following/or other equivalent
issued for vehicle/equipment washwater areas; locations used for the treatment,
storage or disposal of wastes; liquid
measures): performing all cleaning
or, if an NPDES permit has not been
storage tanks; liquid storage areas {e.g.,
operations indoors; covering the
issued, a copy of the pending
paint, solvents, resins); and material
cleaning operation, ensuring that all
application. If an industrial user permit
washwater drains to a proper collection
is issued under a pretreatment program, storage areas (e.g., blasting media,
aluminum, steel, scrap iron).
system (i.e., not the storm water
attach a copy to your SWPPP. In any
6.Q.4.2 Summary of Potential
drainage system unless NPDES
case, address all non-storm water permit
permitted); treating and/or recycling
conditions or pretreatment conditions in Pollutant Sources. (See also Part 4.2.4)
Describe the following additional
collected storm water runoff, or other
your SWPPP. If washwater is handled in
sources and activities that have
equivalent measures. Note: the
another manner (e.g., hauled offsite),
potential pollutants associated with
discharge of vehicle/equipment
describe the disposal method and attach
them: outdoor manufacturing or
washwater, including tank cleaning
all pertinent documentation/
processing activities (i.e., welding,
operations, are not authorized by this
information (e.g., frequency, volume, metal fabricating); and significant dust
permit and must be covered under a
destination, etc.) in the plan.
or particulate generating processes (e.g.,
separate NPDES permit or discharged to
6.Q Sector Q-Water Transportation
abrasive blasting, sanding, painting).
a sanitary sewer in accordance with
6.Q.4.3 Good Housekeeping
6.Q.1 Covered Storm Water
applicable industrial pretreatment
Measures. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.1)
requirements.
Discharges
6.Q.4.3.1 Pressure Washing Area. If
6.P.3.3.5 Vehicle and Equipment
The requirements in Part 6Q apply to
pressure washing is used to remove
Maintenance Areas. Implement and
storm water discharges associated with
marine growth from vessels, the
describe measures that prevent or
industrial activity from Water
discharge water must be permitted by a
minimize contamination of storm water Transportation facilities as identified by separate NPDES permit. Describe in the
runoff from all areas used for vehicle/
the Activity Code specified under Sector SWPPP: the measures to collect or
equipment maintenance. Consider the
Q in Table 1-1 of Part 1.2.1.
contain the discharges from the
following (or other equivalent
.6.Q.2 Industrial Activities Covered by pressures washing area; the method for
measures): performing maintenance
the removal of the visible solids; the
Sector Q
activities indoors; using drip pans;
methods of disposal of the collected
keeping an organized inventory of
The requirements listed under this
solids; and where the discharge will be
materials used in the shop: draining all Part apply to storm water discharges
released.
parts of fluid prior to disposal;
associated with the following activities:
6.Q.4.3.2 Blasting and Painting
prohibiting wet clean up practices if
6.Q.2.1 Water transportation
Area. Implement and describe measures
these practices would result in the
facilities classified in SIC Code major
to prevent spent abrasives, paint chips
discharge of pollutants to storm water
group 44 that have vehicle (vessel)
and over spray from discharging into the
drainage systems; using dry cleanup
maintenance shops and/or equipment
receiving water or the storm sewer
methods; treating and/or recycling
cleaning operations including:
systems. Consider containing all
collected storm water runoff,
6.Q.2.1.1 Water transportation
blasting/painting activities or use other
minimizing run on/runoff of storm
industry includes facilities engaged in
measures to prevent or minimize the
water to maintenance areas,
foreign or domestic transport of freight
discharge the contaminants (e.g.,
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hanging plastic barriers or tarpaulins
during blasting or painting operations to
contain debris). Where necessary,
regularly clean storm water conveyances
of deposits of abrasive blasting debris
and paint chips. Detail in the SWPPP
any standard operating practices
relating to blasting/painting (e.g.,
prohibiting uncontained blasting/
painting over open water, or prohibiting
blasting/painting during windy
conditions which can render
containment ineffective),
6.Q.4.3.3 Material Storage Areas.
Store and plainly label all containerized
materials (e.g., fuels, paints, solvents,
waste oil, antifreeze, batteries) in a
protected, secure location away from
drains. Implement and describe
measures to prevent or minimize the
contamination of precipitation/surface
runoff from the storage areas. Specify
which materials are stored indoors and
consider containment or enclosure for
those stored outdoors. If abrasive
blasting is performed, discus the storage
and disposal of spent abrasive materials
generated at the facility. Consider
implementing an inventory control plan
to limit the presence of potentially
hazardous materials onsite,
6.Q.4.3.4 Engine Maintenance and
Repair Areas. Implement and describe
measures to prevent or minimize the
contamination of precipitation/surface
runoff from all areas used for engine
maintenance and repair. Consider the
following (or their equivalents):
performingindoors; maintaining all maintenance an organized activities
inventory of materials used in the shop;
draining all parts of fluid prior to
disposal; prohibiting the practice of
hosing down the shop floor; using dry
cleanup methods; and treating and/or
recycling storm water runoff collected
from the maintenance area.

6.Q.4.3.5 Material Handling Area.
Implement and describe measures to
prevent or minimize the contamination
of precipitation/surface runoff from
material handling operations and areas
(e.g., fueling, paint and solvent mixing,
disposal of process wastewater streams
from vessels). Consider the following (or
their equivalents): covering fueling
areas; using spill/overflow protection;
mixing paints and solvents in a
designated area (preferably indoors or
under a shed); and minimize runoff of
storm water to material handling areas,
6.Q.4.3.6 Drydock Activities.
Describe your procedures for routinely
maintaining/cleaning the drydock to
prevent or minimize pollutants in storm
water runoff. Address the cleaning of
accessible areas of the drydock prior to
flooding, and final cleanup following
removal of the vessel and raising the
dock. Include procedures for cleaning
up oil, grease or fuel spills occurring on
the drydock. Consider the following (or
their equivalents): sweeping rather than
hosing off debris/spent blasting material
from accessible areas of the drydock
prior to flooding, and having absorbent
materials and oil containment booms
readily available to contain/cleanup any
spills.
6.Q.4.3.7 General Yard Area.
Implement and describe a schedule for
routine yard maintenance and cleanup,
Regularly remove from the general yard
area: scrap metal, wood, plastic,
miscellaneous trash, paper, glass,

ensure that spent abrasives, paint chips
and solids will be intercepted and
retained prior to entering the storm
drainage system) as well as inspecting
and testing facility equipment and
systems to uncover conditions that
could cause breakdowns or failures
resulting in discharges of pollutants to
surface waters.
6.Q.4.5 Inspections. (See also Part
4,2.7.2.1.5) Include the following areas
in all monthly inspections: pressure
washing area; blasting, sanding and
painting areas; material storage areas;
engine maintenance/repair areas;
material handling areas; drydock area;
and general yard area.
6.Q.4.6 Employee Training. (See also
Part 4.2.7.2.1.6) As part of your
employee training program, address, at
a minimum, the following activities (as
applicable): used oil management; spent
solvent management; disposal of spent
abrasives; disposal of vessel
wastewaters; spill prevention and
control; fueling procedures; general
good housekeeping practices; painting
and blasting procedures; and used
battery management.
6.Q.4.7 Comprehensive Site
Compliance Evaluation. (See also Part
4.9) Conduct regularly scheduled
evaluations at least once a year and
address those areas contributing to a
storm water discharge associated with
industrial activity (e.g., pressure
washing area, blasting/sanding areas,
painting areas, material storage areas,
rods, industrial packaging, scrap, etc. insulation, welding
engine maintenance/repair areas,
6.Q.4.4 Preventative Maintenance.
material
handling areas, and drydock
(See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.4) As part of your area). Inspect
these sources for evidence
preventive maintenance program,
of, or the potential for, pollutants
perform timely inspection and
entering the drainage system.
maintenance of storm water
management devices (e.g., cleaning oil/ 6.Q.5 Monitoring and Reporting
water separators and sediment traps to
Requirements. (See al~o Par~ 5)

TABLE Q-1.--SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK MONITORING
(Discharges may be subject to requirements for more
than one sector/subsector)

Benchmark monitoring cutoff concentration t

Pa~w-ew

Numedc limitation

Part of Permit Affected/$q:~lemental Requirements
Water Transportation Facilities (SIC 4412-4499) ........... [ Total Recoverable Alu- I 0.75 mg/L ..........................
minum..
mg/L......................
............................
Total Recoverable Iron ...... [ 0.08161.0
mg/L
Total Recoverable Lead .... [ 0.117 mg/L ........................
Total Recoverable Zinc .....
1 Monitor once/quarter for the year 2 and year 4 Monitoring Years.

I
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6.R Sector R--Ship and Boat Building
6.R.4.3.2 Blasting and Painting Area.
6.R.4.3.6 Drydock Activities.
or Repair Yards
Implement and describe measures to
Describe your procedures for routinely
prevent spent abrasives, paint chips and
6.R.1 Covered Storm Water
maintaining/cleaning the drydock to
over spray from discharging into the
prevent or minimize pollutants in storm
Discharges
receiving water or the storm sewer
water runoff. Address the cleaning of
The requirements in Part 6.R apply to
systems. Consider containing all
accessible areas of the drydock prior to
storm water discharges associated with
blasting/painting activities or use other
flooding, and final cleanup following
industrial activity from Ship and Boat
measures to prevent the discharge of the removal of the vessel and raising the
Building or Repair Yards as identified
contaminants (e.g., hanging plastic
dock. Include procedures for cleaning
by the Activity Codes specified under
barriers or tarpaulins during blasting or up oil, grease or fuel spills occurring on
Sector R in Table 1-1 of Part 1.2.1.
painting operations to contain debris),
the drydock. Consider the following (or
6.R.2 Industri.al Activities Covered by Where necessary, regularly clean storm their equivalents): sweeping rather than
water conveyances of deposits of
Sector R
hosing off debris/spent blasting material
abrasive blasting debris and paint chips, from accessible areas of the drydock
The types of activities that permittees
prior to flooding, and having absorbent
under Sector R are primarily engaged in Detail in the SWPPP any standard
operating practices relating to blasting/ materials and oil containment booms
are:
6.R.2.1 Ship building and repairing painting (e.g., prohibiting uncontained readily available to contain/cleanup any
blasting/painting over open water, or
spills.
and boat building and repairing 3
prohibiting blasting/painting during
6.R.4.3.7 General Yard Area.
6.R.3 Limitations on Coverage
windy conditions which can render
Implement and describe a schedule for
containment ineffective),
routine yard maintenance and cleanup.
6.R.3.1 Prohibition of Non-Storm
6.R.4.3.3 Material Storage Areas.
Regularly remove from the general yard
Water Discharges. (See also Part 1.2.3.1)
Store and plainly label all containerized area: scrap metal, wood, plastic,
Not covered by this permit: discharges
materials (e.g., fuels, paints, solvents,
miscellaneous trash, paper, glass,
containing bilge and ballast water,
waste oil, antifreeze, batteries) in a
industrial scrap, insulation, welding
sanitary wastes, pressure wash water
protected, secure location away from
rods, packaging, etc.
and cooling water originating from
drains. Implement and describe
6.R.4.4 Preventative Maintenance.
vessels,
measures to prevent or minimize the
(See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.4) As part of your
6.R.4 Storm Water Pollution
contamination of precipitation/surface
preventive maintenance program,
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirement~ runoff from the storage areas. Specify
perform timely inspection and
which materials are stored indoors and
maintenance of storm water
In addition to the following
consider containment or enclosure for
requirements, you must also comply
management devices (e.g., cleaning oil/
those stored outdoors. If abrasive
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
water separators and sediment traps to
ensure that spent abrasives, paint chips
6.R.4.1 Drainage Area Site Map. (See blasting is performed, discuss the
storage and disposal of spent abrasive
and solids will be intercepted and
also Part 4.2.2.3) Identify where any of
materials generated at the facility,
the following may be exposed to
retained prior to entering the storm
Consider implementing an inventory
drainage system) as well as inspecting
precipitation/surface runoff: fueling;
control plan to limit the presence of
engine maintenance/repair; vessel
and testing facility equipment and
potentially hazardous materials onsite,
systems to uncover conditions that
maintenance/repair; pressure washing;
6.R.4.3.4 Engine Maintenance and
could cause breakdowns or failures
painting; sanding; blasting; welding;
Repair Areas. Implement and describe
resulting in discharges of pollutants to
metal fabrication; loading/unloading
measures to prevent or minimize the
surface waters.
areas; locations used for the treatment,
contamination of precipitation/surface
6.R.4.5 Inspections. (See also Part
storage or disposal of wastes; liquid
runoff from all areas used for engine
4.2.7.2.1.5) Include the following areas
storage tanks; liquid storage areas (e.g.,
maintenance and repair. Consider the
in all monthly inspections: pressure
paint, solvents, resins); and material
following (or their equivalents):
washing area; blasting, sanding and
storage areas (e.g., blasting media,
performing all maintenance activities
painting areas; material storage areas;
aluminum, steel, scrap iron),
engine maintenance/repair areas;
6.R.4.2 Potential Pollutant Sources. indoors; maintaining an organized
inventory of materials used in the shop;
material handling areas; drydock area;
(See also Part 4.2.4) Describe the
draining all parts of fluid prior to
and general yard area.
following additional sources and
disposal; prohibiting the practice of
6.R.4.6 Employee Training. (See also
activities that have potential pollutants
hosing down the shop floor; using dry
Part 4.2.7.2.1.6) As part of your
associated with them (if applicable):
cleanup methods; and treating and/or
employee training program, address, at
outdoor manufacturing/processing
recycling storm water runoff collected
a minimum, the following activities (as
activities (e.g., welding, metal
from the maintenance area.
applicable): used oil management; spent
fabricating); and significant dust/
6.R.4.3.5 Material Handling Area.
solvent management; disposal of spent
particulate generating processes (e.g.,
Implement and describe measures to
abrasives; disposal of vessel
abrasive blasting, sanding, painting).
prevent or minimize the contamination wastewaters; spill prevention and
6.R.4.3 Good Housekeeping
of precipitation/surface runoff from
control; fueling procedures; general
Measures. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.1)
material handling operations and areas
good housekeeping practices; painting
6.R.4.3.1 Pressure Washing Area. If
(e.g., fueling, paint and solvent mixing, and blasting procedures; and used
pressure washing is used to remove
disposal of process wastewater streams
marine growth from vessels, the
battery management.
from vessels). Consider the following (or
6.R.4.7 Comprehensive Site
discharge water must be permitted as a
their equivalents): covering fueling
Compliance Evaluation. (See also Part
process wastewater by a separate
areas; using spill/overflow protection;
4.9) Conduct regularly scheduled
NPDES permit,
mixing paints and solvents in a
evaluations at least once a year and
designated area (preferably indoors or
address those areas contributing to a
~ According to the U.S. Coast Guard, a vessel 65
feet or greater in length is referred to as a ship, and
under ashed); and minimize runon of
storm water discharge associated with
a vessel smaller than 65 feet is a boat.
storm water to material handling areas,
industrial activity {e.g., pressure
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washing area, blasting/sanding areas,
painting areas, material storage areas,
engine maintenance/repair areas,
material handling areas, and drydock
area). They must be visually inspected
for evidence of, or the potential for,
pollutants entering the drainage system.

6.S.4 Special Conditions
6.S.4.1 Hazardous Substances or
Oil. (See also Part 3.1) Each individual
permittee is required to report spills
equal to or exceeding the reportable
quantity (RQ) levels specified at 40 CFR
110, 117 and 302 as described at Part
6.S Sector S---Air Transportation
3.2. If an airport authority is the sole
6.S.1 Covered Storm Water Discharges permittee, then the sum total of all spills
at the airport must be a~sessed against
The requirements in Part 6.S apply to
the RQ. If the airport authority is a costorm water discharges associated with
permittee with other deicing operators
industrial activity from Air
at the airport, such as numerous
Transportation facilities as identified by different airlines, the assessed amount
the SIC Codes specified under Sector S
must be the summation of spills by each
in Table 1-1 of Part 1.2.1.
co-permittee. If separate, distinct
individual permittees exist at the
6.S.2 Industrial Activities Covered by
airport,
then the amount spilled by each
Sector S
separate permittee must be the assessed
The types of activities that permittees
amount for the RQ determination.
under Sector S are primarily engaged in
6.S.5 Storm Water Pollution
are:
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements
6.S.2.1 Air transportation,
In addition to the following
scheduled, and air courier;
requirements, you must also comply
6.S.2.2 Air transportation, non
with the requirements listed in Part 4 of
scheduled;
the MSGP.
6.S.2.3 Airports; flying fields, except
(See also Part 4.1) If an airport’s
those maintained by aviation clubs; and tenant has a SWPPP for discharges from
airport terminal services including: air
their own areas of the airport, that
traffic control, except government;
SWPPP must be integrated with the plan
aircraft storage at airports; aircraft
for the entire airport. Tenants of the
upholstery repair; airfreight handling at airport facility include air passenger or
airports; airport hangar rental; airport
cargo companies, fixed based operators
leasing, if operating airport: airport
and other parties who have contracts
terminal services; and hangar
with the airport authority to conduct
operations,
business operations on airport property
6.S.2.4 Airport and aircraft service
and whose operations result in storm
and maintenance including: aircraft
water discharges associated with
cleaning and janitorial service; aircraft
industrial activity,
servicing/repairing, except on a factory
6.S.5.1 Drainage Area Site Map. (See
basis; vehicle maintenance shops;
also Part 4.2.2.3) Identify where any of
material handling facilities; equipment the following may be exposed to
clearing operations; and airport and
precipitation/surface runoff: aircraft and
aircraft deicing/anti-icing,
runway deicing operations; fueling
Note: "deicing" will generally be used to
stations; aircraft, ground vehicle and
imply both deicing (removing frost, snow or
equipment maintenance/cleaning areas;
ice) and anti-icing/preventing accumulation storage areas for aircraft, ground
of frost, snow or ice) activities, unless
specific mention is made regarding anti-icing vehicles and equipment awaiting
maintenance.
and/or deicing activities.
6.S.5.2 Potentiol Pollutant Sources.
(See also Part 4.2.41 Include in your
6.S.3 Limitations on Coverage
inventory of exposed materials a
Only those portions of the facility that
description of the potential pollutant
are involved in vehicle maintenance
sources from the following activities:
lincluding vehicle rehabilitation,
aircraft, runway, ground vehicle and
mechanical repairs, painting, fueling
equipment maintenance and cleaning;
and lubrication), equipment cleaning
aircraft and runway deicing operations
operations or deicing operations are
(including apron and centralized aircraft
addressed in Part 6.S.
deicing stations, runways, taxiways and
6.S.3.1 Prohibition of Non-Storm
ramps). If you use deicing chemicals,
Water Discharges. (See also Part 1.2.3.1) you must maintain a record of the types
Not covered by this permit: aircraft,
(including the Material Safety Data
ground vehicle, runway and equipment Sheets [MSDS]) used and the monthly
washwaters; and dry weather discharges quantities, either as measured or, in the
of deicing chemicals. These discharges absence of metering, as estimated to the
must be covered by a separate NPDES
best of your knowledge. This includes
permit,
all deicing chemicals, not just glycols

and urea (e.g., potassium acetate),
because large quantities of these other
chemicals can still have an adverse
impact on receiving waters. Tenants or
other fixed-based operations that
conduct deicing operations must
provide the above information to the
airport authority for inclusion in any
comprehensive airport SWPPPs.
6.S.5.3
Good
Measures.
(See
alsoHousekeeping
4.2.7)
6.S.5.3.1 Aircraft, Ground Vehicle
and Equipment Mointenance Areas.
Describe and implement measures that
prevent or minimize the contamination
of storm water runoff from all areas used
for aircraft, ground vehicle and
equipment maintenance (including the
maintenance conducted on the terminal
apron and in dedicated hangers).
Consider the following practices (or
their equivalents): performing
maintenance activities indoors;
maintaining an organized inventory of
material used in the maintenance areas;
draining all parts of fluids prior to
disposal; preventing the practice of
hosing down the apron or hanger floor;
using dry cleanup methods; and
collecting the storm water runoff from
the maintenance area and providing
treatment or recycling.
6.S.5.3.2 Aircraft, Ground Vehicle
and Equipment Cleaning Areas. Clean
equipment only in the areas identified
in the SWPPP and site map and clearly
demarcate these areas on the ground.
Describe and implement measures that
prevent or minimize the contamination
of storm water runoff from cleaning
areas.
8.S.5.3.3 Aircraft, Ground Vehicle
and Equipment Storage Areas. Store all
aircraft, ground vehicles and equipment
awaiting maintenance in designated
areas only. Consider the following BMPs
(or their equivalents): storing aircraft
and ground vehicles indoors; using drip
pans for the collection of fluid leaks;
and perimeter drains, dikes or berms
surrounding the storage areas.
6.S.5.3.4 Material Storage Areas.
Maintain the vessels of stored materials
(e.g., used oils, hydraulic fluids, spent
solvents, and waste aircraft fuel) in good
condition, to prevent or minimize
contamination of storm water. Also
plainly label the vessels (e.g., "used
oil," "Contaminated Jet A," etc.).
Describe and implement measures that
prevent or minimize contamination of
precipitation/runoff from these areas.
Consider the following BMPs (or their
equivalents): storing materials indoors:
storing waste materials in a centralized
location; and installing harms/dikes
around storage areas.
6.S.5.3.5 Airport Fuel System and
Fueling Areas. Describe and implement
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measures that prevent or minimize the
discharge of fuel to the storm sewer/
surface waters resulting from fuel
servicing activities or other operations
conducted in support of the airport fuel
system. Consider the following BMPs
lot their equivalents): implementing
spill and overflow practices le.g.,
placing absorptive materials beneath
aircraft during fueling operations); using
dry cleanup methods; and collecting
storm water runoff,
63.5.3.6 Source Reduction.
Consider alternatives to the use of urea
and glycol-based deicing chemicals to
reduce the aggregate amount of deicing
chemicals used and/or lessen the
environmental impact. Chemical
options to replace ethylene glycol,
propylene glycol and urea include:
potassium acetate; magnesium acetate:
calcium acetate; anhydrous sodium
acetate.
6.S.5.3.6.1 Runway Deicing
Operation: Evaluate, at a minimum,
whether over-application of deicing
chemicals occurs by analyzing
application rates and adjusting as
necessary, consistent with
considerations of flight safety. Also
consider these BMP options (or their
equivalents): metered application of
chemicals; pre-wetting dry chemical
constituents prior to application:
installing a runway ice detection
system; implementing anti-icing
operations as a preventive measure
against ice buildup,
6.S.5.3.6.2 Aircraft Deicing
Operations: As in Part 6.S.5.3.6.1,
determine whether excessive
application of deicing chemicals occurs
and adjust as necessary, consistent with
considerations of flight safety. EPA

intends for this evaluation to be carried
out by the personnel most familiar with
the particular aircraft and flight
operations in question (vice an outside
entity such as the airport authority),
Consider using alternative deicing/antiicing agents as well as containment
measures for all applied chemicals. Also
consider these BMP options (or their
equivalents) for reducing deicing fluid
use: forced-air deicing systems,
computer-controlled fixed-gantry
systems, infrared technology, hot water,
varying glycol content to air
temperature, enclosed-basket deicing
trucks, mechanical methods, solar
radiation, hangar storage, aircraft covers,
thermal blankets for MD-80s and DC9s. Also consider using ice-detection
systems and airport traffic flow
strategies and departure slot allocation
systems,
6.S.5.3.7 Management of Runoff.
Where deicing operations occur,
describe and implement a program to
control or manage contaminated runoff
to reduce the amount of pollutants being
discharged from the site. Consider these
BMP options (or their equivalents): a
dedicated deicing facility with a runoff
collection/recovery system; using
vacuum/collection trucks; storing
contaminated storm water/deicing
fluids in tanks and releasing controlled
amounts to a publicly owned treatment
works; collecting contaminated runoff
in a wet pond for biochemical
decomposition (be aware of attracting
wildlife that may prove hazardous to
flight operations); and directing runoff
into vegetative swales or other
infiltration measures. Also consider
recovering deicing materials when these
materials are applied during non-
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precipitation events (e.g., covering
storm sewer inlets, using booms,
installing absorptive interceptors in the
drains, etc.) to prevent these materials
from later becoming a source of storm
water contamination. Used deicing fluid
should be recycled whenever possible.
6.S.5.4 Inspections. ISee also Part
4.2.7.2.1.5) Specify the frequency of
inspections in your SWPPP. At a
minimum they must be conducted
monthly during the deicing season (e.g.,
October through April for most midlatitude airports). If your facility needs
to deice before or after this period,
expand the monthly inspections to
include all months during which
deicing chemicals may be used. Also, if
significantly or deleteriously large
quantities of deicing chemicals are
being spilled or discharged, or if water
quality impacts have been reported,
increase the frequency of your
inspections to weekly until such time as
the chemical spills/discharges or
impacts are reduced to acceptable
levels. The Director may specifically
require you to increase inspections and
SWPPP reevaluations as necessary.
6.S.5.5 Comprehensive Site
Compliance Evaluation. (See also 4.9)
(See also Part 4.9)
Using only qualified personnel,
conduct your annual site compliance
evaluations during periods of actual
deicing operations, if possible. If not
practicable during active deicing or the
weather is too inclement, conduct the
evaluations when deicing operations are
likely to occur and the materials and
equipment for deicing are in place.
63.6 Monitoring and Reporting
Requirements. (See also Part 5)

TABLE S-1.--SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMBERIC LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK MONITORING
Subsector
(Discharges may be subject
to requirements for more
than one sector/subsector)

I

Parameter

Benchmark monitoring] cutoff concentration

Numedc limitation

Sector of Permit Affected/Supplemental Requirements
Facilities at airports that use more than 100,000 gallons Biochemical Oxygen Deof glycol-based deicing/anti-icing chemicals and/or
mand (BOD~).
100 tons or more of urea on an average annual
basis: monitor ONLY those ouffalls from the airport
facility that collect runoff from areas where deicing/
anti-icing activities occur (SIC 45XX).
1 Monitor once/quarter for the year 2 and year 4 monitoring years.
6.T

Sector T--Treatment Works

6.T.1 Covered Storm Water
Discharges
The requirements in Part 6.T apply to
storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity from Treatment
Works as identified by the Activity Code

30 mg/L ............................. 120.0mg/L.
Chemical Oxygen Demand Ammonia
COD).
19 mg/L.
pH 6/0 to 9 s.u

specified under Sector T in Table 1-1 of
Part 1.2.1.
6.T.2 Industrial Activities Covered by
Sector T
The requirements listed under this
Part apply to all existing point source

storm water discharges associated with
the following activities:
6.T.2.1 treatment works treating
domestic sewage or any other sewage
sludge or wastewater treatment device
or system used in the storage, treatment,
recycling and reclamation of municipal
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or domestic sewage; including land
dedicated to the disposal of sewage
sludge: that are located within the
confines of the facility with a design
flow of 1.0 MGD or more: or required to
have an approved pretreatment program
under 40 CFR Part 403.
6.T.2.2 Not required to have permit
coverage: farm lands; domestic gardens
or lands used for sludge management
where sludge is beneficially reused and
which are not physically located within
the facility; or areas that are in
compliance with Section 405 of the
CWA.
6.T.3 Limitations on Coverage
6.T.3.1 Prohibition of Non-Storm
Water Discharges. (See also Part 1.2.3.1)
Not authorized by this permit: sanitary
and industrial wastewater; and
equipment/vehicle washwater,
6.T.4 Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements

compost piles: septage or hauled waste
receiving station areas,
6.T.4.5 Employee Training. (See also
Part 4.2.7.2.1.6) At a minimum, must
address the following areas when
applicable to a facility: petroleum
product management: process chemical
management; spill prevention and
controls; fueling procedures; general
good housekeeping practices; proper
procedures for using fertilizer,
herbicides and pesticides,
6.T.4.6 Wastewater and Wash water
Requirements. (See also Part 4.4) Attach
to your SWPPP a copy of all your
current NPDES permits issued for
wastewater, industrial, vehicle and
equipment washwater discharges or, if
an NPDES permit has not yet been
issued, a copy of the pending
applications. Address any requirements/
conditions from the other permits, as
appropriate, in the SWPPP. If the
washwater is handled in another
manner, the disposal method must be
described and all pertinent
documentation must be attached to the
plan.

In addition to the following
requirements, you must also comply
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
6.T.4.1 Site Map. (See also Part
6.U Sector U--Food and Kindred
4.2.2.3.6) Identify where any of the
Products
following may be exposed to
precipitation/surface runoff: grit,
6.U.1 Covered Storm Water
screenings and other solids handling,
Discharges
storage or disposal areas; sludge drying
The requirements in Part 6.U apply to
beds; dried sludge piles: compost piles;
storm
water discharges associated with
septage or hauled waste receiving
industrial activity from Food and
station; and storage areas for process
Kindred Products facilities as identified
chemicals, petroleum products,
by the SIC Codes specified in Table 1solvents, fertilizers, herbicides and
1 of Part 1.2.1.
pesticides.
6.T.4.2 Potential Pollutant Sources. 6.U.2 Industrial Activities Covered by
(See also Part 4.2.4) Describe the
Sector U
following additional sources and
The types of activities that permittees
activities that have potential pollutants
under Sector U are primarily engaged in
associated with them, as applicable: grit, are:
screenings and other solids handling,
6.U.2.1 meat products;
storage or disposal areas: sludge drying
6.U.2.2 dairy products;
beds: dried sludge piles; compost piles;
6.U.2.3 canned, frozen and
septage or hauled waste receiving
preserved fruits, vegetables, and food
station; and access roads/rail lines,
sl~ecialties;
6.T.4.3 Best Management Practices (BMP~:u.2.4 grain mill products:
(See also Part 4.2.7.2) In addition to the
6.U.2.5 bakery products;
other BMPs considered, consider the
6.U.2.6 sugar and confectionery
following: routing storm water to the
products;
treatment works; or covering exposed
6.U.2.7 fats and oils;
materials (i.e., from the following areas: 6.U.2.8 beverages;
grit, screenings and other solids
6.U.2.9 miscellaneous food
handling, storage or disposal areas;
preparations and kindred products and
sludge drying beds; dried sludge piles;
tobacco products manufacturing,
compost piles; septage or hauled waste
6.U.3 Limitations on Coverage
receiving station).
6.T.4.4 Inspections. (See also Part
Not covered by this permit: storm
4.2.7.2.1.5) Include the following areas
water discharges identified under Part
in all inspections: access roads/rail
1.2.3 from industrial plant yards,
lines: grit, screenings and other solids
material handling sites: refuse sites;
handling, storage or disposal areas;
sites used for application or disposal of
sludge drying beds; dried sludge piles:
process wastewaters: sites used for

storage and maintenance of material
handling equipment: sites used for
residential wastewater treatment,
storage, or disposal: shipping and
receiving areas; manufacturing
buildings; and storage areas for raw
material and intermediate and finished
products. This includes areas where
industrial activity has taken place in the
past and significant materials remain.
"Material handling activities" include
the storage, loading/unloading,
transportation or conveyance of any raw
material, intermediate product, finished
product, by-product or waste product.
6.U.3.1 Prohibition of Non-Storm
Water Discharges. (See also Part 1.2.2.2)
Not authorized by this permit:
discharges subject to Part 1.2.2.2
include discharges containing: boiler
blowdown, cooling tower overflow and
blowdown, ammonia refrigeration
purging and vehicle washing/clean-out
operations.
6.U.4 Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements
In addition to the following
requirements, you must also comply
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
6.U.4.1 Drainage Area Site Map.
(See also Part 4.2.2.3) Identify the
locations of the following activities if
they are exposed to precipitation/runoff:
vents/stacks from cooking, drying and
similar operations; dry product vacuum
transfer lines; animal holding pens;
spoiled product; and broken product
container storage areas.
6.U.4.2 Potential Pollutant
Sources.(See also Part 4.2.4) Describe, in
addition to food and kindred products
processing-related industrial activities,
application and storage of pest control
chemicals (e.g., rodenticides,
insecticides, fungicides, etc.) used on
plant grounds.
6.U.4.3 lnspections.(See also Part
4.2.7.2.1.5) Inspect on a regular basis, at
a minimum, the following areas where
the potential for exposure to storm
water exists: loading and unloading
areas for all significant materials;
storage areas including associated
containment areas; waste management
units; vents and stacks emanating from
industrial activities; spoiled product
and broken product container holding
areas; animal holding pens; staging
areas; and air pollution control
equipment.
6.U.4.4 Employee Training.(See also
Part 4.2.7.2.1.6) Address pest control in
the training program.
6.U.5 Monitoring and Reporting
Requirements. (See al~o Part 5)
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TABLE U-I. SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK MONITORING
(Discharges may be subject
to requirements for more
Subsector
than one Sector/Subsector)

Parameter

Benchmark monitoring cutoff concentration¯

Numedc limitation
J

Part or Permit Affected/Supplemental Requirements
Grain Mill Products (SIC 2041-2048) ............................. Total Suspended Solids
(TSS).
Fats and Oils Products (SIC 2074-2079) ....................... Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD~).
Chemical Oxygen Demand

(COD).

Nitrate plus Nitrate Nitrogen,
Total Suspended Solids
(TSS).
1 Monitor once/quarter for the year 2 and year 4 Monitoring Years.
6.V Sector V--Textile Mills, Apparel
and Other Fabric Products
6.V.1 Covered Storm Water
Discharges
The requirements in Part 6.V apply to
storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity from Textile Mills,
Apparel, and Other Fabric Product
Manufacturing as identified by the
Activity Code specified under Sector V
in Table 1-1 of Part 1.2.1.

100 mg/L.
30 mg/L.
120 mg/L.
0.68 mg/L.
100 mg/L.

6.V.4 Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements
In addition to the following
requirements, you must also comply
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
6.V.4.1 Potential Pollutant Sources.
(See also Part 4.2.4) Describe the
following additional sources and
activities that have potential pollutants
associated with them: industrial-specific
significant materials and industrial
activities (e.g., backwinding, beaming,
6.V.2 Industrial Activities Covered by bleaching, backing bonding,
Sector V
carbonizing, carding, cut and sew
operations, desizing, drawing, dyeing
The types of activities that permittees
under Sector V are primarily engaged in locking, fulling, knitting, mercerizing,
opening, packing, plying, scouring,
are:
6.V.2.1 textile mill products, of and
slashing, spinning, synthetic-felt
regarding facilities and establishments
processing, textile waste processing,
engaged in the preparation of fiber and
tufting, turning, weaving, web forming,
subsequent manufacturing of yarn,
winging, yarn spinning, and yarn
thread, braids, twine, and cordage, the
texturing).
6.V.4.2 Good Housekeeping
manufacturing of broadwoven fabrics,
Measures. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.1)
narrow woven fabrics, knit fabrics, and
6.V.4.2.1 Material Storage Area.
carpets and rugs from yarn:
Plainly label and store all containerized
6.V.2.2 processes involved in the
materials (e.g., fuels, petroleum
dyeing and finishing of fibers, yarn
products, solvents, dyes, etc.) in a
fabrics, and knit apparel:
6.V.2.3 the integrated manufacturing protected area, away from drains,
of knit apparel and other finished
Describe and implement measures that
articles of yarn;
prevent or minimize contamination of
6.V.2.4 the manufacturing of felt
the storm water runoff from such storage
goods (wool), lace goods, non-woven
areas, including a d~.-~rIplion of the
fabrics, miscellaneous textiles, and
containment area or enclosure for those
other apparel products,
materials stored outdoors. Also consider
an inventory control plan to prevent
6.V.3 Limitations on Coverage
excessive purchasing of potentially
6.V.3.1 Prohibition of 1Van-Storm
hazardous substances. For storing empty
Water Discharges. (See also Part 1.2.3.1) chemical drums/containers, ensure the
Not authorized by this permit:
drums/containers are clean (consider
discharges of wastewater (e.g.,
triple-rinsing) and there is no contact of
wastewater resulting from wet
residuals with precipitation/runoff.
processing or from any processes
Collect and dispose of washwater from
relating to the production process);
these cleanings properly,
reused/recycled water; and waters used
6.V.4.2.2 Material Handling Aren.
in cooling towers. If you have these
Describe and implement measures that
types of discharges from your facility,
prevent or minimize contamination of
you must cover them under a separate
storm water runoff from material
NPDES permit,
handling operations and areas. Consider

the following (or their equivalents): use
of spill/overflow protection; covering
fueling areas; and covering/enclosing
areas where the transfer of material may
occur. Where applicable address the
replacement or repair of leaking
connections, valves, transfer lines and
pipes that may carry chemicals, dyes or
wastewater.
6.V.4.2.3 Fueling Areas. Describe
and implement measures that prevent or
minimize contamination of storm water
runoff from fueling areas. Consider the
following (or their equivalents):
covering the fueling area, using spill
and overflow protection, minimizing
runon of storm water to the fueling
areas, using dry cleanup methods, and
treating and/or recycling storm water
runoff collected from the fueling area.
6.V.4.2.4 Above Ground Storage
Tanl~ Area. Describe and implement
measures that prevent or minimize
contamination of the storm water runoff
from above ground storage tank areas,
including the associated piping and
valves. Consider the following (or their
equivalents): regular cleanup of these
areas; preparation of the spill
prevention control and countermeasure
program, provide spill and overflow
protection; minimizing runoff of storm
water from adjacent areas; restricting
access to the area; insertion of filters in
adjacent catch basins; providing
absorbent booms in unbermed fueling
areas; using dry cleanup methods; and
permanently sealing drains within
critical areas that may discharge to a
storm drain.
6.V.4.3 Inspections. (See also Part
4.2.7.2.1.5) Inspect, at least on a
monthly basis, the following activities
and areas (at a minimum): transfer and
transmission lines; spill prevention;
good housekeeping practices;
management of process waste products;
all structural and non structural
management practices.
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6.V.4.4 Employee Traini.ng. (See also 6.X Sector X--Printing and Publishing
6.X.3.3.2 Material Handling Area.
Part 4.2.7.2.1.6) As part of your
Describe and implement measures that
6.X.1
Covered
Storm
Water
employee training program, address, at
prevent or minimize contamination of
a minimum, the following activities (as Discharges
storm water runoff from material
applicable): use of reused/recycling
The requirements in Part 6.X apply to
handling operations and areas (e.g.,
storm water discharges associated with
waters: solvents management; proper
blanket wash, mixing solvents, loading/
disposal of dyes: proper disposal of
industrial activity from Printing and
unloading materials). Consider the
petroleum products and spent
Publishing facilities as identified by the following (or their equivalents): use of
lubricants; spill prevention and control: Activity Code specified under Sector X
spill/overflow protection; covering
fueling procedures; and general good
in Table 1.1 of Part 1.2.1.
fueling areas; and covering/enclosing
housekeeping practices.
6.X.2 Industrial Activities Covered by areas where the transfer of materials
6.V.4.5 Comprehensive Site
may occur. Where applicable address
Sector X
Compliance Evaluation. (See also Part
the replacement or repair of leaking
The
types
of
activities
that
permittees
4.9) Conduct regularly scheduled
under Sector X are primarily engaged in connections, valves, transfer lines and
evaluations at least once a year and
pipes that may carry chemicals or
are:
address those areas contributing to a
wastewater.
6.X.2.1 book printing;
storm water discharge associated with
6.X.3.3.3 Fueling Areas. Describe
6.X.2.2
commercial
printing
and
industrial activity for evidence of, or the
and implement measures that prevent or
lithographics;
potential for, pollutants entering the
minimize contamination of storm water
6.X.2.3 plate making and related
drainage system. Inspect, at a minimum,
runoff from fueling areas. Consider the
services;
as appropriate: storage tank areas; waste
6.X.2.4
following (or their equivalents):
commercial
printing,
disposal and storage areas; dumpsters
covering the fueling area, using spill
gravure;
and open containers stored outside;
and overflow protection, minimizing
6.X.2.5
commercial
printing
not
materials storage areas; engine
elsewhere
classified,
runoff of storm water to the fueling
maintenance and repair areas; material
areas, using dry cleanup methods, and
6.X.3
Storm
Water
Pollution
,handing areas and loading dock areas.
treating and/or recycling storm water
Prevention Plan Requirements
6.W Sector W--Furniture and
runoff collected from the fueling area.
Fixtures
In addition to the following
6.X.3.3.4 Above Ground Storage
requirements, you must also comply
Tank Area. Describe and implement
6.W.1 Covered Storm Water
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
measures that prevent or minimize
Discharges
6.X.3.1 Drainage Area Site Map.
contamination of the storm water runoff
The requirements in Part 6.W apply to (See also Part 4.2.2.3) Identify where
from above ground storage tank areas,
storm water discharges associated with
any of the following may be exposed to
including the associated piping and
industrial activity from Furniture and
precipitation/surface runoff: above
valves. Consider the following (or their
Fixtures facilities as identified by the
ground storage tanks, drums and barrel equivalents): regular cleanup of these
Activity Code specified under Sector W permanently stored outside,
areas; preparation of the spill
6.X.3.2 Potential Pollutant Sources. prevention control and countermeasure
in Table 1-1 of Part 1.2.1.
program, provide spill and overflow
6.W.2 Industrial Activities Covered by (See also Part 4.2.4) Describe the
following additional sources and
Sector W
protection; minimizing runoff of storm
activities that have potential pollutants
water from adjacent areas; restricting
The types of activities that permittees
associated with them, as applicable:
access to the area; insertion of filters in
under Sector W are primarily engaged in loading and unloading operations;
adjacent catch basins; providing
outdoor storage activities; significant
the manufacturing of:
absorbent booms in unbermed fueling
dust or particulate generating processes; areas; using dry cleanup methods: and
6.W.2.1 wood kitchen cabinets;
and onsite waste disposal practices (e.g., permanently sealing drains within
6.W.2.2 household furniture:
blanket wash). Also identify the
6.W.2.3 office furniture;
critical areas that may discharge to a
storm drain.
6.W.2.4 public buildings and related pollutant or pollutant parameter (e.g.,
oil and grease, scrap metal, etc.)
furniture;
6.X.3.4 Employee Training. (See also
associated with each pollutant source.
6.W.2.5 partitions, shelving, lockers,
Part
4.2.7.2.1.6) As part of your
6.X.3.3 Good Housekeeping
and office and store fixtures;
employee training program, address, at
Measures. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.1)
6.W.2.6 miscellaneous furniture and
a minimum, the following activities (as
6.X.3.3.1 Material Storage Areas.
fixtures.
Plainly label and store all containerized applicable): spent solvent management;
spill prevention and control; used oil
materials (e.g., skids, pallets, solvents,
6.W.3 Storm Water Pollution
management; fueling procedures; and
bulk
inks,
and
hazardous
waste,
empty
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements
general good housekeeping practices.
drums, portable/mobile containers of
In addition to the following
plant debris, wood crates, steel racks,
6.Y Sector Y--Rubber, Miscellaneous
requirements, you must also comply
fuel oil, etc.) in a protected area, away
Plastic Product~ and Miscellaneous
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
from drains. Describe and implement
Manufacturing Industries
6.W.3.1 Drainage Area Site Map.
measures that prevent or minimize
6.Y.1 Covered Storm Water
(See also Part 4.2.2.3) Identify where
contamination of the storm water runoff
Discharges
any of the following may be exposed to
from such storage areas, including a
precipitation/surface runoff: material
description of the containment area or
The requirements in Part 6.Y apply to
storage (including tanks or other vessels enclosure for those materials stored
storm water discharges associated with
used for liquid or waste storage) areas;
outdoors. Also consider an inventory
industrial activity from Rubber,
outdoor material pr.ocessing areas; areas control plan to prevent excessive
Miscellaneous Plastic Products and
where wastes are treated, stored or
purchasing of potentially hazardous
Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries
disposed; access roads; and rail spurs,
substances,
facilities as identified by the Activity
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1-1 of Part 1.2.1.

sealable containers: ensuring an
airspace between the container and the
cover to minimize "puffing" losses
6.Y.2 Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements when the container is opened; and using
automatic dispensing and weighing
In addition to the following
equipment.
requirements, you must also comply
6.Y.2.2.1 Inadequate Housekeeping.
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
Review the handling and storage of zinc
6.Y.2.1 Potential Pollutant Sources. bags at your facility. BMP options:
(See also Part 4.2.4) Review the use of
employee training on the handling/
zinc at your facility and the possible
storage of zinc bags; indoor storage of
pathways through which zinc may be
zinc bags; cleanup zinc spills without
discharged in storm water runoff."
washing the zinc into the storm drain,
6.Y.2.2 Controls for Rubber
and the use of 2,500-pound sacks of zinc
Manufacturers. (See also Part 4.2.7)
rather than 50- to 100-pound sacks;
Describe and implement specific
6.Y.2.2.2 Dumpsters. Reduce
controls to minimize the discharge of
discharges of zinc from dumpsters. BMP
zinc in vour storm water discharges,
options: covering the dumpster; moving
Parts 6.Y.2.2.1 to 6.Y.2.2.5 give possible the dumpster indoors; or provide a
sources of zinc to be reviewed and list
lining for the dumpster,
some specific BMPs to be considered for
6.Y.2.2.3 Malfunctioning Dust
implementation (or their equivalents).
Collectors or Baghouses: Review dust
Some general BMP options to consider:
collectors/baghouses as possible sources
using chemicals which are purchased in in zinc in storm water runoff. Replace
pre-weighed, sealed polyethylene bags;
or repair, as appropriate, improperly
storing materials which are in use in
operating dust collectors/baghouses.
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6.Y.2.2.4 Grinding Operations.
Review dust generation from rubber
grinding operations and, as appropriate,
install a dust collection system.
6.Y.2.2.5 Zinc Stearate Coating
Operations. Detail appropriate measures
to prevent or clean up drips/spills of
zinc stearate slurry that may be released
to the storm drain. BMP option: using
alternate compounds to zinc stearate.
6.Y.2.3 Controls for Plastic Products
Manufacturers. Describe and implement
specific controls to minimize the
discharge of plastic resin pellets in your
storm water discharges. BMPs to be
considered for implementation (or their
equivalents): minimizing spills;
cleaning up of spills promptly and
thoroughly; sweeping thoroughly; pellet
capturing; employee education and
disposal precautions.
6.Y.3 Monitoring and Reporting
Requirements. (See also Part 5)

TABLE Y-1.--SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK MONITORING
Subsector

Parameter

I Benchmankoff concentrationm°nit°ring cut-

Numeric limitations

Part of Permit AffectedlSupplemental Requirements
Tires and Inner Tubes; Rubber Footwear; Gaskets, Total Recoverable Zinc ..... I 0.117 mg/L
Packing and Sealing Devices; Rubber Hose and Belting; and Fabricated Rubber Products, Not Elsewhere
Classified (SIC 3011-3069, rubber.
1 Monitor once/quarter for the year 2 and year 4 Monitoring Years.

I

6.Z Sector Z--Leather Tanning and
Finishing

dry finishing operations; and haul
roads, access roads and rail spurs.
6.Z.3.2 Potential Pollutant Sources.
6.Z.1 Covered Storm Water
(See also Part 4.2.4) At a minimum,
Discharges
describe the following additional
The requirements in Part 6.Z apply to
sources and activities that have
storm water discharges associated with
potential pollutants associated with
industrial activity from Leather Tanning them (as appropriate): temporary or
and Finishing facilities as identified by permanent storage of fresh and brine
the Activity Code specified under Sector cured hides; extraneous hide substances
Z in Table 1-1 of Part 1.2.1.
and hair; leather dust, scraps, trimmings
and shavings; chemical drums, bags,
6.Z.2 Industrial Activities Covered by
containers and above ground tanks;
Sector Z
empty chemical containers and bags;
The types of activities that permittees
spent solvents; floor sweepings/
under Sector Z are primarily engaged
washings; refuse, waste piles and
are leather tanning, curry and finishing; sludge; and significant dust/particulate
generating processes (e.g., buffing).
6.Z.3 Storm Water Pollution
6.Z.3.3 Good Housekeeping
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements
Measures. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.1)
In addition to the following
6.Z.3.3.1 Storage Areas for Baw,
requirements, you must also comply
Semiprocessed or Finished Tannery
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
Byproducts. Pallets/bales of raw,
6.Z.3.1 Drainage Area Site Map. (See semiprocessed or finished tannery
also Part 4.2.2.3) Identify where any of
byproducts (e.g., splits, trimmings,
the following may be exposed to
shavings, etc.) should be.stored indoors
precipitation/surface runoff: processing or protected by polyethylene wrapping,
and storage areas of the beamhouse,
tarpaulins, roofed storage, etc. Consider
tanyard, and re-tan wet finishing and
placing materials on an impermeable

surface, and enclosing or putting berms
(or equivalent measures) around the
area to prevent storm water runon/
runoff.
6.Z.3.3.2 Material Storage Areas.
Label storage containers of all materials
(e.g., specific chemicals, hazardous
materials, spent solvents, waste
materials). Describe and implement
measures that prevent/minimize contact
with storm water.
6.Z.3.3.3 Buffing and Shaving Areas.
Describe and implement measures that
prevent or minimize contamination of
storm water runoff with leather dust
from buffing/shaving areas. Consider
dust collection enclosures, preventive
inspection/maintenance programs or
other appropriate preventive measures.
6.Z.3.3.4 Receiving, Unloading, and
Storage Areas. Describe and implement
measures that prevent or minimize
contamination of storm water runoff
from receiving, unloading, and storage
areas. If these areas are exposed,
consider (or their equivalent): Covering
all hides and chemical supplies;
diverting drainage to the process sewer;
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or grade berming/curbing ar~a to
prevent runoff of storm water,
6.Z.3.3.5 Outdoor Storage of
Contaminated Equipment. Describe and
implement measures that prevent or
minimize contact of storm water with
contaminated equipment. Consider (or
their equivalent): Covering equipment;
diverting drainage to the process sewer;
and cleaning thoroughly prior to
storage,
6.Z.3.3.6 Waste Management.
Describe and implement measures that
prevent or minimize contamination of
storm water runoff from waste storage
areas. Consider (or their equivalent):
Inspection/maintenance programs for
leaking containers or spills; covering
dumpsters; moving waste management
activities indoors: covering waste piles
with temporary covering material such
as tarpaulins or polyethylene: and
minimizing storm water runoff by
enclosing the area or building berms
around the area.

or perimeter diversion devices;
sediment traps/barriers; processing
areas including outside painting areas;
wood preparation; recycling; and raw
material storage.
6.AA.3.2 Spills and Leaks. (See also
Part 4.2.5) When listing significant
spills/leaks, pay attention to the
following materials at a minimum:
Chromium, toluene, pickle liquor,
sulfuric acid, zinc and other water
priority chemicals and hazardous
chemicals and wastes,
6.AA.3.3 Potential Pollutant
Sources. (See also Part 4.2.4) Describe
the following additional sources and
activities that have potential pollutants
associated with them: Loading and
unloading operations for paints,
chemicals and raw materials; outdoor
storage activities for raw materials,
paints, empty containers, corn cob,
chemicals, and scrap metals; outdoor
manufacturing or processing activities
such as grinding, cutting, degreasing,
buffing, brazing, etc; onsite waste
6.AA Sector AA--Fabricated Metal
disposal practices for spent solvents,
Products
sludge, pickling baths, shavings, ingots
pieces, refuse and waste piles,
6.AA.1 Covered Storm Water
6.AA.3.4 Good Housekeeping
Discharges
Measures. (See also Part 4.2.7.2.1.1)
The requirements in Part 6.AA apply
6.AA.3.4.1 Raw Steel Handling
to storm water discharges associated
Storage. Describe and implement
with industrial activity from Fabricated measures controlling or recovering scrap
Metal Products facilities as identified by metals, fines and iron dust. Include
the Activity Code specified under Sector measures for containing materials
AA in Table 1-1 of Part 1.2.1.
within storage handling areas,
6.AA.3.4.2 Paints and Painting
6.AA.2 Industrial Activities Covered
Equipment. Describe and implement
by Sector AA
measures to prevent or minimize
The types of activities that permittees
of paint and painting
under Sector AA are primarily engaged exposure
equipment to storm water.
in are:
6.AA.3.5 Spill Prevention and
6.AA.2.1 Fabricated metal products; Response Procedures. (See also Part
except for electrical related industries;
4.2.7.2.1.4) Ensure the necessary
6.AA.2.2 Fabricated metal products; equipment to implement a clean up is
except machinery and transportation
available to personnel. The following
equipment:
areas should be addressed:
6.AA.2.3 Jewelry, silverware, and
6.AA.3.5.1 MetaI Fabricating Areas.
plated ware.
Describe and implement measures for
maintaining clean, dry, orderly
6.AA.3 Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements conditions in these areas. Consider the
use of dry clean-up techniques.
In addition to the following
6.AA.3.5.2 Storage Areas for Raw
requirements, you must also comply
Metal. Describe and implement
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
measures to keep these areas free of
6.AA.3.1 Drainage Area Site Map.
condition that could cause spills or
(See also Part 4.2.2.3) Identify where
leakage of materials. Consider the
any of the following may be exposed to
following (or their equivalents):
precipitation/surface runoff: Raw metal
maintaining storage areas such that
storage areas: finished metal storage
there is easy access in the event of a
areas: scrap disposal collection sites;
spill: and labeling stored materials to
equipment storage areas; retention and
aid in identifying spill contents.
detention basins; temporary/permanent
6.AA.3.5.3 Receiving, Unloading,
diversion dikes or berms: right-of-way
and Storage Areas. Describe and

implement measures to prevent spills
and leaks; plan for quick remedial clean
up; and instruct employees on clean-up
techniques and procedures.
6.AA.3.5.4 Storage of Equipment.
Describe and implement measures for
preparing equipment for storage and the
proper storage of equipment. Consider
the following (or their equivalents):
protecting with covers; storing indoors;
and cleaning potential pollutants from
equipment to be stored outdoors.
6.AA.3.5.5 Metal Worla’ng Fluid
Storage Areas. Describe and implement
measures for storage of metal working
fluids.
6.AA.3.5.6 Cleaners and Rinse
Water. Describe and implement
measures: to control/cleanup spills of
solvents and other liquid cleaners;
control sand buildup and disbursement
from sand-blasting operations; and
prevent exposure of recyclable wastes.
Substitute environmentally-benign
cleaners when possible.
6.AA.3.5.7 Lubricating Oil and
Hydraulic Fluid Operations. Consider
using monitoring equipment or other
devices to detect and control leaks/
overflows. Consider installing perimeter
controls such as dikes, curbs, grass filter
strips or other equivalent measures.
6.AA.3.5.8 Chemical Storage Areas.
Describe and implement proper storage
methods that prevent storm water
contamination and accidental spillage.
Include a program to inspect containers
and identify proper disposal methods.
6.AA.3.6 Inspections. (See also Part
4.2.7.2.1.5) Include, at a minimum, the
following areas in all inspections: raw
metal storage areas; finished product
storage areas; material and chemical
storage areas; recycling areas; loading
and unloading areas; equipment storage
areas: paint areas; vehicle fueling and
maintenance areas.
6.AA.3.7 Comprehensive Site
Compliance Evaluation. (See also Part
4.9.2) As part of your evaluation, also
inspect: areas associated with the
storage of raw metals; storage of spent
solvents and chemicals; outdoor paint
areas; and drainage from roof. Potential
pollutants include chromium, zinc,
lubricating oil, solvents, aluminum, oil
and grease, methyl ethyl ketone, steel
and other related materials.
6.AA.4 Monitoring and Reporting
Requirements
(See also Part 5)
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TABLE AA-1.--SECTOR-SPECIFIC NUMERIC LIMITATIONS AND BENCHMARK MONITORING
(Discharges may be subject to requirements for more
than one sector/subsector)

Parameter

Benchmark, monitoring,
cutoff, concentration1

Numedc limitation

Part of Permit AffectedlSupplemental Requirements
Fabricated Metal Products Except Coating (SIC 3411- Total Recoverable Alu- 0.75 mg/L.
3471, 3482-3499, 3911-3915).
minum.
I Total Recoverable Iron ...... 1.0 mg/L.
I Total Recoverable Zinc ..... 0.117 mg/L.
] Nitrate plus Nitdte Nitrogen 0.68 mg/L.
Fabricated Metal Coating and Engraving (SIC 3479) .....
I Total Recoverable Zinc ..... 0.117 mg/L.
~ Nitrate plus Nitdte Nitrogen 0.68 mg/L.
1 Monitor once/quarter for the year 2 and year 4 Monitoring Years
6.AB Sector AB--Transportation
Equipment, Industrial or Commercial
Machinery
6.AB.1 Covered Storm Water
Discharges

wastewater discharged, including any
storm water). As proof of this
notification, attach to your SWPPP a
copy of the permit issued to your
facility by the POTW or a copy of your
notification to the POTW.

assigned to Sector AD by the Director
and may NOT choose sector AD as the
sector describing your activities on your
own.
6.AD.1.1 Eligibility for Permit
Coverage. Because this Sector only
The requirements in Part 6.AB apply
6.AC Sector AC~Electronic, Electrical covers discharges designated by the
to storm water discharges associated
Director as needing a storm water
with industrial activity from
Equipment and Components,
permit (which is an atypical
Transportation Equipment, Industrial or Photographic and Optical Goods
circumstance) or your facility’s
Commercial Machinery facilities as
6.AC.1 Covered Storm Water
industrial activities were inadvertently
identified by the Activity Code specified Discharges
left out of Sectors A-AC, and your
under Sector AB in Table 1-1 of Part
facility may or may not normally be
The
requirements
in
Part
6.AC
apply
1.2.1.
discharging storm water associated with
to storm water discharges associated
industrial activity, you must obtain the
6.AB.2 Industrial Activities Covered
with industrial activity from facilities
Director’s written permission to use this
by Sector AB
that manufacture Electronic, Electrical
permit prior to submitting a Notice of
Equipment
and
Components,
The types of activities that permittees
Intent. If you are authorized to use this
under Sector AB are primarily engaged Photographic and Optical Goods as
identified by the SIC Codes specified in permit, you will be required to ensure
in are:
your discharges meet the basic
6.AB.2.1 Industrial and Commercial Table 1-1 of Part 1.2.1.
6.AC.2 Industrial Activities Covered eligibility provisions of this permit at
Machinery (except Computer and Office
Part 1.2.
by Sector AC
Equipment) (see Sector AC); and
The types of manufacturing activities
6.AD.2 Storm Water Pollution
6.AB.2.2 Transportation Equipment
that permittees under Sector AC are
(except Ship and Boat Building and
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Requirements
primarily engaged in are:
Repairing) (see Sector R).
The Director will establish any
6.AC.2.1 Measuring, analyzing, and additional Storm Water Pollution
6.AB.3 Storm Water Pollution Plan
controlling instruments;
Prevention Plan requirements for your
(SWPPP) Requirements
6.AC.2.2 Photographic, medical and facility at the time of accepting your
optical goods;
In addition to the following
Notice of Intent to be covered by this
requirements, you must also comply
6.AC.2.3 Watches and clocks; and
permit. Additional requirements would
with the requirements listed in Part 4.
6.AC.2.4 Computer and office
be based on the nature of activities at
6.AB.3.1 Drainage Area Site Map.
equipment,
your facility and your storm water
(See also Part 4.2.2.3) Identify where
discharges.
6.AC.3
Additional Requirements
any of the following may be exposed to
No
additional
sector-specific
6.AD.3 Monitoring and Reporting
precipitation/surface runoff: vents and
requirements apply to this sector.
Requirements
stacks from metal processing and
similar operations.
The Director will establish any
6.AD Storm Water Discharges
6.AB.3.2 Non-Storm Water
Designated by the Director as Requiring additional monitoring and reporting
Discharges. (See also Part 4.4) If your
requirements for your facility at the time
Permits
facility has a separate NPDES permit (or
of accepting your Notice of Intent to be
6.AD.1
Covered
Storm
Water
has applied for a permit) authorizing
covered by this permit. Additional
Discharges
discharges of wastewater, attach a copy
requirements would be based on the
of the permit (or the application) to your
nature of activities at your facility and
Sector AD is used to provide permit
SWPPP. Any new wastewater permits
coverage for facilities designated by the your storm water discharges.
issued/reissued to you must then
Director as needing a storm water
7. Reporting
replace the old one in your SWPPP. If
permit, or any discharges of industrial
you discharge wastewater, other than
7.1 Reporting Results of Monitoring
activity that do not meet the description
solely domestic wastewater, to a
of an industrial activity covered by
Depending on the types of monitoring
Publicly Owned Treatment Works
Sectors A-AC. Therefore, almost any
required for your facility, you may have
(POTW), you must notify the POTW of
type of storm water discharge could be
to submit the results of your monitoring
the discharge (identify the types of
covered under this sector. You must be
or you may only have to keep the results
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with your Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan. You must follow the
reporting requirements and deadlines in
Table 7-1 that apply to the types of
monitoring that apply to your facility.
If required by the conditions of the
permit that apply to your facility, you
must submit analytical monitoring
results obtained from each outfall
associated with industrial activity lot a
certification as per 5.3.11 on a Discharge

Monitoring Report (DMR) form (one
form must be submitted for each storm
event sampled). An example of a form
is found in the Guidance Manual for the
Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
of the NPDES Storm Water Multi-Sector
General Permit. A copy of the DMR is
also available on the Internet at http://
www.epa.gov/ow.m/sw/permits.andforms/index.htm. The signed DMR must

be sent to: MSGP DIVIR (4203), US EPA,
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW.,
Washington, DC 20460.
Note: If EPA notifies dischargers (either
directly, by public notice or by making
information available on the Intemet) of
other DMR form options that become
available at a later date (e.g., electronic
submission of forms), you may take
advantage of those options to satisfy the DMR
use and submission requirements of Part 7.

TABLE 7-1.--DMR/ALTERNATIVE CERTIFICATION SUBMISSION DEADLINES
Type of monitoring

Reporting deadline (postmark)
Monitoring for Numeric Limitation ....................... Submit results by the 28th day of the month following the monitoring pedod.
Benchmark Monitoring:
Monitoring Year 2001-2002 ........................ Save and submit all results for year in one package by January 28, 2003.
Monitoring Year 2003-2004 ........................ Save and submit all results for year in one package by January 28, 2005,
Biannual Monitoring for Metal Mining Facilities Save and submit all results for year in one package by January 28 of the year following the
(see Part 6.G).
monitoring year.
Visual Monitoring ................................................Retain results with SWPPP~o not submit unless requested to do $o by Permitting Authority.
State/Tribal/Territory--Specific Monitoring ......... See Part 13 (conditions for specific States, Indian country, and Territories),
7.2 Additional Reporting for
Dischargers to a Large or Medium
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
System
If you discharge storm water
discharge associated with industrial
activity through a large or medium
municipal separate storm sewer system
(systems serving a population of
100,000 or more), you must also submit
signed copies of your discharge
monitoring reports to the operator of the
municipal separate storm sewer system
in accordance with the dates provided
in Table 7-1.

facility (or other local location
8.3.3 Region 3: DE, DC, MD, PA, VA,
accessible to the Director. a State, Tribal WV
or Territorial agency with jurisdiction
EPA Region 3, Water Protection
over water quality protection; local
Division (3WP13), Storm Water
government officials: or the operator of
Coordinator, 1650 Arch Street,
a municipal separate storm sewer
Philadelphia, PA 19103.
receiving discharges from the sitel from
8.3.4 Region 4: AL, FL, GA, KY, MS,
the date of permit coverage to the date
NC, SC, TN
of permit coverage ceases. You must
make a copy of your Storm Water
Environmental Protection Agency,
Pollution Prevention Plan available to
Region 4, Clean Water Act Enforcement
Section, Water Programs Enforcement
the public if requested to do so in
Branch, Water Management Division,
writing.
Atlanta Federal Center, 61 Forsyth
8.3 Addresses
Street, SW., Atlanta, GA 30303.

7.3 Miscellaneous Reports
You must submit any other reports
required by this permit to the Director
of the NPDES program at the address of
the appropriate Regional Office listed in
Part 8.3.

Except for the submittal of NOIs and
NOTs (see Parts 2.1 and 11.2,
respectively), all written
correspondence concerning discharges
in any State, Indian country land,
Territory, or from any Federal facility
covered under this permit and directed
to the EPA, including the submittal of
individual permit applications, must be
sent to the address of the appropriate
EPA Regional Office listed below:

8. Retention of Records
8.1 Documents
In addition to the requirements of Part
9.16.2, you must retain copies of Storm
Water Pollution Prevention Plans and
all reports and certifications required by
this permit, and records of all data used
to complete the Notice of Intent to be
covered by this permit, for a period of
at least three years from the date that the
facility’s coverage under this permit
expires or is terminated. This period
may be extended by request of the
Director at any time.
8.2 Accessibility
You must retain a copy of the Storm
Water Pollution Prevention Plan
required by this permit (including a
copy of the permit language) at the

8.3.1 Region 1: CT, MA, ME, NH, RI,
VT

8.3.5 Region 5: IL, IN, MI, MN, OH,
WI
(Coverage Not Available Under This
Permit.)
8.3.8 Region 8: AR, LA, OK, TX, NM
(Except see Region 9 for Navajo lands,
and see Region 8 for Ute Mountain
Reservation lands)
United States EPA, Region 6, Storm
Water Staff, Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance Division (GENWC), EPA SW MSGP, P.O. Box 50625,
Dallas, TX 75205.

EPA Region 1, Office of Ecosystem
Protection, One Congress Street---CMU,
Boston, MA 02114.

8.3.7 Region 7:
(Coverage Not Available Under This
Permit.)

8.3.2 Region 2: NJ, NY, PR, VI

8.3.8 Region 8: CO, MT, ND, SD, WY,
lit
(Except see Region 9 for Goshute
Reservation and Navajo Reservation
lands), the Ute Mountain Reservation in
NM, and the Pine Ridge Reservation in
NE
United States EPA, Region 8,
Ecosystems Protection Program (SEPR-

United States EPA, Region 2,
Caribbean Environmental Protection
Division, Environmental Management
Branch, Centro Europa Building, 1492
Ponce de Leon Ave., Suite 417, San
Juan, PR 00907-4127.
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EP), Storm Water Staff, 999 ~lSth Street,
Suite 300, Denver, CO 80202-2466.
8.3.9 Region 9: AZ, CA, HI, NV,
Guam, American Samoa, the
Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands, the Goshute
Reservation in UT and NV, the Navajo
Reservation in UT, NM, and AZ, the
Duck Valley Reservation in ID, Fort
McDermitt Reservation in OR
United States EPA, Region 9, Water
Management Division, WTR-5, Storm
Water Staff, 75 Hawthorne Street, San
Francisco, CA 94105.
8.3.10 Region 10: ID, WA, OR

of violation, or by imprisonment for not
9.2 Continuation of the Expired
more than 1 year, or both.
General Permit
9.1.2.1.2 Knowing Violations. The
If this permit is not reissued or
CWA provides that any person who
replaced prior to the expiration date, it
knowingly violates permit conditions
will be administratively continued in
implementing sections 301,302,306,
accordance with the Administrative
307, 308,318, or 405 of the Act is
Procedures Act and remain in force and
subject to a fine of not less than $5,000
effect. Any permittee who was granted
nor more than $50,000 per day of
permit coverage prior to the expiration
violation, or by imprisonment for not
date will automatically remain covered
more than 3 years, or both.
by the continued permit until the earlier
9.1.2.1.3 Knowing Endangerment.
of:
The CWA provides that any person who
9.2.1 Reissuance or replacement of
knowingly violates permit conditions
this permit, at which time you must
implementing sections 301,302,306,
comply with the Notice of Intent
307, 308,318, or 405 of the Act and who conditions of the new permit to
knows at that time that he is placing
maintain authorization to discharge; or
(Except see Region 9 for Fort
another person in imminent danger of
9.2.2 Your submittal of a Notice of
McDermitt Reservation.)
death or serious bodily injury is subject
Termination; or
United States EPA, Region 10, Office
to a fine of not more than $250,000, or
9.2.3 Issuance of an individual
of Water OW-130, 1200 6th Avenue,
permit for your discharges; or
by imprisonment for not more than 15
Seattle, WA 98101.
9.2.4 A formal permit decision by
years, or both.
8.4 State, Tribal, and Other Agencies
9.1.2.1.4 False Statement. The CWA the Director not to reissue this general
permit, at which time you must seek
provides that any person who
See Part 13 for addresses of States or
coverage under an alternative general
knowingly makes any false material
Tribes that require submission of
permit or an individual permit.
information to their agencies,
statement, representation, or
certification in any application, record,
9.3 Need To Halt or Reduce Activity
9. Standard Permit Conditions
report, plan, or other document filed or
Not a Defense
9.1 Duty To Comply
required to be maintained under the Act
It shall not be a defense for a
or who knowingly falsifies, tampers
9.1.1 You must comply with all
permittee in an enforcement action that
with, or renders inaccurate, any
conditions of this permit. Any permit
it would have been necessary to halt or
monitoring device or method required
noncompliance constitutes a violation
reduce the permitted activity in order to
to
be
maintained
under
the
Act,
shall
of CWA and is grounds for enforcement
maintain compliance with the
upon conviction, be punished by a fine conditions of this permit.
action: for permit termination,
of
not
more
than
$10,000
or
by
revocation and reissuance, or
imprisonment for not more than two
9.4 Duty To Mitigate
modification; or for denial of a permit
years,
or by both. If a conviction is for
renewal application,
You must take all reasonable steps to
a violation committed after a first
minimize or prevent any discharge in
9.1.2 Penalties for Violations of
conviction of such person under this
Permit Conditions: The Director will
violation of this permit which has a
paragraph, punishment shall be by a
reasonable likelihood of adversely
adjust the civil and administrative
fine of not more than $20,000 per day
penalties listed below in accordance
affecting human health or the
of violation, or by imprisonment of not
with the Civil Monetary Penalty
environment.
more than 4 years, or by both. (See
Inflation Adjustment Rule (Federal
9.5 Duty To Provide Information
section 309(c)(4) of the Clean Water
Register: December 31. 1996, Volume
Act.)
You must furnish to the Director or an
61, Number 252, pages 69359-69366, as
9.1.2.2 Civil Penalties. The CWA authorized representative of the Director
corrected, March 20, 1997, Volume 62,
provides that any person who violates a
any information which is requested to
Number 54, pages 13514-13517) as
permit condition implementing sections determine compliance with this permit
mandated by the Debt Collection
or other information.
301,302,306,307, 308, 318, or 405 of
Improvement Act of 1996 for inflation
the Act is subject to a civil penalty not
on a periodic basis. This rule allows
9.6 Other Information
to exceed $27,500 per day for each
EPA’s penalties to keep pace with
If you become aware that you have
violation.
inflation. The Agency is required to
failed to submit any relevant facts or
9.1.2.3 Administrative Penalties.
review its penalties at least once every
submitted incorrect information in the
The CWA provides that any person who
four years thereafter and to adjust them
Notice of Intent or in any other report
as necessary for inflation according to a violates a permit condition
to the Director, you must promptly
specified formula. The civil and
implementing sections 301,302,306,
submit such facts or information.
307, 308,318, or 405 of the Act is
administrative penalties listed below
subject to an administrative penalty, as
were adjusted for inflation starting in
9.7 Signatory Requirement~
follows:
1996.
All Notices of Intent, Notices of
9.1.2.1 Criminal Penalties.
9.1.2.3.1 Class IPenalty. Not to
Termination, Storm Water Pollution
9.1.2.1.1 Negligent Violations.
exceed $11,000 per violation nor shall
Prevention Plans, reports, certifications
The CWA provides that any person
the maximum amount exceed $27,500.
or information either submitted to the
who negligently violates permit
9.1.2.3.2 Class II Penalty. Not to
Director or the operator era large or
conditions implementing sections 301,
exceed $11,000 per day for each day
medium municipal separate storm
302,306,307,308, 3.18, or 405 of the
during which the violation continues
sewer system, or that this permit
Act is subject to a fine of not less than
nor shall the maximum amount exceed requires be maintained by you, must be
$2,500 nor more than $25,000 per day
$137,500.
signed as follows:
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9.7.1 All notices of intent and
notices of termination must be signed as
follows:
9.7.1.1 For a corporation: By a
responsible corporate officer. For the
purpose of this section, a responsible
corporate officer means: a president,
secretary, treasurer, or vice-president of
the corporation in charge of a principal
business function, or any other person
who performs similar policy or
decision-making functions for the
corporation; or the manager of one or
more manufacturing, production, or
operating facilities, provided, the
manager is authorized to make
management decisions which govern
the operation of the regulated facility
including having the explicit or implicit
duty of making major capital investment
recommendations, and initiating and
directing other comprehensive measures
to assure long term environmental
compliance with environmental laws
and regulations; the manager can ensure
that the necessary systems are
established or actions taken to gather
complete and accurate information for
permit application requirements; and
where authority to sign documents has
been assigned or delegated to the
manager in accordance with corporate
procedures;
9.7.1.2 For a partnership or sole
proprietorship: By a general partner or
the proprietor, respectively; or
9.7.1.3 For a municipality, State,
Federal, or other public agency: By
either a principal executive officer or
ranking elected official. For purposes of
this section, a principal executive
officer of a Federal agency includes: (1)
The chief executive officer of the
agency, or (2) a senior executive officer
having responsibility for the overall
operations of a principal geographic
unit of the agency (e.g., Regional
Administrators of EPA).
9.7.2 All reports required by this
permit and other information must be
signed as follows:
9.7.2.1 All reports required by this
permit and other information requested
by the Director or authorized
representative of the Director must be
signed by a person described in Part
9.7.1 or by a duly authorized
representative of that person,
9.7.2.2 A person is a duly authorized
representative only if the authorization
is made in writing by a person described
Part 9.7.1 and submitted to the Director.
9.7.2.3 The authorization must
specify either an individual or a
position having responsibility for the
overall operation of the regulated
facility or activity, such as the position
of manager, operator, superintendent, or
position of equivalent responsibility or

an individual or position having overall
responsibility for environmental matters
for the company. IA duly authorized
representative may thus be either a
named individual or any individual
occupying a named position).
9.7.3 Changes to Authorization. If
the information on the NOI filed for
permit coverage is no longer accurate
because a different operator has
responsibility for the overall operation
of the facility, a new Notice of Intent
satisfying the requirements of Part 2
must be submitted to the Director prior
to or together with any reports,
information, or applications to be signed
by an authorized representative. The
change in authorization must be
submitted within the time frame
specified in Part 2.1, and sent to the
address specified in Part 2.4.
9.7.4 Certification. Any person
signing documents under Part 9.7 must
make the following certification:
I certify under penalty of law that this
document and all attachments were prepared
under my direction or supervision in
accordance with a system designed to assure
that qualified personnel properly gathered
and evaluated the information submitted.
Based on my inquiry of the person or persons
who manage the system, or those persons
directly responsible for gathering the
information, the information submitted is, to
the best of my knowledge and belief, true,
accurate, and complete. I am aware that there
are significant penalties for submitting false
information, including the possibility of fine
and imprisonment for knowing violations,

nor any exclusive privileges, nor does it
authorize any injury to private property
nor any invasion of personal rights, nor
any infringement of Federal, State or
local laws or regulations.
9.11 Severability
The provisions of this permit are
severable, and if any provision of this
permit, or the application of any
provision of this permit to any
circumstance, is held invalid, the
application of such provision to other
circumstances, and the remainder of
this permit shall not be affected thereby.

9.12 Requiring Coverage Under an
Individual Permit or an Alternative
General Permit
9.12.1 Eligibility for this permit does
not confer a vested right to coverage
under the permit.
The Director may require any person
authorized by this permit to apply for
and/or obtain either an individual
NPDES permit or an alternative NPDES
general permit. Any interested person
may petition the Director to take action
under this paragraph. Where the
Director requires a permittee authorized
to discharge under this permit to apply
for an individual NPDES permit, the
Director will notify you in writing that
a permit application is required. This
notification will include a brief
statement of the reasons for this
decision, an application form, a
statement setting a deadline for you to
file the application, and a statement that
9.8 Penalties for Falsification of
on the effective date of issuance or
Reports
denial of the individual NPDES permit
or the alternative general permit as it
Section 309(c)(41 of the Clean Water
applies to the individual permittee,
Act provides that any person who
coverage under this general permit will
knowingly makes any false material
automatically terminate. Applications
statement, representation, or
must be submitted to the appropriate
certification in any record or other
Regional Office indicated in Part 8.3 of
document submitted or required to be
maintained under this permit, including this permit. The Director may grant
reports of compliance or noncompliance additional time to submit the
application upon request of the
shall, upon conviction, be punished by
applicant. If a permittee fails to submit
a fine of not more than $10,000, or by
in a timely manner an individual
imprisonment for not more than two
NPDES permit application as required
years, or by both.
by the Director under this paragraph,
9.9 Oil and Hazardous Substance
then the applicability of this permit to
Liability
the individual NPDES permittee is
Nothing in this permit shall be
automatically terminated at the end of
construed to preclude the institution of
the day specified by the Director for
any legal action or relieve you from any application submittal.
responsibilities, liabilities, or penalties
9.12.2 Any permittee authorized by
to which you are or may be subject
this permit may request to be excluded
under section 311 of the CWA or section from the coverage of this permit by
106 of the Comprehensive
applying for an individual permit. In
Environmental Response, Compensation such cases, you must submit an
individual application in accordance
and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA).
with the requirements of 40 CFR
9.10 Property Rights
122.26(c)(1)(ii), with reasons supporting
The issuance of this permit does not
the request, to the Director at the
convey any property rights of any sort,
address for the appropriate Regional
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permit. The request may be granted by
~ssuance of any individual permit or an
alternative general permit if the reasons
cited by you are adequate to support the
request.
9.12.3 When an individual NPDES
permit is issued to a permittee
otherwise subject to this permit, or the
permittee is authorized to discharge
under an alternative NPDES general
permit, the applicability of this permit
to the individual NPDES permittee is
automatically terminated on the
effective date of the individual permit or
the date of authorization of coverage
under the alternative general permit,
whichever the case may be. When an
individual NPDES permit is denied to
an owner or operator otherwise subject
to this permit, or the owner or operator
is denied for coverage under an
alternative NPDES general permit, the
applicability of this permit to the
individual NPDES permittee is
automatically terminated on the date of
such denial, unless otherwise specified
by the Director.
9.12.4 The Director’s notification
that coverage under an alternative
permit is required does not imply that
any discharge that did not or does not
meet the eligibility requirements of Part
1.2 is or has been covered by this
permit,
9.13 Statefrribal Environmental Laws
9.13.1 Nothing in this permit will be
construed to preclude the institution of
any legal action or relieve you from any
responsibilities, liabilities, or penalties
established pursuant to any applicable
State/Tribal law or regulation under
authority preserved by section 510 of
the Act.
9.13.2 No condition of this permit
releases you from any responsibility or
requirements under other
environmental statutes or regulations,
9.14 Proper Operation and
Maintenance
You must at all times properly operate
and maintain all facilities and systems
of treatment and control (and related
appurtenances) which are installed or
used by you to achieve compliance with
the conditions of this permit and with
the requirements of Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plans. Proper
operation and maintenance also
includes adequate laboratory controls
and appropriate quality assurance
procedures. Proper operation and
maintenance requires the operation of
backup or auxiliary facilities or similar
systems, installed by a permittee only
when necessary to achieve compliance
with the conditions of this permit,

9.15 Inspection and Entry
You must allow the Director or an
authorized representative of EPA, the
State/Tribe, or, in the case of a facility
which discharges through a municipal
separate storm sewer, an authorized
representative of the municipal owner/
operator or the separate storm sewer
receiving the discharge, upon the
presentation of credentials and other
documents as may be required by law,
to:
9.15.1 Enter upon the your premises
where a regulated facility or activity is
located or conducted or where records
must be kept under the conditions of
this permit;
9.15.2 Have access to and copy at
reasonable times, any records that must
be kept under the conditions of this
permit; and
9.15.3 Inspect at reasonable times
any facilities or equipment (including
monitoring and control equipment).
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9.16.3.7 The results of such
analyses, including the bench sheets,
instrument readouts, computer disks or
tapes, etc., used to determine these
results.
9.16.4 Approved Monitoring
Methods. Monitoring must be conducted
according to test procedures approved
under 40 CFR Part 136, unless other test
procedures have been specified in this
permit.
9.17 Permit Actions
This permit may be modified; revoked
and reissued; or terminated for cause.
Your filing of a request for a permit
modification; revocation and reissuance;
or your submittal of a notification of
planned changes or anticipated noncompliance does not automatically stay
any permit condition.
10. Reopener Clause
10.1 Water Quality Protection

If there is evidence indicating that the
9.16 Monitoring and Records
storm
water discharges authorized by
9.16.1 Representative Samples/
this permit cause, have the reasonable
Measurements. Samples and
potential to cause, or contribute to a
measurements taken for the purpose of
monitoring must be representative of the violation of a water quality standard,
you may be required to obtain an
monitored activity,
individual permit or an alternative
9.16.2 Retention of Records.
general permit in accordance with Part
9.16.2.1 You must retain records of
3.3 of this permit, or the permit may be
all monitoring information, and copies
modified to include different limitations
of all monitoring reports required by
and/or requirements.
this permit for at least three (3) years
from the date of sample, measurement,
10.2 Procedures for Modification or
evaluation or inspection, or report. This
Revocation
period may be extended by request of
Permit modification or revocation will
the Director at any time. Permittees
be
conducted according to 40 CFR
must submit any such records to the
122.62,122.63,122.64 and 124.5.
Director upon request.
9.16.2.2 You must retain the Storm
11. Transfer or Termination of
Water Pollution Prevention Plan
Coverage
developed in accordance with Part 4 of 11.1 Transfer of Permit Coverage
this permit, including the certification
required under Section 2.2.4.3 of this
Automatic transfers of permit
permit, for at least 3 years after the last
coverage under 40 CFR 122.61(b} are not
modification or amendment is made to
allowed for this general permit.
the plan.
11.1.1 Transfer of coverage from one
9.16.3 Records Contents. Records of operator to a different operator (e.g.,
monitoring inf6rmation must include:
facility sold to a new company): the new
9.16.3.1 The date, exact place, and
owner/operator must complete and file
time of sampling or measurements;
an NOI in accordance with Part 1.3 at
9.16.3.2 The initials or name(s) of
least 2 days prior to taking over
the individual(s) who performed the
operational control of the facility. The
sampling or measurements;
old owner/operator must file an NOT
9.16.3.3 The date(s) analyses were
(Notice of Termination) within thirty
performed:
(30) days after the new owner/operator
9.16.3.4 The time(s) analyses were
has assumed responsibility for the
initiated;
facility.
9.16.3.5 The initials or name(s) of
11.1.2 Simple name changes of the
the individual(sl who performed the
permittee le.g., Company "A" changes
analyses:
name to "ABC, Inc." or Company
9.16.3.6 References and written
buys out Company "A’I may be done by
procedures, when available, for the
filing an amended NOI referencing the
analytical techniques or methods used:
facility’s assigned permit number and
and
requesting a simple name change.
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Notice of Termination (NOT)

11.4 Facilities Eligible for "No
Exposure" Exemption for Storm Water
You must submit a completed Notice Permitting
of Termination INOT) that is signed in
By filing a certification of "No
accordance with Part 9.7 when one or
more of the conditions contained in Part Exposure" under 40 CFR 122.26(g), you
are automatically removed from permit
1.4 (Terminating Coverage) have been
coverage and a NOT to terminate permit
met. The NOT form found in
coverage is not required,
Addendum E will be used unless it has
been replaced by a revised version by
12. Definitions
the Director. The Notice of Termination
Best Management Practices (BMPs)
must include the following information:
means schedules of activities,
11.2.1 The NPDES permit number
prohibitions of practices,
for the storm water discharge identified
maintenance procedures, and other
by the Notice of Termination;
management practices to prevent or
reduce the discharge of pollutants
11.2.2 An indication of whether the
to waters of the United States.
storm water discharges associated with
BMPs also include treatment
industrial activity have been eliminated
(i.e., regulated discharges of storm water
requirements, operating procedures,
and practices to control plant site
are being terminated); you are no longer
runoff, spillage or leaks, sludge or
an operator of the facility; or you have
waste disposal, or drainage from
obtained coverage under an alternative
raw material storage,
permit;
Commencement of Construction the
11.2.3 The name, address and
initial disturbance of soils
telephone number of the permittee
associated with clearing, grading, or
submitting the Notice of Termination;
excavating activities or other
11.2.4 The name and the street
construction activities,
address (or a description of location if
Control Measure as used in this permit,
no street address is available) of the
refers to any Best Management
facility for which the notification is
Practice or other method (including
effluent limitations) used to prevent
submitted;
or reduce the discharge of
11.2.5 The latitude and longitude of
pollutants to waters of the United
the facility; and
States.
11.2.6 The following certification,
CWA means the Clean Water Act or the
signed in accordance with Part 9.7
Federal Water Pollution Control
(signatory requirements) of this permit.
Act, 33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.
For facilities with more than one
Director means the Regional
permittee and/or operator, you need
Administrator of the Environmental
only make this certification for those
Protection Agency or an authorized
portions of the facility where the you
representative,
were authorized under this permit and
Discharge when used without
not for areas where the you were not an
qualification means the "discharge
operator:
of a pollutant."
I certify under penalty of law that all storm Discharge of Storm Water Associated
with Construction Activity as used
water discharges associated with industrial
in this permit, refers to a discharge
activity from the identified facility that
authorized by a general permit have been
of pollutants in storm water runoff
eliminated or that I am no longer the operator
from areas where soil disturbing
of the facility or construction site. I
activities (e.g.. clearing, grading, or
understand that by submitting this notice of
excavation), construction materials
termination, I am no longer authorized to
or equipment storage or
discharge storm water associated with
maintenance (e.g.. fill piles, borrow
industrial activity under this general permit,
areas, concrete truck washout,
and that discharging pollutants in storm
fueling), or other industrial storm
water associated with industrial activity to
water directly related to the
waters of the United States is unlawful under
the Clean Water Act where the discharge is
construction process (e.g., concrete
not authorized by a NPDES permit. I also
or asphalt batch plants) are located,
understand that the submittal of this Notice
(See 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)(x) and 40
of Termination does not release an operator
CFR 122.26(0)(15) for the two
from liability for any violations of this permit
regulatory definitions on regulated
or the Clean Water Act.
storm water associated with
11.3 Addresses
construction sites),
Discharge of Storm Water Associated
All Notices of Termination must be
with Industrial Activity is defined at
submitted using the form provided by
40 CFR 122.26(b)(14).
the Director (or a photocopy thereof) to
Facility Or Activity means any NPDES
the address specified on the NOT form.
"point source" or any other facility

or activity (including land or
appurtenances theretol that is
subject to regulation under the
NPDES program.
Flow-Weighted Composite Sample
means a composite sample
consisting of a mixture of aliquots
collected at a constant time interval,
where the volume of each aliquot is
proportional to the flow rate of the
discharge.
Indian country, as defined in 18 USC
1151, means: (a) All land within the
limits of any Indian reservation
under the jurisdiction of the United
States Government,
notwithstanding the issuance of any
patent, and including rights-of-way
running through the reservation; (b)
all dependent Indian communities
within the borders of the United
States whether within the original
or subsequently acquired territory
thereof, and whether within or
without the limits of a state; and (c)
all Indian allotments, the Indian
titles to which have not been
extinguished, including rights-ofway running through the same. This
definition includes all land held in
trust for an Indian tribe.
Industrial Activity as used in this permit
refers to the eleven categories of
industrial activities included in the
definition of "discharges of storm
water associated with industrial
activity".
Industrial Storm Water as used in this
permit refers to storm water runoff
associated with the definition of
"discharges of storm water
associated with industrial activity".
Large and Medium Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer Systems are defined at
40 CFR 122.26(o)(4) and (7),
respectively and means all
municipal separate storm sewers
that are either:
1. Located in an incorporated place
(city) with a population of 100,000
or more as determined by the 1990
Census by the Bureau of Census
(these cities are listed in
Appendices F and G of 40 CFR
122); or
2. Located in the counties with
unincorporated urbanized
populations of 100,000 or more,
except municipal separate storm
sewers that are located in the
incorporated places, townships or
towns within such counties (these
counties are listed in Appendices H
and I of 40 CFR 122): or
3. Owned or operated by a
municipality other than those
described in paragraph (i) or (ii) and
that are designated by the Director
as part of the large or medium
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municipal separate storm sewer
system,
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer is

122.26(b)(14) and incorporated here
facility. Likewise, "all your
by reference,
discharges" would refer only to
Waters of the United States means:
discharges at that one facility.
defined at 40 CFR 122.26.
1. All waters which are currently
13.
Permit
Condltion~ Applicable to
No exposure means that all industrial
used, were used in the past, or may
materials or activities are protected
be susceptible to use in interstate or Specific States, Indian Country Lands,
or Territories
by a storm resistant shelter to
foreign commerce, including all
prevent exposure to rain, snow,
The provisions of Part 13 provide
waters which are subject to the ebb
snowmelt and/or runoff,
modifications or additions to the
and flow of the tide;
NOI means Notice of Intent to be
applicable conditions of Parts 1 through
2. All interstate waters, including
covered by this permit (see Part 2 of
12 of this permit to reflect specific
interstate
"wetlands";
this permit.)
additional conditions required as part of
3. All other waters such as interstate
NOT means Notice of Termination (see
lakes, rivers, streams (including
the State or Tribal CWA Section 401
Part 11.2 of this permit),
certification process, or Coastal Zone
intermittent streams), mudflats,
Owner or operator means the owner or
sandflats, wetlands, sloughs, prairie Management Act certification process,

operator of any "facility or activity"
subject to regulation under the
NPDES program,
Point source means any discernible,
confined, and discrete conveyance,
including but not limited to, any
pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel,
conduit, well, discrete fissure,
container, rolling stock,
concentrated animal feeding
operation, landfill leachate
collection system, vessel or other
floating craft from which pollutants
are or may be discharged. This term
does not include return flows from
irrigated agriculture or agricultural
storm water runoff,
Pollutant is defined at 40 CFR 122.2. A
partial listing from this definition
includes: dredged spoil, solid
waste, sewage, garbage, sewage
sludge, chemical wastes, biological
materials, heat, wrecked or
discarded equipment, rock, sand,
cellar dirt, and industrial or
municipal waste.
Runoff coefficient means the fraction of
total rainfall that will appear at the
conveyance as runoff,
Special Aquatic Sites, as defined at 40
CFR 230.3(q-1), means those sites
identified in 40 CFR 230 Subpart E.
They are geographic areas, large or
small, possessing special ecological
characteristics of productivity,
habitat, wildlife protection, or other
important and easily disrupted
ecological values. These areas are
generally recognized as
significantly influencing or
positively contributing to the
general overall environmental
health or vitality of the entire
ecosystem of a region. (See 40 CFR
230.10(a)(3)).
Storm Water means storm water runoff,
snow melt runoff, and surface
runoff and drainage,
Storm Water Associated with Industrial
Activity refers to storm water, that
if allowed to discharge, would
constitute a "discharge of storm
water associated with industrial
activity" as defined at 40 CFR

potholes, wet meadows, playa
lakes, or natural ponds the use,
degradation, or destruction of
which would affect or could affect
interstate or foreign commerce
including any such waters:
a. Which are or could be used by
interstate or foreign travelers for
recreational or other purposes;
b. From which fish or shellfish are or
could be taken and sold in
interstate or foreign commerce; or
c. Which are used or could be used for
industrial purposes by industries in
interstate commerce;
4. All impoundments of waters
otherwise defined as waters of the
United States under this definition;
5. Tributaries of waters identified in
paragraphs (1) through (4) of this
definition;
6. The territorial sea: and
7. Wetlands adjacent to waters (other
than waters that are themselves
wetlands) identified in paragraphs
1. through 6. of this definition,
Waste treatment systems, including
treatment ponds or lagoons designed to
meet the requirements of the CWA
(other than cooling ponds for steam
electric generation stations per 40 CFR
423) which also meet the criteria of this
definition) are not waters of the United
States. Waters of the United States do
not include prior converted cropland,
Notwithstanding the determination of
an area’s status a~ prior converted
cropland by any othe~ federal agency,
for the purposes of the Clean Water Act,
the final authority regarding Clean
Water Act jurisdiction remains with
EPA.
You and Your as used in this permit is
intended to refer to the permittee,
the operator, or the discharger as
the context indicates and that
party’s facility or responsibilities,
The use of "you" and "your" refers
to a particular facility and not to all
facilities operated by a particular
entity. For example, "you must
submit" means the permittee must
submit something for that particular

or as otherwise established by the
permitting authority. The additional
revisions and requirements listed below
are set forth in connection with, and
only apply to, the following States,
Indian country lands and Federal
facilities.

13.1 Region 1
13.1.1 CTR05*##I: Indian country
lands within the State of Connecticut.
13.1.2 MAR05*###: Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, except Indian country
lands.
13.1.2.1 Discharges covered by the
general permit must comply with the
provisions of 314 CMR 3.00; 314 CMR
4.00; 314 CMR 9.00; and 310 CMR 10.00
and any other related policies adopted
under the authority of the
Massachusetts Clean Waters Act, M.G.L.
c.21, ss. 26-53 and Wetlands Protection
Act, M.G.L., s.40. Specifically, new
facilities or the redevelopment of
existing facilities subject to this permit
must comply with applicable storm
water performance standards prescribed
by state regulation or policy. A permit
under 314 CMR 3.04 is not required for
existing facilities which meet state
storm water performance standards. An
application for a permit under 314 CMR
3.00 is required only when required
under 314 CMR 3.04(2)(b) (designation
of a discharge on a case-by-case basis)
or is otherwise identified in 314 CMR
3.00 or Department policy as a discharge
requiring a permit application.
Department regulations and policies
may be obtained through the State
House Bookstore or online at
www.magnet.state.ma.us/dep.
13.1.2.2 The department may
request a copy of the Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) or
conduct an inspection of any facility
covered by this permit to ensure
compliance with state law requirements,
including state water quality standards.
The Department may enforce its
certification conditions.
13.1.2.3 The results of any quarterly
monitoring required by this permit must
be sent to the appropriate Regional
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Office of the Department where the
monitoring identifies violations of
effluent limits or benchmarks for any
parameter for which monitoring is
required under this permit.
13.1.3 MAI~05*##I: Indian country
lands within the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
13.1.4 MEB05*###: State of Maine,
except Indian country lands,
13.1.5 MEI~05*##I: Indian country
lands within the State of Maine.
13.1.6 NHl~OS’###:State of New
Hampshire.
13.1.7 I~IB05*##I: Indian country
lands within the State of Rhode Island.
13.1.6 VTI~OS*##F: Federal Facilities
in the State of Vermont.

under the MSGP, provide an estimate of
pollutant loads in storm water
discharges from the facility to the New
Mexico Environment Department,
Surface Water Quality Bureau (SWQB).
This estimate must include the
documentation upon which the estimate
is based (e.g., sampling data from the
facility, sampling data from
substantially identical outfalls at similar
facilities, modeling, etc.). Existing
facilities must base this estimate on
actual analytical data, if available,
13.6.2.1.2 Eligibility Requirements
for New Discharges.
13.6.2.1.2.1 If a Total Maximum
Daily Load (TMDL) has been developed,
permit coverage is available only if the
13,2, Region 2
operator has received notice from the
SWQB confirming eligibility,
13.2.1 PBB05*###: The
Note: Following receipt of the information
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. No
required under Part 13.6.2.1.1, SWQB
additional requirements
anticipates using the following process in
making eligibility determinations for new
13.3 Region 3
discharges into 303(d) waters where a TMDL
13.3.1 DCI~05*###: The District of
has been developed:
C. olumbia.
¯ SWQB will notify the facility
13.3.2 DEBOS*##F: Federal Facilities
operator and EPA that the estimated
in the State of Delaware.
pollutant load is consistent with the
13.4 Region 4
TMDL and that the proposed storm
water discharges meet the eligibility
13.4.1 ALR05*##I: Indian country
requirements of Part 1.2.3.8 of the
lands within the State of Alabama.
MSGP and may be authorized under this
13.4.2 FLR05*##I: Indian country
NPDES permit; or
lands within the State of Florida.
¯ SWQB will notify the facility
13.4.3 MSI~05*##I: Indian country
operator and EPA that the estimated
lands within the State of Mississippi.
pollutant load is not consistent with the
13.4.4 NCI~05*##I: Indian country
lands within the State of North Carolina. TMDL and that the proposed storm
water discharges do not meet the
13.5 Region 5
eligibility requirements of Part 1.2.3.8 of
Permit coverage not available,
the MSGP and can not be authorized
under this NPDES permit.
13.6 Region 6
13.6.2.1.2.2 Ira Total Maximum
13.6.1 LAI~05*##I: Indian Country
Daily Load (TMDL) has not been
lands within the State of Louisiana. No
developed, permit coverage is not
additional requirements,
available under this permit for
13.6.2 NMt~05*###: The State of
discharges to 303(d) waters and the
New Mexico, except Indian Country
operator must seek coverage under a
lands,
separate permit,
13.6.2.1 Discharges to Water Quality
Note: Following receipt of the information
Impaired/Water Quality Limited Waters: required under Part 13.6.2.1.1, SWQB
Any operator who intends to obtain
anticipates using the following process in
authorization under the MSGP for all
making eligibility determinations for new
new and existing storm water discharges discharges into 303(d) waters where a TMDL
notfacility
yet been
developed:
willthe
to water quality-impaired (303(d))
notifyhas
the
operator
and SWQB
EPA that
waters (see http://
proposed storm water discharges do not meet
www.nmenv.state.nm.us/) from facilities the eligibility requirements of Part 1.2.3.8 of
where there is a reasonable potential to
the MSGP and can not be authorized under
contain pollutants for which the
this NPDES permit,
receiving water is impaired must satisfy
13.6.2.1.3 Eligibility Requirements
the following conditions prior to the
for Existing Discharges:
authorization. Signature of the NOI
13.6.2.1.3.1 If a Total Maximum
(which includes certifying eligibility for Daily Load (TMDL) has been developed,
permit coverage) will be deemed the
permit coverage is available only if the
operator’s certification that this
operator has received notice from the
eligibility requirement has been
SWQB confirming eligibility,
satisfied.
Note: Following receipt of the information
13.6.2.1.1 Prior t~ submitting a
required under Pan 13.6.2.1.1, SWQB
Notice of Intent (NOI) for coverage
anticipates using the following process in

making eligibility determinations for existing
discharges into 303(d) waters where a TMDL
has been developed:
* SWQB will notify the facility operator
and EPA that the estimated pollutant load is
consistent with the TMDL and that the
proposed storm water discharges meet the
eligibility requirements of Part 1.2.3.8 of the
MSGP and may be authorized under this
NPDES permit; or
¯ SWQB will notify the facility operator
and EPA that the estimated pollutant load is
not consistent with the TMDL and that the
proposed storm water discharges do not meet
the eligibility requirements of Part 1.2.3.8 of
the MSGP and can not be authorized under
this NPDES permit.
13.6.2.1.3.2 If a Total Maximum
Daily Load (TMDL) has not been
developed at the time of permit
authorization, but is later developed
during the term of this permit and
identifies existing permitted discharges
as having a reasonable potential to
contain pollutants for which the
receiving water is impaired, these
discharges shall no longer be authorized
by this permit unless, following
notification by the SWQP:
¯ The operator completes revisions to
his/her Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) to include
additional and/or modified Best
Management Practices IBMPs} designed
to comply with any applicable Waste
Load Allocation (WLA) established his/
her discharges within 14 calendar days
following notification by SWQB: and
¯ The operator implements the
additional and/or modified BMPs before
the next anticipated discharge following
revision of the SWPPP: and
¯ A report is submitted to SWQB
which documents actions taken to
comply with this condition, including
estimated pollutant loads, within 30
calendar days following implementation
of the additional and/or modified BMPs.
13.6.2.1.4 Additional Monitoring-perform analytical monitoring for each
outfall at least annually for any
pollutant(s) for which the 303(d) water
is impaired where there is a reasonable
potential for discharges to contain any
or all of these pollutants. Submit
monitoring results to SWQB within 45
calendar days following sample
collection. These monitoring
requirements are not eligible for any
waivers listed elsewhere in the permit.
13.6.2.2 Permit Eligibility Regarding
Protection of Water Quality Standards
and Compliance with State Antidegradation Requirements: Storm water
discharges associated with industrial
activity to 303(d) waters as well as all
other "waters of the State" that SWQB
has determined to be or may reasonably
be expected to be contributing to a
violation of a water quality standard
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and/or that do not comply with the
applicable anti-degradation provisions
of the State’s WQS are not authorized by
this permit,
Note: Upon receipt of this determination,
NMED anticipates that, within a reasonable
period of time, EPA will notify the general
permittee to apply for and obtain an
individual NPDES permit for these
discharges per 40 CFR 122.28(b)(3).
13.6.2.3 Signed Copies of discharge
monitoring reports, individual permit
applications, the data and reports
addressed in Part 13.6.2.1, and all other
reports required herein, shall be
submitted to the appropriate state office
address: New Mexico--Program
Manager, Point Source Regulation
Section, Surface Water Quality Bureau,
New Mexico Environment Department,
P.O. Box 26110, Santa Fe, New Mexico
87502.
13.6.3. NMR05*##I: Indian Country
lands in the State of New Mexico,
except Navajo Reservation lands (see
Region 9) and Ute Mountain Reservation
lands (see Region 8).
13.6.3.1 Pueblo oflsleta The
following conditions apply only to
discharges on the Pueblo of Isleta.
13.6.3.1.1 Copies of "Certification of
Eligibility of Coverage" under Part
1.2.3.6.3 (Endangered Species) and Part
1.2.3.7 (Historical Properties), and their
justifications, must be provided to the
Tribe 10 days prior to filing the Notice
of Intent (NOI).
13.6.3.1.2 A copy of the Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP)
must be provided to the Tribe 5 days
prior to filing the NOI.
13.6.3.1.3 A copy of the NOI must be
provided to the Tribe at the same time
it is sent to the Environmental
Protection Agency.
13.6.3.1.4 A copy of the Notice of
Termination (NOT) must be provided to
the Tribe at the same time it is sent to
the Environmental Protection Agency.
13.6.3.1.5 Any notice of release of
hazardous substances (Part 3.1.2) shall
also be sent to the Tribe at the same time
it is sent to the Environmental
Protection Agency. Notification of a
release of hazardous substances shall
also be made to the Pueblo’s Police
Department (505-869-3030) or
Governor’s Office (505-869-3111) or
Environment Department (505-8695748).
13.6.3.1.6 Copies of all "Routine
Inspection Reports: (Part 4.2.7.2.1.5) and
"Comprehensive Inspection Reports"
(Part 4.9) shall be sent to the Tribe
within 5 days of completion,
13.6.3.1.7 All analytical data (e.g.,
Discharge Monitoring Reports, etc.)
shall be provided to the Tribe at the
same time it is provided to the EPA.

13.6.3.1.8 Exceedance of any EPAestablished "Benchmark Value" for any
pollutant will require quarterly
monitoring for that pollutant until such
time as analytical results from 4
consecutive quarters are below the
"Benchmark."
13.6.3.1.9 Any permittee in Sector F
shall monitor for all Clean Water Act
Section 307(a) priority pollutants used
in any of their processes. Monitoring
shall be on a quarterly basis.
13.6.3.1.10 Any permittee in Sector
M shall monitor for total oil & grease,
glycols, and those solvents regulated
under Safe Drinking Water Act
mandates at 40 CFR 141.61(a) in
addition to those parameters identified
in Table M-1. Monitoring shall be on a
quarterly basis.
13.6.3.1.11 Any permittee in Sector
N shall monitor for PCBs in addition to
those parameters identified in Table N1. Monitoring shall be on a quarterly
basis,
13.6.3.1.12 All written reports shall
be sent to: Director, Environment
Department, Pueblo of Isleta, Isleta, NM
87022.
13.6.3.2 Pueblo of Nambe. The
following conditions apply only to
discharges on the Pueblo of Nambe.
No additional requirements.
13.6.3.3 Pueblo of Picuris. The
following conditions apply only to
discharges on the Pueblo of Picuris.
13.6.3.4 Pueblo of Pojoaque. The
following conditions apply only to
discharges on the Pueblo of Pojoaque.
13.6.3.4.1 Notices of Intent (NOI)
and notices of Termination (NOT) shall
be submitted to the Pueblo of Pojoaque
Environment Department at the same
time they are submitted to EPA.
13.6.3.4.2 Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plans (SWPPP] shall be
submitted to the Pueblo of Pojoaque
Environment Department 30 days before
commencement of the project.
13.6.3.4.3 If requested by the Pueblo
of Pojoaque Environment Department
(PPED), the permittee shall provide
additional information necessary for a
"case by case" eligibility determination
to assure compliance with Pojoaque
Pueblo Water Quality Standards.
Note: Upon receipt of an determination by
the Pueblo of Pojoaque that discharges from
a facility have the reasonable potential to be
causing or contributing to a violation of
Pojoaque Pueblo Water Quality Standards,
EPA would notify the general permittee to
either improve their Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan to achieve compliance with
Pojoaque Pueblo Water Quality Standards or
apply for and obtain an individual NPDES
permit for these discharges per 40 CFR
122.28(b)(3).
13.6.3.4.4 All written reports shall
be sent to: Pueblo of Pojoaque
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Environment Department, 2 W.
Gutierrez, Santa Fe, NM 87501; Phone
(505) 455-2087; FAX (505) 455-2177.
13.6.3.5 Pueblo of San Juan. The
following conditions apply only to
discharges on the Pueblo of San Juan.
13.6.3.5.1 Copies of the Notice of
Intent (NOI) and Notice of Termination
(NOT) shall be provided to the Pueblo
five (5) days prior to the time ;,t is
provided to the Environmental
Protection Agency. A copy of the Storm
Water Pollution Prevention Plan shall
be provided to the Pueblo five (5) days
prior to the time the NOI is submitted
to the Environmental Protection
Agency.
13.6.3.5.2 All analytical data (e.g.,
Discharge Monitoring Reports, etc.)
shall be provided to the Pueblo at the
same time it is provided to the
Environmental Protection Agency.
Monitoring activities must be
coordinated with the Director of the
Environment Department to insure
consistency with the Pueblo of San Juan
Surface Water Quality Monitoring
Program.
13.6.3.5.3 Copies of all written
reports required under the permit shall
be sent to: Director, Environment
Department, San Juan Pueblo, P.O. Box
717, San Juan Pueblo, NM 87566. For
questions or coordination, you may
contact the Director at (505) 852-4212.
13.6.3.6 Pueblo of Sandia. The
following conditions apply only to
discharges on the Pueblo of Sandia.
13.6.3.6.1 Copies of the Notice of
Intent (NOI] and Notice of Termination
(NOT) shall be provided to the Pueblo
at the same time it is provided to the
Environmental Protection Agency. A
copy of the Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan must also be provided
to the Pueblo at the time the NOI is
submitted.
13.6.3.6.2 All analytical data (e.g..
Discharge Monitoring Reports, etc) shall
be provided to the Pueblo at the same
time it is provided to the Environmental
Protection Agency.
13.6.3.6.3 All written reports shall
be sent to: Director, Environment
Department, Pueblo of Sandia, Box
6008, Bernalillo, NM 87004.
13.6.3.7 Pueblo of Tesuque. The
following conditions apply only to
discharges on the Pueblo of Tesuque. No
additional requirements.
13.6.3.8 Santa Clara Pueblo. The
following conditions apply only to
discharges on the Santa Clara Pueblo.
No additional requirements.
13.6.3.9 All Other Indian Country
lands in New Mexico. No additional
requirements.
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13.6.4. OKR05*##I: Indian Country
lands within the State of Oklahoma. No
additional requirements,
13.6.5. OKR05*##F: Facilities in the
State of Oklahoma not under the
jurisdiction of the Oklahoma
Department of Environmental Quality,
except those on Indian Country lands,
13.6.5.1 Ineligible Discharges to the
Oklahoma Scenic Rivers System and
Outstanding Resource Waters--New or
proposed discharges to the Oklahoma
Scenic Rivers System, including the

Illinois River, Flint Creek, Barren Fork
Creek, Mountain Fork, Little Lee Creek,
and Big Lee Creek or to any water
designated an "Outstanding Resource
Water" IORW) in Oklahoma’s Water
Quality Standards are not eligible for
coverage under the MSGP. Existing
discharges of storm water in these
watersheds may be permitted under the
MSGP only from point sources existing
as of June 25, 1992, whether or not such
storm water discharges were permitted
as point sources prior to June 25, 1992.

Total metal

13.6.6. TXR05*###: The State of
Texas, except Indian Country lands.
13.6.6.1 The following limitations,
independently required under the Texas
Water Quality Standards 131 TAC
319.22 and 319.23), apply to discharges
authorized by the permit:
13.6.6.1.1 All Discharges to Inland
Waters: The maximum allowable
concentrations of each of the hazardous
metals, stated in terms of milligrams per
liter Img/li, for discharges to inland
waters are as follows:
Monthly average

Daily cornposite

Arsenic
0.1
Barium .......................................................................................................................................... 1.0
Cadmium ...
.
0.05
Chromium ...............................iiiii ,.iiiiiiii...iiiiii .................iiii ..... iiiii ...........................
0.5
Copper ......................................................................................................................................... 0.5
Lead
0.5
Manganese
1.0
Mercury ........................................................................................................................................ 0.005
Nickel .....................................................................................................................................
1.0
Selenium ............
. .......................
0.05
Silver ............................................................................................................................................ 0.05
Zinc .............................................................................................................................................. 1.0

0.2
2.0
0.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
0.005
2.0
0.1
0.1
2.0

Single grab
0.3
4.0
0.2
5.0
2.0
1.5
3.0
0.01
3.0
0.2
0.2
6.0

13.6.6.1.2A11 Discharges to Tidal Waters: The maximum allowable concentrations of each of the hazardous metals,
stated in terms of milligrams per liter (mg/1), for discharges to tidal waters are as follows:
Monthly average
Arsenic ......................................................................................................................................... 0.1
Barium .......................................................................................................................................... 1.0
Cadmium ......................................................................................
0.1
Chromium ..............................................................................................
i ...........i ........ii.ii
0.5
Copper ......................................................................................................................................... 0.5
Lead ............................................................................................................................................. 0.5
Manganese .................................................................................................................................. 1.0
Mercury ....................................................................................................................................... 0.005
Nickel ........................
1.0
Selenium ...................iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ..................................................................................................
0,10
Silver ............................................................................................................................................ 0.05
Zinc .............................................................................................................................................. 1.0
Total metal

13.6.6.1.3 Definitions:
Inland Waters--all surface waters in
the State other than "tidal waters" as
defined below.
Tidal Waters--those waters of the
Gulf of Mexico within the jurisdiction of
the State of Texas, bays and estuaries
thereto, and those portions of the river
systems which are subject to the ebb
and flow of the tides, and to the
intrusion of marine waters.
13.6.7. TXR05*##I: Indian Country
lands within the State of Texas. No
additional requirements,
13.7. Region 7. Permit Coverage Not
Available.
13.8. Region 8.
13.8.1. COR05*##F: Federal
Facilities in the State of Colorado,
except those located on Indian country
lands.

13.8.2. COR05*##I: Indian country
lands within the State of Colorado,
including the portion of the Ute
Mountain Reservation located in New
Mexico.
13.8.3. MTR05*##I: Reserved
13.8.4. NDR05*##h Indian country
lands within the State of North Dakota,
including that portion of the Standing
Rock Reservation located in South
Dakota except for the Lake Traverse
Reservation which is covered under
South Dakota permit SDR05*##I listed
below.
13.8.5. SDR05*##I: Indian country
lands within the State of South Dakota,
including the portion of the Pine Ridge
Reservation located in Nebraska and the
portion of the Lake Traverse Reservation
located in North Dakota except for the
Standing Rock Reservation which is

Daily composite

Single grab

0.2
2.0
0.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
0.005
2.0
0.2
0,1
2.0

0.3
4.0
0.3
5.0
2.0
1.5
3.0
0.01
3.0
0.3
0.2
6.0

covered under North Dakota permit
NDR05*##I listed above.
13.8.6. UTR05*##I: Indian country
lands in the State of Utah, except
Goshute and Navajo reservation lands
(see Region 9).
13.8.7. WYR05*##I: Indian country
lands in the State of Wyoming.
13.9. Region 9.
13.9.1. ASR05*###: The Island of
American Samoa.
13.9.1.1. Copies of NOIs shall also
be submitted to the American Samoa
Environmental Protection Agency at the
following address concurrently with
NOI submittal to EPA: American Samoa
Environmental Protection Agency,
Executive Office Building, Pago Pago,
American Samoa 96799.
13.9.1.2. Updated storm water
pollution prevention plans must be
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submitted to the American Samoa
Environmental Protection Agency at the
following address for review and
approval as soon as they are completed:
American Samoa Environmental
Protection Agency, Executive Office
Building, Page Page, American Samoa
96799.
13.9.2. AZR05*###: The State of
Arizona, except Indian country lands,
13.9.2.1. Discharges authorized by
this permit shall not cause or contribute
to a violation of any applicable water
quality standard of the State of Arizona
(Arizona Administrative Code, Title 18,
Chapter 11).
13.9.2.2. Notices of Intent (NOIs)
shall also be submitted to the State of
Arizona Department of Environmental
Quality at the following address: Storm
Water Coordinator, Arizona Department
of Environmental Quality, 3033 N.
Central Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona
85012. NOIs submitted to the State of
Arizona shall include the well
registration number if storm water
associated with industrial activity is
discharged to a dry well or an injection
well.
13.9.2.3. Notices of Termination
(NOTs) shall also be submitted to the
State of Arizona Department of
Environmental Quality at the following
address: Storm Water Coordinator,
Arizona Department of Environmental
Quality, 3033 N. Central Avenue,
Phoenix, Arizona 85012.
13.9.2.4. For facilities which submit
a no exposure certification in
accordance with Part 1.5 of the permit,
the operator shall submit a copy of the
no exposure certification to the State of
Arizona Department of Environmental
Quality at the following address: Storm
Water Coordinator, Arizona Department
of Environmental Quality, 3033 N.
Central Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona
85012.
13.9.2.5. SARA Section 313
(Community Right to Know) facilities
shall have the following requirement:
Liquid storage areas for Section 313
water priority chemicals shall be
operated to minimize discharges of such
chemicals. Appropriate measures to
minimize discharges of Section 313
chemicals shall include: provision of
secondary containment for at least the
entire contents of the largest tank plus
sufficient freeboard to allow for the 25year, 24-hour precipitation event; a
strong spill contingency and integrity
testing plan, and/or other equivalent
measures.
13.9.2.6. Delineation of Facility
Areas Within the lO0-Year Floodplain.
All facilities or any portion of a facility
that is located at or within the 100-year
floodplain shall be delineated on the

site map. The base flood elevation, if
known, shall also be reported.
13.9..2.7. Facilities subject to
monitoring and reporting requirements
shall also submit Discharge Monitoring
Report Form(s) (DMR) and other
required monitoring information to the
State of Arizona Department of
Environmental Quality at the following
address: Storm Water DMR Coordinator,
Arizona Department of Environmental
Quality, 3033 N. Central Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85012.
13.9.2.8. The term "Significant
Sources of Non-Storm Water" includes,
but is not limited to discharges which
could cause or contribute to violations
of water quality standards of the State
of Arizona, and discharges which could
include releases of oil or hazardous
substances in excess of reportable
quantities under Section 311 of the
Clean Water Act (see 40 CFR 110.10 and
CFR 117.21) or Section 102 of CERCLA
(see CFR 302.4).
13.9.2.9. The term "Base Flood
Elevation" as defined by Federal
Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) is the height of the base (100year) flood in relation to a specified
datum, usually the National Geodetic
Vertical Datum of 1929 of North
American Vertical Datum of 1988. This
is the elevation of the lOO-year flood
waters relative to "mean sea level."
13.9.2.10. The term "lO0-year flood"
means the flood having a one percent
chance of being equaled or exceeded in
magnitude in any given year.
13.9.2.11. The term "lO0-year
floodplain" means that area adjoining a
river, stream, or watercourse covered by
water in the event of a 100-year flood,
13.9.3. AZR05*##I: Indian country
lands within the State of Arizona,
including Navajo Reservation lands in
New Mexico and Utah.
13.9.3.1. White Mountain Apache
Tribe. The following condition applies
only on the White Mountain Apache
Tribe: All NOIs for proposed storm
water discharge coverage shall be
provided to the following address:
Tribal Environmental Planning Office,
Attn: Brenda Pusher-Begay, P.O. Box
1000, Whiteriver, AZ 85941.
13.9.4. CAR05*##I: Indian country
lands within the State of California No
additional requirements,
13.9.5. GUR05*###: The Island of
Guam.
13.9.5.1. Facilities ineligible for
Multi-Sector General Permit coverage
which are required to submit an
individual NPDES permit application
must send a copy to the following
address at the time of submittal to EPA:
Guam Environmental Protection
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Agency, P.O. Box 22439 GMF,
Barrigada, Guam 96921.
13.9.5.2. Copies of NOIs shall also
be submitted to the following address
concurrently with NOI submittal to
EPA: Guam Environmental Protection
Agency, P.O. Box 22439 GMF,
Barrigada, Guam 96921.
13.9.5.3. Permittees required by the
Director to submit an individual NPDES
permit application or alternative general
NPDES permit application must send a
copy to the following address at the
time of submittal to EPA: Guam
Environmental Protection Agency, P.O.
Box 22439 GMF, Barrigada, Guam
96921.
13.9.6. JAR05*###: Johnston Atoll.
No additional requirements.
13.9.7. MWR05*###: Midway Island
and Wake Island. No additional
requirements.
13.9.8. N1R05*###: Commonwealth
of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI)
13.9.8.1. All conditions and
requirements set forth in the USEPA
final NPDES MSGP must be complied
with.
13.9.8.2. A storm water pollution
prevention plan (SWPPP) for storm
water discharges associated with
industrial activity must be approved by
the Director of the CNMI DEQ prior to
the submission of the NOI to USEPA.
The CNMI address for the submittal of
the SWPPP for approval is:
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana
Islands, Office of the Govel"nor, Director,
Division of Environmental Quality
(DEO3, P.O. Box 501304 C.K., Saipan,
MP 96950-1304.
13.9.8.3. An NOI to be covered by
the storm water MSGP for discharges
associated with industrial activity must
be submitted to CNMI DEQ (use above
address) and USEPA, Region 9, in the
form prescribed by USEPA,
accompanied by a SWPPP approval
letter from CNMI DEQ.
13.9.8.4. The NOI must be
postmarked seven (7) calendar days
prior to any stormwater discharges and
a copy must be submitted to the Director
of CNMI DEQ (use above address) no
later than seven (7} calendar days prior
to any stormwater discharges.
13.9.8.5. All monitoring reports
required by the MSGP must be
submitted to CNMI DEQ (use above
address).
13.9.8.6. In accordance with section
10.3(h} and (i} of CNMI water quality
standards, CNMI DEQ reserves the right
to deny coverage under the MSGP and
to require submittal of an application for
an individual NPDES permit based on a
review of the NOI or other information
made available to the Director.
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13.9.9. NVR05*##I: Indian country
lands within the State of Nevada,
including the Duck Valley Reservation
in Idaho, the Fort McDermitt
Reservation in Oregon and the Goshute
Reservation in Utah. No additional
requirements.
13.10. Region I0.
13.10.1. IThe terms and conditions
of the 1995 Multi-Sector General Permit
are effective for facilities in the State of
Alaska through February 9, 2001.)
13,10.2. AKR05*##I: Indian country
Lands within the State of Alaska.
13.10.3. IDR05*### The State of
Idaho, except Indian country lands,
13.10.4. IDR05*##I: Indian country
lands within the State of Idaho, except
Duck Valley Reservation lands (see
Region 9).
13.10.5. ORR05*##I: Indian country
lands in the State of Oregon except Fort
McDermitt Reservation lands (see
Region 9).
13.10.6. WAR05*##I: Indian country
lands within the State of Washington
13.10.6.1 Permittees on Chehalis
Reservation lands must also meet the
following conditions:
1. The permittee shall be responsible
for achieving compliance with
Confederated Tribes of Chehalis
Reservation’s Water Quality Standards,
and
2. The permittee shall be responsible
for submitting all Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plans to the Chehalis Tribal
Department of Natural Resources at the
following address for review and
approval prior to the beginning of any
discharge activities taking place:
Confederated Tribes of Chehalis
Reservation, Department of Natural
Resources, 420 Howanut Road, Oakville,
WA 98568.
13.10.6.2 Permittees on Puyallup
Reservation lands must also meet the
following conditions:
1. The permittee shall be responsible
for achieving compliance with Puyallup
Tribe’s Water Quality Standards:
2. The permittee shall submit a copy
of the Notice of Intent to be covered by
the general permit to the Puyallup Tribe
Environmental Department at the
address listed below at the same time it
is submitted to U.S. EPA;
3. The permittee shall be responsible
for submitting all Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plans to the Puya!lup Tribe
Envtronmeutal Department at the
following address for review and
approval prior to the beginning of any
discharge activities taking place:
Puyallup Tribe Environmental

Department, 2002 East 28th Street,
Tacoma, WA 98404.
13.10.7. WARO5*##F: Federal
Facilities in the State of Washington,

except those located on Indian country
lands,
13.10.7.1 Discharges authorized by
this permit shall not cause or contribute
to a violation of any applicable water
quality standard of the State of
Washington. These standards are found
at Chapter 173-201A WAC IWater
Quality Standards for Surface Waters),
Chapter 173-204-WAC (Sediment
Management Standards) and the
National Toxics Rule for human health
standards (57 FR 60848-60923).
13.10.7.2 Any operator of a facility
in Sectors A, D, E, F, G, H, J, L, M, N,
or U who intends to obtain
authorization under the MSGP-2000 for
all new and existing storm water
discharges must conduct and report
benchmark monitoring for turbidity
with a cutoff concentration of 50 NTU.
Addendum A--Endangered Species
Guidance
I. As~e~aing Permit Eligibility Regarding
Endangered Species
A. Background
To meet its obligations under the Clean
Water Act and the Endangered Species Act
(ESA) and to promote those Acts’ goals, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is
seeking to ensure the activities regulated by
this Multi-Sector General Permit (MSGP}
pose no jeopardy to endangered and
threatened species and critical habitat. To
ensure that those goals are met, applicants for
MSGP coverage are required under Part
1.2.3.6 to assess the impacts of their storm
water discharges, allowable non-storm water
discharges, and discharge-related activities
on Federally listed endangered and
threatened species ("listed species") and
designated critical habitat ("critical habitat"/
by following the process listed below. EPA
strongly recommends that you follow these
steps at the earliest possible stage to ensure
that measures to protect listed species and
critical habitat are incorporated early in your
planning process,
You also have an independent ESA
obligation to ensure that your activities do
not result in any prohibited "takes" of listed
species.~ Many of thu m~--ures required in
the MSGP and in the~ ~tructions to protect
species may also a~lst you m ensuring that
your activities do no~ r~ul! m a prohibited
take of species in violatmn of section 9 of the
ESA. If you have or plan activities in areas
that harbor endangered and threatened
species, you may wish to ensure that you are
protected from potential takings liability
under ESA section 9 by obtaining an ESA
’ section 9 of the ESA prohibits any person from
"takins" a listed species (e.g., harassing or harming
it) unless: (1) the taking is authorized through ¯
"incidental take statement" as part of undergoing
ESA section 7 formal consultation; (2) where an
incidental take permit is obtained under ESA
section 10 (which requires the development of a
habitat conservation plan}: or (3) where otherwise
authorized or exempted under the F.SA. This
prohibition applies to all entities including private
individuals, businesses, and governments,

section lO permit or, if there is a separate
federal action regarding the facility, by
requesting formal consultation under ESA
section 7 regarding that action. If you are not
sure whether to pursue a section 10 permit
or a section 7 consultation for takings
protection, you should confer with the
appropriate Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)
and/or National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS) (collectively the "Services") office.
B. How Does The Basic Eligibility Assessment
Process Work?
in order to determine if you are eligible to
use the permit, you need to go through a
series of steps to determine:
1. Are there any listed endangered or
threatened species or critical habitat in
proximity to your facility or the point where
your discharges reach a receiving water?
2. If there are listed species in proximity,
are your discharges or discharge-related
activities going to adversely affect them?
3. If adverse effects on listed species or
critical habitat are likely, what can you do to
eliminate or reduce these effects?
4. Have any adverse effects already been
addressed under the Endangered Species
Act?
5. Which, if any, of the eligibility criteria
make you eligible for permit coverage?
C. What Are the Eligibility Criteria?
The Part 1.2.3.6 eligibility requirement
may be satisfied by documenting that one or
more of the following criteria has been met:
Criteria A. No 13"sted Species or Critical
Habitat Are in Proximity to Your Facility or
the Point Where Authorized Discharges
Reach a Water of the United States (See Part
1.2.3.6.3.1)
Using the latest County Species List
available from EPA and any other relevant
information sources, you have determined
that no listed species or critical habitat are
in proximity to your facility. Listed species
and critical habitat are in proximity to a
facility when they are:
¯ Located in the path or immediate area
through which or over which contaminated
point source storm water flows from
industrial activities to the point of discharge
into the receiving water. This may also
include areas where storm water from your
facility enters groundwater that has a direct
hydrological connection to a receiving water
(e.g., groundwater infiltrates at your facility
and re-emerges to enter a surface waterbody
within a short period of time.)
¯ Located in the immediate vicinity of, or
nearby, the point of discharge into receiving
waters.
¯ Located in the area of a facility where
storm water BMPs are planned or are to be
constructed.
Please be aware that no protection from
incidental takings liability is provided under
this criteria.
Criteria B. An ESA Section 7 Consultation
Has Been Performed for a Separate Federal
Action Regarding Your Facility (See Part
1.2.3.6.3.2}
A formal or informal ESA § 7 consultation
on a separate federal action (e.g., New Source
review under NEPA, application for a dredge
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and fill permit under CWA § 404, application
for an individual NPDES permi[, etc.)
addressed the effects of your discharges and
discharge-related activities on listed species
and critical habitat. If your facility was the
subject of a formal consultation, it must have
resulted in either a "no jeopardy opinion" or
a "jeopardy opinion" and you agree to
implement any reasonable and prudent
alternatives or other conditions upon which
the consultation was based. If your facility
was the subject of an informal consultation,
it must have resulted in a written
.
concurrence by the Service(s) on a finding
adverselythat the applicant’Saffect listedactivitieSspeciesareor criticaln°t likely to
habitat (for informal consultation, see 50 CFR
402.13).
Criteria C. An Incidental Taking Permit
Under Section I0 of the ESA was Issued for
Your Facility (See Part 1.2.3.6.3.3)
You have a permit under section 10 of the
ESA and that authorization addresses the
effects of your wastewater and storm water
discharges and discharge-related activities on
listed species and critical habitat. Note: You
must follow FWS/NMFS procedures when
applying for an ESA section 10 permit (see
50 CFR 17.22[b)(1)).
Criteria D. You Have Determined Adverse
Effects Are Not I.dkely (See Part 1.2.3.6.3.4)
Using best judgment, you have investigated
potential effects your discharges and
discharges-related activities may have on
listed species and critical habitat and have no
reason to believe there would be adverse
effects. Any terms and/or conditions to
protect listed species and critical habitat you
relied on in order to determine adverse
effects would be unlikely must be
incorporated into your Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (required by the permit) and
implemented in order to maintain permit
eligibility.
Please be aware that no protection from
incidental takings liability is provided under
this criteria.
Criteria E. Y’our Facility Was Covered Under
the Eligibility Certification of Another
Operator/’or the Facility Area {See Part
1.2.3.6.3.5}
Your storm water discharges, allowable
non-storm water discharges, and dischargerelated activities were already addressed in
another operator’s certification of eligibility
under Part 1.2.3.6.3 which covered your
facility. By certifying eligibility under Part
1.2.3.6.3.4, you agree to comply with any
measures or controls upon which the other
operator’s certification under Part 1.2.3.6.3
was based.
Please be aware that in order to meet the
permit eligibility requirements by relying on
another operator’s certification of eligibility,
the other operator’s certification must apply
to the location of your facility and must
address the effects from your storm water
discharges, allowable non-storm water
discharges, and discharge-related activities
on listed species and critical habitat. This
situation will typically occur where an
ownership of a facility covered by this permit
changes or when there are multiple operators
within an industrial park or an airport.
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However, before you rely on another
NMFS offices is found at section II of this
operator’s certification, you should carefully
Addendum.; or
review that certification along with any
¯ Contact the State Natural Heritage
supporting information. You also need to
centers. These centers compile and
confirm that no additional species have been
disseminate information on Federally listed
listed or critical habitat designated in the
and other protected species. They frequently
area of your facility since the other operator’s
have the most current information on listed
species and critical habitat. A list of these
endangered species assessment was done. If
you do not believe that the other operator’s
centers is provided in section III of the
Addendum.
certification provides adequate coverage for
your facility, you should provide your own
:>Proceed to 1-C.
independent endangered species assessment
1-C. Check for Proximity If there are listed
and certification,
species
in or
your
county, locations?
are they inYou
proximity
Please be aware that no protection from
to your
facility
discharge
incidental takings liability is provided under
will need to use the proximity criteria in
this criteria.
Eligibility Criteria A to determine if the listed
species are in your part of the county. The
D. What Procedures Do l Use To Determine
area in proximity to be searched/surveyed for
if the Eligibility Criteria Can Be Satisfied?
listed species will vary with the size of the
Caution: Additional endangered and
facility, the nature and quantity of the storm
threatened species have been listed and
water discharges, and the type of receiving
critical habit designated since the 1995
waters. Given the number of facilities
MSGP was issued and will continue to be
potentially covered by the MSGP, no specific
added after the effective date of this permit,
method to determine whether species are in
You must verify any earlier determination of
proximity is required for permit coverage
eligibility is still valid before relying on that
under the MSGP. Instead, you should use the
assessment to certify eligibility for this
method or methods which best allow you to
permit. Where applicable, you may
determine to the best of your knowledge
incorporate information from your previous
whether species are in proximity to your
endangered species analysis in your
particular facility. These methods may
documentation of eligibility for this permit,
include:
To determine eligibility, you must assess
¯ Conducting visual inspections. This
(or have previously assessed) the potential
method may be particularly suitable for
effects of your storm water discharges,
facilities that are smaller in size, facilities
allowable non-storm water discharges and
located in non-natural settings such as highly
discharge-related activities on listed species
urbanized areas or industrial parks where
and critical habitat. PRIOR to completing and
there is little or no nature habitat; and
submitting a Notice of Intent (NOI) form, you
facilities that discharge directly into
must follow the steps outlined below and
municipal storm water collection systems.
document the results of your eligibility
For other facilities, a visual survey of the
determination,
facility site and storm water drainage areas
may be insufficient to determine whether
Step One: Are There Any Endangered
species are likely to be located in proximity
Species or Critical Habitat in Your County
to the discharge.
(or Other Area) and, if so, Are They in
¯ Contacting the nearest State Wildlife
Proximity to Your Facility or Discharge
Agency or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Locations?
(FWS) or National Marine Fisheries Service
1-A. Check for I~’sted Species Look in the
(NMFS) offices. Many endangered and
latest county species list to see if any listed
threatened species are found in well-defined
species are found where your facility and
areas or habitats. That information is
discharge point(s) are located. If you are
frequently known to state or federal wildlife
located close to the border of a county or
agencies. FWS has offices in every state.
your facility is located in one county and
NMFS has regional offices in: Gloucester,
your discharge points are located in another,
Massachusetts; St. Petersburg, Florida: Long
you must look under both counties. Since
Beach, California: Portland, Oregon: and
species are listed and de-listed periodically,
Juneau, Alaska.
you will need the most current list at the
¯ Contacting local/regional conservation
time you are doing your endangered species
groups. These groups inventory species and
assessment. EPA’s most current countytheir locations and maintain lists of sightings
species list is on the Internet at http://
and habitats.
www.epa.gov/owm/esalst2.htm.
¯ Conducting a formal biological survey.
Larger facilities with extensive storm water
=>Proceed to 1-B.
discharges may choose to conduct biological
1-B. Check for Critical Habitat Some (but
surveys as the most effective way to assess
not all) listed species have designated critical
whether species are located in proximity and
habitat. Exact locations of such habitat is
whether there are likely adverse effects.
provided in the endangered species
If neither your facility nor discharge
regulations at 50 CFR part 17 and part 226.
locations are located in designated critical
To determine if facility or discharge locations
habitat, then you need not consider impacts
are within designated critical habitat, you
to critical habitat when following Steps Two
should either:
through Five below. If your facility or
* Review those regulations (which can be
discharge locations are located within critical
found in many larger libraries): or
habitat, then you must look at impacts to
¯ Contact the nearest Fish and Wildlife
critical habitat when following Steps Two
Service {FWS) and National Marine Fisheries
through Five. EPA notes that many measures
Service (NMFS) Office. A list of FWS and
imposed to protect listed species under these
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steps will also protect critical habitat,
However, obligations to protecthabitat under
this permit are separate from those to protect
listed species. Thus, meeting the eligibility
requirements of this permit may require
measures to protect critical habitat that are
separate from those to protect listed species.
:> Proceed to 1-D
l-D. Check for Criteria "’A ’" Eligibility IF
NO SPECIES WERE LISTED FOR YOUR
COUNTY OR THE SPECIES THAT WERE
LISTED WERE NOT IN PROXIMITY TO
YOUR DISCHARGE AND YOUR FACILITY
AND DISCHARGE LOCATIONS WERE NOT
IN PROXIMITY TO CRITICAL HABITAT,
YOU ARE ELIGIBLE UNDER CRITERIA "A".
Document your endangered species
assessment and certify eligibility under Part
1.2.3.6.3.1 of the permit. Congratulations, go
to Step Five!
=> [f there were listed species or critical
habitat, proceed to Step Two
Step Two: Can You Meet Eligibility Criteria
"B", "C’, or "E"?
2-A Check for Criteria "’B", "C’, or "E"
Basis Do one of the following apply:
¯ There was a completed consultation
under ESA § 7 for your facility (Criteria B) =>
proceed to 2-B
¯ There is a previously issued ESA § 10
permit for your facility (Criteria C) =>
proceed to 2-C
¯ Another operator previously certified
eligibility for the area where your facility is
located (Criteria E] => proceed to 2-D
=> If no. proceed to Step Three
2-B Check for Criteria "B" Eligibility Did
the previously completed ESA § 7
consultation consider all currently listed
species and critical habitat and address your
storm water, allowable non-storm water, and
discharge related activities?
=> If no. proceed to Step Three
2-B-1 Did the ESA § 7 consultation result
in either a "no jeopardy" opinion by the
Service (for formal consultations) or a
concurrence by the service that your
activities would be "unlikely to adversely
affect" listed species or critical habitat?
=> If no, proceed to Step Three
2-B-2 IF YOU AGREE TO IMPLEMENT
ANY MEASURES UPON WHICH THE
CONSULTATION WAS CONDITIONED,
YOU ARE ELIGIBLE UNDER CRITERIA "B".
Incorporate any necessary measures Into your
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan,
document your endangered species
assessment, and certify eligibility under Part
1.2.3.6.3.2. Congratulations, go to Step Five!
=> If you do not agree to implement
conditions upon which the consultation was
based, proceed to Step Three
2--C Check for Criteria "C" Eligibility IF
YOUR ESA § 10 PERMIT CONSIDERED ALL
CURRENTLY LISTED SPECIES AND
CRITICAL HABITAT AND ADDRESSES
YOUR STORM WATER, ALLOWABLE NONSTORM WATER, AND DISCHARGE
RELATED ACTIVITIES, YOU ARE ELIGIBLE
UNDER CRITERIA "C". Incorporate any
necessary measures into your Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan, document your

endangered species assessment, and certify
eligibility under Part 1.2.3.6.3.3 of the
permit. Congratulations, go to Step Five!
:> If your ESA § 10 permit did not meet
these criteria, proceed to Step Three
2-D Check for Criteria "E" Eligibility Did
the other operator’s certification of eligibility
consider all currently listed species and
critical habitat and address your storm water,
allowable non-storm water, and discharge
related activities?
=> If no, proceed to Step Three
2-D-1 IF YOU AGREE TO IMPLEMENT
ANY MEASURES UPON WHICH THE
OTHER OPERATOR’S CERTIFICATION
WAS BASED, YOU ARE ELIGIBLE UNDER
CRITERIA "E". Incorporate any necessary
measures into your Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan, document your endangered
species assessment, and certify eligibility
under Part 1.2.3.6.3.5 of the Permit.
Congratulations, go to Step Five!
=> If you do not agree to implement
conditions upon which another operator’s
certification was based, proceed to Step
Three
Step Three: Are Listed Species or Critical
Habitat Likely To Be Adversely Affected by
Your Facility’s Storm Water Discharges,
Allowable Non-storm Water Discharges, or
Discharge-related Activities?
If you are unable to certify eligibility under
Criteria A, B, C, or E, you must assess
whether your storm water discharges,
allowable non-storm water discharges, and
discharge-related activities are likely to pose
jeopardy to listed species or critical habitat.
"Storm water discharge-related activities"
include:
Activities which cause, contribute to, or
result in point source storm water pollutant
discharges; and
Measures to control storm water discharges
and allowable non-storm water discharges
including the siting, construction, operation
of best management practices (BMPs) to
control, reduce or prevent water pollution.
Effects from storm water discharges,
allowable non-storm water discharges, and
discharge-related activities which could pose
jeopardy include:
Hydrological. Wastewater or storm water
discharges may cause siltation,
sedimentation or induce other changes in
receivIng waters such as temperature, salinity
or pH. These effects will vary with the
amount of wastewater or storm water
discharged and the volume and condition of
the receiving water. Where a discharge
constitutes a minute portion of the total
volume of the receiving water, adverse
hydrological effects are less likely.
Habitat. Excavation, site development,
grading, and other surface disturbance
activities, including the installation or
placement of wastewater or storm water
ponds or BMPs, may adversely affect listed
species or their habitat. Wastewater or storm
water associated with facility operation may
drain or inundate listed species habitat,
Toxicity. In some cases, pollutants in
wastewater or storm water may have toxic
effects on listed species,

The scope of effects to consider will vary
with each facility. If you are having difficulty
in determining whether your facility is likely
to pose jeopardy to a listed specie or critical
habitat, then the appropriate office of the
FWS, NMFS, or Natural Heritage Center
listed in Sections II and III of this Addendum
should be contacted for assistance.
Document the results of your assessment
and make a preliminary determination on
whether or not there would likely be any
jeopardy to listed species or critical habitat.
You will need to determine that your
activities are either "unlikely to adversely
affect" or "may adversely affect". Your
determination may be based on measures that
you implement to avoid, eliminate, or
minimize adverse affects.
=> Proceed to Step Four
Step Four: Can You Meet Eligibility Criteria
"D"?
Using best judgment, can you determine
your facility’s storm water discharges,
allowable non-storm water discharges, and
discharge-related activities are unlikely to
pose jeopardy to listed species or critical
habitat?
4-A IF STEP THREE DETERMINATION
IS "UNLIKELY TO ADVERSELY AFFECT",
YOU ARE ELIGIBLE kINDER CRITERIA "D".
Incorporate appropriate measures upon
which your eligibility was based Into your
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan and
certify eligibility under Part 1.2.3.6.3.4 of the
permit. Congratulations, go to Step Five.
=> If there may be adverse effects, proceed
to Step 4-B
4-B Step Three (or Step 4-A-l)
Determination is "May Adversely Affect"
You must contact the Service(s) to discuss
your findIngs and measures you could
implement to avoid, eliminate, or minimize
adverse affects.
4-B-1 IF YOU AND THE SERVICE(S)
REACH AGREEMENT ON MEASURES TO
AVOID ADVERSE EFFECTS, YOU ARE
ELIGIBLE UNDER CRITERIA "D".
Incorporate appropriate measures upon
which your eligibility was based into your
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan and
certify eligibility under Part 1.2.3.6.3.4 of the
permit. Congratulations, go to Step Five.
4-C Endangered Species Issues Cannot
be Resolved If you cannot reach agreement
with the Service(s) on measures to avoid,
eliminate, or reduce adverse effects to an
acceptable level; and if any likely adverse
effects cannot otherwise be addressed
through meeting the other criteria of Part
1.2.3.6; then you are not eligible for coverage
under the MSGP at this time and must seek
coverage under an individual permit.
Proceed to 40 CFR 122.26(c) for individual
permit application requirements.
Step Five: Submit Notice of Intent and
Document Results of the Eligibility
Determination
Once all other Part 1.2 eligibility
requirements have been met, you may submit
the Notice of Intent (NOI). Signature and
submittal of the NOI is also deemed to
constitute your certification, under penalty of
law, of your eligibility for permit coverage.
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You must include documentation of Part
1.2.3.6 eligibility in the pollution prevention
plan required for the facility. Documentation
required for the various eligibility criteria are
as follows:
Criteria A--A copy of the County-Species
List pages with the county(ies) where your
facility and discharges are located and a
statement on how you determined that no
listed species or critical habitat was in
proximity to your discharge.
Criteria B--A copy of the Service(s)’s
Biological Opinion or concurrence on a
finding of "unlikely to adversely effect"
regarding the ESA § 7 consultation.
Criteria C--A copy of the Service(s)’s letter
transmitting the ESA § 10 authorization.
Criteria D--Documentation on how you
determined adverse effects on listed
species and critical habitat were unlikely.
Criteria E--A copy of the documents
originally used by the other operator of
your facility (or area including your
facility) to satisfy the documentation
requirement of Criteria A, B, C or D.
E. Duty To Implement Terms and Conditions
Upon Which Eligibility Was Determined
You must comply with any terms and
conditions imposed under the eligibility
requirements of Part 1.2.3,6.3 to ensure that
vour storm water discharges, allowable nonstorm water discharges, and discharge-related
activities do not pose jeopardy to listed
species and/or critical habitat. You must
incorporate such terms and conditions in
your facility’s Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan as required by the permit. If
the eligibility requirements of Part 1.2.3.6
cannot be met, then you may not receive
coverage under this permit. You should then
consider applying to the permitting authority
for an individual permit.
II. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Offices
National Website For Endangered Species
Information. Endangered Species Home page:
http://www,fws.gov/rgendspp/endspp.html
Regional, State, Field and Project Offices
USFWS, Region One--Regional Office
Division Chief, Endangered Species, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, ARD Ecological
Services, 911 NE 11 Avenue, Portland, OR
97232-4181, (503) 231-6121
State, Field, and Project Offices (Region One)
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, P.O, Box 50068, 300 Ala Moana
Blvd., Rm 3108, Honolulu, HI 96850
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Upper Columbia R. Basin F&W
Office, 11103 East Montgomery Drive, Ste
2, Spokane, WA 99306
State Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Oregon Fish and Wildlife Office,
2600 S.E 98th Avenue Suite 100, Portland,
OR 97266
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Snake River Basin F&W Office,
1367 South Vinnell Way, Room 368, Boise,
Idaho 83709
State Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Nevada State Office, 4600 Kietzke
Lane, Building C, R.m. 125, Reno, NV
89502-5093
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State Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
State, Field, and Project Offices (Region
Service, Western Washington F&W Office,
Three)
510 Desmond Dr., Suite 102, Lacey, WA
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
98503-1273
Service, Chicago, Illinois Field Office, 1000
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Hart Rd., Suite 160, Barrington, IL 60010
Service, Klamath Falls F&W Office, 6600
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Washburn Way, Klamath Falls, OR 97603
Service, East Lansing Field Office, 2651
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Coolidge Road, East Lansing, MI 48823
Service, Klamath River F&W Office, 1215
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Reynoldsburg Field Office, 6950
South Main, Suite 212, Yreka, CA 96097Americana Parkway, Suite H,
1006
Reynoldsburg, OH 43066-4132
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office,
Service, Bloomington Field Office, 620
2730 Loker Avenue West, Carlsbad, CA
South Walker Street, Bloomington, [N
92008
47403-2121
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Field Supervisor. U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Ventura Field Office, 2493 Portola
Service, Twin Cities E.S. Field Office, 4101
Road, Suite B, Ventura, CA 93003
East 80th Street, Bloomington, MN 55425Project Leader, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
1665
Service, Coastal California Fish and
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Wildlife Office, 1125 16th St., Rm. 209,
Service, Columbia Field Office, 608 East
Arcata, CA 95521-5582
Cherry Street, Room 200, Columbia, MO
Project Leader, U,S. Fish and Wildlife
65201-7712
Service, Northern Central Valley F&W
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Office, 10959 Tyler Road, Red Bluff, CA
Service, Green Bay Field Office, 1015
96080
Challenger Court, Green Bay, WI 54311State Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
8331
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, California State Office, 3310 E1
Service, Rock Island Field Office, 4469
Camino Avenue, Suite 120, Sacramento,
48th Avenue Court, Rock Island, IL 61201
CA 95821-6340
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Field Supervisor, US. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Marion Suboffice, Route 3, Box
Service, Sacramento Fish & Wildlife Office,
328, Marion, IL 62959-4565
3310 El Camino Avenue, Suite 120,
USFWS Region Four--Regional Office
Sacramento, CA 95821-6340
Division Chief, Endangered Species, U,S.
USFWS Region Two--Regional Office
Fish and Wildlife Service, ARD-Division Chief, Endangered Species, U.S.
Ecological Services, 1875 Century Blvd.,
Fish and Wildlife Service, ARE) Ecological
Suite 200, Atlanta, GA 30345
Services, P.O. Box 1306, Albuquerque, NM
State, Field, and Project Offices (Region Four)
87103
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
State, Field, and Project Offices (Region Two)
Service, Panama City Field Office, 1612
Field Supervisor, U.S, Fish and Wildlife
June Avenue, Panama City, FL 32405-3721
Service, Corpus Christi Field Office, 6300
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Ocean Dr., Campus Box 338, Corpus
Service, South Florida Ecosystem Field
Christi, TX 78412
Office, 1360 U,S. Hwy 1, #5; P.O, Box
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
2676, Veto Beach, FL 32961-2676
Service, Arlington Field Office, 711
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Caribbean Field Office, P.O. Box
Stadium Dr., East, Suite 252, Arlington, TX
491, Boqueron, PR 00622
76011
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Puerto Rican Parrot Field Office,
Service, Clear Lake Field Office, 17629 El
P.O. Box 1600, Rio Grande, PR 00745
Camino Real, Suite 211, Houston, TX
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
77058
Service, Brunswick Field Office, 4270
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Norwich Street, Brunswick, GA 31520Service, Oklahoma Field Office, 222 S.
2523
Houston, Suite a, Tulsa, OK 74127
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. Jacl~onville Field Office, 6620
Service, New Mexico Field Office, 2105
Southpoint Drive S., Suite 310,
Osuna, NE, Albuquerque, NM 87113
Jacksonville, FL 32216--0912
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Austin Ecological Serv. Field
Service, Charleston Field Office, 217 Ft.
Office, 10711 Burnet Road, Suite 200,
Johnson Road, P.O. Box 12559, Charleston,
Austin, TX 78758
SC 29422-2559
Field Supervisor, U.S, Fish and Wildlife
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Arizona State Office, 2321 W.
Service, Clemson F.O., Dept. of Forest
Royal Palm Road, Suite 103, Phoenix, AZ
Resources, 261 Lehotsky Hall, Box 341003,
65021-4951
Clemson, SC 29634-1003
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
USFWS Region Three--Regional Office
Service, Raleigh Field Office, P.O. Box
Division Chief, Endangered Species, U.S.
33726, Raleigh, NC 27636-3726
Fish and Wildlife Service, ARD Ecological
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Services, BFI~V Federal Bldg, 1 Federal
Service, Cookeville Field Office, 446 Neal
Drive, Fort Shelling, MN 55111-4056
Street, Cookeville, TN 36501
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Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and. Wildlife
Service, Asheville Field Office, 160
Zillicoa Street, Asheville, NC 28801
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Daphne Field Office, P.O. Drawer
1190, Daphne, AL 36526
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Vicksburg Field Office, 2524 S.
Frontage Road, Suite B, Vicksburg, MS
39180-5269
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Svc.,
Lafayette Field Office, Brandywine II, Suite
102,825 Kaliste Saloom Road, Lafayette,
LA 70508
Field Supervisor, U,S, Fish and Wildlife
Service, Jackson Field Office, 6578
Dogwood View Pkwy Suite A, Jackson, MS
39213
Region Five--Regional Office
Division Chief, Endangered Species, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, ARE) Ecological
Services, 300 Westgate Center Drive,
Hadley, MA 01035-9589
State, Field and Project Offices (Region Five)
Project Leader, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Delaware Bay Estuary Project,
2610 Whitehall Neck Road, Smyrna, DE
19977
Project Leader, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Southern New England/NYBCE
Program, Shoreline Plaza, Route 1A, P.O.
Box 307, Charlestown, R102813
Project Leader, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Gulf of Maine Project, 4 R Fundy
Road, Falmouth, ME 04105
Project Leader U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Chesapeake Bay Field, Office, 177
Admiral Cochrane Drive, Annapolis,
Maryland 21401
Project Leader, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Virginia Field Office, P.O. Box 99,
6669 Short Lane, Gloucester, VA 23061
Project Leader, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Southwestern Virginia Field
Office, P.O. Box 2345, Abingdon, VA
24212
Project Leader, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, New England Field Office, 22
Bridge St., Unit #1, Concord, New
Hampshire 03301-4986
Project Leader, U,S, Fish and Wildlife
Service, Maine Field Office, 1033 South
Main St., Old Town, Maine 04468
Project Leader, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Rhode Island Field Office,
Shoreline Plaza, Route 1A; P.O. Box 307,
Charlestown, Rhode I.~land 02813
Project Leader, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Vermont Field Office, 11 Lincoln
Street, Winston Prouty Federal Building,
Essex Junction, VT 05452
Project Leader, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, New Jersey Field Office, 927 North
Main St., Bldg. D1, Pleasantville, New
Jersey 08232
Project Leader, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, New York Field Office, 3817 Luker
Road, Cortland, New York 13045
Proiect Leader, U.S, Fish and Wildlife
Service, Long Island Field Office, P.O. Box
608, Islip, New York 11751-0608
Project Leader, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Pennsylvania Field Office, 315 S.
Allen St., Suite 322, State College,
Pennsylvania 16801

Project Leader, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Eastern Pennsylvania Field Office.
11 Hap Arnold Boulevard, Box H,
Tobyhanna, Pennsylvania 18466-0080
Project Leader, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, West Virginia Field Office, Route
250, S.--Elkins Shopping Plaza, Elkins,
West Virginia 26241
Region Six--Regional Office
Division Chief, Endangered Species, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, ARD-Ecological
Services, P.O. Box 25486, DFC, Denver, CO
80225
State, Field, and Project Offices (Region Six)
Field Supervisor, U.S, Fish and Wildlife
Service, Montana Field Office, 100 N. Park,
Suite 320, Helena, MT 59601
Sub-Office Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Billings Sub-Office, 2900 4th Ave.
North-Rin 301, Billings, MT 59101
Sub-Office Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Kalispell Sub-Office, 780 Creston
Hatchery Road, Kalispell, MT 59901
Grizzly Bear Recovery Coordinator, U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, Forestry Sciences
Lab, University of Montana, Missoula, MT
59812
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, North Dakota Field Office, 1500
Capitol Avenue, Bismarck, ND 58501
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Nebraska Field Office, 203 W. 2nd
Street; Federal Bldg., 2nd Floor, Grand
Island, NE 68801
Field Supervisor, U,S, Fish and Wildlife
Service, Kansas Field Office, 315 Houston,
Suite E, Manhattan, KS 66502
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, South Dakota Field Office, 420 S,
Garfield Ave,, Suite 400, Pierre, SD 575015408
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Salt Lake City Field Office,
Lincoln Plaza, 145 East 1300 South--Suite
404, Salt Lake City, kit 84115
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Colorado Field Office, 730 Simms,
Suite 290, Golden, CO 80401-4798
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Western Colorado Field Office,
764 Horizon Drive South, Annex A, Grand
Junction, CO 81506-3946
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Wyoming Field Office, 4000
Morrie Avenue, Cheyenne. WY 82001
E.S. Coordinator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Rocky Mount,,in Arsenal, National
Wildlife Area, Building 111, Commerce
City, CO 80022-1748
Colorado River Recoverv Coordinator, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife SerVice, P.O. Box 25486,
’ DFC, Denver, CO 80225
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Laramie
Black Footed Ferret Office, 410 Grand
Ave., Suite 315, Laramie, WY 80270
Region Seven--Regional Office
Division Chief, Endangered Species, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, ARD Ecological
Services, 1011 E, Tudor Road, Anchorage,
AK 99503
State, Field, and Project Offices (Region
Seven)
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Ecological Services, 605 West 4th

Avenue, Room G-62, Anchorage, AK
99501
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Ecological Services, 101 12th
Avenue, Box 19 (Room 232), Fairbanks, AK
99701
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Ketchikan Sub-office, 103 Main
Street, P.O. Box 3193, Ketchikan, AK
99901
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Ecological Services, 300 Vintage
Blvd., Suite 201, Juneau, AK 99801
Region Eight--Has not yet been created out
of the other FWS Regions at the time of this
posting.
Region Nine
Janet Ady--Outreach, U,S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, National Conservation Training
Center, Route 3, Box 49, Kearneysville, WV
25430
Dan Benfield--Training, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, National Conservation
Training Center, Route 3, Box 49,
Kearneysville, WV 25430
HI. National Marine Fisherias Service
Offices
The National Marine Fisheries Service is
developing a database to provide county and
territorial water (up to three miles offshore)
information on the presence of endangered
and threatened species and critical habitat.
The database should be found at the "Office
of Protected Resources" site on the NMFS
Homepage at http://www,nmfs.gov.
Regional and Field Offices--Northeast
Region
Protected Resources Program, National
Marine Fisheries Service, Northeast
Region, One Blackburn Drive, Gloucester,
Massachusetts 01930
Milford Field Office, National Marine
Fisheries Service, 212 Rogers Avenue,
Milford, Connecticut 06460
Oxford Field Office, National Marine
Fisheries Service, 904 So. Morris Street,
Oxford, Maryland 21654
Sandy Hook Field Office, James J. Howard
Marine Sciences Laboratory, National
Marine Fisheries Service, 74 Magruder
Road, Highlands, New Jersey 07732
Protected Species Branch, National Marine
Fisheries Service, Northeast Fisheries
Science Center, 166 Water Street, Woods
Hole. Massachusetts 02543
Southeast Region
Protective Species Management Branch,
National Marine Fisheries Service,
Southeast Region, 9721 Executive Center
Drive, St. Petersburg, Florida 33702-2432
Northwest Region
Protected Species Division, National Marine
Fisheries Service, Northwest Region, 525
NE Oregon, Suite 500, Portland, Oregon
97232-2737
Boise Field Office, National Marine Fisheries
Service, 1387 S. Vinnel Way, Suite 377,
Boise, Idaho 83709
Olympia Field Office, National Marine
Fisheries Service, 510 Desmond Drive, SE,
Suite 103, Lacey, Washington 98503
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Roseburg Field Office, National Marine
Fisheries Service, 2900 Stewart Parkway
NW, Roseburg, Oregon 97470
Rufus Field Office, National Marine Fisheries
Service, P.O. Box 67, 704 "E" 1st, Rufus,
Oregon 97050
Southwest Region
Protected Species Management Division,
Southwest Region, National Marine
Fisheries Service, 501 West Ocean Blvd.,
Suite 4200, Long Beach. California 908024213
Arcata Field Office, National Marine
Fisheries Service, 1125 16th Street, Room
209, Arcata, California 95521
Eureka Field Office, National Marine
Fisheries Service, 1330 Bayshore Way,
Eureka, California 95501
Pacific Islands Area Field Office, National
Marine Fisheries Service, 2570 Dole Street,
Room 106, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822-2396
Santa Rosa Field Office, Protected Resources
Program, National Marine Fisheries
Service, 777 Sonoma Avenue, Room 325,
Santa Rosa, California 95404
Alaska Region
Protected Resources Management. Division,
Alaska Region, National Marine Fisheries
Service, 709 West 9th Street, Federal
Building 461, P.O. Box 21767, Juneau,
Alaska 99802
Anchorage Office, 222 West 7th Avenue. Box
10, Anchorage, Alaska 99513-7577
IV. Natural Heritage Center~
The Natural Heritage Network comprises
85 biodiversity data centers throughout the
Western Hemisphere. These centers collect,
organize, and share data relating to
endangered and threatened species and
habitat. The network was developed to
inform land-use decisions for developers.
corporations, conservationists, and
government agencies and is also consulted
for research and educational purposes, The
centers maintain a Natural Heritage Network
Control Server Website (http://
www.heritage.tnc.org) which provides
website and other access to a large number
of specific biodiversity centers. Some of these
centers are listed below:
Alabama Natural Heritage Program,
Huntingdon College, Masse~, Hall, 1500
East Fairview Avenue. Montgomery, AL
36106-2148, (334) 834-4519 Fax: (334)
834-5439, Internet: alnhp~i~wsnet.com
Alaska Natural Heritage Program, University
el~ Alaska Anchorage, 707 A Street,
Anchorage, AK 99501, 907/257-2702 Fax:
907/258-9139, Program Director: David
Duff, 257-2707, Internet:
afdcdl@orion.alaska.edu
Arizona Heritage Data Management System,
Arizona Game & Fish Department, WM-H,
2221 W, Greenway Road, Phoenix, AZ
85023, 602/789-3612 Fax: 602/789-3928,
Internet: hdms@gf.state.az.us Internet:
hdmsl~gf.state.az.us
Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission, Suite
1500, Tower Building, 323 Center Street,
Little Rock, AR 72201, 501/324-9150 Fax:
501/324-9618, Director: Harold K,
Grimmett, -9614
California Natural Heritage Division,
Department of Fish & Game, 1220 S Street,

Sacramento, CA 95814, 916/322-2493 Fax:
916/324-0475
Colorado Natural Heritage Program, Colorado
State University, 254 General Services
Building, Fort Collins, CO 80523, 970/4911309 Fax: 970/491-3349
Connecticut Natural Diversity Database,
Natural Resources Center, Department of
Environmental Protection, 79 Elm Street,
Store Level, Hartford, CT 06106-5127, 860/
424-3540 Fax: 560/424-4058
Delaware Natural Heritage Program, Division
of Fish & Wildlife, Department of Natural
Resources & Environmental Control, 4876
Hay Point Landing Road Smyrna, DE
19977, 302/653-2880 Fax: 302/653-3431
District of Columbia Natural Heritage
Program, 13025 Riley’s Lock Road,
Poolesville, MD 20837, 301/427-1302 Fax:
301/427-1355
Florida Natural Areas Inventory, 1018
Thomasville Road, Suite 200-C,
Tallahassee, FL 32303, 904/224-8207 Fax:
904/661-9364
Florida Natural Areas Inventory, Eglin Air
Force Base, P.O. Box 1150, Niceville, EL
32588, 904/883-6451 Fax: 904/682-8381
Georgia Natural Heritage Program, Wildlife
Resources Division, Georgia Department of
Natural Resources, 2117 U.S. Highway 278
S.E., Social Circle, GA 30279, 706/5573032 or 770/918-6411, Fax: 706/557-3033
or 706/557-3040 Internet:
natural_heritage@mail.dnr.state.ga.us
Hawaii Natural Heritage Program, The Nature
Conservancy of Hawaii, 1116 Smith Street,
Suite 201, Honolulu, HI 96817, 808/5374508 Fax: 608/545-2019
Idaho Conservation Data Center, Department
of Fish & Game, 600 South Walnut Street,
Box 25, Boise, ID 63707-0025, 208/3343402 Fax: 206/334-2114
Illinois Natural Heritage Division,
Department of Natural Resources, Division
of Natural Heritage, 524 South Second
Street, Springfield, IL 62701-1787, 217/
785-8774 Fax: 217/785-8277
Illinois Nature Preserves Commission,
Director: Carolyn Grosboll, Deputy Dir/
Steward: Randy Heidorn, Deputy Dir/
Protect: Don McFall, Office Specialist:
Karen Tish, 217/785-8774 Fax: 217/7858277
Indiana Natural Heritage Data Center,
Division of Nature Preserves. Department
of Natural Resources. 402 West
Washington Street, Room W267.
Indianapolis, IN ,~20~. 3~ 7/232-4052 Fax:
317/233-0133
Iowa Natural Areas Inventory. Department of
Natural Resources. W,,llace State Office
Building, Des Moines. IA 50319-0034, Fax:
515/281-6794, Coordinator/Zoologist:
Daryl Howell, 515/281-8524
Kansas Natural Heritage Inventory, Kansas
Biological Survey, 2041 Constant Avenue,
Lawrence, KS 66047-2906, 913/864-3453
Fax: 913/664-5093
Kentucky Natural Heritage Program,
Kentucky State Nature Preserves
Commission, 801 Schenkal Lane,
Frankfort, KY 40601, 502/573-2686 Fax:
502/573-2355
Louisiana Natural Heritage Program,
Department of Wildlife & Fisheries, P.O.
Box 96000, Baton Rouge, LA 70898-9000,
504/765-2821 Fax: 504/765-2607
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Maine Natural Areas Program, Department of
Conservation (FedEx/UPS: 159 Hospital
Street), 93 State House Station, Augusta,
ME 04333-0093, 207/287-8044 Fax: 207/
287-8040, [nternet: mnap@state.me.us Web
site: http://www.state,me.us/doc/mnap/
home.htm
Maryland Heritage & Biodiversity
Conservation Programs, Department of
Natural Resources, Tawes State Office
Building, E-l, Annapolis, MD 21401, 410/
260-8540 Fax: 410/260-8595, Web site:
http://www.heritage.tnc.org/nhp/us/md/
Massachusetts Natural Heritage &
Endangered Species Program, Division of
Fisheries & Wildlife, Route 135,
Westborough, MA 01581 506/792-7270
ext. 200 Fax: 508/792-7275
Michigan Natural Features Inventory, Mason
Building, 5th floor (FedEx/UPS: 530 W
Allegan, 46933), Box 30444, Lansing, MI
48909-7944, 517/373-1552 Fax: 517/3736705, Director: Leni Wilsmann, 373-7565,
Internet: wilsmanl~wildlife,dnr.state.mi.us
Minnesota Natural Heritage & Nongame
Research, Department of Natural
Resources, 500 Lafayette Road. Box 7, St.
Paul, MN 55155, 612/297-4964 Fax: 612/
297-4961
Mississippi Natural Heritage Program,
Museum of Natural Science. 111 North
Jefferson Street, Jackson, MS 39201-2897,
601/354-7303 Fax: 601/354-7227
Missouri Natural Heritage Database, Missouri
Department of Conservation, P.O. Box 180
(FedEx: 2901 West Truman Blvd), Jefferson
City, MO 65102-0180, 573/751-4115 Fax:
573/526-5582
Montana Natural Heritage Program, State
Library Building, 1515 E. 6th Avenue,
Helena, MT 59620, 406/444-3009 Fax:
406/444-0581, Internet:
mtnhp~nris.msLmt.gov, Homepage/World
Wide Web: http://nris.msl.mt.gov/mtuhp/
nhpodir.html
Navajo Natural Heritage Program, P.O. Box
1480, Window Rock, Navajo Nation. AZ
86515, (520) 871-7603, (520) 871-7069
(FAX)
Nebraska Natural Heritage Program, Game
and Parks Commission, 2200 North 33rd
Street, P,O. Box 30370, Lincoln, NE 68503,
402/471-5421 Fax: 402/471-5526
Nevada Natural Heritage Program,
Depa~ment of Conservation & Natural
Resources, 1550 E. College Parkway, Suite
145, Carson City, NV 89706-7921, 702/
667-4245 Fax: 702/885-0868
New Hampshire Natural Heritage Inventory,
Department of Resources & Economic
Development, 172 Pembroke Street, P.O.
Box 1856, Concord, NH 03302, 603/2713623 Fax: 603/271-2629
New York Natural Heritage Program.
Department of Environmental
Conservation, 700 Troy-Schenectady Road,
Latham, NY 12110-2400, 518/783-3932
Fax: 518/783-3916, Computer: 518/7833946
North Carolina Heritage Program, NC
Department of Environment, Health &
Natural Resources, Division of Parks &
Recreation, P.O. Box 27667, Raleigh, NC
27611-7687, 919-733-4181 Fax: 919/7153085
North Dakota Natural Heritage Inventory,
North Dakota Parks & Recreation
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Department, 1835 Bismarck Expressway,
Bismarck, ND 58504, 701/328-5357 Fax:
701/328-5363
Ohio Natural Heritage Data Base, Division of
Natural Areas & Preserves, Depar~aent of
Natural Resources, 1889 Fountain Square,
Building F-l, Columbus, OH 43224, 614/
265-6453 Fax: 614/267-3096
Oklahoma Natural Heritage Inventory,
Oklahoma Biological Survey, I11 East
Chesapeake Street, University of
Oklahoma, Norman, OK 73019-0575, 405/
325-1985 Fax: 405/325-7702, Web site:
http://obssun02.uoknor.edu/biosurvey/
onhi/home.html
Oregon Natural Heritage Program, Oregon
Field Office, 821 SE 14th Avenue,
Portland, OR 97214 503/731-3070; 2301221 Fax: 503/230-9639
Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory
(East, West, Central)
* Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory-East, The Nature Conservancy, 34 Airport
Drive, Middletown, PA 17057, 717/9483962 Fax: 717/948-3957
* Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory-West, Western Pennsylvania Conservancy,
Natural Areas Program, 316 Fourth
¯ Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222, 412/2882777 Fax: 412/281-1792
* Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory-Central, Bureau of Forestry, P.O. Box 8552,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8552, 717/783-0388
Fax: 717/783-5109
Puerto Rico Natural Heritage Program,
Division de Patrimonio Natural, Area de
Planificacion Integral, Departamento de
Recursos Naturales y Ambientales de
Puerto Rico, P.O. Box 5887, Puerta de
Tierra, Puerto Rico 00906, Tel: 787-7221726, Fax: 787-725-9526
Rhode Island Natural Heritage Program,
Department of Environmental
Management, Division of Planning &
Development, 83 Park Street, Providence,
RI 02903, 401/277-2776, x4308 Fax: 401/
277-2069
South Carolina Heritage Trust. SC
Department of Natural Resources, P.O. Box
167, Columbia, SC 29202, 803/734-3893
Fax: 803/734-6310 (Call first)
South Dakota Natural Heritage Data Base, SD
Department of Game, Fish & Parks Wildlife
Division, 523 E. Capitol Avenue, Pierre, SD
57501-3182, 605/773-4227 Fax: 605/7736245
Tennessee Division of Natural Heritage,
Department of Enviromnent &
Conservation, 401 Church Street, Life and
Casualty Tower, 8th Floor, Nashville, TN
37243-0447, 615/532-0431 Fax: 615/5320614
Texas Biological and Conservation Data
System, 3000 South IH-35, Suite 100,
Austin, TX 78704, 512/912-7011 Fax: 512/
912-7058
U.S. Virgin islands Conservation Data Center,
Eastern Caribbean Center, University of the
Virgin Islands, No. 2 John Brewers Bay, St.
Thomas, V[ 00802, (809} 693-1030 [Voice)
(809) 693-1025, [Fax], Home Page:
cdc.uvi.edu, E-Mail:dbarry@uvi.edu
Utah Natural Heritage Program, Division of
Wildlife Resources, ~596 West North
Temple, Salt Lake City, UT 84116, 801/
538-4761 Fax: 801/538--4709

Vermont Nongame & Natural Heritage
Program, Vermont Fish & Wildlife
Department, 103 S, Main Street, 10 South,
Waterbury, VT 05671-0501, 802/241-3700
Fax: 802/241-3295
Virginia Division of Natural Heritage,
Department of Conservation & Recreation,
Main Street Station, 1500 E. Main Street,
Suite 312, Richmond, VA 23219, 804/7867951 Fax: 804/371-2674
Washington Natural Heritage Program,
Department of Natural Resources, (FedEx:
1111 Washington Street, SE), P.O. Box
47016, Olympia, WA 98504-7016, 360/
902-1340 Fax: 360/902-1783
West Virginia Natural Heritage Program,
Department of Natural Resources,
Operations Center, Ward Road, P.O. Box
67, Elkins, WV 26241, 304/637-0245 Fax:
304/637-0250
Wisconsin Natural Heritage Program,
Endangered Resources, Department of
Natural Resources, 101 S. Webster Street,
Box 7921, Madison, WI 53707, 608/2667012 Fax: 608/266-2925
Wyoming Natural Diversity Database, 1604
Grand Avenue, Suite 2, Laramie, WY
82070, 307/745-5026 Fax: 307/745-5026
(Call first), Internet: wyndd@lariat.or
Addendum B--Historic Properties
Guidance
Applicants must determine whether their
facility’s storm water discharges, allowable
non-storm water discharges, or construction
of best management practices (BMPs) to
control such discharges, has potential to
affect a property that is either listed or
eligible for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places.
For existing dischargers who do not need
to construct BMPs for permit coverage, a
simple visual inspection may be sufficient to
determine whether historic properties are
affected. However, for facilities which are
new industrial storm water dischargers and
for existing facilities which are planning to
construct BMPs for permit eligibility,
applicants should conduct further inquiry to
determine whether historic properties may be
affected by the storm water discharge or
BMPs to control the discharge. In such
instances, applicants should first determine
whether there are any historic properties or
places listed on the National Register or if
any are eligible for listing on the register (e.g.,
they are "eligible for listing"),
Due to the large number of entities seeking
coverage under this permit and the limited
number of personnel available to State and
Tribal Historic Preservation Officers
nationwide to respond to inquiries
concerning the location of historic properties,
EPA suggests that applicants first access the
"National Register of Historic Places"
information listed on the National Park
Service’s web page (see Part I of this
addendum), Addresses for State Historic
Preservation Officers and Tribal Historic
Preservation Officers are listed in Parts [I and
III of this addendum, respectively. In
instances where a Tribe does not have a
Tribal Historic Preservation Officer,
applicants should contact the appropriate
Tribal government office when responding to

this permit eligibility condition. Applicants
may also contact city, county or other local
historical societies for assistance, especially
when determining if a place or property is
eligible for listing on the register.
The following three scenarios describe how
applicants can meet the permit eligibility
criteria for protection of historic properties
under this permit:
(1) If historic properties are not identified
in the path of a facility’s storm water and
allowable non-storm water discharges or
where construction activities are planned to
install BMPs to control such discharges (e.g.,
diversion channels or retention ponds), then
the applicant has met the permit eligibility
criteria under Part 1.2.3.7.1.
(2) If historic properties are identified but
it is determined that they will not be affected
by the discharges or construction of BMPs to
control the discharge, the applicant has met
the permit eligibility criteria under Part
1.2.3.7.1.
(3) If historic properties are identified in
the path of a facility’s storm water and
allowable non-storm water discharges or
where construction activities are planned to
install BMPs to control such discharges, and
it is determined that there is the potential to
adversely affect the property, the applicant
can still meet the permit eligibility criteria
under Part 1.2.3.7.2 if he/she obtains and
complies with a written agreement with the
appropriate State or Tribal Historic
Preservation Officer which outlines measures
the applicant will follow to mitigate or
prevent those adverse effects. The contents of
such a written agreement must be included
in the facility’s Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan. The NOI form is being
amended to include which option was
selected to demonstrate compliance with
NHPA provisions. EPA will notify applicants
when the new NOI form takes effect.
In situations where an agreement cannot be
reached between an applicant and the State
or Tribal Historic Preservation Officer,
applicants should contact the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation listed in
Part IV of this addendum for assistance.
The term "adverse effects" includes but is
not limited to damage, deterioration,
alteration or destruction of the historic
property or place. EPA encourages applicants
to contact the appropriate State or Tribal
Historic Preservation Officer as soon as
possible in the event of a potential adverse
effect to a historic property.
Applicants are reminded that they must
comply with applicable State, Tribal and
local laws concerning the protection of
historic properties and places.
I. Internet Information on the National
Register of Historic Places
An electronic listing of the "National
Register of Historic Places," as maintained by
the National Park Service on its National
Register Information System (NRIS], can be
accessed on the internet at "http://
www.nr.nps.gov/nrishome.htm". Remember
to use small case letters when accessing
Internet addresses.
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II. State Historic Preservation Officers
(SHPO)
SHPO and Deputy SHPO List:
Alabama
Dr. Lee Warner, SHPO, Alabama Historical
Commission, 468 South Perry Street,
Montgomery, AL 36130-0900, 334-2423184 FAX: 334-240-3477, E-Mail:
lwarner~mail.preserveala.org/
Deputy: Ms. Elizabeth Ann Brown, E-Mail:
ebrown@mail.preserveala.
orgwww.preserveala.org
Alaska
Ms. Judith Bittner, SHPO, Alaska Department
of Natural Resources, Office of History &
Archeology, 550 West 7th Avenue, Suite
1310, Anchorage, AK 99501-3565, 907269-8721 FAX: 907-269-8908, E-Mail:
]udyb@dnr.state.ak.us
Deputy: Joan Antonson, www.dnr.state.ak.us/
parks/oha_web
American Samoa
Mr. John Enright, HPO, Executive Offices of
the Governor, American Samoa Historic
Preservation Office, American Samoa
Government, Page Page, American Samoa
96799, 011-684-633-2384 FAX: 684-6332367, E-Mail: enright~samoatelco.com
Deputy: Mr. David J. Herdrich, E-Mail:
herdrich@samoatelco.com
Arizona
Mr. James W. Garrison, SHPO, Arizona State
Parks, 1300 West Washington, Phoenix, AZ
85007, 602-542-4174 FAX: 602-542-4180,
E-Mail: jgarrison@pr.state.az.us
Deputy: Ms. Carol Griffith, E-Mail:
cgriffith@pr.state.az.uswww.pr.state.az, us
Arkansas
Ms. Cathryn B. Slater, SHPO, Arkansas
Historic Preservation Program, 323 Center
Street, Suite 1500, Little Rock, AR 72201,
501-324-9880 FAX: 501-324-9184, EMail: cathy~dah.state.ar.us
Deputy: Mr. Ken Grunewald, 501-324-9356,
E-Mail: keng~dah.state.ar.us
California
Daniel Abeyta, Acting SHPO, Ofc of Hist
Pres, Dept Parks & Recreation, P.O. Box
942896, Sacramento CA 94296-0001, 916653-6624 FAX: 916-653-9824, E-Mail:
dabe~ohp.parks.ca.gov
Deputy: http://cal-parks.ca.gov
Colorado
Ms. Georgianna Contiguglia, SHPO, Colorado
Historical Society, 1300 Broadway, Denver,
CO 80203, 303-866-3395 FAX: 303-8664464,
Deputy: Mr. Mark Wolfe, 303-866-2776,
FAX: 303-866-2041, E-Mail:
mark.wolfe@chs.state.co.us
Deputy: Dr. Susan M. Collins, 303-866-2736,
E-Mail: susan.collins~chs.state.co.us
Toch Ser: Ms. Kaaren Hardy, 303-866-3398,
E-Mail: kaaren.hardy@chs.state.co, uswww.
coloradohistory.oahp.org
Connecticut
Mr. John W. Shannahan, SHPO, Connecticut
Historical Commission, 59 So. Prospect
Street, Hartford, CT 06106, 860-566-3005
FAX: 860-566-5078, E-Mail:
cthist@neca.com
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Deputy: Dr. Dawn Maddox, Pres Programs
Illinois
Sup
Mr. William L. Wheeler, SHPO, Associate
Delaware
Director, Illinois Historic Preservation
Agency, 1 Old State Capitol Plaza,
Mr. Daniel Griffith, SHPO, Division of
Springfield, IL 62701-1512, 217-785-1153
Historical and Cultural Affairs, P.O. Box
FAX: 217-524-7525
1401, Dover, DE 19903, 302-739-5313
Deputy: Mr, Theodore Hild, Chief of Staff, EFAX: 302-739-6711, E-Mail:
Mail: thild@hpaO84rl.state.il.us,
dgriffith@state.de.us
Deputy: Ms. Anne Haaker
Deputy: Ms. Joan Larrivee, Delaware State
Hist Preservation Office, 15 The Green,
lnd~.ana
Dover, DE 19901, 302-739-5685 FAX:
Mr. Larry D. Macklin, SHPO, Director.
302-739-5660, E-Mail:
Department of Natural Resources, 402 West
jlarrive~@state.de.us
Washington Street, Indiana Govt. Center
District of Columbia
South, Room W256, Indianapolis, IN
46204, E-Mail: dhpa@dnr.state.in.us
Mr. Gregory McCarthy, SHPO, Historic
Deputy: Jon C. Smith, 317-232-1646 FAX:
Preservation Division, Suite 305,941 N.
317-232-0693, E-Mail:
Capitol Street, NE., Room 2500,
jsmith@dnr.state.in.us
Washington, DC 20002, 202-442-4570
Iowa
FAX: 202-442-4860, www.dcra.org
Deputy: Mr. Stephen J. Raiche
Mr. Tom Morain, SHPO, State Historical
Florida
Society of Iowa, Capitol Complex, East 6th
and Locust St., Des Moines, IA 50319, 515Dr. Janet Snydar Matthews, SHPO, Director,
281-5419 FAX: 515-242-6498, E-Mail:
Div of Historical Resources, Dept of State,
shpo_iowa@nps.gov
R. A, Gray Building, 4th Floor, 500 S.
Ms. Patricia Ohlerking, DSHPO, 515-281Bronough St., Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250,
8824 FAX: 515-282-0502,
850-488-1480 FAX 850-488-3353, E-Mail:
pohlerk~max,state.is.us
jmatthews~mail.dos.state.fl.us 800-847Kansas
7278 www.dos.state.fl.us/dhr/
contents.html
Dr. Ramon S. Powers, SHPO, Executive
Director, Kansas State Historical Society,
Georgia
6425 Southwest 6th Avenue, Topeka, KS
Mr. Lonice C. Barrett, SHPO, Historic
66615-1099, 785-272-8681 x205 FAX:
Preservation Division/DNR, 156 Trinity
785-272-8682, E-Mail:
Avenue, SW, Suite 101, Atlanta, GA
rpowers@hspo.wpo.state.ks.us
30303-3600, 404-656-2840 FAX 404-651Deputy: Mr. Richard D. Pankratz, Director,
8739
Historic Pres Dept 785-272-8681 x217
Deputy: Dr. W. Ray Luce, Director, E-Mail:
Deputy: Dr. Cathy Ambler, 785-272-8681
ray_luce@mail.dnr.state.ga.us
x215 E-Mail: cambler~kshs.org
Deputy: Ms. Carole Griffith, E-Mail:
Kentucky
carole_griffith@mail.dnr, state.ga.us
Deputy: Mr. Richard Cloues, E-Mail:
Mr. David L. Morgan, SHPO, Executive
richard_cloues~
Director, Kentucky Heritage Council, 300
mail.dnr.state.ga.uswww.dnr, state.ga.us/
Washington Street, Frankfort, KY 40601,
dnr/histpres/
502-564-7005 FAX: 502-564-5820, EMail: dmorgan@mail.state.ky.us
Guam
Louisiana
Lynda B, Aguon, SHPO, Guam Historic
Preservation Office, Department of Parks &
Ms. Gerri Hobdy, SHPO, Dept of Culture,
Recreation, PO Box 2950 Building 13-8
Recreation & Tourism, P,O. Box 44247,
Tiyan, Hagatna, Guam 96932, 1-671--475Baton Rouge, LA 70804, 225-342-8200
6290 FAX: 1-671-477-2822, E-Mail:
FAX 225-342-8173
laguon@mail,gov.gu http://
Deputy: Mr. Robert Collins 225-342-8200, Ewww.admin.gov gu/dpr/hrdhome.html
Mail: rcollins~crt.state.la.us
Deputy: Mr. Jonathan Fricker 225-342-8160
Hawaii
E-Mail: jfricker~crt.state.la, us
Mr, Timothy Johns, SHPO, Department of
www.crt.state.la.us
Land & Natural Resources, P.O. Box 621,
Maine
Honolulu, HI 96809, 808-587-0401
Deputy: Ms. Janet Kawelo,
Mr. Earle G. Shettleworth, Jr., SHPO, Maine
Deputy: Dr. Don Hibbard, State Historic
Historic Preservation Commission, 55
Preservation Division, Kakuhihewa
Capitol Street, Station 65, Augusta, ME
Building, Suite 555,601 Kamokila
04333, 207-287-2132 FAX 207-287-2335,
Boulevard, Kapolei, HI 96707, 808-692E-Mail: earle.shettleworth@state.me.us
8015 FAX: 806-692-8020, E-Mail:
Deputy: Dr. Robert L. Bradley
dlnr~pixi.comwww.hawaiLgov/dlnr
janus.state.me.us/mhpc/
Idaho
Marshall Islands, Republic of the
Steve Guerber, SHPO, Idaho State Historical
Mr. Fred deBrum, HPO, Secretary of Interior
Society, 1109 Main Street, Suite 250, Boise,
and Outer Islands Affairs, P.O. Box 1454.
ID 83702-5642, 208-334-2682
Majuro Atoll, Republic of the Marshall
Deputy: Suzi Neitzel, 208-334-3847 FAX:
Islands 96960, 011-692-625-4642, FAX:
208-334-2775, E-Mail:
011-692-625-5353
sneitzel@ishs.state.id.us
Deputy: Clary Makroro, E-Mail:
Deputy: Ken Reid, 208-334-3861
rmihpo@ntamar.com
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Maryland
Mr. J. Rodney Little, SHPO, Maryland
Historical Trust, 100 Community Place,
Third Floor, Crownsvillo, MD 21032-2023,
410-514-7600 FAX 410-514-7678, E-Mail:
mdshpo@ari.net
Deputy: Mr. William J. Pencek, Jr., http://
www.ari.net/mdshpo
Massachusetts
Ms. Judith McDonough, SHPO,
Massachusetts Historical Commission, 220
Morrissey Boulevard, Boston, MA 02125,
617-727-8470 FAX: 617-727-5128, TTD:
1-800-392-6090, E-Mail:
Judy.McDonough@sec.state.ma.us
Deputy: Ms. Brona Simon, Dir Technical
Servs E-Mail: Brona.Simon@
sec.state.ma, uswww, state.ma.us/sec/mhc
Michigan
Brian D. Conway, SHPO, State Historic
Preservation Office, Michigan Historical
Center, 717 West Allegan Street, Lansing,
M148918, 517-373-1630 FAX 517-3350348, E-Mail:
conwaybd@sosmail.state.mi.us http://
www, sos.state,mi.us/history/preserve/
preserve.html
Micronesia, Federated States Of
Mr. Rufino Mauricio, FSM HPO, Office of
Administrative Services, Div of Archives
and Historic Preservation, FSM National
Government, P,O. Box PS 36, Palikir,
Pohnpei, FM 96941, 011-691-320-2343
FAX: 691-320-5634, E-mail:
fsmhpo@mail.fm
FSM includes four States, whose HPOs are
listed below: Mr. John Tharngan, HPO, Yap
Historic Preservation Office, Office of the
Governor, PO Box 714, Colonia, Yap, FM
96943, 011-691-350-4226 FAX: 691-3503898, E-Mail: hpoyapfsm@mail.fm
HPO, Div Land mgmt & Natural Resources,
Department of Commerce & Industry, PO
Box 280, Moen, Chuuk (Trnk), FM 96942,
011-691-339-2552/2761 FAX: 691-3304906, Mr. David W. Panuelo, HPO, Dir,
Dept of Land, Pohnpei State Government,
P.O. Box 1149, Kolonia, Pohnpei, FM
96941,011-691-320-2611 FAX: 011-691320-5599, E-Mail: nahnsehleng~mail.fm
Mr. Berlin Sigrah, Kosrae HPO, Div of Land
Management & Preservation, Dept of
Agriculture & Lands, PO Box 82, Kosrae,
FM 96944, 011-691-370-3078 FAX: 011691-370-3767, E-Mail: dalu@mail.fm
Minnesota
Dr. Nina Archabal, SHPO, Minnesota
Historical Society, 345 Kellogg Boulevard
West, St. Paul, MN 55102-1906, 651-2962747 FAX: 651-296-1004
Deputy: Dr. Ian Stewart, 651-297-5513,
Deputy: Ms. Britta L. Bloomberg, 651-2965434 FAX: 651-282-2374, E-Mail:
britta.bloomberg~mnhs.org www.mnhs.org
Mississippi
Mr. Elbert Hilliard, SHPO, Mississippi Dept
of Archives & History, P.O, Box 571,
Jackson, MS 39205-0571, 601-359-6850,
Deputy: Mr. Kenneth H. P’Pool, Division of
Historic Preservation, 601-359-6940 FAX:
601-359-6955, kppool@mdah.state,ms, us

Missouri
Building #1, Empire State Plaza, Albany,
NY 12238, 518-474-0443
Mr, Stephen Mahfood, SHPO, State
Deputy: Mr. J, Winthrop Aldrich, Deputy,
Department of Natural Resources, 205
Jefferson, P.O. Box 176, Jefferson City, MO
518-474-9113 FAX 518-474-4492
Historic Preservation Staff: Ms, Ruth L,
65102, 573-751-4422 FAX: 573-751-7627
Pierpont, Director, Bureau of Field
Deputy: Ms. Claire F, Blackwell, Historic
Preservation Prog, Div of State Parks, 100
Services, NY State Parks, Rec. & Hist. Pres,,
E. High Street, Jefferson City, MO 65101,
Peebles Island PO 189, Waterford, NY
12188-0189, 518-237-8643 x 3269 FAX
573-751-7858 FAX: 573-526-2852, EMail: nrblacc@mail.dnr.state.us
518-233-9049, E-Mail: ruth.pierpont~
Deputy: Dr. Douglas K. Eiken,
oprhp.state.ny.us www.nysparks.com
www.mostateparks.com
North Carolina
Montana
Dr. Jeffrey J. Crow, SHPO, Division of
Dr. Mark F. Baumler, SHPO, State Historic
Archives & History, 4610 Mail Service
Center, Raleigh, NC 27699-4610, 919-733Preservation Office, 1410 8th Avenue, P.O.
7305 FAX: 919-733-8807, E-Mail:
Box 201202, Helena, MT 59629-1202, 406444-7717 FAX 406-444-6575, E-Mail:
jcrow~ncsl.dcr.state.nc.us
mbaumler~state.mt.us
Deputy: Mr. David Brook, Historic
Deputy: Mr. Herbert E. Dawson,
Preservation Office, 4617 Mail Service
www.hist.state.mt.us
Center, Raleigh, NC 27699-4617, 919-7334763 FAX: 919-733-8653, E-Mail:
Nebraska
dbrook~ncsl, dcr.state.nc, us h ttp://
Mr. Lawrence Sommer, SHPO, Nebraska
www.hpo.dcr.state,nc.us
State Historical Society, P.O. Box 82554,
North Dakota
1500 R Street, Lincoln, NE 68501, 402471-4745 FAX: 402-471-3100, E-Mail:
Mr. Samuel Wegner, SHPO, State Historical
nshs@nebraskahistory.org
Society of North Dakota, 612 E. Boulevard
Deputy: Mr. L. Robert Puschendorf, 402-471Ave,, Bismarck, ND 58505, 701-328-2666
4769 FAX: 402-471-3316
FAX: 701-328-3710, swegner~state.nd.us
www.state.nd.us/hist
Nevada
Deputy: Mr. Merl Paaverud, 701-328-2672
Mr. Ronald James, SHPO, Historic
Northern Mariana Islands, Commonwealth of
Preservation Office, 100 N Stewart Street,
the
Capitol Complex, Carson City, NV 897014265, 775-684-3440 FAX: 775-684-3442
Mr. Joseph P. DeLeon Guerrero, HPO, Dept of
Deputy: Ms. Alice Baldrica, 775-684-3444,
Community & Cultural Affairs, Division of
E-Mail: ambaldri@clan.lib.nv.us
Historic Preservation, Airport Road,
www.state.nv.us
Northern Mariana Islands, Salpan, MP
New Hampshire
96950, 670-664-2125 FAX 679-664-2139,
E-Mail: cnmihpo@itecnmi,com
Ms. Nancy C. Dutton, Director/SHPO, NH
Deputy: Mr. Scott Russell, 670-664-2121
Division of Historical Resources, P.O, Box
2043, Concord, NH 03302-2043, 603-271Ohio
6435 FAX: 603-271-3433, TDD: 800-735Mr. Amos J. Loveday, SHPO, Ohio Historic
2964, E-Mail: ndutton@nhdhr.state.nh.us
Preservation Office, 567 E Hudson Street,
Deputy: Ms. Linda Ray Wilson, 603-271Columbus, OH 43211-1030, 614-297-2600
6434 or 603-271-3558, E-Mail:
FAX: 614-297-2233, E-Mail:
lwilson@nhdhr.state.nh.us www.state,
afloveday@aol.com
nh.us/nhdhr
Deputy: Mr. Franco Ruffini, 614-297-2470
New Jersey
FAX: 614-297-2496, E-Mail: fruffini@
ohiohistory.org www.ohiohistory.org/
Mr, Robert C. Shinn, SHPO, Dept of Environ
resource/histpres
Protection, 401 East State Street, PO Box
Oklahoma
402, Trenton, NJ 08625, 609-292-2885
FAX: 609-292-7695
Dr, Bob L. Blackburn, SHPO, Oklahoma
Deputy: Mr. James Hall, Natural and Historic
Historical Society, 2100 N. Lincoln Blvd.,
Resources, 501 East State Street, PO Box
Oklahoma City, OK 73105, 405-521-2491
404, Trenton, NJ 08625, 609-292-3541
FAX 405-521-2492, www.ok.
FAX: 609-984-0836
history, mus.ok.us
Deputy: Ms. Dorothy Guzzo, Natural and
Deputy: Ms. Melvena Thurman Heisch, State
Historic Resources, Historic Preservation
Historic Preservation Office, 2704 Villa
Office, 609-984-0176 FAX: 609-984-0578,
Prom, Shepherd Mall, Oklahoma City, OK
E-Mail: dguzzo@dep.state.nj.us
73107 405-522-4484 FAX: 405-947-2918,
New Mexico
E-Mail: mheisch@ok-history.mus.ok.us
Oregon
Elmo Baca, SHPO, Historic Preservation Div,
Ofc of Cultural Affairs, 228 East Palace
Mr. Michael Carrier, SHPO, State Parks &
Avenue, Santa Fe, NM 87503, 505-827Recreation Department, 1115 Commercial
6320 FAX: 505-827-6338
Street, NE, Salem, OR 97301-1012, 503Deputy: Dorothy Victor, E-Mail:
376-5019 FAX 503-378-8936
dvictor~lvr.state.nm.us
Deputy: Mr. James Hamrick, 503-378-4168
Deputy: Jan Biella, E-Mail:
x231 FAX 503-378-6447, E-Mail:
jbiella@lvr.state.nm.us www.museums,
james,hamrick~ state.or.us
state,nm.us/hpd
www.prd.state.or.us/about_shpo.html
New York
Palau, Republic of
Ms. Bernadette Castro, SHPO, Parks,
Ms. Victoria N. Kanai, HPO, Ministry of
Recreation & Historic Preservation, Agency
Community & Cultural Affairs, P.O. Box
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100, Koror, Republic of Palau 96940 011680-488-2489 FAX: 680-488-2657
Pennsylvania
Dr. Brent D. Glass, SHPO, Pennsylvania
Historical & Museum Comm, P.O. Box
1026, Harrisburg, PA 17108, 717-787-2891
Deputy: Ms. Brenda Barrett, Bur for Historic
Pres, 717-787-4363 FAX: 717-772-0920,
E-Mail: brenda_barrett@ phmc.state.pa.us
Puerto Rico, Commonwealth of
Ms. Lilliane D. Lopez, SHPO, Office of
Historic Preservation, Box 82, La Fortaleza,
Old San Juan, Puerto Rico 00901, 787-7212676 or 3737 FAX 787-723-0957
Deputy: Berenice Sueiro, E-Mail:
bsueiro@prshpo.prstar.net
Rhode Island
Mr. Frederick C. Williamson, SHPO, Rhode
Island Historic Preservation & Heritage
Comm, Old State House, 150 Benefit St.,
Providence, RI 02903, 401-222-2678 FAX:
401-222-2968
Deputy: Mr. Edward F. Sanderson, E-Mail:
rihphc@doa.state.ri.us
South Carolina
Dr. Rodger E. Stroup, SHPO, Department o~
Archives & History, 8301 Parklane Road,
Columbia, SC 29223-4905, 803-896-6100
FAX 803-896-6167
Deputy: Ms. Mary W. Edmonds, 803-8966168, E-Mail: edmonds@ scdah.state.sc.us
http://www, state.sc, us/scdah/
South Dakota
Mr. Jay D. Vogt, SHPO, State Historic
Preservation Office, Cultural Heritage
Center, 900 Governors Drive, Pierre, SD
57501, 605-773-3458 FAX 605-773-6041,
E-Mail: jay.vogt@stote.sd.us http://
www.state.sd.us/state/executive/deca/
cultural/histpres.htm
Tennessee
Mr. Milton Hamilton, SHPO, Dept of
Environment and Conservation, 401
Church Street, L & C Tower 21st Floor,
Nashville, TN 37243-0435, 615-532-0109
FAX: 615-532-0120
Deputy: Mr. Herbert L. Harper, Tennessee
Historical Commission, 2941 Lebanon
Road, Nashville, TN 37243-0442, 615532-1550 FAX: 615-532-1549,
www.state.tn.us/environment/hist/hist.htm
Texas
Mr. F. Lawerence Oaks, SHPO, Texas
Historical Commission, P.O. Box 12276,
Austin, TX 78711-2276, 512-463-6100
FAX: 512-475-4872, E-Mail:
l.oaks@thc.state.tx.us
Deputy: Mr. James Wright Steely, Dir Nat’l
Rag Prog, 512-463-5868 FAX: 512-4753122, E-Mail: jim.steely@thc.state.tx.us
Deputy: Mr. Stanley O. Graves, Dir,
Architecture Div, 512-463-6094 FAX:
512-463-6095, E-Maih
stan.graves@thc.stote.tx.us
Deputy: Dr. James E. Bruseth, Dir Antiquities
Prot, 512-463-6096 FAX: 512-463-8927,
E-Mail: fim.bruseth@thc.state.tx.us
www.thc.state.tx.us
Utah
Mr. Max Evans, SHPO, Utah State Historical
Society, 300 Rio Grande, Salt Lake City, UT
84101. 801-533-3500 FAX: 801-533-3503

Deputy: Mr. Wilson Martin, E-Mail:
wmartin@history.state.ut.us http://
histoQ,.utah.org
Vermont
Ms. Emily Wadhams, SHPO, Vermont
Division for Historic Preservation, National
Life Building, Drawer 20, Montpelier, VT
05620-0501, 802-828-3211, E-Mail:
ewadhams@dca.state.vt.us
Deputy: Mr. Eric Gilbertson, Director, 802828-3043 FAX 802-828-3206, E-Mail:
ergilbertson@ dca.state.vt.uswww.state.
vt.us/dca/historic/
Virgin Islands
Mr. Dean C. Plaskett, Esq., SHPO,
Department of Planning & Natural
Resources, Cyril E. King Airport, Terminal
Building--Second Floor, St. Thomas, VI
00802, 340-774-3320 FAX: 340-775-5706
Deputy: Ms. Claudette C. Lewis, 340-7768605 FAX: 340-776-7236
Virginia
Mr. H. Alexander Wise, Jr, SHPO,
Department of Historic Resources, 2801
Kensington Avenue, Richmond, VA 23221,
804-367-2323 FAX: 804-367-2391, EMail: awise@dhr.state.va.us
Deputy: Kathleen Kilpatrick
Washington
Dr. Allyson Brooks, SHPO, Ofc of Archeology
& Historic Preservation, PO Box 48343, 420
Golf Club Road, SE, Suite 201, Lacey,
Olympia, WA 98504-8343, 360-407-0753
FAX: 360-407-6217,
allysonb@acted.wa.gov
Deputy: Mr. Grog Griffith, 360-407-0753, EMail: gregg@cted.wa.gov
West Virginia
Ms. Renay Conlin, SHPO, West Virginia
Division of Culture & History, Historic
Preservation Office, 1900 Kanawha
Boulevard East, Charleston, WV 253050300, 304-558-0220 FAX: 304-558-2779,
E-Mall: renay.conlin@wvculture.org
Deputy: Ms. Susan Pierce, E-Mail:
susan.pierce@wvculture.org
Wisconsin
Mr. George L. Vogt, SHPO, State Historical
Society of Wisconsin, 816 State Street,
Madison WI 53706, 608-264-6500 FAX:
608-264-6404, E-Mail:
glvog~@mail.shsw, wisc.ed u
Deputy: Ms. Alicia L. Goehring, E-Mail:
algoehring@ mail.shsw w~sc. edu
www.shsw.wisc.edu/ah~/mdex.html
Wyoming
Ms. Wendy Bredehoft, SHPO, Wyoming State
Hist. Pres. Ofc., 2301 Central Avenue, 4th
’ Floor, Cheyenne, WY 82002, 307-7777013 FAX 307-777-3543, E-Mail:
wbrede@missc.state.wy.us
Deputy: Judy K. Wolf, 307-777-6311, E-Mail:
jwolJ~missc.state.wy.us
Sheila Bricher-Wade, Reg Set 307-777-6179,
E-Mail: sbrich@missc.state.wy.us
Mary M. Hopkins, Cult Records 307-7665324, http://commerce.state.wy.us/cr/shpo
Associate Members:
Navajo Nation
Dr. Alan Downer, HPO, PO Box 4950,
Window Rock, AZ 86515, 520-871-6437
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FAX: 520-871-7886, E-Mall:
hpd_adowner@dine.navajo.org
Lac Du Flambeau of Lake Superior Band
Chippewa Indians
Ms. Patricia A. Hrabik Sebby, THPO, PO Bax
67, Lac Du Flambeau, WI 54538, 715-5883303
Leech Lake Band of Chippewa Indians
Ms. Rose A. Kluth, THPO, Leech Lake
Reservation, RR3, Box 100, Cass Lake, MN
56633, 218-335-8200 FAX: 218-235-8309,
E-Mail: rkluth@aol.com
Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians
Mr. Kade M. Ferris, THPO, Turtle Mountain
Band of Chippewa Indians, PO Box 900,
Belcourt, ND 58316, E-Maih
kferris@utma.com
National Governors-- Association, National
Alliance of Preservation Commissions,
National Trust for Historic Preservation,
Preservation Action
NCSHPO Officers, Board and Staff
President: Judith Bittner, Alaska, Vice
President: H. Alexander Wise, Jr.,
Secretary: Judith McDonough,
Massachusetts, Treasurer: Cathryn Slater,
Arkansas
Directors: Brenda Barrett, Pennsylvania,
Britta Bloomberg, Minnesota, Theodore
Hild, Illinois, Wilson Martin, Utah, Amos
Loveday, Ohio, Ken P’Pool, Mississippi,
Daniel Abeyta, California, Dorothy Guzzo,
New Jersey, Jay Vogt, South Dakota, F.
Lawerence Oaks, Texas, Ted Sanderson,
Rhode Island, Melvena Heisch, Oklahoma
Executive Director: Nancy Miller
nmncshpo@sso.org
Office Manager: Anita Zepp
azncshpo@s$o.org
Senior Program Manager: Andre Reinholz
ondra.reinholz@nps.gov
National Park Service--National Canter-http://www.nps.gov/
Associate Director, Cultural Resources, Kate
Stevenson, 202-208-7625
Assistant Director & Manager, Cultural
Resources, 202-343-9596
Archeology and Ethnography, Frank
McManamon, Program Manager, 202-3434101
HABS/HAER Division, E. Blaine Cliver,
Chief, 202-343-9618
Heritage Preservation Services Program, Pat
Tiller, Chief, 202-343-9569
Preservation Initiatives Branch, Bryan
Mitchell, Chief, 202-343-9558
Technical Preservation Services Branch,
Sharon Park, Chief, 202-343-9584,
State, Tribal & Local Programs Branch, Joe
Wallis, Chief, 202-343-9564
Museum Management Program, Ann
Hitchcock, Chief Curator, 202-343-9569
National Register, History & Education,
Dwight Picaithley, Chief Historian, 202343-9536
Keeper of the National Register of Historic
Places, Carol Shull, 202-343-9536
Park Hist Struct/Cult Landscape Prg, Randall
Biallas, Chief Historical Architect, 202343-9588
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National Park Service---Systems. Support
Offices
Anchorage, 907-257-2690, Philadelphia,
215-597-0652, Denver, 303-969-2875,
Atlanta, 404-562-3157, San Francisco,
415-427-1300
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation-http://www.achp.gov
John Fowler, Executive Director, 202-6068503, Ron Anzalone, Assistant to Executive
Director, 202-606-8505, Don Klima,
Director, Office of Planning & Review,
Eastern and Western Regions, 202-6068505
National Trust--http://www.nthp.org
Main Number--Washington, DC. 202-5886000
Northeast Regional Office, Wendy Nicholas,
Dir, 617-523-0885
Northeast Field Office, Patrick Hauck, Sr
Prog Assoc, 215-991-5778
Southern Field Office, Lisa Burcham, Sr Prog
Assoc, 202-588-6107
Southern Regional Office, John Hildreth, Dir,
843-722-8552
Midwest Regional Office, Jim Mann, Dir,
312-939-5547
Southwest Field Office, Jane Jenkins, Dir.
817-332-4398
Mountains/Plains Regional Office, Barbara
Pahl, Dir, 303-623-1504
Western Regional Office, Elizabeth Goldstein,
Dir, 415-956-0610
Preservation Action-www.preservationaction.org
Susan West Montgomery, President, 202659--O915
Council on America’s Military Past-camphartl@aol.com
Herbert M. Hart, Executive Director, 703912-6124, Updated September 5, 2000
III. Tribal Historic Preservation Officers
(THPO)
In instances where a Tribe does not have
a Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, please
contact the appropriate Tribal government
office when responding to this permit
eligibility condition,
Tribal Historic Preservation Officers:
ITHPO vacant), Tunica-Biloxi Indians of
Louisiana, P,O. Box 331, Marksville, LA
71351
James Bird, Eastern Band of Cherokee
Indians, Quallah Boundary, P.O. Box 455,
Cherokee, NC 28719
Brenda Boyd, Mille Lacs Band of Oiibwe
Indians, HCR 67, Box 194, Onamia, MN
56395
John Brown, Narragansett Indian Tribe, P,O.
Box 700, Wyoming, RI 02898

Marcia Cross, Confederated Salish and
Kootenai Tribes, P.O. Box 278, Pablo, MT
59855
William Day, Poarch Band of Creek Indians,
5811 Jack Springs Rd., Atmore, AL 36502
Alan S. Downer, Ph.D., Historic Preservation
Dept., Navajo Nation, P.O. Box 4950,
Window Rock, AZ 86515
Kade M. Ferris, Turtle Mountain Band of
Chippewa Indian.s, P.O, Box 900, Belcourt,
ND 58316
Adeline Fredin, Confederated Tribes of the
Colville Reservation, P,O. Box 150,
Nespelem, WA 99155
Thomas Gates, Cultural Division, Yurok
Tribe, 1034 6th St., Eureka, CA 95501
David Grignon, Menominee Indian Tribe of
Wisconsin, P.O. Box 910, Keshena, WI
54135-0910
Monza V. Honga, Office of Cultural
Resources, Hualapai Tribe, P.O. Box 310,
Peach Springs, AZ 86434
Kelly Jackson, Lac du Flambeau, P.O. Box 67,
Lac du Flambeau, WI 54538
Manfred (Fred) Jaenig, Confederated Tribes of
the Umatilla Reservation, P.O. Box 638,
Pendleton, OR 97801
Sebastian (Bronco) LeBeau, Cheyenne River
Sioux Tribe, P.O. Box 590, Eagle Butte, SD
57625
Tim Mentz, Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, P.O.
Box D, Fort Yates, ND 58538
Donna Stern-McFadden, Mescalero Apache
Tribe, P.O. Box 227, Mescalero, New
Mexico 88340
Scott E. Stuemke, Confederated Tribes of
Warm Springs, Cultural Resources
Department, P.O. Box C, Warm Springs, OR
97761
Matthew Vanderhoop, Wampanoag Tribe ¯
Gay Head (Aquinnah), 20 Black Brook
Road, Aquinnah, MA 02535-9701, Phon~
(508) 645-9265, Fax: (506) 645-3790
John Welch, White Mt. Apache Tribe, P,O.
Box 700, Whiteriver, AZ 85941, Phone:
(520) 338-5430, Fax: (520) 338-5488
Gerald White. Leech Lake Band of Chippewa
Indians, Route 3, Box 100, Cass Lake, MN
56633
Louie J, Wynne, Spokane Tribe of Indians,
P.O. Box 100, Wellpinit, WA 99040
For more information: National Association
of Tribal Historic Preservation Officers, D.
Bambi Kraus, Presidem. t,~l t K Street N-W,
Suite 700, Washin~on. DC 20005, Phone:
(202) 628-8476. F,,I 12021 628-2241
IV. Advisory Council on Ihstoric
Preservation
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation,
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW., Suite
809, Washington, DC 20004 Telephone:
(202) 606-8503/8505, Fax: (202) 606---8647/
8672, E-mail: achp@achp.gov

Addendum C-New Source
Environmental Assessments
B~mic Format for Environmental A~sessment
This is the basic format for the
Environmental Assessment prepared by EPA
from the review of the applicant’s
Environmental Information Document (EID)
required for new source NPDES permits.
Comprehensive information should be
provided for those items or issues that are
affected; the greater the impact, the more
detailed information needed. The EID should
contain a brief statement addressing each
item listed below, even if the item is not
applicable. The statement should at least
explain why the item is not applicable.
A. General Information
1. Name of applicant
2. Type of facility
3. Location of facility
4. Product manufactured
B. Description Summaries
1. Describe the proposed facility and
construction activity
2. Describe all ancillary construction not
directly involved with the production
processes
3. Describe briefly the manufacturing
processes and procedures
4. Describe the plant site, its history, and
the general area
C. Environmental Concerns
1. Historical and Archeological (include a
statement from the State Historical
Preservation Officer)
2, Wetlands Protection and lO0-year
Floodplain Management (the Army
Corps of Engineers must be contacted if
any wetland area or floodplain is
affected)
3. Agricultural Lands (a prime farmland
statement from the Soil Conservation
Service must be included)
4. Coastal Zone Management and Wild and
Scenic Rivers
5. Endangered Species Protection and Fish
and Wildlife Protection (a statement
from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
must be included)
6. Air, Water and Land Issues: quality,
effects, usage levels, municipal services
used, discharges and emissions, runoff
and wastewater control, geology and
soils Involved, land-use compatibility,
solid and hazardous waste disposal,
natural and man-made hazards involved.
7. Biota concerns: floral, faunal, aquatic
resources, inventories and effects
8. Community Infrastructures available and
resulting effects: social, economic,
health, safety, educational, recreational,
housing, transportation and road
resources.
sl~.~lG ¢O~ ~
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Addendum D---Notice of Intent Form
NPDES
Form =~l¢=~ ~ml~
3510-6VI---B ~’~

United States Environmental Protection Agency
Form Appmved
OMB No. 2040-008!
Washington, DC 20460
Notice of Intent for Storm Water Discharges Associated with
INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY Under the Multi-sector NPDES General Permit

Submission of this completed Notice of Intent (NOI) constitutes notice that the entitiy in Section B intends to be authorized
to discharge pollutants to waters of the United States, from the facility or site identified in Section C, under EPA’s Storm
Water Multi-sector General Permit (MSGP). Submission of the NOI also constitutes notice that the party identified in
Section B of this form has read, understands, and meets the eligibility conditions of Part I of the MSGP; agrees to comply
with all applicable terms and conditions of the MSGP; understands that continued authorization under the MSGP is contigent
on maintaining eligibility for coverage, and that implementation of the permittee’s pollution prevention plan is required two
days after a complete NOI is mailed. In order to be granted coverage, all information required on this form must be
completed. Please read and make sure you comply with all permit requirements, including the requirement to prepare and
implement a storm water pollution prevention plan.
A, Permit Selection
New Permit Number (EPA Use Only)
Permit number assigned to your facility under the previous permit:l I I I I I I I I
I I IR051 I I I I
B. Facility Operator Information

1. Name:l I I I I
3. Mailing Address:a. Streetor P.O. Box:l I I I I J I I ~ I I I I I ~ I I I I I I I I I I I J I I
b. City:l J J I J I I I I I I I I I ] i I I I I I Ic. State: ~ I I d. ZipCode:l I I I I I-I I I I
C. FacllltylSIte Information
1,Facility/Site Name: I
2.Location Address: a. Streel:t J
b. City:l I I I I I I I I I I I I I ] I I I I I I I I c. County:l I I I I I i I I 1 I I I I I I I
d. State:l I I e. ZipCode:[
3.a. Latitude:L_j__/°L__L...J’[~L.._J’’
b. Longitude:l [ I~1 I I’L_L_J"
4.a. Permit Applicant: [] Federal [] State [] Tribal I-I Private []Other public entity
b. is the facility located on Indian Country Lands? [-I Yes
[]No
5. Does the facility discharge storm water into:
a, Receiving water(s)?
b. A municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4)? [] Yes [-]No
If yes, name of the MS4 operator:l I I 1 I I I I t I I I ] I I I I I I I I I J I I I I I I I I J
6.The 4-digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes or the 2-letter Activity Codes that best represent the
principal products procluced or services rendered by your facility and major co-located activities:
Primary: I I I I ] Secondary (if applicable): I__L._L._L_J
8.Additional Facility/Site Requirements:
7.Applicable sector(s) of industrial activity, as designated in Part 1.2.1
a.Based on the instructions provided in
of the MSGP, that include associated discharges that you seek to have
Addendum A of the MSGP, have the
covered under this permit (choose up to three):
eligibility criteria for "listed species" and
[-]SectorA [-’]SeclorF []SectorK l-]SectorP [-}SectorU ~’lSectorZ
critical habitat been met? [] Yes [] No
i--ISectorB I-’lSectorG []SeclorL r"lsectorQ I--ISactorV [~SectorAA
b.Based on the instructions provided in
[-]SectorC []SectorH ~--ISectorM ,r-]sectorR []Sector W i’-ISectorAB
Addendum B of the MSGP, have the
I-’]SectorD (’-]Sectorl [-’lSectorN []Sectors I’-ISectorX [-]SectorAC
eligibility criteria for protection of historic
[]SectorE r"lSectorJ []SectorO I’] Sector T ~]SectorY []SectorAD
properties been met?
[] Yes [] No
D, Certification
Do you certify under penalty of law that this document anti all attachments were prepared under your direction or
supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel propedy gather and evaluate the
information submitted? Based on your inquiry of the person or persons wrto manage the system, or those persons
directly responsible for gathering the information, do you certify that the information submitted is, to the best of your
knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete? Do you certify that you are aware that there are significant
penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations?
Print Name:l I I I I I I
Signature:
EPA Form 3510-6 (Revised 08-2000, Expires 04-2003)

Date:l ] I I I I I
Page 1 of
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Instructions-for Completing the Notice of Intent for Storm Water Discharges Associated with
INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY Under the Multi-sector General Permit
Under ~ pr~ns of se~ 402~) of t~e Clean Water A~ (CWA) and re~ at 40 1. [me~ ~ offic~l or ~9al nme of ~ fac~y ~ s~.
~duslrial acUv~ly ~o wlt~s o~ the U.S. w~houl I Nalional Pol~iant ~sc~ge El~m~al~

scr~I~n le.g., I~ersec~n of Ro~es 9 and SSl).

sec~ G~eral Perm~ (MSGP) or H y~ have been de~aled as nee~g pe~ c~ 3.
ro~ your slo;m wa;er ~s~ges by yo~ NPD~S pe~m~mg au~rAy. ~ you me~ the e~
~ req~ments in Pa~ 1 ~ ~he pefm~, you ma~ sabs~ your CWA o~U~ for p~A
cove~age by su~t~g a c~p~led NOI to obl~n coverage u~e( ~ MSGP. I~ y~ ~ve

~ncer ~ lat~ude and ~ngM~ of ~e a~ox~ate c~ ~ ~ ~dq m ~ m de~ee~
minuie~seconds. La(~ude a~ ~ c~ be abraded ~rom U.S. Geolog~ll Survey
(USGS quadrangle or to~aph~ maps. by vsing a GPS un~ by cal~ 1-(688) ASKUSGS. by se~ch~ for ~r racer’S ~ress on

State waler pog~mn conuot ig~cy).

4. [~ale ~e~er the ~acil~

When to File the NOI Form

~ough. ~y. path.
c~ng orc~e~ sto~ wl;~.)

done ~om you can si~ the ce~if~1ion stateme~ an the NO I in go~ ra~ (a~ ~t rl~ ~

~md ~ 40 C F R 122.26~)~(i)-~x) a~ (~ ~ do ~ ~ SIC ~es ~ a~uratl~ de,be

if you have a n~ lecky or are ~e new ~eratm o~ ~ exi~ng racily. ~ from ~u ~ HZ ¯ Hairdos waste ~l~e~ ~agl. ~ ~m [~s. ~ng ~ ~M ~e op~at.
~s~a~ked al ~as~ 48 hours bef~e y~ ne~ portal ~verage. Ir ~r tacky was covered ~ ~er ~ter~ ~alus or a p~ ~w ~ C or RC~ [40 CFR 1~.26~)(~)1:
see Pl~ 2.1 or ~e MSGP I~ y~ dead~nes. CAUTION: You must a~w en~gh ~ad ~ ~

~rial wa~es. ~g ~ ~a( are s~ to regu~ un~ ~ D or RCRA (40 CFR

e~ibi~y w~h regards ~o ~dangered ~c~s and histor~ prope~ies) and ~ep~e ~e ~-

S( ¯ Sieam electr~ power 9eneratmg ~lc~s. incJud~ coal handVng ~es 140 CFR

Plans (5WPPPs) to th~ address):

Ah~ab~. ~ ~ racily ~ sil was splci~a~ des~l~ by ~ NPO~S ~m~g

U.S.EPA
1200 Pe~s~an~ Ave~e. NW

Seclion O. CerbficaUon

(F~ ove~hUexWess de~ or NOIs. add the phone outer ~02) 260-9541)
~nl ~ 9ran~g of ~
NOT[: While n~ cu~en[l~ avalab~. [PA ~ expiring t~e possibi,ly of ~er~g ~e op~ to ~- ~ M~ ~ on ~ I~l~ f~. Fedm~ re~s rl~ke ~ Ip~a~ ~ ~ s~
~ns w~ be po~ed ~ EPA’s web she. To c~ck on ~e av~b~y of ~e aRlmat~ anise NOr.For a ~rlt~n: by a respon~bJe cmpora~ o~. ~h me~s:

in Pa~t 21 o~ the permd

re~lated rac~y i~d~ng hav~g ~e ex~ or ~ d~ ~ ma~g mawr capri mve~mnt

~ New Mezko. the ~ perm~ number w~d ~ AZR05"##I. CAUTION: Y~ ~ vse the m~*~g the da~ ~eded. and om~ ~d re~g ~ c~ of ~a~ 8~r.

~. Prov~ the mai~g ad~lss of t~ flc~ ~ra~r. ~ude ~e sueel ~ress ~r P.O. mote. a~ ~ as~t ~ ~ c~
a~rlss, n~ ~ ~~y address ~ Sec~n C.
~1 ~n 5~. C~n 5~ls ~ (26Z)). USEPA. 1~ P~lnm Av4. In~e ~ ~i ~atus of the facii~ o~at~ as a Fedmal. S~te. Trial private, or ~ enue. NW. WIS~. OC 2~. ~ ~ aM8 ~ ~ oi~ ~ ~ ~ ~tsp~.

EPA For~ 3510-6 (Re~ise~ 08-2000, Expires 04-2003)

Page 2 of
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Addendum R--Notice of Termination Form
THIS F~R;,; REPLA~,E$ PREVIOUS FORM 3510-7 (8-92)
Please See InetrucUonl Before Completing This Form
FORM

Form &ogroved.
~--~-~ :~:::.

Notice of Termination (NOT) of Coverage Under ¯ NPOES General Permit for
Storm Water Discharges .~__’_=_’,~!_-ted with IndustrP, I Activity
OEO ON THIS

|. Permit Iniomla’~on
NPOES Storm Water
General Permit Number t ......

~ 1. J

~ ~ .... I

Check Here if You ~’a No Lo~ge~’ []
the Operator of the Facility:

Check Hme if the Storm Water
D|,,crmtge Js Being Terminated:

II. F-=cility Operalor Information

IlL Fao~lity/Stte L0c~tlon lnfotm~on

facilitythat
¯ . ~ ....
w’~ger me o~erator o~ m.e mc.ny or c~atruclion site. I un~emtand that
su~r~n.g ~s NotJ.c,e of ]~rmmelJon, I am no Io~ger eulho~zed to discharge storm w~ter associated w~th indus~al activity under thi~ general permit.
Ll~[~_s~l~.a.r~r~_g _l~..lU_..t~_Ls=l_n_s~ ~t~n w=,a_te_r.._assoctat.ed.wi~ i~du.striei a~.t~/l~ ~ wit.re.of.the United States is urdawf, a under the Clean Water Act where
u,~ u~a~,=w,~ ~= .v= .uu=u.z~K~ oy a r~.u~-3 permit =so unaemtano ~nat ~ne suomr~lal of this ,Notice o~ Terrrdna~, does not r=ease an operator
liability for any violations of t~is parrot or the Clean Water Act.

Signature:

Instructions for Completing Notice of Tm’minatJon (NOT) Form
Who May File ¯ Notre <N Termtnat~ (NOT} Form

Where le Flle NOT Form

Pemldteea who am ~’e~y cov~ed u~:lor In EPA’~ISUed Nal~onal Po~lu~n!
Discharge Ellmlne~on Sy~em (NPOE$) ~ Permit (inctu~ the 1995
M~lkS~’ P~tmi) tot Ston~ Water O;che~ A~=ocL~te,,1 v~n lndusu’,a~ Acti~-~ty

Send th~ form to ~ me fol~,w~ng ~ddmsl:
S~oP~ Water Nolice of Termt,".~tlon (4203)

me Itorm "*q=ler ~eguiatm..-4 II 40 CFR !22.26{b~(!4). or when they Ire no longer
the ~oer~lo~ o! =he faOlitlel..
Fat conllrUCtion ICtiNlha~, elimm~lion of itl storm water d=scha~gel
he~ bee~ removed Or wll be removeci It In aN:.rOl~am lime, or that Ill $1o~m
water d~SCherges i~r,o¢~lt~0 ~th :n=’.’sthe~ ~:!~.ty from the co~s,’.~.-1.’o~, s~te thai

Completing the Form

the numOer ot chemc~rl WIowed Io~ lach item. Use Ordy One ~ lot b~’e~k~
:e~ wo~s, but no( !or punct~Jahen r~i~s u~less ~ ~te

~ mein~ eel =II eoil-dim~ng act~ea =* the s~te have beea NOtCe of Inlets! Proces.tm~Ce~ter~((703} 931-3230.
L’e~n ~amtw~d, o~ ~lui=,~em p~manent ~z~o~ measures (s~x:~ as the
u=e o~ rt~mp, gat~a, Or geot~t~e=) have be=~
EPA Form 3510-7 (8-9==)
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Instructions - EPA Form 3$10-7
Notice of Termination (NOT) of Coverage Under The NPDES General Permit
for Storm Wats~ Discharges Associated With Industrial Activity

Section I Permit Information

Section IV CerttflcaUon

Enter the existing NPOES Storm Water General Permit number assigned to the
facility or site identif’md in Section Ill. If you do not know the permit number,
telephone or write your EPA Regional storm water contact person,

Federalstatut~s p~vx~e for severe pen=Jties for submi~ng false information on this
application form. Federal regulations require this application to be signed as
follows:

Indicate your reaso,~ for submitbng this Notice of Terminat=on by checking the
appropnate box~

For a corporation by a responsible corporate officer, which means: (i) president,
secretary, treasurer, or vme-presibent of t~e corporation in charge of a principe~
business function, o;’ any other person who performs s=m=lar policy or decision
making functions, or (ii) the manager Of one or more manufacturing, production, or
operating faolities employing more than 250 persons or having gross annual sales
or expen(ttums exceeding $25 million (in second-quarter t 980 dollars), if authonty
to sign documents has been asslgneO Or dalegated to the manager =n accordance
wi~h corporate procedures;

If there has been a change of oberatcr and you are no longer the operator of
the fac=lity or site =dentified in Sect=on III. check the corresponding box
If all stor’m water d~scharges at the tacdi~y or site KJent~hed =n Section Itl have
been terminated, check the corresponding box
Section II Facility Operator Inforrnatlon

Fore partnership or sole proprietorship: by a general partner or t’ne proprietor: or

G~ve ~s ~egal name of the person, firm, public organization, or any other entity that
operates the facility or site described in this application. The name of the operator
may or may not be the same name as the faolity. The operator of the facility is the
~egal entity wh=ch controls the facdity’s operation, rather than the plant or site
manager. Do not use a colloquial name. Enter the complete address and telephone
number of the operator

For a municipality. State, Fee/era/, or other public facility’ by either a principal
executive officer or ranking electod official.

Section III Facility/Site Location Information
Enter the facility’s or site’s official or legal name and complete address, including
c~ty. state snd ZIP Code ~f the facility lacks a street address, indicate the state, the
latitude and Long=rude of the fac=hty to the nearest 15 seconds, or t~e quarter,
section, township, and range (to the nearest quarter section) of the approximate
center of the s=te

Paperwork Reduction Act Notice
Public reporting burden for this application is estimated to average 0.$ hours per
application, including time for reviewing iostructJons, searching existing data
soucces, ga~ng and maintaining the data needed, and complefJng and rev~wing
t~e collection of information. Send comments regarding t~ne burden estimate, any
other aspect of ~ collection of information, or suggestions for improving this form,
including any suggestions which may increase or reduce this bunsen to: Chief,
Information Policy Branch. 2136, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 401 M
Street, SW. Washington, DC 20460. or Director, Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs, Office of Management and Budget, Wasl~ington. DC 20503
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Addendum F--No Exposure Certification Form
United States Environmental Protectfon Agency

Form Approved

NO EXPOSURE CERTIFICATION for Exclusion from
NPDES Storm Water Permitting

3510-11

Submission of this No Exposure Cerlif’mation constitutes notice that the er~tJty identif’md in Section A does not require permit authorization for its storm water
discharges associate(/with industrial activity in the State ident~tad in Section B under EPA’s Slorm Water Multi-Sector General Permit duo to the existence
of a condition of no exposure.
A condition of no exposure exists at an industrial facility when all industrial materials and activities are protected by a storm resistant sheller to prevent
exposure to rain, snow, snowmeN, and/or runoff. Industrial materials or activities include, but are not limited to, material handling equipment or activities.
industrial machinery, raw materials, intermediate products, by-products, final products, or waste products. Matedal handling activities include the storage,
loading and unloading, transportation, or conveyance of any m~v material, intermediate prnduct, final product or waste product. A slorm resistant shelter is
not required for the following industrial materials and activities:
- drums, barrels, tanks, and similar containers that ere tightly sealed, provided those containers are not deteriorated and do not leak. "Sealed"
means banded or otherwise secured and without operational taps or valves;
- adequately maintained vehicles used in matedal handling; and
- final products, other than products that would be mobilized in storm water discharges (e.g., rock salt).
A No Exposure CertificaLlon must be provided for each facility qualifying for the no exposure exclusion, in addition, the exclusion from NPOES permitting is
available on a facility-wide basis only, nat for individual outfalls. If any industrial activities or materials are or will be exposed to precipitation, the facility is
not el~Jible for the no exposure exclusion.
By signing and submitting this No Exposure Certification form, the entity in Section A is certifying that a condition of no exposure exists at its facility or site,
and is obtigated to comply with the terms and conditiorts of 40 CFR 122.26(g).
ALL INFORMATION MUST BE PROVIDED ON THIS FORM.
Detailed instructions for completing this form and obtaining the no exposure exclusion are provided on pages 3 and 4.
A. Facility Operator Information

B. FacilitylSite Location Information

3. Is the facility located on Indian Lands?

Yes []

No []

4. Is this a Federal iacility?

Yes []

No []

6. a. Was the faci~ or site previou~dy covered under an NPDES storm ~ I:=I~?

Yes []

No []

b. ff yes, enter NPDES permit number:
7. SiC/Activity Cedes:

Primary: I I l I I

Secondary (if appdicable):

8. Total size of site associated with industrial activity:

acres

9. a. Have you paved or roofed over e formerly exposed, pervmus area m o~Oer to qualn~ for the no exposure exclu~:)n?

Yes []
No []
b. If yes, p~ea,~ indicate approximately how much area was paved or roofed over. Completing this questio~ does not disqualify you for Ihe no exposure
exclusion. However, your permitling authority may use ~is information in considering whether storm water discharges from your site are likety to have
an adverse impact on wa~er quality, in which case you could be requ~’ed to obtain permit cov~age.
Less than one acre []

EPA Form 3510-11 {10-99)

One to five acres []

More than five acres []
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C. Exposure Checklist
Are any of the following maleriats or activities exposed to pre~pitatJon, now or in the foreseeable future?
(Please check either "Yes" or "No" in the appropriate box.) If you answer "Yes" to any of these questions
(1) through (11), you are no.~t eligible for the no exposure exclusion.
Yes
1 Using, storing or cleaning industhal machinery or equipment, and areas where residuals from using, storing
or cleaning industrial machinery or equipment remain and are exposed to storm water

[]

No
[]

2. Materials or residuals on the ground or in storm water i~lets from spills/leaks
[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]
[]

[]
[]

[]

[]

3. Materials or products from past industrial activity
4 Material handling equipment (except adequalely maintained vehicles)
5. Materials or products during loading/unloading or transporting activities
6. Materials or products stored outdoors (except final products intended for outside use le.g., new carsJ where
exposure 1o storm water does not result in the discharge o/pollutants)
7. Materials contained in open, deteriorated or leaking storage drums, barrels, tanks, and similar containers
8. Materials or products handled/stored on roads or railways owned or maintained by the discharger
9. Waste material (except waste in covered, non-leaking containers [e.g., dumpsters|)

[]

[]

10 Al~plication or disposal of process wastewater (unless olherwise permitted)

[]
[]

[]

11. Particulate matter or visible deposits ol residuals from roof stacks pnd/or vents not othe~Nise regulated
(i e., under an air quality control permit) and evident in the storm water outflow

[]

[]

[]

D. Certification Slatement
I certih/under penally of law that I have read and understand the eligibility requirements for claiming a condition of "no exposure" and obtaining an
exclusion from NPDES storm water permitting.
I certify under penalty of law that there are no discharges of storm water contaminated by exposure to industrial activities or materials from the industrial
facility or site identified in Ibis document (except as allowed under 40 CFR 122,26(g)(2)).
1 understa.d thai I am obligated to submil a no exposure cerlification form once every five years Io the NPDES permitting authority and, if requesled, to
the operator of the local municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4) inlo which the facility discharges (where applicable). I understand that I must
allow the NPDES permitting authority, or MS4 operator where the discharge is into the local MS4, to perform inspections to confirm the condition of no
exposure and to make such inspection reports publicly available upon reguesl. I understand that I must obtain coverage under an NPDES permit prior
to any point source discharge of storm water from the facility.
Additionally, I certify under penalty of law that Ihts document and all attachments were prepared under my direction or supe~/isi~ in accordance with a
syslem designed to assure thai qualified personnel properly gathered and evaluated the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or
persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the information submitted is to the best of my
knowledge and belief true, accurate and complete. I am awa~e thai there are signi~canl penalties for submitting false information, including the poss~ikty
of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations.
Pr~ntName:[ I I I ! I I I I I I I I I 1 I 1 t I 1 I I I I I ~ I I I I I ~ I
PrintTitle: I J I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I ~ I I I I I I I ~ f 1
Signature:
Date:

EPA Form 3510-11 (10-99)
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Exclusion from NPDES Storm Water Permitting

Who May File a No Exposure Certification

64879

Section B. FacllltylSIte LocaUon InformaUon

Federal law al 40 CFR Part 122.26 prohibits point source discharges of
storm water associated with industrial activity to waters of the U.S. without
a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit. However,
NPOES permit coverage is not required for discharges of storm water
associated with industrial activities identified at 40 CFR 12226(b)(14)(P,(ix) and (xi) if Ihe discharger can certify Ihat a condilion of "no exposure"
exists at the industrial facility or site.
Storm water discharges from construction activities identified in 40 CFR
122.26(bX14)(x) and (b)(15) are not eligible for the no exposure exclusion,

1. Enter the official or legal name of the facility or site.
2. Enter the complete street address (if no street address exists, provide
a geographic description [e.g., Intersection of Routes 9 and 55]), city,
county, state, and zip code. Do not use a P.O. Box number.
3. Indicate whether the fadlity is located on Indian Lands.
4. Indicate whether the industrial facility is operated by a deparb~ent or
agency of the Federal Government (see also Section 313 of the Clean
Water Act).

Obtaining and Maintaining the No Exposure Exclusion
This form is used to certify that a condition of no exposure exists at the
industrial facility or site described herein. This certification is only applicable
in jurisdictions where EPA is the NPDES permitting authonty and must be
re-submitted at least once every five years.
The industrial facility operator must maintain a condition of no exposure at
ils facility or sile in order for the no exposure exclusion to remain applE.able.
If conditions change resulling in the exposure of materials and activities to
storm water, the facility operator must obtain coverage under an NPDES
slorm water permit immediately,
Where to File the No Exposure Certification Form

5. Enter the latitude and longitude of the approximate center of the facility
or site in degreeslminutes/seconds. Latitude and Iongilude can
be obtained from United States Geological SuP~ey (USGS) quadrangle
or topographic maps, by calling 1-(888) ASKoUSGS, or by accessing
EPA’s web site at http:lht,,’Ww.epa.govlowndsw/industry/lndex.htm and
selecting Latilude and Longitude Finders under the Resoumes/Permit
section.
Latitude and Iongilude for a facility in decimal form must be converted
to degrees (°), minutes (’). and seconds (") for proper entry on
the certificalion form, To convert decimal latitude or longitude to
degrees/minutes/seconds, follow the steps in the following example.
Exa.~..~: Conved decimal latitude 45.1234567 to degrees (°). minutes
(’), and seconds (’).

Mail the compleled no exposure certification form to:

a) The numbers to the left of the decimal poml are Ihe degrees: 45".

Storm Water No Exposure Certification (4203)
USEPA
401 M Skeet, SW
Washington, D.C. 20460

b) To obtain minutes, multiply the firal four numbers to the right of the
decimal point by 0.006:1234 x 0.006 = 7.404.
c) The numbers to the left of the decimal point in the result obtained

Completing the Form

in (b) are the minutes: 7’.

You mus...._J type or print, using uppercase letters, in appropriate areas only.
Enter only one character per space (i.e., between the marks). Abbreviate
if necessary to stay within the number of characters allowed for each item.
Use one space for breaks between words. One form must be completed
for each facility or site for which you are seeking to certify a condition of no
exposure. Additional guidance on completing this form can be accessed
through EPA’s web site al wwwepagov/owm/sw. Please make sure you
have addressed all applicable questions and have made a photocopy for
your records before sending the completed form to the above address.
Section A. Facility Operator Information
1 Provide the legal name of the person, firm, public organization, or any
other entity that operates the facility or site described in this cert=fication.
The name of the operator may or may not be the same as the name of
the facility. The operator is the legal entity that controls the facility’s
operation, rather than the plant or site manager.
2 Provide the telephone number of the facility operator.
3 Provide the mailing address o/the operator (PO. Box numbers may be
used). Include the city. state, and zip code. All correspondence wilt
be senl to this address.

EPA Form 3510-11 (10-99)

d) To obtain seconds, multiply the remaining three numbers to the
right of the decimal from the resull obtained in (b) by 0.06:
404 x 0.06 = 24.24. Since the numbers to the right of the decimal
point are not used, the result is 24".
e) The conversion for 45.1234567 = 45° 7" 24".
6. Indicate whether the facility was previously covered under an NPDES
storm water permit. If so. in,Jude the permit number.
1. Enter the 4-digit SIC code which identifies the facility’s primary activity,
and second 4-digit SIC code identifying the facility’s secondary activity,
if applicable. SIC codes can be obtained from the Standard Industrial
Classification Manual, 1987.
8. Enter the total size of the site associated with industrial activity in acres.
Acreage may be determined by dividing square footage by 43,560, as
demonstrated in the following example.
Exa_~_~: Conved 54,450 ft2 to acres
Divide 54,450 ft2 by 43,560 square feet per acre:
54,450 ft2 ÷ 43,560 ft21acre = 1.25 acres.
9. Check "Yes" or "No" as appropriate to indicate whether you have paved
or roofed over a formerly exposed, po~4ous area (i.e., lawn, meadow,
dirt or gravel road/pa~Jng lot) in order to qualify for no exposure. If yes.
also indicate approximately how much area was paved or roofed over
and is now impewious area.
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Section C. Exposur~ Checklist
authohty to sign ~locuments has been assigned or delegated to
the manager in accordance with corporate Wocadures;
Check "Yes" or "No" as approfxlate to describe the exposure conditions at
your facility. If you answer "Yes" to ANY of the questions (1) through (11)
For a partnership Or so~e p~x)pde~orship: by a general partner or the
in this seclion, a potential for exposure exists at your site and you cannot
proprietor, or
certify to a co.ilion o~ no exposure. You must obtain (or already have)
coverage under an NPDES storm water permit. After obtaining permit
For a murdcipal, State, Federal, or other p~ic facility: by either a
coverage, you can institute modilications to eliminate the potential k~’ a
pdnctpt, I executiv~ or ranking elected offtcial.
dlschange ol storm water exposed to tndustria! activity, and then ~ to
a condition o! no exposure.
Paperwork Reduction Act Notice
Section D. Certification Statement
Fe(~eralstatutasproviOe~or severe penalties for suOmittinglalse information
On this applicatio~ form. Federal regulations require this application to be
For a corporation: by a responsible corporate officer, which means:

whopedonnssJmilarpolicyorbecisionmaldngfunctfonslerthe
corporation, or
(ii) the manager of one or more manutacturing, production, or
operating facilities, provided the manager is authorized to make
management decisions which govern the operation of the
regulated facility including having the exp~cit or knl~icit duty of
malting ma~or capital inveethtent recommendations, and |nitiat:~g
and directing other comprehensive measures to assure long
term environmental comptianca with environmental laws and
regulatkms; the menager can ensure that the necessary systems
are established or actkx~s take~ to gather com~ete and accurete
information for permit application requirements; and where
EPA Form 3510-11 (10-99)

certir~.ation, inciuding time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data
sou~as, gatt~ering ,,nd maintaining tile data needed, andcomp~ngandrevtewing
resources expended by pepsins to generste, maintain, retain, or disclose to i:xovide
Ir4onnation to or for s Federal agency This includes the time needed to rev=ew

exls~ ways to oml:W with any p~ a~ inslnx;~ms and
requirements; Vain pemo~nel to be able to res;x)nd to a oolection of information;
search data sources; complete and review Ibe ¢oMction of information; and
transmit or o~en~se disclose the information. An agency may no( conduct or
sponsor, and a person is not requited to respond to, a ce4aslJo~ of information
unleSs#disl:4aysscun~validOMBconUcinumbe~.Sendcommenlsr~garding
the burden estimate, any other aspect of the co~¢ti¢~ o~ infonna~ or
sugoestions for im~;)ving this fo~n. including asy sugges~X)ns which may in.ease
or reduce this bu~len to: Director, Office of Environmental Sen~k~s. ~
Se~dces Division (2823). USEPA. 1200 PennsylveNa Avenue, NW. Washington,
D.C. 20460. In~ude the OM6 conl~o~ number of thls form on any conaspondenc,=.
Do nol send ~ completed No Exposure Certli~cat~o~ form to this address.
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Proposed Municipal Stormwater NPDES
General Permit

December 6, 2000
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Permit No.
Coverage Date
Issuance Date:
Effective Date:
Expiration Date:

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System and

State Waste Discharge General Permit for Discharges
from Municipal Separate Storm Sewers
STATE OF WASHINGTON
DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON 98504-7600
In compliance with the provisions of
The State of Washington Water Pollution Control Law
Chapter 90.48 Revised Code of Washington
and
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act
(The Clean Water Act)
Title 33 United States Code, Section 1251 et seq.
Until this permit expires, is modified, or revoked, permittees that have properly obtained
coverage under this permit are authorized to discharge to waters of the state in accordance with
the special and general conditions which follow.

Megan White
Water Quality Program Manager
Department of Ecology
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SPECIAL CONDITIONS

S1. AUTI-IORIZED DISCIIARGES.
A. This permit authorizes the discharge of stormwater to waters of the state from the
municipal separate storm sewers owned or operated by permit-tees identified in Special
Condition $2 as follows:
1. New and exist!ng discharges from existing outfalls.
2. Discharges from new stormwater outfalls constructed after the issuance date of this
permit that have received all applicable state and local permits and use
authorizations, including compliance with Ch. 43.21C RCW (the State
Environmental Policy Act), and that are in compliance with Special Condition S6.E.
B. This permit authorizes discharges of stormwater associated with industrial activity and
non-stormwater flows (e.g., industrial process wastewater or non-process wastewater)
from municipal separate, storm sewers owned or operated by the permit-tee to waters of
the state only under the following conditions:
1. Non-stormwater discharges must be authorized by another NPDES permit or
identified by and in compliance with Special Condition $7.C.9; or
2. Stormwater associated with industrial activity must be authorized by a separate
individual or general NPDES permit.
Ecology is considering covering construction and industrial stormwater activities
conducted by the municipal permittees under this permit, instead of the
construction and industrial stormwater permits. We would like some feedback on
this proposal.
C. This permit does not authorize illicit discharges except as allowed in Special Condition
$7.C.9., nor does it relieve entities responsible for illicit discharges, including spills of
oil or hazardous substances, from responsibilities and liabilities under state and federal
laws and regulations pertaining to those discharges.
$2. PERMITTEES.
A. The following entities are covered under this permit as full permit’tees:
The City of Seattle
The City of Tacoma
King County
Snohomish County
Pierce County
Clark County
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Washington State Department of Transportation
In regard to the Washington State Department of Transportation
(WSDOT), this permit only covers municipal separate storm sewers
owned or operated by WSDOT that are located in municipalities that are
also listed as permittees in Special Condition S2.A.
B. Upon application and coverage in accordance with Special Condition S3.B, the
following entities are covered under this permit as co-permit-tees with the municipality
they are located
King-County through its Department of Metropolitan Services for municipal separate
storm sewers it operates ha the City of Seattle
Port of Seattle, not including Sea-Tac Airport
Port of Tacoma
Drainage districts located in the Counties listed above, which own or operate drainage ¯
systems serving non-agricultural land uses.
C. Any other owners or operators of municipal separate storm sewers required by Ecology
or U.S. EPA to obtain a permit. The requirement to obtain a permit will be through an
administrative order issued ha accordance with RCW 90.48, Title 40 CFR Section
122.26, and Section 309 of the Clean Water Act.
D. Any other owners or operators of municipal separate storm sewers that apply for and
are granted coverage in accordance with Special Condition $3.
$3. PERMIT COVERAGE
A. This permit covers all areas located in, served by, or otherwise contributing to
discharges from municipal separate storm sewers owned or operated by permittees and
co-permittees listed in Special Condition $2.
B. In order to obtain coverage under this permit, each entity identified under Special
Condition S2.B. shall submit a Notice of Intent (NOI) (Appendix 5).
C. Each entity desiring coverage under this permit as allowed under Special Condition
S2.D., shall submit an NOI and provide public notice of the application for coverage in
accordance with WAC 173-226-130. The NOI shall constitute the application for
coverage. Ecology will notify applicants in writing of their status concerning coverage
under this permit within 90 days of Ecology’s receipt of the NOI and demonstration that
the public notice requirements have been met. If the applicant is granted coverage, the
implementation schedule for the Stormwater Management Program is established in
Special Condition S 10, and the schedule for Stormwater Planning is in Special
Condition $8.
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$4. RESPONSIBILITIES OF PERMITTEES AND CO-PERMITTEES
A. Each permiitee is responsible for full compliance with the terms of this permit for the
municipal separate storm sewers it owns or operates.
B. Full compliance with the terms of the permit for the municipal separate storm sewers
owned or operated by co-permittees shall be achievable through the combined
authorities of the co-permittee and the municipality it is located in. Each co-permittee,
through an agreement with the municipality it is located in, shall meet its
responsibilities f6r permit conditions as described in Special Condition $9, Stormwater
Management Program for Co-permittees.
$5. TOTAL MAXIMUM DAILY LOAD ALLOCATIONS
A. If a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) is approved that includes requirements for
control of stormwater discharges from municipal separate storm sewers owned or
operated by the permittee, then the permit-tee must incorporate implementation of the
TMDL into the Stormwater Planning required pursuant to Special Condition $8.
B. If a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) is approved after the Stormwater plan is
completed, then the perrnittee shall review the stormwater plan. If implementation of
the stormwater will not result in meeting the TMDL implementation requirments, then
the stormwater plan and it’s implementation schedule must be modified to incorporate
the TMDL implementation strategy into the stormwater plan within 12 months of the
TMDL’s approval.
$6. COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARDS
A. This permit authorizes discharges of stormwater to surface waters and to ground waters
of the state.
B. Compliance with the requirements of this permit shall constitute reduction of the
discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable (MEP) during the term of
this permit.
C. This permit does not authorize any alteration of physical, chemical or biological
properties of waters of the state as will or is likely to create a nuisance or render such
waters harmful, detrimental or injurious to the public health, safety or welfare or to
domestic, commercial, industrial, agricultural, recreational or other legitimate
beneficial uses, or to livestock, wild animals, birds, fish or other aquatic life.
D. Ecology recognizes that for discharges from existing stormwater outfalls a compliance
schedule is necessary to meet water quality standards in cases where municipal
stormwater discharges do not comply with those standards. For the purposes of this
permit, development and implementation of a stormwater management program ($7
and $9), compliance with stormwater planning requirements ($8), and compliance with
schedules for compliance with stormwater management program components (S 10)
represent ongoing efforts towards meeting those standards on an approved compliance
schedule as allowed in those standards.
Page 3
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E. Discharges from a new stormwater outfall, constructed after the issuance date of this
permit, shall not cause a violation of any applicable ground water quality, surface water
quality, or sediment management standards.
1. For the purpose of this permit a new stormwater outfall means an outfall that is
constructed at a location where a municipal separate stormwater discharge did not
previously exist.
2. For the purpose of this permit the point of compliance for discharges from a new
stormwater o~tfall is in the naturally-occurring or man-altered surface water body
or ground water at the point of discharge.
3. To determine compliance with this provision Ecology will presume that a discharge
is not causing a violation of applicable standards if all sources contributing to the
discharge are controlled in accordance with the technical standards in Appendix I
(or approved equivalent technical standards ) unless additional information
indicates otherwise.
F. Discharges associated with areas of new development shall not cause a violation of any
applicable ground water quality, surface water quality or sediment management
standards. Permittees and co-permittees covered under this permit shall use best
available science in land use planning and the regulation of development to protect
watersheds and portions of watersheds within their jurisdiction from further impacts to
and loss of beneficial uses due to increased disruptions in the natural hydrologic cycle.
Permittees and co-permittees covered under this permit are to use other actions as
necessary (such as land use regulation and protection of forest cover), in addition to the
site-by-site application of a Stormwater Management Manual, to prevent cumulative
impacts to beneficial uses.
For the purpose of this permit areas of new development shall mean contiguous areas or
sub-basins of less than 25% total impervious surface that receive multiple residential,
commercial and/or industrial development projects, or multiple development sites
within a single project, during the term of the permit.
Ecology is committed to addressing the cumulative impact of development on a regional scale,
and ensuring that areas of new development do not cause a violation of standards. It is very
difficult, however, to define the appropriate scale for application of this provision and we are
requesting comments on this issue.

S7. STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
A. Each permittee shall implement a stormwater management program during the term of
this permit. For the purpose of this permit a stormwater management program is a plan
for the term of the permit to:
1. Ensure that new development does not cause a violation of applicable standards or
increase degradation of already impaired waters;
2. Reduce the discharge of pollutants;
Page 4
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3. Reduce impacts to receiving waters;
4. Eliminate illicit discharges as described in $7.C10 (below); and
5. Make progress toward compliance with surface water, ground water and sediment
standards, including protection and restoration of beneficial uses of Waters of the
State
B. The stormwater management program shall be developed and implemented in
accordance with the conditions of this permit. Permittees are to continue
implementation of existing stormwater management programs prior to implementation
of the updated stormwater management program for the term of this permit.
C. The stormwater management program shall consist of the components listed below, and
Stormwater Planning in accordance with Special Condition $8, as referenced in $7C.6
and 7. All components are mandatory and must be fully implemented by each primary
permittee. Co-permittees are responsible for implementation of Stormwater
Management Programs as indicated in Special Condition $9.
In regard to WSDOT, compliance with this condition is required for pollution sources
originating within the state right-of-way. Measures to control pollution sources .
originating outside of the state right-of-way are subject to the memorandums of
agreement required by component 1.
1. Legal Authority
a. Each permittee shall establish or maintain adequate legal authority to control
discharges to and from municipal separate storm sewers owned or operated by
the permittee.
b. This legal authority, which may be a combination of statute, ordinance, permit,
contract, order, or inter-jurisdictional agreements with other permittees that
have existing legal authority, shall include the ability to:
i.

ii.

Control the contribution of pollutants to municipal separate storm sewers
owned or operated by the permittee from stormwater discharges associated
with industrial activity, and control the quality of stormwater discharged
from sites of industrial activity.
Prohibit illicit discharges to the municipal separate storm sewer owned or
operated by the permittee.

iii.

Control the discharge of spills and the dumping or disposal of materials
other than stormwater into the municipal separate storm sewers owned or
operated by the permittee.

iv.

Control, through interagency agreements or inter-jurisdictional agreements
among permittees, the contribution of pollutants from one municipal
separate storm sewer to another.

v.

Require compliance with conditions in ordinances, permits, contracts, or
orders.
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vi. Within the limitations of state law, carry out all inspection, surveillance,
. and monitoring procedures necessary to determine compliance with local
ordinances.
c. WSDOT shall comply with this condition for all discharges originating within
the state right-of-way. For discharges originating outside of the state right-ofway, WSDOT shall enter into memorandums of understanding with Ecology
and the local jurisdiction that has enforcement authority, establishing the terms
of enforcement.. WSDOT and the appropriate entities shall sign the
memorandums of understanding no later than 18 months after the effective date
of this permit.
2. Monitoring Program

Ecology is working on a proposal for this program component. The CWA
goals of protection and restoration of designated uses will drive the monitoring
requirements. Data generated must be useful to both permit-tees and Ecology
to guide their stormwater programs and to determine their progress towards
meeting the CWA goals i.e., "Are municipal stormwater influenced or
dominated receiving waters improving or declining?" To achieve this, the
permit requires that data be collected, analyzed, and reported in a standardized
manner across jurisdictions and that the sampling parameters, locations, and
frequencies are sufficient to answer this fundamental question reasonably and
objectively.
3. Gathering, Maintaining, and Using Adequate Information
The SWMP shall include an ongoing program for gathering, maintaining, . and using
adequate information to conduct planning, priority setting, and program evaluation
activities. The information and its form of retention shall include but not be limited
to:
a. Mapping of known municipal separate storm sewer outfalls.
b. Mapping of tributary conveyances, and the associated drainage areas of major
municipal separate storm sewer outfalls. Mapping of tributary conveyances for
other outfalls shall be conducted through the Stormwater Planning process in
accordance with Special condition $8. In lieu of 3.a. and b. above, WSDOT
may retain as-built drawings Of storm drainage systems and areas.
c. Map(s) depicting existing land use. In lieu of land use maps, WSDOT shall
map existing highways, existing and predicted average daily traffic volumes for
each of those highways, and future possible or planned highway expansions.
d. Map(s) depicting zoning.
e. A data base, including at least the following information.
i. Precipitation records.
ii.

Stormwater quality and quantity records.
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iii. Water quality and physical characteristics of receiving water that may be
impacted by stormwater.
We will need to reassess this provision when developing the
monitoring requirements.
iv.

A description and location of major structural Best Management Practices
(BMPs) and other structural controls for stormwater discharges.
4. Coordination
a. The SWMP shall include coordination mechanisms to ensure intergovernmental
and intragovemmental coordination of stormwater-related policies, programs
and projects among permit-tees within a watershed, and coordination among
departments within each jurisdiction.
b. Minimum Performance Measures:
i. Establish a program ensuring intergovemmental and intragovemmental
coordination will occur as follows:
(1)

(2)
(3)

ii.

iii.

Intragovemmental coordination will include maximizing benefits
and leveraging resources, minimizing duplication of efforts, and
avoiding programmatic gaps.
Coordinate on comprehensive land use plans, monitoring, data
management, and BMP testing.
Participation in Stormwater Planning in accordance with Special
Condition $8 for shared waterbodies among permittees, including
WSDOT.

Each permittee shall participate in Stormwater Planning in accordance
with Special Condition $8 for shared waterbodies among permittees.
WSDOT shall participate in Stormwater Planning in all applicable basins
where WSDOT has stormwater discharges.
Each municipality is to enter into a memorandum of agreement with
WSDOT establishing terms of enforcement for controlling discharges into
WSDOT-owned storm drams, no later than 18 months after the effective
date of this permit.

iv.

Each municipality is to enter into an agreement with co-permittees located
within their boundaries to control the contribution of pollutants into the
system owned or operated by the co-permittee.
5. Public Involvement
a. The SWMP shall include ongoing programs that provide opportunities for
public involvement through advisory councils, watershed committees,
participation in developing rate structures, stewardship programs, environmental
activities, or other similar activities.
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b. Minimum performance measures:
i. Adoption of a program or policy directive to create opportunities for the
public to participate in the decision making process involving stormwater
management programs, priorities, and Stormwater Planning.
2.

Implement a public involvement program, including public involvement in
the Stormwater Planning process.
6. Controlling Kunoff from New Development, Redevelopment and Construction Sites
a. The SWMP shall include a program to control runoff from areas of new
development and redevelopment, and from construction sites. The program
must address site-specific development impacts and the cumulative effects of
changes to watershed hydrology and increases in pollutant loads resulting from
development throughout a basin.
b. Minimum performance measures:
i.

The program must include ordinances (except WSDOT’s program) and
technical standards that include minimum requirements, definitions, and
thresholds equivalent to those found in Appendix 1. The program must
also include a BMP selection process and site planning guidance
equivalent to those found in Volume 1 of the Stormwater Management
Manual for Western Washington. The program must also include
implementation of a manual that includes BMPs equivalent to those
contained in Volumes II- V of Ecology’s Stormwater Management
Manual (2000 edition). The ordinance(s), technical standards, and
manual must be adopted within 12 months of the effective date of this
permit. The ordinances, technical standards, and manual shall apply to
private and public development, including roads.

ii.

All development activities, except those identified in iii, below, which
have not yet received all permits, approvals or authorizations from the
permittee necessary to begin construction prior to (a date 12 months
from the effective date of this permit) shall either comply with the
provisions of the ordinance(s) and manual required under this permit
condition or the municipal entity shall provide additional controls to
ensure the techrtical standards in Appendix 1 are met. For WSDOT, all
construction projects that have not been advertised for bid prior to (a
date 12 months from the effective date of this permit) shall comply with
the provisions of the technical standards and manual required under this
permit condition.

iii.

Aider (date 12 months from the effective date of the permit), all new
development on an undeveloped parcel must meet all the applicable
technical standards in Appendix 1 at the time they are constructed.

iv.

The following criteria shall be used for determining if the local
ordinance(s), technical standards, and manual are technically equivalent to
Appendix 1 and the Stormwater Management Manual for Western
Washington:
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(1)

The Minimum Requirements (in Appendix 1) for new development
and redevelopment or their equivalents must be included in the
ordinance adopted by the local government. More stringent
requirements may be used, and/or the Minimum Requirements may
be tailored to local circumstances through the use of basin plans.

(2)

The thresholds for and definitions of new development,
redevelopment, land disturbing activities, impervious surfaces, and
. pollution-generating surfaces should provide equivalent protection of
receiving waters or equivalent levels of pollution treatment as those
in Appendix 1.

(3)

The substantially equivalent technical standards must include BMP
selection and site planning processes that have outcomes that provide
equivalent or greater protection to those in Volume 1 of the
Stormwater Management Manual for Western Washington.
The types of BMPs and design criteria for those BMPs specified by
local governments must provide equivalent or greater protection than
those contained in Volumes II through V of Ecology’s manual.
An exceptions and variance process similar in content to Section 2.8
of Volume 1 of the Stormwater Management Manual for Western
Washington, must be included.

(4)

(5)

v.

The program must establish legal authority through approval of new
development to inspect private stormwater facilities and enforce
maintenance standards.

vi.

The program must include a uniform process of permits, plan review,
inspections, and enforcement capability to meet the following standards
for both private and public projects:

,

(1) Review, with qualified staff or consultants, all stormwater site plans
required to be submitted for proposed development activities.
(2) Inspect, with qualified staff or consultants prior to clearing and
construction, all development sites that are hydraulically near~ a
sediment/erosion-sensitive feature2 or have a high potential for
sediment transport as determined through plan review based on
definitions and guidance in Appendix 2. The intent of this
inspection is to promote proper installation of erosion and sediment
controls.

Hydraulically near means runoff from the site discharges to the sensitive feature without significant natural
attenuation of flows that allows for susi~nded solids removal. See Appendix 2 for a more detailed definition.
Sediment/erosion-sensitive feature means an area subject to significant degradation due to the effect of
construction runoff or ar~as requiring Slmeial protection to prevent erosion. See Appendix 2 for a more detailed
definition.
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(3)

Inspect, with qualified staff or consultants, all permitted
development sites during construction to ensure proper installation
and maintenance of required erosion and sediment controls. Enforce
as necessary based on the inspection. Note: this inspection may be
combined with other inspections provided it is still performed by
certified staff or consultants.

(4) Inspect, with qualified staff or consultants, all development sites
~ upon completion of construction and prior to final
approval/occupancy to ensure proper installation of permanent
erosion controls and stormwater facilities/BMPs. Enforce as
necessary based on the inspection. Note: this inspection may be
combined with other inspections provided it is still performed by
qualified staff or consultants.
vii. The program must require that proposed clearing and grading activities be
reviewed and approved under or in conjunction with a permit approval or
other approval as outlined in Appendix 3 so that appropriate standards and
BMPs can be applied to mitigate the impacts of clearing and grading
activities.
viii. The program must also include a process to make available copies of the
"Notice of Intent for Construction Activity" and/or copies of the "Notice
of Intent for Industrial Activity" to representatives of proposed new
development and redevelopment. Permittees will continue to enforce
local ordinances controlling runoff from construction sites that also
require coverage under the Baseline General Permit for Discharges
Associated with Industrial Stormwater and/or the General Permit for
Stormwater Discharges Associated with Construction Activities.
ix.. The program must include Stormwater Planning to assess and evaluate the
estimated cumulative impacts from projected new development, and
recommend actions to prevent alteration of the physical, chemical or
biological properties of any waters of the state as will or is likely to be
harmful, detrimental or injurious to beneficial uses. Planning must be
conducted in accordance with Special condition $8. In addition to
adoption and implementation of the Stormwater Management Manual and
control of stormwater discharges on a site-specific basis, the program must
include actions as necessary based on stormwater planning
recommendations (such as land use regulation, protection of forest cover
and riparian buffers), to ensure that stormwater discharges associated with
areas of new development do not cause or contribute to a violation of any
applicable ground water quality, surface water quality or sediment
management standards in accordance with Special Condition S6.F.
7. Stormwater Controls for Existing Developed Areas
a. The SWMP shall include a program, implemented through the Stormwater
Planning requirement in Special condition $8, to address impacts to beneficial
uses resulting from disturbances to watershed hydrology and stormwater
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pollutant discharges caused by stormwater discharges from areas of existing
development. The program shall include Capital Improvement Projects (CIP)
for the construction of projects such as regional flow control facilities, water
quality treatment facilities, and retrofitting of existing flood control facilities.
Permittees should also consider other means to address impacts from existing
development, such as reduction of hydrologic changes through the use of on-site
stormwater management BMPs and site design techrdques, habitat acquisition
or restoration of forest cover and riparian buffers, for compliance with this
requirem~t. Permittees may not cite in-stream culvert replacement projects for
compliance with this requirement.
b. Minimum Performance Measures:
i. The program must include Stormwater Planning to evaluate the types of
controls that are appropriate and necessary to mitigate impacts to basin
hydrology and beneficial uses, and reduce pollutant loads, caused by
stormwater discharges from existing development. The stormwater
plans shall also recommend specific actions, including capital
improvement projects, to prevent and reduce impacts from stormwater
discharges, in accordance with Special condition $8.
ii.

The WSDOT program to control stormwater impacts from existing
development shall identify treatment and flow control deficiencies for
each discharge covered under this permit. WSDOT shall develop a
pdoritization for correction of those deficiencies. In accordance with
requirements for Stormwater Planning in special condition $8, the
prioritization must include a consideration of the needs, priorities, and
strategies identified by local governments in their stormwater planning.
The priodtization should also take into account transportation planning
conducted by WSDOT, and construction schedules for transportation
projects. The WSDOT CIP program schedule shall also be predicated on
achieving correction of all identified deficiencies within 20 years from
the issuance of this permit.

8. Source Control Program
a. The SWMP shall include a program to reduce pollutants in runoff from existing
developed areas that discharge to municipal separate storm sewers owned or
operated by the permittee. The program shall include:
i.

ii.

iii.

Requiring application of source control BMPs (equivalent to Volume IV
of the Ecology Stormwater Management Manual) on existing facilities and
activities.
Inspections of commercial, industrial and multifamily properties to ensure
implementation of BMPs to control pollution discharging into municipal
separate storm sewers owned or operated by the permittee.
Unless otherwise agreed to by the perrnittee, a permittee will not be
expected to enforce an industrial NPDES permit issued by Ecology,
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however, the permit’tee is expected to enforce local ordinances at all sites,
. including those with industrial NFDES permits. Municipalities may refer
stormwater discharge problems associated with industrial (non=
construction) NPDES permittees to Ecology unless the pennittee has local
ordinances that impose stricter stormwater standards than imposed through
the permit issued by Ecology. Permittees Will not be held liable by
Ecology for water quality standard violations caused by industries covered
under an NFDES permit issued by Ecology.
Red~ction of pollutants associated with the application of pesticides,
iv.
herbicides, and fertilizer discharging into municipal separate storm sewers
owned or operated by the permittee.
b. Minimum Performance Measures for Source Control Program:
i.

Adoption of an ordinance requiring the application of source control
BMPs (equivalent to Volume IV of the Ecology Stormwater Management
Manual) for existing facilities and activities. Enforcement of source
control req~rements may be done through education and technical
assistance programs, provided that regulatory authority is available to the
permittee and is used for flagrant violations.

ii.

Compile a list of existing commercial, multifamily, industrial and
government sites which are potentially pollution generating’(see Appendix
4 for guidance). The list shall be updated at least once every 5 years.

iii.

An inspection program for all the listed sites, with adequate enforcement
capability to ensure implementation of source control BMPs, including
elimination of sanitary sewer or interior floor drain connections. The
inspection program will perform inspections of at least 15% of the listed
sites annually. 80% of the total of these properties will be inspected
during the term of the permit. Adjust the inspection program as needed to
incorporate new sites added to the list and reflect sites already inspected.
Note: those sites where the property owner denies entry/inspection and
there is no legal authority to enter/inspect may be excluded fi:om onsite
inspection, however, the permittee is still responsible for enforcement of
the source control ordinance if evidence of a violation can be seen without
entering the property.

iv.

Adopt and implement policies and procedures to reduce pollutants
associated with the application of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizer on
all public property owned or managed by the permittee, including parks
and road right-of-ways.

v.

Provide a minimum of two training sessions for inspection and other f~eld
staff to ensure adequate implementation of the source control program.
9. Illicit Discharge Reduction
a. The SWM!) shall include an ongoing program to detect, remove and prevent
illicit discharges and improper disposal, including spills, into the municipal
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separate storm sewers owned or operated by the permittee. The program shall
include:
i. Effectively prohibiting illicit discharges to the municipal separate storm
sewers owned or operated by the permittee other than those authorized
under a separate NPDES permit. Unless identified by either the perrnittee
or Ecology as significant sources of pollution to waters of the state, the
illicit discharges listed in 40 CFR Section 122.26(d)(iv)(B)(1) need not be
pro .hibited from entering the municipal separate storm sewers owned or
operated by the permit’tee. As necessary, the permittee(s) shall incorporate
appropriate control measures in the stormwater management program to
ensure these discharges are not significant sources of pollutants to waters
of the state.
ii.

Detecting and removing sanitary sewer or interior floor drain connections
to municipal separate storm sewers owned or operated by the permit’tee.

iii.

On-going identification of illicit discharges, spills and improper disposal
into the municipal separate storm sewer system, through inspections,
monitoring and complaint response.

iv.

Preventing, responding to, and cleaning up spills and improper disposal
into the municipal separate storm sewers owned or operated by the
permittee.
b. Minimum Performance Measures:
i.

An on-going program to prevent, identify and respond to illicit discharges
including illicit connections, spills and improper disposal through
complaints/reports, construction inspections, maintenance inspections,
source control inspections, and monitoring information.

ii.

Provide appropriate training for municipal field staff to recognize and
report illicit discharges, including spills, improper disposal and illicit
connectiom.

iii.

Adopt procedures for reporting and correcting or removing illicit
connections, spills and other illicit discharges when they are suspected or
identified.
iv. A well-publicized citizen complaints/reports telephone number.
v. Investigate or refer to the ~$~ropriate agency, within 7 days on average,
any complaints/reports or monitoring information that indicates a potential
illicit discharge, spill, or illegal dumping. Investigate or refer as soon as
possible within 24 hours, those problems/violations judged to be urgent or
severe.

10o Operation and Maintenance Program
a. The SWMP shall include a program to conduct maintenance activities that
prevent or reduce stormwater impacts. The program shall include:
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i.

Maintenance standards and programs to ensure proper and timely
maintenance of public and private stormwater facilities.

ii.

Practices for operating and maintaining public streets, roads, and
highways to reduce stormwater impacts.

iii.

Policies and procedures to reduce pollutants associated with the
application of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizer.

iv.

Practices for operating and maintaining fleet vehicles and maintenance
yards to reduce stormwater impacts.

b. Minimum Performance Measures:
i.

Adopt facility-specific maintenance standards that are as protective or
more protective than those specified in Appendix 10A of Volume V of the
Stormwater Management Manual for Western Washington.

ii.

Adopt policies and procedures to establish a program to ensure proper and
timely maintenance of public and private stormwater facilities.

iii.

Adopt and implement an ordinance requiring maintenance of all privately
owned permanent stormwater BMPs in accordance with adopted
maintenance standards.

iv.

Develop and implement an initial inspection schedule for all private
stormwater facilities that ensures inspection of each facility at least once
during the term of this permit to enforce compliance with adopted
maintenance standards as needed based on the inspection. Note: those sites
where the property owner denies entry/inspection and there is no legal
authority to enter/inspect may be excluded from onsite inspection. In
addition, jurisdictions shall not be held responsible for lack of compliance
by the property owner if appropriate enforcement action has been taken in
accordance with the policies and procedures established in ii and iii above.
Develop an on-going schedule for implementation after the initial
schedule to ensure inspection of all private stormwater facilities annually.
The annual inspection schedule may be changed to a lesser or greater
frequency of inspection as appropriate to ensure compliance with
maintenance standards based on maintenance records of double the
number of years of the proposed inspction frequency.

v.

vi.

Manage maintenance activities to inspect all new flow control and water
quality treatment facilities in subdivisions every 6 months during the
period of heaviest house construction (i.e., 1 to 2 years following
subdivision approval) to identify maintenance needs and enforce
compliance with maintenance standards as needed.

vii. Manage maintenance activities to inspect all public stormwater facilities
annually and take appropriate maintenance action in accordance with
adopted maintenance standards. The annual inspection schedule may be
changed to a lesser or greater frequency of inspection as appropriate to
ensure compliance with maintenance standards based on maintenance
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records of double the number of years of the proposed inspction
frequency.
viii. Manage maintenance activities to inspect all public stormwater facilities
after major storm events if spot checks of some facilities indicate
widespread damage/maintenance needs. Conduct repairs or take
appropriate maintenance action in accordance with adopted maintenance
standards based on the results of the inspections.
ix.

Annually inspect public catchbasins and inlets on a "circuit basis"
whereby a sampling of catchbasins and inlets within each circuit is
inspected to identify maintenance needs. Include in the sampling an
inspection of the catchbasin immediately upstream of any system outfall.
Clean all catchbasins within a given circuit at one time if the inspection
sampling indicates cleaning is needed to comply with adopted
maintenance standards.

x.

Require cleaning of private catchbasins and inlets whenever they are
found to be out of compliance with adopted maintenance standards.
xi. Records of inspections and maintenance activities shall be maintained.
xii. Adopt practices to reduce stormwater impacts associated with nmoff from
public streets, roads, and highways within 12 months of the effective date
of this permit. Ecology guidance for street waste disposal, the Municipal
Stormwater Toolbox for Maintenance Practices (June 1998), developed by
Oregon Association of Clean Water Agencies, (and consider adding the
guidance on ditch maintenance being developed by the Center for Urban
Water Resources management at UW), shall be used as guidance for
developing this program. Implementation of practices shall begin no later
than 18 months after the effective date of this permit, and continue on an
ongoing basis throughout the term of the permit. The following activities
must be addressed:
(1) Pipe cleaning
(2) Cleaning of culverts that convey stormwater in ditch systems
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Ditch maintenance
Street cleaning
Road repair and resurfacing, including pavement grinding
Snow and ice control
Bridge repair and maintenance
Utility installation

(9) Maintaining roadside areas, including vegetation management.
(10) Dust control
(11) Pavement striping maintenance
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xiii. Adopt and implement policies and procedures to reduce pollutants
. associated with the application of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizer no
later than 12 months after the effective date of this permit.
xiv. Conduct a minimum of 2 training sessions for employees of the permittee
whose O&M job functions may impact stormwater quality. Training shall
address the importance of protecting water quality, ways to perform their
job activities to prevent or minimize impacts to water quality, and
procedures for reporting water quality concerns, including potential illicit
discharges.
xv. Develop and implement a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP)
for all maintenance yards and vehicle maintenance facilities owned or
operated by the permittee. The SWPPP is a documented plan to
implement measures to identify, prevent, and control the contamination of
discharges of stormwater to surface or ground water. The SWPPPs must
be developed within 18 months of the effective date of this permit.
Implementation of non-structural BMPs shall begin immediately after the
pollution prevention plan is developed. A schedule for implementation of
structural BMPs shall be included in the pollution prevention plan.
11. Education Program
a. The SWMP shall include an education program aimed at residents, businesses,
industries, elected officials, policy makers, planning staff and other employees
of the permittee. The goal of the education program is to change behaviors and
practices that cause or contribute to adverse stormwater impacts so as to
minimize and eventually eliminate such impacts. An education program may be
developed locally or regionally.
b. Minimum Performance Measures:
i.
Begin informal distribution of available materials as a first step towards
achieving public education goals.
ii. Permittees shall implement or participate in an education program that
uses different types of media (brochures alone are not adequate), and
targets a wide range of interest groups to provide education on the topics
listed in ii, below.
iii. The education program shall address the following areas:
(1) Provide education for all audiences about the importance of
improving water quality, reducing impervious surfaces and
protecting beneficial uses of waters of the state, about potential
impacts caused by stormwater discharges, and methods for avoiding,
minimizing, reducing and/or eliminating the adverse impacts of
stormwater runoff.
(2)

Provide and encourage participation in environmental stewardship
activities.
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(3)

Provide information to the general public about actions individuals
can take to improve water quality and reduce impervious surfaces
(e.g., lawn care with less fertilizer and pesticides, more use of native
vegetation for landscaping, proper disposal of pet wastes, etc.).
(4) Education on proper use and disposal of pesticides, herbicides, and
fertilizers.
(5) Provide training for engineers, construction contractors, developers,
- development review staff, and land use planners on technical
standards, the development of stormwater site plans and erosion
control plans, and BMPs for mitigating contaminated runoff and the
quantity of runoff from development sites.
(6) Provide education for engineers, contractors, developers, and the
public on land development practices and non-structural BMPs that
eliminate, avoid, or minimize adverse stormwater impacts.
(7)

Provide education to explain the defirfition and impacts, and promote
removal of illicit discharges.

(8)

Provide education to promote proper management and disposal of
toxic materials (e.g. used oil, batteries, vehicle fluids, home
chemicals.)

$8 STORMWATER PLANNING
A. The SWMP shall include stormwater planning to assess and evaluate impacts to
physical, chemical and biological properties of waters of the state caused by stormwater
discharges from existing development and from projected new development. The
stormwater plans will identify actions to prevent future impacts and mitigate existing
impacts. Stormwater planning shall address impacts caused by changes in stormwater
hydrology and pollutant loads affecting surface water, ground water and sediment
quality.
B. The objectives ofstormwater planning under the SWMP shall be:
1. To determine the need, opportunity, best alternative, priority, and funding for
projects to reduce the stormwater impacts from existing development.
2. To encourage redevelopment and infill, and provide more efficient, effective runoff
controls instead of requiring stormwat~r facilities through individual redevelopment
projects.
3. To assess baseline conditions, including but not limited to biota, habitat, beneficial
uses, water quality conditions, hydrologic conditions, current and projected land
4. To evaluate the need for basin specific stormwater control standards, and
implement changes to standards if appropriate.
5. To site and fund projects to ensure flow control and water quality treatment to meet
the teclmieal standards in Appendix 1 where local governments allow projects to
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continue being built to the old standards beyond the deadline established in Special
Condition $7C.6. Notwithstanding the above, permittees are required to comply
with the provisions of S7C.6.b.ii and iii.
6. To assess and evaluate the estimated cumulative impacts of stormwater discharges
fi~om projected new development, including impacts to summer low flows, and to
recommend actions to prevent alteration of the physical, chemical, or biological
properties of any waters of the state as will or is likely to be harmful, detrimental or
injurious to beneficial uses.
7. To ensure that changes to stormwater quality and hydrology and resulting impacts
to physical, chemical, and biological properties of waters of the state are assessed
and that appropriate mitigation3 will be provided when comprehensive land use
planning, zoning, and other land use decisions are made.
8. To assess and evaluate stormwater impacts to receiving waters that are in nonattainment of water quality standards, and included on the State of Washington
303(d) list. To provide input into the development of Total Maximum Daily Loads
(TMDLs) for those water bodies. Also, to develop implementation strategies for
completed TMDLs.
C. The stormwater planning objectives may be accomplished through stormwater-specific
basin planning, or other planning processes. The stormwater planning objectives must
be considered in all basins, however, detailed planning efforts should focus on
objectives most appropriate or necessary for individual basins.
D. Stormwater plans must include a recommended schedule for implementation and
recommendations regarding funding of implementation. Stormwater plans must
include a commitment to begin implementation according to the implementation
schedule contained in the completed stormwater plan upon adoption by the
participating entities. Adoption of the stormwater plan shall mean a legislative action
(or an administrative action for WSDOT) accepting the plan and a financial
commitment to begin funding plan implementation.
E. Stormwater planning must address all basins or portions thereof where the jurisdiction
has authority within the urban growth boundaries established under the Growth
Management Act, and outside the urban growth boundaries where land uses other than
forestry and agriculture could cause stormwater impacts to receiving waters.

Note - The intention here is to address areas outside the UGB where existing
platted densities are high or there are non-conforming uses that could cause
stormwater impacts. We would appreciate suggestions on language on how best
to describe these areas.

3 Mitigate means, in the following order of preference, to eliminate, avoid, minimize, rectify, reduce, competmate,
monitor and correct.
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F. Ecology will develop guidance on how to meet the stormwater planning objectives in
this condition. Any stormwater plans that have been completed or are near completion,
and that adequately address stormwater impacts to salmonids and CWA objectives, are
sufficient to meet the planning objectives in this condition. It is expected tiaat
stormwater planning will be integrated into existing planning efforts.
G. The Cities and Counties named as permittees under Special Condition S2.A. shall
coordinate stormwater planning activities among WSDOT and co-permittees where
those entities are located in basins subject to the planning requirement, and shall
provide technical and administrative support for plan preparation.
H. WSDOT and co-permittees shall participate in Stormwater Planning and plan
implementation when appropriate geographically and environmentally.
I. Minimum Performance Measures: ’
1. Within 18 months of the effective date of this permit, establish a schedule (or
schedules for parallel processes) for conducting stormwater planning required under
this condition. This schedule may be prioritized consistent with Clean Water Act
objectives, including protection of beneficial uses and achieving proper functioning
conditions for salmonids, or other factors as determined by the permit-tees.
2. By the end of the permit term, complete stormwater planning for at least 50% of the
geographic area subject to the planning requirement.
3. By the end of the permit term, adopt and begin implementation of stormwater plans
that cover 25% of the geographic area subject to the planning requirement,
including implementation of action items that address stormwater discharges from
both existing and new development.
4. For each plan establish an implementation schedule and funding strategy for both
near term and long term capital improvement, regulatory, programmatic actions and
land use. Short term actions are actions that must be taken to prevent additional
stormwater impacts and to address critical existing impacts. Short term actions
shall be implemented within 5 years. Long term actions are actions to achieve the
water quality goals for the basin. Long term actions are to be implemented within
10 years. Short term land use actions are intended to prevent stormwater impacts.
Long term land use actions are to address existing impacts. The implementation
schedule for each stormwater plan may be adjusted upon completion of additional
stormwater plans to accommodate newly identified high priority short term actions,
provided that the long term schedule for implementation of actions for all the
stormwater plans is 20 years.

$9. STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM FOR CO-PERMITTEES
A. Each co-permittee shall implement a stormwater management program during the term
of this permit. For the purpose of this permit a stormwater management program is a
plan for the term of the permit to:
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1. Ensure that new development does not cause a violation of applicable standards or
increase degradation of already impaired waters;
5. Reduce the discharge of pollutants;
6. Reduce impacts to receiving waters;
3. Eliminate illicit discharges as described in $7.C10; and
4. Make progress toward compliance with surface water, ground water and sediment
standards, including protection and restoration of beneficial uses.
C. Port Districts shall develop and implement the following Stormwater Management
Program:
1. Legal Authority. Port districts shall enter into an agreement with the permitted
entity they are located in to control the contribution of pollutants to the municipal
separate storm sewers owned or operated by the Port. The agreement shall include
the following provisions:
a. Roles and Responsibilities. The agreement between the City and the County
shall clarify roles and responsibilities for public involvement, public education,
controlling runoff from new development and redevelopment, inspection,
enforcement, monitoring, maintenance, planning, and capital improvements to
ensure compliance with the terms of this permit.
b. Spills. Immediately upon becoming aware of a spill into the drainage system
owned or operated by the Port, the Port shall notify the City or County it is
located in. The City/County shall respond immediately by taking direct action
and notifying Ecology.
c. Illicit Discharges. If the Port suspects an illicit discharge into the drainage
system owned or operated by the Port, the Port shall notify the City or County it
is located in within 24 hours. The City/County shall investigate within 7 days,
on average.
d. Other pollution sources and hydrologic impacts. The Port shall participate in
the City/County stormwater planning process.
2. Monitoring Program. The Port shall participate in the City or County’s
monitoring program.
3. Gathering, Maintaining, and Using Adequate Information. The Port shall
comply with S7.D.4.a.i., ii, and iii. This mapping information shall be provided to
the City or County.
4. Coordination. The Port shall coordinate monitoring, and source control and illicit
discharge control efforts with the City or County. The port shall also participate in
stormwater planning, when appropriate geographically and environmentally.
5. Public Involvement. The Port shall participate in the City or County’s public
involvement program.
6. Controlling Runoff from New Development, Redevelopment and Construction
sites. Through compliance with City or County ordinances and rules, the Port shall
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ensure that all new development and re-development meets the technical standards
in Appendix 1.
7. Existing Developed Areas. The port shall prepare Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plans (SWPPPs) for all port owned lands not covered under the
Industrial Stormwater General Permit. The SWPPP is a documented plan to
implement measures to identify, prevent and control the contamination of
discharges ofstormwater to surface or ground water. The SWPPPs must be
developed within 18 months of the effective date of this permit. Implementation of
non-structural BMPs shall begin immediately after the SWPPP is developed. A
schedule for implementation of structural BlVfPs shall be included in the SWPPP.
In addition, the Port shall participate in the City’s stormwater planning program.
8. Stormwater Planning. The Port shall participate in stormwater planning in
accordance with Special Condition $8, and implement plan actions as appropriate.
9. Source Control Program. The Port shall compile a list of sites that are potentially
pollution generating (see Appendix 4 for guidance). The port will inspect all listed
sites annually, and implement source control BMPs to prevent or reduce the
discharge of pollutants. The port shall adopt and implement policies and
procedures to reduce pollutants associated with the application of pesticides,
herbicides and fertilizer on all port-owned property. Provide adequate training for
inspection and other field staff to ensure adequate implementation of the source
control program.
10. Illicit Discharges. The Port shall ensure that all sanitary sewer connections and
floor drains in buildings on port owned property are not connected to municipal
separate storm sewers. The port shall develop a program to prevent, identify, and
respond to illicit discharges, including illicit connections, spills and improper
disposal, through complaints/reports, maintenance inspections, and source control
inspections. The port shall provide appropriate training for field staff to recognize
and report, illicit discharges, and adopt procedures for responding to and reporting
illicit discharges.
11. Operation and Maintenance Program. The Port shall adopt facility-specific
maintenance standards that are as protective or more protective than those specified
in Appendix 10A of Volume V of the Stormwater Management Manual for Western
Washington, and comply with the inspection frequencies for public stormwater
facilities. The Port shall annually inspect and maintain catchbasins.in accordance
with ST.D. 12.b.ix. Records of inspections and maintenance activities shall be
maintained. The port shall provide appropriate training for maintenance staff.
12. Education Program. The Port shall participate in the City’s public education
program.
C. King County as a co-permittee with the City of Seattle shall develop and implement the
following Stormwater Program:
1. Legal Authority. King County and Seattle shall enter into an agreement to control
the contribution of pollutants to the municipal separate storm sewers operated by
King County. The agreement shall include the following provisions:
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a. Roles and Responsibilities. The agreement between the City and the County
shall clarify roles and responsibilities for public involvement, public education,
controlling runoff from new development and redevelopment, inspection,
enforcement, monitoring, maintenance, planning, and capital improvements to
ensure compliance with the terms of this permit.
b. Spills. Immediately upon becoming aware of a spill into the drainage system
operated by King County, the County shall notify the City it is located in. The
City shall_respond immediately by taking direct action and notifying Ecology.
c. Illicit Discharges. If the King County suspects an illicit discharge into the
drainage system operated by the County, the County shall first investigate the
source and try to eliminate the problem. If the County cannot resolve the
problem through education or voluntary actions it shall notify the City. The
City shall investigate within 7 days, on average.
d. Other pollution sources and hydrologic impacts. The County shall participate in
the City stormwater planning process.
e. Maps of the drainage system. The City shall provide the County with maps of
the drainage system draining into the system operated by the County no later
than 6 months after the effective date of this permit.
2. Monitoring Program. The County shall participate in the City’s monitoring
program.
3. Coordinatiou. The County shall coordinate monitoring, and source control and
illicit discharge control efforts with the City. The County shall also participate in
stormwater planning, when appropriate geographically and environmentally.
4. Public Involvement. The County shall participate in the City’s public involvement
program.
5. Stormwater Planning. The County shall participate in stormwater planning in
accordance with Special Condition $8 and implement recommended plan actions as
appropriate, including construction of capital facilities where needed.
6. Source Control Program. The County and City shall jointly compile a list of sites
that are potentially pollution generating (see Appendix 5 for guidance). The County
will inspect all listed sites annually, and provide technical assistance and
recommended source control BMPs to prevent or reduce the discharge of pollutants.
Sites where enforcement is needed to correct urgent or persistent problems shall be
referred to the City. The County shall provide adequate training for inspection and
other field staff to ensure adequate implementation of the source control program.
7. Illicit Discharges. The County shall develop a program to prevent, identify, and
respond to illicit discharges, including illicit connections, spills and improper
disposal, through complaints/reports, and source control inspections. The County
shall provide appropriate training for field staffto recognize and report illicit
discharges, and adopt procedures for responding to and reporting illicit discharges.
8. Operation and Maintenance Program. The County shall adopt facility-specific
maintenance standards that are as protective or more protective than those specified
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in Appendix 10A of Volume V of the Stormwater Management Manual for Western
Washington, and comply with the inspection frequencies for public stormwater
facilities. The County shall ensure that catchbasins are annually inspected and
maintained in accordance with S7.D. 12.b.ix. Records 9finspections and
maintenance activities shall be maintained. The County shall provide appropriate
training for maintenance staff.
9. Education Program. The County shall participate in the City’s public education
program, and.conduct education activities in the areas served by the County’s storm
drainage system.
C. Drainage Districts and all other Co-Permittees not otherwise identified shall
develop and implement the following Stormwater Management Program.
I. Legal Authority. Co-permittees shall enter into an agreement with the permitted
entity they are located in to control the contribution of pollutants to the municipal
separate storm sewers owned or operated by the co-permit-tee. The agreement shall
include the following provisions:
a. Roles and Responsibilities. The agreement between the co-permit-tee and the
permittee shall clarify roles and responsibilities for public involvement, public
education, controlling runoff from new development and redevelopment,
inspection, enforcement, monitoring, maintenance, planning, and capital
improvements to ensure compliance with the terms of this permit.
b. Spills. Immediately upon becoming aware of a spill into the drainage system
owned or operated by the co-permittee, the co-permittee shall notify the City or
County it is located in. The City/County shall respond immediately by taking
direct action and notifying Ecology.
c. Illicit Discharges. If the co-permittee suspects an illicit discharge into the
drainage system owned or operated by the co-permittee, the co-permittee shall
notify the City or County it is located in within 24 hours. The City/County shall
investigate within 7 days, on average.
d. Other pollution sources and hydrologic impacts. The co-permittee shall
participate in the City/County stormwater planning process.
2. Gathering, Maintaining, and Using Adequate Information. The co-permittee
shall provide a map of the district’s drainage system to the City/County, if they
don’t already have such a map. The co-permittee shall ensure the map is updated
when any system changes occur.
3. Stormwater Planning. The Co-permittee shall participate in stormwater planning
and implement plan actions as appropriate, when appropriate geographically and
environmentally.
4. Operation and Maintenance Program. The co-permittee shall adopt facilityspecific maintenance standards that are as protective or more protective than those
specified in Appendix IOA of Volume V of the Stormwater Management Manual
for Western Washington, and comply with the inspection frequencies for public
stormwater facilities. The co-permittee shall ensure that catchbasins are annually
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inspected and maintained in accordance with S7.D. 12.b.ix. Records of inspections
and maintenance activities shall be maintained. The co-permittee shall provide
appropriate training for maintenance staff.

SI0. SCHEDULES FOR COMPLIANCE WITH STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM COMPONENTS
A. Each permittee shall continue all current activities that meet specific permit
requirements in Special Condition $7. Whenever permittees must take actions to meet
the program components in Special Condition $7, the actions shall be completed by the
dates specified in the following implementation schedule. For permittees identified
under Special Condition $2C. and D., the following implementation schedule shall
apply unless an implementation schedule is issued through an administrative order at
the time of permit coverage.

STORMWATER PROGRAM
REQUIREMENT

IMPLEMENTATION
IMPLEMENTATION
4
SCHEUDLE FOR PERMITTEES SCHEDULEs FOR
SPECIAL CONDITION $7
PERMITTEES
IDENTIFIED UNDER $2 C.
ANDD.

1. Legal Authority
a. Maintain adequate legal authority

effective date of permit

12 months

c. WSDOT MOUs

18 months

Not applicable

Effective date of permit, and in
accordance with Stormwater
Planning, $8.

12 months, and in
accordance with Stormwater
Planning, $8.

b.i. Establish coordination program

3 months

3 months

b. ii. Participate in Stormwater Planning

In accordance with $8

In accordance with $8

2. Monitoring Program
3. Gathering, Maintaining and Using
Adequate Information
4. Coordination

All deadlines are measured from the effective date of the permit, unless otherwise noted.
All deadlines are measured from the date of coverage under the permit.
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STORMWATER PROGRAM
REQUIREMENT

IMPLEMENTATION
IMPLEMENTATION
SCHEUDLE4 FOR PERMITTEES SCHEDULEs FOR
SPECIAL CONDITION $7
PERMITTEES
[DENT~IED UNDER $2 C.
ANDD.

b. iii. MOU with WSDOT

18 months

Not applicable

b. iv. Agreements with co-permittees

12 months

Not applicable

6 months

6 months

5. Public Involvement

b.i. Adopt program or policy directive

b. ii. Implement public involvement program 18 months

18 months

6. Controlling Runoff from New
Development, Redevelopment and
Construction Sites
b.i. Adopt ordinances, technical standards
and manual

12 months

12 months

b. ii. Implement ordinances, technical
standards and manual

12 months

12 months

b. iii. All new development on an
undeveloped parcel must meet technical
standards

12 months

12 months

b.v. Authority to inspect private stormwater
facilities

12 months

12 months

b. vi. Permits, plan review, inspections and
enforcement

24 months, provided that
permittees must continue at least
existing level of effort until full
implementation is achieved.

[Need to develop appropriate
implementation schedule]

b. vii. Clearing and grading in conjunction
with a permit or approval

12 months

12 months

b. viii. Coordination with Ecologyadministered construction and industrial
stormwater permits

effective date of permit

3 months
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STORMWATER PROGRAM
REQUIREMENT

IMPLEMENTATION
IMPLEMENTATION
4
SCHEUDLE FOR PERMITTEES SCHEDULE5 FOR
SPECIAL CONDITION $7
PERMITTEES
IDENTIFIED UNDER $2 C.
ANDD.

b. ix. Stormwater Planning

In accordance with $8

In accordance with $8

In accordance with $8

In accordance with $8

7. Stormwater Controls for Exi.~ting
Developed Areas
b. i. Stormwater Planning

b. ii WSDOT prioritization for correction of 12 months
deficiencies

Not applicable

8. Source Control Program
b.i. Adopt ordinance

12 months

12 months

b.ii. Compile list of sites for inspection

12 months

12 months

b.iii. Inspection program

begin implementation no later than begin implementation no
24 months
later than 24 months

b.iv. reduce pollutants associated with
pesticides, herbicides and fertilizer

12 months

12 months

b.v. Two training sessions

by the end of the permit term

by the end of the permit term

b.i. on-going illicit discharge program

effective date of permit

24 months

b.ii. training

12 months

18 months

b. iii. reporting and correction procedures

effective date of permit

24 months

b. iv. complaints/reports telephone number

effective date of permit

24 months

b.v. investigate complaints/reports

effective date of permit

24 months

b.i. Adopt maintenance standards

12 months

12 months

b.ii. Adopt policies and procedures

18 months

18 months

9. Illicit Discharge Reduction

10. Operation and Maintenance Program
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STOR_MWATER PROGRAM
REQUIREMENT

IMPLEMENTATION
IMPLEMENTATION
SCHEUDLE4 FOR PERMITTEES SCHEDULEs FOR
SPECIAL CONDITION $7
PERM1TTEES
IDENTIFIED UNDER $2 C.
ANDD.

b.iii. Adopt ordinance for maintenance of
private facilities

12 months

12 months

b.iv. inspection of private facilities

18 months to develop inspection
schedule

18 months to develop
inspection schedule

complete initial inspections by end [Need to develop appropriate
of permit term
schedule for completing
initial inspections]
b.v. develop on-going inspection schedule
for private facilities

by the end of the permit term

by the end of the permit term

b.vi. i~aspect new stormwater facilities

24 months

24 months

b.vii, inspect and maintain public facilities

24 months, provided that
permittees must continue at least
existing level of effort until full
trnplementation is achieved.

[Need to develop appropriate
schedule]

b.viii, inspect facilities aider storms

24 months

24 months

b.ix. inspect and maintain public catch basins 24 months

24 months

b.x. cleaning of private catch basins as
needed

12 months

12 months

b.xi. records maintenance

effective date of permit

[Need to develop appropriate
schedule]

b.xii, adopt practices for roads and highways 12 months to adopt practices

12 months to adopt practices

18 months to begin on-going
implementation

18 months to begin on-going
~mplementation

b. xiii. reduce pollutants associated with
pesticides, herbicides and fertilizer

12 months

12 months

b. xiv. training

by the end of the permit term

by the end of the permit term

b.xv. SWPPs for maintenance yards

¯ develop SWPP within 18

¯ develop SWPP within 18
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STORMWATER PROGRAM
REQUIREMENT

IMPLEMENTATION
IMPLEMENTATION
SCI-~EUDLE4 FOR PERMITTEESSCHEDULE5 FOR
SPECIAL CONDITION $7
PERMITTEES
IDENTIFIED UNDER $2 C.
ANDD.
months
months
¯ begin implementation of nonstructural BMPs immediately
after SWPP is complete
¯ schedule for structural BMPs
in the SWPP

¯ begin implementation of
non-structural BMPs
immediately after SW-PP
is complete
¯ schedule for structural
BMPs in the SWPP

11. Education Program
b.i. informal education program

effective date of permit

6 months

b.ii. implement comprehensive education
program

18 months

18 months

B. Each Co-permittee shall continue all current activities that meet the specific permit
requirements of Special Condition $9. Whenever co-permittees must take actions to meet the
program components in Special Condition $9, the actions shall be completed by the dates
specified in the following implementation schedule:
This implementation schedule has not been written yet.
I
Sl 1. REPORTING REQUIRMENTS

Reporting requirements have not been written yet. We are intending to address the following:
¯ Ecology is planning to minimize the up front review and approval of programs, therefore,
annual reports will be used to determine permit compliance.
¯ Simplified reports for years 1,2, 3, and 5, with standard formatting provided for reporting on
performance measures.
¯ Status of stormwater planning and implementation in all reports.
¯ Detailed 4t~ year reports that include implementation actions for stormwater plans that will be
implemented under the next permit.
¯ The timing for report submittal needs to be determined, suggestions would be appreciated.
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GENERAL CONDITIONS
The only general condition I’m currently planning to change is:
G10. REMOVED SUBSTANCES. REMOVED SUBSTANCES
With the exception of decant from street waste vehicles, the permittee shall not allow
collected screenings, grit, solids, sludges, filter backwash, or other pollutants removed
in the course of treatment or control of stormwater to be resuspended or reintroduced to
the storm sewer system or to waters of the state. Decant from street waste vehicles
resulting from cleaning stormwater facilities may be reintroduced only when other
practical means are not available and only to catch basins remote from the discharge
point to waters of the state.
G1. DISCHARGE VIOLATIONS
All discharges and activities authorized by this permit shall be consistent with the terms
and conditions of this permit.
G2. PROPER OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
The permittee shall at all times properly operate and maintain all facilities and systems of
collection, treatment, and control (and related appurtenances) which are installed or used
by the Permittee for pollution control to achieve compliance with the terms and conditions
of this permit.
G3. NOTIFICATION OF SPILL

If a permittee has knowledge of a spill into a municipal storm sewer which could constitute
a threat to human health, welfare, or the environment, the permittee shall notify the
Ecology regional office and other appropriate spill response authorities immediately but in
no case later than within 24 hours of obtaining that knowledge.
G4. BYPASS PROHIBITED
The intentional bypass of stormwater from all or any portion of a stormwater treatment
BMP whenever the design capacity of the treatment BMP is not exceeded, is prohibited
unless the following conditions are met:
A. Bypass is: (1) unavoidable to prevent loss of life, personal injury, or severe property
damage; or (2) necessary to perform construction or maintenance-related activities
essential to meet the requirements of the Clean Water Act (CWA); and
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B. There are no feasible alternatives to bypass, such as the use of auxiliary treatment
facilities, retention of untreated stormwater, or maintenance during normal dry periods.
"Severe property damage" means substantial physical damage to property, damage to
the treatment facilities which would cause them to become inoperable, or substantial
and permanent loss of natural resources which can reasonably be expected to occur in
the absence of a bypass. Severe property damage does not mean economic loss.
G5. RIGHT OF ENTRY

The permit-tee shall allow an authorized representative of Ecology, upon the presentation of
credentials and such other documents as may be required by law at reasonable times:
A. To enter upon the permittee’s premises where a discharge is located or where any
records must be kept unde~r the terms and conditions of this permit;
B. To have access to, and copy at reasonable cost and at reasonable times, any records that
must be kept under the terms of the permit;
C. To inspect at reasonable times any monitoring equipment or method of monitoring
required in the permit;
D. To inspect at reasonable times any collection, treatment, pollution management, or
discharge facilities; and
E. To sample at reasonable times any discharge of pollutants.
G6. DUTY TO MITIGATE.
The permittee shall take all reasonable steps to minimize or prevent any discharge in
violation of this permit which has a reasonable likelihood of adversely affecting human
health or the environment.

G7. PROPERTY RIGHTS
This permit does not convey any property rights of any sort, or any exclusive privilege.
G8. COMPLIANCE WITH OTHER LAWS AND STATUTES
Nothing in the permit shall be construed as excusing the permittee from compliance with
any other applicable federal, state, or local statutes, ordinances, or regulations.
G9. MONITORING.MONITORING

A. Representative Sampling:
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Samples and measurements taken to meet the requirements of this permit shall be
representative of the volume and nature of the monitored discharge, including
representative sampling of any unusual discharge or discharge condition, including
bypasses, upsets, and maintenance-related conditions affecting effluent quality.
B. Records Retention:
The permittee shall retain records of all monitoring information, including all
calibration and maintenance records and all original recordings for continuous
monitoring instnanentation, copies of all reports required by this permit, and records of
all data used to complete the application for this permit, for a period of at least five
years. This period of retention shall be extended during the course of any unresolved
litigation regarding the discharge of pollutants by the permit-tee or when requested by
the Director. On request, monitoring data and analysis shall be provided to Ecology.
C. Recording of Results:
For each measurement or sample taken, the pem’dttee shall record the following
information: (1) the date, exact place and time of sampling; (2) the individual who
performed the sampling or measurement; (3) the dates the analyses were performed; (4)
who performed the analyses; (5) the analytical techniques or methods used; and (6) the
results of all analyses.
D. Test Procedures:
All sampling and analytical methods used to meet the monitoring requirements
specified in the approved stormwater management program shall conform to the
Guidelines Establishing Test Procedures for the Analysis of Pollutants contained in 40
CFR Part 136, unless otherwise specified in this permit or approved in writing by
Ecology.
E. Flow Measurement:
Appropriate flow measurement devices and methods consistent with accepted scientific
practices shall be selected and used to ensure the accuracy and reliability of
measurements of the volume of monitored discharges. The devices shall be installed,
calibrated, and maintained to ensure that the accuracy of the measurements are
consistent with the accepted industry standard for that type of device. Frequency of
calibration shall be in conformance with manufacturer’s recommendations or at a
minimum fi’equeney of at least one calibration po" year. Calibration records should be
maintained for a minimum of three year~.
F. Lab Accreditation:
All monitoring data, except for flow, temperature, conductivity, pH, total residual
chlorine, and other exceptions approved by Ecology, shall be prepared by a laboratory
registered or accredited under the provisions of, Accreditation of Environmental
Laboratories, Chapter 173-50 WAC. Soils and hazardous waste data are exempted
fi~om this requirement pending accreditation of laboratories for analysis of these media
by Ecology.
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G. Additional Monitoring:
Ecology may establish specific monitoring requirements in addition to those contained
in this permit by administrative order or permit modification.
G10. REMOVED SUBSTANCES

With the exception of decant from street waste vehicles, the permittee shall not allow
collected screenings, grit, solids, sludges, filter backwash, or other pollutants removed
in the course of treatment or control of stormwater to be resuspended or reintroduced to
the storm sewer system or to waters of the state. Decant from street waste vehicles
resulting from cleaning stormwater facilities may be reintroduced only when other
practical means are not available and only to catch basins remote from the discharge
point to waters of the state.
G11. SEVERABILITY
The provisions of this permit are severable, and if any provision of this permit, or the
application of any provision of this permit to any circumstance, is held invalid, the
application of such provision to other circumstances, and the remainder of this permit
shall not be affected thereby.
G12. REVOCATION OF COVERAGE
The director may terminate coverage under this General Permit in accordance with
Chapter 43.21B RCW and Chapter 173-226 WAC. Cases where coverage may be
terminated include, but are not limited to the following:
A. Violation of any term or condition of this general permit;
B.

Obtaining coverage under this general permit by misrepresentation or failure to
disclose fully all relevant facts;

C.

A change in any condition that requires either a temporary or permanent reduction
or elimination of the permitted discharge;

D.

A determination that the permitted activity endangers human health or the
environment, or contributes significantly to water quality standards violations;

E.

Failure or refusal of the permittee to allow entry as required in rcw 90.48.090;

F.

Nonpayment of permit fees assessed pursuant to row 90.48.465;

Revocation of coverage under this general permit may be initiated by Ecology or
requested by any interested person.
G13. TRANSFER OF COVERAGE
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The director may require any discharger authorized by this general permit to apply for
and obtain an individual permit in accordance with Chapter 43.21B RCW and Chapter
173-226 WAC.
G14. GENERAL PERMIT MODIFICATION AND REVOCATION
This general permit may be modified, revoked and reissued, or terminated in
accordance with the provisions of WAC 173-226-230. Grounds for modification,
revocation and reissuance, or termination include, but are not limited to the following:
A. A change occurs in the technology or practices for control or abatement of
pollutants applicable to the category of dischargers covered under this general
permit;

G15.

B.

Effluent limitation guidelines or standards are promulgated pursuant to the cwa or
chapter 90.48 row, for the category of dischargers covered under this general
permit;

C.

A water quality management plan containing requirements applicable to the
category of dischargers covered under this general permit is approved; or

D.

Information is obtained which indicates that cumulative effects on the
environment from dischargers covered under this general permit are unacceptable.

REPORTING A CAUSE FOR MODIFICATION OR REVOCATION
A permittee who knows or has reason to believe that any activity has occurred or will
occur which would constitute cause for modification or revocation and reissuance under
Condition G12, G14, or 40 CFR 122.62 must report such plans, or such information, to
Ecology so that a decision can be made on whether action to modify, or revoke and
reissue this permit will be required. Ecology may then require submission of a new or
amended application. Submission of such application does not relieve the perrnittee of
the duty to comply with this permit until it is modified or reissued.

G16. APPEALS
A.

The terms and conditions of this general permit, as they apply to the appropriate
class of dischargers, are subject to appeal within thirty days of issuance of this
general permit, in accordance with Chapter 43.21B RCW, and Chapter 173-226
WAC.

B.

The terms and conditions of this general permit, as they apply to an individual
discharger, are appealable in accordance with chapter 43.21b row within thirty
days of the effective date of coverage of that discharger. Consideration of an
appeal of general permit coverage of an individual discharger is limited to the
general permit’s applicability or nonapplicability to that individual discharger.
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C.

The appeal of general permit coverage of an individual discharger does not affect
any other dischargers covered under this general permit. If the terms and
conditions of this general permit are found to be inapplicable to any individual
discharger(s), the matter shall be remanded to ecology for consideration of
issuance of an individual permit or permits.

D.

Modifications of this permit are appealable in accordance with chapter 43.21B
RCW and chapter 173-226 WAC.

G17. PENALTIES
40 CFR 122.41(a)(2) and (3), 40 CFR 122.41(j)(5), and 40 CFR 122.41(k)(2) are
hereby incorporated into this permit by reference.
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DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS
"Best Management Practices" ("BMPs’") means the schedules of activities, prohibitions of
practices, maintenance procedures, and structural and/or managerial practices that when used
singly or in combination, prevent or reduce the release of pollutants and other adverse impacts to
waters of Washington State.
~ means the diversion of stormwater from any portion of a stormwater treatment facility.
"CWA" means Clean Water Act (formerly referred to as the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
or Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972) Pub.L. 92-500, as amended Pub.
L. 95-217, Pub. L. 95-576, Pub. L. (6-483 and Pub. L. 97-117, 33 U.S.C. 1251 et.seq.
"Component" or "Program Component" means the elements of the stormwater management
program listed in Special Condition $7.
"Co-permit-tee" means an owner or operator of a municipal separate storm sewer (other than an
incorporated city) located within a large or medium muncipality, and that is only responsible for
permit conditions relating to the discharge for which it is operator.
"Director" means the Director of the Washington State Department of Ecology, or an authorized
representative.
"Discharge" for the purpose of this permit, unless indicated otherwise, refers to discharges from
Municipal Separate Storm Sewers of the permit-tees.
"40 CFR" means Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations, which is the codification of the
general and permanent rules published in the Federal Register by the executive departments and
agencies of the federal government.
"General Permit" means a permit which covers multiple dischargers of a point source category
within a designated geographical area, in lieu of individual permits being issued to each
discharger.
"Illicit discharge" means any discharge to a municipal separate storm sewer that is not composed
entirely of storm water except discharges pursuant to a NPDES permit (other than the NPDES
permit for discharges from the municipal separate storm sewer) and discharges resulting from
fire fighting activities.
"Large Municipality" means an incorporated place with a population of 250,000 or more, a
County with unincorporated urbanized areas with a population of 250,000 or more according to
the 1990 decennial census by the Bureau of Census.
"Maior Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Outfall" means a municipal separate storm sewer
outfall from a single pipe with an inside diameter of 36 inches or more, or its equivalent
(discharge from a single conveyance other than circular pipe which is associated with a drainage
area of more than 50 acres); or for municipal separate storm sewers that receive stormwater from
lands zoned for industrial activity (based on comprehensive zoning plans or the equivalent), an
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outfall that discharges from a single pipe with an inside diameter of 12 inches or more or from its
equivalent (discharge from other than a circular pipe associated with a drainage area of 12 acres
OF more).
"Medium Municipality" means an incorporated place with a population of more than 100,000 but
less than 250,000, or a county with unincorporated urbanized areas of more than 100,000 but less
than 250,000 according to the 1990 decennial census by the Bureau of Census.
"Municipal Separate Storm Sewer" means a conveyance, or system of conveyances (including
roads with drainage systems, municipal streets, catch basins, curbs, gutters, ditches, manmade
channels, or storm drains): (i) owned or operated by a state, city, town, borough, county, parish,
district, association, or other public body (created by or pursuant to State Law) having
jurisdiction over disposal of wastes, storm water, or other wastes, including special districts
under State Law such as a sewer district, flood control district or drainage district, or similar
entity, or an Indian tribe or an authorized Indian tribal organization, or a designated and
approved management agency under section 208 of the CWA that discharges to waters of the
United States; (ii) designed or used for collecting or conveying stormwater; (iii) which is not a
combined sewer; and (iv) which is not part of a Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW) as
defined at 40 CFR 122.2.
"National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System" (NPDES) means the national program for
issuing, modifying, revoking, and reissuing, terminating, monitoring and enforcing permits, and
imposing and enforcing pretreatment requirements, under sections 307, 402, 318, and 405 of the
Federal Clean Water Act, for the discharge of pollutants to surface waters of the state from point
sources. These permits are referred to as NPDES permits and, in Washington State, are
administered by the Washington Department of Ecology.
"Notice of Intent" (NOD means the application for, or a request for coverage under this General
Permit pursuant to WAC 173-226-200.
"Notice of Intent for Construction Activity," and "Notice of Intent for Industrial Activity" mean
the application forms for coverage under the "Baseline General Permit for Stormwater
Discharges Assoicated with Industrial Activities."
"Outfall" means point source as defined by 40 CFR 122.2 at the point where a municipal
separate storm sewer discharges to waters of the State and does not include open conveyances
connecting two municipal separate storm sewers, or pip~s, tunnels, or other conveyances which
connect segments of the same stream or other water~ of the State and are used to convey waters
of the State.
"Runoff’ see Stormwater.
"Shared Waterbodies" means waterbodies, including downstream segments, lakes and estuaries,
that receive discharges from more than one permittee.
"Stormwater," for the purpose of this permit, means rainfall or snow melt runoff.
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"Stormwater Associated with Industrial Activi _ty" means the discharge from any conveyance
which is used for col.lecting and conveying stormwater, which is directly related to
manufacturing, processing or raw materials storage areas at an industrial plant, and is required to
have an NPDES permit in accordance with 40 CFR 122.26.
"Storm Water Management Manual for Western Washin~on" means the 5-volume technical
manual (Publication Nos. 99-11 through 15) prepared by Ecology for use by local governments
that contains BMPs to prevent, control, or treat pollution in storm water.
"Waters of the State" includes those waters as defined as "waters of the United States" in 40
CFR Subpart 122.2 within the geographic boundaries of Washington State and "waters of the
state" as defined in Chapter 90.48 RCW which includes lakes, rivers, ponds, streams, inland
waters, underground waters, salt waters and all other surface waters and water courses within the
jurisdiction of the State of Washington.
"Water Quality Standards" means Surface Water Quality Standards, Chapter 173-201A WAC,
Ground Water Quality Standards, Chapter 173-200 WAC, and Sediment Management Standards,
Chapter 173-204 WAC.
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APPENDIX 1 - Minimum Technical Requirements for
All New Development and Re-Development
This Appendix is an excerpt from the August 2000 (final draft)
Stormwater Management Manual for Westem Washington. After the
final manual is Published, this appendix will be revised to reflect the final
language in the manual.
Definitions
Effective surface

Those surfaces, pervious or impervious, that are connected via
sheet flow or discrete conveyance to a drainage system.

Impervious surface.

A hard surface area that either prevents or retards the entry of
water into the soil mantle as under natural conditions prior to
development. A hard surface area which causes water to run off
the surface in greater quantities or at an increased rate of flow from
the flow present under natural conditions prior to development.
Common impervious surfaces include, but are not limited to, roof
tops, walkways, patios, driveways, parking lots or storage areas,
concrete or asphalt paving, gravel roads, packed earthen materials,
and oiled, macadam or other surfaces which similarly impede the
natural infiltration of stormwater. Open, uncovered
retention/detention facilities shall not be considered as impervious
surfaces.

Land disturbing activity Any activity that results in a change in the existing soil cover (both
vegetative and nonvegetative) and/or the existing soil topography.
Land disturbing activities include, but are not limited to
demolition, construction, clearing, grading, filling, excavation, and
compaction.
Major Receiving Water A surface waterbody of sufficient size such that adequate
background water is available for dilution of treated stormwater
discharges, and such that, within specified limits, stormwater may
be discharged undetained without risk of significantly increasing
the natural erosional forces on downgradient stream channels. An
initial listing of major receiving waters is included in Appendix C.
Local governments may petition for additions to or subtractions
from the list.
N~ development

Land disturbing activities, including Class IV -general forest
practices that are conversions from timber land to other uses;
structural development, including construction or installation of a
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building or other structure; creation of impervious surfaces;
subdivision, short subdivision and binding site plans, as defined
and applied in Chapter 58.17 RCW. All other forest practices and
commercial agriculture are not considered new development.
Pollution-generating
impervious surface
(PGIS)

Those impervious surfaces considered to be a significant source of
pollutants in stormwater runoff. Such surfaces include those which
are subject to: vehicular use; industrial activities; or storage of
erodible or leachable materials, wastes, or chemicals, and which
receive direct rainfall or the run-on or blow-in of rainfall. Erodible or
leachable materials, wastes, or chemicals are those substances which,
when exposed to rainfall, measurably alter the physical or chemical
characteristics of the rainfall runoff Examples include erodible soils,
uncovered process wastes, manure, fertilizers, oily substances, ashes,
kiln dust, and garbage dumpster leakage. Metal roofs are also
considered to be PGIS unless they are treated to prevent leaching.
A surface, whether paved or not, shall be considered subject to
vehicular use if it is regularly used by motor vehicles. The
following are considered regularly-used surfaces: roads,
unvegetated road shoulders, bike lanes within the traveled lane of a
roadway, driveways, parking lots, unfenced fire lanes, vehicular
equipment storage yards, and airport runways.
The following are not considered regularly-used surfaces: road
shoulders primarily used for emergency parking, paved bicycle
pathways, bicycle lanes adjacent to unpaved or paved road
shoulders primarily used for emergency parking, fenced firelanes,
and infrequently used maintenance access roads.

Pollution-generating
pervious surfaces
(PGPS)
Project site

Any non-impervious surface subject to use of pesticides and fertilizers
or loss of soil. Typical PGPS include lawns, landscaped areas, golf
courses, parks, cemeteries, and sports fields.

Redevelopment

On an already developed site, the creation or addition of
impervious surfaces; the expansion of a building footprint or
addition or replacement of a structure; structural development
including an increase in gross floor area and/or exterior
construction or remodeling; replacement of impervious surface that
is not part of a routine maintenance activity; land disturbing
activities associated with structural or impervious redevelopment

That portion of a property or properties subject to proposed project
improvements including those required by this manual.

Underground utility projects that replace the ground surface with
in-kind material or materials with similar runoff characteristics are
not considered redevelopment.
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Replaced impervious
surface

For structures, the removal and replacement of any exterior surfaces or
foundation. For other impervious surfaces, the removal down to bare
soil or base course and replacement, excluding impervious surfaces
removed for the sole purpose of installing underground utilities.
Site
The legal boundaries of a parcel or parcels of land that is (are)
subject to new or redevelopment.
Source control BMP
A BIV[P that is intended to prevent pollutants from entering
stormwater. This manual separates source control BMPs into two
types. Structural Source Control BMPs are physical, structural, or
mechanical devices that are intended to prevent pollutants from
entering stormwater. Operational BMPs are schedules of
activities, prohibition of practices, and other managerial practices
to prevent or reduce pollutants from entering stormwater. See
Volume IV for details.
Threshold Discharge An onsite area draining to a single natural discharge location or
Area
multiple natural discharge locations that combine within one-quarter
mile downstream (as determined by the shortest flowpath). The
examples in Figure 2.1 below illustrate this definition.

Figure 2.1. Threshold Discharge Areas
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Exemptions_
Forest practices regulated under Title 222 WAC, except for Class
IV General forest practices that are conversions from timber land
to other uses, are exempt from the provisions of the minimum
requirements.
Commercial agriculture practices involving working the land for
production are generally exempt. However, the conversion from
timberland to agriculture, and the construction of impervious
surfaces are not exempt.
All other new development is subject to the minimum
requirements.

Thresholds for Application of Minimum Requirements to New
Development and Redevelopment
New Development

All new development that includes the creation or addition of
2,000 square feet or greater, of new impervious surface area,
and/or land disturbing activity of 7,000 square feet or greater, shall
comply with Minimum Requirements #1 through #5. Projects not
exceeding those thresholds shall apply Minimum Requirement #2.
All new development that:
¯ Creates or adds 5,000 square feet, or greater, of new
impervious surface area, or
¯ Converts ¾ acres of pervious surfaces to lawn or landscaped
areas, or

¯ Converts 2.5 acres of forested area to pasture,
shall comply with Minimum Requirements #1 through # 10
Redevelopment

All redevelopment projects in which the new, replaced, or total of
newplus replaced impervious surfaces is 2,000 square feet or more,
or that disturb 7,000 square feet or more of land, must comply with
Minimum Requirements #1 through #5 for the new and replaced
impervious surfaces and the land disturbed. Projects not exceeding
those thresholds shall apply Minimum Requirement #2.
Redevelopment projects that:
¯ Add 5,000 square feet or more of new impervious surfaces,
or
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¯

Convert ¾ acres of pervious surfaces to lawn or
landscaped areas, or

¯

Convert 2.5 acres of forested area to pasture,
must comply with Minimum Requirements #I through #I0 for the
new impervious surfaces and the converted pervious surfaces. If
the runoff quantity from the new surfaces is not separated from
runoff from other surfaces prior to treatment or flow control, the
stormwater facilities must be sized for the entire flow.
Alternatively, the local government may allow the Minimum
Requirements to be met for an equivalent (flow and pollution
characteristics) area within the same site. For public roads’
projects, the equivalent area must drain to the same receiving
water.
Application of stormwater requirements to the entire site:
Local governments shall adopt a threshold(s) for redevelopment
projects which, if exceeded, shall cause an entire site undergoing
redevelopment to comply with Minimum Requirements #1 through
#10. This includes the new, replaced, and existing pervious and
impervious surfaces. Ecology will use the following as the
standards against which to judge alternative requirements:
¯ For public transportation projects, runoff from the existing,
replaced, and new impervious surfaces (including pavement,
shoulders, curbs, and sidewalks) shall meet all the Minimum
Requirements if the new impervious surfaces total 5,000 square
feet or more and total 50% or more of the existing impervious
area within the project limits.
¯ Other types of redevelopment projects, in which the total of
new plus replaced impervious surfaces is 5,000 square feet or
more, and whose valuation of proposed improvements including interior improvements - exceeds 50% of the assessed
value of the existing site improvements (or, exceeds 50% of the
replacement value as determined by the Marshall Valuation
System, or some similar replacement value system), shall
comply with all the Minimum Requirements for the entire site.
A local government may exempt redevelopment projects from
compliance with Minimum Requirements for treatment, flow
control, and wetlands protection if the local government has
adopted a plan that fulfills those requirements in regional facilities
that will discharge to the same receiving water, AND if they have
an implementation plan and a schedule for completing construction
of those facilities within five years. Redevelopment projects for
public roads may be exempted from Minimum Requirements for
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treatment, flow control, and wetlands protection for the entire site
(i.e., the exemption does not extend to new surfaces that add
impervious area) if the local government constructs stormwater
facilities for an equivalent amount of existing road surface within
two years.

Minimum Requir ements
All projects shall prepare a stormwater site plan for local
Minimum
government review.
Requirement #1
Preparation of
Stormwater Site Plans

Minimum
Requirement #2:
Construction
Stormwater Pollution
Prevention (SWPP)

All new development and redevelopment shall comply with
Construction SW-PP Elements #1 through #12 below.
Projects that add or replace 2,000 square feet or more of
impervious surface or clear more than 7,000 square feet must
prepare a Construction SWPPP that is reviewed by the Plan
Approval Authority of the local government. Each of the twelve
elements must be considered and included in the Construction
SWPPP unless site conditions render the element unnecessary and
the exemption from that element is clearly justified in the narrative
of the SWPPP.
Projects that add or replace less than 2,000 square feet of
impervious surface or clearing projects of less than 7,000 square
feet are not required to prepare a Construction SWPPP, but must
consider all of the twelve Elements of Construction Stormwater
Pollution Prevention and develop controls for all elements that
pertain to the project site.

Element 1: Mark
Clearing Limits

¯

Prior to beginning earth disturbing activities, including clearing
and grading, all clearing limits,, sensitive areas and their
buffers, and trees that are to be preserved within the
construction area should be clearly marked, both in the field
and on the plans, to prevent damage and offsite impacts.
¯ Plastic, metal, or stake wire fence may be used to mark
the clearing limits.
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Element 2: Establish
Construction Access

Element 3: Control
Flow Rates

¯

¯

Construction vehicle access and exit shall be limited to one
route if possible.
¯ Access points shall be stabilized with quarry spall or
crushed rock to minimize the tracking of sediment onto
public roads.
¯ Wheel wash or tire baths should be located on-site, if
applicable.
¯ Public roads shall be cleaned thoroughly at the end of
each day. Sediment shall be removed from roads by
shoveling or pickup sweeping and shall be transported to
a controlled sediment disposal area. Street washing will
be allowed only after sediment is removed in this manner.
¯ Street wash wastewater shall be controlled by pumping
back on-site, or otherwise be prevented from discharging
into systems tributary to state surface waters.
Properties and waterways downstream from development sites
shall be protected from erosion due to increases in the volume,
velocity, and peak flow rate of stormwater runoff from the
project site, as required by local plan approval authority.
¯ Downstream analysis is necessary if changes in offsite
flows could impair or alter conveyance systems,
streambanks, bed sediment or aquatic habitat. See
Volume 1, Chapter 3 for offsite analysis
¯ Stormwater detention facilities shall be constructed as
one of the first steps in grading. Detention facilities shall
be functional prior to construction of site improvements
(e.g. impervious surfaces).
¯ The local permitting agency may require pond designs
that provide additional or different stormwater flow
control if necessary to address local conditions or to
protect properties and waterways downstream from
erosion due to increases in the volume, velocity, and peak
flow rate of stormwater runoff from the project site.
¯ If permanent infiltration ponds ar used for flow control
during construction, these facihties should be protected
from siltation during the construction phase.
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Element 4: Install
Sediment Controls

¯

The duff layer, native top soil, and natural vegetation shall be
retained in an undisturbed state to the maximum extent
practicable.
¯ Prior to leaving a construction site, or prior to discharge
to an infiltration facility, stormwater nmoff from
disturbed areas shall pass through a sediment pond or
other appropriate sediment removal BMP. Runoff from
fully stabilized areas may be discharged without a
sediment removal BMP, but must meet the flow control
performance standard of Element #3, bullet #1. Full
stabilization means concrete or asphalt paving; quarry
spalls used as ditch lining; or the use of rolled erosion
products, a bonded fiber matrix product, or vegetative
cover in a manner that will fully prevent soil erosion.
The Local Permitting Authority shall inspect and approve
areas stabilized by means other than pavement or quarry
spalls.
¯ Sediment ponds vegetated buffer strips, sediment barriers
or filters, dikes, and other BMPs intended to trap
sediment on-site shall be constructed as one of the first
steps in grading. These BMPs shall be functional before
other land disturbing activities take place.
¯ Earthen structures such as dams, dikes, and diversions
shall be seeded and mulched according to the timing
indicated in Element #5.

Element 5: Stabilize
Soils

¯

All exposed and unworked soils shall be stabilized by
application of effective BMPs, that protect the soil from the
erosive forces of raindrop impact and flowing water, and wind
erosion.
¯ From October 1 through April 30, no soils shall remain
exposed and unworked for more than 2 days. From May
1 to September 30, no soils shall remain exposed and
unworked for more than 7 days. This condition applies to
all soils on site, whether at final grade or not. These time
limits may be adjusted by the local permitting authority if
it can be shown that the average time between storm
events justifies a different standard.
¯ Applicable practices include, but are not limited to,
temporary and permanent seeding, sodding, mulching,
plastic coveting, soil application ofpolyacrylamide
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(PAM), and the early application of gravel base on areas
to be paved and dust control.

Element 6: Protect
Slopes

¯

¯

Soil stabilization measures selected should be appropriate
for the time of year, site conditions, estimated duration of
use, and potential water quality impacts that stabilization
agents may have on downstream waters or ground water.

¯

Soil stockpiles must be stabilized and protected with
sediment trapping measures.

¯

Work on linear construction sites and activities, including
right-of-way and easement clearing, roadway
development, pipelines, and trenching for utilities, shall
not exceed the capability of the individual contractor for
his portion of the project to install the bedding materials,
roadbeds, structures, pipelines, and/or utilities, and to restabilize the disturbed soils, meeting the timing
conditions (From October 1 through April 30, no soils
shall remain exposed and unworked for more than 2 days.
From May 1 to September 30, no soils shall remain
exposed and unworked for more than 7 days).

Cut and fill slopes shall be designed and constructed in a
manner that will minimize erosion.
¯

Consider soil type and its potential for erosion.

¯

Reduce slope runoff velocities by reducing the
continuous length of slope with terracing and diversions,
reduce slope steepness, and roughen slope surface.

¯

Divert upslope drainage and run-on waters from off-site
with interceptors at top of slope. Off-site stormwater
should be handled separately from stormwater generated
on the site. Diversion of off-site stormwater around the
site may be a viable option. Diverted flows shall be
redirected to the natural drainage location at or before the
property boundary.

¯

Contain dowrmiope collected flows in pipes, slope drains,
or protected channels.

¯

Provide drainage to remove ground water intersecting the
slope surface of exposed soil areas.

¯

Excavated material shall be placed on the uphill side of
trenches, consistent with safety and space considerations.

¯

Check dams shall be placed at regular intervals within
trenches, which are cut down a slope.

¯

Stabilize soils on slopes, as specified in Element #5.
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Element 7: Protect
Drain Inlets

¯

Element 8: Stabilize
Channels and Outlets

¯ All temporary on-site conveyance channels shall be designed,
constructed and stabilized to prevent erosion from the expected
velocity of flow fi:om a 2 year, 24-hour frequency storm for the
developed condition.
¯ Stabilization, including armoring material, adequate to
prevent erosion of outlets, adjacent streambanks, slopes
and downstream reaches shall be provided at the outlets
of all conveyance systems.

Element 9: Control
Pollutants

¯

All storm drain inlets made operable during construction shall
be protected so that stormwater runoff shall not enter the
conveyance system without fast being filtered or treated to
remove sediment.
¯ All approach roads shall be kept clean, and all sediment
and street wash water shall not be allowed to enter storm
drains without prior and adequate treatment unless
treatment is provided before the storm drain discharges to
a water of the State.

All pollutants, including waste materials and demolition debris,
that occur on-site during construction shall be handled and
disposed of in a manner that does not cause contamination of
stormwater.
¯ Cover, containment, and protection from vandalism shall
be provided for all chemicals, liquid products, petroleum
products, and non-inert wastes present on the site (see
Chapter 173-304 WAC for the definition of inert waste).
¯ Maintenance and repair of heavy equipment and vehicles
involving oil changes, hydraulic system drain down,
solvent and de-greasing cleaning operations, fuel tank
drain down and removal, and other activities which may
result in discharge or spillage of pollutants to the ground
or into stormwater runoff must be conducted using spill
prevention measures, such as drip pans. Contaminated
surfaces shall be cleaned immediately following any
discharge or spill incident. Emergency repairs may be
performed on-site using temporary plastic placed beneath
and, if raining, over the vehicle.
¯ Wheel wash, or tire bath wastewater, shall be discharged
to a separate on-site treatment system or to the sanitary
sewer.

¯

Application of agricultural chemicals, including
fertilizers and pesticides, shall be conducted in a manner
and at application rates that will not result in loss of
10
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chemical to stormwater nmoff. Manufacturers’
recommendations shall be followed for application rates
and procedures.
¯

Element 10: Control
De-Watering

Element 11: Maintain
BMPs

¯

Management of pH-modifying sources shall prevent
contamination of runoff and stormwater collected on the
site. These sources include, but are not limited to, bulk
cement, cement kiln dust, fly ash, new concrete washing
and curing waters, waste streams generated from concrete
grinding and sawing, exposed aggregate processes, and
concrete pumping and mixer washout waters.

All foundation, vault, and trench de-watering water, which
has similar characteristics to stormwater runoff at the site,
shall be discharged into a controlled conveyance system, prior
to discharge to a sediment trap or sediment pond. Channels
must be stabilized, as specified in Element #8.
¯ Clean, non-turbid de-watering water, such as well-point
ground water, can be discharged to systems tributary to
state surface waters, as specified in Element #8, provided
the de-watering flow does not cause erosion or flooding
of the receiving waters. These clean waters should not be
routed through sediment ponds with stormwater.
¯ Highly turbid or otherwise contaminated dewatering
water, such as from construction equipment operation,
clamshell digging, concrete tremie pour, or work inside a
cofferdam, shall be handled separately from stormwater
at the site.
¯ Other disposal options, depending on site constraints,
may include: 1) infiltration, 2) transport off-site in
vehicle, such as a vacuum flush truck, for legal disposal
in a manner that does not pollute state waters, 3) on-site
treatment using chemical treatment or other suitable
treatment technologies, or 4) sanitary sewer discharge
with local sewer district aproval if there is no other
option.

¯ All temporary and permanent erosion and sediment control
BMPs shall be maintained and repaired as needed to assure
continued performance of their intended function. All
maintenance and repair shall be conducted in accordance with
BMPs.
¯ Sediment control BMPs shall be inspected weekly or
after a runoff-producing storm event during the dry
season and daily during the wet season.
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¯

Element 12: Manage
The Project

All temporary ~rosion and sediment control BMPs shall
be removed within 30 days after final site stabilization is
achieved or after the temporary BMPs are no longer
needed. Trapped sediment shall be removed or stabilized
on site. Disturbed soil areas resulting from removal of
BMPs or vegetation shall be permanently stabilized.

¯ Phasing of construction
Development projects shall be phased where feasible in order
to prevent, to the maximum extent practicable, the transport of
sediment from the development site during construction.
Revegetation of exposed areas and maintenance of that
vegetation shall be an integral part of the clearing activities for
any phase.
Clearing and grading activities for developments shall be
permitted only if conducted pursuant to an approved site
development plan (e.g., subdivision approval) that establishes
permitted areas of clearing, grading, cutting, and filling. When
establishing these permitted clearing and grading areas,
consideration should be given to minimizing removal of
existing trees and minimizing disturbance/compaction of native
soils except as needed for building purposes. These permitted
clearing and grading areas and any other areas required to
preserve critical or sensitive areas, buffers, native growth
protection easements, or tree retention areas as may be required
by local jurisdictions, shall be delineated on the site plans and
the development site.

¯ Seasonal work Limitations
From October 1 through April 30, clearing, grading, and other
soil disturbing activities shall only be permitted if shown to the
satisfaction of the local permitting authority that silt-laden
nmoff will be prevented from leaving the construction site
through a combination of the following:
1. Site conditions including existing vegetative coverage,
slope, soil type and proximity to receiving waters; and
2. Limitations on activities and the extent of disturbed areas;
and
3. Proposed erosion and sediment control measures.
Based on the information provided, and/or local weather
conditions, the local permitting authority may expand or
restrict the seasonal limitation on site disturbance. If, during
the course of any construction activity or soil disturbance
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during the seasonal limitation period, silt-laden runoff leaving
the construction site causes a violation of the surface water
quality standard or if clearing and grading limits or erosion and
sediment control measures shown in the approved plan are not
maintained, the local permitting authority shall take
enforcement action, including, but not limited to a notice of
violation, administrative order, penalty, or stop-work order.
The following activities are exempt from the seasonal clearing
and grading limitations:
1. Routine maintenance and necessary repair of erosion and
sediment control BMPs;
2. Routine maintenance of public facilities or existing utility
structures that do not expose the soil or result in the
removal of the vegetative cover to soil; and
3. Activities where there is one hundred percent infiltration
of surface water runoff within the site in approved and
installed erosion and sediment control facilities
¯

Coordination with utilities and other contractors
The primary project proponent shall evaluate, with input from
utilities and other contractors, the stormwater management
requirements for the entire project, including the utilities, when
preparing the Construction SWPPP.

¯

Inspection and Monitoring
All BMPs shall be inspected, maintained, and repaired as
needed to assure continued performance of their intended
function.
A Certified Professional in Erosion and Sediment Control shall
be identified in the Construction SWPPP and shall be on-site or
on-call at all tim~s. Certification may be through the
WSDOT/AGC Construction Site Erosion and Sediment
Control Certification Program or any equivalent local or
national certification and/or training program.
Sampling and analysis of the stormwater discharges from a
construction site may be necessary on a case-by-case basis to
ensure compliance with standards. Monitoring and reporting
requirements may be established by the local permitting
authority when necessary.
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Whenever inspection and/or monitoring reveals that the BMPs
identified in the Construction SWPPP are inadequate, due to
the actual discharge of or potential to discharge a significant
amount of any pollutant, the SWPPP shall be modified, as
appropriate, in a timely manner.
¯

Maintenance of the Construction SWPPP
The Construction SWPPP shall be retained on-site or within
reasonable access to the site. The Construction SWPPP shall
be modified whenever there is a significant change in the
design, construction, operation, or maintenance of any BMP.

Minimum
Requirement #3:
Source Control Of
Pollution

All known, available and reasonable source control BMPs shall be
applied to all projects. Source control BMPs shall be selected,
designed, and maintained according to this manual.

Minimum
Requirement #4:
Preservation of
Natural Drainage
Systems and Out’falls

Natural drainage pattems shall be maintained, and discharges from
the site shall occur at the natural location, to the maximum extent
practicable. The manner by which runoff is discharged from the
project site must not cause a significant adverse impact to
downstream receiving waters and downgradient properties. All
outfalls require energy dissipation.

Minimum
Requirement #5: Onsite Stormwater
Management

Projects shall employ Onsite Stormwater Management BMPs to
infiltrate, disperse, and retain storrnwater runoff onsite to the
maximum extent practicable without causing flooding or
erosion impacts.

Minimum
Requirement #6:
Runoff Treatment

Thresholds. The following require construction of stormwater
treatment facilities that are sized to treat nmoff from the water
quality design storm:
¯ Projects in which the total of effective, pollution-generating
impervious surface (PGIS) is 5,000 square feet or more in a
threshold discharge area of the project, or
¯ Projects in which the total of effective, pollution-generating
pervious surface, (PGPS) is three-quarters (3/4) of an acre or
more in a threshold discharge area, and from which there is a
surface discharge in a natural or man-made conveyance system
from the site.
Treatment Facility Sizing. Treatment facilities shall be sized to
treat runoff from the water quality design storm, defined as the 24hour rainfall amount with a 6-month return frequency. Approved
single event hydrograph methods identified in Volume 111 shall be
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used to identify nmoffvolumes and peak flow rates for design
purposes. Alternative methods can be used if they identify
volumes and flow rates that are at least equivalent.
That portion of any development project in which the above PGIS
or PGPS thresholds are not exceeded in a threshold discharge area
shall apply On-site Stormwater Management BMPs in accordance
with Minimum Requirement #5.
Table 2.1 Treatment Requirements by Threshold Discharge Area
< ¾ acres
of PGPS

_> ¾ acres
PGPS

Treatment
Facilities

< 5,000 sf
PGIS

~

Onsite
Stormwater
BMPs

~

~

>__5,000 sf
PGIS
~

~,

~

PGPS = pollution-generating pervious surfaces
PGIS = pollution-generating impervious surfaces
sf = square feet

Required Treatment Levels
Basic Treatment. Stormwater discharges to major receiving waters
and waters not otherwise designated below shall provide facilities
that meet the Basic Treatment Performance Goal of 80% removal
of total suspended solids for storms up through the water quality
design storm event. The Basic Treatment Menu in Volume V
identifies treatment options to achieve the goal.
Enhanced Treatment. Stormwater discharges from industrial,
commercial, and multi-family sites, and from arterials and
highways to fish-bearing streams, to waters tributary to fishbearing streams, and to small lakes shall provide facilities that
meet the Enhanced Treatment Performance Goal of increased
capacity for dissolved metals removal for storms up through the
water quality design storm event. The Enhanced Treatment Menu
in Volume V identifies treatment options to achieve the goal.
Phosphorus Treatment. Stormwater discharges to waters that dram
to lakes where eutrophication concerns have been identified by
local governments shall provide facilities that meet the Phosphorus
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Treatment Performance Goal of 50% total phosphorus removal for
storms up through the water quality design storm event. The
Phosphorus Treatment Menu in Volume V identifies treatment
options to achieve the goal.
Oil Control. Stormwater discharges from High-Use Sites shall
provide facilities that meet the Oil Control Performance Goals of
no visible sheen and 10 m~l of Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons
(TPH). The Oil Control Menu in Volume V identifies treatment
options.
Additional Requirements. Direct discharge of untreated
stormwater from pollution-generating impervious surfaces to
ground water is prohibited, except for that achieved by infiltration
or dispersion of runoff through use of Onsite Stormwater BMPs.
All treatment facilities shall be selected, designed, and maintained
according to a local government manual deemed equivalent to this
manual.
Minimum
Requiremeut #7:
Flow Control

Applicability. Projects must provide flow control to reduce the
impacts of increased stormwater runoff from new impervious surfaces
and land cover conversions._The requirement below applies wherever
stormwater runoff is discharged to surface waters unless the
discharge qualifies for a direct discharge exemption to a major
receiving water, or the discharge is to a wetland. This requirement
must be met in addition to meeting Minimum Requirement #6, Runoff
Treatment.
Thresholds. The following require construction of flow control
facilities and/or land use management BMPs that will achieve the
standard requirement for Western Washington:
¯ Projects in which the total of effective impervious surfaces is
10,000 square feet or more in a threshold discharge area, or
¯ Projects that convert ¾ acres or more of pervious surfaces to
lawn or landscape, or convert 2.5 acres or more of forested area
to pasture in a threshold discharge area, and from which there
is a surface discharge in a natural or man-made conveyance
system from the site.
That portion of any development project in which the above
thresholds are not exceeded in a threshold discharge area shall
apply Onsite Stormwater Management BMPs in accordance with
Minimum Requirement #5.

Table 2.2 Flow Control Requirements by Threshold Discharge Area
I

< ¾ acres
> ¾ acres I < 10,000
conversion toI Iconversion
toI square feet _> 10,000 square
lawn/landlawn/land- of effective feet of effective
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scape, or < 2.5 scape, or >
acres of forest 2.5 acres of
to pasture
forest to
pasture
Flow Control
Facilities

~

impervious impervious area
area

~

Onsite
Stormwater
Management
BMPs

Western Washington Standard Requirement: Applies to the
geographic areas designated as regions 3 and 4 in NOAA Atlas #2
(Miller et al, 1973)(9).
Stormwater discharges shall match developed discharge durations
to predeveloped durations for the range ofpredeveloped discharge
rates from 50% of the 2-year peak flow up to the full 50-year peak
flow. In addition, the developed peak discharge rates shall not
exceed the pre-developed peak discharge rates for 2-, 10-, and 50year return periods.
Unless reasonable, historic, site-specific information is provided to
the contrary, the applicant shall use the historic vegetation map in
the Ecology Hydrology Model to determine the pre-developed
condition.
This standard requirement is waived for sites that will reliably
infitrate all the runoff from impervious surfaces and converted
pervious surfaces.
Western Washington Alternative Requirement. An alternative
requirement may be established through application of watershedscale hydrological modeling and supporting field observations.
Possible reasons for an alternative flow control requirement
include:
¯ Establishment of a stream-specific threshold of significant
bedload movement other than the assumed 50% of the 2-year
peak flow;
¯ Zoning and Land Clearing Ordinance restrictions that, in
combination with an alternative flow control standard, maintain
or reduce the naturally occurring erosive forces on the stream
channel; or
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¯

A duration control standard is not necessary for protection,
maintenance, or restoration of designated beneficial uses or
Clean Water Act compliance.

Additional Requirement. Flow Control BMPs shall be selected,
designed, and maintained according to a local government manual
deemed equivalent to this manual.
Direct Discharge Exemption. A threshold disch~ge area is exempt
fi’om Minimum Requirement #7 if it drains to one of the major
receiving waters listed in the glossary, AND meets all of the
following criteria for direct discharge (i.e., undetained discharge)
to that receiving water:
1. The area must be drained by a conveyance system that is
comprised entirely of manmade conveyance elements (e.g.,
pipes, ditches, outfall protection, etc.) and extends to the
ordinary high water line of the major receiving water. If such a
system does not currently exist, one may be provided subject to
the following conditions:
¯ The new conveyance system (entirely man-made) must not
divert flow from or increase flows to an existing wetland,
stream, or near-shore habitat sufficient to cause a
significant adverse impact, AND
¯ If the new conveyance system drains to a fiver designated
as a major receiving water and some or all of the new
portion of the system is within one-quarter mile of the
100-year floodplain for that fiver, the area qualifying for
the exemption must be limited to existing parcels that
discharge to the system within the on-quarter mile
distance.
2. Any erodible elements of the manmade conveyance system
for the area must be adequately stabilized to prevent
erosion.
3. Surface water from the area must not be diverted fi’om or
increased to an existing wetland, stream, or near-shore
habitat sufficient to cause a significant adverse impact.

Minimum
Requirement #8:
Wetlands Protection

Applicability. The requirements below apply only to situations where
stormwater discharges directly or indirectly through a conveyance
system into a wetland, and must be met in addition to meeting
Minimum Requirement #6, Runoff Treatment.
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Thresholds. The thresholds identified in Minimum Requirement
#6 - Runoff Treatment, and Minimum Requirement #7 - Flow
Control shall also be applied for discharges to wetlands.
Standard Requirement. Discharges to wetlands shall maintain the
hydrologic conditions, hydrophytic vegetation, and substrate
characteristics necessary to support existing and designated uses
unless an assessment is completed consistent with the criteria listed
in "Wetlands and Stormwater Management Guidelines" of the
publication, "Wetlands and Urbanization, Implications for the
Future", the final report of the Puget Sound Wetland and
Stormwater Management Research Program, 1997. Those
guidelines (see Appendix D) shall be used for discharges to natural
wetlands and wetlands constructed as mitigation.
Additional Requirements. The standard requirement does not
excuse any discharge from the obligation to apply whatever
technology is necessary to comply with state water quality
standards, Chapter 173-201A WAC, or state ground water
standards, Chapter 173-200 WAC. Additional treatment
requirements to meet those standards may be required by federal,
state, or local governments.
Stormwater treatment and flow control facilities shall not be built
within a natural vegetated buffer, except for necessary conveyance
systems as approved by the local government.
An adopted and implemented basin plan (Minimum Requirement
#9), or a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL, also known as a
Water Clean-up Plan) may be used to develop requirements for
wetlands that are tailored to a specific basin.
Minimum
Requirement #9:
Basin/Watershed
Planning

Projects may be subject to equivalent or more stringent minimum
requirements for erosion control, source control, treatment, wetlands
protection, and operation and maintenance, and alternative
requirements for flow control as identified in Basin/Watershed Plans.
Basin/Watershed plans shall evaluate and include, as necessary,
retrofitting urban stormwater BMPs into existing development and/or
redevelopment in order to achieve watershed-wide pollutant reduction
and flow control goals that are consistent with requirements of the
federal Clean Water Act. Standards developed from basin plans shall
not modify any of the above minimum requirements until the basin
plan is formally adopted and implemented by the local governments
within the basin, and approved or concurred with by the Department
of Ecology.
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Minimum
Requirement #9:
Operation and
Maintenance

An operation and maintenance manual that is consistent with the local
government standards shall be provided for all proposed stormwater
facilities and BMPs, and the party (or parties) responsible for
maintenance and operation shall be identified. At private facilities, a
copy of the manual shall be retained onsite or within reasonable access
to the site, and shall be transferred with the property to the new owner.
For public facilities, a copy of the manual shall be retained in the
appropriate department. A log of maintenance activity that indicates
what actions were taken and where waste was disposed of shall be
kept and be available for inspection by the local government.
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APPENDIX 2

GUIDANCE FOR DETERMINING
CONSTRUCTION SITE SEDIMENT TRANSPORT POTENTIAL
The following rating system allows objective evaluation of a particular development site’s potential to discharge
sediment.
I. Using the rating system below, determine the total points for each development site. The definitions and soil
categorization information to be used in the rating system are listed in items #2 and #3.
CONSTRUCTION SITE SEDIMENT TRANSPORT POTENTIAL
A. Existing slope of site (average, weighted by areal extent):
Points
2% or less ........................................................................
0
>2-5% .............................................................................
5
>5-10% ............................................................................ 15
>10-15% ......................................................................... 30
>15% .............................................................................. 50
B. Site Area to be cleared and/or graded:
<5,000 sq. ft .......................................................................
0
5,000 sq. ft. - 2 acre ............................................................. 30
>2 acres .......................................................................... 50
C. Quantity of cut and/or fill on site:
<500 cubic yards ................................................................
0
500 - 5,000 cubic yards ........................................................
5
>5,000 - 10,000 cubic yards .................................................. 10
> I 0,000 - 20,000 cubic yards .................................................. 25
>20,000 cubic yards ............................................................ 40
D. Runoff potential of predominant soils (Soil Conservation Service):
Hydrologic soil group A ....................................................... 0
Hydrologic soil group B ....................................................... 10
Hydrologic soil group C ....................................................... 20
Hydrologic soil group D ....................................................... 40
E. Erosion Potential of predominant soils (Unified Classification System):
GW, GP, SW, SP soils .........................................................
0
Dual classifications (GW-GM, GP-GM,
GW-GC, GP-GC, SW-SM, SW-SC, SP-SM, SP-SC) ......................
10
GM, GC, SM, SC soils ......................................................... 20
ML, CL, MH, CH soils ........................................................ 40
F. Depth of cut or height of fill > 10 feet ........................................
25
G. Clearing and grading will occur in the wet season (October 1 - May 1) .....
50
TOTAL
2. Definitions Used in the Rating System
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A. Hydraulic nearness - runoff from the site discharges to the sensitive feature without significant natural
attenuation of flows that allows for suspended solids removal. The conditions that render a site
hydraulically near to a sensitive feature include, but are not limited to, the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

the site is 200 feet or less uphill from the sensitive feature or its buffer; or
runoff from the site is tightlined to the sensitive feature or flows to the sensitive feature through a
channel or ditch; or
one of the following does not occur before runoff from the site enters the sensitive feature: sheet
flow through a vegetated area with dense ground cover; flow through a wetland not included as a
sensitive feature; or a significant shallow or adverse slope, not in a conveyance channel, between
the site and the sensitive feature.

B. Sediment/erosion sensitive feature - areas subject to significant degradation due to the effect of
construction runoff or areas requiring special protection to prevent erosion. These areas include, but are
not limited to, the following:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Salmonid bearing fresh water streams and their tributaries or freshwater streams that would be
Salmonid bearing if not for anthropogenic barriers;
Lakes;
Category I, II, and 11I wetlands;
Marine near-shore habitat;
Sites containing contaminated soils where erosion could cause dispersal of contaminants; and
Steep slopes (25% or greater) associated with one of the above features.

3. Soil Categorization for Use in Rating System
If soil testing has been performed on site, the results should be used to determine the predominant soil type on
the site. Otherwise, soil information should be obtained from the county soil survey for the classification and
runoff potential of the site’s predominant soils.
When using the Soil Survey, the dominant soil type may be in question, particularly when the site falls on a
boundary between two soil types or when one of two soil types may be present on a site. In this case, the soil
type resulting in the most points on the rating system will be assumed unless site soil tests indicate that
another soil type dominates the site.
4. Use the point score from Step #1 to determine whether the development site has a high potential for sediment
transport.
Total Score
Erosion Potential
<80

Low

>_80

High
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Appendix 3
CLEARING & GRADING APPROVAL
All proposed clearing and grading activities must be reviewed and approved by the local jurisdiction.
Suggested activities to be exempted include:
(a) Agricultural crop management;
(b) Cemetery graves;
(c) Routine landscape management;
(d) Road maintenance or other public infrastructure maintenance consistent with the 4(d) rule;
(e) Minor landscape installation;
(f) Emergency and/or hazard situations;
(g) Minor excavation work (e.g., less than 100 cubic yards/5 foot cut);
(h) Minor fill work (e.g., less than 100 cubic yards/3 foot fill); and
(i) Clearing less than one thousand square feet where the existing zoning is single-family residential
within the urban growth boundary.
The jurisdiction may review and approve clearing and grading activities through one or more of the
following mechanisms:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

Building permit.
Clearing and/or grading permit.
Conditional use permit.
Approval of a forest management plan.
Approval of utility extension plans.
Approval of a property access road to an existing developed property.
Approval of street, water, storm and sanitary sewer capital improvement projects.
Approval of street, water, storm and sanitary sewer construction drawings for a preliminary plat,
approved short plat, or other approved development.
Approval of a shorelines substantial development permit or shorelines management exemption
for the subject property by the local permitting authority and after expiration of all appeal
periods pursuant to WAC 173-14-180.
Special permission of the permit authority for site work under 500 cubic yards based on a
demonstration that extenuating circumstances are present and that the project is consistent with
the intent and purposes of the 4(d) rule, in conjunction with a clearing, grading, and drainage
plan with erosion and sedimentation control, landscaping, soil stabilization and surface
groundcover elements including continuing maintenance.
Other permits or approvals as approved by the 4(d) rule certifying agency.
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Appendix 4

GUIDANCE FOR IDENTIFYING SITES
REQUIRING SOURCE CONTROL INSPECTIONS
Use this attaclu-nent to identify sites with potential outdoor pollutant-generating sources that should be inspected
to identify and enforce applicabl~ source control standards (note: see last page for additions, deletions, and
qualifiers). The following types of land uses/businesses (manufacturing, transportation, communication,
wholesale, retail, service - based on the 1987 Standard Industrial Classification codes, and public agencies) should
be included on the jurisdiction’s inspection list and 5-year inspection schedule/plan.
Manufacturing Businesses
Cement
SIC: 3241 **
Description: These businesses produce Portland cement, the binder used in concrete for paving, buildings, pipe
and other structural products. The three basic steps in cement manufacturing are 1) proportioning, grinding, and
blending raw materials; 2) heating raw materials to produce a hard, stony substance known as clinker; and 3)
combining the clinker with other materials and grinding the mixture into a fine powdery form. The raw materials
include limestone, silica, alumina, iron, chalk, oyster shell marl, or shale. Waste materials from other industries
are often used such as slag, fly ash and spent blasting sand. Raw materials are crushed, mixed and heated in a kiln
to produce the correct chemical composition. Kilns typically are coal, gas, or oil fired. The output of the kiln is a
clinker that is ground to produce the final product.
The basic process may be wet or dry. In the wet process water is mixed with the raw ingredients in the initial
crushing operation and in some cases is used to wash the material prior to use. Water may also be used in the air
pollution control scrubber. The most significant waste material from cement production is the kiln dust. Concrete
products may also be produced at ready-mix concrete facilities. Refer to "Concrete Products" for a description of
the BMPs appropriate to these activities.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Stormwater may be contaminated during the crushing, grinding,
storage, and handling of kiln dust, limestone, shale, clay, coal, clinker, gypsum, anhydrite, slag, sand and product
and at the vehicle and equipment maintenance, fueling, and cleaning areas. Total suspended solids, aluminum,
iron and other heavy metals, pH, COD, potassium, sulfate, and oil and grease are some of the potential pollutants.
The following mean concentrations in stormwater discharg¢~ have been reported EPA’s multi-sector permit fact
sheet (7) : TSS=1067, COD=107.5, aluminum=72.6, iron-7.5, all in rag/L, and pH=2-12. These values may be
useful in characterizing stormwater contaminants at cement manufacturing facilities.
Chemicals Manufacturing
SIC: 2800 **, 3861 **
Description: This group is engaged in the manufacture of chemicals, or products based on chemicals such as
acids, alkalis, inks (2893) **, chlorine, industrial gases, pigments, chemicals used in the production of synthetic
resins (2869 ** ), fibers and plastics, synthetic rubber, soaps and cleaners (2840) **, pharmaceuticals (2834) *,
cosmetics, paints (2850) *, varnishes, resins (2861) *, photographic materials, chemicals (3861), organic
chemicals (2869) **, agricultural chemicals (2879) **, adhesives, sealants (2891) **, and ink (2893) **
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Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Activities that can contaminate stormwater include bagging, blending,
packaging, crushing, milling, shredding, granulation, grinding, storage, distribution, loading/unloading, and
processing of materials; equipment storage; application of fertilizers; foundries; lime application; use of
machinery; material handling and warehousing; cooling towers; fueling; boilers; hazardous waste treatment,
storage and disposal; wastewater treatment; plant yard areas of past industrial activity; access roads and tracks;
drum washing, and maintenance and repair.
Chemical businesses in the Seattle area surveyed for Dangerous Wastes have been found to produce waste caustic
solutions, soaps, heavy metal solutions, inorganic and organic chemicals, solvents, acids, alkalis, paints,
varnishes, pharmaceuticals, and ihks. The potential pollutants include BOD, TSS, COD, oil and grease, pH, total
phosphorus, nitrates, nitrites, total Kjeldahl nitrogen, ammonia, specific organics, and heavy metals. EPA
stormwater multi-sector permit fact sheet data (7) includes the following mean values in mg/L except pH: BOD,
4.4-143.2; TSS, 35-493; COD, 42.36-245.3; Oil and Grease, 0.3-6.0; NO2+NO3, 0.3-35.9; TKN, 1.3-108.9; tot.
P, 0.1-65.7; ammonia, 40.45-73.22; AI, 1.20-1.78; Cu, .12-19; Mn, .56-. 71; Zn, 1.74-2.11; Fc, 2.24-3.52 and pH,
3.5- 10.4. This data could be helpful in characterizing stormwater pollutants at the facility.
Concrete Products
SIC: 3270 **
Description: Businesses that manufacture ready-mix concrete, gypsum products, concrete blocks and bricks,
concrete sewer or drainage pipe, septic tanks, and prestressed concrete building components. Concrete is prepared
on-site and poured into molds or forms to produce the desired product. The basic ingredients of concrete are sand,
gravel, Portland cement, crushed stone, clay, and reinforcing steel for some products. Admixtures including fly
ash, calcium chloride, triethanolamine, lignosulfonic acid, sulfonated hydrocarbon, fatty acid glyceride, vinyl
acetate, may be added to obtain desired characteristics, such as slower or more rapid curing times.
The first stage in the manufacturing process is proportioning cement, aggregate, admixtures and water, and then
transporting the product to a rotary drum, or pan mixer. The mixture is then fed into an automatic block-molding
machine that rams, presses, or vibrates the mixture into its final form. The final product is then stacked on iron
framework cars where it cures in four hours. After being mixed in a central mixer, concrete is molded in the same
manner as concrete block. The concrete cures in the forms for a number of hours. Forms are washed for reuse, and
the concrete products arc stored until they can be shipped.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Pollutant generating activities/sources include stockpiles; washing of
waste concrete from t~-ucks, forms, equipment, and the general work area; and water from the curing of concrete
products. Besides the basic ingredients for making concrete products, chemicals used in the curing of concrete
and the removal of forms may end up in stormwater. These chemicals can include latex sealants, bitumastic
coatings and release agents. Trucks and equipment maintained on-site may generate waste oil and solvents, and
other waste materials. Potential pollutants include TSS, COD, BOD, pH, lead, iron, zinc, and oil and grease.
Electrical Products
SIC: 3600 *, 3800 *
Description: A variety of products are produced including electrical transformers and switchgear (3610) *,
motors, generators, relays, and industrial controls (3620)*; communications equipment for radio and "IV stations
and systems (3660) * ; electronic components and accessories including semiconductors (3670) * ; printed board
circuits; electromedical and electrotherapeutic apparatus (3690) * ; and electrical instrumentation (3800) *
Manufacturing processes include electroplating, machining, fabricating, etching, sawing, grinding, welding, and
parts cleaning. Materials used include metals, ceramics, quartz, silicon, inorganic oxides, acids, alkaline solutions,
arsenides, phosphides, cyanides, oils, fuels, solvents, and other chemicals.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Pollutant generating activities/sources include bulk storage of raw
materials, by-products or finished products; loading and unloading of liquid materials from truck or rail;
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temporary storage of waste oil and solvents from cleaning manufacturing equipment; used equipment temporarily
stored on site that could drip oil and residual process materials; maintenance and repair of vehicles and
equipment; and temporary storage of Dangerous Wastes.
Waste liquids which are sometimes stored outside include spent acetone and solvents, ferric chloride solutions,
soldering fluxes mixed with thinner or alcohol, spent acids, and oily waste. Several of these liquid wastes contain
chlorinated hydrocarbons, ammonium salts, and metals such as chromium, copper, lead, silver, zinc, nickel, and
tin. Waste solids include soiled rags and sanding materials.
Wastewater consists of solutions’and rinses from electroplating operations, and the wastewaters from cleaning
operations. Water may also be used to cool saws and grinding machines. Sludges are produced by the wastewater
treatment process. Potential pollutants include TSS, oil and grease, organics, pH, BOD, COD, Total Kjeldahl
Nitrogen, Nitrate and Nitrite Nitrogen, copper, zinc, lead and silver.
Food Products
SIC: 2000 *
Description: Businesses in this category include meat packing plants, poultry slaughtering and processing,
sausage and prepared meats, dairy products, preserved fruits and vegetables, flour, bakery products, sugar and
confectioneries, vegetable and animal oils, beverages, canned, frozen or fresh fish, pasta products, snack foods,
and manufactured ice. Food processing typically occurs inside buildings. Exceptions are meat packing plants
where live animals may be kept outside, and fruit and vegetable plants where the raw material may be temporarily
stored outside. Meat production facilities include stockyards, slaughtering, cutting and deboning, meat processing,
rendering, and materials recovery. Dairy production facilities include receiving stations, clarification, separation,
and pasteurization followed by culturing, churning, pressing, curing, blending, condensing, sweetening, drying,
milling, and packaging. Canned frozen and preserved fruits and vegetables are typically produced by washing,
cutting, blanching, and cooking followed by drying, dehydrating, and freezing.
Grain mill products are processed during washing, milling, dehranning, heat treatment, screening, shaping, and
vitamin and mineral supplementing. Bakery products processing includes mixing, shaping, of dough, cooling, and
decorating. Operations at an edible oil manufacturer include refining, bleaching, hydrogenation, fractionation,
emulsification, deodorization, filtration, and blending. Beverage production includes brewing, distilling,
fermentation, blending, and packaging. Wine processors often crush grapes outside the process building and/or
store equipment outside when not in use. Some wine producers use juice from grapes crushed elsewhere. Some
vegetable and fruit processing plants use caustic solutions.
Pollutant Generating Sources: The following are potential stormwater pollutant causing activities/sources:
loading/unloading of materials, equipment/vehicle maintenance, liquid storage in tanks and drums, air emissions
(ovens, vents), solid wastes handling and storage, wastewater treatment, pest control, animal containment and
transit, and vegetable storage. Materials exposed to stormwater include acids, ammonia, activated carbon, bleach,
blood, bone meal, brewing residuals, caustic soda, chlorine, coke oven tar, detergents, eggs, feathers, feed, ferric
chloride, fruits, vegetables, coffee beans, gel bone, grain, hides, lard, manure, milk, salts, skim powder, starch,
sugar, tallow, ethyl alcohol, oils, fats, whey, yeast, and wastes. The following are the pollutants typically expected
from this industry segment: BOD, TSS, Oil and Grease, pH, Kjeldahl Nitrogen, copper, manganese, fecal
coliform, and pesticides.
Glass Products
SIC: 3210"*, 3220"*, 3230**
Description: The glass form produced may be flat or window glass, safety glass, or container glass, tubing, glass
wool or fibers. The raw materials are sand mixed with a variety of oxides such as aluminum, antimony, arsenic,
lead, copper, cobalt oxide, and barium. The raw materials are mixed and heated in a furnace. Processes that vary
with the intended product shape the resulting molten material. The cooled glass may be edged, ground, polished,
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annealed and/or heat-treated to produce the final product. Air emissions from the manufacturing buildings are
scrubbed to remove particulates.
Pollutant Generating Sources: Raw materials are generally stored in silos except for ~rushed recycled glass and
materials washed off’recycled glass. Contamination of stormwater and/or ground water can be caused by raw
materials lost during unloading operations, errant flue dust, equipment/vehicle maintenance and engine fluids
from mobile lit~ng equipment that is stored outside. The maintenance of the.manufacturing equipment will
produce waste lubricants and cleaning solvents. The flue dust is likely to contain heavy metals such as arsenic,
cadmium, chromium, mercury, and lead. Potential pollutants include suspended solids, oil and grease, high/low
pH, and heavy metals such as arsenic, cadmium, chromium, mercury, and lead.
Industrial Machinery and Equipment, Trucks and Trailers, Aircraft, Aerospace, and Railroad
SIC: 3588, 3713/14 *, 3728 *, 3740 *, 3760 *, 3880 *
Description: This category includes the manufacture of a variety of equipment including engines and turbines,
farm and garden equipment, conslruction and mining machinery, metal working machinery, pumps, computers
and office equipment, automatic vending machines, refrigeration and heating equipment, and equipment for the
manufacturing industries. This group also includes many small machine shops, and the manufacturing of trucks,
trailers and parts, airplanes and parts, missiles, spacecraft, and railroad equipment and instruments.
Manufacturing processes include various forms of metal working and finishing, such as electroplatmg, anodizing,
chemical conversion coating, etching, chemical milling, cleaning, machining, grinding, polishing, sand blasting,
laminating, hot dip coating, descaling, degreasing, paint stripping, painting, and the production of plastic and
fiberglass parts. Raw materials include ferrous and non-ferrous metals, such as aluminum, copper, iron, steel, and
their alloys, paints, solvents, acids, alkalis, fuels, lubricating and cutting oils, and plastics.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Potential pollutant sources include fuel islands, maintenance shops,
loading/unloading of materials, and outside storage of gasoline, diesel, cleaning fluids, equipment, solvents,
paints, wastes, detergents, acids, other chemicals, oils, metals, and scrap materials. Air emissions from stacks and
ventilation systems are potential areas for exposure of materials to rain water.
Metal Products
SIC: 2514, 2522 *, 2542 *, 3312 **, 3314- 17 **, 3320 **, 3350 **, 3360 **, 3400 *, 3590 *
Description: This group includes mills that produce basic metals and primary products, as well as foundries,
electroplaters, and fabricators of final metal products. Basic metal production includes steel, copper, and
aluminum. Mills that transform metal billets, either ferrous or nonferrous such as aluminum, to primary metal
products are included. Primary metal forms include sheets, fiat bar, building components such as colunms, beams
and concrete reinforcing bar, and large pipe.
Steel mills in the Pacific Northwest use recycled metal and elec~c furnaces. The molten steel is cast into billets
or ingots that may be reformed on site or taken to rolling mills that produce primary products. As iron and steel
billets may sit outside before reforming, surface treatment to remove scale may occur prior to reforming.
Foundries pour or inject molten metal into a mold to produce a shape that cannot be readily formed by other
processes. The metal is first melted in a fia’nace. The mold is made of sand or metal die blocks that are locked
together to make a complete cavity. The molten metal is ladled in and the mold is cooled. The rough product is
finished by quenching, cleaning and chemical treatment. Quenching involves immersion in a plain water bath or
water with an additive.
Businesses that fabricate metal products from metal stock provide a wide range of products. The raw stock is
manipulated in a variety of ways including machining of various types, grinding, heating, shearing, deformation,
cutting and welding, soldering, sand blasting, brazing, and laminating. Fabricators may first clean the metal by
sand blasting, descaling, or solvent degreasing. Final finishing may involve electroplating, painting, or direct
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plating by fusing or vacuum metalizing. Raw materials, in particular recycled metal, are stored outside prior to
use, as are billets before reforming. The descaling process may use salt baths, sodium hydroxide, or acid
(pickling).
Primary products often receive a surface coating treatment. Prior to the coating the product surface may be
prepared by acid pickling to remove scale or alkaline cleaning to remove oils and greases. The two major classes
of metallic coating operations are hot and cold coating. Zinc, tin and aluminum coatings are applied in molten
metal baths. Tin and chromium are usually applied electrolytically from plating solutions.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Potential pollutant generating sources include outside storage of
chemicals, metal feedstock, byproducts (fluxes), finished products, fuels, lubricants, waste oil, sludge, waste
solvents, Dangerous Wastes, piles of coal, coke, dusts, fly ash, baghouse waste, slag, dross, sludges, sand
refractory rubble, and machining waste; unloading of chemical feedstock and loading of waste liquids such as
spent pickle liquor by truck or rail; material handling equipment such as cranes, conveyors, trucks, and forklifts;
particulate emissions from scrubbers, baghouses or electrostatic precipitators; fugitive emissions; maintenance
shops; erosion of soil from plant yards; and floor, sink, and process wastewater drains.
Based on EPA’s multi-sector industrial stormwater permit/fact sheet (7) the following are ranges of mean
composite/grab pollutant concenWations from this industrial group (values are in mg/L except pH): BOD at
34.1/32.2; COD at 109.8/221.3; NO2+NO3 N at 1.38/1.17; TKN at 3.05/3.56; Oil and grease at 8.88 (grab); pH at
2.6-10.3 (range-grab); total phosphorus at .52/1.25; TSS at 162/368; copper at 2.28/3.53; lead at. 19/. 79; zinc at
6.60/8.90; aluminum at 2.6/4.8; iron at 32.30/45.97; cadmium at 0.015/0.074; chromium at 2.2/5.053; nickel at
0.75/0.7; manganese at .59/.68; ammonia at .55/.85; and pyrene at .01/.06.
Paper and Pulp
SIC: 2610 **, 2620 **, 2630 **
Description: Large industrial complexes in which pulp and/or paper, and/or paperboard are produced. Products
also include newsprint, bleached paper, glassine, tissue paper, vegetable parchment, and industrial papers. Raw
materials include; wood logs, chips, wastepaper, jute, hemp, rags, cotton linters, bagasse, and esparto. The chips
for pulping may be produced on-site from logs, and/or imported.
The following manufacturing processes are typically used: raw material preparation, pulping, bleaching, and
papermaking. All of these operations use a wide variety of chemicals including caustic soda, sodium and
ammonium sulfites, chlorine, titanium oxide, starches, solvents, adhesives, biocides, hydraulic oils, lubricants,
dyes, and many chemical additives.
Potential Pollutant Sources: The large process equipment used for pulping is not enclosed. Thus, precipitation
falling over these areas may become contaminated. Maintenance of the process equipment produces waste
products similar to that produced from vehicle and mobile equipment maintenance. Logs may be stored, debarked
and chipped on site. Large quantities of chips are stored outside. Although this can be a source of pollution, the
volume of stormwater flow is relatively small because the chip pile retains the majority of the precipitation.
Mobile equipment such as forklifts, log stackers, and chip dozers are sources of leaks/spills of hydraulic fluids.
Vehicles and equipment are fueled and maintained on site.
Paper Products
SIC: 2650 *, 2670 *
Description: Included are businesses that take paper stock and produce basic paper products such as cardboard
boxes and other containers, and stationery products such as envelopes and bond paper. Wood chips, pulp, and
paper can be used as feedstock.
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Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: The following are potential pollutant sources:
1. Outside loading/unloading of solid and liquid materials.
2. Outside storage and handling of dangerous wastes, and other liquid and solid materials.
3. Maintenance and fueling activities.
4. Outside processing activities comparable to Pulp and Paper
5. processing in preceding section.
Petroleum Products
SIC: 2911 **, 2950 **
Description: The petroleum refi~ng industry manufactures gasoline, kerosene, distillate and residual oils,
lubricants and related products from crude petroleum, and asphalt paving and roofing materials. Although
petroleum is the primary raw material, petroleum ref’meries also use other materials such as natural gas, benzene,
toluene, chemical catalysts, caustic soda and sulfuric acid. Wastes may include filter clays, spent catalysts,
sludges, and oily water.
Asphalt paving products consist of sand, gravel and petroleum-based asphalt that serves as the binder. Raw
materials include stockpiles of sand and gravel and asphalt emulsions stored in aboveground tanks. Waste
products may include small dumps of unused asphalt and the usual materials from vehicle maintenance.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources:
1. Outside processing such as distillation, fractionation, catalytic cracking, solvent extraction, coking,
desulfuring, reforming, and desalting.
2. Petrochemical and fuel storage and handling.
3. Outside liquid chemical piping and tankage,
4. Mobile liquid handling equipment such as tank trucks, fork lii~, etc.
5. Maintenance and parking of trucks and other equipment.
6. Waste Piles.
7. Waste treatment and conveyance systems.
The following are potential pollutants at oil refineries: oil and grease, BODS, COD, TOC, phenolic compounds,
PAH, ammonia nitrogen, TKN, sulfides, TSS, low and high pH, and chromium (total and hexavalent).
Prinffng
SIC: 2700 *
Description: This industrial category includes the production of newspapers, periodicals, commercial printing
materials and businesses that do their own printing and those that perform services for the printing industry, for
example bookbinding. Processes include typesetting, engraving, photoengraving, and electrotyping.
Potential Pollutant General~ng Sources: Various materials used in modifying the paper stock include inorganic
and organic acids, resins, solvents, polyester film, developers, alcohol, vinyl lacquer, dyes, acetates, and
polymers. Waste products may include waste inks and ink sludge, resins, photographic chemicals, solvents, acid
and alkaline solutions, chlorides, chromium, zinc, lead, spent formaldehyde, silver, plasticizers, and used
lubricating oils. As the printing operations occur indoors, the only likely points of potential contact with
stormwater are the outside temporary storage of waste materials, offloading of chemicals at external unloading
bays, and vehicle/equipment repair and maintenance. Pollutants of concern include TSS, pH, heavy metals, oil
and grease, and COD.
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Rubber and Plastic
Products
SIC: 3000
Description: Although different in basic feedstock and processes used, businesses that produce rubber, fiberglass
and plastic products belong to the same SIC group. Products in this category include rubber tires, hoses, belts,
gaskets, seals; and plastic sheet, film, tubes, pipes, bottles, cups, ice chests, packaging materials, and plumbing
fixtures. The rubber and plastics industries use a variety of processes ranging from polymerization to extrusion
using natural or synthetic raw materials. These industries use natural or synthetic rubber, plastics components,
pigments, adhesives, resins, acids, caustic soda, zinc, paints, fillers and curing agents.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Pollutant generating sources/activities include storage of liquids, other
raw materials or by-products, scrap materials, oils, solvents, inks and paints; unloading of liquid materials from
trucks or rail cars; washing of equipment; waste oil and solvents produced by cleaning manufacturing equipment;
used equipment that could drip oil and residual process materials; and maintenance shops.
Based on data in EPA’s multi-sector permit fact sheet (7) the following are mean pollutant concentrations in
mg/L, except for pH (unitless) and 1,1,1 Wichloroethane, methylene chloride, toluene, zinc, oil/grease which are
mm.-max, grab sample values: BOD at 11.21-13.92, COD at 72.08-100.0, NO3 + NO2 Nitrogen at 86-1.26, TKN
at 1.55-2.34, total phosphorus at .34-.41, TSS at 119.32-188.55, pH range of 2.56-10.1, trichloroethane at 0.000.38, methylene chloride at 0.00-13.0, toluene at 0.00-3.8, zinc at .011-7.60 and oil and grease at 0.0-91.0. These
data may be helpful in characterizing potential stormwater pollutants.
Ship and Boat Building and Repair Yards
SIC: 3730 **
Description: Businesses that build or repair ships and boats. Typical activities include hull scraping, sandblasting,
f’mishing, metal fabrication, electrical repairs, engine overhaul, and welding, fiberglass repairs, hydroblastmg and
steam cleaning.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Outside boatyard activities that can be sources of stormwater pollution
include pressure washing, surface preparation, paint removal, sanding, painting, engine/vessel maintenance and
repairs, and material handling and storage. Secondary sources of stormwater contaminants are cooling water,
pump testing, gray water, sanitary waste, washing down the work area, and engine bilge water. Engine room bilge
water and oily wastes are typically collected and disposed of through a licensed contracted disposal company.
Two prime sources of copper are leaching of copper from anti-fouling paint and wastes from hull maintenance.
Wastes generated by boatyard activities include spent abrasive grits, spent solvent, spent oils, fuel, ethylene
glycol, washwater, paint over spray, various cleaners/detergents and anti-corrosive compounds, paint chips, scrap
metal, welding rods, wood, plastic, resins, glass fibers, dust, and miscellaneous trash such as paper and glass.
WDOE, local shipyards and METRO have sampled pressure wash wastewater. The effluent quality has been
variable and frequently exceeds water quality criteria for copper, lead, tin, and zinc. From monitoring results
received to date, metal concentrations typically range from 5 to 10 mg/L, but have gone as high as 190 mg/L
copper with an average 55 mg]L copper.
Wood
SIC 2420 **, 2450 **, 2434 *, 2490 **, 2511/12 *, 2517 *, 2519 *, 2521 *, 2541 *
Description: This group includes sawmills, and all businesses that make wood products using cut wood, with the
exception of wood treatment businesses. Wood treatment as well as log storage and sorting yards are covered in
other sections of this chapter. Included in this group are planing mills, millworks, and businesses that make
wooden containers and prefab building components, mobile homes, and glued-wood products like laminated
beams, as well as office and home furmture, partitions, and cabinets. All businesses employ cutting equipment
whose by-products are chips and sawdust. Finishing is conducted in many operations.
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Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Businesses may have operations that use paints, solvents, wax
emulsions, melamine formaldehyde and other thermosetting resins, and produce waste paints and paint thinners,
turpentine, shellac, varnishes and other waste liquids. Outside storage, trucking, and handling of these materials
can also be pollutant sources.
Potential pollutants reported in EPA’s draft multi-sector permit/fact sheet (7) include the following (all are
grab/composite mean values, in mg/L, except for oil and grease and pH): BOD at 39.6/45.4, COD at 297.6/242.5,
NO3 + NO2-N at 0.95/0.75, TKN at 2.57/2.32, Tot. Phosphorus at 23.91/6.29; TSS at 1108/575, arsenic at
.025/.028, copper at .047/.041, total phenols at .02/.007, oil and grease at 15.2, and pH at 3.6. These data may help
in characterizing the potential stdrmwater pollutants at the facility.
Wood Treatment
SIC: 2491 **
Description: This group includes both anti-staining and wood preserving. The wood stock must be brought to the
proper moisture content prior to treatment, which is achieved by either air-drying or kiln drying. Some wood
trimming may occur. After treatment, the lumber is typically stored outside. Forklifts are used to move both the
raw and finished product. Wood treatment consists of a pressure process using the chemicals described below.
Anti-staining treatment is conducted using dip tanks or by spraying. Wood preservatives include creosote,
creosote/coal tar, pentachlorophenol, copper naphthenate or inorganic arsenicals such as chromated copper
arsenate dissolved in water. The use of pentachlorophenol is declining in the Puget Sound region.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Potential pollutant generating sources/activities include the retort area,
handling of the treated wood, outside storage of treated materials/products, equipment/vehicle storage and
maintenance, and the unloading, handling, and use of the preservative chemicals. Based on EPA’s multi-sector
permit/fact sheet (7) the following stormwater contaminants have been reported: COD, TSS, BOD, and the
specific pesticide(s) used for the wood preservation.
Other Manufacturing Businesses
SIC: 2200 *, 2300 *, 2873/74 **, 3100 *, 3200 **, 3250-69 **, 3280 **, 3290 **
Description: Includes manufacturing of textiles and apparel, agricultural fertilizers, leather products, clay
products such as bricks, pottery, bathroom fixtures; and nonmetallic mineral products.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Pollutant generating sources at facilities in these categories include
fueling, loading & unloading, material storage and handling (especially fertilizers), and vehicle and equipment
cleaning and maintenance. Potential pollutants include TSS, BOD, COD, Oil and Grease, heavy metals and
fertilizer components including nitrates, nitrites, ammonia nitrogen, Kjeldahl Nitrogen and phosphorous
compounds.
Transportation and Communication
Airfields and Aircraft Maintenance
SIC: 4513 **, 4515 **
Description: Industrial activities include vehicle and equipment fueling, maintenance and cleaning, and
aircraft/runway deicing.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Fueling is accomplished by tank trucks at the aircraft and is a source of
spills. Dripping of fuel and engine fluids from the aircraft and at vehicle/equipment maintenance/cleaning areas
application of deicing materials to the aircraft and the runways are potential sources of stormwater contamination.
Aircraft maintenance and cleaning produces a wide variety of waste products, similar to those found with any
vehicle or equipment maintenance, including: used oil and cleaning solvents, paints, oil filters, soiled rags, and
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soapy wastewater. Deicing materials used on aircraft and/or runways include ethylene and propylene glycol, and
urea. Other chemicals currently considered for ice control are sodium and potassium acetates, isopropyl alcohol,
and sodium fluoride. Pollutant constituents include oil and grease, TSS, BOD, COD, TKN, pH and specific
deicing components such as glycol and urea.
Fleet Vehicle Yards
SIC: 4100 **, 4210 **, 4230 **, 7381/2, 7510
Description: Includes all businesses which own, operate and maintain or repair large vehicle fleets, including
cars, buses, trucks and taxis, as well as the renting or leasing of cars, trucks, and trailers.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources:
1. Spills/leaks of fuels, used oils, oil filters, antifreeze, solvents, brake fluid, and batteries, sulfuric acid, battery
acid sludge, and leaching from empty contaminated containers and soiled rags.
2. Leaking underground storage tanks that can cause ground water contamination and is a safety hazard.
3. Dirt, oils and greases from outside steam cleaning and vehicle washing.
4. Dripping of liquids from parked vehicles.
5. Solid and liquid wastes (noted above) that are not properly stored while awaiting disposal or recycling.
6. Loading and unloading area.
Research by the Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle (Metro) of its bus bases indicates that mean concentrations
ofoil and grease typically range from l0 to 20 mg/1 with individual samples commonly exceeding 50 rag/1. This
level greatly exceeds Ecology’s guideline of no more than 10 rag/1 (24 hour average) and indicates need for
conscientious source control measures. Potential pollutants can include Oil and grease, TSS, BOD, and heavy
metals.

Railroads
SIC: 4011 **/13 **
Description: Railroad activities are spread over a large geographic area: along railroad lines, m switching yards,
and in maintenance yards. Railroad activity occurs on both property owned or leased by the railroad and at the
loading or unloading facilities of its customers. Employing BMPs at commercial or public loading and unloading
areas is the responsibility of the particular property owner.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: The following are potential sources of pollutants: dripping of vehicle
fluids onto the road bed, leaching of wood preservatives from the railroad ties, human waste disposal, litter,
locomotive sanding areas, locomotive/railcar/equipment cleaning areas, fueling areas, outside material storage
areas, the erosion and loss of soil particles from the bed, and herbicides used for vegetation management.
Maintenance activities include maintenance shops for vehicles and equipment, track maintenance, and ditch
cleaning. In addition to the railroad stock, the maintenance shops service highway vehicles and other types of
equipment. Waste materials can include waste oil, solvents, degreasers, antifreeze, radiator flush, acid solutions,
brake fluids, soiled rags, oil filters, sulfuric acid and battery sludge, and machine chips with residual machining
oil and any toxic fluids or solids lost during transit. The following are potential pollutants at railyards: Oil and
grease, TSS, BOD, organics, pesticides, and heavy metals.
Warehouses and Mini-Warehouses
SIC: 4220 **
Description: Businesses that store goods in buildings and other structures.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: The following are potential pollutant sources from warehousing
operations: Loading and unloading areas, outside storage of materials and equipment, fueling and maintenance
areas. Potential pollutants include oil and grease and TSS.
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Other Transportation and Communication
SIC: 4700-4900
Description: This group includes travel agencies, communication services such as TV and radio stations, cable
companies, and electric and gas services. It does not include railroads, airplane transport services, airlines,
pipeline companies, and airfields.
Potential PoLlutant Generating Sources: Gas and electric services are likely to own vehicles that are washed,
fueled and maintained on site. Communication service companies can generate used oils and Dangerous Wastes.
The following are the potential pollutants: Oil and grease, TSS, BOD, and heavy metals.

Retail and Wholesale Businesses
Gas Stations
SIC: 5540
Refer to BMP S I. I 0-Fueling Stations in Chapter 2 to select applicable BMPs.
Recyclers and Scrap Yards
SIC: 5093 **, 5015 **
Description: Businesses that reclaim various materials for resale or for scrap, such as vehicles and
vehicle/equipment parts, construction materials, metals, beverage containers and papers.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Potential sources of pollutants include paper/plastic/metal scrap
debris, engines, transmissions, radiators, batteries, and other materials that contain fluids or are contaminated with
fluids. Other pollutant sources include leachate from metal components and contaminated soil and the ~rosion of
soil. Activities that can generate pollutants include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Transferring/dismantling/crushing of vehicles, and scrap metal.
Transferring and removing fluids.
Maintenance & cleaning of vehicles, parts, and equipment.
Storage of fluids, parts for resale, solid wastes, scrap parts, and materials/equipment/vehicles that contain
fluids, generally in uncovered areas.

Potential pollutants typically found at vehicle recycle and scrap yards include oil and grease, ethylene and
propylene glycol, total suspended solids, BOD, heavy metals, and acidic pH.
Appficable Best Management Practices: For facilities subject to Ecology’s Industrial Stormwater General
Permit refer to BMP Guidance Document #94-146, "Best Management Practices to Prevent Stormwater
Pollution at Vehicle Recycler Facilities ", Washington Department of Ecology, September 1994for selection of
operational and structural source control, and treatment BMPs for vehicle recycler facilities. The BMPs in that
guidance document can also be applied to scrap material recycling facilities depending on the pollutant sources
existing at those facilities.
Commercial Composting
SIC’ 2875
Description: This typically applies to businesses that have numerous compost piles that reqmre large open areas
to break down the wastes. Composting can contribute nutrients, organics, coliform bacteria, low pH, color, and
suspended solids to stormwater runoff.
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Restaurants/Fast Food
SIC: 5800
Description: Businesses that provide food service to the general public, including drive through facilities.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Potential pollutant sources include high-use customer parking lots and
garbage dumpsters. The cleaning of roofs and other outside areas of restaurant and cooking vent filters in the
parking lot can cause cooking grease to be discharged to the storm drains. The discharge ofwashwater or grease
to storm drams or surface water is not allowed.
Retail/General Merchandise SIC: 5300, 5600, 5700, 5900, and 5990
Description: This group include~ general merchandising stores such as department stores, shopping malls, variety
stores, 24-hour convenience stores, and general retail stores that focus on a few product types such as clothing and
shoes. It also includes furniture and appliance stores.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Of particular concern are the high-use parking lots of shopping malls.
and 24-hour convenience stores. Furniture and appliance stores may provide repair services in which Dangerous
Wastes may be produced.
Retail/Wholesale Vehicle and Equipment Dealers
SIC: 501 O, 5080, and 5500 excluding fueling stations (5540)
Description: This group includes all retail and wholesale businesses that sell cars, trucks, boats, trailers, mobile
homes, motorcycles and recreational vehicles. It includes both new and used vehicle dealers. It also includes
sellers of heavy equipment for construction, farming, and industry. With the exception of motorcycle dealers,
these businesses have large parking lots. Most retail dealers that sell new vehicles and large equipment also
provide repair and maintenance services.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Oil and other materials that have dripped from parked vehicles can
contaminate stormwater at high-use parking areas. Vehicles are washed regularly generating vehicle grime and
detergent pollutants. The storm or washwater runoff will contain oils and various organics, metals, and
phosphorus. Repair and maintenance services generate a variety of waste liquids and solids including used oils
and engine fluids, solvents, waste paint, soiled rags, and dirty used engine parts. Many ~f these materials are
Dangerous Wastes.
Retail/Wholesale Nurseries and Building Materials
SIC: 5030, 5198, 5210, 5230, and 5260
Description: These businesses are placed in a separate group because they are likely to store much of their
merchandise outside of the main building. They include nurseries, and businesses that sell building and
construction materials and equipment, paint (5198, 5230) and hardware.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Some businesses may have small fueling capabilities for forklifts and
may also maintain and repair their vehicles and equipment. Some businesses may have unpaved areas, with the
potential to contaminate stormwater by leaching of nutrient-t, pesticides, and herbicides. Businesses in this group
surveyed in the Puget Sound area for Dangerous Wastes were found to produce waste solvents, paints and used
oil. Storm runoff from exposed storage areas can contain suspended solids, and oil and grease from vehicles and
forklifts and high-use customer parking lots, and other pollutants. Runoff from nurseries may contain nutrients,
pesticides and/or herbicides.
RetaiffWholesale Chemicals and Petroleum
SIC: 5160, 5170
Description: These businesses sell plastic materials, chemicals and related .products. This group also includes the
bulk storage and selling of petroleum products such as diesel oil, automotive fuels, etc.
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Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: The general areas of concern are the spillage of chemicals or
petroleum during loading and unloading, and the washing and maintenance of tanker tracks and other vehicles.
Also, the fire code requires that vegetation be controlled within a tank farm to avoid a fire hazard. Herbicides are
typically used. The concentration of oil in untreated stormwater is known to exceed the water quality effluent
guideline for oil and grease. Runoff is also likely to contain significant concentrations of benzene, phenol,
chloroform, lead, and zinc.
Retail/Wholesale Foods and Beverages
SIC 5140, 5180
Description: Included are busine~sses that provide retail food stores including general groceries, fish and seafood,
meats and meat products, dairy products, poultry, soft drinks, and alcoholic beverages.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Vehicles may be fueled, washed and maintained at the business.
Spillage of food and beverages may occur. Waste food and broken contaminated glass may be temporarily stored
in containers located outside. High-use customer parking lots may be sources of oil and other contaminants.
Other Retall/Whalesale Business "
SIC: 5010 (not 5012), 5040, 5060, 5070, 5090
Description: Businesses in this group include sellers of vehicle parts, tires, furniture and home furnishings,
photographic and office equipment, electrical goods, sporting goods and toys, paper products, dr~gs and apparel.
P6tential Pollutant Generating Sources: Pollutant sources include high-use parking lots, and delivery vehicles
that may be fueled, washed and maintained on premises.

Service Businesses
Animal Care Services
SIC: 0740, 0750
Description: This group includes racetracks, kennels, fenced pens, veterinarians and businesses that provide
boarding services for animals including horses, dogs and cats.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: The primary sources of pollution include animal manure, waste
products from animal treatment, runoff from pastures where larger livestock are allowed to roam, and vehicle
maintenance and repair shops. Pastures may border streams and direct access to the sU’eam may occur. Both
surface water and ground water may be contaminated. Potential stormwater contaminants include fecal coliform,
oil and grease, suspended solids, BOD, and nutrients.
Commercial Car and Truck Washes
SIC: 7542
Description: Facilities include automatic systems found at individual businesses or at gas stations and 24-hour
convenience stores, as well as self-service. There are three main types: tunnels, rollovers and hand-held wands.
The tunnel wash, the largest, is housed in a long building through which the vehicle is pulled. At a rollover wash
the vehicle remains stationary while the equipment passes over. Wands are used at self-serve car washes. Some
car washing businesses also sell gasoline.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Wash wastewater may contain detergents and waxes. Wastewater
should be discharged to sanitary sewers. In self-service operations a drain is located inside each car bay. Although
these businesses discharge the wastewater to the sanitary sewer, some washwater can find its way to the storm
dram, particularly with the rollover and wand systems, gollover systems often do not have air-drying.
Consequently, as it leaves the enclosure the car sheds water to the pavement. With the self-service system,
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washwater with detergents can spray outside the building and drain to storm sewer. Users of self-serve operations
may also clean engines and change oil, dumping the used oil into the storm drain. Potential pollutants include oil
and grease, detergents, soaps, BOD, and TSS.
Equipment Repair
SIC: 7353, 7600
Description: This group includes several businesses that specialize in repairing different equipment including
communications equipment, radio, TV, household appliances, and refrigeration systems. Also included are
businesses that rent or lease heavy construction equipment (7353) as miscellaneous repair and maintenance may
occur on site.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Potential pollutant sources include storage and handling of fuels,
waste oils and solvents, and loading/unloading areas. Potential pollutants include oil and grease, low/high pH, and
suspended solids.
Laundries and Other Cleaning Services
SIC: 7211 through 7217
Description: This category includes all types of cleaning services such as laundries, linen suppliers, diaper
services, coin-operated laundries and dry cleaners, and carpet and upholstery services. Wet washing may involve
the use of acids, bleaches and/or multiple organic solvents. Dry cleaners use an organic-based solvent, although
small amounts of water and detergent are sometimes used. Solvents may be recovered and filtered for further use.
Carpets and upholstery may be cleaned with dry materials, hot water extraction process, or in-plant processes
using solvents followed by a detergent wash.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Wash liquids are discharged to sanitary sewers. Stormwater pollutant
sources include: loading and unloading of liquid materials, particularly at large commercial operations, disposal
of spent solvents and solvent cans, high-use customer parking lots, and outside storage and handling of solvents
and waste materials. Potential stormwater contaminants include oil and grease, chlorinated and other solvents,
soaps and detergents, low/high pH, and suspended solids.
Marinas and Boat Clubs
SIC: 7999
Description: Marinas and yacht clubs provide moorage for recreational boats. Marinas may also provide fueling
and maintenance services. Other activities include cleaning and painting of boat surfaces, minor boat repair, and
pumping of bilges and sanitary holding tanks. Not all marinas have a system to receive pumped bilge water.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Both solid and liquid wastes are produced as well as stormwater runoff
from high-use customer parking lots. Waste materials include sewage and bilge water. Maintenance by the tenants
will produce used oils, oil filters, solvents, waste paints and varnishes, used batteries, and empty contaminated
containers and soiled rags. Potential stormwater contaminants include oil and grease, suspended solids, heavy
metals, and low/high pH.
Golf and Country Clubs
SIC: 7992, 7997
Description: Public and private golf courses and parks are included.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Maintenance of grassed areas and landscaped vegetation has
historically required the use of fertilizers and pesticides. Golf courses contain small lakes that are sometimes
treated with algaecides and/or mosquito larvicides. The fertilizer and pesticide application process can lead to
inadvertent contamination of nearby surface waters by overuse, misapplication, or the occurrence of storms
shortly after application. Heavy watering of surface greens in golf courses may cause pesticides or fertilizers to
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migrate to surface and shallow ground water resources. The use of pesticides and fertilizers generates waste
containers. Equipment must be cleaned and maintained.
Miscellaneous Services
SIC: 4959, 7260, 7312, 7332, 7333, 7340, 7395, 7641, 7990, 8411
Description: This group includes photographic studios, commercial photography, funeral services, amusement
parks, furniture and upholstery repair and pest control services, and other professional offices. Pollutants from
these activities can include pesticides, waste solvents, heavy metals, pH, and suspended solids, soaps and
detergents, and oil and grease.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Leaks and spills of materials from the following businesses can be
sources of storrnwater pollutants:
1. Building maintenance produces wash and rinse solutions, oils, and solvents.
2. Pest control produces rinsewater with residual pesticides from washing application equipment and empty
containers.
3. Outdoor advertising produces photographic chemicals, inks, waste paints, organic paint sludges containing
metals.
4. Funeral services produce formalin, formaldehyde, and ammonia.
5. Upholstery and furniture repair businesses produce oil, stripping compounds, wood preservatives and
solvents.
Professional Services
SIC: 6000, 7000 and 8000, not listed elsewhere
Description: The remaining service businesses include theaters, hotels/motels, finance, banldng, hospitals,
medical services, nursing homes, schools/universities, and legal, financial and engineering services. Stormwater
from parking lots will contain undesirable concentrations of oil and grease, suspended particulates, and metals
such as lead, cadmium and zinc. Dangerous wastes might be generated at hospitals, nursing homes and other
medical services.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: The primary concem is runoff from high use parldng areas,
maintenance shops, and storage and handling of dangerous wastes.
Vehicle Maintenance and Repair
SIC: 4000 **, 7530, 7600
Description: This category includes businesses that paint, repair and maintain automobiles, motorcycles, trucks,
and buses and battery, radiator, muffler, lube, tune-up and tire shops, excluding those businesses listed elsewhere
in this manual.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Pollutant sources include storage and handling of vehicles, solvents,
cleaning chemicals, waste materials, vehicle liquids, batteries, and washing and steam cleaning of vehicles, parts,
and equipment. Potential pollutants include waste oil, Solvents, degreasers, antifreeze, radiator flush, acid
solutions with chromium, zinc, copper, lead and cadmium, brake fluid, soiled rags, oil filters, sulfuric acid and
battery sludge, and machine chips in residual machining oil.
Multi-Family Residences
SIC: NA
Description: Multifamily residential buildings such as apartments and condominiums. The activities of concern
are vehicle parking, vehicle washing and oil changing, minor repairs, and temporary storage of garbage.
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Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Stormwater contamination can occur at vehicle parking lots and from
washing of vehicles. Runoff from parking lots may contain undesirable concentrations of oil and grease,
suspended particulates, and metals such as lead, cadmium and zinc.
Construction Businesses
SIC: 1500, 1600, 1700
Description: This category includes builders of homes, commercial and industrial buildings, and heavy
equipment as well as plumbing, painting and paper hanging, carpentry, electrical, roofing and sheet metal,
wrecking and demolition, stonework, drywall and masonry contractors. It does not include construction sites.
Potential Pollutant Generating Sources: Potential pollutant sources include leaks/spills of used oils, solvents,
paints, batteries, acids, strong acid/alkaline wastes, paint/varnish removers, tars, soaps, coatings, asbestos,
lubricants, anti-freeze compounds, litter, and fuels at the headquarters, operation, staging, and maintenance/repair
locations of the businesses.
Demolition contractors may store reclaimed material before resale. Roofing contractors generate residual tars and
sealing compounds, spent solvents, kerosene, and soap cleaners, as well as non-hazardous waste roofing
materials. Sheet metal contractors produce small quantities of acids and solvent cleaners such as kerosene, metal
shavings, adhesive residues and enamel coatings, and asbestos residues that have been removed from buildings.
Asphalt paving contractors are likely to store application equipment such as dump trucks, pavers, tack coat
tankers and pavement rollers at their businesses. Stormwater passing through this equipment may be contaminated
by the pelxoleum residuals. Potential pollutants include oil and grease, suspended solids, BOD, heavy metals, pH,
COD, organic compounds, etc.
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o ADDITIONS, QUALIFIERS, AND EXCEPTIONS
Additions:
Food Stores: Industry Groups: 541,542, 543
Wholesale Trade - Nondurable Goods: Industry Group 515
Hospitals: 806
Medical and Dental Laboratories: Industry Group 807
Automotive Rental and Leasing: Industry Group 751 "
Qualifiers: Only for proper solid waste handling:
Food Stores: Industry Groups 544, 545, 546, 549,
Miscellaneous Retail: Industry Groups: 591,592
Wholesale Trade- Nondurable Goods: Industry Groups: 511, 512, 514, 518
Equipment Repair: Major Group 76 (except businesses in 7623, 7692, and (some, not all) 7699 can have other
source control needs)
Exceptions: (i.e., no onsite inspections required)
Retail/General Merchandise: Major Groups 53, 56, 57
Miscellaneous Retail: Industry Groups: 593, 594, 596, 599
Wholesale Trade-Nondurable Goods: Industry Groups: 513
Other Retail/Wholesale Businesses: Industry Groups 502, 504, 506, 507, 509 (not including 5093).
Professional Services not listed elsewhere in Appendix 1: Major Groups: 6000, 7000 and 8000
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STAT£ WATEP, RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD
RESOLUTION NO. 2000 - 015
ADOPTION OF ~ POLICY FOR TI-IE IMPLEMENTATION OF
TOXICS STANDARDS FOR lAPLAND SURFACE WATEP, S.
ENCLOSED BAYS, AND ESTUARIES OF CALIFORNIA ~ROPOSED POLICY~

1.

Section 303(c)(2)(B) of the Federal Clean Watt’ Act (CWA) remthet states adopt

n̄umeric criteria for priority polhmms as pm of the states’ water quality standards.
2.

I~ 1991, .the Smm W~ l~so~ Con~oI Bo~d (SWP.CB) ~ t~ I~fla~d S~’!’~e
Wazem Plan (ISWP) and the P.aclosed Bay~ and F.,cmm-ies Phm (EBEP); ~ part, to
comply with CWA section 303(c)(2)(B). The SWRCB amended the plau in 1993.

3.

la 1994, ~ SWRCB re~dad~ the ISWP md th~ EBE~. i~ respom~ to a co~t ndh~

imalidetiag t~ plm~. Siaca then, Celifomi~ lms b~ without smmcide w~-’r q~ality

~ada~ for th~ m~jofity of priority pollu~m~ for the
4.

A.e= re~dssion of the pla~, the SWI~CB md the U.S. K~vi~m~enml l~ot~tio~ Agency
¯ (U.S. E?A) ~’e~d to p~ a coll~oraZfi,e ~o~h to r~b~h t!~ m~la~ory
~ramework ofez rescinded ISWP and EBEP and to bring Ca!ifomi~ into compliance
¯ ~,ith CWA section 303(cX2)~). This approach consists of two phases. In Ptu~se 1, the.
U.S. F~A will promrl~ate numeric water quality criteria for priority pollutmCs for
Caltt’ornia in accordznce with CWA scion 303(c)(2)(B), and the SWRCB will adopt
smewide m~s to implement those criteris in e stat~-wide policy. In Phase 2, the
SWR.CB will consider the ~option of appropriaze smewide w~. quality objectives for
toxic pollucZnzs.

7.

The S .WRCB prepazed and circulamd drafts of the Functiona! F.4uivalent Document
(FED) for a ~:oposed Policy to implement the draR CTR in accozd~ce with the
l=ovisiom of the Califorai~Havirommenml ~ Act (CEQA) m~d California Code of
1%e~.~Ia~icms, tit!e 14, s~"don 152~I(g), a~d title23, se~do~ 3775-3782, as follows:
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--

Th~ Firs~ Public Draft of the proposed Policy and FF, D was released for public
review on Sepmmber 1 I, 1997; a Supplement to th~ FED was released on
October i 6, 1997; and an Addemlum to the Suppleznent was released on
October 28, 1997..
b.

The Second Public Draft of~e proposed Policy and FED was released for public
review on November 12, 1999; Appendix G m th~ 1999 FED (responses to public.
comm~ on the fu~t draft Policy) was released on December 7, 1999.

c.

The Third Public Draft of the Froposed Policy was released for public review on
~anuary 24, 2000; the third dr~ of the FED was released for public review on
January 3 I, 2000; A~ Gto the 2000 FED (respons~ to public comments on
the second d.raR Poli~y) was rele.as~ on Fe .b~uary 1 I, 2000.

d.

Supp|~men~ I to Appendix O to t~m Noven~ber 12, 1999 FED and Appendix O to
the January 3 I, 2000 FED werereleased on Fe.bruary I I, 2000.

e. Supplement 2 to Apl:~ndix G to th~ November 12, 1999 FED and
Appendix G to the ~anuary 3 I, 2000 FED will be released at the Ivfaz~ 2, 2000
The SWRC~B has conducted public hearings in Sacramento on November 17, 1997 and in
Newport Beach on December 3, 1997 and a Fublic workshop in Sacramento on "
December 6; 1999 to.solicit comments regarding the proposed Policy. The SWRCB has
reviewed and carefully considered-all comments received on the firs~t, second, and third
drafts of the proposed Policy and FED. Th~ SWRCB considered the information
contained in the FED prior to approval oftlm proposed Policy.
9.

The SWRC]~ submitt~ tl~ f~st aml second drafts of the proposed Policy ~ FED for
external sciern£fic ~ review of tl~ scientific basis for the proposed Policy under the
~ of He, alth aRd Saf~y Code section 57004.

10.

By letmr dazed January 21, 2000 ~rom Alexis Strauss, Director of the Wamr Division at
U.S. EPA, R~gion 9, to Walt PettR, SWRCB]-Zxecurive Director (Janua~/21 let~r),
U.S. EPA noRfied th~ SWRCB of tlm more imporumt ohang~s rh~ U.S. EPA staffhas
proposed to the U.S. ]~PA Azlmmisu-~r for rkm final CTR. The SWRC]~ has reviewed
the proposed CTR changes, and it finds that ~ do not require revisions to the proposed
Policy or FED.
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b.

The Third Public Draft FED identified potentially sign£ficam adverse e~virourn~ntai
effects related l0 only one Policy provision. Tlmse po~nrial ef~ect~ stem from
Po.licy provisions allowing RWQCB authorization of a longer compliance schedule
whsm necessm’y m d~velop and implement s Total Maximum Da~ly Load (TMDL)
and accompanyin~ wasmload aLloc~ons and load alloc~ons. As compared to the
CTR, under the Policy dischargers could be allowed up to ten additional years to
acconvm~a,,t~, d~velopme~ ofTlvIDL~. Adve~e enviroumenml effe, cm could occur
during ~is l:~riod because wa~ quality ~ for priority pollutants established
to pm~ect human health m,i a,~uaric life may not be met. Such pot.emial adverse
effects could occur to: surface and ground wmer quality; endangered, threated, or
rare species; locally desigmmd specie= or nennal communities; wetland or o~her
fish and wildlife habitat.; human he~l~h; or recre~ional opportunities.

c.

The Policy contains.provisions to lessen or avoid pomntially significant adverse
e.ffee,.s on the environmen~ s~znmmg from th~ TMDL compliance schedule
provisions. These provisions include the following:
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(I) Th~ compliance schedule provisions are nsrtowly written to apply only
"thos~ siZtmtions where.the discharger d~onstmtes tl~at
(2) The compliance schedule provisions do nor apply to new discharges;
O) Tl~ clisc~aarg~r must submit: tl~ following jusri~carion before compliance
s~es m~y be an~orized in a permit:
(a)

Docuraenmtion thaZ diligent efforts have been mad~ to quanti~
pollumm levels in tlm disc.barge m~l the sources of*he pollutant inthe
DocR~en~. ’o~ of source e.,o~! ~d/or polltlfion

currently ~y or complem~i,
(c)

A proposed schedule for ~Witional source control measures, pollutant
m~-~,~,.~ion.actions, or wasm

(el) A demonstration ~ the proposed schedule is as shor~ as practicable;
(4) Tim sc, h~lule of compliance must be as short as practicable and mus~ inclu~
specified requ~d actions that demonstram progress toward attainment of the
CTR crimrion or e~nent limitation;
U) Longer compliance schedules for TMDL d~.elopment wil! be zuthoziz~d only
¯ e ~V~Ol:~ent.of~e TMDL;
I.f ~ comp~ ~e is 8rmmd, the Policy requl~, tl~ fl~ Regional
Water Qtm.lity Control Board (RWQCB) establish interim requirements and
~ ~or their ~hievement in the N~onal Potlut~t Discharge Elimin~on
System (NPD~)
(7) I~ fine complian~ schedule exc.ee~ one year, the RWQCB must establish
limitations R)r the priority pollumm in rlte NPDES permit ~ may. also

(8) Numeric ~ons mus~.be ba.~d on currant ~’=~,znent f~-ility lX=-formance
or ~J.~£ng N’PDr:S l~znit limitations, whichever is mor~ s~ing=m; and
(9) ~ Policy mop,ms ~ discharger ~o r~l~o~ in writing, im compliance or
and rrporring mqulr~nenm am/tttly enforceable NPDES p~rmit conditions.
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Alternatives to the Policy provisions for TM~L-based complianc.e schedules t’or
implementing the CTR identified in the FED are infeJ.dble. These altema.tives are
discussed below:.
A.Irernariv¢ I. No Action. If ~he SWRCB does not adopt Policy provisions for
compliance ~dules for impl~nentation of the ’CTR, complizn~ schedules for
disdz~es which receive efflu~ limit=ions ~ ~re no~ b~ o~ TIV~Ls ~re
sub~ ~ ~ne. Both ~ ~ and the Policy would ~llow compliance
sc~dules of up to five yem f~nn NPDES l~miz issusn~, reissusnce, or
modi~~ion with a nmximum deadline of ten years from the efl’e.~ive date of ths
CTR ~ POlicy, respectively. (I~ is anticips~l.that [he Policy and CTR e~’ective
dam~ will differ only by a few weeks.) There ~ no sig~ficant di~erence in these

Under this ahorn~ve, longer complisnce schedulesto coincide wi~ TMDL
schedules could not. be authorized by the RWQCBs. The SWRCB finds ~ this is
,~ot a feasible almrnazive because eI~m~A~5 these compliance schedules for
TMDLs is unzealisric. Currently, ove~ 500 wz~r ~dies are listed as impah-ed on
the CWA se~ion 303(d) list. Mo~e then 1400 impah-ments are.cited for these
wamrs. F, xisring U.S. EPA policy requires th= ~ smms develop schedules for
TMDL developme~ ofu~ to 13 years, beginning with the 1998 li~. U.S. EPA has
proposed, however, in draft TMDL regulsfions published in August 1999, tha~ the
smms develop schedules for esrabliah~g TMDLs ~s expediziously as practicable,
butno lemr th~ I~ years fnnn the dam-ofthe initial listing. The dmR regulazions
also conmmplsm th~ each TMDL includean implemenmZion plan containing a

~m~, including imerim milestones, ~or implementing conn~l actions and
managemen~ measures necessm-y to achieve the wasmload aliocarions and load
allocations..The.impl~on plum a~o must include an estimsm of the Rme
th~ relatively longer.time fizn~s may be .necessary for problems th~ ~re extremely
di~cult m solve. .The Policy’s TMDL compliance schedule provisions are

consistent wi~h U.S. EPA’sdir~ion.
" Almrns~ives 2-5. Adopt a compl.iance schedule of: up ro 3 years frqm fire effective
d~e of the proposed policy (Alterrm~ive 2); up to 10 y~.m fi~m the e~ec~ive da~ of
the Froposed Policy (Altem=ive 3); up ~o ~5 y~ars f~rom the ¢fl’e~ve daze of the .
im’oposedPolicy (Alternative 4); or up to 5 yea~s from the dam of permit isstmnce,
reis~mnc~ or modification (Al~narive 5).
The SW’B.C.,B finds tha~ these m’e not feasible almmarives for Tlv[DL-based
compliance schedules for the reasons explained under Almmarive 1.
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The SVv~B.CB fu~Is tb~ t.her~ are no feasible ~It~m~ives or ~o~ f~i~e

p~o~ ~o~ long= comp~ s~es ~r ~Ls.

THERF201~ BE IT R~SOLVED THAT:
The.SWRCB:
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Authorizes tim Exe.ctrdw Director or ~ design~ to traa.~t ~e Policy to OAL for
review and approvai in complianc~ with th~ A~Ve Procedur~ Act and
subsequently to transmit the OAL-approved Policy to the U.S. EPA for r~vi~w and
approval in compli.ancc with section 303(c) of the CWA.

CERTR~CATION
Th~ unde~igne~[, Administrativ= Assismm to the Born-d, does he.by cerd~ t!~ the foregoing ts
a full, ram, and con-~t copy of a resolution d~y and regularly adol~d a~ a m~-Cing ofth~ Sta~
Water P~sotn’ce~ Camml Board h~Id on Maz~ 2, ,2000.
"

Administ~ve Assistant m tlm Board

.........
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3.

Under R, solmion No. 2000-015. the Policy is effective when the Poli~y is appr0ved
by the Office of Adminiqtrative Law and tlm California Toxics Rule becomes
effective.

4.

U.S. EPA h~ experienced delays in promulgating the California Toxics Rule 0a a
final rule. ¯

5.

Priority pollutant criteria in the N~tional Toxics Rule and water quality objectives in ’
RWQCB basra plans at, currently in effect.

6.

The SWRCB-do~ not wish.to delay implmnenmtion of the Policy with reject to
applicable National Toxi~ Rule ¢rim-M and warn. quality objectives for priority
pollutants.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT:
¯ The SWRCB am~mts Resolution No. 2000-015 u follows:
1. Re.solved No. 2 is d~leted and rtpla~od with:
"2. Adopts the proposed Policy."
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2.

New R~solved Nos. 3 and 4 ax~ added and existing Resolved Nos. 3 ~ 7 ~

~~ ~y:
"3. ~ ~t ~e PoH~ ~ go ~ ~t ~ ~ m N~o~

"4.. Provide d~at the Policy shah go into effect with respect to CaLifornia
Toxics Rule czite~ when the Policy is approvex[ t~/the Office of
Admiaistrative Law and the California Toxics Rule becomes
CERTIFICATION
The undersigned, Administmn’ve Assistant to the Board, does hereby certify that the
foregoing is a full, m~e, "and corre~ copy of a resolution duly and regularly adopted at a
meeting of the State Wate~ Resoumes Control Board held on April 26, 2000. -

the Boast
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POLICY FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF TOXICS STANDARDS
FOR INLAND SURFACE WATERS, ENCLOSED BAYS,
AND ESTUARIES OF CALIFORNIA
INTRODUCTION

This state policy for water quality control (Policy), adopted by the State Water Resources Control
Board (SWRCB) on Mar¢h 2, 2000 and effective by May 22, 2000 (See "Note" below), applies
to discharges of toxic pollutants into the *inland surface waters, *enclosed bays, and *estuaries of
California subject to regulation under the State’s Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act
(Division 7 of the Water Code) and the federal Clean Water Act (CWA). Such regulation may
occur through the issuance of National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits,
the issuance or waiver of waste discharge requirements (WDRs), or other relevant regulatory
approaches, i The goal of this Policy is to establish a standardized approach for permitting
discharges of toxic pollutants to non-*ocean surface waters in a manner that promotes statewide
consistency. As such, this Policy is a tool to be used in conjunction with watershed management
approaches and, where appropriate, the development of Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs)
to ensure achievement of water quality standards (i.e., water quality criteria or objectives, and the
beneficial uses they are intended to protect, as well as the State and federal antidegradation
policies).
This Policy establishes: (1) implementation provisions for priority pollutant criteria promulgated
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) through the National Toxics Rule
(NTR)2 (promulgated on December 22, 1992 and amended on May 4, 1995) and through the
California Toxics Rule (CTR)3, and for priority pollutant objectives established by Regional Water
Quality Control Boards (RWQCBs) in their water quality control plans (basin plans)4;
(2) monitoring requirements for 2,3,7,8-TCDD equivalents; and (3) chronic toxicity control
provisions. In addition, this Policy includes special provisions for certain types of discharges and
factors that could affect the application of other provisions in this Policy. With respect to
nonpoint source discharges, only section 5.1 applies.

Note: This Policy was effective on April 28, 2000 with respect to the priority pollutant criteria promulgated for California
by the U.S. EPA through the National Toxics Rule and to the priority pollutant objectives established by Regional Water
Quality Control Boards in their water quality control plans (basin plans), with the exception of the provision on alternate
test procedures in section 2.3, item (I). The alternate test procedures provision was effective on May 22, 2000. This
Policy was effective on May 18, 2000 with respect to the priority pollutant criteria promulgated by the U.S. EPA through
the California Toxics Rule.
This Policy does not apply to discharges of toxic pollutants from combined sewer overflows. These discharges will
continue to be regulated in accordance with the federal "Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) Control Policy," published
April 19, 1994 (59 Fed. Register 18688-18698). This Policy does not apply to regulation of storm water discharges.
The SWRCB has adopted preeedentiai decisions addressing regulation of municipal storm water discharges in
Orders WQ 91-03, 91-04, 96-13, 98-01, and 99-05. The SWRCB has also adopted two statewide general permits
regulating the discharge of pollutants contained in storm water from industrial and construction activities. See
SWRCB Orders 99-08-DWQ and 97-03-DWQ.
2 40CFR 131.36
3 65 Fed. Register 31682-31719 (May 18, 2000), adding Section 131.38 to 40 CFR.
~ If a water quality objective and a CTR criterion are in effect for the same priority pollutant, the more stringent of the
two applies.
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With the exception of Appendix 5 (Special Studies) and Appendix 6 (Watershed Management and
TMDLs), the provisions of this Policy have full regulatory effect. Appendix 5 is provided as
guidance that may be followed in planning and conducting special studies that may be needed to
implement the provisions of this Policy. Appendix 6 is provided as information on the role of
watershed management approaches and TMDL development in achieving water quality standards.
Except as provided in section 4, this Policy supersedes basin plan provisions to the extent that
(1) they apply to implementation of water quality standards for priority pollutants, and (2) they
regard the same subject matter as that addressed in this Policy with respect to priority pollutant
standards. For example, the Policy supersedes basin plan mixing zone provisions to the extent
that they apply to implementation of water quality standards for priority pollutants.
Reference to a RWQCB also refers to SWRCB, where appropriate. Terms indicated with an
asterisk (*) are defined in Appendix 1.
1. ESTABLISHING WATER QUALITY-BASED EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS FOR
PRIORITY POLLUTANT CRITERIA/OBJECTIVES
The following sections address the issues of: (1) applicable priority pollutant criteria and
objectives (section 1.1); (2) data requirements and adjustments (section 1.2); (3) determining
priority pollutants requiring water quality-based effluent limitations (section 1.3); (4) calculating
effluent limitations (section i .4); (5) translators for metals and selenium (section 1.4.1);
(6) mixing zones and dilution credits (section 1.4.2); (7) ambient background concentrations
(section 1.4.3); and (8) intake water credits (section 1.4.4). Notwithstanding the provisions of
these sections, effluent limitations must protect beneficial uses and comply with the State and
federal antidegradation policies~, federal antibacksliding requirements6, and other applicable
provisions of lfiw.
1.1 Applicable Priority Pollutant Criteria and Objectives
Federal water quality criteria and State water quality objectives for priority pollutants have been
established for non-ocean surface waters of California by the U.S. EPA and some RWQCBs,
respectively. Federal priority pollutant criteria have been promulgated by the U.S. EPA in the
1992 NTR (amended in 1995) and in the 2000 CTR. For California, the criteria in the CTR
supplement the criteria in the NTR (i.e., the CTR does not change or supersede any criteria
previously promulgated for California in the NTR, but it does include them in the table of criteria
for convenience). State priority pollutant objectives are contained in RWQCB basin plans.4
The RWQCB basin plans designate the beneficial uses that apply to the surface water bodies
within their respective regions. Priority pollutant criteria/objectives are specifically established for
the protection of aquatic life and human health beneficial uses designated in basin plans. Aquatic
life criteria/objectives are established for fresh and salt waters. The CTR specifies the salinities to
which the freshwater and saltwater criteria apply. The CTR also states that, except as specified in
the CTR, the federal criteria apply to all waters assigned any aquatic life or human health use
5

SWRCB Resolution No. 68-16 (Statement of Policy with Respect to Maintaining High Quality of Waters in
California), and 40 CFR 131.12 (revised as of July 1, 1996), respectively.
~ CWA S~ctions 402(o)(1) and 303(d)(4), and 40 CFR 122.44(1) and 40 CFR 122.62 (revised as of July 1, 1996).
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designated in basin plans. It further states that the application of the criteria are based on the
presence in all waters of some aquatic life designation and the presence or absence of the
municipal and domestic supply (MUN) designation (i.e., the aquatic life criteria and the human
health criteria for consuming water and organisms apply to MUN-designated water bodies; the
aquatic life criteria and the human health criteria for consuming organisms only apply to nonMUN water bodies).
Designated beneficial uses to which aquatic life criteria or objectives would apply include, but are
not necessarily limited to; warm freshwater habitat (WARM), cold freshwater habitat (COLD),
and estuarine habitat (EST). Designated beneficial uses to which human health criteria/objectives
would apply include, but are not necessarily limited to, municipal and domestic supply (MUN)
and water contact recreation (REC 1). Human health criteria/objectives are differentiated by
whether organisms alone from the water body are consumed compared to whether both organisms
and water from the water body are consumed. Where MUN is designated, the latter situation
applies.
1.2 Data Requirements and Adjustments
The RWQCB shall issue Water Code Section 13267 or 13383 letters to all NPDES dischargers
within their respective regions requiring the submittal of data sufficient to conduct the
determination based on the analysis in section 1.3 and to calculate water quality-based effluent
limitations in accordance with section 1.4 (excluding the development of a translator in
accordance with section 1.4.1). The letter shall specify a time schedule for providing the data to
the RWQCB that is as short as practicable but not to exceed three years from the effective date of
this Policy. If the NPDES permit is reissued prior to completing the requirements, the schedule
shall be included in the permit as interim requirements (in accordance with section 2.2.2). The
permit shall be reopened to establish water quality-based effluent limitations, if necessary.
It is the discharger’s responsibility to provide all data and other information requested by the
RWQCB before the issuance, reissuance, or modification of a permit to the extent feasible. When
implementing the provisions of this Policy, the RWQCB shall use all available, valid, relevant,
representative data and information, as determined by the RWQCB. The RWQCB shall have
discretion to consider if any data are inappropriate or insufficient for use in implementing this
Policy. Instances where such consideration is warranted include, but are not limited to, the
following: evidence that a sample has been erroneously reported or is not representative of
effluent or ambient receiving water quality; questionable quality control/quality assurance
practices; and varying seasonal conditions. The lack of a site-specific objective for a priority
pollutant shall not be considered insufficient data.
When implementing the provisions of this Policy, the RWQCB shall ensure that criteria/objectives
are properly adjusted for hardness or pH, if applicable, using the hardness or pH values for the
receiving water, and that translators are appropriately applied (in accordance with section 1.4.1),
if applicable. The RWQCB shall also ensure that pollutant and flow data are expressed in the
appropriate forms and units for purposes of comparability and calculations.
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1.3

Determination of Priority Pollutants Requiring Water Quality-Based Effluent
Limitations

The RWQCB shall conduct the analysis in this section for each priority pollutant with an
applicable criterion or objective, excluding priority pollutants for which a Total Maximum Daily
Load (TMDL) has been developed, to determine if a water quality-based effluent limitation is
required in the discharger’s permit. It is the discharger’s responsibility to provide all information
requested by the RWQCB for use in the analysis. The RWQCB shall use all available, valid,
relevant, representative information, as described in section 1.2, to determine whether a discharge
may: (I) cause, (2) have a reasonable potential to cause, or (3) contribute to an excursion above
any applicable priority pollutant criterion or objective. If the following analysis (which is depicted
as a flowchart in Appendix 2) indicates that a limitation for a pollutant is required, the RWQCB
shall establish the limitation in accordance with section 1.4.
Ste_.~/.’ Identify applicable water quality criteria and objectives for priority pollutants as described
in section i. 1. Determine the lowest (most stringent) water quality criterion or objective for the
pollutant applicable to the receiving water (C). Adjust the criterion or objective, if applicable, as
described in section 1.2. If it is necessary to express a dissolved metal or selenium
criterion/objective as total recoverable and a site-specific translator has not yet been developed, as
described in section 1.4.1, the RWQCB shall use the applicable U.S. EPA conversion factor
(Appendix 3).
Ste_gp_~2.’ Identify all effluent data for the pollutant as described in section 1.2 and proceed with
Step 3. If effluent data are unavailable or insufficient, proceed with Step 5.
Ste_Lg.p~3: Determine the observed maximum pollutant concentration for the effluent (MEC). If the
pollutant was not detected in any of the effluent samples and any of the reported detection limits
are below the C, use the lowest detection limit as the MEC and proceed with Step 4. If the
pollutant was not detected in any of the effluent samples and all of the reported detection limits
are greater than or equal to the C value, proceed with Step 5.
Ste_gp_.~: Adjust the MEC from Step 3, if applicable, as described in section 1.2. Compare the
MEC from Step 3 or the adjusted MEC to the C from Step 1. If the MEC is greater than or equal
to the C, an effluent limitation is required and the analysis for the subject pollutant is complete. If
the MEC is less than the C, proceed with Step 5.

Ste_Lgp_~5: Determine the observed maximum ambient background concentration for the pollutant
(B) as described in section 1.4.3.1 and proceed with Step 6. If B data are unavailable or
insufficient, proceed with Step 7.
Ste_~_~6: Adjust the B from Step 5, if applicable, as described in section 1.2. Compare the B from
Step 5 or the adjusted B to the C from Step 1. If the B is greater than the C, an effluent limitation
is required and the analysis for the subject pollutant is complete. If the B is less than or equal to
the C, proceed with Step 7.
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Ste__~.~7.’ Review other information available to determine if a water quality-based effluent
limitation is required, notwithstanding the above analysis in Steps 1 through 6, to protect
beneficial uses.

Information that may be used includes: the facility type, the discharge type, solids loading
analysis, lack of dilution, history of compliance problems, potential toxic impact of discharge, fish
tissue residue data, water quality and beneficial uses of the receiving water, CWA 303(d) listing
for the pollutant, the presence of endangered or threatened species or critical habitat, and other
information. If data or other information is unavailable or insufficient to determine if a water
quality-based effluent limitation is required, proceed with Step 8.
Ste_gp_~8." If data are unavailable or insufficient to conduct the above analysis for the pollutant, or if
all reported detection limits of the pollutant in the effluent are greater than or equal to the C
value, the RWQCB shall establish interim requirements, in accordance with section 2.2.2, that
require additional monitoring for the pollutant in place of a water quality-based effluent limitation.
Upon completion of the required monitoring, the RWQCB shall use the gathered data to conduct
the analysis in Steps 1 through 7 above and determine if a water quality-based effluent limitation is
required.
The RWQCB shall require periodic monitoring (at least once prior to the issuance and reissuance
of a permit) for pollutants for which criteria or objectives apply and for which no effluent
limitations have been established; however, the RWQCB may choose to exempt low volume
discharges, determined to have no significant adverse impact on water quality, from this
monitoring requirement.
1.4 Calculation of Effluent Limitations
When a RWQCB determines, using the procedures described in section 1.3, that water
quality-based effluent limitations are necessary to control a priority pollutant in a discharge, the
permit shall contain effluent limitations developed using one or more of the following methods:
A. If a TMDL is in effect, assign a portion of the loading capacity of the receiving water to each
identified priority pollutant source of waste, point and nonpoint, based on the TMDL (see
Appendix 6);
B. Use the following procedure based on a steady-state model:
Ste_Lgp_J./: For each priority pollutant identified m section 1.3, identify the applicable water
quality criteria/objectives for the pollutant as described in section 1. I. Adjust the criterion or
objective, if applicable, as described in section 1.2. If it is necessary to express a dissolved
metal or selenium criterion/objective as total recoverable and a site-specific translator has not
yet been developed, as described in section 1.4. l, the RWQCB shall use the applicable
U.S. EPA conversion factor (Appendix 3). If data are insufficient to calculate the effluent
limitation, the RWQCB shall establish interim requirements in accordance with section 2.2.2.
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Ste_.tgp~2: For each water quality criterion/objective, calculate the effluent concentration
allowance (ECA) using the following steady-state mass balance equation:
ECA = C + D (C- B)
ECA = C
where

C

whenC>B, and
whenC_~ B,

=

the priority pollutant criterion/objective, adjusted (as described in
section 1.2), if necessary, for hardness, pH, and translators (as described
i~n section 1.4.1);
D = the dilution credit (as determined in section 1.4.2); and
B =
the ambient background concentration. The ambient background
concentration shall be the observed maximum as determined in
accordance with section 1.4.3.1 with the exception that an ECA
calculated from a priority pollutant criterion/objective that is intended to
protect human health from carcinogenic effects shall use the ambient
background concentration as an arithmetic mean determined in
accordance with section 1.4.3.2.

The concentration units for C and B must be identical. Both C and B shall be expressed as
total recoverable, unless inappropriate. The dilution credit is unitless.
Ste_g.p~3: For each ECA based on an aquatic life criterion/objective, determine the long-term
average discharge condition (L TA) by multiplying the ECA with a factor (multiplier) that
adjusts for effluent variability. The multiplier shall be calculated as described below, or shall
be found in Table 1. To use Table 1, the *coefficient of variation (CV) for the effluent
pollutant concentration data must first be calculated. If (a) the number of effluent data points
is less than ten, or (b) at least 80 percent of the data are reported as not detected, the CV shall
be set equal to 0.6. When calculating CV in this procedure, if an effluent data point is below
the detection limit for the pollutant in that sample, one-half of the detection limit shall be used
as a value in the calculations. Multipliers for acute and chronic criteria/objectives that
correspond to the CV can then be found in Table 1.

ECA Multipliers
ECA multiplieracute99

=

e(0.5crz -

ECA multiplierchronic99=

e(0.5(Y4,2 - ZO4)

Where

*standard deviation
[In(CV2 + 1)]°’~
ln(CV2 + 1)
[In(CV2/4 + 1)]°s
In(CV2/4 + 1)
2.326 for 99t~ percentile probability basis

~
~,
O"
~
2
~
z

=
=
=
=
=
--
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Table 1. Effluent Concentration Allowance (ECA) Multipliers for
Calculating Long-Term Averages (LTAs)
Coefficient
of
Variation
(CV)

Acute Multiplier
99th
Percentile
Occurrence Probability

Chronic Multiplier
99th
Percentile
Occurrence Probability

|

_

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
4.0

0,797
0.643
0.527
0.440
0.373
0.321
0.281
0.249
0.224
0.204
0.187
O. 174
0.162
0.153
0.144
O. 137
0.131
O. 126
0.121
0.117
0.113
0.110
0.107
0.104
0.102
0.100
0.098
0.096
0.094
0.093
0.091
0.090
0.089
0.088
0.087
0.086
0.085
0.064
0.083
0.082

0.891
0.797
0.715
0.643
0.581
0.527
0.481
0.440
0.404
0.373
0.345
0.321
0.300
0.281
0.264
0.249
0.236
0.224
0.214
0.204
0.195
0.187
0.180
0.174
0.168
0.162
0.157
O. 153
0.148
0.144
0.141
0.137
O. 134
O. 131
0.128
0.126
0.123
0.121
0.119
0.117
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LTA Equations
LTAacute = ECAacute * ECA multiplieracute99 (from Table 1 or as calculated above)
LTAchronic = ECAchronic * ECA multiplierchronic99 (from Table 1 or as calculated above)
Ste__~p_~.’ Select the lowest (most limiting) o.f the LTAs for the pollutant derived in Step 3.
Ste_tgp_~5: Calculate water quality-based effluent limitations (an *average monthly effluent
limitation, AMEL, and a *maximum daily effluent limitation, MDEL) by multiplying the most
limiting LTA (as selected in Step 4) with a factor (multiplier) that adjusts for the averaging
periods and exceedance frequencies of the criteria/objectives and the effluent limitations, and
the effluent monitoring frequency as follows:
AMELaquatic life = LTA * AMEL multiplierg5 (from Table 2 or as calculated below)
MDELaquatic life = LTA * MDEL multiplier99 (from Table 2 or as calculated below)
The AMEL and MDEL multipliers shall be calculated as described below, or shall be found in
Table 2 using the previously calculated CV and the monthly sampling frequency (n) of the
pollutant in the effluent. If the sampling frequency is four times a month or less, n shall be set
equal to 4, For this method only, maximum daily effluent limitations shall be used for
publicly-owned treatment works (POTWs) in place of average weekly limitations.
AMEL and MDEL Multipliers
AMEL multiplierg~

=

e(Z6" - 0.56,2)

Where

=
=
=
=

[ln(CV2/n + 1)]0.5
ln(CV2/n + 1)
1.645 for 95t~ percentile probability basis
number of samples per month

MDEL multiplier99

=

e(Z6 - 0.5c~2)

Where

=
=
=

[/n(CV2 + 1 )]o ~
ln(CV2 + 1)
2.326 for 99a percentile probability basis

6"
2
6,,
z
n

6
2
(Y
z

Ste__~_~6.. For the applicable human health criterion/objective, set the AMEL equal to the ECA
(from Step 2).
AMELhuman health

=

ECA

To calculate the MDEL for a human health criterion/objective, multiply the ECA by the ratio
of the MDEL multiplier to the AMEL multiplier.
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Table 2. Long-Term Average (LTA) Multipliers for Calculating Effluent
Limita~tions
MD.E.EL Multiplier
Coefficient
of
Variation

99th Percentile
Occurrence
Probability

(C~
0.1
0,2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0

AMEL Multiplier
95th Percentile
Occurrence Probability

n=4
1.25
1.55
1.90
2.27
2.68
3.11
3.56
4.01
4.46
4.90
5.34
5.76
6.17
6.56
6.93
7.29
7.63
7.95
8.26
8.55

1.08
1.17
1.26
1.36
1.45
1.55
1.65
1.75
1.85
1.95
2.04
2.13
2.23
2.31
2.40
2.48
2.56
2.64
2.71
2.78

n=8

1.06
1.12
1.18
1.25
1.31
1.38
1.45
1.52
1.59
1.66
1.73
1.80
1.87
1.94
2.00
2.07
2.14
2.20
2.27
2.33

MDEL/AMEL Multiplier
MD_.EL = 99th Percentile
AM_.EL = 95th Percentile
Occurrence Probability

n=30

n=4

n=8

n=30

1.03
1.06
1.09
1.12
1.16
1.19
1.22
1.26
1.29
1.33
1.36
1.39
1.43
1.47
1.50
1.54
1.57
1.61
1.64
1.68

1.16
1.33
1.50
1.67
1.84
2.01
2.16
2.29
2.41
2.52
2.62
2.70
2.77
2.83
2.89
2.93
2.98
3.01
3.05
3.07

1.18
1.39
1.60
1.82
2.04
2.25
2.45
2.64
2.81
2.96
3.09
3.20
3,30
3.39
3.46
3.52
3.57
3.61
3.65
3.67

1.22
1.46
1.74
2.02
2.32
2.62
2.91
3.19
3.45
3.70
3.93
4.13
4.31
4,47
4.62
4.74
4.85
4.94
5.02
5,09

Notes:
n = monthly sampling frequency of the effluent concentration data.
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Table 2 continued.

MDEL Multiplier
Coefficient
of
Variation

99th Percentile
Occurrence
Probability

(C~
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
4.0

8.83
9.09
9.34
9.58
9.81
10.0
10.2
10.4
10.6
10.8
11.0
11.1
11.3
11.4
11.6
11.7
11.8
11.9
12.1
12.16

AMEL Multiplier
95th Percentile
Occurrence Probability

MDEL/AMEL Multiplier
MDEL = 99th Percentile
AMEL = 95th Percentile
Occurrence Probability

n=4

n=8

n=30

n=4

n=8

n=30

2.85
2.91
2.97
3.03
3.08
3.13
3.18
3.23
3.27
3,31
3.35
3.38
3.42
3.45
3.48
3.51
3.53
3.56
3.58
3.60

2.39
2.45
2.50
2.56
2.61
2.67
2.72
2.77
2.82
2.86
2.91
2.95
2.99
3.03
3.07
3.10
3.14
3.17
3.21
3.24

1.72
1.75
1.79
1.82
1.86
1.90
1.93
1.97
2.00
2.04
2.07
2.11
2.14
2.17
2.21
2.24
2.27
2.30
2.34
2,37

3.10
3.12
3.15
3.17
3.18
3.20
3.22
3.23
3.25
3.26
3.27
3.29
3.30
3.31
3.32
3.33
3.34
3.35
3.36
3.37

3.70
3.72
3.73
3.74
3.75
3.76
3.76
3.77
3.77
3.77
3.77
3.77
3.77
3.77
3.77
3.76
3.76
3.76
3.76
3.76

5.14
5.19
5.22
5.25
5.27
5.29
5.30
5.30
5.30
5.30
5.29
5.28
5.27
5.25
5.24
5.22
5.20
5.18
5.16
5.14

Notes:
n = monthly sampling frequency of the effluent concentration data.
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MDEL/AMEL multiplier = MDEL multiplier99 ÷ AMEL multipliergs
MDELhuman health

=

ECA * MDEL/AMEL multiplier

Ste_!g.p~7: Identify the lower of (1) the AMEL and MDEL calculated based on the aquatic life
criteria/objectives, and (2) the AMEL and MDEL calculated based on the human health
criterion/objective.
C. Apply a *dynamic model, approved by the RWQCB, where sufficient effluent and receiving
water data exist; or
D. Establish effluent limitations that consider intake water pollutants according to section 1.4.4.
The RWQCB shall impose more restrictive water quality-based effluent limitations (e.g.,
discharge prohibitions established in accordance with Water Code Section 13243) where
necessary for the protection of beneficial uses or where otherwise required by law.7 Seasonal
effluent limitations may be established, where appropriate (such as in applying translators and
mixing zones/dilution credits). Any significant change in effluent quantity or quality shall be cause
for reevaluation of effluent limitations.
Regardless of which method is used for deriving water quality-based effluent limitations, the
calculated water quality-based effluent limitations shall be compared to the technology-based
effluent limitations for the pollutant, and the most protective of the two types of limitations shall
be included in the permit.
Effluent limitations shall apply to the total effluent of a waste discharge at the end-of-pipe, except
in the rare situations where it is impractical or infeasible (e.g., where the final discharge point is
inaccessible, or the pollutants are so diluted by cooling water as to make monitoring impractical,
or interferences among pollutants make analysis infeasible). In these cases, some effluent
limitations and monitoring requirements for the discharge may be modified to apply to internal
waste streams instead, provided that the permit fact sheet fully states the circumstances for
allowing this to occur and the permit also contains the unmodified effluent limitations (see
40 CFR 122.45(h), revised as of July 1, 1996).
For pollutants that are so diluted by cooling water as to make monitoring impractical,
effluent limitations for internal waste streams shall be based on the same averaging periods as the
tmmodified effluent limitations and shall be calculated as follows:

7

For example, to implement the State and federal antidegradation policies, and the federal antibacksliding requirements.
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IL
IL

=
=

where IL
EL
CC
CF
IF
EF

EL + (EL- CC) * CF/IF
EL ÷ (EL- CC) * (EF- IF)/IF
=
=
=
=

the limitation for the internal waste stream;
the unmodified effluent limitation;
the concentration of the pollutant in the cooling water;
the cooling water flow, which is equal to the effluent flow minus the internal
waste stream flow;
= the internal waste stream flow; and
= the effluent flow.

These equations do not apply when intake water credits (as described in section 1.4.4) are being
provided.
1.4.1 Translators for Metals and Selenium
To derive total recoverable effluent limitations for aquatic life metals and selenium
criteria/objectives that are expressed in the dissolved form, a translator first must be applied to the
criterion/objective to express it as total recoverable. The translator shall be the U.S. EPA
conversion factor (see Appendix 3) that applies to the dissolved aquatic life metals criterion as
specified in the CTR (i.e., the dissolved criterion/objective would be divided by the applicable
U.S. EPA conversion factor to calculate a total recoverable criterion) unless:
A. the discharger, in the permit application, (1) commits to (a) completing a defensible
site-specific translator study and (b) proposing a dissolved to total recoverable translator to
the RWQCB, and (2) describes the method(s) to be used in developing the translator; and
B. the discharger, within a time period specified by the RWQCB not exceeding two years from
the date of issuance/reissuance of the permit, submits to the RWQCB (1) the proposed
translator, and (2) all data and calculations related to its derivation.
Site-specific translators can be developed from field data by either direct determination of the
fraction dissolved, or by development of a site-specific partition coefficient that relates the
fraction dissolved to ambient background conditions such as pH, suspended load, or organic
carbon. The fraction of metal that is dissolved in a water body can vary depending on when and
where measurements are taken. A site-specific translator must (1) account for spatial and/or
seasonal variability in areas of the water body that are affected by the discharger’s effluent and (2)
protect against toxic effects during critical conditions. The translator shall be derived using the
*median of data for translation of chronic criteria and the "90’h percentile of observed data for
translation of acute criteria. If systematic seasonal variation in the translator is demonstrated,
seasonal effluent limitations maybe justified. If a spatial gradient in the translator is
demonstrated, the highest translator value should be used unless the permit allows for a mixing
zone (in accordance with section i.4.2), in which case measurements should be taken outside the
mixing zone. The site-specific study plan (including sampling design) must be approved by the
RWQCB, after consultation with the California Department of Fish and Game, prior to
conducting the study. Translator studies may be conducted by one or more dischargers
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discharging to the same receiving water body, as described in the permit application, subject to
approval by the RW-QCB. The planning and undertaking of the study may follow the guidelines
presented in Appendix 5, as applicable.
Altematively, the RWQCB may consider applying a previously approved site-specific translator or
translator based on a study completed prior to the adoption of this Policy if the RWQCB believes
the translator adequately reflects existing conditions (including spatial and/or seasonal variability)
in the areas of the water body affected by the discharger’s effluent.
While a translator study is being conducted, a final effluent limitation based on the applicable U.S.
EPA conversion factor shall be included in the provisions of the permit and interim requirements
shall be established (in accordance with section 2.2.2). An interim deadline to submit the results
of the study shall be specified by the RWQCB, and shall not exceed two years from the date of
issuance/reissuance of the permit. Once the translator is developed by the discharger(s) and
approved by the RWQCB, the RWQCB shall reopen the permit and a new effluent limitation shall
be calculated using a method described in section 1.4 aRer adjusting the dissolved metal or
selenium criterion/objective by dividing it by the translator. In the event a translator study is not
completed within the specified time, the U.S. EPA conversion factor-based effluent limitation in
the provisions of the permit shall become effective as a default limitation.
1.4.2 Mixing Zones and Dilution Credits
With the exception of effluent limitations derived from TMDLs, in establishing and determining
compliance with effluent limitations for applicable human health, acute aquatic life, or chronic
aquatic life priority pollutant criteria/objectives or the toxicity objective for aquatic life protection
in a RWQCB basin plan, the RWQCB may grant *mixing zones and *dilution credits to
dischargers in accordance with the provisions of this section. To the extent permitted by
applicable law, mixing zones may be considered for TMDL-derived effluent limitations. Effluent
limitations based on a TMDL shall meet the mixing zone conditions specified in section 1.4.2.2.A.
The applicable priority pollutant criteria and objectives are to be met throughout a water body
except within any mixing zone granted by a RWQCB. The allowance of mixing zones is
discretionary and shall be determined on a discharge-by-discharge basis. A RWQCB may
consider allowing mixing zones and dilution credits only for discharges with a physically
identifiable point of discharge that are regulated through an NPDES permit issued by the
RWQCB.
1.4.2.1 Dilution Credits
The dilution credit, D, is a numerical value associated with the mixing zone that accounts for the
receiving water entrained into the discharge. The dilution credit is a value used in the calculation
of effluent limitations (described in section 1.4). Dilution credits may be limited or denied on a
pollutant-by-pollutant basis, which may result in a dilution credit for all, some, or no priority
pollutants in a discharge.
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Before establishing a mixing zone and a dilution credit for a discharge, it must first be determined
if, and how much (if any), receiving water is available to dilute the discharge. In determining the
appropriate available receiving water flow, the RWQCBs may take into account actual and
seasonal variations of the receiving water and the effluent. For example, a RWQCB may prohibit
mixing zones during seasonal low flows and allow them during seasonal high flows. However, for
year-round mixing zones, the mixing zone and dilution credit shall be determined using the
parameters specified in Table 3.
Table 3. Effluent and Receivin~ Water Flows for Calculatin~ Dilution Ratios
In calculating a dilution
ratio for:
Acute aquatic life
criteria/objectives
Chronic aquatic life
criteria/objectives

Use the critical
Use the discharged effluent flow
receiving water flows of: of:
*maximum daily flow during period
* 1Q 10
of discharge
*7Q 10

*four-day average of daily maximum
flows during period of discharge

Chronic toxicity objective for
aquatic life9

Human health criteria/objectives

*harmonic mean

*long-term arithmetic mean flow
during period of discharge

The approach to making a mixing zone determination also depends on whether a discharge is
*completely-mixed or *incompletely-mixed with the receiving water as discussed below.
Completely-Mixed Discharges
For completely-mixed discharges, as determined by the RWQCB and based on information
provided by the discharger, the amount of receiving water available to dilute the effluent shall be
determined by calculating the *dilution ratio (i.e., the critical receiving water flow divided by the
effluent flow) using the appropriate flows in Table 3. In no case shall the RWQCB grant a
dilution credit that is greater than the calculated dilution ratio. The dilution credit may be set
equal to the dilution ratio only if the site-specific conditions concerning the discharge and the
receiving water do not indicate that a smaller dilution credit is necessary to protect beneficial uses
and meet the conditions of this Policy. If, however, dilution ratios that are calculated using the
Table 3 parameters are inappropriate for use due to site-specific issues, the mixing zone and
dilution credit shall be determined using site-specific information and procedures detailed for
incompletely-mixed discharges.

U.S. EPA’s *biologically-based receiving water flows may be used in place of these critical receiving water flows
where sufficient data are available.
These objectives are included in RWQCB basin plans and may address both chronic and acute toxicity to aquatic life.
The flows in Table 3 apply to the chronic component of the objective.
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Incompletely-Mixed Discharges
Dilution credits and mixing zones for incompletely-mixed discharges shall be considered by the
RWQCB only after the discharger has completed an independent mixing zone study and
demonstrated to the satisfaction of the RWQCB that a dilution credit is appropriate. Mixing zone
studies may include, but are not limited to, tracer studies, dye studies, modelling studies, and
monitoring upstream and downstream of the discharge that characterize the extent of actual
dilution. These studies may be conducted in accordance with the procedures outlined in
Appendix 5.
1.4.2.2 Mixing Zone Conditions
A mixing zone shall be as small as practicable. The following conditions must be met in allowing
a mixing zone:
A. A mixing zone shall no._At:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(1 l)

compromise the integrity of the entire water body;
cause *acutely toxic conditions to aquatic life passing through the mixing zone;
restrict the passage of aquatic life;
adversely impact biologically sensitive or critical habitats, including, but not limited to,
habitat of species listed under federal or State endangered species laws;
produce tmdesirable or nuisance aquatic life;
result in floating debris, oil, or scum;
produce objectionable color, odor, taste, or turbidity;
cause *objectionable bottom deposits;
cause nuisance;
dominate the receiving water body or overlap a mixing zone from different outfalls; or
be allowed at or near any drinking water intake. A mixing zone is not a *source of
drinking water. To the extent of any conflict between this determination and the
Sources of Drinking Water Policy (SWRCB Resolution No. 88-63), this determination
supersedes the provisions of that policy.

B. The RWQCB shall deny or significantly limit a mixing zone and dilution credit as necessary to
protect beneficial uses, meet the conditions of this Policy, or comply with other regulatory
requirements. Such situations may exist based upon the quality of the discharge, hydraulics of
the water body, or the overall discharge environment (including water column chemistry,
organism health, and potential for bioaccumulation). For example, in determining the extent
of or whether to allow a mixing zone and dilution credit, the RWQCB shall consider the
presence of pollutants in the discharge that are *carcinogenic, *mutagenic, *teratogenic,
*persistent, *bioaccumulative, or attractive to aquatic organisms. In another example, the
RWQCB also shall consider, if necessary to protect the beneficial uses, the level of flushing in
water bodies such as lakes, reservoirs, enclosed bays, estuaries, or other water body types
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where pollutants may not be readily flushed through the system. In the case of multiple
mixing zones, proximity to other outfalls shall be carefully considered to protect the beneficial
uses.

If a RWQCB allows a mixing zone and dilution credit, the permit shall specify the method by
which the mixing zone was derived, the dilution credit granted, and the point(s) in the
receiving water where the applicable criteria/objectives must be met. The application for the
permit shall include, to the extent feasible, the information needed by the RWQCB to make a
determination on alloffing a mixing zone, including the calculations for deriving the
appropriate receiving water and effluent flows, and/or the results of a mixing zone study. If
the results of the mixing zone study are unavailable by the time of permit issuance/reissuance,
the RWQCB may establish interim requirements in accordance with section 2.2.2.
1.4.3 Ambient Background Concentrations
Ambient background concentration, B, of a priority pollutant in the receiving water body shall be
calculated on a pollutant-by-pollutant basis and on a discharge-by-discharge or water body-bywater body basis at the RWQCB’s discretion. The ambient background concentration shall be the
observed maximum ambient water column concentration in accordance with section 1.4.3.1 or the
*arithmetic mean of observed ambient water concentrations in accordance with section 1.4.3.2
where these sections are specifically referenced in this Policy (i.e., sections 1.3 and 1.4).
1.4.3.1 Ambient Background Concentration as an Observed Maximum
Ste_Zgp_~!. Identify all available, applicable ambient background data for the pollutant in accordance
with section 1.2. If possible, preference should be given to ambient water column concentrations
measured immediately upstream or near the discharge, but not within an allowed mixing zone for
the discharge. The RWQCB shall have discretion to consider if any samples are invalid for use as
applicable data due to evidence that the sample has been erroneously reported or the sample is not
representative of the ambient receiving water column that will mix with the discharge. For
example, the RWQCB shall have discretion to consider samples to be invalid that have been taken
during peak flows of significant storm events.
Ste_!gp_!2: If all samples are below the reported detection limits, the ambient background
concentration shall be set equal to the lowest of the individual reported detection limits. If any
sample is reported with a detected concentration, as either measured or estimated by the
laboratory, the ambient background concentration shall be set equal to the maximum of the
individual reported measured or estimated concentrations.
1.4.3.2 Ambient Background Concentration as an Arithmetic Mean
Ste_!gp_!/.’ Identify all available, applicable ambient background data for the pollutant in accordance
with section 1.2. If possible, preference should be given to ambient water column concentrations
measured immediately upstream or near the discharge, but not within an allowed mixing zone for
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the discharge. The RWQCB shall have discretion to consider if any samples are invalid for use as
applicable data due to evidence that the sample has been erroneously reported or the sample is not
representative of the ambient receiving water column that will mix with the discharge.
Ste_.(~2." If all samples are below the reported detection limits, the ambient background
concentration shall be set equal to the lowest of the individual reported detection limits. If any
sample is reported with a detected concentration, as either measured or estimated by the
laboratory, the ambient background concentration shall be set equal to the arithmetic mean of the
individual reported measured or estimated concentrations. The arithmetic mean shall be
calculated using the reported detection limits for samples that are reported below detection limits.
1.4.4 Intake Water Credits
A RWQCB may consider priority pollutants in intake water on a pollutant-by-pollutant and
discharge-by-discharge basis when establishing water quality-based effluent limitations, provided
that the discharger has demonstrated to the satisfaction of the RWQCB that the following
conditions are met:
(I) The observed maximum ambient background concentration, as determined in
section 1.4.3.1, and the intake water concentration of the pollutant exceed the most
stringent applicable criterion/objective for that pollutant;
(2)

The intake water credits provided are consistent with any TMDL applicable to the discharge
that has been approved by the RWQCB, SWRCB, and U.S. EPA;

(3)

The intake water is from the same water body as the receiving water body. The discharger
may demonstrate this condition by showing that:
(a)

the ambient background concentration of the pollutant in the receiving water,
excluding any amount of the pollutant in the facility’s discharge, is similar to that of
the intake water;

(b)

there is a direct hydrological cormection between the intake and discharge points;

(c)

the water quality characteristics are similar in the intake and receiving waters; and

(d)

the intake water pollutant would have reached the vicinity of the discharge point in the
receiving water within a reasonable period of time and with the same effect had it not
been diverted by the discharger.

The RWQCB may also con.5, ider other factors when determining whether the intake water is
from the same water body as the receiving water body;
(4)

The facility does not alter the intake water pollutant chemically or physically in a manner
that adversely affects water quality and beneficial uses; and
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(5)

The timing and location of the discharge does not cause adverse effects on water quality and
beneficial uses that would not occur if the intake water pollutant had been let~ in the
receiving water body.

Where the above conditions are met, the RWQCB may establish effluent limitations allowing the
facility to discharge a mass and concentration of the intake water pollutant that is no greater than
the mass and concentration found in the facility’s intake water. A discharger may add mass of the
pollutant to its waste stream if an equal or greater mass is removed prior to discharge, so there is
no net addition of the pollutant in the discharge compared to the intake water. Where proper
operation and maintenance of a facility’s treatment system results in the removal of an intake
water pollutant, the RWQCB may establish limitations that reflect the lower mass and
concentration of the pollutant achieved by such treatment.
Where intake water for a facility is provided by a municipal water supply system and the supplier
provides treatment of the raw water that removes an intake water pollutant, the concentration of
the intake water pollutant shall be determined at the point where the water enters the water
supplier’s distribution system.
Where a facility discharges pollutants from multiple sources that originate from the receiving
water body and from other water bodies, the RWQCB may derive an effluent limitation reflecting
the flow-weighted amount of each source of the pollutant provided that adequate monitoring to
determine compliance can be established and is included in the permit. When calculating the flowweighted effluent limitation, the pollutant from the receiving water body shall be assumed to have
a concentration that is no greater than the concentration in the facility’s intake water; the same
pollutant from other sources shall be assumed to have a concentration that is no greater than the
most stringent applicable criterion/objective.
The permit shall specify how compliance with mass- and concentration-based limitations for the
intake water pollutant will be assessed. This may be done by basing the effluent limitation on
ambient background concentration data. Alternatively, the RWQCB may determine compliance
by simultaneously monitoring the pollutant concentrations in the intake water and in the effluent.
This monitoring may be supplemented by monitoring internal waste streams or by a RWQCB
evaluation of the use of *best management practices.
2. DETERMINING COMPLIANCE WITH PRIORITY POLLUTANT
CRITERIA/OBJECTIVES AND WATER QUALITY-BASED EFFLUENT
LIMITATIONS FOR PRIORITY POLLUTANT CRITERIA/OBJECTIVES
Compliance with priority pollutant criteria/objectwes and water quality-based effluent limitations
established pursuant to section 1 shall be determined according to the following provisions for (1)
compliance schedules (section 2.1), (2) interim requirements (section 2.2), (3) monitoring
requirements (section 2.3), and (4) reporting requirements including compliance determinations
(section 2.4). In determining compliance with effluent limitations based on intake water credits,
only the monitoring requirements (section 2.3) and the reporting requirements (section 2.4) apply.
In determining compliance with effluent limitations derived from TMDLs, only the compliance
schedule provisions (section 2.1) apply.
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2.1 Compliance Schedules

Based on an *existing discharger’s request and demonstration that it is *infeasible for the
discharger to achieve immediate compliance with a CTR criterion~°, or with an effluent limitation
based on a CTR criterion, the RWQCB may establish a compliance schedule in an NPDES permit.
Compliance schedules shall not be allowed in permits for *new dischargers.
A schedule of compliance shall include a series of required actions to be undertaken for the
purpose of achieving a CTR criterion and/or effluent limitations based on a CTR criterion. These
actions shall demonstrate reasonable progress toward the attainment of a CTR criterion and/or
effluent limitations. The compliance schedule shall include a schedule for completion that reflects
a realistic assessment of the shortest practicable time required to perform each task. The
compliance schedule shall contain a final compliance date based on the shortest practicable time
required to achieve compliance. The deadlines to complete each action in the compliance
schedule shall be specified in the NPDES permit and shall be accompanied by interim
requirements as described in section 2.2.1. When a compliance schedule exceeds one year from
the date of permit issuance, interim limitations with specific compliance dates (as described in
section 2.2.1) shall be included in the NPDES permit. If the f’mal compliance date extends beyond
the permit term, the final compliance date and supporting explanation shall be included in the
permit findings.
The discharger shall submit to the RWQCB the following justification before compliance
schedules may be authorized in a permit: (a) documentation that diligent efforts have been made
to quantify pollutant levels in the discharge and the sources of the pollutant in the waste stream,
and the results of those efforts; (b) documentation of source control and/or pollution minimization
efforts currently underway or completed; (c) a proposed schedule for additional or future source
control measures, *pollutant minimization actions, or waste treatment (i.e., facility upgrades); and
(d) a demonstration that the proposed schedule is as short as practicable.
The schedule of compliance for point source dischargers in an NPDES permit shall be as short as
practicable but in no case exceed the following:
A. Up to five years from the date of permit issuance, reissuance, or modification to complete
actions (such as pollutant minimization or facility upgrades) necessary to comply with CTR
criterion-based effluent limitations that are derived with or without a TMDL. Such actions
shall include the development and adoption of a site-specific objective, if appropriate, as
provided in section 5.2.

B. Up to 1_.~5 years from the effective date of this Policy to develop and adopt a TMDL, and
accompanying Waste Load Allocations (WLAs) and Load Allocations (LAs), as described in
section 2. I. 1, below.
In no case (unless an exception has been granted in accordance with section 5.3) shall a
compliance schedule for these dischargers exceed, from the effective date of this Policy:
(a) 10 years to establish and comply with CTR criterion-based effluent limitations; or (b) 20 years
to CTR criteria, for purposes of this section, exclude NTR criteria.
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to develop and adopt a TMDL, and to establish and comply with WLAs derived from a TMDL
for a CTR criterion (i.e., up to 15 years to complete the TMDL and up to five years to comply
with a TMDL-derived effluent limitation).
2.1.1 TMDL-Based Compliance Schedule
The compliance schedule provisions for the development and adoption of a TMDL only apply
when: (a) the discharger requests and demonstrates that it is *infeasible for the discharger to
achieve immediate compliance with a CTR criterion, or with an effluent limitation based on a
CTR criterion; and (b) the discharger has made appropriate commitments to support and expedite
the development of the TMDL. In determining appropriate commitments, the RWQCB should
consider the discharge’s contribution to current loadings and the discharger’s ability to participate
in TMDL development.

For *bioaccumulative priority pollutants for which the receiving water has been included on the
CWA Section 303(d) list, the RWQCB should consider whether the mass loading of the
bioaccumulative pollutant(s) should be limited to representative, current levels pending TMDL
development in order to implement the applicable water quality standard.
2.2 Interim Requirements
If a compliance schedule is allowed (in accordance with section 2.1) or a schedule is allowed to
collect and provide data needed to establish water quality-based effluent limitations for a CTR
criterion (in accordance with provisions in section 1), interim requirements shall be included in an
NPDES permit.
2.2.1 Interim Requirements Under a Compliance Schedule

If a compliance schedule is granted (in accordance with section 2.1), the RWQCB shall establish
interim requirements and dates for their achievement in the NPDES permit. If the compliance
schedule exceeds one year, the RWQCB shall establish interim numeric limitations for the priority
pollutant in the permit and may also impose interim requirements to control the pollutant, such as
*pollutant minimization and source control measures. Numeric interim limitations for the
pollutant must be based on current treatment facility performance or on existing permit
limitations, whichever is more stringent. If the existing permit limitations are more stringent, and
the discharger is not in compliance with those limitations, the noncompliance under the existing
permit must be addressed through appropriate enforcement action before the permit can be
reissued, unless antibacksliding provisions are met.
There shall be no more than one year between interim dates. The interim requirements shall state
that the discharger must notify the RWQCB, in writing, no later than 14 days following each
interim date, of its compliance or noncompliance with the interim requirements.
If the compliance schedule is within the term of the permit, the final effluent limitations shall be
included in the permit provisions. If the compliance schedule exceeds the length of the permit, the
final effluent limitations shall be included in the permit findings. In the latter case, the findings
shall include: (l) the water quality to be achieved; (2) the reason that a final water quality-based
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effluent limitation is not being incorporated into the permit as an enforceable limitation at this
time; (3) a statement that it is the intent of the RWQCB to include, in a subsequent permit
revision, the final water quality-based effluent limitation as an enforceable limitation (based either
on the CTR criterion directly or on future regulatory developments, such as TMDL or sitespecific objective development). The permit findings shall also state the appropriate enforcement
actions that may be taken by the RWQCB if interim limitations and requirements are not met.
2.2.2 Interim Requirements for Providing Data
The RWQCB may determine, based on a discharger’s request and/or a demonstration of
necessity, that it is appropriate to establish a schedule of interim requirements regarding the
implementation of a CTR criterion. Such interim schedules may be established based on a
consideration of time needed to collect sufficient data to: (1) determine whether effluent
limitations are needed (as described in section 1.3); and (2) calculate effluent limitations (as
described in section 1.4), including developing a site-specific translator (as described in
section 1.4.1 ) and conducting a mixing zone study (as described in section 1.4.2).
If a discharger makes a successful demonstration, as determined by the RWQCB, that available
data are insufficient, the permit provisions shall specify a schedule not to exceed three years from
t..he effective date of this Pohcy that contains lntel-tm requirements and dates for their
achievement. There shall be no more than one year between interim dates. The interim
requirements shall state that the discharger must notify the RWQCB, in writing, no later than
14 days following each interim date, of its compliance or noncompliance with the interim
requirements (or must submit a progress report, if applicable). Additional requirements that are
specific to two situations follow:
A. Insufficient Data to Determine if an Effluent Limitation for a CTR Criterion is Needed
The RWQCB shall not establish in the NPDES permit numeric interim limitations, and source
control or *pollutant minimization measures, for the pollutant, but shall instead require the
discharger to collect the needed data. These data requirements should be sufficient to
contribute to the data needs for both sections 1.3 and 1.4. When the needed data have been
provided in accordance with the interim requirements, the RWQCB shall determine, based on
the data and the section 1.3 procedure, if water quality-based effluent limitations are necessary
for the pollutant. If the RWQCB determines that effluent limitations are needed, the RWQCB
shall calculate them, reopen the permit, and include the calculated effluent limitations in the
permit provisions.
B. Insufficient Data to Calculate a Final Effluent Limitation for a CTR Criterion
The RWQCB shall establish in the NPDES permit numeric interim limitations, and may also
establish other interim requirements such as requiring the discharger to implement *pollutant
minimization and/or source control measures and participate in the activities necessary to
develop final effluent limitations. Numeric interim limitations for the pollutant must be based
on current treatment facility performance or on existing permit limitations, whichever is more
~t Note that the schedule to submit a translator for approval by the RWQCB is up to two years from the date of
issuance/reissuance of the permit (as described in section 1.4.1).
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stringent. If the existing permit limitations are more stringent, and the discharger is not in
compliance with those limitations, the noncompliance under the existing permit must be
addressed through appropriate enforcement action before the permit can be reissued, unless
antibacksliding provisions are met.
Permit findings shall also state the appropriate enforcement actions that may be taken by the
RWQCB if interim limitations and requirements are not met. Except as provided in
section 1.4.1 (for a translator study), the permit provisions shall not include a final effluent
limitation, but the perinit findings shall include: (1) the water quality to be achieved; (2) the
reason that a final water quality-based effluent limitation is not being incorporated into the
permit as an enforceable limitation at this time; (3) a statement that it is the intent of the
RWQCB to include the final water quality-based effluent limitation as an enforceable
limitation in a subsequent permit revision, and that the f’mal water quality-based effluent
limitation will be based either on the water quality criterion or on future regulatory
developments; and (4) a schedule for development of a final water quality-based effluent
limitation. When interim requirements have been completed, the RWQCB shall calculate final
water quality-based effluent limitations for that pollutant based on the collected data, reopen
the permit, and include the final effluent limitations in the permit provisions. Once final
limitations become effective, the interim limitations will no longer apply.
2.3 Monitoring Requirements
The RWQCB shall require dischargers to conduct self-monitoring programs and shall clearly state
in all permits the objective and purpose of the monitoring. Furthermore, the RWQCB shall
determine, and specify under the monitoring and reporting requirements, the sampling parameters,
monitoring frequencies, locations, and analytical methods to be used. To evaluate compliance
with effluent limitations, effluent and ambient monitoring should occur within a brief enough
period to be able to evaluate the effect of the effluent on the ambient water quality. All data shall
be reported in accordance with section 2.4. Options for analytical methods are:
(1)

those methods listed in Appendix 4 and described in Tables 1A, 1B, 1C, ID, and IE of
40 CFR 136.3 (revised as of May 14, 1999); or alternate test procedures for individual
discharges that have been approved by the U.S. EPA Regional Administrator pursuant to
40 CFR 136.4 (a) through (c), inclusive, and 40 CFR 136.5 (a) through (d), inclusive
(revised as of May 14, 1999); or

(2)

where no methods are specified for a given pollutant in the tables described in
(1) above, methods approved by the SWRCB or RWQCB.

Laboratories analyzing monitoring samples shall be certified by the Department of Health
Services, in accordance with the provision of Water Code Section 13176, and must include
quality assurance/quality control data with their reports.
Dischargers are also encouraged to submit monitoring data in electronic formats approved by the
SWRCB or RWQCB.
Furthermore, it is the policy of the SWRCB that individual permit monitoring complement and be
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coordinated with water body, watershed, and regional monitoring programs to the extent
practicable.
2.4 Reporting Requirements
The discharger shall submit to the RWQCB reports necessary to determine compliance with
effluent limitations for priority pollutants in permits. The reports shall comply with the
requirements of sections 2.4.1 through 2.4.4.
2.4.1 Reporting Levels
The RWQCB shall require in the permit that the discharger shall report with each sample result:
1.

The applicable *Minimum Level (ML) (selected from Appendix 4 in accordance with
section 2.4.2 or established in accordance with section 2.4.3); this ML is the "reported ML";
and

2. The laboratory’s current *Method Detection Limit (MDL), as determined by the procedure
found in 40 CFR 136 (revised as of May 14, 1999).
2.4.2 Selectioa and Use of Appropriate ML Value
ML Selection: When there is more than one ML value for a given substance, the RWQCB shall
cite for inclusion in the permit all ML values, and their associated analytical methods, listed in
Appendix 4 that are below the calculated effluent limitation. The discharger may select any one of
those cited analytical methods for compliance determination. If no ML value is below the effluent
limitation, then the RWQCB shall select the lowest ML value, and its associated analytical
method, listed in Appendix 4 for inclusion in the permit.
ML Usage: The ML value in Appendix 4 represents the lowest quantifiable concentration in a
sample based on the proper application of all method-based analytical procedures and the absence
of any matrix interferences. Assuming that all method-specific analytical steps are followed, the
ML value will also represent, after the appropriate application of method-specific factors, the
lowest standard in the calibration curve for that specific analytical technique. Common analytical
practices sometimes require different treatment of the sample relative to calibration standards.
Some examples are given below:
..Substance or Grouping
Volatile organic
Semi-Volatile organic
Metals
Pesticides

Method-Specified l’reatmcnt
No differential treatment
Samples concentrated by extraction
Samples diluted or concentrated
Samples concentrated by extraction

Most Common
Method-Specific Factor(s)
1
1000
½, 2, and 4
100

Other factors may be applied to the ML depending on the specific sample preparation steps
employed. For example, the treatment typically applied in cases where there are matrix-effects is
to dilute the sample or sample aliquot by a factor of ten. In such cases, this additional factor must
be applied in the computation of the reporting limit. Application of such factors will alter the
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reported ML (as described in section 2.4.1).
Dischargers are to instruct laboratories to establish calibration standards so that the ML value (or
its equivalent if there is differential treatment of samples relative to calibration standards) is the
lowest calibration standard. At no time is the discharger to use analytical data derived from
extrapolation beyond the lowest point of the calibration curve. The discharger’s laboratory(ies)
may, as allowed for by the rules governing alterations to ML values in section 2.4.3 below,
employ a calibration standard lower than the ML value in Appendix 4.
2.4.3 Deviation from M.Ls Listed in Appendix 4
The RWQCB, in consultation with the SWRCB’s Quality Assurance Program, shall establish an
ML that is not contained in Appendix 4 to be included in the discharger’s permit in any of the
following situations:

1.

When the pollutant under consideration is not included in Appendix 4.

2.

When the discharger and the RWQCB agree to include in the permit a test method that is
more sensitive than those specified in 40 CFR 136 (revised as of May 14, 1999).

3.

When a discharger agrees to use an ML that is lower than those listed in Appendix 4.

4.

When a discharger demonstrates that the calibration standard matrix is sufficiently different
from that used to establish the ML in Appendix 4 and proposes an appropriate ML for their
matrix.

5.

When the discharger uses a method whose quantification practices are not consistent with
the definition of an ML. Examples of such methods are the U.S. EPA-approved method
1613 for dioxins and furans, method 1624 for volatile organic substances, and method 1625
for semi-volatile organic substances. In such cases, the discharger, the RWQCB, and the
SWRCB shall agree on a lowest quantifiable limit and that limit will substitute for the ML
for reporting and compliance determination purposes.
2.4.4 Reporting Protocols

The discharger shall report the results of analytical determinations for the presence of chemical
constituents in a sample using the following reporting protocols:
!. Sample results greater than or equal to the reported ML shall be reported as measured by the
laboratory (i.e., the measured chemical concentration in the sample).
2. Sample results less than the reported ML, but greater than or equal to the laboratory’s MDL,
shall be reported as "Detected, but Not. Quantified," or DNQ. The *estimated chemical
concentration of the sample shall also be reported.
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For the purposes of data collection, the laboratory shall write the estimated chemical
concentration next to DNQ as well as the words "Estimated Concentration" (may be
shortened to "Est. Conc."). The laboratory may, if such information is available, include
numerical estimates of the data quality for the reported result. Numerical estimates of data
quality may be percent accuracy (+ a percentage of the reported value), numerical ranges
(low to high), or any other means considered appropriate by the laboratory.
3. Sample results less than the laboratory’s MDL shall be reported as "Not Detected," or ND.
2.4.5 Compliance Determination
Compliance with effluent limitations shall be determined as follows:
1.

Dischargers shall be deemed out of compliance with an effluent limitation if the concentration
of the priority pollutant in the monitoring sample is greater than the effluent limitation and
greater than or equal to the reported ML.

2.

Dischargers shall be required to conduct a Pollutant Minimization Program (PMP) in
accordance with section 2.4.5.1 when there is evidence (e.g., sample results reported as DNQ
when the effluent limitation is less than the MDL, sample results from analytical methods
more sensitive than those methods included in the permit in accordance with sections 2.4.2
or 2.4.3 above, presence of whole effluent toxicity, health advisories for fish consumption,
results of benthic or aquatic organism tissue sampling) that the priority pollutant is present in
the effluent above an effluent limitation and either:
a.

A sample result is reported as DNQ and the effluent limitation is less than the reported
ML; or

b. A sample result is reported as ND and the effluent limitation is less than the MDL.
RWQCBs may include special provisions in the permit to require the gathering of evidence to
determine whether the constituent of concern is present in the effluent at levels above a
calculated effluent limitation.
When determining compliance with an AMEL and more than one sample result is available in a
month, the discharger shall compute the arithmetic mean unless the data set contains one or more
reported determinations of DNQ or ND. In those cases, the discharger shall compute the median
in place of the arithmetic mean in accordance with the following procedure:
1.

The data set shall be ranked from low to high, reported ND determinations lowest, DNQ
determinations next, followed by quantified values (if any). The order of the individual ND
or DNQ determinations is unimportant.

2.

The median value of the data set shall be determined. If the data set has an odd number of
data points, then the median is the middle value. If the data set has an even number of data
points, then the median is the average of the two values around the middle unless one or both
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of the points are ND or DNQ, in which case the median value shall be the lower of the two
data points where DNQ is lower than a value and ND is lower than DNQ.
If a sample result, or the arithmetic mean or median of multiple sample results, is below the
reported ML, and there is evidence that the priority pollutant is present in the effluent above an
effluent limitation and the discharger conducts a PMP (as described in section 2.4.5.1), the
discharger shall no_At be deemed out of compliance.
2.4.5.1 Pollutant Minirfiization Program
The goal of the PMP shall be to reduce all potential sources of a priority pollutant(s) through
*pollutant minimization (control) strategies, including *pollution prevention measures as
appropriate 12, to maintain the effluent concentration at or below the water quality-based effluent
limitation. The RWQCB may consider cost-effectiveness when establishing the requirements of a
PMP. The program shall include, but not be limited to, the following actions and submittals
acceptable to the RWQCB:
1.

An annual review and semi-annual monitoring of potential sources of the reportable priority
pollutant(s), which may include fish tissue monitoring and other bio-uptake sampling;

2.

Quarterly monitoring for the reportable priority pollutant(s) in the influent to the wastewater
treatment system;

3.

Submittal of a control strategy designed to proceed toward the goal of maintaining
concentrations of the reportable priority pollutant(s) in the effluent at or below the effluent
limitation;

4.

Implementation of appropriate cost-effective control measures for the reportable priority
pollutant(s), consistent with the control strategy; and

5.

An annual status report that shall be sent to the RWQCB including:
a.

All PMP monitoring results for the previous year;

b.

A list of potential sources of the reportable priority pollutant(s);

c.

A summary of all actions undertaken pursuant to the control strategy; and

d.

A description of actions to be taken in the following year.

The permit shall contain a reopener clause authorizing modifications, or revocation and reissuance
of the permit, as a result of the detection of a reportable priority pollutant generated by special
conditions included in the permit. These special conditions in the permit may be, but are

Pollution prevention measures may be particularly appropriate for persistent bioaccumulative priority pollutants where
there is evideace that beneficial uses are being impacted.
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not limited to, fish tissue sampling, whole effluent toxicity tests, monitoring requirements on
internal waste stream(s), and monitoring for surrogate parameters. Additional requirements may
be included in the permit as a result of the special condition monitoring data.
The completion and implementation of a pollution prevention plan, required pursuant to Water
Code Section 13263.3(d), shall be considered to fulfill the PMP requirements of this section.
3. 2,3,7,8-TCDD EQUIVALENTS
The CTR includes criteria for 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (2,3,7,8-TCDD). In addition
to this compound, there are many congeners of chlorinated dibenzodioxins (2,3,7,8-CDDs) and
chlorinated dibenzofumns (2,3,7,8-CDFs) that exhibit toxic effects similar to those of 2,3,7,8TCDD. The U.S. EPA has published toxic equivalency factors (TEFs) for 17 of the congeners.
The TEFs express the relative toxicities of the congeners compared to 2,3,7,8-TCDD (whose
TEF equals 1.0). In June 1997, participants in a World Health Organization (WHO) expert
meeting revised TEF values for 1,2,3,7,8-PentaCDD, OctaCDD, and OctaCDF. The current
TEFs for the 17 congeners, which include the three revised values, are shown in Table 4:
Table 4. Toxic Equivalency Factors (TEFs) for 2,3,7,8-TCDD Equivalents
Congener

TEF

2,3,7,8-TetraCDD
1,2,3,7,8-PentaCDD
1,2,3,4,7,8-HexaCDD
1,2,3,6,7,8-HexaCDD
1,2,3,7,8,9-HexaCDD
1,2,3,4,6,7,8-HeptaCDD
OctaCDD
2,3,7,8-TetraCDF
1,2,3,7,8-PentaCDF
2,3,4,7,8-PentaCDF
1,2,3,4,7,8-HexaCDF
1,2,3,6,7,8-HexaCDF
1,2,3,7,8,9-HexaCDF
2,3,4,6,7,8-HexaCDF
1,2,3,4,6,7,8-HeptaCDF
1,2,3,4,7,8,9-HeptaCDF
OctaCDF

1
1.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.0001
0.1
0.05
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.01
0.0001

TEF Reference: Van den Berg, M., et al. (22 additional authors). 1998. Toxic Equivalency Factors (TEFs) for PCBs,
PCDDs. PCDFs, for humans and wildlife. Environmental Health Perspectives 106(12):775-792.
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Whether or not an effluent limitation is required for 2,3,7,8-TCDD in accordance with section 1.3
of this Policy, each RWQCB shall require (as described below) major and minor POTW and
industrial dischargers in its region to conduct effluent monitoring for the 2,3,7,8-TCDD
congeners listed above. The purpose of the monitoring is to assess the presence and amounts of
the congeners being discharged to inland surface waters, enclosed bays, and estuaries for the
development of a strategy to control these chemicals in a future multi-media approach.
Within one year of the effective date of this Policy, each RWQCB shall either (1) amend the
NPDES permits, or (2) send a written request for the information pursuant to California Water
Code Section 13267 or 13383, for NPDES permittees in their respective regions, requiring, for a
period of three consecutive years from the date the permit is amended or the request is sent, that:
(1) each major POTW and major industrial discharger monitor its effluent for the presence of the
17 congeners once during dry weather and once during wet weather each of the three years; and
(2) each minor POTW and minor industrial discharger monitor its effluent for the presence of the
17 congeners once during dry weather and once during wet weather for one year during the threeyear period.
The RWQCB should coordinate this region-wide monitoring to provide data that are consistent
with the purpose of the provisions of this section to the extent possible. The RWQCB shall
encourage public and private dischargers, and local governments, to develop a coordinated,
cooperative regional monitoring program to gather this information.
The RWQCB shall require the discharger to report for each congener the analytical results of the
effluent monitoring, including the quantifiable limit~3 and the MDL, and the measured or estimated
concentration. In addition, the RWQCB shall require the discharger to multiply each measured or
estimated congener concentration by its respective TEF value (presented above) and report the
sum of these values. This information shall be submitted to the RWQCB as part of the
discharger’s self-monitoring reports, in accordance with section 2.3. The RWQCB shall,
subsequently, submit the information to the SWRCB.
Based on the monitoring results, the RWQCB may, at its discretion, increase the monitoring
requirement (e.g., increase sampling frequency) to further investigate frequent or sigmflcant
detections of any congener. At the conclusion of the three-year monitoring period, the SWRCB
and RWQCBs will assess the data (a total of six samples each from major POTWs and industrial
dischargers, and a total of two samples each from minor POTWs and industrial dischargers), and
determine whether further monitoring is necessa~..
4. TOXICITY CONTROL PROVISIONS
This section establishes minimum toxicity control requirements for implementing the narrative
toxicity objectives for aquatic life protection in RWQCB basin plans. These provisions are
intended to supplement basin plan requirements and do not supersede existing RWQCB toxicity
requirements.

~ As determined by the procedure found in section 2.4.3, number 5.
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Water Quality-Based Toxicity Control
A chronic toxicity effluent limitation is required in permits for all discharges that will cause, have
reasonable potential to cause, or contribute to chronic toxicity in receiving waters.
To determine compliance with the chronic aquatic life toxicity objective in a RWQCB basin plan,
or an effluent limitation based on the objective, the RWQCB shall require, in a permit or other
appropriate order, the use of short-term chronic toxicity tests. At least three test species with
approved test protocols shall be used to measure compliance with the toxicity objective. If
possible, the test species shall include a vertebrate, an invertebrate, and an aquatic plant. After a
screening period, monitoring may be reduced to the most sensitive species. Dilution and control
waters should be obtained from an area unaffected by the discharge in the receiving waters. For
rivers and streams, dilution water should be obtained immediately upstream of the wastewater
outfall. Standard dilution water can be used if the above sources exhibit toxicity or if approved by
the RWQCB. The sensitivity of the test organisms to a reference toxicant shall be determined
concurrently with each bioassay and reported with the test results.
The tests contained in Appendix II, "Chapter IV. Compliance With Toxici _ty Limitations and
Objectives", of the California Ocean Plan (amended March 20, 1997 and effective July 23, 1997)
are incorporated by reference and one or more of these tests shall be used to measure toxicity in
salt water. This incorporation-by-reference is prospective, including future changes to the
incorporated provisions as the changes take effect. One or more of the tests in Table 5 shall be
used to measure chronic toxicity in flesh water.
Table 5. Short-term Methods for Estimating Chronic Toxicity-Fresh Water
Soecies

Eff~t

fathead minnow
.(pimephales oromelas)

larval survival;
growth

7

water flea (CeriodaDhni~ dubia)

survival; number
of young

6 to 8

alga (Selenastrum capricomutum)

growth rate

4

Test duration

Toxicity Test Reference: U.S. EPA. 1994. Short-term methods for estimating the chronic toxicity of effluents and
receiving waters to freshwater organisms. Third edition. U.S. EPA Environmental Monitoring Systems Laboratory,
Cincinnati, Ohio. EPA/600/4-9 !-002.

Toxicity Reduction Requirements
If a discharge causes or contributes to chronic toxicity in a receiving water body, a *toxicity
reduction evaluation (TILE) is required. Where multiple dischargers to the same water body are
required to conduct TREs, the TREs may be coordinated with the approval of the RWQCB. The
TRE shall include all reasonable steps to identify the source(s) of toxicity. Once the source of
toxicity is identified, the discharger shall take all reasonable steps necessary to eliminate toxicity.
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The following shall be incorporated into permits: (1) a requirement to conduct a TRE if repeated
tests reveal toxicity as a result of the waste discharge; (2) a provision requiring a discharger to
take all reasonable steps to cdntrol toxicity once the source of toxicity is identified; and (3) a
statement that failure to conduct required toxicity tests or a TRE within a designated period shall
result in the establishment of effluent limitations for chronic toxicity in a permit or appropriate
enforcement action.
5. SPECIAL PROVISIONS

The following sections include provisions that address certain discharges and factors that could
affect the application of other provisions in this Policy. They include: (1) nonpoint source
discharges (section 5.1); (2) site-specific objectives (section 5.2); and (3) exceptions to the Policy
provisions (section 5.3).
5.1 Nonpoint Source Discharges
It is the intent of the SWRCB, in adopting this Policy, that the implementation of the priority
pollutant criteria/objectives and other requirements of this Policy for nonpoint source discharges
shall be consistent with the State’s "three-tiered approach" for nonpoint sources. The three tiers,
listed in order of increasing stringency, are:
Tier 1.

Self-determined implementation of management practices (such as BMPs).

Tier 2.

P~egulatory-based encouragement of BMPs (through, e.g., WDR waivers conditioned
on BMP implementation or management agency agreements between the SWRCB
and/or P~WQCBs and other agencies with authority to enforce BMPs).

Tier 3.

Effluent limitations and enforcement (through, e.g., WDRs, time schedule orders, cease
and desist orders, and cleanup and abatement orders).

The RWQCBs may select the appropriate tier, or combination of tiers, to address nonpoint source
discharges of priority pollutants. The SWRCB, in adopting this Policy, understands that nonpoint
source pollution control can best be achieved through the cooperative efforts of the dischargers,
other interested persons, and the SWRCB and RWQCBs.
5.2 Site-Specific Objectives
If a priority pollutant criterion or objective is inappropriate for a particular water body (i.e., it
does not protect the beneficial uses or, based on site-specific conditions, a less stringent standard
may be warranted), a water quality objective that differs from the applicable criterion or objective
may be developed for the site. A RWQCB may develop site-specific objectives whenever it
determines, in the exercise of its professional judgement, that it is appropriate to do so. Where a
priority pollutant criterion or objective is not being attained in the water body, under certain
circumstances, it may be more appropriate to pursue other approaches to achieve the applicable
criterion or objective rather than develop a site-specific objective. These approaches include, but
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are not limited to, watershed management and development of TMDLs (see Appendix 5 and
Appendix 6). The RWQCB may investigate, facilitate, or implement such approaches as
appropriate.
Regardless of an action taken by the RWQCB as described above, the RWQCB shall, at a public
meeting, consider initiating the development of a site-specific objective under the following
conditions:

(1)

A written request for a site-specific study, accompanied by a preliminary commitment to
fund the study, subject to development of a workplan~4, is filed with the RWQCB; and

(2) Either:
(a)
(b)

(3)

a priority pollutant criterion or objective is not achieved in the receiving water; or
a holder of an NPDES permit demonstrates that they do not, or may not in the
future, meet an existing or potential effluent limitation based on the priority pollutant
criterion or objective; and

A demonstration that the discharger cannot be assured of achieving the criterion or
objective and/or effluent limitation through reasonable treatment, source control, and
*pollution prevention measures. This demonstration may include, but is not limited to, as
determined by the RWQCB:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

an analysis of compliance and consistency with all relevant federal and State plans,
policies, laws, and regulations;
a thorough review of historical limits and compliance with those limits;
a thorough review of current technology and technology-based limits; and
an economic analysis of compliance with the priority pollutant criterion or objective
of concern.

During the period when site-specific objectives studies are being conducted, the RWQCB shall
place effluent limitations based upon the applicable priority pollutant criteria or objectives into
permits only in conjunction with an appropriate compliance schedule and interim requirements, as
described in sections 2. l and 2.2.
A discharger subject to a schedule for compliance with a CTR criterion or CTR criterion-based
effluent limitations, as described in section 2. I, may choose to, concurrently with the actions
necessary to achieve compliance, conduct the studies necessary to support the development and
adoption of a site-specific objective, t5
Following adoption of a site-specific objective by the RWQCB, existing effluent limitations shall
be replaced with effluent limitations (calculated as described in section 1.4) based on the adopted
site-specific objective if the analysis in section 1.3 indicates that a limitation for the pollutant is
The elements presented under the "’Special Studies Process" in Appendix 5 should be considered in developing the
site-specific objectives workplan.
A RWQCB may include a compliance schedule in a water quality standard based on a site-specific objective. Such a
compliance schedule is separate and distinct from the compliance schedules established by this Policy.
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required. In the event that, for reasons beyond the control of the discharger, a decision whether
or not to adopt site-_specific objectives has not been made by the RWQCB before the end of the
compliance schedule, the compliance schedule shall be extended for an additional period to allow
time for a decision whether or not to adopt the objective. However, in no event may a
compliance schedule exceed the maximum time period allowed for compliance with the CTR
criteria (as described in section 2.1) or priority pollutant objectives (as described in the basin plan,
if applicable), unless an exception has been granted (in accordance with section 5.3).
Development of Site-SpeCific Objectives
Water quality objectives shall be developed in a manner consistent with State and federal law and
regulations. In accordance with the State’s Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act
(Division 7 of the Water Code), objectives must provide for the reasonable protection of
beneficial uses based on consideration of the factors listed in Water Code Section 13241. In
accordance with federal law (CWA) and regulations (40 CFR 131.11, revised as of July 1, 1997),
the objectives must be based on sound scientific rationale and protect the designated beneficial
uses of the receiving water.
The RWQCB shall use scientifically defensible methods appropriate to the situation to derive the
objectives. Such methods may include U.S. EPA-approved methods (e.g., Water Effects Ratio
[WER] procedure, recalculation procedure, a combination of recalculation and WER procedures,
Resident Species Procedure), and/or other methods specified in the workplan.
A site-specific objective adopted by the RWQCB may include a compliance schedule. However,
if attainment of the potential objective(s) developed under the study is anticipated to be infeasible
(as defined in 40 CFR 131.10(g), revised as of July 1, 1997), or if the RWQCB otherwise
determines it is appropriate, a *use attainability analysis (UAA) may be conducted. The RWQCB
shall conduct, with the participation of interested persons, as appropriate, the UAA in accordance
with 40 CFR 131. I 0(j) (revised as of July 1, 1997). If the UAA shows that attainment of the
designated beneficial use(s) is not feasible (pursuant to 40 CFR 131.10(g), revised as of July 1,
1997), the RWQCB shall designate an alternative beneficial use or subcategory of use, and
develop appropriate water quality objectives to protect the new use(s). Both the use(s) and the
objective(s) established to protect it would be reevaluated during the triennial reviews of the
State’s water quality standards.
5.3 Exceptions
Categorical and case-by-case exceptions to this Policy may be granted pursuant to the provisions
below.
Categorical Exceptions
The RWQCB may, after compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA),
allow short-term or seasonal exceptions from meeting the priority pollutant criteria/objectives if
determined to be necessary to implement control measures either:
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1. for resource or pest management (i.e., vector or weed control, pest eradication, or fishery
management) co_nducted by *public entities to fulfill statutory requirements, including, but not
limited to, those in the California Fish and Game, Food and Agriculture, Health and Safety,
and Harbors and Navigation codes; or
2. regarding drinking water conducted to fulfill statutory requirements under the federal Safe
Drinking Water Act or the Califomia Health and Safety Code. Such categorical exceptions
may also be granted for draining water supply reservoirs, canals, and pipelines for
maintenance, for draining municipal storm water conveyances for cleaning or maintenance, or
for draining water treatment facilities for cleaning or maintenance.
For each project, the discharger shall notify potentially affected public and governmental agencies.
Also, the discharger shall submit to the Executive Officer of the appropriate RWQCB, for
approval:
(1)

A detailed description of the proposed action, including the proposed method of
completing the action;

(2)

A time schedule;

(3)

A discharge and receiving water quality monitoring plan (before project initiation,
during the project, and after project completion, with the appropriate quality
assurance and quality control procedures);

(4)

CEQA documentation;

(5)

Contingency plans;

(6)

Identification of alternate water supply (if needed); and

(7)

Residual waste disposal plans.

Additionally, upon completion of the project, the discharger shall provide certification by a
qualified biologist that the receiving water beneficial uses have been restored.
To prevent unnecessary delays in taking emergency actions or to expedite the approval process
for expected or routine activities that fall under categorical exceptions, the discharger is advised
to file with the appropriate RWQCB, in advance of seeking RWQCB approval, the information
required in items (1)-(7) above, to the extent possible.
Case-by-Case Exceptions
Where site-specific conditions in individual water bodies or watersheds differ sufficiently from
statewide conditions and those differences cannot be addressed through other provisions of this
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Policy, the SWRCB may, in compliance with the CEQA, subsequent to a public hearing, and with
the concurrence of _the U.S. EPA, grant an exception to meeting a priority pollutant
criterion/objective or any other provision of this Policy where the SWRCB determines:
1. The exception will not compromise protection of enclosed bay, estuarine, and inland
surface waters for beneficial uses; and
2. The public interest will be served.
An example of where a case-by-case exception would be appropriate is where it is necessary to
accommodate wastewater reclamation or water conservation.
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APPENDIX 1
Definition of Terms
ACUTELY TOXIC CONDITIONS, as used in the context of mixing zones, refers to lethality that
occurs to mobile aquatic organisms that move or drift through the mixing zone.
ARITHMETIC MEAN (g), also called the average, is the sum of measured values divided by the
number of samples. For ambient water concentrations, the arithmetic mean is calculated as
follows:
Arithmetic mean = ~ = Zx / n where:

Ex is the sum of the measured ambient water
concentrations, and
n is the number of samples.

AVERAGE MONTHLY EFFLUENT LIMITATION (AMEL) means the highest allowable
average of daily pollutant discharges over a calendar month, calculated as the sum of all daily
discharges measured during a calendar month divided by the number of measurements.
BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPs) are methods, measures, or practices designed and
selected to reduce or eliminate the discharge of pollutants to surface waters from point and
nonpoint source discharges including storm water. BMPs include structural and non-structural
controls, and operation and maintenance procedures, which can be applied before, during, and/or
after pollution producing activities.
BIOACCUMULATIVE pollutants are those substances taken up by an organism from its
surrounding medium through gill membranes, epithelial tissue, or from food and subsequently
concentrated and retained in the body of the organism.
BIOLOGICALLY-BASED RECEIVING WATER FLOW refers to the method for determining
receiving water flows developed by the U.S. EPA Office of Research and Development which
directly uses the averaging periods and exceedance frequencies specified in the acute and chronic
aquatic life criteria for individual pollutants (e.g., 1 day and 3 years for acute criteria, and 4 days
and 3 years for the chronic criteria). Biologically-based flows can be calculated using the
program DFLOW.
CARCINOGENIC pollutants are substances that are known to cause cancer in living organisms.
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION (CV) is a measure of the data variability and is calculated as
the estimated standard deviation divided by the arithmetic mean of the observed values.
COMPLETELY-MIXED DISCHARGE condition means not more than a 5 percent difference,
accounting for analytical variability, in the concentration of a pollutant exists across a transect of
the water body at a point within two stream/river widths from the discharge point.
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DILUTION CREDIT is the amount of dilution granted to a discharge in the calculation of a water
quality-based effluent limitation, based on the allowance of a specified mixing zone. It is
calculated from the dilution ratio or determined through conducting a mixing zone study or
modelling of the discharge and receiving water.
DILUTION RATIO is the critical low flow of the upstream receiving water divided by the flow of
the effluent discharged.

DYNAMIC MODELS used for calculating effluent limitations predict the effects of receiving
water and effluent flow and of concentration variability. The outputs of dynamic models can be
used to base effluent limitations on probability estimates of receiving water concentrations rather
than critical conditions (which are used in the steady-state model). The three dynamic modeling
techniques recommended by the U.S. EPA for calculating effluent limitations are continuous
simulation, Monte Carlo simulation, and lognormal probability modeling.
EFFLUENT CONCENTRATION ALLOWANCE (ECA) is a value derived from the water
quality criteriordobjective, dilution credit, and ambient background concentration that is used, in
conjunction with the coefficient of variation for the effluent monitoring data, to calculate a longterm average (LTA) discharge concentration. The ECA has the same meaning as waste load
allocation (WLA) as used in U.S. EPA guidance (Tectmical Support Document For Water
Quality-based Toxics Control, March 199 I, second printing, EPA/505/2-90-001).
ENCLOSED BAYS means indentations along the coast that enclose an area of oceanic water
within distinct headlands or harbor works. Enclosed bays include all bays where the narrowest
distance between the headlands or outermost harbor works is less than 75 percent of the greatest
dimension of the enclosed portion of the bay. Enclosed bays include, but are not limited to,
Humboldt Bay, Bodega Harbor, Tomales Bay, Drake’s Estero, San Francisco Bay, Morro Bay,
Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor, Upper and Lower Newport Bay, Mission Bay, and
San Diego Bay. Enclosed bays do not include inland surface waters or ocean waters.
ESTIMATED CHEMICAL CONCENTRATION is the estimated chemical concentration that
results from the confirmed detection of the substance by the analytical method below the ML
value.
ESTUARIES means waters, including coastal lagoons, located at the mouths of streams that
serve as areas of mixing for fresh and ocean waters. Coastal lagoons and mouths of streams that
are temporarily separated from the ocean by sandbars shall be considered estuaries. Estuarine
waters shall be considered to extend from a bay or the open ocean to a point upstream where
there is no significant mixing of fresh water and sea water. Estuarine waters include, but are not
limited to, the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, as def’med in Water Code Section 12220,
Suisun Bay, Carquinez Strait downstream to the Carquinez Bridge, and appropriate areas of the
Smith, Mad, Eel, Noyo, Russian, Klamath, San Diego, and Otay rivers. Estuaries do not include
inland surface waters or ocean waters.
EXISTING DISCHARGER means any discharger that is not a new discharger. An existing
discharger includes an "increasing discharger" (i.e., an existing facility with treatment systems in
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place for its current_ discharge that is or will be expanding, upgrading, or modifying its existing
permitted discharge after the effective date of this Policy).
FOUR-DAY AVERAGE OF DAILY MAXIMUM FLOWS is the average of daily maximums
taken from the data set in four-day intervals.
HARMONIC MEAN flows are expressed as Qhm = (n)/(Eni=~ 1/xi), where xi = specific data
values and n = number of data values.
INCOMPLETELY-MIXED DISCHARGE is a discharge that contributes to a condition that does
not meet the meaning of a completely-mixed discharge condition.
INFEASIBL___._~E means not capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a
reasonable period of time, taking into account economic, environmental, legal, social, and
technological factors.
INLAND SURFACE WATERS are all surface waters of the State that do not include the ocean,
enclosed bays, or estuaries.
LOAD ALLOCATION (LA) is the portion of a receiving water’s total maximum daily load that is
allocated to one of its nonpoint sources of pollution or to natural background sources.
LONG-TERM ARITHMETIC MEAN FLOW is at least two years of flow data used in
calculating an arithmetic mean as defined in this appendix.
MAXIMUM DAILY FLOW is the maximum flow sample of all samples collected in a calendar
day.
MAXIMUM DAILY EFFLUENT LIMITATION (MDEL) means the highest allowable daily
discharge of a pollutant, over a calendar day (or 24-hour period). For pollutants with limitations
expressed in units of mass, the daily discharge is calculated as the total mass of the pollutant
discharged over the day. For pollutants with limitations expressed in other units of measurement,
the daily discharge is calculated as the arithmetic mean measurement of the pollutant over the day.
..MEDIAN is the middle measurement in a set of data. The median of a set of data is found by first
arranging the measurements in order of magnitude (either increasing or decreasing order). If the
number of measurements (n) is odd, then the median = X~,,~ ¢~. If n is even, then the median =
(Xai2 + X<~2~-t)/2 (i.e., the midpoint between the n/2 and n/2+l).
METHOD DETECTION LIMIT (MDL) is the minimum concentration of a substance that can be
measured and reported with 99 percent confidence that the analyte concentration is greater than
zero, as defined in 40 CFR 136, Appendix B, revised as of May 14, 1999.
.MINIMUM LEVEl, (ML) is the concentration at which the entire analytical system must give a
recognizable signal and acceptable calibration point. The ML is the concentration in a sample that
is equivalent to the concentration of the lowest calibration standard analyzed by a specific
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analytical procedure, assuming that all the method specified sample weights, volumes, and
processing steps have been followed.
MIXING ZONE is a limited volume of receiving water that is allocated for mixing with a
wastewater discharge where water quality criteria can be exceeded without causing adverse
effects to the overall water body.

MUTAGENIC pollutant~ are substances that are known to cause a mutation (i.e., change in a
gene or chromosome) in living organisms.
NEW DISCHARGER includes any building, structure, facility, or installation from which there is,
or may be, a discharge of pollutants, the construction of which commenced after the effective date
of this Policy.
OBJECTIONABLE BOTTOM DEPOSITS are an accumulation of materials or substances on or
near the bottom of a water body which creates conditions that adversely impact aquatic life,
human health, beneficial uses, or aesthetics. These conditions include, but are not limited to, the
accumulation of pollutants in the sediments and other conditions that result in harm to benthic
organisms, production of food chain organisms, or fish egg development. The presence of such
deposits shall be determined by RWQCB(s) on a case-by-case basis.
OCEAN WATERS are the territorial marine waters of the State as defined by California law to
the extent these waters are outside of enclosed bays, estuaries, and coastal lagoons. Discharges
to ocean waters are regulated in accordance with the SWRCB’s California Ocean Plan.
PERSISTENT pollutants are substances for which degradation or decomposition in the
environment is nonexistent or very slow.
POLLUTANT MINIMIZATION means waste minimization and pollution prevention actions that
include, but are not limited to, product substitution, waste stream recycling, alternative waste
management methods, and education of the public and businesses.
POLLUTION PREVENTION means any action that causes a net reduction in the use or
generation of a hazardous substance or other pollutant that is discharged into water and includes,
but is not limited to, input change, operational improvement, production process change, and
product reformulation (as defined in Water Code Section 13263.3). Pollution prevention does
not include actions that merely shift a pollutant in wastewater from one environmental medium to
another environmental medium, unless clear environmental benefits of such an approach are
identified to the satisfaction of the SWRCB or RWQCB.
pROCESS OPTIMIZATION means minor changes to the existing facility and treatment plant
operations that optimize the effectiveness of the existing treatment processes.
PUBLIC ENTITY includes the federal government or a state, county, city and county, city,
district, public authority, or public agency.
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SOURCE OF DRINKING WATER is any water designated as municipal or domestic supply
(MUN) in a RWQC-B basin plan.
STANDARD DEVIATION ((y) is a measure of variability that is calculated as follows:

o

=

(E[(x - ~t)2]/(n - 1))0.5

where:
x
is the observed value;
g.
is the arithmetic mean of the observed values; and
n
is the number of samples.
TER.ATOGENIC pollutants are substances that are known to cause slructural abnormalities or
birth defects in living organisms.
TOXICITY REDUCTION EVALUATION (TRE) is a study conducted in a step-wise process
designed to identify the causative agents of effluent or ambient toxicity, isolate the sources of
toxicity, evaluate the effectiveness of toxicity control options, and then confirm the reduction in
toxicity. The first steps of the TRE consist of the collection of data relevant to the toxicity,
including additional toxicity testing, and an evaluation of facility operations and maintenance
practices, and best management practices. A Toxicity Identification Evaluation (TIE) may be
required as part of the TRE, if appropriate. (A TIE is a set of procedures to identify the specific
chemical(s) responsible for toxicity. These procedures are performed in three phases
[characterization, identification, and confirmation] using aquatic organism toxicity tests.)
USE ATTAINABILITY ANALYSIS is a structured scientific assessment of the factors affecting
the attainment of the use which may include physical, chemical, biological, and economic factors
as described in 40 CFR 131.10(g) (40 CFR 131.3, revised as of July 1, 1997).
~ is the lowest flow that occurs for one day with a statistical frequency of once every
10 years.
~ is the average low flow that occurs for seven consecutive days with a statistical frequency
of once every 10 years.
90~ PERCENTILE OF OBSERVED DATA is the measurement in the ordered set of data
(lowest to highest) where 90 percent of the reported measurements are less than or equal to that
value.
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APPENDIX 2
Determination of Pollutants Requiring Water Quality-Based
Effluent Limitations
/
"/\

Determine the lowest (most stringent) water quality criterion or objective for the
pollutant (C) applicable to the recieving water.
,, Follow the steps outlined below for each pollutant for which criterion/objective applies.

Are effluent and recieving water data available for the pollutant?

I
Y

Yes

Are the reported detection limits for the pollutant in the examined effluent samples
equal to or greater than C?

Was the pollutant detected in the undiluted effluent?
Yes

~, No

~’
Identify the maximum observed
pollutant concentration (MEC)
for the undiluted effluent,

The lowest of the reported detection
limits for the examined effluent
-- samples are to be used in place of the
maximum observed effluent
concentration (MEC).
lr

Is the MEC greater than or equal to C?

/

/

Yes

Determine the ambient
\
background concentration (B)
as described in Section 1.4.3. J

~~d~evel°ped f°r the p°lluta~

Is the B greater than the applicable C for the Yes
pollutant?
Yes

I The RWQCB

l

analyzes additional

(RWQCB BPJ and
discretion used)

! No

information

f ]he RWQCB shall establish interim requirements, in accordance with Section 2.
/
__~ requiring additional monitoring for the pollutant. Upon completion of the required
monitoring, the RWQCB shall use the gathered data to conduct the above analysis and
determine if a water quality-based effluent limitation is required.
/
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APPENDIX 3

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Conversion Factors

Meta.___~l

Conversion
Factor (CF)
for
Freshwater
Acute Criteria

CF for
Freshwater
Chronic Criteria

CF for
Saltwater
Acute Criteria

CF(a) for
Saltwater
Chronic
Criteria

Antimony
Arsenic

(d)
1.000

Beryllium

(d)
1.000

(d)
1.000

(d)

(d)
1.000

(d)

0.944
0.316
0.982
0.960
0.791
0.85
0.998
(c)
0.85

(d)

0.909
0.860
0.962
0.960
0.791
0.85
0.997
(c)
(d)

(d)

0.994
(d)
0.993
0.83
0.951
0.85
0.990
0.998
0.85

(d)

0.994
(d)
0.993
0.83
0.951
0.85
0.990
0.998
(d)

(d)

0.978

(d)

0.986

(d)

0.946

0.946

Cadmium (b)
Chromium (lid
Chromium (VI)
Copper
Lead (b)
Mercury
Nickel
Selenium
Silver
Thallium
Zinc
Footnotes:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

Conversion Factors for chromc marine criteria are not currently available. Conversion
Factors for acute marine criteria have been used for both acute and chronic marine criteria.
Conversion Factors for these pollutants are hardness dependent. CFs are based on a
hardness of 100 mg/L as calcium carbonate (CaCO3). Other hardness can be used; CFs
should be recalculated using the following equations:
Cadmium: Acute: CF = 1.136672 - [(In {hardness})(0.041838)]
Cadmium: Chronic: CF = 1.101672- [(In {hardness})(0.041838)]
Lead: Acute and Chronic: CF = 1.46203 - [In {hardness})(0.145712)]
Bioaccumulative compound and inappropriate to adjust to percent dissolved.
U.S. EPA has not published an aquatic life criterion value.

NOTE: The term "Conversion Factor" represents the recommended conversion factor for
converting a metal criterion expressed as the total recoverable fraction in the water column to a
criterion expressed as the dissolved fraction in the water column. See "Office of Water Policy and
Technical Guidance on Interpretation and Implementation of Aquatic Life Metals Criteria,"
October l, 1993, by Martha G. Prothro, Acting Assistant Administrator for Water, available from
the Water Resource Center, USEPA, 401 M St. SW., mail code RC 4100, Washington, DC
20460; and 40 CFR § 131.36(b)(1).
Source: CTR (65 Fed. Register 31682-31719, May 18, 2000), adding Section 131.38 to
40 CFR).
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APPENDIX 4
SWRCB Minimum Levels in ppb (l.tg/L)
The Minimum Levels (MLs) in this appendix are for use in reporting and compliance determination
purposes in accordance with section 2.4 of this Policy. These MLs were derived from data for priority
pollutants provided by State certified analytical laboratories in 1997 and 1998. These MLs shall be used
until new values are adopted by the SWRCB and become effective. The following tables (Tables 2a - 2d)
present MLs for four major chemical groupings: volatile substances, semi-volatile substances, inorganics,
and pesticides & PCBs.

Table 2a - VOLATILE SUBSTANCES*
1,1 Dichloroethane
!, 1 Dichloroethene
1,1,1 Trichloroethane
1,1,2 Trichloroethane
1,1,2,2 Tetrachloroethane
1,2 Dichlorobenzene (volatile)
1,2 Dichloroethane
1,2 Dichloropropane
1,3 Dichlorobenzene (volatile)
1,3 Dichloropropene (volatile)
1,4 Dichlorobenzene (volatile)
Acrolein
Acrylonitrile
Benzene
Bromoform
Bromomethane
Carbon Tetrachloride
Chlorobenzene
... Chlorodibromo-methane
Chloroethane
Chloroform
Chloromethane
Dichlorobromo-methane
Dichloromethane
Ethylbenzene
Tetrachloroethene
Toluene
trans- 1,2 Dichloroethylene
Trichloroethene
Vinyl Chloride

GC
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
2.0
2.0
0.5
0.5
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

GCMS
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
5
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
I
2
2

~~’~ -

*The normal method-specific factor for these substances is I, therefore, the lowest standard concentration in the
calibration curve is equal to the above ML value for each substance.
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i at~le zt~ - ~EMI- VOLATILE
SUBSTANCES*
1,2 Benzanthracene
1,2 Dichlorobenzene (semivolatile)
1,2 Diphenylhydrazine
1,2,4 Trichlorobenzene
1,3 Dichlorobenzene (semivolatile)
1,4 Dichlorobenzene (semivolatile)
2 Chlorophenol
2,4 Dichlorophenol
2,4 Dimethylphenol
2,4 Dmilxophenol
2,4 Dinitrotoluene
2,4,6 Trichlorophenol
2,6 Dinitrotoluene
2- Nitrophenol
2-Chloroethyl vinyl ether
2-Chloronaphthalene
3,3’ Dichlorobenzidine
3,4 Benzofluoranthene
4 Chloro-3-methylphenol
4,6 Dinitro-2-methylphenol
4- Nitrophenol
4-Bromophenyl phen),l ether
4-Chlorophenyl phenyl ether
Acenaphthene
Acenaphthylene
Anthracene
Benzidine
Benzo(a) pyrene(3,4 Benzopyrene)
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene
Benzo(k)fluoranthene
bis 2-(1-Ch!oroethoxyl) methane
bis(2-chloroethyl) ether
bis(2-Chloroisoprop~,l) ether
bis(2-Ethylhexyl) phthalate
Butyl benzyl phthalate
Chrysene
di-n-Butyl phthalate
di-n-Octyl phthalate
Dibenzo(a,h)-anthracene
Diethyl phthalate
.Dimethyl phthalate
Fluoranthene
Fluorene
Hexachloro-cyclopentadiene

GC
10
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
5
10
10

1

5
10
5
10
1

10
10
10
10

10
10
10
5

GCMS
5
2
1
5
1
I
5
5
2
5
5
10
5
10
1
l0
5
l0
I
5
l0
5
5
1
10
10
5
10
5
10
5
1
2
5
10
10
I0
10
10
2
2
1
!0
5

LC

COLOR

10

0.5
0.2
2
2
0.1
2

5

0.1

0.05
0.1
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tat~le 2b - SEMI-VOLATILE
SUBSTANCES*
Hexachlorobenzene
Hexachlorobutadiene
Hexachloroethane
Indeno( 1,2,3,cd)-p~ene
Isophorone
N-Nitroso diphenyl amine
N-Nitroso-dimethyl amine
N-Nitroso -di n-propyl amine"
Naphthalene
Nitrobenzene
Pentachlorophenol
Phenanthrene
Phenol **
Pyreae

GC
(~)g
5
5
5
10
10
I0
l0
10
10
1
1

GCMS
(5, ~.-~
1
1
1
10
1
1
5
5
1
l
5
5
1
10

LC

COLOR

0.05

0.2

0.05
50
0.05

* With the exception of phenol by colorimetric technique, the normal method-specific factor for
these substances is 1000, therefore, the lowest standard concentration in the calibration curve
is equal to the above ML value for each substance multiplied by 1000.
** Phenol by colorimetric technique has a factor of 1.
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fable 2c INORGANICS*
,A~timony
Arsenic
Beryllium
Cadmium
Chromium (total)
Chromium VI
Copper
Cyanide
Lead
Mercury
Nickel
Selenium
Silver
Thallium
Zinc

FAA GFAA
-10
20
10
50
5
25
20
50
10
10
20

ICP

ICPMS

SPGFAA

HYDRIDE

5
2
0.5
0.5
2

50
10
2
10
10

0.5
2
0.5
0.25
0.5

5
2
1
0.5
1

0.5
1

5

10

0.5

2

5
5
5
1
2

CVAA

COLOR

DCP
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

20

10
1000
5
5
20
10
I0
10
20

0.5
0.5
1
2
0.25
1
1

2

10,000
0.2

5
5
2
5
10

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

1

* The normal method-specific factor for these substances is 1, therefore, the lowest standard
concentration in the calibration curve is equal to the above ML value for each substance.
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Table 2d - PESTICIDES - PCBs*
4,4’-DDD
4,4’-DDE
4,4’-DDT

GC
0.05
0.05
0.01

a-Endosulfan

0.02

a-Hexachloro-cyclohexane

0.01

Aldrin
b-Endosulfan
b-Hexachloro-cyclohe×ane
Chlordane

0.005
0.01
0.005
0.1

. .d-Hexachloro-cyclohexane
Dieldrin
Endosulfan Sulfate

0.005
0.01
0.05

Endrin
Endrin Aldehyde

0.01
0.01

Heptachlor

0.01

Heptachlor Epoxide

0.01

Lindane(g-Hexachloro-cyclohexane)
PCB 1016
PCB 1221
PCB 1232
PCB 1242
PCB 1248
PCB 1254
PCB 1260

0.02
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

Toxaphene

0.5

* The normal method-specific factor for these substances is 100, therefore, the lowest standard concentration in
the calibration curve is equal to the above ML value for each substance multiplied by 100.
Techniques:
GC - Gas Chromatography
GCMS - Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
HRGCMS - High Resolution Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry (i.e., EPA 1613, 1624, or 1625)
LC - High Pressure Liquid Chromatography
FA.A - Flame Atomic Absorption
GFAA - Graphite Furnace Atomic Absorption
HYDRIDE - Gaseous Hydride Atomic Absorption
CVAA - Cold Vapor Atomic Absorption
ICP - Inductively Coupled Plasma
ICPMS - Inductively Coupled Plasm~Mass Spectrometry
SPGFA.A - Stabilized Platform Graphite Furnace Atomic Absorption (i.e., EPA 200.9)
DCP - Direct Current Plasma
COLOR - Colorimetric
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APPENDIX 5
Special Studies
Pre-Evaluation for Special Studies
Decision Tree with Attached Narrative Discussion
A special study is sometimes conducted as part of a regulatory process (standard setting and
permit writing) and may be conducted as part of a collaborative watershed planning effort.
Special studies can provide site-specific data that can assist in decision-making regarding water
quality and beneficial use issues.
Many water quality problems may be best addressed on a watershed or water body basis. The
SWRCB believes that stakeholders should be able to develop flexible and innovative solutions for
water quality problems in their watershed. For special studies conducted as part of a watershed
management plan, the watershed management group should be involved in the design of the
study, and study information should be provided back to the committee. Watershed or water
body studies may gather data regarding topics such as:
* TMDLs, WLAs, and LAs (see Appendix 6);
¯

Regional ambient monitoring (regional ambient monitoring is the collection of scientific
information regarding water quality and impacts to beneficial uses for a specified portion of,
or an entire, watershed or water body); and

¯

Contaminant fate and transport monitoring (contaminant fate and transport monitoring is the
gathering of scientific information regarding how a specific pollutant[s] moves through the
environment and how the pollutant[s] degrades or is otherwise transformed in the
environment).

These types of studies are useful to collect integrated, comprehensive, and systematic data
regarding:
¯

Baseline concentrations of toxic pollutants in the water and sediment;

¯

Seasonal, annual, and long-term trends in water quality;

¯

Causes and effects of water quality problems;

¯

Effectiveness of a water quality control effort;

¯

Greater certainty regarding existing monitoring data; etc.

Any of the studies discussed below may be undertaken as part of a watershed approach to
addressing regional water quality issues. Information collected as part of a watershed or water
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body study can be used as a way to define parameters (e.g., ambient background concentrations,
mixing zones, etc.) related to the development of effluent limitations as part of the permitting
process or to evaluate whether changes in water quality standards are appropriate. A watershed
or water body approach is also useful to dischargers because information collected as a part of
one effluent limitation or standard-setting study can be shared with other stakeholders in the same
water body.
Studies for Setting Effluent Limitations
Studies regarding establishing effluent limitations can be done as part of the permitting process.
Such studies may be simpler and there may be fewer interested stakeholders than studies involving
more than one discharger, or an entire water body or watershed. However, when such studies are
undertaken individually, the discharger, the RWQCB, and other stakeholders do not gain the
benefit of data collected from others in the watershed.
Special studies may address topics such as the following:
¯

Determining pollutants requiring effluent limitations (see section 1.3);

¯ Metals translators (see section 1.4.1); or
¯

Mixing zones (see section 1.4.2).

Studies For Changes to Water Quality Standards
Establishing or modifying water quality standards (i.e., beneficial uses and water quality
criteria~objectives) may involve complex and resource intensive studies. A detailed workplan will
normally be needed because early planning and coordination with the RWQCB and U.S. EPA is
critical to the development of a successful study. In addition, a workplan will normally be
appropriate because there will be more stakeholder interest and involvement of other public
agencies (e.g., Department of Fish and Game, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, etc.). Involvement
in a watershed management planning effori would facilitate the sharing of information among
stakeholders in the watershed, both in gathering information for the study and in sharing the
results. Studies related to changes in water quality standards may address topics such as the
following:

¯

Site-specific objective studies (see section 52 ~. and

¯

Use attainability analysis (UAA) (see section 5.2).

Fre-Evaluation
As a first step in determining whether and how to conduct a special study, the RWQCB or other
stakeholders may want to evaluate whether it would be appropriate to address a water quality
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issue through a watershed management approach. To do that, the factors in the following
flowchart may be considered:
1.

Is there a watershed management
group?a
,1,

]

Yes

[ 2. Has
a watershed
management
_.)~__)__)_)
No [ involves
GO TOtoxics.
start of Decision Treed if [
b
approach
been developed?
water issue
Yes
3. Are toxic pollutants part of the reason -->-->~---~--> No Issue is outside scope of this
beneficial uses are impaired or water
Policy.
quality objectives are exceeded?c
,I, Yes
GO TO #9 in Decision Treed, or other

I

point in Decision Tree as determined by
stakeholders.

The decision tree and associated narrative discussion in Appendix 5 are provided to assist
RWQCBs and stakeholders in identifying whether there is a current or potential water quality
issue requiring attention [Compliance Status], the nature of the identified water quality issue
[Screening-level Evaluation], and possible action to address the issue [Potential Options].
Based on this information, the RWQCB and stakeholders can determine whether a special study is
needed and the scope of the study. This approach can help avoid initiation of costly and timeconsuming studies which are not appropriately designed to resolve the specific issue in question.
The decision tree is not meant to preclude the exploration of any other creative solutions; it is
meant to encourage constructive dialogue among stakeholders.
Two specific considerations should be kept in mind when conducting the pre-evaluation suggested
by this decision tree. First, users must be familiar with the quality of the data under review and
the potential need to augment data which are not of adequate quality. Second, users should know
what the existing beneficial uses are (i.e., uses attained since 1975).
Is there a committee of local interests in both the public and private sectors that are actively involved in
the management of the watershed area?
Has a watershed management approach that identifies key issues, boundaries, objectives, and early actions
been developed?
A study may be necessary to determine whether toxics are part of the cause of the impairment of beneficial
uses. This Policy applies only to the CTR and NTR criteria, and applicable chemical-specific basin plan
objectives for priority toxic pollutants.
The decision tree is on page APPENDIX 5 - 6.
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Special Studies Process
A. Worlcplan
If appropriate, the RWQCB may participate in developing a detailed workplan with interested
persons (which can include, but are not limited to, U.S. EPA, the RWQCB, the SWRCB, and
affected dischargers) prior to proceeding with a special study. The workplan may include the
following elements:
(1)

Formation of a project team for the workplan, which may include the Department ofFish
and Game, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and other stakeholders;

(2)

Purpose of the workplan;

(3) Responsibilities of the persons associated with the workplan;
(4)

Budget and cost-sharing plan. This plan must be determined on a case-by-case basis;
however, the SWRCB encourages sharing of costs (based on availability of funding),
where there are multiple persons who wish to support the goals of the study;

(5)

Development of the following elements:
(a) Identification of tasks(s),
(b) Purpose of tasks(s),
(c) Method by which task(s) will be implemented,
(d) Products of the tasks(s),
(e) Schedule for the task(s),
(f) Responsibility for implementing the task(s), and
(g) Budget and funding for the task(s);

(6)

Administrative policies and procedures to govern oversight of the special studies process
(e.g., amending the workplan, conflict resolution, etc.); and

(7) Project schedule.
B. Scientific Review Panel
If, during the data interpretation phase of a special study, the RWQCB, SWRCB, U.S. EPA, or
other stakeholders have differing opinions with regard to the interpretation of data, the RWQCB
and stakeholders may want to seek the advice of an independent scientific review panel. The
method of selecting the panel, cost reimbursement, and other details regarding the conflict
resolution process could be included in the workplan.
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C. Compliance Schedule
A permit compliance schedule (as described in section 2. i) may allow sufficient time for collection
of data, completion of a study, and determination of compliance measures. While special studies
are being conducted, interim requirements may be established by the RWQCB (as described in
section 2.2). However, in no event may a compliance schedule exceed the time period allowed in
this Policy, unless an exception has been granted.
D. Environmental and Economic Impacts
To ensure that environmental and economic impacts are adequately addressed, the RWQCB staff
shall, as part of the special study workplan:
(1)

Comply with CEQA, if applicable; and

(2)

Direct the preparation of an analysis documenting economic impacts if site-specific
objectives or a change in designated beneficial uses is being considered under
40 CFR 131.10(g)(6), revised as of July 1, 1997.

E. Antidegradation and Other Legal Requirements
RWQCB staff shall, as part of the special study workplan, ensure compliance with SWRCB
Resolution No. 68-16 (Statement of Policy with Respect to Maintaining High Quality of Waters
in California) and any other applicable legal requirements.
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Pre-Evaluation for Special Studies
Decision Tree with Attached Narrative Discussion
Compliance Statt~s

Screening-level Evaluation

Potential Ootions

I ’N COMPLIANCE ]
No

~8~Yes-J 4 Are criteria
/ ~ texceeded?
5 Isthere any°ther
No evidence
t ~ G~to
of relevant water
objectives
quality impacts?

START
~>
..~

with la., lb.,
or lc

-o
rrl

I

Yes

z

-

X
r,j’l
~
Ob

lb. If no permit,
does/will the
discharge(s) cause
exceedances of
criteria/objectives?

la. Does/will the
discharge(s) exceed
existing or potential
permit limits?

Yes
.

lc. If no permit and no specific
discharge under review, are/will the
critedNobjectives be exceeded?

Yes

I

2a. Are there waler
pollution conlro~
2b Are ttmre BMPs
measures which
[ =4~c~ n~ght improve
might improve the

\
Yes

3. Consider implementation of
=lwater pollution control measures !
~ an,or BMPs. Continue to #4 if r Go~toST~

Yes

~the O=~’ge quality?
relevant criteria/objectives all
appropriate for the waterbody?
4. Ari~N~e~jb.~e ives

Yes

No

¯
10. Are beneficial uses appropriate,
but not cdtada/objecfives?

¯
12. Are beneficial uses
inappropdata?

I
No

°

]
Yes

9, Conduct a Total Maximum
Daly Load (TMDL) analysis &

IYs
Yes

O
O

--

6. Are there permit relief options which will result in permit
compliance while maintaining receiving water quality?

----~Yes ~

t__/--Yes

11. Conduct a Site Specific
Objeclives (SSO) analysis &
implementation.

---

Yes

\ com~iance J

~ ~/"

13. Conduct a Use Attainability
Analysis (USAA) & implement results --------~
if necessary or adopt new use.
7. Implement permit relief options.
Continue to #8 if full compliance will
not be achieved by this means

0

I tO ~eiermine

Narrative Discussion of Decision Tree:
la.

Does/will a discharge exceed existing or potential permit limits for toxic pollutants? This
question applies to discharges regulated by a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit or Waste Disch.arge Requirements (WDRs). If the discharge(s) in
question is not regulated by a discharge permit, proceed to #lb. It is assumed that data
used to answer this question are reliable.

lb.

If no permit, does the discharge(s) cause exceedances of criteria/objectives? This question
primarily applies to nonpoint discharges, though it could conceivably apply to point source
discharges which are not currently permitted. It is assumed that data used to answer this
question are reliable.

1 c.

If no permit and no specific discharge(s) are under review, are criteria/objectives exceeded?
It is assumed that data used to answer this question are reliable.

2a.

Are there water pollution control measures which might improve the water quality? A
water pollution control program may include, as appropriate: pollution control
technologies; pretreatment requirements; and pollution prevention, waste minimization, and
source control measures. This question is meant to elicit consideration of effluent quality
control measures which could be implemented as a full or partial solution to the identified
permit noncompliance issue. It is not intended as a barrier to the exploration of other
potential forms of regulatory adjustment.

2b.

Are there Best Management Practices (BMPs) which might improve water quality? BMPs
are pollution management measures designed to reduce the water quality impacts, where
they exist, associated primarily with non-point source discharges. As with #2a above, this
question is meant to elicit consideration of discharge control measures which could be
implemented as a full or partial solution to the identified noncompliance issue. It is not
intended as a barrier to the exploration of other potential forms of regulatory adjustment.

3.

Consider whether implementation of water pollution control measures and/or BMPs will
lead to compliance. Simultaneously, continue to #-4 if deemed appropriate, considering such
questions as whether or not full compliance will be achieved by these means, or whether it
would be cost effective. As stated, the simple determination that implementation of
pollution control measures and/or BMPs might tmprove the discharge or water quality
should not preclude the exploration of other potential regulatory adjustment options, as
well. For clarity, the reviewer should proceed not to box four prime, but to box four.

4.

Are criteria/objectives exceeded? It is assumed that data used to answer this question are
reliable and appropriate hardness adjustments have been made.

5.

Is there any other evidence of relevant water quality impacts? This question is meant to
capture those situations where the criteria/objective for the pollutant of concern do not exist
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or appear to be under protective. "Other evidence" might include: bioconcentration or
biocriteria data, population studies, food web analyses, etc. Impacts to wildlife should be
considered as should impacts to threatened and endangered species. The potential for
impacts to be of a seasonal nature should also be considered in this pre-evaluation.
"Relevant water quality impacts" are those impacts which have a demonstrable relationship
to the pollutant(s) of concern.
6.

Are there permit re~ef options which will result in permit compliance while maintaining
receiving water quality? Permit relief options might include, where appropriate:
development of a mixing zone, modification of the averaging periods, adoption of a
variance, etc. For unpermitted discharges or pre-evaluations involving no specific
discharges, the user should continue to box #8.

7.

Implement permit relief options. Continue to #8 if full compliance will not be achieved by
these means. The development of permit relief options would occur through a request to
the RWQCB.

8.

Are beneficial uses and criteria/objectives both appropriate for the water body? To answer
this question, a screening-level evaluation may be necessary, including an evaluation of the
associated regulatory history, the site-specific conditions, and the status of current,
applicable scientific understanding. It is assumed that data used to answer this question are
reliable.
This question is best answered when a watershed stakeholder group has formed and
collectively either: 1) evaluated the condition of the watershed through a watershed
management plan, 2) evaluated the condition of the watershed through less formal means, or
3) convened discussions regarding the condition of the watershed. If one does not currently
exist, a watershed stakeholder group should be formed if it appears to be a useful forum for
discussion and review. The following more specific questions may apply:
¯ Is the water effluent dominated, agricultural drainage water dominated, etc.? These water
bodies may be likely candidates for the appropriate application of regulatory adjustments
(e.g., SSO or UAA).
¯

Were the current beneficial uses applied on a national, state-wide, or region-wide basis or
have they been specifically designated for the water body in question? While not the only
candidates, water bodies for which beneficial uses have been applied on a national, statewide, or region-wide basis may be candidates for the appropriate application of regulatory
adjustments (e.g., SSO).

¯

Are there rare, threatened, or endangered species, or ecological conditions which the
currently applied beneficial uses do not adequately describe or the water quality objectives
do not fully protect?

¯

Has the beneficial use and the water quality necessary to maintain the beneficial use been
attained since 19757
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¯

How do anti-degradation requirements apply?

¯ Are elevated constituents the result of I) natural phenomena or 2) anthropogenic activities
that ceased prior to 19757
¯

Do the currently designated beneficial uses protect all existing and appropriate potential
uses?

¯

Are natural, ephemeral, intermittent, or low flow conditions or water levels preventing the
attainment of the designated non-existing uses?

¯ Are there human-caused conditions or sources of pollution which prevent attainment of
the uses but either cannot be remedied or would cause greater environmental damage if "
corrected?

¯ Does the presence of dams, diversions, or other types of hydrologic modifications
preclude the attainment of designated non-existing beneficial uses?
¯

Do the physical conditions of the water body preclude attainment of aquatic life protection
uses (i.e., lack of proper substrate, cover, flow, depth, pools, fifties, and the like)?

¯

Does attainment of designated beneficial uses require the application of controls which
would result in substantial and widespread economic and social impact?

¯

Have the appropriate water characteristics (e.g., hardness, pH) been accounted for in the
CTR criteria?

¯

Has an appropriate set of species been evaluated in setting the CTR criteria and toxicity
objective?

9.

Conduct a total maximum daily load analysis and implement the results. Conducting a
TMDL could result in, among other things, waste load allocations, BMP implementation for
non-point dischargers, and/or effluent trading options for point and non-point source
dischargers. (See Appendix 6 regarding TMDLs.)

10.

Are beneficial uses appropriate but not critenaiobjectives for toxic pollutants? See #8
above.

11.

Conduct a site-specific objectives analysis. An SSO study will include one or more of the
following activities:
¯ Recalculation of objective;
¯ Water effects ratio or other similar method; or
¯ Any scientifically defensible process.
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U.S. EPA’s "Guidelines for Deriving Numerical Aquatic Site Specific Water Quality Criteria
by Modifying National Criteria," dated 1984 (EPA-600/3-84-099), provides guidance for
conducting an SSO study.
U.S. EPA’s "Water Quality Standards Handbook," dated 1994, also provides general
guidance in this area.

12.

Are beneficial uses~inappropriate? See #8 above.

13.

Conduct a use attainability analysis (UAA) and implement the results. When a use is
proposed for dedesignation, i.e., removed or replaced with a subcategory requiring less
stringent standards, a UAA is necessary. In a case where a use is proposed to be added, a
UAA is not necessary. A new use designation can be added for a water body following the
normal public review process. A UAA will determine if physical, chemical, and/or
biological factors affect the attainability of a designated use via a water body survey and
assessment. An analysis of economic factors can also be included to determine whether
substantial and widespread economic and social impacts would be caused by stringent
pollution control requirements.
U.S. EPA’s "Technical Support Manual: Water body Survey and Assessment for
Conducting Use Attainability Analyses," dated 1983, provides guidance for conducting a
UAA as does Region 9’s Interim Final "Guidance for Modifying Water Quality Standards
and Protecting Effluent-Dependent Ecosystems," dated 1992. U.S. EPA’s "Water Quality
Standards Handbook," dated 1994, also provides general guidance in this area.
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APPENDIX 6
Watershed Management and TMDLs
Watershed Management
The SWRCB will utilize and promote, to the extent feasible, a watershed approach to address
water quality issues involving toxic pollutants. Compared to the more traditional, programmatic
approach to water management, the watershed approach can look at all types of pollution and all
sources of pollution. One consequence of the more global perspective is that attention can be
trained on the most effective strategies for management (rather than the most programmatically
expedient). Another consequence is that a much larger universe of interested persons becomes
important to the management of water quality, and the ability to work with these people creates
added value for water management. In utilizing the watershed approach, the SWRCB will work
to marshall the expertise and resources of other agencies and the private sector to collaboratively
manage water quality.
In a collaborative, stewardship effort, local interests are engaged with State and federal interests,
and land managers, to work with water managers to solve complex resource management
problems. A watershed perspective can also enhance interagency coordination by focusing
programs on resource needs throughout the watershed.
Watershed management is an integrated holistic approach for restoring and protecting aquatic
ecosystems and protecting human health in a geographic area. Watershed management may
include diverse issues as def’med by the watershed’s stakeholders (persons with some interest in
the watershed) to ensure comprehensive solutions. It reflects a growing consensus that many of
the existing water quality problems can be best addressed by a more integrated, basin-wide
approach. The purpose of watershed management is variously viewed as (1) a method for
increasing participation at the local level in water quality protection, (2) an approach to reducing
the impact of nonpoint sources, (3) a strategy for integrating management of all components of
aquatic ecosystems, and (4) a process for optimizing the cost effectiveness of a blend of point and
nonpoint source control efforts.

Whichever purpose or blend of purposes predominates, watershed management is not a new
centralized program that competes with or replaces existing programs. The significant advantage
of the watershed management approach is that it encourages a collaborative, stewardship-driven
process where diverse interests (individuals, landowners, farmers, POTWs, industries,
environmentalists, and agencies) can work in conjunction with SWRCB and RWQCB staffto
develop a consensus on, and share responsibility for, addressing water quality problems. The
watershed approach assumes all stakeholders are brought to the table; therefore, there should be
one watershed group that can develop a plan for the watershed that addresses the interests of
stakeholders in the watershed. Furthermore, watershed management provides a mechanism for
considering social and economic interests, in the context of resolving water quality issues. The
SWRCB and RWQCBs will work to preserve the integrity of the watershed process and facilitate
an open and timely resolution of issues.
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In some cases, there is no active watershed management group that has evolved far enough to
have identified key issues, boundaries, objectives, and early actions. In these instances, a group of
government agencies may work together to define the conditions in a water body and to identify
the specific parameters contributing to beneficial use impairments. In any event, the RWQCBs
may have to act more or less independently to meet legal requirements using primarily in-house
staff. Participation from other interested persons, under these circumstances, is accomplished
through the SWRCB and RWQCB public hearing processes.
Watershed management planning and implementation actions will occur primarily at the RWQCB
and local level. However, the SWRCB will provide Ixaining in stewardship and
watershed management, and support educational efforts involving K through 12 programs as well
as land owners/managers.
TMDLs and Watershed Management
TMDLs are required for all waters listed pursuant to CWA Section 303(d)(1)(A). The SWRCB
is committed tO expeditiously addressing these water quality problems.
A TMDL establishes the amount of a pollutant that may be discharged into a water body and still
maintain water quality standards with seasonal variations and a margin of safety that takes into
account any lack of knowledge concerning the relationship between effluent limitations and water
quality. The TMDL process is defined in federal regulations (40 CFR 130.7, revised as of July 1,
1996) and generally consists of five steps:
(1)

Identification by each state of water quality-limited waters that do not now, or are not
expected to, attain state water quality standards after implementation of technology-based
effluent limitations, more stringent effluent limitations required by federal; State, or local
authority, and other pollution control requirements (e.g., best management practices)
required by local, State, or federal authority, and identification of impairment;

(2)

Establishment of priority rankings for the development of TMDLs;

(3)

Development of waste load allocations (WLAs), load allocations (LAs), and TMDLs;

(4)

Incorporation of the loadings in the RWQCB basin plans; and

(5)

Submittal of segments identified, priority ranking, and loads established to U.S. EPA for
approval.

Development of TMDLs can utilize the watershed approach to assess and identify water qualitylimited segments and pollutants causing impairment, identify sources, and allocate pollutant loads.
The watershed approach may address a broader range of issues than the TMDLs, but the
approach can: (1) result in achieving or maintaining water quality standards so that waters are not
added to the 303(d) list; (2) result in attainment of water quality standards, through means other
than the TMDL process, so that waters can be removed from the 303(d) list; or (3) be used to
develop TMDLs. A watershed group can develop a TMDL if the TMDL complies with
applicable federal requirements.
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Background: In 1998 a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) was developed and approved by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for the Columbia Slough. This TMDL indicated
that additional and more effective environmental pollution prevention practices were
required to meet water quality standards and the basin beneficial uses criteria and that
more commercial and industrial businesses would be required to participate in the
permitting process in order to achieve water quality standards and restore those
beneficial uses within the Slough. This lead to the development of the Best
Management Practices (BMPs) addressed in this document and the concept of treating
the potential point sources that may contribute to the non-point storm water discharges.
Best Management Practices:

BMPs are practices or procedures that include methods to prevent
toxic and hazardous substances from reaching receiving waters.
They are designed to address the quality of a facility’s practices
with respect to storm water leaving the site, and may ultimately
affect the ability of the facility to meet environmental control
standards or benchmarks. They are most effective when
organized into a comprehensive Storm Water Pollution Control
Plan. Many different practices can be used to achieve similar
environmentally protective results. With facility-specific or
activity-specific pollutant(s) of concern as the major
consideration(s) in selecting appropriate BMPs, this flexibility
allows a facility to tailor a Storm Water Pollution Control Plan to
meet its needs using the capabilities and resources available.
The BMPs included in this document, for the most part, address
activities and operations that take place outdoors or have a direct
impact on the areas outside of the buildings. These BMPs are to
be considered a work-in-process and are by no means to be
considered a complete list of appropriate pollution control
measures. Additional BMPs will be added periodically to this
document.

Contributing Agencies: Assistance in developing these BMPs was provided.by the Columbia Slough
Technical Advisory Committee. This document was compiled by Dennis
Jurries, Environmental Engineer with the Department of Environmental
Quality, and formatted by Carolyn Sharp, an intern also with DEQ.
Best Usage: The best way to use this guide is to assess your site and your storm water discharge(s).
Determine the pollutants in the storm water discharge(s) and the potential sources of
those pollutants on site, then determine which potential sources have the most
significant impact on the discharge(s). Select BMP(s) that will be most effective in
controlling pollution in the storm water discharges for the resources and costs that will
be required to implement those BMPs. Implement the BMPs selected and sample the
storm water discharges to check the results of the BMP implementation and determine
if more BMPs will be required in order to meet the benchmarks for the various
pollutants of concern.
Caution:

The efficiencies provided in this document should be used as indicators of the potential
effects the implementation of any particular BMP may provide. The efficiencies can be
variable depending on a number of factors including flow, maintenance of BMP,
loading, and other factors.

Acknowledgment:Partial funding for the writing, initial publishing, and revision of this document
came from a Pollution Prevention Grant provided by EPA.
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BMP Selection Table
Pollutant

.

Activity

BMP
Page
N-°

Heavy Metals, BODs, Bacteria, Fungicides Oil, Corrosion Mechanical metal removal
Inhibitors, Emulsifiers, Biocides, pH

CS 1

1

Oily air emissions, Metal Particles, Gaseous Metal,
Cutting and welding of metal
Vaporized Flux
Oil, Hydraulic Fluid, Antifreeze, Paint, Solvent, Cleaners,
Oil (& Other Fluids) Dispensing &
Petroleum Hydrocarbons, Toluene, Ethylene Glycol
Outside Storage

CS2

2

CS3

3

CS4

5

iOils, Diesel, Gasoline(Petroleum Hydrocarbons),
Antifreeze(Ethylene Glycol), and Solvents(Toluene,
Mineral Oil)
Zinc

Storage of liquids in bulk containers or
tanks.

Galvanized corrugated sheet metal roof CS5
and!or outside walls on buildings

6

Petroleum Hydrocarbons

Parts & equipment cleaning in Parts
CS6
Cleaners containing mineral spirits/oil or
petroleum products

6

Grease (Petroleum Hydrocarbons with heavy metal
additives)

Vehicle maintenance, equipment
maintenance, involving grease

CS7

7

Degreasers, Soap, Heavy Metals, Oil, Grease

Pressure washing/steam cleaning of
equipment and/or vehicles.

CS8

8

Oil, Grease, Suspended Solids

Steel, equipment, or vehicles stored
outside
Use of compressed air at the site.
Retrofiting standard catch basins and
drains with sediment and oil retention
catch basins

CS9

15

CS10
CS 11

16
17

Arc furnace or mechanical removal
C S 12
operations creating dust that is collected
in baghouses.

18

Oil
Oil & Grease, Suspended Solids

iMetal Fines, Suspended Solids

Biocides, Algaecides, Fungicides, Corrosion
The use of cooling towers with the
Inhibitors(BODs, COD), Suspended Solids, Zinc, Copper,associated water treatment chemicals &
pH
blowdown discharges.
Copper, Zinc, Total Suspended Solids
Exposed copper/galvanized piping,
galvanized siding/roofing, or exposed
copper, brass, or zinc coated materials
exposed to storm water, heavy vehicle
traffic.

CS 13

19

CS 14

20
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BMP Selection Table
Pollutant

Activity

BMP
Pa~e
No
N~-

Total Suspended Solids, Copper, Zinc

Exposed copper/galvanized piping,
CS 15
galvanized siding/roofing, other copper,
brass, and/or zinc coated materials
exposed; heavy vehicle traffic; particulate
discharge from vehicular traffic.

Oils, Suspended Solids, Heavy Metals, Organics

Disposal of waste water from street and
floor scrubbing

22

CS 16 24

Replacement or storage of lead/acid or CS 17
nickel/cadmium batteries or long time
storage of vehicles or powered equipment
outside.
Antifreeze (ethylene glycol), gasoline, oil, grease, brakeWrecked or damaged vehicle storage.
CS 18
fluid, diesel
Hazardous stripping chemicals, lead from old lead basedStripping metal or wood surfaces
CS 19
paints, zinc chromate from old paint preparations, metaloutdoors.
particulate, low pH, and increased suspended solids

24

Asbestos, Copper, Total Suspended Solids

CS20

27

Em.p!oyee environmental education and CS21
tralmng.
Total Suspended Solids
Any site that stores material outside.
CS22
Fertilizers, Pesticides, Herbicides, Fungicides, Phosphorus, Facilities with lawns or vegetated areas.
CS23
Nitrogen, Zinc, Copper, pH
Suspended Solids, Nutrients, Bacteria, Dioxin, Chemicals
Storage of general rubbish or food rubbishCS24
outside in dumpsters.
Petroleum Hydrocarbons, Antifreeze, Other Potentially Pumping liquids from storage tanks into CS25
Toxic or Hazardous Liquids
site buildings or into vehicles.
Oil and Grease
Trucking firms or other operations where CS26
semi-trailers are parked on site and dollies
are used to attach to the trailers to move
the trailers around the site or operations in
which fifth wheel tractors are used on site.

28

Gasoline and Diesel Fuels (Petroleum Hydrocarbons)

Fueling operations performed by
employees on-site or through restricted
access systems such as Cardlock sites.

CS27

37

Sediment(TSS), Metals, BOD, Phosphorus,
Hydrocarbons(Oil & Grease)
Sediment(TSS), Metals, BOD, Phosphorus,
Hydrocarbons(Oil & Grease)
Sediment(TSS), Metals, BOD, Phosphorus,
Hydrocarbons(Oil & Grease)

Vegetated filter (buffer).

CS28

38

Catch Basin Filter System.

CS29

39

Constructed Wetland.

CS30

41

Lead, Nickel, Cadmium, Sulfuric Acid

Vehicle repair/brake shoe replacement.

Any and all
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25
26

29
31
35
33
36

_

BMP Selection Table
Pollutant
Sediment(TSS), Metals, BOD, Phosphorus,
Hydrocarbons(Oil & Grease)
Heavy Metals
Sediment(TSS), Metals, BOD, Phosphorus,
Hydrocarbons(Oil & Grease)
Sediment(TSS), Metals, BOD, Phosphorus,
Hydrocarbons(Oil & Grease)
Sediment(TSS), Metals, BOD, Phosphorus,
Hydrocarbons(Oil & Grease)
TSS and Heavy Metals

Activity

BMP
N-o

PaRe
N~_

Grassy Bioswale.

CS31

44

Sand Filter.
Storm Treat System.

CS32
CS33

45
47

Multi-Chambered Treatment Train
(MCTT).
Flocculation System.

CS34

48

CS35

50

ElectroFloc..

CS36

54
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Best Management Practices for Storm Water Discharges
Associated with Industrial Activities
BMP : - CSI (Reference #2 &7)
Activity:

Mechanical metal removal through the use of high-speed equipment and the
associated discharge of metal fines in the form of swarf, grindings, chips, etc.

I’ypical Pollutants: Heavy metals, i.e. chromium, copper, manganese, lead, zinc; Dissolved
Oxygen consuming organisms, i.e. bacteria, fungi; Chemicals in the
coolant, i.e. corrosion inhibitors, emulsifiers, biocides, and etc.; Tramp oil;
and Decreased pH
Typical Problem:

Swarf and turnings are discharged into a hopper along with varying
amounts of coolant and tramp oil. The hopper is transported outside and
dumped into a dumpster or special portable scrap bin supplied by a scrap
dealer. Typically the outside bin or dumpster is not liquid proof nor is it
covered. The coolants, metal fines, and tramp oil leak out of the outside
bin or are spilled in the process of loading onto a transport vehicle. Quite
often the discharge continues as the truck carries the scrap down the
highway.

BMP: Locating the outside scrap bin on a concrete pad that drains into a dead-end containment
sump and is bermed to prevent storm water run-on may resolve the potential source
providing that the sump is emptied periodically. The sump should either be double
contained or be coated on the inside with a flexible epoxy to minimize any seepage from
any small cracks that may develop in the concrete sump.
Another approach that works is to modify the scrap hopper located at the metal removing
machinery for coolant/oil separation from the swarf while the coolant/oil is warm and
less viscous. This approach would minimize or eliminate leakage outdoors by removing
..... 1_- 13{)t~llLldl

A removable plate, either solid or with small perforations, either screened or unscreened,
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,~ssociated with Industrial Activities
can be added to the bottom of the swarf/chip hopper. This creates a sump for the coolant
and oils to drain into while the liquid is very hot and thus less viscous. A piping
connection should be made into the lower chamber sized to fit the hose end on your sump
sucker. If holes are made in the bottom plate, the number of holes will be determined
with experimentation. They should be sufficient to provide the air draw of the sump
sucker and should be located to encourage the best flow out of the lower chamber when
the liquid is sucked out.
Coolant should be of the synthetic type and should be recycled on site. Small
package recycling units are available from several manufacturers.
A few manufacturers will modify existing hoppers or sell new hoppers that have a
filtering screen and filter material separating the scrap from the liquid chamber.

Two commercially available bins with built in screening.

As the scrap bins are moved outside, pause at the outside door where someone should use
a sump sucker to draw the liquid/fines out of the lower chamber for either proper disposal
or recycling of the coolant.
Efficiency/Impact:

Virtually all liquid and metal fines from this activity are eliminated by
implementation of this BMP provided the outside scrap dumpster/bin is
covered when scrap from inside bins are not being discharged in to it.
This point source should no longer be a significant contributor of
pollutants to the storm water discharge.

BMP N’-’ CS2

Activity: Metal cutting with gas burners, oxygerdacetylene torches, and welding of metal with
stick, wire, or gas welders.
Typical Pollutants:

Oily air emissions;
Metal particles;
Gaseous metal; and
Vaporized flux

Typical Problem:The fume from the metal cutting/welding operation is
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Best Management Practices for Storm Water Discharges
Associated with Industrial Activities
exhausted to the outside where it comes in contact with rain and precipitates
out into the storm water. Indoor air quality is also of concern.
BMP: Welding creates an oily soot type smoke. The amount of smoke produced from the
welding process can be estimated using the table below.
Fume Ratio:
MIG (Wire Feed)
TIG
Oxy-acetylene torch
Stick
Flux core

0.005-0.01 lb. of smoke/lb, of rod
0.004
lb. of smoke/lb, of rod
lb. of smoke/lb, of rod
0.004
0.015
lb. of smoke/lb, of rod
lb. of smoke/lb, of rod
0.02

This fume has products that can be very small, submicron in size. There are two methods to
control this fume. If it is properly maintained, the use of a self-washing electrostatic precipitator
mounted near the room ceiling is the most efficient and cost effective. Air extraction units with
HEPA and charcoal filters can also be used.
Efficiency/Impact:

Implementation of one of these BMPs will mostly eliminate this
source of pollutants, not only to storm water but also to air, and
significantly improve indoor air quality. As an added benefit, if
the air inside of a building is heated, it may be possible to recycle
the air and provide a significant energy cost savings in the winter
months. This point source should no longer be a significant
contributor to the storm water discharge concerns.

BMP N° CS3 (Reverence # 43 & 44)
Activity: Oil (& other fluids) dispensing and outside storage
Typical Pollutants: Oil, hydraulic fluid, antifreeze, paint, solvent, cleaners, etc.
i.e. petroleum hydrocarbons, toluene, ethylene glycol, etc.
Typical Problem:
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Drums, pails, and small containers of liquids are stored outside in
unbermed, noncontained areas, which through expansion and contraction
of the container, can damage the container, or the container bungs casing
leaks, or filling/dispensing operations can discharge pollutants to the
ground in the vicinity. Rain and snow contact this material and transport it
off site or into the ground water~
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Best Management Practices for Storm Water Discharges
Associated with Industrial Activities

Dispensing oil, antifreeze, and other potentially hazardous, liquids usually
results in spills and leaks around the dispensing area. This leaked liquid
can be tracked to other locations, or can seep through cracks and floor
joints into the soil and groundwater beneath the floor. Rain and snow melt
transport these pollutants off site. Containment pallets made from steel or
plastic will contain the liquid.

For large numbers of drums a portable containment building will keep containers
protected from the elements and provide containment in the event of leaks.
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Best Management Practices for Storm Water Discharges
Associated with Industrial Activities
Oil & Flammable Storage:
Outdoor storage of oil and flammable liquids
such as paint, usually results in leakage and
spillage of the liquids into the environment.
The purchase and placing of portable metal
storage buildings with built-in containment
reduces this risk and better protects the liquid
containers from damage and possible ’~
contamination. Environmental controls, i.e.
heating and air conditioning, and fire
protection are usually available in these
preconstructed units.
Efficiency/Impact:

The use of containment pallets or portable containment/storage buildings
will greatly reduce or eliminate storm water contamination from these
sources. Some risk of contamination will still exist from the material
handling activities associated with moving containers of these liquids to
and from the pallets or storage buildings.

BMP N~ CS4
Activity: Storage of liquids in bulk containers or tanks.
TypiealPollutants:

Oils, diesel, gasoline (petroleum hydrocarbons); antifreeze (ethylene
glycol); and solvents (toluene, mineral oil)

Typical Problem:

Leakage or spillage occurs around tanks from filling, dispensing,
deterioration of pipe connections or failure of secondary containment

BMP:

Bulk storage tanks should have secondary containment in the form of a curbed
enclosure with a liner to prevent migration of the liquids through the enclosure walls
and floor. The liner can be in the form of a compatible flexible epoxy or a liner
membrane compatible with the fluids being contained. If a roof is not provided to
keep out rain and snow, then the volume of the enclosure should be 110% of the
volume of the largest bulk tank inside of the enclosure. Fill locations should have
drip trays that drain into a drum or other container. Dispensing areas should have
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Best Management Practices for Storm Water Discharges
Associated with Industrial Activities

their own containment. When dispensing into secondary containers, the containment
should drain into a drum or other container. Hoses on dispensing stations should not
be able to extend beyond the containment area. For dispensing area containment, the
volume of the containment area should be equal to the tank being dispensed from.
Dispensing areas should be under roof or some other protection from storm water.
Caution should be used to ensure that incompatible materials are not contained within
the same enclosure.
Double-walled, aboveground storage tanks maybe used instead of single walled
storage tanks with containment structures. Filling and dispensing areas associated
with double-walled tanks should have containment and protection from storm water.
Efficiency/Impact: Implementation of this BMP will reduce the risk of exposure to storm
water of the contaminants associated with the delivery, dispensing, and
storage of the materials in bulk tanks.
BMP N° CS5
Activity: Runoff from buildings with corrugated galvanized sheet metal roofs and!or siding.
Typical Pollutants: Zinc
Typical Problem: As the sheet metal ages zinc from the galvanized coating is released to
storm water runoff.
BMP: Avoid using galvanized sheeting on new construction. Clean and paint the exposed
galvanized sheet with a good enamel paint. Be sure to contain and collect any liquids
used in cleaning for proper disposal. Instigate a regular inspection and maintenance
program concerning the building painting.
Efficiency/Impact: With proper maintenance of the painted surface the zinc runoff can be
decreased from this source to the non-detect level.
BMP N° CS6 (Reference #14 & 42)
Activity:

Cleaning of parts and equipment in Parts Cleaners containing mineral spirits/off or
petroleum products.

rfypical Pollutants: Petroleum hydrocarbons
Typical Problem: The use of petroleum based cleaners leads to the requirement for either
storage of the spent cleaner or recycling companies periodically removing
old cleaner solution/sludge and adding new solution. This results in spent
cleaner storage on site and/nr frequent handling of both the clean and
contaminated cleaner. This increases the risk of spills and leakage getting
into storm water. The spent cleaning solution/sludge must be treated as a
Industrial BMP.doc
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Best Management Practices for Storm Water Discharges
Associated with Industrial Activities
hazardous waste and be properly handled and disposed.
BMP: Large parts and frames are generally cleaned in a shot blast machine.
Smaller parts should be cleaned in an aqueous based solution (caustic
or other) or in a biological solution. These units typically are heated
and may involve agitation. Parts cleaners other than these typically
have a sludge residue or the solution has to be replaced periodically.
-I’he sludge or removed solution is usually considered a hazardous
waste somewhere in its cycle. The sludge from an aqueous based or
biological parts washer is not typically hazardous and solutions are
only added, never removed. The SmartWasher shown to the right is
an example of a biological unit.

’~’~"

Efficiency/Impact: Use of water based or biological parts cleaning solutions could potentially
result in no hazardous waste generation, improved health for employees,
and overall cost savings in material, labor, and waste disposal. Generally,
cleaning with these solutions takes employee involvement in the
acceptance of the use of the material and usually takes a little bit longer to
perform the cleaning operation.
BMP N° CS7
Activity: Vehicle
maintenance,
equipment
maintenance, and construction involving the
addition of grease to joints, couplings,
bearings, etc.
Typical Pollutants: Grease (Petroleum Hydrocarbons
with heavy metal additives)
Typieal Problem: Grease containers when emptied
still contain fair amounts of grease
residue in them. Should water mix
with this grease, potential adverse
impact to the environment in the
form of oil/water spillage may occur.
BMP: Some suppliers provide returnable containers (bulk) that, when sealed after use, minimize
the potential adverse impact. Another environment friendly option is a container that is
lined. After emptying, the liners can be removed and more of the grease squeezed out.
The liners can then be placed in a drum for accumulation and properly disposed.
Efficiency/Impact: An increase in the amount of grease available at very little increase in
labor cost wi!! result from implementation mr
containers are used, properly accumulated and disposed of after use or
bulk returnable containers are used, very little risk of environmental
Industrial BlVIP.doc
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Best Management Practices for Storm Water Discharges
Associated with Industrial Activities

contamination through storm water discharges will be present from this
source.
BMP N° CS8 (Reference #14, 50, & 51)
Activity:

Pressure washing or steam cleaning of equipment and/or vehicles. Equipment
includes forklifts, backhoes, graders, tractors, and similar commercial implements.
Equipment does not include motors, engines, generators, compressors, and similar
commercial machinery.

Typical Pollutants: Degreasers, soap, heavy metals, oil and grease
Typical Problem: When equipment and!or vehicles are washed outside, contaminants in the
washwater and the overspray mix with the storm water runoff.

BMP: Normally wash areas should be located on well-constructed and maintained, impervious
surfaces with drains piped to the sanitary sewer. The wash area should extend at least 4
feet in every direction from the perimeter of the vehicle or equipment being washed.
When sanitary sewer is not available there are several different approaches to this
concern that can be taken depending on the size of the site and the resources available,
such as:

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

discharging the storm water to a properly sized grassy swale,
discharging the washwater and storm water to a collection sump for later disposal,
discharging the storm water through an oil/water separator,
relocating the washing operations to a commercial washing facility, and/or
discharging the storm water to a constructed wetland.

Selection of the cleaning detergent to be used is critical to good oil/water separation and
retention in control devices. Ensure that the detergents used do not emulsify oils as this
would allow the oils and grease to flow though tl~e oil/water separator instead of being
separated from the effluent. The detergent should be a low sudsing, low phosphate,
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Best Management Practices for Storm Water Discharges
Associated with Industrial Activities
biodegradable type. Design the cleaning area with walls to keep the dirty overspray from
leaving the wash area. Place an oil/water interceptor or separator in the wash area’s drain
to separate out the oil and grease before the effluent is sent to the sanitary sewer. Should
sanitary sewer not be available, discharge should be through an oil/watei- separator into a
bioswale or pond and thus to storm water conveyances provided a permit is applied for
and granted. Should the site not be large enough for a bioswale or pond, collection of the
washwater can be,made by using a portable containment enclosure. The wastewater can
then be extracted and placed in a suitable holding tank for later oil/water separation and
discharge into a sanitary sewer, or other disposal method such as collection and
transportation or the waste to a sewage treatment plant. Discharge of wash water and pad
rinse water may require a vehicle wash water discharge permit from DEQ. Typically the
discharge of washwater from washing activities is not allowed to the Slough. Pressure
washing without chemical usage and with treatment BMPs may be eligible for a permit.

Washing systems are available that will recycle the washwater for reuse in washing
operations.
General BMPs for Vehicle and Equipment Washing Activities -Site and Activity
Conditions
1. Vehicle/equipment washing that occurs on an impermeable surface (i.e. concrete, plastic,
or other) should utilize an impervious area which extends to minimum of four (4) feet on
all sides of the vehicle/equipment to trap all overspray. Washing areas should be properly
graded so that all washwater can be collected from the impermeable surface.
2. Impervious surfaces used for cleaning operations should be marked to indicate the
boundaries of the washing area and the area draining to the designated collection point;
exceptions include wash areas covered by a roof or wash areas that use portable
impervious material with boom collection.
3. Vehicles should not be washed near uncovered repair areas or chemical storage facilities
such that chemicals could be transported in washwater runoff. All washwater runoff
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Best Management Practices for Storm Water Discharges
Associated with Industrial Activities
should be drained away from a shop area or chemical storage facility.
4. For washing operations that use detergents, soaps, cleaners, hot water or steam, and other
chemicals, the washwater should be collected in a manner which prevents the mixture or
wash-down of pollutants with storm water runoff. Preventative measures may include:
a) designating a wash area in an area under a root;
b) in open areas, draining to a dead-end sump or grit trap and pump or siphon
washwater to sanitary sewer, recycling equipment, or treatment equipment,
c) a catch basin may be used as a sump provided a positive control valve can close
th~ outlet to the storm drainage system while washing occurs,
d) as a temporary condition, an existing catch basin may be used as a sump provided
the outlet pipe is sealed by a plug (plumber’s balloon) to prevent washwater from
entering the storm drainage system, or
e) collecting washwater with a portable vacuum recovery unit.
5. For washing operations that use detergents, soaps, cleaners, hot water or steam, and other
chemicals that drain to a catch basin with separate outlets to storm and sanitary sewer, the
basin should contain a positive control valve. The positive control valve is open during
washing so that washwater discharges to sanitary sewer, and closed during non-washing
periods so that storm water runoff discharges to storm sewer. The designated wash area
should be thoroughly rinsed after washing activities.
6. At all permanent washwater facilities and catch basins with a valved sanitary sewer
outlet, the owner should post a "warning" to customers, employees and others not to
dump vehicle fluids, pesticides, herbicides, solvents, fertilizers, organic chemicals, or
toxic chemicals; a sign or stenciled note on pavement next to the grit trap or catch basin
should be in a visible location and maintained for readability.
7. Washing operations at train yards that use detergents, soaps, cleaners, hot water, steam,
solvents, or other chemicals should occur in common area such that all washwater is
collected, treated, and discharged properly as approved of in writing by DEQ. Wash areas
in train yards should employ an impermeable surface to collect washwater. The
impermeable surface may be a concrete pad or a double-lined geotextile material under
the railroad ballast. The wash area should be properly graded to direct washwater into a
grit trap.
8. All parking lots/stalls of dealerships, vehicle rental agencies, and government/company
fleets that wash exterior vehicle surfaces with cold water should furnish or retrofit catch
basins with sediment traps and an inverted elbow outlet to trap floating oil. Design
guidelines for this type of catch basin are described in Section 4.4 of the Oregon DEQ
washing document. Catch basins should be cleaned of solids and oil when the basin
becomes 30% full with solids, or at least once a year. Catch basins should be cleaned
during dry weather to prevent discharge of pollutants into the storm sewer. Solids and oil
9. Paved areas where washing will occur (i.e., roads, parking lots, driveways, sidewalks,
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and other surfaces) should be cleaned of excessive debris. If excessive debris lies on the
pavement surface, the surface should be dry swept or blown and debris collected and
disposed of properly.

i0. In washing operations involving the washing of buildings and pavement areas and that
use detergents, soaps, or cleaners, the washwater should be collected and discharged to
sanitary sewer or. a treatment system, or discharged to the ground surface provided a
tninimum buffer of 20 feet exists to the nearest surface water or pavement area that drains
directly to storm sewer. A buffer should consist of vegetated ground with a relatively
level slope, and soil with adequate permeability to prevent runoff.
11. Washing exterior surfaces of buildings with water only may drain to a catch basin with
sediment trap and inverted elbow outlet. Catch basins should be cleaned of solids and oil
when the basin becomes 30% full with solids, or at least once a year. Catch basins should
be cleaned during dry-weather to prevent discharge of pollutants into the storm sewer.
Solids and oil must be disposed of in a manner that complies with all State administrative
rules.
12. Wash down of construction vehicles and equipment should prevent soil erosion and
runoff from the construction rite. Silt ponds may be used to control erosion.
13. Cleaning operations should be modified to minimize paint residues (chips), heavy metals,
or any other potentially hazardous materials that detach from surfaces. Modifications may
include a change of cleaning agent or reduction in water pressure. Detached metals
should not enter storm sewers or surface waters.
14. The use of acids and/or solvents as cleaning agents for building exteriors and pavement
areas should be avoided if possible. Dry or semi-dry methods may be used to clean these
surfaces (i.e., sand or other particle blasting, grind-off and vacuum technology, and ice
blast technology). If blasting is used as an alternative, all solids should be swept or
vacuumed and disposed of properly.
15. For washing operations on painted or metal surfaces, detergents should not possess
abrasive properties. Cleaned surfaces should not leave paint residues (chips) or detach
heavy metals such that these particles can enter storm sewers or surface waters.
16. Detergents and soaps used in washing activities should be phosphate-free and possess the
ability to rapidly biodegrade.
17. At all designated washing areas, spill prevention, control, and management should be
planned and designed to prevent any spills of pollutants from entering a publicly- or
privately-owned treatment works or surface waters.
18. A chemical management nlan ~hanld ho irnnlom~ntort fnr ,-lonn~nc~ ,~n,~,’~ti,~,~¢ that 1,tili,-,,

metal brighteners, caustics/acids, halogenated hydrocarbons, or solvents; the plan should
include as a minimum:
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a) lists of chemicals used,
b) the method of disposal used, such as reclamation or contract hauling, and
c) procedures for assuring that toxic chemicals are not discharged into the waters of
the State.
Sanitary Sewer Discharge
19. Prior to disposal "of washwater to sanitary sewer, minimum pretreatment requirements
must be met as required by the local Sewer Authority. Pretreatment may consist of grit
removal, followed by free oil removal. Solids can be removed by a grit trap and/or a
properly-sized detention tank. Free oil can be removed by a coalescing-type oil/water
separator or comparable treatment unit. Grit traps used for pretreatment should be
inspected daily. Sludge, grit, and other solids in a grit trap and/or detention tank should
be removed by a certified waste hauler and disposed of in a manner that complies with all
State administrative rules. Design guidelines for such treatment are described in Section
4.4 of the Oregon DEQ washing document.
20. Pretreatment units should be operated and maintained in accordance with manufacturer
specifications and as required by the local Sewer Authority.
Recycling Treatment
21. Recycling treatment equipment should be properly operated and maintained to achieve
compliance with all conditions of the permit. Backwash water or concentrate water
should be properly discharged to sanitary sewer. Liquid concentrate discharged to the
sanitary sewer should meet all pretreatment standards and other requirements of the local
Sewer Authority. Solids, grit, or sludge should be disposed in a manner that complies
with State administrative rules.
Equipment Treatment - Discharge to Surface Waters, Ground Surface, or Vegetated Swale
22. For cleaning operations that use metal brighteners, caustics/acids, halogenated
hydrocarbons, or solvents, washwater should be treated and effluent disposed of either by
no discharge methods or by discharge to surface waters not exceeding permit limitations.
Treatment may consist of a combination of various process units (e.g., a grit trap can be
used to remove suspended solids, an oil/water separator can be used to remove floating
oil, a pH adjustment unit can be used to neutralize acids or caustics, an air stripper can be
used to remove volatile organics, a dissolved air flotation unit can be used to remove fine
solids, polymer chemical mixing and flocculation units, and a sand filtration unit can be
used to remove dissolved solids and metals, an ultrafiltration unit can be used to remove
solids, a carbon column can be used to remove organics and metals, and a reverse
osmosis unit can be used to remove metals).
washwater should be treated and effluent disposed of either by no discharge methods or
by discharge to surface waters not exceeding permit limitations.
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The following treatment alternatives may be developed:
24a.Washwater may be treated with, in sequence, a grit trap, an oil!water separator, a dosing
tank with siphons or pumps, and a multi-media filter bed with underdrains. Discharge
from underdrains must meet effluent limitations set forth by the DEQ. Design guidelines
for the treatment .system units are described in Section 4.4 of the Oregon DEQ washing
document. Maintenance of a multi-media filter should consist of cleaning, removing the
top inch of sand once every six months; when the total depth of filter sand tall below 18inches, the sand should be replaced; if clogging and/or short circuiting occurs as observed
by uneven infiltration in the filter or formation of surface cracks, the sand should be
replaced.
24b.Washwater may be treated with adequately-sized units of grit trap and oil-water
separator, or comparable units such as a water quality inlet to remove sediments and
floating oils; pH adjustment may be needed as additional treatment. Effluent may be
applied on vegetated land by irrigation equipment. Design guidelines for the grit trap and
coalescing oil/water separator, and water quality inlet are described in Section 4.4 of the
Oregon DEQ washing document. Land irrigation should occur on nonagricultural
vegetation with a 20-foot buffer. Treated washwater should not result in surface runoff.
All criteria set forth in OAR 340-40 must be met for groundwater quality protection.
24c. Washwater may be treated with adequately-sized units of: grit trap and oil/water
separator, or comparable units such as a water quality inlet to remove sediments and
floating oils. Effluent may be disposed of to an evaporative storage lagoon or constructed
wetlands. The lagoon or constructed wetlands should be designed with no discharge and
thus should be designed with sufficient storage. Design guidelines for treatment units are
described in Section 4.4 of the Oregon DEQ washing document. An impermeable fabric
liner may be needed for the lagoons or constructed wetlands to protect groundwater. All
criteria set forth in OAR 340-40 must be met for groundwater quality protection.
On-site disposal (septic tank and drainfield) was evaluated for treatment of washwater
that contain detergents, soaps, or cleaners. Lack of data on treatment performance data
prohibited its use currently. Groundwater must be protected according to OAR 340-40.

25. if an oil/water separator is used as a treatment component, detergents used as cleaning
agents must meet emulsion stability requirements to improve the efficiency of the
treatment unit; emulsion stability should meet the fats, oil, and grease (FOG) test, which
involves testing a 1,000 ml detergent mixture at an one percent (1%) working
concentration of the detergent; one liter of a 50:50 mixture of//2 diesel fuel and 30oweight
motor oil is added to the detergent mixture, shaken for 20 seconds and allowed to stand
for 30 minutes; an acceptable test performance is less than 20 mg/L total fats, oil, and
grease remaining in emulsion.
26. The treatment system must be, at all times, properly operated and maintained to achieve
compliance with all conditions of the permit. Records of maintenance activities should be
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maintained on-site for DEQ inspection.
27. A Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan, in accordance with 40
CFR 112, should be prepared and implemented to prevent the entry of pollutant loads
beyond the capabilities of the treatment system.
28. For smal! cleanin~g operations that use detergents, soaps, cleaners (i~e., private and
nonprofit vehicle/equipment washing, and building and pavement washing, or
commercial facilities which wash less than eight of their own vehicles, trailers, or pieces
of equipment during any week), washwater can be disposed of onto the ground surface.
Disposal alternatives to ensure contaminated water does not enter surface waters are as follow:
29a. Washwater may be collected in a sump, grit trap, or containment structure to be pumped
or siphoned to a vegetated area so that complete percolation into the ground occurs.
29b. Disposal of washwater should occur on ground surfaces with vegetated cover, preferably
grasses.
29c. Washwater may be disposed to a dry grassy swale, a minimum of 250 feet in length
before a surface water body. Complete percolation in the swale should occur with no
direct discharge to the surface water. Discharge into a grassy swale for treatment should
not occur within 24 hours after a rainfall event or if water remains ponded in the swale.
Guidelines for design of a grassy swale or use of an existing grassy swale to reduce
pollutants are in Section 4.4 of the Oregon DEQ washing document. A distance of 250
feet was based on a hydraulic conductivity of 0.2 gal/ft/day, volume per day of 150
gallons, and a swale with a width of 3 feet.
29d.Washwater runoff may be disposed of into an infiltration basin!trench. Guidelines for
design of an infiltration basin/trench to reduce pollutants are described in Section 4.4 of
the Oregon DEQ washing document.
29e.Commercial mobile washers that use detergents, soaps, or other chemicals should use a
portable impervious surface material when washing on a porous surface. A portable wash
pit, vacuum recovery unit, or comparable device must be used on location to collect
washwater for proper disposal.
Efficiency/Impact: The use of a recycling system will not only reduce or eliminate the
contaminant discharge to storm water or sanitary sewer but it will greatly
reduce the amount of water used in the process. The use of a bioswale with
an oil/water separator will likewise virtually eliminate the total suspended
solids, oil and grease, and heavy metals discharged provided both are
properly sized. A portable collection system will provide the collection of
~,~n,,m,,a,~o e.u,.u,.u t,c uu~cuuun system is ’ ~nough to capture
significant amounts of the overspray.
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BMP N-° CS9 (Reference # 21 & 41)
Activity: Any site that has steel, equipment, or vehicles stored outside and has a potential for
oily storm water discharges.
Typical Pollutants: Oil and grease and suspended solids
Typical Problem: Structural steel and plate arrives on the site from the supplier coated with
oil to inhibit corrosion. As storm water comes in contact with the steel the
oil disperses and runs off. Equipment stored outside has grease and oi! on
it that washes off when contacted by storm water. Vehicles not only have
the normal oil and grease associated with them but they also have road film
which contains oil.

BMP: Installation of a properly sized oil/water separator can reduce the amount of both Total
Suspended Solids and Oil and Grease in the storm water run-oft: Several types of
oil/water separators are available (Gravity, Coalescing, Centrifugal, Carbon Absorption,
Ultrafiltration, etc.). Gravity Oil/Water Separators are generally the most economical
provided emulsifying chemicals have not been used upstream of the separator, dirt is not
a major contaminant, and high shear centrifugal pumps are not used to pump the water to
the separator.
There are three basic twes of oil/water separators, spill control (SI~] API (lanoor
retaining time), and coalescing plate (CPS) recommended for use in all pipe drainage
systems conveying runoff from paved areas, subject to vehicular use or storage of
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chemicals, prior to discharge from the project site or into an open drainage feature. All
three types have the following basic application/selection criteria:
¯ Urban residential runoff usually low flows
¯ Suitable for smaller sites, draining 5 or less acres
¯ Land uses associated with include: industrial, transportation, log storage, airports,
fleet yard, railroad, gas station, vehicle/equipment dealers and repair, construction
and petroleum
¯ SC can be effective at retaining small spills but does not remove dispersed oil
droplets because they have a short residence
SC type should be required when the site stores petroleum based products and spills
are
¯ API used where there is a relatively high likelihood of dispersed oil contamination.
¯ API/CPS should be used in areas with high traffic volumes (2,500 vehicles per day),
at sites that are used for petroleum storage/transfer, scrap and wrecking yards, or at
sites where heavy equipment is stored and/or maintained.
¯ Oil/water separators cannot deal well with heavy sediment
¯ Should be used in conjunction with detention, biofiltration, or water quality treatment
system to protect groundwater.
¯ CPS consist of a bundle of plates made of fiberglass or polypropylene installed in a
concrete vault. The plates improve the removal of oil and fine suspended sediments
and assist in concentrating the pollutants for
¯ CPS requires frequent inspection and maintenance to operate as
¯ A mechanism should exist for the system to be bypassed, so the system can be taken
off line for maintenance.
¯ Oil and sediment removed from devices may qualify as hazardous waste and should
be tested prior to
¯ Oil separators should be sized for a local six-month reoccurring 24-hour design
storm. Larger storms should be diverted from the separators.
Efficiency/Impact: The use of gravity oil/water separators in the storm water outflow can
greatly reduce the free oil droplets larger than 0.015cm (150 microns).
Ultrafiltration can virtually eliminate oil in the storm water outflow.
Fouling of membranes may become a concern with Ultrafiltration
although some newer vibrating membranes show great promise for
keeping the membranes clear during backflushing.
BMP N° CSIO
Activity: The use of compressed air~
Typical Pollutants: Oil
Typical Problem:
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the compressed air in the compression cycle. The condensed water is
either manually drained out of the compressor, filters, and!or the air
receiver tank or is automatically drained by a timed valve system. This
condensate may be discharged to the ground or to a location that can leak
or be spilled into the outside environment. Storm water then flushes this
oil to the storm water outfall.
BMP: Install an oil/water separator especially made for compressors
and receiver tanks or manufacture a simple separator similar
to the one shown on the following page and siphon off the oi!~
Discharge the remaining water to the sanitary sewer if it is
available on-site.
Efficiency/Impact:

Oil from this source can be greatly
reduced or eliminated and loading to the storm water conveyances
will be reduced.

BMP N’-’ CSll
Activity:

Storm water runoff from commercial or industrial sites to standard catch basins or
drains.

Typical Pollutants: Oil and sediment
Typical Problem:

On sites that use standard catch basins or drains there is no retention of
any oils or sediments. This could result in excessive discharges to storm
water of these pollutants.

BMP:

Retrofitting drains to standard
sediment and oil trap catch basins
properly designed for the flowthrough rate and properly
maintained can reduce oil and
grease levels in the storm water
discharge.

Efficiency/Impact:

Proper sizing and maintenance can
reduce
the
discharge
concentrations of oil and grease to
below lOmg/1 and settleable solids
to some degree.
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BMP .~ - CS12
Activity: Arc furnace or mechanical removal operations
(grinding, sanding, shot blasting, etc.) that create
dust which is collected in baghouses.
Typical Pollutants: Metal fines, suspended solids in storm
water
Typical Problem: Mechanical
removal
operations
involving the removal of metal, paint,
wood, and other materials generate dust
that is collected in bag filter houses. Arc
furnaces will generate a metallic fume
that condenses out as a dust on the way
to the baghouse. The baghouses must
discharge the dust .collected to a
dumpster, drum, or bin. If the
connection between the baghouse and the
collection container is not airtight then,
dust leaks out into the environment.
Storm water will contact this dust and
convey it off-site, typically causing a
TSS discharge problem.

BMP: If a drum is being used for collection of the dust, manufacture from a removable drum
top a flange or sleeve that a flexible boot can be clamped to and attach the sleeve to both
the discharge point on the baghouse and to the drum sleeve. Use quick release clamps to
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attach the removable drum top to the drum. If a dumpster or other large container is
used to collect the dust, manufacture a solid reinforced cover for the container using
rubber sealing strips and clamps or bolts to hold the cover in place. The cover should
have a sleeve or flange that attaches to a flexible boot which is attached to the discharge
point on the baghouse. It may be necessary to also include a vent line from the dust
receiving container back into the dust collector in order to relieve the air pressure
resulting from the dust dropping down in to the collection container.
Spillage that occurs ti-om connecting and disconnecting to the flexible boot should be
immediately cleaned up using a vacuum. A fixed vacuum duct may be plumbed into the
inlet of the dust collector with a valve so that the spillage can be reintroduced into the
dust collector. Also, frequent vacuum sweeping of the area around the dust collector
should be performed.
Efficiency/Impact: Through the use and proper maintenance of the container covers
most of the dust can be contained significantly reducing the
amount of dust that could leak out to the environment. This would,
in turn, greatly reduce the impact from this source of suspended
solids and metals to the storm water discharge.
BMP N’-’ CS 13

(Reference #29)

Activity: The use of cooling towers with
the associated water treatment
chemicals
and
blowdown
discharges.
Typical Pollutants: Biocides, algaecides,
fungicides,
and
corrosion inhibitors
(BOD,
COD);
suspended
solids;
zinc; and copper
Typical Problem: Chemicals such as Biocides, Algaecides, and Corrosion Inhibitors
are added to cooling towers to prevent biological growth, and to
reduce scaling and corrosion. Periodically cooling tower water
must be blown down in order to remove sediment and particulate
buildup in the cooling tower sump. This water should be
discharged to sanitary sewer but may not be in areas where a
sanitary sewer is not available. Even when the water is discharged
to a sanitary sewer an upset can occur in which the cooling tower
sump water is discharged to outside areas and comes in contact
copper, zinc, and chemicals with high BOD5 and COD.
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BMP: Use ozone instead of chemicals to control biological growth and scaling. Ozone is a
powerful oxidizing agent. It has one and one-half times the oxidizing potential of
chlorine. A properly operated and controlled ozone treatment system will not allow
microorganisms that secrete the glue-like substance called mucilage to survive and will
break down existing mucilage. Microbiological induced corrosion(MIC) can be
controlled through the use of ozone. The pH of the water when using ozone is around 8
in comparison to levels typically below 7 when using chemical treatment. Cooling tower
sumps can be vacuumed out using a swimming pool type vacuum. With little or no
biological growth, the absence of chemical additives, and the absence of scaling
sediment, particulate accumulation can be restricted to airborne particulates for the most
part which should reduce the frequency for the need to remove sediments and particulates
by blowing down the sump. Use of a swimming pool vacuum cleaner could eliminate
almost all blowdown.
An alternative to introducing ozone is the use of ultraviolet light disinfection to control
microbial growth in cooling tower water. In this case the cooling tower is recirculated
through the UV unit which kills organisms attempting to grow in the water. Blowdown
will still have to occur but will probably be required at a reduced frequency over that
necessary when chemicals are used. The computer chip industry has used this method for
their ultrapure water processes for years and the machinery coolant recycling equipment
industry has also been using UV treatment units to eliminated biological growth in their
coolant recycling equipment.
Efficiency/Impact: By replacing chemical additives with ozone or UV treatment and
using a swimming pool vacuum cleaner for sediment removal,
potential pollutants from this source to the storm water
conveyances can be reduced or eliminated.
BMP No CS14 (Reference # 34)
Activity: Operations with exposed copper and/or galvanized piping, galvanized siding
and/or roofing materials, cathodic protection coatings of copper such as may be
found on boats, or other exposed copper, brass, and/or zinc coated materials
that are exposed to storm water may have significant levels of these metals
present in their stoma water discharge. Operations involving heavy vehicle
traffic may also have metals in their storm water discharge such as copper from
brake shoes and clutches or zinc from tire wear.
rypical Pollutants: Copper, zinc, and Total Suspended Solids
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Typical Problem: Dust from tires (1% Zinc wear rate = 90mg/km/tire) and
clutch/brake mechanisms, deterioration from galvanized building
materials or corrosion and/or oxidation of copper piping and
fixtures cause discharges of particulate and dissolved chemical
forms of copper and zinc to the environment when contacted by
storm water. Copper based cathodic protection on boats and other
equipment generates chemical and particulate forms of copper that
becomes combined with storm water.

Water
F|ow
Txz~li© Bzl~lng

Cm~crete Floor

0ullet

BMP: The installation of properly sized
compost filtration units can remove
significant amounts of both chemical
and particulate forms of some heavy
metals, including copper and zinc, and
reduce TSS levels in the storm water
discharge. Colloidal particulate levels
from clay soils should also be reduced
effectively.
Effectiveness/Impact:

~’

Evaluation
of
existing sites over a
three-year period
show that the mean
reductions
of
pollutants in storm
water for the following were achieved:
TDS
COD
Lead
Copper
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In general, reductions for Heavy Metals can be expected to be in the range of 65 to 95%
and for Oil & Grease up to 85% for a properly designed and sized system.
BMP N-° CS15 (Reference #32 & 45)
~ EV--series PARTICULATE MANAGEMENT

Activity: Operations that have exposed copper and!or galvanized piping, galvanized
siding and/or roofing materials, or other exposed copper, brass, and/or zinc
coated materials exposed to storm water can have significant levels of these
metals present in the storm water discharge. Operations involving heavy
vehicle traffic also produce elevated metal levels in storm water from vehicle
brake shoes or clutches (copper) and tire particles (1% zinc wear rate =
90mg/krn/tire).
Typical Pollutants: Total Suspended Solids, copper, zinc.
Typical Problem: Dust from tires and clutch or brake mechanisms, deterioration from
galvanized building materials, or corrosion and/or oxidation of
copper piping and fixtures cause discharges of particulate and
dissolved chemical forms of copper and zinc to the environment
when contacted by storm water. Copper based cathodic protection
on boats and other equipment also generate dissolved chemical and
particulate forms of copper that can become combined with storm
water.
BMP:

Sweeping of paved roads, parking lots, and storage areas with a type of
vacuum sweeper that incorporates HEPA filtration or other high efficiency
method of filtration of the exhaust air from the sweeper to trap the very fine
metallic particles found in road or parking lot dust can reduce these discharges
to storm water.
Ensure that good control measures are implemented when dumping the
contents of the sweeper and practice proper disposal methods for the emptied
contents to ensure that there is no adverse environmental impact after
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spending so much effort in the initial clean-up.
Efficiency/Impact: This type of Sweeper is capable of collecting and containing up to
99.6% of particles as small as 2.5 microns in size. The elimination
of particulates in storm water is related to the frequency of
sweeping as is shown comparisons of various types of sweepers in
the following graph.

Tennant Company also produces a series of sweepers, ranging from a small,
walk-behind model to as large as municipal street sized sweepers. The unique
feature of Tennant’s products is a stainless steel hopper built in to the sweeper
to collect dust and debris as it is picked up from the floor and passed through a
polyester filter. When the hopper is full, it can be emptied directly into a
dumpster or dump truck, minimizing the chance of particulate matter being rereleased into the air. Information from the manufacturer reports that the
sweepers will retain particles 10 microns, or 0.001 mm, or larger. The smaller
size of the model and four-wheel steering makes it easy to maneuver in small
spaces that traditional sweepers would not fit.
80
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BMP ~ - CS16
Activity: The disposal of wastewater associated with
street or floor scrubbing activities.
Iypical Pollutants: Oil emulsions, heavy metals,
organics and suspended solids
Typical Problem: When floors, streets and other paved
surfaces are cleaned with scrubbing
or wet-vacuum type machines, the
resulting waste water is frequently
disposed of over a catch basin that
runs into the storm water system.
BMP:

One option is to make sure that all waste water is disposed of into the sanitary
system where it can be treated and cleaned. A solution reclaimer system can
also be used to separate contaminants from dirty scrubber solution. Dirty
water is pumped into the top of the reservoir, and a chemical compound added
to separate out the contaminants. The chemicals encapsulate and separate
metals, oils, solids, dust and oils in approximately 20 minutes. The clarified
solution is drained out of the reservoir, through a filter, and can then be
reused. The remaining solids contain only 10% of the original volume, and
dry waste disposal is less costly and has fewer environmental issues associate
with it.

Efficiency/Impact: With appropriate solid waste disposal, a solution reclaimer system
can minimize or eliminate the adverse storm water impact from this
potential source of contamination.
BMP N° CS17
Activity:

The outdoor replacement or storage of lead/acid or nickel/cadmium batteries
and the long time storage of vehicles or battery powered equipment outside.

Typical Pollutants: Soluble metals such as lead, nickel, or cadmium
Sulfuric acid
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Typical Problem:

BMP:

When batteries are replaced, the used batteries are generally stored
around a site until enough have been collected to make it feasible
to either have them picked up or shipped out to a battery recycler.
These batteries are usually stored on the shop floor or outside
without containment and with no thought of exposure to storm
water. Sometimes electric lift trucks, pallet jacks, welders,
portable powered pumps, etc. are stored outside with the batteries
used for starting or for operation left in place and poorly protected
from storm water contact. Lead sulfate usually present on
lead,/acid batteries or in the spillage of the !eadJacid or nickelcadmium/acid solution can create soil contamination and a storm
water run-off problem.

Batteries should be stored in a contained area protected from the weather.
Containment pallets can be used to collect any acid spillage. The pallets
should be placed inside of buildings to keep storm water from coming into
contact with the batteries.

Efficiency/Impact:

Containment, protection from the weather, and frequent shipment
to the recycler can minimize or eliminate the adverse storm water
impact from this potential source of contamination.

BMP i - CS18

Activity: Wrecked or Damaged Vehicle Storage
Typical Pollutants: Antifreeze (ethylene glycol), gasoline, oil, grease, brake fluid,
diesel
Typical Problem:

Industrial BMP.doc

Depending on the damage to the vehicle, fluids may leak due to the
damage incurred and/or the darnnoe rnnv oYnoqo oily eornnnnontc
of the vehicle that would normally be protected from the weather.
Storm water will contact these contaminants and infiltrate the
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ground, contaminating the soil and groundwater at the site and
combining with storm water runoff, depending on the rainfall and
soil conditions, to waters of the State.
BMP:

Provide containment of wrecked vehicles on impervious surfaces. If wrecked
vehicles are stored on impervious surfaces, the drainage from those surfaces
should~ pass through an oil/water separator prior to discharging to a storm
water drainage system or to a storm water sewer. Insure that all fluids are
completely drained from wrecked vehicles. If possible, provide a roofed
storage area to prevent storm water contact with wrecked or damaged
vehicles.
Remove engine oil, transmission oil, rear-end oil, antifreeze, freon, and any
other fluids before storing the vehicles on the site.

Efficiency/Impact: Storage of all vehicles under a roof with a storm water divergence
berm should, by eliminating storm water contact and allowing
collection of potential contaminants, eliminate storm water
concerns. Providing an impervious surface for the vehicles should
eliminate the concern for groundwater contamination. Draining of
the vehicle fluids would minimize but not eliminate the
contaminant(s) concern.
BMP NO CS19
Activity: Stripping coatings (paint, plastic, etc.) from metal and wood surfaces
outdoors.
Typical Pollutants: Hazardous stripping chemicals, lead from old lead based paints,
zinc chromate from old paint preparations, metal particulate, low
pH, and increased suspended solids
Typical Problem:

BMP:

Stripping of wood and metal parts is usually accomplished with the
use of chemicals that have health and environmental hazards.
High pressure water blasting can cause increased runoff and can, in
the case of blasting wood, dainage the surface. Sand blasting
creates a large amount of solids to dispose, i.e. the sand plus the
paint removed which may be considered hazardous waste.

Consider using dry. ice or baking soda abrasion type removal of old surface
coatings instead of chemical or sand blasting. The dry ice system removes the
surface coating and leaves only the material removed on the ground, which
can be vacuumed or swept up. Using baking soda as the blasting agent leaves
the material removed plus baking soda which is not typically harmful and can
equipment or through dissolving the baking soda in water and separating the
paint by sedimentation and then evaporating the water. Use a removable

Industrial BMP.doc
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ground cover before blasting to ease the cleanup efforts at job completion.
Efficiency/Impact: By placing a removable ground cover such as a plastic tarp down
prior to conducting the work and using one of the blasting methods
mentioned, virtually all of the removed material can easily be
cleaned up with minimal volumes of material involved. Disposal
will be less costly when less volume of combined materials are
involved over the conventional sand blasting methods. The overall
impact to the environment and especially to storm water discharges
will be minimized or eliminated.
BMP No CS20
Activity: Vehicle repair/brake shoe replacement including materials handling vehicles.
Typical Pollutants: Asbestos, copper, total suspended solids
Typical Problem:

BMP:

Dust in the brake shoe/wheel housing is typically disturbed and can
be released into the environment when brake shoes are replaced.
This dust will migrate from inside buildings to outside areas
creating an asbestos and/or increased copper discharge when
contacted by storm water.

Use the Low Pressure/Wet Cleaning Method described below for dust
removal in brake shoe housings. Some older brake shoes may still be present
which contain asbestos. Some new brake shoes on mobile equipment still
contain asbestos. Brake shoes contain copper compounds in addition to other
materials. The dust in the brake shoe housing can, because of its micron and
submicron size, escape the shop area and contaminate the site to a level that,
when contacted by storm water, may exceed the copper discharge benchmark.
If a vacuum is used, ensure that it is of a type that has a HEPA filtration
system that can retain the micron sized particles.

Low Pressure/Wet Cleaning Method
A drip pan shall be placed under the brake assembly, positioned to avoid splashes and
spills.

The reservoir shall contain water containing an organic solvent or wetting agent. The
flow of liquid shall be controlled such that the brake assembly is gently flooded to
prevent the asbestos-containing brake dust from becoming airborne.
The aqueous solution shall be allowed to tlow between the brake drum and brake
support before the drum is removed.
¯

After removing the brake drum, the wheel hub and back of the brake assembly shall
be thoroughly wetted to suppress dust.

Industrial BMP.doc
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¯ The brake support plate, brake shoes and brake components used to attach the brake
shoes shall be thoroughly washed before removing the old shoes.
¯ In systems using filters, the filters, when full, shall be first wetted with a fine mist of
water, then removed and placed immediately in an impermeable container, properly
labeled and disposed.
¯ Any spills of asbestos-containing aqueous solution or any asbestos-containing waste
materia! shall be cleaned up immediately and properly disposed.
¯ The use of dry brushing during low pressure/wet cleaning operations is prohibited.
Efficiency/Impact: Use of the wet method for removing the dust in the wheel/brake
housing or the use of a HEPA vacuum will significantly reduce or
eliminate this practice as a source for copper or asbestos in storm
water. It will also significantly reduce the potential health hazard
associated with asbestos exposure to employees.
BMP N° CS21

Activity: Employee environmental education and training.
Typical Pollutants: All
Typical Problem:

BMP:

Industrial BMP.doc

Many employees are not aware of the potential adverse impact the
company’s business may have on the environment or how they
personally can effect those impacts. They may not have even
thought about environmental impacts and can not recognize bad
practices. Some may not know whom to inform of upsets or
potential problems.

Provide periodic training that describes the potential adverse environmental
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impacts of the business and methods for preventing those impacts.
The
training should:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Describe how the company is being environmentally responsible.
Encourage employees to bring forth suggestions for improving the
environmental performance of the business.
Describe how and to whom the employee should report potential
environmentally relate concerns.
Inform the employee of what to do.
Provide incentives to employees to offer ideas for improvement.
Record attendance of the training. Show graphics in the presentation such as
pictures of the various parts of the site under discussion during the
presentation. Schedule regular inspections of the site looking for possible
conditions or operations that could produce potential adverse environmental
impacts. Use a team approach to this inspection, as it is too easy, even for
professionals, to acquire tunnel vision during the inspection. During the site
inspections, write up every questionable item or practice for later thought or
resolution. To resolve or dismiss a suggestion or question during the
inspection may distract from the process of the inspection or discourage
employees from providing their input. Do not associate biodegradable with
environmentally safe. Verify that the company is not moving wastes from
one media to another, i.e. water to air, storm water to groundwater, etc.
Before the training takes place, analyze the potential problem areas of the site
and the potential for how the site’s manufacturing process can adversely
impact the environment. Develop the training program presentation around
these areas. Ask the question "what message am I trying to present?" and
thoroughly provide the information necessary to answer the question. How
and to whom should it be reported? Involve employees in the presentation
through discussion items. Don’t over look providing this training to
temporary employees.

Efficiency/Impact:

BMP N° CS22

By making employees aware of the potential adverse impacts of
the business and encouraging employees to offer ideas and
suggestions, employers will see, not only a decrease in pollutants
in their storm water discharge but, potentially in air, hazardous
waste, and other media.

Activity: Any site that stores material outside.
Typical Pollutants: Total suspended solids from erosion, oil and grease, BOD5, heavy
metals.

Industrial BMP.doc
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Typical Problem:

BMP:

Poor housekeeping inside and outside on a site provide a possible
indicator of the degree of the site’s compliance with
environmental, health and safety regulations. In addition, poor
outside housekeeping tends to discharge paper, cardboard, wood,
pallet and box strapping, and other wastes to the storm water
conveyance system. These wastes can plug the storm water
conveyances, and divert storm water flows causing increased
erosion and localized flooding.

Good housekeeping includes:

¯

Orderly storage of bags, drums, and piles of materials and chemicals; prompt
cleanup of spilled liquids;
¯ Frequent sweeping, vacuuming, or other cleanup methods for accumulated dry
chemicals and materials can cut down on possible storm water contamination;
¯ Proper disposal of toxic and hazardous wastes, and
¯ Removal of accumulated scrap and spare parts.
Good housekeeping doesn’t just happen. It occurs when it is well planned, scheduled,
and when upper management demonstrates its importance by participating in regular
inspections. Set aside time in the work schedule for cleanup activities.
¯

Schedule personnel to be responsible for the cleanup and rotate every
employee through the schedule.
¯ Periodic inspections and regular site clean up can prevent problems from
occurring. The frequency of outside inspections should be increased during
the October through May rainy period.
¯ Encourage employees to pick up trash when it is seen and to report when more
intensive clean up is needed.
Every site that is environmentally responsible has good housekeeping
activities. Most sites with environmental problems do not have good
housekeeping activities.
Efficiency/Impact: The implementation of a formal housekeeping program with
education and encouragement of employees can reduce or
eliminate pollution by bringing the importance of how materials
are stored and how trash can effect the storm water discharges to
their attention along with the importance that management places
on the issue. A regular maintenance schedule for storm water
conveyances minimizes erosion and visually verifies the condition
of the storm water discharges. Several typical pollutants in storm
water can readily be identified by visual observance.
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BMP~N°- CS23 (References #15, 22, 31, 52)

Activity: Facilities having lawns or vegetated areas.
Typical Pollutants: Fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, phosphorus, nitrogen,
zinc, copper, and pH.
Typical Problem:

BMP:

Lawn care entails the application of fertilizers, herbicides,
pesticides, and water in order to achieve a rich vibrant lawn.
Weeds are quite often controlled through the application of
chemicals. Over fertilizing and the over-application of pesticides
and herbicides can contaminate storm water. Too much irrigation
can wash these chemicals off the site into storm water
conveyances, streams, rivers, and lakes. The nutrients,
phosphorus, nitrogen, and pH can be detrimental to slow moving
water bodies by encouraging algae growth. Herbicides and
pesticides can adversely impact human health, fish and other
wildlife. All of these pollutants can significantly effect the
beneficial uses of water bodies.

If a landscape contractor is hired to take care of the lawn and other vegetated
areas of the site, ensure that they do their part to protect the environment by
applying the appropriate amount of chemicals. Encourage them to investigate
more environmentally friendly alternatives to the use of chemicals.
A few simple precautions can minimize adverse environmental impacts from
lawn care. No matter what chemicals are used, over-watering can move the
chemicals in to the storm water conveyance system. Use rain measuring
equipment to automatically prevent automatic lawn sprinklers from turning
on. In the Northwest, watering to a depth of six inches a couple of times a
week is sufficient for a lush green growth. Always water in the morning,
be.,tw, een 6 a.m. and noon.
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Fertilization:
For lawn fertilization, 1,000 square feet of lawn requires 0.5 pound of
nitrogen per month of active growth(-8 months in Portland area - 4 pounds).
A good ratio for fertilizer is 3 parts nitrogen to 1 part phosphorus to 2 parts
potassium to 1 part sutfur(3:l:2:l). Use a slow release fertilizer such as one
containing water insoluble nitrogen(WIN). After determining the amount of
fertilizer to use per year based upon the growing season, apply the fertilizer in
four equal applications of approximately one pound per 1,000 square feet each
application, i.e. i/4 in early spring, !/4 in !ate spring, !/4 in late smquner, and
1/4 in the fall.
Have your site’s soil tested to determine if other materials such as iron(for low
pH soil < 6.8), boron, chlorine, copper, manganese, molybdenum, nickel, and
zinc should be added for a healthy lawn. If soil testing indicates that one or
more of the additives above is needed, contact your county Extension Agent, a
lawn and garden center, or a master gardener for advise on how much of the
additives to apply for optimum growing conditions.
Fertilizer over-use, over watering, and watering at the wrong time of the day
set up a good environment for many grass diseases and for invasion by weeds
that are very competitive with the grasses in the lawn.
Pest Management:
Pest management can be conducted in an environmentally friendly manner through:
¯

Knowledge
1. knowing the variety of grass in your lawn;
2. knowing its growth characteristics; and

¯

Identification
1. identifying the weeds present;
2. identifying the grass disease present; and/or
3. identifying the insect pests present
a). Note where the pest is located on the lawn
b). Draw a picture of the pest or collect a sample
i. Research in books for a match of the pest found to a photograph;
ii. Contact local County Extension office for assistance and advice; or
iii. Take sample to local home and garden center for identification.
Weed removal is best accomplished by hand-pulling.
Maintain a buffer strip next to waterways. Do not apply tertlhzer or pesticides to
this strip. It is used to absorb excess fertilizer from the care of the rest of the lawn.
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It will also retain excess nutrients and sediments.
Healthy Lawn
Step 1: Lawn conversion

Convert lawn areas into groundcover, trees, shrubs, or
meadow plantings. For a low input approach, replace the
grass underneath mature trees with groundcover. For an
even lower input approach, examine your lawn for potential
conversion areas and plant groundcovers, trees, shrubs, or
perennials in al! areas where grass is hard to grow. For the
lowest input approach, use turf only where it is the best
plant to fulfill a particular function, such as providing a
children’s sports area.

Step 2: Soil building

Prdvide a strong foundation for the lawn. For a low input
lawn, get a soil test to determine the soil’s pH and fertility.
You may not need to add any lime or fertilizer to your
lawn. For a lower input lawn, test for soil compaction. Can
you sink a screwdriver into the ground without pounding or
is the soil compacted? If the soil is compacted, aerate with
a hand corer or mechanical aerator. For the lowest input
lawn, examine the soil’s texture- neither extremely sandy
soils nor extremely heavy clay soils make for good lawns.
Next count earthworms-if none can be found in a square
foot of soil, there’s a problem. A healthy soil community
has over 10 per square foot. With this basic understanding
of soil acidity, fertility, compaction, texture, and earthworms, one can build soil that supports dense, healthy turf.

Step 3: Grass selection

Choose the type of grass that will be easiest to grow. For a
low input lawn, select hardy grass species adapted your the
region’s climate. For a lower input lawn, select named grass
varieties to meet your specific needs. For the lowest input
lawn, try the new low-input slow-growing or dwarf grass
mixes.

Step 4: Mowing and thatch Mow to the fight height at the fight time and recycle clippings.
management
For a low input lawn, leave clippings on the lawn to
provide nutrients and moisture. For a lower input lawn, set
mowing height as high as possible. For the lowest input
lawn, adjust mowing height and frequency during the
growing season and monitor thatch levels.
~vlum~lm lc~,mzm~un u~v~ ul~ ~awn wna~ it needs but don’t overfeed. For a low
input lawn, recycle clippings and (in the fight season) apply
commercial fertilizer at half the recommended rate; avoid
Industrial BMP.doc
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weed and feed formulations and don’t fertilize if rain is
imminent. For a lower input lawn, fertilize as above but use
encapsulated nitrogen or an organic product instead-and
fertilize only if soil tests show it’s needed. For the lowest
input lawn, substitute home generated compost for
commercial organic or encapsulated products.
Step 6: Weed control and
tolerance

Establish a realistic tolerance level for weeds and use least
toxic control methods to maintain it. For a low input lawn
use least toxic weed control methods such as: cultivation,
solarization, flaming, mowing, or herbicidal soap. For a
lower input lawn, grow strong healthy grass and it will
crowd out weeds. For the lowest input lawn, broaden your
definition of "lawn" to include weeds that perform
desirable functions.

Step 7: Integrated pest
management

Establish a realistic tolerance level for pests and use least
toxic control methods to maintain it. For a low input lawn,
use least toxic control methods such as removing or
trapping pests, introducing biological control agents, or
apply least toxic chemical controls such as insecticidal
soaps. For a lower input lawn, grow strong, healthy grass
that can resist attack. For the lowest input lawn, use cultural
controls to prevent infestation, protect natural predators,
and add beneficial soil microbes.

Step 8: Sensible irrigation

Practice water conserving landscaping techniques. For a
low input lawn, water infrequently, in the early morning,
but soak the lawn well. For a lower input lawn, water only
when the lawn definitely needs it, and calibrate sprinklers.
For the lowest input lawn, accept that the grass may not be
green year round.

Efficiency/Impact:

Industrial BMP,doc

Proper maintenance of lawns and vegetative strips can be
pleasing to the eye and provide environmental benefits such as
reduced pollution to streams, rivers, and lakes, cooler runoff,
reduce sediments in the runoff, and in some cases reduce other
pollutants from the site. The degree that this BMP will be
effective is directly proportional to the degree of involvement in
the care of the lawn or the degree of caution exercised in
selecting a lawn care contractor and the degree that the watering
system is in tune with the lawn and the weather.
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BMP N’-’ CS24
Activity: Storage of general rubbish or food rubbish outside in dumpsters.
Typical Pollutants: Suspended solids, nutrients, bacteria, dioxin, chemicals
Typical Problem: Waste materials are typically removed from inside the site buildings
to a collection container(dumpster) outside of the buildings. If these
dumpsters have an open top or the top is left open at times when
materials are not being dumped into them, storm water makes
contact and will mix with the wastes and leak out to the storm water
discharge conveyances for the site.

BMP:

There are two effective methods for addressing this concern. At the end of a
building, extend the roof over the area where the dumpsters will be placed to
keep storm water out. Slope the floor that the dumpsters are sitting on to a
drain where the contaminated storm water/dumpster drainage can be collected
and discharged to a sanitary sewer, if necessary.
The other method is to ensure that covers are on all of the dumpsters and that
the covers are lowered when wastes are not being discharged into them. The
second method has the most risk in that this method relies on employees
always performing the proper procedure and many different situations can
matter which method is used, ensure that no storm water catch basin is located
close by.
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Efficiency/Impact: Either method for protecting wastes from storm water exposure will
minimize or eliminate storm water pollution from this source. The
method that relies on the least effort from employees is usually the
most reliable.
BMP N° CS25
Activity: Pumping liquids from storage tanks into the site buildings or into vehicles.
Typical Pollutants: Petroleum hydrocarbons, antifreeze, other potentially toxic or
hazardous liquids
Typical Problem: Pumps and piping can leak the liquids being pumped. Pumps
located inside of buildings without containment can leak fluids that
may contaminate storm water runoff.

BMP:

Spill or leak containment should be constructed
around the pumps. Place a curb across door
openings and seal the floor and wall!curb with an
epoxy compatible with the liquid being pumped.
This measure will contain liquids within the
enclosure and, unless a catastrophic failure of the
discharge piping occurs, the liquid will not escape
the building to adversely impact storm water
runoff. Periodic inspections of the containment
should be made to ensure that a build up of the
leakage does not eventually rise to the point that
it will pass over the containment berm. The
contained liquids should be periodically removed
and properly disposed.

~
...

I

Efficiency/Impact: Ensuring that pump houses can provide containment and frequent
inspections of the containment within the pump house will
minimize or eliminated storm water runoff contamination from this
source.
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BMP N-° CS26

Activity: Trucking firms or other operations in which semi trailers are parked on site
and dollies are used to attach to the trailers to move the trailers around the site
or operations in which semi tractors are used on site.
Typical Pollutants: Oil and grease
Typical Problem: Fifth wheel hitching mechanisms used to attach semi-tractors or tow
dollies to semi-trailers have a thick coating of grease on them to
minimize the friction encountered and to ease the attachment process
during connection of tractors or dollies to the trailers. When the
dollies or semi-tractors are parked and not attached to trailers the
grease on the fifth wheel is exposed to storm water. This allows the
storm water runoff to pick up the oil and grease.
BMP:

Manufacture or purchase a quick install cover to slip over the hitch. A simple
lightweight inexpensive cylindrical slip-on cover could be made out of
fiberglass. Ensure that all operators of the equipment are instructed to place
the cover over the hitches when they are not being used. Changing from the
lubricated type fifth wheel hitch to a teflon non-lubricated type is a better
approach but, if rental or transit trailers are in use frequently this may not be a
viable option due to the requirement that both the trailer and the tractor fifth
wheel slider plates need to be coated with the teflon.

Efficiency/Impact: While there will always be some exposure especially at the times the
covers are removed for making the connections and the moving of
the trailers, this method should minimize the adverse impact that the
practice has on the storm water runoff.
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BMP ~ - CS27
Activity: Fueling operations performed by employees
on-site or through restricted access systerias
such as Cardlock sites in various locals across
the State.
Typical Pollutants: Gasoline and diesel
(Petroleum Hydrocarbon)

fuels

Typical Problem: Fueling nozzles can stick in the open or on position when fueling
vehicles. Employees some times are not instructed in the correct
methods for spill clean-up. Frequently, spill clean-up materials are
not available at the dispensing pumps. Fueling stations may not
have roofed areas or properly sloped or contained areas for
collecting spilled fuel. All of these situations and conditions can
result in fuel contacting storm water and entering the site runoff.
BMP:

The fueling area should be designed and operated to minimize contact
between spilled fuel and leaked fluids and storm water.

¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Industrial BSIP.doc

Use a damp cloth on the pumps and a damp mop on the pavement for area
clean up.
Clean up spills immediately:
> Spread absorbent material and sweep it up with a broom.
> Perform a hazardous waste determination on the absorbed material.
> Dispose of the absorbed material properly.
Ensure that the overfill nozzle protection is in working order.
Remove any nozzle locking mechanism which allows the fuel to stay on with
the operator absent. The operator should be present at all times to ensure that
overfilling and spillage does not occur.
Cover fueling areas and berm/slope the pavement under the roof to a drain
system that is connected to a holding tank or contains the spillage at the
surface for easy clean up.
Provide an easily accessible and well-marked emergency shutoff for pumps
with plainly written instructions on how to operate the shutoff.
Never hose down the fueling area.
Don’t drain spills to the sanitary or the storm water sewers.
Ensure that the fueling area has an undamaged continuous paved or otherwise
impervious surface.
Ensure that spill clean up materials are readily available.
For areas where multiple customers or operators from multiple companies
have access, provide highly visible, simple instnmtions on how to dean up
spills and report the incidence.
Provide well placed, understandable instructions on the proper procedures to
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follow in the event of an emergency, including reporting information.
Efficiency/Impact: Implementation of this BMP can virtually eliminate this potential
source of storm water contamination provided site inspection is
frequently performed.
BMP N-° CS28
Activity: Sites with surface water runoff contamination that have implemented specific
non-point source BMPs tbr pollution prevention but have been unable to
reduce the pollutant discharges in their storm water runoff to levels below the
benctunarks. Unused excess land may be necessary to implement these
BMPs.

Typical Pollutants: Sediment(TSS), metals, BOD, phosphorus, and hydrocarbons(Oil
& Grease)
Typical Problem: When the implementation of specific point source BMPs has not
eliminated or reduced the contaminants in the storm water to the
specific benchmarks, end of the pipe or final discharge BMPs may
be necessary.
BMP: Install a grassy filter strip and ensure that the storm water passes through the
strip in sheet flow. Vegetated filter (buffer) strips are best used on sites with
sheet runoff, such as parking lots.
¯ Effective filter strip widths range from a minimum of 50 feet to a maximum of
200 feet.
¯ Best for smaller drainage basins, five acres or less.
¯ Not suitable on slopes or sites with shallow depth to bedrock.
¯ Best for sheet flow. Do not use on slopes over 10%.
¯ Good for conventional pollutants.
¯ Cannot be used to convey larger storms, or concentrated flow discharges as
their effectiveness will be destroyed plus they could become sources of
pollution through erosion.
¯ Best grasses is tall fescue, followed by western wheatgrass, annual or Italian
Ryegrass, Kentucky Bluegrass.
¯ Rectangular and V shaped cross sections are the least desirable.
¯ Design to create a low velocity flow, bent grass is not as good a filter.
¯ Curbing for impervious areas draining to the filter strips should have a onefoot gap every five feet.
Efficiency/Impact:

Industrial BMP.doc

Properly sized and maintained vegetated filter st~ps can have a
removal efficiency of up to 80 percent for suspended solids.
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BMP N-° CS29 (References # 9, 21)
Activity: Sites with surface water runoff

contamination that have implemented specific non-point source BMPs for
pollution prevention but have been unable to reduce the pollutant discharges
in their storm water runoff to levels below the benchmarks. Unused excess
land may be necessary to implement these BMPs.
Typical Pollutants:

Sediment(TSS), metals, BOD, phosphorus, and hydrocarbons(Oil
& Grease)

Typical Problem: When the implementation of specific point source BMPs has not
eliminated or reduced the contaminants in the storm water to the
specific benchmarks, end of the pipe or final discharge BMPs may
be necessary.

BMP:

install a catch basin filter system: a catch basin coupled with a sump and
sediment traps. May also be used with an inlet device, prefiltering insert and
screens (see other facilities and retrofit). The inserts consist of several filtering
trays suspended from the inlet grate. Common filters are charcoal, wood fibers
or fiberglass.
¯

¯
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Retains small particles, partially effective with high levels of particulate heavy
metals, oil!grease, and TSS. Moderate reduction in TSS and turbidity.
However, few pollutants are associated with these coarser solids.
V)isadvnntn~e’ When ~0% fi~ll, the suspended solid deposition
equilibrium with scour, and the capture efficiency is reduced to zero.
Best in small basins and with treatment of highly turbid runoff prior to
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discharge to catch basin.
¯ Do not use on unstable or steep slopes.
¯ Usually used with vaults, tanks, sumps or inverted (hood) inlet. Inlet can be
coupled with a filtration system (see retrofit).
¯ Maintenance is critical and must be at least semiannual. Require a
maintenance schedule and plan for disposal of material removed by the catch
basin.
¯ Insert maintenance is required quarterly and should be inspected more
frequently during wet periods.
¯ Catch basins with a restrictor device (multiple orifice and weir/riser section)
for controlling outflow provide minimal control for floatables and petroleum
based products.
¯ Design the size of catch basin sump to handle the site runoff rate, I’SS
concentration in runoff and how often it will be cleaned out.
¯ To minimize groundwater pollution problems, be careful where infiltrating
catch basins are used (residential areas) and pre-treat the infiltration water.
Efficiency/Impact: Catch Basin Filter System Efficiency:

TSS up to 22%, and
Turbidity up to 38%

BMP N’-’ CS30 (Reference #21 & 46)
Constructed Wetland

Activity: Sites with surface water runoff contamination that have implemented specific
non-point source BMPs for pollution prevention but have been unable to
reduce the pollutant discharges in their storm water runoff to levels below the
benchmarks. Unused excess land may be necessary to implement these
BMPs.
Typical Pollutants: Sediment(TSS), metals, BOD, phosphorus, and hydrocarbons(Oil
& Grease)
Typical Problem: When the implementation of specific point source BMPs has not
eliminated or reduced the contaminants in the storm water to the
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specific benchmarks, end of the pipe or final discharge BMPs may
be necessary.
BMP: Install a constructed wetland. Constructed wetlands are constructed by a
combination of excavation and!or berming. The basic types of constructed
wetlands are: shallow marsh, a 2 or 3 celled pond/marsh, extended-detention
wetland and pocket wetland.
Storm water treatment facilities are not considered waters of the State, however,
their discharge is regulated in the same way as any treatment system. Created
wetlands built as mitigation for loss of wetlands under the Clean Water Act
Section 404, are considered waters of the State. Created wetlands are protected
as natural wetlands and cannot be used for conveyance or treatment of
wastewater, unlike constructed wetlands.
¯ Extended-detention wetland and pocket wetlands are less effective in removal
of some types of pollution than other types of wetlands.
¯ The constructed wetland should be lined when located over permeable soils
for permanent pool maintenance. This is to prevent potential groundwater and
soil contamination. Use a Bentonite clay (12" thick) or commercial heavy
plastic pond liner (minimum 40 ml). Place a minimum of !8" thick
compacted soil over the liner prior to seeding.
¯ The permanent pool depth should be between three to six feet in depth, plus
one foot of dead storage for sediment. Six feet is the minimum depth or the
pond will stratify in summer and create low oxygen conditions which result in
the re-release of phosphorus and other pollutants. In addition, if the pond is
deeper than six feet, it will likely pollute the groundwater.
¯ Suitable for larger sites up to 100 acres.
¯ Soils should be tested to determine suitability. Best when located in clay
loams, silty clay loams, sandy clays, silty clays and clays.
¯ Cannot be used in areas with shallow depth to bedrock or unstable slopes.
¯ Good for removal of nutrients and conventional pollutants such as oil and
grease and some heavy metals.
¯ Needs to have a shallow marsh system in association to deal with nutrients.
¯ Should be multi-celled, preferably three of equal sizes. The first cell should
be three feet deep to trap coarse sediments and slow turbulence. They need to
be designed as a flow through facility, and the pond bottom should be flat to
facilitate sedimentation.
¯ Need to be designed with periodic maintenance in mind by using an overhead
scooping device.
¯ Side slopes should be 2:1, not steeper than 3:!, and 10 to 20 feet in width. A
length to width ratio of 5:1 is preferred, with a minimum ratio of 2:1 to
enhance water quality benefits. The longer length al!ows more travel time and
opportunity for infiltration, biofiltration and sedimentation.
¯ Pond berm embankments over six feet should be designed by a registered
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¯
¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯
¯

engineer. Berm tops should be 15 feet wide for maintenance access and
should be fenced for public safety.
Shape should be long, narrow, and irregular since these are less prone to short
circuiting, are more effective, and maximize the treatment area.
Baffles can be used to increase the flow path and water residence time,
Should have an overflow system!emergency spillway to accommodate a 100
year, 24 hour flood and a gravity drain.
Maintenance is of primary importance. The site must be responsibly selected.
A maintenance plan needs to address removal of dead vegetation (that release
nutrients) prior to the winter wct season, debris removal from trash racks,
sediment monitoring in forbays and in basin are likely to contain significant
amounts of heavy metals and organics (regular testing is advised).
Access to the wet pond is to be restricted with a gate and posted signs.
For mosquito control, either stock the pond with fish or allow it to be drained
for short periods of time (do not kill the marsh vegetation).
Constructed wetland is more complex, with more vegetation, and shallower
with greater surface area, hydrologic factors (flow) play a larger part in siting.
Selection of vegetation should be done by a wetland specialist.
Oil/water separators can be used prior to the constructed wetland, depending
upon the surrounding land uses.
Relativelylow maintenance costs.
Fence off for safety (children), to protect plants/wildlife.
Disadvantages/constructed wetlands:
a.) Constructed wetlands have a larger land requirement for equivalent
service compared to a wet pond.
b.) Relatively high construction costs.
c.) Delayed efficiency until plants are well established (i-2 seasons).
Buffer width 25 to 50 feet.
Limit water level fluctuations, as they kill plants.

Efficiency/Impact:

Wet pond/wetland removal efficiencies:*
a) Heavy metals = 40 to 80%;
b) Total Phosphorus = 40 to 80%
c) Total Nitrogen : 40 to 60°/;
d) TSS = 70%
e) Soluble reactive phosphorus 75%
t) Nitrate = 65%
g) Ammonia = -43
h) COD = 2
i) Total copper, lead and zinc = 80 to 95%

* Higher efficiencies are associated with use of O/G trap, larger pond/marsh
water inflow does not exceed the capacity of the wetlands and that the
pollutants are not in a concentrated form from a large spill or discharge.
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BMP N-° CS31

(Reference #21 & 46)

i

Sites with surface water runoff contamination that have implemented
specific non-point source BMPs for pollution prevention but have been
unable to reduce the pollutant discharges in their storm water runoff to
levels below the benchmarks. Unused excess land may be necessary to
implement these BMPs.

Activity:

Typical Pollutants: Sediment(TSS), metals, BOD, phosphorus, and hydrocarbons(Oil
& Grease)
Typical Problem: When the implementation of specific point source BMPs has not
eliminated or reduced the contaminants in the storm water to the
specific benchmarks, end of the pipe or final discharge BMPs may
be necessary.
BMP: Install a grassy bioswale. Swales basically act as filters for runoff from frequent
storms. The principle form of treatment is the settling out of pollutants and the
use of vegetation to take up the dissolved fraction. For best results a swale
should be designed to deal with the peak runoff for a two year, 24 hour storm
~VCllt.

¯

¯
¯
¯
¯

Does well with first flush runoff, economically feasible, improves aesthetics
and has minimal environmental impacts. Best in median strips and parking lot
islands.
The organic topsoil layer is good for degrading petroleum solvents, heavy
metals, nutrients and hydrocarbons.
Critical design elements: size of drainage area to be treated, location of
bioretention areas, sizing guidelines, calculate water budget.
Biofiitration is suitable for smaller sites 10 or less acres.
Needs a minimum width of 20 feet.
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¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯

Must be graded to create sheet flow, not a concentrated stream. Sheet flow
decreases the chance of producing gully erosion and distributes contaminants
over a wider area. Level spreaders (i.e. slotted curbs) can be used to facilitate
sheet flow.
Can be placed anywhere with careful site design.
Do not use on steep, unstable slopes or landslides.
Can reduce peak flow rates.
Best when used fbr treatment and conveyance of storm water after a settling
pond.
Good for nutrient removal and conventional pollutants such as suspended
solids and some heavy metals.
Best at 200 feet in length, in tight spaces obtain more length by using a curved
path. Should have a maximum bottom width of 50 feet. One foot high check
dams should be installed every 50 feet starting 20 feet downstream from the
inflow point.
Good when used at a storm water outfall, commercial development or
roadside.

Efficiency/Impact: Bioswales can, when sized correctly and when incorporated with
an upstream settling pond, provide similar pollutant removal
efficiencies to those achieved by a biopond or constructed wetland.
Removal efficiencies:

a) TSS = 83 to 92%
b) Lead = 67%
c) Copper = 46%
d) Total phosphorus = 29 to 80%
e) Total zinc and aluminum = 63%
g) Oil/grease/TPH = 75%
h) Nitrate-N = 39 to 89%

BMP N° CS32 (Reference 38, 39, & 40)
Activity: Sites with surface water runoff contamination that have implemented specific
non-point source BMPs for pollution prevention but have been unable to
reduce the pollutant discharges in their storm water runoff to levels below the
benchmarks.
Typical Pollutants: Phosphorus, Heavy metals.
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Typical Problem:When the implementation of specific point source BMPs has not
eliminated or reduced the contaminants in the storm water to the specific
benchmarks, end of the pipe or final discharge BMPs may be necessary.

BMP: Installation of a sand filter has shown to reduce some heavy metals.
Efficiency/Impact: Research has shown zinc to be reduced to as little as 8% of the
original concentration. More research is needed to determine the
effect a sand filter will have on other metals. The mechanism for
the removal of the metals is not completely understood at this time.
Due to the particle size, this method should have negligible effect
on the dissolved metals.
Typical Pollutant Removal Efficiency
Pollutant

Percent Removal

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)
Total Suspended Solids (TSS)
Total Organic Carbon (TOC)
Total Nitrogen (TN)
Zinc (Zn)
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Pollutant

Percent Removal

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN)
Total Phosphorus (TP)
Iron (Fe)
Lead (Pb)
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Figure 1 Zinc Removal
PNW data - 3 swales, 2 sand filters
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BMP N’-’ CS33 (Reference #47 & 48)

Activity: Sites with surface water runoff contamination that have implemented specific
non-point source BMPs for pollution prevention but have been unable to
reduce the pollutant discharges in their storm water runoff to levels below the
benchmarks. Unused excess land may be necessary to implement these
BMPs.
Typical Pollutants: Sediment(TSS), metals, BOD, phosphorus, and hydrocarbons(Oil
& Grease)
Typical Problem: When the implementation of specific point source BMPs has not
eliminated or reduced the contaminants in the storm water to the
specific benchmarks, end of the pipe or final discharge BMPs may

BMP: Storm Treat System uses a 4 x 9 chambered treatment tank (sedimentation and
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filtration) that discharges to a small constructed wetland, catch basin, swale or
sump near the pollution source. The system can capture and treat the first flush
runoff when located high in the watershed and near the source of pollution. The
number of units used depends upon the design storm, size of sub-drainage area
and needed detention volume.
¯ _Significantly smaller (5-10%) than other systems. Good for
constrained sites, such as roadside wetlands.
¯ Discharge is slow enough for discharge to a constructed wetland or
groundwater, so it can be located in !ow permeability soils with a high
water table (self-anchored).
¯ Closed system with no standing water (public health/safety issue) and
can be shut off in case of a local spill.
Requires sediment removal every three to five years by suction pump
and annual inspection of skimmers and screens.
¯ Can connect to existing drainage structure, usually a catch basin, swale
or sump to provide treatment.
Efficiency/Impact: Storm Treat System removal efficiency:
a) Fecal coliform = 97%
b) TSS = 99%
c) COD = 82%
d) Total dissolved nitrogen -- 44%
e) Total petroleum hydrocarbons - 90%
f’) Lead = 77%
g) Chromium = 98%
h) Phosphorus = 90%; and
i) Zinc = 90%
BMP N~ CS34
Activity: Sites with surface water runoff contamination that have implemented specific
non-point source BMPs for pollution prevention but have been unable to
reduce the pollutant discharges in their storm water runoff to levels below the
benchmarks. Unused excess land may be necessary to implement these
BMPs.
Typical Pollutants: Sediment(YSS), metals, BOD, phosphorus, and hydrocarbons(Oil
& Grease)
Typical Problem: When the implementation of specific point source BMPs has not
eliminated or reduced the contaminants in the storm water to the
specific benchmarks, end of the pipe or final discharge BMPs may
be necessary.
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BMP:

Multi-Chambered Treatment Train (MCTT) uses a catch basinYsump and two
chambers: initial grit catch basin for large sedimentation and volatiles, main
settling chamber (aeration and sorbent pillows) for the removal of fine
sediment, associated toxicants, and floating hydrocarbons (settling time I-3
days); and a sand/peat filter/ion exchange unit to remove filterable toxicants.
* Best in small, isolated, paved critical source areas (0.25 to 2.5 acres).
¯ Suggested for the following land uses: vehicle service facilities,
convenience store parking areas, equipment storage areas and salvage
yards.
¯ Uses I/3 the area of a wet detention pond.
¯ Very effective removal rates for both filtered and particulate storm
water toxicants and suspended solids.
¯ Very new technology, so costs are currently high, but are expected to
drop with pre-fabrication. Can be used in retrofitting; preliminary
experimental costs at a gas station were $54,000
¯ Design is very site specific and highly dependent upon local rains
(depth, intensity and inter-event time). The size of the main chamber
increases as the annual rain volume increases. The inter-event period
and rain volume determines the specific runoff treatment volume
requirements. Seattle requires a small MCTT because of the small rain
depths for each rain.

Efficiency/Impact: Multi-Chambered Treatment Train removal efficiencies:
a) Total toxicity = 96%
b) Filtered toxicity = 98%
c) Suspended solids = 83 to 95%
d) COD = 60 to 90%
e) Turbidity = 40 to 90%
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f) Lead=95%
g) Zinc = 85 to 90%
h) Cadmium = 90%
i) Copper = 65 to 90%
j) Pyrene = 75 to 85%
k) Phosphorus = 80 to 90%
1) Ammonia = 50%
m) n-Nitro-di-n-proplamine -- 100%, and
n) pH decreased by 25 to 50%
Color increased by 25 to 50% and nitrate nitrogen had low removal rates.
BMP No CS35 (Reference #30)
Activity: Sites with surface water runoff contamination that have implemented specific
non-point source BMPs for pollution prevention but have been unable to
reduce the pollutant discharges in their storm water runoff to levels below the
benchmarks. Unused excess land may be necessary to implement these BMPs.
Typical Pollutants: Sediment (TSS), metals, BOD, phosphorus, and hydrocarbons (Oil
& Grease)
Typical Problem:

BMP:

When implementation of specific point source BMPs have not
managed or eliminated the contaminants in the storm water to the
benchmarks or below or where potential point sources for the
contaminants can not be identified, end of the pipe or final
discharge BMPs may be necessary.

Install a flocculation system using a flocculent such as Calgon Cat Floc 2953 or a
Polyaluminum Chloride such as Sumalchlor-50 or other.
Fine particles suspended in water give it a milky appearance, usually measured
as turbidity or total suspended solids. Their small size, oRen much less than
0.001 mm in diameter, give them a very large surface area relative to their
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volume. These fine particles typically carry a negative surface charge. Largely
because of these two factors, small size and negative charge, these particles tend
to stay in suspension for extended periods of time. Because of this, removal is
not practical by settling alone. Polymers and inorganic chemicals speed the
process of clarification. The added chemical destabilizes the suspension and
causes the smaller particles to agglomerate. The process consists of three steps:
coagulation, flocculation, and settling or clarification.
The conditions under which clarification is achieved can affect performance.
Currents can reduce settling efficiency.
Currents can be produced by wind, by
differences between the temperature of
the incoming water and the water in the
clarifier, and by flow conditions near the
inlets and outlets. Calm water such as that
which occurs during batch clarification
provides a good environment for effective
performance, as many of these factors
become less important in comparison to
flow-through clarification basins. One
source of currents that is likely important
in batch systems is movement of the
water leaving the clarifier unit. Given that
tlocs are relatively small and light the exit
velocity of the water must be as low as
possible. Sediment on the bottom of the
basin can be resuspended and removed by
fairly modest velocities.
Coagulants and flocculant-aids:
Polymers are large organic molecules that are made up of subunits linked
together in a chain-like structure. Polymers that carry groups with positive
charges are called cationic. Cationic polymers can be used as primary
coagulants to destabilize negatively-charged turbidity particles present in storm
water. Inorganic chemicals such as aluminum or ferric sulfate and aluminum or
ferric chloride can also be used, as these chemicals become positively charged
when dispersed in water.
In practice, the only way to determine whether a polymer is effective for a
specific application is to perform preliminary or on-site testing. Polymer
effectiveness can degrade with time and also from other influences. Thus,
Application of coagulants and flocculent-aids at the appropriate concentration or
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dosage rate for optimum turbidity removal is important for management of
chemical cost, as well as for effective performance. The optimum dose in a given
application depends on several site-specific features. The turbidity of untreated
water is a primary determinant. The surface charge of particles to be removed is
also important, as previously noted. Environmental factors that can influence
dosage rate are water temperature, pH, and the presence of constituents that
consume .or otherwise affect polymer effectiveness (for example, color, oils).
Preparation of working solutions and thorough dispersal of polymers in water to
be treated is also important to establish the appropriate dosage rate.
Design engineers wishing to review" more detailed presentations on this subject
are referred to the following textbooks:
¯

Fair, G., J. Geyer and D. Okun, Water and Wastewater Engineering, Wiley
and Sons, NY, 1968.
¯ American Water Works Association, Water Quality and Treatment, McGrawHill, NY, 1990.
¯ Weber, W.J, Physiochemical Processes for Water Quality Control, Wiley and
Sons, NY, 1972.
Comparisons

The above discussion indicates that the design and operation of a polymer system
should take into consideration the factors that determine optimum, cost-effective
performance. It may not be possible to fully incorporate all of the classic
concepts into the design because of practical limitations at construction sites.
Nonetheless it is important to recognize the following:
¯ The right polymer must be used at the right dosage. A dosage that is either
too low or too high will not produce the lowest turbidity. There is an optimum
dosage rate. This is a situation where the adage "more is always better" does
not apply.
¯ The coagulant must be mixed rapidly into the water to ensure proper
dispersion.
¯ A flocculation step is important to increase the rate of settling, to produce the
lowest turbidity and to keep the dosage rate as low as possible.
¯ Too little energy input into the water during the flocculation stage results in
flocs that are too small and/or insufficiently dense. Too much energy can
rapidly destroy floc as it is formed.
¯ Since the volume of the basin is a determinant in the amount of energy per
unit volume, a basin can be too big relative to the size of the energy input
system.
¯ Care must be taken in the design of the withdrawal system to minimize
outflow velocities.
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Number and volume of treatment cells

There are three reasons for having two rather than one treatment cell. First, if
something goes wrong with the treatment of a particular batch, the contractor can
continue treatment in the second cell while dealing with the problem in the first
cell. The second reason is the uncertainty over the time required to achieve
satisfacto~ clarification. If one had confidence that satisfactory settling could be
achieved consistently within 30 to 60 minutes, it might be reasonable to conclude
that only one cell is needed since turnover could occur rapidly. The third reason
is the time to empty the cell after treatment. It therefore seems appropriate to use
two cells.
The second consideration is the volume of the individual treatment cell. There
are two opposing considerations in sizing the treatment cells. There is a desire to
have a large cell- so as to be able to treat a large volume of water each time a
batch is processed. However, the larger the cell the longer the time required to
empty the cell. It is also possible that the larger the cell the less effective the
flocculation process, and therefore the settling. The simplest approach to sizing
the treatment cell is to multiply the allowable discharge rate by the desired drawdown time. The desired draw-down time is about four hours.
A four-hour draw-down time allows one batch per cell per eight hour work
period. A batch can be prepared in the morning including an hour or so of
flocculation followed by about two hours of settling followed by discharge,
although discharge could occur after hours. Or a batch can be prepared in the
afternoon, followed by settling overnight, with discharge the following morning.
The main point is that it appears to be most logical to size the cell to fit the
desired drawdown time, constrained by the allowable release rate.

FLOATING PUI, tPLINE INTAKE (T’/’P.)
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Configuration of the outlet device
The withdrawal device used for removing the liquid from the settling pond
should be designed so that pulling settled sediments from the bottom of the
treatment cell in the vicinity of the device does not occur. Whether this is a
problem is not known but it should be evaluated. One approach is to place the
discharge outlet near the area where treated water enters the cell. At this location
there will be relatively little accumulation of solid because of the turbulence
created by the incoming water.
A second approach is.to use the float configuration as in the diagram shown
above. The use of four rather than one inlet pipe reduces the inlet velocity.
Reduced inlet velocity reduces the possibility that sediments will be picked up
and discharged from the settling pond.
A third approach is to modify the float to include a square circular weir that the
water enters before reaching the outlet pipe. A circular weir with, say, 10 feet of
circumference would significantly reduce the overflow rates(velocity) over the
weir. As an example, examine how exit velocities are kept as low as possible in
water and wastewater clarifiers. These clarifiers include what is known as
effluent launders. They are long troughs, placed at the outlet end the clarifier or
around the outside circumference in the case of circular clariflers, into which the
water flows. Actually weirs, they reduce the exit velocity of the water leaving
the clarification area of the clarifier.
The weir may provide at least one and possibly two benefits with the treatment of
storm water. First, it may reduce the carry-out of floc that is still settling while
the cell is being drawn down, could result in lower final effluent turbidities and/or
allow a reduction in the settling time to achieve the same effluent turbidity.
Secondly, the weir could reduce if not eliminate the tendency for the withdrawal
pipe to suck-up previously settled sediment.
FLOCCULATION SYSTEMS SHOULD BE DESIGNED BY
KNOWLEDGEABLE PERSONNEL. A CONSULTANT SHOULD BE
CONTRACTED WITH TO DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT A SYSTEM.
OPERATING PERSONNEL NEED TO BE SPECIFICALLY TRAINED
TO OPERATE THESE SYSTEMS.
Efficiency/Impact: Mean turbidity reductions can be achieved in the 95.5% to 99.4%
range.
BMP N°- CS36
Activity: Sites with surface water runoff contamination that have implemented specific
non-point source BMPs for pollution prevention but have been unable to
,,.,~u,~ the ~UlJUtalIL Ulb~,llO.lg~;;~ in their storm water runoff to
levels below the
benchmarks.
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Typical Pollutants: Sediment (TSS), metals, BOD, phosphorus, and turbidity
Typical Problem:

BMP:

Experiments with a process tentatively called ElectroFloc indicates that it may
be possible to use electricity to floc dissolved metals, TSS, and turbidity from
storm water runoff. By charging aluminum plates with about 40 volts DC in a
batch process, it has been shown to create an approximately equal number of
charged particles in suspension. These dissimilar charged particles attract each
other and due to aluminum ions present remain in contact with each other in as
little as five minutes per liter. This works for TSS and turbidity in the lab and
should work for dissolved metals as the metals usually are not really dissolved
but submicron in size particles. Dissolved oxygen is increased in the water due
to the splitting of the water molecule into hydrogen and oxygen in which the
hydrogen leaves the water and the oxygen saturates the volume.

Efficiency/Impact:
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When implementation of specific point source BMPs have not
managed or eliminated the contaminants in the storm water to the
benchmarks or below or where potential point sources for the
contaminants can not be identified, end of the pipe or final
discharge treatment BMPs may be necessary.

Lab tests have repeatedly show that TSS and turbidity can be
reduced by 98% and the dissolved oxygen content can be
increased to around !6 mg/1. To date, no tests have been
performed on heavy metals.
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New Advances in Urban BMP’s
¯ Stormwater Ponds
¯ Stormwater Wetlands
¯ Infiltration
¯ Filtering Systems
¯ Open Channel Designs
¯ Updated Pollutant Removal Data and Costs
¯ New Design Variations

BMP Definitions
DA
Rev
WQv
Cpv
Qp
TSS
TP
TN

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Drainage Area
Recharge Capability
,~
Pollutant Removal Capability (80% TSS)
Channel Protection Capability
Overbank Flood Protection
Total Suspended Solids
Total Phosphorus
Total Nitrogen

BMP Definitions (continued)
Maintenance
Comm. Accept.
Cost

= maintenance score
= community acceptance score
= construction cost score

Score ranked from 1 to 5, witha lower
score indicating either a high benefit or low
dra.wback, and a h!gher .score indicating
e~ther low benef, t or h~gh drawback.

First Generation SWM Ponds
Generally Detention (Dry) Ponds
Added as Afterthought to Completed Site Plans
Minimal Water Quality Benefits
Out of Sight...Out of Mind
Maintenance?

New Advances in Stormwater Ponds
P-1
P-2
P-3
P-4
P-5

Micropool Extended Detention Pond
Wet Pond
Wet Extended Detention Pond
Multiple Pond System Pond
"Pocket" Pond

¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Micropool and forebay prevent resuspension
and clogging
Useful f~r "fingerprinting" ~ ~,~ ~°~°~
Low community acceptance
Inundation may harm tr~es
Cost effective urban retrofit option

P -1 Micropool ED Pond
DA- ~-~0 acres

Comm. Accept.=

Maintenance--13.5

14.01

Cost-ll.01

Treatment
Re,, [~

Pollutant Removal1

Cp~ ~]
WQv ~
Qp2 [~],

I
-

TP = 30Yo TN -"
Center for Watershed Protectio

MAXIMUM ELEVATIOI~
OF ED POOL
EXISTING
VEGETATION RETAINED
RIP-RAP PILOT 1
INFLOW
"~

EMERGENCY
SPILLWAY,.

AQUATIC

SEDIMENT
FOREBAY
OUTFALL
~~

P-1 Micropool ED Pond
Plan

MICROPOOL

~ 100 YEAR LEVEL
~
~710 YEAR LEVEL
--" Cpv or 2 YEAR LEVEL

EMERGENCY
SPILLWAY

~TWQy-ED
HOOD ~
INFLOW

FOREBAY

~_.=.

MICROPOOL

P-1 Micropool ED Pond
Profile

STABLE

BARREL
ANTI-SEEP COLLAR or J
FILTER DIAPHRAGM

,~

,.

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Algal uptakelsettling increases nutrient removal
Documented improvement in adjacent property ,,
values
Careful location to prevent environmental impacts
Stream warming limits use in trout streams
(Use III & IV)
Benches create fringe wetlands

P 2 Wet Pond
DA=[ >25 acres* *un’essgroundwate~ Comm. Accept.=
intercepted

Maintenance= [1.5

Cost= [2.0]

Treatment

’

Rev [~

Pollutant Removal

Cpv [~
Qp2

TSS = 8 TP = 5 TN ’= 40:~

o
,1~

Center for Watershed Protectio
r#

"

P-2 Wet Pond
Plan
POND BUFFER
(25 FEET MINIMUM)
.--’J-- ......
OVERFLOW

HARDENED

EMERGENCY
SPILLWAY

FOf~EBAY

IRREGULAR POOL SHAPE
6 Io 8 FEET DEEP
OUTFALL

BARREL

t

RI~ER IN
EMBANKMENT

ACCESS ROAD \

NA’IIVE LANDSCAPING AROUND POOL

SAFETY BENCH

RISEI~
~’ 100 YEAR LEVEL
~Z 10 YEAR LEVEL

SPILLWAY

_~ Cpv or 2 YEAR LEVEL
SPILLWAY
BENCH
INFLOW

"="

BENCH
WET POOL

-

FOREBAY
POND DRAIN
REVERSE

P- 2 We t P o n d
Profile

ANTI-SEEP COLLAR or
FILTER DIAPHRAGM

STABLE
OUTFALL

¯
¯

¯
¯

Features Similar to Wet Ponds
Added Benefit of Extended Draw Down Time
"Downstream Channel Protection
,Increased Residence Time
Enhances Wetland Component of Fringe Areas
Reduces Resuspension

,,P-3 Wet extended detention pond
DA= 1>25acres I
Maintenance= I 2.0 [

Treatment
Rev I---]
Cpv ~]
Qp2 I~]

C°mm’Accept’= [ 2;01
Cost = [ 2.0[

Pollutant Removal
I

TSS = 7 TP = 65 TN -’ 4~/~
Center for Watershed Protectio

¯
¯
¯
¯

Highest pollutant removal observed of any pond
option
Long flow path is key in removal
Useful option at complex or linear sites
Internal cells formed by gabions orembankment

EMBANKMEi

~ 100 YEAR LEVEL
_-~7 10 YEAR LEVEL
__

HOODED
LOW FLOW
ORIFICE

e
e

..~ Cp, or 2 YEAR LEVEL
~ELEVATION

FOREBAY

~,°’~ i ~ :’Pocket Pond"
Profile

WEIR WALL
OUTLET
STRUCTURE
t

I
~
~

INFLOW
GROUND .-~
WATER TABLE

e

~
t
t

OUTFALL

P-4 Multiple Pond System
DA: l>25acres ]
Maintenance = l 2.01

Comm. Accept.=/ 1.,51
Cost = l 3.0 ]

Treatment

P011utant.Rem0val1

Rev [~

Cpv ~]
WQ~ [~
Qp2 ~

[

I

]

TSS=80*I ] TP=65*1 TN =’45’
* limited pollutant removal data

o

Center for Watershed Protectio

SAFETY RISER I

\

,’

CELL 1 ~
(FOREBAY)

INFLOW
CELL 2

(TYPICAL)

SPILLWAY

.

AQUATIC
SAFETY BENCH

P-4 Multiple Pond System Plan

,

"’,,

R0020154

¯ Excavate to groundwater to create pool
¯ Not a good option for residential developments
¯ Pool levels will fluctuate
¯ Low habitat and amenity value

P-5

"Pocket Pond"

DA = ~-5 acres 1

Comm. Accept.=

Maintenance = ~~]
Treatment
Re,v [~
Cp ~]
WQ~

13.01

Cost-- ~

/Pollutant Removall
9--- H
* limited pollutant removal data
Center for Watershed Protectio

SUBMERGED
EARTH
BERI~

AQUATIC BE

WEIR WALL
OUTLET
STRUCTURE

FOREBAY
INFLOW
MICROPOOL

OUTFALL

~-- MAI’NTENANCE
ACCESS ROAD

P-5 "Pocket Pond"
Plan

SAFETY BENCH

,

~’-- EMBANKMENT

Table of Contenls
I.
2.

Schedule

Introduction

8:30 am.
9:00 am. to 10:15

New Advances in Stormwater Ponds
Micropool ED Pond
Wet Pond
Wet ED Pond
Multiple Pond System
Pocket Pond

3.
¯~

"-.

Pollutant Removal of Ponds
20 Elements of an Effective Desig~

...

(15 mm Break)

4.

Pond Design Example

10:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. (Lunch)

5.

New Advances in Stormwater Wetlands

I:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m

Shallow Marsh
ED Shallow Wetland
Pond / Wetland System
Pocket Marsh
Submerged Gravel Wetlands
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Stormwater Wetlands Design Principles
Elements of Effective Designs
Landscaping Design Guidance
Wetlands Planting Guide

~
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7.

Wetland Design Example
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8.

Infiltration Practices
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Infiltration Trench.
Infiltration Basin
Porous Pavement
9.

Filtering Practices
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Surface Sand Filter
Underground Sand Filter
Perimeter Sand Filter
Organic Filter
Pocket Sand Filter
Bioretention
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10.

Sand Filter Design Example

11

Open Channel Practices

(Time Permitting)

Dry Swale
Wet Swale
Off-Line Bioretention
12.

BMP Selection and Location
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DAN

CA REG.

WATER QUAL.

CNTL BD.
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WRCE
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CA REG.
ES I
Dtr Engineering
Vice President

Rose, David
SCHULTZ PAUL

Civil Eng
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SR. SEA

SO, WAI
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Stevens Desmond

WATER QUAL.
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CA REG.

SR EG
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Engineer
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Telephone
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Water Business Group, 2485 Natomas Park Dr Ste 600, Sacramento, CA 95833
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Features of the Standard Pond Systems (cont’d)
~ Embankment Specifications
~ Inlet Protection
,~Adequate Outfall Protection
~ Pond Benches
~ Safety Features
~ Pondscaping Plan
~7 Wetland Elements
,~ Pond Buffers and Setbacks
~ Maintenance Measures
~o Maintenance Access

Features of the Standard Pond System.

(revised I/5/95)
Source: Design of Stormwater Pond Systems (Av~eble, 1995~.

.

#I. Adequate Water Quality Treatment Volume.
Provide water quaI~ty treatment storage of. le~t one-inch per contn’but~u~
impervious acre tJ~rough any corabina~ion of permanent pool, extended detentio~
or marsh.
An additional 0.25 inch per contributing impervious acre should be reserved for
pretreetment tn the form of a forebay or micropoo/, or both.
Water quaJity storage can be provided in multiple ceils
It is generally desirable t~ provide
¯
topography, head and space permk. (Le, water quality tr~tment off-Hne when
ap~rt from. storm~ quantity, storage)

# 2. Multiple Treatment Pathways.

~

izc~e.rform~.ce. ts enhanced when multiple or re dant
¯ -

’- -’

-

.

’."~ ,.~ca~.i;~en~. me~o,a.

R0020164

Adequate Water Quality Treatment Volume ~/~ ,~ o-, ~--.,. ~’~’~
Multiple Treatment Pathways
Minimum Pond Geometry
Sediment Forebay
Non-clogging Low Flow Orifice
Riser in Embankment
Adjustable Gate Valve
Pond Drain
Principal Spillway
Emergency Spillway

Table
Comparative Storage AiIocations for
the Ten Sto~nwater Pond/Wetland Options
(% of Tofal Treatment Volume)

R0020166

PoIlu~t Re=nov-~ Performance of Storm~v~ter Ponds "

and We~an~s: By Pond T~e
lOOo
60-

20

~

~

R0020168

R0020169

¯

¯

Pollutant Removal Target
Downstream Channel Protection
Wetland Creation
Wildlife Habitat
Safety Risk
Community Acceptance
Delta-T
Land Consumption
Required Catchment Area
Environmental Restrictions
Maintenance Burden
Construction Cost

Pollutant Removal of Ponds
Only partially related to treatment volume (Vt).
Internal geometry very important (length to width ratio). ,,
Removal increases when multiple treatment mechanisms are
combined or multiple cells are used.
Wet ED ponds are more effective than Dry ED ponds.
Dry ED subject to resuspension and failure to meet target ED
times.
Most other pondlwetland options provide comparable removal.
Large waterfowl populations reduce nutrient/bacteria removal.
Declines during ice cover andlor snowmelt.
Off-line ponds appear to be more retentive than on-lirfe ponds.

STORMWATER POND DESIGN PRINCIPLES
20 ELEMENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE DESIGN

R0020172

_

R0020173

20 Fe~Rmes of the Standard Pond S~
# 19 tVIeiatea~ace/VIeasures.

Suitable on-size
# 20 [~aintenance Acct.
A 25 f~r ~de m~~ce d~t of ~y ~~t sh~l ~d ~ ~e ~nd ~m
a public or
Maimenmce a~ sh~l have a m~~ slo~ of no
be smb~I~ed ~o ~~d hea~
~e ma~en~ce
d~igned [o ~Iow v~cI~
Acc~s ~ ~e ~ ~ to ~ provided by foible m~ole cove, ~d m~ole
steps ~

R0020174

20 Feana-es e_f the Standard Pond Systczn

# 12. Inlet Protection.
T.nlet pipes zo the pond can be per~a!Iy submerged tn warmer cltmams.
A forebay must be provided at each Inlet, unless it provide~ less than I O~ 6f the
total design storm inflow rare to the pond.
"

# 13. Adequate Outfall Protection.
Flared end pipe sections rhaZ d.~scharge at or near the salem invert are
The charm "
. el ~.mcdiare/y below the ond

P erred.

"~ P’~p p~acea over ~ter cloth
A stilling basin shall be used ro reduce flow velocities fi’om the primary spillway
~o non-erosive veJoc-Jt~es.

d-az-i
a~ong- ",the.downstream
- .and
ow,tocare
should be taken to
v an =’=
zoneare
~nc~eadng
the shortest
~um Channel,
reestablish
avoided to redu-- -posszole distance¯ Ex,-,,--,-~ ........ -- a forested
~-= sa’eam ~g.
,-,-,~,,,~ u~ oz" rip-rap shou!d be
It" the pond has a dr/pilot channel, a PVC underdra~ pipe shatl be located 2
feet below the riprap to prevent excess v
o
i ~’ees
e ~ g of
channel
can atso be protecmd by shade
. ..
dry weather flows. The pilot

R0020175

20 Features of tb¢ Standard Pond System
# 14. Pond Benches.

The perimeter of all deep pool ar~as (four feet or grea~ In d~pth) shatl be
surrounded by two be~ches:
A safety bench that extends If f~t o~ ~m the shoreline to the toe of the
pond sideslol:~. The maximttm slop~ of" the safety bench shall be 3%.

elevation.

15 fe~t inwerd fi’om the normal shor~IIne, that has
~a ~’n inches below the norton/ pool water surface

# 15. Safety Featares.
Fencing of ponds ~s not generally desirable.
Safety is provided by managing the contours of the pond =o el~ninam dropoITs and
other hazards.
.
Sideslopes to the pond shall not exceed 3: I (h:v), and shall t~minate on a safety
bench.
"
Both the safety bench and the aquatic bench may be landscap~d to prevent access
to the pool.
The primary spillway opening shell not permit access by smal! children.
Outfall pipes above 48 Inch~s In dimneter should be fence&
Wang signs proh~.’~’ting swimming and skating may be posted

R0020176

20 Features Of the Srzadard Pond System
-==

;

# 8. Pond Drain.
Each pond s/:~! have a ductile iron dr~ pipe that can comp~tely or parl:ia!ly drain
r.he Icon&
The dra~ pipe sha!I have aa Inverted elbow within the po.ad to prevent sediment
deposit’ion.
The diameter of r~e pipe sha!l be suede.at to drain the pond wi~in 24 hours.
Care shatl be exercised dazing pond drawdowns to prevent dowasa-eam discharge
ofsedimenr~ or anoxic water.

~ 9. Principal Spillway.
The principal spillway shah be designed In accordance w~r.h SCS Pond
Specifications Code 378 (revised).
"
~

all have
the capacky
accoramodate
rbe spillway
design
me =iven
drainage
area andto
hei~ht
to emergency
crest (usua!ly the five and/or ten year storm event) ~Note: applies only to oa/ine
ponds)
The crest elevation of rbe primary spillway shall be no less ~aa one foot below
the emergency spillway crest.
The:in. let or riser siz.e for pipe drops stm// be such t.hat the flow through the
structure goes from ~veh- flow con~-o! to pipe flow cona-ol w~thout going Into
or/rice cona-ol in the riser.
The use of reinforced concrete pipe and cast-in-place reinforced concrete box
culverts are recommended for the primary spillway to increase i~ longevity.
The primary spillway should be equipped w~ a removable trash rack.

R0020177

20 Fe.amres of the S~andard Pond
# I0. Emergency SpHl’way.
The ~nergency ~fllway is provided to convey large fl fl

Excavated earth~ spRIways s[~l! be
~r~pezo~dal and located in tmdistUr~d e~th.
(up to the I00 year .d~pth)
Side-slopes should be no gzra~er than 2:1 (’a.’v~.
The emergency spillway shal/ have an ¯
.
channel. The sp~lwa shal
_. inlet c.h..a~nel, l~vel section
~ uu--ougn me control s~r~’on and exjr ct~L~ designed for
# I I. Embankment
The embankmem shall be d~signed and cons~i’ucted in a manner to prevent dam
breach or seepage, and the exact criteria depend on ~he ~ dam safety criteria.
Some of ~e key requirements ~nclude:
mini.mum top widr.h of I0 feet (or 16 to 26’ be’it is a roadway embankzn~nt)
the dam height shall be increased to account for serdement (oRen S to I0%)
combined upstream and downstream side slopes of embankment shall nor be
steeper than ~:I (h.-v), with nckher slope exceeding 2: I
provision of frecbo~.~ depending on dam class~l:icar~on (tmmlly I to 2 fe~)
Cuto~ trench and h’nperv~ous core located along centerline of dam.

AneW-seep collars or seepage
r.hrough the embankmenz greater than six shal! be prov~de.d for all conduit p~pes
inches in diamemr.

R0020178

# 4- Sedimeat Foreba~
Hach pond sha!l have a sedirnent forebay. ~e fo~bay ~

ceil foxed by ~ ~ ~ g~ion or ~ ~L

~m~ o~ a ~te

~e forebay shall ~ s~e~ to con~ O~ hch~ ~ ~pe~o~ a~e of
~n~bu~g ~~ (~ a m~um of 0.1 ~ch~ ~ ~io~ a~e), ~d
sh~ be 4 to 6 feet d~p.
£~r veloci~ ~om ~e forebay sh~l not ~ ~ve d~g for ~ ~o
Dkect m~t~ce a~ss by h~ equipm~t shoed be P~ded to ~e fombay..
~e ~Uom of ~e fombay may be h~~ ~ m~e ~~t ~ov~ ~.
~ed ve~ se~ent d~ m~ sh~ ~
sed~ent d~sition bv~ ~e.

~ed ~ ~e fomb~ to

R0020179

20 Feana-~ of the Standard Pond System
# & Non-clogging Low F|ow Or’Lf!ce.
5~ernprefen-ed
method
is ar~o"
submerged
¯ that extra ,~,,, .......
the riser to
a release
,,,,. #__.,frye
.rse_sl0pe p,pe
The low flow orifice shall have a mmunum internal diameter of 3 inches.
An alternative method is to employ a broad crested weir that ~s protected by a halfround CMP that e~ends at least | 8 inches below the normal poo/.
"
The use of horizonr.al perforated pipes protected by gravel are not recommended
as means to provide extended detention. Ver’dcal pipes may be used as an
alternative if’at least one foot of standing water is present..
# 6. Riser in Embankment.
The riser shall be located w~thin the embankment for purposes of maintenance
access, safety and aesthetics.
Access to the riser will be by m~oles with/ockab|e nuts.
The riser can be "fenced" w~th p~pe or rebar at 8 inch intervals for safety purposes.
# 7. Adj,,stable Gate Va|ve.
Both the ]~D pipe and the pond drain shall be equ~ed w~th an adjust~le gate
va/ve (typically a handwheel activated knife gate valve)
Bor~ r~e/~D pipe and: the pond dmia shal! be shed
the calculated design ~[~aracter.
one pip~ schedu./e Ifgher than
Valves She/! be located inside of the riser at a point where they (a) wfl! remain dry.
and (b) can be operated in a safe and convenient m~mer.
To prevent vandalism, the handwhee! shal! be c/~ained to a ringbolt, manho!e step
or other fixed obje~

_
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POND DESIGN EXAMPLE.
STEP-BY-STEP EXAMPLE OF AN ACTUAL DESIGN
REVIEW OF SP..,S METHODS ( TR-55, TR-20 )
HYDRAUUC COMPUTATIONS

R0020181

Stormwater
Management
Pond Design
Example
For
Extended Detention Wet Pond
Richard ~ Ciaytor, Jr., P.I~.

The Center for .Watershed Protection
8737 Coies~lle Road. Suite 300
Silver Spring, MD 20910

December 1995
;,

L
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Pond Design Example .
Design Assumptions

¯ Pond se.rves .a townh.ous.e development p.roject
" L°cat.e.d In MId-A.tlantlc Piedmont !Frederick Co. MD)
¯ - Rece,v,ng water ,s a Warm-water fi.sh.ery (MD CL. I)
¯ Low haz.ard pond. (SCS Class a, m~n~mal propert da
loss of life potential)
Y mage, no
¯ Water quality storage volume (.WQV) based on 90% rule
¯
emb.ankment
& wet pond
¯ NoSoils.adequate
d~sturbance toforn0n-t~dal
wetlands
¯

No forest removal or re-forestation required
Center for Watershed Protection

Pond Design Exa.mple
Design St .eps- I

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Assemble necessary background ~nformatio.n ’
Confirm.design criteria
Establish hazard classification
Conduct site visit/confirm facility location
Perform Hydrologic computations
D,A., land use, soils, t~
~Compute peak discharges for pre- and post-developed
conditions
6. Determine storage requirements
- Compute required water quality
- Estimate required quantity storage
cut method)

i

;~
~,

.....

--

- .......

Center for Watershdd ProteCtion
" .::..;i’:"~’ ’:’-..

_

Pond Design Example
Design Steps -II

,

7. Perform pond grading
8. Compu!e provided storage (elevation- storage relationship)
9. Determine perm.anent poo.I, forebay, and ED volume elevations
10.Perform hydrauhc calculations
- Extended detention outlet
- 2 year storm outlet
-10 year storm outlet
- Riser and barrel sizing & capacity
- Emergency spillway
11.Prepare storage.elevation.discharge table
’
12.Conduct pond routing
13.Perform additional computations (as applicable)
14. Draw ~ and details
o

,

Center for Watershed Protecti,
t..

Pond Design Example
Hydrology Computations

¯

Pre-, p.ost-, and ultimate developed conditions curve number
determination

¯
¯
¯

Time of concentration computations (t~)
TR-55 computer version
TR-20 input data

Center for Watershed Protection

1_/ Use only one Clt source per l£ne.

2, ~no~f

Tocils

¯
Sco~ "li

Sco~ t2

Sco~

F~e uen~ ............................

R0020188

61

Flow=

Flow=

. Flow :

1

-"-"ii!:. :~

1 Year
2 Year
¯S Year
10 Yem25 Year
SO Year
100 Year

2.S in.
3.1 In.
4.0 In.
S.O In.
5.4 In.
$.t In.
7.0 In.

0.2 In. 5.3 CF~
0.4 In. ’ lS.8 CFS
0.8 In.
40 CFS
1.4 In.
74 CFS
1.$ In.
85 CFS
2.1 In.
117 CFS
2.7 In.
lS$ CF8

~1,480 Cu.
106,125 Cu. FL
213,529 Cu. Ft.
359,817 Cu.
424,538 Cu. FL
544,736 Cu. FL
710,104 Cu. Ft.

R0020193
Page. 12

30-Mar.95

NA~E

~

1

1 Year
2 Year
5 Year
10 Year
2S Yea~
50 Year
100 Year

2.5 In.
3.1 In.
4.0 In.
S.O In.
S.4 In.
~.1 In.
7.0 I~

0.04 Hrs.

0.7 I~
1.1 in.
1.7 |n.
2.S In.
2.9 In.
3.S In.
4~3 In.

~
182,534 C~L
84.1 ~ 284,616 CtL FL
140 CF$
456,905 Cu.
2~ CF~
666,364 Ct~ FL
238 CFS
753,916 Cu. FL
2S0 CFS
911,053 C~L FL
358 CF$ ~

R0020194

R0020195

Page 1~t.
o

R0020196

Pa~’e 1:5

~

R0020197
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Pond Design Example
Storage Requirements
Water Quality
- Permanent pool
- Extended detention
¯ Water Quantity

,

./

-2 year storm
- 10 year storm
Center for Watershed Protection~
’

Water Quality Storage I

Water Quality Volume (WQV) -a~.
DA =72.4 ac
(for 50% Impervious)
WQV = 1.25" x R, x DA
R, = 0.05 + 0.009(i) =, 0.5

WQV=l.25"(0.5)(72.4 ac)/12"/ft=3.7,7 ac-ft

Stora
(PAoE 23 IN BOOKLET)

50 % of WQV = 0.5(3.77 ac-ft) = 1.89 ac-ft
Minimum length to width ratio = 2:1
Max depth = 8ft, 4ft to 6ft avg.
70% of shoreline in shallow aquatic shelves

Minimum Vol. require 0.1 .5)(72.4 ac)/(12"/ft) = 0.3 ac-ft

Vol. required: (~~. (WQV) = ~A ¯ (3 77 ac-ft) -

Water Quantity Storage I
(PAo~ 24 ~N BOOIC, L~T)

2 year pre-developed runoff = 16.0 cfs
2 year post-developed discharge = 89.3 cfs

Qo/Qi = 16.0/89.3 = 0.18
V,/V~= 0.47: for CN = 76, and 3.1" rainfall; ~~t~=l.08,,
Storage Volume: V~ = 0.47(1.08")(72.4 ac/12 ’
3.06 ac-ft.
Add 10% due to E D below
3 06(1 1)

Stor, ge II
(PA O~, 24 liV BOOKLET)

10 year pre-developed runoff

Qo/Qi = 78.4/212.2 = 0.37

V/
- and 5.0" rainfall;
¯
_, V~=0.34. ¯for CN - 76,
V~ = 2.54"
Storage Volume: V~ =. 0.34(2.54)(72.4/12) = 5.21
add 10 % due to E.D. below

Pond Design Example
Pond Grading
Storage. provided
- Permanent pool
- Stormwater management

Center for Watershed Protection
.:

..,~.

Elevation - Storage Data
E’l~vatlo,
0~ISL)

Area
(in’)

Area
(A’)

Average Area
(~,)

Depth
(n)

Volume
(a’)

~ Volume
(~,)

~ Volume
(ac-~)

~. Volume
above

Pond Design Example
Hydraulic Computations
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Extended detention
2 year storm
10 year storm
Riser
Barrel
Emergency spillway
Storage-elevation-discharge table
TR-20 input data
TR-20 results data
Center for Watershed Protectio

Hydraulic Computations. I

--

(PAGE 27 IN BOOKLET)

For extended detention of ~
Using the elevation-storage table and curve
Read elev. 416.6, ~ ,/

Average release rate:
Qavg = (1.89 ac-ft(43,560 ft2/ac))/(24..hr(3600 sec/hr)) 0.95 cfs
maximum release ratted to be
Qm,x = 2 ¯ (0.95) =~@ elev.. 417.0

Try 6" diameter orific~~v~
Q=0.6 ¯ (.196 ft~) , [(64.4 ft/sec2)(2.75 ft)],a 1 56 ftVsec,~! 56 < 1.90 OK
°

Result:

Hydraulic Computations. H
(PAGE 27 IN BOOKLET)

(2.0) ’

Set invert elevation at ED water surface elevation (417.0)
Allowable release rate = 16.0 cfs z~,~©
For storage.of 3.37 ae-ft, read elevation = 417.8 (Figure
At elevation
417.8, Q EDorlfic~ = 1.
’
4~z~=:
~l.~ ~,~ ~.$’.
2 year slot maxim
release rate -8_cfs
16.0 cfs - 1.8
cfs,~t.o~)~,~,~
= 14.2~cfs.
Qo = C ¯ A ¯ (2gh)~ or Q. = C ¯ L ¯ H~a ~
~’~

Qot ~~::420~’~*
"
12.3
~., ,,ft)]"
~,,~ =. 10.5 cfs + 1.8 cfs’=
u ~n ~ lo.U ~(~4.4
crs ¯ ft/see’)(O~3
3..~. -vw.o~ - o.y crs + 1.8 cfs =. 10.7 cfs~(which is < 16.0 cfs)
Result:

¯

-

(PAOE 28 It~ BOOKLET)

(2.1)
t

Set invert elevation above 2 year elevation at 418.0
Allowable 10 year release rate = 78.3 cfs
For storage = 5.73 ac- read elevation 419.5 (Figure 3)
ft., - 2.2 cfs and Q~, ~ot = 27.2~ ~ ~, ~ ~,~
At elev. 419.5 Qno o~in~
I ~’~ o.~’)
Q,o Release = 78.3 cfs- (2.2 cfs + 27.2 cfs) =~~ ~f~

Weir: Qw = 3.1(10 ft)(1.5 ft)3/2 = 57.0 cfs > 48.9 cfs~
(may be too large, but want ~ ~~ control flow)
Orifice: Qo = 0.6 ¯ (20 ft) ¯ [(64.4 ft/sec~)(0.5 ft)]~ = 68.1 cfs > 57.0 cfs
from weir equation

Result:

¯

Hydraulic Computations. IV
(PAGE 28 IN BOOKLET)

(3.0) Riser
Size riser to. accommodate all flow through control openings
¯ 6" ED Orifice
¯ 4’ x 1’ 2-Year Slot
¯ Two 5’__x 2’ 10-Year Slots
¯ 27" RCP Bhrrel~.(see following computations)

Check orifice control at elevation 419.5 (this condition is rarely a
limiting factor.)
Qbas¢orltid¢ = 0.6 * (40 ft2) *

which is > > slot orifice

[(64.4 ft/sec~)(1.5)],,~ = 236 cfs ~

¯
Hydraulic Computat~onsV
(3.1) Barrel

(PAGE 29 IN BOOKLET)

Upstream invert = 405.0
Downstream invert = 403.65
At elevation 419.5.the-bar~el should control flow and release less than 78.3 cfs
¯
Try 27".RCP Barrel~

Inlet Control Condition
Use Culvert Charts
For 27" RCP, H~,/d = (419.5- 405.0)/2.25 ft = 6.44
Read Q = 70 cfs +
_~,r70 cfs < 78.3 cfs
Outlet Control Condition
Use SCS pipe flow e.quation
Q = A, [2gh/(l + km + kpL)]’,~
Q = 3.98 ft2 ¯ [(~14.73)/2 + .01016(81)]’,~ = 73.0 cfs > 70
cfs so barrel is ~~i~ controq~)
Result: Use 27" RCP Barrel

---

(PAGE 29 liV BOOKLET)

(4) Emergency Spillway
Set invert elevation above 10 year water surface elevation (419.7)
Set crest elevation = 419.8
Size spillway to pass ultimate 100 year discharge with at least 1 foot of freeboard

to top of embarthnent (Q~0o inflow = 392.0~fS)i

Using SCS, Design Data for Earth Spillways
H = 421.5- 419.8 = 1.7 ft
Q~s = 222.0 cfs
Ql~rlnclpal Spillway

Q~.s + Q~,s = 299 cfs., less than 392cfs, however pond storage attenuation will
ensure passage of ultunate 100 year flow

Hydraulic C omputat~on
" E ¯quat,ons. ¯Summary

(PAO~ 31 ~N BOOKLet)
(1)

Extended Detention - 6" orifice
Q = C ¯ A ¯ (2gh)’~ h = w.s.e.- 414.25
Q = 0.943 ¯ h’~

(2.0) 2 Year Slot - 4’ x 1’ slot
Orifice:
h= w.s.e. - 417.5
Q = 19.25 ¯ h’~
Weir:
H ~ w.s.e. - 417.0
(2.1) 10 Year Slot - two 5’ x 2’ slots
Weir:

H = w.s.e. - 418.0
Orifice:

h = w.s.e 419.0
0 = 96.25 , h’~

Hydraulic Computation/~quat~ons.
¯
. Summary
(PAGE 31 IN BOOKLET)

(3.0) Riser - 8~ x 5’ box
Orifice:
h = w.s.e. - 418.0
~.
O~,,~ orme~-..= 192.61 ¯ h ~
(note: slot orifice more ~estrictive than base, use slot orifice in storageelevation-discharge data table)
(3.1) Barrel - 27" RCP
Inlet control:
Use FHA Culvert Chart No. 2 where, Hw/D = (w.s.e. - 405.0)/2.25
OufleteOntrol:
Q
= A, [(2gh/1 + km + kpL)],~
h = w.s.e. - 404.78
Q = 19.00 , h~
.~
,.~~

(4)

~

Emergency Spillway
Use Engineering Field Manual, Design Data for Earth Spillways
where Hp -- W.S.e.~- 419.8

R0020216
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Pond Design Example
Profiles and Details
Profile through centerline of pond
Profile through centerl!ne of principal spillway
Profi!e through centerl~ne of pond (typical
grading)
Schematic riser detail

¯ e~ 2, 10,~
414.0
414.5
4~.0

0.0
0.5
0.~

0.0
0.3~
0.~

417.0

1.6

2.~

~.0
~.5
~.0
~.0
~.S

~.33
6.~
7.~
~.~
9.~

81.0

0.2~

~’~
4~.0
4~.5
~.0
~.5
~4.0
0.~
~4.0

....

11

0.1
22 1 1 ~-~~
0.0

5.0

0.0

7.0

z.o
1.0

22 z 2 ~-~A~
22 1 3

~-~~

R0020219
Pa~e 3~
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Pond Design Example
Miscellaneous Computations

¯ Barrel outlet channel
¯ Water balance
¯ Ponddrain
¯ Seepage control
Slope stability
L~ ....
¯ Structural concrete
¯ Inflow channels
¯ Geotechnical
¯ Cost estimate
¯ Spillway.between forebay and pond

20 Features of ~e Standard Pond System

# L2. Inlet Protection.

Inlet pipes to the pond can be partially submerged in warmer clhnates.
A forebay must be provided at ~ch itLlet, unless it provid~ less than I O~/~ df the

tota! design storm i.nflow rate to the pond.

# 13. Adequate Out’fall Protection.
Flared end pipe sections that discharge at or near the stream kavert are preferred.
The channel immediately below the pond outfall shall be modified to conform to
natural dimensions, and lined with large rip-rap placed over filter cloth.
A stilling basin shall be used to reduce flow velocities from the priraary spillway
to non-erosive velocities.

if the pond daylights to a channel with dry weather flow, care should be taken to
minkaize tree clearing along the downstream channel, and to reestablish a forested
riparian zone in the shortest poss~le distance. Excessive use of rip-ral~ should be
avoided to reduce stream warming
If the pond has a dry pilot channel a PVC underdrain pipe shall be located 2 to 3
feet below the riprap to prevent excessive wanning of dry weather flows. The pilot
cha.qn, e.l can also be protected by shade tre~.

R0020225

20 Features of the Standard Pond System

# 14. Pond Benches.

The perimeter of all deep pool areas (four feet or greater in depth) shall be
surrounded by two benches:

A safety be-inch that extends 15 feet outward from the shoreline to the toe of the
pond sideslope. The maximtma slope of the safety bench shall be 3%.
An aquatic bench that extends 15 feet inward from the normal shoreline, that has
a maximum depth of eighteen inches below the normal pool water surface
elevation.
15. Safety Feature~.
Fencing of ponds is not generally desirable.
Safety is provided by managing the contours of the pond to eliminate dropotTs and
other hazards.
Sideslopes to the pond shall not exceed 3:I Oa:v), and shall terminate on a safety
bench.

Both the safety bench and the aquatic bench may be landscaped to prevent access
to the pool.
The primary spillway opening shall not permit access by mnall children
Outfall pipes above 48 inches i.n diameter should be fenced.
Wa~ng signs prohtq~."ting swimming mad skating may be posted

R0020226

20 Features of the Standard Pond System
# 16. Pondscaphag Plan
A pondscaping plan shall be prepared that indicates how aquatic and terreslrial
areas will be vegetatively stabilized.
Specific pondscaping guidance is provided in Design of Stormwater Wet!and
Systems (Schueler, 1992).
# 17. Wetland Elementx.
Wherever poss~le, wetland plants should be encouraged in the pond design, either
a!ong the aquatic bench (fringe wet[ands), the safety bench and sideslopes
wetlands) or withirt shallow areas of the pool itself’.
The best elevations for establishment of wetland plants, either through
transplantation or voltmteer colonization, are within six inches (plus or minus ) of
the Qorrnal pool.
# 18 Pond Buffers and Setbacks.
A pond buffer sha!I be provided that e.x’tends 25 feet outward fi-om the maximum
~;~ter surface elevation of the pond. "Fae pond buffer should be contiguous with
other buffer areas, as are required by local regtdarion (e.g., stream buffers).
An additional 15 foot ~etback shaI! be provided to permanent s’Iructures.
Trees should be preserved in the buffer area during construction, should they exist_
Tre.es.~ shrubs and native ground covers should be planted in the buff’~r if they. do
not presently e.’~t.

The only mowing required within the buffer is along maintenance right of ways
and the embankment The reraainine buffer can be managed as a meadow (mowing
twice a year) or forest.
-

R0020227

20 Feature~ of the Standard Pond System
# 19 Maintenance 5’Ie~.sures.

Maintenance responsibility for the pond and the pondscape shaI1 be vested with a
responsible authority by means of legally binding and enforceable maintenance
agT-eemeaL
The pond shall be inspected annually in wet-weather condit’ious. ,
Sediment rernova! in the forebay should occur every 5 to 7 years, or after 6he foot
of sediment de .po. sition has been recorded in the forebay.
Suitable on-site sediment disposal area should be re.fred.
# 20 Maintenance Access.
A 25 foot ,,vide maintenance fight of way easement shall extend to the pond from
a public or private road.
Maintenance access shall have a maximum slope of no more than -15% and shall
be stabilized to withstand heavy equipment
The maintenance access shall e.x’tend to the forebay, safety bench and riser, and be
designed to allow vehicles to turnaround.
Access within the riser is to be provided by Iockable manhole covers, and manhole
steps within easy reach of valves and other controls.

R0020228

Stormwater Wetlands
W-1
W-2
W-3
W-4
W-5

Shallow Marsh
ED Shallow Wetland
Pond/Wetland System
"Pocket" Marsh
Submerged Gravel Wetland

W-1 Shallow Marsh: Design Notes
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

0

Deeper forebay and micropool are essential
Shallow depths over remaining surface area
High Surface Area to Volume Ration
Complex internal microtopography
Potential Wildlife Habitat Creation
Consumes most land of any pondlwetland option

W-1 Shallow Marsh
Comm. Accept.=

DA-I > 25 acres i
Maintenance = 3.5I

12.ol

Cost= 13.51

Treatment

Pollutant Removal

Rev r--1

Center for Watershed Protectio
Page 20

W-1 Shallow Wetland
Plan
WETLAND(:25BUFFER
FEET MINIMUM) ~,
LIMIT 25% OF POND
PERIMETER OPEN GRASS

EMERGENCY
SPILLWAY

WEIR
WALL-’~
FOREBAY
MICROPOOL

OUTFALL

ISLAND

BARREL
’J
MAINTENANCE
CCESS ROAD

~

\~
\,,,,.

""/"

"’...

25 WETLAND BUFFER LANDSCAPED’~I"~I" 2T" .....
NATIVE TREES I SHRUBS FOR HABITAT J

~ ........

HIGH MARSH
(LESS THAN 6" WATER DEPTH)
LOW MARSH
I~ATER DEPTH BET!~EN 6" and 18")

EMBANKMENT
I

W-1 Shallow Wetland
Profile
WETLANDS
HIGH
~’ 100 YEAR LEVEL

AERGENCY
SPILLWAY

~7 10 YEAR LEVEL
~7 CPv or 2 YEAR LEVEL
-="
LEVEL~7__"

I
PERMANENT
POOL

INFLOW
STABLE

GABION WALL
LOW MARSH

POND DRAIN
REVERSE
ANTI-SEEP COLLAR or
FILTER DIAPHRAGM

¯
¯
¯
¯

Early monitoring efforts had design flaws
Range of Depth Zones essential
2-3 Foot Maximum Vertical ED Limit ~’, ~"~ °~’ ~" ’!’’~
Sharply reduces land consumption f~r wetlands

W-2 ED Shallow Wetland
Comm. Accept.=

DA-[> 25 acres I

12,51

Cost = 12.5 I

Maintenance -[3.0 ]
Treatment
Re~ [~]

Pollutant Removal

Cpv ~-1

’

Q,,:, ~

TSS =60*

1

1
TP =40*

TN =’20’

* limited pollutant removal data
Center for Watershed Protectio
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POND BUFFER
(25 FEET MINIMUM) 2~s.
..... -~ .......

EMERGENCY
SPILLWAY

.i~"

FOREBAY

0
O~

OUTFALL

WETLANDS
HIGH=
100 YEAR LEVEL
SPILLWAY

~ 10 YEAR LEVEL
~7 CPv or 2 YEAR LEVEL
--" ~ WQv-ED ELEVATION
~~

~,
PERMANENT
~ POOL

\

INFLOW
STABLE
OUTFALL

LOW MARSH.

W-2 Extended Detention Shallow

Wetland Profile

,POND DRAIN
/
REVERSE PIPE BARREL-J/
ANTI.SEEP COLLAR or --J
FILTER DIAPHRAGM

¯
¯
¯
¯

Redundant pollutant removal pathways
First cell is a deeper pool
Highest removal recorded for pondlwetland options
Saves space

W-3 Pond/Wetland System
DA = > 25 acres

Comm. Accept.= 11.51

Maintenance- [2.0

Cost= 13.0

Treatment
Rev

[~

Cp,

~]

I Pollutant Removal [

I

WQ, ~
Q:

~

I

l TSS=85~l TP=60~I [TN’-35~,I
Center for Watershed Proteetio
Page~6

" "

W-3 Pond/Wetland System
Plan
::z~s,POND BUFFER (25 FEET MINIMUM)
EMERGENCY
SPILLWAY

CONCRETE
SP

INFLOW

WET POND

PLUNGE
POOL

,

MICROPOOL

/’

RISER/
BARREL

LOW MARSH ZOl~
"""
MAINTENANCE
ACCESS ROAD
MAXIMUM SAFETY STORM LIMI’[

OUTFALL

""

-"
SAFETY BENCH

RISI~R IN
EMBANKMENT

RISEI:
~7 100 YEAR LEVEL
’~ 10 YEAR LEVEL
~ Cpv or 2 YEAR LEVEL
-

~RGENCY
SPILLWAY
BENCH
HIGH MARSH

LOW MARSI-

PERMANENT
POOL

way

STABLE
OUTFALL

WET
MICROPOOL POND DRAIN
REVERSE PIPE BARREL-//

W-3 Pond/Wetland System
Profile

ANTI-SEEPCOLLAR0r---/

FILTER DIAPHRAGM

W-4 "Pocket" Marsh: Design Notes
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Excavate to Groundwater
Water Elevations Tend to Fluctuate
On-site Sediment StockpilinglDisposal Needed
More difficultto maintain
Risk of stagnation, odor, mosquitos
Not a high visibility practice

W-4

"Pocket" Marsh
Comm. Accept.= 3.o~1
Cost= 12.01

DA=[<5acres I
Maintenance = 14.01
Treatment

Pollutant Removal

Re,~ [---]

Cpv [--]

~,,= ~

,

TSS = 55* TP = 35*

1
TN =’60’

* limited pollutant removal data
Center for Watershed Protectio
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Fl ,r’l

R0020244

MARSH
CRESTED
WEIR

~Z 100 YEAR LEVEL
-~
~ 10 YEAR LEVEL
~ Cp,, or 2 YEAR LEVEL
HALF ROUND
~"
SWALE
TRASH RACK
WQv LEVEL
"~

STABLE
OUTFALL
FOREBAY
- GROUND WATER
TABLE

MICROPOOL,
LOW MARSH

W-4 "P ock et" We tl a n d
Profila

POND DRAIN

/

BARREL_//
~,~.s~ co~
o,--~
FILTER DIAPHRAGM

W-5 Submerged Gravel Wetland:
Design Notes
¯
¯
¯
¯

Adapted from wastewater treatment
Algal growth on rock surfaces promotes greater
uptake
Maintenance needs uncertain
Odor, clogging problems not well understood

W-5 Submerged Gravel Wetland
Comm. Accept.= 14.ol

DA- I< 5 acres I
Maintenance = 14.0 I

Cost: 13.ol

Treatment

Pollutant Removal

Rev V-1
Cpv
WQv I~l
QD2 I--~

I

I

ITss=90l TP=70 TN- 60
Center for Watershed Proteetio
~}Page 37

W-5: Submerged Gravel Wetland

STORMWATER WETLANDS DESIGN PRINCIPLES
ELEMENTS OF EFFECTIVE DESIGNS
LANDSCAPE DESIGN GUIDANCE
WETLANDS PLANTING GUIDE

R0020249

Stormwater Vs. Natural Wetlands
Factor
diversity

Stormwater wetland.~
low, most emergent

dominants
maintenance
sediments
habitat quality

exotic/’mvasive
active management
em’iched
low

Natural wetlan&~
high, many forms
few dominants
self-maintaining
not enriched
high

Stormwater vs. Natural Wetlands
Factor
water balance
hydroperiod
standing water
establishment
sm~cture

Stormwater wetland
surface Runoff
"semi-tidal"
year round
by planting
simple

Natural wetlands
groundwater
gradual/seasonal
seasonal
by seedbank
complex.

R0020251
Page 2

R0020252

Page 3

Pollutant Removal Pathways within Stormwater Wetlands

Sedimentation
Adsorption to Sediments/Vegetation/Detritus
Physical Filtration of Runoff
!vlicrobial Uptake~ransformafion

Uptake by. Wetland Plants
Uptake by A!gae
Extra Detention and!or Retention

R0020253

Figure X. Artificial Marshes= Environmental Attributes (N-9)
Factor

Range
Percent of Water Surface Area
25.0
5o.o
75.0

o.o
Open Water Area

l~~~~~~z~.,.~
Percent of Water Surface Area (%)

o.o
Emergent Wetland
Ve ge tati o n
Coverage

~5.o
~.o

50.0

75.o

~oo.o

~~\~
I

so.o"~

Percent of Water Surface Area (%)
0.O

Submerged Aquatic

25.0

50.0

75.0

100.0

o.o

Coverage
8.3

Percent of Water SurIace Area (%)
0.0

Floating Algal
Mat Coverage

25.0

50.0

o.o
L~\~\~~,~\~~\~\~~\~\~\~\~\~
~

75.0

100.0

,

Index ....

Aquatic/

~.o

Habitat. Value

Legend
¯ Median Value
.,~ Mean Value

R0020254

R0020255

T~ble 7
Design Techniques to Enhance
PoIIutant Removal Performance of Stormwzter
WetJand Systems

Provide Runoff Pre-Treatment and Energy Dkssipation
¯

us~ fo~bay or pond ce.ll n~.r Eden. wi~h br~ad cr~ w~irs to sprrad
flowbe~a~cr~s

Page ?

Suggested Sizing Criteria for Stormwater Wetlands

1. Treat 90% ofAnnuaI Runoff Volume (Vr).
2. Minimum Wetland/Watershed Area Ratio
3. A!locate Depth Zones, by Surface Area

4. Allocate Depth Zones, by Treatment Volumes
5. Minimum Effective Flow Path
6. Adequate Water Balance to Sustain Pool

,
"

7. Small Storm ED, If Needed

R0020257

Criteria No. 1:90% Vr

---

o Derived from Regional RFS Analysis
o 90% RunoffProducing Event = 1.25 Inches

o vr = (~.25) (~v) (a)
o VT Increases with I

ii

o Minimum VT of 0.25 Inches/Acre

o 50% Storms Are 1/3 of VT
o RFS Criteria Generally Comparable tO Other Criteria

R0020258

Pollutant Removal Efficiency
Total Phosphorus, Rain
100
¯

p
Dry ED

e

r

Wet Ponds

C

Wet ED

n
t

~tormwater Wetlands
.ED Wetlands
Natural Wellands
Pond/Wetlands Syslem

80 ...........................................................................
::F .........
~1~"~ ............................

R
e
m

o

4X° m

60 .............................................................. ..4-. ..................................... ..11..4_
-~ 4- 4--}.
" ................
~11 ........ ~ ...........................

,
20 .............................................................

v

a

I

0
I
I
"20 ’ I I IIIIHI I I ~1111!1 I I IIIIIii I I I1~111

0.001
11/16/91--Revision

0.O1

0.1

1

Treatment Volume (In./Acre)

10

Criteria No. 2: Surface Area Requirements

o Wetland to Watershed Area Ratio (WWAR)
o Gross Measure of SA!V Ratio
o Removal Rates Increases If Ratio Exceeds 2%
o Minimum WWARis (general target)
- Shallow Marsh = 2.0

- ED and Pond!Wetlands = 1.0
- Pocket Wetlands = 1.0

R0020260

Criteria No. 3: Area Atlocations for Depth Zones

Percentage of TotaI Surface Area
Low Marsh

~
Design 1

20

40

Hi_,~!a Marsh
40

¯ Design 2

45

25

30

Design 3

20

35

45

Design 4

10

40

50

R0020261

Maximum Water Depth~
For Emergent Wetland Plant Species -.- -

Emergent Wetland Species

Maximum Depth

A. Primary Species
Sa~tt-aHa iafiFol~ (duck potzto)
~ (common tl~ee squ~re)
~ (so.tern bulbn~. )

B.

12 inches
6 inches
12 inches

Secondary Spe~S
(A~ru~ Calamus.(sweet fla~)
Cephal~nt~us ~d~nl-aH~ (button bush)
~--I~bi~-~ Mo~ch~ut~,~ (rose mallow)
~ (~Ib~red-leaved r. mallow)
.L~ (zice cutgrass)
~ (s~atte~dock)
Pelt~nSr~ vir~ni¢~ (a~row-anam)
Ponded~fia cordat~ (pickerel weed)
~ (]Lzards ~a.i])

S inches
2 feet
3 inches
S inches
3 inches
S feet (2fr_ mSn.)
12 inches
12 inches
6 inches

Exotic o~ Invasive Species {not reco~u-Aended)
Phram~fies aosrralus (common reed)
~ (common c~tt~l)
T.~p. h~ ~_~’u~fi~oH~ (na~’rOWoleaved carta£1)

3 inches
12 - 18 inches
12.

Note: These depths can be tolerated, but plant gx’owth and sin-viral may
decline under permanent inundation at ~ese dept.~.
PrimaO, species are rapid colonizers; secondary species do not
spread as rapidly.
Table adapted from At.hz.,~ (1986).

R0020262
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Figure X. Artificial Marshes: Maximum and Mean Permanent Pool Depths (N-9)

6.0 -------’----

5.5
5.0
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2.5

D
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,.

e
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t
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"0"00
o,,~
,
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Complex Microtopography Across a Stormwater Wet]and Enhances

Removal Performance

.....

I
I
i

sedimentation and fdtration. Panel C illttstrales some t~hniqu~ for maintaining microtapogr~hit: ~ in
high ener~ or seuyy substrat¢ environments.

R0020264

Cdtcria No. 4: Volume Allocations for Depth Zones

Percentage of Total Treatment Volume (VT)
~
Design 1
-Design 2

40

.M~rsh
60

ED
0

30

0

Design 3

, 70
20

30

Design 4

50 ~’~

10

100

0

R0020265

Criteria No. 5: Minimum Effective Flow Path

o Minimum Length to Width Ratio of 1 (1 + O/W)
o Preferred Ratio Is 2:1 or 3:1 (Berms).
o Minimum Dry Weather Flow Path of 2:l
o Use of I-Ii Marsh Wedges for Sinuosity
o No Minimum for Pocket Wetlands

R0020266
I

R0020267

¯ Criteria No. 6: Adequate Water Balance

o Field Confirmation of Baseflow
o 0.10 CFS / 50 Acres ROT
o Wetland Sealing Reduces Ex~iltrafion
o Karst, Fractured Bedrock, Gravel Saads Cause Problems
o In Most Cases, Drawdown = Evaporation
o Pocket Wetlands - Excavate to Groundwater

R0020268
Page 19

Criteria No. 7: Extended Detention (Where Applicable)

o ED Volume No More Than 1/2 Vr
o ED Time 12 to 24 Hours
o Max Vertical ED Zone: 2 Feet
o Adjustable.Gate Valve Adds Flexibility
o Protected ED: Reverse Pipe or Proportional Weir

R0020269

Pondscaping Zones in a Stormwater Wefla...r~
(Cross-secti6nal view)

The ~ing zon~ as they appe~ in crexs-sc-tion. Note that the width of the pondscaying zones is related to
the side-slope angle, i.e., the steeper the slope; the narrower the width ~ the pand.cc~ing zones.

R0020270

The ED Zone in a Stormwater Wetland

T~e effort of ertend=l aeration (F_D) in stormwater w~Iands is to "creat~ a unique pondsarFing zone t’No3) that
is subject to ~ but brief periods of inundation. The frequent change in roarer hroels im~os~ sc~ere

inrlxzct on the Io marsh zone (2B). YTz, mfore, a rna:ciraura u.irper limit of 2 to 3feet of ZD is recmnme~exl.

R0020271

The ED Zone in Stormwater Wetlands

o Inundation Frequency: 5 to 40 Times / Yr
o Sharp Gradient in Inundation Frequency
o 2-3 Foot Vertical Limit to. ED Zone

o Severe Physiologic.a! Constraints on Plants
o Difficult to Establish a Vigorous Ground Cover

R0020272
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S~ges of Stormwater Wetland Design and Construction ~ ’

1. Evaluate the Feasibility of a Stormwater Wetland at the Site.
2. Develop the Initial Concept Design.
3. Size the Stormwater Wetland for Maximum Pollutant
Removal.
4. Incorporate Standard Design Features into the Stormwater.
Wetland.

~

5. Develop a Pondscaping Plan for the Wetland and Its Buffer
6. Prepare the Wetland Bed for Planting

_~_:

7. Establish and Maintain the Pondscape
8. Inspect and Manage the Wetland After Construction

R0020273

,

Pondscaping Zones in a Stormwater Wetland
(Cross-secti6nal view)
"

R0020274

~

ZONE 1: DEEP WATER POQL (1-6 Feo! Deep Permanen! POoil
ZONE 2: SHALLOW W/~TER BENCH [6
ZONE 3: SHORELINE FR~GE [Regula~y Inun~ted)
ZONE 4: RIPARIAN FRINGE (PeNodically Inundaled}
ZOt~E 5: ~OODP~IN TERRACE (Infr~uen.y
~NE ~: UPLAND SLOPES (Sel0om or Nevbr Inun~alOd}

R0020275

R0020276

Pondscaping Zones in a S[ormwafelr We~dand (Plan view)

R0020277
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Creating Effective and Diverse
Stormwater Wetlands
¯ If possible, let basin sit for a few months to establish
actual planting depths
¯ Select 2-3 dense growing, aggressive species
¯ Bulrush, Dickerweed, Arrow Arum, Three-Square or Rice
Cutgrass
¯ Plant in clumps, 18" OC, over 50% SA of wetland
¯ Add 5 other wetland species to promote diversity
¯ Avoid Cattails, Phragmites and Loose Strite
¯ Measure depths, stake and flag
¯ Followup after fu-st growing season with reinforcement
planting
¯ .Transplanting window and post-nursery care is very
~mpozl:a~t

R0020278
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,,,

Figure 16: Sample Pondscapin’g Plan

Es.tablishing a Diverse Wetland Plant Com. munity
1. Preparing the Wetland Bed
2. Establishing the Plant Community
-planting nursery stock
-wetland mulch
-broadcasting wetland seeds
-allowing volunteer

Transplanting Wetland Nursery Stock
¯ Spring planting window
¯ Plant 5 to 7 species of emergents
¯ Plant in single-species clumps (18" O.C.)
¯ Initial plantings: 50% of Surface Area
¯ Reinforcement plantings: second growing season

R0020281
Page 32

Seedbanks for Wetland Establishment
¯ Wetland mulch - Upper six inches of wetlao.d-soils
¯ Up to 20 species can emerge from Seedbank
- composed of native sedges?, rushes, and grasses
¯ Donor sites are highly restricted
¯ Spread mulch 3-6 inches in Hi Marsh
¯ Uncertainty about ultimate community

Stormwater Wetland Buffers

_~_:

o Minimum 25 Feet from Max WSE
o Additional 15 Foot Setback to Structures
o Wider Buffer Helpful for Habitat

o 75% Buffer Perimeter as Forest
Preserve Existing Trees, if Practicable
R0020282
Pa~e 33

Maintenance of the Pondscape
¯ Reinforcement plantings
¯ Control of exotic or invasive species
¯ Harvesting of the wetland
¯ Reducing mowing of the pondscape
¯ Intensive maintenance ofpondscape (0 to 2 years)

Preparing the Wetland Bed - Seven Steps
1. Prepare Grading Plan
2. Grade to Interim Elevations
3. Add Topsoil and/or Mulch Amendments
4. Grade to Final Elevations (Micro-T)
5. Allow 6 to 9 Months Standing Time
6. Measure and Stake Planting Depths
7. De-Water Wetland

R0020283
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Stormwater
Management
Wetland Design
Example
For
Extended Detention Wetland
Richard A. Claytor, Jr., P.E.

The Center for Watershed Protection
8737 Colesville Road, Suite 300
Silver Spring, MD 20910

January 1996

R0020284

Wetland Design Example
Design Assumptions
¯

Wetland example serves same area as pond design example
- Townhouse development project
- Located in Mid-Atlantic Piedmont
- Receiving water is warm-water fishery
- Low hazard facility
- 2 and 10 year management
- soils adequate for wetland pool and embankment
- No wetlands/forest disturbance
~
¯ Water quality volume (WQV) based on 90% rule
¯ Wetland design example is Design 3: ED Wetland
Center for Watershed Protection

Page 1

Wetland Design Example
Design Steps- I
1. Same first 6 as pond design example
- assemble background information
-confirm design criteria
- establish hazard classification
-conduct site visit
- perform hydrologic computations
-determine storage requirements (quantity controls)
2. Calculate target permanent pool volumes and surface areas’~
3. Perform wetland pond grading
4. Compute provided storage and surface areas
Center for Watershed Protection

:
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Wetland Design Example
Design Steps- II
5. Perform hydraulic calculations
- extended detention outlet
- 2 year storm outlet
- 10 year storm outlet
- riser and barrel sizing & capacity
- emergency spillway
6. Prepare storage-elevation-discharge table
7. Conduct, wetland pond routing
8. Perform additional calculations
9. Draw profile and details
10.Pondscaping design
o

~
~

Center for Watershed Protection

............. ~,~,

Page 3

Wetland Design Example
Given: D.A. = 72.4 ac
WQV = 3.77 ac-ft
2 year management volume = 3.20 ac-ft
10 year management volume = 6.18 ac-ft
.Allowable release rates:
Inflow rates:
2 year = 16.0cfs
2 year = 89 cfs
10 year = 78.4 cfs
10 year = 212 cfs ,
100 year = 392 cfs
Center for Watershed Protectio
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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Wetland Design Example
Surface Area & Storage Requirements- I
Extended Detention:
¯ 50% of WQV = 1.89 ac-ft
¯ Maximum depth = 2 ft
¯ Minimum surface area = 1.89/2 = 0.95 ac-ft

,Permanent Pool:
¯ Target,minimum surface area: Between 1% & 2% ef
watershed area: 72.4(.01) = 0.72 ac
’
72.4(.02) = 1.45 AC
Center for Watershed Protecti~
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Wetland Design Example

’

Surface Area & Storage Requirements-Ill

D.A. = 72.4 ac, WQV = 3.77 ac-ft, ED Vol. = 1.89 ac-ft

3 Depth Zones
High marsh (<6")
Low marsh ,(16" avg.)
Deep pool (4’ avg.)

Volume (’ac-ft)
.05(3.77) = 0.19 ac-ft
.15(3.77) = 0.57 ac-ft
.35(3.77) = 1.32 ac-ft

Area (ac)
0.38 ac
0.42 ac
0.33 ac
Center for Watershed Protection

::i:i.iiii.; ....
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Wetland Design Example
Wetland Pond Grading
Storage Provided
- Permanent pool
- Sto rmwater management

Center for Watershed Protec

Page 8

W’etland Design Example
Flow Path Analysis
Length to width ratio:
Avg. width = (120+180+50+120)/4 = 137.5 ft
Target dry weather flow path: 3:1
Target wet weather flow path: 2:1
Dry: 2(137.5)_~ 275 fl:~ ~ Provided: 400 ft,,~
Wet: 3(137.5) 412 ft ~

Provided: 550 ft

Elevation - Storage Data
El©valion
~SL)

Area
(~’)

Area
(fl,)

Average Area Deplh
(fl’)
(~)

Vohlme
(~,)

~ Vohlm©
(~,)

)". Volume
(,c-fl)

~ Vol~
pe~cnl
p~l (ao-fl)

~o~

~

.... .

~,o

~.o

~,o

~.o

~,o

G.o

Storage(Ac-~ )

,,~

LO.~

I1.o

~.o

I~,o

Page I 1

Permanent Pool Area-Volume Data

Area - Elevation - Storage Data - for Stormwater Wetlands
Elevation
(MSL)

J

o

~3~

Area
(in~)

Area
(fl~)

Average
Area
(fl~)

Depth
(fl)

Volmno
(IP)

Y. Volume
(fl,)

~ Volume
(ac-fl)

P©rccnt of
Total Pooi
Volume (%)

Surfac~
of Pool
(acres)

o. ~o?.,
I.~ ~

A~a - Elevation - Storage Data - for Stormwater Wetlands
Elevalion
~SL)

~ea
(~)

~
(fl~)

Average
~ea
(fl*)

~plh
(fi)

Vol~e
(fl’)

~ Vol~e
(fl’)

~ Volume
(se-fl)

Parent of
Tolal Pml
Volume (%)

of P~l
(acres)
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Wetland Design Example
Profiles and Details
Profile through centerline of principal spillway
Profile through centerline of pond (typical

grading)

~0
ii!i~i~

~

.~

.

_

Center for Watershed Protection

’ ....

~I,
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Wetland Design Example
Pondscaping Design
Plan view design
Planting list

o
...........................¯ i ................
........ ~... ........
O ..................

. i: :i:. ~:: ...... :.Yr’~’-’’-’’~’~’~-

Center for Watershed Protection

O :i:i:.iiiii.ii~ii ::~ ............................................
~’~ ..
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Pondscaping Plant Materials List- I
.Deep Pool
QTY .Low Marsh
QTY
rn Wild Celery
35 ¯ Arrow Arum
75
~ Redhead Grass 20
¯ Duck Potato
70
~ Pickerelweed* 130
~
rn Lizard Tail
80 Shoreline Fringe
~ Sweet Flag
115 ~ Button Bush
11
¯ Marsh Marigold 25
~ Softstem Bulrush 20
~ Common 3-Sq. 60 ~River Birch
,5
~ Blue Flag
25 ~.Smooth Alder
8
e Swt. Pepperbush 6

* both high and low marsh zones

Center for Watershed Protection

.........................
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Pondscaping Plant Materials List- II
Riparian
,QTY ~
QTY
c] Tall Fescue*
r~ Tall Fescuet
7
(~Green
Ash
Sycamore
3
~ Wildflower mix**

~)Silky Dogwood 2
~[~Tulip Poplar
~White Oak

6
4

*Tall fescue hydroseeded within **Wildflower mix overseede~l in
3 days of final grading
tall fescue in selected areas
designated in the field
o

...........

Center for Watershed Protection
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Infiltration Practices

I-1
I-2
I-3

Infiltration Trench
Infiltration Basin
Porous Pavement

I:1 Infiltration Trench: Desi_~n Notes
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Fields verification of soil permeability essential
Helps meet groundwater recharge
Highly restricted practice
Longevity is less than 5 years without multiple
pretreatment
Cannot be used if contributing drainage is a
hotspot ~.~.~ ~,~,.!~.

I-1

Infiltration Trench
C°mm. Accept-- 12.0 I

DA-<5acres I
Maintenance- 5.01

Cost= 13.5

Treatment

Pollutant Removal

Rev [-2]

Cpv ~
WQv [-~
Qp2 ~

TS$=90’ TP:65* TN-50*
* limited pollutant removal data
Center for Watershed Protectio
Page"

PARKING LOT

PLUNGE
POOL

BYPASS
(TO DETENTION FACILITY)

1, ~ 1, 1, ~ ~’ ~’ ~’
~ ~, ~, ~, ~, ~,

1, 1, 1, ~, 1, !,
~ ~ ~’ 1, ~

¯

INFILTRATION
TRENCH
WITH PEA GRAVEL
FILTER LAYER
OVER WASHED
BANK RUN GRAVEL
AGGREGATE

I-1 Infiltration Trench
Plan

¥~¥
OVERFLOW

CHANNEL
(LESS THAN
SLOPE)

NELL
WITH SCREW TOP LID

RUNOFF FILTERS THROUGH GRASS
BUFFER STRIP (20’ MINIMUM); GRASS
CHANNEL; OR SEDIMENTATI!

2" PEA GRAVEL FILTER LAYER

PROTECTIVE LAYER OF FILTER FABRIC
TRENCH 3-8 FEET DEEP
FILLED WITH 1.5 - 2.5 INCH DIAMETER
CLEAN STONE
(BANK RUN GRAVEL PREFERRED)

SAND FILTER 6" DEEP

1:2 Infiltration Basin: Design Notes
¯
¯
¯
¯

Failure rates of 25 to 100% recorded in the field
Two cell design, with settling basin
Surface sand layer or backup underdrain
Algal growthlorganic deposition lead to sealing

I-2

Infiltration Basin
Comm. Accept.= 4.0 l

DA = [ < 10 acres
Maintenance - [ 5.0

Cost - 13.0 1

Treatment

Pollutant Removal

Rev ~
Cpv ~-]
WQv ~
Qo2 ~-]

TSS = 90* TP = 65* TN =’50’
* limited pollutant removal data
Center for Watershed Protectio
~,~age 39

INFLOW
BASIN
100 YEAR LEVEL
RISER--~
10 YEAR LEVEL

EMERGENCY
SPILLWAY

~ Cp,, or 2 YEAR LEVEL
INFILTRATION

VALVE

BARREL
BACKUP UNDERDRAIN PIPE IN CASE OF
STANDING WATER PROBLEMS

I-2 Infiltration Basin
Profile

j
ANTI-SEEP COLLAR or
FILTER DIAPHRAGM

~

¯

¯

¯
°
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯

Vacuum Sweeping needed
Construction Stage Sediment Control critical
Overflow Inlets as backup
Asphalt, concrete or concrete-grid can be
used for inlet
Wanted: long term, informed owner
Winter-time plowinglsanding can be a problem

I-3

Porous Pavement

DA = < 5 acres i

Comm. Accept.= il.0 ]

Maintenance = I 5.01

Cost = 13.0 I

Treatment
Rev ~
Cpv ~]

-.

Pollutant Removal

I,

WOv
Q.~-~

,

l TSS=9~[TP=65~! [TN,~
Center for Watershed Protectio
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Definition

Schematic Design of a Porous Pavement System

S~Oe V~e~

Filtering Practices
F-1
1=-2
F-3
F-4
F-5
F-6

Surface Sand Filter
Underground Sand Filter
Perimeter Sand Filter
Organic Filter
Pocket Sand Filter
Bioretention Areas

~ F:I Surface Sand Filter: Design Notes
¯ Pretreatment essential (dry or wet sedimentation)
~
¯ ,Grass cover crop is an option
¯ Need maintenance access to filter bed
¯, ,! Useful to treat hotspot runoff ~ ~~"~

F- 1 Surface Sand Filter
DA = I<,10 acres *I
Maintenance = 13.5

*maybe larger
Comm.
in some instances

Accept.= [2¯5I
Cost = ~

Treatment

Rev ~

I Pollutant RemovalI

Cpv [~
WQv [~]
Qp2 ~

I

,I

ITSS = 8~ [ Tp = 50~,q l TN = 40,q
Center for Watershed Proteclio
!

F-I

[

BVPAES

Figure 3.12 Example of Surface Sand Filler

I

F-I

UNDERDRAllq COLLEC’FION
SVSTEM
FILTER BED

FLOW DIVERSION

~

OUTFLOW

~I__OVER FLOW
SPILLWAY

PRETREATMENT
SEDIMENTATIO
N
C!IAMBER

PLAN VIEW
PERFORATED
b’TANDPIPE
IN_~.I~

FILTER BED
/VERFLOW SPILLWAY

PRETREATME

V

~

OUTFLOW
UNDERDRAIN COLLECTION SYSTEM

PROFILE

3" TOPSOIL

IE" CLEAN WASIIED
"CONCRETE" SAND

’~IIgN~H~H~U ~1
OEOT~ILE
¯ ~ m ~ H IT ~ ~ ~ ]~ l~l
A LL SIDES ~ BOSOM
~ I~ ~ H ~ II ~ H T~ ~1 ~
~ ,~ ,...v ,~ ¯ ..~
.,~

~

6" PERFORATED PIP~Q~V EL
UNDERDRAIN 8Y~EM

TYPICAL SECTION

Surface sand filters can serve the largest drainage area of all the f!ltering systems.

F:2 Underground Sand Filter: Desi__cln Notes
¯ Useful option in ultra-urban areas
¯ ,OSHA confined space
¯ Saves space, but can be expensive

F-2
DA -

Underground Sand Filter
~
< .2 acres *

*may be larger
! in some instances

Comm. Accept.=

Maintenance = I 4.01

Cost =

Treatment
Re~ [--]

Pollutant Removal

Cpv [--]
WQv I~

Qp2 [~
oO

I

TSS = 80* TP = 50* TN = 35*
* limited pollutant remova! data
Center for Watershed Protectio

F-2

I

Figure 3.13 Example of Underground Sand Filter

PLAN VIEW

INLET PIP~

PONOING
(VARIABLE)

TYPICAL SECTION

The underground sand f!ller is an option for providing WQv where space is’ limited.

PROFII I-

F:3 Perimeter Sand Filter: Design Notes
¯ Useful option for parkinglots
¯ , Lowest head requirements of filters
¯ Lower cost if located so it doesn’t bear traffic
¯ Saves space

F-3

Perimeter Sand Filter
*may be larger

DA = [ <’2 acres * in some instances
Maintenance = 13.5

I

Comm. Accept.= [1.0
Cost =

Treatment
Rev

[--]

Cpv

[-q

Qp2

[~

Pollutant Removal
,

TS$ =

TP =

TN = 45
Center for Watershed Protectio

F-3

Figure 3.14 Example of Perimeter Sand Filter

F-3

PARKING LOT SHEET FLOW

CUR8

OUTLET PiPE COt, LECTION SYSTEM
ACCESS GRATES

PLAN VIEV~J

OUTLET
PIPES

~FICAL BECTION

PROFIL F

The perimecer sand filcer is mos¢ practical for small sices ~ich fiat certain or a t~igt~ ~aler

table.

F:40rgan,
,:
,_~n Notes
"c F’lter
Des"
¯ Organic media can include compost or peat
¯ ,Use a conservative permeability coefficient
¯ Replacement of media every 2 to 5 years
¯ Greater hydrocarbon, metal and bacteria removal

F-4

Organic Filter
,

~ acres*
DA = ]< 10

Maintenance = 13.5

may be larger

in some instances

Comm"Accept.= [2 "5

Cost = 14.0

]

Treatment

Pollutant Removal

Rev. [--]
Cpv ~
WQv I-~]
Qp2 [--]

i

l

TSS = 80 TP = 45 TN = 50
Center for Watershed Protectio

F-4

Figure 3. IS Example of Organic Filler

I

BYPASS
,~

I

F-4

UNDERDRAIN COLLECTION
SYSTEM
ORGANI(~ FILTER BED

FLOW DIVERSION

.

SPILLWAY

PRETREATMENT
SEDIMENTATIO
N
CIIAMBER

PLAN VIE\V
PERFORATED
. STANDPIPE
/
,~ ~

IN.~

FILTI~R BED

J

QVERFLOW SPILLWAY

OUTFLOW

UNDERDRAIN COLLECTION SYSTEM

PROFILE

MIXTURE

6" SAND

,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l~ ~ ~ ~

~
~~~ 6" PERFORATED
~

COMPOST
GEOTE~ILE
ALL SIDES ~ BOSOM

PIPE/GRAVEL
UNDERD~IN SYSTEM

TVPI~AL

F .5 Pocket Sand Fmlter. Desmgn Notes
¯

¯

,Small Area Treatment (<1 acre)
¯ Prbtreatment essential (dry or wet sedimentation)
¯ Grass cover crop is an option
¯ Need maintenance access to filter bed
¯ Useful to treat hotspot runoff

F-5

Pocket Sand Filter

DA-<’2 acres I
Maintenance =. 14.0 I
Treatment
Re,,, 1~
Cpv

C°mm. Accept.: 12.5 l
Cost

Pollutant Removal

WQv ~
Qp2

[~]

TSS=80* TP=40*

TN=35* I

* limited pollutant removal data
Center for Watershed Prolectio

F-5

Figure 3.16 Example of"Pocket" Sand Filter

[

ATMENT

DNDERDRAIN
COLLECTION SYSTEM

F-5
FILTER flED

OUTFLOW

FILTER STRIP
PEA GRAVEL WINDOW

OVERFLOW
SPILLWAY

PI,AN VIEW

INFLOW

PRETREATMENT

.~i

CLE kNOUTS

FILTER BED

1

UNDERDRAIN
COLLECTION SYSTEM

OVERFLOW
SPILLWAY

OUTFLOW

PROFILE

II" CLEAN WASHED
"CONCRETE" SAND

:lli~Eli~lllilll iE Ili~lH
~ _~ l!l ~. I) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ $1

............. ,, n~
.-~ . ~ , ,..~ .~ , ,.~

~

GEOTEXTILE
ALL SIDES & BOTTOM

6" PERFORATED PIPEIGRAVEL
UNDERDRAIN SYSTEM

TYPICAL SECIlON

The pocket sand filter is applied to small sites where sediment loads are expected to be
moderate to low, The pea gravel windows allow runoff into lhe f!iter ~lhe surface becomes
clogged.

F

m

¯

"

¯

¯

¯

¯ Ideal use for small "green spaces"
¯ ,Filler employs sand, soil, mulch and grass
¯ Inlet drop and grading are very important
¯ Proper landscaping is essential

,

F-6

I

Figure 3.17 Example of Bioretention

]

F-6

PARKING LOT SHEET FL(~N

STRIP

OPTION~t

OVERFLOIN

PLAN VIEW

- GR~VEL
CURTAIN

FIt.~ER LAYER

6" PONDINO"

JACKET
TYPICAL ~ECTION

PROFILE

Bioretention combines open space with stormwater lrealmenl.

F-6

Bioretention
Comm. Accept.= 11.51

DA -!<’2 acre I

Maintenance -12.0 I

Cost = 2.5

Treatment
Rev ~]
Pollutant

Removal

Cpv [~
WQv ~
Op2

[~

1

TSS=80* YP=50*

TN=50*

* limited pollutant removal data
Center for Watershed Protectio

PARSONS BRINCKERHOFF
~~’~COMPUTATIONSHEET
:

Subject__._~_Au_-~-E~--.~_.~_~.~t_~__tv___.~_./--_ ....
:5D.VD F~i.T~ ~£~/

~a~e / ~_~___~
Made by _~r~_~_~
Date _1._~.~.].~. t
Checked by

Date

........ ~v = ~.o ~ ~ _ ~.o"(~.~o)(z.~ ~)--=--0.’~ -~-~ .

W
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PARSONS BRINCKERHOFF
PB
:
COMPUTATION SHEET
~

Subject .l-~ ~.~ /~lP P..~_ _.~_~/tT’IoN
_L._ & T"
___~A__N__b___~_L~._~_~__R.___j~.._~.L~_~
"

~a~e
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Date
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Date

____~_
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.... _.~ZVj.~___~_Z~__~____.~_._~ ~.N

D~te- ~J~--i~"
Checked by
Date

]

Parsons Brinckerhoff
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Laurel MARC Station Lot
Sand Filter Design - Circular Section Geometry
Diameter
D
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Depth
d
0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7,5
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5
10.0

d/D
0
0.05
0,10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00

Top W~dth
Theta
T
Radians Degrees
0
0
0
4.36
0.90
51.7
6.00
1.29
73.7
7.14
1.59
91.1
8.00
1.85
106.3
8.66
2.09
120.0
9.17
2.32
132.8
9.54
2.53
145.1
9.80
2.74
156.9
9.95
2.94
168.5
10,00
3.14
180.0
9.95
2.94
168.5
9.80
2.74
156.9
9.54
2.53
145.1
9.17
2.32
132.8
8.66
2.09
120.0
8.00
1.85
106.3
7.14
1.59
91.1
6.00
1.29
73.7
4.36
0.90
51.7
0
0
0

Area
A
0
1.4.7
4.09
7.39
11.18
15.35
19.82
24.50
29.34
34.28
39.27
44.26
49.20
54.04
58.72
63.19
67.36
71.15
74.45
77.07
78.54

i:~bosley~sprdshts~circsect, xls

R0020338

ALVI ASSOCIATES, INC.
~u~in~

R0020339

Open Channel Practices
O-1
0-2
0-3

Dry Swale
Wet Swale
Off-line Bioretention Cells

O-1 D Swale: Desi n N
¯
¯
¯

High space requirement
Swale has made-soil and underdrains to prevent=
"nuisance water"
Ideal for roads and residential streets

O- 1

Dry Swale
*may

DA- [ < 5 acres* [ in somebeinstances
larger
Maintenance = [2.0 [
Treatment
Rev ~]

Comm.
, ¯ Accept.= I, 1 5 1
Cost: [2.5J

[ Pollutant Removal!

Cpv [~

Qp2 ~]

TSS = 90 TP = 75 TN =’ 90*
* limited pollutant removal data
Center for Watershed Protectio
P~ ~6

0-2 Wet Swale: Design Notes
¯
¯
¯

Used when water table is close to surface
Creates a linear series of wetland cells
Not recommended for residential areas

O- I

I

Figure 3.18 Example of Dry Swale

O- I

PLAN

30" PERMEABLE SOIL

PERFORA]EO PIPE

SECTIOn:
Dry s wales are used at low density residentiai projects or for very small impervious areas.

0-2

Wet Swale

*mayinstances
be larger
DA-I <5 acres* I in some

Maintenance = ! 2.0 I

Comm.

Accept.= 11.5 [

Cost : ~

Treatment
Rev [~

Pollutant Removal

Cpv [---]
WQv ~]

Q,,2 I~

i

I

TSS = 80 TP = 25* TN = 40*
* limited pollutant removal data
Center for Watershed Protectio
Pagt

Water Quality Inlets
Dry Extended Detention
Filter Strips
Grass Channels (biofilter)
Dry Wells
Deep Sump Pits
These practices may be combined with other BMPs to provide
Rev, pretreatment or WQv requirements

0-2

Figure 3.19 Example of Wet Swale

I 0-2

ADDITIONAL STORAGE

INFLOW

PLAN VIEW

2’-8"
7 10 YEAR LEVEL
7 2 YEAR LEVEL

WETI.ANO
- PLANTINGS

SHOULDERROADWAY

2: I SLOPE OR FLATTER
WATER TABLE (VARIABLE)
V-NOTCH WEiR

PROFILE

Wet swales are ideal for treating highway runoff in low lying or flat terrain areas.

BMPs not currently recommended
Conventional Dry Pond
Dry ED Pond
Infiltration Basin
OillGrit Separator

r~

R0020349

BMP Selection and Location
Six Step Screening Process

1.Watershed Management Objectives,
2. Terrain Factors
3. Stormwater Treatment Suitability
4. Physical Feasibility
5. Comrfunity and Environmental Benefits
6. Loeational/~ermitting Factors

St.ep 1. Watershed Management Objective
* Maryland Critical Area (’fDA’s)
¯ Coldwater Streams (Maryland Use IT[ and IV)

,

. Sensitiv~ (Maryland Us~ I, IV, and Ie less than 15%)
. Wdlhe.ad Protection
. Reservoir Protection
¯ Shellfish/Beach Protection (Maryland Use H)

R0020350

BMP SELECTION MATRIX No.
SPECIAL WATER.SH:ED DESIGN KEQUIKEM:ENTS

:.
.....

aria may
.... =xe.~pt for
PS.
PI has low
- rtmoval
~e

P4

Cotm’ol of

rtquir=

limit ~
to 1:2/art

ttsually
lytar ~4
ED

soils
la’tseat

WI, W2
and W~
renric~d

Infiltration

are of~
infeasible
due to $oi1$
or water
~able in
tidal ~ea

Useful, if
site has
right ~il

to prtveat

2m4 f~SD

~g
Drainage
area may
limir~ W-~

bacttria

prttrtat
hotspo~s

offlin¢

%VetLand~

Cpv

Same as above

difficak to
infikr~=
the Cpv

wells aad
v/w~-table.
No hotspot
runoff

Provide
hr ED for

bedrock
~ad wat~
table,

rain 4 f~
SD
ix required

Pre.u’~t
runoff

infiltrate
runoff
Filtering

OK

Systems

OK, but

Mus~ be

evaluam for combined

s~’eam

aaoth~

yes, if

Filtering

deiced w/ may be
no

rood. to

high

required for oliform

to provide
Cpv
Open

OK

Channels

OK

Mtm be
OK,
linked w/
but hotspot runoffmust
El:) basin to be adequately tr~zed
a’avide
epv

poor
coliform
r=moval
for 0-2
and 0-3

SD = Separation Distance

R0020351

Step 2. Tenain Factors

__

¯ Low Relief
¯ Karat

¯ Mountainous

R0020352

Page 3

BM~ SELECTION MATRIX No. 2:
TERXAtN FACTORS

Open
Channel,

Not gea~’ally fea,~le due
to low slopes

OK

Ofttn i~f’~’ible if
slope, ar~ 4% or grtamr

"~-:

Note: SD = separation dLctance to .~asonally high wat~ table or bedrock

R0020353

Step 3. Stormwater Treatment Suitability
o Recharge (Re,)

¯ Ability to accept hotspot rtmoff

R0020354

Pa~e 5

St~p 4. Physical Feasibility
¯ Soils
¯ Water TabI~

¯ Slop~
¯ Head
¯ Bedrock

R0020355

Step 5. Other Factors
¯ Maintenance Burden
¯ Community Accept~uce

¯ Construction Cost
¯ Habitat Creation

¯ Others

R0020356

~.

Step 6. Locafional/PermittingConsiderations
¯ Wetlands
¯ Strums
¯ Stream and Shoreline Buffers.
¯ Floodplains
¯ Forest Conservation Areas
¯ Steep Slopes
¯ Existin~oposed Utilities
¯ Residential Setbacks

R0020357

BMP Selection Guide
Key feasibility criteria for different BMPs
Feasibility
Criteria

Pond Systems

Wetland
Systems

Infiltration
Systems

Filter Systems

Soils
Drainage Area

Most soils
10-20 ac rain

Most soils
10-20 ac min

> .5 in/In2-5 ac max

All soils.
2-5 ae preferred

Minimum Head
Space

3-6 feet
2-3% of DA

1-6 feet

2-4 feet
2-3% of site

2-5 feet
2-6% of site

High
2~4 fl above
1-2 years

Mod-High
2 fl above
1-3 years

Cost
Water Table
Cleanout,

3-5%.ofDA
Low
Moderate
No restrictions No restrictions
5-10 years
2-5 years

Quantity Mgmt

Yes

Yes

No

No

Longevity

20-50 years

20-50 years

1-5 years?

5-20 years?
C~nt~r for ~atcr~h~d Protectton

BMP Selection Exg_mple
.Watershed Considerations
(Matrix No. 1)

Cold-water receiving stream

¯ Ponds: ED with micro-pool, 12
hour detention, off line design,
shading, others restricted "
¯ Wetlands: Most are restricted
¯ Infiltration: OK
¯ Filters-OK
¯ Open Channels: OK

.:

-~-~

R0020359

R0020360

BMP Selection Ex_a_mpl.e
Treatment Suitability
(Matrix No. 3

Recharge and Channel protection
controls (Rev and Cp~)
¯ Ponds: lmnted Re~, Cp~ OK
¯ Wetlands: limited Rev, Cp~OK
¯ Infiltration: Re~ good, Cpv
unlikely
¯ Filters: limited R%, no Cp~
¯ Bioretention: Rev good, Cp,~
depends
¯ Open channels: limited Rev, no
Cpv
R0020361

BMP Selection Example
¯ 50 acre single family
subdivision
¯ 15,000 sq .ft lot sizes
¯ Karst topography
¯ Cold-water receiving stream
(Maryland .Use IV)
¯ Drains to headwater stream
(approx. 150 acre DA)

R0020362

~

BMP Selection Example
Preferred Alternatives
(multiple practices) _ _.

" Micro-pool ED for Cp~ & some WQ~
- minimizes thermal impacts (provide
shading & off line design)
- pro.vide 12 hr ED for. Cp~
- drainage area appropriate
- provides some water quality control
- provide liner, ifnecessary
- appropriate for land use

¯ B ioretention for Re~ & WQ~
- provides recharge
- provides water quality
- ok for karst (no infiltration, limited
open channel applications)
- appropriate for land use
- 5 to 10 locations necessary
- pretreat with filter strips
R0020363

.BMP Selection Exa__mple
Terrain Consideration
(Matrix No. 2)

Karst Topography
¯ Ponds: Poly- or clay liner
recommended: (geotech. to

confn-m)
¯ Wetlands: same
¯ Infiltration: Not allowed
° Filters: Liners or concrete shell
¯ Open channels: OK, but
consider increased infiltration
(geotech. to confirm) .
R0020364

S~’tion 4. BIv~ Se.[~:~oa/Loc~tion Guide

preclude a BMP. At the end of this step, the designer can screen the BMP options down to a
manageable number, and determine if a single BMP or multiple BMP system is needed to meet
the four stormwater sizing criteria for the site.
Step No. 4 Physical Fe~ibiIity

."

Are there any physical com’a~ts at the project site that might restrict or preclude the use of a
particular BMP? In this step, the designer screens the BMP list using Matrix No. 4 to determine
if the soils, water table, drainage area, slope or head conditions present ar a particular
development site that might.limit the use of a BMP. In many cases, the designer can use the
matrix to identify geotechnical or other tests to confirm physical feasibility.
Step No. 5 Communi.~ and Environmental Benefits/Drawbacks
Do the remaining BMPs have any important community or environmental benefits or drawbacks

that would influence the selection proce~? In this step, a matrixis used to compare the 22 BMPs
on the list in regard to maintenance, habitat, community acceptance, cost and other
environmental factors

Step No. 6 Locational Co~ti~ns
\X/hat environmental features must be avoided or considered when locating the BMP system at
my development site, so as to fully Comply wi~ State and Federal laws and permits? In this step,

the designer follows an environmental features checklist that asks whether any of the following
are present at the site: wedands, waters of the US, stream or shoreline buffers, forest conservation
areas, etc. 1Rrief guidance is then provided on "fingerprinting techniques" to locate the BMP so
as to avoid impacts to sensitive resources. If the BMP is located within sensitive environmental
features, a brief summary of State and federal permitting requirements will be provicled.
Summary. The ~ step approach is intended to compactly present comparative information for
the 22 BMPs on the list in a condensed format. Some of the comparative information in the
matrices reflects our recent interviews with engineers across the State, and general research into
"
the physxographic
differences in the Stat~
The advantage of the six step approach is that it aliows manual readers to u~e whare~r matrices
they need for design, and also provides a step-wise approach for the novice designer or plan
reviewer. A more user-friendly and attractive format will be developed for the Rual

R0020365

BMP Selection Exa__mple
Physical Feasibility
(Matrix No, 4)

Drainage area
¯ Ponds: 10-25 acre rain. (except
pocket)
° Wetlands: 25 acre min. (except
pocket)
° Infiltration: 10 ac max.
¯ Filters: 10 ac max.
¯ Bioretention: 5-10 ac max.
¯ Open channels: 5 max.

R0020366

Section 4. BlvfP Sdeczion/Ix~rion Guide

$/~2!f~.s~ Wi~tersheds that drain to speci~ shdlfish harvesting areas or.public swimming
beaches require a higher level of BMP treatment to prevent dcsirgs due to bicterial
contamination from stormwater runoff. In the~e watersheds, BlVfPs are explicidy designed to
maximize bacteria removal

R0020367

Section 4.0 A Guide to BM~:) Sdection and Location in the Stale of" Maryland
Section 4.1 Introd[uction.
This section oudines a process for selecting the best BMP or group of BlvfPs ar a development site,
and provides ~ce on factors to consider on where to put the BlvfP~the sire. The process

is used to screen the 22 designs on the BMP list that could meet the pollutant removal targets for
the WQ,. The process asks the designer to .go through a six step screening process, that
progressiv.dy examines:

a
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Watershed Factors .
Terrain Factors
Stormwater Treatment Suitability
Ph~ical Feasibility Factors
Community and Environmental Bendits
Locational Considerations

More detail on the step-wise screening process is provided below:.
Step No. 1 Watershed Factors
Is the project located in a watershed that has special ~datershed design objectives or constraints
that must be met? Matrix No.1 our.lines BMP restrictions or additional design r.equiremdnts that
must be considered if the project lies within the Maryland Critical Ar~., Cold-water watersheds,
Sensitive Watersheds, Aquifer Protection Areas, Water Supply Reservoirs, and Shellfish/Beach
Protection Zones.
Step No. 2 Terrain Factors
Is the project located in a portion of the State that has particular constraints imposed by local
terrain and or underlying geology? Matrix No. 2 details BMP restrictions for karst regions
(portions of Carrol, Frederick and Washington Counties) and low relief areas of the lower Eastern
Shore.
Step No. 3 Stormwater Treatment SuitabRirv

.

Can the BMP meet all of my srormwater treatment requirements for my sire, or will a.
combination of BMPs be needed? In this step, the designer can screen the BMP list using Matrix

No. 3 tO determine if a particular BMP can meet the Re., C~. and/or Q~ storage requirements~
In addition, this third matrix allows the designer to determine if the BMP is capable ~ treating
hotspot runoff, and provides relative indexes for [and consumption and safety risk th~t might

R0020368

Section 4. BlvfP Selection/Location Guide
Each 6f the 2.2 BMPs on the list are presumed capable of achieving a long-term remov-~l rate of
80% for total suspended solids, which hasbeen identified as a base criterion for BMP performance
under the recendy issued CZARA 6217 guidance (see Section 3). -. -Section 4.3 Terrain Factors
Three key factors to consider are Iow-rdief, karsr and mountainous terrain. In the state of
Maryland, Lo~u Re.!ief Ar.e~ ~n be ddined as the Eastern Shore Counties, particularly below
Choprank River, while most d the/¢zrr~ and major carbonaceous rock areas are found in

portions of Carrol C0unry, Frederick County and Wasl~ngron County. Mountainous areas are
found in the Western par~ of the Stare..
BMP SELECTION MATRIX No. 2:

-I.tkft[trarion

~

.~ ........ ~, .......... . TERRA!N FACTORS "

NOT Recommendd.

NOT ALLOWED

Minimum eli,trance to
wa~er r.abl¢ or" 2 fee~

Systems

lo~ head (FI and F2)

Max slope 8%
trenc:h~ mu.~ have

Unl~erm=b~ membrane

Note: SD = separation distance to seasonally high water table or bedrock

R0020369

Sec~on 4. BIvfP Se.lec1:ion/Lo~tion Guide

Section 4.2 Watershed Factors
In some cases, higher pollutant removaj or environmental pe~ormanc= ~s l’reecled to full}, protect
aquatic resources and human health and safety within a particahr watershed. Therefore, a
shorter list of BMPs. may need to be considered for selection within these watersheds or
They include:
Mm’~!ead Cri~.=i Are= Iareasi~:y Dew./oie~/Are= (/DAs). BMPs located within the Intensivdy
Developed Area (IDA) of the ~ Critical Area (a zone extending 1000 iree~ landward from
mean high tide) must demonstrate compliance with the "10% Poale" The rule mandates that post
development stormwater phosphorus loads must be reduced to 10% below pre-devdepment loads,
using the methodology developed by Herson eta J, 1994. Updated estimates of long term
keystone pollutant removal rares can be found in Section 3.5.
Co!d~zer Srrea~as (’M~ Use !/1). These cold and cool water meatus have habitat qualities
capable of supporting trout and other sensitive aquatic organisms. Therdore, the design
objective is to maintain habitat quality by preventing sweam wa.naing, maintairdng natural
recharge, preventing bank and channel erosion, and preserving the natm-al riparian corridor.
Some BlvfPs can have adverse downstream impacts on cold-water streams, and their use is highly
restrictecL
Sensiric, e Scrams (Maryland Use IV, or Impervious Cover less than 15%). These streams also
possess hi.gh quality warm-water aquatic resources. The design objectives are to maintain habitat
quality through the same techniques used for cold-water streams, with the exception that stream
warming is not as severe of a design constraint. Designe= may need to provide Cp, to protect
stream channels from erosion. These streams are spedally designated by local authorities (.g.,
Piney Branch Spedal Protection Area in Montgomer~ County), or may be designated i/a project
triggers the 401 or 404 permit process. "
Wellhead Pror£czion. Areas that recharge existing public water supply wdls"present a unique
management challenge. The key design cormz-aint is to prevent possible groundwater
contamination by preventing irdiltration of hotspot runoff. At the same time, recharge of
unpolluted stormwater is encouraged to maintain flow in streams and wells during dr¢ weather.
Reservoir Protection. Watersheds that deliver surface runoff to a public water supply resezwoir or
impoundment are a special concern. Depending on the treatment available at the water intake,
it may be necessa~ to control several pollutants of concern to a higher level, such as bacteria,
nutrients, .sFcliment or metals. One particular management concern is enhanced treatment for
pollutant hotspots that pose a gz’eater risk to drinking water safety.
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Section 4.4 Stoz=zwater.Treatment Suitability
The third matrix examines the capability of each Blvl~ to meet the smrmwater treatment sizing
criteria outlined in Technical Memo No. 3. Thus, it shows whether a BM~ has th~
Abi!~ ro Pnx~de ~e Requirement t’Re,L It should be noted that other practices, not on the
BM~P list, are capable of meeting the Re, requirement (e.g. grass channel, filter strip,
disconnection of rooftop runoff and other practices outlined in Technical Memo No. I). Thus,
if" a BMP on the matrix cannot meet the P~. requirement, it informs the designei- that
supplemental recharge practices may be .needed in the overall Blv[P design.
Abilir7 to Prc~/e C.hznnd Prore.ction (C~J. The matrix indicates whether the BMP can typically
provide the Cp, that may be needed in some watersheds. The finding that a particuhr BMP
cannot meet the requirement does not necessarily mean that it should be eliminated from
consideration, but rather is a reminder that more than one practice may be needed at the site to
meet requirements (e.g., h bioretendon area and a downstream ED pond).
Ab~i~ to Pnadde Quzznrir7 C.onrrol (Q~z and/or ~) The matrix shows whether a BMP can
typically meet the over-bank flooding criteria for the site. Again, th~ f~nding that a particular
BM~P cannot meet the requirement does not necessarily mean that it should be eliminated from
consideration, but rather is a reminder that more than one practice may be needed at the site to
meet requirements (e.g., a bioretention area and a dovmstream stormwater detention pond)
~zf~z~ Ind,- A comparative rating from 1 to 5 that expresses the potential safety risk of a BMP,
The lower score indicates a safe BM~, while a higher score ~dicates that there may be potential
safety risks to children associated ~;ith deep pools. The safety factor is included at this stage of
the screening process since liability and safety are a paramount concern in many residential
settings.
Spo~.e Con.smart/on Index. A comparative rating from 1 m 5 that expresses how much space a BM~
typically consumes at a site. A lower score indicates that the BM~ consumes a relatively small
amount of land, whereas a high score indicates the Blv~ may consume a rdatively high fraction
of land. Again, this factor is included in this early screming stage since many BlvfPs are severely
constrained.by’land consumption.
--Abilir7 ~ ActOr Hor.s~r P~ao~f. This last column examines the capability of a BM~ to treat
runoff from designated ho=pots, as deEned in Section L7. A BMP may be capable of accepting
hotspot runoff, or may have some design restrictions as noted.
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BIVfP SELECTION MATRI~X No. S: CO~ AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
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Wa~er Tab~. Depth to the seasonally high water table fiom the bottom or floor of the practice
Drain~e Area. Indicates the minimum or maximum drainage area that is eonsMered suitable for
the practice. If the drainage area present at the site is dighdy greater than the maximum allowable
drainage area needed for a practice, more than one practice can be ins!~, ed. The minimum
drainage areas indicated for ponds and wetlands should nor be considdred hard and fast limits,
and may be increased or decreased depending on water availability (basdlow or groundwater) or
the anti-dogging mechanisms employed.
$/o~ This column evaluates the effect of slope on the practic~ Si~ficaity, the slope resections
refer to local slope (how flat the area of practice installation must be) and up-gradient.slopes (Le.,
how steep can the contributing drainage area or flow length be)
Head. This column provides a typical estimate of the devation difference needed f~0m the inflow
to the outflow to allow for gravity .operation within the practice. "
Other Facets. This colunm includes other physical restrictions such as deptht0 bedrock,
proximity to wells and foundations, water balan .~,
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. C-,ommunL~ m:z:~r.m,u:~ This column a~=es community acceptance, as m~asured by three
market and pr~’erer~ce ~rv~7~) r~)o~:ed nuL~nc~ pro~l~, ~ ~ or~nr~on (i.=, is it
prominendy located or is it in an out of the way or underground location). It should be noted
that a low rank may merdy indicate the need for a better landscaping plan.
C-.oa.sm~oa Cost. The BlvfPs are ranked according to their rel~rive construction cost per
impervious acre treated. Please note that these rankings are preliminary, and await completion
of the Center’s ongoing BlvgP Cost Study.
bIabiear.. The BMPs ~’e evaluated on their ability to provide wildlife or wetland habitah assuming
that an effort is made to landscape them appropriatdy. Objective criteria indud~ size, water
features, wedand features and vegetation coverage in BlvfP and buffer. ’
OrJ~r Factors. This column indicates othei factors that should be considered in BMP sdection.
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BMP SELECTION AND LOCATION
SELECTING THE RIGHT BMP
BMP SELECTION EXAMPLE
EXCERPT FROM MARYLAND’S ~RA~r_ _ TECHNICAL sUPPORT DOCUMENT FOR THE STATE BMP
MANUAL- CHAPTER 4: A GUIDE O BMP SELECTION & LOCATION IN THE STATE OF MARYLAND
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Section 4.7 Loc~rion~i Considerations

In the last step, the designer foI1ows a checklist to determine where th~’s~ected BM1~ or BlvfPs
can be located at the site, given the environm’ental features that are present. The checklist also
indicates what, if any, permits must be secured.to construct the BMP. The checklist ~ be
modded after the MDE Smrmwarer Management Assessment and Flow Chart Documents,
already develope~l by’Corastock (1995). Some of" the locational factors would include:
Wedands. Including thelimited condition-~ under which a degraded wetland can be modiiied to
accept stormwater (e.g., reaxaqts), and forested wetlands, and requirements for State and Federal
CWA Sec. 401 and 404 permits.
$~e.~m~: Oudine the general resa’ictions for placing .ponds and wetlands within wate~ of the US,
and outlining the permit process to follow if th~-~, are located in the uppermost 300 feet of a
perennial stream. Guidance on dealing with intermittent channels, agricultm-al drainage, ditches
and other situations. Additional guidance on location of detention or Cp, facilities in and near
Stream and Sideline Buffe~ Restrictions or conditions for locating BlvfPs within the C~itical Area
Buffer Zone and local stream buffer zones will be highlighted.
Fores~ Con.se~a.,ion Area. Discussion of BMP location within the context of the Forest
Conservation Act, including prohibition from locating BMPs in Priority 1 Forest P,~tendon
Areas, or g~thin 100 feet of specimen trees. Opportunities for reforestation in stormwater buffer
areas will be noted.
Steep S/ot~es: Construction of BM~s are gener’.dly restricted on slopes greater than 15%.
Floodiv/ai~ BMP restrictions if located within the I00 year floodplain may requ~e approval under
the MDE Waterway Construction gegulations (COMAI~ 26.17.05).
E.~ing and P~u~sed U~ies. gestd~ons and setbacks from sewer lines, roads, cables and other
utilities at the site.
Resideadal Se.~acks. IR.equired setback distances from residential structures.
NOTE: TH~ CENTER WILL DRAFT THIS SECTION IN THE SUMMER OF 1997
FOR STATE AND LOCAL REVIEW.
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BMP Selection and Location
Six Step Screening Process

1.Watershed Management Objectives ~
2. Terrain Factors
3. Stormwater Treatmem Suitability
4. Physical Feasibility
5. Community and Environmental Benefits
6. Loeational/Pcrmitting Factors

Step 1. Watershed Management Objective
¯ Maryland Critical Area (IDA’s)
¯ Coldwater Streams (Maryland U~ HI and IV’)
¯ Sensitive (Maryland Use I, IV, ~d I¢ less than 15%)
o WeKlaead Protection

¯ Res~’voir Protection
¯ Shellfish/Beach Protection (Maryland Use IF)
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BMP SELECTION AND LOCATION
SELECTING THE RIGHT BMP

BMP SELEC~ON EXAMPLE
EXCERPT FROM MARYLAND’S DRAFT TECHNICAL SUPPORT DOCUMENT FOR THE ST/,TE BMP
MANUAL- CHAPTER 4: A GUIDE TO BMP SELECl~ON & LOCA~ON IN THE STATE OF MARYLAND
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BMP Selection and Location
Six Step Screening Process

1. Watershed Management Objectives
2. Terrain Factors
3. Stormwater Treatment Suitability
4. Physical Feasibility
5. Community and Environmental Benefits

6. Locational/Permitting Factors

Step___l. Watershed Management Objective
Maryland Critical Area (IDA’s)
Coldwater Streams (Maryland Use ]I[ and IV)
Sensitive (Maryland Use I, IV, and Ic less than 15%)
Wellhead Protection
Reservoir Protection
Shellfish/Beach Protection (Maryland Use E)
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¯ BMP SELECTION M_&TRIX No, 1:

SPECIAL WATEP~H~D DESIGN REQ~~s
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Step 2. Terrain Factors
¯ Low Relief
¯ KarSt
¯ Mountainous
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BNI~ SELECTION MATRI~
TERRAIN FACTORS

Open
Channels

Not genes-ally feasible due
to low slopes

OK

0~ infe~s~le ig
slopes are 4% or greater

Note: SD = sepm’auon distance to seasonally high water table or bed.rock
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Step 3. Stormwater Treatment Suitability
¯ Recharge (Rev)
¯ Cpv

-Qp
¯ Ability to accept hotspot runoff
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BMP Selection Matrix No. 3
STOR_MWATER TREATMENT SUITABILITY

’

i: ~ : :-i~:!:i:)~:’::.~:~:
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Step 4. Physical Feasibility
Soils
Water Table
Drainage Area
Slope
Head
Bedrock
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BM2P SELECTION NL%TR No. 4:
PHYSICAL FEASIBI7 ITY
:-
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BMP Selection Guide
Key feasibility criteria for different BMPs
Feasibility
Criteria

Pond Systems

Wetland
Systems

Infiltration
Systems

Filter Systems

Soils
Drainage Area

Most soils

> .5 in/hr

10-20 ac min

Most soils
10-20 ac min

2-5 ae max

All soils.
2-5 ac preferred

Minimum Head
Space

3-6 feet
2-3% of DA

3-5%.ofDA

2-4 feet
2-3% of site

2-5 feet
2-6% of site

Cost

Low

Moderate

High

Mod-High

Water Table
Cleanout

1-6 feet

No restrictions No restrictions
5-10 years
2-5 years

2-,4 ft above
1-2 years

2 ft above
1-3 years ~

Quantity Mgmt

Yes

Yes

No

No

Longevity

20-50 years

20-50 ye~s

1-5 ye~’s?

5-20 ye~s?

Center for Watcrshcd Protectton

Step 5. Other Factors
¯ Maintenance Burden
¯ CommtmiD" Acceptance

¯ Construction Cost
¯ Habitat Creation
¯ Others
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BM:P SELECTION MATR]~ No. 5:
CON~Ty AND ENVIRONMENTAL FAcToRs
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Step 6. L°cational/PermittingConsiderations
¯ Wetlands
¯ Streams
¯ Stream and Shoreline Buffers- FloodpIains
¯ Forest Conservation Areas
¯ Steep Slopes
¯ Existing/Proposed Utilities
¯ Residential Setbacks
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BMP Selection Example
¯ 50 acre s ingle family
subdivision
¯ 15,000 sq ft lot sizes
¯ Karst topography
° Cold-water receiving stream
(Maryland .Use IV)
¯ Drains to headwater stream
(approx. 150 acre DA)
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BMP Selection Example
Watershed Considerations
(MaNx No. 1)

Cold-water receiving stream

° Ponds: ED with micro-pool, 12
hour detention, off line design,
shading, others restricted "
¯ Wetlands: Most are restricted
¯ Infiltration: OK
° Filters: OK
° Open Channels: OK
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BMP Selection Example
Terrain Consideration
(Matrix No. 2)

Karst Topography
¯ Ponds: Poly- o.r clay liner
recommended. (geotech. to
conftrm)
¯ Wetlands: same
¯ Infiltration: Not allowed
° Filters: Liners or concrete shell
° Open channels: OK, but
consider increased infilmation
(geotech. to confirm)
R0020396
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BMP Selection Exampl.e
~rreatment Suitability
(Matrix No. 3

Recharge and Channel protection
controls (Rev .and Cp~)
¯ Ponds: limited R%, Cp~ OK
¯ Wetlands: limited Rev, CpvOK
¯ Infiltration: Rev good, Cp~
unlikely
° Filters: limited Re~, no Cp~
° Bioretention: R% good, Cp~
depends
¯ Open channels: limited R%, no
Cpv
R0020397
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BMP Selection Example
Physical Feasibilit~
(Matrix No. 4)

Drainage area
¯ Ponds: 10-25 acre min. (except

pocket)
° "Wetlands: 25 acre min. (except
pocket)
¯ Infiltration: 10 ac max.
¯ Filters: 10 ac max.
¯ B ioretention: 5-10 ac max.
¯ Open channels: 5 max.
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BMP Selection Example
Preferred Alternatives
(multiple practices) _

¯ Micro-pool ED for Cpv & some WQv
- minimizes thermal impacts (provide
shading & off line design)
- provide 12 hr ED for. Cpv
- drainage area appropriate
- provides some water quality control
- provide liner, if necessary
- appropriate for land use

¯ B ioretention for R% & WQv
- provides recharge
- provides water quality
- ok for karst (no infiltration, limited
open channel applicaiions)
- appropriate for land use
- 5 to 10 locations necessary
- pretreat with filter strips
R0020399
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Section 4.0 ~A....Guide ~o BMP Selection and~
Section ~. I Introduction.

T’his section oudines a process ~or selecting the best BMP or group
and provides guidance on factom to con.sider on where to put the BM~P-en the site. The process
is used to ~reen the Z2 designs on the BlvfP list that could meet the pollutant removal targets ~or
the WQ~. The process ash the designer ~o .go through a six ste~ screening process, that
progressi-~ely examines:

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Watershed Factors .
Terrain Factors
Stormwater Treatment Suitability
Physical Feasibility Factors
Community and Environmental Bene{its
Lo~donal Con-.-ideradons

More detail on the step-wise screening process is provided below:
Step No. ! Watershed Factors
[s the project located in a watershed that has special Watershed design objectives or constraint~
that must be met? Matrix No. i ourdines BMP restrictions or additional de~.gn r~luirern~nt~ that
must be considered if the project lies within the Maryland Critical Ar~a; Cold-water watersheds,
Sensitive Watersheds, Aquifer Protection Areas, Water Supply Reservoirs, and SheILtish/Beach
Protection Zones.
Step No. 2 Terrain Factors
Is the project located in a portion of the State that has partioalar constraints imposed by local
terrain and or underlying geology? Matrix No. 2 details BMP restrictions for karst regions
(portions of Carrol, Frederick and Washington Counties) and low relief areas of the lower Eastern
Shore.
Step No. 3 Stormwater Treatment Suitability

.

Can the BMP meet all of my stormwater treatment requirements for my site, or will a
combination of BlvfPs be needed? In ~ step, the designer can screen the BlvfP 1~ u.sing Matrix
No. 3 to determine if a paa’ticuLxr BMP can meet the Re~, C~. and/or Q~ gorage requirements,
in addition, thi~ third matrix allow, the designer to determine if the BMP i~ cap,~tble bf treating
hot.or runoff, and provides relative indexes for land cormamption aad safer,/ri~k that might
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preclude a BM.P. At the end of thia ~tep, the designer can s~een the BlvfP options down to a
manageable number, and determine i~ a single BMP or mu!tiple BMP system is needed to me~t
the four stormwater ~izing criteria for the site.
Step No. 4 Physica! Feadbilk7
Are there any physical constraints at the project site that might restrict or preclude the use of a
particular Blv~P? In d’Rs step, the designer screer~ the BMP list using Matrix No. 4 to determine
if the soils, water table, drainage area, slope or head conditions present at a particular
development site that might.limit the use of a BM~. ~ many cases, the designer can use the
matrix to identiff geotechnical or other tests to corffirm physical feasibility.
Step No. 5 Corn~2un~ty and Ertvixonmental Benefits/Drawbacks
Do the remaining BMPs have any important community or environmental benefits or dra~tbacks
that would irdluence the selection process? In th~ step, a matrix is used to compare the 22 BMPs
on the list in regaxd to maintenance, habitat, ¢ommuniw acceptance, cost and other
environmental factors
Step No. 6 Loc.~tional Considerations
What environmental features must be avoided or considered when locating the BM~ system at
my development site, so as to fully Comply with State and Federal taws and permits? In this step,
the de~ig’ner follows an environmental features checklist that asks whether any of the following
are present at the site: wetlands, waters of the US, stream or shoreJine buffers, forest conservation
areas, ere_ Brief guidance Ls then provided on "fingerprinting techniques" to locate the BMP so
as to avoid impacts to sensitive resources. /5 the BMP is located within sensitive environmental
features, a brief summary of State and federal permitting requirements will be provided.
S urn.mary. The six step approach is intended to compactly pre~ent comparative information for
the 22 BMPs on the list in a condensed format. Some of the comparative inforrrmtion in the
matrices reSl~v.s our recent interviews with engin~rs ~¢ross the State, and general research into
~he physiographic differences in the State.
The advantage of the six step approach i.s that it ~lows manu~ readers to use whatever matrices
they need for design, and also provides a step-wise approach for the novice designer or plan
reviewer. A more user-friendly and attractive for=mr will be developed for the final
maf|.uaL

"
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Section 4.2 Watershed Factors
In some cases, higher pollutant removal or environmental performance ~ needed to fu!ty protec~
aquatic resources and human health and safety within a particular watershed. Therefore, a
shorter list of BMPs may need to be considered for selection within these watersheds or zones.
I--hey indude:

M=~Iand Cri~.r_o2 Are~ Intem~c~ely Deve/oi~e~ Are.~s (!DA~). BMPs located within the Intensively
Developed Area (IDA) of the Maryland Critical Area (a zone extending 1000 feet landward from
mean high tide) must demon.ctrate compliance with the "10% Rule" The rule mandates that post
development stormwater phosphorus loads must be reduced to 10% below pre-deve!e~pment loads,
using the methodology developed by Herson et al, 1994. Updated estimates of long term
keystone pollutant removal rates can be found in Section 3.5.
Co/~/~=ter $crem~s 2vfa~!~m/U~e £D. These cold and cool water streams have habitat qualities
capable of supporting trout and other sensitive aquatic organisms. Therefore, the design
objective is to maintain habitat quality by preventing stream warming, maintaining natur-a!
recharge, preventing bank and channel erosion, and preserving the natural riparian corridor.
Some BMPs can have adverse dowr~ctream impacts on cold-water streams, and their use is highly
restricted.
Sensi~i~ $~’e~ms (Maryland Use I’V, or Impervious Cover less than 15%). These streams also
pose~ h!gh quality, warm-water aquatic resources. The design objectives are to maintain habitat
quality through the same techniques used for cold-water streams, with the exception that stream
warming is not as severe of a design constraint_ Designers may need to provide Cp, to protect
stream channels from erosion. These streams are spedally designated by local authorities (e.g.,
Piney Branch Special Protection Area in Montgomery Count’y), or may be designated if a project
triggers the 401 or 404 permit proce~.
Wellhe~ Pror~crion. Areas that recharge existing public water supply wells"present a unique
management challenge. The key design cor~raint is to prevent possible groundwater
contamination by preventing infiltration of hotspot runoff. At the same time, recharge of
unpolluted s~ormwater is encouraged to maintain flow in strearr, and wells during dry weather.
Reservoir Pro~ecrio~ Watersheds that deliver surface runoff to a public water supply reservoir or
impoundment are a special concern. Depending on the treatment avail~le at the water intake,
it may be necessary to control several pollutants of concern to a higher level, such as bacteria,
nutrients, s.ediment or metals. One particular management concern is enhanced treatment for
pollutant hotsp, ot~ _that pose a greater risk to drinking water safety.
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She-!!fish/Bc=Zr~requize
WatershedSa
hiCh levdthat
BMpt° ~cclosings
shdLCish harvesting
public swimming
beach.
~s __o..er
treatme~
todrainof
prevent
dueareas
to orbacteria!
contamination from stormwater runoff. In these war,sheds, BMPs are explicitly designed
maximize bacteria removal.
~o
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Eae_h 6f the 22 BMFs on the list are presumed capable of ad’~ieving a Iong-t=-rn removal ra~e of
80% for to=l ~dd so~&, w~& ~b~ id~ ~ a b~e ~t~on for B~ p~omance
und~ ~e r~en~y ~ C~ 6217 ~idance (s~ ~on 3).
Section 4.3 Te~ Facto~
~r~ key fa=ors to m~i~ ~e low-rdid, ~ ~d moun~no~ t~. ~ the ~te of
Ma~land, ~ Rdief Ar~ ~ ~ d~n~ ~ the ~ Shore Coun~, p~ly bdow
Chop~ank ~v=, while mo~ of ~e ~ and major ~ceous to& ~ ~e found in
po~o~ of C~ol Counw, Fr~& Counw and W~gon Counw. Mo~o~
found in the W~t~ p~ of ~e S~te.
B~ SELE~ON ~~ No. Z:
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~’~ote: ata = separation distance to seasonally high water table or bedrock
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Section 4.4 Stormwater Treatment SuitabiJ.ity
The tlx~rd matrix examines the capability of each BlvfP to meet the sto
ter treatment sizing
criteria oudined in Technica! Memo No. 3. Thus, it shows whether a BMP has the:
Abili~-t to Prouide Recharge Re~irem~.~ (Re.). It should be noted that other practices, not on the
Blvl~ list, are capabIe of meeting the Re, requirement (e.g. grass channel, filter strip,
disconnection of rooftop runoff and other practices oudined in Technica! Memo No. I). Thus,
if a BMP on the matrix cannot meet the Re,. requirement, it inforrt~ the designer that
supplemental recharge practices may be needed in the overall BMP design.
Abiliu ~o Pro~te Cl’mnnel Protection (Cp.). The matrix indicates whether the BlvfP can typicaZly
provide the Cp, that rn~y be needed in some watersheds. The finding that a particular BMP
cannot meet the requirement does not necessad!y mean that it should be elimirmted from
consideration, but rather is a r~minder that more than one practice may be needed at the site to
meet requirements (e.g., a bioretention area and a do~e~n F_.D pond).
Abitirl to Pro¢@ l~mti~ Conerol (Q~ andJor q~0) The matrix shows whether a BMP can
typically meet the over-bank flooding criteria for the site. AgaLn, th~ finding that a particular
BM~ cannot meet the requirement does not nece~arily mean that it should be elimirmted from
consideration, but rather is a reminder that more than one practice may be needed ar the site to
meet requirements (e.g., a bioretention area and a downstream stormwater detention pond)
Safer,! Indez- A comparative rating from 1 to 5 that expre~es the potenti~I safety risk of a BMP,
The lower score indicates a safe BMP, while a higher score indicates that there may be potentia!
safer3, risks to children associated With deep pools. The ~afety factor is included at this stage of
the screening proce~ since liability and safety are a paramount concern in rna~y residential
set’tings.
Space C<mmmivd.on I~. A comparative rating from 1 t~ 5 tt~t expresses ho.w much space a Blv~
typically consumes at a site. A lower score indic~t~ that the BMP consumes a rel~tivdy sma!l
amount of land, wherea~ a high ~:ore indicate~ the ~ m~y confine a relatively lxigh fraction
of land. Again, this factor is included in ~ early s:reening stage since many BMPs are severely
constrained byland consumption.

Abili~ to Accept Hor_v/>ot Pataoff. TI~ Last column examines the capability of a BlVfP to treat
runoff from designated hotspots, a~ ddined in Section LT. A BMP may be capable of accepting
hotspot runoff, or may have ~ome design restrictiom ~ noted.
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S~on 4. B~ Sd~zioniLocadon Guide
BMI~ Selection Matrix No. 3

.............................. ~ ......

F-I Su~ Sand F~ter
-F-2 Und~und SF

F-3 Pe~ete: SF
F4~ O~c SF
F:5 P~ ~d Fd~=

O-z Wzt S~

"

no

STOP,!vf~ATEK TKEATMENT SUITABILFI-Y

~

~

no, ~
exfdrer

d~

no

L0

~0

no

no

no

~.0

1.0

no
no

no
no

no
no

1.0
1~

i~
~0

no

no

1.5

~0

no
no

no

1.0

3.0

no

1.5

3.0

~-~ no, u~
~Iter

Y~
no

4.5

2.0

Y~

NO

" o~y if four f~t ~don ~ee ~ ~~ f~m ~e ~r of ~e ~nd to ~e ~y
~ter ruble ~ f~t on ~w~ ~tem Sho~)
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Section. 4.~ Physics! Feasibility
At this point, the designer has whittled down the BlvfP ~ to a.manageable number and can
eva!uate the remaining options given the actua! physical conditions present on the site. This
matrix wiil ultimately cross-reference the testing protoco/s neecled to corffirm physical conditions
at the sire. The six prim~ factors are::
SoL. The key evaiua~ion factors are based on an initial investigation of the NRCS hycLrologic
soils groups at the site, followed by subsequent geotech~cal tests to corffirm permeability and
other factors.
Wo~zr Tab/e. Depth to the seasonally high water r~ble Eom the bottom or floor of the practice
Dra~no~e Are~. Indicates the minimum or maximum drainage area r_hat is Considered suitable for
the practice. If the drainage area present ~t the site is slighdy greater than the maximum allowable
drainage area needed for a practice, more than one practice can be installed. The minimum
drainage areas indicated for ponds a~l wetlands should not be considered hard and fast limits,
and may be increased or decreased depending on water availability (I~.~ow or groundwater) or
the anti-clogging mechanisms employed.
$/oi~ This column evaluates the effect of slope on the practice. S~*ci~cally, the slope restrictions
refer to loca! slope (how flat the area of practice insta~tion must be) and u!>gradienr slopes (i.e.,
how ~eep can the contributing drainage area or flow length be)
Head. This column provides a typical estimate of the elevation difference needed fi~0m the inflow
to the outflow to allow for gravity operation within the prac~ic= "
OrJ~r Fa~rs. This column includes other physica! re~’ictions suc~ a.s depth to bedrock,
proximity to wells and foundations, water balance, etc.
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Section 4. BM2 Selection/Location Ouide

B~ SELE~ON ~~ No. 4:

P~SIC~

P-2 W~t Pond
pond 1~
B
req~e

or

25 ~*

P-5 P~et Pond

NR

b4~

5

W-I S~ow ~nh

A

W.Z ~ Wethnd
W-3 Po~e~d

req~e
~n~

W~ P~e~ ~mh

NR

W-S G~vel Wethnd

NR

2 f~

I-1 ~f~ Tren~

Fc > 0.52

4

P-3 Wet ED Pond
P~ M~le Pond

t~n 15%

or aq~

5

1-2 Shallow I-Brain
i-3 Porous Payment

2.~ i~r

5

F- 1 Surface Sand Filter

i0

F-2 Unde~round $F

2~~
’
2~~

F-3 P~eter SF

NK

F40~¢ SF

~Mn 6~

2

F-5 P~et Sand Fdter
F.6 Bio~ten~ion

2

Made

O-1 Dm $~*mle
0-2 Wet $~ale
0-3 Bio~ention C~

5
NR
Made

I to 4%

bd~
2 f~

2

and anti~g~g d~ce ~t~ed
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Section 4.6 Commu.nity and Envi.ronme~t.al Factors
pro~d~ A~ ~ ~d~ ~oa~ ~ ~ wh=e ~e ~v~ B~ ~ ~ ~om 1 to 5, ~ ~e
low~ ~re in~a~g ~t &e ~ ~ 4~ a ~ ~t. (~ lo~ ~h~), ~d a
~ore in~g ~t ~e p~~ p~ ~ a low ~t or a ~jor ~a~ f~ ~t ~.
’ M~~. ~ column ~ ~e m~t~ b~d~ for ~e p~ ~ t~ of ~
~r~: ~u~ of s~uI~ ~nt~c~ ~o~c ~nt~nce ~obl~ (~ m
and r~o~ ~e ~r~.
Commu~ acc~mnce. This column assesses community acceptance, as measured by three ~ct.ors:
market and prderence surveys, reported nuisance problems, and visual orientation (i.e., is it
prominendy located or is it in an out of the way or underground location). It should be noted
that a low rank may merely indicate the need for a better landscaping plan.
~oa Corn The BMPs are ranked according to their rdative con.q~’uction cost per
impervious acre ~reated. Please note r.hat these rard<ings aze prelimina~, and await completion
of the Center’s ongoing BMP Cost Study.
Habi~r_ The BIVfPs are ev~uated on theft ability to provide wildlife or wet.land habitat, assuming
that an effort ts made to landscape them appropriately. Objective criteria include: size, water
features, wetland features and vegetation coverage in BM~P and bul:fer.
Ocher Factor. This column indicates oth~ factors that should be considered in BMP selection.
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Section 4. BMP Sal~xion/Locadon Guide

BMP SELECTION MATRIX No. 5: CO~ AND ENVIRONIv[HNTAI FACTORS

W~p~ ~nh

’ 4.0

3.0

~0

3~

~wdo~

Avoid ~e ~one

1.1 ~ Trench

5.0

~0

3~

5.0

L3 Po~ P~v~t

5.0

1.0

3.0

5.0

~-~ Un~e~oun~ ~

4.0

1.0

4.5

5.0

4.0

~

3.0

5.0

2.0

1.5

1.S

4.0

0-3 Bioretenfion ~

Out o~
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Section 4. BMP Sdection/r~:~ation Guide
Section 4.7 LocationaI Considerations
In. the last step, the designer follows a checkli~, to derermir.e where th~’sdected BMP or BMPs
can be located at the site, given the ~nvironmental features that ~e present. The checklist also
indicates what, if any, permits must be secured.to construct the BMP. The checklist will be
modeled after the MDE Srormwater Management Assessment and Flow Chart Documents,
atready devdoped by" Comstock (1995). Some of the locationa~factors would indud~
We~. Including thelimited conditions under which a degraded wetland can be modified to
accept stormwater (e.g., retrofits), and forested wetlands, and requirements for State and Federal
CWA Sec. 401 and 404 permits.
p!acing
Srre~nu:
Oudine
the general
restrictions
fortheyponds
and wetlands
within watm
theofUS,
and
outlining
the permit
process
to follow
if
are located
in the uppermost
300of
feet
a
perennial stream. Guidance on dealing with intermi~ent channds, agricultural drainage, ditches
and other situatior~ Additional guidance on location of detention or Cp, facilities in and neax
$~’rearrl$.

Sere.era and Shoreli~ Buffers. Restrictions or conditions for l~g B~s
Buff~ Zone and 1~ ~m b~ zon~ ~ ~ hig~ight~.
For~ Co~i~ Ar~ D~on of B~ l~on ~ ~e cont~ of ~e F~
Conse~afion A~ induing pro~bi~0n from l~ng
Ar~, or ~thin i~ f~ of~m~ ~. ~~fim for rffor~on in ~o~t~ b~
ar~s ~II be no~.
Steep Slopes: Construction of BMPs are generaJ2ly restricted on slopes greater than 15%.
FZoodpL:zia.s. BMP restrictions fflocated within the i00 year floodplain may require approval under
the MDE Waterway Construction Regulations (COMAR 26.17.05).
E.~ing ~ Proposed Uti/izi~. Restrictions and setbacks from sewe~ Lines, roads, cables and other
u~iliri~ at the site.

R~sidcnda! Setb~w.aks. Required setback distances from residential structures.
NOTE: THE CENTER WILL DRAFt’ THIS SECTION IN THE S~ OF 1997

FOR STATE AND LOCAL REVIEW.
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Pag~ 3 !

’,MP SELECTION AND LOCATION
SELECTING THE RIGHT BMP
BMP SELECTION EXAMPLE
EXCERPT FROM MARYLAND’S DRAFT TECHNICAL SUPPORT DOCUMENT FOR THE STATE BMP
MANUAL- CHAPTER 4: A GUIDE TO BMP SEL~C~ON & LOCATION IN THE STATE OF MARYLAND
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BMP Selection and Location
Six Step Screening Process
1.Watershed Management Objectives

2. Ten’ai.n Factors
3. Stormwater Treatment Suitability
4. Physical Feasibility
5. Commtmity and Environmental Benefits

6. LocationalfPermitting Factors

Step 1. Watershed Management Objective
¯ Maryland Critical Area (’IDA’s)
¯ Coldwater Streams (Maryland Use IT[ and IV)
- Sensitive (Maryland Use I, IV, and Ic less than 15%)
¯ Wellhead Protection
¯ Reservoir Protection
¯ Shellfish/Beach Protection (Maryland Use I~
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BMP SELECTION M.ATRIX No. i:

SPECIAL WATERSHED DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
>::: ............................. "

~ may
l~i~
~t for
P5.
PI ~ low

P4
~

~e

o~e

~R ~
to 12 ~

Coagol of
Cpv,
~ly
I~ 2~
~

~
l~r if A
m~ ~
p~t

Cpv
~n~l
b~ d~i~
to p~v~t

ho~o~
2~4hSD

~Vetlan~

Infilt~tion

~e
~ may
l~i~ W~
~pted

~I, ~
~d ~
~

~ ohm

U~ ff

~y ~

SD ~m

size ~
fi~t ~i]

SD ~

~It to
~ze
~e Cpv

wel~ ~d
w~ ~ble.

~
md ~ter
~]e.

inferable
due to soi~
or water
~ble in
tidal ~

~e ~ above

~ 4~
~ ~ for
~o~

O~ ~ a
SD

No ho~z
~off
~off
~l~te
~p
runoff

Filtering
System~

OK

O~ bm
e~l~ for
~

M~ ~
~mb~
mo~er

y~ if
FiR~g
d~i~ w/ may ~
no
r~u~ for

m~.

to pm~
Cpv
Open
Channeh

OK

OK

M~ ~
I~ w/
~ ~ to
)~de
Cpv

O~
but ho~t ~offm~
~ ~ly ~

~o~
f~ ~2
md ~3

SD = Sep~tion Di~ce
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Step 2. Terrain Factors
* Low Relief
o Karst
o Mountainous
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BM~ SELECTION MATRIX No. 2:

TERRA.~ FACTORS

............ ======================================

h¢iglm.

Systems

low head (F1 aad F2)

im!~’mcable m~mbrane
to seal bouom

Open
Channels

Not generally f~asible due
to low slopes

OK

~ infeas~le if
slopes ar~ 4% or gr~atu

Note: SD = separation distanc~ to seasonally high water table or be~Lrock
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Step 3. Stormwater Treatment Suitability
¯ Recharge (Re,)
¯. WQv

¯ Cpv

¯ Ability to accept hot.spot runoff

R0020418
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BNIP Selection Matrix No. 3
STORM-WATER TR.EATNfENT SUITABI/,ITY

I-2 Shallow I-Basin

Y~

d~

d~

I-3 Porous Pavement

y~

~e~

F-I Su~ace Sand Filter

no, unl~

F-2 Under~ound SF
.. F-3 Pe~meter SF
F~ O~anic SF
F-5 Pock~ Sand Fiher
_F~ Bio~ten~on
O-1 D~ Swale
0-2 Wet S~le

~ 1.0

3~

NO

~

1.0

1.0

NO

d~n~

no

2.0

2.0

no

no

no

3.0

no

no

1.0

no
no, ~1~

no
no

no
no

1.0
1.5

1.5 .
1~

2.0
2.0

~
/~
no

d~
no

no
no

1.0

3~

no

no

1.0
!.5

3.0
3.0

no

y~
y~

NO

* only if four foot sepa~on d~ace ~ main~ from ~e fl~r of ~e ~nd to ~e ~Ry high
~ter ruble ~ f~ on ~wer ~te~ Sho~)
** only if bomom of fadli~ ~ lin~ ~ impemmble filter fable ~at pr~ l~ate ~fii~on
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Step 4. Physical Feasibility _
¯ Soils
¯ Water Table
: Drainage Area
¯ Slope
¯ Head
¯ Bedrock
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B1V£P SELECTION MATR.L-X No. 4:
PHYSICAL FEASIBYLITY

P-1 ~ol ED

A soi~
may
~q~e
pond ~
B mi~ may

P-2 Wet Pond
P-3 Wet ED Pond

I0
2 f~t
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no mo~
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F-2 Unde~round SF

2~
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~2 Wet S~le

2to3~
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~
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F-1 Surface Sand Filter
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BMP Selection Guide
Key feasibility criteria for different BMPs
Feasibility
Criteria

Pond Systems

Wetland
Systems

Infiltration
Systems

Filter Systems

Soils
Drainage Area

Most soils
10-20 ac min

Most soils
10-20 ac min

> .5 in/hr
2-5 ac max

All soils.
2-5 ac preferred

Minimum Head
Space

3-6 feet

1-6 feet

2-3% of DA

3-5%.ofDA

2-4 feet
2-3% of site

2-5 feet
2-6% of site

Cost
Water Table
Cleanout

Low
Moderate
No restrictions No restrictions
5-10 years
2-5 years

High
2-,4 ft above
1-2 years

Mod-High
2 tt above
1-3 years J

Quantity Mgmt

Yes

Yes

No

No

Longevity

20-50 years

20-50 years

1-5 years?

5-20 years?
Center for Watershed Protectton

Step 5. Other Factors
~~-._.~.~..~~
¯ Maintenance Burden
¯ Community Acceptance

¯ Construction Cost
¯ Habitat Creation

¯ O~rs
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BM P SELECTION MATRIX No. 5:
COMMUNITY AND ENVIt ONMEN AL FAcToI

~..~ 3~5
,.o ,~:..,.~ ..~;..

4.0

1.0

....................................... ~:~ 2.0
:~" ~: M~M ~6~ ~::~ Z0
i"’.~:~.~::.":~..-:~ :7::I~:~::S:(¢~.:.-~.:Z$.~:.:~:~:;.:....:~.~.,.....

3..~

Z0

Z0

I$

3.0

~.0
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~.0

.::..::.-.:... ::......:...~.~::;-.....~:~. ¯ .~ -.~,.:~::~.,~::~.:

;’:~4~ ~ ~6n ] ~:~:~;~~:~ 4.0

W-~ G~v~ We~bd. (~ ~ ~ ~:~

4.0

~do~

4.0

4.0

3.0

4~

Po~le

I-2 Shallow I-~

5.0

4.0

3.0

4~

F~

I-3 Poro~ Pavement

5.0

1.0

3.0

5.0

F-1 Surface SF

3.5

2~

4.0

5.0

~i.~ ~n~

F-2 Unde~ound SF

4.0

1.0

4~

5.0

Out o~io~

3~

1.0

4.0

5.0

T~

F~ O~nic SF

3~

2~

4.0

5.0

F-~ P~ ~nd ~lter

4.0

2~

3.0

5.0

F~B~on

2.0

I~

~

4.0

~1 D~ S~ie

Z0

1~

2~

4~

~2 W~ S~le

2.0

I~

~

4.0

O-3 Bioret~tion Cell

2.0

I~

l~

4.0

F-3 Pe~m~er ~

; ~.~,~.g

~le m~
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Step 6. Locational/PermittingConsiderations
¯ Wetlands
¯ Streams

¯ Stream and Shoreline Buffers.
¯ Floodplains
¯ Forest Conservation Areas
¯ Steep Slopes
¯ Existing/Proposed Utilities
¯ Residential Setbacks

R0020425
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BMP Selection Example
¯ 50 acre single family
subdivision
¯ 15,000 sq ft lot sizes
¯ Karst topography
¯ Cold-waterreceiving stream
(Maryland .Use IV)
¯ Drains to headwater stream
(approx. 150 acre DA)

R0020426
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BMP Selection Example
Watershed Considerations
(Matrix No. 1)

Cold-water receiving stream

¯ Ponds: ED with micro-pool, 12
hour detention, off line design,
shading, others restricted "
¯ Wetlands: Most are restricted
¯ Infiltration: OK
¯ Filters: OK
¯ Open Channels: OK
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.BMP Selection Example
Terrain Consideration
(Matrix No. 2)

Karst Topography
° Ponds: Poly- or clay liner
recommended: (geotech. to
confirm)

¯ Wetlands-same
¯ Infiltration: Not allowed.
¯ Filters: Liners or concrete shell
¯ Open channels: OK, but
consider -increased infiltration
(geotech. to confirm)
R0020428
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BMP Selection. Example
Treatment Sultabili~y
(Matrix No. 3

Recharge and Channel protection
controls (Rev and Cp~)
° Ponds: limited Re~, Cp~ OK
° Wetlands: limited R%, Cp~OK
° Infiltration: Rev good,
unlikely
° Filters: limited Rev, no Cp~
° Bioretention: Re~ good, Cp~
depends
¯ Open channels: limited R%, no
Cpv
R0020429
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BMP Selection Example
Physical Feasibilit~
(Matrix No. 4)

Drainage area
¯ Ponds: 10-25 acre min. (except

pocket)
oWetlands: 25 acre min. (except

pocket)
° Infiltration: 10 ac max.
¯ Filters: 10 acmax.
¯ Bioretention: 5-10 ac max.

¯ Open channels: 5 max.
R0020430
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BMP Selection Example
Preferred Alternatives
(multiple practices) _

¯ Micro-pool ED for Cp~ & some WQ~
- minimizes thermal impacts (provide
shading & off line design)
- provide 12 hr ED for. Cp~
- drainage area appropriate
- provides some water quality control
- provide liner, if necessary
- appropriate for land use

:

¯ B ioretention for R% & WQ~
- provides recharge
- provides water quality
- ok for karst (no infiltration, limited
open channel applica(i0ns)
- appropriate for land use
- 5 to 10 locations necessary
- pretreat with filter strips
R0020431
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...... ~ ~u

oeAect~on ~,nd Location in the State of IVfarylAnd

Section 4.1 I-ntro~lucdon

This secdon oudines a process for seIec~ng the best B~uP or group of B~Ps at a development ~ite,
and provides guidance on ~ac~or~ to consider on where to put the BMP..~n the site. The proces.~
is used to screen the 22 designs on r.he B~fP li.~ that coudd meet the pollu~ant removal targets for
the WQ~. The process asks the designer to .go through a six step screening process, that
progressivdy examines:

¯
"

¯
¯
¯
¯

Watershed Factors .
Terrain Factors
Stormwater Treatment Suitability
Physical Feasibility Factors
Community and Environmental B~n~s
Locational Considerations

More detail on the step-wise screening process is provided below:
Step No. 1 Watershed Factors
Is the project located in a watershed that has special Watershed design objectives or constraints
that must be met? Matrix No. i oudines BMP restrictions or additional design r.equirem~nts that
must be considered if the project lies within the Maryland Critical Ar~a~ Cold-water watersheds,
Sensitive Watersheds, Aquifer Protection Areas, Water Supply Reservoirs, and Shellfish/Beach
Protection Zones.
Step No. 2 Terrain Factors
Is the project located in a portion of the State that has particular constraints imposed by local
terrain and or underlying geology? Matrix No. 2 details BMP restrictions for karst regions
(portions of Carro[, Frederick and Washington Counties) and low r~i~c al’~ of t.he lower Ea~ern
Shore.
Step No. 3 Stormwater Treatment Suitability
Can the BMP me~t all of my stormwater treatment requirements for my site., or will a
combination of BMPs be needed? In this step, the designer can screen the BMP list using Matrix
No. 3 tO determine if a particular BMP can meet the Re., C~ and/or Q~ storage requirements,
In addition, this third matrix allows the designer to determine if the BMP is capable bf treating
hotspot runoff, and provides relative indexes for land. consumption and safety risk that might
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preclude a BMP. At the end of this step, the designer can screen the BMP options down to a
manageable number, and determine if a single BMP or multiple BMP system is needed to meet
the four stormwater sizing criteria for the site_
Step No. 4 Physical Feadbility
Are there any physical constrain= at the proje~ site that might re~trict or preclude the use of a
particular BlvfP? In this step, the designer screem the BMB list using Matrix No. 4 to determine
if the soils, water table, drainage area, slope or head conditions present at a particular
development site that might.limit the use of a BlvfP. In many cases, the designer can use the
matrix to identify geotechnical or other tests to confirm ph~ical feasibility.
Step No. 5 Communit7 and Environmental Benefits/Drawbacks
Do the remaining BMPs have any important community or environmental benefits or drawbacks
that would influence the sdection process? In this step, a matrix is used to compare the 22 BMPs
on the list in regard to maintenance, habitat, community acceptance, cost and other
environmental factors
Step No. 6 LocationaI Considerations
What environmental features must be avoided or considered when locating the BMP system at
my development site, so as to fully Comply with State and Federal laws and permits? In this step,
the designer follo~vs an environmental features checklist that asks whether any of the following
are present at the site: wetlands, waters of the US, stream or shoreline buffers, forest conservation
areas, etc. Brief guidance is then provided on "fingerprinting techniques" to locate the BMP so
as to avoid impacts to sensitive resources. If the BMP is located within sensitive environmental
features, a brief summary of State and federal permitting requirements will be provided.
Sum.mary. The six step approach is intended to compactly present comparative information for
the 22 BMPs on the list in a condensed format. Some of the comparative information in the
matrices reflects our recent interviews with engineers across the State, and general research into
the physiographic differences in the State.
The advantage of the six step approach is that it allows manual readers to use whatever matrices
they need for design, and also provides a step-wise approach for the novice designer or plan
reviewer. A more user-friendly and attractive format will be developed for the final
man uaL
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Section 4. BI~P .~e, ectaorw ~.ocauon Guide
Section 4.2 Watershed Factors
In some cases, higher pollutant remowal or environmental penCormanceis needed to fully protect
aquatic resources and human health and safety within a particular watershed. Therefore, a
shorter list of BMPs may need to be considered for selection within these watersheds or zones.
They include:

M~zryland Critical Area iny.ensi~,.i:y Deveiolaed Areas I’IDAs). BMPs located within the Intensively
Developed Area (IDA) of the Maryland Critical Area (a zone extending 1000 feet landward from
mean high tide) must demonstrate compliance with the "10% R.ule" The rule mandates that post
development stormwater phosphorus loads must be reduced to 10% below pre-devele~ment loads,
using the methodology developed by Herson et al, 1994. Updated estimates of long term
keystone pollutant removal rates can be found in Section 3.5.
Coldwarer Streams (Ma~laru! Use 11I). These cold and cool water streams have habitat qualities
capable of supporting trout and other sensitive aquatic organisms. Therefore, the design
objective is to maintain habitat quality by preventing stream warming, maintaining natural
recharge, preventing bank and channel erosion, and preserving the natural riparian corridor.
Some BMPs can have adverse downstream impacts on cold-water streams, and their use is highly
restricted.
Sensitive $tr~ms (Maryland Use IV, or Impervious Cover less than 15%). These streams also
possess h!gh quality, warm-water aquatic resource~ The design objectives are to maintain habitat
quality through the same techniques used for cold-water streams, with the exception that stream
warming is not as severe of a design constraint. Designers may need to provide Cp, to protect
stream channels from erosion. These streams are spedally designated by local authorities (e.g.,
Piney Branch Special Protection Area in Montgomery County), or may be designated if a project
triggers the 401 or 404 permit process.
Wellhead Protection. Areas that recharge existing public water supply wellspresent a unique
management challenge. The key design constraint is to prevent possible groundwater
contamination by preventing infiltration of hotspot runoff. At the same time, recharge of
unpolluted stormwater is encouraged to maintain flow in streams and wells during dry weather.
Reservoir Proeecrion. Watersheds that deliver surface runoff to a public water supply reservoir or
impoundment are a special concern. Depending on the treatment available at the water intake,
it may be necessary to control ~veral pollutants of concern to a higher level, such as bacteria,
nutrients, sediment or metals. One particular management concern is enhanced treatment for
pollutant hor.spo= that pose a greater risk to drinking water safety.
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$/w-/dfish/Baa=ev~ Watersheds that drain to specific shdlf’ish harvesting areas or public swimming
beaches require a higher level of BMP tream,.ent to prevent dotings due to bacteria!
contamination from storrnwater runoff. In these watersheds, BMPs are explicitly designed to
maximize bacteria removal.
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BMP SELECTION MATRIX No. 1: SPECIAL WATERSHI~D DESIGN KEQUI~MENTS
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Each 6f the 22 BlvtPs on the list are presumed capable of acl’deving a long-term removal rate of
80% for total suspended solids, which h~ been identified as a base criterion for BMP performance
under the recenc!y issued CZARA 6217 guidance (see Section 3).
Section 4.3 Terrain Factors
Three key factors to consider are low-relief, kar~ and mountainous terrain. In the s~a~e of
Maryland, Lo~ Relief Ar~. can be defined as the Eastern Shore Counties, par~ticularly below
Choptank River, while most of the Karsr and major carbonaceous rock areas are found in
portions of Garrol County, Frederick County and Washington County. Mountainous areas are
found in the Western part of the State.

BlVfP SELECTION MATRIX No. 2:

¯

TERRAIN FACTORS
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Section 4.4 Stormwater Treatment Suitability
The third matrix examines the capability of each BlvfP to meet the sto ter treatment sizing
criteria outlined in Technica~ Memo No. 3. Thus, it shows vchether a BMP has the:
Ability to Provide Recl~rge Req~iremen~ (Re~). It should be noted that other practices, not on the
BMP list, are capable of meeting the Re, requirement (e_g. grass channel, filter strip,
disconnection of rooftop runoff and other practices oudined in Technical Memo No. 1). Thus,
if a BMP on the matrix cannot meet the Re,. requirement, it informs the designer that
supplemental recharge practices may be needed in the overall BMP design.
Abilir~ to Pro,Ad~ Channel Pror~n (Cp). The matzix indicates whether the BMP can typically
provide the Cp, that may be needed in some watersheds. The finding that a partiasler BIvfP
cannot meet the requirement does not n~y mean that it should be diminated from
consideration, but rather is a reminder that more than one practice may be needed at the site to
meet requirements (e.g., a bioretention area and a downstream ED pond).
Ability to Pro~id~ i~znri~ Control (Q~a and/or Q~:0 ) The matrix shows whether a BMP can
typically meet the over-bank flooding criteria for the site. Again, th~ finding that a particular
BMP cannot meet the requirement does not necessarily mean that it should be eliminated from
consideration, but rather is a reminder that more th~n one practice may be needed at the site to
meet requirements (~g., a bioretention area and a downstream stormwater detention pond)
Safety Indez- A comparative rating from 1 to 5 that expresses the potential safety risk of a BMP,
The lower score indicates a safe BMP, while a higher score indicates that there rrmy be potential
safety risks to children associated with deep pools. The safety factor is included at this stage of
the screening process since liability and safety are a paramount concern in many residential
set’tings.
Space Cacmm~dan tnde~. A comparative rating from 1 to 5 that expresses how much sp~ce a BMP
typically consumes at a sit~ A lower score indicate~ that the BMP consumes a relatively small
amount of land, whereas a high score indicates the BMP may consume a relatively high fraction
of land. Again, this factor is included in this early screening stage since many BlvfPs are severely
cons:rained by’land consumption.
Abilir~ to Acc~ Hor.spo~ Pam~ff. Tl"ds last column examines the capability of a BMP to treat
runoff from designated hotspots, as defined in Section 2.7. A BMP rrmy be capable of accepting
hotspot runoff, or may have some design restrictions as noted.
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STORMWATER T’KEATMENT SUITABILFFY
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Section 4.5 Physical Fe~sib~ry
At this point, the designer has whittled down the BlvfP list to a manageable number and can
evaluate the remaining options given the actual physical conditions present on the site.

marzix will ultirnatdy cross-reference the testing protocols needed to corur-trm phwical conditions
at the site. The six primary factors are:
$oi!s. The key evaluation factors are based on an initial investigation of the NRCS hydrologic
softs groups at the site, followed by subsequent geotechnical tests to confirm permeability, and
other factors.
W’~-r Tah/e. Depth to the seasonally high water table from the bottom or floor of the practice
Drainage Are~. Indicates the minimum or maximum drainage area that is Considered suitable for
the practice. If the drainage area present at the site is slighdy great.er than the maximum allowable
drainage area needed for a practice, more than one practice can be installed. The minimum

drainage areas indicated for ponds and wetlands should nor be considered hard and fast limits,
and may be increased or decreased depending on water availability (ba.~ow or groundwater) or
the anti-dogging mechanisms employed.
S!oi~ This column evaluates the effect of slope on the practic~ S~d~ically, the slope restrictions
refer to local slope (how flat the area of practice insrallation must be) and up-gradient slopes (i.e.,
how s.teep can the contributing drainage area or flow length be)
Head. This column provides a typical estimate of the devation difference needed fi~0m the inflow
to the outflow to allow for gravity .operation within the practice. "
©rker Facrcr~. This column includes other physical restrictions such as depthto bedrock,
proximity to wells and foundations, water balan .c.~, erc.
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BIVEP SELECTION MATRIX No. 4:
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Section 4.6 Community and Environmental Factors
The f~h step ~nvolves an assessment of community and envh’ora-nent~l factors that the Blv[P can
provide. Again an index approach is used, where the given BlvfP is ranked fzom 1 to 5, with the
lower score indicating that the practice has either a high ben~t (or low drawbacks), and a higher
score indicating that the par~i.’cular practice has a low benefit or a major drawback for that factor.
¯ MoAnr_-nance. This column assesses the maintemance burden for the practice, ~ terms of three
criteria: frequency of scheduled maintenance, chronic maintenance problems (such m cloggin, g)
and reported failure rates.

Commuai~ ac~rance. This column assesses community acceptance, as measured by three factors:
market and prderence surveys, reported nuisance problems, and visual orientation (i.e., is it

prominendy located or is it in an out of the way or underground location). It should be noted
that a low rank may merely indicate the need for a better landscaping plan.
Consm~oa Cos~. The BMPs are ranked according to their relative construction cost per
iml:m-vious acre treated. Please note that these rankings are preliminary, and await completion
of the Center’s ongoing BMP Cost Stud’/.
Habimn The BMPs ~re evaluated on their ability to provide wildlife or wetland habitat, assuming
that an effort is made to landscape them appropriately. Objective criteria include: size, water
features, wedand features and vegetation coverage in BMP and buffer.
Ot/~r Factcrm. This column indicates other factors that should be considered in Blv[P selection.
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Section 4.7 Location,! Considerations
In. the last step/the designer follows a checklist to determine where th~’sdected BlvfP or BMPs
can be located at the site, given the environmental features that are present. The checklist also
indicates what, ff any, permits must be secured, to construct the BMP. The checMist will be
modeled after the MDE S(ormwate~ Management Assessment and Flow Chart Documents,
already developefl by Comstock (1995). Some of the locational factors would includ~
WerJnn~. Including thelimited conditions under which a degraded wedand can be modified to
accept stormwater (e.g., retrofits), and forested wetlands, and requirements for State and Federal
CWA Sec. 401 and 404 permits.
Streams: Oudine the general restrictions for placing ponds and wetlands within waters of the US,
and outlining the permit process to follow if they are located in the uppermost 300 feet of a
perennial stream. Guidance on dealing with intermittent channels, agricultural drainage, ditches
and other situations. Additional 8uidance on location of detention or Cp, facilities in and near
Srrecm ~ Shoreline Buffers. Restrictions or conditions for locating BlvfPs within the Critical Area
Buffer Zone and local stream buffer zones will be highlighted.
Forest Co~e’cv=don Area_ Discussion of BlvfP location within the context of the Forest
Conservation Act, including prohibition from locating BMPs in Priority 1 Forest Retention
Area~, or within i00 feet of specimen trees. Opportunities for reforestation in stormwater buffer
areas will be noted.
Steep Slopes: Consrn~ction of BMPs are generally restricted on slopes greater than 15%.
FZocxip/.=i~. BMP restrictions if located within the 100 year floodplain may require approval under
the MDE Waterway Construction Regulations (COMAR 26.17.05).
E.,~ing ~ Proposed U~!ia~. Restrictions and setbacks from sewer lines, roads, cables and other
utilities at the site.

Residend=! Se~ack.s. Required setback distances from residential structures.
NOTE: THE CENTER WILL DRAFT THIS SECTION I~ THE SUMMER OF 1997
FOR STATE AND LOCAL REVIEW.
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Note
Data provided in this report are preliminary and subject to change. EPA may revise this document
prior to publication of a proposed Effluent Guidelines rule. Updated versions, if any, will be made
available on the EPA website at http://www.epa, gov/OST/guide/construction.
Cover photographs used with permission of the International Erosion Control Association.
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Draft Data Summary for the
Construction and Development Industry
Introduction
This document summarizes selected economic data for the construction and development (C&D)
industry. EPA is providing preliminary data about the industry as part of its outreach activities in
the early stages ofrulemaking. These businesses may be covered under a proposed C&D effluent
guidelines regulation being developed by the Agency.
EPA chose to develop effluent guidelines for the construction and development industry due to the
large impacts some of these activities are causing to receiving waters across the United States.
Sediment loadings from construction sites can be orders of magnitude higher than those associated
with undisturbed areas. In addition, construction site runoff can contribute high loadings of nutrients
and metals to receiving streams and can contribute significantly to receiving water impairments. In
addition to contributing pollutants, the increased runoff volumes and flow rates produced following
development can cause significant degradation of receiving stream quality. Impacts include stream
bed scouring and habitat degradation, shoreline erosion and stream bank widening, loss of fish
populations and loss of sensitive aquatic species, increased frequency of downstream flooding and
aesthetic degradation. These impacts will be addressed in other documents being prepared by the
Agency to support the proposed role.
The purpose of this document is three-fold:
¯ Identify the industry sectors that may be covered by the proposed rules
¯ Quantify the size and magnitude of the potentially covered sectors
¯ Provide current information about economic conditions in these sectors.
EPA developed the data in this profile from several sources, including the 1997 Census of
Construction Industries and the National Association of Home Builders.

1. Industry Definition
The proposed rules may cover establishments within the construction industry (NAICS 23) that
disturb the land at construction sites of one acre or more.= These land-disturbing activities may
include site preparation and site clearing tasks such as tree removal, excavation, blasting, scraping,
and grading. Most establishments in NAICS 233 (Building, developing, and general contracting) and

~ The Bureau of the Census classifies industries according to the North American Industrial
Classification System, or NAICS. Under the NAICS, economic activity is first divided into twenty broad
2-digit industry codes. One of these is Construction (NAICS 23). Each 2-digit industry is further
subdivided into 3-, 4-, and 5-digit levels.
Draft: February 2001
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NAICS 234 (Heavy construction) are likely to engage in such activities on a regular basis.
Establishments within selected 5-digit industries that are part of NAICS 235 (Special trade
contractors) are also likely to engage in land disturbing activities. The latter include NAICS 23593
(Excavation contractors) and 23594 (Wrecking and demolition contractors). Table 1 identifies the
industry sectors that may be covered by the proposed regulations. While the focus of the effluent
guidelines rulemaking is on land disturbing activities in the C&D industry, the data sources cited do
not separately tabulate these activities.

Table 1. Construction and development industries
233 Building, developing, and general contracting 234 Heavy Construction (cont.)
23311
Land subdivision and development
23491
Water, sewer, and pipeline
23321
Single-family housing construction
construction
23322
Multifamily housing construction
23492
Power and communication
23331
Manufacturing and industrial
transmission line construction
building construction
23493
Industrial nonbuilding structure
23332
Commercial and institutional
construction
building construction
23499
All other heavy construction
234 Heavy construction
23411
Highway and street construction
23412
Bridge and tunnel construction

235 Special trades contractors
23593
Excavation contractors
23594
Wrecking and demolition contractors

Source: North American Industry Classification System - United States, Office of Management and Budget, 1999.

2. Number of Establishments
In 1997, these industries encompassed 261,614 establishments having at least one paid employee.
The National Association of Home Builders estimates that among these establishments are 45,952
building contractors that perform only remodeling work (Ahluwalia and Chapman, 2000). Since
most remodeling work does not result in land disturbance, these establishments may not be covered
by the proposed regulations. In addition, builders that disturb one acre or less may not be subject
to the proposed regulations. EPA believes that the number of such establishments may be substantial
but no estimates are available. For purposes of this profile, the number of covered establishments
with payroll is approximately 216,000 (i.e., 261,614 minus 45,952). Figure 1 shows the distribution
of establishments by industry, as well as changes in the number of establishments between 1992 and
1997. Of note is the increase in the number of establishments in the building, heavy construction,
and special trades sectors, but a decline in the land development sector.

Draft: February 2001
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Number of Establishments in C&D Industries by NAICS Code*
Establishments (000)
200

145,!49

150
124,917

100

50

37,180 42,557
15,338

14,864

8,185

19,771

0
233
Building construction
excluding land
development (a)

2331
Land development

234
Heavy construction

235
Special trades (b)

[~ 1992 ~1997
* Establishments with payroll only
a. Excludes establishments in NAICS 233 that perform only remodeling work
b. Includes NAICS 23593, Excavation contractors and 23594, Wrecking and demolition contractors only
Source: Bureau of the Census, 1997 Census of Construction; Ahluwalia and Chapman, 2000

Figure 1, Number of Establishments with payroll in the C&D industries, 1992 and 1997.
In addition to establishments with payroll, Census estimates indicate that at least 448,387
establishments in the C&D industries had no paid employees in 1997.2 EPA is seeking additional
information about these establishments, but believes that many are either inactive or operate on a
part-time basis only. Furthermore, a high percentage of those classified in building construction are
probably remodelers (Baker, 2001).

2 The number of non-employer establishments in NAICS 23593 and 23594 was not reported,
hence the figure of 448,387 non-employer establishments is an underestimate.
Draft: February 2001
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3. Size of Establishments
Figure 2 shows the distribution of establishments by employment size class for 1997. Overall, 67
percent of establishments with payroll in the C&D industries have 4 or fewer employees, 83 percent
have 9 or fewer employees, and 92 percent have fewer than 20 employees. Only one percent of C&D
establishments with payroll have 100 or more employees. The average number of employees per
establishment is 6.6 for building construction, 20.1 for heavy construction, and 5.6 for special trades.
From a revenue standpoint, in 1997, 20 percent of establishments with payroll reported annual
revenues below $250,000, 35 percent reported revenues below $500,000 and 49 percent reported
revenues below $1.0 million. Only 9,118 establishments, representing 3.5 percent of the total,
reported annual revenues in excess of $10.0 miltion.3
Size Distribution of Establishment by NAICS Code, 1997
Percent of establishments
100%

71°1°

69%

60% ....................
45%
40% ...........................

20% ........ 17% .......................

21%

0%
233 Building and developing

234 Heavy construction

235 Special trades"

Establishment size (number of employees)
E]I~. []5-9 [] 10-19 I]~ 20ormore
Percent totals may not add to 100% due to rounding
* Includes NAICS 23593, Excavation contractors and 23594, Wrecking and demolition contractors only
Source: Bureau of the Census, County Business Patterns, 1998

Figure 2. Size distribution of establishments in construction and development industries, 1997,

~ The Small Business Administration (SBA) has established a small business size standard of
$27.5 million for the building construction and heavy construction industries (except NAICS
23311, Land subdivision and development, which has a size standard of $5.0 million), and $11.5
million for special trades contractors. These size standards determine the eligibility of businesses
for SBA assistance programs and Federal procurement preferences. In addition, the standards are
used to define the number of small businesses affected by regulatory actions under the Small
Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act (SBREFA).
Draft: February 2001
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Figure 3 and Table 2 provide charts on single family residential construction activity based on the
number of new homes started in 1997. A total of 50,661 establishments, representing 64 percent of
the total, started constructing between one and four housing units. These units represented 12
percent of the total. Sixteen percent of establishments had between five and nine starts, 13 percent
between 10 and 24 starts, and 5.5 percent between 25 and 99 starts. Only 1,200 establishments (1.5
percent of the total) had more than 100 housing starts, but these represented 39.9 percent of all
housing units started in 1997.
Distribution of Establishments by Establishment Size

Distribution of Housing Starts by Establishment Size

(Defined by Number of Housing Starts in 1997)

(where size is defined as Number of Housing Starts in 1997)

Housing ~arts

Establishment size (housing starts)

1-4

1-4

5-9

I%

100-499

11.9

5-9 ~~i 9.6%

100-499

500+
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

24,2%

’

500+
50%

60"4,

70%

0%
5%
10%
15%
20%
Percent of Total Housing Starts

Percent of Total Establishments

25%

30%

Explana tJon:
Read across to compare the population of a particular firm size group to the number of houses produced by that group.
Example.
Firms (establishments) that started 1 to 4 houses in 1997 comprised 64 percent of all firms, and were responsible for 11 9 percent of
all houses started in 1997.

Figure 3. Number of establishments in single-family housing construction by number of housing
starts, 1997.
Table 2.
Number of
Housing Starts
in 1997

Establishments
Number

Percent

Housing Starts
Number

Percent

1-4

50,661

64.0%

102,033

11.9%

5-9

12,708

16.1%

81,900

9.6%

10-24

10,183

12.9%

148,037

17.3%

25-99

4,338

5.5%

182,812

21.3%

100-499

1,060

1.3 %

207,687

24.2 %

500+

152

0.2%

134,154

15.7%

Total

79,102

100.0%

856,623

100.0%
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4. Geographic Distribution
Figure 4 shows a geographic distribution of establishments by state. The largest distribution of
establishments are located in California, New York, Texas, Florida, and Pennsylvania. Combined,
these account for approximately 25 percent of all C&D establishments nationwide.
Number of C&D Establishments by State, 1997

Not Reported

~ 0-2,499

}~’;~;i ~i 2,500-4.,999

m 5,000-9,9999

m 10,000--19,999

~ 20,000-25,000

Number of Establishments
Source; Bureau of the Census, 1997 Census ol Construction.

Figure 4. Number of establishments in the C&D industry, by state, 1997.
5, Employment
In 1997, the C&D industries employed 2.4 million workers. As shown in Table 3, land subdividers
and developers accounted for 41,827 employees (i. 8 percent of the total) while builders and general
contractors (the remainder of NAICS 233) accounted for 1.3 million employees, or 55.2 percent of
the total. Some 880,400 workers, or 37.3 percent of the total, were employed in heavy construction,
and the special trades contractors (excavation contractors and wrecking/demolition contractors)
together employed 135,057 (5.7 percent of the total). EPA has not estimated the proportion of these
workers that are involved in land disturbing activities.
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]’able 3. Emplo tment in the C&D Industries, 1997
,.NAICS
233, except
2331
2331
234
235"
TOTAL

Description
Building, developing, and general
contracting, except land development and
subdivision
Land subdivision and land development
Heavy construction
Special trade contractors

Employees
1,301,126

Percent of total
55.2%

41,827
880,400
135,057
2,358,410
~ Includes NAICS 23593 (Excavation contractors) and 23594 (Wrecking/demolition contractors)
Source: Bureau of the Census, 1997 Census of Construction.

1.8%
37.3%
5.7%
!00.0%

Construction is a seasonal activity in many parts of the country, and employment data from the
industry confirm this trend. Figure 5 shows quarterly employment data for building construction and
heavy construction industries in 1997. Overall, employment of construction workers reached its
lowest in March at 1.53 million and its highest in August at 1.83 million during that year.

Seasonal Trends for Employment in C&D Industries, 1997
Employment (000)
1,000

]31 4~,,~
778.318

750 ............................

~05

500
March

May

August

November

~ 233 Building construction ~ 234 Heavy construction
Source: Bureau of the Census, 1997 Census of Construction

Figure 5. Seasonal trends for employment in the C&D industries, 1997.
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6. Payroll and Benefits
In 1997, the total payroll in the C&D industries was $76.8 million. Of this, construction workers
earned $48.3 million (62.9 percent) and other workers not directly engaged in construction activity
earned $28.5 million (37.1 percent). In addition, the C&D industries incurred $11.2 million in
legally required fringe benefit expenditures and $6.5 million in voluntary fringe benefits, for a total
of $17.7 million in fringe benefits. This total represents 23.0 percent of the combined payroll for
all workers.
7. Revenue Indicators
Table 4 shows revenue indicators for the C&D industries. Overall, the total value of business done
in the C&D industries was $534.2 billion in 1997. Builders and developers accounted for $386.9
billion or 72.4 percent of the total in 1997. Revenues of heavy construction contractors were $130.8
billion and represented 24.5 percent of the total, while special trade contractors (excavation
contractors and wrecking/demolition contractors) earned $16.5 billion, representing 3.1 percent of
total C&D industry revenues. On average, establishments in special trades generate $834,000 in
business compared with $1.8 million for land developers, $1.9 million for building construction
contractors, and $3.1 million for heavy construction contractors. The value of business done per
employee is highest among land developers at $344,514, followed by housing contractors at
$286,303, heavy construction contractors at $148,563 and special trades contractors at $122,156.

Table 4. Revenue in the C&D Industries, 1997

NAICS
233,

Description
Building, developing, and

except
2331

general contracting, except
land development and
subdivision
Land subdivision and land
development

2331
234

Heavy construction

Value of
business
done
($millions)=
$372,516

$14,410
$130,795

No. of
estabs,
191,101

Value of
business
done per
estab.
$1,949,315

Employees
1,301,126

Value of
business
done per
employee
$286,303

8,185

$1,760,538

41,827

$344,514

880400

$148,563

42,557

$3,073,407

235b

Special trade contractors
$16,498
19,771
$834,455
135,057
$122,156
TOTAL
$534,219
261,614 $2,042,012
2,358,410
$226,517
a Includes value of construction work and other business receipts from !997.
b Includes NAICS 23593 Excavation contractors and 23594 Wrecking and demolition contractors only.
Source: Bureau of the Census, 1997 Census of Construction.

8. Value of Construction Work
Table 5 shows that approximately $845 billion in construction work was completed in the U.S. in
1997. Of this, roughly 80 percent was for building construction and 20 percent was for
nonbuilding construction. The building construction component includes residential construction
(41 percent of building construction), commercial and industrial construction (40 percent),
Draft: February 2001
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institutional construction (15 percent), and other (4 percent). The nonbuilding construction
component includes highways, streets and related work (29 percent of nonbuilding construction),
sewers, water mains and related work (14 percent), power and communication lines and towers
(8 percent), bridges, tunnels, and elevated highways (7 percent), and a large number of
miscellaneous categories (42 percent).
Table 5. Value of construction work completed, by t~/~e of construction (1997 Sbillions)
Type of Construction
Building construction
Residential
Single family houses
Apartment buildings
Other residential
Commercial and industrial
Manufacturing
Hotels and motels
Office buildings
Other commercial
Institutional
Religious
Educational
Health care
Public safety
Farm buildings
Amusement, social, recreational
Other buildin~
Nonbuilding construction
Highways, streets and related
Private driveways and parking areas
Bridges, tunnels, elevated highways
Sewers, water mains and related
Sewage and water treatment plants
Pipelines and related
Power and communication lines and towers
Power plants
Other
Construction work, nsk
l~otal*
nsk- not specified by kind
¯ Figures may not add to total due to rounding,
Source: Bureau of the Census, 1997 Census of Construction.

Value of
Construction
Work
$667.9 ....
$275.7
$238.3
$35.9
$1.5
$268.3
$84.3
$17.2
$80.6
$86.2
$100.2
$9.4
$46.8
$33.9
$10.1
$3.5
$10.4
$9.8
$169. 0
$49.3
$9.8
$12.5
$23.8
$9.7
$6.4
$13.1
$4.5
$40.0
$8. 7
$845.5

Percent
of Total
79.0%
32.6%
28.2%
4.2%
0.2%
31.7%
10.0%
2.0%
9.5%
10.2%
11.9%
1.1%
5.5%
4.0%
1.2%
0.4%
1.2%
1.2%
20.0%
5.8%
1.2%
1.5 %
2.8%
1.1%
0.8%
1.5%
0.5%
4.7%
1.0%
100.0%

8.1. Value of Construction Work Done, by State
Figure 6 shows the value of construction work done in the C&D industries, by state. On an
individual state level, the total value of construction work ranged from $1.4 billion (0.2 percent
of the total U.S. value) in the District of Columbia to $93.1 billion (! 1.0 percent of the U.S. total)
in California.
Draft: February 2001
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Value of Construction Work Performed by C&D Establishments, 1997

Not reported ~ $5.0-9.9

~ $20.0-399

Value of Construction Work ($billions)
Source: Bureau of the Census, 1997 Census of Construction.

Figure 6. Value of construction work done by state, 1997.
8.2. Value of Construction Work Done, by Type of Ownership
Figure 7 shows the value of construction work, by project ownership. Privately owned projects
totaled $501.7 billion in 1997, representing 76.4 percent of the total. Projects owned by State and
local governments accounted for $140.8 billion, or 21.4 percent of the total, while Federal
government projects totaled $14.1 billion, or 2.1 percent of the total. In general, government projects
account for a greater share of heavy construction work, with the Federal government accounting for
6.9 percent and state government accounting for 47.2 percent of the heavy construction total.
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Construction Work by Project Ownership, 1997
Value of construction work
($ millions)
$600 .........................................................................................................................................................

$5o0 ............ $50i,749 .....................

$400

$300 .........................................................................................

$200 -$140 795
$10o ----

$14 O87

$0
Private

State/local

Federal

Source: Bureau of the Census, Current Construction Reports Series C30--Value Put in Place, May 2000

Figure 7. Value of construction work, by project ownership, 1997.

9. Construction Activity Indicators
The primary indicator of construction activity in the U.S. is the number of new housing units
authorized for construction. Figure 8 tracks the seasonally adjusted annual number of units
authorized on a month-to-month basis. As seen, the number of units authorized shows a steady rise
over the recent period. From an average of between 1.3 and 1.5 million units per year over the 1994
to 1997 period, the number rises through the 1998 to 2000 period. The rate appears to have reached
a peak in February 2000 when it hit 1.8 million units, and has since fallen steadily back to the 1.5
million units-per-year mark.
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Privately Owned Housing Units Authorized
Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rate, 1993-2000
Number of units (000)
1,900
1,800 ........................................................................................................
1.700
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1,200
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2000

Source: Bureau of the Census. Current Construction Reports, Series C20-Housing Starts, August 2000

Figure 8. Number of housing units authorized by building permit, 1993 to 2000.
Figure 9 shows actual year-end data on the number of new housing units authorized by building
permit in 1997, by state. The states with the greatest number of housing units authorized, and number
o funits, included Florida ( 133,990), Texas (125,974), California ( 109,589), North Carolina (73,015),
and Georgia (75,123). States with the fewest housing units authorized, and number of units,
included Alaska (2,560), Montana (2,472), Vermont (1,831), Wyoming (1,669), and the District of
Columbia (15). The total number of new housing units authorized in 1997 was 1,441,136, with
single-family housing units accounting for 1,062,396 or 73.7 percent.
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Building Permits for New Privately Owned Housing Units, by State, 1997

:::;:; :: 0-4,999
~ 5,000-19.999
Housing tJn~s
Source: Bureau of the Census, 1997 Census of Conslruclion

Figure 9. Number of building permits issued, by state, 1997.
Figure 10 demonstrates the annual cycle of building activity, using monthly data on housing units
authorized by building permits for 1997. The monthly average for all of 1997 was 120,100 units.
This fluctuated t’rom a low of 88,100 units in January to a high of 137,200 units in April.
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Housing Units Authorized by Building Permit, 1997
Number of units (000)
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Source: Bureau of the Census, Current Construction Reports, Series C40-Building Permits, November 2000

Figure 10, Housing units authorized by building permit, monthly totals, 1997.
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Driveways: Reducing Impacts

Driveways ARE a big deal! They can contribute 15% to the total impervious surface area in a
residential subdivision. Research shows that they are also hot spots for pollutant (auto and
household hazardous wastes) accumulation too. In addition, moat driveways concentrate
runoff and direct it to off-site municipal storm water systems,
Follow the planning guide below for some of the most effective means to reduce impacts fror
new driveways. For more information, View NEMO Technical Paper #6 ~ (Adobe Acrobat forrna
36k) now or browse the information available in the NEMO Store.

1. Limit the size and number of driveways in
your town.
Review your towns zoning and subdivision
regulations and road ordinances. Are shared
driveways permitted? Allow shared driveways to
serve commercial areas and up to four
single-family lots. What do your lot setbacks
generate? (Photo1) Establish maximum limits on
paved driveway lengths. Are driveway standards
asking for a minimum width that can be easily
exceeded? (Photo 2) Establish maximum limits on
paved driveway widths. Allow single lane straight
drives to be 8’ or 9’ wide and double lane drives to
be 18’. Driveway curb cuts should be limited to
one per site.

t

Photo
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2. Reduce their imper¢iousness
Many local driveway regulations stipulate they be
constructed with impervious surfaces. There are
numerous porous surfaces that work well on
driveways and local regulations should permit
their use. Examples of porous driveway surfaces
include; porous concrete and asphalt mixtures,
paver blocks and brick set in sand, grass pavers,
grid pavers, crushed stone and gravel. The key to
the use of porous driveway surfaces is the
installation of a sub-base specifically designed for
the surface material used. The sub base must
also be capable of promoting infiltration and runoff
cleansing.
Design shorter and narrower drives. Design wide
turnaround areas only where needed. Allow
various driveway designs, including ribbon drives
that contain less impervious surface than the
more common full width, single slab, drive. Where
porous driveway surfaces are used, insure that a
proper sub base, capable of infiltrating and
cleansing storm water runoff is installed

Photo ~3 - gravel drive with concrete
grid pavers for extra ~dth and
emergency vehicle support.

3. Direct runoff to allow for infiltration.
¯ Design drives to follow contours Do not allow roof gutters and downspouts to drain ov,
impervious driveways.
¯ Allow and promote the use of porous driveway surfaces, including; porous asphalt an(
concrete mixtures, paver blocks and bricks laid in sand, concrete and grass grid pave~
crushed stone and gravel.
¯ Where impervious driveway surfaces are installed they should be crowned and pitche,
to direct runoff to adjacent porous areas.
¯ Where impervious driveway surfaces are installed, disrupt their connection to roads,
curbs and curtain drains with porous materials in the area where the drive intersects
road.
¯ Whatever type of driveway is installed, it should never obstruct existing storm water
flows along the road or through drainage facilities.
Got an experience to share? Drop us a note.
Copyright © 2000 University of CT Cooperative Extension Service. All rights reserved.
Revised: February 09, 2001 .
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The Montgomery County Department of Environmental Protection wouM like to
thank the Maryland Department of Natural Resources, Chesapeake and Costal
Watershed Service for their assistance with the grant and the Montgomery County
Department of Permitting Services for their technical review of this manual.
This project was funded in part by the U.S. EPA Section 319 Nonpoint Source
Program. Although this project is funded in part by the Environmental Protection
Agency, it does not necessarily reflect the opinion or position of the EPA.
Back to Top

Maintaining Urban Ponds and
Other Stormwater Facilities
Urban Stormwater Facilities or Best Management Practices (BMPs), structures for
managing stormwater, have become common in Maryland during the past twenty
years. These facilities will cease to function as designed if not properly maintained.
The purpose of this Guidebook is to describe the four primary types of BMPs found
in the County and to outline some basic maintenance tasks that will keep them
functioning properly.The audience for this Guidebook is primarily homeowners
associations and residential or commercial property managers.
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Introduction
Over the past twenty years, the impacts of watershed urbanization have become apparent in our streams
and rivers. Watershed drainage patterns altered by development that had no control for stormwater
runoff often resulted in downstream flooding on residential and commercial properties or at road
crossings. Uncontrolled storrnwater volume increases streambank erosion and produces major
detrimental changes in the physical characteristics of receiving streams. Residential, commercial, and
industrial land uses result in.polluted stormwater runoff, known as non-point source pollution, which
can reach streams and rivers unless control mechanisms are in place. Pollutants include sediment,
nutrients such as phosphorus and nitrogen, oil and grease, lawn and garden chemicals, heavy metals,
and anything else that may wash off from streets and developed properties.
For many years, stormwater management focused on reducing the risks of downstream flooding. During
this time, detention basins were frequently used to control quantity impacts by temporarily storing "
runoff from large storms and then releasing it slowly so that peakflows were reduced. During the mid
1980’s, the commonly-used facility designs were modified to reduce pollutants in basin discharges to
help protect downstream aquatic life and drinking water quality. These dual purpose (quantity and
quality) basins are generally referred to as urban Best Management Practices or BMPs. Federal, state,
and local laws and regulations require stormwater management and the control of non-point source
pollution. At the local level, these requirements are addressed in Chapter 19 of the Montgomery County
Code.
Home Owner Associations and facility managers can perform simple maintenance and contract with
knowledgeable consultants for detailed, complex maintenance and repair. The goals of an effective
maintenance program would be to prolong the life of stormwater facilities, avert expensive repair costs
and prevent adverse downstream impacts.
Under Montgomery County Code and Executive Regulation 5-90, business and homeowners are
responsible for routine maintenance and repair of on-site stormwater management facilities. It is the
goal of this manual to assist responsible parties in complying with the regulations, to help make
stormwater facilities an asset to our communities and to protectlocal streams and the Chesapeake Bay.
This manual is designed to help responsible parties understand basic maintenance needs and associated
costs for the facilities being managed. Just as no two natural ponds or lakes are the same, no two urban
ponds are the same and therefore maintenance needs will differ from BMP to BMP.

Back to Top

Types of BMPs
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The following information describes the four most common types of BMPs found in Montgomery County,
including Ponds, Infiltration Trenches, Underground Storage Structures, and Oil Grit Separators.
In general, infiltration trenches and oil grit separators manage runoff quality while underground storage
structures manage runoff quantity. Stormwater management ponds may be designed to control runoff
quantity only or to control both quantity and quality.
Quantity management attempts to prevent downstream flooding and erosion while quality management
attempts to control "first flush" effects in which the highest concentration of pollutants are carried during th
first stages of runoff from developed sites.
It is not unusual, however, for multiple types of BMPs to be used at one site. For example, a site may includ
several oil grit separators at the edge of paved areas to treat the quality of runoff from that area prior to its
entering a large detention basin which controls quantity impacts due to runoff from the rest of the site.
Owners and operators must therefore conduct a holistic maintenance program which addresses every
component in the entire system or the facility will lose its intended capability for quality and!or quantity"
management.

Storm Water Management Ponds
Dry Ponds

Wet Ponds

In Montgomery County, most dry ponds provide Wet ponds are man-made retention basins which
quantity control through man-made basins which contain permanent pools of water that function
temporarily hold stormwater after a storm. There much like natural ponds.The wet pond is designed
are a few dry ponds in the County which provide to hold a certain amount of water permanently.
quality control through extended detention of
Runoff from storm events is stored above the
stormwater. Prior to the mid-1980’s, dry ponds
permanent pool with excess water being discharged
represented the most common type ofstormwater at a controlled rate via outlet devices similar to
management facility in the County. To meet more those used in dry ponds. Over time, this permanent
recent quality control requirements, dry ponds are pool develops into an aquatic ecosystem. See figure
built in conjunction with quality control structures2.
such as infiltration trenches. See figure 1.
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Infiltration Trenches
Infiltration trenches are gravel-filled excavations that temporarily store stormwater and allow it to
soak into the soil beneath the trench, filtering out pollutants as the water moves through the soil. In
Montgomery County, infiltration trenches are generally used for water quality control only. An
example is shown in Figure 3.

The two basic types of infiltration trenches are distinguished by how stormwater enters the facility.
Dispersed input facilities allow stormwater to enter the top of the trench as overland runoff.
Concentrated input facilities receive stormwater from curb inlets, gutters, and pipes. All
underground BMPs are complex in structure and function, and a professional should be consulted to
determine a particular facility’s maintenance needs.

Figure 3. Typical Infiltration Trench.
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Oil Grit Separators
0ii Grit separators (also known as water quality inlets) are multiple stage, underground concrete
storage structures that are designed to remove hydrocarbons (oil) and particulates (grit) from
stormwater. Typically associated with parking lots and other paved areas, these structures are
common on commercial sites. These structures require routine removal of the materials accumulated
in the storage chambers or their pollutant removal ability will be severely compromised.
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Figure 4. Typical Oil Grit Separator at a Commercial Site
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Underground Storage Structures
Underground storage structures manage runoff quality similar to ponds. Their advantage is that they
do not take up valuable property and are located below parking gargages in large buildings.
Specialized certification and training are required for inspecting and maintaining these structures.
An example is shown in figure 5.
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Figure 5. Typical Underground Storage Structure
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Elements of a iMaintenance Program
Overview
BMPs cannot perform their two functions, stormwater storage and stormwater quality improvement, mnless
they are maintained over time. If a facility loses its storage capacity, downstream flooding may occur. There
may be no visible indicator, however, if a facility is not removing pollutants like nutrients and heavy metals
as originally designed. A consistent maintenance program is the best way to ensure that a BMP will continu
to perform its water quality improvement functions.
[10020476
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This section outlines the maintenance needs for the
most common BMPs found in Montgomery County. I
is important to note that while general maintenance"
Bank Stabilization tasks can be outlined, actual maintenance needs will
vary according to specific site conditions.
Sediment Removal
Table 1 shows the tasks that need to be considered as
part of a general maintenance program. Other factors
which need to be considered include:
Outlet Structure
Maintenance/
Visibility of the Facility. Community needs and
Replacement
preferences determine to a large extent the type and
amount of necessary maintenance for aesthetic
Mechanical
purposes.
Components
Maintenance
.~
(dependenton age of Landscaping. Maintenance needs vary greatly
depending upon the type of vegetation.
BMP)
Non-Routine

Watershed conditions above the facility will largely
determine type and amount of sediment and other
pollutants that are entering that facility. For example,
erosion problems upstream can dramatically increase
Table 1. Components of a Maintenance Program. the amount of sediment entering a basin.
Cleaning of Oil/Grit
Separators

A BMP maintenance program should also consider the following:
Safety. Some tasks can be carried out by non-technical staff or residents quite effectively; however, all
programs should carefully ensure the safety of anyone carrying out maintenance tasks, and often a
professional should be hired to conduct the work. Confined spaces should never be entered without proper
training and permits from occupational and safety regulatory agencies.
Need for professional judgement. Professional judgement should be solicited regularly to ensure that all
needs of the facility are met. Even though some maintenance tasks can be routinely performed by
non-professionals, there are many problems that are not obvious to the untrained eye.
The County is required to insure that a maintenance inspection of all stormwater management facilities are
conducted once every three years.
Financing. A fund should be established to provide for the costs of long-term maintenance needs, such as
sediment removal, which can be considerable. (See page 11 for further discussion of estimated costs.)

Routine Maintenance Needs

Inspections
Montgomery County’s Stormwater Management Regulations require that the County insure that routine
maintenance inspections occur at all privately-owned facilities. The County has developed "checklists" for
9 of 20
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use during routine inspections at facilities. A minimum checklist for ponds is shown in Table 2.
¯ Obstructions of the inlet or outlet devices by trash and debris
¯ Excessive erosion or sedimentation in the basin
Cracking or settling of the dam
¯ Low spots in the bottom of a dry pond
¯ Deterioration of pipes
¯ Condition of the emergency spillway
¯ Stability of the side-slopes
¯ Upstream and downstream channel conditions
¯ Signs of vandalism
Table 2. Minimum Inspection Checklist for Ponds.

Infiltration Trenches
Infiltration facilities have been shown to become dysfunctional due to clogging by sediments more
frequently than either detention or retention basins. Therefore, it is recommended to inspect these facilities
on the order of two to four times a year. The purpose of regular inspection is to determine if the sediment
removal structures require routine maintenance. Most infiltration trenches have a grassed and/or gravel
filter to remove some sediment before the stormwater enters the trench. Keeping this sediment filter clean is
vital to ensuring the long-term performance of the infiltration trench. Although these operations must be
undertaken more often than with surface facilities, the costs are significantly less.
The performance of an infiltration trench should be monitored as part of the routine inspection. The
observation well installed in most trenches can be used to determine how long it takes the water to infiltrate
into the soil after a storm event. This determination can be made in two ways. Several water level readings
can be made over a period of days after a large storm. The rate the water level falls can be directly
determined by two or more readings. The alternative method is a "one stop" method where a single water
level reading is taken and compared to the local rainfall record. Although less accurate than the multiple
reading method, the "one stop" method does provide enough information to approximate the emptying time
and will identify trenches which are severely clogged.
Debris and Litter Removal
The regular removal of debris and litter provides a variety of benefits as shown in Table 3. Special attention
should be given to the removal of floating debris which can clog the outlet device or riser.
¯ Reduce the chance of clogging in outlet structures, trash rocks,
and other facility components
¯ Prevent possible damage to vegetated areas
¯ Reduce potential mosquito breeding habitats
¯ Maintain facility appearance
¯ Reduce conditions for excessive surface algae
Table 3. Benefits of Regular Debris and Litter Removal
Back to Top
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Mechanical Components Maintenance
Each type of BMP may have mechanical components that need periodic attention to ensure their continued
performance. Valves, sluice gates, fence gates, locks and access hatches should be functional at all times.
The specific BMP design used will determine how maintenance intensive the facility will be.

Vegetation Management
Vegetative cover filters sediment from runoff as it flows into the BMP and prevents erosion of the banks
and in the bottom of the facility. Grass is generally used in and around detention basins and around
retention basins and infiltration trenches. There should be at least a 10’ buffer strip around ponds and
streams which is mowed no more than four times a year.
Mowing requirements can be tailored to the specific needs of a site and the neighboring residents or office
building tenants.The grass in a BMP may be hardiest if maintained as an upland meadow, cutting no shorter
than 6 to 8 inches. If a more manicured lawn setting is desired, more mowing and special attention to turf
health will be needed. Some communities consider the tall wetlands-type vegetation (typically, cattails or
rushes) that may spring up in dry ponds as unaesthetic. Some of this vegetation is actually beneficial as it
provides water quality benefits and wildlife habitat.
Surrounding vegetation should not be overfertilized or excess nutrients will be washed off into the
stormwater management facility and contribute to algae growth problems. Nutrient needs of surrounding
vegetation should be evaluated by testing the pH and nutrient content of the soil prior to fertilization.
Fertilization of all turf areas should be done in the fall of the year. Local soil conservation service or
extension service offices can provide testing as well as interpretation of the results.
Vegetation planted around infiltration trenches, known as a buffer strip, often serves the specific purpose of
removing some sediment before the storm water enters the facility. The health of buffer strips should be
closely monitored and the turf replaced if necessary. If the buffer strip becomes laden with sediment and is
damaged, bare spots will emerge and contribute excessive sediment loads into the trench.

Insect Control
Mosquitoes are not as big a problem as is often perceived and there are proven control strategies that can be ’
used. While ponded water can create mosquito and other insect breeding habitat, it also provides habitat for
insect predators to keep the nuisance populations in check.
The best mosquito control technique in retention basins is to prevent stagnant areas from forming in the
permanent pool. Prompt removal of floating debris helps to eliminate still or standing surface waters that
provide breeding habitat. In larger basins, it may also be possible to maintain stocks of fish which feed on
mosquito larvae.

Pond Habitat Maintenance
An important, yet often overlooked aspect of non-routine retention basin maintenance is the need to ensure
a healthy aquatic environment. Suitable habitat and a healthy aquatic ecosystem can be ensured with a
regular monitoring program and should require little maintenance. For example, a common problem in wet
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ponds is excessive algae growth (blooms) resulting from excess nutrients in stormwater runoff entering the
facility. In many cases, excess nutrients will be taken up by more desirable aquatic and semi-aquatic
vegetation encouraged to grow in and around the permanent pool of a retention facility. The presence of
submerged and emergent plants will help reduce the amount of algal growth and will provide desirable
pond habitat for aquatic and terrestrial creatures. Pond management experts can provide algae management
plans that might include aeration fountains, and, in extreme cases, herbicides.

Bank Stabilization
It is very important to ensure the integrity of the banks, slopes, and bottom of a dry pond and the visible
banks of a wet pond. A healthy ground cover must be routinely maintained on the embankments and
bottoms of basins. Bare areas should be re-seeded and stabilized as quickly as possible to avoid soil erosion
and clogging of the facility.
The roots of woody growth, such as young trees and bushes, tend to be destabilizing on embankments.
Impoundments over a certain size must comply with state and local dam safety standards. Consistent
mowing will control any stray seedlings that take root on an embankment. Woody growth away from the
embankment does not generally pose a threat to the stability of the embankment and can play an important
role in maintaining a healthy pond ecosystem. Trees and bushes should, however, be planted outside
maintenance and access areas.
Beavers have been known to take up residence in facilities with ponded water. These animals can cut down
small trees in the BMP area and may cause an increase in the amount ofponding. Should excessive tree
damage or ponding be observed, it is suggested that the local Cooperative Extension Services or Maryland
Department of Natural Resources be contacted.
Other animals, such as muskrats and grotmdhogs, may dig out burrows that could deteriorate the structural
integrity of an embankment. Muskrats in particular will burrow tunnels up to 6 inches in diameter. Existing
burrows should be filled as soon as possible to minimize animal burrowing.

Sediment Removal
Dry and Wet Ponds
Since one of the purposes of BMPs is to remove sediment from stormwater, sediment will accumulate in a
BMP and eventually need to be removed. Facilities vary so dramatically that there are no "rules of thumb"
to guide responsible parties on the frequency for sediment removal from a surface basin. Upstream
conditions, including land use, type of land cover (vegetated vs. paved), and soil types are important factors
in determining how rapidly sediment accumulates in a basin. For planning purposes, sediment removal
should be considered on intervals shown in Table 4.

t

POND TYPE t INTERVAL
DRY

2 to 10 years

WET

5 to 20 years

Table 4. Sediment Removal Intervals for Basins
R0020480
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Sediment removal is usually the largest single cost of
maintaining a BMP facility. Responsible parties should
therefore plan ahead and set aside the necessary funds in
advance. The sediment removed from a basin will need to be
disposed. The best solution is to have an on-site area or a site
adjacent to the facility, but outside of the floodplain, set aside
for the sediment. If such a disposal area is not set aside,
transportation and landfill tipping fees can greatly increase the
cost. Once the sediment is removed, the bottom of the basin
and any disturbed areas need to be immediately stabilized and
re-vegetated or the facility will quickly clog and require
sediment removal again.
Wet sediment is more difficult and expensive to remove than
dry sediment. In some cases the entire facility can be drained
and allowed to dry so that heavy equipment can remove
sediment from the bottom. In other cases, where this is not
practical, it may be necessary to remove sediment from the
shoreline or by hydraulic dredging from the surface. This
additional cost of sediment removal for a retention facility is
partially offset by the longer interval between dredging cycles.
Disposal of wet sediment is not allowed in many landfills, so
the material often must be dried (dewatered) prior to disposal.
This extra step adds to the cost and requires a place where wet
material can be temporarily placed to dry.
Infiltration Trenches
If an overflow condition is observed at an infiltration trench,
its observation well should be checked to determine the
cause.This is especially critical for concentrated input
facilities which use sediment traps, because if the sediment
trap is full, sediment laden water will be conveyed into the
trench. With dispersed input (surface-fed) facilities, a clogged
sediment barrier is indicated when water cannot flow into the
trench and goes through the overflow channel prematurely. If
an infiltration trench is found to stay filled with water after a
rain and cause regular overflow, the aggregate stone must be
excavated and the facility rebuilt.
The specific sediment removal procedure will depend on the
manner in which stormwater enters the facility. Concentrated
input facilities will have an in-line filter system or sediment
trap. Clean=out procedures are described in the maintenance
checklists for those specific facilities. If there is any question
on how routine sediment removal is to be performed for a
given facility, contact the County for instructions.
For "typical" trenches using dispersed input, routine sediment
removal usually means removing the top 6 to 12 inches of
R0020481
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filter gravel and replacing the filter cloth sediment barrier
covering the aggregate reservoir beneath. A layer of clean
t~lter gravel replaces the gravel removed. Any bare spots or
damaged areas in the grassfilter strip should be sodded upon
completion of the sediment removal procedure.
Who Should Carry Out the Maintenance
In designing a maintenance program, safety, cost and
effectiveness of the maintenance activities need to be
balanced. Some activities can be cost effectively undertaken
by facility owners, if desired. Manageable landscaping tasks,
litter removal, and even some mowing, are tasks appropriate
for owners to handle themselves.
However, it is usually worth the cost to have a professional do
the more difficult work. Mowing and handling a wheelbarrow
can be dangerous on the sloping embankments of a detention
basin. Filling eroded areas and soil disturbing activities, such
as resodding or replanting vegetation, are also items that a
professional landscaping firm might best manage. If not
performed properly the first time, not only will the effort have
been wasted, but damage may be done to the facility by
creating excessive erosion. Grading and sediment removal are
best left to professional contractors.
In addition, trained personnel will be able to identify potential
problems early on when it is most cost-effective to make
repairs or alterations. The maintenance needs of BMPs are
somewhat site specific and the total costs for conducting
needed maintenance will vary greatly. However, it is possible
to estimate cost for some general BMP maintenance tasks.
The costs for routine and non-routine tasks should be
evaluated separately since they vary dramatically.
Back to Top

Estimating Routine Costs
Routine costs for maintaining a BMP are highly site-specific and dependent on factors like type of
development and landscaping on the site. Routine maintenance includes inspections, debris and litter
control, mechanical components maintenance, vegetation management, and other routine tasks as
determined for the specific facility.
A survey of Washington Metropolitan area lawn and grounds maintenance services showed that grounds
keeping maintenance costs ranged between $100 per acre per year for mowing and fertilizing only, to $550
per acre per year for mowing, fertilizing, litter control, resodding and insect control.
Estimating Dredging and Sediment Removal Costs
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Costs for dredging and sediment removal of BMPs are highly site specific and vary greatly depending upon
the size and depth of the facility, the volume of sediment trapped in the BMP, ease of access to the BMP,
and whether or not on-site disposal of the dredged sediments is possible. In general, both wet and dry pond
maintenance costs are similar unless otherwise noted. Table 5 shows the ranges of costs associated with
sediment removal for various sized BMPs. The last column is blank and can be used with the data below to
estimate the costs of a particular facility.The costs shown here are based on an informal survey of firms that
provide such services in Northern Virginia and Montgomery County.
Mobilization and Demobilization
One of the larger fixed costs in dredging a BMP facility is the mobilization and demobilization of the
required machinery and personnel. Large wet ponds will often require a waterborne operation during which
an excavator or a crane must be mounted to a floating barge and moved into position. The cost associated
with such an operation is usually around $30,000.
For dry ponds and smaller wet ponds which can be drained or dredged from shore, a perimeter or dry
operation will usually suffice. In this case, a backhoe or crane can scoop out the sediment without a floating
barge. The costs of mobilizing and demobilizing for this type of operation will range between $5,000 to
$7,0O0.
Dredging
The costs of physically dredging sediment from a BMP once mobilization has occurred depend on the total
volume (in cubic yards) of sediment removed. The cost per cubic yard is largely influenced by the depth of
the water and the distance between the excavation area and the "staging area" where sediment is transferred
to trucks for removal. A further consideration is whether the equipment can easily access the BMP bottom.
Dredging costs range from $6 to $15 per cubic yard.

R0020483
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Surface Area in Acres
.25

0.5

1

2

10

Mobilization and
Demobilization
5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

7,000

7,000

7,000

7,000

7,000

4,840

9,680

48,400

Low

High
Dredging
(Low ($6/cy)
(High ($15/cy)

1,210 2,420
3,025

6,050

12,100

24,200

121,000

Onsite ($3/cy)

605

1,210

2,420

4,480

24,200

Offsite ($29/cy)

5,848

11,697

23,303

46,787

233,933

Disposal

TOTAL

Table 5. Sample Cost Estimates for Sediment Removal from BMPs

The equation shown in Table 6 can be used to estimate the volume of sediment that needs to be removed.
The depth of accumulated sediment and the surface area (depends on shape) of the pond must be
determined. The surface area in acres is used as an approximation of the area of the bottom of the pond.
This figure is multiplied by 43,560 (to convert to square feet) and by the depth of the sediment to be
removed. The product is divided by 27 to give the volume of sediment in cubic yards.

¯

¯ surface area (in acres)
¯ x depth of sediment (in feet)
¯ x 43,560 = cubic feet/27 = cubic yards
Table 2. Minimum Inspection Checklist for Ponds.
Disposal
R0020484
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The primary factor in disposal costs is whether an on-site disposal area is available. The largest cost is that
of transporting the material, which can be upwards of $40 an hour per truck. Costs may range from $3 per
cubic yard, where a single truck is used to dispose of the material on-site, to $29 per cubic yard for a larger
site requiring 20 trucks to haul the material to an off-site location.

Total Costs for Dredging and Disposal
By adding the costs of the previous three steps, one can establish a range in which a BMP owner can expect
to pay for the non-routine maintenance of a BMP. The estimates shown in Table 5 assume a sediment
accumulation of 6 inches. Based on those estimates, total non-routine costs range from $ 6,815 for a small
pond of 0.25 acres to $ 384,933 for a larger facility of 10 acres.
Planning Ahead
The costs of maintaining a BMP over the long run can therefore be considerable, particularly when
dredging or other non-routine maintenance is needed. To lessen the immediate financial impact of
non-routine costs, responsible parties should consider creating a fired for this eventuality. For dry ponds,
which need to have sediment removed every 2 to 10 years, 10% to 50% of the anticipated dredging costs
should be collected per year. For wet ponds, which need to be dredged every 5 to 20 years, approximately
5% to 20% of the anticipated costs should be accrued per year. The rate of assessment can include
anticipated interest over the collection interval.

Recomended Inspection Frequency For Facilities
Ponds - Annually
Oil/Grit Seperator- 6 Months
Infiltration trenches - Annually

Underground Storage Structures - Annually
Back to Top

Community Involvement
Stormwater facilities, particularly pond BMPs, can provide unique opportunities for fostering stewardship
and involvement in community based activities. There are many ongoing school and community-based
outreach programs that homeowners’ associations can take advantage of which will enhance the BMPs in
their communities and make for cleaner local streams and help restore the Chesapeake Bay. A good
reference on how individuals can help control pollution is the Baybook: A Guide to Reducing Water
Pollutionat Home; copies are available from the Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay in Baltimore.
How does your community affect BMPs?
You and your neighbors can adversely affect the functioning of BMPs by:
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¯ allowing trash to accumulate in and around BMPs
¯ dumping grass clippings or leaves on or into BMPs
¯ using excess or in appropriately applied fertilizers that can then run offinto the BMP
¯ disturbing vegetated areas and leaving bare areas which produce sediment laden runoffto the BMP
¯ introducing swimming pool discharges or allowing toxic substances (oil or antifreeze, e.g.,) to run off
into the BMPs or into stormdrains that lead to BMPs
In most residential areas, the most common type of stormwater control is some form of pond. The following
list includes activities that can be organized and performed by homeowners, schools or other volunteer
groups to help maintain and improve the pond environment. Some of these activities may need to involve
environmental or engineering professionals.
Organizations that assist with some of these projects include Montgomery County Department of
Environmental Protection (grasscycling,composting, Stream Teams), Cooperative Extension Office
(fertilizer use, planting tips, Master Gardeners), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Annapolis Office-Bayscape -~
Program (native plantings, butterfly gardens), Audubon Naturalist Society (native plantings, workshops on
pond ecology). Many private companies focus on proper plantings around ponds and can be found in the
phone book under landscaping or gardening.
Some of the best texts available for an HOA or town to use for stormwater facility maintenance are Lake
Smarts-The First Lake Maintenance Handbook and Fundamentals of Urban Runoff Management by the
Terrene Institute which can be ordered from the Terrene Institute of Washington D.C. by calling (202)
833-8317. It contains field tested, easy and affordable projects to help you clean up, improve, and maintain
ponds, such as stormwater ponds.(See Table 7 for community activities to maintain and improve BMPs)
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SOLUTION

Trash accumulation in
and around the BMP

Trash and debris settled in basin Organize neighborhood trash pickup;
bottom or floating in wet pond contact local school or scout troop and
or collected on trash rack
offer prizes for largest item found or
most trash collected

Using excess or
incorrectly applied
fertilizers

Excessive algal growth and fish Find or create a factsheet on proper
kills
fertilizer use and distribute it in your
neighborhood; encourage your
neighbors to closely follow
manufacturer’s instructions on
concentration and application rates for
fertilizers and follow recommended
application periods (contact the County
Cooperative Extension Office)

Oil or other toxic
substances

Oily sheen on basin bottom or
on surface of pool area;
presence of dead fish or other
aquatic organisms

Bare, exposed areas in
Water in pond is cloudy
or around pond or in
areas draining to facility

Animal activity

Find or create a factsheet on proper
disposal of hazardous household waste;
encourage your neighbors to follow
manufacturer’s directions for
concentrations and application of
pesticides
Spread hay on temporarily disturbed
areas; reseed and stabilize disturbed
areas as soon as possible; organize
planting of grass or shrubs in disturbed
areas; plant water loving shrubs if
disturbed areas are adjacent to pond

Burrows (holes) in pond sides
Coordinate with the County’s
or embankment; small trees cut Cooperative Extension Office
down around pond or in nearby
yards; increase in wet pond area

Table 7. Community Activities to Maintain and Improve BMPs

References
Northem Virginia Planning District Commision. Maintaining BMPs: A Guide Book for Private Owners
and Operators in Northern Virginia
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Maintaining Urban Stormwater Facilities A Guidebook for Common Ownership Communities

http://www.co.mo.md.uslservicesldeplStormwater/maintain.htm

Schueler, T. R. 1987. Controlling Urban Runoff." A Practical Manual for Planning and Designing Urban
BMPs
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16795 Van Karmnn. Suite
!trine, CA 92606
~’-’ (949) ~
Fax: (949)474-5315
www.fuscoe.com

Site Development
¯ Residential
¯ Commercial/Industrial / Retail
¯ Resorts& Hotels
¯ Parks& Recreation
¯ Schools
¯ Municipal
Public Works
¯ Streels & Roadways
¯ Highways & Bridges
¯ Light Rail
¯ Munidpol Facilities
Environmental Engineering
¯ Wetlands & Coastal Restoration
¯ Stormwater Manageme~l
¯ Water Quality Assurance
¯

Erosion Control BMPs

Land Surveying
~, Construction Staking
¯ Boundary Surveys
, topogrophi¢ & Hydrographi~ Surveys
, ALTA Surveys
¯ t~opping & Photographic imagery
~, GPS
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£~ac~o. . .
i 981
Serving public and private clients
throughout Southern California
Disciplines: Civil Engineering, Environmental
Engineering and Surveying
Founded:
Experience:

Offices:

trvine, San Diego, Santa Barbara and the
Inland Empire

¯ To be trusted and preferred by our clients
¯ To be respected and admired by our competition
¯ To have choice and variety in our work

Our
¯
¯
¯
¯

To provide timely and professional services
To maximize value for our clients
To deliver on promises and stand behind our work
To pursue total quality through teamwork, training,
commitment and communication

The FEI spirit:
Using cutting edge technoJogy
while challenging ourselves
with dynamic, exciting project~.

Participatory meetings:
Our employees are our
most impo~nt resource.
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N

~SCE

American Society of Civil Engineers
180]- Alexander Bell Drive
Reston, VA ~0~91-4400

the mailing list ;for tire

9TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON URBAN DRAINAGE

PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN THE CONFERENCE.
SUBMIT YOUR ABSTRACT TODAY!

~.~. ~o~,~

Non-Profi~ Org.

~

PAI D
Permit #2q~46
Merrifield, VA

Plan to participate in and attend
the ninth triennial International
Conference~on Urban Storm
Drainage -- one of the foremost
international meetings where
engineers, scientists and managers
of urban water resources exchange
ideas about the urban water
environment. The ninth ICUD
continues the tradition begun in
1978 in Southampton, UK,
exploring state-of-the-art
technology and bringing together
colleagues from around the world
to address critical issues in the
practice of urban storm drainage,
No other meeting on urban water
issues attracts such a diverse
group of participants. Don’t miss
this opportunity to exchange ideas
with colleagues and leaders in the
field worldwide!

¯ Urban hydrologic processes,
including precipitation and
runoff
¯ Hydraulics of urban drainage,
including combined and
separate storm sewer systems
¯ Highway runoff impacts and
management
¯ Infiltration/inflow and
sanitary sewer overflows
¯ Water quality and
environmental issues
¯ Sediment in sewers
¯ Sewer system design
and rehabilitation
¯ Impact mitigation and best
management practices (BMPs)
¯ Low impact development
techniques

¯ Monitoring and data collection
¯ State-of-the-art computer modeling of water
quantity and quality in urban areas
¯ Geographical information systems and decision
support systems applications in urban
stormwater management
¯ Receiving water impacts, including effects on
migratory fish
¯ Urban wetlands
¯ Water reuse
¯ Real time control
¯ Integrated stormwater management approaches
and stormwater master planning
¯ Storm system asset management
¯ Educational initiatives for urban stormwater
management
¯ Urban runoff management and regulatory
programs
¯ Urban streams
¯ Emerging urban runoff issues of the 21st Century
¯ Integrated urban water system management
¯ Other

Proceedings will be prepared in a printed format.
Authors are expected to present their papers
orally or at poster sessions during the five-day
meeting. There will be technical tours and a
trade exhibition. All published materials and
spoken presentations will be in English.

¯ One-page abstract due:
July 31, 2001
¯ Author notification:
October 31, ~001
¯ Final paper due:
January 31, 2002

Pictured lq~, bfou~r Hood, Mou~r Hood National Forest
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Dr. Wayne C. Huber (u~ayne.huber@ors~.edu) and
Mr. Eric W. Strecker (es~recher@geosyn~ec.com)
serve as co-chairs for the 9ICUD. Members of ~he
ASCE/EWRI Urban Water Resources Research
Council and Portland and regional civil and
environmental engineers will lead the conference
and serve as its organizing committee, with
additional assistance and guidance from the
international membership of the IAHR and IWA.
The 2002 conference builds on the experience of
eight, highly successful past conferences on urban
drainage,

Portland, Oregon, ranks 5th in "100 fabulous places
to visit in 2001" by Travel & Leisure ma{gazine.
while tr,ees and city parks continue to aominate
Portland s landscape, trendy restaurants, clothing
shops, and art galleries are popping up all over
this pedestrian-friendly city, making it one of the
world’s most interesting destinations,
In addition, the city’s nearby ocean beaches,
mountains and the high desert of the Pacific
Northwest, make it an ideal setting for recreation
and touring for the entire family. A selection of
activities will be available both during and after
the conference. Portland is also an excellent gateway
for travel elsewhere in the region.

A trade exhibition will run concurrently with the
conference. Please contact the conference manager,
Ms. Cindy Gold, to reserve a location,

A Web site has been established for up-to-date
information about the 9ICUD. The address is:
~wvw.asce.o~g/conferences/gicud2002

The Pacific Northwest is
one of the leaders in
efforts to control
combined sewer
overflows and resolve
stormwater
management problems
-- wl{i]e at t~e same
time addressing special ecological concerns such
as endangered saImon populations. As a result,
the 9ICUD should receive wide regional as well
as international attention. Field trips will take
advantage of several large urban water resources
construction and plannin~ projects underway in
the area, smaller watershe~ BMP-implementation
projects, and a tour of on-site BMPs being
employed in the Portland area. Technical tour
opportunities will also be available at major dams
nearby on the Columbia River.
The greater Portland metropolitan area has a
p.opu~lation of approximately 1.6 million and is
the third largest city in the Pacific Northwest.
The ciW is situated on the Willamette River near
its confluence with the Columbia River, 125 km
upstream from the Pacific Ocean. Portland is also
just 100 km west of beautiful 3,400-meter Mount
Hood, between the Cascade Mountains to the
east and the Coast Range. to the west, an area
boasting every imaginable urban and natural
recreational amenity.
Portland’s international airport has connections
to every part of the world, and public
transportation within the city is excellent. The

average maximum temperature in September is
24°C,~vith typically sunhy weather. Fo~additional
information about the city, visit the Portland
Oregon Visitors Association Web site at
wuav.pova.corn.
The conference will be held at the DoubleTree
Hotel at Portland’s Lloyd Center. The hotel is
near downtown portland, adjacent to shopping
and restaurants, and is serve~l by. light rail, city
buses and airport vans. More irfformation i_s
available at ~vww.hihon.corn/doubletree/hotels
/RLLC-DT.
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L_ YES!

I’d like to be added to the
mailing list! Please send me
the .full conference program
when it becomes available.

Electronic submission of abstracts

is preferred. Please complete the

abstract submittal form on the
9ICUD website:

,~w,,~.asce.org/conferences/_gicud’2002
Follow the directions. Abstracts
should be no longer than one
printed page (A4 or U.S. 8.5 x 11

Name

inches) and include all contact
information for the authors,
including e-mail addresses. The
proposed topic area should be

Title
Organization
Address

indicated, from the earlier list.

Please indicate if you prefer a poster
or oral presentation.
Abstracts are due by July 31, ~2001.
City
State
Postal Code

For further information
please contact:

Country

Ms. cindy Gold

Phone

Conference Manager

Fax

email: cgotd@asce.org
Phone: 703/~95-6197
Fax: 703/295-6144
Toll-free: 800!548-ASCE

E-mail
If you have already completed a
mailing list reply form, you do not
need to do so again.
Mail: ASCE
Conferences Department
1801 Alexander Bell Drive
Reston, VA 20191-4400
Fax: 703/295-6144
Phone:

800/548-ASCE
or 703/295-6197

If you are unable to access the
Internet, abstracts may be
submitted by mall to the following
address:
Mr. Eric W. Strecker
OeoSyntec Consultants
333 SW Fifth Avenue, Suite 600
Portland, OR 97204-1743
Phone: 503/222-9518
Fax: 503/242-Ia,16
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"Meeting New Requirements for Stormwater Controls
in New and Redevelopment Projects"
August 9, 2001 Berkeley

9:00

Revised Agenda

August 10, 2001 Cupertino

August 9, 2001 Berkeley
Jim Scanlin, Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program
Jack Betourne, Vallejo Sanitation and Flood Control District

Welcome / Introduction/Moderator

August 10, 2001 Cupertino
Jill Bicknell,
Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program
Lavenia Millar, City of Cul~ertino

9:05

9:20
9:35

Lawrence P. Kolb, Assistant Executive Officer/
Dale Bowyer, Sect,on Leader
San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board

Regulatory Perspective

"Start at the Source" Video

Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association

Panel I - Current Efforts to Reduce
Impacts of New and Redevelopment
Question and Answer Period

August 9, 2001 Berkeley
Liz Lewis,
Matin County Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program
Ed Boscacci, BKF Engineers
Kathy Cote, City of Fremont
August 10, 2001 Cupertino
Pank~ Shaw, City of San Jose
Ed Boscacci, BKF Engineers
Kathy Cote, City of Fremont

10:45

Panel II -- The Southern California
Experience
¯ Development of the "Standard Urban
Stormwater Mitigation Plan" (SUSMP)
¯ Developer’s Perspective
¯ Implementation of the SUSMP
Requirements in the City of Los
Angeles
¯ Engineer’s Perspective
Question and Answer Period

Xavier Swamikannu,
Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Richard Watson, Richard Watson & Associates
John Dorsey, City of Los Angeles

John Olivier, Fuscoe Engineering

R0020497

Sponsored by Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies
Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program
Contra Costa Clean Water Program
Fairfield-Suisun Urban Runoff Management Program
Marin County Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program
San Mateo Countywide Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program
Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program
Vallejo Sanitation and Flood Control District

R0020498

Meeting New
Requirements for
Stormwater
Controls in New
and Redevelopment
Projects
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SECOND SP~XERS(S} ~N CUPERTINO

Flan development or review, landscape design, ~ermi~h~u, con5t~LICtl~!~ lnL~C~lO,~2, O~ other
deve/opmen~activit~s]?

8:30

RE~ST~TIoN/REFRES~ENTS

9:00

W~co~/l~oou~o~

If so, th~ wor,ksh~ Ls ~r you!!

~ s~, Accw~
J~kk B~CKU~, SCVURPPP
~v~ M~, C~ o~ CuP~uo

Come learn about:

The proposed new development and
redevelopment requirements for
m u n icipal storm water d ischa rge
permits in the Bay Area;

Proposed design standards for storm

9:0s

R~u~o~ p~s~c~v~
~ENCE R KOL~, A~IST~ EXEC~IvE

o~c~, RWQCB (~)
9:20

"S~x ~x x~ Source" V~o~o

9:35

P~L I - Cu~ EFFOrtS XO R~ouc~
I~cxs o~ N~ A~o RED~/ELOPME~

water treatment controls at

developmenk sites;

bz L~s, MCSTOPPP

Eo Bosc~ccb BKF E~s
D~u~ A~, C~ o~ B~
Current effo~s to reduce impa~s of
new and redevelopment on water
quality;

P~ s~, c~ o~ s~ Jos~
ED BOSCACCI, BKF E~s

~v c~, c~ o~ F~EMoNT
10:30 BREAK

Experiences of municipal agencies,
developers, and engineers in the Los
Angeles area in meeting similar
requirements;

10:45

PANEL II - THE

CALIFORNIA EXPERIENCE
SOUTHERN

D~V~LOeMENT OF THE "STANOARD URBAN
STO~WA~R MI~A~ON PLAN" (SUSMP)
XAVIER SWA~KANNU, L.A. RWQCB

Case studies of how to apply the new
requirements to actual development
projects,

IMPLEMENTATION OF TIlE SUSMP REQUIREMENTS
IN THE CITY OF Los ANGELES

G~RY MOORE, C~T~ OF LOS ANGEL~S

R0020500

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUSMP REQUIREMENTS ~N
THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
PHIL DOUDAR, LOS ANGELES COUNTY

REGISTRATION IS FREE.
But you need to RSVP with the following
information to Bonnie Hulkower by
Friday, August 3, 2001 at:

(INVITED)

ENGINEER’S PERSPEC~VE
JOHN OUVIER, FUSCOE ENGINEERING

Mail: 1410 Jackson Street
Oakland, CA 94612
Phone: (510) 832-2852 ext. 119
Email: bonnie@eoainc.com
Fax:
(510) 832-2856

DEVELOPER’S PERSPECTIVE

TIM PIASKY, BUILDING INDUSTRY ASSOC.
12:15 LUNCH
1:00

Please complete the following and check
off the date that you will attend.
NAME

WHAT WE CAN EXPECT IN THE BAr ARk:

AFFIUATION

¯

SCVURPPP PER~v~T REQUIREMENTS

ADDRESS

¯

UPDATE OF REGIONAL BOARD’S STAFF
RECOMMENDATIONS

CITY

¯

SCVURPPP/BASMAA PROJECTS

¯

IMPLICATIONS FOR MUNICIPALITIES

KEITH LICHTEN, DALE BOWYER,
AND/OR JAN O’HARA, SF RWQCB

J~LL BICKNELL, SCVURPPP

STATE AND ZIP

TELEPHONE

FAx
WORKSHOP DATES AND LOCATIONS:

2:30 BR~X
2:45

JEFF ENDICOTT, CDM

ERIC STRECKER, GEoSYNTEC
JOHN OLIVIER, FUSCOE ENGINEERING

4:00

I-1

Thursday, August 9, 2001
Radisson Hotel Berkeley Marina
200 Marina Blvd., Berkeley, CA

J~l

Friday, August 10, 2001
Quinlan Community Center
10185 N. Stelling Road

PANEL III - APPLYING THE NEW REQU~REt4ENTS TO
PROJECT DESIGNS

ADJOURN

Cupertino, CA
8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST AND LUNCH WiLL BE SERVED.

Questions? Contact Bonnie at EOA, Inc.
Can’t attend? Please pass this brochure on to
appropriate staff within your organization.
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c,i~i,~,~,~ io ~h~
~odis~o,~ H~ ~!:,d~y n~-~
From the Nodh
Take 1-80 West.
Take the Universi~ Ave. exit towards
Berkeley.
Keep Right in the fork in the ramp.
Keep Left in the fork in the ramp.
Turn Left onto Universi~ Ave.
Turn slight Right onto Marina Blvd.
From the South
Take 1-80 East.
Take the Universi~ Ave. exit towards
Berkeley.
Keep Left at the fork in the ramp.
Turn Left onto Universi~ Ave.
Turn slight Right onto Marina Blvd.

Di,-ec~on~ ~o ~he

~@
Take 101 or 280 South. ~
~Take CA-85 South Ramp toward Cupedino/ .
Santa Cruz/Gilroy onto CA-85. ~~ /
Take the Stevens Creek Blvd. exit. ~ D=~
Turn Left onto Stevens Creek Blvd. ~ ~"
Turn Left onto Nodh Stelling Rd. ~ ~O
From the South

Sponsored by Bay Area
Stormwater Management

Agencies:
Alameda Count~ide Clean Water
Prog ram
Confra Costa Clean Water Program
Fairfield-Suisun Urban Runoff
Management Program
Marin Coun~ Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Program

Pollution Prevention Program
Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff
Pollution Prevention Program

~~~

~~ ~
Take Stevens Creek Blvd. exit.
Turn Right onto Stevens Creek Blvd. ~ ~
Turn Le~ onto North Stelling Rd. ~-

Vallejo Sanitation and Flood
Control District

R0020502
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STANDARD URBAN STORMWATER

SUSMP BACKGROUND FOR LOS ANGELES

MITIGATION PLAN:
City of Los Angeles’ Approach
John H. Dorsey
Assistant Program Manager

¯ Adopted by SWRCB on October 5,
2000

¯ Effective on February 15, 2001

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
DEVELOPMENT CATEGORIES
¯ Single-family hillside dwellings
¯ 100,000 sq ft commercial developments
¯ Automotive repair shops
¯ Retail gasoline outlets
¯ Restaurants
. Home subdivisions with !0 to 99 housing units
¯ Home subdivisions with 100 or more housing units
¯ Parking lots (>5,000 sq ft, or >~ 25 parking spaces)

SPECIFIC DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

. Conserve natural areas
¯ Protect slopes and channels
¯ Provide storm drain stenciling and signage
¯ Properly design outdoor material storage areas
¯ Properly design trash storage areas
- Provide for ongoing BMP maintenance
¯ Prevent stream erosion through postdevelopment peak flow control

NUMERICAL DESIGN STANDARDSTO SIZE BMPS

¯ Fueling areas
¯ Loading/unloading dock areas
¯ Repair/maintenance bays
¯ Vehicle/equipment wash areas
¯ Parking areas

¯ Flow base methods
(ex. 0.2 in/hr rainfall intensit!/)
¯ Volumetric methods
(ex. first 0.75 inch of rainfall, 24hr)
¯ Exclude restaurants & retail gasoline outlets
categories

1
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CITY ORDINANCE
No. 173494

-_~-

!~" .................
¯ Generic, not detailed
¯ Refers to handbooks ............
¯ Provides Dept of Public Works authority to
- update handbooks with6ut Council approval
- grant waivers
- collect waiver monies
¯ Gives Public Works’ inspectors authority to enter
private properties for BMP inspections
, Requires Covenant & Agreement

DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
¯ Department of Public Works/Stormwater
Management Division (DPW/SMD)
- developed implementation plan
- coordinated the implementation
- acts as technical consultant
¯ Planning Department -- imposes SUSMP
requirements for discretionary projects
¯ Department of Building and Safety (BAS) -- verifies
requirements

l~

PLANS APPROVAL PROCESS

1

PLANS APPROVAL PROCESS
BAS Permit Issuance

TABLE 3-1 FROM H~NDBOOK:
BMP MATRIX FOR SUSMP PROJECT CATEGORIES

DEVELOPMENT BMP HANDBOOK
¯ Project Review and Permitting Process
¯ SUSMP Project Categories and Required
Mitigation Measures
Additional Planning Priority Projects and ill
¯
Recommended Mitigation Measures
¯ Prescriptive Methods
¯ BMP Matrixes
¯ Sample Design Calculations
¯ Covenant and Agreement Form
BMP References and Vendor Ust

2
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TABLE 3-3 FROM HANDBOOK:
BMP MATRIX FOR ADDITIONAL PLANNING PRIOR~’IY PROJECT CATEGOP~ES

PRESCRIPTIVE METHODS
Definition: Specific stormwater BMPs and requirements
designated as standard mitigation measures
for certain preiect categories
¯ Retail Gasoline Outlets
¯ Automotive Repair Shops
¯ Parking Lots (5,000 - 20,000 sq-ff or 25-50
parking spaces)
¯ Restaurants

PRESCRIPTIVE METHODS
PARKING LOT BMP EXAMPLES
¯ Catch basin inserts
- I catch basin insert per 5,000 sq-ft area
- use for areas up to 10,000
- size of catch basin 24" x 36"
- minimum depth el~ catch basin insert shall be 24 inches
- Aqua-GuardTM, Ultra-UrbanTM, DrainPacTM, Enviro-Drain(~)
¯ Hydrodynamic system
- use for areas up to 20,000 sq-ff
- StormCeptorI,l 450i
4ff (~, 5ft-8in depth

4’ x 8’-1" x 6’-3"

PRESCRIPTIVE METHODS
PARKING LOT BMP EXAMPLES
- Infiltration trench
- use for areas up to 20,0b0 sq-ff
- trench shall be 5W’wide x 4"6"deep x 15’ in length
- bottom infiltration layer shall be ~.8" thick & consist of fine sand
- site consideration to include geology and soil characteristics,
presence o[ water supply wells, groundwater depl~h

/- .... .~ e~,o~.,,,. ..........
~__________.~s~,,o,~,~

’

4ft (~, 6ft depLh

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
¯ Integration of requirements into existing City
process
¯ Development of prescriptive methods
¯ Preparation of Development Planning BMP
Handbook
¯ Mitigation of additional priority projects
¯ Covenant & Agreement for BMPs maintenance

FINAL THOUGHTS
¯ Developers are willing to work with you to install
the required BMPs
¯ Availabili~ of Handbook at Stormwater Program
website
(www.lastormwater.org/Pages/partb.htm)
¯ Anticipate the following 190 development
projects will require SUSMP for this year:

3
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Presentation by:
Phil K. Doudar, P.E.
Assistant Division Engineer
Land Development Division
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
(626)458-4995
pdoudar@dpw.co.la.ca.us

¯

THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY EXPERIENCE
Los Angeles County principal permittee with 88 co-permittees

¯

Los Angeles County started the program prior to the RWQCB order

¯

Have made water quality an element of an integrated watershed management approach

¯

Contracted with responsive environmental advocacy groups for our outreach efforts

¯

Developed criteria with input from industry, RWQCB, other agencies, and environmental advocacy
groups

¯

Criteria is continually "refined" to reflect new information, new products, and maintenance issues

¯

Have an ongoing "BMP" task force

¯

Pollutants of concern: Trash, O&G, TSS

¯

Moving towards public maintenance of regional facilities

¯

Moving towards central units and away from individual filters/inserts

¯

Experimenting with catch basin excluders

¯

Moving away from percolation/bio filtration basins

¯

Subdivisions
~ Part of the conditions of approval
~> Feasibility established at tentative map stage

¯

Building Permits- Commercial/Industrial
Same pollutants of concern
Additional pollutants to address case specific
SUSMP review is tied to Industrial Waste Permit Review
Avoid depressed truck docks and direct connections to storm drains
Renewable permits for maintenance accountability

¯

Did not relax flood control standards

¯

Did not relax zoning and infrastructure standards
~- Still require garages
~- Did not reduce street widths or eliminate sidewalks
R0020510

¯

MAKING THE RWQCB ORDER WORKABLE
Private and Public partnership essential
~ You are both regulated

¯

Identify what is appropriate for the region
~- Geology, hydrology, land use, pollutants of concern

¯

Balancing the act
~ Make it simple and cost effective

¯

Maintaining future facilities/accountability
~- Private, public, volunteers

¯

Paying for the maintenance
~ Private, public

¯

Looking ahead
More to come
Monitoring/sampling
TMDL

¯

Industry
>
~
>
~
>

¯

Be familiar with the new regulation and simplify it to Do’s and Don’ts
Train staff to be familiar with basic lingo and the Do’s and Don’ts
Designate a key person for all SUSMP/SWPPP, and RWQCB contacts
Where applicable, make your contractors/subcontractors contractually obligated
Keep up- attend workshops and seminars

Do not lose site of the big picture.
~- The intent is less pollution to receiving waters.

¯

COMMUNICATING WITH THE REGIONAL BOARD
Be proactive in shaping new regulations

¯

Stress the uniqueness of the region
> What is good for Bellflower may not work in San Jose

¯

Establish credibility on reporting noncompliance
~- Do it before someone else does it

¯

Record keeping
~- Private- photos, training
~ Public -- statistics
R002051

Standard Urban Storm Water
Mitigation Plan Requirements:
The Southern California Experience

¯

SUSMPs are Development Standards.

¯ SUSMPs define priority projects, include BMP
requirements, and generally require application
design

Developers Perspective

of numeric

criteria.

¯ SUSMPs target post-development conditions in
new development and redevelopment projects.

Presentation to BASMAA Workshop

l0 Augmt 20ol ~ C.llfornl.

What are SUSMPs?

~.

History of SUSMPs
¯ Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plans
started in Los Angeles.
¯ The San Diego Regional Board staff(with
encouragement) picked them up.
¯ Included by LARWQCB (under a different name)
in the Ventura Permit

~

History of SUSMPs
(Continued)
¯ In the draft CVRWQCB Bakersfield, Modesto,
Sacramento, and Stockton Permits
¯ In the draft SARWQCB Orange County Permit
¯ Will be included in new SARWQCB Riverside
County and San Bernardino County permits
¯ In the draft Los Angeles Permit

¯ Added to the Long Beach Permit by LARWQCB

¯ In new SDRWQCB Orange County Permit

¯ The Santa Clara Valley Permit was ddayed and is
now being amended to add SUSMPs.
~
Continued _.

¯ Will be added to other SFBRWQCB permits

Evolution of SUSMP Content
¯ Original SUSMPs were developed by permittees
as a permit requirement.

l~lk.~t

Evolution of SUSMP Content
(Continued)

¯ April 13 Draft Los Angeles Permit borrowed
from San Diego permit and added other onerous
¯ Executive Officer’s substitute SUSMPs were very
requirements.
prescriptive.
¯ June 29 Draft of Los Angeles permit is improved.
¯ Los Angeles SUSMFs were modified by State
Board Order 2000-11, which corrected most
¯ San Diego copermittees finding some elements
blatant problems, but retained numeric design
of their permit are not workable.
criteria.
¯ Workshops on both Orange County permits, the
¯ San Diego Permit added to Los Angeles permit
Los Angeles permit, and the Santa Clara permit
as modified by SWRCB.
~
~
Continued _.
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Typical Priority Projects

SUSMP Provisions Typically

Applicable to All Categories

Hillside development > 5,000 sq. ft.
Home subdivisions > 10 units
Conunercial developments > 100,000 sq. ft.
Automotive repair shops

Control peak storm water discharge rates
Conserve natural areas
Minimize storm water pollutants of concern

Restaurants
Parking lots > 5,000 sq. ft.

Protect slopes and charmeis

Retail gasoline outlets

Provide storm drain stenciling and signage

¯ Projects adjacent to environmentally sensitive
areas
¯ Streets, roads, highways, freeways

Properly design outdoor material storage areas

Consequences of Not
¯~: nime.emen,n
.,~
~

SUSMPs

Results of LA SUSMP Appeal
¯ Changes in redevelopment definitions made in-fdl
projects more feasible.
¯ "Non-discretionary projects" eliminated
¯ Retail gasoline stations added to Limited
Exclusion
¯ "Locations within or directly adjacent to or
discharging directly to an environmentally
sensitive area" eliminated

~

Results ofLA SUSMP Appeal
(Continued)
¯ Numerical design criteria and procedural
arguments were discounted.
¯ State Board noted that there could be further cost
savings for developers if permittees develop a
regional solution.
¯ State Board recommended that the cities
and the county, along with other interested
agendes, work to develop regional solutions.
¯ State Board encouraged innovative regional
solutions.
~
the Order, constitute MEP"

¯ Storm water mitigation funding was
eliminated,

r~.~
Continued _.

The Craig Wilson Memo
¯ On December 26, 2000, the Cldef Council of
the SWRCB sent a memo to all RWQCB
Executive Officers summarizing State Board
Order WQ 2000-1I.
¯ Attempted to make SUSMP order a precedent
¯ Triggered (or used to justify) a wave of SUSMPs
across the State
¯ Concluded that "the Order finds that the
provisions in the SUSMPs as revised by
~
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San Diego SUSMP Requirements
¯ Requires municipalities to assess General Plans
(was "revise" in draft) and to modify development
approval process
¯ Require~ SUSMPs for new development
and significant redevelopmFnt
¯ Specifies numeric design criteria for postconstruction BMPs (added flow-based criteria)
¯ Expands priority development definition to
include streets, highways, and freeways as well as
smaller parking lots
~
Continued ...

Draft Los Angeles Permit
Requires Expanded SUSMPs
¯ Adds back what the State Board removed
¯ Maintains the 0.75 inch volumetric storm event
nmnerical design criterion, but adds a set of flowbased numerical design criteria
¯ Contains unrealistic implementation schedules for
municipal compliance
¯ Mandates implementation of SUSMP and postconstruction requirements on one acre
commercial and industrial development
projects by March 9, 2003
~

SUSMPs in the Draft Orange
County Permit

San Diego SUSMP Requirements
(Continued)
¯ Includes a new attempt to define Environmentally
Sensitive Areas
¯ Includes a new attempt to create a waiver
provision
¯ Includes rigid conditions for Inf’dtration and
ground water protection
¯ Requires that pre-development peak storm water
runoff discharge rates and velocities be maintained
~

Draft SARWQCB Orange
County Permit
¯ Less prescriptive than Los Angeles and San Diego
permits
¯ Recognizes significant progress made by
permittees during first and second term permits
¯ Incorporates SUSMPs In a more Ilexible and
realistic manner (Incentive and hammer)
¯ Pennittees/Project proponents may propose
BMPs based on a watershed approach, establLsh a
storm water pollution fund for such BMPs, or any
other innovative and proven alternative to
address storm water pollution

Major SUSMP Issues
¯ Prescriptive Nature

¯ Requires review of General Plan and CEQA
processes and modification of project approval
processes, if necessary

¯ Discretionary/Ministerial projects

¯ Requires Incorporation of SUSMP-related
watershed protection principles and policies into
General Plan by July 1, 2004

¯ Environmentally Sensitive Areas

¯ If stated goals are not properiy addressed in
WQMP requirements by January 1, 2004,
nmnerical deign criteria similar to San
Diego’s will be required.
~

¯ Significant redevelopment definitions

¯ Waiver~ and regional solutions
¯ Maintenance
¯ Numeric Sizing Criteria

R0020514

Other Permit Issues

Emerging Strategy for
Regulated Community

¯ Mlcromanagement
¯ Shhqing of inspection responsibilities

. Comply with laws and regulations

¯ General plan/CEQA checklist requirements

. Promote science-based regulation

¯ Peak discharge requiremedts

¯ Avoid oppressive regulation

¯ Shifting reliance on CWA and Porter-Cologne

¯ Prepare for potential Htigation

¯ Lack of economic and housing considerations

¯ Separate storm water section in CWA

¯ Invitations for third party lawsuits

~

As POGO Said ...

Intentionally left blank
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SUSUMP

R0020519

4

SUSUMP

R0020529

7

unit

monument
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’)

SUSUMP

R0020544
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History of SUSMP
~ Seven development categories included in 1996
LA Permit requiring SUSMP development
~. Development planning permittee workgroup
responsible for developing initial SUSMP
~ LA County negotiating planning program with
NRDC at same time
~ Workgroup submitted SUSMP to regional board
that did not include design standard
~. LA County agreed to ¾" design standard
~. LA regional board added ¾" requirement and ESA
and parking lots as priority development categories

TIM P IAS KY
~~~
Construction Industry Coalition for
Water Quality

CURRENT SUSMP
CONCERNS

SUSMP APPEAL
Appeal brought by WSPA, BIA and coalition
of cities
Main points argued by BIA and cities were:
¯ Administrative procedures
¯ Malidity of treatment standard
¯ Inclusion of ESA and Parking Lots
¯ Redevelopment definition
The inclusion of the original seven
development categories was not argued
since they were already in Permit
i

BIA "CLEAN" WATER PLAN
C - Create practical regulations and work for
good solutions
L - Lead industry-wide change in approach to
water quality
E - Educate industry on water quality
regulation compliance
A - Advance technological and design
innovations
N - Nurture comprehensive regional solutions

.,’,, RWQCB’s not using existing local science as
foundation for policy decisions
¯ Water quality monitoring
¯ Pollutants of concern
¯ Land use
° BMP effectiveness at addressing pollutants of concern
~. Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA)
inclusion
~, One size fits all mentality

CREATE PRACTICAL
REGULATIONS
"- Promote and support sound environmental
policies
~. Participate proactively in water quality
regulation process (workshops, hearings,
meetings, boards, etc.)
"-. Provide presentations to interested agencies
and groups
"- When necessary, challenge unreasonable
proposals both legislatively and legally

!
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LEAD INDUSTRY-WIDE
CHANGE IN APPROACH TO
WATER QUALITY
Change the way we do business
Transition builder/contractor philosophy
of fighting all water quality regulations to
becoming part of the solution

ADVANCE TECHNOLOGICAL
AND DESIGN INNOVATIONS
~. Determine innovative technologies which can be
used in building designs
¯ Irrigation controllers, building products, etc

¯ Conduct research and monitoring
¯ Apply for grants
". Pursue demonstration projects to showcase the
use of innovative technologies by the
building/construction industries

EDUCATE INDUSTRY ON
WATER QUALITY
,. Increase member education programs on
water quality compliance issues
¯ Workshops, seminars, trade magazine,
newsletters and e-mail updates
¯ Provide certification programs
~ Involve the broader construction industry
(AGC, ECA, SCCA) in our education
programs through a coalition approach
~ Consumer/public education
¯ New homeowner’s brochure

NURTURE COMPREHENSIVE
REGIONAL SOLUTIONS
~. Work for inclusion of regional solution option in
water quality regulations
~- Promote the involvement of other stakeholders in
developing regional solutions
-’- Advantages
¯ Creates teamwork "buy-in"
¯ Grants may be available to fund capital costs
¯ Economies-of-scale provide opportunity to cost
effectively address pollutants of concern
¯ Ability to establish maintenance districts

¯ Large-scale solutions can be planned and modified to
address future regulations (i.e. TMDLs)

CONCLUSION
¯- 2001 and beyond: water quality and supply
issues offer many challenges and opportunities
’. The building and construction industries will be
actively responding to these challenges and
searching for opportunities to participate in the
movement toward better water quality and
supply
¯- The "CLEAN" water plan is the framework for
participating in this movement
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Start at the Source
A Design Guidance Manual
for Stormwater Quality Protection
by the Bay Area Stormwater
Management Agencies Association

BASMAA’s second edition of Start at tlJe Source
focuses on the importance of considering
stormwater quality in the early stage of planning
and designing land development and
redevelopment projects.

This current edition has been updated and
expanded to include commercial, industrial, and
institutional development, as well as a technica!
section to provide more detailed information on the
characteristics, applications, design criteria,
maintenance, and economics of the details that are
discussed in this document. Examples of case
studies, frequently asked questions, and a complete
glossary are also included.

~

This manual was developed under the guidance of a
t~eview Committee comprised of representatives from

~-

the public and private sector. The principles and
techniques described in this book are valuable and

Price: $35.00 plus tax, shipping and handling.

worthwhile to all regulatory agencies, planning and
public ~vorks departments, developers, builders, engineers,
landscape architects, EIR/EIS consultants, and members

For more information or to place your order,
please call:

1.510.622.2465

of the academic community.
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Current Efforts:to,Reduce ............, ....

Impacts o(:~ew and

===================================================

¯ population 203,413

Redevelopniefit ::: :: ......
.... :::~ :::: : .....

City of Fremont

:’~
¯ ::.::

Kathy.Cote
Envirortment~l Service~ Mapgger
City of Fremont ’::::
:.. ::::::~

i 92 square miles .......

: ........... :. ...... : . ......

1.4 million square feet con3~ereial

’:::

industrial
2000:::::.::
, over
1,000construction
undevelopedinacres..,
available
’ -commercial development::::::.

:: ....
1

Serv~.’qe.~ ............... .::..: ..................... New Development Examples
¯ Central Park Golf Course
~

~

~ ..... ~

¯ ::

~ .......

Jaek in the Box ....

:

: ":

:[~:.

Central Park:G01f Course

Central ParkGisff~ourse

......................................... ~

:: ’~

::>’.

Conditional Use Permit R~Xluirements
¯ Dust and Construction Emission Control
- dust control measures: ...... :
- earth moving or travelrestrietions .... ::..:.~
- soil management provisions . ..
- roadway & work area~.~.anagement :
* Wetlands ....
:.::~
- Wet se~on sllrvey

!:.
!:.:.

:::
::

- wetland avoidance or ~iitigafion
- Slreambed Alteration Perr~it

:::.

::
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Central Park G6If:~m-se

)

Jack in th~=B0x

O~er CUP Requirements
¯ excavation and grading.restrictions
¯ Notice of Intent requii~i~t:::: .....
::
¯ prerequisite for ground disturbance or .......:~
" :.
grading permit ......
¯ erosion control & grading plan
::::
":~:
::::::.:.

Jack in th~B0x

CUP Requh’emen~ ......................
:~
¯ Construction/Site Development
- developer responsibili~:~!:eonslruction:B~,s
: ".:~.
- construction mitigation a~tivities
"
- storm drain stenciling
::=
- Irash/recycling enclosur~
- outdoor storage requiremenl:::
: ::i~.:l

Jack in theB0x

CLIP Requiremenl~ Cont.

Conditional Use Permit Requirements

¯ Construction/SiteDevelopment (Cont.)
- slructural controls for~iil iiatereeption, .
stormwater prelrealment ..... ::: :: ::: ::::~
- ongoing erosion conlrol
.... ::.: ....
drainage study
:: .....
:.:...
.
- NPDES conformance ’ ::::::.
::~
- adequate site drainage
:::::::::,

¯ Operational maintenance
_- litter
landscaping
and: :m.aintenanc
....
conlrol design
/ sweeping
..... : ...... ::: .: e.......
- cleaning facilities and empt0y~e :Irain.ing
storm water measures
::and operational BI~iP’~ .::..
- sweeping requirement ....
- washwater discharge
" :::...

Pacific Commons
¯
¯
¯
¯

768 total acres
305 acre office park
391 acres dedicated to Preserve as mitigation
49 acre City sports park/stormwaterdete~f!on
basin
::
¯ 11 acres for Cushing P~rk~i~iy ~d o~er roads
¯ 12 acres f~r N-1 thx~t control

~: :’~

2
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Planned Stormwatei;Features
for Pacific .CP~BS::,::..,.: .....................

Regional watei~::Quality
Detention:Facility

¯ Regional Water Quality .......Detention Facility
¯ Vegetated Bioswales .........:......: .....::::..:
Depressed Inlets ......
" ,’:~
Extended Wet Detention

........ .

Office Park:D~gi~

:,~

-.

i-~:;i::i

";::’: ::::::
:?::~

. .2;" " ’~ ".

Depresg~d::Ba~in

3
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Extended Wet Det~ntlbh Ponds

:
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Meetina New Requirements for Storm. Water Controls Workshop
Efforts to Reduce Impacts of Development
City of San Jose

Efforts to Reduce Storm Water Impacts

of Development
Meeting New Requirements for Storm Water
Controls in New and Redevelopment
Workshop.
Presented By
Pankti Shah
August I0, 2001

City of San Jose
~ Department of Planning, Building and Code Enforcement

Control of Pollutants from New
Development
Background
Local Policies and Planning Tools
Application of Storm Water Controls
Educational Resources/References
Conclusion

Context of San Jose
| San Jose Growth:17 square miles to 136 square miles
between 1950-1970 (800%)
| Population Growth: Increased from 95,000 to
446,000 people between 1950-1970 (469%)
| Unplanned expansion resulted in sprawl until the
70’s
| Planning policies in 70’s began to curb sprawl
| Now: USA is approx. 177 square miles; Sphere of
Influence is 104 square miles

R0020555
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Meeting New Requirements for Storm Water Controls Workshop
Efforts to Reduce Impacts of Development
City of San Jose

Background
| Four main phases of application and
management of controls:
! Planning
! Design
I Construction
! Maintenance
| San Jose is implementing all four phases

Local Policies and Planning Tools
| General Plan Policies
| City Council Policy on Post-Construction Runoff
Management
| Guidance Manual on Selection of Stormwater
Quality Control Measures
| Riparian Corridor Policy Study
| Riparian Restoration Action Plan
| Zoning Code Provisions

2
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Meeting New Requirements for Storm Water Controls Workshop
Efforts to Reduce Impacts of Development
City of San Jose

General Plan Policies
| Smart Growth Policies:
! Higher Density Housing
! Compact Development negr
Transit
! Growth Management
! Urban Growth Boundary

General Plan Policies
| Water resource policies serve to:
! regulate development in watershed areas
! protect groundwater recharge, particularly

creeks and riparian co~dors
! establish guidelines to control discharge of
storm mnoff into storm drains
! ~o2tr212nU~tity and improve quality of

City Council Policy on PostConstruction Runoff
| Acknowledges NPDES permit requirement to control
post-construction runoff
| Establishes framework for incorporating minimum
levels of Best Management Practices into new
development
| Requires maintenance of all control measures
| Lists various types of land uses and required BMPs

R0020557
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Meeting New Requirements for Storm Water Controls Workshop
Efforts to Reduce Impacts of Development
City of San Jose

City Council Policy on Post5
Construction Runoff
| Example- Auto Wrecking Yards:
I All new auto wrecking yards or major expansion of
such uses should include the following:
I I) install and maintain a treatment control measure;
~ 2) pave all outside vehicle storage areas;
~ 3) cover fluids drainage areas;
~ 4) pave fluids drainage areas with impermeable
materials;

City Council Policy on PostConstruction Runoff
| Example- Auto Wrecking Yards:
5) construct a berm around fluids drainage areas and grade the
site to prevent water’dralrting toward this working area;
6) remove and store batteries in conformance with the City Fire
Code;
7) drain and store fluids in conformance with the City Fire
Code; and
8) prepare and execute the spill prevention plan in
conformance with the City Fire Code.

Guidance Manual on the Selection of
Stormwater Quality Control Measures
| Summarizes development impacts and
pollutants of concern
| Contains guidelines for selecting control
measures for major land use development
categories
| Recommends treatment measures for
various types of development
| Describes BMPs in detail

4
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Meeting New Requirements for Storm Water Controls Workshop
Efforts to Reduce Impacts of Development
City of San Jose

Riparian Corridor Policy Study
| Addresses several issues relating to the
identification, management and the
~rotection of riparian resources
| Inventories riparian corridors
| Contains development guidelines

Riparian Corridor Policy Study
| Contains development guidelines:
Site Design
Building and Fixture Design
Landscapix~g
Public Recreation Facilifes
Fire Management
Vegetative Removal
Erosion Control, Flood Control, Water
~Quality ,’rod Protection from Construction

R0020559
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Meeting New Requirements for Storm Water Controls Workshop
Efforts to Reduce Impacts of Development
City of San Jose

Examples of Storm Water Quality
Controls
Brick Pavers
¯ 2,800 sq. ft. of
pavers
¯ Ionics Project (at
Silver Creek
Valley Rd. by
Hellyer Av.)
¯t56,700 sq. ft.
Office/Industrial

~

¯ Approx. 4.5 acre
site

Examples of Storm Water Quality
Controls
*Front entrance
driveway area

Educational Resources/References
...... ~ ~-72.~L7,.~,~

| Webs|re: www.ci.san-jose.ca.us/planning/sjplan]
(’counter’, ’general information’, ’Storm Water
Management’)
| Controlling Storm Water Pollution from Construction
Sites (Brochure)
| Clean Bay Blueprint/Blueprint for a Clean Bay:
handed out and referred to in permit conditions
| In-house training

R0020561
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Meeting New Requirements for Storm Water Controls Workshop
ctfOlt5 tO t~ec~uce Impacts of Development
City of San Jose

Conclusion
| Strong policy foundation directs the implementation
of storm water controls
| Political will to stand by policies and their
implementation
| The policy and implementation tools can be used ~ a
model by community of any size
| Confnuously improving tools to implementing sto~
water controls

8
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Challenges

Challenges to

olose Prox,m,~ to Ad~aoeot

Implementing PostConstruction BMP

Systems

]-ypically Discharge to Storm Drainage

Measures

Ed Boscacci, Jr PE
BKF Engineers
Redwood City

Little Room Available for Land Intensive
Facilities.

"

Existing Ci~ Drainage Requirements
Percolation to ShrinWSwell Soils Could
Cause Problems

Site Design Water
Quality Measures

BIOSWALE
Summer
No Irrigation
W~nter

¯ Vegetated Swales
¯ Infiltration Trenches
¯ Disconnected

Impervious Area

¯ Storm Water Detention
¯ Outfall Protection

BIOSWALE

IBIOSWALE
Flow Enters Swale
through Curb Openings
/

/

¯ On-line or Off-line
¯ Meet Constraints

R0020563

BIOSWALE

¯ Where Percolation not
Allowed
¯ Near Asphalt
¯ In Shrink/Swell Soils

[

BIOSWALE

Erosion P6tential.
¯ Where Percolation
Allowed

Disconnected Impervious Area

INFILTRATION
TRENCH

Areas and Roof
Landscape Areas.
Landscape
Discharge to
Analyze Swale for
Erosion. Use Geofabric if
Erosion Potential.

’.
’:

:

i’;:’~!:’~: ....
I:.:.: .....
" .......

near
Shrink/Swell Soils.
¯ Make sure Outlet is Lower
than Building and Discharge

Structural Solutions

Shape.
Available.
Ro~ Ou~all
but
Space Intens~e.
Concrete can be mor~
Compact

...............
.--- ¯
’.L~L . ""~..C~.;
, o,~-;~Z"~-’~..~’Z~’:~ I
_
~.-t~z~,~.~.~_i
, ........
~-

,, Require Maintenance.
¯ After Solids Settle Out, Heavy
Metals may Dissolve and be
Discharged in Later Storms.
¯ Two Common Methods, Filters
and Settling Units.

’
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Structural Solutions

Structural Solutions

¯ Filtering Unit.

¯ Settling Unit

FOS$1L~TER ,

Stormwater Detention

CONCLUSIONS
= Grass Swales

¯ Infiltration Trenches

¯ Disconnected impervious Area
¯ Covered Trash Area

Reduces
stream System.
Used for Long.Duration Storage to
Provide Water Treatment.

¯ Include:
¯ Treatment Devices
¯ Street Sweeping
¯ Landscape Controls
¯ Where Practical Use:
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New & Re-Development
Stormwater Permit Amendment
Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution
Prevention Program Permit*

SF Bay RWOCB Staff
Janet B. O’Hara
Dale C. Bowyer
Keith H. I ichten

Municipal Stormwater Permit
Components
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Monitoring
Public Information/Participation
Municipal Maintenance Activities
Industrial/Commercial Discharge
Illicit Discharge
Construction Activities
New Development/Redevelopment
¯ Treatment measures
¯ Peak runoff changes
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Presentation Overview
¯ Process for Amendment adoption
¯ New development treatment
measures - Brief background
¯ Permit Amendment - Major issues
and proposed revisions

Proposed Amendment Adoption
Process
¯ Last 2 weeks: 2 stakeholder meetings.
¯ August 15: Revised T.O. and Response to
Comments out.
¯ Five week comment period with more
stakeholder meetings
¯ Tentative Dates: 8/30/1 & 9/5/1
¯ October Board action on Final Revised T,O.
¯ Ample opportunity for further comment on
and revision of the T.O.

New Development Treatment Measures -

Regulatory Background
¯ EPA regulations require "a description of
planning procedures...to develop,
implement and enforce controls to reduce
the discharge of pollutants from MS4s which
receive discharges from areas of new
development and significant redevelopment"
¯ Best Management Practices implemented to
the Maximum Extent Practicable
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Where are we now?
How did we get here?
¯ Bay Area: Existing guidance
& implementation.
¯ What’s happening elsewhere?
¯ Project Examples.

Existing Guidance & Implementation Bay Area
¯ 1993: California State BMP Handbooks
¯ 1994: Regional Board - "Staff
Recommendations"
¯ 1994: Bay Area Preamble to CA State
BMP Handbooks
¯ 1997: BASMAA - "Star~ at the Source"

Elsewhere Other States and Regions Requiring
New Dev. Measures
¯ Washington, Texas, Florida, Virginia,
Maryland
¯ California Region 4 (L.A.), Region 9
(San Diego), Bellflower
¯ New L.A. Draft Permit
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Detention Basin

Vegetated Swale - 1997

Vegetated Swale - 2001
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Pervious Pavement

The evolving
process

Amendment Goal - Add specific
language to existing performance standard
¯ Include more projects with treatment
measures
¯ Address redevelopment
¯ Design treatment measures adequately
¯ Maintain treatment measures
¯ Address increased peak runoff
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New Development / Redevelopment
Tentative Order- Major Elements
¯ Hydraulic sizing criteria for
treatment measures
¯ New development project size
¯ Significant redevelo°pment projects
¯ Exemption for impracticality
¯ Peak runoff management

Hydraulic Design Criteria for
Treatment Measures
¯ Volume Basis
¯ 85~ percentile 24 hr Runoff Event
¯ Unit Basin Storage Method for 80%
Treatment - CA BMP Handbook - 1993
¯ Flow Basis
¯ 2 X 85¯ percentile of hourly rainfal~ intensity
¯ 0.2 inch per hour intensity
¯ 10% of 50 year flow

New Development Project Size
¯ Group i - Commercial, industrial, roads or
residential projects of one acre new
impervious surface or greater (Significant
re-development of same size)
¯ Group 2 - 5000 ft2 of new impervious
surface creation Revise to 2004 from 2003
¯ Program can propose alternate equivalent
approach
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Significant Redevelopment

Category
¯ Significant redevelopment emphasized
in EPA regulations
¯ Addition vs. replacement, land
disturbance
¯ Routine pavement and roof
replacement, maintenance excluded
¯ Interior remodel excluded
¯ 50% standard for parbal work

Exemption or Waiver for
Impracticality
¯ Impracticability established, or Regional
treatment planned
¯ Transfer equivalent treatment of water
volume or pollutant load basis to near
watershed
¯ Request Program to Propose Language
for Board Approval

Peak Runoff Change
¯ New roofs and pavement can increase peak runoff

flows and durations
¯ Impact example: Damage to downstream structures
and habit through excess erosion & deposition,

¯ Degree of impact depends on Iota! watershed and
stream conditions
¯ Hydrograph Modification Management Plan
development over next 2 years
¯ Inte#m standard- Revised to limit peak
runoff where excessive downs~eam erosion
may occur (l_.A. SUSMP Language)
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NewDevelopment / Redevelopment
Tentative Order- Minor Elements
¯ Review of site design standards.
¯ Inclusion in CEQA review, General
Plans, etc.
¯ Source controls.
¯ Reporting.

Summary
¯ Process Extended
¯ Revised T.O. with response to
comments - August 15
¯ Revised T.O. will be renoticed for five
weeks

¯ Revised T.O. can be further revised
before October Board Meeting action
¯ Increased degree of implementation of
existing concepts

Areas of Revision for New T.O.
¯ Interim Peak Runoff standard
¯ Project size categories
¯ Significant Redevelopment
¯ Exemption criteria
¯ Schedule for implementation

R0020573

Conclusion
¯ Ample opportunity for review,
discussion, & further changes to
the Amendment T.O.
¯ Consistent approacl~ will follow for
other storrnwater programs in the
Region.
¯ Back to Water Board in October.
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Proposed Permit Requirements for
Development Projects:
Implications for Municipalities

Jill Bi~:kne|l, EOA, Inc.
Assistant Program Manager.
Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff
Pollution Prevention Program (SCVURPPP)

Overview of Presentation
¯ Key changes in municipal approvals and
responsibilities for development projects
[~ (based on May 18th Tentative Order)
¯ SCVURPPP’s approach to implementation
of permit requirements
¯ Expected guidance from SCVUR3~PP and
~

BASMAA

Key Changes in Development Project
Approval Process, continued

Key Changes in Development Project
Approval Process (May T.O.)

¯
Conditions of approval: New conditions include:
¯ Site design/landscape measures
¯ Develop additional conditions
~)~2d~ ¯ Source control measures
¯ Include in project requirements
"Numeric sizing criteria
¯ Peak runoff control measures
" Review and condition more projects,
down to minimum size threshold
° Pesticide reduction measures
"Operation & maintenance responsibility

Key Changes
Ongoing Responsibilities

Key Changes in Development Project
Approval Process, continued
~ " Legal authority - May need expanded
.... ~’ authority to review/require controls at
i~ small sites and allow exemptions
¯ Environmental reviews - Must address
water quality impacts and mitigation
¯ Waiver/Compensation Provision - Must
evaluate/document impracticability & cost
¯ Data management - More documentation
~ and record keeping required

~!~:i ¯ TreatmentMaintenanceCOntrolSverificationOperatiOnprogramand
~
¯ Establish public/private responsibility
"Maintain list of properties with controls
¯ Conduct inspection and enforcement
~

¯ Management of Compensatory Fees
"Accounting and transfer of funds to
identified projects

~
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Key Changes -Implications for Municipalities

Key Changes -Implications for Municipalities, cont.

= Major increases in staff time and
resources will be needed to:

¯ Major increases in stafftime and
resources will also be needed to:
¯ Document site conditions and controls
by project
¯ Develop and implement O&M
verification program
¯ Hire and train staffto conduct
inspections

" Review/revise ordinances & procedures
¯ Develop new conditions/standards
¯ Train planning department staff
¯ Review more projects

Additional Implementation
Challenges

Additional Implementation
Challenges, continued

¯ High density, infill, and/or urban
redevelopment pmiects
¯ Sites with infiltration limitations

~

¯ Selecting from untested/evolving treatment
system technologies
¯ Selecting controls that cost-effectively
reduce pollutants of concern

¯ Limiting peak flow discharges to predeveloped conditions

¯ Determining equitable and legal ways of

¯ Using site design measures to meet collecting mitigation fees
numeric sizing criteria
~,i~ ¯ Meeting permit implementation schedule

i

SCVURPPP Approach:
I~pdate Performance Standards

¯ ttave adequate legal authority
~
~,~ ¯ Provide guidance to developers up front
¯ Address stormwater quality in CEQA
reviews
¯ Require developers of significant projects
to minimize stormwater quali.ty impacts to
:~
MEP, through site planning & permanent
controls

~

SCVURPPP Approach:
Update Performance Standards
¯ Require coverage under General Permit
~

¯ Require effective erosion/sediment controls
prior to and during wet season
¯ Require O&M methods for permanent
BMPs

~a:~

¯ Include control measures in municipal
capital improvement projects
¯ Provide stafftraining annually

2
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SCVURPPP Approach:
Develop Guidance

SCVURPPP Approach:
Develop Guidance, continued

¯:. Translate numeric sizing criteria to local
climate conditions

-:. Peak flow limitations (develop
Hydromodification Management Plan,
protocols and BMPs)

-:. Site design measures and design standards
¯ :- Source control ..... /~ ,~; ;..~
¯:. Treatment control selection, design, and
"2

maintenance

+ Pesticide reduction measures/conditions
,,

.:. Evaluating and documenting
impracticability and alternate measures

li

":" Regional approach to guidance

BASMAA Projects (FY 01-02)
" "Treatment Control Position Paper"
¯ Evaluate cost-effective levels of
treatment for various land uses
¯ "Using Start at the Source to Comply
with Development Standards"
¯ Use site design techniques to comply
with flow/volume control standards
¯ Workshops

3
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I~

Overview of Presentation
~ Selting and Implementing Design Standards

~ Future Trends
The Effectiveness of BMPs
BMPs - Emerging Trends

Using Good Science and Process for
Selection Kequiremems
and " ’ "

-Irvine

Company

Eric Strecker
__ Portland. OR
~ GeoS~tec Consultants

.-

Effectively Implementing Design
Standards

Technical Approaches

÷ Need to target both existing and potential
future problems

~ Setting water quality facility sizing
requirements
-Assess rainfall, runoff, and BMP
functioning to ascertain what will be
achieved
Volume vs. now-through BMPs need

~ Dischargers should develop requirements
rather than regulators (or if developed, adapt
more relevant approaches)
I ÷ Technical
Appr°aches
should
be based uPOn I iseparate apprOaches
good
science and
process

-Make requirements simple
- Encourage "treatment trains"
Recognize that standards will need to
evolve as we learn more

and County of HonoluluFactors Considered in Selecting Standards

~City

Storm E;ent Rainfa!! Analysis to Select Storm
Sizes for Eva!uation for Detention]Based BMPs

~ Reduce pollutants to "Maximum Extent
Practicable"
$ Pollutants of concern - NPDES Sampling
÷ Water Quality Limited water bodies
+ Rainfall - Point of diminishing return

~ ~’ ~_’"~’~ ~’_~ .......
’~"
~" t[ "
~ -0, i
y [~

different BMP types
~ First flush for small sites
¯ We have a lot more to learn about stormwater BMP
i ÷Rainfall/runofflSMPfunctionanaiysistoascertain
effectiveness
¯ Hawaii development site conditions
~, This is an initial start.

i ~" J~
; ~’"
,o., i~
~, ¯J

i i

~
~~- -

’ i

Honolulu ,~rped ! 919
i Ka~lua Fire 2683
[ Ma~na~li 6222
I Wa/~iawa Dam 8945
Makaha Pump 5782
I Selected Storm Sizes
I 1 o (60 to 67%)
14 (67 to 75%)
i, 2 2 (76 to 85%)
I
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CoMPN~ISON OF ON-SITE WATERQUNJTYDESIG

Example Site Analyses - Simulation of
the Results of Requirements Performed

TYPICAL COMYERCI.~. OFFICE BUILDING DEVELOPMENT

@ Selected Actual Site Examples
¯ Developed Site Re-designs for each sizing
requirement

I ......
!
I 0..~ I

Pollutant Removal Pe~ormance
’ Developed Cost Implications/Evaluation .....

~
~

~

~’::~2~’I "

~’"

i"~"== ~ ~’~
~ I ~ ~1 ~ ~
"~
= I - ....
~ ~,,~ ~ ,,1~4: "" :S.. := ""

~ Assessed Land use!aesthetics

Detention Based Water Quality Centroi. Design

I~

EPA’s and ASCE’s Standardized Best

Management Practices Data Base -

SizinglDetentien Time
~,~,~1

~ ~r~0~,~ ~.~o~ ,o~

~.. ~ ~=~ ~..-~. c~o ~

DETERMINING URBAN STORMWATER BMP

EFFECTIVENESS

I~

~(~=~1

Jonathon Jones and Jane C}ary,
Wright Water Engin~rs

~ Approach -Provid~ simple charts for sizing o~faciliti~

Urban Water Resources Research Council

Problem: BNP Studies inconsistencies

TSS Removal Comparison

make it difficult to transfer what is learned

Upper Inner Fence

to overall knowledge of specific BNP
types and factors that affect their

effectiveness (examples):
* constituents
¯ sample collection techniques
* sampling approaches
¯ data reporting
~ effectiveness estimation

Outside Value
~ -0.5

÷ statistical validation of results

~ ~101

~

~ ~= ~ ~ ~
w=~ WB WC
8MP TYpe
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BMP Performance Characterization -Lessons :rom
&SCE ~atabase

Upper Inner Fence
fu,

TSS Effluent Comparison

I~

~

* Percent Removal (-70 to 99% on ave~e) vs. E~uent Quality

Upper Inner Fence

(Retention Ponds with Permanent

ower 95% CL

~ 06

L ........

~~

F ....

~ 02
00

l

~ s~ w~ WB

~

120

2~ 0

70°/=
60%

~~

20%

./"

,.,/

0%

Hydrological Control - Urban St.ormwater

,

SS S

90%

~~
~ ~

~

Effluent CDF R_e_sylts

Zinc {u~l)

]~

Cumulative OistnbuUor~ Function for Total Lead
Pools)

TP Effluent Comparison ~,Qo.~,e
-

~}

~5~ S

Pre=Post peak flows for 1 to 2 year storms is likely
to worse~ stream ~mpacts[

..........
~
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Addressing
St:aam Stability
by ’No,king with
ihe Streal,*n

Solving the Problems: BMP Preferences
1. Tied:
¯ Hydrological source control
¯ Pollution source control

Timber Ster~own ’,from

¯

On-site "lower impact" stormwater

management techniques for treatment and
Boulder Bed Contrc~
Stru,;~ure ~back}

;e e ’

.... .
":

flOW control
i

2. In-stream stabilization measures

::~ ~ :"- "

I

3. On-site treatment via end of pipe "structural"
facilities

25- Year Shopping Event Design?
Narrow Sheets, No Curb Swale Examples

Eugene, OR

L~

Does the Fire
Department Really
Need Huge Fire
Trucks?

r~

|

D rainage Swales ~ditr~in beveicpment

I

The Woodlands,
Texas

Parking Lot Vegetated Swales

Tustin R:mch,
Tustin, CA

~: .
~’ ,’a~je Homes,
Grass Swale wi~ Trees and a
vege~ted swale (nalive plants) with
~avei

Page 4
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~:’~
,~,~l~e Compl~:~ Wetland

Apartment Courtyard Biofiltratior
System

Roofs - Good Looking?

Runoff is directed to center planter and either
infiltrates or overflows into small inlets

Vegetated Roofs - Detention and

Traditionai vs. integrated Landscatae
Storm’,va[e~" C~o:~ign Approaci~es

U
EvapotranspiratiOnpalkin9 Garage,
Oa kl,:md. CA

~

~

~

~

G~D World Headquarters,

Page 5
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Parking Lot Swales

Are All BMPs the Same?

Loss
Minimized
Landscaping
Requirements
¯ Can Reduce Costs
Issues

~laya Vista’s Plan i~or Ecologically Based
and Development

Ptaya Vista - Stormwater Management

O The Plays Vista Water Resources Plan was developed to
be ecologically ddven both internal and external to the
project
¯ One of the first systems in Southern California designed to
address water quality from a natural systems perspective
¯ Is often cited as an example of comprehensive urban water
resources management in o her Cities (including PorrJand~)

Stormwater Management System -Treatment
Train BMPs

!lays Vista Water Quality and Quantity "Opportunities"
SIgnil]cant off-site flows draining directly onto

.t~ Community

education a nd amenities

Off-site BMPs to improve water quality in
stormwater that enters project area
"~ Bio-swates, catch basin inserts and other
in-project features in tributary watersheds
to minimize runoff amounts and provide
primary treatment
"~ Riparian corridor habitat, water quality,
aesthetics
~ Water quality wetlands and habitat
, ~’ Fresh water flow management

78,ooo+ ac,~ of

g~eater Los Angeles

Page 6
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Planned 8MPs

Planned BMPs- Marina Storm Drain

CDS Solids Separation System

i

Planned BMPs
¢~i S~I Root
i ~"~ ~ or ~..- ]
,..~ri~
~ ~s~|
r~ily l~)d
comm~ci~l
~.a ,~,4~iSchool in Bay area

~

Frest]water Marsh Design Features
--Three Inlets
-’~ -- Pre-treatment
areas for main
treatment
- Sized for about 1.2
inch storm event
"4: (about 60 percent
larger than 075"
design storm)

~
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lrvine Company Stormwater
Management

Freshwater Marsh
,!’ Under construction now

~ Developed a company-wide approach for
stormwater management
~ Focused on both project and regional
solutions
i, Selected Natural Treatment Systems options,
with other structural approaches as
appropriate
~ Program includes both regional and on-site
solutions to meet water quality goals

Footprint: Jeffeny T~abuco

Watershed: Jeffery Trabuco
\)
¯

San Diego Creek Wa~e~shed

~effen/Trabuco
’

ASCE Database.
Online Search of Database

,,~

http://www.bmpdatabase,orq

Page 8
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Presentation Objectives

Stormwater Controls in New
Development Projects

¯ Discuss advantages of uniform BMP
design criteria - a.k.a. Numeric Sizing
Criteria
Identify areas where BMP design criteria
have or will be implemented
Review BMP design criteria in proposed
Santa Clara Valley permit amendment

Understanding Numeric
BMP Sizing Criteria
Presented by

Wednesday, Jeffrey O. Endicott, P.E.~ c=.~ [~.= ~..~= ~. August 08, 2001
~ ¯ Make sense of the proposed BMP design

Advantages of Uniform
~.~" Establishes a basis for compliance
~’~" ~mrOVides a measure of equi~ in BMP
" plemen~tion
~- Allows for consistent evaluation and
-Individual BMPs
- Overall BMP program
~ Improvementof

criteria

!~ CA Migration of BMP Design

I~’~ : Tahoe Basi~-I~" SUSMPs
- Los Angeles County (Unincorporat~)
I~
- Los Angeles County (Municipalities)
I~
-Ci~ofLong~ach
/~"- Venture
Coun~
Count-wide
Permit
San Diego
Count-wide
Permit
~~

CA Migration of BMP Design
Criteria - Being Considered

I

, Santa Clara Valley
L.A. County (Round 2)
And who knows where else?
- Orange County Permit, San Diego
Regional Board jurisdiction?
- Others?

Proposed Design Criteria
Santa Clara Valley
¯ Volumetric design basis for
- Detention, Wet and Dry
- Retention
- Infiltration

- Wetlands
* Flow design basis for
- Blofllters
- Media filters

¯ Some BMPs require consideration of both
- Diversion to off-line detention, retenUon, etc.
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~

Proposed Design Criteria
Santa Clara Valley
~ Vo---~ume~s~s
- Each runoff event ulzto the 85th
percentile 24-hour storm runoff event The URQM Approach
- Volume of annual runoff to achieve 80
percent capture- The CA BMP
Handbook Approach

Volumetric Design Basis
, Current language is ambiguous
- 24 hr storm Vs 24 hr runoff event?
¯ Not part of URQM approach
~.~l

~

~ ~J

* Not recognized by Mother Nature

I~. Language can be clarified, yielding a
~
sound approach
¯ CA BMP Handbook Vs URQM
- Same underlying approach

URQM Approach
¯

¯ Current language allows multiple
interpretations

R0020587

CA BMP Handbook
Current language is sufficiently clear

Important to Keep in Mind
¯ CA BMP Handbook and URQM use
different runoff coefficient
assumptions
¯ Don’t co-mingle!
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Proposed Design Criteria
Santa Clara Valley
¯ Flow Design Basis
- Flow produced by a 0.2 in/hr storm

’~ ~--~----.

¯ Straight forward, easy to determine

- Flow produced by 2X the 85th percentile
hourly intensity
¯ Current language is ambiguous - similar to
previous reasons

FIow Approach Comparison

~ Summary
~ ~. Designcriteria
- Provide equlbJ In BMP ImplementaUon

~ ~~~

- Allow long-term assessment
u " g y"
._."
¯
~
- Doubled figures are similar to the 0.2
° PrOpOsed
criteria
¯ Change~
in water quality
~ >~- Doubling
intensity
for
design
makes
iI
!
in/hr option

someevents
sense that
- it factors
numerous
l I ~rnaoC~f,,
do notout
produce

- Generally heading In the right direction
- Relatively minor changes will make importantImprovements
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Summary

Summary
~

¯ Volumetric design criteria
- URQM

¯
¯ Slmpleto use
¯ Y~eld, iomlmehat higher volume8 for Santel C!ar~

¯ Flow design criteria
-- 10% of Qs0
¯ Simple to use

V=lley

¯ Yields site-specific results

- CA BMP Handbook
- Simple to use once complex hydrologic
analysis Is completed and curves developed

- Intensity approach
¯ Simple to use
¯ -0.2 in/hr seems to be a reasonable target

- Yields volumes specific to Santa Clara Valley
~

.U.rb.an _Runoff Quality Management (1998) wazer ~-nvironment Federation and
American Society of Civil Engineers
California Best Management Practice
Handbooks - Municipal (1993) - Camp
Dresser & McKee Inc. et al. for the
California Stormwater Quality Task Force
(Note: the Handbooks are being updated and are
scheduled for re-release In July 2002)
CA BMP Handbook feedback?
- hlt~ :/~.stor~Natert~sldorce.org/

Jeffrey D, Endicott, P.E.
~ c.~D~.=~)~,=[.~
2920 Inland Empire Boulevard, Suite 108
Ontario, CA 91764
Phone:
(909) 945-3000
Fax:
(909) 945-1333
E-maih
Endicottjd@cdm.com
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Future Marin
Desi nin a Sustainable County
www. future-marin.org

Summer 2001

Hindsite: A Word From

Marin Countywide Plan (CWP) Update
Progress Report

the Agency Director...
Dear Matin Community Member,
As we move forward in the new
millennium, we welcome your
participation in the Countywide
Plan Update. We need your ideas to
help launch the plan for the 21 st
century. Your participation will
determine the quality of the plan.
Those of us who live or work in
Matin County treasure its natural
beauty and its emphasis on
conservation. We also recognize
that housing costs have skyrocketed and that commuting
during rush hour on Highway 101
erodes the quality of our lives.

CWP UPDATE FRAMEWORK
Marin’s Countywide Plan (CWP) serves as the county’s land use and policy
blueprint. First adopted in 1973, Marin’s plan remains a visionary [and use
guide. Updated in 1982 and again in 1994, most of the document has
withstood the test of time, and its policies continue to reflect widespread
community values. Nevertheless, many elements will be updated to address
current issues such as traffic congestion, erratic and costly energy supplies,
and the need for well-designed and affordable housing. In response to a
recommendation of the Matin Economic Commission, the Board of Supervisors
in 1999 decided that sustainability would be the overarching theme for the
updated plan. See page 4 for the Interim Guiding Principles as prepared by
the Sustainability Working Group and staff.

WORKSHOPS
To launch the CWP process, the Community
Development Agency held six workshops in
various locations throughout Marin beginning
in October 2000. About 75 people attended
each workshop where they heard
presentations and gave input about what
they envision for Marin’s future. Local and
regional experts presented topics addressing planning for sustainable
communities such as green business, food and agricultural, social equity,
green building, transportation, and economics. Videotapes of the workshops
are available through the Matin County Free Library. For availability call the
Reference Desk at (415) 499-6058 or visit
www. countylibrary, marin, org.

If you are interested in
participating in the planning
process, please register on our
website (www.future-marin.org)
to receive e-mail updates and
related information,
Sincerely,
~!t!1~ ~i~
Alex Hinds
Director,
Marin County
Community Development Agency

MARIN COUNTY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
3501 Civic Center DHve, Room 308

San Rafael, California 94903
Printed on re./tied paper

Phone: (415) 499-6269

R0020591

Fax: (415) 499-7880

fcon~inu~ ~om ~o~e 2)

SUSTAINABILITY WORKING GROUP
The Sustainability Working Group (SWG), the first of
four working groups to support the CWP process, met
from February through May. Members from different
sectors of our community worked with staff to prepare
a set of ten sustainabiUty principles to guide the CWP
(page 4). SWG members include: Meg Amaral (student
liaison), Sue Beittel, Clark Blasdell, Nona Dennis, Nancy
Ducos, Jeff Ehlenback, Jim Goodwin, Grace Hu~hes,
Aria Kurtzig, Luke McCann, Charles McGlashan, Linda
Novy, Larry Rosenberger, and Sim Van der Ryn.
Biographies of members furthur information about the
the SWG can be viewed at www.future-marin.org.

The Sustainability Working Group members

children. This show of wondrous drawings and
accompanying verbatim explanations is part of the
Countywide Plan Update process.
This exhibit is on display through August I, 2001 at the
Matin County Civic Center Administrative Wing in the
foyer outside of the Board of Supervisors Chambers,
3501 Civic Center Drive, Third Floor, San Rafael.
For more information visit www.future-marin.org or call
(415) 499-6269.

WORKING GROUPS
Three working groups are being
formed to assist staff in preparing
the major sections of the plan:
Natural Systems, the Built
Environment~, and Economy, Equity
and Culture. Working groups v~ll
begin meeting in late July 2001,
and will continue to meet
approximately once monthly for the next year to identify
trends, chaUenges, visions and strategies. The product of
each working group will then be turned over to a Boardappointed Steering Committee to help blend and balance
this input into an integrated and comprehensive plan. A
variety of pubUc agencies responsible for transportation,
health and human services, and housing twill also assist
the working groups by identifying key trends and provide
technica[ information.

WEBSITE
In addition to the workshops and
preparation of the guiding principles,
several other efforts have begun
recently to support the CWP Update
process. A logo to help with pubUc
awareness and name recognition has
been developed for use on all CWP publications. A
website (www.future-marin.org) advertises upcoming
events, supplements information presented at
workshops, provides summaries of workshops, and
reports on the working ~roups inctudin~ biosraphies of
members and minutes of meetings.

~

CHILDREN’S ARTWORK KICKOFF

No Cost, Easy Energy
Co n servation
*

Turn off anything you’re not using: all equipment and appliances, such as lights, TV’s, VCRs, computers and moni-

¯

tors.
Full loads ONLY for dishwasher, clothes washer & dryer.
Clean dryer lint trap after each use and line dry clothes
whenever possible.
Water heater: Lower the temperature to 140 degrees

¯

(or normal).
Plan meals so you’ll cook and bake several items at once.

¯

Preheat as little as possible.
¯ Turn off lights when they are not needed.

¯

Air conditioners: Set thermostat at. 78 degrees or higher
when you’re at home, and 85 degrees or higher when
you are not home. Inspect filters monthly during operation and clean regularly.

¯

Heaters: Set at 68 degrees during the day and 5:5 de-

¯

grees at night.
When going on vacation, shut off or turn down automatic
appliances, such as your water heater and furnace.

See Marin’s Future Through the Eyes of Children
This exhibit of children’s artwork Looks at Marin’s future
through the eyes of six to eleven year aids. The
Community Development Agency with the help of Art
Specialist Barbara Marina ~athered input from the very
people our long-range plans will most affect - our

Quick Tips
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Growth and Traffic Congestion in Marin:
Our Solutions Must Match Our Problems
By Dean R. Powel[, AICP, Principal Transportation Ptanner
There are many popular, myths circulating about the
causes of traffic congestion in Marin, such as explosive
growth in Sonoma County coupled with jobs in San
Francisco, making Highway 101 in Marin a stepping stone
for residents to the north. Looking for the true cause of
Marin’s traffic problems? Try looking into a mirror, if
you are a resident of Marin.
Earlier this year the County of Marin and Marin County
Congestion Management Agency released a study on
growth and traffic congestion in Marin. This cornerstone
study is part of a larger, ongoing effort to develop an
integrated, multi-modal solution to Marin’s traffic
congestion by first defining the traffic problems and
causes. Multi-modal means various modes of
transportation, such as cars, buses, ferries, trains,
bicycles, and walking,
The study, which focused on the peak commute hours in
the morning and investigated where traffic in Marin
comes from and goes to, provided several surprising
findings:
¯ From 1990 to 1998, Marin’s population has grown
very little, approxirnate[y haft a percent per year,
which is the lowest growth rate in the nine Bay Area
counties. The population growth rate is projected
to be even less over the next 20 years,
¯ The number of vehicles registered in Marin has
grown almost three times faster (I .4% per year)
than the population growth rate over the last 20
years (0.5% per year).
¯ People are taking more trips per day. As a result,
the number of total trips per household has
increased by approximately 0.4% per year over the
last 10 years. This trend is projected to continue
over the next 20 years.
¯ Over 77% of all daily trips generated in Matin are
destined for locations within Marin. "
¯ Over 63% of all daily commute (work) trips
generated from all possible sources within and
outside Marin are destined for locations within
Madn.
¯ During the morning commute hours, over half (5Z%)
of the trips made from the north that cross the
Sonoma/Marin County line via Highway 101 are
destined for Marin, about 24% travel through Marin
bound for San Francisco, and about 20% travel
through Marin bound for the East Bay.

¯ During the morning commute hours, over threequarters (76%) of the trips made from the East Bay
that cross the Contra Costa/Marin County line via
Interstate 580 are destined for Matin and the
-remaining 24% travel through Marin bound for
Sonoma County. Only a negligible percent of these
trips are bound for San Francisco.
¯ Only 8% of the total morning commute hour trips
generated from all areas outside of Marin pass
through Marin.
¯ School trips account for 21% of all trips during the
morning commutehours.
These findings demonstrate that increased traffic in
Marin is primarily due to Marin residents relying more on
their private cars, taking more trips per day, commuting
within Marin to work, and taking their children to school
by private vehicle during the morning commute hours.
Our traffic problems are our own. Any solution to
traffic congestion in Marin must involve a range of
integrated, targeted solutions, such as rail, bus,
paratransit, ferry, highway, bike and pedestrian
solutions, that respond to these specific problems,
which will improve mode choice, manage traffic flow
and operations better, and change the behavior of
people who rely so much on their private automobile.
By improving modal choice and convenience in Marin,
mobility will be improved and congestion will be
reduced. There is no one solution to Marin’s
traffic problems.

~

~

~
~
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¯ Marin¯.Countywide Plan Update 2001
Interim GuidingPrinciplesPreamble
Meeting the needs of the present without compromising the future is the overarching theme of
the Matin Countywide Plan. Marin County government is committed to lead by example, support
public participation, and work in community partnerships toimprove quality of life and use key
indicators to measure progress. To design-a sustainable future, we

Guiding Principles
1. Link equity, economy, and the environment locally, regionally and globally.
We will improve the vitality of our communit.y, economy, and environment. We will seek innovations that provide
multiple benefits to i~arin County.
Examples Of Community Indicatorsi Social, economic and eriv~ronmental indicators listedbelow; GPI (Genuine
Progress Indicator’.. comprehensive, aggregate measure of general well being and sustainability ihcluding economic,
social and ecological costs).
2. Use finite and renewable resources efficiently and effectively.
We will reduce consumption and reuse and recycle resources. We will reduce waste by optimizing the full life cycle
of products and processes.
Examples of Community Indicators: Per capita waste produced and recycled; per capita use of energy, natural gas,
and water; ecological footprint (measures per capita consumption of natural resources).
3. Reduce the release of hazardous materials.
We will make continual progress toward eliminating the release of substances that cause damage to living systems.
We will strive to prevent environmentally-caused diseases.
Examples of Community Indicators: Water and air quality; measurements of toxic levels; childhood cancer rates.
4. Steward our natural and ¯agricultural assets.
We wi|| continue to protect open.space and wilderness, and enhance habitats and bio-diversiW. We will protect and
support agricultural lands and activities and provide markets for fresh, ioca|ly grown food.
Examples of Community Indicators: Acres of wilderness; acres of protecte.d land; level of fish populations; track
special status plants and animals; quant!ty of topsoil; active farmland by crop; productivity of acreage and crop
value of agricultural land; acres of organic farmland.
5. Provide efficient and effective transportation .
We will expand our public transportation systems to better connect jobs, housing, schools, shopping and recreational
facilities. We will provide affordable and convenient transportation alternatives that reduite our depen~lence on
single occupancy vehicles, conserve resources, improve air quality and reduce traffic congestion.

R0020594
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Examples oJ: Community Indicators: Vehicle miles traveled; bus and ferry ridership .and fares; person miles traveled;
community walkability; miles anduse at bike paths.
6. Supply housing affordable to the full range of our workforce and community.
Wewill provide and maintain well designed, energy efficient, diverse housing close to job centers, shopping and
transportation links. We will pursue innovative opportunities to finance workforce housing, promote infiLl
development and reuse and redevelop underutilized sites.
Examples oJ: Community Indicators-’. Jobs-housing balance;: Housing aJ:[ordability; Number at new housing units within
walking distance to jobs or transit.
7. Foster businesses that provide a balance of economic, environmental and socia~ benefits.
We wi~! retain, expand and attract a diversity of businesses that meet the needs of our residents and strengthen our
economic ba~e. We will partner with Local employers to address transportation and housing needs.
Examples o/ Community Indicators: Taxable sales; retention and attraction at targeted businesses; job growth;
unemployment rate; number oJ: businesses with environmental management systems; hospitality revenues.
8. Educate and prepare our workforce and residents.
We will make high quality education, workforce.preparation and lifelong [earning opportunities available to at| sectors
of our community. We will help aL! children succeed in schools, participate in Civic affairs, acquire andretain well=
.paying jobs, and achieve economic independence.
Examples of Community Indicators: Education level at ~arin residents; per-pupil expenditures; percentage at eligible
voters who voted; high school dropout rate; percent of high school graduates going to college or post secondary
training.
9. Cultivate ethnic, cultural and socio-economic diversity.
We will honor our past, celebrate our cultural diversity, and respect human dignity. We wilt build vibrant
communities, enact programs to-maintain, share and appreciate our cultural differences and similarities.
Examples at Community Indicators: Racial diversity; diversity at community and. corporate leadership; number at
hate crimes; number and use at cultural resources such as museums and theaters.
10. Support public.health, safety, and social justice.
We will live in .healthy, safe communities and provide equal access to amenities and services. We will particularly
protect and nurture our children, our elders, and the more vulnerable members of our community.
Examples of Community Indicators: Income statistics; health statistics; Percent at uninsured (medical) population;
longevity a~ter retirement; volunteerism; crime rate; percent o~ philanthropic contributions.

"Probably the most challenging task [acing humanity today is the creation
at a shared vision at a sustainable and desirable society, one that can provide permanent prosperity within the biophysical constraints ol~. the real
world in a way that is [air and equitable to all at humanity, to other species, and to [uture ~enerations. "
Robert Costanza
¯
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Balance in Our Community.
By Nancy Rubin, Director of the Marin County Department of Health and Human Services
A doorbell rings, telling a fragile senior that his main
meal of the day has arrived. A pregnant woman with
diabetes finds out how to maintain her health and that.
of her unborn baby during her pregnancy. A woman
with breast cancer gets counseling and encouragement
with the difficult decisions that she faces. A laid off
tech worker finds a new job with a local employer who
has been looking for well-trained staff. What do these
people have in common? Theya[l live i~ Marin county
and they all require and receive valuable services from
the County Department of Health and Human Services
(H&HS-) in order to maintain their life quality, health
.and independence,
Our agency provides an infrastructure which is
sometimes invisible (trauma systems, etc.) but fragile,
Our goal.at H~HS of providing.c.ritical health and social
services in Matin County is threatened when we cannot
attract and retain staff due to the high cost of housing.
It.is becoming more and more difficult for job
candidates to see Marin County as a viable choice
economically and for their personal and family lifestyle
satisfaction. Our applicant pool has been reduced by
two thirds in the last f.ive years before we even begin to
screen for quality. A community cannot thrive without
health and social services,
Of the over 2,000 full time employees that work for the
County of MaHn, the av.erage salary is S54,691. Given
the generally accepted standard that no more than onethird of a person’s income should go toward housing,
that works out to $1,367 a month for housing related
expenses, an impossible figure in the local real estate
market. As a result, slightly more than 48% of MaHn
County employees currently live in neighboring counties
and commute to work in Matin, adding hours to their
days and grid[ock to our highways. There is. little reason
to believe that this trend wili reverse itself in the near
future without a dramatic shift in public policy,

;

Marin County.is at a crossroad Where decisions can still
be made to improve the situation if we are wi[Ung to
see beyond our personal needs in the short run, and
."~
commit t0.providing for all sectors in our community,
including those who work to maintain public health and
sustainability. It is time to take a serious look at
preserving and protecting the workers who are the asset
that provides balance and life quality in Marin County.
Some communities within the state are exploring
subsidized housing for professionals such as teachers,
law and fire personnel. A recent article in the Matin
Independent _Journal outlined the use of recruitment
tools like housing loans.to lure physicians here. Within
the Matin County employment structure we have begun
.to talk about .benefits that will attract workers, such as
carpoo[ing, satellite offices, and flexible working
conditions, as well as creating affordable housing so
that they can live in the community in which they work.
It is time to tell our elected officials that we want
affordable housing in our community and that we need
to take a look at the kinds of housing projects that are
approved. One way to do that is by becoming involved
in the update of the County’s General Plan Housing
Element, a task just getting underway. The process will ’
include an analysis of projected housing needs, as weft
as a new statement of goals, policies, quantified
~
objectives, and any scheduled programs that will help to ....
preserve, improve and develop housing. This process is
being managed by the Marin County Community
Development Agency. Additional information about this
process and how you can participate in helping to shape
Marin’s future can obtained by calling the Community
Development Agency at (415) 507-2801.
It is a community’s responsibility to balance the needs
of all of its citizens and one way of doing that is to
attract and maintain a vibrant workforce. This is an
urgent priority on a business [eve{, on a service level,
and on a humane [eve{.

It is an issue of balance. A vibrant
community reflects a diversity in
/\. )!
economics, ethnidty and ages. It:is
~ [I~’--: supported by the wisdom of seniors,
:~
the vitality of families, and the
interests of the business community. In Marin County
that balance is threatened, creating a level of urgency
that can no longer be ignored. All citizens count on the
safety net that the County provides and it is up to all of
us to make sure that it remains intact.

"

The Year in Review
By Barbara Collins
Barbara Collins is the Affordable Housin9 Strategist for Harin County. In January 2000, the strategist position was
created by the Board of Supervisors and she began work in April 2000. The position coordinates affordable housin~
efforts amon~ the Harin County Housin~ Authority, Harin County D. epartment of Health and Human Services and the
Harin County Commdnity Development Agency.
In the past year, I have focused my attentions on
working with others to determine how we as a
community can accommodate the housing needs of our
residents and workforce. I am fortunate to be able to
work with all the cities, county, and interested groups
to help shape the Housing Elements and the Housing
Workbook that will help shape how we address this
critical need for the next five years,
Policy eva~uation that addresses unnecessary barriers to
developing affordable housing is being conducted and
where possib~e changes are being made in order to
increase the number of affordable housing units. It wilt
ultimately be the responsibility of. the residents in each
jurisdiction to determine what type of housing, for
whom, where, and how much housing will be developed
in their communities. Although individuals may often
appear to be on opposite sides of the issue of affordable
housing, in my experience most people share in the
desire to solve this challenge,
For example, many housing units are used as income
property and are vacant most of the year in the rural
communities of West HaHn. Existing rental housing is
being converted to market-rate rentals and Bed and
Breakfast facilities, making it difficult for ~ong time towincome residents to remain. Thus, there is not so much
a lack of housing as underutilization of existing units,
We have taken steps with the Bolinas Community Land
¯ Trust to establish the "Gibson House" project for low
income residents,
Financial resources critical to the community are in
constant flux and I have worked to increase resources as
well as plan for new ways to more effectively use
existing resources. Affordable housing development
is extremely complicated. It often takes five to ten
different sources of financing to develop a project. This
requires a great deal of coordination between many
different agencies and organizations to achieve the
results we want. In the past year, I have worked with
several non-profit developers and communities to
determine what steps can be taken to gain project
support and create ways to address the need for
housing,

Employers, including the county, are struggling to
recruit and retain employees due-to the high cost of
housing. Working with other
dedicated people, we have been
ways to bring the
community together ~iround this
. issue to try to develop an
effective way for non-profit
developers to acquire
.
appropriate sites before they
are lost to develop for other purposes. We have also
been working on trying to identify a permanent source
of revenue to develop affordable housing.
The next year will be extremely exciting for affordable
housing. In December 2001, the Housing Element
process will be finLshed and early next year
implementation will begin.. Everyone will have the
opportunity to provide input to the process. I can
predict that the open space wilt remain open and that
any housing we build will fit into the existing
communities. We will integrate more green buil~ling
principals into our housing so it uses less energy.
Perhaps we can
build smaller
starter homes,
combine more
business uses
with housing so
people don’t always have to get in their automobiles to
get to work. The possibilities are endless if we use our
imagination and work together.
e.~
The Marin Community Foundation (MCF) has
announced a five year, 510 million commitment to
the.development, rehabilitation, and construction
of affordable housing for low- and moderate=
income families in Marin County. The HCF has
also provided partial funding for the Affordable
Housing Strategist position the County of Marin,
the Sustainability Workshops for the CWP Update,
and the Housing Element Workbook that will be
published in August 2001.
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Take about 5 minutes to calculate your footprint by
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multiple
I leadnet
ch°ice
I footprint.
questi°ns at www’lead":
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What Is Your Ecological
Footprint?
Thenature.ECologicaIA
Footprint
measures
use of
population’s
Footprint
is thepeople’s
biologically
productive area required to produce the resources and
to absorb the waste of that population. Since people use
resources from all over the world, Footprints add up the
extent-of these areas, wherever they may be located on
the planet.
Footprints can be compared to the biological capacity of
a region or the planet. If we are taking more from
nature than nature can renew, we erode the very
natural capital that current and future generations
depend on. This liquidation of our ecological assets is
called "overshoot".

~o¯

Community Development Agency Advance Planning Staff

Sustainability within this context means achieving
satisfying lives for all within the limited capacity of the
planet. Tools like the Eco|ogica[ Footprint track our use
of nature, helping us to reduce human pressure on the
planet and to move out of overshoot.

Front row (left to right): Margaret Moster, Dawn Weisz and
son Tyler, Michete Rodriquez, Ann Hancock, Barbara Collins,
Larisa Roznowski, Alex Hinds.
Back row (left to right): Dan Dawson, Fred Vog[er, Link
Allen, Robert Taylor, Kristin Drumm.

THE FOOTPRINT

Further Information

Redefining Progress has developed a method to
calculate the Footprints of cities, towns and regions,
using local data on car use, housing, energy
consumption, income, and spending on food, goods and
services. This makes local Footprints directly
comparable to national and global averages,

~

Marin County Community Development Agency
3501 Civic Center Drive, Room 308
San Rafael, CA 94903
www.future-marin.org

¯ website= www.fufure-marin.org
¯ phone: (415) 499-6269
" email: countywideplan@co.marin.ca.us

¯ mailing list contact: Sharon Silver phone: (415) 499-7874
or emaih ssilver@co.marin.ca.us
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STANDARD URBAN STORM WATER MITIGATION PLANS
Abstract
On January 26, 2000, the Regional Board approved a Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation
Plan (SUSMP) for Los Angeles County, which imposes storm water pollution controls on new
development and significant redevelopment. The SUSMP incorporates numerical water quality
design standards to ensure adequate sizing of treatment control best management practices to
reduce pollutants in storm water runoff.
Several cities, the building industry, and a petroleum industry trade-group petitioned the
Regional Board’s action to the State Water Resources Control Board (State Board). On June
7th and June 8th 2000, the State Board conducted a two-day hearing on the matter in Torrance.
In its final decision on the Petition, the State Board upheld the Regional Board action and the
SUSMP, although a few subsidiary elements of the SUSMP were set aside for procedural
deficiencies or additional technical justification. The Regional Board will review these areas
when the Los Angeles County municipal storm water permit is revisited for reissuance in
November 2001.
The Regional Board’s action to establish numerical design criteria for storm water pollution
mitigation was precedent setting in the State. Other Regional Boards are expected to develop
similar proposals.

R0020599

BEST ~AGEMENT ~ PRACTICES

R0020600

STORMWATER IMPACT AND
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
The runoff caused by storms is the s~ngte largest source
of non-point water pollution in the US. Past pollution
preven~on educational effod~ have focused on bu.dnesses and the public. While thes~ activities remain imporLant, a new area of stormwater po~utJon prevention is
emerging: deg~nmg new devetopmenB to a~low for the
retention and infiltration of stormwater runoff.

-! ¯
:; .

The Los Angeles RegtonaJ Water QuaJity Control Board
recently pa.~ed the Standard Urban Stormwater
Man,~ement Program (SUSMP) rebru~afion which
requires all new devetopmenls built in the Los Angeles
¯rea to ~e designed k~ retain on ~ the first 3/4" of
rain that fails in a 2d-hour pedod.
Through the implementation of some new desie~n
approaches ~nd the use. where possible, of permeable
paving materials, the quantity of storrnwater runoff
and its resulting quality can be improved. And the
new SUSMP ree=n~ation~ can be met,
Viewir~ ~n water as a resource to be c~ptured and conse~ed rather than a nuisance to be channeled off dte,
may require a fundamenta~ chan~e in our thought
processes. However, the resulting savin~ in Immediate
¯ nd long term costs plus the environmental benefltto the
Southern C~lffomia coastaJ ~u-eas is worth the effort.

INFORMATION RESOURCES
(213) ~76-661~ / ~,smbay.org
Los ~ REG~NAL WA~ QUA~
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B~ST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
FOR RE$1DENTIALt_COMMERCIAL, AND
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENTS

STANDARD URBAN STORM WATER MITIGATION PLAN
FOR LOS ANGELES COUNTY AND CITIES IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY

Final
Approv~ - Re0~onal Boa~d Executive Of~
March 8, 2000.
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¯

LOS ANGELES COUNTY URBAN RUNOFF AND STORM WATER NPDES PERMIT

STANDARD URBAN STORM WATER MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND
The municipal storm water National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permit (Los Angeles County Permit) issued to Los Angeles County and 85 cities
(Permittees) by the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (Regional
Board) on July 15, 1996, requires the development and implementation of a program
addressing storm water pollution issues in development planning for private projects.
The same requirements are applicable to the City of Long Beach under its separate
municipal storm water permit (City of Long Beach MS4 Permit), which was issued on
June 30, 1999.
The requirement to implement a program for development planning is based on, federal
and state statutes including: Section 402 (p) of the Clean Water Act, Section 6217 of
the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 ("CZARA"), and the
California Water Code. The Clean Water Act amendments of 1987 established a
framework for regulating storm water discharges from municipal, industrial, and
construction activities under the NPDES program. The primary objectives of the
municipal storm water program requirements are to:
1.
2.

Effectively prohibit non-storm water discharges, and
Reduce the discharge of pollutants from storm water conveyance systems
to the Maximum Extent Practicable (MEP statutory standard).

The Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan (SUSMP) was developed as part of
the municipal storm water program to address storm water pollution from new
Development and Redevelopment by the private sector. This SUSMP contains a list of
the minimum required Best Management Practices (BMPs) that must be used for a
designated project. Additional BMPs may be required by ordinance or code adopted by
the Permittee and applied generally or on a case by case basis. The Permittees are
required to adopt the requirements set herein in their own SUSMP. Developers must
incorporate appropriate SUSMP requirements into their project plans. Each Permittee
will approve the project plan as part of the development plan approval process and
prior to issuing building and grading permits for the projects covered by the SUSMP
requirements.

Final
Approved - Regional Board Executive Officer
March 8, 2000
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All projects that fall into one of seven categories are identified in the Los Angeles
County MS4 Permit as requiring SUSMPs. These categories are:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Single-Family Hillside Residences
100,000 Square Foot Commercial Developments
Automotive Repair Shops
Retail Gasoline Outlets
Restaurants
Home Subdivisions with 10 to 99 housing units
Home Subdivisions with 100 or more housing units

The Regional Board Executive Officer has designated two additional categories subject
to SUSMP requirements for the Los Angeles County MS4 Permit. These categories are:
¯
¯

Location within or directly adjacent to or discharging directly to an environmentally sensitive
area, and
Parking lots 5,000 square feet or more or with 25 or more parking spaces and potentially
exposed to storm water runoff

The City of Long Beach permit requires SUSMP for the following categories only: (i) 1099 home subdivisions; (ii) 100 or more subdivisions; (iii) 100,000 or more square foot
commercial developments; and (iv) Projects located adjacent to or discharging to
environmentally sensitive areas. For the remaining five categories, equivalent
requirements have been included directly in or are expected to be developed shortly
under the City of Long Beach Storm Water Management Plan.
Permittees shall amend codes and promulgate ordinances not later than September 8,
2000, to give legal effect to the SUSMP requirements. The SUSMP requirements for
projects identified herein shall take effect not later than October 8, 2000.
DEFINITIONS
"100,000 Square Foot Commercial Development" means any commercial development
that creates at least 100,000 square feet of impermeable area, including parking
areas."Automotive Repair Shop" means a facility that is categorized in any one of the
following Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes: 5013, 5014, 5541, 7532-7534,
or 7536-7539.
"Best Management Practice (BMP)" means any program, technology, process, siting
criteria, operational methods or measures, or engineered systems, which when
implemented prevent, control, remove, or reduce pollution.
"Commercial Development" means any development on private land that is not heavy
industrial or residential. The category includes, but is not limited to: hospitals,
laboratories and other medical facilities, educational institutions, recreational facilities,
plant nurseries, multi-apartment buildings, car wash facilities, mini-malls and other
business complexes, shopping malls, hotels, office buildings, public warehouses and
other light industrial complexes.

F~.~
Approved - Reglo~aJ Board ExectltJve Of~T, er
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"Directly Connected Impervious Area (DCIA)" means the area covered by a building,
impermeable pavement, and/or other impervious surfaces, which drains directly into
the storm drain without first flowing across permeable land area (e.g. lawns).
"Discretionary Project" means a project which requires the exercise of judgement or
deliberation when the public agency or public body decides to approve or disapprove a
particular activity, as’distinguished from situations where the public agency or body
merely has to determine whether there has been conformity with applicable statutes,
ordinances, or regulations.
"Environmentally Sensitive Area" means an area designated as an Area of Special
Biological Significance by the State Water Resources Control Board (Water Quality
Control Plan, Los Angeles Region: Basin Plan for the Coastal Watersheds of Los
Angeles and Ventura Counties (1994) and amendments) or an area designated as an
Area of Ecological Significance by the County of Los Angeles (Los Angeles County
Significant Areas Study, Los Angeles County Department of Regional Planning (1976)
and amendments) or an area designated as a significant natural area by the California
Resources Agency. Refer to Table 3 for a listing.
"Greater than (>) 9 unit home subdivision" means any subdivision being developed for
10 or more 10 single-family or multi-family dwelling units.
"Hillside" means property located in an area with known erosive soil conditions, where
the development contemplates grading on any natural slope that is twenty-five percent
or greater.
"Infiltration" means the downward entry of water into the surface of the soil.
"New Development" means land disturbing activities; structural development, including
construction or installation of a building or structure, creation of impervious surfaces;
and land subdivision.
"Parking Lot" means land area or facility for the temporary parking or storage of motor
vehicles used personally, for business or for commerce with a lot size of 5,000 square
feet or more, or with 25 or more parking spaces.
"Redevelopment" means, on an already developed site, the creation or addition of at
least 5,000 square feet of impervious surfaces or the creation or addition of fifty percent
or more of impervious surfaces or the making of improvements to fifty percent or more
of the existing structure. Redevelopment includes, but is not limited to: the expansion of
a building footprint or addition or replacement of a structure; structural development
including an increase in gross floor area and/or exterior construction or remodeling;
replacement of impervious surface that is not part of a routine maintenance activity;
and land disturbing activities related with structural or impervious surfaces.

F~,=
Approved - Regiona~ Board Execu’dve Offw:~"
Ma~ 8, 2000
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"Restaurant" means a stand-alone facility that sells prepared foods and drinks for
consumption, including stationary lunch counters and refreshment stands selling
prepared foods and drinks for immediate consumption. (SIC code 5812).
"Retail Gasoline Outlet" means any facility engaged in selling gasoline and lubricating
oils.
"Source Control BMP" means any schedules of activities, prohibitions of practices,
maintenance procedures, managerial practices or operational practices that aim to
prevent storm water pollution by reducing the potential for contamination at the source
of pollution.
"Storm Event" means a rainfall event that produces more than 0.1 inch of precipitation
and that, which is separated from the previous storm event by at least 72 hours of dry
weather.
"Structural BMP" means any structural facility designed and constructed to mitigate the
adverse impacts of storm water and urban runoff pollution (e.g. canopy, structural
enclosure). The category may include both Treatment Control BMPs and Source
Control BMPs.
"Treatment" means the application of engineered systems that use physical, chemical,
or biological processes to remove pollutants. Such processes include, but are not
limited to, filtration, gravity settling, media adsorption, biodegradation, biological
uptake, chemical oxidation and UV radiation.
"Treatment Control BMP" means any engineered system designed to remove pollutants
by simple gravity settling of particulate pollutants, filtration, biological uptake, media
adsorption or any other physical, biological, or chemical process.
CONFLICTS WITH LOCAL PRACTICES
Where provisions of the SUSMP requirements conflict with established local codes,
(e.g., specific language of signage used on storm drain stenciling), the Permittee may
continue the local practice and modify the SUSMP to be consistent with the code,
except that to the extent that the standards in the SUSMP are more stringent than
those under local codes, such more stringent standards shall apply.

SUSMP PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO ALL CATEGORIES

~{"=
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REQUIREMENTS
1.

PEAK STORM WATER RUNOFF DISCHARGE RATES

Post-development peak storm water runoff discharge rates shall not exceed the
estimated pre-development rate for developments where the increased peak storm
water discharge rate will result in increased potential for downstream erosion.
2.

CONSERVE NATURAL AREAS

If applicable, the following items are required and must be implemented in the site
layout during the subdivision design and approval process, consistent with applicable
General Plan and Local Area Plan policies:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

3.

Concentrate or cluster Development on portions of a site while leaving the remaining land in
a natural undisturbed condition.
Limit clearing and grading of native vegetation at a site to the minimum amount needed to
build lots, allow access, and provide fire protection.
Maximize trees and other vegetation at each site by planting additional vegetation, clustering
tree areas, and promoting the use of native and/or drought tolerant plants.
Promote natural vegetation by using parking lot islands and other landscaped areas.
Preserve ripadan areas and wetlands.

MINIMIZE STORM WATER POLLUTANTS OF CONCERN

Storm water runoff from a site has the potential to contribute oil and grease, suspended
solids, metals, gasoline, pesticides, and pathogens to the storm water conveyance
system. The development must be designed so as to minimize, to the maximum extent
practicable, the introduction of pollutants of concern that may result in significant
impacts, generated from site runoff of directly connected impervious areas (DCIA), to
the storm water conveyance system as approved by the building official. Pollutants of
concern, consist of any pollutants that exhibit one or more of the following
characteristics: current Ioadings or historic deposits of the pollutant are impacting the
beneficial uses of a receiving water, elevated levels of the pollutant are found in
sediments of a receiving water and/or have the potential to bioaccumulate in organisms
therein, or the detectable inputs of the pollutant are at a concentrations or loads
considered potentially toxic to humans and/or flora and fauna.
In meeting this specific requirement, "minimization of the pollutants of concern" will
require the incorporation of a BMP or combination of BMPs best suited to maximize the
reduction of pollutant Ioadings in that runoff to the Maximum Extent Practicable. Those
BMPs best suited for that purpose are those listed in the California Storm Water Best
Management Practices Handbooks; Caltrans Storm Water Quality Handbook: Planning
and Design Staff Guide; Manual for Storm Water Management in Washington State;
~n~
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The Maryland Stormwater Design Manual; Florida Development Manual: A Guide to
Sound Land and Water Management;, Denver Urban Storm Drainage Criteria Manual,
Volume 3 - Best Management Practices and Guidance Specifying Management
Measures for Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal Waters , USEPA Report No.
EPA-840-B-92-002, as "likely to have significant impact" beneficial to water quality for
targeted pollutants that are of concern at the site in question. However, it is possible
that a combination of BMPs not so designated, may in a particular circumstance, be
better suited to maximize the reduction of the pollutants.
Examples of BMPs that can be used for minimizing the introduction of pollutants of
concern generated from site runoff are identified in Table 2. Any BMP not specifically
approved by the Regional Board in Resolution No. 99-03, "Approving Best
Management Practices for Municipal Storm Water and Urban Runoff Programs in Los
Angeles County", for development planning may be used if they have been
recommended in one of the above references.
4.

PROTECT SLOPES AND CHANNELS

Project plans must include BMPs consistent with local codes and ordinances and the
SUSMP to decrease the potential of slopes and/or channels from eroding and
impacting storm water runoff:
¯
¯
¯

Convey runoff safely from the tops of slopes and stabilize disturbed slopes.
Utilize natural drainage systems to the maximum extent practicable
Control or reduce or eliminate flow to natural drainage systems to the
maximum extent practicable
¯ Stabilize permanent channel crossings.
¯ Vegetate slopes with native or drought tolerant vegetation.
¯ Install energy dissipaters, such as riprap, at the outlets of new storm drains,
culverts, conduits, or channels that enter unlined channels in accordance
with applicable specifications to minimize erosion, with the approval of all
agencies with jurisdiction, e.g., the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the
California Department of Fish and Game
5.

PROVIDE STORM DRAIN SYSTEM STENCILING AND SlGNAGE

Storm drain stencils are highly visible source controls that are typically placed directly
adjacent to storm drain inlets. The stencil contains a brief statement that prohibits the
dumping of improper materials into the storm water conveyance system. Graphical
icons, either illustrating anti-dumping symbols or images of receiving water fauna, are
effective supplements to the anti-dumping message.
¯ All storm drain inlets and catch basins within the project area must be
~i.=
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stenciled with prohibitive language (such as: "NO DUMPING - DRAINS TO
OCEAN") and/or graphical icons to discourage illegal dumping.
¯ Signs and prohibitive language and/or graphical icons, which prohibit illegal
dumping, must be posted at public access points along channels and creeks
within the project area.
¯ Legibility of stencils and signs must be maintained.
6.

PROPERLY DESIGN OUTDOOR MATERIAL STORAGE AREAS

Outdoor material storage areas refer to storage areas or storage facilities solely for the
storage of materials. Improper storage of materials outdoors may provide an
opportunity for toxic compounds, oil and grease, heavy metals, nutrients, suspended
solids, and other pollutants to enter the storm water conveyance system. Where
proposed project plans include outdoor areas for storage of materials that may
contribute pollutants to the storm water conveyance system, the following Structural or
Treatment BMPs are required:
¯

Materials with the potential to contaminate storm water must be: (1) placed in
an enclosure such as, but not limited to, a cabinet, shed, or similar structure
that prevents contact with runoff or spillage to the storm water conveyance
system; or (2) protected by secondary containment structures such as berms,
dikes, or curbs.
¯ The storage area must be paved and sufficiently impervious to contain leaks
and spills.
¯ The storage area must have a roof or awning to minimize collection of storm
water within the secondary containment area.
7.

PROPERLY DESIGN TRASH STORAGE AREAS

A trash storage area refers to an area where a trash receptacle or receptacles are
located for use as a repository for solid wastes.
Loose trash and debris can be easily transported by the forces of water or wind into
nearby storm drain inlets, channels, and/or creeks. All trash container areas must meet
the following Structural or Treatment Control BMP requirements (individual single
family residences are exempt from these requirements):
¯ Trash container areas must have drainage from adjoining roofs and
pavement diverted around the area(s).
¯ Trash container areas must be screened or walled to prevent off-site
transport of trash.

F~,~
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8.

PROVIDE PROOF OF ONGOING BMP MAINTENANCE

Improper maintenance is one of the most common reasons why water quality controls
will not function as designed or which, may cause the system to fail entirely. It is
important to consider who will be responsible for maintenance of a permanent BMP,
and what equipment i~ required to perform the maintenance properly. As part of project
review, if a project applicant has included or is required to include, Structural or
Treatment Control BMPs in project plans, the Permittee shall require that the applicant
provide verification of maintenance provisions through such means as may be
appropriate, including, but not limited to legal agreements, covenants, CEQA mitigation
requirements and/or Conditional Use Permits.
For all properties, the verification will include the developer’s signed statement, as part
of the project application, accepting responsibility for all structural and treatment control
BMP maintenance until the time the property is transferred and, where applicable, a
signed agreement from the public entity assuming responsibility for Structural or
Treatment Control BMP maintenance. The transfer of property to a private or public
owner must have conditions requiring the recipient to assume responsibility for
maintenance of any Structural or Treatment Control BMP to be included in the sales or
lease agreement for that property, and will be the owner’s responsibility. The condition
of transfer shall include a provision that the property owners conduct maintenance
inspection of all Structural or Treatment Control BMPs at least once a year and retain
proof of inspection. For residential properties where the Structural or Treatment
Control BMPs are located within a common area which will be maintained by a
homeowner’s association, language regarding the responsibility for maintenance must
be included in the projects conditions, covenants and restrictions (CC&Rs). Printed
educational materials will be required to accompany the first deed transfer to highlight
the existence of the requirement and to provide information on what storm water
management facilities are present, signs that maintenance is needed, how the
necessary maintenance can be performed, and assistance that the Permittee can
provide. The transfer of this information shall also be required with any subsequent
sale of the property.
If Structural or Treatment Control BMPs are located within a public area proposed for
transfer, they will be the responsibility of the developer until they are accepted for
transfer by the County or other appropriate public agency. Structural or Treatment
Control BMPs proposed for transfer must meet design standards adopted by the public
entity for the BMP installed and should be approved by the County or other appropriate
public agency prior to its installation.
9.

DESIGN STANDARDS FOR STRUCTURAL OR TREATMENT CONTROL BMPs

Structural or Treatment control BMPs selected for use at any project covered by this

SUSMP shall meet the design standards of this Section unless specifically exempted.
Post-construction Structural or Treatment Control BMPs shall be designed to:
A. mitigate (infiltrate or treat) storm water runoff from either:
1. the 85~h percentile 24-hour runoff event determined as the maximized capture storm water
volume for the area, from the formula recommended in Urban Runoff Quality Management,
WEF Manual of Practice No. 231ASCE Manual of Practice No. 87, (1998), or
2. the volume of annual runoff based on unit basin storage water quality volume, to achieve 80
percent or more volume treatment by the method recommended in California Stormwater Best
Management Practices Handbook - Industriall Commercial (1993), or
3. the volume of runoff produced from a 0.75 inch storm event, prior to its discharge to a storm
water conveyance system, or
4. the volume of runoff produced from a historical-record based reference 24-hour rainfall
criterion for "treatment" (0.75 inch average for the Los Angeles County.area) that achieves
approximately the same reduction in pollutant loads achieved by the 85~npercentile 24-hour
runoff event,

AND
B.

control peak flow discharge to provide stream channel and over bank flood
protection, based on flow design criteria selected by the local agency.

Limited Exclusion
Restaurants, where the land area for development or redevelopment is less than 5,000
square feet, are excluded from the numerical Structural or Treatment Control BMP
design standard requirement only.

10. PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO INDIVIDUAL PRIORITY PROJECT CATEGORIES

REQUIREMENTS

~n~
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A. 100,000 SQUARE FOOT COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENTR
1.

PROPERLY DESIGN LOADING/UNLOADING DOCK AREAS

Loading/unloading dock areas have the potential for material spills to be quickly
transported to the storm water conveyance system. To minimize this potential, the
following design criteria are required:
¯
¯

Cover loading dock areas or design drainage to minimize run-on and runoff of storm water.
Direct connections to storm drains from depressed loading docks (truck wells) are prohibited.

2.

PROPERLY DESIGN REPAIRJMA!NTENANCE BAYS

Oil and grease, solvents, car battery acid, coolant and gasoline from the
repair/maintenance bays can negatively impact storm water if allowed to come into
contact with storm water runoff. Therefore, design plans for repair bays must include
the following:
¯
¯

Repair/maintenance bays must be indoors or designed in such a way that doesn’t allow storm water
runon or contact with storm water runoff.
Design a repair/maintenance bay drainage system to capture all washwater, leaks and spills.
Connect drains to a sump for collection and disposal. Direct connection of the repair/maintenance
bays to the storm drain system is prohibited. If required by local jurisdiction, obtain an Industrial
Waste Discharge Permit.

3.

PROPERLY DESIGN VEHICLE/EQUIPMENT WASH AREAS

The activity of vehicle/equipment washing/steam cleaning has the potential to
contribute metals, oil and grease, solvents, phosphates, and suspended solids to the
storm water conveyance system. Include in the project plans an area for washing/steam
cleaning of vehicles and equipment. The area in the site design must be:
¯

Self-contained and/or covered, equipped with a clarifier, or other pretreatment facility, and propedy
connected to a sanitary sewer.

B. RESTAURANTS
1. PROPERLY DESIGN EQUIPMENT/ACCESSORY WASH AREAS
The activity of outdoor equipment]accessory washing/steam cleaning has the potential
to contribute metals, oil and grease, solvents, phosphates, and suspended solids to the
storm water conveyance system. Include in the project plans an area for the
Fin=
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washing/steam cleaning of equipment and accessories. This area must be:
¯
¯

Self-contained, equipped with a grease trap, and properly connected to a sanitary sewer.
If the wash area is to be located outdoors, it must be covered, paved, have secondar~ containment,
and be connected to the sanitary sewer.

C. RETAIL GASOLINE OUTLETS
1. PROPERLY DESIGN FUELING AREA
Fueling areas have the potential to contribute oil and grease, solvents, car battery acid,
coolant and gasoline to the storm water conveyance system. The project plans must
include the following BMPs:
¯

¯
¯
¯

The fuel dispensing area must be covered with an overhanging roof structure or canopy. The
canopy’s minimum dimensions must be equal to or greater than the area within the grade break.
The canopy must not drain onto the fuel dispensing area, and the canopy downspouts must be
routed to prevent drainage across the fueling area.
The fuel dispensing area must be paved with Portland cement concrete (or equivalent smooth
impervious surface), and the use of asphalt concrete shall be prohibited.
The fuel dispensing area must have a 2% to 4% slope to prevent ponding, and must be separated
from the rest of the site by a grade break that prevents run-on of storm water to the extent
practicable.
At a minimum, the concrete fuel dispensing area must extend 6.5 feet (2.0 meters) from the corner
of each fuel dispenser, or the length at which the hose and nozzle assembly may be operated plus 1
foot (0.3 meter), whichever is less.

D. AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR SHOPS
1.

PROPERLY DESIGN FUELING AREA

Fueling areas have the potential to contribute oil and grease, solvents, car battery acid,
coolant and gasoline to the storm water conveyance system. Therefore, design plans,
which include fueling areas, must contain the following:
¯

¯
¯

The fuel dispensing area should be covered with an overhanging roof structure or canopy. The
cover’s minimum dimensions must be equal to or greater than the area within the grade break. The
cover must not drain onto the fuel dispensing area and the downspouts must be routed to prevent
drainage across the fueling area.
The fuel dispensing areas must be paved with Portland cement concrete (or equivalent smooth
impervious surface), and the use of asphalt concrete shall be prohibited.
The fuel dispensing area must have a 2% to 4% slope to prevent ponding, and must be separated
from the rest of the site by a grade break that prevents run-on of storm water.
At a minimum, the concrete fuel dispensing area must extend 6.5 feet (2.0 meters) from the comer
of each fuel dispenser, or the length at which the hose and nozzle assembly may be operated plus 1
foot (0.3 meter), whichever is less.

Fina~
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2. PROPERLY DESIGN REPAIR/MAINTENANCE BAYS
Oil and grease, solvents, car battery acid, coolant and gasoline from the
repair/maintenance bays can negatively impact storm water if allowed to come into
contact with storm water runoff. Therefore, design plans for repair bays must include
the following:
¯
¯

Repair/maintenance bays must be indoors or designed in such a way that doesn’t allow storm water
run-on or contact with storm water runoff.
Design a repair/maintenance bay drainage system to capture all wash-water, leaks and spills.
Connect drains to a sump for collection and disposal. Direct connection of the repair/maintenance
bays to the storm drain system is prohibited. If required by local jurisdiction, obtain an Industrial .Waste Discharge Permit.

3. PROPERLY DESIGN VEHICLE/EQUIPMENT WASH AREAS
The activity of vehicle/equipment washing/steam cleaning has the potential to
contribute metals, oil and grease, solvents, phosphates, and suspended solids to the
storm water conveyance system. Include in the project plans an area for washing/steam
cleaning of vehicles and equipment. This area must be:
¯

Self-contained and/or covered, equipped with a clarifier, or other pretreatment facility, and properly
connected to a sanitary sewer or to a permitted disposal facility.

4. PROPERLY DESIGN LOADINGIUNLOADING DOCK AREAS
Loading/unloading dock areas have the potential for material spills to be quickly
transported to the storm water conveyance system. To minimize this potential, the
following design criteria are required:
¯
¯

Cover loading dock areas or design drainage to minimize run-on and runoff of storm water.
Direct connections to storm drains from depressed loading docks (truck wells) are prohibited.

E. PARKING LOTS
1. PROPERLY DESIGN PARKING AREA
Parking lots contain pollutants such as heavy metals, oil and grease, and polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons that are deposited on parking lot surfaces by motor-vehicles.
These pollutants are directly transported to surface waters. To minimize the offsite
transport of pollutants, the following design criteria are required:

Rnal
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¯

Reduce impervious land coverage of parking areas

¯
¯

Infiltrate runoff before it reaches storm drain system,
Treat runoff before it reaches storm drain system

2,

PROPERLY DESIGN TO LIMIT OIL CONTAMINATION AND PERFORM
MAINTENANCE

Parking lots may accumulate oil, grease, and water insoluble hydrocarbons from
vehicle drippings and engine system leaks.
¯
¯

Treat to remove oil and petroleum hydrocarbons at parking lots that are heavily used (e.g. fast food
outlets, lots with 25 or more parking spaces , sports event parking lots, shopping malls, grocery
stores, discount warehouse stores)
Ensure adequate operation and maintenance of treatment systems particularly sludge and oil
removal, and system fouling and plugging prevention control

11. WAIVER
A Permittee may, through adoption of an ordinance or code incorporating the treatment
requirements of the SUSMP, provide for a waiver from the requirement if
impracticability for a specific property can be established. A waiver of impracticability
shall be granted only when all other Structural or Treatment Control BMPs have been
considered and rejected as infeasible. Recognized situations of impracticability include,
(i) extreme limitations of space for treatment on a redevelopment project, (ii)
unfavorable or unstable soil conditions at a site to attempt infiltration, and (iii) risk of
ground water contamination because a known unconfined aquifer lies beneath the land
surface or an existing or potential underground source of drinking water is less than 10
feet from the soil surface. Any other justification for impracticability must be separately
petitioned by the Permittee and submitted to the Regional Board for consideration. The
Regional Board may consider approval of the waiver justification or may delegate the
authority to approve a class of waiver justifications to the Regional Board Executive
Officer. The supplementary waiver justification becomes recognized and effective only
after approval by the Regional Board or the Regional Board Executive Officer. A waiver
granted by a Permittee to any development or redevelopment project may be revoked
by the Regional Board Executive Officer for cause and with proper notice upon petition.
If a waiver is granted for impracticability, the Permittee must require the project
proponent to transfer the savings in cost, as determined by the Permittee, to a storm
water mitigation fund to be used to promote regional or alternative solutions for storm
water pollution in the storm watershed and operated by a public agency or a non-profit
entity.

Fin=
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¯

12. LIMITATION ON USE OF INFILTRATION BMPs
Three factors significantly influence the potential for storm water to contaminate ground
water. They are (i) pollutant mobility, (ii) pollutant abundance in storm water, (iii) and
soluble fraction of pollutant.. The risk of contamination of groundwater may be reduced
by pretreatment of storm water. A discussion of limitations and guidance for infiltration
practices is contained in, Potential Groundwater Contamination from Intentional and
Non-Intentional Stormwater Infiltration, Report No. EPAI6001R-941051, USEPA (1994).
In addition, the distance of the groundwater table from the infiltration BMP may also be
a factor determining the risk of contamination. A water table distance separation of ten
feet depth in California presumptively poses negligible risk for storm water not
associated with industrial activity or high vehicular traffic.
Infiltration BMPs are not recommended for areas of industrial activity or areas subject
to high vehicular traffic (25,000 or greater average daily traffic (ADT) on main roadway
or 15,000 or more ADT on any intersecting roadway) unless appropriate pretreatment is
provided to ensure groundwater is protected and the infiltration BMP is not rendered
ineffective by overload.
13.

ALTERNATIVE CERTIFICATION FOR STORM WATER TREATMENT
MITIGATION

In lieu of conducting detailed BMP review to verify Structural or Treatment Control
BMPs adequacy, a Permittee may elect to accept a signed certification from a Civil
Engineer or a Licensed Architect registered in the State of California, that the plan
meets the criteria established herein. The Permittee is encouraged to vedfy that
certifying person(s) have been trained on BMP design for water quality, not more than
two years pdor to the signature date. Training conducted by an organization with storm
water BMP design expertise (e.g., a University, American Society of Civil Engineers,
American Society of Landscape Architects, American Public Works Association, or the
California Water Environment Association) may be considered qualifying.
14.

RESOURCES AND REFERENCE
TABLE

SUGGESTED RESOURCES

~r~
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Start at the Source (1999) by Bay Area Stormwater Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies
Association
Management Agencies Association
2101 Webster Street
Detailed discussion of permeable pavements and Suite 500
Oakland, CA
alternative driveway designs presented.
510-286-1255
Design of Stormwater Filtering Systems (1996) by
Richard A. Claytor and Thomas R. Schuler
Presents detailed engineering guidance on ten
different storm water-filtering systems.

Center for Watershed Protection
8391 Main Street
EIlicott City, MD 21043
410-461-8323

Center for Watershed Protection
8391 Main Street
Ellicott City, MD 21043
Presents guidance for different model development 410-461-8323
alternatives.
Better Site Design: A Handbook for Changing
Development Rules in Your Community (1998)

Prince George’s County
Watershed Protection Branch
9400 Peppercom Place, Suite 600
Landover, MD 20785

Design Manual for Use of Bioretention in
Stormwater Management (1993)
Presents guidance for designing bioretention
facilities.
Operation, Maintenance and Management of
Stormwater Management (1997)
Provides a thorough look at stormwater practices
including, planning and design considerations,
programmatic and regulatory aspects,
maintenance considerations, and costs.
California Storm Water Best Management
Practices Handbooks (1993) for Construction
Activity, Municipal, and Industrial/Commercial
Presents a description of a large variety of
Structural BMPs, Treatment Control, BMPs and
Source Control BMPs

Watershed Management Institute, Inc.
410 White Oak Drive
Crawfordville, FL 32327
850-926-5310

Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
Cashiers Office
900 S. Fremont Avenue
Alhambra, CA 91803
626-458-6959

TABLE 1 (Continued)
SUGGESTED RESOURCES

~r~
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Second Nature: Adapting LA’s Landscape for
Sustainable Living (1999) by Tree People
Detailed discussion of BMP designs presented to
conserve water, improve water quality, and
achieve flood protection.
Florida Development Manual: A Guide to Sound
Land and Water Management (1988)
Presents detailed guidance for designing BMPs

Tree People
12601 Mullholland Drive
Bevedy Hills, CA 90210
818-753-4600 (?)

Florida Department of the Environment 2600
Blairstone Road, Mail Station 3570
Tallahassee, FL 32399
850-921-9472

Stormwater Management in Washington State
(1999) Vols. 1-5

Department of Printing
State of Washington Department of Ecology
P.O. Box 798
Presents detailed guidance on BMP design for new Olympia, WA 98507-0798
development and construction.
360-407-7529
Maryland Stormwater Design Manual (1999)

Maryland Department of the Environment
2500 Broening Highway
Presents guidance for designing storm water BMPs Baltimore, MD 21224
410-631-3000
Texas Nonpoint Source Book - Online Module
(1998)www.txnpsbook.orq
Presents BMP design and guidance information
on-line
Urban Storm Drainage, Criteria Manual- Volume
3, Best Management Practices (1999)
Presents guidance for designing BMPs
Guidance Specifying Management Measures for
Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal Waters
(1993) Report No. EPA-840-B-92-002.

Texas Statewide Storm Water Quality Task Force
North Central Texas Council of Governments
616 Six Flags Drive
Arlington, TX 76005
817-695-9150
Urban Drainage and Flood Control Distdct
2480 West 26th Avenue, Suite 156-B
Denver, CO 80211
303-455-6277
National Technical Information Service U.S.
Department of Commerce
Springfield, VA 22161
800-553-6847

Provides an overview of, planning and design
considerations, programmatic and regulatory
aspects, maintenance considerations, and costs.
National Stormwater Best Management Practices
(BMP) Database, Version 1.0
Provides data on performance and evaluation of
storm water BMPs

F~r~
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American Society of Civil Engineers
1801 Alexander Bell Drive
Reston, VA 20191
703-296-6000
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SUGGESTED RESOURCES

HOW TO GET A COPY

Ca/trans Storm Water Quality Handbook: P/arming
and Design Staff Guide (Best Management
Practices Handbooks (1998)

California Department of Transportation
P.O. Box 942874
Sacramento, CA 94274-0001
916-653-2975

Presents guidance for design of storm water BMPs

Fin=
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TABLE 2
EXAMPLE BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPs)

The following are examples of BMPs that can be used for minimizing the introduction of
pollutants of concern that may result in significant impacts, generated from site runoff to
the storm water conveyance system. (See Table 1: Suggested Resources for additional
sources of information):
¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Provide reduced width sidewalks and incorporate landscaped buffer areas between
¯ sidewalks and streets. However, sidewalk widths must still comply with regulations for the
Americans with Disabilities Act and other life safety requirements.
Design residential streets for the minimum required pavement widths needed to comply with
all zoning and applicable ordinances to support travel lanes; on-street parking; emergency,
maintenance, and service vehicle access; sidewalks; and vegetated open channels.
Comply with all zoning and applicable ordinances to minimize the number of residential
street cul-de-sacs and incorporate landscaped areas to reduce their impervious cover. The
radius of cul-de-sacs should be the minimum required to accommodate emergency and
maintenance vehicles. Alternative tumarounds should be considered.
Use permeable materials for private sidewalks, driveways, parking lots, or interior roadway
surfaces (examples: hybdd lots, parking groves, permeable overflow parking, etc.).
Use open space development that incorporates smaller lot sizes.
Reduce building density.
Comply with all zoning and applicable ordinances to reduce overall lot imperviousness by
promoting alternative driveway surfaces and shared driveways that connect two or more
homes together.
Comply with all zoning and applicable ordinances to reduce the overall imperviousness
associated with parking lots by providing compact car spaces, minimizing stall dimensions,
incorporating efficient parking lanes, and using pervious materials in spillover parking areas.
Direct rooftop runoff to pervious areas such as yards, open channels, or vegetated areas,
and avoid routing rooftop runoff to the roadway or the storm water conveyance system.
Vegetated swales and stdps
Extended/dry detention basins
Infiltration basin
Infiltration trenches
Wet ponds
Constructed wetlands
Oil/VVater separators
Catch basin inserts
Continuous flow deflection/separation systems
Storm drain inserts
Media filtration
Bioretention facility
Dry-wells
Cisterns
Foundation planting
Catch basin screens
Normal flow storage/separation systems
Clarifiers
Filtration systems
Primary waste water treatment systems

Fin~
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TABLE 3
HABITAT PROTECTION IN THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY AREA
Agency ~
State Water Resources Control Board
Designation:
Areas of Significant Biological Significance (ASBS)
Definition:
Areas designated by the State Water Resources Control Board as requiring protection of species or
biological communities to the extent that alteration of natural water quality is undesirable.
Affected Area:
(See Table 1 & Figure 2)
Agency:
Los Angeles County Department of Regional Planning
Designation:
Significant Ecological Areas (SEA)
Definitions:
Significant Ecological Areas (SEAs) are areas that have been identified by the Los Angeles County
General Plan as containing unique or unusual species assemblages, or areas of habitat that are rapidly
declining in the Los Angeles County. The SEAs were established to protect a special or sometimes
unique collection of habitats and species from loss due to encroachment and human disturbances.
However, SEAs are not intended to function as isolated preservation areas.
Affected Areas:
(See Table A & Figure 1)
Agency:
California Department of Fish & Game
Designation:
Natural Communities Conservation Plan Region (NCCP)
Definition:
Identifies and provides for the regional or area wide protection and perpetuation of natural wildlife
diversity, while allowing compatible and appropriate development and growth. The goal of the program
is to protect sufficient resources in regional preserves to assure the survival of the ecosystem and, at the
same time, permit compatible uses of less sensitive land.
Affected Area:
(See Table 1 & Figure 3)
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TABLE 3 A
HABITAT PROTECTION IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY AREA1
Figure 1 AFFECTED AREA
1.
Malibu Coastline
2.
Point Dume
3.
Zuma Canyon
4.
Upper La Sierra Canyon
5.
Malibu Canyon and Lagoon
5.
Malibu Creek State Park Buffer Area
Las Virgenes
6.
7.
Hepatic Gulch
9.
Cold Creek
10.
Tuna Canyon
11.
TemescaI-Rustic-Sullivan Canyons
12.
Palo Comado Canyon
13.
Chatsworth Reservior
14.
Simi Hills
15.
Tonner Canyon/Chino Hills
16.
Buzzard Peak/San Jose Hills
17.
Powder Canyon/Punte Hills
18.
Way Hills
19.
San Francisquito Canyon
20,
Santa Susana Mountains
21.
Santa Susana Pass
22.
Santa Fe Dam Floodplain
23,
Santa Clara River
24.
Tujunga Valley/Hansen Dam
25.
San Dimas Canyon
26,
San Antonio Canyon Mouth
27.
Portuguese Bend Landslide
28.
El Segundo Dunes
29,
Ballona Creek
30.
Alamitos Bay
31.
Rolling Hills Canyons
32.
Agua Amarga Canyon
33.
Terminal Island
34,
Palos Verdes Peninsula Coastline
35.
Harbor Lake Regional Park
36.
Madrona Marsh
37.
Griffith Park
39.
Encino Reservoir
40.
Verdugo Mountains

DESIGNATION
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA

DESIGNATING AGENCY
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP

1 This list is a compilation of data from the Department of Fish & Game, State Water Resources Control Board, and the Los Angeles
County Department of Regional Planning as of February 29, 2000. Areas in this may changes, as area are added or deleted by the
designating agencies.
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42.
43.
44.
45.
62.
63.
64.
Fig.2
Fig.3

AFFECTED AREA
Whittier Narrows Dam County
Recreation Area
Rio Hondo College Wildlife Santuary
Sycamore and Turnbull Canyons
Dudleya Densiflora Popule, tion
Galium Grande Population
Lyon Canyon
Valley Oaks Savannah, Newhall
Point Dume to Latigo Point
Palos Verdes Peninsula

Final
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DESIGNATION
SEA

DESIGNATING AGENCY
LACDRP

SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
SEA
ASBS
NCCP

LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
LACDRP
SWRCB
DFG
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA
CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
SAN FRANCISCO BAY REGION
STAFF SUMMARY REPORT (Janet O’Hara)
MEETING DATE: July 18, 2001
ITEM:

11

SUBJECT:

Workshop Regarding Amendment of Santa Clara Municipal
Stormwater NPDES Permit Provision on New Development
Treatment Measures - Opening of Public Hearing

CHRONOLOGY: Permit Reissued February 2001
DISCUSSION:

The NPDES permit for the Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff
Pollution Prevention Program (’Program) was reissued at the
February 21, 2001, Board meeting, with the previous permit’s new
and re-development performance standard, Provision C 3, retained
as an enforceable placeholder. Update of Provision C 3 was
deferred with the Program Co-permittees’ consent at that time.
This deferral has allowed time for further meetings and discussions
with the Co-permittees and other interested parties, and subsequent
circulation on May 18 ofthe Tentative Order for NPDES Permit
Amendment (Appendix A) for a 30-day public comment period.
The Tentative Order is intended to amend the permit to update the
new and redevelopment performance standard to more effectively
address impacts of new and re-development projects to
downstream beneficial uses from both pollutants in stormwater
runoff and changes in the amount and timing of stormwater runoff.
The Tentative Order is also intended to address the "Cities of
Bellflower, et. al." decision by the State Board in October 2000.
As such, the Tentative Order would amend the permit to include
requirements that certain sizes of new and re-development projects
include stormwater treatment measures, that those measures be
properly maintained for the life of the project, that they be designed
to treat an optimal volume or flow of stormwater rtmoff from the
project site, and that significant changes in the way runoffoecurs
due tO any increase in impervious surface created by the project not
adversely erode creekbeds and banks downstream from the projecL
The Tentative Order will be revised as appropriate, based on
comments received during the workshop and the now-closed public
comment period. A revised Tentative Order and a formal
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Response to Comments will be distributed prior to the August
Board Meeting, when a recommendation will be made for Board
action.
RECOMMENDATION:

No action is r~quired-at this time.

File No. 1538.08 (TBO)
Appendices:

A:
B:

Tentative Order for Permit Amendment and Fact Sheet
Staff’Report

2
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APPENDIX A
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CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
SAN FRANCISCO BAY REGION
TENTATIVE ORDER
NPDES PER3iIT NO. CAS029718
AMENDMENT REVISING PROVISIONS C.3 AND C.14 OF ORDER NO. 01-024 FOR:
SANTA CLARA VALLEY WATER DISTRICT, COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA, CITY OF
CAMPBELL, CITY OF CUPERTINO, CITY OF LOS ALTOS, TOWN OF LOS ALTOS
HILLS, TOWN OF LOS GATOS, CITY OF MILPITAS, CITY OF MONTE SEKENO, CITY
OF MOUNTAIN VIEW, CITY OF PALO ALTO, CITY OF SAN JOSE, CITY OF SANTA
CLARA, CITY OF SARATOGA, AND CITY OF SLrNNYVALE, which have joined together to
form the SANTA CLARA VALLEY URBAN RUNOFF POLLUTION PREVENTION
"
PROGRAM

The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region, hereinafter
referred to as the Regional Board, finds that:
Existin~ Permit and Amendment of Provisions C.3 and C.14
1. The Regional Board adopted Order 01-024 reissuing waste discharge requirements under the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (N-PDES) for the Santa Clara Valley Urban
Runoff Pollution Prevention Program for the discharge ofstormwater to the South San
Francisco Bay and its Tributaries.
2. As outlined in Finding 17 of Order 01-024, Provision C.3 of Order 01-024 is to be revised in
response to the "Cities of Bellflower, et. at." decision by the State Water Resources Control
Board (State Board Order No. 2000-11). Provision C. 14 is hereby revised to extend the
permit expiration date by approximately three months, as agreed to by the Dischargers, in
order to allow adequate time for implementation of the revised Provision C.3.
3. Order 01-024 recognizes the Santa Clara Valley Urban RunoffManagement Plan
(Management Plan) as the Dischargers’ Comprehensive Control Program and requires
implementation of the Management Plan, which describes a framework for management of
stormwater discharges. The 1997 Management Plan describes the Program’s goals and
objectives and contains Performance Standards, which represent the baseline level of effort
required of each of the Dischargers. The Management Plan contains Performance Standards
for seven diffe,, ent stormwater management activities. The Performance Standard and
Supporting Documents for Planning Procedures for new development are contained in
Attachment 1.
Nature of Discharges and Sources of Pollutants
4. Urban Development Increases Pollutant Load, Volume, and Velocity of Runoff: During
urban development two important changes occur. First, natural vegetated pervious ground
cover is converted to impervious surfaces such as paved highways, streets, rooftops, and
parking lots. Natural vegetated soil can both absorb rainwater and remove pollutants
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providing a very effective natural purification process. Because pavement and concrete can
neither absorb water nor remove pollutants, the natural purification charact~istics of the land
are lost. Secondly, urban development creates new pollution sources as human population
density increases and brings with it proportionately higher levels of car emissions, car
maintenance wastes, municipal sewage, pesticides, household hazardous wastes, pet wastes,
trash, etc., which can be washed into the municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4). As a
result of these two changes, the runoffleaving the developed urban area is significantly
greater in volume, velocity and pollutant load than the pre-development runoff from the same
5. Certain pollutants present in storm water and/or urban runoffmay be derived from
extraneous sources that Dischargers have limited or no direct jurisdiction over. Examples of
such pollutants and their respective sources are: PAHs which are products of internal
combustion engine operation and other sources; heavy metals, such as copper from brake pad
wear and zinc from tire wear; dioxins as products of combustion; mercury resulting from
atmospheric deposition; and natural-occurring minerals from local geology. However,
Dischargers can implement control measures, or require developers to implement control
measures, to reduce entry of these pollutants into storm water and their discharge to receiving
waters.
6. These pollutants can have damaging effects on both human health and aquatic ecosystems.
In addition, the increased flows and volumes of stormwater discharged from new impervious
surfaces resulting from new and redevelopment can significantly impact beneficial uses of
aquatic ecosystems due to physical modifications of watercourses, such as bank erosion and
widening of channels.
7. Water Quality Degradation Increases with Percent Imperviousness: The increased volume
and velocity of runoff from developed urban areas greatly accelerates the erosion of
downstream natural channels. Numerous studies have demonstrated a direct correlation
between the degree of imperviousness of an area and the degradation of its receiving water
quality. Significant declines in the biological integrity and physical habitat of streams and
other receiving waters have been found to occur with as little as a I0% conversion from
natural to impervious surfaces. (Developments of medium density single family homes
range between 25 to 60% impervious).
Implementation
8. The revised Provision C.3 ’is intended to enhance the Dischargers’ existing Performance
Standard for new development, through addition of provisions to more effectively
incorporate source control measures, site design principles, and structural stormwater
treatment controls in new development and redevelopment projects in order to reduce
water quality impacts of stormwater runoff for the life of these projects. The consistent
application of such measures is intended to greatly reduce the adverse impacts of new
and redevelopment on water quality and beneficial uses by reducing stormwatcr
pollutant impacts and increases in peak runoffrate and duration, which can affect the
stability of waterbodies, both up and downstream of projects.
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9. Because land use planning is where urban development begins, it is the phase in which the
greatest and mo~t cost-effective opportunities to protect water quality in n~v and
redevelopment exist. When a Discharger incorporates policies and principles designed to
safeguard water resources into the General Plan and development project approval processes,
it has taken a far-reaching step towards the preservation of local water resources for futur~
generations.
I0. The revised Provision C.3 is written with the assumption that Dischargers are responsible for
considering potential st~rmwater impacts when making planning and land use decisions.
Neither Provision C.3 nor any of its requirements are intended to restrict or control local land
use decision-making authority.
Public Process
11. The action to modify an NPDES Permit is exempt from the provisions of Chapter 3
(commencing with Section 21100) of Division 13 of the Public Resources Code [California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)] pursuant to Section 13389 of the California Water
Code.
12. The Dischargers and interested agencies and persons have been notified of the Board’s intent
to modify waste discharge requirements for the existing discharge and have been provided
opportunities for public meetings and the opportunity to submit their written views and
recommendations.
13. The Regional Board has conducted public meetings to discuss the draft revised Provisions
C.3 and C.14.
14. The Board, in a public meeting, heard and considered all comments pertaining to the draft
revision of Provisions C.3 and C.14.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Dischargers, in order to meet the provisions contained
in Division 7 of the California Water Code and regulations adopted hereunder and the
provisions of the Clean Water Act as amended and regulations and guidelines adopted
hereunder, shall comply with the following:
Provision C.3. New and Redevelopment Performance Standard Enhancement of Order
No. 01-024 is hereby revised to read as follows:
The Management Plan contains performance standards and supporting documents to
address the post-constructi0n and construction phase impacts of new and redevelopment
projects on stormwater quality (Planning Procedures and Construction Inspection
Performance Standards). The Dischargers shall continue to implement these
performance standards and continuously improve them to the maximum extent
practicable in accordance with the following sections.
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a. Performance Standard Implementation: The Dischargers shall continue to
implement and continually improve the following performance standards for
planning procedures:
i.

Each Discharger shall have adequate legal authority to implement new
development control measures as part of its development plan review and
approval procedures;

ii.

]~ach Discharger shall provide developers with information and guidance
materials on sit~ design guidelines, building permit requirements, and BM:Ps for
stormwater pollution prevention early in the application process, as appropriate
for the type of project;

iii.

Each Discharger shall require developers of projects that disturb a land area of
five acres or more to demonstrate coverage under the State General Construction
Activity Stormwater Pexmit;

iv.

Each Discharger shall require developers of projects with potential for significant
erosion and planned construction activity during the wet season (as defined by
local ordinance) to prepare and implement an effective erosion and/or sediment
control plan or similar document prior to the start of the wet season;

v.

Each Discharger shall ensure that municipal capital improvement projects
include stormwater quality control measures during and after construction, as
appropriate for each project, and that contractors comply with stormwater quality
control requirements during construction and maintenance activities; and

vi.

Each Discharger shall provide training at least annually to its planning, building, and
public works staffs on planning procedures, policies, design guidelines, and BMPs for
stormwater pollution prevention.

b. Development Project Approval Process: Dischargers shall modify their project review
processes as needed to incorporate the requirements of Provision C.3. Each Discharger
shall include conditions of approval in permits for applicable projects to ensure that
pollutant discharges and runoff flows are reduced to the maximum extent practicable
The goal of the conditions of approval should be that pollutant discharges and changes in
runoff flows where they can cause damage to downstream waterbodies, are reduced to the
maximum extent practicable, and that contributions to exceedance of receiving water
quality standards do not occur for the life of the project, through implementation of
control measures to the maximum extent practicable. Such conditions shall, at a
minimum, address the following goals:
i. Require project proponent to implement site design/landscape characteristics where
feasible which maximize infiltration (where appropriate), provide retention, slow
runoff, and minimize impervious land coverage, so that post-development pollutant
loads from a site have been reduced to the maximum extent practicable; and
ii. For new and redevelopment projects that discharge directly to water bodies listed as
impaired by a pollutant(s) pursuant to Clean Water Act Section 303(d), ensure that
post-development runoff does not exceed pre-development levels for such pollutant(s),
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through implementation oftbe control measures addressed in this provision, to the
maximum extent practicable, in conformance with Provision C. 1.
e. New and Redevelopment Project Categories - Size of Projects Addressed by this
Provision: New and redevelopment projects are grouped into two categories, based on
project type and size. Stormwater runoff from Group 1 Projects is considered to have
greater potential impacts on the beneficial uses of water bodies in the Santa Clara basin;
thus, Group 1 Projects are subject to all the requirements of this Provision upon
implementation. Group 2 Projects, which at this time are considered to have lesser
potential impacts on the beneficial uses of water bodies in the Santa Clara Basin, are
exempt from the Numeric Sizing Criteria of Provision C.3.d, Operation and Maintenance
requirements of C.3.e, and the Limitation on Increase of Peak Stormwater Runoff
Discharge Rates of C.3.f. until July 15, 2003, at which time they will have the same
status as Group 1.
i. Group 1 Projects: Group 1 Projects consist of all projects for which a development
application has not been deemed complete as oftbe effective date of Provision C.3.b
and which are in the following categories:
Commercial, industrial, or residential developments that create one acre (43,560
square feet) or more of impervious surface, including roof area, streets and sidewalks.
This category includes any development of any type on public or private land, which
falls under the planning and building authority oftbe Diseharg~a’s, where one ~ or
more of impervious surface, collectively over the entire project site, will be created.
Significant redevelopment projects. This category is defined as the creation or
addition or structural replacement or significant reconstruction of at least one acre
(43,560 square feet) of impervious surfaces on an already developed site, or
significant redevelopment that encompasses one acre of impervious surface, including
roof area. Significant redevelopment includes: the expansion of a building footprint
and!or floor area, or addition to an existing structure; significant reconstruction of an
existing structure; or replacement of a structure. Significant redevelopmmat also
includes replacement of impervious surface that is not part of a routine maintenance
activity.
Redevelopment projects that, when complete, would result in reductions in site
imperviousness by twenty percent (20%) or more from the existing site condition are
excluded (exempted) from the category of Significant Redevelopment Projects.
Streets, roads, highways, and freeways that are under the Dischargers "jurisdiction and
that create one acre (43,560 square feet) or more of impervious surface. This category
includes any paved surface used for the transportation of automobiles, trucks,
motorcycles, and other vehicles.
ii. Group 2 Projects: Group 2 Projects consist of all other (i.e., not in Group 1) new
and significant redevelopment projects that ere.ate 5,000 square feet or mor~ of
additional impervious surface. Group 2 Projects must be designed and operated to
comply with all of Provision C.3 except the Numeric Sizing Cdtmia of Provision
C.3.d, Operation and Maintenance requirements of C.3.e, and the Limitation on
Increase of Peak Stormwater Runoff Discharge Rates of C.3.f.
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iii. Alternative Project Size Proposal: All Dischargers shall review the statistics and
pattem of new development .and significant redevelopment within their jurisdictions,
for all Group I and 2 Projects, both in the recent past, and going forward. In the
Annual Reports due September 15, 2002, each Discharger shall report a summary of
these statistics (numbers, types, and sizes of new and redevelopment projects)
showing the ranges of impervious surface creation.
Using this information, each Discharger may propose, for approval by the Executive
Officer, an alternative Group I Project size, in amount of impervious surface
addition, that would encompass approximately 80% of new impervious surface
creation in a typical recent year. In the event that a Discharger makes no such
proposal, the Group 2 Project definition shall be included in the Group I Project
definition, making both Group 1 and 2 Projects subject to all the requirements of
Provision C.3.
d. Numeric Sizing Criteria: All Dischargers shall require that treatment Best Management
Practices (BMPs) be implemented at all Group I and 2 development projects within their
jurisdictions. To ensure their effectiveness, all treatment BMPs for a Group I project
shall be sized to meet one of the following sizing criteria:
i. Volume Hydraulic Design Basis: Treatment BMPs whose primary mode of action
depends on volume capacity, such as detention/retention units or infiltration
structures, shall be designed to mitigate (infiltrate or treat) stormwater runoff from:
¯ each runoffevent up to and including the 85th percentile 24-hour storm runoff
event determined as the maximized capture storm water volume for the area,
based on historical rainfall records, from the formula recommended in Urban
Runoff Quality Management, WEF Manual of Practice No. 23/ ASCE Manual of
Practice No. 87, (1998), or
¯ the volume ofarmual runoffbased on unit basin .storage volume, to achieve 80
percent or more volume treatment by a method such as that recommended in
Appendix D of the California Stormwater Best Management Practices Handbook,
(1993).
ii. Flow Hydraulic Design Basis: Treatment BMPs whose primaxy mode of action
depends on flow capacity, such as swales, sand filters, or wetlands, shall be sized to
handle:
¯

10% of the 50-year design flow rate, or

¯

a flow that will result in treatment of the same portion ofnmoffas treated using
volumetric standards above, or

¯

the flow ofrunoffproduced by a rain event equal to at least two times the 85th
percentile hourly rainfall intensity for the applicable area, or

¯

a rain event equal to at least 0.2 inches pr hour intensity.

e. Operation and Maintenance of Treatment Measures: The Dischargers shall
develop and implement a phased program to verify on a recurring basis that
treatment BMPs are adequately operated and maintained. The operation and
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maintenance (O&M) verification program shall outline the conditions and
procedures that will apply when the public agency is responsible and when a private
entity is responsible for long-term O&M. At a minimum, the O&M verification
program shall include maintenance of a listing of properties (public and private) and
responsible operators, a plan for local agency inspection (e.g., random inspection of
a subset of the listed properties), inspector training, follow-up procedures, and a
commitment to periodic program evaluation. The schedule for phasing in the O&M
verification program, is based on the type of treatrnent BMP and is given in Provision
C.3.o, Implementation Schedule.
For all properties where a private entity is responsible for O&M, the verification
shall include the owner or developer’s signed statement, as part of the project application,
accepting responsibility for all treatment BMP maintenance until the time the property is
transferred and ensuring that the initial and all subsequent transfers of the property to a
successor private or public owner will include conditions in the sales or lease agreement
requiring the recipient to (1) assume responsibility for inspection and maintenance of all
treatment BMPs at least once each year and (2) retain proof of such inspections.
For Group I resident|al properties where a private entity |s respons|ble for O&M,
the verification shall include the owner or developer’s signed statement, as part of the
project application, accepting responsibility for ensuring that printed educational
materials accompany the initial and all subsequent deed transfers. The printed materials
must:
¯ provide information on what storm water management facilities are present;
¯ explain the treatment BMP operation and maintenance requirements;
¯ clearly illustrate signs that indicate maintenance is needed;
¯ tell how the necessary maintenance can be performed; and
¯ indicate what assistance the Discharger can provide.
Where treatment BMPs are located within a common area that will be maintained by a
homeowner’s association, language regarding the responsibility for maintenance must be
included in the project’s conditions, covenants and restrictions.
Reporting: The Dischargers shall report on their Treatment BMPs Operation and
Maintenance verification programs in each Annual Report. Information to be reported
should include the organizational structure of the program, its successes, and any
problems along with possible solutions.
f. Limitation on Increase of Peak Stormwater RunoffBiseharge Rates: New
development and redevelopment can impact water quality and beneficial uses of waters
by altering a watershed’s patterns of runoff and particularly by increasing the rates,
durations, and frequencies of peak flows. These impacts can result from individual
projects and can occur cumulatively as the result of increasing urbanization of a
watershed. It is the goal of this pen’nit requirement to appropriately limit these changes
where there is a potential for adverse impacts.
Therefore, post-development pe~ stormwater runoffdischarge rates and durations shall
not exceed estimated pre-development rates and durations for new development and/or
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redevelopment projects, where the increased peak storm water discharge rates and!or
durations will result in increased potential for erosion or other adverse impacts to
beneficial uses.
This limitation applies to all Group I Projects of Provision C.3.c, for all rain events
which generate peak or near-peak flow rates and velocities less than or equal to a predevelopment rainfall event or events, or within a pre-development rainfall event range, to
be determined by the Dischargers. This requirement does not apply to new development
and redevelopment~ projects where the project discharges storm water runoff into cr~ks
or storm drains where the potential for erosion is minimal. Such situations may include
discharges into creeks that are concrete-lined or significantly hardened (e.g., with rip-rap,
sackrete, etc.) to their outfall in San Francisco Bay) underground storm drains
discharging to the Bay, and construction of infill projects in highly developed watersheds,
where the potential for single-project and/or cumulative impacts is minimal. Guidelines
for identification of such situations shall be included as a part of the Hydromodification
Management Plan (HMP) required in this section.
In addition, the HMP may identify conditions under which some increases in runoffmay
not have a potential for increased erosion or other impacts to beneficial uses. Reduced
controls or no controls on peak storm water runoff discharge rates and/or durations may
be appropriate in those cases, subject to the conditions in the HMP. In the absence of
information demonstrating that changes in post-development runoff discharge rates and
durations will not result in increased potential for erosion or other adverse impacts to
beneficial uses, it is assumed that such impacts will occur.
The Dischargers shall complete a review of the literature and develop an I-IMP. The
I-IMP shall include:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

the literature review;
a protocol to evaluate impacts;
identification of the rainfall event below which this limitation applies, or range of
rainfall events to which this limitation applies;
a description of how the Dischargers will incorporate this requirement into their local
approval processes; and
guidance on management practices and measures to address identified impacts.

The identified rainfall event or rainfall event range may be different for specific
watersheds, streams, or stream reaches. Individual Dischargers may utilize the protocol
to determine a site- or area-specific rainfall event standard.
Interim standard: Prior to the Executive Officer’s acceptance of the I-IMP and a
proposed standard, post-development peak storm water discharge rates and durations
shall not exceed estimated pre-development rates and durations for new development
and/or redevelopment projects for discharge from the 2-year storm up to the 10-year, 6hour storm.
Equivalent limitation of peak flow impacts: The Dischargers may develop an
equivalent limitation protocol, as pan of the HMP, to address impacts from changes in
the .volumes, velocities, and durations of peak flows through measures other than control
of those volumes and durations. The protocol may allow increases in peak and near-peak
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flows and durations, subject to the implementation of specified BMPs and land planning
practices th~,t take into account expected stream change (e.g., increases in the crosssectional area of stream channel) resulting from changes in discharge rates and durations.
The evaluation protocols, management measures, and other information in the HMP may
include the following measures:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯
¯

Evaluation of the cumulative impacts of urbanization of a watershed on storm water
discharge and stream morphology in the watershed;
Evaluation of stream form and condition, including slope, discharge, vegetation,
underlying geology, and other information, as appropriate;
Implementation ofmeasures to minimize impervious surfaces and directly connected
impervious area in new development and redevelopment projects;
Implementation of measures including storm water detention, retention, and
infiltration;
Implementation of land use planning measures (e.g., stream buffers and stream
restoration activities, including restoration-in-advance of floodplains, revegetation,
etc.) to allow expected changes in stream channel cross sections, stream vegetation,
and discharge rates, velocities, and durations without adverse impacts to stream
beneficial uses;
A mechanism for pro- vs. post-project assessment to determine the effectiveness of
the HMP and to allow amendment of the I-IMP, as appropriate; and,
Other measures, as appropriate.

The HMP shall be completed as follows. All required documents shall be submitted
acceptable to the Executive Officer. Development and implementation status shall be
reported in the Dischargers’ Annual Reports, which shall also provide a summary of
projects incorporating measures to address this section, and the measures used.
¯

No later than March l, 2002: Submit a detailed workplan and schedule for
completion of the literature review, development of a protocol to identify an
appropriate limiting storm, development of guidance materials, and other required
information;

¯

No later than September 15, 2002: Submit the required literature review;

¯

No later than March l, 2003: Submit a draft I-IMP, including the analysis that
identifies the appropriate limiting storm and the identified limiting storm event(s) or
event range(s); and,

¯

No later than July 15, 2003: Submit md fully implement the I-IMP, which shall
include the requirements of this measure.

g. Exemption. or Waiver Based on Impracticability and Compensatory Mitigation: A
Discharger may, through adoption of an ordinance or code incorporating the treatment
requirements of this Provision, or by other formal administrative means, provide for a
waiver from the requirement for treatment BMPs if impracticability for a specific project
can be established. A waiver of impracticability shall be granted only when all treatment
BMPs have been considered and rejected as infeasible. Grounds for impracticability may
include: (i) extreme limitations of space for treatment on a redevelopment project, and
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lack of below surface options, (ii) unfavorable or unstable soil conditions to at~ernpt ¯
infiltration, and (iii) risk of ground water contamination because a known unconfined
aquifer liesbeneath the land surface or an existing or potential underground source of
drinking water is less than ten (10) feet from the soil surface. Grounds (ii) and (iii) apply
only to infiltration-based treatment measures, which are a subset of the range of treatment
measure options, so do not in and of themselves establish impracticality.
The Regional Board may consider amendment of Provision C.3.g submitted by a
Discharger to authorize additional grounds of impracticability. The supplementary
waiver justification becomes recognized and effective only after approval by the
Regional Board or the Executive Officer.
Ifa Discharger grants a waiver for impracticability, the Discharger must require the
project proponent to transfer the savings in cost to a stormwater mitigation project to be
used to promote regional or alternative solutibns for stormwater pollution in the
watershed of the development and operated by a public agency or a non-profit entity.
The Discharger shall determine the amount of savings by any method that considers the
costs of constructing and maintaining treatment BMPs in similar projects.
Each year, each Discharger shall provide a list of the waivers it granted in its Annual
Report. For each project granted a waiver, the following information shall be provided:
¯ Name and location of the project for which the waiver was granted;
¯ Project type (e.g., restaurant, residence, shopping center) and size;
¯ Percent impervious surface in final design;
¯ Reason for granting the waiver;,
¯ Amount of dollar savings incurred by obtaining the waiver, with brief explanation of
calculation method; and
¯ The stormwater mitigation project to which the savings was transferred.
h. Alternative Certification of Adherence to Design Criteria for Stormwater
Treatment Measures: In lieu of conducting detailed review to verify the adequacy of
measures required pursuant to this Provision C.3.b-C.3.h, a Discharger may elect to
accept a signed certification from a Civil Engineer or a Licensed Architect or Landscape
Architect registered in the State of California, that the plan meets the criteria established
herein. The Discharger should verify that each certifying person has b~n trained on
BMP design for water quality not more than three years prior to the signature date, and
that each certifying person understands the groundwater protection principles applicable
to the project site (see Provision C3.h Limitations on Use of Infiltration Treatment
Measures). Training conducted by an organization with storm water BMP design
expertise (e.g., a university, American Society of Civil Engineers, American Society of
Landscape Architects, American Public Works Association, or the California Water
Environment Association) may be considered qualifying.
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i. Limitations on Use of Infiltration Treatment Measures - Infiltration and
Groundwater Protection: In order to protect groundwater f~om pollutants that may be
present in urban runoff, the Dischargers shall ensure that treatment BMPs that function
primarily as infiltration devices (such as infiltration trenches and infiltration basins) meet,
at a minimum, the following conditions:~
i. Pollution prevention and source control BMPs shall be implemented at a level
appropriate to protect groundwater quality at sites where infilwation devices are to be
ii.

Use of infiltration devices shall not cause or contribute to an exceedance of
groundwater water quality objectives.

iii. Infiltration devices shall be adequately maintained to maximize pollutant removal
capabilities.
iv.

The vertical distance fi’om the base of any infiltration device to the seasonal high
groundwater mark shall be at least 10 feet. Note that some locations within the
Dischargers’ jurisdiction are characterized by highly porous soils and/or a high
groundwater table; in these areas BMP approvals should be subject to a higher level of
analysis (e.g., considering the potential for pollutants such as on-site chemical use, the
level ofpretreatment to be achieved, and similar factors).2

v. Unless stormwater is first pretreated, infiltration devices shall not be recommended for
areas of industrial or light industrial activity; areas subject to high vehicular U’affic
(25,000 or greater average daily traffic on main roadway or 15,000 or more average
daily traffic on any intersecting roadway); automotive repair shops; car washes; fleet
storage areas (bus, truck, etc.); nurseries; and other high threat to water quality land
uses and activities as designated by each Discharger.
vi. Infiltration devices shall be located a minimum of 100 feet horizontally fi’om any water
supply wells.
j.

Site Design Measures Guidance and Standards Development: Opportunities to
address storrnwater pollution and hydromodification can be limited by current local
design standards and guidance. For example, such standards and guidance may reduce or
prohibit opportunities to minimize impervious surfaces, minimize directly connected
impervious area, provide for small-scale detention, and implement other management
measures. Revision of current standards and guidance can result in a significantly
increased ability for project designers to minimize project impacts and can also increase
local property values, neighborhood character, and overall quality of life. Further,
revision of standards and guidance can allow implementation of site design measures in
projects to meet or help meet the numeric sizing criteria in Provision C.3.d and/or the
hydromodification limitation in Provision C.3.£

! These conditions do not apply to structural treatment BMPs which allow incidental inflltret~)n and are not designed to primarily
function as infiltration devices (such as grassy swales, detention basins, vegetated buffer sb’ips, constructed wetlands, etc.).
2 See the June 1999 memo from Dan Cloak and Wendy Edde (SCVURPPP) to Municipal Planning Department Personnel.
Additionsl Considerations for Incorporating BASMAA ’s Start at the Source Techniques in Development Projects for furtt~r
information on the risks to groundwater and steps to take to minimize suct~ risks from infiltration of stormwetar runoff,
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Therefore, this measure requires that the Dischargers review their applicable local design
standards and guidance to identify opportunities to revise those standards, where r~vision
would result in reduced impacts to water quality and beneficial uses of waters, and that
identified opportunities for revision be implemented.
The following are examples of areas it may be appropriate to address in the revi~v of
design standards and guidance:
¯
¯

Minimize land disturbance;
Minimize imper~,,ious surfaces (e.g., roadway width, driveway area, and pa,-~dng lot
area), especially directly connected impervious areas;
- Minimum-impact street design standards for new development and redevelopment,
including typical specifications (e.g., neo-traditional street design standards and/or
street standards recently revised in other cities, including Portland, Oregon, and
Vancouver, British Columbia);
- Minimum-impact parking lot design standards, including parking space
maximization within a given area, use of landscaping as a storm water drainage
feature, use of pervious pavements, and parking maxima;

¯

Clustering of structures and pavement;

¯

Typical specifications or "’acceptable design" guidelines for lot-level design
measures, including:
Disconnected roof downspouts to splash blocks or "’bubble-ups;"
Alternate driveway standards (e.g., wheelways, unit pavers, or other pervious
pavements);
- Microdetention, including landscape detention and use of cisterns..

¯

Preservation of high-quality open space;

¯

Maintenance and/or restoration of riparian areas and wetlands as project amenities,
including establishing vegetated buffer zones to reduce nmoffinto waterways, allow
for stream channel change as a stream’s contributing watershed urbanizes, and
otherwise mitigate the effects of urban runoffon waters and beneficial uses of waters;
and,
¯ Incorporation of supplemental controls to rninimize changes in the volume, flow rate,
timing, and duration ofnmoff, for a given precipitation event or events. Th~se
changes include cumulative hydromodification caused by site development.
Measures may include landscape-based measures or other features to reduce the
velocity of, detain, and/or infiltrate stormwater runoff.
The standards and guidance review shall be completed as follows. All r~quir~
documents shall be submitted acceptable to the Executive Officer. A summ~y ofrewiew,
revision, and implementation status shall be reported in the Dischargers’ Annual Reports.
¯

No later than March I, 2002: The Dischargers shall submit a detailed work’plan and
schedule for completion of the review, revision, and implementation of revised
standards and guidan~;
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¯

No later than September 15, 2003: The Dischargers shall submit a draft document
that inclttdes the review and analysis of local standards and guidance, opportunities
for revision, and proposed revised standards and guidance;

¯

No later than September 15, 2004: The Dischargers shall incorporate any revised
standards and guidance into their local approval processes and shall be fully
implementing the revised standards and guidance.

k. Source Control Measures Guidance Development: The Dischargers shall complete a
document providing draft conditions of approval for all Dischargers to use and to be
incorporated into the enhanced New and Redevelopment Performance Standards. The
document shall summarize source control requirements for new and redevelopment
projects to limit pollutant generation, discharge, and runoff.
Examples of conditions to be included and areas to be addressed include, but are not
limited to:
¯

Indoor mat/equipment wash racks for restaurants, or covered outdoor wash racks
plumbed to the sanitary sewer;

¯

Covered trash and food compactor enclosures with a sanitary sewer connection for
dumpster drips and designed such that run-on to trash enclosure areas is avoided;

¯

Sanitary sewer drains for swimming pools;

¯

Sanitary drained outdoor covered wash areas for vehicles, equipment, and
accessories;

¯

Sanitary sewer drain connections to take fire sprinkler test water;,

¯

Storm drain system stenciling;

¯

Landscaping that minimizes irrigation and runoff, promotes surface infiltration where
appropriate, minimizes the use of pesticides and fertilizers, and where feasible
removes pollutants from storm water nmoff; and,
Appropriate covers, drains, and storage precautions for outdoor material storage
areas, loading docks, repair/maintenance bays, and fueling areas.

The draft conditions of approval document and enhanced Performance Standard shall be
submitted by September 15, 2002, acceptable to the Executive Officer. The Dischargers
shall have incorporated the conditions of approval document into their local approval
processes and shall be fully implementing it by March l, 2003. Implementation status
shall be reported in the Dischargers’ Annual Reports, which shall also provide
appropriate detail on projects incorporating the required conditions of approval.
I. Revise General Plans: .At the next scheduled revision of its General Plan or by July I,
2005, whichever is sooner, each Discharger shall incorporate water quality and watershed
protection principles and policies into its General Plan or equivalent plan (e.g.,
Comprehensive, Master, or Community Plan) as necessary to direct land-use decisions
and require implementation of consistent water quality protection measures for all
development projects. These principles and policies shall be designed to protect natural
water bodies, reduce impervious land coverage, slow runoff, and where feasible,
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maximize opporturdties for infiltration of rainwater into soil. Such water quality and
watershed protection principles and policies may include the following, which are offered
as examples:
i.

ii.

Minimize the amount of impervious surfaces and directly connected impervious
surfaces in areas of new development and redevelopment and where feasible maximize
on-site infiltration of runoff;
Implement pollution prevention me~ods supplemented by pollutant source controls
and treatment. Use small collection strategies located at, or as close as possible to, the
source (i.e., the point where water initially meets the ground) to minimize the transport
of urban runoff and pollutants offsite and into a Municipal S~arate Storm Sewer
System;

iii.

Preserve, and where possible, create or restore areas that provide important water
quality benefits, such as riparian corridors, wetlands, and buffer zones. Encourage land
acquisition of such areas;

iv.

Limit disturbances of natural water bodies and natural drainage systems caused by
development including roads, highways, and bridges;

v.

Prior to making land use decisions, utilize methods available to estimate increases in
pollutant loads and flows resulting from projected future development. Rcquir~
incorporation of structural and non-structural BMPs to mitigate, the projected increases
in pollutant loads and flows;
vi. Avoid development of areas that are particularly suscq~tible to erosion and sediment
loss; or establish development guidance that identifi~these ar~as and protects them
from erosion and sediment loss; and
vii. Reduce pollutants associated with vehicles and increasing traffic resulting from
development.
m. Water Quality Review Processes: When Dischargers conduct environmental review of
projects in their jurisdictions, the Dischargers shall conduct evaluations of water quality
effects and identification of appropriate mitigation measures. The r~view shall adflr~s
increased pollutants and flows from the pmpos~ project through such questions as:
i. Would the proposed project result in an increase in pollutant discharges to receiving
waters? Consider water quality parameters such as temperatu~, dissolved oxygm,
turbidity and other typical storm water pollutants (e.g., heavy metals, pathogem,
petroleum derivatives, synthetic organics, sediment, nutrignts, oxygen-demanding
substances, and trash).
ii. Would the proposed project result in significant alteration of receiving water qnality
during o.r following construction?
iii. Would the proposed project result in increased impervious surfaces and associated
increased runoff!
iv. Would the proposed project create a significant adverse environmental impact to
drainage patterns due to changes in runoff flow rates or volumes?
v. Would the proposed project r~sult in increased erosion in its watershed?
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vi.

Is the project tributary to an already impaired water body, as listed on the Clean Water
Act Section 303(d) list? If so, will it result in an increase in any pollutant for which the
water body is already impaired?

vii. Would the proposed project have a potentially significant environmental impact on
surface water quality, to marine, fresh, or wetland waters?
viii. Would the proposed project have a potentially sigrdficant adverse impact on ground
water quality?
ix. Will the proposed project cause or contribute to an exceedance of applicable surface
or groundwater receiving water quality objectives or degradation of beneficial.uses?
x. Will the project impact aquatic, wetland, or riparian habitat?
n. Reporting, including Pesticide Reduction Measures: The Dischargers shall
demonstrate compliance with Provision C.3 by providing the following information
in their Annual Reports for Group 1 and 2 Projects:
¯

Project name, type of project (using the categories in Provision C.3.c), site
acreage or square footage, square footage of new impervious surface.

¯

Treatment BMPs and numeric sizing criteria used, O&M responsibility
mechanism, site design measures used, and source control measures required.

¯

A summary of the types of pesticide reduction measures required (such as by
conditions of approval) for new development and significant redevelopment projects,
and the percentage of new development and significant redevelopment projects for
which pesticide reduction measures were required. These measures are required
under Provision C.9.d.ii, and relate directly to Provision C.3 requirements.

¯

In the September 2002 Annual Report only: A proposal for enhanced reporting to
track the implementation of Provision C.3 requirements. The reporting shall include
the above components at a minimum. Enhanced reporting for pesticide reduction
measures may also be included.

o. Implementation Schedule: The Dischargers shall implement the requirements of this
Provision according to the following schedule:
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Provision
C.3.b
C.3.c.iii

C.3.e

C.3.f

Action
Modify development project approval process as needed

C.3.j

C.3.k

September 15, 2002

Propose an alternative minimum project size proposal

January 15, 2003

In absence of a proposed alternative minimum project size,
Group 2 Project definition becomes Group 1 Project definition

July 15, 2003

Implement an O&M verification program for structural in-ground
BMPs such as sand filters, filter inlets, detention/retention
basins

July 15, 2002

Implement an O&M verification program for landscape and all
other BMPs, such as vegetated swales, dry or wet ponds

July 15, 2003

Begin reporting on O&M verification program in Annual Report

September 15, 2003

Submit a detailed workplan and schedule

C.3.m
C.3.n

March 1, 2002
September 15, 2002

Submit draft Hydromodification Management Plan (HMP)

March 1, 2003

Submit and implement final HMP

July 15, 2003

Report on any waiver(s) granted by the Discharger in Annual
Report, due September 15 of each year
Submit workplan and schedule for completion of review,
revision, and implementation of design standards and guidance

Begin the year a
waiver is granted

Submit draft proposal of revised standards and guidance
Incorporate revisions into local process and fully implement site
design standards and guidance
Submit draft conditions of approval document for source control
measures.

September 15, 2003

Implement source control measures guidance document
C.3.1

July 15, 2002

Report findings of new development and significant
redevelopment project numbers, and sizes

Submit literature review

C.3.g

Implementation Date

Revise General Plans as necessary to direct la~nd-use decisions
and require implementation of consistent water quality protection
measures for all development projects
Revise Environmental Review Processes
Begin reporting Group I and 2 Project information in Annual
Reports, and propose enhanced reporting method

March 1, 2002

September 15, 2004
September 15, 2002
March 1,2003
July 1,2005 or at
next scheduled
revision, whichever
is first
March 1. 2003
September 15, 2002

Provision C.14 of Order No. 01-024 is hereby revised to read as follows:
14. This Order expires on June l, 2006. The Dischargers must file a Report of Waste Discharge
in accordance with Title 23, California Code of Regulations, not later than 360 days in
advance of such date as application for reissuanc¢ of waste discharge requirements.
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Fact Sheet
SANTA CLARA VALLEY URBAN RUNOFF POLLUTION PREVENTION PROGRAM

N-PDES PERMIT NO. CAS 029718
AMENDMENT OF PROVISIONS C.3 and C.14 OF ORDER NO. 01-024: NEW AND
REDEVELOPMENT PERFORMANCE STANDARD ENHANCEMENT.
CALIFORNL~ REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
SAN FRANCISCO BAY REGION
1515 CLAY STREET, 14TH FLOOR
OAKLAND, CA 94612

I. Reason for Amendment of Provision C.3 and Provision C.14
The Santa Clara Valley Water District (hereinat~er District), County of Santa Clara, City
of Campbell, City of Cupertino, City of Los Altos, Town of Los Altos Hills, Town of Los
Gatos, City of Milpitas, City of Monte Sereno, City of Mountain View, City of Palo Alto,
City of San Jose, City of Santa Clara, City of Saratoga, and City of Sunnyvale (hereinafter
referred to as the Dischargers) have joined together to form the Santa Clara Valley Urban
Runoff Pollution Prevention Program (hereinafter referred to as the Program). On
February 2 l, 2001 the California Regional Water Quality Control Board San Francisco
Bay Region (hereinat~er referred to as the Regional Board) re-issued waste discharge
requirements (Order 01-024) under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(’NPDES) to the Program to discharge stormwater nan off from storm drains and
watercourses within the Dischargers’ jurisdictions by implementing a Storm Water
Management Plan (hereinafter Management Plan).

Prior to the issuance of Order 01-024, the Dischargers gave their written consent to allow
Provision C.3, concerning new and redevelopment performance standards, to be
considered for amendment to address the "Cities of Bellflower, et. al." decision by the
State Board (State Board Order No. 2000-11). The Dischargers also expressed their
desire to extend the permit expiration date in Provision C. 14 by approximately three
months to allow adequate time for implementation of all the permit’s Provisions.
A Tentative Order has been prepared which would amend Order No. 01-024. The
Regional Board intends to consider adoption of the Tentative Order at a public hearing
that will be held on July 18, 2001 at 9:00 AM in the first floor auditorium at the State
Building located at 1515 Clay Street in Oakland, CA. The Tentative Order, comments
received, and related documents may be inspected and copied at the Regional Board’s
office. For further information contact Janet O’Hara at (510) 622-5681 or
jbo@rb2.swrcb.ca.gov.
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II. Discharge Description and Location
The Dischargers each have jurisdiction over and/or maintenance responsibility for their
respective municipal separate storm drain systems and/or watercourses in the Santa Clara
basin. Discharge consists of the surface runoff generated from various land uses in all the
hydrologic sub basins in the basin which discharge into watercourses, which in turn flow
into South San Francisco Bay.
The quality and quantity of these discharges varies considerably and is affected by
hydrology, geology, land use, season, and sequence and duration of hydrologic event.
Pollutants of concern in these discharges are certain heavy metals, excessive sediment
production from erosion due to anthropogenic activities, petroleum hydrocarbons from
sources such as used motor oil, microbial pathogens of domestic sewage origin from
illicit discharges, certain pesticides associated with the risk of acute aquatic toxicity,
excessive nutrient loads which may cause or contribute to the depletion of dissolved
oxygen and/or toxic concentrations and dissolved ammonia, and other pollutantswhich
may cause aquatic toxicity in the receiving waten.
IIl. General Rationale
6. Water Quality Control Plan, San Francisco Bay Basin, June 21, 1995 (Basin
Plan).
7. The Urban RunoffManagement, Comprehensive Control Program section of the
Basin Plan requires the Dischargers to address existing water quality problems
and prevent new problems associated with urban runoffthrough the development
and implementation of a comprehensive control program focused on reducing
current levels of pollutant loading to storm drains to the maximum extent
practicable. The Basin Plan comprehensive program requirements are designed to
be consistent with federal regulations (40 CFR 122-124) and are implemented
through issuance of NPDES permits to owners and operators of storm drain
systems. The Dischargers, having jurisdiction over and/or maintenance
responsibility for storm drains and water courses within their boundaries, have
assumed responsibility for complying with the Basin Plan’s requirements. The
permit recognizes submittal of the Programs’ Urban Runoff Management Plan
(Management Plan) as the Dischargen’ Comprehensive Control Program and
requires implementation of the Management Plan.
The Management Plan describes a framework for management of stormwater
discharges. The 1997 Management Plan describes the Program’s goals and
objectives and contains Performance Standards, which represent the baseline level
of effort required of each oft he Dischargers. The Performance Standard and
Supporting Documents for Planning Procedures for new development are
contained in Attachment 1.

2
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6. The Basin Plan identifies the beneficial uses ofwaters and establishes water
quality objectives necessary to protect these beneficial uses that apply to era’rain
receiving waters within the Dischargers’ boundaries. These water quality
objectives serve as receiving water limitations for waters that receive discharges
of pollutants.
7. Several sect~.ons’ofthe Clean Water Act (CWA) and implementing federal
regulations pertain to requirements that MS4 dischargers control stormwater
discharges from new development and redevelopment:
8. CWA 402(p)(3)(B)(ii) - Prohibit Non-Storm Water: The CWA requires in
section 402(p)(3)(B)(ii) that a stormwater program "shall include a
requirement to effectively prohibit non-stormwater discharges into the storm
sewers."

9. CWA 402(p)(3)(B)(iii) - Require Controls: The CWA requires in section
402(p)(3)(B)(iii) that a stormwater program "shall require controls to reduce
the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable, including
management practices, control techniques and system, design and engineering
methods, and such other provisions as the Administrator or the State
determines appropriate for the control of such pollutants."
10. 40 CFR 122.26(d)(2)(iv)(A)(2) - Enforce Controls on New Development
and Significant Redevelopment: Federal NPDES regulations have required
since 1990 that Dischargers utilize "planning procedures including a master
plan to develop, implement and enforce controls to reduce the discharge of
pollutants from Municipal S~parate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s) which
receive discharges from areas of new development and significant
redevelopment."

IV. Specific Rationale
Provision C.3 calls for the enhancement of the Dischargers’ existing Performance
Standard for Planning Procedures (Attachment 1) to addzess the post-construction and
some construction phase impacts of new and redevelopment projects on storm water
quality. The Performance Standard enhancement is intended to address impacts of
these projects to downstream beneficial ~ from both pollutants and changes in
amount and timing of storm water runoff, such as increases in peak runoffflow and
duration that can cause increased erosion of streams banks and channel.
Provision C.3 calls for enhancement of this existing performance standard to increase
the effectiveness of existing implementation, primarily by: (1) setting volume and
flow based hydraulic sizing criteria for stormwater treatment measures, (2) setting
minimum sizes of new development and redevelopment projects which must employ
the treatment measures, (3) creation of a program to assure the adequate operation and
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maintenance of treatment measures occurs, (4) creation of standards for source
control measures (such as covered dumpster areas) and site design measures which
can lead to reduced impervious surface for a given equivalent land use, and (5) a
requirement that the Dischargers develop a process and criteria to limit changes in the
runoffhydrograph for new and redevelopment, where those changes could have a
harmful effect on downstream beneficial uses by excessive erosion of the bed and
bank of downstream watercourses.
6. Development Project Approval Process: Incorporating post-construction B,~st
Management Practices (BMPs) into n~w development and redevelopment during
project planning and approval is an effective means for controlling pollutants in
urban runoff. The United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA)
finds review of development plans during the project approval process necessary,
stating: "Proposed stormwater management programs should include planning
procedures for both during and after construction to implement control measures
to ensure that pollution is reduced to the maximum extent practicable in areas of
ne~v development and redevelopment. Design criteria and performance standards
may be used to assist in meeting this objective. A municipality should describe
how it plans to implement the proposed standards (e.g., through an ordinance
requiring approval of storm water management programs, a review and approval
process, and adequate enforcement)." For these reasons, the draft revised
Provision C.3 includes a requirement for the development project approval process
to implement the stormwater management requirements of Provision C.3.
7. New and Redevelopment Project Categories: The definition of Group 1
Projects is intended to include an area of additional impervious surface from new
and redevelopment that will have a potential to introduce significant additional
pollutants to receiving waters and/or cause a significant change in the runoff
hydrograph, which has potential to impact downstream watercourse beneficial
uses by significant increased erosion of bed and banks of the watercourse. The
definition of significant redevelopment is intended to include projects in which
the magnitude of the rework of an existing built project is such that the cost of the
addition of structural treatment measures, site design measures, and source control
measures would be a reasonably small percentage of the overall project cost. In
addition, significant redevelopment may include removal and replacement of
structures that would present a practical opportunity for overall improvements to
the long-term stormwater pollutant runoff condition of the site.
8. Numeric Sizing Criteria - Volume & Flow Basis: The American Society of
Civil Engineers (ASCE) and the Water Environment Federation (WEF) have
recommended a numerical BMP design standard for stormwater that is derived
from a mathematical equation to maximize treatment of nmoff volume for water
quality based on rainfalF runoff statistics and which is economically sound
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(ASCE/WEF 1998)J The maximized treatment volume is cut-offat the point of
diminishing returns for rainfall/runoff fi’equency. On the basis of this ~uation
the maximized runoff volume for 85 percent treatment of annual runoff volumes
in California can range fi’om 0.08 to 0.86inch depending on the imperviousness
of the watershed area and the mean r~nfall.2
Other methods of establishing numerical BMP design standards include:
(i) Percent treatment of the annual runoff; (ii) Full treatment ofnmofffi’om
rainfall event dlual to or less than a predetermined size; and (iii) Percent
reduction in runoffbased on a rainfall event of standard size.3 These numerical
design standards have been applied to development planning in Puget Sound,
WA; Alexandria, VA; Montgomery County, MD; Denver, CO, Orlando, FL
Portland, OR; and Austin, TX. The City of Seattle requires that where n~v
development coverage is 750 square feet or more, storm water detention be
provided based on a 25 year storm return frequency and a peak discharge rate not
to exceed 0.2 cubic foot per second.4 Additionally, for projects that add more
than 9,000 square feet in developmental coverage, the peak drainage water
discharge rate is limited to 0.15 cubic feet per second per acre for a two-year
storm. The City of Denver requires new residential, commercial, and industrial
developments to capture and treat the 80th percentile nmoffevent. This capture
and proper treatment is estimated to remove 80 to 90 percent of the annual TSS
load, which is a surrogate measure for heavy metal and petroleum hydrocarbon
pollutants.5
Some States have established numerical standards for sizing stormwater treatment
BMPs for new development and significant redevelopment. The State of
Maryland has established stormwater numerical criteria for water quality of 0.9 to
1 inch and BMP design standards in a unified approach combining water quality,
stream erosion potential reduction, groundwater recharge, and flood control
objectives.6 The State of Florida has used numerical criteria to require treatment
of storm water from new development since 1982 including BMPs sized for 80
percent (95 percent for impaired waters) reduction in annual total suspended
solids load derived from the 90 percent (or greater for impaired waters) annual

i In UYuan Runoff Quality Management, WEF Manual of Prac~c~ No. 23. ASCE Manual and Report on Engins~ing
Practice No. 87. WEF, Alexandria, VA; ASCE. Reston, VA. 259 pp. (1998).
z z Sizing and Design Criteria for Storm Water Treatment Control, Pre~entetJon to California Ston~ Water Quality Ta~k
Force, November 13, 1998, Sacramento, CA. La~. RoesneL Camp Dresser McK~.
3 Sizing and Design Cdteria for St~’mwater Quality Infrastructure, Pr~’,entet~on at California Regionsl Water Quality
Control Board Wod,,~,hop on Standard Ua~an Storm Water MilJgetion Plans, August 10, 1999, Alhambra, CA., R.A.
Brasl~ear, Camp Dresser ~.
4 City of Seattle Municipal Code, Chapter 22.802.015 - Storm water, drainage and erosion ¢onttol r~luk’em~nte.
s Urban Sto~n Drainage, Criteria Manual - Volume 3, Best Mansgeme~t Prac~::el, Urban Drainsge and Iqood ~
District, Denver, CO (199g). Manual pto~de~ detail design c~tetia for new dev~t for ~e Denv~" Matto~iten
e Mawland Storm Water Design Manual - (Ma~and Department of ~ Environment 2000).. ~ Florida D~
Manual: A Guide to ~ound Land and Water Management (Flonda Department of Environmental Protection l~xx). Tbe
manual describes structural and no~sttucturel construction and I:X~t consttuc~k~ BMP$ design criteria.
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runofftreatment volume method for watt" quality.7 The State of Washington has
proposed at least six different approaches of establishing stormwater numerical
mitigation criteria for new development that adds 10,000 square feet of
impervious surface or more for residential development and 5,000 square feet of
impervious surface or more for other types of development,s The mitigation.
criteria options include the 90th percentile 24-hour rainfall event and the six
month 24-hour rainfall event.
On a national l~vel, the USEPA is planning to standardize minimum BMP design
and performance criteria for stormwater treatment BMPs under Title ~ of the
Clean Water Act and will likely build from the experience of effective state and
local programs to establish national criteria.9 The USEPA, based on the National
Urban Runoff Program, supports the first half-inch of rainfall as generating first
flush runoff. First flush runoff is associated with the highest pollutant
concentrations, and not pollutant load. The USEPA considers the first flush
treatment method, the rainfall volume method, and the runoff capture volume
method as common approaches for sizing of water quality BMPs.
9. Operation and Maintenance of Treatment Measures: All treatment BMPs
require some degree of maintenance in order to remain effective for pollutant
removal long term. It is the duty of the Dischargers to ensure that adequate and
appropriate maintenance and operation occurs, whether the systems are
maintained by a public or private entity. Tiffs assurance may take the form ofan
inspection of a random subset of treatment measures in a given year, with
effective follow-up.
10. Limitation on Increase of Peak Storm Water Runoff Discharge Rates: New
development and redevelopment can impact water quality and beneficial uses of
waters by altering a watershed’s patterns of runoff and particularly by increasing
the rates, durations, and frequencies of peak flows. These alterations to runoff
patterns, or "hydromodification," result from the addition of impervious surfaces
such as rooftops, roads, parking lots, and sidewalks, and the construction of an
efficient storm drain system, replacing previously undeveloped land in a
watershed. The land use changes associated with urbanization increase the total
volume of runoff and increase the speed with which runoff is conveyed to
receiving waters.
7 Stoan Water Management in Washington State Volumes 1 - 5. Public Review Draft (WasNngton Department of
Ecology 1999). The+volumes 1,3 and 5 are most relevant to new development standards and cover Hydrologic and Flow
Control Designs, Minimum Technical Requirements and Treatment BMPs. The volumas will be adopted as statewide
standards in early 2000 after completion of public hearings accocding to the agency.
s Ston, n Water Management in Washington State Volumes 1 - 5. Public Review Draft (Washington Department of
Ecok)gy 1999). The volumes 1,3 and 5 am most relevant to new develoi:,’nent standards and cover Hydrotogic and Flow
ConVOI Designs, M~nimum Technical Requirements and Treatment BMPs. The volumes will be adol:)t~l as statowide
standards in eady 2000 after completion of public hearings according to l~e agency.
~ Storm Water Phase II Final Rule - 64 Fad. Reg. 68759. See USEPA’s discussion on onstruction and post-conslruc~on
BMP requirements for Phase II. ~ A Watershed Approach to Utt)an Runoff:. Handbook for Deci~onmakem, Tetlne
Institute and USEPA Region 5 (1996). See discussion on s~.ing rules for water quality purpoass, p 36.
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Increases in flows from impervious surfaces associated with urbanization can
result in:)°
6. Increases in the number ofbankfull events and increased peak flow rates;
7. Sedimentation and increased sediment transport;
8. More frequent flooding;
9. Stream bed scouring and habitat degradation;
10. Stream channel widening and shoreline erosion, including threats to
infrastructure (e.g., bridges, utility line crossings, and adjacent roads) and
existing strtlctures (e.g., homes, businesses, fences, etc.);
11. Decreased stream baseflow;
12. Aesthetic degradation; and,
13. Changes. in stream morphology.
This section requires appropriate control of both changes in peak discharge rates
and durations. Efforts to mitigate these impacts in other areas, including Ontario
and British Columbia, Canada, and Maryland, initially focused on reducing the
increases only in peak flows. However, this approach was often ineffective, and
sometimes exacerbated the problems it attempted to solve, by reducing the peak
W flo
11 s. To appropriately address
flow, but increasing the duration oferostve
hydromodification impacts, it is necessary to address changes to both peak flows
and the duration of erosive flows. Thus, this section requires, under certain
circumstances, limits on urban runoff flows from new and redevelopment
projects. Further, this section recognizes that while the impacts it describes are
accepted, the exact runoff control requirements necessary to address those impacts
may vary by creek location, condition, and other factors, and therefore requires
development of a Hydromodification Management Plan to better address
appropriate management of these changes.
6. Exemption or Waiver Based on Impracticability and Compensatory
Mitigation: In certain circumstances, after all reasonable options have been
t0 Selected references reviewed for this section include:
, "The Importance of Imperviousness," in Watershed.. Protection. Techniques.

.1(3)" p.100-1. .11.,

Booth, Derek B., June 1990. "Stream Channel Inctston Following Drainage-Basra Urbamzauon, Paper
No. 89098, Water Resources Bulletin 26(3), p.407-417.

Brown, Kenneth B., "Housing Density and Urban Land U*e at Indicators of Stream Quality," in Watershed
Protection Techniques 2(4). p.735-739.
Hollis, G.E., 1975. "The Effect of Urbanization on Fioodt of Different Recurrence Interval," Water
Resources Research (1975). p. 431-435.
Klein, Richard D., August 1979. "Urbanization and Stream Quality Impairment," Paper No. 78091, Water
Resources Bulletin 15(4), p.945~963.
U.$. Environmental Protection Agency, 1999. Preliminary Data Summary of Urban Storm Water Best
Management Practices. EPA-821-R-99-012. pA-24 to 4-26.
Washington State Department of Ecology, August 2000. Stormwater Management Manual for Western
Washington (Final Draft), Publication 99-I 1. Volumes I and IlI.
t l MacRae, C.P,., ~1996. "Experience from morphological research on Canadian Streams: Is control of the
two-year frequency runoff event the best basis for stream channel protection?"
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examined by a project proponent and the Discharger, it may be determined that
key aspects of this Provision, primarily structm’al post-construction, treatment
measures designed to operate for the life of the project, are infeasible to integrate
into the project. This section allows the Discharger to make this determination
under criteria described. It also provides that the Discharger may petition to
expand the allowable criteria. If such a determination is made by the Discharger,
the project proponent’s cost savings: arrived at by comparison to similar projects,
must be applied to the removal of stormwater pollutants through tream~ent
measures elsewhere, preferably in the same catchment or watershed.
7. Alternative Certification of Adherence to Design Criteria for Stormwater
Treatment Measures: This mechanism for review of designs by a competent
party is intended to assist Dischargers in the period when they are developing inhouse expertise on review of these project elements.
8. Limitations on Use of Infiltration Treatment Measures - Infiltration and
Groundwater Protection: The use of infiltration, where feasible and safe from
the standpoint of structural integrity, must also pose no significant threat to
beneficial uses of groundwater.
9. Site Design Measures Guidance and Standards Development: The
Dischargers have previously participated, through the Bay Area Stormwater
Managers Agencies Association, in the preparation of the "Start at the Source" site
design guidance. This section seeks to more f~lly incorporate these site design
principles into the Dischargers’ local site design guidance and standards.
10. Source Control Measures Guidance Development: Many of the Dischargers
have already developed planning guidance for this element, but review and
augmentation of these efforts is appropriate.
11. Revise General Plans: The US EPA finds that the Discharger "must thoroughly
describe how the municipality’s comprehensive plan is compatible with the stonn
water regulations" (1992). To achieve this, the Dischargers shall incorporate
water quality and watershed protection principles and policies into their General
Plans (or equivalent plans). US EPA supports addressing urban runoffproblems
in General Plans (or equivalent plans) when it states "Runoffproblems can be
addressed efficiently with sound planaing procedures. Master Plans,
Comprehensive Plans, and zoning ordinances can promote improved water quality
by guiding the growth of a community away from sensitive areas and by
restricting certain types of growth (industrial, for example) to areas that can
support it without compromising water quality" (2000).
The principles included in the revised Provision C.3 item 11 incorporate basic
measures that have been found to minimize pollutants in urban runoff from new
development and redevelopment.
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12. Revise Environmental Review Processes: Consideration of the effects ofnew
development and redevelopment on water quality during project approval processes
will help ensure that potential water quality problems resulting from the
development are identified and addressed. The US EPA finds that "Proposed storm
water management prograns should include planning procedures for both during
and after construction to implement cona’ol measures to ensure that pollution is
reduced to the maximum extent practicable in areas of new development and
redevelopment. Design criteria and performance standards may be used to assist in
meeting this objective" (1992). The US EPA further finds that "The municipality
should consider storm water controls and structural controls in planning, zoning,
and site or subdivision plan approval" 0992). Provision C.3 requires the
Dischargers’ CEQA initial study checklists be revised to include consideration of
water quality effects from new development or redevelopment.
13. Annual Reporting including New Development Pesticide Reduction
Measures: Federal NPDES regulations 40 CFR 122.26(d)(2)(iv) require each
Discharger to develop and implement an urban runoff management program. The
SFRWQCB must assess the urban runoff management program (URMP) to ensure
that it is adequate to prohibit non-storm water discharges and reduce pollutant
discharges to and from the MS4 to the maximum extent practicable. In order to
assess the urban runoffmanagement program, each Discharger must submit an
annual report describing the activities it undertook to meet the requirements of
this Provision. The Annual Reports can also be useful tools for the Dischargers.
Annual Reports provide a focus to review, update, or revise the URMP on an
annual basis. Successful and unsuccessful measures can be identified, helping to
focus efforts on areas or issues that provide the greatest results. Areas or issues
that have received insufficient efforts can also be identified and improved.
14. Implementation Schedule: All of the implementation dates for this provision.are
presented in this table.
:

15. Provision C.14 Expiration Date: The expiration date is extended by
approximately three months to allow adequate time for implementation of the
Tentative Order.

V.

Written Comments
The formal written comment period for this Tentative Order will close at 5 PM on
June 18, 2001. The Regional Board intends to consider the Tentative Order and any
revisions made in response to comments at its July 18, 2001 meeting.
Contact for this Amendment:
Regional Water Quality Control Board
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¯

1515 Clay Street, Suite 1400, Oakland, California 94612
ATTN: Janet O’Hara

FAX: (510) 622-5681
e-mail: jbo@rb2.swreb.ca.gov
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REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
SAN FRANCISCO BAY REGION
STAFF REPORT
To:

Loretta K. Barsamian
Executive Officer

From: Janet O’Hara
Keith H. Lichten
Dale Bowyer
Watershed Management Division

SUBJECT:

Date: July I0, 2001

File No. 2182.05 (J’BO, KHL,
DCB)

Workshop on Tentative Order Amending the New and Redevelopment
Performance Standard in Provision C 3 of the Santa Clara Valley Urban
Runoff Pollution Prevention Program NPDES Permit.

Executive Summary
The NPDES permit for the Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program
(Program) was reissued at the Board’s February 2001 meeting, with the previous permit’s new and
redevelopment performance standard, Provision C 3, retained as an enforceable placeholder.
Update of Provision C 3 was deferred with the Program Co-permittees’ consent at that time. This
deferral has allowed time for further meetings and discussions with the Co-permittees and other
interested parties, and subsequent circulation for public comment on May 18, 2001, of the Tentative
Order for NPDES Permit Amendment to update Provision C 3 of the Program’s permit.
As indicated in Finding 17 of the reissued permit, the Program Co-permittees consented to
reopening the permit to address revisions to Provision C 3. As such, the Tentative Order would
amend the permit to update the new and redevelopment performance standard to more effectively
address impacts of new and re-development projects to downstream beneficial uses from both
pollutants in stormwater runoffand sediment erosion in streams caused by changes in the amount
and timing of stormwater runoff. The Tentative Order is also intended to address the "Cities of
Bellflower, et. al." decision by the State Board in October 2000. The Tentative Order would amend
Provision C 3 to include requirements that certain sizes of new and re-development projects include
stormwater treatment measures, that those measures be properly maintained for the life of the
project, that the measures be designed to treat an optimal volume or flow ofstormwater runoff from
the project site, and that significant changes in the way runoff occurs due to any increase in
impervious surface created by the project not adversely erode creekbeds and banks downstream
from the project.
The workshop at the Board’s July meeting will allow Board staffto further describe the
amendment of Provision C 3 to the Board and interested public, and will open the public hearing on
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the amendment. Staffhntend to revise the Tentative Order as appropriate based on comments
received to date and those made in the public hearing, respond to comments made on Provision C 3
in response to the public notices of October 2000 and May 2001, and prepare a Revised Tentative
Order for Board consideration at its August 2001 meeting.
Introduction
New and re-development projects present opportunities to efficiently implement measures to
reduce the pollutant impacts of stormwater runoff for the life of the newly built projects. Such
measures can be and have been completed at a reasonable cost, and can be integrated into the urban
and suburban landscape in an aesthetic and unobtrusive manner. The concept of reducing
stormwater impacts for the ]ii~e ot’a project, including its more technical aspects of design criteria,
has been known and widely discussed and implemented for years. The countywide municipal
stormwater permitted programs in this Region, including the Program, have worked with Board
staff since at least 1993 to develop appropriate technical and conceptual guidance for clean
stormwater runoff from new and r~-development projects. The challenge remains to ensure
consistent and cost-effective implementation of measures that control stormwater pollution and flow
to the maximum extent practicable - that is the intent of amending Provision C 3.
We have worked with the Program Co-permittees and other interested parties to develop this
amendment through the wide circulation of draft versions of the amendment and through meetings
with interested stakeholders on several occasions. While the Co-permit’tees have stated that the
proposed amendment has been improved in some respects as a result of these meetings, the
Tentative Order containing the amendment has still drawn significant concern and comment among
the Co-perrnittees and from environmental groups. The Co-permittees’ primary comments are that
the costs and complexity of implementation will discourage development and redevelopment, the
modem life-blood of cities. In addition, the environmental group commenters are not yet satisfied
with the Tentative Order; their concerns include that too much time is allowed for implementation
of the requirements in the amendment and that the amendment covers fewer types of projects than
previous versions, in its first years of implementation. We anticipate further revision of the
Tentative Order will help create language that is as clear and workable as possible.
In this report, we summarize the development of the technical and regulatory approaches of
addressing the stormwater runoff pollutant impacts of new development, and make it clear that the
Co-permittees have been involved in the development and consideration of these approaches for
nearly a decade. Besides the years ofwork in this Region, we mention similar efforts in other
California regions and other states in the nation. We discuss the nature of the water quality problem
and how the amendment will use the opportunities presented by new development and significant
redevelopment to reduce adverse water quality impacts from stormwater runoff. We also describe
the major comments received and revisions to the Tentative Order that staffare currently
considering to address them.
History and Background of New and Redevelopment Urban Runoff Regulation
In writing the Clean Water Act (CWA), Congress stated, "...the objective of this Act is to
restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation’s waters" (86
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Star. 816 §I01). Congress’ goal is commonly referred to as making all waters fishable, swimmable,
and drinkable.
The CWA initially focused on achieving this objective through control of point sources of
polluted water (e.g., oil refineries, sewage treatment plants, and other large wastewater sources).
Water quality was significantly improved throughout the 1970s and 1980s by controlling these point
source, or "large pipe", discharges. However’, large percentages of the nation’s waters reraained
impaired--impairment due primarily to non-point sources, such as urban storm water runoff. As a
result, when Congress amended the CWA in 1987, it included a much stronger focus on non-point
source pollution, including urban runoff. In fact, urban runoffwas declared a "point source" and
brought into the federal NPDES permit regulatory sphere. In California, the regional boards are
mandated to issue federal NPDES permits. The municipal stormwater programs in this Region,
including the sections on new and redevelopment, are a result of the 1987 CWA amendments.
As described below, detailed Best Management Practice (BMP) guidance and design
materials for new and redevelopment nmofftreatment have been available for a number of years.
Since the early 1990s, Board staff, working with the Bay Area urban runoffprograms and their
consultants, have prepared guidance materials to help address the impacts of new and redevelopment projects. These guidance materials substantially covered the requirements and issues
addressed in the proposed amendment to Provision C 3.
1987
The CWA was amended, with particular focus placed on urban runoff, including runoff from new
and redevelopment projects. The 1987 CWA amendments require a municipal stormwater program
to "require controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable
(MEP)." [CWA 402(p)(3)(B)(iii)]
Regulations issued by U.S. EPA in 1990 in response to the 1987 CWA amendments require that
municipal urban runoff programs include:
¯ "...[a] description of planning procedures...to develop, implement and enforce controls
to reduce the discharge of pollutants from municipal separate storm sewers which receive
discharges from areas of new development and significant redevelopment.." [40 CFR
122.26(d)(2)(iv)(A)(2)] and,
¯

"...[a] description of maintenance activities and a maintenance schedule for structural
controls to reduce pollutants (including floatables) in discharges from municipal separate
storm sewers." [40 CFR 122.26(d)(2)(iv)(AX1)]

1993
¯ U.S. EPA publishes the "Guidance Specifying Management Measures for Sources of
Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal Waters," a guide that identifies BMPs like those addressed in
the present permit, includes information on urban runoff impacts, BMP pollutant removal
efficiency, and BMP cost. The Guidance identifies both chemical pollutants and runoff
hydrograph changes leading to excess creek erosion as significant urban runoffimpacts.
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¯ The State Stormwater Quality Task Force, an association of urban runoffprograms in
California, publishes the "Califomia Storm Water Best Management Practice Handbooks.’"
These BMP Handbooks are funded in part by entities including the Bay Area municipal
urban runoff programs, the Santa Clara Valley Water District, and the State Board. The
BMP Handbooks include:
¯ A discussion on the impacts of urban runoff pollutants and erosion caused by
changes in runoff associated with development;
¯
Detailed information on source control BMPs;
¯
Detailed design information for treatment controls like extended detention ponds and
vegetated swales; and,
¯
Notice that maintenance of controls is "very important."
1994
¯ Regional Board staff release the "Staff Recommendations for New and Redevelopment
Controls for Storm Water Programs.’" These Staff Recommendations:
¯ Were prepared through a public stakeholder process that included the Bay Area
municipal urban runoffprograms and other interested parties, working through the
Bay Area Storm Water Management Agencies Association (BASMAA)
Development Subcommittee;
¯
Describe the key components that should be included in an effective new and
redevelopment performance standard of a municipal storm water management plan;
¯
Include components that are included in the proposed amendment to Provision C 3,
and form the basis for the Program’s new and redevelopment permit standards,
including:.
o Use of source controls, site planning and design BMPs, and la-eatment
controls;
Use ofregional treatment facilities to address treatment more efficiently than
o
on a project-by-project basis;
Establishment of an inspection, operation, and maintenance program for
o
BMPs;
o
Minimizing hydromodification resulting fi’om urbanization, and specifically
maintaining the pre-development peak flow and average volumes at pr~development levels;
Lists of BMPs, including source controls, treatment controls, etc.; and,
o
Incorporation of BMP recommendations by cities into their local planning
o
processes, including addressing impacts in CEQA; and,
¯
Specify a recommended schedule for municipalities to update their planning and
building ordinances to implement the Staff Recommendations.
¯ The Alameda and Contra Costa Urban Runoff Programs publish the "Final Bay Area
Preamble to the California Storm Water Best Management Practice Handbooks and New
Development Recommendations." This Preamble:
¯ Provides a step-by-step procedure for using the Board’s Staff Recommendations and
the state BMP Handbooks;
¯
Provides straightforward guidance regarding the BMP selection process;
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¯
¯

Defines the applicability of individual BMPs to the Bay Area, and includes some
sizing information, including detention basin sizing curves for Alameda and Contra
Costa counties, based on local rainfall; and,
Directs the user to appropriate local agencies for further information.

1995-1997
The Program’s NPDES permit, as reissued in 1995, required a Performance Standard for New
Development Planning Procedures be developed by September l, 1996, and submitted to the
Executive Officer. The fina~l "model" Performance Standard, dated November 12, 1996, "defined
the level of implementation that municipal agencies must attain in order to demonstrate that their
land use planning and development plan review and approval processes control stormwater quality
impacts to the maximum extent practicable." Using the "’model" Performance Standard, each
Program Co-permittee developed and certified compliance with its own performance standard by
mid-1997. The Performance Standard states that:
¯ The Co-perrnittee has adequate legal authority to implement new development control
measures as part of its development plan review and approval procedures;
¯ Developers are provided information on site design guidelines and BlViFs for stormwater
pollution prevention early in the application process;
¯ The CEQA and NEPA review processes will address stormwater quality impacts during the
life of the project;
¯ Developers of projects with significant stormwater pollution potential are required to
mitigate impacts through proper site planning and design techniques and/or addition of
permanent stormwater quality control measures;
¯ Developers of projects with permanent structural stormwater controls are required by the
Co-permittee to establish and provide for operation and maintenance of such controls; and,
¯ The Co-permittee provides annual training to its planning, building, and public works staffs
on planning procedures, design guidelines, and BMPs for stormwater pollution prevention.
Annual Reports prepared by the Co-permittees show that permanent stormwater control measures
are implemented at some development projects, indicating at least some acceptance of feasibility.
However, the number of new development projects implementing such controls is relatively small
overall, and where controls are implemented, often the least effective systems are installed with no
serious consideration of treatment capacity and maintenance, and some Co-perrnittees have required
very few projects to implement storrnwater control measures.
1997 and 1999
BASMAA publishes "Start at the Source," a site planning and design guidance manual for
storrnwater quality protection. The manual is developed in a public stakeholder process that
includes the local urban runoffprograms, Board staff, and other interested parties. The revised
1999 edition includes:
¯
Detailed information on BMPs, including source controls, site design measures, and
treatment controls;
¯
Information on planning and zoning measures to help address urban runoff impacts;
¯
A discussion of numerical sizing criteria for treatment conU’ols. The stakeholder
group cannot agree on a criterion, so while there is a discussion of the issue, no
number or agreed-upon sizing method appears in the published book; and,
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Other information, including a discussion ofhydromodification as an impact of
urban-runoff.
Water Quality Impacts of Urban Runoff from New Development
The water quality impacts of urbanization and stormwater discharges have been summarized
by several recent U.S. EPA reports.! Urbanization causes changes in hydrology and increases
pollutant loads, which adversely impact water quality and impair the beneficial uses of receiving
waters. Specifically, urbanization affects stormwater ranoffby increasing the following:
¯ The concentrations and types of pollutants found in stormwater,
¯ The loads of pollutants carried and their transfer rates into receiving waters; and,
¯ The volumes and rates of surface runoff.2
Nationwide and Bay Area monitoring of stormwater, some of it accomplished through years
of effort and expense by Program Co-permittees, has indicated that stormwater contributes to
exceedance of state and federal water quality criteria for such pollutants as pathogen indicators
(e.g., fecal coliform and streptococcus), heavy metals (e.g., lead, copper, and zinc), and pesticides
(e.g., diazinon). Further, stormwater discharges can exhibit both acute and chronic toxicity to
aquatic life, and can chronically impair aquatic life. Other impacts include: human health impacts
from coming into contact with polluted water while swimming, surfing, or wading, or eating
contaminated fish and other seafood; creation of a visual nuisance by trash, oil and grease, and other
pollutants accumulating in waters; and smothering of aquatic habitat from the discharge of sediment
from construction sites or poorly designed and constructed storm water conveyances.3
Increases in population density and imperviousness result in changes to stream hydrology.’*
These changes can result in impacts including:
t Storm Water Phase HReport to Congress (USEPA 1995); Report to Congress on the Phase HStorrn Water
Regulations (USEPA 1999); Coastal Zone Management Measures Guidance (USEPA 1993);
~ Urban Drainage Criteria Manual (Denver Urban Drainage and Flood Conlxol Dislrict 1999), voL 3.
3 Summaries of pollutant loading and impact data can be found in, for example, Fundamentals of Urban Runoff
Management: Technical andlnstitutional Issues, Homer et al. (1994), Terrene Imtitute, Washington, D.C.
More detailed local and ~ational data may be found in:
Loads Assessment Summary Report, Alarr~da Cty. Urban Runoff Clean Water Program (1991), ACFCWD, Hayward;
Water Pollution Aspects of Street Surface Contaminants, USEPA (1972), Doc. No. EPA-R2-72-081;
Water Quality and Biological Effects of Urban Runoff on Coyote Creek, Phase 1, USEPA (1980), Doc No. EPA-600/280-104; and,
Repor~ ro San Francisco District Corps of Engineers on detm~nination of Urban Runoff Dater Quality at Castro l/alley
Creek, Alameda County, California, November 1978-April 1979, Metcalf & Eddy Engineers (1979), Palo AJto.
4 Examples of changes to hydrology include:
1. Increased peak discharges compared to predevelopment levels;
2. Increased volume of storm water runoff with each storm compared to predevelopraent levels;
3. Decreased travel time to reach a receiving water;,
4. Increased frequency and severity of floods;
5. Reduced stream low flows due to reduced level of infillxation;
6. Increased rtmoffvelocity during storms due to a combination ofeffects of higher discharge peaks, rapid time
of concentration, and smoother hydraulic surfaces from channelization; and,
7. Decreased infdwation and diminished groundwater recharge.
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I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Changes in erosion and sedimentation and increased sediment transport;
Increases in the number of stream bankfull flow events and increased peak flow rates;
More frequent flooding;
Stream bed scouring and habitat degradation;
Stream channel widening and shoreline erosion, including threats to infrastructure (e.g.,
bridges, utility line crossings, and adjacent roads) and existing structures (e.g., homes,
businesses, fences, etc.);
6. Decreased stream base flow during dry weather,
7. Aesthetic degradation; and,
8. Changes in stream morphology.

The measures proposed in the Tentative Order can be expected to reduce the discharge of
pollutants to waters of the State. Water bodies within Santa Clara County or to which Santa Clara
County is tributary are listed as impaired for pollutants on the CWA Section 303(d) list. Impairing
pollutants include those for which urban runoff is a significant contributor, including sediment,
copper, nickel, PCBs and diazinon. Total maximum daily load (TMDL) estimates are being
prepared for listed pollutants and water bodies, and the measures required in this Tentative Order
will be significant measures to manage Ioadings to waters, when waste load allocations ar~
developed to implement the TMDLs.
In summary, urban runoffhas been identified as a significant contributor to degradation of
beneficial uses and water quality criteria exceedance. The measures proposed in this Tentative
Order will help reduce detrimental impacts to waters of the State caused by urban runoff from n~v
development and significant redevelopment projects.
Implementation in Other California Regions and Other States
A number of municipalities across the country are presently implementing the BMPs,
planning practices, and other practices similar to those proposed by the Tentative Order. In
addition, projects with measures for site design, source control, or treatment control, and/or
limitations on changes in the nmoffhydrograph, like those included in the Tentative Order, have
been constructed throughout the Bay Area and in at least 25 states.5 L~tters from programs in
Maryland, Florida, and Washington, written to the Los Angeles Regional Board staff during the
development of the Los Angeles Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plans (L.A. SUSMP), and
discussing implementation of numerical standards in those states, are attached (see Attachment A).
Outside of California, numerical design ~d~’ds similar in approach to those in the
Tentative Order apply to development projects in, ~aong other places:

¯ Puget Sound, Washington
¯ Alexandria, Virginia
~ "$tormwaterStrategim: UornmunityReaponaes to RunoffPollut~on,"Natural Resources Defense Council (May 1999),
National Storm Water BMP Database, ASCE/USEPA (revised 2000). Projects recently permir, e.d by the Board,
including residential projects such as the Gale Ranch project in ConWa Costa County and the Blue Rock Country Club
in Alameda County, and commercial/industrial projects such as Catellus’ Pacific Commons project in Fremont and
Pacific Shores in Redwood City, include such measures.
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’ ¯ Montgomery County, Maryland
¯ Denver, Colorado
¯ Orlando, Florida, and
¯ Austin, Texas.
Examples of implementation include:
¯

State of Florida: Since_ 1979, Florida has used numerical sizing criteria (the method for
specifying the runoffrate used to design the proper-sized BMP) for stormwater BMPs,
including BMPs sized to treat 90 percent or greater of average annual runoffwith the goal of
reducing the total suspended solids loadings to waters by 80 percent (95 percent for impaired
waters).
¯ State of Maryland: Since 1982, Maryland has required treatment of 0.9 - 1.0 inch of rainfall
runoff for water quality, and included BMP design standards in a unified approach combining
water quality, stream erosion potential reduction, groundwater recharge, and flood management.
¯ State of Washington, Puget Sound catchment: Since 1992, Washington has required use of
numerical sizing criteria for stormwater BMPs and hydromodification impacts. The criteria are
presently being revised and, when released this summer, are expected to become more stringent,
and to apply to the entirety of western Washington.~ The 1992 standards, while allowing for
differing approaches, required use of numerical hydraulic design standards for new devel,o~pment
and redevelopment projects of 5,000 square feet or larger. Sizing options included the 90
percentile 24-hour rainfall event and the six-month, 24-hour rainfall event.~
¯ Seattle, Washington: Where new development coverage is 750 square feet or more,
stormwater detention must be provided based on a 25-year storm and a peak discharge rate not
to exceed 0.2 cubic feet per second per acre. For projects that add more than 9,000 square feet
in development coverage, the peak drainage discharge rate is limited to 0.15 cubic feet per
second per acre for a 2-year storm.
¯ Denver, Colorado: New residential, commercial, and industrial projects greater than one acre
must capture and treat the 80th percentile runoff event,s This capture and proper treatment are
estimated to remove 80 - 90 percent of the annual total suspended solids (TSS) load. TSS is
viewed as a surrogate measure for heavy metal and p.etroleum hydrocarbon pollutants.
The L.A. SUSMP was affirmed by the State Board in the precedential "Cities of Bellflower,
et. al." appeal decision (State Board Order 2000-011). Following this decision, other California
stormwater permits, e.g., the County of Ventura, the City of Long Beach, and the City and County
of San Diego, contain similar provisions appropriate for local conditions. In addition, draft tentative
orders for Municipal Stormwater Permits containing similar provisions are out for public comment
for Orange County, and for the reissuance of the L.A. County permit. The L.A. County draft
tentative order for permit reissuance, and other adopted orders summarized in Attachment B,
include some more comprehensive elements than the first L.A. SUSMP.
6 "FINAL DRAFT - Stormwater Management Manual for Western Washington, Volume L Minimum Technical
Requirements, "’ Washington State Departm~t of Ecology (August 1999, as r~viscd Jammry 2001).
~ "Storrnwater Program Guidance Manual for the Puget Sound Basin," Washington State Depot of Ecology (July
1992) (Vol. 1, App~lix
t "Stormwater Quality Control Plans: An Information Guide," Denver Department of Public Work~ (2000).
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In summary, numerical design capacity standards and other BMPs similar to those in the
Tentative Order are being successfully implemented in a number of jurisdictions inside and outside
of our State.

Key Components of the Tentative Order for NPDES Permit Amendment Revisinl~ Provision
C 31 including a discussio~r of Maior Comments and Potential Tentative Order Revisions

Maior Stakeholder Comments on the Tentative Order
Comments were received from 39 entities during the May 18 through ~’une 18, 2001, public
comment period, including fiReen entities representing the Co-permittees, two environmental
advocacy groups, fifteen representatives of industry, five other Bay Area public entities, and two
consulting firms. Through the stakeholder process and from the comments received, staffhas
attempted to incorporate in this report discussion, in advance of formal response to comments and
revision of the Tentative Order, some of the major issues stated in those comments, and
recommended or potential revisions of the Tentative Order which may be made in response to some
of the major comments. The most fi’equent comments could be grouped under the following
subjects:
¯ Project size categories and definition of significant redevelopment
¯ Cost of implementation
¯ Implementation schedule
¯ Limitations in changes to nmoffpeak flow and duration
¯ Linkage between Tentative Order requirements and water quality benefits. (This topic is
addressed in previous sections of this Staff Report.)
New Development and Redevelopment Proiect Size Categories
The Tentative Order describes the categories of new and redevelopment projects that would
be subject to the new requirements at the proposed date Of implementation, July 15, 2002. The Copermittees expressed concern that implementing numerically sized treatment BMPs for small
projects would initially be difficult, because of a lack of design resources and consulting help
needed for smaller projects. As a result of this discussion, we included a phased approach, based on
project size, to implementing the numerical sizing criteria, so that experience could be gained with
larger projects before implementing stormwater BM~s at smaller projects. The larger projects,
referred to as Group 1, consist of all new projects that create one acre (43,560 square feet) or more
of impervious area including roof area, and all significant redevelopment projects that encompass
the same area of impervious surface. For this category, stormwater treatment BMPs must be
required during the development approval process by July 15, 2002.
The smaller projects, referred to as Group 2, range from one acre down to 5000 square feet
of impervious area for new development and significant redevelopment projects. Initially, this
group would be subject to all requirements of the amended Provision C 3 except the numeric sizing
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criteria, the operation and maintenance verification, and the limitations on hydrograph change.
Then, in July, 2003, Group 2 merges with Group I, becoming subject to all the requirernents of
Provision C 3. Provision C 3 does not apply to any project below these sizes.
The Co-permittees can propose an alternate minimum size for Group 2, which includes 80%
of new impervious surface built within a typical year, in order to tailor the requirements to the sizes
of new development in their municipalities.
The size categories i~i the Tentative Order differ from those in the precedential L.A. SUSMP
Order. The L.A. SUSMP contains more specific categories that are artifacts of a previous p~mit.
Projects included in the L.A. SUSMP are commercial developments of I00,000 iV or great~’; I0
unit or more residential developments; 5000 fl2 or 25 space parking lots; single family homes on
hillsides; and restaurants and automotive facilities of 5000 ft2 or greater. However, L.A. SUSMP
project sizes are being revised downward. The new draft tentative order to reissue the L.A. permit
includes one-acre sites by March 2003. The current L.A. SUSMP project categories cover fewer
new development projects than would be covered by those specified in our Tentative Order.
The Program has commented that the LA. SUSMP categories are preferable to the
currently proposed categories. However, WaterKeepers has commented that the phasing
approach represents a significant reduction of implementation of the requirements from previous
drafts of the amendment, and the Group 2 projects should be included immediately upon
implementation of this Tentative Order, particularly given the delay in updating Provision C 3.
Significant Redevelopment Definition
The proposed requirements apply to new development projects and to projects that meet the
specifications for "significant redevelopment." The definition of significant redevelopment, which
involves enough capital investment and physical change in an existing developed site so that
stormwater treatment improvements would be a reasonable requirement, has been difficult to
specify. Co-permittees are concerned that urban redevelopment is not impeded by p~’rnit
requirements. We share the Co-permittees’ concern that redevelopment limited to simple
maintenance of structures and pavement should not be included. All parties are interested in
ensuring that these requirements have at least a neutral or positive effect on the sprawl versus smart
growth/urban infill dynamic.
The Program has commented that it prefers the L.A. SUSMP redevelopment definition,
that we consider very similar to our own. In addition, we anticipate revising the Tentative Order
to clarify that strictly interior remodels are excluded.
Numeric Sizing Criteria- Volume and Flow
The Tentative Order includes several equivalent methods to determine the optimum volume
or flow rate of stormwater to be treated by stormwater BMPs. This volume or flow rate is used to
design proper-sized treatment controls. The volume or flow rate is calculated using local rainfall
data and the nmoffcharacteristics of an individual development site. Numeric sizing methods are
intended to assist in the design of stormwater treatment controls by answe~’ing the question: "How
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much stormwater treatment capacity is enough?" In so doing, they provide a level ofpredictability
needed by the builders and engineers tasked to incorporate these controls into their projects. The
numeric sizing criteria do not appear to be controversial. Throughout the stakeholder process, there
has been very little comment focused on the numeric sizing criteria.
The sizing calculations are based on the concept of optimal treatment capacity. With these
methods, the capacity of the treatment devices is as large as it can be before additional capacity is
more expensive than is reasonable. The table and discussion in Attachment C describe this point in
more detail.
The approach in the Tentative Order does not specify use of a particular type of treatment
control system or physical principle. For example, the use of infiltration measures, detention
basins, and/or grassy swales is not required. Rather, the approach directs the appropriate design
capacity or hydraulic sizing of whichever treatment control or controls are selected by a builder.
The builder then applies a sizing method from the appropriate category (e.g., volume-based for
detention basins, flow-based for grassy swales, etc.) to the project
The options will result in treatment of about 80-90% of average annual runoff fi’om a site.
This volume has been determined based on analyses of rainfall patterns to maximize the amount of
runoff treated while minimizing total cost per amount ofnmofftreated.9 Under the proposed
criteria, 80-90% of average annual runoff is treated without the substantial increase in size and cost
of treatment controls that would be necessary to treat the largest storms that comprise the remaining
10 - 20% of average runoff.
The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) and the Water Environment Federation
(WEF) have recommended a numerical BMP design standard for storm water. Their recommended
standard is derived from a mathematical equation to maximize treatment ofnmoffvolume for water
quality based on rainfall/runoffstatistics and is economically sound (ASCE/WEF 1998)J° The
standard is based on analyses of hourly rainfall data in cities across the United States, including San
Francisco, and is reflected in the criteria listed in the proposed amendment.
In summary, the listed numerical criteria provide an important even playing field for those
who will design and build these treatment systems. These technical approaches have been
calculated to provide the most treatment for the least cost.
Operation and Maintenance
In order for the installed treatment systems to function adequately, appropriate long-term
operation and maintenance must occur. For some of the treatment approaches based on landscape
9 Analysis of 13 years of daily rainfall data for Palo Alto and Livermore found that about 90% of average annual nmoffgenerating precipitation was in storms of 1.2 inches in depth or less. On average, only about one storm per year w~s
more than 1.2 inches in depth. Thus, sizing controls to treat the largest storm evems would result in a siginficam
increase in cost without a concomitant increase in pollutant removal. Adapting En~neered Vegetated Swales to the San
Francisco Bay Area ’$ Mediterranean Climate: Law, Design, and Pollutant Removal Effectiveness. Master’s Thesis.
Keith Lichten, University of California, Berkeley (1997).
m In Urban Runoff Quality Management, WEF Manual of Practice No. 23, ASCE Manual and Report on Engineering
Practice No. 87. WEF, Alexandria, VA; ASCE, Reston, VA (1998).
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elements, such as vegetated swales and detention basins, maintenance can be relatively simple. For
many of the measur~ that are more mechanical andexist in below ground vaults, inspection and
maintenance can become more resource intensive. Lack of timely maintenance of such measures
may result in greater water quality impacts than if the measures were never installed.
The Co-permittees are reluctant to take on new municipal maintenance burdens. However,
in some instances, no private entity will be available to assume maintenance responsibility. The
language in the Tentative Order follows an approach wry similar to that used in the L.A. SUSMP
Order, with some improverfwnts. The approach for operation and maintenance assurance in the
Tentative Order also gives the Co-permittees responsibility for an effective inspection program,
checking a subset of installed systems each year, with follow up and enforcement, if necessary, to
assure adequate results. Such an approach is similar to that currently required for the construction
and industrial/commercial components of the Program’s permit.
The Co-permittees have expressed reluctance to approach this issue using the L.A. SUSMP
approach, wldch directs the creation of deed restrictions and CCRs in property U-ansfers to require
appropriate maintenance, because it may be difficult to apply these deed restriction on small,
ministerial projects, which do not receive much city review. 7he Tentative Order may be revised
to exempt these smaller projects from the deed restriction requirement.
Economics of Implementing the Tentative Order’s Requirements
Among the greatest concerns stakeholders have about the Tentative Order is its potential
costs. However, source control, site design, and treatment control BMP requirements for new
development offer a cost-effective strategy to reduce urban runoffpollutant loads to surface waters.
Studies on the economic impacts of watershed protection indicate that stormwater quality
management has a positive or at least neutral economic effect while reducing stormwater pollutant
impacts to the quality of" surface waters.~l
Costs of implementation of the Tentative Order requirements are expected to fall in the
range of 1 - 2% of overall project costs for new or significant redevelopment. This percentage will
vary depending on project type, site design constraints, and the extent to which the Tentative
Order’s requirements are combined with other parts of a project, such as required landscaping. A
simplified example cost estimate is provided in Attachment D.
Innovative project designs that utilize site design and treatment control requirements to
reduce other costs~for example, draining stormwater in surface swales rather than excavating for
and building an underground storm drain system---may even have lower costs than a so-called
"standard" development. Village Homes, constructed in the mid-1970s in Davis, California, is an
example of a single-family residential subdivision project that saved money by consl]’ucting surface
swaies and detention basins instead of underground storm drains. Village Homes’ use of those
~ The F.conoraics of Water~hed Protection, Tom Schueler (1999), Center for Watershed Protection, Endicott, Maryland.
The article summarizes nationwide studies to support the statement that watershed plann~g and stonnwater
management provide positive economic benefits.
Economic Benefits of Runoff Control$, USEPA (1995), Doc. No. EPA 841-S-95-002, discusses the economic benefits of
including stormwater tx~aunem wetlands and wet ponds in projects.
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measures also resulted in improved flood control, higher property values, and increased quality of
life as compared to similarly situated single-family subdivisions.
Some Co-perrnittees have asserted that the Tentative Order will lead to costs of as much as
10% of the new and redevelopment capital expense. While staff does not agree that costs will be
so high, part of this high cost estimate may be based on an interpretation of the interim limitation
on changes to the runoff hydrograph from new development. Staff anticipates modifying this
limitation to conform to L.A. SUSMP in the Revised Tentative Order. Please see the section
below on limitations of hydrograph change.
Stakeholders also assert that the Tentative Order could have a detrimental effect on
downtown urban redevelopment projects, infill, low-cost housing, and "smart growth" initiatives.
However, as shown in the Davis, California, example above, and in much of the literature quoted in
earlier sections of this Staff Report, the requirements of the Tentative Order are compatible with
smart growth concepts and are likely to have positive effects on flood control and property values.
We recognize that Co-permittees may incur some additional staffing costs, depending on
their current level of implementation of the existing performance standard. Most will need to
augment their existing development review processes, and there will be some initial guidance
development and training costs. Information provided in their Annual Reports shows that few Copermittees consistently require new developments to implement storm water treatment BMPs,
despite existing permit requirements.
Based on the results of the Survey of Southern California Stormwater Programs~, some
permitted entities have used existing staffto fulfill requirements, while others have added staff. The
Tentative Order includes a measure to reduce cities’ potential need for additional staff to review
project designs to ensure compliance with the amendment’s requirements. Specifically, it allows
"alternative certification" of compliance. That is, rather than completing review in-house, cities
may defer technical review to a third party, and accept a signed certification from an appropriately
trained and licensed professional that a project design meets the established requirements.
The Co-permit’tees have asked that the "’exemption or waiver based on impractibility"
process, with compensatory mitigation, such as regional treatment facilities, be made more available
than currently written at C 3 g. For very difficult, high-density developments, with high cost of
treatment, some additional waiver criteria may be appropriate, and may reduce some "worst eas~"
costs.

The revision of the Tentative Order with the addition of a waiver provision that allows offsite storm water treatment under certain specific conditions, should ease potential conflicts
between the requirements of the Tentative Order and in-fall or redevelopment, and may also
address some difficult cost issues.
Implementation Schedule
t~ Letter from Donald P. Freitas, Program Manager, Contra Costa Clean Water Program, to Loretta Barsamiau,
Executive Officer; Appendix A of the letter: Survey of Southexn California Stormwater Programs, June 18, 2001.
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The Co-permittees comment that the amount.of time allowed to implemem requirements is
too short in general, and does not recognize the many time consuming steps, including often lengthy
internal review, public participation, CEQA, and other statutory processes that may be required to
implement the Tentative Order requirements. However, WaterKeepers comments that too much
time will pass before implementation occurs.
More time is provided for implementation in this Tentative Order than in previous drafts,
and nearly a year has transpired since the update of the new and redevelopment performance
standard was first raised in the permit reissuance process. While it appears that much of the
concern about the need for’a longer implementation schedule is related to the time needed to adopt
ordinances to establish the agencies’ legal authority to implement the measures, much of that legal
authority should already have been secured in ordinances adopted in response to their existing
permit and performance standards. Co-permittees certified as early as November 1996 that they
have legal authority to implement new development control measures as part of their development
plan review and approval processes.
The schedule in the Tentative Order allows more time for the tasks that are difficult to
complete. For example, a two-year period is provided to complete the Hydromodification
Management Plan to minimize changes to the hydrograph of local creeks and rivers where erosion
impacts can occur. Three years is given to fully implement site design standards and guidance, and
two years are allowed before the smaller projects.defined under Group 2 are included under the
broader requirements for Group I.

The L.A. SUSMP Order allowed six months for any necessary ordinance modifications,
with one additional month to implement requirements. Our Tentative Order allows one year to
implement similar requirements. Los Angeles Regional Board staff reports that the municipalities
did have adequate time to accomplish the required work. Indeed, survey results provided with
stakeholder comments describe" that the City of LOs Angeles, Los Angeles.County,
~sSan Diego
County and the City of San Diego did not require extra time to fulfill reqmrements . Los Angeles
Co-permittees, who completed all necessary ordinance revisions in six months, did not require
CEQA. In many cases, unlike the Program Co-permittees, the Los Angeles Co-permittees had
never previously established ordinances for broad implementation of their stormwater pollution
control programs.
Many of the requirements in the Tentative Order are similar to requirements and
performance standards based on the Program’s 1995 permit. In addition to certifying that they have
had adequate legal authority to implement new development control measures, the Co-permittees, to
some extent, have also required developers of projects with significant stormwater pollution
potential to mitigate impacts through proper site plarmin8 and design techniques and/or addition of
permanent stormwater quality control measures. The existing performance standard also states that
Co-permittees will require developers of projects with permanent structural stormwater controls to
provide for operation and maintenance of such controls. It further requires annual training to
planning, building, and public works staffs on planning procedures, design guidelines, and BMPs
for stormwater pollution prevention. While already required, this is a set of tasks that the Coi~ Letter from Donald P. Freita¢, Program Manager, Contra Costa Clean Water Program, to Loretta Barsamian,
Executive Officer;, Appendix A: Survey of Southern California Stormwater Programs, June 18, 2001.
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permittees comment will now take time and resources to accomplish, as these tasks apparently have
not yet been fully implemented.
Regarding requests for additional time to study the impacts of development on local creeks
and rivers, the large body of studies quoted in previous sections of this Staff Report provide
adequate support that development has detrimental impacts on beneficial uses and water quality,
and that the approach which is already a part of the Program’s Stormwater Management Plan and
existing permit will reduce those impacts.
Regarding requests for more time to comment on the Tentative Order, Board staff’believes
the stakeholder process, while not perfect, has been adequate. The public dialogue concerning the
new development provisions began in 1999 with the NPDES permit reapplication process. A
summary of the steps in the public process is included as Attachment E.
An option for consideration is extension by one year of the date when smaller Group 2
projects would be subject to the stricter requirements of Group J, from the current July 15, 2003
until July 15, 2004. In addition, we will clarify the language on which projects in the plan
approval pipeline are subject to implementation. We will also examine whether, upon adequate
proof of need, extra time for CEQA review and adoption of ordinance enhancement should be
added.
Limitation on Change in Runoff Peak Flow~ and Duration of High Energy,, Flows
Many comments were received on this provision, which limits changes in the peak rate and
duration of high energy, scouring flows in runoff from new development. Changes in the peak rate
and duration of flows have been shown to cause erosion damage to streams. The language initially
used for this provision was not clear enough, and caused serious concern among the Co-permittees.
We currently anticipate revising the Tentative Order so that the interim standard of this
provision is very similar to the LA. SUSMP peak runoff discharge limitation, which is less.
stringent than the current language that requires no change in peak or duration of runoff afler
development.
The present standard requires strict controls on increases to peak flows and durations for a
certain range of storms for new and redevelopment projects, while a more comprehensive approach
to appropriately deal with this impact ofnew development is required to be developed over two
years. This approach is termed the "Hydromodification Management Plan" (HMP) in the Tentative
Order.
The impacts of peak flow and duration increases have long been recognized. This provision
requires, in part, development of liMPs. A significant advantage of developing these plans, as
opposed to specifying a single countywide standard, is that municipalities can look at site- and
creek-specific conditions to determine the flexibility in how much flows can change without
significant impacts to their waterbodies. In addition, the HMP process will determine where it
makes sense to impose stormwater flow BMPs, because many creeks in the County have been so
hardened by previous flood control work that significant changes due to upstream projects will have
little or no impact on sediment erosion. Staffbelieves there will be significant flexibility, which
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will be identified as the HMPs are developed. Meanwhile, the interim approach will be revised to
be more flexible.
Summary of Other Tentative Order Items
The tentative order includes a variety of measures intended to assist implementation of the
amendment’s requirements by revising Co-permittees’ project planning and approval processes.
These measures include development of source control BMP guidance, revising general plans,
ensuring that urban runoff water quality impacts are appropriately addressed in environmental
review processes such as CEQA, and reviewing and revising local site design standards and
guidance to help address urban runoff impacts.
Some of these measures, such as the source control BlVfP guidance, have already been
developed by Bay Area urban runoffprograms. Others will require a more detailed review of
existing city policies. The amendment includes guidance for each of these areas, to help direct the
Co-permittees in completing them. The guidance provides suggestions of areas to address and
questions to consider when completing the reviews and revisions. The guidance items listed in the
tentative order (e.g., examples of particular source controls, questions that could be incorporated
into a city’s environmental review process, etc.) are not required, but are strongly recommended as
starting points for the review process. Staff anticipates that the Co-permittees will be able to use
work that has been completed by other Bay Area stormwater programs, and, further, that the
Program may work together with other stormwater programs to address these issues. This would
help to reduce the amount of work needed to complete these reviews.
Summary, and Conclusions
The Tentative Order is the result of many hours of discussion and consideration with Copermittees and other interested parties, and is largely patterned on the Orders adopted in other
regions of California, and guidance created with the Co-permittees’ involvement over the last two
5-year permit cycles. Staff recognize that some careful revision of the Tentative Order will be
necessary prior to final Board consideration, and we have attempted to present some
recommendations and options for such revisions in this report. Future generations will inherit the
built environment we create today, including both its positive and negative aspects. There is much
we can do, working together, to reduce the impacts to our waters from necessary development.
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ATTACHMENT A
Correspondence From Maryland, Florida And Washington States Regarding
Their Implementation Of Numeric~Design Criteria For Urban Stormwater
Runoff
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MARYLAND’S STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
SUMMARY
Introduction
The State of Maryland has recemly completed the developmem of the "2000 Maryland
Stormwater Design Manual" (Manual). TMs document took nearly 5 years to compose and is
intended to improve the State’s stormwater management program that has been in existence
since 1982. The Marylamt Departmem of the Environment, Water Management Administration
0VIDF.JWMA) provides here a synopsis of Maryland’s program’s evolution over the last 18
years. This sunmmx7 will provide the perspective needed to answer questions regarding
programmatic goals, performance standards, and strengths and weaknesses. Apologies for the
lack of brevity.
Background
Maryland’s stormwater management program was a logical progression from its erosion and
sediment control efforts. The Attorney General of the State declared "sediment" a pollutant in
1969. The next year a statute was passed that required sediment control practices to be
implemented for any earth disturbing activities over 5,000 square feet. Maryland’s erosion and
sediment control program was implemented statewide by local government beginning in 1970.

The next step from controlling runofffrom grading and construction would obviously be
controlling runoffafler development has been completed. This progression then, is stormwater
management. Recognizing that urban runoffwas a conm’buting factor to water quafity
degradation, the Maryland legislature passed the Stormwater Management Act in 1982. This
law, and commensurate regulations adopted the following year, sought to en.~re that predevelopment runoffcharacteristics were maintained after development.
During the mid 1980s when Maryland’s program was ~ conceived and implemented, the
prevailing attitude was that if peak discharge increases caused by urbanization were controlled,
the receiving waters would be protected fi’om excess volume, increased velocities, channel
erosion, sedimentation, flooding, etc. Therefore, Maryland’s program was, and is currently,
based on this flood conlzol perspective. Ourent State regulations require that all new
development project designs include provisions for reducing peak discharge increases for the 2
and 10 year frequency storm events back to pre<levelopment conditions. Clearly, this requires a
best management practice (BMP) approach and typically, the BMP of choice is a pond.
Because of the prevailing attitudes regarding how best to control stormwater (e.g., flood
management), very little specific design criteria were im:luded in Maryland’s stormwater
management program. The approach taken, and the one we work under currently, was a
"preferred practice" list. State regulations require that infiltration be considered first and, if not
feasible, the designer would then progress through a list of BMPs each with lesser water quality
efficiency than the one previous. In latter years, rules-of-thumb for water quality design were
implemented sporadically throughout the State (e.g., one half inch times total site
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imperviousness). However, Maryland still operates under ~ original design criteria (e.g., 2 and
10 year management and the preferred practices list).
Chesapeake Bay Protection and Environmental Awareness
Given the above historical explanation, several points need to be made that will provide other
factors affecting prognu~ implementation and help explain why a major change of philosophy
has been contemplated with the Manual First, it cannot be overemphasized bow much
Chesapeake Bay restoration efforts play on bringing to the forefi~ont environmental concerns,
especially those related to water quality. Chesapeake Bay garners much attention in the State,
region, and, arguably, the world for protection and restoration This was the case in 1983 when
the Six Bay states and Washington, D.C signed the original "Chesapeake Bay Agreement."
Therefore, the protection of this valuable resource was very much a factor for implementing an
urban runoff.program.
Another factor contn’buting to Maryland’s stormwater management program development was
the groundswell of environmental awareness caused primarily by nutrient enrichment of the
Chesapeake Bay. Nutrient reduction goals, wetland protection, and sediment control all served
as catalysts for grass roots organizations to bring to fight the importance of environmental issues.
This public and sometimes political support cannot be overlooked.
Technical Program Improvements Needed

Finally, because of over 12 years of program oversight and experience, changes with our
program were clearly needed in the mid 1990s. Some issues have been mentioned above (e.g.,
no specific water quaiity design standards; too much flood control emphasis). However,
explaining a couple of technical issues related to our program will address questions regarding
stormwatcr management program goals and specific issues such as redevelopment.
As originally conceived, the State program makes no mention ofwhcre new development takes
place. Nor does it specify what land use types are affected. If5,000 square feet of earth is
disturbed with new development, you must address stormwater runoff" This would presumably
include redevelopment or in-fill situations. However, as with most regulatory progrmns,
Maryland’s stormwater regulations contain exemptions and ailow for waivers provided certain
conditions are met. Since 1982, certain projects have been waived depending on hydrological
circumstance~. Three major waiver categories have been allowed and these demonstrate the
flood management program emphasis on which the program was founded. These categories are:
1) L~ t~n a ten percent increase in the pre-development 2 year storm event,
2) Direct discharges to tidewater, and
3) Projectscompletely surrounded by an existing storm drain system of sufficient
capacity to convey the increase in discharge caused by the new development.

The emphasis on peak management and flood control is quite obvious. It was MDE’s want to
change this emphasis when regulatory changes were proposed and the Manual was conceived in
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1995. Beginn~g with the Manual’s composition, the issue ofstormwater control for
redevelopment projects was debated vigorously.
The above waiver provisions that local jurisdictions applied to certain "new development"
caused most redevelopment and in-fill work to avoid BMP implementation. A fast food
restatwant built in the corner of a shopping mall parking lot would surely not change hydrologic
characteristics, especially peak discharge. Additionally. this and similar urban "redevelopment"
would most likely be surrounded by an exi~ing storm drain system of adequate capacity.
Therefore, most redevelopinent is waived under Maryland’s original and current stormwater
regulations. This was an additional reason why ]vIDE felt improvements were warranted.
Summary

Under increased environmental awareness caused by Chesapeake Bay protection concerns,
Maryland instituted a stormwater management program that emphasized peak flood management
for new development projects disturbing 5,000 square feet of earth. Relatively little specifc
water quality control design criteria were included in original regulations as a "prefen’ed
practices" list was used. Wkh an obvious flood control emphasis, most redevelopment projects
were waived because pre-development hydrologic conditions remained after construction
With over 12 years of program implementation experience, a recognition that improved water
quality management was needed, and a need to ellm~nate many waivers ofstormwater
management requirements for such things as redevelopment, MDE developed the "2000
Maryland Stormwater Design Manual." This document, along with major regulatory
modifications, is intended to address many of Maryland’s stormwater management program
weaknesses. When adopted later this year, major improvement to controlling urban runoffis
expected.
POLICY STATEMENT ON CONTROLS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW
DEVELOPMENT AND REDEVELOPMENT IN THE STATE OF MARYLAND
i) Why did your state elect to have requirements on new development and redevelopment?

In 1982, restoration and protection of Chesapeake Bay was one of the most important factora
contn’buting to the development of Maryland’s stormwater management progran~ Heightened
environmental awareness and a recognition that urhm runoffcontributed to water quality
degradation combined to produce a program that emphasized peak flood control Because ofthis
emphasis on peak management, typical redevelopment projects were often waived from
To address various program shortcomings, MDE development the "2000 Maryland Stormwater
Design Manual" (Manual). ~ document is intended to provide better water quality control, an
area not specifically addressed currently. Relative to redevelopment, the choice to impose
requirements was based primarily on "everyone contributes runoff: everyone ought contn’bute
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management." However, a balance between management contn’butions for environmental
purposes, and, practical requirements that make economic sense must be struck. Everyone
should contribute management. However, conventional BMPs (e.g., ponds) are not feasible in
major metropolitan areas where land values prevent typical management strategies. Flexibility is
key.
it’) Does your state have design standards and performance standards for treatment
control BMPs for new development/redevelopment?
Cturently, there are no performance standards for BMPs only design standards. Maryland
requires that BMPs be designed to maintain pre-development peak discharges for the 2 and I0
year storm events in most of the State.
Maryland’s proposed Manual contains both design standards and performance standards. A suite
of design volumes has been developed to address recharge (Re~), water qual~ (WQ,), channel
protection (Cpv), and overbank flood protection (Qp). All of these volumes need to be included
in new development designs. Additionally, BMP performance standards are implicit in
Maryland’s proposed Manual Based on pollutant removal efficiency studies, all BMPs in the
Ma~tual have been equated in terms of efficiency. Ifa BMP is designed according to the criteria
specified in the Manual, an 80% total suspended solids (TSS) and a 40% total phosphorus (P)
reduction will both be realized. In fact, this 80:40 criteria is used to judge whether new
technology is allowed to be u~ed to address the required suite ofvolumes above. If the
proverbial "new mousetrap" can meet 80% TSS and 40% P removal, it can be used as a stand
alone BMP.
iii) Do you have thresholds for new development and or redevelopment (impervious area;
size; etc.) for requirements to apply?
Ira project disturbs 5,000 square feet ofearth in Maryland, the site design must address
stormwater management.
iv) What development categories do the requirements apply to [i.e. commercial; parking
lots; residential, etc.]?
~.
There are no specific development categories. If you disturb 5,000 square feet with ~ new
development, you automatically are included. State regulations, however, do "exempt"
v) How long have such requirements been in place? Are tbey statewide or region specific?
Stormwater n,.anagcment has been on the books since 1982. This is a statewide program that
d~es have design variations based on hydrologic areas of the State (e.g., no 10 year management

requirements in the Coastal Plain on our "Eastern Shore."
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vi) Have the design standards and performance standards-undulyburdened cities and’
builders with unsupportable costs? Has compliance been difficult? Has change been for
the better or have you seen none? Any noticeable improvements in water quality?
All of these questions have been, are, and will not doubt continue to be debated. Volumes could
be written to explain perspectives for burdens, costs, compliance, or noticeable improvements.
To avoid this, some very random thoughts about these issues.
Generally, the answer to all of these questions could be "it depends on whom you ask" or "it
depends on where you ask i~." Maryland has three distinct geographic areas,. ~ are a
"Western" section; a central, "Urban" area; and our "Eastern Shore." The Urban area houses
most of the State’s population; can be defined in terms of the corridor between Washington,
D.C., Baltimore, and toward Philadelphia, PA; and, not coincidental]y, contains the most
sophisticated stonnwater programs in our State. It is not uncommon for a central Maryland
county to have 8 or I0 plan reviewers and as many field staff dedicated solely to stormwater
functions. The burden on these places currently is minimal
As you Wavel west or east ~om this Urban region, the stormwater programs locally tend to
become more burdensome. There is less sophistication technically, less resources, and obviously
less compliance. In Western Maryland and on our Eastern Shore, localities may only have a
single staffperson to perform both review and inspection. The burden associated with changing
to the proposed Manual in these regions will increase dramatically. However, again, it depends
on whom you ask.
Environmental groups have told us we are not doing enough and have actually demanded "zero
discharge" from new development. Developers’and builders believe we are making them do too
much now and are severely questioning our proposed changes and the Manual requirements.
Frankly, and with tongu~ only partially in cheek, we believe we are close to where we need to be
with the Manual because we have aggravated an equal number of people on both sides of this
regulatory fence.
Some really random thoughts:
- In the beginning of the program (circa 1982), the design standards were very
burdensome. Localities had to hire staffand purchase vehicles and equipment.
Developers endured the added cost ofBMP co~n.
- ~, stormwater management on both sides is a routine part of the development
- Compliance varies with the level of resources and the distance ~om Urban Maryland as
described above. One difficulty we do have is the interpretation of the same requirement

differently from locality to locality.
- We have seen only modest water quality improvement. This is expected to change
dramatically with our M~mL
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vii) Typically, what is your estimate of the range in additional cost (in percent of project
cost) that the requirements have imposed on builders?

Obviously, this depends on that real estate saying "location, location, location." However,
currently, stormwater management for 2 and 10 year control ranges fi~om 0% to 20%. We have
proposed to make optional the control of the 10 year storm. Because "lots are money" and
"more sto,’mwater means less lots," costs are anticipated to decrease about 20% of current costs
without l0 year manageme~. Costs will increase commensurately with 10 year management
under the Manual
viii) How have municipalities ensured that the post construction BMPs 0 & M has been
provided and/or BMPs are properly maintained?
Operation and Maintenance Agreements are required as a condition of plan approval and permit
issuance. Localities ~re requh’ed by State regulation to inspect and cause to be maintained BMPs
every three years. Some juri.~ictions assume ownership of BMPs. This is best for ensuring
future maintenance. Other localities require private ownership, which makes it difficult for
requiring maintenance due to the lhnited resources of entities such as homeowners’ associations.
ix) What are the policy goals that the standards are intended to achieve (reverse
impairment; hold the Hne; etc.)?

Basically, the best way to descn’be our proposed program’s goal is to m~fimize damage caused
by urban runo~ For us, this boils down to basic hydrology. When you change natur~
conditions to developed Conditions, bad things happen to water quality. We also know that all
soils have some recharge value, sustained bar&full discharges create severe channel erosion, and
minimizing impervious surfaces is the best v,~ay to mimic pre-development hydrology.
Therefore, we are hoping to change how development occurs. Hopefully, we can incorporate
water management early in the site design process rather than having a BMP placed at the
bottom discharge point of a site as an a~erthought.
Individual volume goals and design criteria:
l) Recharge (Re~) - mi~c existing annual groundwater recharge rates.
2) Water quality volume (WQv) - 80% TSS removal (a Coastal Zone Management Act
requirement), 40% P removal (a Chesapeake Bay Program goal), and treatment of 90% of the
average annual rainfall.
3) Channel protection volume (Cl~,) - the 2 year storm control policy has actually created more
channel erosion in some cases. This method sustains bankfull discharges over a longer period of
time. Therefore, more frequent storm event control is essentiaL We are choosing the I year
storm using extended detention. This is delaying the I year storm’s inflow hydrograph by 24
4) Overbank flood protection (Q~) - 10 year storm control is optional provided no additional
downstream flooding occur.
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5) Redevelopment - the goal is to reduce by 20% the total site imperviousness: Ifnot feas~le,
BMPs elsewhere in the watershed, s~eam restoration, fees paid are all acceptable but subject to
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May 31,2000
Ms. Elizabeth M. Jennings, Esquire
Office of the Chief Counsel
State Water Resources Boa~
P.O. Box 100
Sacramento, California 95812~100
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~’. :~
Mr. Xavier Swamikannu ~~"
Sto~water P~ram
Water Qual~ Control Boa~
320 W. 4m S~eet, Sure 2~
Los Angeles, Califomia 90013

.

Dear Ms. Jennings and Mr. Swamikannu:
This le~er is sent in response to the email that I received from Mr. Swamikannu on May
19 requesting info~ation about the State of Florida’s sto~water treatment
requirements. Where appropriate I also have included info~ation that may be help~l
about stormwater treatment programs in other s~tes. This info~ation was ~lle~
and published in the books/nst~iona/Aspects of U~an Runoff Pmgmms: A Guide
for Program Deve/opment and Implementation and Opemtion, Maintenance, and
Management of Sto~water Management Systems. I also have enclos~ a pa~r ~at I
use in teaching sto~water classes that I ~ink will be belp~l.
You specifically requested a response to the following questions:
1. Why did your state elect to have requirements on new development and
redevelopment?
Studies conducted in the mid to late 1970s as part of the Section 208 Areawide Water
Quality Management Program demonstrated that stormwater was a significant source
of water pollution, especially from urban development. These studies also
demonstrated that it was much easier and cheaper to prevent stormwater pollution
using BMPs than to restore degrade water bodies and retrofit already developed areas.
Accordingly, given the rapid urban growth Rodda was experiencing in the late 1970s
and the project growth in the 1980s, the DepadJnent of Environmental Protection
determined that stormwater was a pollution source that needed treating. Consequently,
the Environmental Regulation Commission adopted an interim stormwater rule requiring
treatment in 1979 until further studies could be done on BMP effectiveness. On
February 1, 1982, the final state stormwater rule was adopted requiring all new
development and redevelopment activities to treat their runoff.
Today, six states in the country (Florida, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, South Carolina,
and Massachusetts) have adopted laws or rules that require the treatment of runoff
"Protecf, Conserve and Manage Florida’s Environmem and Natural Resources"
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from new developments. In addition, there are numerous regional (i.e., Puget Sound)
and local governments that have implemented requirements for stormwater treatment.
2. Does your state have design standards and performance standards for
treatment control BMPs for new development/redevelopment?
Under the Federal Clean Water Act, water pollution control programs cai~ be either
water quality ef’duent bas~ed or technology based. Every stormwater treatment program
in the United States is a technology based program. The key components of a
technology based program are a performance standard (desired level of stormwater
treatment) and design.criteria for BMPs that assure they will provide that level of
treatment. To develop design criteria, a number of analyses must be conducted
including rainfall characteristics (annual volume, number of storms, interevent time,
etc), runoff characteristics (i.e., stormwater volume, pollutant Ioadings, drainage area),
whether BMPs are on-line or off-line, and BMP effectiveness.
Like all stormwater treatment programs in the United States, Florida’s performance
standard for stormwater treatment is to reduce the average annual loading of TSS by
80% (note that this is postdevelopment loading, so even with treatment, pollutant loads
almost always increase). We adopted design criteria for various stormwater treatment
BMPs (ie, retention, wet detention, detention with filtration) in our first rule. These
criteria have been revised periodically as we gained additional information to assure
that they meet the desired level of treatment. I have included a copy of Rule 40C-42
from the St. Johns River Water Management District which is the most current of our
state stormwater rules with respect to design criteria. Also please remember that,
during construction, erosion and sediment control BMPs must be used to retain
sediment on site.
3. Do you have thresholds for new development and or redevelopment
(impervious area; size etc) for requirements to apply.
The threshold varies depending on the stormwaterJenvironmental resource permitting
rule. Florida’s stormwater program is cooperatively implemented by DEP and our
regional water management districts. Therefore, we have five sets of rules in the state.
The typical threshold is the creation of 4000 square feet of impervious area.
4. What development categories do the requirements apply to [i.e. commercial;
parking lots; residential etc]?
Our rule applies to all urban development (and many agricultural activities as well).
5. How long have such requirements been in place. Are they statewide or region
specific?
As previously stated, the statewide stormwater rule was first adopted in 1979 with a
revised comprehensive rule in place on February 1, 1982. Florida’s stormwater program
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is cooperatively implemented by DEP and our regional water management districts.
Therefore, we have five sets of rules in the state. The WMD rules combine stormwater
quantity, stormwater quality, and wetlands protection into a single permit called an
environmental resource permit.
6. Have the design standards and performance standards unduly burdened cities
and builders with un~ supportable costs? Has compliance been difficult? Has
change been for the better or have you seen none. Any noticeable
Improvements in water quality?
Complying with Florida’s stormwater rule is a way of life that does not impose unduly
burdens on local governments or the private sector. It also has provided many jobs for
the engineering profession. The only part of compliance that is difficult is assuring long
term operation and maintenance of the stormwater BMPs. They need to be inspected
at least annually. Unfortunately, the public sector will never have enough inspectors
which is why Delaware and Florida have implemented training and certification
programs for inspectors. We have no doubts that the implementation of Florida’s
stormwater treatment program has greatly reduced the effects of growth in Florida on
water quality and is a major reason why the state has so few truly impaired waters. We
also have seen improvements in water quality as a result of retrofitting older stormwater
drainage systems.
7. Typically, what is your estimate of the range in additional cost (in percent of
project cost) that the requirements have imposed on builders.

This question is very site specific sfnce the major cost is the land cost and that varies
with every site. We estimate that complying with our stormwater rules requires about 510 percent of the land area of a development, although much of this is related to flood
protection.
8. How have municipalities ensured that the post construction BMPs O & M has
been provided and/or BMPs are properly maintained.
As part of our permitting process, the developer must identify the responsible
maintenance entity. Typically, this is a homeowner or property owners association for
residential development or the property owner for commercial development. The DEP
and WMDs require recertification that the stormwater system is functioning on a regular
basis (every 1 to 2 years). Additionally, since stormwater systems are part of the local
infrastructure, many local governments conduct inspections annually an.d several have
implemented stormwater operating permit systems that require annual inspections.
Some of the 100+ local stormwater utilities in the state provide credits for functioning
onsite stormwater systems providing an economic incentive to land owners to maintain
their stormwater systems.
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9. What are the policy goals that the standards are Intended to achieve [reverse
impairment; hold the line etc.]
Florida statutes and rules establishes the goals for the state’s stormwater management
program. These include:
¯ Effective stormwater management for existing and new systems to protect, preserve
and restore the functions of natural systems and the beneficial uses of waters;
¯ Preventing stormwater problems from new land use changes and restoring
degraded water bodies by reducing the pollution contributions from older stormwater
systems;
¯ Preserving freshwater resources by encouraging stormwater infiltration and reuse;
¯ Trying to assure that the stormwater peak discharge rate, volume and pollutant
loading are no greater after a site is developed than before; and
¯ Eliminating the discharge of inadequately managed stormwater into waters and to
minimize other adverse impacts on natural systems, property and the health, safety
and welfare caused by improperly managed stormwater.
9. Also discuss standards and requirements in other states that you are familiar
with because Of you special role and expertise.
As previously stated, neady all of the stormwater treatment programs in the United
States are similar. All of the above information for 32 stormwater programs around the
country are summarized in books Institutional Aspects of Urban Runoff Programs: A
Guide for Program DevelopmenL
I hope that this informatk~n is helpful. It is truly unfortunate that the development
industry is still denying that urban runoff is a major source of degradation of our aquatic
ecosystems. However, don’t be discouraged. When we first adopted our rule, we went
through 29 official rule drafts and over 100 TAC meetings before the final rule was
adopted. Given the knowledge about stormwater pollution and the effects of
urbanization on aquatic ecosystems, it should be much easier to fight any challenges
that arise. Please let me know if I can be of further assistance.
sincerely,

Eric H. Livingston
Chief
Bureau of Watershed Management
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

"~’~"

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY -,,

I:

""" " ":’" ~~’:~ "’ " :
~ 25, 2000

Xavier Swamikannu
Storm Water Program

California Regional Water Quality Control Board - LA Region
320 W. 4* Street, Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90013
Elizabeth Jennings, Esq.
Office of Chief Counsel
State Water Resources Control Board
P.O. Box I00
Sacramento, CA 95812-0100
Mr. Swamikannu and Ms. Jannings:
This is in response to Mr. Swamikannu’s e-mail correspondence to me dated May 19, 2000. In that correspondence, Mr.
Swamikannu asked for responses to nine questions. Enclosure #1 provides responses from Ann Wessel and me to those
questions. Ms. Wessel and I work on stormwater management issues for the Washington Department of Ecology
(Ecology) in the Program Development Services Section of the Water Quality Program.
Because our time is limited, we have not elaborated in detail but have ~ried to give you enough information to satisfy your
needs. In addition, I have enclosed a summary of the thresholds and minimum requirements for new development and
redevelopment (Enclosure #2) from Ecology’s 1992 Stormwaler Management Manual for the Puget $oundBasin. I have
also referenced other documents that are available to you, if you prefer.
Finally, Mr. Swamikannu should have received a draft of Volume 1 of the 1999 Dept. of Ecology Stormwater Manual ~’or
Washington State as an attachment to an e-mail message. Please note that the draft has no legal standing, as it has not
been formally promulgated by the state. It could significantly change prior to its publication.
If you need a clarification of these responses or any additional information; please feel welcome to contact us.
You have my e-mail address. My telephone number is 360/407-6438. Ann Wessel’s e-mail address is
awes461 @ecy.wa.gov; her telephone number is 360/407-6457.

Sincerely,
Ed O’Brien, P.E.
Program Development Services Section
Water Quality Program
EO:p¢
2 Enciosur~
Ann Wessel
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Enclosure #I
Response to Questions Posed by Xavier Swamikannu
1) Why did your state elect to have requirements on new development and redevelopment?

Response:

~

The state/’u-st became involved in developing requirements for new development and redevelopment as a resuit
ofthe 1987 Puget Sound Water Quality Management Plan (The Plan). The Plan was developed as a
comprehensive conservation and management plan under section 320 of the federal Clean Water Act. The Plan

recognized that urban stormwater was a major contributor to the degradation of Puget Sound water and
sediments, and its biological health. Consequently, The Plan specified a number of"program elements," or
actions, to manage urban stormwater. One of the actions called for the Washington Department of Ecology
(Ecology) to develop a manual to be used by local jurisdictions in stormwater management.
The Plan requires the manual to include: BMP’s for controlling erosion from construction sites; hydrologic
analysis procedures, including selection of design storms and runoff estimates; design, operation and
maintenance standards for public and private st~cmral facilities; and techniques for reducing or elindzmting
pollutants in runoff from problem land uses.
Subsequently, Ecology published its first Stortnwater Management Manual for the Puget Sound Basin in
February 1992. The Plan requires local governments to adopt requirements that are substantially equivalent to
those in Ecology’s manual.
In 1995, Ecology issued its f’trst NPDES municipal stormwater permits. Because the perrrdttees were all in the
Puget Sound Basin, and so were already required by The Plan to have a "Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Program," including a manual equivalent to Ecology’s, Ecology issued permits that required
permittees to develop and implement (Special Condition S.7.B.8.a.):
A program to control runoff from new development, redevelopment and construction sites that
discharge to the municipal separate storm sewers owned or operated by the permittee. The
program must include: ordinances, minimum requirements, and best management practices
(BMP’s) equivalent to those found in Volumes I-IV of Ecology’s Stormwater Management
Manual for the Puget Sound Basin (1992 edition, and as amended by its replacement), permits,
inspections, and enforcement capability. The program must also include a process to make
available copies of the "Notice of Intent for Construction Activity" and/or copies, of the "Notice
of Intent for Industrial Activity" to representatives of proposed new development and
redevelopment."
2) Does your state have design standards and performance standards for treatment control BMPs for new
developmenVredevelopment7

A) 1992 Stormwater Manual
Washington State has design standards in its stormwater manual that are applicable to the Puget Sound Basin
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and NPDES Phase I municipal permit’tees. The standards are not adopted into a state regulation. Th~ ~
required by the Puget Sound Plan and by NPDES Phase I municipal stormwater permits.
The tzeatment design standardis the following:

¯.

All projects shall provide treatment of stormwater. Treatment BMP’s shall be sized to captur~
and treat the water quality design storm, defined as the 6-month, 24-hour return period storm.
The first priority for treatment shall be to infiltrate as much as possible of the warm" quality
design storm, only if site conditions are appropriate and ground water quality will not be
impaired. Direct discharge of untreated stormwater to ground water is prohibited. All treatment
BMP’s shall be selected, designed, and maintained according to an approved manual.
Stormwater treatment BMP’s shall not be built within a natural vegetated buffer, except for
necessary conveyance systems as approved by the local government An adopted and
implemented basin plan (Minimum Requirement #9) may be used to develop runoff treatment
requirements that are tailored to a SPecific basin.
The following statements are offered for clarification:
The manual allows residential roof runoff to be infiltrated without having received treatment.
For most areas oftbe Puget Sound Basin, the 6-month, 24-hour storm is greater than the 90~ percentile, 24-hour
Volume I of the manual provides a BN[P selection process to determine which BMP is most appropriate for the
development site. Volume II of the manual specifies hydrologic procedures for determining the runoffflow
rates and volumes for the water quality design storm. Volume HI specifies design criteria for each treatment
BMP listed in the manual.
B) The Draft 1999 Stormwater Manual
The draft of the 1999 manual lists the same water quality design storm as described in the 1992 manual.
However, the draft also includes a list of options for defining a new water quality design storm event and asks
for recommendations. Volume I of the draR manual is available upon request.
The 1999 draft also distinguishes between pollution-generating surfaces and non-pollution generating surfaces.
Runoff from n0n-pollution generating surfaces does not have to receive treatment if it is discharged without
mixing with runoff from pollution-generating surface. ~ draft manual includes definitions for pollutiongenerating impervious surfaces and pollution-generating pervious surfaces. Non-pollution genm’ating surfaces
would include: residential roofs, commercial roofs that do not accumulate pollutants from vents and fugitiv~
emissions, isolated bicycle lanes, other ground surfaces that ar~ not subject to vehicular us~.
The draft manual also suggests that Ecology establish performance criteria for treatment BMP’s. A
Performance criterion for basic water quality treatment BMP’s is likely to be established in the manuaL Th~
criterion is likely to be a specified percent removal of total suspended solids given certain conditions (e.g.,
influent TSS, flow rate or volume). The criterion will likely not be used to determine site-by-site compliance,
but v~ill be used as the standard against which to judge whether new Bl~ designs will be accepted for u.~ in
new and redevelopments.
Page 2
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The draft 1999 also includes:

A proposal to have discharges into receiving waters that have a phosphorus related water quality problem,
to use treatment BMP’s that are more able to remove phosphorus.
¯ A proposal to have discharges fi’om high volume traffic intersections (25,000/1:5,000 ADT) and"high u.~
sites" (Average daily trips of 15 vehicles per parking space per day; or, commerical or industrial sites
subject to petroleum storage and transfer in excess of 1,500 gallons/year, or, commercialrmdustrial sites
subject to use, storage or maintenance of a fleet of 25 or more diesel vehicles that are over 10 tons gross
weight) to use an oil removal BMP in addition to applying a "basic" or "enhanced" treatment BMP.
¯ A proposal to require "enhanced" treatment BMP’s for discharges that are likely to violate water quality
standards, despite the application of a "basic" treatment BMP, because of a lack of available dilution in the"
receiving water. The pollutants in question are dissolved copper, zinc, and lead.
3) Do you have thresholds for new development and or redevelopment (impervious area; size, etc) for
requirements to apply?
R~ponse:
A) 1992 Stormwater Manual

"

We have established thresholds that determine the set of requirements thatapply to projects. I will fax a
summary of the thresholds and corresponding minimum requirements. In brief:
Large Parcels:
Projects that disturb 1 acre or more of land have to meet all eleven of the Large Parcel Minimum Requirements.
Medium Parcels:
Development that disturbs less than 1 acre of land but adds or creates 5,000 t2 or more of impervious surface,
are subject to Large Parcel Minimum Requh’ements #2 through #I I, and the Small Parcel Minimum
Requirements for erosion control.
Small Parcels:
Construction of an individual single family residence or duplex; or, construction that adds or creates less than
5,000 f12 of impervious area and disturbs less than I acre are only subject to the small par~l minimum
Redevelopment projects have some additional thresholds. I will fax a sununa~ of the redevelopment
reguirement also.
B) The Draft 1999 Stormwater Manual
The dmf~ 1999 manual has similar requirements to the 1992 manual, but there are some significant proposed
changes:
¯

Single family residential projects could be subject to large parcel requirements if they exceed certain
thresholds.
Page 3
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¯

The Small Parcel Requirements may be expanded to include onsite design requirements to maximize
infiltration and flow dispersion and treatment without construction of structural facilities.

¯

All projects, regardless of size, will have to comply with all of the erosion and sediment con~’ol
requirements or explain why a requirement is not necessaryfor the site (e.g., no silt fence around a site that
is fla~ or is a closed depression).

¯

The Large Parcel Requirements allow use of Small Site R~quirements for small isolated drah’~ge areas of
larger projects.

s The proposed Redevelopment thresholds are significantly changed. They are:
All redevelopment projects in which the ’total ofnewpl~ replaced impervious surfaces
5,000 square feet or more must comply with Large Parcel Minimum Requirements #1 and
#3 for the project site.
Redevelopment projects that add 5,000 square feet or more of new impervious surface must
comply with all the Large Parcel Minimum Requirements for the new impervious surface.
If the runoff quantity from the new surfaces is not separated from runoff from other
surfaces prior to treatment or flow control, the stormwater facilities must be dzed for the
entire flow. Alternatively, the local government may allow the Large Parcel Minimum
Requirements to be met for an equivalent (flow and pollution characteristic) area with~
the same site.
All redevelopment projects in which the iotal of new plus replaced impervious surfaces
5,000 square feet or more, and whose valuation of proposed improvements - |ncluding
interior improvements - exceeds 50% of the assessed value of the existing site
improvements shall comply with all the Large Parcel Minimum Requiremen~ for the
entire site.
Local governments may exempt redevelopment projects from compliance with Large
Parcel Minimum Requirements #4, #5, and/or #6 if they have adopted a plan that fulfdls
those requirements in regional facilities that will discharge to the same receiving water,
AND if they have an implementation plan and a schedule for construction of those
facilities. Redevelopment projects for public roads may be exempted from meeting Large
Parcel Minimum Requirements #4, #5, and/or #6 for the entire site (i.e., the exemption does
not extend to new surfaces that add impervious area) if there is an adopted Capital "
Improvement Program for retrofitting existing road surfaces.
4) What development categories do the requirements apply to (Le., commercial; parking lots; residential,

Washington’s requirements for water quality treatment and flow control apply to impervious surface and to la
disturbance (clearing and grading) regardless of the type of land use. Generally, the source control
requirements specified in our Volume IV of the manual apply only to commercial and industrial operafiom.
Eaclosu~ #I
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5") How long have such requirements been in place7 Are they statewide or region-specific?

In 1992 we adopted the Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget Sound Basin. The manual was guidance

for the approximately 115 municipalities in ~he Puget Sound Basin that are required to adopt eitber the Ecology
manual or a manual containing substantially equivalent technical standards. The requirement m adopt the
manual was contained in a statute establishing the Puget Sound Water Quality Authority, and development of
the Puget Sound Plan. The statute stated that local governments "must evaluate, and i~corporate as applieabl~,
subject to the availabiliw of appropriated [’unds or other ~ndin~ sources, the provisions of the plan, including
any guidelines, standards and timetables contained in the plan.". The deadline in the plan for adoptingthe
manual was 1994, however, given the weak statutory requirement and lack of consequences for failing to adopt
a manual, few municipalities met the deadline. Regardless, many municipalities began amending and adopting
ordinances to incorporate at least part of the requirements, and stormwater controls for new development are
accepted practice.
Outside of Puget Sound, the 1992 Stormwater Management Manual was applied as best available science in
permitting decisions made by Ecology and other State Agencies.
In 1995 we issued our first municipal stormwater NPDES permits covering the five largest municipalities and
Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT). This permit established a requirement for adoption
and implementation of technical standards and BMPs equivalent to those in the Ecology manual during the term
of the permit.
We are currently updating the Ecology manual, and expanding it to a statewide manual. As soon as possible
after completion of the new manual, we will reissue the municipal stormwater permit requiring updating of
local ordinances and manuals. When we issue phase 2 permits we will also require adoption of the new manual.
6) Have the design standards and performance standards unduly burdened cities and builders with
unsupportable costs? Has compliance been difficult? Has change been for the better or have you seen
none? Any noticeable improvements in water quality?
Response:
There a~ substantial costs to implementing stormwater controls for new development and redevelopment, but
they are incremental to existing development and permit review costs. The single largest cost driver for
developers is land value, so vaults and other underground BMPs tend to prevail in the downtown core are~.
Local governments struggle with adequate enforcement, but seem to manage costs through combinations of
general fund, permit fee, and stormwater utility revenues. Given the pace of development in Puget Sound, even
in the municipalities where stormwater controls for new development are more stringent than what is in the
Ecology manual, stormwater controls have not proven to be an obstacle to development.
As for noticeable improvements in water quality, we have not been’monitoring to specifically address this
que~on. We are in the process now of developing monitoring requirements for the next permit term that will
address the question of effectiveness of programs to control both quantity and quality of runoff from new
development. We have anecdotal evidence of reduced sediment loads fi’om erosion and sediment control
program at consU’ucfion sites (our requirements go beyond the federal 5-acre minimum to require erosion
Enclosure #1
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control for all land disturbing activities). Also, data on sediment contamination in urban bays is showing some
improvement that could be attributed to stormwater controls.

7) Typically, what is your estimate oftbe range in additional cost (in percent of project cost) that the
requirements have imposed on builders?

Response:
A) I992 Stormwater Manual
We have not run cost estimates as a percentage of construction. We developed cost estimates for compliance
with our 1992 manual using three different types of development (residential, small and large commercial), and
assuming infiltration was possible and not possible. For each instance, we developed cost estimates for erosion
and sediment control during construction, for the permanent water quality ~’eatment and flow control facilities,
and for operation and maintenance.
Ecology did not consider the costs as unreasonable. Let me know if you want a copy of the cost analyses.

One of our Phase I NPDES municipal permittees developed a cost factor for determining whether it was
reasonable to make a redevelopment site retrofit treatment BMP’s to the entire site (even though only part of the
site may be redeveloped). Iftbe treatment BMP retrofit would increase total project costs by I0% or more, the
county would allow a reduction in the area being treated in order to stay below the I0% tlu-eshold. But in any
case, the runoff from the redeveloping portion of the site has to receive treatment. The state accepted this
redevelopment requirement.

B) The Draft 1999 Stormwater Manual
We have not done cost estimates on our proposed treatment, flow control, source control’ and other minimum
requirements. Where those requirements do not substantially change from our 1992 manual, we do not think it
is necessary tO re-justify them. Through the previous cost analyses and because they have been implemented
for eight years throughout Puget Sound, they are considered reasonable requirements.
We have two areas in which our updated requirements could impose significant new costs: I) the proposed
flow duration standard for discharges to s~’eams; and 2) the possible requirement for BMP’s to remove
significant amounts of dissolved metals in discharges to small receiving waters. We intend to develop costs for
these instances. However, costs may not be a factor in these decisions. Both of these proposed requirements
are water-quality based. That is, they will be required in those situations where (hey are determined necessary
to maintain beneficial uses and not violate water quality standards. Water-quality based requirements are not
subject to cost reasonableness analyses. In addition, both of these requirements are already in effect in
significant areas of King County (i.e., the Seattle metropolitan area) for almost two years. The application of
these requirements to ongoing development projects could also speak to their cost reasonableness.
8) How have municipalities ensured that the post-construction BMP’s operation and maintenance has been
provided and/or BMP’s are properly maintained?

The municipal stormwater NPDES permit requires adoption of an ordinance that requires maintenance of
privately owned stormwater facilities that discharge into municipal separate storm sewers (ms4) owned or
Page 6
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operated by the permittee, The permit also requires the permittee to impect facilities draining to the ms4 for
proper operation and maintenance, and to have enforcement capability.
9) What are the policy goals that the standards are intended to acldeve (reverse impairment; hold the line, etc)?
Response:
.
The goal of the technical standards for new development is to hold the line. The goal ofthe standards applied to
redevelopment is to begin to reverse impairment.

Page 7
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ATTACHMENT B
Comparison of Tentative Order to Other California Municipal Stormwater Permit Requirements
L.A. SUSMP, Long Beach, New L.A. permit
San Diego County
Ventura
Approach Implement requirements
~)evelop SUSMPs
Implement requirements
Develop SUSMPs
Redevelopment: creation or addition F~edevelopment: 5000+ sq.fl. Redevelopment: Same as L.A. Redevelopment: Same as
Project
of one acre (43,560 sq.ft.) or more mew impervious surface or SUSMP
L.A. SUSMP
Sizes
~mpervious surface or redevelop- ~0% more impervious Surface
rnent that encompasses one acre of ~r making improvements to
=mpervious surface
~0%+ of existing structure
, 100,000+ sq.ft, industrial , 100,000+ sq.ft, industrial
Total project size, impervious
, Every new development that
commercial development
commercial development
or not:
creates one acre impervious
100+ home subdivision , Any housing development , 100,000+ sq.fL industrial
surface
10-99 home subdivision
1 + acre in size
commercial development
~ auto service facilities
, auto facilities 5000+ sq.ft. , 100+ home subdivision
¯ retail gasoline outlets
, retail gasoline 5000+ sq.ft. , 10-99 home subdivision
¯ restaurants 5000+ sq.ft,
with 100+ avg. daily traffic
, auto service facilities
¯ parking lots 5000+ sq.ft,
restaurants 5000+ sq.ft.
, retail gasoline outlets
or 25+ spaces
parking lots 5000+ sq.ft.
, restaurants 5000+ sq.ft.
with 25+ spaces
., ¯ hillside single dwelling
, parking lots 5000+ sq.ft.
¯ hillside single dwelling 1+
or 15+ spaces
acre in size
, hillside devel. 5000+ sq.ft.
¯ environ’ly sensitive areas: , environly sensitive areas:
2500+ sq.ft OR 10% new
2500+ sq.ft OR 10% new
impervious surface
impervious surface
.~treets, roads that create one acre
.~treets, roads, etc, no sq.ft
impervious surface
;liven
SCVURPPP

Alternate size or 5000+ sq.ft, goes
into effect July 2003
Numeric
Sizing
Design
Basis

Volume and flow options

One acre sites by March 2003
coincides wlEPA Phase II rule)
L.A. SUSMP used volume
only, left flow up to local
agencies
Volume and flow options
Ventura & Long Beach gave
~olume and flew options

~olume and flow options

L.A. SUSMP, Long Beach,
San Diego County
New L.A. permit
Ventura
Require adequate O&M by public Developer must verify
Require adequate O&M by public Dischargers shall implement
O&M
requirements entity OR condition in sales ~aintenance through
entity OR condition in sales
schedule of maintenance at
agreement OR CCRs OR other
all trt BMPs, include
agreement OR CCRs OR other appropriate means, such as
=nspection & cleaning
egal agreements, CCRs,
legally enforceable agreement
egally enforceable agreement
between May I & Sept 30
3EQA mitigation, &/or
~
each year
3onditionai Use Permits
Permittees establish numerical
The SUSMP shall require
Peak Runoff ;~ost.-devel. peak & near-peak lone
criteria
to
control
postBMPs that maintain pre-devel
:lischarge
rates
&
durations
shall
Limitation
development peak runoff rates in ;)dak stormwater runoff rates
’~ot exceed estimated pre-devel
natural drainage systems to
and velocities (one of a list of
rates & durations where erosion
things BMPs must do)
maintain or reduce pre:)r other adverse impacts could
development
peak
discharge
:)ccur
Requires Hydromod Mngt Plan
that ID’s the applicable rainfall
event & includes guidance to
rates to prevent down-stream
address impacts
erosion. Lists the drainages.
Allows equiv, limitation protocol
Io address impacts Ihru other
measures, such a land planning
SCVURPPP

Schedule

one yr to modify conditions of 5 months to adopt any needed one yr to adopt Model SUSMPs; one yr to adopt Model
SUSMPs; adopt local
approval process; begin requiring ordinances, then 30 days to adopt local SUSMPs 180 days
SUSMPs 180 days more;
implement them
~ore; begin requiring trt BMPs
treatment BMPs & begin O&M
~pon adoption
.3EQA - one yr.
CEQA - 20 months
3&M - 180 days
2 yrs-submit HMP & begin
limiting peak runoff
:~evise Genl Plan - one yr.
Revise Gen’l Plan - 4 yrs.
22 mo.-edd source control
guidance (i.e. plumb swim pools
!o sewer) to project review
processes
3 yrs-add site design guidance
(like Stad @ Source) to project
review processes

ATTACHMENT C
STORMWATER TREATMENT BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
Numerical Sizing Criteria for Development Planning
Sample Calculations
Sample calculations for using the numerical sizing criteria under consideration by the Board were
performed for a hypothetical commercial development. The case examples illustrate that the three
different numerical sizing criteria for calculating best management practice (BMP) sizing
dimensions produce values that are within I 0 - 15 percent of one another, when local rainfall data
are used.
Requirement: capture of 85th percentile rainfall event
Project: Light industrial warehouse/office with parking lot (assume the site is entirely impervious)
Project site size: 240,000 sq. ft = 5.51 acres
Treatment BMP: 48-hour Detention Basin: Sample calculation demonstrates the water quality
treatment volume required to size a detention basin using (a) the maximized water quality treatment
volume method; (b) the 85th percentile rainfall event treatment volume for the site using local
rainfall data; and (c) the 90 percent annual runoffvolume capture method.

(a) Maximized Water Quality Treatment Method - WEF Manual of Practice #23 (Chap 5)
Maximized Detention Volume,

Po = a C P6

[WEF, p. 175]

For 85th percentile event capture for 24 hours
[WEF, Thl 5.4, p. 177]
Regression constant, a = 1.963
Mean Storm Depth, P6 = 0.64 in.
[VCEF, Fig 5.3, p.176]
(Note: Local precipitation record can be used to calculate more accurate P~ for the
site)
[Durme, p.300]
RunoffCoeffieient, C = 0.9
(Assume the entire site is paved)
Po = 1.963 x 0.9 x 0.64 = 1.13 inch
Required storage volume = Pox area of site
= (1.13 in/12) x 240,000 sq. ft.
~ 22,600 cu. ft.
Basin Size ~ 55’L x 40’W x 10.3’D

2
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Co) Using treatment volume from all events up to and including I. l" rainfall (85% treatment based
on local rainfall data)
Po= I.I in.
~ Required.storage volume = (I.I in/12) x 240,000 sq. fl
=~ 22,000 cu. fl
Basin Size ~ 55’L x 40’W x 10’D
(c) California Stormwater Handbook
90 percent annual runotTvolume capture for 40 hours [Indus. Handbook, p. DI]
Unit basin storage volume = 0.060 ac-fl/ac

[Indus. Handbook, p. D9]

~ Required storage volume = Unit basin storage x area of site
c~ _- 0.060 ac-R/ac x 5.51 ac
~, = 0.331 ac-fl
~ = 14,400 cu. ft
Basin Size ~ 36’L x 40’W x 10’D
(Note: This calculation was performed using available data from the Oakland Airport rather than
the Palo Alto data used in example (b). The Oakland data appears to significantly understate the
need for storage, and this example demonstrates the importance of using local rainfall data in
stormwater calculations).

References
Durme, Thomas and Leopold, Luna B., Water in Environmental Planning, W.H. Freeman and
Company, New York, 1978.
Lichten, Keith, Adapting Engineered Fegetated Swales to the San Francisco Bay Area’s
Mediterranean Climate: Law, Design, and Pollutam Removal Effectiveness, UCBerkeley, 1997.
Stormwater Quality Task Force, California Best Management Practice Handbook- Industrial
Handbook, 1993.
Water Environment Federation (WEF), Urban Runoff Quality Management, WEF Manual of
Practice No. 23, Joint Task of the WEF and ASCE, 1998.
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Technical Concept
¯ Over a year, the largest volumes of runoff are produced by smaller storms
¯

Using the Tentative Order sizing criteria, BMPs would be sized, using local rainfall, data, to treat these
smaller, more frequent storms.

ATTACHMENT D
STORMWATER TREATMENT BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
Numerical Sizing Criteria for Development Pianning
BMP Cost Estimates
A cost estimate has been developed for post-construction BMPs for a commercial development
project using the numerical sizing criteria under consideration by the Board. The cost estimate
calculations are based on cost estimates developed by the Los Angeles Regional Board Water
Quality Control Board and City of Los Angeles staff. Staffrealizes costs in the LOs Angeles
Region will not be identical to those in the San Francisco Bay Region. However, the cost estimates
should be similar, providing adequate information for analysis at the planning level.
The cost estimate is conservative and designed to maximize the cost of the BMP relative to overall
project costs (see Note, below). The estimate indicates that the capital and maintenance costs
associated with a treatment BMP sized to meet the numerical sizing criteria are reasonable and
amount to about 1.1 percent of the project cost. The total cost of the project was estimated to be
$6.5 million and includes the land acquisition for a 5.5 acre site, engineering and design, any cleanups, construction, permits, etc.
A single estimate has been prepared for a 48-hour detention basin. Because of the land area and
excavation they require, detention basins are usually viewed as the most costly treatment control
BMP in terms of up-front capital investment. Other BMPs, such as vegetated swales or in-ground
treatment controls, would be expected to have a lower capital cost. The operation and maintenance
costs for BMPs vary depending on BMP, and could be relatively higher or lower than those shown
here. For example, vegetated swales are usually placed into a site’s landscape area, and are o~en
maintained as landscaping would be (e.g., regularly mowed). Thus, while there is a cost that can be
attributed to the swale, the presence of the swale does not necessarily incur an increased
maintenance cost for the project compared to not having it there.
Note: A land cost of $1.1 million per acre was used in this calculation. This is an estimated land
cost based on anecdotal discussions with local developers. However, even a significantly increased
land cost would not change the results of the calculation. This is because BMP costs are calculated
relative to the overall project costs. If estimated land costs were to almost triple, for example, to $3
million per acre ($75 per square foot), the cost of the detention basin as a percentage of project costs
would actually fall, to less than 1 percent.

The below example is simplified. It likely understates project costs by estimating total project costs
other than land (e.g., design, permitting, construction, local fees, etc.) at about $500,000. "Other
project costs" are likely significantly above that amount, perhaps by more than an order of
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magnitude (i.e., for a total of at least $5.5 million). Detention basin costs have also been simplified.
For example, costs including planting, orifice design, etc., have not been included. However, based
on consU’uction costs of $25,000 -50,000 per acre for constructed wetlands with similar features
(excavation, planting, installed tide gates, etc.), the overall conclusion of the example remains the
same---that BMP costs relative to overall project costs are around 1-2% or less. In general, the
example has been estimated conservatively to attempt to maximize the costs of the BMP as a
percentage of the overall project costs.
Case Example 1 - 48-hour: Detention Basin
[1]

Excavation and haul away - $22 per cubic yard
~ Warehouse Project: 22,600 cubic foot = 837 cu. yd = $18,414

[2]

Land Cost - $25 per square foot (-$1.1 million per acre)
~ Warehouse Project: 55’ x 40’ = 2200 sq. i~ = $55,000
Maintenance cost - 1 clean out per year
Event mean TSS concentration for Commercial Area = 91 mg/L .

[3]

Total rainfall volume captured by basin ~ 85% of 13.2 in. per year
-- (I 1.22 in./12) x 240,000 square feet
= 224,400 cubic feet of water
= 6,350,000 L
TSS collected = 80% (91 mg/L x 6,350,000) = 463 kg/yr
If sediment density = 1.5 tons/cu, yd, total TSS removed = 0.31 cu. yd/yr
~ Clean Out Cost: 1 cu. yd / 3 years ffi $99/3 yrs ffi $33 / yr
Total Capital Cost -- $73,414
Annual Maintenance = $ 33
About 1.1% of total project cost.

--
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ATTACHMENT E
AMENDMENT OF THE NEW DEVELOPMENT PROVISION:
STAKEHOLDER PROCESS
1999-2000: Discussions and submittals from Co-permittees regarding reissuance of the entire
municipal storm water NPDES permit, including new development provisions as well as all other
permit provisions
Oct. 13 - Nov. 13 2001: Formal public comment period on the Tentative Order for the entire
NPDES permit reissuance. Comments were received from Co-permittees, environmental advocacy
groups, and industry, and included comments on new development provisions.
Nov. 7, 2000: Held a stakeholder meeting during the formal public comment period to discuss
permit issues. Significant comments remained on the new development provisions.
Dee. 13, 2000: Held a stakeholder meeting on the new development provision only. Regional
Board staff and stakeholders agreed that the new development provision needed further work, while
the remainder of the permit should be reissued. Co-permittees gave their permission to reopen the
storm water permit after its reissuance for purposes of adopting a revised new development
provision.
Jan. 10, 2001: Held a stakeholder meeting to discuss the new development provisions. Regional
Board staff considered comments from this and previous meetings to draft new language.
Feb. 21, 2001: Santa Clara Basin municipal storm water NPDES permit is reissued.
Early May, 2001: Draft new development provisions issued for discussion with stakeholders.
May 14, 2001: Held a stakeholder meeting on the new development provisions. Verbal comments
from the meeting and written comments received after the meeting were used to make additional
changes in the provisions.
May 18-June 18, 2001: Formal public comment period for the Tentative Order contah~ing the new
development provisions.
June 5, 2001: Held final stakeholder meeting on the new development provisions to discuss the
changes made following the meeting in May.
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Introduction
Watersheds in southern California are among the most modified systems in the world (Brownlie and Taylor
1981). Stormwater conveyance systems have been built primarily to reduce flooding, but the infrastructure
has not designed to improve water quality. Water quality issues are compounded by the high degree of
urbanization of watersheds in southern California. More than 17 million people inhabit the six coastal
counties of southern California making it among the most densely populated coastal region in the country
(Culliton et al. 1990). The large degree of urbanization, coupled with infrequent rainfall that enables buildup of non-point sources of.pollutants, results an sporadic but tremendous loads to receiving waters. Current
estimates of pollutant mass emissions for the southern California region indicate loads to the coastal ocean
from stormwater discharges rival, and often exceed, those from point sources (Schiff et al. 2001). Based
upon the increasing population of southern California and the lack of storm water quality infrastructure, it
is likely that stormwater loads will continue to increase.
There is some evidence that stormwater discharges impact receiving water quality. For example, regional
monitoring of southern California beaches has shown that shorelines which receive dry weather flows are
10 times more likely to exceed water contact standards than those that are distant from storm drains (Noble
et al. 2000). Moreover, more than 60% of the shoreline exceeds water contact standards following wet
weather events. This has led to the permanent posting of warning signs near drain outlets and blanket
warnings against body contact recreation at any beach for 72 hr following rain events. In addition, large
loadings of nutrients have been measured from urban creeks and these have ultimately contributed to the
over-enrichment of estuaries at the mouths of urban watersheds, as indicated in part by large blooms of
macroalgae. As another example, storm drain discharges have been shown to be toxic to marine and
freshwater organisms and this toxicity persists over large areas as discharge plumes spread through coastal
receiving waters. After these plumes settle to the bottom of the ocean, the pollutants have been measured in
nearshore sediments. Where these sediments must be dredged to maintain navigable harbors or marinas, the
associated contamination increases the cost of dredging by orders of magnitude.
Although pollutant loads from storrnwater are as large as those from municipal wastewater discharges
(POTWs, or publicly owned treatment works), there has been no long-term and sophisticated effort, as
there has been for POTWs, to reduce these loads. A primary reason for this lack of coordinated effort is the
absence of an equivalent base of scientific knowledge on which to base sound management decisions. For
example, knowledge about reference, or expected, conditions is insufficient to enable managers to identify
when impacts occur, which beneficial uses are most severely impaired, or clarify target endpoints for
remediation. Similarly, we are often unable to differentiate between natural (e.g., storms) and
anthropogenic (e.g., contamination, flow modification) impacts on biological communities. Moreover,
when water quality impacts from specific constituents do occur, we are too often incapable of identifying,
targeting, and reducing their specific contributions.
In parallel with the relatively poor level of scientific understanding of stormwater impacts, there is a lack of
technical knowledge on how best to control stormwater discharges. Technical data gaps include source
identification in urban watersheds where many small, diffuse sources may commingle. Further, assessments
of the most effective and efficient treatment or management strategies for resolving stormwater
impairments are typically absent or not well validated. For example, there is a lack of substantive and longterm data about how well best management practices (BMPs) work, which ones work best under a range of
conditions, or which BMPs are most appropriate in specific applications for improving receiving water
quality.
Finally, available stormwater management tools are typically inadequate to deal with existing needs for
proper stewardship and decision making. The tools that do exist are often inadequate because they are
either not specific enough (i.e., are based on inappropriate point source analogs) or have not been
developed or tested in southern California. For example, managers do not have a tool for assessing the
health of physical habitats and biological communities in freshwater environments. Although this tool has
been effective at addressing physical and water quality impacts elsewhere around the nation, it has not been
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developed or applied successfully in southern California. An index or metric of physical and/or biological
health would be an invaluable tool for environmental decision making.
Despite such information gaps, management actions (from both the regulated and regulator communities)
are being mandated by regulatory frameworks such as National Pollutant Discharge Elirnmation System
(NPDES) Permit requirements and Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs). In the absence of adequate
information about stormwater impacts, regulatory requirements derived through such frameworks are likely
to be questioned from a variety of perspectives and may not achieve their intended benefits.

Formation of the Stormwater Monitoring Coalition
As a result of the increasing regulatory focus and the lack of scientific knowledge base, both stormwater
regulators and municipal stormwater management agencies throughout southern California have developed
a collaborative working relationship. The goal of the relationship is to develop the technical information
necessary to better understand stormwater mechanisms and impacts, and then develop the tools that will
effectively and efficiently improve stormwater decision making. As individuals and agency
representatives, there was early recognition that these issues are most often not localized, but oftentimes
cross watershed and jurisdictional boundaries. The relationship culminated in a formal letter of agreement
signed by all of the Phase I municipal stormwater NPDES lead permittees and the NPDES regulatory
agencies in southern California to create the Stormwater Monitoring Coalition (SMC) (Appendix 1).
The SMC member agencies have developed a clear vision of regional cooperation. The vision includes
combining resources to cost effectively address the data gaps. The vision includes improved effectiveness
of existing monitoring programs by promoting standardization and coordination and reducing duplication
of effort across individual programs. In addition, this will lead to improving the basic infrastructure for
exchanging, combining, and analyzing data from across the region. The multi-agency collaboration hopes
to trade off redundant or ineffective monitoring program elements in order to allocate resources to the
research projects necessary for improving stormwater management. The findings from these applied
research projects can then be easily and quickly integrated into the existing stormwater management
programs.
Once the agreement to work collaboratively was signed, the next step was to determine which research
projects should be undertaken. The SMC developed a three step process to identify these projects. The
process included: (1) creation of a white paper outlining the technical issues and management questions of
interest; (2) conduct a workshop to develop an agenda of research projects using experts in a variety of
scientific disciplines; and (3) establish a five-year research plan to implement based upon the workshop
proceedings. This document represents step three in the process. The white paper and workshop details
can be found in appendices to this document.

Research Themes
The experts who participated in the research agenda workshop generated more than 50 project ideas in less
than four hours. This plethora of ideas were combined, clarified, and prioritized over the next day
ultimately leading to 15 research projects. Each project was then developed in terms of a problem
statement, desired outcome (products), tasks, schedule, and necessary resources (expertise, costs, and
potential collaborators).
The 15 research projects developed by the workshop experts naturally fell into one of three categories.
These categories included: (1) developing a regional stormwater monitonng infrastructure; (2) improving
the fundamental understanding of stormwater mechanisms and process; and (3) identifying stormwater
impacts in receiving waters. Monitoring infrastructure includes projects that fred ways to integrate,
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standardize or maintain comparability among programs throughout southern California. These projects
include mining existing data, sampling and analysis, data management and sharing, and testing BMPs.
Research projects that improve our fundamental understanding of stormwater mechamsms and processes
begin with creating a conceptual model of our existing understanding of these processes. This will help us
to identify our knowledge gaps. d priori we expect that there will be at least three gaps in the conceptual
model. These include an evaluation of reference condition, an evaluation of beneficial uses, and
identifying retative contributions of nonpoint sources to stormwater discharges.
Identifying stormwater impacts in receiving waters is the research theme with the greatest number of
projects, reflecting how little we know about this subject. Five research projects are geared specifically
towards developing tools for assessing conditions in receiving waters. These tools include freshwater
bioassessments, toxicity testing, faster and more specific methods for identifying microbial contamination,
and identifying indicators of impacts resulting from increased peak flows.
Although the projects are written as individual projects, many oft.he projects are inter-related. The f’mal
chapter of this document provides an overview of these relationships showing where the results from one
project may feed into another project.
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Developing a Stormwater Monitoring Infrastructure
The following four projects focus on improving the basic knowledge and tools available for addressing
questions on a regional scale. They are intended to increase the efficiency of monitoring and improve data
integration and interpretation.

Project 1. Integrate and evaluate available data
To date, historical storrnwater monitoring data have not been used to their full potential, with the result that
important questions at both the local and regional scale have not been addressed and significant
opportunities for improving the effectiveness and efficiency of monitoring have not been taken advantage
of. This project will address these issues by identifying, ifitegrating, and evaluating available monitoring
data from the region. This project would depend to some extent on the regional data in~astructure (Project
3) and would contribute to the definition of regional reference conditions (Project 6) and assessing
beneficial uses (Project 7).

Problem statement
While stormwater monitoring programs in southern California have collected large amounts of data, there
has been no systematic effort to integrate and analyze these data from a regional perspective. An estimated
1,700 wet weather site-events have been monitored by southern California monitoring programs between
1992 and 1999, which are more than most nationwide data sets. In addition, analysis efforts carried out by
individual stormwater programs have not examined a consistent set of questions across the region. As a
result, there is little information about the following questions, among others:
¯ what is the spatial extent of storrnwater monitoring?
¯ what percentage of the total estimated flow of stormwater is monitored on an annual basis?
* what kinds of data types are being sampled throughout the region, and to what extent?
¯ what is the regional distribution and variability among runoff coefficients from specific land uses?
* what is the regional distribution and variability in contaminant loadings from specific land uses?
¯ what is the regional distribution and variability in impacts on receiving waters?
* are there specific watersheds or sources that contribute disproportionately to mass emissions on a
regional basis?

Thus, available data have not been fully utilized, on a regional basis, to characterize monitoring
effort, identify significant sources, describe impacts on receiving waters, and improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of monitoring efforts by, for example, removing redundancies among
programs.
Desired outcome
This project would take advantage of available monitoring data to help lay the groundwork for important
aspects of a regional stormwater monitoring program. It will fully describe monitoring efforts in terrm of
the parameters sampled and their spatial and temporal coverage. By integrating available information on
sources and impacts, it will also take the first steps toward a regional assessment of impacts and beneficial
uses (Project 7) and toward a regional definition of background or reference conditions (Project 6).
Together, these results will help improve the effectiveness and efficiency of monitoring, on both the local
and the regional levels, focus management attention on areas and problems of greater significance, and
improve understanding of where and how impacts on receiving waters occur.

Tasks
The major challenges facing this project involve collecting and integrating available data and defining and
agreeing on key questions and the analysis approaches appropriate for addressing them.
This project would collaborate with or make use of information from other ongoing or planned studies. For
example, the Contaminated Sediment Task Force in Los Angeles has already allocated funds for an
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analysis of contaminant sources m stormwater to the sediments in Marina del Rey and Los Angeles/Long
Beach Harbors. In addition, SCCWRP has committed to a regional analysis of stormwater monitoring data
from indnslrial discharges. Finally, SCCWRP has already compiled a portion of the regional stormwater
monitoring data that would be needed for this project and this experience could provide a firm basis for
planning and costing out the remainder of the data collection and integration effort. Datasets produced in
this project would be formatted to the standards developed in Project 3 and would become part of the
regional data infrastructure developed in that same project.
The specific tasks involved in this project include:
¯ identify existing relevant data
¯ develop list of specific questions and analyses needed to answer them
* develop a formal data management and analysis plan
¯ acquire or otherwise confm’n access to needed data
¯ perform quality and consistency checks on data
¯ standardize and/or normalize data as needed
¯ conduct analyses
¯ prepare report(s).
This is a low risk / high benefit project. The probability of success is high because techniques for data
integration, synthesis, and analysis are well established. The benefits are likely to be substantial because
region-wide analyses have not been performed in the past. In such a situation, the marginal benefit of initial
investments in synthesis and analysis are typically very high.

Schedule
This project could begin immediately and could be completed within 12 months.

Resources
Needed expertise includes data managers and data analysts with direct experience with a range of
environmental data types. Expected costs are in the range orS100,000 to $250,000. Examples of similar
projects include the regional assessments performed as part of the Bight ’98 project and watershed
assessments performed at a variety of locations throughout the country. Potential partners include the
Contaminated Sediments Task Force in Los Angeles and an analogous effort being conducted by San
Diego County.
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Project 2. Standardize sampling and analysis protocols
At present, the wide array of monitoring approaches used throughout southern Califomia makes it difficult
to readily compare findings across storrnwater programs and address questions of regional importance. This
project would address this problem by developing a standardized set of monitoring protocols for use
throughout the region, guided in part by insights gained from Project I’s regional assessment. Senate Bill
72 (SB72) has allocated funds that could support this effort.
Problem statement
Monitoring programs throughout southern California often approach the same question in different ways,
sample different sets of parameters, and use a range of field and laboratory methods to collect and analyze
samples. This inconsistency makes it difficult, if not impossible, to address questions on a broader spatial
scale, to compare monitoring results across programs, and to improve efficiency by taking advantage of
opportunities for exchanging data and coordinating monitoring responsibilities across the region.
There are several significant issues involved in any attempt to establish regional standards. Standardization
can be approached at four distract levels. The highest level involves the issue of what to monitor (e.g.,
should loads be monitored?). The next level involves the approach to use once a decision has been made to
monitor a particular parameter (e.g., should time weighted or flow weighted sampling be used?). The third
level is procedural and focuses on what specific instrurnentation and/or techniques to apply (e.g., should the
Mark IV or Mark V Tricorder be used?). Finally, the lowest level of detail involves sampling design issues
(e.g., how many samples should be collected? How long should monitoring continue for?). In addition, any
attempt at regional standardization must balance the benefits of standardization against the costs in lost
flexibility at the local level. Finally, robust sampling approaches for many storrnwater related issues have
not yet been fully developed, making it difficult to readily select a common standard.
Despite the fact that these issues are often difficult to resolve, the benefits of appropriate regional
standardization have been amply demonstrated in numerous instances around the country and in many
different types of programs.
Desired outcome
This project would produce a regionally consistent set of standardized monitoring protocols. These would
provide the technical basis for addressing questions of regional importance while at the same time
maintaining local flexibility where it is essential. Standardization efforts could move in succession through
each of the four levels identified above.
Tasks
The major challenges facing this project involve obtaining agreement among a diverse set of participants
on, furst, the set of priorities for standardization and, second, the standards themselves. The multiyear
efforts involved in standardizing monitoring protocols for the marine coastal environment in southern
California provide a useful template for this project.
This project could make use of efforts elsewhere in the country to develop uniform approaches to
stormwater monitoring. However, the unique features of climate and geography in southern California
often make it difficult to apply such approaches directly and without modification. The specific tasks
involved in this project include:
¯ identify a list of management and teclmical questions that require regionally standardized data to
answer
¯ review and compare relevant monitoring protocols from southern California and from other areas
¯ determine which protocols can be applied regionally in southern Califorma
¯ determine which management questions and/or technical issues require further methods development
¯ develop detailed recommendations to guide implementation by appropriate working groups
¯ develop regional field operations manual
* conduct laboratory intercalibrations for bacteria, metals, nutrients, and organics.
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This is a low to medium risk / high benefit project. The potential risks stem, not from technical problems,
but from institutional issues that may make it difficult to achieve regional consensus about sampling
methods. However, the potential benefits, in terms of improved efficiency and coordination, along with the
ability to integrate data from across the entire region, are large.
Schedule
This project could begin immediately and be completed in 12 months.
Resources
Needed expertise includes a facilitator and m-kind time of one field operations staff person from each
participating agency, as well as m-kind time of agency staffknowledgeable about chemical analyses.
Expected costs are in the range of $50,000 to $150,000 to produce the field operations manual and another
$100,000 to $500,000 to complete the laboratory intercalibrations for chemical analyses. Intercalibrations
for bacteria, metals, and nutrients are relatively inexpensive compared to those for organics. Where in the
range the costs actually fall depends largely on the comtituents chosen. The Bight project undertook similar
standardization efforts and these costs are based on that experience. Besides the stormwater agencies in the
region, potential parmers include the USGS, the SWQTF, and WERF.
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Project 3. Develop a regional data infrastructure
The lack of a common data infrastructure in the region makes it extremely difficult to combine data from
different programs to assess impacts and problems, quantify trends, evaluate the effectiveness of different
solutions, and establish reference conditions on a regional scale. As a result of this situation, it is
impossible both to make the best use of available historical data and to realistically consider developing a
coordinated regional monitoring program that reduces duplication of effort. This project addresses this
problem by creating a set of agreements and standards that will streamline data integration, along with a
distributed data management system that will expedite f’mding and acquiring needed data.

Problem statement
At present, scientists and managers do not have the ability to examine data from across the region to search
for patterns or trends, compare impacts and BMP effectiveness across locations, assess local conditions
against regional background or reference conditions, or ensure regionally consistent quality control of raw
and processed data. In addition, the inability to combine and integrate data from throughout the region
leads to duplication of effort and other inefficiencies in individual monitoring programs. Thus, because
there is no central data clearing house or network, based on common standards, to make data readily and
broadly available, stormwater monitoring and research are less cost effective than they otherwise could be.

Desired outcome
Ultimately, this project would produce a distributed online system, with a centralized catalogue to facilitate
search and retrieval, which would provide a wide range of users access to stormwater data from throughout
the region. The system could be developed in stages, as follows:
¯ a simple catalogue ofdatasets, their locations, and descriptions
¯ a catalogue with search functions and links to permit users to access and/or retrieve specific datasets
¯ the addition of data summaries, analysis results, and other data products
¯ the implementation of regional data quality control and formatting standards to aid data integration
¯ the addition of modeling, mapping, and other analysis tools to support regional investigations.

Tasks
The major challenges involved in addressing this problem include deciding what data types the system
should accommodate, what design the system should be based on, what specific needs it should focus on,
and establishing the necessary agreement and coordination among participants. However, the availability of
modem distributed database technology will help any such effort avoid the problems inherent in older,
centralized systems such as STORET and ODES.
In addition, there are several examples of the successful development of regional information management
systems that can provide guidance for this effort, including efforts by the Chesapeake Bay Program and the
Gulf Ecosystem Monitoring Program in Alaska. The steps involved are relatively generic and include the
following:
¯ identify data users (e.g., managers, regulators, environmental interests), how they use data now, and
how they would like to use the data if they were more readily accessible
¯ reach agreement on users’ needs and desires
¯ identify existing data generators and the nature of their data
¯ def’me an appropriate architecture that describes core functions and how they will be fulfilled
¯ develop a working prototype, including the user interface, as a focus for more obtaining more detailed
user input and defining the System more clearly
¯ t-realize the system design
¯ select hardware and software components to support the system design
¯ determine housing and administration needs and how these will be met
¯ implement system
* maintain and enhance the system over rtme.
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While the development steps are relatively clear, there will nevertheless be significant challenges to be met.
These will be primarily institutional, not technical, and will involve issues of funding, coordination,
standard setting, access to data that is considered proprietary to some extent, and making provision for
orphan datasets.
This is a low risk / high benefit project. The probability of success is high because of the lessons provided
by other similar effort and the benefits to be obtained from wider access to regionally standardized data are
substantial.

Schedule
With adequate funding, this project could be completed in two to three years. Major milestones include:
¯ system design
¯ final cost estimate and funding decision
¯ completion of the prototype
¯ implementation
* ongoing maintenance and enhancements.
The only significant rate limiting factors would be the availability of funding and speed with which the
participants reach agreement on the system’s major design features.

Resources
Needed expertise includes specialists in data management, database design, system architecture, and
distributed networks. Expected costs are in the range of $50,000 to $150,000 to establish a data sharing
format and an online catalog of existing datasets. This would require no new hardware or software.
Developing the full distributed system that permits users to remotely access data over the Interact could
cost between $1,000,000 and $1,500,000 and would require new hardware and software. The recent effort
to standardize data sharing protocols for regional participants in ocean monitoring in southern California is
a good model for the first phase of this project, while the two larger systems mentioned in the Tasks section
are models for the second phase. Potential parmers are other agencies with needs to acquire and integrate
data from a range of sources in order to perform larger-scale analyses and assessments. These may include
the SWR.CB, Caltxans, and the U.S. EPA, among others.
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Project 4. Measure BMP effectiveness
At present, the lack of rehable information on the performance of a range of BMPs hampers decision
making about how best to invest available resources to reduce loads. This project would address this
problem by systematically evaluating storrnwater BMPs using a standardized, regional protocol.

Problem statemeut
Best management practices (BMPs) are being applied without the benefit of systematic and neutral
evz~luations of their effectiveness in reducing loads. Available studies of whether BMPs meet
manufacturers’ clain~ are often not performed by neutral third parties and are difficult to compare because
of inconsistencies in their methods, settings, and timeframes. In addition, the absence of a coordinated
regional evaluation strategy means that individual stormwater programs engage in studies that, from a
regional perspective, are inefficient and insufficiently comparable. The need for systematic, neutral, and
regionally coordinated evaluations is pressing because the ongoing implementation of TMDLs for
stormwater contaminants is raising both the regulatory and economic stakes revolved in reducing loads and
their impacts. Many proposed BMPs (e.g., large settling basins, treatment plants) are expensive and
smaller-scale ones are often ineffective (e.g., storm dram filters). As a result of the lack of reliable
evaluation studies, decisions revolving substantial investments of time, effort, and money are being made
based on incomplete and!or faulty information.

Desired outcome
This project will produce a regionally consistent, standardized framework for evaluating stormwater BMPs
and will apply this to a priority set of BMPs. The evaluation will focus not only on the performance of
mdividnal, or stand-alone, BMPs but also on how alternative networks of BMPS (e.g., fewer, larger BMPs
vs. more, smaller BMPs) perform. The project will also take advantage of efficiencies to be gamed from
using the entire region as a study area.

Tasks
The major challenge revolved m this project will be designing a series of evaluation studies that address
decision makers’ current and future information needs. In addition to examining the performance of
individual BMPs, the project should also consider the performance of alternative combinations of BMPs
configured m networks relevant to circumstances m southern California.
This project should take advantage of, and integrate if possible, ongoing BMP evaluation efforts by
academic researchers and individual stormwater programs. Specific tasks revolved in this project include:
¯ define key management questions
¯ define primary technical questions and issues
¯ identify priority list of BMPs
¯ describe possible alternative BMP networks for evaluation
¯ incorporate and/or coordinate with ongoing studies
¯ develop detailed study designs
¯ develop and/or adapt hydrological and water quality network models as needed
¯ implement studies of individual BMPs
¯ implement studies of prototype alternative networks
¯ apply results to ongoing decision making.
This is a medium risk / high benefit project. The probability of success at the site-specific scale is good
because techniques for evaluating the performance of some individual BMPs are relatively well developed.
At the larger spatial scale of BMP networks, new modeling approaches may have to be developed or
adapted from other applications. Because of the potential aggregate cost of stormwater BMPs m southern
California, the potential benefits from improving the effectiveness of this investment are extremely high.
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Schedule
This project could begin immediately. Its duration will depend on the number and complexity of BMPs
selected for study.

Resources
Needed expertise includes in-kind time of decision makers and of agency staff with direct experience in
implementing BMPs, as well as additional expertise in engineering, hydrology, modeling, and statistics.
Expected costs are m the range of $50,000 to $150,000 to identify decision makers’ priorities and develop
the assessment design and $200,000 to $500,000 for the network modeling, depending on the size and
complexity of networks cohsidered. Costs for evaluating individual BMPs are difficult to estimate at this
time because they are dependent on the number and types of BMPs considered and on the constituents
measured. Potential partners include stormwater agencies that are currently implementing BMPs, Caltrans,
the Building Industry Association, and XXX (underwriter).
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Improving Fundamental Understanding of Stormwater
Mechanisms and Processes
The following four projects focus on filling crucial gaps in the understanding of basic mechanisms and
processes in the stormwater system. They are intended to bolster the conceptual and empirical foundation
for developing improved indicators, assessing conditions, and better targeting management strategies where
opportunities are greatest.

Project 5. Develop a systemwide conceptual model
Stormwater management and monitoring efforts in southern California are often planned and undertaken on
a case by case basis, without the benefit of a comprehensive regional framework that describes the
generation, transport, and fate of contaminants in both wet and city weather, as well as the operation of
important causes of disturbance such as increased flow. This project would address this problem by
creating a regional conceptual model of the processes linking sources of impact and endpoints of concern to
managers and the public. This model would lay important groundwork for all the subsequent projects in
this research plan.

Problem Statement
The stormwater system is a complex combination of natural processes and engineered components, all
characterized by poorly understood interactions and a high degree of variability. A basic conceptual model
is widely accepted - rainfall causes runoff that mobilizes a variety of contaminants as well as sediment and
these cause physical, chemical, and biological impacts in receiving waters. However, the details of the
mechanisms and processes that control each step in this causal chain are poorly understood. In addition,
currently used conceptual models do not adequately represent the ocean and there are serious knowledge
gaps in conceptual models of biological processes.
As a result, it is often difficult to choose appropriate indicators, i.e., where along the causal chain to gather
information. It is also difficult to decide where the best leverage points for management action might be,
that is, where to intervene to improve conditions and how to determine if such interventions are working as
intended. This requires enough knowledge about the system’s behavior to make reasonably accurate
predictions about what will happen under a range of different conditions. At present, the lack of such
knowledge is a serious impediment to the development, implementation, and evaluation of improved
management and monitoring strategies.

Desired outcome
This project would produce a conceptual model of stormwater processes that included both wet and dry
weather; the full geographical range of the hydrological system (from headwaters to the ocean); and all key
system components including hydrology, aerial deposition, chemistry, biology, and human land use
decisions. This model would begin as a qualitative summary of knowledge, with quantitative aspects (up to
and including mathematical models) where knowledge is more advanced. Its ability to identify linkages
between different parts of the system would provide the basis for prioritizing and coordinating
management, research, and monitoring on a common set of problems. The ultimate product could range
from a linked set of flow charts and system diagrams to a computerized decision support tool.

Tasks
There are two major challenges involved in this project. The first will be the collection and integration of
available knowledge about the complete stormwater system in southern California. The second will be the
development of a conceptual framework that adequately prioritizes and structures this knowledge.
Major tasks in this project include the following:
¯ identify all potential processes

¯ prioritize important pathways
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summarize existing knowledge
evaluate the~need for analytical, quantitative and predictive capability to ’reverse engineer’ the impacts
to the sources to resolve causation from correlation. For example:
- attributing the cause of eutrophication to sources (e.g. land use) to receiving waters,
- identifying locations for monitoring and testing to confirm or refute sources,
- prioritizing sources on the basis of relative contributions to receiving water impacts to help
separate biological impacts from physical and chemical impacts.
develop framework conceptual model
flesh out the conceptual model as needed wi~ existing information
develop an approach to applying the conceptual model to the decision support needs of managers and
to structuring the research and monitoring agenda.

This is a low risk / high reward project. There is substantial knowledge available about many aspects of the
stormwater system and conceptual modeling techniques are well established. The presence of a systemwide
conceptual model will improve a wide range of research, monitoring, and management efforts, in part by
providing a systematic and widely accepted framework for planning and decision making.
Schedule
This project could begin immediately and could be completed in 6 - 12 months.
Resources
Needed expertise includes modeling, hydrology, ecology, chemistry, engineering, and systems analysis.
Expected costs are in the range of $100,000 to $250,000, with the exact amount depending on the degree of
sophistication of the product (e.g., flow charts vs. a computerized decision support tool). Potential partners
are stormwater agencies in the region and other agencies responsible for carrying out region-wide
assessments of water-related issues.
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Project 6. Determine appropriate reference conditions
Assessing impacts, setting management targets, and measuring progress toward these all require clear
definitions of reference conditions in order to be maximally effective. While some reference conditions are,
in effect, defined by regulatory water quality criteria, there are significant gaps in the systemwide
identification of reference conditions throughout the region. This project would address this problem
through a comprehensive effort to establish a regionally consistent set of reference definitions for physical,
chemical, and biological components of the environment. This effort would depend to some extent on the
conceptual model developed in Project 5 and would integrate closely with the following project to stratify
beneficial use definitions (Project 7), as well as with all of the indicator research projects described below
(Projects 10- 12).

Problem statement
Quantifying impacts on beneficial uses and tracking progress in improving these requires a deEmition of
reference conditions. These can be numerical regulatory criteria, a description of the natural or unimpacted
condition, or a more abstract clef’tuition of what might be theoretically possible at a particular site.
Whatever form they take, definitions of reference conditions are essential for providing needed context to
monitoring and management. Despite the use of numerical water quality criteria, the overall definition of
reference conditions in southern California is spotty. Numerical criteria, by themselves, do not take into
account broader system hydrology and network linkages. In addition, there is no common agreement about
reference for biological conditions or for important physical disturbances such as flow and structural
modifications. Nor is there an explicit understanding of how water quality, physical disturbances, and
biological processes should be related in a more comprehensive definition of reference conditions.

Desired outcome
This projec~ would produce a regional description of reference conditions that includes water quality,
physical processes, biology, and human uses such as recreation and water supply. It would describe
functional links between these to ensure that management focuses as much on the functionality of the entire
system as on its individual parts. Reference conditions would be deemed quantitatively wherever possible
and qualitatively where this is not possible.

Tasks
The major challenges involved in this project are the collection and organization of a wide array of data
types from across the region, followed by analyses needed to develop appropriate reference frameworks for
a variety of habitats. Two recent efforts in the region provide insight into the kinds of analyses that may be
required. The Benthic Response Index (BRI) defines a reference condition for marine infaunal commumties
and a method for measuring how far any particular site is from reference. It is based on regional analyses of
data from sites along the entire gradient of conditions from undisturbed to highly impacted. In the second
example, the development of the iron normalization technique for sediment samples provided a quantitative
method for measuring the increase of metals concentrations above the natural background. Iron
normalization essentially calibrates each sample with respect to reference conditions.
Major tasks in this project involve the following:
¯ examine and evaluate the relevance to southern Cahforma of methodologies developed elsewhere
¯ tailor these methodologies to southern Californm as appropriate
¯ use existing data and region-wide data collectaon, as needed, to identify reference locations and
broadly characterize reference conditions for a variety of habitats and environmental components
¯ define potential indicators for each habitat and/or component, including multivariate indicators that
include physical, chemical, and biological features
¯ analyze indicators in terms of spatial and temporal pattern and resolution
¯ refme list of potential indicators
¯ apply metrics (quantitative or qualitative) from Project 7 that define a measurable gradient from
reference to highly impacted conditions
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conduct additional field surveys as needed to further refine indicators and!or~ identify and evaluate new
ones
field test indicators in ongoing monitoring programs.

This project will use the tools developed in Project 1 (Evaluate Available Data) and Project 3 (Develop
Regional Data Infrastructure) to improve the efficiency of the characterization and analysis steps. In
addition, the conceptual model developed in Project 5 will help ensure that the imtial characterization of
reference conditions captures important functional relationships. This project will also of necessity be
closely integrated with all the indicator projects (Projects 10 - 12) described below. The regional survey
that is an integral part of this task will, in an iterative fashion, both depend on and help to define
appropriate indicators that can capture the fall range of conditions from reference to severely impacted.
Final/y, the definitions of reference conditions will provide the basis for the next project, which aims to
stratify the degree of relative attainment of beneficial uses with respect to reference conditions.
This is a medium risk / high benefit project. The level of risk and difficulty will be low for some
environmental components that have been well studied and higher for others that have been less well
studied. The benefits to monitoring and management from a regionally consistent definition of reference
conditions are substantial.
Schedule
This project could begin immediately and be completed in 5 years.
Resources
Needed expertise includes hydrology, geomorphology, ecology, water quality, and study design. Expected
¯ costs are in the range of $XXX to SXXX, per site, inclusive of project planning, data management, and
laboratory and data analysis costs. The total number of sites that might be required is in the range of XXX
to XXX. Examples of similar projects include the Bight Project, U.S. EPA’s EMAP, and the California
Department ofFish and Game’s effort to develop bioassessment protocols. Potential partners include U.S.
EPA’s EMAP, the State.wide Ambient Monitoring Program, the California Department of Fish and Game,
and the offshore marine regional monitoring consortium, which is increasingly interested in linkages
between land and ocean in the coastal zone.
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Project 7. Stratify beneficial uses
The protection of beneficial uses is the fundamental motivation for stormwater monitoring and
management. Despite existing frameworks for defining such uses and determining where they have been
degraded, there is no regionally consistent system for quantifying how far a particular situation is from
reference conditions or how it relates to conditions at other sites. This project addresses this problem by
developing a regional scheme for stratifying beneficial use conditions in terms of a set of benchmarks that
describe how far from reference a particular site is.

Problem statement
The assessment of receiving water conditions is fundamental to the regulation, management, and mitigation
of stormwater impacts. While there are frameworks for this assessment in the Basin Plans and Section 305b
of the Clean Water Act, the lack of regionally based reference conditions (see Project 6) and of more
sophisticated indicators of both water quality and ecosystem condition (see Projects 10 - 12) has made such
assessment more difficult. In addition, there is no regionally consistent definition of benchmarks along the
gradient from extremely degraded to reference conditions. Without such benchmarks, it is not possible to
quantify just how far from reference conditions a particular location is, to then describe and compare the
status of beneficial uses across the region, and to more efficiently manage the application of BMPs. For
example, the U.S. EPA’s Rouge River Wet Weather Demonstration Project developed quantitative
benchmarks for five indicators of river quality (dissolved oxygen, flow, bacteria, Index of Biotic Integrity,
and habitat) and used these to rate the status of key beneficial uses along different segments of the river.

Desired outcome
This project will produce a region-wide system for quantifying the status of key beneficial uses and relating
their status to a set of benchruarks that rate their relative distance from ideal or reference conditions. This
system will then be integrated with existing monitoring and assessment programs in order to begin
producing regionally consistent information on the status of beneficial uses. The system could be developed
to the point where metrics are converted to colors that visually indicate the status of beneficial uses on
maps.

Tasks
The major challenges involved in this task are related to producing a consistent regional framework for
inventorying beneficial uses, developing improved indicators of their status (Projects 10 - 12, 15), and
achieving region-wide agreement on a set of benchmarks of status.
The major tasks in this project involve the following:
¯ develop inventory and framework for existing designated uses
¯ assess stratification schemes used elsewhere
¯ review range of conditions in southern California (Project 1)
¯ relate current conditions to regional reference conditions established in Project 6
¯ develop prototype stratification scheme, with benchmarks
¯ apply to selected water bodies as test cases using relevant indicators, including those developed in
Projects 10- 12 and 15
¯ refine stratification scheme as needed
¯ integrate stratification scheme into ongoing momtormg and assessment programs.

This is a medium risk / high benefit project. The successful development of stratification schemes
elsewhere should provide a useful model for a similar effort in southern California. However, the
actual benchmarks developed elsewhere will not necessarily be applicable in southern California
because of significant differences in rainfall, flow regimes, and habitats. In addition, this project
depends on the successful completion of other research projects (Projects 1, 6, 10 - 12, and 15).
Despite these risks, the benefits of a regionally consistent set of strata and benchmarks for
evaluating the status of beneficial uses will pay substantial dividends in rnanagement’s ability to
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inform the pubt!c about the condition of beneficial uses and to prioritize monitoring and
mitigation efforts.
Schedule
This project must await the completion of the region-wide assessment in Project 1 but could begin before
the completion of Projects 6, 10 - 12, and 15. The first two tasks could be completed in six months and the
remainder in an additional 12 months, assuming results from other projects are readily available, as shown
in the task list above.

Resources
Needed expertise includes data analysts and GIS support, in-kind participation of managers and technical
staff from participating agencies, and a facilitator. Expected costs are in the range of $50,000 to $75,000 for
a test case and an additional $150,000 to apply the stratification scheme to the entire region. Examples of
similar projects include the Bight Project’s development of the Benthic Response Index and U.S. EPA’s
Rouge River Wet Weather Demonstration Project. Potential partners include both regulatory and
stormwater management agencies in the region.
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Project 8. Identify relative contributions of nonpoint sources to urban
runoff loads
Stormwater monitoring and management has focused on a subset of sources that are either presumed to
contribute the most to overall loads or are the most tractable to address. What has been missing to date is a
comprehensive assessment of the relative contributions to total runoff loads of the full range of potential
sources. These include the urban land uses traditionally monitored, as well as aerial deposition, agricultural
runoff, and forestry activities. This project addresses this problem in two steps. First, it will use available
information to prepare an assessment of how much individual sources may be contributing to overall runoff
loads. Using this assessmer~t, it will then design a regional nonpoint source monitoring program to fill data
gaps and monitor trends over time.

Problem Statement
With minor exceptions, urban stormwater monitoring and assessment in southern California measures the
concentration and loads of a suite of contaminants to receiving waters, along with the contribution to these
loads from a range of land uses. As management moves from an earlier emphasis on characterization to a
greater concern with reducing impacts (with TMDLs as a primary tool), it will become increasingly
important to quantify the contributions to runoff loads of the full range of potential sources. While treated
discharges are relatively well characterized, there remain gaps in our understanding of runoff from
nonpoint sources. Thus, there is no monitoring program in southern California that looks at all nonpoint
sources and quantifies loads and impacts related to these.

Desired Outcome
This project would produce a design for a regional nonpoint source monitoring program that addresses the
full range of potential nonpoint sources. This design would be based in part on a best estimate, using
currently available data, of the relative contribution to urban runoff loads of these nonpoint sources. This
would necessarily use information developed in Project 1 (Integrate Available Data) and Project 5
(Develop Conceptual Model). Data from such a monitoring program would allow stormwater and
wastewater managers and regulatory agencies to carry out improved water quality assessments, develop
more appropriate TMDLs, and better prioritize pollution prevention efforts.

Tasks
The major challenges involved in this project are the integration ofexistnig data (see Projects 1 and 3) and
the development of robust sampling designs for all relevant nonpoint sources, especially those that are not
part of traditional stormwater monitoring programs. Further, special attention must be given to developing
an approach to sampling on private agricultural lands.
Major tasks involved in this project include:
¯ identify significant known and potential nonpoint sources (overlap with Project 5, Develop Conceptual
Model)
¯ acquire and integrate available data on these sources (overlap with Projects 1, Integrate Available Data,
and 3, Develop Regional Data Infrastructure)
¯ using available data, estimate relative contribulaon of sigraficant sources at several spatial scales
(overlap with Project 1)
¯ develop framework of regional nonpoint momtormg design, taking account of the requirements of
loading models
* identify relevant monitoringapproaches to accomplish the design
¯ organize information on existing monitoring efforts that could constitute portions of the regional
design
¯ develop detailed program design, including sampling methods and spatial and temporal replication.
These tasks should be carried out in coordination with, or at least with full knowledge of, related efforts by
the State Board’s SWAMP, U.S. EPA’s EMAP, and others to assess loadings and effects.
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This is a low risk / high reward project. The monitoring and modeling revolved will use readily available
techniques. A more complete picture of how all nonpomt sources contribute to regional loadings will
greatly assist decision making about how to best allocate monitoring and source reduction efforts.
Schedule
This project could begin as soon as input from the other research projects is available and could be
completed in one year.

Resources
Needed expertise includes ha-kind support from participating agencies’ staff, statisticians, interdisciplinar3’
scientists, air deposition and agricultural runoff specialists, and a facilitator/project manager. Expected
costs are in the range of $75,000 to $125,000.
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Projects Related to Identifying Receiving Water Impacts
The following seven projects focus on enhancing the tools available for identifying and quantifying
stormwater impacts on receiving waters. They are intended to increase the breadth, specificity, and
timeliness of methods currently in use and to bring new methods to the level of development where they
can be used routinely.

Project 9. Identify the causes of impacts in receiving waters
While there is information available on impacts in receiving waters, monitoring studies, with few
exceptions, have yet to identify the specific causes of such impacts. This is because the upstream tracking
and identification of sources can be difficult and the causal mechanisms by which sources lead to impacts
are not always clearly understood. This project will address this problem by performing detailed field
studies to link impacts and sources in one or more pilot watersheds.

Problem Statement
Past stormwater monitoring has successfully identified important sources of contamination and disturbance,
although there are some data gaps and remaining questions about the relative contribution of different
sources (see Project 8, Identify Relative Contributions). At the "downstream" end of the system,
monitoring has also documented specific impacts, such as elevated levels of contaminants in water and
sediment, instream toxicity, habitat damage, and eutrophication. What is missing in most cases, however, is
accurate knowledge about which sources are related to which impacts and the specific mechanisms causing
these impacts. For example, the sources of persistently elevated levels of bacteria in Aliso Creek in Orange
County and of organophosphate pesticides in Chollas Creek in San Diego County have been clearly
identified.

Desired outcome
This project would produce a catalogue of important impacts in receiving waters, along with the specific
kinds of sources that cause each. It would identify the mechanisms that link impacts and sources, as well as
procedures for establishing causation from correlative monitoring data.

Tasks
The major challenges involved in this project are identifying and then documenting the particular
intermediate mechanisms that lead from sources to impacts. While the systemwide conceptual model
(Project 5) will provide a starting point, this project will depend on field investigations to validate
presumed relatiouships and search for currently undefined causal linkages. An additional challenge may
involve unraveling the relative contribution of multiple sources to cumulative impacts. This project will
also depend on the results of the regional synthesis of existing data (Project 1), as well as improved
indicators from Projects 11 (Toxicity Testing), 13 (Microbial Source Tracking), and 15 (Peak Flow).
Major tasks involved in this project include:
* develop list of impacts
¯ develop list of candidate causes
¯ develop hypotheses for investigating correlation and causality between them
¯ assess information available to test specific mechanisms
¯ identify additional information needed to validate causal relationships
* select pilot watershed(s) suitable for field studies, i.e., where clear impacts exist and upstream tracking
of sources is feasible
¯ design and implement a research plan to test hypothesized mechanisms. This might involve using
relatively inexpensive screening techniques throughout the watershed(s), followed by more
sophisticated tools focused on specific problem areas.
¯ update conceptual model with new understanding.
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This is a medium to high risk / high benefit project. Assuming that results from Projects 11 (Toxicity
Testing) and 13 (Microbial Source Tracking) are available, it should be relatively slraightforward to
identify the sources of most impacts. Cumulative impacts may present more problems. However, the
benefits of an improved ability to reliably link impacts and sources will pay important dividends for source
reduction programs.

Schedule
This project could begin when needed information from other projects is available and could be completed
in two to five years.
Resources
Needed expertise includes in-kind participation from agency managers who are knowledgeable about the
pilot watershed(s) and can help provide needed access for sampling, as well as a hydrologist, scientists
skilled in relevant impact identification techniques (e.g., microbiology, toxicity, chemisu-y), field staff,
laboratory facilities, data analysts, GIS support, and data managers. Expected costs are in the range of
$250,000 for a single watershed and a single constituent and would scale up from there depending on the
number of watersheds and constituents. Similar projects have been conducted elsewhere in the country
focusing on individual constituents of concern, such as bacteria. Potential partners include local agencies
and the Los Angeles Contaminated Sediment Task Force.
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Project 10. Develop bioassessment indicators and protocols
The ultimate concern for both managers and the public is not the levels of contaminants in a waterbody but
the status of beneficial uses and trends in these over time. However, indicators do not yet exist for those
beneficial uses that are related to ecological conditions. This project would address this problem by
developing a regionally consistent set of bioassessment indicators and protocols for a range of important
habitat types and ecological assemblages in southern California.

Problem statement
Stormwater monitoring and management have focused primarily on the measurement of levels of
contamination and other water quality conditions. However, a focus on contamination and its direct effects
can miss other significant sources of impact and do not capture the ecological impacts of stormwater.
Adequate or excellent water quality can coexist with serious impairments to biological conditions.
Increased flow volume and velocity change sediment budgets, erode banks and streambeds, and damage
instream habitat. Channelization removes riparian vegetation and increases water temperatures, creating a
lethal barrier to fish migration. Maintenance practices designed to preserve channels’ ability to convey
stormwater efficiently also remove instream habitat for fish and invertebrates. Development that spreads to
the very edge of creeks, streams, and other waterbodies can remove important riparian habitat and damage
or destroy a waterbody’s ability to respond to natural perturbations by expanding/contracting its extent or

changing course.
Bioassessment methods, as developed by U.S. EPA, the U.S. Forest Service, and the California Department
of Fish and Game, among others, provide a means of reflecting overall ecosystem health, as well as
measuring the status of specific biological conditions, independent of a focus on chemical contamination.
Such bioassessment methods can integrate both episodic and long-term exposure to perturbation and can
also be used in concert with chemical and other monitoring, as a screening tool, to focus attention on areas
of particular concern. While these methods can help to rank sites in relative terms, incomplete
understanding of relationships between stressors and biological indicators, along with the lack of accepted
biocriteria for assessment, make it impossible to say with any certainty (except in more extreme situations)
whether conditions meet minimum levels of acceptability.

Desired outcome
This project would produce a set of regionally standardized bioassessment protocols for
macromvertebrates, fish, algae, and macrophyte assemblages in fresh waters of southern California. The
protocols will define procedures for routinely measuring and interpreting appropriate indicators of
ecosystem health. In combination with the regional reference framework (Project 6) and the stratification of
beneficial uses (Project 7), these protocols would help determine whether and to what degree a system is
being ecologically degraded by stormwater inputs.

Tasks
The major challenges involved in this project are those related to identifying sensitive measures of
biological response for each assemblage and then developing appropriate indicators that capture that
response. Bioassessment protocols are currently under development for fresh waters in southern California,
primarily by the California Department offish and Game and U. S. EPA’s EMAP. These efforts will
provide an important framework for this project and mean that, for many habitat types, new techniques will
not be needed.
Major tasks in this project will include:
¯ evaluate existing efforts being conducted by U.S. EPA EMAP, California Department offish and
Game, U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. Forest Service, and others
¯ define the degree to which each effort is applicable to specific habitats in southern California
¯ define baseline and reference conditions of each habitat, including defining subhabitats as needed,
within the framework established in Project 6 (Determine Reference Conditions)
¯ test candidate methods and prospective indicators
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determine b!ological response signatures of indicator organisms to stormwater. This may require
integrating information from toxicity testing. Simultaneously, measure potential physical and chemical
confounding factors and the relationship of habitat type to ecosystem health.
validate the protocols.
develop QA/QC procedures.

This is a low risk / high benefit project. The fact that current research on bioassessment protocols is
underway in southern California, combined with relevant knowledge from similar successful efforts
elsewhere in the country, increase the likelihood of success. The benefits of an improved ability to relate
stormwater to ecological conditions would be substantial.

Schedule
Each habitat type may have a different schedule, depending on the availability of existing methods and
associated data. The project should begin with freshwater systems, on the following schedule:
¯ Year 1 - literature search on potential indicators and methods; evaluate and select candidate protocols;
exploratory analyses on available data to assess stormwater effects (may be a pilot study in one or
more test areas)
¯ Year 2 - prepare study design for additional data collection (e.g., quantify spatial and temporal patterns
and variability); field test protocols and indicators; identify indicators’ response signatures
¯ Year 3 - validate procedures and indicators; conduct peer review; report results; identify strengths,
weaknesses, recommendations

Resources
Needed expertise includes bioassessrnent in freshwater systems, indicator and protocol development for
biological assemblages, familiarity with methods used in other key programs, field sampling, data analysis,
and data management. Expected costs are in the range of $400,000 per year for three years, of which
$150,000 would be required for filling data gaps. Similar projects have been carried out at several places
throughout the country, most notably in Ohio under the auspices ofU. S. EPA. Potential partners are the
California Department ofFish and Game, U. S. EPA’s EMAP, California State Water Resources Control
Board (SWAMP), and volunteer monitoring networks such as those supported by Heal the Bay and the
Stream Team in San Diego.
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Project 11. Develop improved toxicity testing procedures
Despite their wide use, significant limitations constrain the application and interpretation of toxicity tests.
There remain unresolved questions about the choice of indicator organisms, the interpretation of test
results, and the identification of sources of toxicity with TIEs. This project will address these problems by
developing and field testing a set of improved toxicity testing and TIE protocols.

Problem statement
Toxicity tests are widely us.ed to measure stormwater impacts directly, especially where information on
Uadividual chemical contaminants is inconclusive or incomplete. However, there are several important
unresolved issues with toxicity testing, including selecting appropriate test organisms, interpreting
conflicting and variable test results, and better defining and expanding the scope of toxicity evaluations
(TIE). Because of these shortcomings, current toxicity testing procedures are often limited to use in specific
environments and their results are often not well integrated into a complete understanding of the ecosystem.
In addition, integrating toxicity tests into a regional reference framework (see Project 6) would improve the
assessment of stormwater impacts.

Desired outcome
This project will evaluate available methods of toxicity testing (including TIEs), identify the method(s)
most applicable in specific types of systems (estuarine, marine, freshwater), and propose improvements to
existing methods where needed.

Tasks
The major challenges involved in this project relate to the complex responses of test organisms and the
complex chemical characteristics of toxic compounds, both singly and in combination.
This project will utilize results of Project 6 (Determine Reference Conditions) and Project 7 (Stratify
Beneficial Uses) to help define the range of conditions toxicity testing should address. Major tasks in this
project will include:
* establish pnoritized list of problems and issues with toxicity testing approaches currently used in
southern California
¯ develop set of criteria for ideal toxicity tests, e.g., ability to define spatial extent of toxicity, measure
spatial and temporal variability of toxicity in relation to hydrology
¯ evaluate existing toxicity testing protocols in relation to problems and issues
¯ define areas where further research and development are most needed
¯ design needed laboratory studies
¯ design and implement field case studies (see detail below) focused on key habitats
¯ improve and/or develop ancillary TIE procedures
¯ develop regional toxicity testing protocols based on field test results and incorporating EPA standards.
Field tests for improved methods could follow the following format:
t. Identify a receiving water of interest
2. Design case study
2.1. consider temporal variability (intra- and tater-storm)
2.2. consider spatial variability
3. Conduct toxicity tests along gradient of exposure
4. Assess results along gradient relative to predefmed criteria
4.1. Relative sensitivity (stormwater, ambient water, and reference toxicants)
4.2. Control response / reference site response
4.3. Correlations with contaminants
4.4. Correlations with bioassessment meWics (macroinvertebrates, phytoplankton, fish)
4.5. Correlations with chemical and physical factors, and possible, confounding factors
4.6. Use in TIEs
4.7. Ecological relevance
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5. Conduct dose-response experiments with key indigenous species identified in bioassessment
6. Conduct in-situ tests to assess ecological linkages, temporal variability in response signal, and
response to simultaneous multiple stressors
7. Identify causes of toxicity.
This is a low to medium risk / high benefit project. The responses of different test organisms to the suite of
stormwater contaminants are complex and it may be difficult to make clear-cut decisions about which test
organisms are the most appropriate in different circumstances. Similarly, the chemistry of toxic compounds
is also complex, complicating the development of enhanced TIE procedures. However, if these difficulties
can be overcome, the ability to more precisely quantify the level of toxicity and to link it to one or more
specific contan’Anants would substantially improve monitoring and source tracking efforts.
Schedule
This project could begin immediately and be completed in three to five years, assuming results from
Projects 6 and 7 were available as needed. Tasks preparatory to the field studies would take six to 12
months. Tasks 1 - 3 in the field tests could be completed in the second year, tasks 4 and 7 in the third year,
and tasks 5 - 7 in the fourth year. Writing a protocols and standards document would take up the fifth year.
Resources
Needed expertise includes toxicity specialists, chemists, field teams, specialized laboratories, and m-kind
support from agencies for field collection. Expected costs would be $300,000 to $350,000 at a minimum
and could be as high as $1 million, depending on the number of sites and test organisms, and on the number
and complexity of toxicants of concern. Potential partners include regional stormwater and regulatory
agencies, academic researchers, and SCCWRP.
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Project 12. Develop rapid response indicator(s) for microbial contamination
The absence of a real-time ability to detect microbial contamination in receiving waters prevents managers
in some cases from reliably closing recreational waters when they are contaminated, but also causes a loss
in economic revenue when sites are not reopened for public use as quickly as possible. This project
addresses this problem by developing improved indicators that would quickly (within two hours) provide
reliable measures of the presence of pathogens of concern.

Problem statement
The rapid detection of fecal contamination in receiving waters would improve public health managers’
ability to protect the health of those using receiving waters for recreation. This is important in southern
California, where beach visitation in the millions coincides with the large-scale stormwater inputs that can
carry a variety of human pathogens into waters designated for recreational use. However, current methods
for fecal indicator bacteria have a lag time of 24 - 48 hours, which means that it is impossible to provide
real-time information to the public about the relative risk of water contact recreation. This not only makes it
impossible in some instances to reliably close or post recreational sites when they are contaminated, but
also causes a loss in economic revenue when sites are not reopened for public use as quickly as they might
be. In addition to their lack of timeliness, current indicators are not necessarily reliable indicators either of
animal and/or human waste products or of the presence of pathogens that may cause illness in humans.
Improved indicators would provide a speedier and more reliable link to human health risk and do a better
job of identifying sewage sources.

Desired outcome
This project would develop a rapid pathogen screening tool that would provide a result within two hours of
sampling and would be applicable in marine, brackish, and freshwater environments. This rapid detection
method would be accurate, reliable, require little technical Iraining, and might include viruses, bacteria,
protozoans, and chemical indicators of sewage (e.g., caffeine). Optimally, the method could be used either
in the lab or in the field to provide a quick determination of whether the stormwater from a particular storm
event presents a hazard to public health.

Tasks
The major challenge involved in this project is the development of methods that can directly detect
pathogens themselves or reliable indicators of their presence. This may require a shift away from standard
culture approaches and toward more modern techniques such as biosensors or DNA probes.
The major tasks involved in this project include:
¯ establish criteria for ideal indicator(s)
¯ evaluate the full range of existing technologies
¯ identify directly applicable technologies (if any)
¯ define development and tes~ng procedure for directly applicable technologies
* carry out further development on directly applicable technologies as needed
¯ det’me and conduct needed research if no directly applicable technologies exist
¯ evaluate new technologies in system(s) of interest, including receiving waters, sources
¯ refine methods, to improve measurement capabilities and definition of endpoints
¯ integrate with current epidemiology studies to evaluate how new methods relate to actual human health
risk
¯ conduct further testing and validation
¯ develop protocols for routine use.
This is a high risk / high benefit project. There are no off-the-shelf technologies that are directly applicable
to this problem and also ready for routine use. The direct detection of pathogens, as opposed to indirect
indicators such as fecal coliforms, has proved difficulty, and the two-hour goal is a challenging one.
However, the ability to reliably and quickly measure the presence of pathogens of relevant to human health
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concerns would provide substantial economic benefits because it would dramatically improve managers’
ability to target closures where they are actually needed.

Schedule
This project could begin immediately and would take five years to complete, as follows:
¯
¯

Year 1 Year 2 -

¯

Year 3 -

¯

Year 4 -

¯

Year 5 -

identify and select methods to be evaluated
evaluate methods with regard to rapidity, sensitivity, and specificity. If technology
is not available, develop new methods that meet above requirements.
ref’me evaluated methods to optimize their capabilities with regard to measuring
appropriate analytes in water environments or continue development of new
methods.
use method to measure water quality during the conduct of an epidemiology study.
Analyze epidemaology study data to determine how well water quality data relates
to health data.
verify that the method works under a broad range of conditions and develop
QA/QC protocols for routine use.

Resources
Needed expertise includes bacteriologists and epidemiologists, as well as in-kind support from regional
agencies for field sampling. Expected costs are in the range of $300,000 to $500,000, assuming that the
project can collaborate with at least one epidemiology study planned in the region. Potential parmers
include SCCWRP, U. S. EPA, the California State Water Resources Control Board, county health
departments, and the NPDES ocean dischargers who conduct beach monitoring.
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Project 13. Develop microbial source tracking protocol
At present, it is not possible to accurately and quickly identify the sources of microbial contamination in
stormwater. This prevents the timely application of source controls and results in costs due to closures and
other impacts on receiving waters. This project will address this problem by developing standard protocols
for tracking the specific sources of contamination in local watersheds.

Problem statement
Fecal contamination in sto .rmwater can derive from agricultural activities, livestock, wastewater, urban
runoff, leaking septic systems, and soils, among others. The ability to determine which sources are most
important in any particular situation can not only provide a basis for cost-effective source reduction efforts,
but can also help determine relative public health risk associated with poor water quality in receiving
waters. In addition, successful source tracking techniques are vital to implementing coliform TMDLs,
because partitioning of fecal contamination will permit waste load allocation of tributaries or upstream
sources in a watershed. However, current approaches to partitioning fecal sources are not successful due to
the inability to reliably differentiate among the several possible sources of contamination. In addition,
current approaches do not provide results in a timely manner. As a result, it is nearly impossible to follow a
"hot spot" or contaminated parcel of water upstream

Desired outcome
This project would develop standardized protocols for microbial source tracking that will allow stormwater
managers to quickly identify the relative contribution of different sources of fecal contamination in any
particular situation. The method developed will be accurate and reliable, capable of consistently providing
correct classification of sources of fecal contamination, and should be applicable for use in different water
body types (i.e., marine, brackish, and freshwater). This project will also provide guidance on the use of
this method, including implementation, interpretation of results, its degree of geographic specificity (i.e.,
whether it is equally applicable in watersheds of different types). The research project would also identify
strengths and limitations of the method developed, especially in the context of other available methods, and
make suggestions for improved applicability in other systems.

Tasks
The major challenges involved in this project are related to the difficulty in establishing a broadly usable
database of microbial t%gerprmts. Currently used microbial source tracking techniques depend on the
development of a watershed-specific database of genetic fingerprints of existing sources of fecal
contamination. For example, if the watershed is dominated by residential homes and ranches, and contains
very little area where wildlife reside, a typical database might be created that is based upon fingerprints of
collected fecal samples from horses, cows, dogs, cats, and humans. Not only are the necessary databases for
different systems inherently different, but microbial populations can also vary within.individual populations
within a system and among systems. Given this, it is often difficult or impossible to use an available
database from one watershed for identifying sources of fecal contamination in another watershed.
Developing these libraries, or databases, can be time consuming and tedious, especially because the size of
the database required increases exponentially with the size of the watershed. This is because scat samples
must be collected from a representative portion of the ammal and human populations in the watershed.
Therefore, this project will identify the technique(s) that are most appropriate for the southern California
region, test them in one or more pilot watersheds, and develop standardized protocols for their application
throughout the region.
Major tasks in this project include:
¯ identify possible methods (e.g. ribotyping, Terminal Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism,
antibiotic resistance patterns, nutrition patterns, coliphage serotyping and genotyping, virus detection,
Pulse field gel electrophoresis, Rep-PCR, Quantitative PCR)
¯ evaluate alternative methods in terms of applicability to southern California watersheds and the
balance between statistical rigor, cost, and size of watershed
¯ develop a standardized protocol and relevant databases, with attention to the size of database necessary
for statistical rigor and accurately classifying sources
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¯

¯
¯

develop tracking strategy, assessing both top down (evaluate relative contribution of known sources)
and bottom up (tracking upstream from a contaminated waterbody or end of a pipe) approaches for use
in different situations, and defining the other types of data that should be collected (e.g., flow, pH,
salinity, TSS, nutrients)
test and validate methods both in the laboratory and in the field
develop QA/QC protocols for rout’me use.

This is a medium risk / high benefit project. Even.given the limitations described above, currently available
techniques have been used successfully to identify and mitigate sources of fecal contamination. These
methods will undoubtedly improve with time and the likelihood of success is high, given time and funding
enough to develop needed databases. As long as the source tracking goal is a general differentiation
between sources, for example, differentiating between human and animal fecal contamination, or livestock
and dog fecal contamination, available methods provide a suitably high level of correct source
classification. However, in a watershed with many confounding factors, and high variability in sources and
stormwater inputs, a relatively quick and clear differentiation between sources may not be possible with
genetic tracking alone. Despite this, the benefits heavily outweigh the risks because the method will be
useful in the large majority of situations, thus greatly improving the efficiency of source tracking and
mitigation efforts.
Schedule
This project could be accomplished in three to four years, depending upon the complexity and size of the
pilot watersheds. The following milestones could be used to track progress:
¯ Milestone 1 : Identify and evaluate methods. This can be accomplished in six months, given a group
that is already familiar with microbial source tracking techniques. First, the available methods must be
narrowed to those that are applicable to the system. Second, many small projects using some of these
methods have already been undertaken in southern California, so methods that are in existing use
should be actively identified and evaluated.
¯ Milestone 2: Once a method or set of methods is identified that will work for a given system or
watershed, it will take approximately 6 months to 1 year to develop a suitable database of existing
possible sources, collect scat samples with representative viral or bacterial populations, and design a
tracking strategy suitable for the particular watershed of interest. Other important components of this
will be to successfully GIS map the system, identify all tributaries and inputs, study hydrological
characteristics, and create a conceptual model of the system.
¯ Milestone 3: Implement microbial source tracking strategy and sampling. This will take approximately
1 year. Microbial source tracking samples will be taken given the tracking strategy outlined, in
addition characteristics of the water body of interest will be incorporated to better understand the entire
system, namely nutrients, flow, TSS, temperature, pH, etc.
¯ Milestone 4: Statistical analysis, and data reporting, and data visualization will be followed by transfer
of knowledge to parties responsible for decision making and future legislative action. This will take
approxmaately 6 months to I year.
Resources
Needed expertise includes microbiologists, molecular btoiogists, hydrological engineers, statisticians, and
data managers. Specialized equipment specific to rmcrobt~l techniques will also be necessary. Some of the
techniques available (e.g., antibiotic resistance) reqmr~ less large equipment. However, any laboratory
using these approaches will need to be outfitted w~th a laminar flow hood, centrifuges, falter apparatus,
incubators, water baths, and other equipment. Other larger cost items that may be needed include
hybridization ovens, quantitative PCR machines, gel electrophoresis equipment, power supplies, among
others. Expected costs are in the range of $200,000 to $800,000 for pilot studies in one or two smaller
watersheds with one or two dominant sources each. The wide range of costs reflects in part the differences
among the methods that might be used. Similar projects have been conducted at several places throughout
the country. Potential partners include SCCWRP, U. S. EPA, the California State Water Resources Control
Board, county health departments, and the NPDES ocean dischargers ,~ho conduct beach monitoring.
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Project 14. Evaluate BMP effects on receiving water impacts
The large regional investment in BMPs has been based on the assumption that BMPs, by reducing loads of
various kinds, will ultimately result in significant improvements in the condition of receiving waters. This
assumption has not been systematically and rigorously tested and the ongoing implementation of TMDLs is
raising the level of risk associated with the attendant increased investment in BMPs. This project addresses
this problem by developing a method, based on conceptual and numerical modeling and on field
monitoring, to evaluate the degree to which BMPs actually improve receiving water conditions.

Problem statement
As Projects 9 - 13 (which focus on developing a variety of improved indicators) make clear, our current
understanding of causal linkages between a variety of sources and impacts is limited. Such limitations
extend to our understanding of linkages between BMPs and their potential reductions of impacts in
receiving waters. It is possible to measure the immediate effect of a BMP in terms of reductions in loading
of contaminants at a particular point in the drainage system (see Project 4, Measure BMP Effectiveness).
However, it is much more difficult to estimate the cumulative effect of a network of BMPs on loadings in
an entire watershed and even more difficult to determine if such reductions have improved conditions in the
receiving waters. Thus, stormwater programs have made significant commitments to activities such as
street sweeping and catch basin cleaning, but there have as yet been no rigorous studies of whether these
and other actions actually improve water quality.

Desired outcome
This project will produce a method for determining whether and to what extent BMPs improve conditions
in their ultimate receiving waters. This will be extremely valuable in deciding which BMPs to use to
achieve the goals of the TMDLs being implemented in the region.

Tasks
The major challenges involved in this project are related to understanding the causal relationships among
the different components of the stormwater system. Thus, answering the question whether BMPs have
improved receiving water conditions depends on the results of several other projects in this research
program. It will require a comprehensive framework that describes the operation of the hydrological system
and how sources create impacts (Project 5, Conceptual Model), an estimate of the relative contribution of
different kinds of sources to regional loadings (Project 8, Relative Contribution of Nonpoint Sources),
improved knowledge about the causes of specific impacts (Project 9, Identify Causes of Impacts), and
better indicators of ecological condition (Project 10, Develop Bioassessment Indicators). It will also require
improved estimates about the ability of individual BMPs to reduce loads of contaminants in their
immediate receiving waters (Project 4, Measure BMP Effectiveness).
Because of the large variability in ambient conditions, and length of time needed to detect changes in these,
this project should consider focusing on small pilot watersheds that can be easily manipulated and
monitored.
The major tasks involved in this project include:
* enhance the systemwide conceptual model to include specific BMPs and their links to potential
receiving water improvements
¯ select and prioritize BMP / receiving water relationships to examine
¯ identify one or more pilot watersheds for study
¯ conduct numerical modeling of the cumulative effects of BMP network(s) to guide design of the field
study
¯ design field study, based on BACI (before-after-control-impact) design if possible
¯ begin monitoring
¯ implement BMPs, if necessary
¯ complete monitoring.
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This is a high risk / high reward project. It depends on the successful completion of a number of other
research projec~ In addition, such an evaluation of BMPs effects on ultimate receiving water conditions
has not previously been carried out and there is therefore no prior body of experience to draw on. However,
the potential benefits of this project are substantial. Large investments in BMPs have been made and even
larger ones are being contemplated in order to meet the requirements of TMDLs. It is therefore crucially
important to better understand whether BMPs will produce hoped-for improvements in receiving water
conditions.
Schedule
The initial steps of this project through development of the field study design will take at least one year.
Monitoring both before and after the implementation of specific BMPs could require an additional five to
ten years, depending on the kinds of receiving water conditions targeted. In addition, results can be
achieved more quickly for constituents with short residence times (e.g., diazinon, TSS) or that can be more
readily controlled. Monitoring would have to continue for a longer period to detect changes related to
constituents with reservoirs in the system (e.g., nutrients, metals, bioaccumulative compounds).
Resources
Needed expertise includes in-kind support from stormwater agencies for BMP implementation and field
monitoring, as well as engineers, statisticians, hydrologists, scientists knowledgeable in the specific
constituents and impacts of concern, data analysts, and data managers. The initial steps of this project
through development of the field study design could require up to $1 million. Expected costs for
monitoring are in the range of $250,000 - $500,000 per year for ten years. It is not possible at present to
scope the BMP implemefitation andit would be prudent to link monitoring to implementation that is
already planned. Potential partners include Caltrans, the State Water Resources Control Board, Water
Environment Research Foundation, BMP manufacturers, and stormwater agencies throughout the region,
particularly the agency in whose jurisdiction the study will be done.
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Project 15. Develop improved indicators of peak flow impacts
Land use changes that increase impervious area lead to increased flows. While this increases the flood
potential during major storms, it also increases flows during periods of low to moderate rainfall. These
increased flows can cause downstream impacts on water quality and habitat through increased erosion and
sedimentation. However, there are no well-established relationships between various levels of increased
flow and downstream impacts. This project addresses this problem through an integrated modeling,
experimental, and monitoring program in pilot watersheds.
Problem statement
Land development and consequent increases in impervious area increase runoff volumes and peak flows
and can lead to downstream erosion and flooding. Traditionally, concerns about increased peak flows have
focused on the 50 - I00 year storm event and the potential for destructive flooding. A variety of methods
have therefore been developed to shave, retard, and/or channel peak flows and reduce flooding potential.
However, development changes the hydrograph and increases runoff volume and velocity even for much
smaller flows. Concern is therefore growing that such smaller changes, when they occur on a persistent
basis, can create more subtle yet long-term and potentially important impacts on water quality and habitat
and the beneficial uses related to them. Such impacts would occur primarily through changes in water
quality and through sediment movement and redeposition and streambed scouring. Despite these concerns,
there are no regulatory criteria that establish limits on increases in peak flow, nor is there sufficient
knowledge about peak flow impacts on which to base such criteria.
Desired outcome
This project would produce indicators that quantitatively link a range of downstream impacts, primarily
those related to stream bank and stream bed erosion, to increased peak flows due to land development and
increases in impervious area. These indicators could help provide the basis for eventually establishing
regulatory criteria for peak flows from smaller and more frequent storms.

Tasks
The major challenges involved in this project stem from the relative lack of quantitative information in the
region about the effects of sustained increases in peak flows. Information available from other regions is
otdy partly applicable because of the semi-arid nature of the southern California environment and the
highly episodic nature of flows. This project will necessarily depend on the results of several other projects
in this research program. It will require a comprehensive framework that describes the operation of the
hydrological system and how increased flows might create impacts (Project 5, Conceptual Model), an
assessment of historic and current conditions (Project I, Integrate Available Data), an estimate of the
relative contribution of different kinds of sources to regional loadings (Project 8, Relative Contribution of
Nonpoint Sources), improved knowledge about the causes of specific impacts (Project 9, Identify Causes of
Impacts), and better indicators of ecological condition (Project I0, Develop Bioassessment Indicators).
The major tasks involved in this project include:
¯ refine or expand the portion of the conceptual model dealing with peak flows
¯ analyze available data to build a picture of likely changes over time due to increased peak flows
¯ select pilot watersheds
¯ design field and modeling study to quantify changes in peak flows and relate these to impacts
¯ implement field study, including manipulative experiments involving, for example, controlled
increases in flow
¯ develop recommendations for establishing management or regulatory criteria related to peak flows.
This is a medium to high risk / high benefit project. The highly variable nature of rainfall and flows in
southern California makes it extremely difficult, in a short period of time, to develop reliable relationships
between peak flows and downstream impacts. In addition, the lack of prior attention to this issue means that
historical data are not likely to provide a useful database for establishing such relationships.
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Schedule
This project could begin in concert with development of the conceptual model in Project 5 and could
produce results within three years.

Resources
Needed expertise includes in-kind support from agencies with field monitoring staff, as well as
hydrologists, engineers, and modelers. EXpected costs for gaging stations, field manipulations, and
monitoring range from $75,000 to $250,000 per year, depending on the number of sites and the complexity
of field experiments. Modeling would require an additional $200,000. Potential partners include the State
Water Resources Control Board, regional stormwater agencies, SCCWRP, the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers, and the U. S. Geological Survey.
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Research Plan Overview
The preceding sections describe 15 distinct research projects that address key gaps in the knowledge base
and the monitoring and management tools needed to adequately address stormwater impacts in southern
California. While they are presented individually, they have two important features, as a group, that are
important to emphasize. First, as the individual descriptions make clear, many of the projects are directly
related, with some depending on the output of other projects for their success. The following figure
illustrates the major groupings and relationships ~nong the 15 projects. The projects on the left with
several arrows emanating from them are projects that should be attempted first. These include integrating
available data, creating a regional data infrastructure, developing a conceptual model, and developing or
improving assessment tools for identifying receiving water impacts. Similalry, there are projects on the left
with several arrows pointing towards them that should be left until the initial work is completed. These
include stratifying beneficial uses, identifying causes of impacts, and evaluating the effect of BMPs on
receiving wate quality. Ultimately, the intercotmectedness among projects demonstrates that the workshop
panelists have devised not just a list of individual wish-list projects, but a comprehensive research program.

1 - Integrate available data

1 - Integrate available data

2 - Standardize sampling protocols

2 - Standardize sampling protocols

3 - Regional data infrastructure

3 - Regional data infrastructure

4 - Measure BMP effectiveness

4 - Measure BMP effectiveness

5 - Develop conceptual model

5 - Develop conceptual model

6 - Identify reference conditions

6 - Identify reference conditions

7 - Stratify beneficial uses

7 - Stratify beneficial uses

8 - Relative contributions

8 - Relative contributions

9 - Iclentify causes of impacts

9 - Identify causes of impacts

10 - Develop bioassessment

10 - Develop bioassessment

11 - limprove toxicity testing

11 - limprove toxicity testing

12 - Rapid response indicators

12 - Rapid response indicators

13 - Microbial source tracking

13 - Microbial source tracking

14 o Evaluate BMP impacts

14 - Evaluate BMP impacts

15 - Develop peak flow indicators

15 - Develop peak flow indicators
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Second, they lay the necessary groundwork for a comprehensive and region-wide stormwater monitoring
program that focuses on high-priority problems and takes advantage of opportunities for regional
coordination. In this sense, the information and tools the research program produces will not only improve
individual stormwater programs, but will improve all of the stormwater programs m the region. The
research projects will identify where there is uneven levels of effort and help to bring parity to monitoring
programs throughout southern California. They will identify enhance the efficiency of individual programs
and regional programs by ensuring cornparabflity and quality. Finally, the research projects will improve
effectiveness by identifying areas where all agencies can use commonly generated information thereby
reducing redundancies or repetitive effort.
Finally, the workshop experts set an expectation that the research plan will eventually lead to a model
stormwater monitoring program at the end of five years. The expectation included at least three levels of
monitoring effort including: (I) an ongoing regional monitoring program where agencies interact at large
spatial scales; (2) local monitoring focused on their individual discharges of concern; and (3) an ongoing
research component consisting of specific projects, not unlike those described herein, where there is a
defined beginning, middle and end, whose results feed directly back into the monitoring and management
deciosn-making framework.
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INTRODUCTION:

Storm Water Pollution
Control for
Industrial Facilities

S

torm water pollution is the major source of

The BMPs in this manual are recora-

amtamination offectmg local creeks and the
San FranciscoBay. Storm drains carry
excess water from streets, urban centers,
industrial sites, and apen spaces, ln Alame~

rrmuted by the Alameda County Urban
Runoff Clam Water Program to help you:
¯ Prer~nt storm water pollution;
¯ Protect water quality in iocal creeks,

largely due to urban runoff pollution, which
occurs when contaminants from industrial,
commercial, and residental areas are pidm~
up by runoff tmter and carried into the
storm drain. In Alameda County alone, mare
than 85 lnllion galltms of untreated water
and debris pass through the storm drain
systems each year and ~ow into the bay.
lnd~trial operations constitute only
partly respormble for urban ruru~ff poilution,
but they are known to be a source of hamy
metals, ¢nly wastes, and other contaminants,
Manufacturing, shipping, and storage
operations that are ca’posed to storm water
runoff are common otmtrabutors to storm
water pollution.
Federal arul state storm water regulations
now require most industrial fac~]ities "to take
steps to prevent such ~tratamination. Your
facility might Heed to be covered by the
Regional Board’s October 1992 Industrial
Storm Water General Permit. lJ so, you
must prepare a Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan ($1/¢Pp~ that inamporates a

¯ Comply with storm water regulations.
This mamad is intended to help you
identify and implement the BMP$ that are
necessary and eommnlrally fetzs~le for your
[~’~ity to prevent storm water pollution.
The BIV~s include both o~erating practices
and struaural controls designed to reduce
the amount of pollutants entering the storm
drain s3!~tem. You ~ ~ to evaluate
which apply to your #c~ity and implement
them as nocessary. $pecific regulations can
vanj from one municipality to another, so
you should become #nn]iar with local storm
water ordintra~s in the communities in
which you ¢Io business.
This manual consias of two parts. The
recomnmul~ BMPs in Part 1 are basic

t~rnkn~j of Bea Management Practices
(BMPs) li~e the ones dest-nl~l in this

everyday operational practices that can be
t~ry effective in preventing pollution and
reducing potential pollutants at the source,
with relatively mirdmal structural or
equipment requirements.
In many industrial #ctlities, storm water
~ollution can be prevented with common-

sense precautions and modest changes in
routine operations or maintenance praotic~.

manuai, lf your factlity is nat otnTered by the
General Permit, you might stY! Heed to
implement BJVxP$ to cmnply with local
pollution prevention requirements,
Unli~ son~ poilutia~ F~blems, storm
water pollution canno~ be covered by a single
set of rules that appliea to all industrial
fact2ities. Regulated industrial #c~liti~ in

The numbered sections are keyed to industrial operations that are o~mmon to many
kinds of facility. For some industrial
fac~ities, these practices alone might be
~uff!cient to amtrol storm water pollution.
In other ca~es, it unTl be necessary to
establish new practices or build physical
controls to prevent storm water pollution.

f~w~ities that ot:cuW sevend square rm~s to
storefrant d~tors. As a result, plants
,’an have very d~rent storm water

management practices." The advanced
BM, Ps require more costly or more inten.dve
efforts to address pollutants that are not

quantities, ~ ~anerns, and potential "
pollutants. Even different f~.~ities within
the ~arne general industry might have to
adapt dif[~rent a1~m~aches to the prevention

adequately amtrol~ by the simpler
aperational BM.~s.

of ~ water mUution.

,<
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I~ TRAINING
AND
EDUCATION
FOR
EMPLOYEES
AND
CUSTOMERS

S

uccessh.d storm water pollu~on
control relies mostly on the proper
traL~ng and education of employees,

Many of the recommended BMPs in this
part of the manual identify specific
t~i,ning needs for employees who
conduct the activities,
Train employees in the BIV[P$, because
an employee’s mistake can lead to a
costly pollution incident. Assign

experienced workers to ~ new
employees. Review procedures as a
group at least once a year.
Periodlcal]y check employees’ work

in’actices to be sure the BMPs are
implemented l~Operly. Post in/ormational signs, such as proper equipment
washing procedures, at designated
washing areas, and "Close the cover"
signs at dumpsters and other storage
¯ areas. Stenci] "NO D~G! -DRAINS TO BAY" messages at storm
drams. (Stencils might be available from
the Clean Water Program.)
I~ride genera] information as well,
because employees often respond best ff
they under-rand why they are being
asked to conduct a new procedure,

I.f you subconb’act for szna~l construc~
_
tion jobs or other work on your prem_
ELIMINATING IMPROPER
ises, include BMPs as conditions when
DISCHARGES INTO STORM
wrfl~ng contracts. Provide contractor~
DRAINS
with l~per dLsposal options for wastes.
Monitor contractors to be sure they
l oca] ordinances generally prohibit
comply with your BMPs.
J.-/dJschaz~g anything but storm water
into the storm drain.s. "l’here are many
If you serve customers at your facility,
be aware of customer activities on-site. If ways in which non.storm water from
industrial plants can enter the storm
they dJ.spose of material impcoperly, you
will be responsible for the violation. Ask
drainage system. In most cases, those
your customm not to clLsca~ liquids
clischarges are now illegal, even though
they might have been permdssible in the
into your trash cans or storm chains. If
you have persistent problems, you
past. Industrial process water, bu~Iclmg
wastewater, and water from other
might need to monitor your customers
sources are prohibited, with a few
more care~Riy at trash cans, storm
exceptions
described in Table 1. Inspect
drains, and other potential disposal
your
facility
and yard to be sure no
areas, on your property,

Let your customers know how you
are minimizing wastes and recycling
fluids to show that you are a "good
neighbor," and encourage your customers to do the same. Showing clients what
you are doing to Frotect the Bay is good
l~bllc relations. Some businesses make
the customer aware of their" environmentaJ requirements by including a
modest environmental compliance fee,
itemized on customers’ brims statements, to cover handling and disposal
costs for hazardous material,

Employees’ suggestions in return can

unauthorized discharges enter your
storm drains.
Unauthorized ~es take two
forms:
Illicit connections are improper
perm,~ent connections that allow
wastewater to enter storm drains.
Connections that ~llow sanitary or
process wastewater to enter the storm
drain are ]:¢ohi’bited, including a~ storm
drain connections from indoor drams or
sinks. More in/ormation on ident~ymg
and removing illicit connections is
available from your samtary sewer

dL~crict or mtmicipality.

help identify cost-effective storm water

An i!licit discha~e is any nonstorm

controls for your fac~ity,

water discharged into the storm dra~n~ ~ ar~n
*~ ~ ~

age system. Pollutants can be introduced
into storm drains inadvertently by
routine practices that dL~.harge water

~ a~ ~

outdoors or by routinely discharging

a~ 0 ~

wastes, wash water, and other matena]

into storm drains, catch basins, and
your property or in the sueet. A large

~ of this improper discharge results
from employees’ lack of unde~ancLmg,
coupled with a lack of readily available

proper routes for the dL~ha~e.

YOU need to ma~e a long-term

continuing observation to identify
potential sources of intentional or
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WATER SOURCE

PREFERRED DISPOSAL
OPTION

RESTRICTIONS OR
PERMIT NEEDED

POSSIBLE OPTIONS FOR
REUSE OR RECYCLING

k~lu~ial proce.

Sanitary sewer ~

POTW permit

~

Non¢ontact
ooling w~ter

~ mu~e

¯ Unc°rttsfflJrlatede
¯ Contaminated
Industrial cooling
equipment ondermation
¯ Uncontaminatecl"

Building air onclitloner

~ ¯ Storm drain if muse is
impossible
¯ Sanitary sewer

¯ Storm drain

Storm drain (I/city allows)

Reuse In lossd-loop
ooling system (cooling tower)
¯ Storm water NPDES perrrdt
¯ POTW permit
¯ Treat and muss
Storm water NPDES permit Hold and apply to landscape
¯ Must be tested and stN:~m

Some localities require dl~-

Building air ondRioner
coolant
¯ Uncontaminated"

¯ Storm drain

¯ Storm water NPDES permit

Storm water in outdoor
secondary containment
¯ Uncontaminated"

¯ Storm drain
¯ Sanitary sawer

¯ Test to determine
contamination,
¯ Po’r~N permit

¯ No dis~e

¯ Zero contact ~/torm

¯ Contaminated
Storm water from outdoor
mltedel storage
¯ Covered
¯ Open

¯ Storm drain

in-plato w~tm~er

Reuse in-plant whenever
ix~llble

¯ Pump anti apply to
landeca~ng (See Sec~o~ 5)

Roof drain water

Storm drain I/no pollutants

¯ Water quaJity inlet or similar
atmenL (See Secbon 20)
rm water NPDES pern~t
Roof vents my be Iource
of pollutanta. See BAAQMD
air emissions mguletiorm
and Section 4.

Industrial equipment
wash watM

Sanitary sewer

POTW ;mfmlt

R~me In-plant whenever,

Vehicle maintenance
wash wat~

Sanitary sewer

POTW permit

Captur~ and muse for

Vehicle one-tim wash water

Storm drain

Mlnimlz~ water;, prevent
flow acm~ paved area

Minimize water use end

~_to

Wash water from paved
walk’ways in commercial
and business disbtcts
Commercial building ~

Storm dr~n

W~ter only
(ha ~ er ~)
Sw~p sidewalks beforl
wsshing. No leaning
chemlcale my be used.

Storm drain

Fllt~ before It enters

Landscape Irrigation

Sto~n drain

Potable water ~nd potable
line flushing

Storm drain

Must be dechlodnated--

Fim-flghUng flows

Storm drain

Block downstl~em channei~
to detain for tseting se
hazardous waste

(Sse Section 7)

Mlnimiz~ water use and
direct to landscape."

Minimize water so none
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inadvertent improper discharges.
Discont~ue or reroute the water from
those activities. Measu~s to help
prevent illegal discha~es include:
¯ Providing well-marked Fa, oper
~ or collection methods for
wastewater wherever you
frequently use wash wat~-, discha~e cooling water, or produce a

liquid waste that might otherwise
reach the storm drain,
¯ Employee training that especially emphasizes Prop~ ~ of
nonstorm water (see Section 1).
Fxiucate employees to understand
that storm drains connect d~ectly
to streams and the bay without
treatment,
¯ l~beling all storm drain inlets and
catch basins "NO DUMPING! -DRAINS TO BAY," so that employees will know which inlets are part
of the storm drain system,
¯ Periodically inspecting and maintaiaing storm chain inlets. Clean out

Table 1 identifies some common
sources in industrial plants of water that
can enter storm drains. For each source,
the table lists the preferred disposal
option. For water that is allowable for
discharge into the storm drain, Table I
lists conditions or restz’ictions placed on
the dJsc~, e.
Following are conditions or restric-

[]

SPILL PREVENTION, CONTROL,
AND CLEANUP

(~ rnall spills can have cumulative
~,.,,~effects that add up to a significant
source of potential pollutants in your
storm water disc~e. The best approach by far is to prevent spills and

tions placed on a few categories of

leaks. Maintain a regular inspec~on and

special interest:,
¯ Coolin8 rawer condensate for
industrial process water must be
di.w.harged into the sanitary sewer,
Permits are ~iuired.
¯ Internal oelant for refrigeration or
building air conditioning must not
be discharged into storm drains,
¯ Buildin8 air cenditioner
condensate may be discharged into
the storm ~ only if it is not treated
with algae inJu’bitors, corrosion,
cont~’ol chemicals, or other additives,

repair schedule, and correct potential
spill situations. Some prevention
techniques are described in Sections 4, 5,
and 6.
When a spill does occt~r, quick and
effective response is the best way to
prevent pollutants from reaching storm
water. Prepare a set of well-defined
procedures for resl~ding to a spill of
any liquids in an area that might be
~ to storm water. The procedures
can be specific for your facility. They
should take into consideration all
ci~’tunstances, from small and minor
releases that can be easily handled to a

catch basins so that accamulated

large emergency spill, and

pollutants do not wash down the
storm drains,

they should idenl~y whom to
call to respond to the situation before it gets out of hand.
Train employees in the

procedures (Section 1).
The basic procedures
should emphasize that spills
be cleaned up promptly and
not allowed to evaporate.

on the pavement and might

s~n~: sto~ w==r ,~au=t~ c~r= p~ ~
~’~ salt= C==ra vary. ~ wat=r Ou~y
~ ao=~s.F, a=y ~=~o~. amu=~ 1~.
wu~ ~,== =u~y.

~

~=~. ~ ~, ~ mr ~ ~
uu= o=~y ~ ~=t ~=t=~ ~ ~=~=om
~ ~ ==~u~o~.
~ t,~. =~amm~ Ix~ ~. ~ ~
~. ~uo~. = ~ ~ == ¯ "~o
measur~e ¢Noaner =tan=W~ I~o~ roaming

w~ =a =a~
~=~, ~
~ r~

be washed to the storm
drains with the next rain, or
they remain in the soil and
become a possible groundwater pollutant. If the spill is on
an unpaved st~rface, determine whether you need to
remove the contaminated soil to prevent
it from becoming a source of future
Also the standard procedures should

~ deaning up leak~, drips and
other ~ without water whenever
pos=’ble. Do not usea hose orwet mop
to dean up a spill area. Hosing might
"re~tove the s]:fi]] from the immediate
area, but do~ not keep.the pollutant out
Of the envil’ortme~tt O~ the contrary, it
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adds to the volume of the spi!] and
spreads the spilled materiM around a
larger area.
I~ you hand/e haza~:ious materia/,
spil/preven~on and response procedures are descn’bed in your hazardous
your £h’e department or other hazardou.~
mater~ (’?L~Mat") authority (see
Section 6). I~ a spRl occurs, notify the
authorities as re~ in your e~erg~ncy response plan. Contain and collect
the spi!led substance, then cLispose of the
substances and any contazr~.nated soil in
complia~tce with hazardous materia.ls
Szn~! spil/s are those which can be
wiped up with a shop rag. Do not put
wet rags in the dumpster with theshop
trash. Store them in a covered rag bin of
the ]dad used at auto service stations,
Avoid paper towels. You can avoid
making ~ a waste stream by senclLng
used rags to a proh~ssiona! cleaning
service. (You must inform ),o~r cleaning
service of what the shop rags have been
used for.) Do not saturate rags with
gasolLne0 solvents, or other vola~le
Medium sized spills are too la~e to
wipe up with a rag and requtire more
attention. Contain and soak up the

liquid, using dry absorbent material
such as vermicu!ite, special/), prepaz~l
sawdust, or cat l~tter. Absorbent
"snakes" may be used as temporary
booms to contain and so~k up the ~iq~id.
Sweep up the used absorbent materiaJ

~ torzn water Horn your site can

appropr~tel),, with the shop trash i~
nonhazanious, wi~h the haz~dous
wastes i~ necessary. Another convenient
option is to use a wet/dry shop vacuum
cleaner to collect spi/Ls and cl~ of
the I/quid with your liqu~d or hazardous
wastes. Do not use vacuums for gaso~ne,
solvents, or other vola~!e fluids because

to numerous sznall leaks, spRls, and
other discharg~ ~m outdoor equipment. La~e equipment might requL,-e
specially designed sl~’ucturaJ or advanced BM~s to reduce the poten~ia/for
storm water to contact pollutants.
Ordinary precaution.s, such as those
des~ibed below, might suffice for

explosion hazard.
I.z~er spills must be contained then
cleaned up. For spills of food waste or
other nonhazardous l~quid, take steps to
contain and clean up the i~quid and
mJnin~ize the wash water used in
cleanup. Shut off or plug storm ch’a~n
inlets or sewer irdets where the spRl can
enter. I~ necessary, keep temporary
plugs on hand to fit your inlets and ~
employees re~arding when and how to
use them. For hazardous mater/a/s’pi~Is,
¯
~mplement ),our emergency procedures
and alert ),our HazMat authority,

~

OR EQUIPMENT
OPERATIONS
AND MAINTENANCE

As a first step, identify all equipment
at ),our site that might be exposed to
storm water or cou/d discharge potenl:ia]
~oLlutants that could be exposed to
storm water. Iden~h/the kinds of
pollutants each piece of equipment
might generate--4ubricants, coolants,
and other leaks or d~es.
8e creabve and thorough in developing your list. The inventory shouJd
include roohop coolLng towers or a~r
conditioners; roohop a~r vents for
industria/equipment; outdoor a~r
compressors and other service equ.ipmerit; indoor wet processes where leaks
or di.~es might reach outdoor areas;
loading areas where fork!~cs or I~ucks
can canT pollutants outdoors on their
t~.

K~v ~’rfp ~nB u~w

~ ~u~
a~ ~,,~a ae~
¯,~ ~a~., ~.e~,
~ ~ss

Using the equipment
inventory, assign an employee
to inspect each piece o£ equipment on a regular basis to see
that it is functioning properly.
The employee might be the
person respons~le for openting the equipment ~ it is used
regul~y, or a maintenance
staff member for equipment on
the roof or in seldom-seen
places. Inspect for leaks,
znaIftmc~ons, and staining on
an~ axound the equipment and
other evidence of leaks and
discha~es. Assign to the
inspeo:ing person responsibility for reporting a spill.
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w~y t~ keep storm wster
my from b~rmls anel
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Storm water often accumulates in
secondary ontainznent areas. If this
water is c6ntaminated, it may not be
discharged into the storm drain system,
You might wish to roof the containment to avoid this problem. If that is not
possible, the liquids that accumulate in
the containment might, with approval
be acceptable for discharge into the
sanitary sewer. However, the area itr~elf,
should l~ve no direct connection, in
case of spills. One common solution is a
portable pumping system that can be
moved to accomm(xiate separate
containment structures on your site. The
equipment can pump water into a mack
or portable temporary holding tank. The
water then can be tested and disposed of
according to whether any pollutants are
present. Following are some disposal
options:
: If the water meets criteria for
hazardous waste, employ a certified
hazardous waste hauler for cLisposal
at a permitted hazardous waste
facility,
¯ If it has constituents similar to
process wastewater for which your
on-site wastewater pretreatrnent
facilities are designed, pretreat the
water and discharge into the sardtary
sewer,
¯ If it meets standards for your
industrial discharge permit, discharge it into the sanitary sewer
without pretreai~’nent (if permitted
by your wastewater authority),
¯ Reu~ it on your site in an appropriate manner as industrial process
water, equipment wash water, steam
cleaning makeup, or another use
where the water will eventually be
di.~charged as industrial or sanitary
wastewater. You might have to
invest in a truck or plumbing to
convey the water to its reuse
location,
¯ If it is free of hazardous constituents,
use it on your facility grounds for
landscape watering. Do not apply
the water to landscaping if hazardous pollutants are present--even if
not concent~’ated enough to be h~zardous waste--because the pollutants might accumulate in the soil or
vegetation and eventually create a
health hazard.

r~

If you store empty drums outdoors, do
not hold them longer than necessary.
Ship them to a drum reconditioner or
anotherfacility. Before shipping
Table 2 summarizes the preferred
¯ Drain them completely to avoid
J, storage and disposal practices for
spills.
some common industrial facility wastes.
¯ Seal them properly so that they are
For many waste, re~ing or recycling is
watertight, to keep storm water from
the most cost effective mea~ to prevent
entering; otherwise the water would
potential pollution. Fluids that you hold
become a process wastewater, and
for recycling are special categories of
could not be dumped into the storm
hazardous waste. You may store them
drain.
on your site only for short periods in
Store and handle hazardous wastes
accordance with hazardous waste
properly. Hazardous material or waste
requirements, but they may be transis not a storm water problem if they are
ported under somewhat less stringent
handled in accord with state and federal
requirements than other hazardous
regulations, and the requirements of
wastes. Many recycling services have
your
local HazMat control authority.
special variances or permits, which
Keep
hazardous waste and material
reduce your paperwork requirements
indoors or under cover in a locked area,
and allow shipping at reduced cost.
to keep nighttime trespassers away born
Keep general shop trash in a
them. Store them before disposal in
dumpster with the lid closed. Put the
special hazardous waste containers or in
dumpster in a paved area, not on
dosed drums within a secondary
unpaved soil or your lawn. Keep the
containment that is approved by your
area clean by picking up dropped ~ash
HazMat authority.
and sweeping the area regularly
In some cities of Alameda County,
(perl~p~ once a week), but do not use a
the
municipal fire department is the
hose to clean up--keep water off the
HazMat
authority that controls hazardarea. Nearly all dumpsters and tr~h
compactors leak; keep liquid wastes out ous material storage, handling, and
response. Other locales contract with the
of them, and keep them dosed to keep
County Health Department. For
out storm water.
information about handling solid wastes
If you cannot prevent leakage from
that might be controlled under hazardtrash container~, L~tal] a roof or lean-to
ous waste re,clarions, contact the
that keeps direct rainfall off them, and
County’s
Environmental Health
place asphalt curbing or berms around
Department or C-.al-I’~A’s Toxic Subthe dumpster to contain the leaks.
stances Control Division. (See the back
(Check with your local agencies, and
cover for a list of regulatory agencies.)
comply with fire codes and building
Empty containers, such as storage
permits.)
barrels, oil cans, paint buckets, and
If you store scrap metal or other such
aerosol cans are hazardous wastes ~f
material outdoors, keep it under a roof,
they once held hazardous material. You
cover, or tarpaulin. Keep scrap, parts or
may not discard these with the reg~
other used metals indoors. O~s and
trash. They must be stored properly so
other potential pollutants can wash off
that they do not leak outdoors. Some
long after you think the parts have been
drum suppliers accept empty drums for
washed clean. Collect waste metal, such
reuse under less stringent hazardous
as used parts and metal lathe filings, for
material recycling regulations.
delivery to a scrap metal dealer.
WASTE HANDLING AND
DISPOSAL

i
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General Plant ¯ Used parts--.c~an metal
¯ Bin (covered or indoors)
¯ Scnlp coilector
Wastes
¯ Used oily parts-¯ Drum
¯ Hazardous waste hauler"
contamJneted
¯ Metal shavings
¯ Bin (covered or trick)ors)
¯ Sc~p collector
¯ Used rags
¯ Rag bin ~ lid
¯ Rag launclry
¯ Soiled claanup absorbent
¯ Drum
¯ I-kizardous waste hauler
¯ ~ from air corK~oner ¯ Recycding machine
¯ Rouse in-house
or mffigeraLion equipment
(I-WAC serv~e company)
UquJd Wastes ° Paints°
¯ Odginel container, wP~h lid ¯ Hard¯us wesle hauler
¯ Waste lubrica~ng oil
¯ Drum (segregated)
* Oil mcyc~r
¯ Solvents, thinners, and
° Tank ("hot" waste)
¯ Solvent recycler (where
miscellaneous fluids*
Segregate different fluids to possible) or waste hauler
Uquid
Contalrmra

¯ Empty drums
Empty csns, botl~s,
aerosol cans, etc.
Vehicle Wastes ¯ Weste motor oil
¯ Brake fluid, gear oil,
hydraulic fluids, etc."
¯ Antifreeze
¯ Batteries
¯ Tires
¯ Oil filters

¯ Drum (segregated)
¯ Bottle or tank (’hol" waste)

Yes
No
Pos~/b/y
Yes
No
yes

¯ Tank (segregated)
¯ Open rack
¯ Covered or indoors
¯ Drum (drain first)

¯ ~r

S~/
yes

¯ Battery supplier
¯ Tire hauler
¯ Oil r~-yc~r

Speciar"
Special"
No
Special"

mlt~r thin ~ of ~ w~ste.

~o~oa! ~mous-mmer~s
r~ltncbon$,

[] EQUIPMENT

" AND
WASHING
STEAM CLEANING

trash, but must be either disposed of as

W ash water for industrY! equip

hazardous waste or returned for
reclamation and reuse to the dealer horn
whom you ]:n.u’chased them. Guidance

disc.ha~ed as process wast¯water into
the sanitary sewer, and it is not allowed
in storm drains. To dean dirty and/or

¯ ¯ ment in most cases must be

on handling vehicle wastes can be found greasy field equipment or mac.ks, you
~
in the Automotive industries BM]
manual which is available from your
munidpality,

No

¯ Indoors or under cover
° Drum re<x:mditioner
¯ Drum
¯ Munic~ trash or
hazan~:~s waste hauler

;

Vehicle maintenance waste material
often deserves special attention. Waste
off, antifreeze, spent solvents, and some
other Liquids can be recycled. Spent
batteries may not be discacded with

HAZARDOUS WASTE?

must instafl equipment to cal:~re and
pratt¯at the wash water for discharge
into the sanitm’y sewer as industrial
process waste. It may be less costly in
the long run to locate a commerda] ca~
wash that has all the approFn~te

equipment and municipal permits, and

If you wash vehicles or equipment on
your site, you may do so only in a
designated area, which must be
si~ned and equipped as follows:
¯ Pave the area.

¯ Mark the area dearly as a wash area,
and be sure all employees know that
they may wash in th~ area only. Post
instructional signs that prohibit

changing vehicle oil, washing with
solvents, and other such activities.
¯ Install sumps or drain ].ines to collect
w~h water for treatment and
d~v.harge into the sanitary sewer;
reuse (for repeated washings); or
recycle (for use elsewhere on-site).

to contract with them for washing
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¯ Lf the equipment is a continuing
source of grease or heavy dirt, cover
the area to prevent contact with
water when not in use.
¯ Grade or berm the area to prevent
water
from runn~g
onto
¯ storm
Wash inside
a building
designed
for
maintenance or equipment storage Lf
possible. Ensure that all drains
connect to the sanitary sewers.
Steam cleaning should be done on y~u~r
site on/y if you ~re equipped to captu.re
all the water and other wastes. ALl the
wasl~ng requirements above apply to
steam clean~8 as w~. Steam deardn8
wash water i.s not allowed in storm
drains unless you have a per~dt from
your wastewater authority. Perznit
¯
requirements
include p~H~-alment with
equipment such as an oil/water sepatatot, which might have to be a hazardous
waste unit. [f you steam dean, do it
indoo~ or in a specially prepared
outdoor working area where you collect
the wash water and treat it for cLisc.ha,-ge.

stoa,, ~t~ ~u~oa ~
~ua~na# r~t~. ~ aanaaa
~. aa# yara~ ao~/too ~
d~i~ ~ dlreclty Int~ atmarr~
ana~ Say. a~v~
~r~a~n~m ~ ~a m~

i~I
¯ Develop a procedure requiring a
maintenance Q’ew to cJean up spilk, j
materia] promptly.
If you load or unJoad 5quids, you
P’r~uck loading and unloading are
it.
J. potential soua~s of pollutants need
whenfurther.operational
an
r~recau~
d
the
loading
dock
should
ha~.e
ramfa!l and run-on contact spilled raw
additional design features. If you handle.
material dust, and motor fluids that
hazaxdous mate~’ial, all the fe~ture~
accumulate in this heavy traffic area.
need a~ probably in place as pan ~,i a
Load and unload raw material,
spill control and response plan. If the~products, and other material only at
are not, you should select structural
designated loading areas. In that way,
BM]~s like th°se desc~bed in Sec"on 13.
Y°U c:~n isolate the potential source in
a~as that you can control, instead of in
Pa~rkin8 lots and access roads a re
sou.,’ces of potential pollutants from th~
unspec~ed areas throughout your si~e.
trucks themselves and from possible
"I’he best ~’eas from a storm water point
spills
or leaks of the material being
_o.f view are indoor bays. For fadliHes
I~-ansported.
[fyou are regradmg roads
tttat must use an outdoor loading dock,
and parking lots, or ff you I~ansport
some operational BMPs and simple
matexiab that you expect to be si,~,nifidesign feat’u,-es can cont~’ol storm water
caxlt sotLrk-’es of potent~] storm water
PolluHon:
pollutants, follow the structural BMPs
¯ Cover the loading dock a~rea with a
recommended in Section 16. For exis,ng
roof overhang, or use a door skb’t
fac:i].ities,
especially smaller parking lots
that snugJy fits both the building
and
short
driveways where no hazarddoor and the truck door.
ous
material
~ ~ported, you can
¯ Lnstall curbs or berrns around the
effectively
prevent
storm water
loading area to prevent storm water
tion
by
implemen~g
routine maintef’~’om ruru’dng onto it and any spilled
nance ac~ties, su~ as:
mater~l 6"om rumdng off it.
¯ Regu~
visual
inspection
¯ Instruct the person who accepts
access
roads
and parking
lotsofto.your
the shipment, the truck driver, or
idenl~y and dean up spills.
someone else to check under the
*
Removal
of debris as soon as
I~’uck for ]ea~ed motor fluids, spilled
operations
perrmt.
matter, debris, and other foreign
TRUCKING AND SHIPPING/
RECEIVING
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Conduct street sweeping style
cleanups periocLically to remove loose
debris, small amounts of sp~ed raw
material, road dust, and other potent~l
¯ Smaller s~ces can easily be swept
by hand.
¯ Do not hose off paved surfaces.
¯ For Ire’get spaces, use a vacuum
truck or mechanical sweeper (one
that collects solids, not just brushes
them aside). Whenever ]x)ss~le, do
not use a wet washing street
sweeper u~ess you can coBect the
polluted wash water,
¯ Private companies can perform the
work on a contract basis so that you
need not purchase the truck.
During the dry weather season, the
aPl~n’opriate frequency of sweeping for
you~ facility depends on how heavily
the road is used and the kinds of
material you b’ansport. Following are
signs that you need to sweep more
/requently:
¯ Your trucks commordy spRl or drip
buJk material.
¯ Debris or other material accumulates
on the access roads. The correct
fix"quency is one that prevents unwanted material from acc~mu.lal~ng.
EXu~g the wet weather season,
emphasize sweeping at O.mes that will
best prevent storm water from contact-

ing potential pollutants:

¯ Clean the area once thorougl~ly
before the wet weather season
begins.
¯ After that, you may stay close to

your d.,y season needs fordebris
removal, but add an additional
thorough dean~g before a major
~ (when half an inch or more
is fo~:ast),
Dispose of the cleaned-up material
with your regu]m- facility trash if there is
no hazardous material. If you ~ it
is hazardous ~ i/you handie hazardous
material, or if you know of a sigr~icant
motor o~l leak, for example ~ you
should test the material or dispose of it
with your facility’s hazardous waste,
You could face substantial penalties ii
you improperly d~pose of hazardous
waste.
If you park trucks or heavy equipment
on-site, inspect the parking area for leaks
of oil and motor fluids and design a
procedure to report them, dean them
up, ~nd repair the leaking vehicle,
Following a~e some practical tech~ques:
¯ Design consistent parking spots for
each vehicle, so that if a leak is
in~cated on the ground the I~uck
can be identified and repa~.
¯ Designate a person to be responsible
for checking under a vehicle for leaks
or spills. If you employ drivers, the

dr~ver could have the n~-ponsibRity
as part of a vehicle check conducted
before obeying,
¯ Clean up spilis promptly, using

dry cleanup procedu~s
described in Section 3. Conduct

the preferred cleanup proce-

~

du~s for unpaved, as well as
paved, areas.
¯ Develop a reasonable procedure. for idenl~ymg, reporl~ng,
repa~-mg, aad deamng up
leaking motor fluids and spilled

mater~. Make sure employ-

~

. \:.,__
-

, . ~ .-~
:q~ ~"

~-.
"

’ ~1
MAINTENANCE OF FLEET
VEHICLES
i

The Automotive BMP manual
& p~ by the Alameda County
Urban Runoff Clean Water Program
addresses automotive and vehicle repair
facilities. You should implement the
BMPs in that manual if vehicle maintenance is a potentially significant source
of pollutants on you~ site. Sections 9 and
10 o[ this manual summarize some of
the appropriate BMPs for fleet maintenance
at an industrial
Whenever
possible, facility.
perform vehicle

maintenance in an indoor garage, not in
outdoor parking areas. If you change oil
and do other roul~ne engine work
outdoors, you should create a designated area for vehicle maintenance.
Keep the area dean, as if it were part of
your shop floor, and use dry cleanup
practices. "l’he area should incorporate
some specific design features, such as
those des(n’bed in Sec~ons 14 and 15.
Some operational methods also can be
successful in prevenl~ng storm water
pollution at vehicle maintenance areas.
A few suggestions:
¯ Keep equipment dean; do not alJow
buildup of grease and oil, which will
wash away when the equipment is

exposed to ram.
¯ If you work on vehicles outdoors,
keep drip pans or containers u~nder
the vehicles at all times while you

work on them -- leaks and
can occur unexpectedly. Place drip

pans under vehicles as soon as you
detect a leak.
¯ Drain fluids from any reti~-ed
vehicles kept on-site for s~ap or
par~. Out-of-fa.,~-vice vehicles you
intend to restore and vehicles being
held for resale should be checked

an, ow whois
there is a problem, and who
should respond.
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¯ Do not change motor oil or ]:~,=fform
vehicle or ecluipment maintenance in
the parking lot or storage yard; use
the vehicle m=intenance area. Do not
agow customers or employees to
change their person~ vehicles’ oil in
your vehicle se~dce areas,
Vehicle parking or storage yards need
to be operated with sLmgar precaut~orts:,
¯ Inspect equipment in the yard for
fluid leaks regtd~ly -- perhaps with
a walk-by inspection for g~ound
staining every day, and a closer
visua] inspection once a week.
¯ Keep the equipment yard dean and
dear of debris, using dry sweeping
methods des~ibed in Section 8. Do
not hose off the area or wash with
water, because.any nmoff becomes
an illega] d~e into the storm
dra~.
¯ ]VL~intain the yard’s storm drain
inleKs) with specia] care. L-’]ean then
on a re~ sched~e and aJ.so after
large storms. Pay attention to the
kinds of Potential PolJutants that
accumulate, so that you can ident~f
the sources and take measures to
control the so,trees,

area, and insta’uct employees in
the dry deanup methods described
EQUIPMENT
in Section 3. Assign someone the
responsibi~it7 of checking the ~
Tf you have a vehicle fueling aJ~.a, it
every day for 8Z.soUne, motor oil, or
J.shouJd be designed and operated to
other ~luids.that have lea~d.
nd:timize the contact of spilled fuel and
¯ When you do routine dearting, use
lea]~ f]uida with raJn water. This
a d~mp cloth on the pumps and a
section descz’ibes genera] prLnciples, but
damp mop on the pavement, instead
simple operational controls mi~,ht not be
of spraying with a hose, to mLru’adequate for an industz’ia] fuelLng
mize the flow of dean~g water to
fad~it~. You might have to redesign
the sump.
your fueling ar~ or insta~ structtu~
The maJrt concept is to respond
consols. Section 14 describes some
properly to fluid leaks in ~ spiILprone
genera] design approaches that can be
area. Even very sma]l spi~s, when they
useful in your eventual complete Storm
happen every day, add up to a lot of fuel
Water PolJut~on Prevention Plan.
in thedrainage system. This is an
Fol/owing are steps you can t~ke for
improper discharge that is il]eg~ under
proper opera~ion of a fueling area:
the G.,enera] Pemtit. Sinai/spi~s do not
¯ Use a paved area or provide a
present a problem if the ~ue.Ling area is
concrete slab for the fueLing area -designed to handle spi~s -- that is, if no
never locate the area on open
storm water contacts it, and if it drains
8~’ound. Concrete is prefen’ed beto a sump. But ff the area drains to a
cause fuel and ogs cause asphalt to
vaJved-off storm drain or sewer connecdeteriorate,
t~ort, it must be ptzmped out before the
¯ (3lean up g-asoLine overflows and
va]ve may be opened during a rainfa~
spi~Ls, using dry met.hods des~-Lbed
A Pen~it from the Haz.]~at Authont-y
in Section 3. Do not agow spi]Js to
is required for fuel tanks, inclucl.ing
run off or evaporate, and do not
tenpOZ-d.,’y ones. The authori~ w~l
flush the spi]/away with a hose.
specif7 design features, such as the size
Spread absorbent materi~l, sweep it
of containments. Keep temporary fuel
up with a broom, and dispose of it as
tan]~ in a bermed area that has an
hazardous waste,
impe~’ious
lining, such as concrete or
¯ Post signs that inst~-uct pt,tmp
heavy-gauge pla.s~ic.
operators not to "top off" or
overKt/gas Umks. Keep ¢h7
cleanup mater~] in the fue/ing
[] FUELING FLEET VEHICLES AND
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~’t BUILDING AND GROUNDS
MAINTENANCE
I’

cleanup and spill prevention: dean up
sweeping or wiping; wash with as li~e
water as possible; prevent a~.d dean up
spills; and clean up debris and solJds,’so
that they do not reach the storm drains.
Maintain the storm water conveyance
system on your property. The "conveyance system" might be as simple as roof
downspouts and a gutter in your
driveway or might be an extensive
system of inlets, &itches, d~Lnage
charmels, and underground lines. Keep
~ parts of the system clear of debris to
avoid blockage that can cause storm
~’ater to back up. Remove fi’om the
system.any spilled or leaked materiaJ
that can be transported by storm water.
Clean the storm dra~ i.,dets to
remove sediment and debris at least
twice a yea~-- late in the dry weather
season before the Erst storm, and after
the fi~t major storm of the wet weather
season. A~ter each large storm, inspect
the irdet; remove debris; and determine
whether you need to remove sediment
or do other maintenance.
The storm drain inlet n~ight hav~ a catch
b~sLn--a below-grade chamber where
the storm dra~ pipe connects. Catch
basins are intended to collect debris and
~&iment to prevent clogging the lines,
Therefore the catch basins themselves
musl be cleaned out periodically to
prevent flooding. I~ you clean catch
basins annually, shortly before the wet
weather season, you can keep them
flowing freely and remove leaves,
sediment, and other materiaJ that would
otherwise be washed down the storm
drain. Do not flush the catch basin with
~’a~er;, use a shovel or vacuun~ device to
-~emove the material,
Other use~ design teatures, such as
vegetated ditches and water quality
improvement inlets, are described in
Sections 19, 20, and 2~ as advanced
BMPs.

~,j
BUILDING REPAIR,
REMODELING, AND
CONSTRUCTION

Store building materials under cover or
in contained areas, using BlV[Ps discussed in Sec~on 5. For outdoor storage
at a consmaction site, select a pollution

This section describes some rela~vely
¯ Purling an impermeable tarp over
,L simple BIV[Ps that apply to n~nor
piles of wood, gravel or other
building rel~i~, remodel~g, and minor
material. Do not w~it for torecasts of
construction projects that ~nvolve
ram -- do this every day, to avoid
"industria] activity exposed to storm
being caught unawares. Also it ~ll
water."
keep material from blowing off the
Large-sc~le project, such as construcpile and contribul~,ng pollutants to
tion of new facilities, are covered under
runoff later.
a separate General Permit for constmc° Keeping the working area clean
tion. They requL~ more extensive storm
every day for the same reason.
water pollution preveation measures
Sweep up wood spEnters, paint
than described here. A manua] develchips, and other n~idue every day,
oped by the state is available thn~gh
as well as thoroughly cleaning up at
the Clean Water Program. (See the back
the end of the projec~
cover of ~ manual.)
Paining requires some basic proceThe same practices are rec~nmended
du~es:
for consmaction activities on industrial
¯ Before you scrape to remove old
sites. Before you begin a cormtru~ou or
paint, spread a ground cloth or
repaY- project, review the Construction
tarpau~n to collect dust and paint
BMP Ivlanual to identi~y and implement
chips. If the paint contains lead
the appropriate practice~ If those BMPs
or
I~’butyl tin, dispose of the paint
do not apply, or a~e tmduly elaborate for
chips as hazardous waste.
a simple co~.sla-uctiou activity that will
¯ Use impermeable ground cloths,
be completed in a short ~ne, consider
such as plastic sheetin& wl~le you
the BMPs descn’bed in this section.
paint. Place in-use paint buckets m a
pan or on plastic sheets.
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¯ At the end of the work day, store
Spray painting requiz~s a few extra
paint buckets and barrels of materpz~.autions:
ial away from contact with storm
¯ Use temporary scaffolding to.hang
water.
d~p cloths or draperies to shield
¯ Treat a paint spill as a chemic~l spi~l,
you from the wind and to collect
Capture it before it flows to the
overspray,
storm dra~ and dean it up
¯ Arrange the draperies to min~tize
promptly using dry methods,
the spreading of windblown
During painting cleanup, the following
materials.
are important procedures:
¯ Be aware of air-quality res~c~ons
¯ If you use water-based paint, dean
on spray paints that use volatile
brushes and equipment in a sink
chemicals. Consider a water-based
connected to the sanitary sewer.
Sl~ay paint for better air quality
¯ Clean up oH-based paint where you
compliance,
can collect the waste paint and
Sand blasting can be controlled to keep
solvents for handling as smallparticles off paved surfaces and out of
quantity hazanious waste ~ do
storm drains. Ask your municipality
not pour it into the sink or a storm
whether building and construction
drain,
codes
place requirements on the size
¯ Keep leftover paint, -~olvents, and
and
type
of blasting medium that is ¯
other supplies for a later use, or
allowed. More complete inslzuc~ions are
deliver them to a solvent recycler
available in the Conslzuction BMP
with other plant wastes when you
manual for full-sized jobs, but some
ship a batch.
, basics should be applied for smaller
¯ Handle empty paint cans and other
projects as we~l.
containers as described in Section 6.
¯ Place a tarpaulin or ground cloth
Containers might be small-quantity
beneath your work to capture the
hazardous waste. Latex paint cans
blasl~tg medium and particles from
are not hazardous waste if the paint
the sun~ce being cleaned.
is dry.
¯ Hang tarps or drop cloths to enclose
Do not fali back on old cleanup
the area, using temporary scaffolcting
practices from days when storm water
if necessary. Arrange the drop cloths
pollution was not known to be a
to protect the work area from wind
problem. Do not pour leftover pa~rtt
and
to capture airborne particles.
down the storm drain or onto the
¯ Curtail operations on a windy day.
ground. Do not clean brushes into the
¯ Clean up frequently; collect dust and
storm drain or pour buckets of cleanup
particles from the drop cloths before
water into the dr4~ or wash spilled
you produce a pile that is too large to
paint down the storm drain with a
handle easily.
hose. Those practices are now catego.
,
Wood
preservatives, pavement s~al
-- rized as°’ill
ega/clumping.
Do not
~alin&
and other outdoor surface
wipe brushes onto old newspapers or
treatments
commonly contain metals,
po~r leftover paint supplies into
pesticides,
solvents,
or polymers that
newspapers and dLscard the paper in
hazardous materials. Handle and
the trash,
dispose of them proper|y in the follow-

¯ Soak up excess chemicals with
absorbent material or rags, instead of
~owing them to flow to the storm
drain.s or soak into the soil
¯ If the chemicals spiJ/, clean them up
promptly using dry techniques (See
Section 3).
¯ When sealing a sidewalk, prevent the
sealant from reaching the gutters or
d,ra~.
¯ When Izeating a roof with wood
preservative or sealant, line the
gutters with rags. Dispose of the rags
properly--with yo~u" hazardous
waste if the substances you are using
are hazardous.
¯ If you clean a roof or sidewalk before
applying preservative, sweep
thoroughly to remove loose particles,
then wash with water if necessary.
¯ Collect wash water from down
spouts or drains where possible, and
remove pro’titles.
¯ Avoid applying surface treatment
chemicals during the wet weather
season.

¯ Apply only as much of the chemical
as the wood can absorb or as needed
to cover the paved area.
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PART 2

Advanced BMPs and
Structural Controls

S~.me
"m.d~
operations
and plant
tuations
require
more extensive
measua~ to control storm water
pollution. Depending on your fadlity,
a~d your success at eliminating poten~ sources of storm water pollution,
your long-term implementation plan
might need to contain some advanced
BMP~ The BMPs indude structural
consols ~ storm water management
measures that require the construction
o~ new fadlities or installation of new
equipment,
You will need to evaluate your own
plant to determine which BMPs are
applicable to your operations and which
combination will be most effective at
conb’olling the storm water pollutants
that might run off from your site. You
could find that you have a choice in
selecting stractura] BMPs. Evaluate and
select controls that are adequate and
most cost-effective for your site.
The BMP deso’iptions in this section
are not complete design standards, but
describe the principles you need to
consider in iden~fying and controlling
storm water pollution. Design standards, performance spedfications, and
&uther ~sion of the design and
ai~Plication of structma] and treatment
BMPs are contained in the State BMP
Manual (available from the Clean Water
Pmgmm).

Advanced pollution control practices
take a number of forms, and might
include solutions that are not listed here.
If you conduct activities that axe
unavoidably exposed to storm water,
°you will need to develop more intensive
source control and storm water management BMPs.
If you are renovating your shop or
building a new facility, you should
consider installing some of these
structural controls. For example, if you
regrade an equipment parking area,
you should consider storm water design
criteria. If you put off implementing
the measures, more stxingent requi~ements in the future could oblige you to
retrofit the new or upgraded facility,
which could be more costly than i! you
include the work in the cons~’uction or
renovation,

A a~aa.~a auma ~v~s ~ ~tt ~ecn~,
~a any a~um,~,~/~u~s ~ to ~ ~
~ ~a, an~ ~ ~sa¢~. u~ ~nna ar
~ t~ ~ ~ aa at~cm ~t~r ~ non
~a~ ~ ,.~ ~. ~,~ ~nw.

[] LOADING DOCK DESIGN
FEATURES
T _oading docks sometimes require
a..amore intensive pollution controls
than the operationM BMPs described in
Section 8. That is especially true of areas
where you load or unload liquids in
containers. Bulk liquid transfers are a
more intensive industrial operation that
require specific control designs, and are
not addressed in this manual.
Additional features of a properly
designed loading dock including
grading the loading area so that it is
sloped or recessed to direct flow toward
an inlet with a shutoff valve or toward a
dead-end sump. Make suxe the inlet
includes a sump with enough capacity
to hold a spill while the valve is dosed.
Keep the valve dosed at all times, except
when you need to release storm water or
other liquids that are acceptable for
discharge.
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Preferably, the in Jet shou/d connect to a
sanitary sewer instead of a storm drain.
(~eck w~th your wastewater tzeam~ent

[]
EQUIPMENT YARD DESIGN
FEATURES

authority for permit requirements,
Consider completely preventing contact "]’~ arking and storage ya~ts for ~

with storm water by using a roof and
berms, as de~n~x,d in Section 8. TMs
~ avoid both washing potential
poButartts it, to the ¢L--ain and ~ing cleam storm water into the sanita~
sewer,
If the inlet connects to a storm drain,
accumulated liquid must be tested and
found to contain no pollutants before the
valve may be opened for discharge. If
the liquid does contain pollutants, you
must pump it from the sump and
~ it into youx sanitary .~ewer,
providing that the wastewater treatment
authority agrees to accept it. (See the
recommendation below.)
I~ the inlet connects to a sanitary sewer,
accumu/ated liquid must be tested and
found to be within the parameters
¯ specified in your wastewater discharge

permit before the valve may be opened

for d~sch~e. If you cannot d~.harge
into the sanitary ~ewer, you need to
convey the liquid to a hazardous waste
disposal faciJ.ity,

J. vehicles and heavy equipment
generally reqube site-spec~c structu~
and operational conl:rols. Follow the
operationa] BMP$ for ve~icles recommended in Sections 7, 8, 9, and 10. ALso
assess yore" equipment yard to determine if there axe l~:~ble sources of
pollutants, and install al~ropriate
controls to keep potential pollutants out
of the storm water. Following are some
measures that m~ght be included in the
design:
¯ Grade the area to slope toward a
longitudlr~ drain, or install cufl~ to
dixect all storm water to a storm
~ in the yard. If your yard is not
too large and Ls properly designed, it
shouid drain to a single storm dra~
Even a small yard should include a
storm drain on your l:m~perty and
not rely on a city-operating drain in

¯ Pave the sur~ce with concrete, not
asphalt. Vehicle fluids can dissolv~
asphalt or be absorbed into the

blacktop and released later.
¯ Dmn the surface to a single dra~
preferably one connected to a
sanitary ~.wer. The drain will
requi~ an oil/water separator or
oll/~-ea.se trap, and must be
proved by your wastewater treatment authority.
* Grade the working area to be higher
tha~ the parking lot, or surround it ¯
with a herin, to prevent storm water
run-on.
¯ Construct a special area in which to
segregate your "dirtiest" equipment
(roof tar equipment, asphalt paving
equipment, etc.) Handle its dl.scharges, leaks, and runoff separately.
This.approach could save you from
the need to treat all the runoff from
the equipment yard.

the street.

" If you determine that the equipment
yard is a significant source of oily
material in your storm water,
consider fit/~ng the inlet(s) with a
sand filter (see Section 20) or removing oily pollutants (see Section 21).
Segregate the a~-ea where you service

vehicles, and install spe~J s~’uctural
controls:
¯ If Possible, perform all work indoors,
or construct a roof over the spec~.fied
area. That will requ~ a buLIdlng
permit and compliance with appro-
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[] FLEET OR EOUIPMENT FUELING
AREA DESIGN FEATURES

-rf your facility’s vehicle fueRng area is

.Lone of the significant sources you

idenRfy in your bWVPP Plan, you might

need more inte~ve BMPs than the
operational efforts descn’bed in Section
10..Following are some design features
to comider.
¯ Cover the fueling area to prevent
rain born failing directly on the area.
Instal] a roof over the fueling island,
the area where vehicles park while
fueling, and as much of the approach
as practical. Leaked engine fluids
and spilled fuel in~,vitably accurnulate on the pavement in those

heavy franc areas.
¯ Storm drain and sewer irtlets that

drain the fueting area must be
equipped with shutoff valves to keep
fuel out of the drain in the event of a
spill from the pumps. The valves
should be kept dosed at all times
except during a rainfall
¯ Curtail fueling a~vities when the
valves must be open, or use extra
precautions to capture any spilled

fuel, such as a large drip pan under
the vehicle,
A number of different approaches
can serve as effective drainage design.
The fueling area must be separated from
the rest of the yard, both to contain any
fuel spR! and to prevent storm water
from running onto the area. Select or
adapt one of the following schemes:

¯ Grade the fueling area to be
"mounded" or devated. The Automotive Industries BMP manual
includes a suggested mounded
grading scheme.

~

ACCESS ROADS AND
RAIL CORRIDORS

roads az~d rail corridors can
¯ Install around the area berms that are Access
Z-I. be significant sources of Pollutants.
high e.n. ough to redirect water horn a

large storm,
¯ Grade the entire fueling area to drain
to a sin~Je inlet. You can accomplJ.sh
this with Ion~itUclinal di-~rts at the
perimeter along the "downhill" side
of the fueling area, or with a depression in the middle of the fueling axea.
Either way, be sure to design the
grading to avoid run-on,
* Instal] at the inlet a sump h’om
which you will pump any a .ccumulated liquids. The sump or cormection should be operated as su~ested
for a ]oad~tg dock area in Section 13.

In the Genera] Perndt, access roads and

rail comdom are defined as "industrial
activities exposed to storm water,"
which you must include when identifying potent~l sources and selecting BMPs
for your b’WPP Plan.
Maintenance and operational BMPs
for access roads are the same as those
described for vehicle access and parking
areas under Section 9. Some structural
]]NiPs are described below.
Proper drainage design is a good
place to start. Generally, this means that
the roads should be crowned and sloped
outward and that storm water should
not be allowed to drain across the road
but be carried in ditches or culverts
alonl~side the road. Grass lining the
roadside ditches, can be an effective way
to remove storm water pollutants -- see
Section 20. Maintain the ditch to make
sure it does not cto~ or fzg with sedlments and cause storm water to overflow. Plant vegetation by the roadside to
control erosion and promote rainwater
irurdtration.
If your site includes railroad access,
preservalives on wooden railroad ties
can become important pollutants. Use a
less-toxic preservative. Avoid organic
toxics, such as creosote and pentaddorophenol. Or use concrete ties or other
nonwood ties.
Control spills and dust from railroad
unloading. If your rail line delivers or
you might have to add spill control
loading docks with shutoff valves.

(See Section 3 for spig controls, and
Section 13 for loading dock desi~’n
features.) If parked railroad cars drip,
install a drip pan at the loading dock
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Hydraulic controls for a site are most
effective if the overall site designis
considered. The first step generally is to
modify the site layout to increase the
.water- .permeable surface, thereby
increasing infiltration and redu~ng
runoff volume. If greater Row control is
needed, the second step might be to
strategically place infiltration trenches to
intercept runoff and promote infiJtration. (lnfill:ration is not permitted in
some areas -- see Section 20.) For large
quantities of flow, on-site ponds can be
designed either to slow the peak flow of
storm water or to hold water on-site
until it infiltrates or evaporates. They are
known as detention ponds or retention
ponds. A variation is the storm ~aater
wet/and, which similarly controls flow
while wetland vegetation helps remove
pollutants,

I~

allowing grasses to grow, if it does not
interfere with storm water drainage and
cause water to back up onto the site.
A water quality inlet is a simple multiA.number of specific storm water
purpose device. A storm drain irflet is
.L ~.mm’~agement controls are better
fitted with an enlarged catch basin or
suited to water-quality control than
grit chamber where solids and sedihydraulic control. These features might
ments settle out of the water. A baffle
be added to various parts of the storm
restricts the flow of surface-floating oil,
water conveyance system on an induswhich
can be removed by hand later.
tr~] site to hdp control potential
Floatab]e
debris also collects at the
pollutants in the storm water before it
baffle.
This
type of inJet has, in the past,
leaves the site. They are, for the most
been used to help remove oily wastes,
part, passive design features instead of
but is of limited effectiveness. Section 21
t~eatment devices in the usual sense.
describes the inJet further, including
Information in exisl~ng references g~ves
maintenance
requirements.
design parameters for those waterA ~and filter htlet is a storm d~in inJet
quality controls, so ~ section merely
that contains sand or another filter
summarizes a few types of controls,
medium. The sand removes pazl:iculates
A simple technique is a vegetated swale
and oily wastes from storm water as it
or chan~el, a ditch that carries storm
entem the storm drain. An extension of
water in which plants are permitted to
i the same concept is a sand filter, where
grow. The plants
’
provide some peak
WATER QUALII"~ INLET
flow control by
before discharge. Sand. filters appear to
be particularly effective if used in
~o,=~
slowing the water,
/ storm
water quality
can be improved
combination
with detention
or retention
c~
They also remove
/~ ~$~ co~=t~.t~
ponds because the3,, c[ivert the first-flush
some pollutants by
of runoff (often caz’rying the most
encouraging the
pollutants) to the filter and route the
deposit of sediments
remainder of the water to the pond.
and minor oily

C~m~er ~
(se~m~

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT:
WATER QUALITY CONTROLS

O~=n~r 2 c~w~r ~
(Oe S=~r,~o~)

~ =~ ~ ~,=
~,~,,~ ~=~0o c~ ~,= ~,, ~,

wastes. This control
ca~ be retrofitted tO
so~e ex~t~ storm
water conveyance
ditches simply by

o~ly p~rtly ~ff~ctive in
removing oily
but I~ more effective

~n =n o..dlnary ~tch
b~=ln In mmovtng
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[] STORM
WATER
REMOVING
OILYMANAGEMENT:
POLLUTANTS
A simp|e technique for removing oils
,t ~. and grease from storm water uses
oil-absorbent materials (or oleophiiic
materials), such as the booms used to
contain oil spills. The absorbent material
preferentially absorbs oil and does notfill with water, so it can be used on
storm water with small concentrations
of oily materials.
Some facilities that have a storm
water conveyance ditch where water
flows throughout the rainy season have
found it convenient to install a permanent floal~ng boom to control an
occasional light surface sheen. When the
boom is spent, it is full ofoiJ and is
visibly heavier, floating lower in the
water. The booms are inexpensive
enough to be easily replaced whenever
the absorbent is saturated. Disposal is
more costly, since they might be
hazardous waste, unless an oil recycler
can accept the material,
Oil/water separators comprise a broad
category of devices that are intended to
remove oily constituents. There are
many varieties of oil/water separators,
and the term is not used in the same
way by all equipment vendors or design

s,pecifications.

Separators can be useful in ILm.ited
applications, such as for ret ofit g to
temporazily help a facility comply wld]e
it installs more effective source control
BMPs. Another use is in spill control
sumps, upstream of a treatment process,
The advanced designs are sometimes
used as treatment devices, disch~g~ng
into a sanitary sewer storm water that
contacts industrial activities in isolated
areas where contact cannot be avoided,
The API (American Petroleum Institute) og/water separator is a simple
design. It is sometimes called an "oil and
grease t~p," to distingu~h it from a true
oil/water separator used for industrial
wastewater. An API separator usually is
a long basin with multiple chambers or
vaults, typically installed below grade. It
can be fitted to storm drains or storm
water inlets in a variety of configurations -- the water-quality in.let described
in Section 20 is one form. "I’he intent is to
slow water and stral~y the flow so that
oil rises. The floating oil is then retained
by one oz; more baffles in the chambers.
An API separator removes the bulk
of floating oily wastes, especia]Jy if the
oiJ is not well mixed but floats on top of
the water. However, it is not very
efficient, so storm water can still be
polluted unacceptably even after it flows
through the inlet. The separator works

by concentrating oUy wastes with~ the
ch .mber, so some of the collected wastes
are inevi.tably can’ied away during
heavy storms. It can be made somewhat
more effective at oll removaj if it
includes pads or pillows of oleophilic
material at the water surface level.
If you instal] an API separator, it must
be maintained regularly. It requires a
standing pool of water, which should be
pumped out periodically and replaced
with clean water. To clean, remove oil
floai~ng on the standing pool and greasy
matter collected at the baffle. Some
commercial oil recyclers accept this
material for recycling; otherwise, it must
be handled as hazardous waste. If you
inst~l oil-absorbent pillows, they must
be closely monitored and replaced when
they are saturated, and must be ciJsposed of either as hazardous waste or
sent to a recycler. If the inlet includes a
sediment trap, as in the water-quality
inlet shown in Section 20, remove solids
with a shovel between storms.
Develop a regular cleardng schedule.
For inlets t.hat don’t carry much flow,
three cleanlngs a year are sufficient-once before the rainy reason (midSeptember) to remove materials .that
have accumulated; once after the first
major storm; and then at the end of the
rainy season to prevent slow loss or

For most applications, oi]/
water separators are not recommended as a storm water management strategy. Source control
Oil/water separators are fah-ly
costly, and most designs do not
operate well at the low concentrations commonly present in
storm water. P, sand filter inlet is
typicagy more effective, and less
costly, for the small quantities
and low concentrations of oils in
routine storm water runoff-that is, runoff that has not
directly contacted oily indust~al .

.

OIl-absor’be~W

water. Vegetation In
sn ope~ ditch can
slow the flow, helping
¯ edlments ~Je.
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evaporation of the collected oily wastes.
If storm water flow is greater, the API
" sel~rator might have to be cleaned
monthly or periodically between storms.
As another guideline, dean the separatoe before three inches of oil accumulate
The CPI, or coalescing plate interceptor
bil/water separator, is a more advanced
design. It is commordy used for t~.atment of oil-bearing industrial wastewater, but is less often cost-effective for
storm water. The CP] separator generally achieves greater removaJ effidency
than an API type, but is more costly to
purchase and operate. A CPI separator
can attain a high removal effidency and
accommodate a fairly high flow rate, but
at ever-increasing capita] costs for the
equipment because of the addition of
more seFmator plates. Cost-effectiveness
is generally optima] for relatively high
concentrations of oil at low and constant
flow rate.~
A few design features can improve
the effectiveness of an oil/water
separator. Pollution removal is most
effective if the concentration is high
when the storm water enters the unit.
Avoid diluting the water to be treated
with water fi’om other pai’ts of the site
where it does not contact the potential
pollutants, both to save on the capitiI
investment and to ino’ease treatment
effectiveness. For induso-ial proct~
applications, an evaporator can be used
to reduce the volume of water treated,

~
SLANT RIB COALESCING SEPARATOR

,~ (o,.

sw, m~ c,o,~, p.~

,m~) ~

s~ c~
c,,,~,,, ~, ~ e,~.~. ~,.
An off/water separator works best if
sediment is not present in the water-limit the water to be treated to isolated
areas free of mud and soils i/possible,
E/fidency is highest with a fairly steady
flow, so you might require upstream
detention. Also, do not site the separator
downstream of a pump, because the
pump mixes the oil and water and
parti~y emulsifies the oil, with the
restdt that separators are less effective,
Storm water treatment generally is not
rearnmermbd as a BMP. The State or your
Iocil wastewater authority might
consider as ti’eatment some of the
devices described in Section 21, but that
cotild open the door to some burdensome regt~tory restrictions and permit
requirementr~
For most industrial facilities, the best
advice about on-site storm water
treatment is to avoid it, for a number of
reasons. Most of the available treatment
equipment is costly to pmxhase and to
obtain permits for. O/rotational costs can
also be significant-- you must monitor
the equipment to ensure continued
effectiveness, and you might need to

ACm ~rator ~n
~ ~ aeaca~ In
mmowne oa, ~a
,~qu~,~ up~u~m
~a~mea~ o~t¢0/.ha
mi.~,-t~
The most troublesome permit
procedures a~ for hazardous rnatedals.
Be!ore installing any treatment equipment, determine whether your waste
water is hazardous. Cal-EPA/Toxics or
the County Environmental Health
Department will describe the necessary
testing and approval procedures. If the
wastewater that would enter the
frreti’eatment equipment is considered to
be hazardous you must obtain a permit
fa’om Ca]-EPA/Toxics to operate a
hazirdous waste ta’eatment fadlity. At
present this might be true even for a
simple water-quality inlet If you
determine that the waste stream is not
hazardous, and do not apply for a
hazardous waste treatment permit, keep
your testing documentation on hand to
show regulators.

demonstrate compliance.
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Pollution Control Agencies
and Sources of Information

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
For information on the State’s General
Industrial Storm Water Permit contact:
Regional Water Quality Control Board
(510) 286-1255
State Water Resources Control Board
(916) 657-1110
For information on waste minimization and
hazardous waste man~,gement technology
contact:
Alternative Technology Division
(916) 324-1807
744 P Street
P.O. Box 942732
Sacramento, CA 94234-7320
Documents available from Alternative
Technology.
¯ California Waste Exchange
A Newsle~er/Catalog
¯ Facl SheeL Waste Reduc1~on for
Automotive RelDair Shops
¯ Hazardous Waste Reduct=on for
Automotive Repair Shops~
Pan 1 ~ Checklist
Part 2: Assessment Manual
¯ List of CA Licensed Hazardous Waste
Haulers

, SANITARY WASTEWATER
AUTHORITIES
Dublin Sen Ramon Services District
Industnal Waste Inspector
(510) 846-4565
East Bay Municipal Utility District
(510) 287-1627
City of Hayward Water Pollution
Source Control
(510) 293- 5269
Ci~ of Liverrnore Source Control
Program
(510) 373-5230
Oro Loma Sanitary District
(510) 276-4700 exl, 149
Cit~ of Sen Leandro
Environmental Compliance Divsion
(510) 577-3436
Union Senitary District
Environment Compl=ance Section
(510) 790-0100

COIJNTY OF ALAMEDA
For information on hazardous waste
compliance, waste minimization, and
disposal contact:

i.., ".i

Alameda County
Environmental Services
Hazardous Materials Division
(510) 271-4320
ASSOCIATION OF BA Y AREA
GOVERNMENTS

i. ..-

P.O. Box 2050
Oakland, CA 94604-2050
(510) 464-7900
Documents available from ABAG:
¯ Manual of Standards for Erosion &
Sed=ment Control Measures

~

Urban Runoff
Clean Water Program
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Inventory of Ocean Monitoring in the
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ABSTRACT
Monitoring of the ocean environment in southern California has been conducted
by a diverse array of public and private organizations with different motivations, working
on a variety of spatial and temporal scales. To create a basis from which to integrate
information from these diverse programs, we conducted an inventory of ocean
monitoring activities in the Southern California Bight to address the following questions:
(1) How many dollars are being expended annuallyon marine monitoring programs? (2)
Which organizations are conducting the most monitoring effort? and (3) How are
resources allocated among the different types of monitoring programs? This inventory
focused on existing programs, or expected to be in existence, for at least 10 years and that
were active at any time between 1994 and 1997. For each program identified for
inclusion in this study, information was collected on the number of sites, sampling
intensity, parameters measured, and methods used. Levels of effort were translated into
cost estimates based upon a market survey of local consulting firms. One hundred and
fourteen marine monitoring programs, conducted by 65 organizations and costing $31
million annually, were identified. Most of the effort (81 programs, 65% of samples, 70%
of costs) was expended by ocean dischargers as part of their compliance with National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit requirements. Federal
programs (11 programs, 25% of samples, 10% of total expenditures) expended more
than state or local government programs. More than one-quarter of monitoring
expenditures were conducted to measure concentrations and mass of effluent inputs to the
ocean. The largest effort expended on receiving water monitoring was for measuring
bacteria, followed by sediments, fish!shellfish, water quality, and intertidal habitats.
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INTRODUCTION
Monitoring provides the foundation upon which managers base their decisions
about the marine environment (NRC 1990a). Effluent monitoring is used to evaluate
potential effects on the marine environment, with discharge concentrations compared to
the water quality thresholds that trigger impacts to human health or aquatic life. Mass
emission estimates are also derived from effluent monitoring to determine the largest
contributors of contaminants to the marine habitat. Ambient monitoring is used to define
the magnitude or exte]at of ecological impacts, such as habitat degradation or impairments
to natural biotic communities. Additionally, each of these monitoring types are used to
evaluate trends, allowing managers to assess whether environmental conditions are
declining or whether previous management actions have been effective in improving
conditions.
Numerous organizations conduct monitoring, but often on different spatial and
temporal scales. State and federal government programs typically monitor environmental
conditions to assess the overall health of large regions. In contrast, most municipal and
industrial dischargers monitor to understand the effects their individual facility has on the
local environment. Universities often monitor for yet a third goal, to understand the
temporal cycles of natural phenomenon, such as oceanographic temperature or biological
recruitment processes. These different types of monitoring programs are rarely
coordinated.
Several national reviews of monitoring activities in the United States have called
for the integration of monitoring programs to enhance their cost effectiveness (NRC
1990a; NSTC 1995, 1997). The first step in coordinating programs is to inventory the
existing effort and identify areas that can achieve synergy through combined resources or
shared data. The National Science and Technology Council (NSTC 1997) conducted
such an inventory for that purpose, but it was limited to the effort expended by federal
programs. An inventory that incorporates federal, state, local university, and private
programs has not been conducted previously.
The Southern California Bight (SCB), a 500 km section of coastline from Point
Conception, California, to the United States-Mexico international border, has one of
highest coastal population densities in the country, and also has numerous coastal
monitoring programs to assess the effects of this large population. The NRC (1990b)
evaluated the monitoring programs being conducted in this area and found that few
groups collaborated to enhance the effectiveness of their individual program, nor were
data routinely shared among programs. The investigators found that, as a result,
environmental managers were unable to develop an integrated assessment of the health of
the southern California marine ecosystem or to produce the integrated information
required to make informed decisions.
In this article, we present an inventory of monitoring activities in the SCB and
address the following questions: (1) How many dollars are being spent annually on
marine monitoring programs? (2) Which organizations are conducting the most
monitoring effort? and (3) How are resources allocated among the different types of
monitoring programs? The objective of this inventory and assessment is to quantify and
define the monitoring programs of multiple organizations so that the information
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generated by each can be integrated into a sustainable monitoring program that is needed
by local, regional, and national-level environmental managers.

METHODS
The inventory focused on long-term monitoring programs that met all of the
following criteria: (1)~ programs that had been in existence (or expected to be in
existence) for at least 10 years, (2) programs that collected samples at any time between
1994 and 1997, and (3) programs with data or reports that were publicly accessible. In
addition, only those monitoring efforts within a selected program that were conducted in
the following geographical areas were included in the inventory: (1) south of Pt.
Conception, California, and north of the U.S./Mexico international border; and (2) no
farther inland than the head of tide and no farther offshore than the continental shelf (ca.
200 m depth).
Both effluent and receiving water monitoring programs were included in the
inventory. Effluent monitoring included quantity and quality measures of discharges
from municipal wastewater, industrial wastewater, power generating station wastewater,
and municipal stormwater. Receiving water monitoring elements included water quality
(primarily nutrients and plankton), physical water column structure (primarily
conductivity temperature depth [CTD] casts), bacteria, sediments (chemistry and biota),
rocky subtidal biota and kelp beds, intertidal habitats, and fish/shellfish programs (fish
assemblage and bioaccumulation). Bird, mammal, and wetland monitoring programs.
were not included.
For each program, the number of stations sampled, frequency of sampling,
number of replicates, analytical parameters and media, sampling methods, and analytical
methods were documented. Information about discharger monitoring programs was
obtained from the Regional Water Quality Control Board that issued the permit to the
permittee, or from the permittee directly. Information about other programs was gathered
through the examination of data sets and/or project reports, and was often augmented
with interviews of the project managers.
Each program was classified according to whether it was conducted by a federal
agency, state agency, local agency, university, or private sector or non-profit
environmental organization. Some programs were difficult to categorize, particularly
when a government agency fundedthe effort and a university or private contractor
conducted the work. In these cases, the effort was classified based upon which
organization was the final repository for the data obtained from the program.
Program effort was translated into annual cost estimates by multiplying the
number of samples of each type by their unit cost for sample collection and analysis.
Unit costs were obtained as the median value of at least three price quotes for each
parameter obtained from local contractors. The field/laboratory costs were then doubled
to account for program planning, database activities, data analysis, and report
preparation. This approach compared costs across organizations and considered the large
discrepancies in the ways that different organizations, particularly public organizations,
accounted for their costs. For programs in which the number of sites, number of
replicates, or frequency of sampling were not evenly distributed over multiple years, the
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effort expended in the years between 1994 and 1997 was averaged to obtain a
representative single-year estimate. To assess the accuracy of the study methods, these
cost estimates were compared with a few public agencies that use private contractors to
implement their programs. In each case, the study cost estimate was within +/- 20% of
the actual costs.

RESULTS
The study identified 114 marine monitoring programs conducted by 65
organizations in the SCB. These numbers included 81 programs conducted by ocean
dischargers as part of their NPDES permit requirements, 11 federal programs, 4 state
programs, 5 local government programs, 12 university programs, and 1 private program.
These programs collect 244,917 samples annually (Table 1). More than 65% of these
samples were collected by NPDES permittees while nearly 25% of the samples were
collected by federal programs. State, local, university, and private programs combined
collected 10% of the samples.
The largest number of samples (36%) was collected to assess bacteria
concentrations, particularly along the shoreline (Table 1). Effluent (26%) and kelp
bed/rocky subtidal (22%) samples were the next most frequent measurement types
surveyed. None of the remaining types of monitoring programs accounted for as much as
5% of the total sampling effort.
There was an estimated $31.3 million spent annually on monitoring in the SCB
(Table 2). The differences in cost among program types were even more disproportionate
than differences in sampling effort. Nearly 70% of the cumulative annual budget allotted
for monitoring was expended by NPDES permittees. Federal agencies contributed 10%
and universities contributed 6% of the cumulative annual budget. Local and state
governmental agencies combined spent less than 6% of the estimated total SCB
monitoring budget.
Although NPDES programs spent the most money on monitoring in the SCB,
large differences were found in expenditures between the different types of NPDES
programs (Table 3). For example, $17.1 million was spent on monitoring by publicly
owned treatment works (POTWs), with 60% of these monies spent by the four largest
POTWs. Themaal dischargers were the only other group that accounted for more than
10% of the NPDES monitoring expenditures.
The amount of money expended on monitoring in the SCB differed among
monitoring types (Table 2). The most money (28%) was spent on monitoring effluent.
The second and third largest expenditures were for bacteria (24%) and sediment
chemistry and infauna (13%) monitoring, respectively. Fish and shellfish monitoring
accounted for 12% of the annual monitoring expenditures. All other monitoring types
accounted for < 6% of the annual budget.
Monitoring agencies invested their dollars differently among monitoring types
(Table 2). For example, NPDES programs, which expended an estimated $24 million
annually, invested most of their funds in monitoring effluents, bacteria, and sediments
(37, 27, and 16% of total NPDES expenditures, respectively). The federal government,
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which expended $3.1 million annually, invested most of its funds in monitoring water
quality, intertidal habitats, and kelp bed!rocky subtidal habitats (40, 23, and 22% of total
federal expenditures, respectively). Universities and state governmental agencies
invested the bulk (69%) of their combined $1.2 million in fish and shellfish monitoring.
Local government invested the majority (78%) of their $0.6 million in bacteria
monitoring.

DISCUSSION
Although the amount of marine monitoring conducted in southern California is
large, the estimates should be placed in perspective. Southern California is the most
densely populated coastal area in the country, with 17 million people living within 50
miles of the ocean; thus, the $31 million annual monitoring expenditures estimated in the
present study equates to less than $2 per person/year. Moreover, the annual estimate of
monitoring costs is small in context of the operating budgets of the dischargers and of the
regulatory agencies that oversee the dischargers. The annual operating budget of
wastewater dischargers alone in southern California exceeds $1 billion.
The amount of ocean monitoring conducted in the SCB was split almost equally
between two types ofendpoints: public health and ecological health. However, the
expenditures were not evenly apportioned among the indicators for these endpoints. For
example, approximately four times more money was spent to address the management
question, "Is it safe to swim?" compared to the management question, "Is it safe to eat the
seafood?" Similarly, the money allocated to addressing the management question, "Is the
ecosystem adequately protected?" was not evenly distributed among habitats or
indicators. More than five times the expenditures were spent addressing contaminant
levels in sediment compared toeutrophication measures in the water column. Perhaps
this level of expenditure is appropriate in the SCB, where historical deposits of
threatening pollutants are a greater risk to ecosystem integrity than plankton blooms
(Schiff 2000, Conversi and McGowan 1994).
Most of the monitoring in the SCB was conducted by dischargers as requirements
of their NPDES permits, but not all dischargers shared equally in the monitoring activity.
The POTWs incurred nearly 80% of the ocean monitoring costs expended by NPDES
permittees. This finding is consistent with the historical pattern of discharge, in which
sewage treatment plants discharged 90% of mass emissions (Raco-Rands 1999).
However, increased treatment, pretreatment, reclamation, and source control have
considerably reduced the mass emissions from POTWs over the last three decades.
Currently, stormwater mass emissions are larger than the mass emissions from POTWs
for many constituents (Schiff et al. 1999). Despite this trend, NPDES permittees for
urban stormwater discharges conducted little or no ocean monitoring for either public
health or ecosystem impacts.
In its review of federal programs, the National Science and Technology Council
(NSTC 1995) found that more than $200 million is spent annually on marine monitoring
and research nationally. In contrast, we found that federal programs spent only an
estimated $3.1 million annually on monitoring in the SCB. This low percentage partially
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reflects our definition of monitoring, which included only sustained programs and
precluded many shorter term research activities included in the NSTC estimate. Still,
federal expenditures in the SCB were small in comparison to the economic and
environmental importance of the southern California coast; 25% of the U.S. population
living within 50 miles of the coast resides in southern California (Culliton et al. 1990)
and more than 50% of the beachgoer-days in the country take place in this area (Schiffet
al. 2000). Some of this disparity may reflect differences in national versus regional
priorities. For examp!e, recent national ecosystem initiatives at the federal level focus on
harmful algal blooms (Turgeon et al. 1998) and coral reefs, which are not important
issues along the southern California coast. In contrast, federal agencies do not participate
in bacteria monitoring, which is a high priority at the local level.
The much larger investment of resources in marine monitoring by local agencies
suggests the desirability for federal programs to leverage their effort through integration
with local programs, a strategy endorsed by the federal Clean Water Action Plan (Coastal
Research and Monitoring Strategy Workgroup 2000). In some cases, this goal can be
accomplished through cost sharing, although the exchange of funds is not the only means
of integration. For example, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s
(NOAA’s) Status and Trends Program has developed a national laboratory
intercalibration program that has enhanced consistency in sediment and fish tissue
chemistry measurements (Cantillo and Lauenstein 1993). The Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA’s) Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program has provided
assistance in developing local sampling designs that can be integrated with its national
design (Stevens 1997). Neither of these efforts requires a great degree of coordination,
but both approaches facilitate integration of data sets for larger scale assessments.
The most significant barrier to the integration of federal and local programs is the
difference in their overall missions; local programs are typically conducted on a smaller
spatial scale to address site-specific issues. However, significant precedents have been
established that could break down this barrier as federal compliance programs are
increasingly being redirected towards regional assessment. For example, funding for the
Chesapeake Bay Benthic Monitoring Program in Maryland is derived from the
integration of the federal baywide program with a state program to monitor the effects of
power plants. Another example is the Southern California Bight 1998 Regional
Monitoring Program, in which 62 organizations pooled their efforts to achieve a $7
million regional assessment of fish, sediment, and water quality, funded almost entirely
through redirection of local compliance monitoring (Hashimoto and Weisberg 1998).
Moreover, almost all compliance monitoring programs measure trends at unimpacted
reference sites for comparison with potentially impacted sites. Some of the most
comprehensive long-term data records in this country, such as those for Hudson River
fisheries (Barnthouse et al. 1988) and California continental shelf benthos (Zmarzly et al.
1994, Stull 1995) have resulted from the integration of such compliance-based programs.
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TABLE 1. Number of annual samples collected by the various types of monitoring agencies in the Southern California Bight.

Bacteria

Fish and Intake
Kelp Beds/
Effluent Eutrophication Shellfish Screen Intertidal Rocky Subtidal Sediments Water Quality Total

CTD

Federal Government
Local Government 15,136
NPDES
71,895
Private Party
State Government
University
40

36
216
3,367 62,744

Total

3,651

87,071

32
62,744

228
2,808

4,296
14
3,714

1,468

2,134
1,556

4,504

11,714

1,696
84

84

53,728

48

382
360

516

18

2,260

54,488

205
864
8,831

13

768
332

59,961
16,786
160,933
360
2,915
3,962

7,400

11,000

244,917

328
7,059 ,

CTD = Conductivity temperature depth.
NPDES = National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System.

TABLE 2. Estimated annual costs for monitoring by the various types of agencies in the Southern California Bight.

Bacteria
Federal Government
Local Government
NPDES
Private Party
State Government
University
Total

Cost(S1,000s)
Fish and Intake
Kelp Beds/
Effluent Eutrophication Shellfish Screen Intertidal Rocky Subtidal Sediments Water Quality
Total

CTD

995
6,415

9
63
958

4

8

7,415 1,038

8,828

8,828

49
570

444
17
1,724

147

718

694

24

505
277 1,183

291

876
394
19
106

896 3,873

147 1,033

2,089

34
85
3,962
7
4,089

1,248
3,148
65 1,274
530 24,034
394
15
547
13 1,883
1,872

31,279

TABLE 3. Cost of effluent and receiving water
monitoring for various National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permittees in the
Southern California Bight.

cost ($1 ,ooo)
Effluent

Receiving
Water

Power Generating Stations
Industrials
Large POTWs
Platforms
Ship and Boatyards
Small POTWs
Stormwater

1,913
586
1,605
278,
290 ~
3,052
1,398

Total

9,122

Total

1,331
3,244
157
743
8,618 10,223
0
278
800 1,090
3,850 6,902
156
1,554
14,912 24,034

"NAHB
Storm Water &_
Urban Runoff
Seminars
Guide for Builders & Developers
Seminar Sponsor
National Association of Home Builders
Cosponsors
New York State Builders Association
Peninsula Housin8 and Builders Association, VA
Gold Coast Builders Association, FL
Home Builders Association of Louisville, KY
Builders Association of Idinnesota
Builders Association of Idetro Tulsa, OK
Wichita Area Builders Association, KS
Southern California Buildin8 Industry Association
Home Builders Assodation of Idetropolitan Portland, OR
Seminars made possible by a grant ~rom the U.S.
Environmental Proted:ion Agency’s Coastal Nonpoint
Source Program and cooperation ~rom the National
Assodation of Home Builders Research Center.
A ~erv~e o~

National/Lssodation of Home Builders
State, Local & Rel~ulatory Affairs Division
1201 15th Street NW
Washington, DC 20005-2800
800/368-5242, ext. 582

~,~x ~o~/8~-88~
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i~u~lder’s Guide
to Low Impact

Deve|o~ment

Municipal Gu de

Low impact
Development

St0rmwater
Best Management
Practices (BMPs)

This is one in a series of pamphlets describing
storm drain protection measures ....
Other pamphlets include:
Auto Maintenance & Car Care
Fresh Concrete & Mortar Application
General Construction & Site Supervision

Home Repair & Remodeling
Horse Owners & Equine Industry
Landscaping, Gardening & Pest Control
Painting
Swimming Pool, Jacuzzi &
Fountain Maintenance
Roadwork & Paving

~

Food Se~ice

For more information about storm drain
Safe Environmental Habits and
Procedures for:
Food Producem & DLstributors
Grocery Stores
STORMWA’T~R IVt~q-a~MENT
DIVISION

~

Re~t~nl’ant~

1 (800) 974-9794
Bureau of Engineering
Department of Public Works
City of Los Angeles

is ........

Mznag ....t Division

Departm .... f Pub]i¢
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Ocean Pollution Prevention
It’s Up to Us
The by-products of food-related businesses

.... :.
. ’/ 7. "
~...... :, ~.

~

Los Angeles has two drainage
systems-the sewers and the
storm drains. The storm
drain system was designed to
prevent flooding by carrying
excess rainwater away from
city streets out to the ocean,

Because the system contains no filters, it now
serves the unintended function of carrying urban
pollution straight to the ocean.

can harm the ocean and sea life if they enter
the storm drain system.
Food businesses can cause
harm by putting food waste
in leaky dumpsters, not
cleaning up outdoor food
or chemical spills, or by "
washing outdoor spills into
L’,,~
the storm drain system.

Other routine activities such as cleaning oily
vents and operating and maintaining delivery
This pamphlet tells you how to prevent ocean trucks are sources of pollution, unless proper
pollution from "stormwater" or "urban runoff." precautions are taken. When it rains, motor
oil that has dripped onto parking lots from
Rain, industrial and household water mixed business and customer vehicles is washed into
with urban pollutants creates stormwater poilu- the ocean via the storm drain system.
tion. The pollutants include: oil and other automotive fluids, paint and construction debris, Oil and grease can clog
fish gills and block oxygen
yard and pet wastes, pesticides and litter,
from entering the water.
Urban runoff pollution flows to the ocean Also, toxics found in oven
through the storm drain system-l,500 miles of and floor cleaners can, in
pipes that take water and debris straight from high concentrations, harm
Los Angeles streets to the ocean. Each day, 100
aquatic life.
million gallons of polluted urban runoff enter
the ocean untreated, leaving toxic chemicals in
i.~.,,,
¯ : ........

our surf and over 4,300 tons of trash on our
beaches annually.
Urban runoff pollution contaminates the ocean,
closes beaches, harms aquatic life and increases
the risk of inland flooding by clogging gutters
and catch basins,

~. :.. ~
’ ....
Best Management Practices that indude the
proper handling, storage and disposal of
materials can prevent pollutants from entering
the ocean through the storm drain system.

These Best Management Practices (BMPs) will
ensure a cleaner ocean and city.
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Minimize Wastes
Use non-disposable products. Serve food on
ceramic dishware rather ~an paper, plastic or
styrofoam and use cloth
napkins rather than paper
ones. If you must use disposable products, use paper
instead of styrofoam.

~

0 Recycle Wastes
Purchase recycled products. By doing so, you
help ensure a use for recyclable materials.
Recycle the following materials:
¯ Food waste (non-greasy, non-animal
food waste can be composted)
¯ Paper and cardboard
° Glass, aluminum and tin containers
° Pallets and drums

Buy the least toxic products available.
¯ Look for "non-toxic," "non-petroleum
¯ Oil and grease
based," "free of ammonia, phosphates,
Separate wastes. Keep your recyclable wastes
dye or perfume," or "readily biodegradable"
in separate containers according to
on the label,
the type of material. They are
¯ Avoid chlorinated compounds, petroleum
easier to recycle if separated.
distillates, phenols and formaldehyde.
Recycle oil and grease
¯ Use water-based products,
wastes. Never dump
¯ Look for and use "recycled" and "recyclable"
them down storm drains
containers,
or on the ground. Look
in the yellow pages for
"Renderers" or call one of the disposal numbers
’
listed
in this pamphlet.
0 Keep Work Sites Clean
Cover, repair or replace leaky dumpsters
and compactors, and/or drain the pavement
beneath them to the sewer. Rain can wash oil,
grease and substances into storm drains.
Wash greasy equipment such as vents and
vehicles in designated wash areas with an
appropriate oil/water separator before storing
outside. Ensure that designated wash areas are
properly connected to the sewer system.

0 Toxic

Disposal

Toxic waste indudes used deaners,
rags (soaked with solvents, floor
cleaners and detergents) and automotive products (such as anti
freeze, brake fluid, radiator flush
and used batteries).
For disposal information call: (213) 237-1209.
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Employee & Client
Education
Employees can help prevent pollution when you
include water quality trairiing in employee
orientation and reviews. Promote these Best
Management Practices (BMPs):
Storage containers sbauld be regularly
inspected and kept in good condition.
¯ Place materials inside rigid, durable, watertight and rodent-proof containers with tight

Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering

Stormwater Management Division
1 (800) 974-9794
City of Los Angeles
Police 9epartment, Hazardous Materials Unit
(213) 237-2793 or (213) 485-4011
Los Angeles Fire Department
Health/Hazardous Materials Program
City: (213) 485-6185 County: (213) 890-4045

¯ Store materials inside a building or build a
covered area that is paved and designed to
prevent runoff from entering storm drains.
¯ Place plastic sheeting over materials or containers and secure the cover with ties and
weighted objects. (Not appropriate for storing
liquids.)
Post BMPs where employees and customers

City of Los Angeles

can see them. Showing customers you protect

Recycling & Household Hazardous Waste Hotlia

the ocean is good public relations.

1 (800)552-5218

Explain BMPs to other food businesses
through your merchant associations or

City of LOS Angeles

chambers of commerce.

Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering

Raise both employee and customer awareness
" ~: ~: i. ~ ~ ¯ by stenciling storm drains near the workplace
-. . with the City’s stencil:

:: ..... ~

city of Los Angeles

Hazardous and Toxic Materials Office
{2131 237-1209
City of LOS Angeles
Integratea Solid Waste Management Office
{213} 237-1444
Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works

Stormwater Management Division
1’ (800)974"9794
Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works

1 18001 303-0003

City of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering

Stormwater Management Division
1 (800) 974-9794
Los Angeles County¯
Department of Public Works
(818) 458-HELP
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This is one in a series of pamphlets describing
storm drain protection measures.
Other pamphlets include:
Food Service lndustry
Fresh Concrete & Mortar Application

Stormwater
Best Management
Practices (BMPs)

~

General Construction & Site Supervision
...~,,.... ~..,.~

Heavy Equipment & Earthmoving Activities

¯ ~:" ,..~ ~" i

Home Repair & Remodeling

i:.::~ ;., :
¯ ....

Horse Owners & Equine Industry
Landscaping, Gardening & Pest Control
Painting
Swimming Pool, Jacuzzi &
Fountain Maintenance
Roadwork & Paving

For more information about storm drain
protection or additional pamphlets, call:

. . ~~
: : .....

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

DIVISION

1 (BOO) 974-9794
Bureau of Engineering
Department of Public Works ..........
St
City of Los Angeles

Automotive
Maintenance &
Car Care
Safe Environmental Habits and
Procedures for:
Auto Body Shops
Auto Repair Shops
Ca. Dealerships
Gas Stations
Mobile Fleet Managers

Mobile Fleet Washing Businesses
-’: ..,~
Manag ....~ Division ~!

Dep .....t of Public Works

R0020786

:~ ....

~

Ocean Pollution Prevention
It’s Up to Us
Many common car maintenance routines con-

.... :? .:i..~
’ : : :: .""i"

~

LosAngeles has two drainage
systems-the sewers and the
storm drains. The storm
drain system was designed to
prevent flooding by carrying
excess rainwater away from
city streets out to the ocean.

tribute to ocean pollution. Washing the car or
pouring used motor oil into a gutter or storm
drain pollutes the ocean.
Water runoff from streets, parking lots and
driveways picks up oil and grease dripped
from cars, asbestos worn from brake linings,
zinc from tires and organic compounds and

drain into the ocean, harming sea life.
Oil and grease, for example,
clog fish gills and block
oxygen from entering the
This pamphlet tells you how to prevent ocean
pollution from "stormwater" or "urban runoff." water. If oxygen levels in
the water become too low,
Rain, industrial and household water mixed aquatic animals die.
with urban pollutants creates stormwater pollution. The pollutants include: oil and other automotive fluids, paint and construction debris,
yard and pet wastes, pesticides and litter.
Because the system contains no filters, it now
serves the unintended function of carrying urban
pollution straight to the ocean,

....-~ ~.
:ii ~ . ~

Urban runoff pollution flows to the ocean
0 Cleaning Work Sites
through the storm drain system-l,500 miles of
pipes that take water and debris straight from Do not hose down your shop floor. It is best
Los Angeles streets to the ocean. Each day, 1 O0
to sweep regularly. For information about
million gallons of polluted urban runoff enter proper disposal of industrial waste, call the
the ocean untreated, leaving toxic chemicals in
our surf and over 4,300 tons of trash on our
Integrated Solid
beaches annually.
Waste Management Office
(213) 237-1444
Urban runoff pollution contaminates the ocean,
closes beaches, harms aquatic life and increases
the risk of inland flooding by clogging gutters Use non-toxic cleaning products. Baking soda
paste works well on battery heads, cable
and catch basins,
clamps and chrome; mix the soda with a mild,
These Best Management Practices (BMPs) will biodegradable dishwashing soap to clean
ensure a cleaner ocean and city.
wheels and tires; for windows, mix white vinegar or lemon juice with water.
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0 Spills

0 Washing Vehicles
|

. .~.. . .,’,.
-~. .

Prepare and use easy to find spill containment
and cleanup kits. Include safety equipment
and cleanup materials appropriate ~
to the type and quantity of materials that could spill,
Pour kitty litter, sawdust or
.
~..~
cornmeal on spills.
For disposal
instructions, call the:
City of Los Angeles
Hazardous and Toxic Materials Office

Prevent oil and grease, suspended solids and
toxics from washing into storm drains:
Designate a washing site where water drains to
the sewer system. The area must be paved and
wel! marked as a wash area. Post signs prohibiting oil changes and washing with solvents.
Train all employees to use the designated area.
Wash vehicles with biodegradable, phosphatefree detergent. Use a bucket (not a running
hose) to wash and rinse vehicles. This conserves
water and minimizes urban runoff.

(213) 237-1209

0 Fueling Vehicles
|

tD Fluids

Gas and diesel spills are common when fueling
vehicles. To minimize pollution:
Your customer’s regular car maintenance
Design fueling areas so that all spills are
prevents fluids from leaking onto streets and
contained and runoff cannot carry spills into
washing into storm drains. It is also good for
storm drains. Spills should be directed to a
business.
containment area that allows for proper treat~
Change fluids carefully. Use
ment and disposal.
a drip pan to avoid spills.
Cover the fueling area to
Prevent fluid leaks from
keep rain from washing
stored vehicles. Drain fluids
away spilled materials.
¯ :/i .. i’..~. ":: ~! such as unused gas, transmission and
Extend the cover several feet
ii
~
hydraulic
oil,
brake
and
radiator
fluid
from
~
~
.... ......
beyond the containment area.
vehicles or parts kept in storage.
Keep absorbent materials on-site
Implement simple work practices to reduce
to allow prompt cleanup of all spills.
the chance of spills. Use a funnel when pourPost signs instructing people not to overfill
ing liquids (like lubricants or motor oil) and
gas tanks. Overfilling causes spills and vents
place a tray underneath to catch spills. Place
gas fumes to the air.
drip pans under the spouts of liquid storage
[ L.A.M.C. 64.30.B.l(a)--prohibits the discharge of
containers. Clean up spills immediately.
gasoline.,.hydrocarbons...kerosene,..benzene...etc, to
Publicly Owned Treatment Works (P.O.T.W.).
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0 Recycle
City of Los Angeles
Recycle what you must:

Safe .ty Code requires motor oi!

1 (800) 974-9794
City of LOS Angeles

recycling.

Police Department, Hazardous Materials Unit

Section 66822 of the California

(213) 237-2793 or (213) 485-4011

Code requires lead acid battery

LOS Angeles Fire Department

recycling.

Health/Hazardous Materials Program
City: (213) 485-6185 County: (213) 890-4045 ....

Division 20 of the Health and

¯ / " "?~

[:)7 i.[i~ )".!(.~i;i

Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Stormwater Management Division

Recycle what you can:
¯ Metal scraps
¯ Used tires, paper and cardboard

¯ Container glass, aluminum, and tin
¯ Water-based paints

Call the referral numbers in this
pamphlet for information.

~) Employee &
Customer Education
Educate your employees. Include water quality
training in new employee orientations and
conduct annual review sessions.
Educate your customers. Raise employee and
i/).~[[..;.:~ ’i:!~[I customer awareness by stenciling storm drains
near the work place with the City’s stencil:
~ :-. i .~ ~~:.

lit;~,|~ltfl~li;llt;.l,/,:.til,[,l~..iri~"~t,~llll.l,[,g~ia

City of LOS Angeles
Hazardous and Toxic Materials Office

(213) 237-1209
City of LOS Angeles
Integrated Solid Waste Management Office

(213) 237-1444
Los Angeles County

Department of Public Works
Recycling & Household Hazardous Waste Hotline

1 (800) 552-5218
City of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Stormwater Management Division

1 (800) 974-9794

.,. i,,

Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works
1 (800) 303-0003

.......

City of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Stormwater Management Division

1 (800) 974-9794
Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works

(818) 458-HELP
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"r

This is one in a series of pamphlets describing
storm drain protection measures.
Other pamphlets include:

Stormwater

Best Management
Practices (BMPs)

Automotive Maintenance & Car Care
Food Service Industry
Fresh Concrete & Mortar Application
General Construction & Site Supervision
Home Repair & Remodeling
Horse Owners & Equine Industry
Landscaping, Gardening & Pest Control
Painting
Swimming Pool, Jacuzzi &
Fountain Maintenance

Roadwo,k ~ Pav*.g

Heavy Equipment &
Earthmoving Activities
Safe Environmental Habits and
Procedures for:

For more information about storm drain
protection or additional pamphlets, call:

Bulldozer, Backhoe &
Gardening Machine Operators
Developers
Dump Truck Drivers
General Contractors
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
OIVISION

1 (800) 974-9794
Bureau of Engineering
Department of Public Works
City of Los Angeles

Home Builders
Site Supervisors

s .........

Manag .....Division~

Dep .......

f PubIicWork~
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Ocean Pollution Prevention
It’s Up to Us
Los Angeles has two drainage
systems-the sewers and the
storm drains. The storm
drain system was designed to
prevent flooding by carrying
I~~-~. I excess rainwater away from
I~~
city streets out to the ocean.

~

. .......
~""
.....’:i
"
: :.ii.’:%’. .-’~

Because the system contains no filters, it now
serves the unintended function of carrying urban
pollution straight to the ocean,
This pamphlet tells you how to prevent ocean
pollution from "stormwater" or "urban runoff."

: ¯- ~ .- ¯ ~
..........

Soil excavation and grading operations often
contribute to urban runoff pollution. By loosening large amounts of soil and sediment,
earthmoving activities can cause sediment to
flow into gutters, storm drains and the ocean.
Sediment is the most
common pollutant
washed from work
sites, creating multiple~
problems once it
enters the ocean.
Sediment clogs the
gills of fish, blocks
light transmission and increases ocean water
temperature, all of which harm sea life, disturbing the food chain upon which both fish
and people depend.

Rain, industrial and household water mixed
with urban pollutants creates stormwater pollution. The pollutants include: oil and other automotive fluids, paint and construction debris,
yard and pet wastes, pesticides and litter.
Sediment also carries with it other work-site
Urban runoff pollution flows to the ocean pollutants such as pesticides, cleaning solvents,
through the storm drain system-l,500 miles of cement wash, asphalt and car fluids like motor
pipes that take water and debris straight from oil, grease and fuel. Thus, poorly maintained
vehicles and heavy equipment leaking fuel and
Los Angeles streets to the ocean. Each day, 100
million gallons of polluted urban runoff enter oil at the construction site also contribute to
the ocean untreated, leaving toxic chemicals in ocean pollution.
our surf and over 4,300 tons of trash on our
~"".
beaches annually.
: .: .....
Urban runoff pollution contaminates the ocean,
closes beaches, harms aquatic life and increases
the risk of inland flooding by clogging gutters
and catch basins,
These Best Management Practices (BMPs) will
ensure a cleaner ocean and city.

Best Management Practices that indude the
proper handling, storage and disposal of
materials can prevent pollutants from entering
the ocean through the storm drain system.
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0 General Business
Practices
¯ Schedule excavation and
grading work for dry
weather,
¯ Use as little water as
possible for dust control,

~) Vehicle & Equipment

Maintenance
¯ Maintain all vehicles and heavy equipment,
Inspect frequently for leaks,
¯ Conduct all vehicle/equipment maintenance and
refueling at one location-away from storm drains,

I

¯ Perform major maintenance,
repair jobs and vehicle/equipment washing
off-site.
¯ Use gravel approaches where truck traffic is
frequent to reduce soil compaction and limit
the tracking of sediment into streets.
¯ Use drip pans or drop
cloths to catch drips
and spills, if you drain
and replace motor oil,
radiator coolant or other
fluids on-site. Collect all used fluids, store in
separate containers and recycle whenever
possible.
¯ Do not use diesel oil to lubricate equipment
or parts.

Cleaning Up
¯ Sweep up dry spilled materials immediately.
Never attempt to bury them or "wash them
away" with water.
¯ Clean up spills on dirt areas by digging up
and properly disposing of contaminated soil.
¯ Report significant spills to the appropriate spill response agencies immediately.
Use the telephone numbers provided on the
back of this pamphlet.
¯ Clean up leaks, drips and other spills
immediately. This will
prevent contaminated
soil or residue on
paved surfaces.
¯ Never hose down
"dirty" pavement or surfaces
where materials have
spilled. Use dry cleanup
methods whenever possible.

0 Employee & Client

Education
Educate your employees. Include water quality
training in new employee orientations and conduct annual review sessions.
Educate your customers. Raise employee and
customer awareness by stenciling storm drains
near the work place with the City’s stencil:

~’~"~ .~
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(~) Erosion Prevention

~

After

or~excavating, exposed

~~

~~~,~’~ P
~ immediate danger of

¯,,

~-~ .... ~.
~". "., ~ ~. :.
- . .... ¯ :7.7 ..-.~, )~.:, ~

clearing, grading

soil oses a clear and

~ stormwater pollution.

Re-vegetation (permanent or temporary) is an
excellent form of erosion control for any site.
¯ Avoid excavation and grading activities
during wet weather.
¯ Construct diversion dikes to channel runoff
around the site. Line channels with grass or
roughened pavement to reduce runoff

velocity.
¯ Cover stockpiles and excavated soil with
secured tarps or plastic sheeting.
¯ Remove existing vegetation only
when absolutely necessary.
Large projects should be ~,~~
conducted in phases.

¯ Consider planting temporary vegetation for
erosion control on slopes or where construction is not immediately planned.
¯ Plant permanent vegetation as soon as
possible, once excavation and grading activities are complete.

City of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Stormwater Management Division

1 (800) 974-9794
City of LOS Angeles
Police Department, Hazardous Materials Unit

(213) 237-2793 or (213) 485-4011
Los Angeles Fire Department
Health/Hazardous Materials Program
City: (213) 485-6185 County: (213) 890-4045
|
City of Los Angeles
Hazardous and Toxic Materials Office
(213) 237-1209

City of Los Angeles
Integrated Solid Waste Management Office

(213) 237-1444
Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works
Recycling & Household Hazardous Waste Hotline
1 (800) 552-5218

City of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Stormwater Management Division
1 (800) 974-9794

Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works
1 (800) 303-0003

City of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Stormwater Management Division

1 (800) 974-9794
Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works

(818) 458-HELP
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~,, o.o
,~ ~ .~o~ o/~~ ~.~,~
~torm drain prote~on m~r~.
o,~~~,~:
Automot,ve Maintenance & Car C~e

Sto r mwate r
Best Management
Practices (BMPs)

~

Food se~ice Indu~
Fresh Concrete & Molar Application
~;., ~.~:~
,..,.~.~
.~,::~ .......
"
""

Hea~ Equipment & Ea~hmo~ng Ac~ig.

~:
~’ : ,

_~

~...

Home Repair & Remodeling

.

.

Ho~e O~e~ & Equine lndu~
Landscaping, Gardening & Pest Control
Painting
Swimming Pool, Jacu~ &
Fountain Maintenance
Roadwork & Paving

For more information about .arm drain
protection or additional pamphlets, call:

General Construction &
Site Supervision
Safe Environmental Habits and Procedures for:.

.... ’ "
¯ :,,-; ....
.... : ....... ’

--

~’q"GRMWATEI=I MANAGEMENT
I~IVISION

1 (S00) 974-STg4
Bureau 0! Engineering
Department of Public Works
City of Los Angeles

General Contractors
Construction Inspectors
Home Builders
Developers
Masons & Bricklayers
Patio Construction Workers
Sidewalk Construction Crews

s ........ ,~l~=~ ..... ~.,~o.

D~v ....

P~.~ c~ ~ ~K"~c~d P’~
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Ocean Pollution Prevention
It’s Up to Us
I

Construction sites are common sources of
Los Angdes has two drainage
urban runoff imllution. Materials and wastes
systems£-the sewers and the
,,.
blown or washed into a street, gutter or storm
storm drains. The storm
drain flow directly to the ocean. Sediment is
drain system was designed to
prevent flooding by carrying the most common pollutant washed from work
siteS~ creating multiple problems once it enters
excess rainwater away from
city streets out to the oceam, .o. the ocean.
~’~
~ ....
" Because the system contains no filters, it now Sediment dogs the gills.- ....
of fish, blocks light transserves the unintended function of canting
mission and increases
urban pollution straight to the ocean.
ocean water temperature,
This pamphlet tells you how to prevent ocean all of which harm aquatic
pollution from "stormwater" or "urban runoff." creatures and disturb the
food chain upon which
Rain, industrial and household water mixed both fish and people depend.
with urban pollutants creates stormwater poilur.ion. The pollutants include: oil and other Sediment also carries with it other work site
automotive fluids, paint and construction pollutants such as pesticides, cleaning solvents,
debris, yard and pet wastes, pesticides and litter, cement wash, asphalt and car fluids like motor
oil, grease and fuel. Thus, poorly maintained
Urban runoff pollution flows to the ocema vehicles and heavy equipment leaking fuel and
through the storm drain system--l,500 miles oil on the construction site also contribute to
of pipes that take water and debris straight from ocean pollution.
Los Angeles streets to the ocean. Each day, 100
As a contractor, site supervisor, owner or opermillion gallons of polluted urban runoff enter ator of a site, you may be held responsible for
¯ :
..- ~ ’.,:.:~ the ocean untreated, leaving toxic chemicals in the environmental damage caused by your sub- :-: ;-., ,::. ,~
: ’77 " our surf and over 4,300 tons of trash on our
. beaches annually,
contractors or employees.~;
: :-...
Urban runoff pollution contaminates the
ocean, closes beaches, harms aquatic life and
increases the risk of inland flooding by clogging
gutters and catch basins,
These Best Management Practices (BMPs) will
ensure a cleaner ocean and city.

Best Management Practices such as
handling, storing and disposing of
materials properly can prevent pollutants
from entering storm drains.
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0 Advanced Planning to
Prevent Pollution

0 General Business
Practices
I

¯ Keep pollutants off exposed
surfaces. Place trash cans and
recycling receptacles around
the site.
¯ Cover and maintain dumpsters. Check frequendy for
~.-~ : ¯
leaks. Place dumpsters under
" :. . :’ ~
a roof or cover with turps or__plastic sheeting,
Never clean a dumpster

by hosing it down on-site!

An erosion control program, worked out before
construction begins, prevents or minimizes most
erosion and sedimentation problems.
¯ Train y~ur employees and subcontractors.
Make these pamphlets available to everyone worldng on
site. ~iformsubcontractors
about the stormwater
requirements and their own
responsibilities.

¯ Keep materials out of the rain. Cover
¯ Schedule excavation and grading activities
exposed piles of soil or construction materials
for dry weather periods.
with plastic sheeting or temporary roofs,
¯ Designate one area for auto parking, vehicle ¯ Control surface runoff to reduce erosion,
refueling and routine equipment maintenance, especially during excavation. Use drainage
The designated area should be well away from ditches to divert water flow.
gutters or storm drains. Make all major repairs ¯ Use gravel approaches to reduce soil cornoff-site,
pact.ion and limit the tracking of sediments
¯ Make sure portable toilets axe in good work-

¯

~,

into streets, where truck tral~c is frequent.

ing order. Check frequently for leaks.
¯ Use as little water as possible for dust control. ¯ Prevent erosion by planting fast-growing
annual and perennial grasses. These will shield
and bind the soil.
¯ Do not remove trees or
0 Cleaning Up
shrubs unnecessarily.
They help decrease erosion.
¯ Clean up leaks, drips and
other spills immediately. This
~
will prevent contaminated soil
or residue on paved surfaces.
¯ Never hose down "dirty" ~
pavement or surfaces where materials
have spilled. Use dry, cleanup methods
whenever possible.

R0020796

Handling Materials

& Wastes

City of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Stormwater Management Division

~rac-xice Source Reduction - minimize waste
~hen ordering materials. Order o~y the
,mounts needed to complete the job.
5se recycled and recydable materials when-

1 (800) 974-9794
City of Los Angeles
Police Department, Hazardous Materials Unit

~-er possible.
"~ever bury waste

(213) 237-2793 or (213) 485-4011
Los Angeles Fire Department

.: ." -.. ~i naterials or leave
¯
"’
-zero in the street.

~ispose of all

Health/Hazardous Materials.Program
City: (213) 485-6185 Coun-~y: (213) 890-4045

--

_

l; [~,~’|q II~L, 1:I ~ P.P~. I |, [,l, g’~’t’~ I~I ,ll.-~+[,g-lq

~+te properly,

.(any construction

City of Los Angeles

materials, including solvents, water-based

Hazardous and Toxic Materials Office

paints, vehicle fluids, broken asphalt and
concrete, wood, and cleared vegetation can be

(213) 237-1209
City of LOS Angeles

:ecycled. Non-recyc]able materials must be
"~aken to an appropriate landfill or disposed of
~ hazardous waste. For disposal information,

Integrated Solid Waste Management Office
(213) 237-1444

LOS Angeles County

~l the numbers listed in this pamph[¢t.
¯

Department of Public Works
Recycling & Household Hazardous Waste Hotline
1 (800) 552-5218

Disposal Options
City of Los Angeles
~se a crushing company to recycle cement,
~halt and porcelain rather than taking them
: : . :~".: a landfill. For a listing of companies that
~pt these materials, call the:
¯ ;-..

City of Los Angeles

~

Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Stormwater Management Division
1 (800) 974-9794
LOS Angeles County
Department of Public Works; ....

1 (800) 303-0003

Department of Public Works

1 (800) 974-9794

City of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Stormwater Management Division

1 (800) 974-9794
Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works

(818) 458-HELP

R0020797
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This is one in a series of pamphlets describing
storm drain protection measures.
Other pamphlets include:
Automotive Maintenance & Car Care
Food service Industry

Stormwater
gement
Best .Nana
Practices (BMPs)

Fresh Concrete & Mortar Application
General Construction & Site Supervision
Heavy Equipment & Earthmoving Activities
Home Repair & Remodeling
Horse Owners & Equine Industry
Landscaping, Gardening & Pest Control
Painting

Roadwork &
Paving

Swimming Pool, Jacuzzi &
Fountain Maintenance

For more information about storm drain
protection or additional pamphlets, call:

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
DIVISION

1 (800) 974-9794
Bureau of Engineering
Department of Public Works
City of LOS Angeles

Safe Environmental Habits and Procedures for:

Construction Inspectors
Driveway/Sidewalk/Parking Lo t/
Road Construction Crews
Equipment Operators
General Contractors
Seal Coat Contractors
~,
s, ........

Manag ..... Division

Dep ......

f Public Works
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Ocean Pollution Prevention

It’s Up to Us

.... ~
"
’

Los Angeles has two drainage
systems-the sewers and the
storm drains. The storm
drain system was designed to
prevent flooding by carrying
excess rainwater away from
city streets out to the ocean,
Because the system contains no filters, it now
serves the unintended function of carrying urban
pollution straight to the ocean,
This pamphlet tells you how to prevent ocean
pollution from "stormwater" or "urban runoff."
Rain, industrial and household water mixed
with urban pollutants creates stormwater poilution. The pollutants include: oil and other automotive fluids, paint and construction debris,
yard and pet wastes, pesticides and litter.

¯ ~
"~¯ :":

Road paving, surfacing and pavement
removal activities contribute to urban runoff
pollution because they take place right in
the street, where urban runoff contamination can result from asphalt, saw-cut slurry
or excavated material.
’ Rain or runoff can carry
these toxic substances to
the ocean through the
storm drain system,
posing a hazard to human
and sea life.
Extra planning is required to store and dispose
of materials properly and guard against
stormwater and ocean pollution. As a contractor, site supervisor, owner or operator of a site,
you may be held re~ponsiblej~r the environmental
damage causedbyyoursubcontracto~oremp~yees.

Urban runoff pollution flows to the ocean
through the storm drain system-l,500 miles of
pipes that take water and debris straight from
O General Business
Los Angeles streets to the ocean. Each day, 100
Practices
million gallons of polluted urban runoff enter
the ocean untreated, leaving toxic chemicals in ¯ Keep materials out of the rain. Store them
our surf and over 4,300 tons of trash on our
under cover, with temporary roofs or plasbeaches annually,
tic sheets, protected from rainfall, runoff
and the wind.
Urban runoff pollution contaminates the ocean,
closes beaches, harms aquatic life and increases
¯ Schedule excavation and grading work for
dry. weather.
the risk of inland flooding by clogging gutters
and catch basins.
¯ Develop and implement
erosion and sediment control
These Best Management Practices (BMPs) will
plans for embankments.
ensure a cleaner ocean and city.
¯ Recycle used oil, concrete, and
broken asphalt.
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Equipment Maintenance

Removal

¯ Maintain all vehicles and heavy equipment.
Inspect frequently for leaks,
¯ Conduct all vehicle/equip.~1
ment maintenance and
refueling at one location-away from storm drains,

¯ After breaking up paving, be sure to
remove all chunks and pieces. Recycle
them at a crushing company. Use the
referral numbers listed below.

¯ Perform major
~
equipment/vehicle repairs
and washings off-site,
¯ Do not use diesel oil to lubricate equipment
or parts.

¯ Make sure broken pavement
does not come in contact
with rainfall or runoff.

O During Construction
¯ Cover catch basins and maintenance holes
when applying seal coat, slurry seal or fog
seal.
¯ Use check dams, ditches or berms to divert
runoff around excavations.
¯ Never wash excess materials from exposed
aggregate concrete or similar treatments
into a street, gutter or storm drain. Collect
and recycle, or dispose to a dirt area.
Collect and recycle excess abrasive gravel
or sand. Call the Integrated Solid Waste
Management Office to order a
Construction and Demolition Waste
Recycling Guide, (213) 237-1444.
¯ Avoid over-application by water trucks for
dust control.

¯ Dispose of small amounts
of dry concrete in the trash.

¯ Shovel or vacuum saw-cut
slurry and remove from
the site. For disposal information contact the Hazardous and Toxic Materials
Office at 213-237-1209
¯ Cover or barricade storm drain openings
during saw-cutting.

Disposal
Use a crushing company to recycle cement,
asphalt and porcelain rather than taking them
to a landfill. For a listing of companies that
accept these materials, call the:

City of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works

1 (800) 974-9794
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0 Spills
¯ Never hose down dirty pavement or surfaces.
Clean up all spills and leaks using "dry"
methods (with abso?bent materials and/or

"

""

Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Stormwater Management Division

rags), or dig up and remove contaminated

1 (800) 974-9794
City of LOS Angeles

soil. For disposal information contact the

Police Department, Hazardous Materials Unit

Hazardous and Toxic Materials Oflqce at
(213) 237.1209.
" ..... ;
i .( :i .

City of Los Angeles

° Catch drips from pavers

(213) 237-2793 or (213) 485-4011
Los Angeles Fire Department
Health/Hazardous Materials Program
,
City: (213) 485-6185 County: {213) 890-4045

with drip pans or
(cloth, rags, etc.)

City of LOS Angeles

placed under machine

Hazardous and Toxic Materials Office

when not in use.

(213) 237-1209
City of LOS Angeles
Integrated Solid Waste Management Office

~) Employee &
Customer Education
Educate your employees. Include water quality

training in new employee orientations and

(213) 237-1444
Los Angeles County

Department of Public Works
Recycling & Household Hazardous Waste Honine

1 (800) 552-5218

conduct annual review sessions.

¯-. ~.
:.. i: ;..

Educate your customers. Raise employee and
customer awareness by stenciling storm drains
near the work place with the City’s stencil:

City of LOS Angeles
Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Stormwater Management Division

1 (800) 974-9794
Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works

’, ..........

1 (800) 303-0003
City of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Stormwater Management Division

1 (800) 974-9794
Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works

(818) 458-HELP
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This is one in a ~eries of pamphlets describing

=~i.~o.~o.~.
Other pamphlets include:

Automotive Maintenance & Car Care
Food Service Industry

Stormwater
Best Management
Practices (BMPs)

General Construction & Site Supervision
Heavy Equipment & Earthmoving Activities
Home Repair & Remodeling
Horse Owners & Equine Industry
Landscaping, Gardening & Pest Control
Painting
Swimming Pool, Jacuzz] &
Fountain Maintenance
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Jcean Pollution Prevention
it’s Up to Us
I

~- . ’!

Fresh concrete-and mortar activities are
.~ Los Angeles has two drainage
frequent sources of urban runoff pollution.
systems---the sewers and the
Materials and wastes blown or washed into a
...~
storm drains. The storm
street, gutter or storm drain have a direct
drain system was designed to
impact on the ocean.
~~ ~"1 prevent flooding by carrying
city streets out
to the
ocean..~
commonispollutan
~
excess rainwater
away
from
Sediment
the most
t

: Washed from work sites,
.~.x:ause the system contains no filters, it now
;erves the unintended function of carrying creating multiple problems once it enters the
Irban pollution straight to the ocean,
ocean. Sediment clogs
his pamphlet tells you how to prevent ocean the gills of" fish, blocks
ollution from "stormwater" or =urban runoff." light transmission and
increases ocean water temperature, all of
~:Lain, industrial and household water mixed which harm sea life, disrupting the food chain
qth urban pollutants creates stormwater pollu- upon which both fish and people depend.
,a. The pollutants include: oil and other
_itomotive fluids, paint and construction
Sediment also carries with it
bris, yard and pet wastes, pesticides and litter,
other work site pollutants
such as cement wash, gravel,
;rban runoff pollution flows to the ocean
asphalt, pesticides, cleaning
5zrough the storm drain system--l,500 miles
solvents, motor oil, grease and
9fpipes that take water and debris straight from L-’~
fuel. Thus, poorly maintained
~3s Angeles streets to the ocean. Each day, 100
equipment
and
vehicles leaking fuel and oil at
. illion gallons of polluted urban runoff enter
.. .....
:::
. :"...’~ ;":~
e ocean untreated, leaving toxic chemicals in the work site contribute to ocean pollution.
:ar surf and over 4,300 tons of trash on our
~ches annually,
o-Urban runoff pollution contaminates the
~cean, closes beaches, harms aquatic life and
ncreases the risk of inland flooding by clogging
gutters and catch basins,
7-hese Best Management Practices (BMPs) will
asure a cleaner ocean and ciW.

Best Management Practices such
handling, storing and disposing of
materials properly can prevent pollutunts
from entering storm drains.
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0 General Business
Practices

0 During Construction
¯ Place erosion controls
(i.e. berms or temporary
vegetation) down slope
to capture runoff
carrying mortar or
cement before it reaches
the storm drain.

¯ Schedule projects for
dry weather periods.°
¯ Keep materials out of
the rain. Store both
dry and wet materials
under cover, protected
from rainfall and

i [ii:.ii ii~::i"~;!i runoff. Also, protect

¯ Set up and operate small mixers on tarps
or heavy drop cloths.
¯ When breaking up paving (cement or
asphalt), be sure to pick up all the pieces.
Recycle them at a crushing company. Use
the referral numbers listed in this

pamphlet.

~ Cleaning Up
,
¯ When cleaning up after driveway or sidewalk construction, wash concrete dust onto
dirt areas, not down the driveway or into
the street or,storm drain.
¯ Wash out concrete mixers and equipment
only in designated wash-out areas, where
::
~
:
:.;:,:.:.....,~..,:~ ~,
the water flows into containment ponds or
’. -!

¯ Dispose of small amounts of
excess dry concrete, grout
and mortar in the trash.
¯ Never bm-y waste material.
Recycle or dispose of it as
hazardous waste material.
For disposal information

contact the:

,~

onto dirt.

¯ Recycle cement wash water__~,_
pumping it back into cement
mixers for reuse,

:~ "

concrete or cement than you will use.

¯ Secure open bags of cement to keep windblown cement powder away from streets,
gutters, storm drains, rainfall and runoff,

,." .

~..;. ~.~ :

¯ D&not order or mix up more fresh

d~ materials from the
wind.

i:

"~

~~[~

~_

City of Los Angeles

Hazardous and Toxic Materials Office
at (213)-237-1209

¯ Never dispose of cement washout
into driveways, streets, gutters, storm drains
or drainage ditches.

R0020804

~ ....

.

Handling Materials
& Wastes

city of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works, Bureau of F.J~ineeriz~
Stormwater Management Division

Pz’a~’~ce ~oux~.~ Redu~don - m~n~mize
waste when ordering materials. Order only
the amounts needed to complete the job.

1 (800) 974-9794

Use recycled and recydable materials
-Maenever possible.
Reo/de broken
asphalt, concrete,

-

City of Los Angeles
Police Department, Hazardous Materials Unit
(213) 237-2793 or (213) 485-4011
Los Angeles Fire Department
Health/Hazardous Materials Program
City: (213) 485-6185 Couq~: (213) 090-404S
.:..

vegetation. Nonrecyclable materials
must be taken to an appropriate landfill or
disposed of as hazardous waste. For disposal
information, ca]] the numbers listed on the
back of this p~_mp~Jet.

City of Los Angeles
Hazardous and Toxic Materials Office

(213) 237-1209
City of Los Angeles
Integrated Solid Waste Management Office
(213) 237-1444
Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works
Recycling & Household Hazardous Waste Hotline

Disposal Options

1 (800) 552-5218
;sea ~ru~Jz~,zg comply to recycle cement,
phalt and porcelain rather than taking them
, a landfill. For a listing of companies that
~.ccept these materi~ls, ~]] the:

.....
:,, .,. ~

City of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works
1 (800)974-9794

City of Los Angeles
Oepartment of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Stormwater Management Division

1 (800) 974-9794
Los Angeles County .....
~_

Department of Public Works

"""

1 (800)303-0003 ,.-~

~.,

City of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Stormwater Management Division

1 (800) 974-9794
Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works
(818) 458-HELP
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http://www.census.gov/population/estimates/county/co-99-2/99C2_O6.txt

(CO-99-2) County Population Estimates for July I, 1999 and Population Change for April
(includes revised April I, 1990 Population Estimates Base)
Source: Population Estimates Program, Population Division, U.S. Census Bureau, Washin
Contact: Statistical Information Staff, Population Division, U.S. Census Bureau (301Internet Release Date:

March 9, 2000

FIPS State/County Code and Area Name

7/1/99
Estimate

4/1/90
Population
Estimates
Base

06
06001
06003
06005
06007
06009
06011
06013
06015
06017
06019
06021
06023
06025
06027
06029
06031
06033
06035

California .........................
Alameda County, CA .................
Alpine County, CA ..................
Amador County, CA ..................
Butte County, CA ...................
Calaveras County, CA ...............
Colusa County, CA ..................
Contra Costa County, CA ............
Del Norte County, CA ...............
E1 Dorado County, CA ...............
Fresno County, CA ..................
Glenn County, CA ...................
Humboldt County, CA ................
Imperial County, CA ................
Inyo County, CA ....................
Kern County, CA ....................
Kings County, CA ...................
Lake County, CA ....................
Lassen County, CA ..................

33,145,121
1,415,582
1,161
34,153
195,220
40,051
18,844
933,141
26,477
161 358
763 069
26 328
121 358
145 287
17 958
642 495
123 241
55 405
33 028

29,811 427
1,304 347
1 113
30 039
182 120
31 998
16 275
803 731
23 460
125995
667479
24 798
119 118
109,303
18,281
544,981
101,469
50,631
27,598

06039
06041
06043
06045
06047
06049
06051
06053
06055
06057
06059
06061
06063
06065
06067
06069
06071
06073
06075
06077
06079
06081
06083
06085
06087
06089
06091
06093
06095

..- .............
Ma
Marin County, CA ...................
Mariposa County, CA ................
Mendocino County, CA ...............
Merced County, CA ..................
Modoc County, CA ...................
Mono County, CA ....................
Monterey County, CA ................
Napa County, CA ....................
Nevada County, CA ..................
Orange County, CA ..................
Placer County, CA ..................
Plumas County, CA ..................
Riverside County, CA ...............
Sacramento County, CA ..............
San Benito County, CA ..............
San Bernardino County, CA ..........
San Diego County, CA ...............
San Francisco County, CA ...........
San Joaquin County, CA .............
San Luis Obispo County, CA .........
San Mateo County, CA ...............
Santa Barbara County, CA ...........
Santa Clara County, CA .............
Santa Cruz County, CA ..............
Shasta County, CA ..................
Sierra County, CA ..................
Siskiyou County, CA ................
Solano County, CA ..................

116,760
236,768
15,605
84,085
200,746
9,210
10,512
371,756
120,962
92,014
2,760,948
239,485
20,370
1,530,653
1,184,586
51,276
1,669,934
2,820,844
746,777
563,183
236,953
702,102
391,071
1,647,419
245,201
164,530
3,334
43,570
385,723

88,090
230,096
14,302
80,345
178,403
9,678
9,956
355,660
110,765
78,510
2,410,668
172,796
19,739
1,170,413
1,066,789
36,697
1,418,380
2,498,016
723,959
480,628
217,162
649,623
369,608
1,497,577
229,734
147,036
3,318
43,531
339,469

Numeric
Perce
Population Populati
Change
Chan
1990-99
19903,333 694
III 235
48
4 114
13 100
8 053~
2 56~"
129 410
3,017
35,363
95,590
1,530
2,240
35,984
-323
97,514
21,772
4,774
5,430~ ....
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28,670
6,672
1,303
3,740
22,343
-468
556
16,096
10,197
13,504
350,280
66,689
631360,240
117 797
14 579
251 554
322 828
22 818
82 555
19 791
52 479
21 463
149,842
15,467
17,494
16
39
46,254

II
8
4
13
7
25
15
16
12
28
14
6
1
32
-I
17
21
9
19
32
2
9
4
12
-4
5
4
9
17
14
38
3
30
II
39
17
12
3
17
9
8
5
I0
6
Ii
0
0
13

6/28/01 11:30 AM

http://www.census.gov/population/estimates/county/co-99-2/99C2_O6.txt

06097
06099
06101
06103
06105
06107
06109
06111
06113
06115

2 of 2

Sonoma County, CA .................. 439,970
Stanislaus County, CA .............. 436,790
Sutter County, CA .................. 78,423
Tehama County, CA .................. 54,012
Trinity County, CA ................. 12,927
Tulare County, CA .................. 358,470
Tuolumne County, CA ................ 53,764
Ventura County, CA ................. 745,063
Yolo County, CA .................... 155,573
Yuba County, CA .................... 59,607

388 222
370 522
64 409
49 625
13 063
311 932
48 456
669 016
141 212
58 234

51,748
66,268
14,014
4,387
-136
46,538
5,308
76,047
14,361
1,373
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13
17
21
8
-i
14
Ii
II
I0
2

6/28/01 11:30 AM

htt-p://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/06/06037.html

Los Aa~geles County L~ulckYacts ti’om the US Census Bureau

Sta~ and CounlyQuickFac~

QuickFacts Main

Los Angeles County, California

Select a county in California
Alameda County
County selection mal~
Locate a county by place name

I FAQs I What’s New

More data for this area

Select a state
USA quickFacts

,~1

r~ G~

Follow the ? link for definition and source information.

t Population, 2000
~ Population, percent change, 1990 to 2000
¯ White persons, percent, 2000 (a)
¯ Black or African American persons, percent, 2000 (a)
? American Indian and Alaska Native persons, percent, 2000 (a)
¯ Asian persons, percent, 2000 (a)
? Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific islander, percent, 2000 (a)
? Persons reposing some other race, percent, 2000 (a)
? Persons reposing ~o or more races, percent, 2000
? Persons under 18 years old, percent, 2000
? Persons of Hispanic or Latino origin, percent, 2000 (b)
? High school graduates, persons 25 years and over, 1990
? College graduates, persons 25 years and over, 1990
? Homeownership rate, 1990
? Single family homes, number 1990
? Households, 1990
? Persons per household, 1990
? Family households, 1990
t Median household money income, 1997 modpl-based estimate
? Persons below pove~y, percent, 1997 model-based estimate
? Children below pove~, percent, 1997 model-based estimate

I of 2

9,519,338
7.4% I
48.7%
9.8% !
0.8%
11.9%
0.3%
23.5%
4.9%
28.0%
44.6%
3,838,409
1,223,442
48.2%
1,745,663
2,994,343
2.90
2,036,104
$36,441
20.5%
30.5%
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33~,648
13.6%
59.5%
6.7%
1.0%:
10.9%
0.3%
16.8%
4.7%
27.3%
32.4%
14,244,971
4,366,674
55.6%
6,930,949
10,399,700
2.79
7,218,877
$39,59~
16.0%
24.6%

6/28/01 11:46 AM

http:!/quickfacts,census.gov/qfd!statedO6/O6037.html

l,os Angeles County QuickFacts from the US Census Bureau

219,933I~
3,693,637
-4.0%
590,246
106,706,380
69,534,164[

773,92b
12,026,989
6.3%

[
]

4,0611
2,344.1 I

155,959
217.2

,

Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA
PMSA

!~ Private nonfarm establishments with paid employees, 1998
? Private nonfarm employment, 1998
? Private nonfarm employment, percent change 1990-1998
? Nonemployer establishments, 1997
? Manufacturers shipments, 1997 ($1000)
~. Re~t~ii sales, 1997 ($1000) ...........................................................
Retail sales per capita, 1997
Minority-owned firms, 1992
I? Women-owned firms, 1992
’i? Housing units authorized by building permits, 1999
[? Federal funds and grants, 1999 ($1000)
[? Local government employment-full-time equivalent, 1997

[? Land area, 2000 (square miles)
I? Persons per square mile, 2000

i

? Metropolitan Area

i

1,936,556
379,612,443
263,118,346
i
$8,167
-lr
$7,619I,
541
!
230,0251
[
232,723i
801,487
~
i 38,039
14,ubuI
[" ....
[
43,465,603[ 166,~
1,_194,169I
341,9411
}

(a) Includes persons reporting only one race.
(b) Hispanics may be of any race, so also are included in applicable race categories.
FN: Footnote on this item for this area in place of data
NA: Not available
D: Suppressed to avoid disclosure of confidential information
X: Not applicable
S: Suppressed; does not meet publication standards
Z: Value greater than zero but less than half unit of measure shown
Data Quality Statement
What do you think of our new QuickFacts? Send comments to quickfacts~lists.census.qov
Source U.S. Census Bureau: State and County QuickFacts. Data derived from Population Estimates, 2000 Census of Population and Housing,
1990 Census of Population and Housing, Small Area Income and Poverty. Estimates, County Business Patterns, 1997 Economic Census, Minorityand Women-Owned Business, Building Permits, Consolidated Federal Funds Report, 1997 Census of Governments
Last Revised: Wednesday, 09-May-2001 12:19:00 EDT
Census 2000 i Subjects A to Z I Searc~h I Product Ca!aloq I Data loots t t-Oi~A i Privacy" Poiicies. i Contaci Us i C~nsuS Home

USCENSUSBUREAU
Helpin~ You Make fnf~rmed Ded~ons
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ANNOUNCEMENT
NPDES-DEVELOPMENT PLANNING FOR
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
On July 15, 1996, the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), Los Angeles Region,
adopted Order No. 96-054 ("Permit"). Under the Permit, the County of Los Ang~le~ is
designated as the Principal Permittee and the 85 incorporated cities as co-Permittees. In
February 2000, the RWQCB adopted a Resolution that established Standard Urban
Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSM P) criteria for priority projects for the Permittees described
in Part A and Part B of the attached table.
The primary.objectives are to:
¯
¯

Effectively prohibit non-stormwaterdischarges, and
Reduce the discharge of pollutants from storrnwater conveyance systems to the maximum
extent practicable

The Los Angeles County Department of Public Works (DPW) is responsible for the
implementation of SUSMP requirements in the County unincorporated areas (excluding the
Antelope Valley area) and all County-owned facilities. Development and redevelopment
projects falling into either Parts A or B of the attached table will be required to obtain SUSMP
approvals. Details of facilities and measures that mitigate impacts to water quality must be
shown on improvement plans and reviewed as part of those plans.
Information regarding the preparation of SUSMP is available on our website
(link to SUSMP Plan on www.888CleanLA~com).
~
SUSMP pertaining to new subdivisions will be reviewed by DPW’s Land Development
Division. Please call Steve Burger at (626) 458-4943 with any questions (Monday through
Thursday).
SUSMP for single-lot developments will be reviewed by DPW’s Building and Safety Division.
Please contact Mitch Miller at (626) 458-6390 with any questions pertaining to these
developments (Monday through Thursday).
In addition, SUSMP for non-residential projects will be reviewed by DPW’s Environmental
Programs Division. Related questions should be directed to the Industrial Waste Unit of
Environmental Programs Division at (626) 458-3517 (Monday through Thursday).
Attachment: SUSMP Project Types, Characteristics and Activities, Parts A and B.
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SUSMP Project Types, Characteristics, and Activities
Part A. Type of Proposed Project:
A 10+ home subdivision
A 100,000+ square-foot commercial development1’ ~
An automotive repair shop (SIC codes 5013, 5014, 5541,7532-7534, and 7536-7539)3
A retail gasoline outlet
A restaurant (SIC code 5812)4
A hillside-located single-family dewelling5
Parking lots 5,000 square feet or more or with 25 or more parking spaces and potentially exposed to
stormwater runoff
Location within or directly adjacent to or discharging directly to an environmentally sensitive area

_ ;

Part B. Project Characteristics or Activities:
Automotive or Equipment Repair and/or Maintenance
Automotive or Equipment Washing or Cleaning Area(s)
Gas Station or Fuel Dispensing
Outdoor Material or Waste Handling or Storage
Chemical handling ancl/or storage of petroleum products, paints, solvents, concrete, or hazardous waste?
Outdoor Equipment or Product Fabrication including welding; cutting; sawing; metal fabrication; assembly;
application of paints, coatings, or finishes; pre-cast concrete fabrication, etc.
Outdoor Areas for Equipment or Machinery Repair and/or Maintenance
Dry Cleaning Factory
Food Service
Food Processing Plant
Animal Slaughtering
Animal Confinement, Pet Care Facilities, Stables, Kennels, etc.
10 or More Dwelling Units
Hillside Locations
1 "100,000 Square Foot Commercial Development" means any commercial development that creates at least 100,000 square feet of impermeable area,
including parking areas.
z’Commercial Development" means any development on private land that is not heavy industrial or residential. The category includes, but is not limited
to: hospitals, laboratories and other medical facilities, educational institutions, recreational facilities, plant nurseries, multi-apartment buildings, car was
facilities, mini-malls and other business complexes, shopping malls, hotels, office buildings, and public warehouses and other light industrial complexes.
~"Automotive Repair Shop" means a facility that is categorized in any one of the following Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes: 5013, 5014,
5541, 7532-7534, or 7536-7539.
""Restaurant" means a stand-alone facility that sells prepared foods and drinks for consumption, including stationary lunch counters and refreshment
stands selling prepared foods and drinks for immediate consumption (SIC code 5812).
~"Hillside" means property located in an area with known erosivesoil conditions, where the development contemplates grading on any natural slope that
Is 25 percent or greater.
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